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FARSTEIN
Factory Outlet

MOVING
direct from manufacturer

SAVE UP TO 50"
Because business demands expansion, we are moving to lar-

ger premises where we will be serving a full line of ladies

and children's wearalong with a much wider variety of men's

apparel.

Watch for our BIG opening.

MEN'S SUITS
ALL wool, latest Fall

styles and colours.
Sizes 35 to 46. Com-
pare to 79.95

from 39.75

Ladies'

LEATHER COATS
Angolla leather mini and
full length styles. Var-
iety of colours. Sizes 7
to 18. Compare to $110.

from 69.75

permanent-press

SLACKS

Slacks in Blue, Green
Brown, Grey for all occa-
sions. Sizes 28 to 36. Com-
pare to 17.95

8.75

Corduroy

Jackets

With Orion Pile lining, si-

zes 36 to 42. C o I o u r s of

Rust and Green. Compare
to 39.95

22.75

FARSTEIN
Factory Outlet

208 Wellington St.

Open daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Thurs., Fri. until 9 p.m.

546-2969

Oceanography, pollution

Research grants announced
A total of 157,500 dollars has

been granted to Queen's for

research in a number of areas,

most of it in aquatics.

Dr. G. A. Bartlett of the

department of geological sci-

ences has been awarded a Na-
tional Research Council grant

of $43,500 for continuation of a

study of the Canadian continen-

tal margins. The grant will

provide operating expenses
and equipment for three years.

Bartlett has also received a
grant of $7,500 from the Advi-

sory Council on Water Re-
sources and a $9,500 grant from
the Atlantic Oceanographic
Laboratory, Bedford Institute.

These will support research
from six field camps through-

out the Atlantic Provinces to

determine the tolerance limit

of waste disposal and water
intake in coastal environ-

ments.

A five-member research
group has received a $45,000

grant from the Ontario depart-

ment of university affairs for a

stucjy of pollution patterns in

Eastern Ontario.

The project will involve fac-

ulty from the departments of

biology and geography.

Eleven faculty members
from Queen's have received a

joint grant of $35,000 from the

department of university af-

fairs for a multi-disciplinary

study on ground water re-

sources, ecology, geological

SUEDE AND LEATHER SALE
SPECIAL PURCHASE OF COATS, SKIRTS
AND JACKETS

SAVE UP TO 50%

DORETA APPAREL SHOP
DOWNTOWN and KINGSTON SHOPPING CENTRE

AMEY'S
TAXI

546-1111

SC. '74
HAVE YOU READ

PAGE 10

engineering and pollution in

southeastern Ontario.

The objective is to obtain

information enabling predic-

tion of behaviour and distribu-

tion of groundwater and pollu-

tion in the Kingston watershed
area.

The project will involve the

departments of geological sci-

ences, civil engineering and
chemical engineering.

Dr. Barrie Frost, depart-
ment of psychology, and Dr.

Neilson MacKay, department
of electrical engineering, have
received a research grant of

$17,000 from the Ontario de-

partment of university affairs

for development of an artifi-

cial seeing and hearing instru-

ment.

NOTICE
All members of ViglGael
for you youngsters) Group
20 will assemble in Jolly's

backshop this afternoon at 2

p.m. for academic orienta-

tion.

-Advertisement-

Why Do
You Read
So Slowly?
A noted publisher is Chicago
reports there is a simple tech-
nique of rapid reading which
should enable you to increase
your reading speed and yet re-
tain much more. Most people do
not realize how much they could
increase their pleasure, success
and income by reading faster
and more accurately.
According to this publisher,

many people, regardless of their
present reading skill, can use
this simple technique to im-
prove their reading ability to a
remarkable degree. Whether rea-
ding stories, books, technical
matter, it becomes possible to

read sentences at a glance and
entire pages in seconds with
this method.
To acquaint the readers of

this newspaper with the easy-
to-follow rules for developing
rapid reading skill, the company
has printed full details of its

interesting self-training method
in a new booklet, "How to Read
Faster and Retain More,"
mailed free to anyone who re-

quests it. No obligation. Send
your name, address, and zip
code to: Reading, 835 Diversey,
Dept. 157 - 3 B, Chicago, 60614.
A postcard will do.

WELCOME to Kingston

SALE 20% OFF
Everything in the shop,

this week only.

KITCHEN SHOP & GIFT SHOP
Kingston's Most INTERESTING
GIFT EMPORIUM
Bring this Ad. and claim your
FREE poster with purchase of

$1 or more.

68 Brock St.,

Douglas Snyder Prop.
Just above the Market Square.

Performance opportunities for

INSTRUMENTAL OR CHORAL MUSICIANS

BRASS, WOODWIND AND PERCUSSION
PLAYERS WITH EXPERIENCE ARE NEEDED

FOR THE

QUEEN'S WIND ENSEMBLE
SINGERS WITH EXPERIENCE ARE NEEDED

FOR THE

QUEEN S CHORAL ENSEMBLE
PLEASE CONTACT THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT

547-5783
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION.1MWW
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Parking regulations set
After more than two yea rs of

discussions, campus parking
regulations have finally been
set and will go into effect on
October 5. There has been an
extended struggle over wheth-
er or not students should be
eligible for parking permits. A
series of AMS representatives

has struggled with the univer-

sity administration and the

City of Kingston, and in almost
no other subject area has there
been so much misunder-
standing and confusion.

The new system is based on
colour-coded parking stickers

corresponding to colour-coded

parking zones. Permits will be
issued on an eligibility basis

(see map) with applications

processed in the order of local

residential area (i.e., A, B, C,

D). Full time academic and
non-academic staff are permit-

ted to apply if resident in area

D. but students are not.

Fees for the parking permits

range from $15 for a summer
term motor cycle permit to $84

for an annual motor vehicle

permit.

The parking regulations will

apply from 8:00 a.m. to 5:30
p.m., Monday through Friday,

excepting statutory holidays.

Vehicles violating any of the

regulations may be towed
away and impounded, and may
be reclaimed on payment of a

fee ($3 during the day. $8 at
night I.

A short term parking lot

with hourly rates will be locat-
ed behind Miller Hall. Daily
parking tokens for guest lec-
turers or conference delegates
will be provided for $1 per day,
authorizing parking in a specif-
ic colour-coded area for that
day only.

These regulations do not in-

clude any on-street parking.
During preliminary discus-
sions this spring, the Kingston
authorities concerned with on-
street parking suggested the
installation of parking meters
on University Avenue. This
was tried three years ago, re-
sulting in their somewhat vio-
lent disposal in Lake Ontario
by a number of disgruntled
motorists. AMS President Rod
Folwell told the city parking
authorities that he was quite
sure this would happen again.
Mr. Folwell says that he fa-

vours no parking at all on Uni-
versity Avenue between Stuart
St. and Union St. At the pres-
ent, the city if not taking any
action. Mr. Folwell expressed
regret that the city did not
meet with the university right
away in an attempt to inte-

grate the overall parking
scheme.

"I feel our policy is really
quite good and that we're way
ahead. I've no doubt I'll be

Ten more senators
A fifth of the university sen-

ate — its most important gov-
erning body — will be elected
by students October 7 when
twelve students are elected to
vacant senatorships. Ten of the
twelve seats were created by
the senate in May, in a compro-

Imise with the "Fair Share''
proposals, and two have been

' vacant since student senators
John Gray and John Buttars
finished their terms in the
spring.

The "Fair Share" proposals,
written by former vice-presi-
dent Peter Griffiths and an
AMS committee last winter,
asked for ten new student seats
on the senate, but also called
for a ten-seat reduction in the
number of faculty senators, so
that students and faculty would
have virtual parity on a fifty-

member body. (Administ-
rators, as ex-offieio members,

f hold the remaining seats.

)

Senate rejected this latter
suggestion. The compromise,
first proposed by the arts and
science faculty board, was in-
troduced to senate by the spe-

>
cial committee it set up to con-
sider constitutional changes.
Only brief debate, and token

' opposition, met the proposal
;
when committee chairman Dr.

Harry Botterell, retiring
j vice-principal (health sci-
I enees), formally introduced it

;

at the May senate meeting.
AMS president Rod Follwell,

who by another change includ-
ed in the Botterell committee's

[
Proposals becomes an ex-offi-
c '» senator, spoke by invitation

|

at the May meeting. He told
senate that the AMS consid-
ered the final compromise rea-
sonable, but not necessarily as

I
a final solution. Follwell
stressed that the AMS will be
examining the senate's aca-
oemic planning committee this

year to see whether it ad-
equately represents student
views.

An increasing share of sen-
ate committee membership
belongs to students under a
third revision which the Bot-
terell committee presented.
Senate and its revisions com-
mittee took the opportunity to

simplify the often convoluted
structure of committee mem-
berships and the large number
of ex-officio members on some
committees was reduced.

The new structure of senate,

which gives students fifteen

seats on a 63-man senate, is a

substantial compromise with

the principle of student-faculty

parity which Griffiths' "Fair
Share" report articulated. It is

still further from parity be-

tween students and all others,

including administrators — an

ideal adopted as a goal by radi-

cal leaders in some places.

Two student senators, Brian

Scully of law and Jeff Simpson
of arts, have a year to go in

their terms.

Senate will meet next week
with only those two. plus Foil-

well, representing students.

Campus elections October 7

will elect three senators from
arts and science, two from
applied science, and one from
each other faculty. They will

begin representing students at

the regular October senate

meeting.

Students to fill positions on

senate committees will be cho-

sen early in the fall by the sen-

ate nominating committee,

based on Alma Mater Society

recommendations. No students

were appointed in the spring

because changes in the number
of student seats had not been

made final. Retiring student

senators were not replaced, for

the same reason.

hearing from irate students
who would prefer to park for

free on campus, but I also feel

that no student has the God-
given right to feel he may park
for free on University land."

At the present time, the val-

ue of land currently being used
for parking spaces on campus
is approximately $2,000 per
space, and as the provincial
government has refused to

provide funds for university
parking facilities, Queen's
must somehow meet the costs
of maintaining and improving
our parking systems.
Perhaps there is a solution

to this whole problem — Walk
or ride your bicycle. It's much
healthier.

Residence zones to determine parking permit eligibility.

3 Deans, I Vice Principal

Administration turnover
Queen's has a new vice-prin-

cipal and three new deans
since spring.

The vice-principal, for the
areas of development and in-

formation, is James M.
Courtright, who was a senior
executive of Shell Canada and
a member of the university's
board of trustees.

His principal duty will be to
supervise the ongoing capital
fund drive, in which Queen's
hopes to raise several million
dollars for new buildings. A
Toronto consulting firm is in

charge of the project.

He will also be responsible
for maintaining communica-
tions and liaison between the
university and its alumni or-
ganizations and benefactors,
and for development and su-

pervision of university infor-

mation services.

Courtright's experience in

alumni affairs includes mem-
bership on the executive of
alumni association branches in

Montreal, Toronto, and Van-
couver, and election by alumni
to the university council and
the board of trustees.

Applied science dean Jim
Brown resigned suddenly in

early summer and was tempo-
rarily replaced by faculty
board chairman Dr. H. M.
Edwards, civil engineering
professor, who is to be interim
dean for a year.

Brown was in the middle of a
reluctantly undertaken two-
year appointment as dean. His
resignation is the second in

applied science in less than a
year; assistant dean H. S. Pol-

lock resigned earlier in the
spring.

A committee chaired by
vice-principal (academic I Dr.
George Harrower is seeking a

new dean.

Brown is succeeded as "sen-
ior dean" (longest-appointed)
by R. J. Hand of commerce.

Dr. R. L. Mcintosh, asso-
ciate dean (natural sciences)
of arts and sciences, was ap-
pointed dean of graduate
studies and research during
the summer, after the previous
dean. Dr. David W. Slater, left

to become president of York
University in Toronto.

Dr. D. O. Waugh officially

took over as dean of medicine
during the summer, replacing
Dr. Harry Botterell; he will

also take over Botterell's vice-

principalship for health sci-

ences next vear.

>r CUSTOM

TAILORING

OF

SUITS

&

SPORTSWEAR

"MAY WE SERVICE YOU"

REGULAR & BOUTIQUE STYLES

FREE TAILORING & STUDENTS DISCOUNT

ON ALL PURCHASES

FORMAL RENTALS FOR GUYS & GALS

''AVAILABLE TO YOU"

OUR TAILOR SHOP FOR

ALTERATIONS & REMODELLING

OURLAY - A - WAY SERVICE

SPECIAL ORDER SERVICE

VISIT WITH US

AT

286 PRINCESS ST. 546-3056
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Harrower changes coming
Some of the results of the

Harrower Report are surfac-

ing this fall with the introduc-

tion of interim changes in de-

gree regulations. Essentially,

the changes include the aboli-

tion of the 3-3-3 grouping and

of the distribution require-

ments for a general degree; of

the requirement of a minor for

students completing a nineteen

course honors B.A. ; and of any
stipulations on the nature of

additional courses outside the

field of the major in the honors

B.A. and B.Sc. programs.
(Details of these changes can

be found on the inside flap of

the 1970-71 Arts and Science

Calendar.)

These changes were passed
by the Queen's Senate last

June and are part of an overall

report of the Curriculum
Committee. The remainder of

the report will hopefully be
finalized by the Curriculum
Committee in the fall, at which

time it must then be passed by
the Arts and Science Faculty
Board. Some of the additional

changes which may be con-
tained in the final report are
the abolition of the eight 'B'

requirement for the general
degree with the substitution of

a requirement for an overall

average of 60%; the abolition

of the four-course minor con-

centration in the general B.A.

;

and the introduction of a com-
bined honors program in which
a student could combine any
two subject areas in which he
is interested (seven courses in

each subject). A student inter-

ested in being a theatre man-
ager for example might take a

combined degree in Commerce
and Drama. At present com-
bined degrees are offered in

only a few departments.

These change's have been
drawn up by the faculty mem-
bers of the Curriculum Com-
mittee during the summer, but

A FULL LINE OF MEN'S AND
LADIES CLOTHING, SPORTSWEAR

& ACCESSORIES
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Jos. ABRAMSKY & Sons Ltd.,

259 Princess St.

When

aBank
It's nice to know you're

near one.

The Commerce.
Come in.

And find out how more of us
• can do more for you.

There's a Commerce branch

at

BAGOT and BROCK

CANADIAN IMPERIAL
BANK OF COMMERCE

the report must still be passed
by the complete committee
which includes student mem-
bers, most of whom were una-
ble to attend the weekly meet-
ings this summer. The Report
then goes to the Arts and Sci-

ence Faculty Board and finally

to the Senate. Once passed by
the Senate, it comes into effect

immediately — hopefully dur-
ing this school year.

Questions ...

Two non-compulsory ques-

tionnaires are being handed
out during registration this

week. The first is from the

University Council's Commit-
tee on Admissions which is

examining the Queen's admis-
sions policy and how it might
be changed.

The questionnaire guaran-
tees the anonymity of the indi-

vidual but aims to establish the

general socio-economic back-
ground of the average Queen's
student. The committee is only

in the exploratory stages, but
plans to submit its preliminary

report in November.
David Wroe of the Student

Employment Service said the

second questionnaire aims "to

provide ourselves with the in-

formation to get a statistical

picture of student employ-
ment" during the summer to

further assist students next
year. He hopes to help students

Old Arts Building

Vandals hit campus
It appears that some individ-

uals are more anxious than
others to get back to school, as

last Wednesday the Old Arts
Building was broken into some-
time during the early morning.
Dr. Mathers of the Queen's
Theological College reported
that the thieves entered by
smashing the glass of a wire
mesh reinforced door. There
was considerable damage done
to doorlocks and furniture in

second floor offices. Items
reported taken include a small
amount of cash, several blank
and cancelled cheques, some
outdated bank statements, and
two silver-plated chalices.

The Drama Department,
located in the basement of the

building, suffered a greater
loss in expensive electronic
equipment. A new record play-

er, a projector, and a number
of tape recorders were stolen,

and again there was damage to

the office equipment.

Mr. Ft. I. Luker of Queen's

find more meaningful employ-
ment in their chosen field. Stu-

dents need not fear interfer-

ence in their existing summer
jobs by any sort of encroach-
ment, Wroe said.

MORTON'S
RECORD BAR

244 Princess St

RECORD SPECIALS

GUESS WHO 2.98

THREE DOG NIGHT 2.98

JOSE FELICIANO 2.98

JEFFERSON AIRPLANE 2.98

ELVIS PRESLEY 2.98

Plus hundreds MORE
on special

COMPLETE POSTER department
Incense STROBE candles

GUITARS
GIBSON & YAMAH

Physical Plant said that there
is one night watchman em-
ployed to patrol the university

buildings. The watchman saw
lights on in the building's base-
ment about 3 a.m. and upon
investigation discovered the
break-in.

A marked increase in van-
dalism and theft of this nature
(this is the third recent break-
in at the Old Arts Building)
prompted a warning from
Vice-Principal (Administ-
ration) Kennedy last week. In
this letter he states that due to

a loss of $8,887 worth of equip-

ment in the first six months of

1970, the possibility of retain-

ing insurance for the universi-

ty is remote.

Mr. Luker feels that a start-

ing point for a solution to the
problem is educating students
and faculty to be more security
conscious. People who value
their possessions must be pre-

pared to take realistic precau-
tions to protect them.

Journal goes bi-weekly

The Journal will appear twice
a week this year (Tuesdays
and Fridays). Every third

Wednesday a magazine will be
published. Anyone interested
in joining the staff should
phone Paul Barron at 546-5730

or 544-9643.

NEWMAN'S EXPERT
TAILOR MEN'S SHOP

Suits made to measure & ready
to wear.
Alteration - all work guaranteec

also men's Furnishings &
form al rentals.

214 Princess St. 546 -0110

AIR CONDITIONED
OPEN EVENINGS

Gtotffure

FRANK & JOHNNY

EUROPEAN
HAIR

STYLISTS
EXPERTS IN
CHILDREN'S
CUTTING &
SHAPING

• Bleaching > Streaking

I Permanents • Cutting

& Shaping

KGTN.

542-8225

•rtt?tctttt«*4 * t ,tutttt»9,9,n

CLUBS NIGHT

has been changed to

MONDAY SEPT. 28
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My hand clenched on the

Pag* 5

emergency stop,

I waitedfor my photographer
by Ray Stemp

As I checked and rechecked

the clock in Union Station I

came to realize that the pho-

tographer wasn't coming. Nei-

ther was the money for the

tickets. I bought my own ticket

and boarded the one Kingston

Coach. There was no sign of

him as the train pulled out. .

.

For years the Toronto to

Kingston train was the main
means of transportation for

freshmen on their way to

Queen's. Within the last two or

three years though, the trend

has shifted — this year only

fourteen made the trip. The
rest had, presumably come
down by car, probably with
parents. Only one person on the

train had come from closer

than Sudbury, and all but two
sat alone.

Once the Freshmen had
someone to talk with, their

curiosity took over. Each an-
ticipated with an apprehensive
enthusiasm what was to come;
"all you hear through high
school is how different it

(university) is. I want to find

out how different — in just
what ways".

Some came to Queen's be-

cause their fathers had been
here or because of the sports

on campus. Many came be-
cause of Queen's academic
reputation; "best school for
engineering"; "a good reputa-
tion for sciences"; "a great
library"; or because of
Queensmen they knew. Most
mentioned the comfortable
appearance and size of both
Queen's and Kingston, espe-
cially compared to Toronto,
Waterloo and York.
As the train came to its first

stop in Oshawa 1 hastily ex-
cused myself. I glanced up and
down the platform, my hand
clenched around the emergen-
cy stop. No photographer there
or coming. I slipped back into a
seat and observed a profane
silence.

While courses were obvious-
ly on their minds, the upcom-
ing Orientation was of primary
concern. All looked forward to
it; mainly as a way of meeting
people. Which is probably why
Dennis Dubetz, who has a B.A.
in psychology from the Univer-
sity of Calgary, and is starting
in Geology "to gain economic
relevance" is going to try life

as an uninitiated frosh again.
Worries about inititation be-
coming too physical and about
to much hazing were balanced

3H Prinuta St. and at tha Prantanac Malt — Phon« 540.3487 £ S48492*

WELCOME QUEEN'S STUDENTS!

WE SELL, MEATS, GROCERIES AND KITCHEN
EQUIPMENT.

WE ARE ALSO THE ONLY HEALTH FOOD
STORE IN KINGSTON.

CLOVER LEAF MARKET
490 PRINCESS ST.,

WE DELIVER
CORNER OF UNIVERSITY
TELEPHONE 546-5566

COME
to the

INTERNATIONAL CENTRE
(east end of Student Union)

Drop in for coffee anytime; relax at chess, checkers,
reading, conversation, music - for the ruggedly active
types it's ping-pong, and whatever turns you on ... .

all in.an atmosphere of informality: talk to anyone you
see - there is someone here from almost any place in

the world. Come and find out what sorts of things will

be going on during 1970-71, and meet people

Open 9:00 a.m. to late evening

J

by interest in the university in

general, courses, and people.
Most freshmen I interviewed

appeared to look on initiation

as a possibly unpleasant but
important step in developing
themselves. The fact that
there is such a detailed and
busy orientation impressed
them as a welcome from other
Queensmen — an interest in
their presence. Initial fear
became acceptance of "what-
ever comes"; the greasepole
was actually looked forward
to.

IIIMUHHIHU

WINE
Supplies and Equipment

CHEESE
From around the World

BEER
Malts and supplies for

those who prefer the

excellence of home brew

GOURMET
foods from afar

GIFTS
with a touch of distinction

Cooke's
Old
World
Shop

est. 1868

59-61 Brock
Kingston, Ont.
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i All the la lis I styles \
• ^sunglasses *
• Repairs e Magnifiers «
• Custom made glasses *

Contact Lenses^/
Speiialitliti U THi tUtlHG Of

f mwnmv nisamms
«Jp

I-^W^PTICIAN$!
^W262 King St. E. 542-1747V

mmmmmmmm"

SYD SAMUELS WELCOMES

ALL

QUEEN'S STUDENTS

This is your headquarters

for

ARTS RED LEATHER JACKETS

NYLON & FORTREL COTTON

WINDBREAKERS

QUEEN'S SWEATSHIRTS

in 10 shades

AND ALL YOUR PERSONAL CLOTHING REQUIREMENTS

SYD SAMUELS MEN'S WEAR LTD.

350 Princess St. 546-9859
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'Well, that lakes tare of that.

the

traditional

first

editorial

Traditionally the first Journal editorial is on
one of two subjects: housing or orientation.

This year was to be no exception, however the

task seemed more than hopeless. To talk about

rent control is to talk about something that is an
impossible dream as long as students regard

themselves as away from the Kingston communi-
ty. Otherwise students will continue to outbid res-

idents either overtly or because they will be able

to pay a higher kickback to the landlord.

As for Orientation — well it's really quite sim-

ple. The 'frosh' this year will generally be the

Gaels, Vigs, etc. of next year — and what they

don't like, they will change (presumably for the

better). Despite the divine guidance and well-in-

tentioned prodding of the various orientation

committees, somehow the frosh will break
through that system as well. They will find their

own problems, and not just the ones they have
been told they will find — and they will meet the

different people at the university, not just the

types that any given orientation has chosen to

present.

Now instead of writing on housing or orienta-

tion we might say just what the Journal is trying

to do this year. We have returned to a twice week-
ly format in the interests of better news coverage
and will be using the Friday paper and the new
magazine for features and essays.

To digress for a moment: students are part of

the total university community, and the latter is

part of the Kingston community. Accordingly, the

Journal cannot persist on dwelling upon political

issues alone — one of its greatest promises lies in

the social problems; helping the campus be
aware of these and helping look for solutions.

Therefore if the Journal has a "political" bias

or "slant" this year it is towards a total commun-
ity involvement. Encouraging all members of the

university community to look at a wide range of

social problems with the focus upon Kingston.

-Globe and Mail cartoon

News — Bev Percival

Chris Redmond
Mary Campbell

Editor — Paul Barton

iess Manager — Vince Tang

Sports — John Mable

Artwork — Alan Meyer

Managing Editor — John Solman
Published twice a week during ihe academic year by the Alma Mater So-
ciety of Queen's University Founded in 1873 Editorial opinions ate those
o) the Editorial Board and not necessarily of the Alma Mater Society Of the
University Member of Liberation News Service Primed by WEB Offset,

Toronto. Ontario
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So it's there, in the indi-
vidual psychology, that you'd have to begin. The
first step would be to make people live dualisti-
cally, in two compartments. In one compart-
ment as industrialized workers, in the other as
human beings. As idiots and machines for eight
hours out of every twenty-four and real human
beings for the rest."

"Don't they do that al-

ready?"

"Of course they don't.
They live as idiots and machines all the time, at
work and in their leisure. Like idiots and ma-
chines but imagining they're living like civilized
humans, even like gods."

TJLhe whole of modern
civilization is based on the idea that the special-
ized function which gives a man his place in so-
ciety is more important than the whole man, or
rather is the whole man, all the rest being irrele-
vant or even (since the physical, intuitive, in-

stintive and emotional part of man doesn't con-
tribute appreciably to making money or getting
on in an industrailized world) positively harmful
and detestable.

"

The real charm of the
intellectual life — the life devoted to erudition,

to scientific research, to philosophy, to aesthet-
ics, to criticism — is it's easiness."

Is incomparably eas-
ier to know a lot. say, about the history of art and
to have profound ideas about metaphysics and
sociology, than to know personally and intuitive-

ly a lot about one's fellows and to have satisfac-

tory relations with one's friends and lovers,
one's wife and children. Living's much more dif-

ficult than Sanscrit or chemistry or economics.
The intellectual life is child's play: which is why
intellectuals tend to become children — and then
imbeciles and finally, as the political and in-

dustrial history of the last few centuries clearly
demonstrates, homicidal lunatics and wild
beasts"

One of the hardest
things to remember is that a man's merit in one
sphere is no guarantee of his merit in another.

Newton's mathematics don't prove his theology.

Farady was right about electricity but wrong
about Sandamanianism. Plato wrote marvellous-
ly well, and that's why people still go on believ-

ing his pernicious philosophy. Tolstoy was an
excellent novelist; but that's no reason to regard
his ideas on morality as anything but detestable,

or for feeling anything for his aesthetics, his so-

ciology and his religion. In the case of scientists

and philosophers this ineptitude outside their

own line of business isn't surprising. Indeed, it's

almost inevitable. For it's obvious that exces-
sive development of the purely mental functions

leads to atrophy of all the rest. Hence the noto-

rious infantility of professors and the ludicrous

simplicity of the solutions they offer for the

problems of life."

The rush to books and
university is like the rush to the public-house.
People want to drown their realization of the dif-

ficulties of living properly in this grotesque con-
temporary world, they want to forget their own
deplorable inefficiency as artists in life.

"

All copy quotations from "Point *
CounterPoint" by Aldous Huxley,
first pubtsihed 1928

TAhis famous search for

Truth is just an amusement, a distraction like

any other, a rather refined and elaborate substi-

tute for genuine living; Truth Searchers become
just as silly, infantile, and corrupt in their ways
as the boozers, the pure aesthetes, the business
men, the Good-Timers in theirs."

Don t be deceived by
the canting rogues who talk of the sanctity of

labour and the Christian Service that business
men do their fellows. It's all lies. Your work's
just a nasty dirty job, made unfortunately neces-

sary by the folly of your ancestors. They piled up
a mountain of garbage and you've got to go on
digging it away, for fear it might stink you to

death, dig for dear life, while cursing the memo-
ry of the maniacs who made all the dirty work
for you to do. But don't try to cheer yourself up
by pretending the nasty mechanical job is a no-
ble one. It isn't ; and the only result of saying and
believing that it is, will be to lower your humani-
ty to the level of the dirty work. If you believe in

business as a Service and the sanctity of labour,
you'll merely turn yourself into a mechanical
idiot for twenty-four hours out of the twenty-
lour. Admit it's dirty, hold your nose and do it for

eight hours and then concentrate on being a real
human being in your leisure. A real complete
human being. Not a newspaper reader, not a jaz-
zer, not a radio fan. The industrialists who purv-
ey standardized ready-made amusements to the
masses are doing their best to make you as much
of a mechanical imbecile in your leisure as in
your hours of work. But don't let them. Make the
effort of being human." That's what you've got
to say to people; that's the lesson you've got to
teach the young. You've got to persuade every-
body that all this grand industrial civilization is

just a bad smell and that the real, significant life

tan only be lived apart from it. It'll be a very
long time before decent living and industrial
smell can be reconciled. Perhaps, indeed,
they're irreconcilable. It remains to be seen. In
the meantime, at any rate, we must shovel the
garbage and bear the smell stoically, and in the
intervals try to lead the real human life."
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VIOLENCE IS
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—Reaganbirch part of our world has no

mindlessly idiotic answers to real questii

Some of our best friends are idiots soliMand ev<

thought that saying this may give aid aQhe ene

really not enough to justify eternal silem

The temptation to echo David Crosby

bullshit (made at the Moratorium rally!

Francisco's Golden Gate Park, scene c

almost overwhelming. On one level. I

bullshit. But the politics of the DwarvS

them seats on the City Council and is af
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pie voted for Stew Albert for Sheriff ag
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the population of a small city. Albert dffl

the Berkeley City Councilman, did win Wf
incumbent liberal Democrat, and is an <•"'[

election against the Republican. What

has supported the People's Park, the

prisoners and Huey Newton, a man whc|

run up against the machine government*

be the Congressman from Berkeley.

Jesse Unrah probably will not win M
watch how strong he shows), but therijj

Willie Brown, the San Francisco State

day be either a California State SenatoiJH
the man who attacked all the anti-hipf
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So polities is not altogether bullshit,
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no revolutionary act.
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decessors, have been blowing up poli'j
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rule, do they yet have freedom?

I have heard some of my longhaired 'I

niggers.'' Long hair is being discrim

heavily, and thus they say they know ll
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white society. This is bullshit, too, a"

serves you ill, oh my brothers, to sy *!

world knows it is bullshit when you say

remains black in a white racist society

feel part of a group outside the social si
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Frustration runs rampant. Paranoia strikes deep. We are all vic-

tims of it, God knows, but a target of opportunity is only a target of

opportunity and nothing more. It is what you go for when you can't go

for anything else. And we are wasting our strength and our precious

time, don't think twice, in going after targets of opportunity.

Bill Graham is a target of opportunity. People hate him. a situation

he does his best to encourage, knowingly or unknowingly. The truth

of the matter is that some of his worst enemies scream about his rip-

offs while paying for their tickets to his concerts with checks on the

Bank of America.
And there is another truth here. No one single man in his communi-

ty has equalled Bill Graham's record for raising money for good

causes. This is truth, unpalatable or not. Graham may bug you. baby,

but he raised over $20,000 in one night for the People's Park bail fund.

The bands played free and Graham worked free and put up the hall

and everything he had for it. I hear and read plenty of attacks on him

by "revolutionaries" who came around that night wanting to get into

the benefit free.

Graham is a target of opportunity and he cooperates and people

have short memories. But to waste all that good energy attacking

him under the delusion that he is the real enemy is to justify the old

wive's tales of hallucinations.

We have to learn to think. The narcotic laws are ridiculous. We all

know this and we know that even the addictive drugs, even heroin

which we know to be evil and bad in every way, cannot be controlled

and should not be controlled in the way the US Government has ar-

ranged the law. The proof of the duplicity, doublethink and downright

cynicism of Harry Anslinger ( who applied Parkinson's Law to nar-

cotics and ended up with a career) is in his own book when he admits,

nay brags, that he kept two people on hard drugs because of his judg-

ment it was better for them — a socialite and a congressman.

We know all about the drugs and that grass is not habit-forming and

least of all should be illegal. But to make the analogy that keeping

heroin from the addict is like keeping insulin from a diabetic is to use

a bum argument and worse, to say something that is not true. With-

out insulin the diabetic dies. Without heroin, the addict does not die.

It's as simple as that.

The charge of "ripping off the people's culture and selling it back to

them" which gets leveled against the makers of Easy Rider so fre-

quently would be laughable if it didn't display such mindlessness.

You say I'm buying myself back? Come on! It's a slogan, that's all,

and slogans as substitutes for thinking will serve this revolution no

better than it did the Nazis and is dangerous and counter-revolution-

ary in the long run. Remember, when you conjure up images of 1984.

warning of its imminent arrival, that in 1984 it was a fascist dictator-

ship of the Left.

If £a,sr Rider is ripping off the people's culture, then it means that

longhaired dope smokers who ride bikes are so stupid that they will

pay some Hollywood muzzier $3 to see themselves on the screen

while a good sound track (of music they have at home I plays. Most of

those who make the charge of ripping off the people's culture against

Easv Rider think of themselves as revolutionaries. Suckers is a much

better word. Narcissistic suckers.

And as for Woodstock, the film paid for the free show and is the

best propoganda film yet to reach the straight world.

John Sinclair should not be in jail, but his presence there, no mat-

ter how regrettable, does not in and of itself make him a seer or a

saint, if, a martyr. When he separates the world into high-energy and

low-energy elements, he ranks Alvin Lee above Segovia and football

over chess. And it is counter revolutionary nonsense because it

numbs the mind like a lengthy record review.

Just because Mick Jagger sang "Street Fighting Man" does not

mean he's a street fighter (he's more likely to be the Midnight Ram-

bler). But the confusion in people's minds between Mick Jagger the

man and Mick Jagger the singer/writer of the song is one of the most

important contributing factors to all the rancid vibes since Altamont.

We project that something we admire must be what we want it to

be just because we want it to be that way. This is really sick. It is

self-delusion. The concept that the entertainers and the singers and

the groups are "part of us" is past wishful thinking into stupidity.

Even that "they are our culture" is silly. There's an old Celtic say-

ing: "Long hair doth not a hippie make, nor shaven head a knave."

The groups are show business stars. We blew it and pegged our ex-

pectations too high. We set them up as leaders and forgot to watch

our parking meters.

To the extent that the groups or the men in them are not show

business stars, we are ahead. That's all. Some of them have kept it

together better than others.

Frank Zappa says that the new generation is not loyal to God, the

flag or country but is loyal to music. He's dead right, of course, and

this is precisely what makes the music so overhwlemingly important.

Music is not bullshit. At the big Human Be-in in Golden Gate Park

in January 1967. it was the music which mattered as it has always and

always will. Nobody paid any attention then to Jerry Rubin—any
more than, really, they do now that he has long hair and talks about

rock bands. Allen Ginsberg was the best of all the personalities in-

ti oduced as speakers because what he did was musical. He laid on his

afternoon mantra. Even Tim Leary was inconsequential, though he

kept it short, bless his illegally imprisoned Irish heart.

The political rap at festivals, then as now. is a stone bore in addi-

tion to being irrelevant and stupid. There is a time and place for

everything and a music festival sure as hell is not the time nor the

place for the political rap. Don't spoil what good times we have. We
need them. And it isn't as it the speakers are telling us something we

don't know. My God how we know it!

The whole "don't think, feel" ideology really equals "Don't look,

shoot! "
It is stupid. Read, study and above all think, and if to think is

to be linear, then damn McLuhan, for thinking is the only reliable

weapon we have. Power doesn't come out of the barrel of a gun, what

comes out is the ability of any fool with a firearm to kill you. A build-

ing burned down is a building you can't live in, love in or learn in.

Thought out right, it may be possible to take it over some day and use

it. and buildings are part of the planet's resources we must not waste,

either.

There's a bad moon rising, true enough, and it doesn't look like

much but bad times ahead. But the slogans and the hate messages do

not help. They hinder.

Sometimes I think we get so carried away by finding a role for

ourselves that we lose sight completely, not only of the goal we our-

selves have, but how we look to the rest of the world as companions in

their struggle for peace.

To us. the demonstrations were a big factor in the peace move-

ment, but we did the ultimate street turnout twice for peace in Viet

Nam and the war is still going on.

Sure, we are getting ready to get out of Viet Nam, but is it due to

the peace movement or is it due to the strain on the economy itself.? I

think it's more the latter than we care to admit.

To the North Vietnamese, our peace demonstrations and the Mobi-

lization marches have not the meaning nor the importance they have

for us. In Havana recently, a friend of mine was with a group of

Americans who asked some North Vietnamese what they thought

effective American anti-war action was. Th reply they got stopped

them cold. To the North Vietnamese, effective anti-war action tjy an

American was self-immolation a la the student in San Diego.

You got eyes for that?

i reprintedjrom the "Rolling Stone"!
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by Dave Bolton

During the summer, King-

ton went through another

ne of its characteristic politi-

il traumas. The waterfront,

hich has been neglected for

i long by so many, became

he cause of so few. The chance

f ridding the city of its un-

ightly albatross in the name

If Fairbanks Morse Plant by a

Irivate developer caused some

leople concern while others

sipped their beer and enjoyed

ie weather.

The usual groups polarized

nd one really wondered exact-

what causes were being ar-

ulated. There was, however,

tome non political concern of

ome citizens which showed

jxactly what can be done with

ooperative battles as opposed

dogmatic opposition. This

aterfront story started about

year ago and is part of a

eater scheme — that of Sy-

lenham Ward Urban Renewal,

Ind the Kingston Official Plan.

I The Preliminary Report of

Bie Sydenham Ward Urban
Renewal was received in July

§969. The aims of such were to

levttalize the area by remov-

ing the blighting influences and

incompatible land uses, of

which the Fairbanks Morse
Buildings were one. The plan

was to demolish the structure,

fill in the shoreline to create a

larbour lagoon and to con-

fruct low and medium rise

sidential apartments. The
isting waterfront rights

ere to be acquired for multi-

e residential development
d compatible secondary
es. The overall scheme was

! completed in twenty
:ars, with interim use until it

ould be ready for private
ftvelopment. The scheme was
to integrate development of

Be property with the city's

Jans for recreation and hous-
ing in the area. The develop-
ment was to be a part of an
overall scheme of urban re-mwal for Sydenham Ward and
was to follow internal changes
in the ward, changes designed
ft solve problems of architec-
tural conformity, high density,
parking and traffic. The water-
front development was to be-
gin after the major changes
had occurred and after the
ward had adapted to those
Btanges.

After public meetings and
recommendations to the Plan-
ning Board, the city stated that
jts otficial policy was that the
buildings be demolished and
[e area be redeveloped for
rednminately residential

uses, with some provisions
made for commercial and
some for public housing.

In March of this year, an
Ottawa based developer, Mr.
Teron, presented his proposals
for a $30 million development
constituting Marina City. The
original scheme, planned in

three systematic phases, was
for three apartment towers of
the same height as the new
smokestack to be located along
Ontario St.. and townhouses to
line the waterfront. A total of
750 new dwelling units of rela-
tively high rent would result
from this project.

Teron gave the city a dead-
line of June 22 to make up its

mind which caused many peo-
ple to believe that they were
being pushed with "malevolent
haste" into a very important
decision. At a Planning Board
meeting on June 16, John
Smart, the local NDP repre-
sentative tried to forego a vote
on the public ownership of the

waterfront while the less artic-

ulate public watched with a

feeling of helplessness.

A public meeting followed on
June 21 at the Grand Theatre
which was to be a manifesta-

tion of Smart's ideal. of partici-

patory democracy. Six propos-

als were passed as an indica-

tion of the meeting's opinion

and were sent to the Planning
Board as recommendations.

In essence, the proposals

asked for a greater access to

the waterfront, that the City

draw up a plan for public de-

velopment of the Fairbanks
Morse property, that a com-
mittee be set up to develop
proposals on the development
of the entire waterfront, and
that the Teron Project be de-

layed for an indefinite period

until alternate proposals could

be developed.

On June 22, City Council

gave the go ahead on the Teron

Project by a 12 to 3 vote with

the three negative ballots of

Kuyek, Meister and Travers.

Why with all the seeming
opposition to the Teron Project

was it passed with such ease

and rapidity? It would appear

that opposition got all the at-

tention and coverage in the

local paper and what seemed
like full-fledged opposition was

in reality just a trickle in the

stream.

Very few people approached

the Planning Board or the

Council in praise or opposition.

The politics of Kingston seem

to be consent or "negative poli-

tics" The general populus rare-

WELCOME TO QUEEN'S

WELCOME TO KINGSTON
and

WELCOME TO SPEARN'S

•THE GIFT CENTRE"

Gifts, China, Crystal,

Estee Lauder Cosmetics.

Bring your gift problems

to

SPEARN'S OF KINGSTON
330 Princess St.

(between Barrie & Clergy Sts.)

They're still waiting to

tear down the old

Fairbanks - Morse
jUng... and waiting

ly reacts when they are in

agreement with any Council
decision but when they are
against something, a process
of political whiplash is felt and
Council reacts. In this case,

the citizens of Sydenham Ward
did consent to the decision of

Council. Mayor Swain carried

most of the weight and it

wouldn't be too presumptuous
to say that if it weren't for

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIUl

j SALON 320
'_ Hairstylists =
= Experts in razor cutting.

| 320 King St. E. S
548 -8 111 =
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him, the whole deal would nev-

er have gone through. A lack of

any all out opposition from
Alderman Keyes and his Liber-

al organization also gave credi-

bility to the realization of

Swain's objectives concerning

the project. The main senti-

ment among the citizens of

Kingston seems to be that any

project to get rid of the ugly

red brick Fairbanks Morse

structures as quickly as possi-

ble is desirable.

If the Teron Project pro-

ceeds as stated, there will be
action on the property very
soon. The presumption that

Teron is in reality plotting

against the public is not neces-

sarily true. It is quite possible

that private development and
the public good are quite com-
patible.
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Watch the Journal for further details.
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Wednesday September 16

afternoon: athletic day for the freshmen in arts

evening: group parties around the campus and Kingston for

members of all faculties, these parties are designed

to get away from the massive stag dances of past

years. "»

in dunning hall, movies will be shown all night for

anyone who wants to drop in for a while,

thursday September 17

afternoon: c*r*e*a*t*i*o*n. continuing through to the night.

workshops are planned in Film house and the agnes

etherington art centre, and drama groups will be

organized by the drama dept. or a toronto guerilla

theatre group, an underground rock group from to-

ronto will be playing on the jeffrey hall terrace and

freshmen are invited to bring their own instruments

for a jam session,

evening: 8:00 p.m. w.t. connell lecture under the faculty of

medicine, this year's speaker is dr. john e. howard
delivering "conjectures on the biological mecha-
nisms of transport and storage of calcium." dr. how-

ard has made several contributions in thyroid and
adrenal physiology.

8:00 p.m.: in ellis aud. george hamedone presents

"flower", retrieved after flopping on broadway.
hamedone is quite reluctant to elaborate to any ex-

tent on the play but it seems that his "all nude cast"

is quite precocious considering other performances

that have been staged here, the truth will come soon

enough,

friday September 18

afternoon: frosh (arts (will be either gathering books and food in

a "seek and ye shall find" scavenger hunt while other

groups will be doing assigned jobs around kingston

with the money earned going to charity, one of the

main parts of this programme will be 'shinerama'.

VAN'S
Gifts & Books Ltd.

253 Princess St.

547-6676

At our MEW location

just below Abramsky's
WELCOME to all students with
an ADULT TASTE & HUMOUR
Largest selection of ADULT BOOKS
& MAGAZINES - FILMS - CARDS - POSTERS

OPEN 7 DAYS till I I p.m.

"Top-notch war adventure!"
—Judith Crist, Now York Magazine

ENTERTAINMENT

Too LateThe Hero"
ABC Pictures Corp mBnocaiianMih Palomar Pictures pr»*tni«

An Associates and Aldnch Production oi Robert Alrjr ich'e

adult —Late
The
LJCWMft" In* bioughl fOU
I ^f "THE DIHTY DOZEN"

Michael Caine e» Cliff Robertson
Ian Bannen Harry Andrews

Denholm Elliott Ronald Fraser
,m.oouc ,no Ken Takakura ».i>, ,,«,., 0u„lM . f Henry Fonda

•cfMupbiyt,, Robert Aldnch *r>d Lukes Heller
t>, Robert Aldnch *na Robert Sherman mmc b, Gerald Fried

produitd «n<j d.,»tir6 b, Robei t Aldrich

SpP' tn*4aiinaCaa»MiM.|ik;
|
MickoIw

| CmiuU IWuiibiCmwiiw |GP|"*"''^!^^***™'

evening: 8:00 - 10 p.m. 'sobriety', the annual arts frosh and

gael talent show in grant hall.

Saturday September 19

afternoon: 2:00 p.m.: carleton at queen's football game
(exhibition) preceeded by frosh parade through

kingston.

evening: 8:00 p.m. to midnight: all faculty frosh dance in ri-

chardson stadium with music by mashmikan.

monday September 21

afternoon: 3:30 - 5:30 p.m.: rehearsals begin for the queen's

wind ensemble in the new rehearsal room in the

basement of grant hail, interested and experienced

musicians are invited to join — contact mr. duane

bates at the music dept.

evening: 7:00 - 10:00: audition s for the production of 'danton's

death' by buchner, directed by fred euringer. convo-

cation hall, cont'd on tues.

tuesday September 22

evening: 7:00 - 10:00 p.m.: auditions for the drama dept. pro-

duction of 'danton's death' by buchner, directed by

fred euringer. convocation hall, old arts building.

7:00 p.m.: a.m.s. outer council meeting
8:00 p.m.: student print rental at agnes etherington

art centre

at agnes etherington art centre

sept. 2 — 27

'form-colour' organiz. by the

nat. gallery of Canada

sept. 14 — oct. 9

an exhibition of newfoundland

artist Christopher pratt

"YOU'VE
GOT A LOT TO LIVE

AND
PEPSI'S GOT A LOT T0[

GIVE"
Call 542-8195

FR0NTENAC BEVERAGES
for vending equipment, parties! i

and special events.
jj

GIVE US A TRY
Free Delivery.

i

HUGH FINLAY'S
SPORTS SHOP

"THE QUALITY SPORTS CENTRE OF KINGSTON"

FOR

ALL YOUR SPORTING NEEDS

93 Princess St. 548-8255

PAK KEE

JAILORS
Finest

Quality

Custom
Tailoring

284 Princess St.

542-2501

muric

1
mMm

uioocl/tock

STARTS HYLAND FRIDAY
starring joan baez • joe cocker • country joe 4 ihefnh

i

sontono •john sebastion • shono no • sly & ih e family

iby.iHIli S. noih . orlogulhrie . nch.e hoveni • jimihendrix
r • len years oiler • the who • and 400,000 olher beoulilul people

, , . , ||a w[)0 . jyjj yyy c

oiiimbyiTiichael wadleigh
. produced by bob maunce

a wadleigh-mauricejtd. production- technicolor® from warner bros.
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in spite of everything

which breathes and moves, since Doom
(with white longest hands
neatening each crease)

will smooth entirely our minds

-before leaving my room
i turn, and (stooping

through the morning) kiss

this pillow, dear

where our heads lived and were.
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Soccer team bidding for league title

by Hugh Connolly successful season. Last year soccer championship decisive-

Queens Soccer Gaels have the Gaels went the complete ly. This year, with returning

commenced practising again season with only one loss, and heroes and some new faces,

for what looks like another then went on to win the OQAA they promise to do the same

Shown above is the new men's intercollegiate gym-
nasium in the Physical Education Complex, home of

the Golden Gaels basketball team.

OFFICIAL

ARTS .,d SCIENCE
UNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY

JACKETS
ON HAND NOW

BRING IN YOUR YEAR CARD AND PICK OUT YOUR JACKET

LEE'S end LEVIS

Dover's feature a large selection of Lee

and Levi jeans and slacks plus the best

domestic brands. Come in and have

a coke---look around.

YOU'RE ALWAYS WELCOME

Downtown at 109 Princess Street

again.

The newest face is that of

John Walker, the new coach.

Though but an assistant profes-

sor in Spanish and Italian lan-

guages, and hailing from some
small island in the North Sea,

he does know his soccer. With

Walker, our great helmsman,

the team will have few prob-

lems from the top.

Among the returnees is Stan

Taylor, who is by now a perma-
nent fixture on the team; and
his speedy baby brother Gord.

Em Richardson, at present

entertaining offers from cer-

tain American teams, is ex-

pected to return ( at double the

salary of last year) and take up

his stand in the backfield. Tiny

Tim Flood looks to fill the net.

Also among those returning

are Joe Jafiota from the great

North, trickey Mike Bassey,
lam Jones, with his powerful
shot, and steady Jim Pirie.

Only a few will be missing
from last year's team. Tall

Emil Charles will be gone.

Most sorely missed will be

Bobby Carr who has for so long

been outstanding in his centre- !•

half position. He will shortly be J
returning to that same island

in the North Sea.

Ladies who wish to see ath-

letic bodies, gentle readers

who seek more excitemeni
than my pen can offer, and;

stalwart yoeman who wish to

j

join The Team, can see these

Gaels on the Lower Campusj
from Monday to Thursday!

between the hours of five anil

seven pm. The first game off

the year is an exhibition gamel

taking place this forthcoming)

Saturday. I
SOCCER

SCHEDULE

Sol. Sept. 26-U de M at Q. 4:00 p.m.

Sal. Oct. 3 Oil. U. at Q. 2:00p.m,

Sot
.
Oct. 1 0-at Carleton 1 T :00a.m.

Sat. Oct 1 7-a t Laval 1 1 :00a.m.

Sat. Oct 24-McGill at O. 1 t :00a.

m

Fri, Oct 30-at Ottawa 4.30p.m.

Sat. Oct 3 1 -Carleton at O 2.00p.m,

Sat. Nov 7-OQAA at East winner

Sat. Nov 14-CIAU at York

TREASURER FOR
A.S.U.S.

The election of a treasurer for the Arts &
Science Undergraduate Society will takeplace
on October 2, 1970. Nominations should be
submitted by September 27, 1970 to either

Chris Redmond (542-8689) or Joce Cote (330

Johnson, f/2, 544-0484)
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GaelsgroundHawks in exhibition opener

i
by Jim Wright

:: |

n '

If any coach can be troubled

jy a surplus of talent it could

lie Frank Tindall. In the game

Igainst the Waterloo Lutheran

Golden Hawks in Waterloo it

jeemed as though every player

the field was qualified to fill

starting position, as the

;aels. in a surprisingly well

layed game, trampled the

[awks 36 to 15.

Backfielders Eaman and

ieesti ran for 75 and 55 yards

Respectively while quarterback

Roehette completed 7 of 12

Basses for 166 yards: all behind

he vastly improved blocking

ihf the offensive line.

I The defence, drawing excep-

tionally strong play from Pow-
*11. Faulkner. Squires, and

jlMacPhail conceded less than

$>ne football field in yardage

lind only 8 of the 15 points cred-

ited to Waterloo.

The first quarter began

fowly, in that lacklustre style

typical of pre-season

Sames, marked by confusion

and penalties such as offside

and no-yards. The only scoring

the first quarter occurred
fthen a Lutheran punt took a

weird hop at the Gaels goal

line, forcing Eaman to concede

1 single point.

Queen's powerful backfield A good punt return by lineback-

bearin^fnT 1°^ "S er Pete MacPhail set UP a si »-beanngs in the second quarter, gle on a booming punt by Mike

Veteran fullback Heino Lilies (34) slashes inside against the Hawks after
taking handoff from Roehette, (17).

Lambrose. A hungry defense

soon backed the Hawks into a

3rd and 15 situation at their 39

yard line where poor snap from
centre gave Queen*s a first

down on the 21.

Leesti carried off -tacke for

9 yards to set up a spectacular

diving catch by end John Hol-

lingsworth for the first Gael
touchdown; the convert at-

tempt by Cozac was good.

Three plays later, defensive

tackle 'Ace' Powell pounced on
a Golden Hawks fumble on the

Waterloo 49 yard line. Passes
from Roehette to All-Canadian
Skip Eaman and tight-end Tom
Schultz and a 4 yard plunge by
veteran Heino Lilies set the

stage for Eaman's first touch-

down. This came on a beauti-

fully-executed power-sweep
left behind strong blocking
from the offensive line and
brilliant running by Eaman.

With time running out in the

first half, the Gaels gained
possession of the ball at centre

"

field on a fine punt-return by
rookie Joe Pal. Roehette
promptly went up on top with a

55 yard bomb to Schultz. An-
other Cozac Convert stretched

the half-time score to 22 to 1.

The Gael's lead grew still

larger early in the third quar-

ter. Queen's marched from
their own 3 yard line to Water-
loo's 5, finally scoring on a
plunge by Eaman, who
bounced off tacklers behind the

line of scrimmage before div-

ing into the end-zone. Again
Cozac converted for the extra
point.

Hawks Score

Waterloo suddenly hit the

scoreboard late in the third

quarter by intercepting rookie
Tom Taylor's first pass and
running it in for a touchdown.
Their second major came in

the fourth quarter when Water-
loo fullback Vic Walker
bounced off a mass of Gael
tacklers at the Queen's 39 and
crashed into the end-zone.

In the fourth quarter Roeh-
ette gave way to Taylor, the

rookie who would seem to rep-

resent our quarterback hopes
for future years. Taylor fired

five passes, four to Lang (who
dropped two and caught two)
and one to Schultz (also

dropped I to make one count.Of
these passes the third was
saved by a roughing penalty on
Waterloo while the fourth, one
of the two caught by Lang, was
spoiled by a holding penalty to

Queen's. The second catch by
Lang in the end zone stood and,

was converted by Cozac. Final

score: 36 to 15 Queen's.

Football sidelights
Veteran running back Heino

lilies, starting his eighth sea-
L
on with the Gaels, successful-
' tested the knee that forced

pis temporary retirement last

leason.

.
-Corner-linebackers Pete

MacPhail and Gordon Squires
Contained Lutheran's running
lame, constantly turning ran-
ters inside where fierce tack-
les awaited them.
-Former 'hamburg' Paul

Hand played a fine game at
centre as Cam Innes was shift-

to tackle in an effort to find
a working combination on the
Hlensive line.

1 Second-year fullback Carl
Lesti played an excellent game
running and blocking: he car-
lied 10 times for 55 yards

-Quarterback Skip Roehette

showed why the Montreal Al-

ouettes are watching him as he

completed 7 of 12 passes for 166

yards, showing remarkable
poise and ability under pres-

sure.

-Head coach Frank Tindall

allowed that he was "pleased
with our progress to date".

-In a moving pre-game cere-

mony, team doctor Jack Kerr

was presented with a new pair

of white cleats. They looked

better on him than on Water-

loo's No. 20.

-If Queen's continue to pro-

gress as in past weeks, we may
look forward to a winning sea-

son and a good exhibition game
against the Carleton Ravens
this Saturday.

Intramural golf
The first event for the Bews

rophy, emblematic of the In-
jramural Championship, takes
Place this Thursday, Sept. 24 at

K th
" Lawrence Golf Club.

„
h '"dividual and team

patches comprise the event,

witn^
consist 01 five players

18 h
low four core's for the

iiot,.
6Vent t0 count; tne low

F'gnt scorers from the team
f ntWlU Play an 18 hole single

elimination match tournament

to decide the individual cham-

pionship.

Entries should be made ei-

ther directly with your Athletic

Stick or at the Intramural No-

tice Board in the Physical

Education Centre by NOON.
Wednesday, Sept. 23. A limited

number of post entries may be

accepted.

XEROX 5< each

First 10 copies

A.S.U.S.

Students' Typing &
Copying Service

XEROX 2(
11th to 50th copy

STUDENT UNION BUILDING
BASEMENT LEVEL

XEROX
COPYING

(across from coffe shop)

XEROX

1

COMPETANT &
SKILFUL TYPING

from 50th & up

LOW COST DUPLICATING
SUPPORT YOUR OWN NON PROFIT

ORGANIZATION

Hours: 8:45 a.m. (Mon.

- 4:45 p.m. to

Fri.)

Phone: 544-1344

Evening hours
as your needs
increase.

HELP!
ita^

e
.

Journal needs sports
>. including editorial peo-

le^'OEraphers,
Bit

e
Particularly need persons

;a in covering the
Programs and men's

minor sports. So if you have

any spare time, drop in. Or if

you can give us any informa-

tion about events you feel we
should be covering. let. us

know.

STUDENTS' USE ONLY

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
XEROX COPIES

This entitles the bearer to a 10% Discount on initial copying requirements
of over $2.00. This is for you. Please use discriminately. Voucher Good
Oct.l, 1970 to Oct. 31, 1970.
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gin cuycu in

veterans abound
A not very guarded optimism per-

vades the training camp of the Golden

Gaels this season as head coach Frank
Tindall brings his team towards the 1970

season.

An amazing crop of rookies has shown
up to complement the better than aver-

age number of returning players, who, of

course, count All-Canadian running back
Skip Eaman among them.

No less than six quarterbacks are
fighting for starting honours. This fact

alone has produced confidence around
the Gael's camp as it is felt that an im-
proved performance at this position is

essential to an improvement on last

year's fine 5-2 record and winning the
Yates Cup.

Veterans Bill McNiell and Terry
MacCaully are currently fighting with
experienced newcomers Skip Rochette,

a Canadian boy who played for a good
American small college team in New
England and was a late cut of the Mon-
treal Alouettes, and Mike Sharp, former
starting quarterback with the Carleton
University Ravens.

Two promising high school products
are challenging these veterans. Tom
Taylor (Bryce's brother), a Metro To-
ronto All Star from University of Toron-

to School and Art Everett, an Ottawa
product out of Rideau High School.

A veteran backfield will surround
whoever starts at quarterback. To go
with Eaman are veteran Gael running
backs Carl Leesti (6', 195 lbs.), Heino
Lilies (510 ', 190 lbs.), and Brian War-
render (5'11". 180 lbs.) and newcomer
Burns MacPherson (5'11", 190 lbs.), an
all star from the Bluenose Conference.

Also promising as backfielders are
rookies Joe Pal (6'1", 190 lbs.) a Mon-
treal high school product, and Stu Lang
(61", 190 lbs.) another Metro T.O. all

star.

There is also fine strength among re-

ceivers, veterans and rookies. Tom
Chown (6'2", 200 lbs) is back at flanker
and tight end Don Mclntyre (6'3", 220
lbs.) also returns. Filling the shoes of
graduated tight end Dick Van Buskirk
will be either former Ottawa U. player
Tom Schultz (6'3", 208 lbs.) who was a
late cut of the Calgary Stampeders, or
second year man John Hollingsworth
(6T',1901bs.).

Rebuilding the graduation devasted
offensive line is the key job facing the
coaching staff but a good selection of
experienced players is making it a good
deal less than frustrating.

Returning with Mclntyre is Centre
Cam Innes (6'2 ", 230 lbs.) so it remains
that the guards and tackles must be
filled with the newcomers.

It is impossible to predict who will be
where but here is what's available; at
tackle, Doug Walker (67", 260 lbs.) may
pull the shift from defense or play both
ways; other available are Rich Dvorak
(6'4", 210 lbs.) Pierre Pinard (5'9" 230
lbs.), Mike Stoneham (6' 220 lbs.) Ken
Skeoch (6'3" 215 lbs.) Wayne Powell (6'

225 lbs. from Ottawa U. ) Kees Kort'
<6'2" 210 lbs. ) Dave Devonshire (6'1" 225
lbs.) and Jim Shea (5'10" 200 lbs.).

At centre rookie Paul Hand (6' 210
lbs.) has looked promising and should he
be able to start, this might free Innes for
one of the tackle slots.

The defense is blessed with many re-

0*

Mike Sharp, a promising newcomer to the Goels, cuts for daylight returning a punt
against the Golden Hawks last Saturday ( story page 1 5)

turning veterans as three of four line-

man, all three linebackers and three of
five defensive backs have returned.

All Stars Walker at tackle and Jim
Sherritt (6'2" 220 lbs.) at end, and Mike
Lambros (6'2" 207 lbs.) at defensive half
head the list of returnees.

On the line, also back are Pinard at
tackle and end Gary Lamourie (5'11" 210
lbs.). The veteran line-backing trio are
corners Gord Squir.es (6'1" 215 lbs.) and
Pete MacPhail (6'1" 205 lbs.) and mid-
dle linebacker Jimmy Murphy (6' 197
lbs.).

With Lambros in the backfield are co-
captain Jim McKeen (5'1" 190 lbs.), a
four year veteran, and Doug Cozak,
(5'9", 170 lbs.) who also does specialist's
duty as placement kicker.

The defensive line may see some shuf-
fling with Walker, with his excellent
speed, moving outside to end and Jim
Sherritt, with his uniquely aggressive
style of play, moving in to the tackle

Shown above Is the beautiful new pool. — SOLMAN

After a year and a half of
sharing facilities with janitors,
Cadets, and sundry high sehooi
students, Queen's University
may once again call its campus
home to its varied athletics
teams.

The new, 5.2 million dollar
sport complex opens this week
offering a vast variety of facili-
ties for intercollegiate, intra-
mural and recreational use.

Only the hockey arena has
yet to be completed and the
contractor has promised deliv-
ery of this last phase of the
project for the end of Septem-
ber.

Already completed are a
new pool, a Tartan surfaced
Intercollegiate gymnasium
seating 2,000, a gymnasium for
the use of the varied women's
sport programs, a weight

slot. "Ace" Powell will probably .

action at one of the end slots as mil
linebacker Ron Faulkner (6'2" 200 lbsl

If the Gaels continue to go with tii|

4-4 defense they used in Waterloo li

weekend, Faulkner, who has git

speed, or Jim Shea will play with a

three returnees at linebacker.

In the Backfield, available for I

open slots are Mike Sharp (5'10"

lbs.) an all star at Carleton at this
|

tion, Dave Campbell (6' 185 lbs.), a s.

ond year Queen's player, Brian Call

(5'11" 175 lbs.) Dan McCarthy (5'11"

lbs.) A three year veteran, and SW
Churchill (511" 190 lbs.)

All told, this is a team with great
\

tential. Possessing perhaps the fim

running back in Canada in EamL
experience all over the field, improej

quarterbacking and the finest hi
coach in Canadian college football, -
so many years recently, the Gaels
field a team that could go all the way

GYM OPENS
After a uflar vnri „ U~^c „r ..H

training room, squash cour.,
pistol range, a wrestling roJ
a modern dance-fencing ro(l

six tennis courts to be buillj

top of the hockey arena as
«J

as class rooms, laboritoij
and office space for the!
panding school of Physif
Education.

The refurbished old gyi*

sium remains, to be avail'

to the men's intramural P

gram, and the locker ro*

and offices of the Athl*

Board of Control (now the
J

letics Administration Offi'

have been rebuilt.

New, expanded stores

equipment have been rn»

available for intramural
recreational use and a ^

laundry service offering 1*

els, gym wear and bat!*

suits is being offered



As an Arts Gael, I was impressed

by several things throughout

Orientation Week. I was impressed

by the apparent organization and
enthusiasm of a committee of six

who provided us all with an

example of dynamic co-operation.

I was impressed by the rapport

between Gaels and freshmen that

reflected a common respect and
liking for each other. And I was
impressed with the freshmen who
infused what was only a skeletal

week-long program with their own
receptiveness. awareness and
enthusiasm. It was as much an
orientation for me as for them—an
orientation to an environment

where the people in the program
are the most important thing.

* * *

At Inebriety, the variety night for

engineering frosh, one fellow

suffered a broken wrist.

After the annual Grease pole

Climb, three people were treated

and released at Hotel Dieu and
KGH, one with an injured knee one
with a strained back and one with
chipped and possibly cracked
vertebrae.

One of the interesting things about
the Arts Orientation in particular

is that some of the Gaels are afraid

to criticize the program "in

public". They feel social pressures
and fear ostracization, and few will

go against the committee even to

the point of mild criticism or

suggestion. This does not mean
that the committee forbids

dissension but simply that this

feeling exists.

Remember, frosh. Your classes

are important. Lectures are
enlightening: reading is

rewarding; assignments are
essential; involvement is

invigorating; and bullshit is

bullshit.

* * *

The word was go for our
first Nursing Science
Orientation! The purpose of a
Nursing Science Orientation was to
give the freshettes many
opportunities to get to know each
other both in the Arts activities and
their own. It was a great week and
Nursing Science is here to stay

It is not our purpose to further
advise you, as to all you should do
or not do. What is important is that
you identify yourselves with the
whole college life. Grasp eagerly
after the best that each and every
sphere has for you and infuse it into
your own nature. Permit yourself
to become imbued with the true

($mm a Imtwal
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college spirit, and when you do go
out from here, you do old Queen's
honour, and Queen's will be proud
of you.

(reprinted from Queen's Journal,

1902)

Photos by

SLOMAN and WILSON
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NEWMAN'S EXPERT
TAILOR MEN'S SHOP

Suits m ade to measure & ready
to wear-
Alteration - all work guaranteed

also men's furnishings &
form al rental s.

214 Princess St. 546 -QUO

We love to Dicker

FURNITURE - APPLIANCES
TV's - STEREO - GUNS, etc.

WE BUY ANYTHING
WE PAY CASH

Dial Kgtn. 544 - 6302

SECONDHAND
STORE

69 PRINCtSS ST.

intent. For**

TAMPAX TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY 6Y
CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD.

BARRIE, ONTARIO

AMS makeup under review
The conditions of member-

ship in the Alma Mater Society

are under review by at least

two if its member societies.

Since March, a review of

AMS relations has been under-

way by the Law Society and

Graduate Student Society

(GSS). Committees are active-

ly preparing reports and/or

proposals to present to the

AMS.
A special committee ap-

pointed in March by Vince

Lawrence, GSS President, is

outlining proposals on which to

base renegotiations of its

membership contract with the

AMS.
According to Mr. Lawrence,

"the emphasis must be on talk-

ing and negotiation. We are

working closely with Rod Foil-

well and relations are good on

both sides."

In separate interviews, both

Mr. Lawrence and Mr. Foil-

well, AMS president, vigour-

ously expressed concern over

any speculation on withdrawl
of the GSS from the A. M.S.

Circumstances surrounding

the new contract negotiations

and question of status of GSS
must be considered in light of

its unique history.

The initial Agreement of

Union was signed in 1963 and
expired in 1965. at which time

it was renewed for four years.

In the 1969-70 session it expired

once again and the need for a

new or revised contract has

existed since then.

"Although the existing con-

tract is outdated, it is still a

binding contract," affirmed

Mr. Folwell. "The AMS cannot

take any action until the GSS
presents their proposals, which

are expected presently."

The GSS vote on the revised

contract will determine wheth-

er or not the society remains
an integral part of the AMS.
Meanwhile, the University

Administration is holding in

trust the $6.50 AMS fee and
$4.00 Tricolor fee paid by the

graduate students this session,

until such time a contract is

renewed or rejected. This is by

agreement of three executive

bodies. Rumours that the stu-

dents were completely with-

holding the fees are false.

However, the loss of this reve-

nue, if realized, would jeopard-

ize the finances of the A. M.S.

and Tricolor, and Journal.

These fees are a major issue

in the problem of reassess-

ment. In March, at the AMS
annual general meeting, both

Law and Grad students made a

strong show of protest over

raised fees.

At the request of the A. M.S.

the Law Society established a

committee with two major
purposes. Specifically, it is to

study the non-academic fee

structure in relation to the law

students. Secondly, it is to

reassess, on a more general

basis, the relations between
the two societies. Bryan Car-

roll, Law Society President,

confirmed that the committee
would meet with Rod Follwell

in the near future. No report

has been drawn up yet, and no

indication of the nature of the

proposals will be available fo,

quite a while.

In response to the need fo
t

re-evaluation, the A.M.S. exec,

utive, intends to set up their

own committee to review in.

ternal and external relations o|

the A. M.S. with existing bod.

ies.

Classifieds
Girl needed to share furnished

apt. with 3 others. Phone 54$.

3961

For Sale: One Scuba tank J ,

Valve. Back pack Tested Aui

1970. 544-7138

Anyone interested in racin>|

sailing contact Jay Hansen 5«|
2917 or John Bankes 544-3408.

There will be a meeting of all!

people interested in working oil

the education commission ool

Wednesday September 23rd all

7PM in the A.M.F. outer officii

in the basement of the Union.

Pub open Wednesdays

YOUR OWN PERSONALIZED

RUBBER STAMP
3 lines, 3 inch width limit

$1.75

OVERNITE SERVICE

CAPILANO
MARKING DEVICES

423 Princess St. 544-6138

QUEEN'S PUB CHANGES TO
WEDNESDAY AND THURS-
DAY NIGHT
The "House of Commons",

is on the second floor of the

Student Union, is now open on
Wednesday and Thursday
nights. Last year, Fridays
were not popular drinking
nights. If Wednesday proves to

be a success it is possible that

live entertainment will be-

come a weekly feature.

As last year the pub will be
open as a cafeteria serving cof-

fee, donuts, sandwiches etc.

(Watch for the opening an-

1

nouncement). Everyone is|

welcome so come and retail

between classes. During sum!
mer school the pub was opeil

12-4 p.m. on Fridays whicll

proved highly successful. Thii|

may be tried second term.

Also on all nights excepil

Wednesday and Thursday, thel

pub can be rented for parties!

small dances, weddings, ban!
quets, smokers or Board oil

Governor meetings. If inter!

ested leave a message at thtl

AMS office.

LIBERAL ARTS DEPARTMENT
offers a

new evening program in

Courses in Fall Semester

(Sept. 8 - Dec. 18, 1970)

MULTIMEDIA
TECHNIQUES CONTINUING EDUCATION

LS66 - Radio and TV Script Writing I

A workshop in writing radio and television

scripts through the processes of idea produc-

tion, scripting and marketing.

Time: Monday, 8:30-10:30 p.m.

LS67 - Writing for Children

Techniques of writing fictional material
for children's magazines and books as well as
TV and radio programs.

Time:Monday and Wednesday, 6:30-8:30 p.m.

LS69 - Writing Workshop in Prose and Drama
This course is designed to offer instruction

in the techniques of writing short stories,

feature articles and radio and television dramas.
Time: Tuesday and Thursday, 6:30-8:30p.m.

LS7I - Play Production Workshop I

A course designed tofami liarize the student
with play structure, the shape of dramatic
action, the function of dialogue and the deve-
lopment of character within the script. Some
aspects of staging will also be included for

study.

Time: Tuesday and Thursday, 8:30-
1 0:30 p.m.

LS94 - Radio and TV Arts

A course introducing all aspects of radio
and TV production including: costing and
management, production, direction, staging,
lighting, set design, control room techniques,
performing on TV. V.T.R. operation and edit-
ing, and camera techniques. This course
should help prepare students for work with the
radio and TV industry.

Time: Mond ay and Thursday
.
8:30- 10:30 p.m.

Courses Offered in Winter Semester

(Jan. 6 - Apr. 30, 1971)

LS68 - Radio and TV Script Writing II

(Prerequisite LS66)

LS72 - Play Production Workshop II

(Prerequisite LS7I)

LS69 - Writing Workshop II

LS95 - Radio and TV Arts II

(Prerequisite LS94)

LS76 - Drama Form and Technical Workshop
- Editing, marketing, criticism, feature writ-

reviewing.

(Prerequisite one of LS66, 67 or 69)

FEES: $15.00 per course, per Semester

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS:
Interest, talent, proven aptitude.

StLAWREWCE
COLLEGE
KINGSTON CAMPUS

PORTSMOUTH AVE. AT KING ST WEST
P.O. BOX 6000, KINGSTON, ONTARIO

(613) 544-5400
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Give my regards to freshmen

... remember me to dear old gael

Referendum soon

Education Commission

There are a number of opportunities for creative contribution

available in our community — one of them involves the work of

the Education Commission. If you have any ideas for "education-

al" projects or want to help in the planning stages, contact Pat
Riley at 181 University (546-2917) or leave your name in the AMS
office.

We are currently working on the topics of "Quebec", "pover-

ty", "pollution", "a festival of the Arts", "Canada's native peo-

ples" and "The role of the military in Canadian society". That
will give you some kind of idea of what's going on.

There will be a meeting of all interested people on Wednesday
September 23rd at 7 p.m. in the AMS outer office in the Union
basement.

(jPumt b 3l0itntal
Editor — Paul Barton

Business Manager — Vince Tang

News — Lee Perry

Mary Campbell

Tendays — Dianne Elliott

Sports -

Artwork

John Mable

- Alan Meyer

Features — Leslie Kaye

Managing Editor — John Solman

Published twice a week during the academic year by the Alma Mater So-
ciety ol Queen's University. Founded in 1873. Editorial opinions are those
of the Editorial Board and not necessarily of the Alma Mater Society or the

University Member o( Liberation News Service Printed by WEB Offset,

Toronto. Ontario.

Open hours forwomen extended
The Women's Residence

Council held its first open
meeting Sunday night, prima-
rily to discuss the oft-rehashed
issue of open hours.
A proposal by WRC presi-

dent Vicki Gilliatt to extend
the present open hours to in-

clude Saturday from noon until

2 A.M. was passed and will be
effective September 26.

A subsequent vote to further
extend open hours resulted in

the decision to hold a referen-
dum before the next meeting of
the Ban Righ Board, which is

scheduled for October 17.

Proposals on this referen-
dum will include:

1) 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week

2) Friday evening to Sunday
evening

3) open weekends (10 am - 2

am, Sundays 2 pm - 10 pm

)

and open week days
4) noon to midnight week-

days, noon to 2 A.M. week-
ends

5) 9 A.M. to 2 A.M. 7 days a
week.

A proposal must have a two-
thirds majority to pass the ref-

erendum and be taken to the
Board.

Opinions on existing exten-
sions and further extensions
vary considerably but it is gen-

erally felt that while open
weekends would be a good
idea, there is little support for

completely open hours
throughout the week. Conflicts

with roommates, it is felt,

would arise and privacy during
the week is appreciated by the

majority of women.
In the spring, a referendum

established a two thirds major-
ity for open weekends from
Friday evening until Sunday
evening - an extension from the

9 P.M. to 2 A.M. Friday and
Saturday and 2 P.M. to 10 P.M.
Sunday times.

However, the Ban Righ
Board agreed to approve this

on the condition that a ballot be
sent to all incoming freshettes

concerning an extension of

open hours and that there be a
50% majority in favour.

Only 50% of these ballots

were returned and of these
only half were in favour. Many
freshettes felt somewhat at a
loss when faced with an issue

they knew little or nothing
about and decided to wait until

they actually arrived in the
situation. Most are in favour of

limited extension.

Uncle Paul
wants YOU
There is a meeting for all those in-

terested in joining the staff of the
Queen 's Journal on Tuesday Sept. 22 in

the Journal office in the basement of
the International Centre - Student
Union at 9 p.m.

The paper needs all those interest-
ed but especially those interested in

news, arts features and typing. Plans
for the rest of the year, and tech-
niques of news writing etc. will be
discussed. Everyone is invited to at-

tend no matter how much time they
have available. Just be dedicated.

Spare an hour for a child
Shinerama for Cystic Fibrosis

On Thursday Sept. 24 Art's

74 will take over Kingston.
Kingstonians will have clean-
er, shinier shoes than ever be-

fore.

St. Lawrence College in

Kingston raised $1,803.10.

Freshmen at Ottawa U. set the

record by earning $14,122.00.

They are the Shinerama
champs. Queen's and Art's 74

have a challenge to meet.

All this is in support of re-

search on cystic fibrosis.

Cystic fibrosis is compara-
tively unknown, yet it is the

most often occuring serious

disease in infancy and child-

hood. It affects both the lungs

and the digestive system.

Cystic fibrosis is hereditary.

It occurs where both parents

carry the recessive gene.

There are more than 500 babies
born with C.F. each year in

Canada and more than one mil-

lion Canadians are carriers of

the gene.

Diagnosis and testing meth-
ods are being researched but
research and treatment are
expensive. Medication and
equipment for a cystic fibrosis

child can cost up to $2,000 a

year.

In Kingston Queen's and the

Kingston General Hospital are
in charge of research under the
supervision of Dr. A.M.
Bryans, Professor and Head,
Paediatrics. They support a
C.F. clinic here which costs

approximately $3,000 a year.

Out of a dire need for funds
the Shinerama concept was
formed. It is a one-day shoe-

shine blitz which usually in-

volves University and College
freshmen across Canada and
has three purposes:

(1) it provides a community
service project for the Univer-
sity,

(2) it also gets great num-
bers of students to participate,

actively, mix socially, etc.,

(3) it provides badly needed
funds for the research pro-

gram of the Canadian Cystic

Fibrosis Foundation.

There will be a party for all

volunteers Thursday evening
while the totals of the collec-

tions are made.
Volunteer lists will be posted

in the Student's Union, men's
and women's residences, the

Red Room, and the John Orr
Room (Orientation Headquar-
ters).

OUR EXPERIENCED
OISPENSERS WILL GLADLY

ASSIST WITH YOUR
SELECTION

"YOU'VE
GOT A LOT TO LIVE

AND
PEPSI'S GOT A LOT TO

GIVE"
Call 542-8195

FR0NTENAC BEVERAGES
for vending equipment, parties

and special events.

GIVE US A TRY
Free Delivery.

VAN'S Gifts & Books Ltd.

253 Princess St.

542-6676

At Our New Location Just Below Abramsky's

We have the largest selection In handcrafted "Trypis" pipes,

fully guaranteed 120 different styles. Huge assortment of

Black Light Coloured & Black & White at Genuine Special

Prices.

OPEN: 7 Days, till 11 p.m.

ABRAMSKY'S
MEN'S WEAR

WELCOMES
ALL STUDENTS

Courtesy discount of 10%
on all regular priced mer-

chandise. Kingston's largest

stock of men's clothing. A
free gift with purchase by

presenting this ad.

ABRAMSKY'S
Department Store

259 Princess St.

WELCOME TO QUEEN'S

WELCOME TO KINGSTON

and

WELCOME TO SPEARN'S

"THE GIFT CENTRE"

Gifts, China, Crystal,

Estee Lauder Cosmetics.

Bring your gift problems

to

SPEARN'S OF KINGSTON
330 Princess St.

(between Barrie & Clergy Sts.)
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the political effectiveness of sabotage

LIBERATION News Service

I Editor's note: The following ankle comes from a college teacher friendly to
the idea of sabotage in certain circumstances he prefers to writing anonymous-
ly. It was originally published in the resist Newsletter. I

CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (LNS) - Acts of sabotage advance the
cause of revolutionary change only when they are widely under-
stood by a mass base as a forceful blow against the enemy. With-
out political understanding and approval of the target to be sabo-
taged, this base (as well as the general public which the move-
ment wants to persuade) will be filled with alarm and anxiety.
Lacking a political understanding of why acts of sabotage were
committed, many people might conclude that these "individual
terrorists" would someday attack them or at the very least "kill

innocent people."

Within the white community of the U.S. at this time there is

such political consciousness only in the anti-war movement,
where impeding and destroying the means by which the U.S.

Armed Forces carry on the Vietnam War is very well understood

by a substantial mass base. American militarism, the mass killer

of the Vietnamese, is recognized as an enemy whose actions

must be resisted in many ways, including sabotage. Thus, the

destruction of draft files in Baltimore and Catonsville. Md. (Oct.

27. 1967, and May 17. 1968), by a various church-related Catholics

found a positive response in the anti-war movement

.

Since then, about 500,000 draft files have been destroyed by
various groups such as the Milwaukee 14, the Chicago 15, the
Beaver 55, the New York 8, the Boston 8. and the East Coast
Conspiracy.

Destruction of ROTC buildings has taken place on a number
of campuses (e.g., at Washington University in St. Louis, the
ROTC building has been fire-bombed three times; the University
of Wisconsin's Old Armory was more than half destroyed.

Sabotage by military personnel is increasing. For example.
Air Force pilots in Vietnam often bomb what they know to be

uninhabited areas just to get rid of their loads of bombs. The only
plutonium plant in the U.S., which produces an essential missile

part, was put out of production for a whole year starting in April,

1968. Two weeks after electric power lines to the plant had been
sabotaged, an explosion within the plant and the resulting fire

caused extensive damage.

Draft boards, recruiting stations, and induction centres have
been the targets of sabotage in the past two years, and various
research projects conducted by civilian firms under contract to

editorial addition:

When a man contends for supremacy, he contends like

the sparks flashed between two stones. How long can

those sparks last? When he fights for victory, he fights

in the horn of a snail. How large a world is that horn?
Hung Tzu-ch'eng

the military have been sabotaged. The most effective of the lat-

ter, and the least publicized, was the Beaver 55 s raid on the Dow
Chemical Company's headquarters. The Beavers erased comput-
er tapes on which were stored all of the data from Dow's biologi-
cal and chemical warfare research program!

The political impact of sabotage on targets other than anti-
war ones is less clear. Police stations and banks as targets have
produced discrepant political responses. The black and student
communities highly approve of police station destruction'; others
do not. Banks, on the other hand, are surprisingly detested
throughout the general population, as shown by the positive reac-
tion to the burning of the Bank of American branch in Isla Visa,

Calif. In the black community.!

ating and/or burning down vart

by white exploiters. These wl»j

as the enemy of the black conil

property is viewed sympathetic^

In contrast, the bombings i

IBM, the New York Stock ExcM
political impact. Most people

»
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the enemy, destruction of their
J
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Sabotage actions receive]

media because the ruling classl

of their damage or to dissent 1

]
fear of further encouraging 1

groups within the anti-war movl

To encourage the healthy']
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aide list of anti-war sabotage

f

lished. The political statenu'*

performing these acts should >

A nationwide movement coniCJ]

tablished, with the capability 1

movement within 72 hours olj

political statements of the saH]

publicity and distribution bot»

general public. As the repres'

become less and less depend^]
source of information. 3) Saboj

with aboveground organizing "

maximum political mileage (1

sense should sabotage be col'

ground organizing.
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I'm proud to be a student

here at Old Queen's

I'm proud to be a student here at old Queen'!

I with apologies to Merl Haggard i

We don't smoke marijuana here at old Queen's
We don't take our trips on L.S.D.

We don't burn computers, or protest

'Cause we like livin' right and bein' free.

Chorus: Well I'm proud to be a student here at old Queen's
A place where even squares can get a ball

We still scream those oil thighs at the ball game
And a touchdown's still the biggest thrill of all.

We don't make a party out of lovin'

But we like holdin' hands and pitchin' woo
We don't let our hair grow long and shaggy

Like the hippies down in Yorkville always do.

Suits and ties are still in style if you're in Law school

Beads and Roman sandles won't be seen

And football's still the roughest sport on campus
and the kids here still respect the college Dean.

by Peters Raymont and Adams
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tuetuesday September 22

evening: 7:00-10:00 p.m.: auditions for the drama dept. production of

•danton's death' by buchner, directed by fred euringer.

convocation hall, old arts building

7:00 p.m.: a.m.s. outer council meeting

8:00 p.m.: student print rental ar agnes etherington art

centre.

Wednesday September 23

afternoon: 3:30 p.m.: the senate library committee will meet in john

watson hall.

thursday September 24

afternoon: 3:00 p.m. a regular meeting of the university senate in the

collins room.

evening: 8:30 p.m. the department of drama presents the hollow

crown, the fall and foibles of the kings and queens of Eng-

land, a play devised by john barton, admission is free for

students, $1.50 for others, in the old arts building.

9:00 p.m.: blues festival in grant hall with art Clifford,

thomas handy, and alexander townsend. admission is $1.00.

friday September 25

evening: 8:30 p.m.: the hollow crown (see thursday)

9:00 p.m ; : the annual queen's bands dance with father and

the robert e. lee brigade in leonard hall cafeteria, admis-

sion $1.75 per person.

9:00 p.m.: rattle of a simple man is being presented by the

domino theatre, tickets are $2.00 from mahoods or domino.

five days
Saturday September 26

evening: 9:00 p.m.: arts 72 and 73 open dance featuring sweet blind-

ness and we three in grant hall, admission with arts 72,

73, or 74 year cards $1.25 per person and $2.00 per couple,

without year cards — $1.50 and $2.50.

9:00 p.m.: rattle of a simple man (see friday) (also on sun-

day and next two weekends)

at agnes etherington art centre

'form-colour' organized by the national gallery of Canada until sept. 27.

an exhibition of newfoundland by artist Christopher pratt until October 9.

alexander townsend who will be at

the blues festival on thursday

41 IIIIIIMIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

FORM COLOUR
until September 27

CHRISTOPHER PRATT
until October 8

STUDENT PRINT RENTAL
films, coffee

September 22 at 8

at the art centre
iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii minimi mmiimi mm imiimiiiiiiiiimii mniii n

AIR CONDITIONED
OPEN EVENINGS

FRANK S JOHNNY

EUROPEAN
HAIR

STYLISTS
EXPERTS IN

CHILDREN'S
CUTTING &
SHAPING

i Bleaching » Streaking

• Peimanents • Cutting

& Shaping

KGTN.

542-8225

Special Student Reductions

for

HAIR
125 rear orchestra seats are now available on

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday

evenings at a specially reduced rate for

student groups purchasing tickets in advance.

The group must number over 25. Call

Maureen O'Donnell at 416 360-1442 for

further information.

Note: There are now two matinee per-

formances with lower-scaled ticket prices-

Sundays and Wednesdays at 2:30 p.m.

SEE HAIR SOON BEFORE IT LEAVES TORONTO!

l! vcor

Performance opportunities (or

INSTRUMENTAL OR CHORAL MUSICIANS

BRASS, WOODWIND AND PERCUSSION
PLAYERS WITH EXPERIENCE ARE NEEDED

FOR THE

QUEEN'S WIND ENSEMBLE
SINGERS WITH EXPERIENCE ARE NEEDED

FOR THE

QUEEN S CHORAL ENSEMBLE
PLEASE CONTACT THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT

547-5783
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION.
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Soccer Gaels rock RMC, rout Ryerson
by Hugh Connelly _ J

The Queen's soccer Gaels

had a successful week in win-

ning both their exhibition

games. RMC was downed

three to one, and Ryerson was

shutout four to mothing.

Last Wednesday the soccer

team opened the season in a

game against Royal Military

College. It was a fairly routine

game with little excitement;

more in the nature of a

workout as both coaches sub-

stituted freely as they experi-

mented with new players.

Most of the play during the

game was in the centre field

area. When Queen's did push

into the RMC half they were
unable to finish off their plays,

and only managed a couple of

shots on goal during the first

half. On the other hand, RMC
sparkled on a number of occa-

sions when they were able to

break into the clear behind the

Queen's defence. Even so, they

were able to press their advan-

tage home but once. On this

occasion RMC's Gary Fulton

rushed in on the right side and

pushed the ball back towards

the far corner of the goal. The
rolling ball was misjudged by

Queen's goalie Andy Pipe and
trickled into the goal. Score at

the end of the first half was
RMC one and Queen's zero.

The game continued in the

same indeterminate vein until

the final 15 minutes of play.

Then the Gaels warmed to the

game. A cornerkick sent the

ball to the front of the RMC net

where it bounced off several
heads as the players were una-

ble to clear it away. The ball

Gael goalie Jim Hood sets lo Dap a shot during action against Laurent,on i

tournament.
latt year's Central Canada

fell at the feet of Gerry Birks,

standing at the open goal
mouth, and he easily kicked it

home for Queen's first goal of

the season. This seemed to fire

the team, as they started to

really move the ball around
and press RMC. A few minutes
later. Em Richardson fed a

perfect setup and Joe Janota
scored for Queen's The final

score came on a setup and rush
down the centre with Janota
picking the open side of the
net, his second goal of the

game. Final score: Queen's 3

and RMC1.
But the victory was not all

sweetness: Gord Taylor tore
cartilage in his knee and is out
for the season. Gord, the out-
standing freshman athlete at
Queen's last year, was one of

the top scorers on the team,
and the loss of his combined
speed and ability could severe-
ly weaken the team's punch up
front.

On Saturday, the soccer
Gaels travelled to Toronto for

an exhibition game against
Ryerson. Again play for the
most of the early part of the
game was indifferent. Queen's
nearly scored on several occa-
sions in one flurry around the

OFFICIAL

ARTS JACKETS
AVAILABLE NOW
LEATHER . . 37.50 ANTRON . . 21.25

Drop in and have a coke on us while you look around.

QUEEN'S SWEATSHIRTS 3.95

NYLON SHELL JACKETS 1 3.95

DOUBLE BREASTED BLAZER 65.00
(with crest)

COTTON and FORTREL "T" SHIRTS 2.50

(Downtown store at 109 Princess Street.)

Ryerson goal, and Ian Jones
rapped a shot off the top side of

the cross-bar. All the goals
came in the latter part of the

second half when four were
scored in quick succession.

The first came on a Rye
mixup; the goalie handed the

ball to Joe Janota; Joe took it

around the sprawling goalie,

and from a sharp angle passed
it in front of the last Ryerson

defender to smiling Bruce
Wornald open in the goal
mouth.

The second goal arose from,
a neat combination effort of
three players. Alan Hallsworth
kicked a corner-ball to Em
Richardson, he back to Alan,
and he to Ian Jones in front of
the goal. Ian put it away. Joe
Janota scored the third on a
setup down the centre by Ian
Jones. Finally, Gerry Birks
punched the ball through the
Rye defence and their goalie
waited for it to roll to him.
Most unfortunately, it stopped
dead in a puddle just in front of

him. The first man to it, Halls-

worth, scored easily.

But the scoring is not the
whole story. In the first half.

Ryerson had several excellent
opportunities to score. Twice
they bounced the ball off the
goal posts, but it was the work
of goalie Jimmy Flood that
kept them out. He stopped sev-
eral close-in shots, including a
breakaway. In the second half,

he again made a handful of key
stops that could have tipped
the balance of play if they had
gone in. Jim worked full mea-
sure for his shutout.

Final score, Queen's 4 and
Ryerson 0. Practice will be
continuing on the lower cam-
pus between five and seven in

the evening.

When

™eed
aBaiik

It's nice to know you're

near one.

The Commerce.
Come in.

And find out how more of us

can do more for you.

There's a Commerce branch

at

BAGOT and BROCK

^>
CANADIAN IMPERIAL

BANK OF COMMERCE
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Gaels disappointing in home opener
by Jim Wright

In their second and last exhi-

bition game, the Gaels were

caught resting by the Carleton

Ravens as they dismayed a

home crowd with a disappoint-

ing 26-13 win

Even though they managed
to defeat the Ravens, the Gaels

certainly did not impress any-

one as a championship, or even

a contending, football team.

There were, of course, a num-

ber of good reasons for this.

The Gaels were without centre

Cam Innes and linemen Jim
Sherritt and Pierre Pinard; it

was. after all, only an exhibi-

tion game: it wasn't raining. . .

Although unmarred by the

usual timing errors of exhibi-

tion football, the game was

-SOMAN
Frank Tindats face well describes

his player's performance.

unfortunately equally lacking

in well executed plays or out-

standing running. On two occa-

sions fans were treated to ex-

citing runs, both electrifying

broken field punt returns by
Keith (Skip) Eaman. seeming-

ly for touchdowns. Both touch-

downs were nullified by blatant

clipping on the part of the

Gaels.

The high points of the game
were the consistently success-

ful Carleton pass play. Monta-

gano to Alexander which

gained 136 yards and accounted

for the first of Carleton's two

touchdowns.

For the Gaels, the leading

ground gainers were Carl

Leesti with 52 yards in 9 car-

ries and Skip Eaman with 62

yards on 12 carries. Rochette's

often-hurried aerial attack was
good on 15 of 24 attempts, six of

them to Tom Chown for 79

yards, including one touch-

down. Place kicker Doug Co-

zac kicked a field goal and a

convert, ran for a two point

convert and passed for another

two-pointer

It took the Gaels only six

plays to score their first major

after Carleton received the

kickoff. then gave the ball up

on their 41 yard line, after fail-

ing to make it on 3rd down and

1 situation. Cozak then scur-

ried for his first two points.

Carleton scored their first

touchdown when a poor snap

from centre forced a bad punt,

giving the ball to Carleton at

the Queen's 35 yard line. Five

plays later Alexander caught a

Montagano pass for the touch-

down. The convert was
blocked, but alter an exchange

of downs, Carleton picked up

the single on a punt from the

Queen's 45 yard line.

The Gaels stalled again and

set up Carleton's second touch-

down when another poor snap

from centre led to a blocked

kick. Carleton grabbed the ball

on the Queen's 29 yard line,

missed with two passes, but

drew a roughing the kicker to

advance to the Queen's 12.

Montagano threw to Reid for

the second major, but missed

on a pass play for the two point

conversion. Half time. Carle-

ton 13, Queen's 8.

In a lacklustre third quarter,

the Gaels managed to hold Car-

leton while Cozak split the up-

rights for three points. The

quarter ended with the Gaels

marching from their own 39 to

Carleton's 1 yard line, where

they were pushed back by an

aroused Raven defense.

The Gaels finally showed
some life in the fourth quarter.

After starting by giving up the

ball to Carleton on the 1 yard

line, they forced a punt and

began another drive from their

33. Ten plays later, Eaman
slashed over for the touch-

down; Cozac converted.

The final touchdown was
scored by the defence, when
linebacker Ron Faulkner, who
was strong all game, intercept-

ed at the Carleton 24 and ran it

in.

Another wild snap from
centre sent Cozac running for

his life. Showing tremendous
running and passing ability,

Cozac completed a two point

conversion to Lambros.

The final score: 26 to 13 for

Queen's.

STATISTICS

Queen's Carleton

Skip Eaman cuts off tackle against Carleton.

Yards Rushing 146 42

Yards Passing 165 182

Passes 14/24 13/30

First Downs '18 12

Penalties Against 105 55

Intercepted by 0 2

Fumbles by 0 1

Recovered by 0 1

Punting Average 9/21.1 7/33.3

Score 26 13

Bews under new system,
by R. John Bunn

Welcome or welcome back
to Queen's University. A new
academic term begins and
with it a new system of men's
intramural competition.

Okay, so you want to join in

but what about this new organi-

zation of the Bews? This year

when you register you mark a

subject of major interest on

your registration form and the

Tennis team shows promise
In a duel meet against Carle-

ton on Sunday, Queen's tennis

team showed improvement
from last year, being just

edged out by the defending

Eastern OQAA champions.
Led by former Canadian Junior

Davis Cupper Stuart Adam, the

Queen'smen registered wins
over all Carleton players ex-

cept Paul Henry. Raven No. 1

Marinus Wins was soundly
beaten by both Adam and last

year's No, 1, John Mac-
Farlane. Henry Tse of Queen's
was beaten by Murray Whit-
^taker of Carleton. but Com-
merce frosh Peter Lukey had
several good wins. Neil Long-
hurst had two singles wins,
and teamed with Gord Laing to

defeat Whittaker and Mike
Pulchny in doubles. Mac-
Farlane and Adam went down
to Wins and Henry in what was
probably the best played
match of the day.

Coach Don Macintosh will

trim the team to six from the

original 15 in time for this

weekend's exhibition against

Kingston Tennis Club players.

The only sure bets for the team
are Adam and MacFarlane: all

other spots are still being de-

cided.

wheels begin to turn. The phys-

ical education staff will place

you in your course-programme
unit. The reasoning behind the

change was that the maximum
communication and therefore

participation could be gained
in units of 150 to 200 people.

This new organization has at-

tempted with a few variations

to maintain or achieve this

size.

The question now becomes

— how do I know which is my
unit? The answer lies in the

Handbook of Men's Intramural
Athletics which you should
have received at registration.

If for some reason you did not

get one at registration they
will be available in the physi-

cal education complex. On
pages 10 and 11 all of the units

are listed and their composi-
tion is described. Now you
know your unit — participate.

Bews schedule

NOTE: Allenliit.clo.ec

Huge,.,

Solfbell

IOP,r.Bowln

r.g-OWt,.

Voileyboll

Wutcipelo

Golf

But how? Well for all of the

team sports like basketball,

hockey, soccer, etc., your unit

stick will place a list in conven-

ient places for you to sign up.

See the course unit structure is

paying off already — your stick

knows the buildings you have
to frequent. For the individual

sports like handball, squash
and tennis you have to sign up

for youself on the intramural
board in the men's locker

room.
There you have it; BEWS

competition in 500 words or

less. If this hasn't answered all

your questions and I'm sure il

hasn't, don't forget your little

handbook. It's your bible on

BEWS. Golf is first on the

schedule and the deadline for

entering is 12:00 noon Wednes-
day, September 23 and compe-
tition begins September 24 so

come on swingers; sign up and
tee off.

John Mocfarlane in action last year against Carleton.

15 .00 Noon unlet* spec hcdolhcrwite

SUPERVISOR" LOCATION ENTRIES EVENT
CLOSE BEGINS

Lcna'd ,3610 P.E.C. Jan. 13 Jan. 18
Andrew 1.39011 K.C.C. Dtc. 9 Jon. 1

1

Peone|I713| Oil. 1 Otl S
Alblncon 11996) O F & l_C, Oct. 1 Ocl. 5
Caineo..e(S849, Hot.yA-ono Oil 38 Nov. 3
R«id(S776> Oulei Field Ocl. 1 Oct.S
fiiowl<v <3053) Slodium Od. 1 Ocl. 5
Peorcc{3713l Ocl. 1 Ocl 5
Edv,ardi(3783) ClovetlJaf lono> Jan. 13
Brooke.|30S3l Slodium Sepl. 38 Sopl 19
B.ookoi 13053) P E C, Oct. 14 Ocl. 19
Brawley [305.3) Pool Jon. 13 Jan. 18

Andicw |3901| Glen lowicncrG.C Sa'pl, 33 Sept. 34
Blocker 130531 Meaionin* Feb 10 Feb. IS
Lund (3037) Glen Lowterm? G C Ocl. 14 Ocl. 19
Edwa.dt(37a3i Know.Ion orirj No.oca Jan, 37 Jan. 30
Rtid 1377b) Pool Feb. 10 Feb. IS
Lund 13037} Tioik Od 1 Oct S
Albinton Comb Room Nov. 1 8 Nov. 33

Mac.nl»th<S733) P.E.C. Jan. 13 Jon. IS
B.awlry|30S3)

. P.E.C. Jan. 77 Feb. 1

Brooke. (3053) Jan. 13 Jon 18
P«o.celJ7l3) OF Ocl 1 Oct S
Co.ne9.c.|SB49. Cou.lt Ocl. 14 Ocl. 19
L-no.d^&lOl Court* Ocl. It Oct. 36
Peorce(3713l P.E.C Jan. 30 Jon, 3S
B.ov.lty|30S3| Tennli Court- Ocl. 1 Oct.S

ay be Ml ol 5890



Red tape and poor

tommunicarions blamed

ilrond bogged down
The Elrond College housing

Jroject is experiencing finan-

cial problems it was disclosed

'uesday night.

According to Mr. C.E.S.

franks of the Elrond Board,
he project "has run into some
financial difficulties again,

rite building is going to cost

pore than originally planned."
The executive member as-

erted that the University had
ken working in close eonjunc-
lon with the Elrond project
nee its conception. In addi-

. he stated: "The Universi-

!
has been more than gener-

us and has offered additional
Aids."

[
As yet no contract has been
nalized. although as Mr.

franks put it, the Board has
Igone through many steps of
[egotiation of a contract" and
ad worked throughout the
pmmer. He was unable to dis-
pose any details about the
Negotiations. However, he con-
fined that Dave Peters,
hairman for the Elrond

Board, was presently in Toron-

T>
on business, and therefore

(lavailable for comment.

L
Circumstances surrounding

immediate difficulties
pve remained a subject of
Ijystery and speculation in the
~ few days. Comment from

members of the Board of
Directors was refused. It was
indicated by Mr. Alan Meyer
that details would be released
when some concrete agree-
ments have been concluded,
perhaps next week. At that
time, no mention was made of

financial problems.

However, the average tend-

er price for construction was
3.1 million dollars at a time
when the budget was only 2.2

million dollars. Negotiations
with several firms have contin-

ued since then. According to

one member, despite "the
apparent lack of progress
there has been a lot of work
done — a long hard process."

Money has been the biggest

problem for the former "Prin-

cess Street Co-Op" since its

original planning in early 1969.

The concern of the University

for the student-run housing

project was realized in interim

financing in the fall of the

same year. Since its incorpora-

tion as "Elrond College" in the

Spring of 1970. organization has

been good but finances have

continued to plague its pro-

gress. Original plans were for

completion early in 1971.

Whether these new financial

problems will jeopardize those

plans remains to be seen.
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Education commission changes

left - wing image
The Education Commission

of the AMS has plans for a
member of comprehensive
symposiums and lectures shed-
uled for this academic year. A
concerted effort is being made
to avoid the term "teach-in"
that has been used in the past
as it is felt that it is synonom-
ous with leftist, radical ideas.

The Commission is seeking to

present as many ideas of each
issue as possible and to appeal
to a wide sampling of the cam-
pus.

On October 7. 8. and 9 in

Dunning Auditorium, the first

symposium will be held enti-

tled "Quebec". A number of

speakers have been invited to

discuss the economic situation,

the language rights and culture

and the general political pic-

ture.

October 16 sees the instiga-

tion of a project called "Pedal
for Pollution", a bicycle race
through the city. Plans are still

being negotiated in coopera-
tion with St. Lawrence College.

In yet another attempt to

avoid any negative overtones
through terminology, the Edu-
cation Commission has re-

named its Counter Courses
Education commission Cours-
es. These courses, or study
groups are designed as infor-

mal meetings of students and
professors to pursue common
lines of thought and to actively

participate in their own educa-
tion. Each course will have a

co-ordinator but not necessari-
ly a teacher. It is hoped that

any student, undergraduate or

graduate, or faculty member
who has a particular interest

will guide discussion in this

area.

All Education Commission
Courses will be held in the
third floor common room of

the Union.

The first course titled "Pol-
lution" will be held Monday
September 28 at 8 p.m. and will

be coordinated by Chuck Ed-
wards.

Tuesday September 29 at 7:

30. Mr. Gary Parr of CKLC
will conduct a discussion on

"The History of Pop Music".

Wednesday September 30 at

7:30. Arnie Heayn will be coor-

dinating "Physical Fitness"
and the same night at 9 p.m.
Beth Hutchinson will lead dis-

cussion on "The Canadian
North".

Another concern for the
Education Commission is a
new CTV program entitled

"University Challenges".
Queen's has been invited to

send two teams of four to Otta-

wa for competition in a similar
vein to the American College
Bowl and an honorarian of $1,-

000 is guaranteed to the univer-
sity. Anyone interested in
trying out for the teams should
leave their name in the AMS
office.

Later in the term, a seminar
on poverty and a seminar on
the Canadian Indians have
been planned. After Christmas
there will be a seminar on the

role of the military in Canada
and sometime before Snowball
Week, a Festival of the Arts
will be held.

AMS runs a-schmuck
Truly the A. M.S. members

read the "Queen's Journal".
Doubtless in response to the

Journal "Schmuck Award"
being presented to Biology 030

and Hillel House, the A. M.S.

has decided on a new Bulletin

Board Policy. A. M.S. bulletin

boards are located in the fol-

lowing areas: 2 in Kingston
Hall, 1 in Dunning Hall, 2 in the .

Union, 2 in Stirling Hall, and 5

outside, with an additional two
bulletin boards to be erected
outside shortly. These are all

being painted gold with red
trim by Physical Plant, and
will be designated as A. M.S.
boards. The regulations are (i)

only one poster per event per

board, (ii) no posters on trees,

telephone poles etc.

All campus organizations

(and some off-campus organi-

zations who have been known
to advertise on campus in the

past) will be notified by mail of

the regulations. Any organiza-

tion which breaks the rules will

be immediately notified and
given 24 hrs to remove offend-

ing posters. Failure to do so

will result in a bill for the cost

of having them removed by the

Bulletin Board Committee at

$2 an hour (under Marv Bloos).

Failure to pay the fine will

result in the withholding of the

amount from A. M.S. grants in

the case of clubs, or cancella-

tion of any future bookings of

buildings or campus facilities

in the case of other organiza-

tions.

In addition, groups are urged
not to put posters up any ear-

lier than two weeks before the

event ( use the Journal or Gold-

en Words if you want to adver-

tise early) as any such posters
will be removed during the

course of regular clearings by
the Bulletin Board Committee
and will consequently be of no
value. It is requested that pos-

ters be removed after the
event. If they are not the
A. M.S. will pay individuals to

do it at $2 an hour.

FoilweIImoves office in historical tradition

L In an administrative coup reminiscent of
|»e days of Pakrul, Pipe, McGregor, and

fcnri

ths
'
the AMS administration, lead bvP™ (Admiral) Follwell, executed a well

w anned re-arrangement of the executive
"item the AMS office. (See diagram.)

L
he

n an interview with the chief kibitizer on
executive (who insists on remaining

P onymous) the JOURNAL learned that

t,„ move was necessary because people

Book
6 ays coming into the office and

It u
'"8 3t 'ne v'ce"President Janet Rogers.

£,
ds fou"d that this did not add to the effi-

tour
cy of that office. Other unofficial

In „;

Ces '"dicate that the move was really

President Follwell a clear view of

the door so that he was warned of impend-
ing auditors.

When asked for a statement, Follwell

commented a tersed "No comment, I want
to see this story before it is printed." Unof-
ficially this means that Mr. Follwell is not

finished his work and that he is negotiating
further moves — rumour has it that these
could include the installation of Brogan's
doghouse in the centre of the room.
Due to the shaky state of the AMS fi-

nances, the renovations were not as exten-
sive as those of previous administrations.
The total cost was estimated to be fifty

cents. Miss Rogers indicated that she knew
nothing of these matters. Brogan woofed at

a passing Doberman.
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TWO SPECIALS
Saturday ONLY from

RANDY LEE'S

COUNTRY FRIED
CHICKEN

SPECIAL 1: DINNER for $1.00
(3 pieces of Randy Lee's

fried chicken, trench fries

coleslaw & a bun. Reg. $1.35

SPECIAL 2 $1.00 of french fries

FREE with each pack of 20 pieces

of Randy Lee's fried chicken.

RANDY LEES
842 Princess St. (next to Commodore)

Telephone 544-9244

SUEDE AND LEATHER SALE

SPECIAL PURCHASE OF COATS, SKIRTS

AND JACKETS

SAVE UP TO 50%

DORETA APPAREL SHOP
DOWNTOWN and KINGSTON SHOPPING CENTRE

AMS
CONSTABLES

POSITIONS OPEN

1970-1971 SCHOOL YR.

CONTACT
AMS OFFICE

547-6165

SEPTEMBER 26th

CHUBBY BROWNY
HORNY HAPPENING!
Presented by Arts '72 & '73—- SWEET BLINDNESS

;:| with Arts '72, '73, '74 Year Cards

| -$1.25 stag 2.50 couple

§ without - $1.50 stag 2.00 couple

Student senators to be elected

Elections for student sena-

tors will be held on Wednes-

day, October 7. Since nomina-

tion procedures, especially the

number of signatures required,

vary from faculty to faculty,

information on the require-

ments in each faculty may be

obtained from the person listed

below. In every faculty,

though, nominations close at

midnight Wednesday Sept. 30.

Information about the senate

is available at the Senate Of-

fice at 163 University Ave, and

our present student senators.

Brian Scully and Jeff Simpson,

may be contacted through the

AMS office for further infor-

mation.

The following will receive

nominations and supply infor-

mation in each faculty:

Arts and science —
Joce Cote ( Vice-President i

330 Johnson Street. 544-0484

or Chris Redmond ( Secretary)

178 Barrie Street. 542-8689

Medicine —
Penny Page
56 Alma Street, 546-4441

Rehabilitation Therapy —
Sue Dunn

Commerce —
Mrs. Bonnie Whyte
Dunning Hall Room 228

Graduates —
Ian Boag (Returning Officer)

Chemical Engineering, third

floor

or Vince Lawrence
(President)

Civil Engineering. Ellis Hall
]

room 18

Nursing Science —
Carol Scheekter

215 University Avenue, 544-9534

Theology —
Jan Morris

792 Portsmouth, 542-8553

Engineering —
Rob Pritchard

If you are unable to contact

any of these people, nomina-
tions may be returned to Mrs,

Marie Latourneau in the AMS
outer office before midnight
September 30.

Bus passes available next week
The Public Utilities Com-

mission in Kingston will be

issuing courtesy passes to

newcomers to Kingston for use

on city buses during the week

of September 28. Among those

receiving passes will be stu-

dents of McArthur College and

those in the married students

quarters for their first year.

In an effort to determine
why the transit system was
used so little, the PUC cut bus

fares in half during March
1970. The 15% increase in pas-

sengers at that time seemed to

indicate that it was not price,

but inexperience with the ser-

vice itself that kept the public

from buses. The courtesy pas-

ses are designed, then, to in-

form the Kingstonians of the

extent of bus service.

Bus routes have been slight-

ly altered this year to provide

direct service between the

main campus and the West
Campus. Between 7:30 a.m.

and 6:00 p.m., there will be 15

minute service to and from
McArthur via the Portsmouth
Route and hali hour service

from 6:00 until 11:00 p.m. A

Birth control booklet coming
A birth control booklet enti-

tled "Current Methods of Con-

traception" will be available to

Queen's students sometime
this fall.

Dr. E. E. Johnston, Director

of Family Planning Services,

at Queen's has been working on

the booklet since last Novem-
ber; he considers it "factual,

accurate, and complete."

The subject will be ap-

proached from a physiological

viewpoint. Effectiveness, side

effects and complications will

be emphasized in discussing

methods of contraception.

A rjefinite means of distribu-

tion has yet to be determined.

It is hoped the booklet will be
ready for the Birth Control

Seminar to be held in Dunning
Auditorium on October 5. The
Student Health Service and

second route to Calvin Park via
|

Union will run every half hour.

Maps and schedules will be

posted at the Union. The PUC
hopes students will use their

passes next week to acquaint

themselves with this service.

Mr. Fee, speaking for the

Puc, suggested that by using

parking facilities on the West

Campus and a bus service.

Queen's might eventually solve

its parking problem. The

experiment with passes nexl

week, if successful, could be

the first step towards such a
|

system.

residences will be the probable
|

distribution channels.

Initial publication is planned I

for 8,000 copies, 4,000 of which I

will be distributed this year]

and 4,000 next year. If response I

is favourable, Dr. Johnston

hopes to see the booklet made

available to other campuses as I

well. Last year a handbook
published at McGill University

was widely distributed on |

campuses including Queen's.

We love to Dicker

FURNITURE - APPLIANCES
TV's - STEREO - GUNS, etc.

WE BUY ANYTHING
WE PAY CASH

Dial Kgtn. 544-6302

SECONDHAND
STORE

69 PRINCLSS ST.

V

ORIENT
ROUND TRIP

IS.F. -TOKYO $385
IS.F. -TAIPEI $385
|S.F. - HONG KONG $407

Jet Charters

IConnecting flights to Manila
[Singapore, Bangkok, Seoul

and Calcutta
[MANY
•FLIGHTS
to choose$385
IF or information call orwrite
1 FLIGHT COMMITTEE
P.O. BOX 2549
STANFORD, CALIF. 94305

I NAME

ONEWAY FLIGHTS
ARE AVAILABLE

WE'LL MAKE SURE YOU GET THE FINEST

DIAMOND FOR YOUR FUNDS

We insist on giving you the greatest quality,

the best in value. This is our diamond pledge. Whether

the purchases are small or large, you can be

assured, they will be the finest your funds can buy.

We won't sell you a bad diamond. And never

give you a bad deal. It's our integrity that keeps

you coming back.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

ics i'lunckss stkket*
kingston, om aukj

CANADA

J
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$60 thousand plus AMS budget approved
At the meeting of the Outer

Council of the Alma Mater So-

ciety (A. M.S.) on Tuesday, the

annual budget for the 1970-71

year was presented and adopt-

ed by a unanumous vote.

During the progress of the

meeting, it was disclosed that

the A. M.S. is faced with $28,680

in unpaid debts. Since every

student here is a member of

the A.M.S.. every student will

be aiding in paying off this def-

icit through his non-academic

fee which is levied at the time

of registration along with tui-

tion. This includes $6.05 for the

A. M.S. Executive, and fees for

various other organizations

such as the "Queen's Journal",

"Tricolor", Student Health
Service, the Queen's Band and
others, (see chart).
The debt is the result appar-

ently of poor budgeting by pre-
vious executives. Included in
the debts is a $3,700 deficit in-
curred on Tricolor '69. In addi-
tion, this summer's operation-
al expenses which amount to
$6,300, and various other items
which were not properly budg-
eted for in past years are pre-
sent.

In order to alleviate the
debt, $8,869. (or $1.05 per stu-
dent) of the student fee will be
spent and the remaining $19,-
811 must be drawn from the
A. M.S. capital bank account.

The A. M.S. has $38,973 in the
bank and also has long term
loans of $15,000 and $25,000 to
the student-run co-op and to
Elrond College. It is hoped that
in this way, through deficit
budgeting and withdrawal
from the bank, the A. M.S. fi-

nancial position should be bal-
anced by next summer.

In response to the present
financial state, the whole
A. M.S. book-keeping system
has been re-organized by Budg-
et and Finance Commissioner,
Peter Trousdale, and Victor
Bradly, an A.M.S. Outer Coun-
cil member who has been
working on the problem all
summer. It seems that much
of the fault lies with incom-
plete recording of tevenues and
expenses in previous years.
Hopefully the new system will
remedy this in the future and
stabilize affairs.

As a result of the necessity
of tight budgeting, the honorar-
ia for students working on the
seven A.M.S. commissions has
been dropped. In the newly
revised A.M.S. Constitution
adopted last year $1400 had
been prescribed for this pur-
pose. The A.M.S. President
and Vice President will contin-
ue to receive their honoraria of

$750 and $500 respectively, the
President also is granted a $250
expense account.

Many of the A.M.S. expenses
are fixed. Secretarys' salaries
and office expenses depend on
the economic conditions rather
than anyone's personal choice.

Therefore, the fluctuation

comes in the distribution de-
cided by the members of the
A.M.S. Council. Since the in-

troduction of the new Commis-
sion system in 1969-70, the
money is distributed to the var-

ious commissions and in turn

The distribution of the non academic fee. In addition to the sums shown,
each faculty society has a fee ranging from $3.00 in ASUS to $27.50 in

Law.

the Commission decide the
specific distributions.

In other words, to study the

distribution of the budget, it is

necessary to study the activi-

ties of the A.M.S. Commis-
sions. This covers things from
publications to teach-ins and
conferences. Despite the enor-
mous debt, allocation of funds
for these commissions is es-

sential and were effectively
provided for in the new budget
which was passed, after provi-

sion was made for the previous
deficits.

GIRL WANTED, to shore house on
Borrie SI. Separate bedroom.
Phone 544-25 1

3

Girl needed to share furnished apt.

with 3 others. Phone 546-3961

POLITICAL ACTIVIST? Be a Uberal

political activistl Join the UBERAL
CLUB on Clubs Night September
28, Grant Hall.

CLUB GRANTS: Any club wishing

AMS Grant for this year should

submit budget to AMS Office be-

fore end of month
Contact Peter Trousdale.

How the $6.05 AMS fee will be spent this year

AMEY'S
TAXI

546-1111 .
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The A.S.U.S. presents

I LIGHTHOUSE IN CONCERT
j

5 with E

|
CROWBAR

|

in Richardson Stadium §

on October 1st, at 8:00

Tickets, $2.00 & $3.00 in Union
|S —

'""iKiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitim iiiiiiiiiiifmiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii imiiiiiiiiii mm

r

BALLET: Kingston Commun-
ity Ballet Association offers

classes for adults, ""eginners

to advanced. Ballet Mistress

Mrs. Lucy Ennis LISTD. For

information phone 542-7272
or 544-4660.

iitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitmmmimiiiitimimiiiiiij

I SALON 320
c= Hairstylists =
= Experts in razor cutting. =

320 King St. E. 1
548-8111 =

milllllllllMMIIMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

"YOU'VE
GOT A LOT TO LIVE

AND
PEPSI'S GOT A LOT TO

GIVE"
Call 542-8195

FRONTENAC BEVERAGES
for vending equipment, parties

and special events.

GIVE US A TRY
Free Delivery.

TRY A HOAGIE
at a football game.

This ad. is worth 10c on HOAGIE sandwiches.

HOAGIE HOUSE
147 BROCK STREET

542-5944

Free Delivery on $5.00 order or over
.w — — .^K- — — ^— —

-
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!
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INTRODUCTION TO THE I

| COMPUTING CENTRE (

Lecturer: W.H. Jenkins,

Director of the Computing Centre

| The seminar is intended for new staff members and 1
§ students who wish to use the facilities and services 1
I of the Computing Centre. The organization and role |
| of the Computing Centre will be described and the 1
| procedures for obtaining authorization to use the f
j computer, for obtaining a charge code, for obtaining 1
| advice or consulting services, etc. will be discussed, j
| AH new staff and any students who are interested in I
| using or learning about computers are invited to §
i attend. I

| Dupuis Hall Auditorium j
Monday, October 5, 1970 |

= 2:30 - 3:30 p.m. §
iiilllllllllllliililliiiiiilillliiiiiilllliiiiiiliiiilliin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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the

second

one

A campus newspaper is a journalistic enter-

prise and not a political platform.

Its primary function should not be political but

rather one of its functions should be to report upon
politics. "Reporting" is a curious word. The aim of

the news section of this paper is to present accounts
of events that we feel are of interest to the mem-
bers of this campus. News stories should present
the various sides on any given issue but the writer
should try to remove his personal bias from the
story. That writer is perfectly entitled to his own
opinion and likewise entitled to express it, but
he/she should never allow it to be confused with the
facts of a story.

Any news section, or indeed any paper is

biased. From the moment an editor chooses a staff

he has chosen certain viewpoints with them that in-

fluence what will be going in the paper. And any
writer will have priorities as to what he thinks will
be important but as long as he is aware of his own
limitations he can minimize them for the news
story. That is why properly written news stories
should not require by-lines. It simply should not
matter who wrote them.

Trying to second guess the campus is usually
foolish and futile. Any editor may have certain im-
pressions as to what the campus "needs" or the
approach the campus wants. Yet two things are
apparent, i) he cannot spoonfeed the campus, giving
them the same type of story, for one purpose of a
paper is to promote dialogue, and ii) the best criter-
ia to go by one simply those of the editors them-
selves, who should remain open, however, to ideas
from others in the university.

In the same vein — the editorial is one person's
opinion — one person however who is more or less
related to the general subject content and tone of
the paper as a whole — the editorial is merely one of
the more explicit statements of policy and direc-
tion.

(ipuwna 3lnurnal
Edilor — Paul Barton

Business Manager — Vince Tang

News — Lee Perry

Mary Campbell
Peter Raymont
Bev Percival

Sports — John Mable
Artwork — Alan Meyer

Features — Leslie Kaye

Managing Edilor — John Solman

Spec.al thanks to the cast of hens including ihree Chr.ses. one ChalesStew. Trish. and the saviours on the keyboard Barb. Jill Janet Janev'
Dianne and Mimi
And at the tapes Pat, Cathy. Ann. and Meg

MAN

VICTORIOUS OVER NATURE

©1970 SWV£;ll.pp£5S.i.ft.«w.
Piu. rights reserved

the

third world

and us
I the following is a letter written by Andy Marx, a Libera-
tion News Service Staffer, currently traveling throughout
Africa.)

As I very scantily mentioned in the last letter,
I've been doing a lot of thinking about the relationship
between our movement, our experience, and the Third
World. It seems clearer than ever to me that under-
standing how fundamental the difference is, how fun-
damentally different as a consequence, our movement
and our revolution must be from those in the Third
World, is terribly important. We can never be like
these people. We can never know their patience, their
acceptance of conditions we could not bear, their slow
fury that slowly, inexorably, breaks loose from both
patience and acceptance to seize hold of the future. It
is foolish, then, for us to think we can by monkish
(PLish) self-denial bring ourselves closer to them.
Self-denial is more foreign to them than opulence.

It is equally foolish for us to think (as Weather-
man does) that we can become of them by striking out
in frenzy for their cause. Moral indignation does not
come to people whose minds are filled with hunger It
is foolish to think we can be for them except by being
for ourselves, our minds filled with our own hungers.

This is not meant to be in any way a denial of our
responsibility to the Third World. That responsibility
is to make a revolution in America. And it can only be
discharged by approaching American society as prac-
tically uncharted territory; the revolutionary maps
are to other countries and other times. Our revolution
can only be made through scientific observation and
innovation.
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FEED^
>

letters to

the editor

Sir,

As former Morris Hall resi-

I dents, we were moved almost

I to tears by the announcement

that Morris Hall has been ac-

| claimed the Number One resi-

dence for the thirteenth con-

[secutive year. To commemo-
I rate this phenomenal achieve-

jment, the fortunate residents

[of Morris Hall have been is-

sued gleaming gold and green

No. 2 buttons to exhibit proud-

I ly. The placing of Morris Hall

button carefully on one's attire

has become top priority in pre-

paring one's toilet each morn-

ing The birth of such an idea

I must have indeed been con-

ceived in a mind so imagina-

tive and creative never before

equalled at Queen's. But why
stop here? The Morris Hall No.

1 buttons have contributed so
I magnanimously to the overall

school spirit and general cohe-
sion of the university.

To our knowledge it has been
I proposed that Morris Hall beer
I mugs and even a Morris Hall
I song be supplemented to cele-

I brate the glory of Morris Hall.

|But still is this enough? No!

J
We must go on! We propose

I Morris Hall socks, Morris Hall
(jackets. Morris Hall cufflinks,

I Morris Hall rings, Morris Hall
bagpipes and hopefully Morris

[Hall snow-tires.

Students are finally eredit-
jing and acknowledging that
I Morris Hall has made Queen's
lUniversity what it is today and
Isteps are now being taken,
Idespite alumni protests, to
labolish "Queen's" University
Tjn favour of "Morris Hall"
University. "Oil thigh" we are
Ipleased to announce will be
^retained but with minor adjust-

ments, i.e. "Morris Hall col-
ours we are wearing once
again.

.

."

In the sacred words of the
enlightening Morris Hall Cen-
tral Committee representa-
tive, "Today Morris Hall
Tomorrow the World." To you
the students, we submit this in
all honesty and humility.

Rod Johnston
Hugh Campbell

Dear Sir,

Must the administration of
the Union Coffee Shop exact an
even greater profit this year
than last? Must the hours of
custom be pared again this
year to times of mob patronage
only? And must the substances
sold continue to be of the same
dismal quality and monotony?

Yours truly.

J.W.H. Bell

Dear Sir,

As Editor-in-Chief of Trico-
lor 71 and a graduate student,
I am disturbed at the possibili-

ty that the Graduate Student
Society and the Law Society
may withhold the $4.00 per
head assessment for the year-
book. If this is done. Tricolor's

financial status will again be
uncertain, something which
the compulsory assessment
was designed to avoid. Also,

the decrease in circulation

resulting from this action
would probably produce a de-

crease in advertising revenue.

Aside from purely financial

considerations, the withhold-

ing of the assessment for these
societies would effectively
deny members the opportunity
of obtaining Tricolor 71. since
no sales campaign will be un-
dertaken, and no provisions
made for general outside sales.
The reason for this is quite
simple. Sales within these so-
cieties in past years have not
been high enough to warrent
the expense of such a sales
programme, or, indeed any
such restricted programme.

I would offer the following
as an alternative to the above:
Provisions can be made, as is

done with football tickets for
graduate students, for those
who do not wish a yearbook to
opt out. This can be done sim-
ply and at low cost, and so is

much more workable than a
separate sales campaign.

Christopher J. Boon
Editor. Tricolor 71

Dear Mr. Barron,
Not all will agree with or

approve of everything in "The
Traditional First Editorial",
copy quotations from Aldous
Huxley's "Point Counter-
point," and Ralph J. Gleason's
"Violence is Bullshit . . and so
are Sloganeering Politicians,"
but who can say that, if provoc-
ative, they are anything other
than RESPONSIBLY provoca-
tive. I believe that the silent
majority has been given great
hopes for Vol. XCVIII of the
Queen's Journal by its no. 1.

Wed., Sept. 16, 1970 edition.

Gratefully vours,
(Rev. I Ed W. Granville", S.J.

.

Graduate Student,

Department of English.

Regiopolis College

one policy

by John Mable
The overlying editorial policy of any newspaper should

concede and express conscious bias and include the state-
ment; that all opinions expressed are those of the author
of the article in question.

Given this, a reader may assume one of three attitudes:
he may assume that all articles written by other than edi-
torial staff are therefore objective, which would be stupid
and gullible; or that an article is biased but only contains
the biases of the author (ie no editing whatsoever), which
would be niave: or that the policy is consciously or uncon-
sciously falsely stated by the editors, which would be criti-
cal.

Given the suspicion of the possible untruth of the policy,
the reader, if of lesser intellect lor merely knowledgeable
but with a learned critical attitude) will consciously seek
to compare opinions thus being led through criticism to an
understanding of the editorial policy, as expressed in opin-
ion and illustrated through description. The intelligent
reader will learn opinion independently as he identifies it

in the argument in order to discern the bias of the report-
er. Contrasting articles with editorials, to isolate possible
differences in opinion a reader must identify similarities
by comparing the writer's opinions with the ideas of the
editor. They should be similar but not necessarily identi-
cal. In the first case (lesser intellect or mere knowledge)
an understanding of the editor's opiRion is achieved, as
well as it is expressed, (not necessarily the reporter's
because his will presumably lack the articulation possible
in the explicit overview expressed in an 'editorial' as op-
posed to the mere opinionated description which consti-
tutes most stories).

Thus an intelligent reader will, having insight into possi-
bly two critical opinions and hopefully recognizing the
biases of each will be in a position to descern how much of
an article is being put forward as mere information
(information dissemination being a newspapers ie the
journalist's primary function). The editor's opinions, if

consistently re-expressed by reporters, should be well
understood.

Thus all persons who read the newspaper will maximise
their learning potential, regardless of education or intelli-

gence and to maximise learning potential is the ultimate
educational experience. The newspaper thus realises max-
imum communication but only given the best possible
writing and visual format, i.e.. as a function of presenta-
tion. It is essential, therefore that the newspaper not be-
come boring. This is usually accomplished through pub-
lishing content irrelevent to the readership (people seem
never to become bored with themselves) or as a result of
gravity underlying the ideas expressed, which serves only
to symbolise death and nothingness.

by Alan Broadbent
University bureaucracy reaches its peak at regis-

tration time each fall. This is the time of year that
he people who run the university recognize as a
Prime opportunity to rock and sock it to the little-

suspecting hordes in pursuit of truth. I guess they
"gure that they take it on the nose the rest of the
year, and registration is no time to lie prostrated
before the masses.

Being somewhat of a veteran at this enrollment

on"
1

^ ' Went
!

nt0 tne gym witn an attitude urging
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n s'an('ing. tending toward sympathy, ready,
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Pr 'Ce was rignt

- t0 &ive the benefit of the
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Progre

?sing through the first few stations, I
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UP tlle necessary gear which would qualify

the
rea "y begin registering. I smiled inwardly as

son 1

ecpie ma nning these posts attempted to per-
aiize the whole thing, one even going so far as to^ me my last name.

' then reached a chap whose dutv seemed to be to

the
SUre that 1 nad really been able to get through

sho
precedinB stations. He seemed to be ready to
ot me on to the next post when his brow sudden-

a c„
reased

- He glanced at me suspiciously, checked

I-

°mpute r list, and informed me, "I'm sorry, but
n°t going to be able to let you register.

'

'

Of course, I was interested in knowing why, and
he informed me that I owed the university $24. He
told me that if I produced receipts showing I had
paid these bills, I could become a student. Some-
what taken aback by the assumption that students
should be debt-free, for I had learned that universi-

ty was really a socializing institution. I started to

leave.

"This is nothing personal." he informed me.
"It's just my job." Realizing that this was registra-

tion, of course. I knew it was nothing personal.

I then trekked over to the administration edifice

Richardson Hall, home of the university accounting
staff. My first encounter was with one of the girls in

the office, f had what I considered a good reason for

not having to pay part of the debt assessment, and
proceeded to explain this to her. After the lengthy
explanation, she told me she had no responsibility

to handle this kind of thing. She called over another
girl who listened to my story, and then informed me
that she had no responsibility in this area either.

They called in a third girl who said she had no re-

sponsibility whatsoever. Allowing this to be true. I

asked if anyone in the office was responsible, and
was showed into an office.

I again explained my story, and this time was

told that indeed no-one had that particular kind of
responsibility in thai office, and that I had best go
over to the registrars office, where I explained my
story once again to a girl at a counter. Oddly
enough, she had no responsibility in this area, but
she showed me into the office of someone who did.
There. I was informed that the responsibility for
this sort of thing did not lie in the registrars office,
but in the accountants office, and that I should see a
particular man in the accountants office, where
this chap informed me that my complaint would
best be lodged by mail in the office of the vice-prin-
cipal, administration. Fearing a return volley to
some other office. I looked for some day-light to
head for. The only way back to nature seemed
blocked by an explanation that the ultimate authori-
ty was the university calendar in which all regula-
tions rested.

Springing at last upon a reasonable compromise,
which is apparently the name of the game, 1 agreed
to pay the money and anticipate a rebate when the
case was settled. The ultimate bureaucratic de-
pravity occurred when, haggard and reduced. I

reached the front of the line in the accounting of-
fice, told them what I wanted, and was greeted by
the query, "Number please?"
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I think that we also shot down the sacred

of oral examinations

excerpts from an interview with Dr. D.O.W. Waugh, new Dean of Medicine

by Paul Barron, photos by John Solman

People who want abortions are entitled to have
them. The way that abortions are provided, even with
new relaxed legislation, makes it pretty complicated.
It says, in a sense, sure you can get an abortion, but
the committee structure for deciding it is so compli-
cated and in some situations, so biased. I think it's a
cumbersome and sloppy method.

Population control is the thing we have to get on top
of. All this conern about pollution — the ultimate pol-
lution is people. And if we keep on increasing the popu-
lation then we're slowly going to strangle in our own
excrement.

One of the difficulties with the whole philosophy of
population control is that it's not too difficult to per-
suade intelligent people that this is a sound objective.
Therefore you tend to curb population increase in the
educated group and not in the group that constitutes
the bulk of society. I don't know how you deal with this
problem. Abortion is one of the methods of population
control, and as such I am in favour of it.

Educational programmes can be quite successful
but some have limited success because the human
population includes people who are not educatable. I

don't think I'd be in favour of any kind of programme
where the government decides that a person will not
be allowed to have children. One proposal put forward
states that you might have to have a permit to have a
child. You get your "ration book" and you can either
use it up or buy "tickets" from someone else.

The difficulty with population control is that it's a
highly emotional situation — there are religious and
political overtones. Politicians become concerned
about a highly successful programme of population
control - a country could sign its own death warrant
by curbing its population growth when its adversary
did not. I'm not too impressed with those considera-
tions.

I'd rather look on it (putting a man on the moon) as
having the same social value as the Crusades.

We in the department of Dalhousie developed and
studied the whole procedure of multiple-choice exam-
ination's trying to assess just how much they could tell
us in terms of student performance. We would send a
little note after each examination saying, "Look,
you're great in this and that disease but you're ex-
tremely weak on this other." We developed what we
called a programme of preventative education. The
idea was to advise the student of his areas of weakness
before he reached the final crunch and to set up reme-
dial programmes with the idea of improving his
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Standing in his specifically weak
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sessions 24 hours apart. The

first evening everybody was conscientious about his
responsibility and the average mark in the group was
well below the average mark assigned by the original
markers. We discussed our marking criteria after-
wards and had a long, bull session and we came back
the following evening' and marked four different ex-
aminations. The second evening our marks were all

above the baseline marks which suggests that not only
is there wide variation in the judgement of oral exam-
inations but that judgement varies from day to day.
This day to day variation is something that I didn't see
any way of controlling This was half way through the

year and we decided right then and there to drop oral

examinations from our course. What we devised in-

stead was what we called a visual-deductive examina-
tion. We presented students with a chart or a diagram
or a picture or whatever and tried to frame questions

around this that really force him to manipulate the

knowledge he's got. You know, show a picture of a cir-

rhotic liver on the screen and say, "Explain this

man's testicular atrophy", or something of this sort.

But you know he has to make second or third or fourth

order deductions from the visual data presented to

him and I think you can devise such an examination

that it almost completely eliminates pure recall —
mind you, recall is necessary but it's recall plus judge-

ment that is required and this of course is what you
want to assess.

According to the Economic Council, if we continue

to increase the share of gross national product that's

going to health care and to education, just those two

items, that by the year 2000 total national effort will

be spent on those fields. Which means, in other words,

that everybody is going to be working either for educa-

tion or for health. Obviously this isn't what is going to

occur. What the implication of this is that the rate of

growth in health care and in education are going to

have to slow down — this is pretty clear already — the

slowdown's already started. As we slow down then you
have to get a little more critical as to what your prior-

ities are, and I think there's been a shift in emphasis

toward more direct and applied problems, relative to

abstract, so-called pure science areas.

One of the changes that's apparent right now but

ihow long it's going to continue I don't know, is that the

medical students in the last three, four years have

been a different kind of individual. A larger number of

socially conscious individuals that we have never had

before. This shows up in the aspirations of the gradua-

tion class, not only here but everywhere.

They've got a much higher level of interest in going

into family practice. I've heard just recently that 70'v

of this year's graduating class of Harvard wanted to
go into family practice. Well, we've always thought of
Harvard as the cradle of specialization This is a radi-
cal change Similar changes are apparent at Queen's
and I suspect at most other schools. It this change in
emphasis continued for any signi ficant amount of time
it means that we are going to have to restructure our
graduating training programmes. Some of the special-
ty departments are going to have to curtail their pro-
grammes, simply because there's no supply of people
interested in pursuing them. People with strong spe-
cialty programmes aren't going to be enthusiastic
about this.

I think there are very few social rights other than
the right to develop as far as one's ability will take
one. This I would regard as a right. But then, if you
start assessing rights you have also to think in terms
of what society can afford to provide. I don't know
whether society can afford or will be willing to afford
to provide free education for everyone in university.

One of the problems there, of course, is that it gets
back to politics. The political fact is that the universi-
ty graduate and particularly graduates in medicine,
ends up in the highest income brackets of society. I

don't know how you could persuade society that it

should totally subsidize the training of people to earn
the highest income. You could argue the other way
and say sure when they earn the highest income socie-

ty gets back its money's worth in taxes — this sort of
thing. I think whether its a good idea or bad the real
determinant will be what society is willing to pay for.

1 don't think that our present society is prepared to
subsidize education to that extent. It may at some
time.

I can remember my father in the 1930 s — it was a
really big year. If his collections reached 50% and this

was true of anyone in practice at that time. Which
means that the medical profession was writing off

large amounts of the work that they did. They were
doing it for nothing. The public knew this and they
were very appreciative. Now a doctor in the thirties

couldn't do half as much as a present-day physician
can. but the fact that he was doing a large amount of it

for nothing did wonders for his public image. Nowa-
days, they are going to be paid for everything and phy-
sicians' incomes are among the highest in the land,
and the whole organized medicine has tended to resist
society's demands. Well, you can't blame society for
being indignant. But I don't think you can change the
existing medical establishment very much.

It will come in less than 20 years. I think within ten
years the change will be very obvious.
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soundings
STAGE FRKiHT

THE BAND Capitol Sw 425

The first things you notice

about this album are: the fine

cover photo poster and the

price — $4.95. Don't be side-

tracked. Get into the music

right away.

The Band's music seems to

flow like a continuous line,

perhaps, one could describe it

as one collective pulse. Each
track is tight country rock —
churchy southern funk. This

band has been around, playing

with: Sonny Boy Williamson.

John Hammond. Dylan, and

Ronnie Hawkins. You can feel

their awareness of each others'

direction. The rhvthmn section

provides solid barking to Rob-

ertson's guitar and Uarth Hud-

son's organ, accordian. horn-

playing.

Rick Danko's voice is nicely

understated as the Band move
through each track: from Mose
Allison's "Strawberry Wine''

to "The Rumour". There is not

one wasted moment
Robbie Robertson's songs

seem to be autobiographical,

simple lyrics, but hinting at

richer subtleties:

"Don't know what we got

But it seems like a lot ,

."

There is a lazy satisfied con-

tentment about this album as

in "Sleeping":

"I'll spend my whole life

sleeping — Where else on

earth would you want to go

There's a hint of the long slog

to make it':

"People people where do
you go before you believe in

what you know."
But perhaps the most compel-
ling insight of the album is the

view we get of Robbie Robert-

son in "Stage Fright":

"See the man with stage

fright

just slanding up to give it all

his might
when we get to the end

he wants to start all over

again —
please don't let him stop."

I can only add — please don't

let the Band stop.

sightings
What can I say? It seems

rather anti-elimatic to put into

a few words what fifteen cam-

eramen recorded in 120 hours

of film. Three thousand and fif-

teen feet of tiny frames. Im-

ages of half a million people

drawn from all corners of the

world gathered in a farmer's

field in upstate New York.

Drawn by some instinctive

urge to be together for once

and perhaps as a beginning for

all time.

So much has been written

and said about this landmark
film but all I feel capable of

doing is providing a little bit of

background to its production.

Warner Brothers provided

the bread and Michael Wad-
leigh and friends shot every-

thing during that three day pe-

riod from at least six angles.

The editing is truly a pioneer-

ing work in split screen experi-

mentation. At first it seems a

little over-used but it would be

impossible to show, for exam-
ple, The Who on stage without

using three screens. Super
slow motion and frozen frame
sequences of Ten Years After s

Alvin Lee and frenetic Sly

Stone will never be forgotten.

Nobody acts or plays a part

WINE
supplies and equipment

CHEESE
from around the world

BEER
malts and supplies for t* os?

who prefer the excellence

of home brew

GOURMET
foods from afar

GIFTS
with a touch of distinction

COOKE'S
OLD WORLD SHOP est. 1868

59-61 Brock

Kingston, Ont.

«••••••••••
2 SHOPS IN ONE

KITCHEN SHOP
(upstairs)

P P
1 .

P

GIFT SHOP
(downstairs)

STILL A FEW FREE
POSTERS LEFT FOR
STUDENTS, WITH
S1.00 PURCHASE

in Woodstock. It's a very real-

istic experience. People came
to play in the mud. to do some
balling, to escape from their

homes, or just to swarm with

that sea of humanity. But
mostly people came for the

music — that catalyst we have

discovered — from Joan
Baez's organization songs to

Sly's chants of "Higher",
everyone was very much to-

gether.

There is simply too much to

say here in print. Don't deprive

yourself of Woodstock. It will

remain a part of you

BiTTFit umms
In case you didn't know it. Queen's Bitter Grounds has

reopened. Last year Bitter Grounds spent most of its time

dodging the big black cloud of its Lawrence Welk image,

while trying to present good folk entertainment. They were
eventually faced with the choice of either providing employ-
ment for campus "talent" or providing first class talent for

the campus. They chose the latter course, but not every-

body heard about it. The Grounds was still looked upon as a

place for angry young adolescents accompanying them-
selves with three chords forced out of a cheap guitar. How-
ever, the hipper people on campus started to hear about it.

and by the end of the year, the place was starting to fill up
again. Last year saw the appearance of Bruce Cockburn
whose recent L.P. has received wide acclaim and who has

just finished his third season at the Riverboat in Toronto,

and Allan J. Ryan whose Columbia L.P. has just been re-

leased. These two singers would be among the top talent in

their field now working in Canada. Other artists included

Moe Evart who has worked the Riverboat, L'Hibou. and
appeared on T. V. and Mose Scarlett, a Toronto singer.

So this is to inform you all that the Grounds is committed
to providing top class folk artists at a very reasonable
price, right on campus.

This weekend Graeme Turner will return for his last

Canadian performance. Graeme, a native of Australia, will

be returning to his homeland in a few weeks, but not without
leaving some of the humourous Aussie ballads for which he
is well known. Do come down and enjoy yourselves in a

light entertaining evening at the Bitter Grounds.

GOSTLUN
|
jewellers

a
LONGINES, WITTNAUF.R

*

?>« Pnncen SI. ond ol lh« Frontunot Molt - Pl,c»» 5<H 3487 £ 548 49a*

LIBERAL ARTS DEPARTMENT
offers a

new evening program in

Courses in Fall Semester

(Sept. 8 - Dec. 18, I970)

MULTIMEDIA
TECHNIQUES CONTINUING EDUCATION

• 68 BROCK STREET (just

; j

above the Market Sauare)

•••"••••••••I

LS66 - Radio and TV Script Writing I

A workshop in writing radio and television

scripts through the processes of idea produc-

tion, scripting and marketing.

Time: Monday, 8:30-10:30 p.m.

LS67 - Writing for Children

Techniques of writing fictional material
for children's magazines and books as well as
TV and radio programs.

Time:Monday and Wednesday
,
6:30-8'30 p.m.

LS69 - Writing Workshop in Prose and Drama
This course is designed to offer instruction

in the techniques of writing short stories,
feature articles and radio and television dramas.

Time: Tuesday and Thursday, 6'30-8:30p.m.

LS7I - Play Production Workshop I

A course designed to fami liarize the student
with play structure, the shape of dramatic
action, the function of dialogue and the deve-
lopment of character within the script. Some
aspects of staging will also be included for

study.

Time- Tuesday and Thursday, 8 30-10 30 p.m.

LS94 - Radio and TV Arts

A course introducing all aspects of radio
and TV production including costing and
management, production, direction, staging,
lighting, set design, control room techniques,
performing on TV, V.T.R. operation and edit-

ing, and camera techniques. This course
should help prepare students for-work with the
radio and TV industry.

Time Monday and Thursday, 8:30- 10 30 p.m.

Courses Offered in Winter Semester

(Jan. 6 - Apr. 30, 1971)

LS68 - Radio and TV Script Writing II

(Prerequisite LS66)

LS72 - Play Production Workshop II

(Prerequisite LS7I)

LS69 - Writing Workshop 11

LS95 - Radio and TV Arts II

(Prerequisite LS94)

LS76 - Drama Form and Technical Workshop
- Editing, marketing, criticism, feature writ-

reviewing.

(Prerequisite one of LS66, 67 or 69)

FEES: $15.00 per course, per Semester

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS:
interest, talent, proven aptitude.

StLAWREIMGE
COLLEGE
KINGSTON CAMPUS

PORTSMOUTH AVE. AT KING ST WEST
PO. BOX 6000. KINGSTON. ONTARIO

(613) 544 5400

"Aii Ontario Community College'.'
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by Ted Cape

I After much acrimonious

ebate, it was decided among

|ie Gaels last February, that

i the interest of helping the

Ireshmen integrate themselves

hto the Queen's environment,

jidividual hazing would be

Wished. Mass Oil Thighs etc.

(ere kept, not because they

degraded anyone, but because

jiey helped the freshmen re-

lase some of the tensions and

phibitions they must have had
then first faced with the po-

tntially intimidating sur-

bundings of Queen's.

I Considerable emphasis was
aced on academic and cultur-

H aspects so as to create a re-

pistic impression of college

Be. We also decided to recog-

ize the fact that today's fresh-

Ben differs greatly from their

ljunterpart of ten years ago.
me thought (wrongly perhaps)
mat contemporary high school

Jaduates had a greater sense

f social and political aware-
ness and that their reasons for

E>ing to university were not as
food times' oriented as be-
fre

I Aside from these, the aims

| Orientation 70 were largely
faditional. We hoped to ac-
fcaint the incoming students
|ith one another and with their
pressors; we wanted to help
|em decide on their academic
fograms, give them some
|ea of the options open to
|em and some idea as to
there their particular inter-

Bts lay.

Were those aims achieved? I
P'nk. for the most part, yes.
><!» i -rrmnnnnnnjuuuiriruijij^nnrinrin

—

The freshmen got to know each
other fairly well. The fact that
they had been torn from an
environment carefully built up
during five years of high school
and tossed together indiscrimi-
nately made them somewhat
inhibited and unsure of them-
selves - they never knew what
to expect. The Gael groups and
the social activities in combi-
nation with the 'mass' nature
of the dining halls and resi-
dences served to introduce
people to one another and con-
tributed to a general relaxation
of social uneasiness.

The course counselling ses-
sions together with the advice
we were able to offer, went a
long way in helping the fresh-
men orient themselves aca-
demically. Freshmen were
usually directed to satisfactory

sources of information. The
campus and library tours, the
picnics and various other out-

ings throughout Kingston, the
'mind grind' seminars and the

cultural evenings were all suc-

cessful in varying degrees.

But were they really? Why
did enthusiasm generally lack?
Why was it that the seminars
of Mind Grind, provoked little,

if any controversy among the

freshmen? Why did the body
painting, the fear room, and
the 'folk festival' leave a lot of

freshmen unimpressed? What
of their complaints that they
were tired of being led around
and that they had no time to

themselves? Why didn't the

hoped-for sense of involvement

become apparent in this year's

freshmen? What went wrong?
To begin with, the problems

encountered this year were
nearly identical to those aris-
ing in past orientations. Mind
Grind '69 met with the same
lack of response as did most of
the dances — guys stood
around afraid to ask someone
to dance so the girls got bored
and left so the boys got bored
and left. The snags plaguing
orientation '70 seem to have
been endemic to all orienta-
tions of the past few years.
There are an awful lot of "I

told you so's" in attributing
this general lack of enthusiasm
to the discarding of hazing as
the principle instrument of

orientation. To me, such an
argument is just plain tire-

some. An orientation program
involving great doses of hazing
would be pointless, as an un-
real picture of Queen's would
evolve. We do not kiss trees
and apologize to the grass, we
don't go to football games all

the time, we don't drink our-
selves into stupors every night.

Hazing is simply a cop-out; we
haze the hell out of the fresh-

men: they have a good time;
orientation week ends — and
then real life sets in and of

what relevance does such a
program seem then? Where do
the freshmen find themselves?
Right back where they started.

Hazing is not the solution.

As far as I can see, the orien-

tation program has limited
success because of its total re-

liance on the Gaels. We ar-
range the picnics, we set up the

dances, we prepare cultural
night — in short, we do every-
thing. Because they have little,

if any, sense of involvement in

the program, the freshmen can
not possibly become terribly
excited about it. For any indi-

vidual or group to become en-
thused he or they must contrib-
ute. In the Gael handbook,
freshmen are told orientation
week is theirs, and yet, para-
doxically, we do everything.
The problem of carrying

freshmen participation over
into activities other than ban-
ner-making or Sobriety is not
particularly serious. Social
activities such as dances and
picnics could easily be run by
freshmen. The Gael's job
would simply be one of inform-
ing them as to the location of
parks in Kingston and the
availability of money for food.

The freshmen, not the Gaels,
would buy the food, choose the
park and set the picnic up. Sim-
ilarly, certain Gael groups
would be made responsible for

the decoration of a dance.
They, not we, would move the
furniture, set up the conces-
sions and put up the streamers.

Likewise for cultural activi-

ties, each group would be as-
signed one room, given materi-
als and told to do whatever
they want — set up a coffee-
house, create a mood, have a

paint-in — the possibilities are
endless. In this way a healthy
element of group rivalry could
be introduced and a freshmen,
aware of the work involved in

his own project would much
better appreciate the efforts of
another group.

Hopefully, this would spill

over into academic events.
Being more self-confident, the
freshmen would be more in-

clined to ask questions at Mind
Grind and the course counsell-
ing sessions. At any rate, the
freshmen must be drawn into
the preparation of the events of
orientation.

Classifieds
MORRIS HAll TRUNK ROOM, for-
mer Morris Hall residents must
remove any items from ihe trunk
room by Oct. 30, 1970 Any un-
claimed items will be disposed of
after that date.

COON SKIN COAT for sale Huge.
Immaculate. Phone evenings 544-
2383.

A RIDE: Is anyone going out by the
K-MART, either Tuesday. Thursday
or Friday at 4:30-4:45 pm? lift

needed, please call Betty Anne ot
544-0931

LOST: Dark Brown Wallet contain-
ing papers and maybe $20 too.

Phone At af 542-1627 or bring to
Apt. 8, 261 Colborne St., Reward.

FOR SALE: 1964 Valiant slant six.

Good condition, 53,000 miles.
Phone 546-0998

A blind third year arts student
working on his general degree in

psychology and politics requires
reading assistance. WILL PAY. It

would not require more than an
hour and a half of your lime a
week. For further information, con-
tact Steve Cutway, 219 Stuart St
Phone 544-6490, or C.F.R.C. at
547-6677.

this Sunday is the last day to see Ihe

FORM COLOUR «hibHi™

CHRISTOPHER PRATT «»»
continues to October 8

at the art centre

Special Student Reductions

for

HAlR
125 rear orchestra seats are now available on
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday

evenings at a specially reduced rate for

student groups purchasing tickets in advance.

The group must number over 25. Call

Maureen O'Donnell at 416 360-1442 for

further information.
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friday September 25

evening: 8:30 p.m the hollow crown, the fall and foibles of the

kings and queens of england, a play devised by john barton

is presented by the department of drama, admission is

free for students, $1.50 for others, in the old arts building.

8:30 p.m.: civilization; a series of films by sir kenneth

dark, these include "romance and reality" a journey

from a castle on the loire to the cathedral baptistry at pisa

set in the middle ages and "man — the measure of all

things" a journey to the centres of renaissance civiliza-

tion, admission $1.00, dunning auditorium.

9:00 p.m. : the annual queen's bands dance with father and

the robert e lee brigade in leonard hall cafeteria, admis-

sion $1.75 per person.

9:00 p.m.: rattle of a simple man is being presented by the

domino theatre, tickets are $2.00 from mahoods or domi-

no.

10:00 p.m.: danny farmar and the blues at alice.

Saturday September 26

evening: 8:30 p.m.: civilization by sir kenneth dark featuring "the

hero as artist;" a film centred on papal rome in the early

16th century and "protest and communication" on the ref-

ormation and elizabethan england. showing at dunning

auditorium, admission is $1.00.

9:00 p.m.: arts 72 and '73 open dance featuring sweet

blindness and we three in grant hall, admission with arts

'72. '73, or '74 year cards $1,25 per person and $2.00 per

couple, without year cards, $1.50 and $2.50.

9:00 p.m.: rattle of a simple man (see friday i

10:00 p.m. : danny farmar and the blues at alice.

sunday September 27

evening: 9:00 p.m.: rattle of a simple man (see f riday ).

10:00 p.m. : danny farmar and the blues at alice.

monday September 28

evening: 8:30 p.m.: civilization at dunning hall, grandeur and obedi-

ence "the rome of the counter-revolution" and
' T
the light

of experience" the days of rembrandt, vermeer. wren,

purcell and the royal society, these films by sir kenneth

dark are $1.00.

tendays
tuesday September 29

afternoon: 2:30 p.m.: a. j. aitken, professor from the university of

edinburgh speaking on "english as it is spoken in Scotl-

and." 517 john watsonhall.

evening: 7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.: dunning hall flicks return with

"carry on cowboy", admission $1.00.

Wednesday September 30

evening: 7:00 p.m.: a night of the shorts including "the forest" at

dunning hall auditorium, admission 50c.

thursda y October 1

evening: 8:00 p.m. lighthouse with crowbar presented by A.S.U.S. in

the stadium, tickets $2.00 and $3.00.

friday , October 2

evening: 8:30 p.m.: pottery: mirror of culture a lecture by daniel

rhodes well-known ceramic artist in ellis hall, admission

is free.

8:30 p.m.: civilization with "the pursuit of happiness' on

the days of bach, handel, haydn, and mozart and "the

smile of reason" on the 18th century parish, dunning hall

$1.00.

evening: 9:00p.m.: rattle of a simple man (see friday 25th).

Saturday October 3

afternoon: 9:00 a.m. to 12 noon: and 1:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.: an intro-

duction to pottery techniques, a demonstration workshop
by daniel rhodes. space limitations make it necessary to

register at the art centre in advance at the nominal fee of

$2.00. this workshop will be held in the studio at the art

centre.

lighthouse

at agnes etherington art centre

'form-colour' organized by the

national gallery of canada. until

September 27.

an exhibition of newfoundland
bj

artist Christopher pratt. until octo

ber 9.

at the kingston theatres

capitol —a man called horse

hyland — Woodstock
odeon — dr. zhivago

BARGAIN BOOK FAIR
Books — Records — Sheet Music

September 24 - 25 10 A.M. - 9 P.M.

September 26 10 A.M. - 6 P.M.

Information & Pick-up of Donations

548-3129

CHALMERS UNITED CHURCH
'Still Studying?

What for?"

AN EVENING FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS, AND TAXPAYERS
ON YOUR EXPECTATIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION
WITH DR. DAVID BACON (DEPT. O F

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)
HEINO LILLES (LAW STUDENT)

,

JANET ROGERS ( ARTS STUDENT
AND AMS VICE-PRESIDENT
DR. MILLARD SCHUMAKER (DEPT. OF RELIGION)
REV. JOHN BUTTARS
(FORMERLY STUDENT-SENATOR)

SUNDAY EVENING 7:00 p.m. SEPTEMBER 27th
MACGILLIVRAY-BROWN HALL (214 Barrie Street, between

Clergy and Earl Streets)

FOLK — SINGING DO-NUTS AND COFFbb

The most electrifying

ritual ever seen!

ran

RICHARD HARRIS as

"A MAN GALLED HORSE"

IrHJililE-l
233 PRINCESS ST.

546-5395

tendays

a free information schedule

We will print all upcomM
events of public intere*

Please have all material "\

to Dianne Elliott c/o tl*

Journal Office 3 days bef°"

publication dates.

MORTON'S RECORD
BARS 244 PRINCESS ST.

Sample Listing

KING CRIMSON

ALICE'S RESTUARANT

THREE DOG NIGHT

FELICIANO

GORD LIGHTFOOT

MOUNTAIN CLIMBING

EDWARD BEAR

{Posters, Strobe

2+%o i

Candles

- ^# g% t Incense, Gibson &
• W%*\ Yamaha

|
Guitars, Strings etc.
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Women up
to new tricks

Page 1

1

Women's Intramural Athletic

Night

Sunday September 27 7-

10pm.

In the Gymnasium Complex

7-8 Participation. Games
8-9 Skits

9.10 Refreshments. More Ac-
tivity

Come out and have fun. Wear

grubs.

And sign up for intercollegiate

sports.

New Womens Intercolle-

giate Program for '70-71. This

year the former two women's
university conferences

O.Q.W.I.C.A. and W.I.A.U.

have merged to form the

W.I.T.C.A. 'Women's Intercol-

legiate Two Conference Asso-

ciation). This increases the
number of teams participating
in each sport from six to eigh-
teen. There will be a similarity
to men's intercollegiate sport's
as home and home tourna-
ments followed by sectional
then final playoffs will be used.
Miss Turnbull, the head of
Queen's Women's Intercolle-
giate program stated that "the
many changes within the inter-
collegiate conference this year
will produce an excellent year
of competition."

Women's Athletics — Coming
Events

Intercollegiate Tryouts
Basketball Mon. Oct. 5

Volleyball Mon. Oct. 5

Hockey Oct. 15, 16, 19

Student Football Tickets
Queens at Toronto

Sat. Oct. 3
On sale

Monday & and Tuesday
5 p.m. Til 7 p.m.

2 per Student $ 1.50 each

physical Education Centre

Married Student

Apartments
A limited number of one and two bedroom apartments are still

available in the Married Student Apartments. Priority will be

given to applications from full time married students with full

time single students as a second priority.

Should any apartments not be filled when all applications from

the above two groups have been processed, applications from

full time members of staff will be entertained.

Application forms and brochures are available in the Business

Office of the Students' Memorial Union between the hours of

3:00a.m. to 5:00p.m., Monday through Friday.

Sir Kenneth Clark's
Widely Acclaimed Film Series

CIVILIZATION
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 25th
ROMANCE AND REALITY
MAN—MEASURE OF ALL THINGS

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 26th
THE HERO AS ARTIST
PROTEST AND COMMUNICATION
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 28th
GRANDEUR AND OBEDIENCE
THE LIGHT OF EXPERIENCE

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2nd
THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS
THE SMILE OF REASON

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3rd
THE WORSHIP OF NATURE
THE FALLACIES OF HOPE
HEROIC MATERIALISM

_ uUNNINr: uni i 8:30 p.m. $1.00 per evening

TONIGHT 2 FOR THE PRICE OF ONE

muric

t
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Woodstock
HELD OVER HYLAND

slorringjoonboez • joe cocker • country joe & ihe ltsh • crosby. stills « nosh . orlo gulhrte . r,<h,e ho.ens . j.mi hendri«
sonrono.john seboslton . iha.na.no • sly & ihe family stone • ten years alter. Ihe -ho • and 400,000 other beoul.M people

afiimbymichael wadleigh . produced by bob maurice
a wadleigh-mauricejtd. production -technicolor® from warner bros

FIVE HOURS OF GREAT MOVIE VIEWING
HYLAND

ODEON

FAREWELL ENGAGEMENT
OF A GREAT MOTION PICTURE!

Far from the guns of war... two lovers alone! Zhivago lives only for his wife Tonya, until he sees Lara!

A FINAL SALUTE
To the Academy Award-

Winning spectacle before

it joins other memorable
movie masterpieces in

MGM's Hall of Fame!

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER 5 ACARID PONTI PRODUCTION

DAVID LEAN'S FILM OF BORIS PASTERNAKS

DOCTOR ZHilAGO
GERALDINE CHAPLIN JULIE CHRISTIE TOM COURTENAY ALEC GUINNESS SlOBHAIi McKENNA RALPH RICHARDSON

OMAR SHARIFiasw«oi ROD SIEGER RITA TUSHINGHAM ROBERT BOLT DAVID LEAN ZSr ©
ADDED TO YOUR CHOICE OF "WOODSTOCK"

ODEON °R "DOCTOR ZHIVAGO" - FRIDAY BONUS FEATURES

STEVE MCQUEEN IN "THE CINCINNATI KID"
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Western coming around

Frank Cosentino's Mustangs will likely

throw a large number of short 'Down and

Out' passes from a double flanker forma-

tion. This formation is easily converted for

draw or 'off-tackle' running.

[ooo <s> oo c>
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PWrVY QUEEN'S

Of -fence
STRONG ST RONG

\o\\t$ pass SOCD FAVR

run - VnVide Cooo FlMR

run - o^*»<J* GOOD GOOD

excev-teviT coot>

good GOOD

Defence

^Wt pass FP.IR 60OD

Una, pa-SS GOOD FAIR

rwi\ '^ns'io'c GOOO

tMr\ outvie GOOD FfMR.-

Hooters rack up third win
by Hugh Connelly

The soccer Gaels played and
won their third exhibition

game in a week, this time
against the Armed Forces
Base, Kingston team, downing
them five to nothing. The soc-
cer team is starting to move
together as a team, and the

Rugger sorts

Army were the hapless victims

of their new awareness.
Queen's opened their scoring

midway through the first half.

Bruce Wormald took an indi-

rect free kick close to the
Army goal, passed off to Em
Richardson, and Em drove it in

the net cleanly. The second
goal was the result of hard

Queen's Rugger Club is pres-

ently in the midst of selecting

the 1970 edition of their teams.
The First XV, the defending
Eastern Division Champions of

the OQAA, are aiming for the
OQAA championships this

year. The Second XV, although
not involved in league play,

have a full slate of exhibition

games, and is vital for the con-

tinuing success of the First

XV.
Gone from last years Firsts

are Mike Dollack. Gary Davis,
and Rich Thomas, but with
another year of experience
behind them, many of the Sec-

onds have improved considera-

bly and are strong contenders
for the First team. Captain
Dave Cook will lead the First

XV this year, and will have

able support from such return-

ing veterans as Steve Shelley,

Geoff Cooper, John Grant.
Rick Coutts. Rob Wallace, Ron
Easteal, John Morley, Terry
Graham. Mike Robson, arid

Peter Grozelle. It seems that
Coutts is moving up in the
scrum, and has an eye on a
prop forward position. This
year the scrum forwards are
heavier and more mobile than
last years scrum. Returning
from last year's Seconds are
Harry Brown, Peter Higgin-
son, Don Sykes, and Warren
Smith. All of these men are
potential First team members
at the moment. In addition.
Peter Ryan and Andy Page
have returned to Queen's and
will provide valuable experi-
ence in the rugger club.

work: Joe Janota took the ball

deep to the side of AFBK's
goal and deeked the two
chargning fullbacks; he then
passed it out in front of the net

and Alan Hallsworth kicked it

in. Score at the end of the half

was Queen's 2 and Army 0.

The second half saw a scor-
ing play that involved the front
wall and the full width of the
field: Andy Pipe centred to
Em Richardson. Em to Joe
Janota. Joe pushed it to Bruce
Wormald. again smiling, who
scored. Stan Taylor, moving
from his customary fullback
position to be a linkman (just

for the exercise) took a perfect
pass down the centre from
Janota. broke in behind the
defence and picked the top
right corner to beat the Army
goalie. The last score came on
a rush down the left sideline by
Joe Janota, who passed to
Bruce Wormald, and he accur-
ately picked the short side.
Final score: Queen's 5 — Armv
0.

3

Players mold

Thus the team begins to take
shape. In goal there is tiny Jim
Flood, who has two shutouts in

his brief career to date (though
against the Army he had no
work to do). The real strength
is in the defence led by captain
Jim Pirie. Lie-a-bed Gord
Maitland has left that pleasure
to also sweat in the backfield.

Newcomers back there are
Barry Armstrong and Dave
Young (a product from the
navel of the nation. North Bay).
Up front there will surely be
Joe Janota from last year and
Ian Jones from two years ago.
Lawman Bruce Wormald is

also looking for a forward posi-
tion. And two people who will
be playing in the midfield posi-
tion are gentleman Em Ri-
chardson and speedy Gerry
Birks.

Wippy shit

Three wins in the exhibition
games means that the Gaels
win the Grapefruit Cup. But
not too be too cocky: RMC.
Ryerson and the army are not
university teams. The real test
will come in the season opener
against tough University of
Montreal this Saturday. Game
time is 11:00 am (that's eleven
and not four) on the Lower
Campus.

Skip RocheMe-quarterbock

Carl leeiti — fullback

Skip Eaman — halfback

Tam Chown — flanker



It's not so easy to be a radical alderman on council
by Dave Boulton

In a public letter in "This Paper Belongs
to the People" Joan Kuyek announced her

resignation from Kingston City Council to

her constituents.

Joan was born in Winnipeg in 1942 and
graduated from Carleton University. She
has lived in Kingston since 1965 and has
been under the employ of the Psychology
Department at Queen's. Involved in a num-
ber of community action organizations, she

was noticed primarily for her presidency of

the Association for Tenants Action Kings-

ton (ATAK) and her directorship of the

Community Information Service. She ran

for City Council as an ATAK candidate in

the last election with a grass roots, very
personal campaign, and came out on top.

She has not been a politician in the nor-

mal sense of the breed. She was given a

mandate to manifest the ideas of her "little

people" (as Diefenbaker called them) and
it was to them who she promised and did in

fact represent. Her platform in her cam-
paign was dedicated to improved living

conditions for her ward (St. Lawrence)
with the emphasis on housing and other

problems relating to traffic control and
recreation areas.She wanted recognition of

her ward's importance as an equal and in-

tegral part of Kingston's priorities, for pol-

itics for her was a mechanism for the
'

'
peo-

ple" to make decisions and that the present

normative political institutions and re-

sources gave the people an undue disadvan-

tage against the vested interests of those

powerful people who seem to run the city

and make the decisions. Persistance on her

part versus normative institutional dogma-

tism led her to become to some extent a
"persona non grata " on Council.

Joan was more than disillusioned with
arrogance of the Council members towards
the individual citizen and their belief in

responsibility in so far as when election
time comes around.

Joan was more than the ordinary Alder-

man. She was a community person who
would emphasize and relate with people
indeed unlike the sly, patronizing
sterotype political animal. One can't repre-

sent all factions within a constituency.
Kingston City Council is over represented

with the institutional power against whom
the "little people" are somewhat neglected

and ineffective.

In the above mentioned public letter

Joan mentioned the reasons why she is

leaving. She was discouraged with elector-

al politics and believed that the only way to

make government responsive to the needs

of the people would be for the people to

take over the government overcoming the

vested interests of real estate or business.

She believed that most of the problems,

housing, sewers, welfare, must be noticed

by policy changes. She was disillusioned by

some of the assumptions of Council eg. the

Industrial Commission's assumption that

anything that helps businessmen helps

Kingston.

She thought that the municipal govern-

ment was and is such as to preclude any

informed participation by the public.

Thereby preventing minority motions from

being discussed or debated effectively.

Priorities are established when the budget

is passed and although she was the first to

challenge openly the assumptions of the

budget, she gained little support and a lot of

adverse news coverage by the established
press. Information is an invaluable re-

source thus necessitating the people to

form new organizations to formulate viable

alternate policies for Council.

She found it most difficult to work every
day in opposition to the vested interests on
Council. The "radical Aldermen" must
always have all the facts and be up to date
in order to match their adversaries.

In essence she expounds a basic redistri-

bution of power in order to bring about the

changes which are needed to ameliorate
the conditions of the long neglected "little

people". This would entail a massive mobi-
lization and consensus of the people to

achieve this end These "people" must ob-

tain a sense of political efficacy for they
have been forgotten for so long. People like

you will do just that.

Joan seemed to be frustrated and tired of

pounding her head against an unreceptive
brick wall. Leaving Kingston by all means
is not the best answer for the "little peo-

ple" but Joan must be commended, howev-
er, for her work and the fact that she really

cared. She set an example that one doesn't
have to join the establishment in order to

get elected nor when one enters the Council

Chamber. Her greatest accomplishment
was that she made Kingston aware of the

problems of her ward and her "people" and
that things in Kingston weren't all cake and
ice cream.
Some people will sigh relief when Joan

leaves, others will cry in desperation, oth-

ers just won't care. It's up to the City of

Kingston in the next election in December
to show us whether Joan really left her
mark and whether people really do care.

Queen's is part of Kingston — care!
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MEN'S HAIR GROOMING & CUSTOM STYLING

try

now that you have tried them all . .

.

'THE BARBER SALON'
The Frontenac Mall, anytime, anyday.

4 carefully selected Barber-Stylists

to serve you.

If you wish Personalized Appointments
call ART 546-1045 Mon. to Fri. - 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Sat - 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

L00KING-FORWARD— TO-MEETING- YOU
MINI - MIDI - or MAX/ CUTS

Tricolour 70 soon

VAN'S
GIFTS & BOOKS LTD.

253 Princess St.

542-6676

at our NEW LOCATION
just below Abramsky's

I f your electric shaver needs "A" class repairs or parts

needed, see Van at any time. Just arrived Black Light,

coloured & Black & White Posters at GENUINE SPECIAL
PRICES.

OPEN: 7 DAYS TILL 11 p.m.

YOUR OWN PERSONALIZED

RUBBER STAMP
3 lines, 3 inch width limit

$1.75

OVERNITE SERVICE

CAPILANO
MARKING DEVICES

423 Princess St. 544-6138
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1 INTRODUCTION TO THE 1

[ COMPUTING CENTRE
f

= Lecturer: W.H. Jenkins, 1
Director of the Computing Centre

I The seminar is intended for new staff members and |
§ students who wish to use the facilities and services |

| of the Computing Centre. The organization and role 1
| of the Computing Centre will be described and the |
| procedures for obtaining authorization to use the 1

| computer, for obtaining a charge code, for obtaining §
| advice or consulting services, etc. will be discussed, §
| All new staff and any students who are interested in 1

| using or learning about computers are invited to j
= attend. |

Dupuis Hall Auditorium

Monday, October 5, 1970 §
= 2:30 - 3:30 p.m. j
iiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Tricolor 70 is appearing
within a week and a half and is

bigger and better than ever. In

an intei'view on Thursday Sep-

tember 24. Liz Reid and John
Solman. members of the small

but dedicated staff for the

yearbook, discussed its unique

and innovative approach.

The book is divided into four

sections. The Year Section,

consisting of 176 pages of can-

did photographs with a unify-

ing essay, has as its theme
"university is an encounter

with yourself!" Layout was
done by Liz Reid, Peter Ray-

mont and Cathy Beamish with

Marg Tanasza writing the es-

say.

The Grad Section and the

Frosh Section, managed by
Linda Irwin and Beata Hasznik

respectively, follow somewhat
traditional lines. The final sec-

tion, the Compendium, is a new
idea which, according to Liz

Reid, incorporates the "specif-

ics" — sports events, election

results, social happenings —
and according to John Solman,

serves both as a record and "a
help in disguising ads!"

John felt that Tricolor
'7o

and its staff had two main
problems, the worst being the

printer crisis. Because of the

bad quality of photos and paper
in Tricolor '69, a switch

i n

printers was felt to be in order
and the improvement is consirj.

erable. The second and eter-

nally present problem was the

lack of consistent contibution

by more than a small core o[

people. Nevertheless, Cathy
Beamish, the editor, and the

Tricolor staff agree that the

yearbook is a definite improve,
ment on the last.

Community services planned
Students interested in social

work or community service

have in the past often been

uncertain as to where to get

information about their inter-

est. To solve this, the Student

Volunteer Bureau (known as

the SVB) was established a

year ago.

The bureau selects and di-

rects interested students to the

various agencies in which they

wish to help. Agencies that the

SVB works with are many and
varied, including the prisons,

drop-in centres (for both kids

and the elderly), day care
centres, big brother organiza-

tions and hospitals. In addition

to this, the SVB hopes to act as

sort of club bringing together
those working in the various

community agencies to learn

about what is being done or

could be done in the entire

community as well as in their

own area, and perhaps to stim-

ulate ideas for improving the

work being done. This last

function should be facilitated

by the bureau's enlarged of-

fices (in the west end base-

ment of the student union and
by the hiring of a full-time sec-

retary. Barb Kent who will be
in the office between 2 and 4

p.m. and between 6:30 and 8:30

p.m.

At present in order to get

many of the programmes un-

der way, the bureau- needs all

those who worked for an agen-

cy last year and who wish to

return to help with the same
agency to contact the bureau
office.

In order to introduce all

those who wish to begin volun-

teer work for the first time to

the different areas in which
they may help out, the SVB
will be holding a volunteer con-

ference on October 6. During

this week, representatives

from the agencies will be pre-

sent to discuss the work they

do and to answer any ques-

tions.
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Change in Meds admission policy - no Pre-Meds
At its open meeting last

Thursday, the Senate agreed to

refer to the Senate Committee

on Academic Development the

proposal of the Faculty of Med-

icine to change its admission

requirements. This action of

the Senate will enable all ele-

ments of the university com-

munity to make their opinions

known on the new admissions

proposal.

As reported in last week's

Queen's Gazette, the Faculty

is proposing that students be

admitted to Medicine after two

years of study in "any Facul-

ty". Required courses to be

taken during those two years

are Physics 012, Biology 031,

Chemistry 012 and Chemistry

281 (or 080). Candidates must
take 11 courses in these two
years. Their electives should

come from Psychology, Sociol-

ogy, Genetics, Mathematics,
Elementary Computing and
Chemistry. "A 'B' must be
obtained in each of the prere-

quisites and a 'B' average
maintained in all subjects

without failure or supplemen-
tal examination." As well, all

candidates must take the Medi-
cal College Admissions Test
before application is made to

Medicine.

Such a policy would bring
Queen's into line with other
Ontario universities. At

present, only Queen's admits
students directly from Grade
13. However, the abolition of
province-wide Grade 13 exam-
inations has left the Faculty
with no rational means of se-
lecting candidates for Medi-
cine. As well, it is felt that a
student may be too immature
to make such an important
decision upon completion of
Grade 13, and might be better
qualified to decide after two
years of university study.

Dr. Waugh, Dean of the
Faculty of Medicine, further
promised that the new admis-
sions policy would discontinue
the process of discriminating
against women applicants,
which has been the practice in
past years at Queen s. The
number of women students
admitted to Medicine has been
in proportion to the number of
women applying. Dr. Waugh
stated that he hoped the Facul-
ty would adopt a completely
non-discrimatory approach.
He cited a study by Dalhousie
University which showed that
the percentage of post-war
women graduates still practis-
ing was identical with that for

post-war men graduates.

Certain details of the new
admissions policy remain to be
worked out, for example, the

question of whether a student
possessing a degree will be
preferred to one with only two
years' study. As well, it should

be noted that students would be
admitted not only from Arts
but also possibly from Engi-
neering.

Nevertheless, despite any
admissions changes, places in
Medicine remain severely lim-
ited at Queen's.

Provincial discipline planning

Senate against CPU0 proposal
The Senate of Queen's Uni-

versity has accepted the rec-
ommendation of its Committee
on Academic Development to
take a stand against the estab-
lishment by the Committee of
Presidents of the Universities
of Ontario of a permanent or-
ganization responsible for dis-
cipline assessments on an un-
dergraduate level across the
province. A discipline assess-
ment is an evaluation of a par-
ticular academic program
across the province with a
view to rationalizing the re-
sources of the universities so
as to avoid waste and/or dupli-
cation of programs. The CPUO
has proposed the establish-
ment of an Advisory Sub-
committee on Academic Plan-
ning (ASAP) with formal re-
sponsibility for conducting dis-

cipline assessments for all

Ontario universities.

The Senate argues that the
establishment of ASAP may
prove to be cumbersome, un-
necessary and possibly harm-
ful. Problems might arise both
in contacting these discipline

groups and in putting their

machinery into motion. As
well, the Senate feels that dis-

cipline assessment, if needed,
can better be carried on an ad
hoc basis. The Lapp study, an
ad hoc assessment of engineer-
ing studies currently being
conducted across the province,
was cited by Senate as an
example of this ad hoc ap-
proach. It is the opinion of Sen-
ate that committees like the

Lapp study, which is composed
of experts in the field of engi-

neering, are better qualified to

undertake a discipline assess-
ment than a permanent staff.

which might have wide-rang-
ing powers in an unfamiliar
field. Finally, there exists
some uneasiness among mem-
bers of the Senate on the ques-
tion of programs being exam-
ined by people from outside the
university. This may constitute
a threat to the autonomy of the
university.

The Senate will make clear
in its reply to CPUO that it

does not disagree with the prin-

ciple that universities should
use their resources efficiently.

Furthermore. the Senate
agrees that "there is a clear
need for rationalization of
graduate work" because of the
high costs involved, but that no
such need exists with respect
to undergraduate programs,
with the possible exceptions of
education and of physical and
health education.

ASUS
Treasurer

Election
CANDIDATES
Anne Smythe
Martha Murphy
Barb Slater

Election Friday, October
2.

Polling Places and plat-
forms will be announced in
the ASUS Tale Thursday.
Advance poll Thursday.
October 1.

1 to 5 pm. at Student Typ-
'ng Service.

NEWMAN'S EXPERT
s JAILOR MEN'S SHOP

; made to
*ear.

leasure & ready

eratlon-a|| work guaranteed
150 men's furnishings &

)ilB ,

f°rmal rentals.
u—Ulnncess St. 546 - 0 1 10

G ''YOU'VE
G°T A LOT TO LIVE

EPs
< S GOT A LOT TO

GIVE"

thAnt" 542-8195

ffONTENAC BEVERAGES
endtng equipment, parties

special events.
G,VE US A TRY

^^^ree Delivery.

Roommate to share modern fur-

nished two-bedroom apartment.
Contact Pete or Bill at 41 Stanley
Street, Apt. 2.

Coming October 16 (International

Earth Survival Day) Le Tour De
Kingston; the great anti-pollution

bicycle rally. Watch the Journal for

details.

'66 M.G.B., British racing green,

racing stripes, new roof, radio,

good condition. Best offer, 544-

0887

People who were involved in vol-

unteer work last year and would
like to return to the same pro-

gramme this year are asked to

drop in at the Student Volunteer

Bureau this week. The office is lo-

cated in the basement of the Union

en route to the coffee shop from

the University St. entrance and is

open from 3-4 P.M. and 7-9 P.M.

Tuesday to Thursday. Phone 547-

5 766.

XEROX

First 4 copies

XEROX
COPYING

A.S.U.5.

Students' Typing &

Copying Service

STUDENT UNION BUILDING

BASEMENT LEVEL

(across from coffee shop)

XEROX

XEROX

11th to 50th copy

COMPETENT &
SKILLFUL TYPING

|'/2<

from 50th & up

Hours: 8:45 a.m. (Mon. LOW COST DUPLICA TING
4:45 p.m. to Fri.) SUPPORT YOUR OWN NON-PROFIT

ORGANIZATION

Phone: 544-1344
Evening hours as

your needs increase.

AMS
CONSTABLES

POSITIONS OPEN

1970-1971 SCHOOL YR.

CONTACT

AMS OFFICE

547-6165

WELCOME TO QUEEN'S

WELCOME TO KINGSTON

and

WELCOME TO SPEARN'S

'THE GIFT CENTRE"

Gifts, China, Crystal,

Estee Lauder Cosmetics.

Bring your gift problems

to

SPEARN'S OF KINGSTON
330 Princess St.

(between Barrie & Clergy StsJ

i
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Students here lack confidence in Queen's

by Mary Campbell
"The university (Queen's)

has, I feel, been hiding its light

under a bushel by not letting its

tremendous resourses be
known either to itself or to oth-

ers," says Professor David
Easton, Peacock Professor of
Political Science at Queen's
for the second year.

Professor Easton, Canadian-
born professor at the Universi-
ty of Chicago, and one of the
world's leading political scien-

tists, has agreed to carry on as
appointee to the Sir Edward
Peacock Visiting Professor-
ship of Political Science for its

second year.

He thinks that Queen's has
"outstanding potential" for

anyone interested in Canada
from either a teaching or re-

search view.

For the past year, Professor
Easton has been teaching both
postgraduate and undergradu-
ate students in the Department
of Political Studies at Queen's.
He welcomes the opportunity
to come to teach in a Canadian
university. He points out that
he views Canada through the
eyes of the native-born with
roots in the country and with a
willingness to identify with it.

Regarding the calibre of
Canadian universities, and
especially Queen's University,

Professor Easton spoke of the

two-phase growth of an educa-
tional system.

"In the past decade, there
has been an explosion of educa-
tional institutions to meet the
demands of a vastly greater
number of people who seek
education at all levels. Of ne-

cessity, greatest attention has
been given to problems of

growth. Now that the balloon-

ing phase is over, the attention

must focus on the programs
offered. Canada now is search-
ing for graduate and under-
graduate schools of excellence.

"The Political Studies De-
partment has been making
extraordinary efforts to main-
tain and build a graduate pro-
gram as the opportunities offer

themselves without neglecting
the undergraduate and his pro-

gram.
Professor Easton feels that

from the contact he has made
with undergraduates in the
social sciences at Queen's, the
distribution of talent here is no
different from that amongst
students at any other universi-
ty in the world. The raw mate-
rial here is as exciting and in-

teresting as most other major
educational institutions.

"It does appear, however,
that there is an unnecessary
air of modesty with respect to

the virtues of Queen's. Stu-

(0umi*B Imtrnal
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dents seem to lack confidence
that they are at one of the truly

distinguished universities in

Canada."

Regarding the resources for

his own work, Professor Eas-
ton stated that Queen's Univer-
sity has the best collection of

books, documents and raw
data on Canadiana of any uni-

versity in the world. He feels

that Queen's should be a na-
tional focal point for political

science scholars who want to

do research on Canada,
Professor Easton feels that

graduate students in political

science programs in Canada
tend to under-rate their train-

ing because the supposed ideal

of post graduate work at an
American, French or British
university has been held up for

so long.

"If my experience at

Queen's is true of other major
Canadian universities, then it

is absolutely false for graduate
students to feel that they can't
receive excellent training here
in Canada.
"There is a cultural lag be-

tween past perceptions, when
Canada didn't have the neces-
sary educational resources,
and present experiences where
she is now fully able to give
superior education to her own
graduates."

"I sense that the student
body at Queen's, as reflected in

its various activites and in its

Journal, has perhaps manifest
a somewhat less active social
conscience than many other
institutions of similar stature.
Perhaps there is an awareness
of social issues amongst stu-
dents individually, but collec-
tively, through various organi-
zations, they have not arrived
at as open or as full expression
as students have at other insti-

tutions. As the university con-

tinues to grow, one would look
for an increase in expressed
concern and involvement of the

student body in relationship to

crises in which Canada's ma-
jor neighbour to the south is

involved.

"The fact is that the U.S. is

confronted by what someone
has called the "Crisis of Cris-

es" meaning that for the first

time in its history, it is faced
with an accumulation of crises,

all of which have to be resolved
at the same time and yet for

which such a young country
may not be prepared.

"This peculiar crisis impos-
es a special burden on the
U.S.'s neighbours both to the
south and north for what hap-
pens in the U.S. will undoubt-
edly have effects that will spill

over into Canada. Canadians
can't help but be involved in

American problems and it is

incumbent on Canadians to
assert their point of view so
that whatever solutions are
adopted do not do irreparable
harm to Canada's social and
political fabric.

"Although f see problems
such as this mentioned and
debated elsewhere, in many
ways it would seem that the
U.S. is not just a stone's throw
away from Queen's."

Professor Easton has of-
fered a challenge to us as re-
sponsible students both at
Queen's and in Canada, Not
only should we strive to devel-
op independent points of view
regarding both national and
international problems, but we
should also realize that it is an
integral part of our educational
process to see how the theory
and background gained in our
courses tie in with the rest of
the world. It is a challenge we
should meet willingly and deal
with responsibly.

©19TO sawyer Press huricktjuf
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How does a noble man find a place
in a society to which he does not be-
long?

John Morgan (Richard Harris)
ponders this question as he chats with
his guide near their encampment
roughly one month west of St. Louis.
They are hunting grouse and it is the
mid 18 hundreds.

One usually thinks of Life as a test

of survival but, alas, a man born to

the English nobility of the period just

after Napoleon simply takes 'all that'

for granted.

Suddenly, 'all that' is swept away as
Sioux Indians silently massacre his
guide and colleagues and surround
him as he bathes unknowingly in a
river, a unique confrontation. For
with his body exposed, the Indians are
presented with the startling specta-
cle, in all its glory of a man who is

white. Well, at least in all such glory
as may have been. Because, in fact,

as far as the Indians are concerned,
this is not a man at all.

Then, what is he? Well, firstly he is

captured. And all prizes taken in
combat become chattel. Since this
being must have its uses and since the
Sioux prize horses, this man will sim-
ply become a horse. The fact that the
'white man' protests is of no signifi-

cance, for treated as such, he simply
becomes a horse.

But wild horses must be broken.

or become a warrior

^g
«f
n
h
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»T4

es subject t0 countless
acts of brutality and degradation, un-H the plea comes, "Oh. my God "
Indeed might he ask, just where in
Hell , s He? Certainly not amongst
these people. Look at them - sav-
ages, with brutal mannerisms and
pagan rituals. Needless to say he re-
jects them.

Refusing to be domesticated he
persists m running away, alas, point-
lessly. since property is always
watched. He learns that to resist cap-'
ture means ultimate death. Thus, at
last, but only through resignation, the
man has found a society to offer him a
challenge. He must survive among
them. 6

But how? He doesn't even speak
their language. Enter the fool, mar-
velously portrayed by Jean Gascon.
Batise, a half breed whose mother
was French. He has even spent time
living in Europe and thus speaks both
essential languages of the day
French and English. His fate was
similar to Morgan's. His family
slaughtered by the Souix, he was car-
ried into captivity. Although a shrewd
man, Batise was born into no aristoc-
racy. Refusing to accept resignation,
he persisted in running away until he
has been deliberately crippled. Thus
his only means of 'escape' have been
to play the fool and to refuse to work

But a shrewd man knows what is

happening around him. Thus he be-
comes interpreter and teacher to
Morgan, who becomes determined to
succeed in the Siouciety around him.

Don't be mislead by the superficial
pronouncements made about this
film, — for instance, in advertising
and reviews. It is easily one of the
most profound statements regarding
the North American cultural experi-
ence yet conceived. To memory, it is

the first rational, compassionate
statement regarding the North Amer-
ican Indian and his relationship with
Europeans made within the frame-
work of a white man's overview. This
must be the first movie made por-
traying a complete Indian culture,
from religion, economics and war
through marriage rights, games and
domestic life.

Another contrasting relationship
between the Indian and the European
culture, which helps to explain the
failure of compassion in a brutal so-
ciety, is powerfully stated through the
character of Batise. Batise. like any
fool, dies badly. He momentarily
turns his back on reality to focus all

attention on his one goal in life. In
return, reality strikes him six inches
deep between the shoulder blades. His
last breath comes with a heartfelt
"Oh.no!"

But we must not sympathise. North
America is a land where realities are
often brutal and perhaps will never be
tame. Such realities one must never
lose sight of, lest they come back
while one is unaware. This movie is

therefore violent with the express
purpose of illustrating this aspect of
North American reality. But not a
single act is glorified out of context. It

is explicitly portrayed. IF one is re-
volted by the sight of major surgery,
bring an air sickness bag.

But see this film, out of concern for
the ultimate liberation of native
North Americans for a better under-
standing of your own humanity, and
for the sheer beauty of this powerful
document.
Morgan, comes to this society, as a

"civilized" man, backed by the com-
passionate understanding which con-
stitutes his nobility. He learns that his

compassion, however, is something of
which the Indians have no under-
standing. It is alien to a culture which
worships death as the source of all

life. Morgan's crises comes when he
must choose between his compassion
with its entailed responsibilities, and
the customs of his chosen people. He
chooses compassion, lacking the wis-
dom of the Sioux, and as his gesture is

placed completely out of context, it

has no meaning for its recipient. Thus
its immediate purpose fails.

expression

WRVATION IS GODS
WAY OF PUNISHING
THOSE WHO HAVE
L|TTLE OR NO FAITH
IN CAPITALISM...
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So what, you say?
by Jeff Simpson

On October 7th, students in

every faculty but law will vote

to elect 12 of their number to

sit on the University Senate.

So, what, you say? It seems
that every time you turn

around there is some election

or other going on and once the

elections are over no one ever

hears from the winners any-

way. Okay, but these Senate

elections are crucial for the

Queen's community and let me
take a minute to tell you why.

Two years ago four students

were appointed to the Senate

after that body revised its

membership. Then Brian Scul-

ly and I were elected to replace

two of the two students who
retired. Being one of four in a

52-man body can be a lonely

and exasperating experience.

There was no way any of us

could adequately stay on top of

every matter that came before

Senate. It was a hopeless task.

We took it on the chin a couple

of times. I'm still gun shy after

Dr. Deutsch destroyed an ar-

gument of mine in a Campus
Planning Committee meeting.

Brian looked equally bad when
he rose in one meeting and
spoke against a proposed Cana-

dian Institute of Guided
Ground Transport. I was the

only person who gave him sup-

port when the vote came and
that was more out of sympathy
and comradeship than any-

thing else.

You see when you're four in

52 it's hard enough just keeping

abreast of Senate activities

and student opinion. The
chances to raise policy ques-

tions are limited.

The Senate can be a scary

place. When you stand up and

look a thousand collective

years of educational experi-

ence in the face, you better

know what you're talking

about. It's not like the AMS
where you're arguing with a

shotgun, spraying points in

every direction and not much
caring if any are on target. It's

more like firing with a pistol —
close isn't good enough. (After

last year's break-in maybe the

shooting analogy isn't the best)

At any rate, as Queen's be-

comes more complex and the
corresponding problems more
difficult, the Senate increases
an importance.

Anyone who went through
the struggle last year in raising
the student membership to 14

from four faces the upcoming
election with apprehension.
Faculty and administration
are watching carefully to see
whether the arguments we
presented last year about how
students want an effective
voice in the university com-
munity and are prepared to
work for it. will prove correct.

There's been a quantitative
improvement and all are wait-
ing to see if there's a corre-
sponding qualitative improve-
ment.

We argued last year that the
increase was necessary to fully

express the varied student
point of view. I don't want to
play a numbers game with the
Senate, that is. to use 14 stu-
dent votes as political leverage
to gain certain ends. But what I

do hope happens is that with
the ten additional students we

can make a vastly more effec-

tive contribution to the univer-

sity in a positive way — and
that includes hard work, care-

ful thinking, reasoned argu-
ment and when necessary,
effective criticism. If we don't

get it, then students ought
rightly to go back to organizing
dances and playing cute little

political games with provincial
and national student organiza-
tions, because they will have
clearly demonstrated their

arguments for participation
are pure rhetoric.

That's the challenge I see in

the next two weeks for the stu-

dent body. If poor candidates
run, are elected and subse-
quently make an ineffective

contribution to the Senate then
all the fears of those who op-

posed an increase in student
representation will come to

pass. The university will in-

deed be in irresponsible hands
and decisions instead of being
based on experience and clear
thinking will submit to jargon.

We all share the responsibility

for seeing those fears are
groundless.
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tuesday September 29

afternoon: 2:30 p.m.: a. j. aiken. professor from the university

of edinburgh speaking on "english as it is spoken in

Scotland". 517 john watson hall

evening: 7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.: dunning hall flicks with

"carry on cowboy", admission $1.00

Wednesday September 20

evening: 7:00 p.m.: a night of the shorts including "the for-

est" at dunning hall auditorium. Admission 50c

thursday October 1

evening: 8:00 p.m.: lighthouse with crowbar presented by

a.s.u.s. in the stadium, tickets $2.00 and $3.00

friday October 2

evening: 8:30 p.m.: pottery; mirror of culture, a lecture by

daniel rhodes, well-known ceramic artist, in ellis

hall, admission is free

8:30 p.m.: civilization with "the pursuit of happi-

ness" on the days of bach, handel. haydn, and mozart

and "the smile of reason" on the 18th century parish,

dunning hall $1.00.

9:00 p.m.: the rattle of a simple man is presented by

the domino theatre, tickets are $2.00 from mahoods

or domino.

Saturday October 3

afternoon: 9:00 a.m. to 12 noon: and 1:30 to 4:00 p.m.: an intro-

duction to pottery techniques, a demonstration

workshop by daniel rhodes, space limitations make

it necessary to register at the art centre in advance

at the nominal fee of $2.00. this workshop will be held

in the studio at the art theatre,

evening: 9.00 p.m. rattle of a simple man ( see friday

)

at agnes etherington art centre

an exhibition of newfoundland by artist Christopher pratt

until October 9.

at the kingston theatres

capitol-starting tomorrow myra breckenridge

hyland-woodstock

odeon-dr. zhivago

five days

lighthouse — at the stadium October 1

.
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DANIEL RHODES
world famous potter

will give an illustrated lecture

POTTERY, MIRROR OF CULTURE
Friday, October 2 at 8:30 p.m. in Ellis Hall

free admission

CHRISTOPHER PRATT
exhibition continues until October 8

at the art centre

the

INTERNATIONAL

CLUB
Invites any and all Queen's University stu-

dents and staff to join in the activities of

the International Club - ( membership avail-

able in the International Centre Office)

- A General Meeting & election of officers

will take place on the evening of Wednes-

day, Oct. 7th, downstairs at the Interna-

tional Centre.

ABRAMSKY'S
MEN'S WEAR

WELCOMES
ALL STUDENTS

Courtesy discount of 10%
on all regular priced mer-

chandise. Kingston's largest

stock of men's clothing. A
free gift with purchase by
presenting this ad.

ABRAMSKY'S
Department Store

259 Princess St.
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The A.S.U.S. presents

| LIGHTHOUSE IN CONCERT
j

S with

j CROWBAR

| in Richardson Stadium

| on October 1st, at 8:00

Tickets, $2.00 & $3.00 in Union
J

TTi iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
111

e All the latest styles
v
t

e ^sunglasses *
e Repairs e Magnifiers •
• Custom made glasses *

Contact Lenses,/

f sftiUiMt i« m mint t»

f mjptnu' MUttinioiw

i>£«Lsj
T
«fc2*1 KlnB Sf. E. 542-1747*'

1

SIR KENNETH CLARK'S
WIDELY ACCLAIMED FILM SERIES

CIVILIZATION
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2nd

THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS

THE SMILE OF REASON

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3rd

THE WORSHIP OF NATURE

THE FALLACIES OF HOPE

HEROIC MATERIALISM

Dunning Hall: 8:30 p.m. SI.00 per evening
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Gaels tie

UdeM

in tough

opener
by Hugh Connolly

Queen's Soccer Gaels opened

the regular season by a one to one

tie with the University ot Mon-

treal team. It was an exciting

game and both teams were evenly

matched. Montreal had better in-

dividual performers and were able

to put on intense offensive pres-

sure. On the other hand, Queen's

was superior in moving the ball as

a team, and their fullbacks and

goalie were able to defuse most of

the attack. The score is a fair re-

flection of the action.

Play during the game was a se-

ries of rushes from one end to the

other. In the first half, Queen's

second best opportunity to score

came on an indirect-free kick to

the left of U of M's goal. Two
Queen's men ran past the ball be-

fore the third kicked it to Ian

Jones, clear in front. A crazy

bounce on the ball made Ian over-

kick and it just rolled past the

open net. Back in the other end,

Jim Pirie used one of his patented

flying tackles to kick the ball away
of a Montreal breakaway. From
that came a corner-kick, an unin-

tentional touching of the ball by a
Queen's player, and thus a penalty

shot for U of M. The shot rapped
off the goal post, and Jimmy Flood
rushed out to cut off the angle on

Gaels captain Jim Pirie (right) moves in to clear the ball against U de M.

the rebound shot: this was Mon-
treal's best chance to score. With
five minutes in the half, Ian Jones
dribbled the ball deep to the left of
the Montreal goal and around their
fullback. He then passed it out to

two Gaels standing clear in front
of the net, and the nearest man,
Bruce Wormald, scored. Score at
the half: Queen's one and Mon-
treal zero.

In the second half, U of M in-

creased the pressure and goalie
Flood was forced to perform mira-
cles. He made a one arm save on
one U of M shot, and made two
saves on breakaway shots at point-

blank range. A ball labeled goal
was saved by the fine head of Max
Piribauer at the last moment.
Finally. Ramez Rassy of U of M
scored: from a corner-kick, the

ball landed in a throng in front of
the Queen's goal; three shots were
blocked by the Gael fullbacks; the
fourth shot by mustachioed Ra-
mez deflected off a Queen's player
(blush) and into the goal. Queen's
finest play of the second half came
on a great individual effort by
Gerry Birks. He carried the ball

the length of the field down the

side, outrunning two of U of M's
immense import fullbacks, swept
in on the net and tried to pop the

ball over the goalie's head. Mon-
treal's goaltender just touched the

ball to deflect it over. For the
remainder of the game, both
teams played very close soccer,
neither allowing the other a real

chance to score. The final was:
Queen's 1, and University of Mon-
treal 1.

Next Thursday, the Soccer Gaels
have another exhibition game
against RMC. Game time is 5:00

at the RMC field.

Postscript: Wee Jim Flood is no
longer the smallest man on the
team: this honour goes to 98 lb

freshman David Robertson, who
was out there knocking heads with
the biggest U of M players. Also,

the crowd watching the game was
the largest in living memory and
included many notables. Among
these were representatives from
the Crippled Vetrans Association
— Ib Neilson, Gord Taylor and
Bob Watson.

Trackmen show lack of depth

| KINGSTON FILM SOCIETY

I SHAKESPEARE WALLAH 16mm
:; CLOSELY WATCHED TRAINS 35mm
g 'WO DAUGHTERS 16mm

| TROUBLE IN PARADISE 16mm

3ATTLE OF ALGIERS 35mm

TOKYO OLYMPIAD 16mm

16mm FINNEGAN'S WAKE
3Smm THE Fl REMAN ' S BALL

16mm THE THIRD MAN
16mm THE SQUARE FELLOW
35mm ADALEN' 31

16mm THE CHAMPAGNE MURDERS

SHAKESPEARE WALLAH

et| es t.ckets S8.00

Ellis Hall

7:00 and

9:00 p.m.

Memberships
Available at

the door.

Another season is underway for

Queen's track and cross country
teams and familiar deficiencies

abound, the most noticeable one
being a lack of depth.

Successful teams in these two
sports are usually as dependent on
depth as on their star competitors.

It is often the third and fourth

place finishes that decide the win-

ner of a track meet and in cross

country the top fifteen finishers

figure highly in the final team re-

sults. The need for more willing

competitors in track and cross

country running is imperative if

Queen's is to progress in these

sports in the future.

The outdoor track season began
September 25th and leads up to the

OQAA Championships at Mc-
Master University on October
17th. Practices are held nightly on

the outer field from 5:30-7:00 and

participants can obtain their eve-

ning meai at the training table in

Leonard Cafeteria. We have some
creditable runners back as well as

one very promising rookie. The
.returnees include Captain Robert

Milne as well as Brian Aiken, Bob
Warner: Keith Berriman and Dale

Midwood. Rookie Dave Jarvis, a

first year commerce student from

Grimsby, Ontario, is a bright addi-

tion to the team. He ran out of

Hamilton last year and finished

second and fifth in the 110 and 400

metre hurdles at the Canadian

Junior Championships. Bob Ling-

wood is undecided as to his in-

volvement in Queen's track this

year but hopes to "put the shot"

during some stage of the fall or

winter season.

The indoor season is once again

highly competitive with meets in

Michigan, Toronto. Montreal,

Rochester and other places. Our
new 220 yard tartan training track

should give the indoor team a good

boost.

The loss of Brian Donnelly, a

Canadian hurdle champion and

holder or co-holder of sixteen in-

door and outdoor track records at

Queen's, will be felt strongly by

Ihe team but increased participa-

tion could in time overcome the

loss.

Cross country running is begin-

ning a rebuilding program this

year after a last place finish in the

OQAA last year. Bruce Elliot, the

captain, is the major returnee and
more people are needed for the
team. The cross country schedule
includes over ten meets which
point towards the OQAA Champi-
onships in Guelph on November
7th.

Although both teams are small,
they seem quite optimistic since
they can interest themselves with
individual as well as team pro-
gress. Rolf Lund coaches the
teams and is readily accessible in

Phys. Ed. Building and anxious to

meet anyone who is interested.

BEWS golf galore
by R. John Bunn

The BEWS golf programme ini-

tiated this year's intramural
sports schedule as Mining jumped
into a lead by finishing first with
an aggregate score of 310. The
competitors from Humanities
grabbed on to second spot at 322

and Commerce units occupied two
of the top five berths in the third

and fifth positions. The other rung
was held by Geography at 332

strokes. Be advised these scores
are not in BEWS points but in golf

strokes; i.e. the low score wins.

From the preliminary round
which spawned these standings,

nine persons i not eight as original-

ly planned) will compete for the

individual title. Points will be
awarded on the same system for

games won and for finishing first,

second, and third. Mining's first

place position was aided by D.
Miller. J. Mellard, and T. Bain-
bridge who finished in the top nine

of the individual standings.

In case you missed the flag foot-

ball officials meeting last night,

contact Professor Albinson in the

Physical Education Complex. To-
night there are two meetings
scheduled. At 7:00 p.m. in seminar
room A in the Physical Education
Complex, the M.I. A C. meeting
will be held to elect its officers.

All athletic sticks are requested to

attend. Slightly later at 7:30 p.m.
in seminar room B, anyone inter-

ested in coaching flag-football are

urged to come.

Sailors sopped at RMC
by Jay Hansen

The Queen's sailing team
opened its sailing season Septem-
ber 19th and 20th at R.M.C. Jim
Richardson and Alevia Dal ton
competed and finished a respecta-

ble fourth out of eight teams. Un-
fortunately, while in contention
for first place in the regatta, they

capsized on the starting line in the

last race.

Last weekend, Queen's sent two
crews to McMaster, sailing

against top-notch competitors
from McMaster and Western.
Queen's finished third. Although
disappointed, the team (Jerry
Prus-Butwilowicz. Kathy Keeley.
Bob Annis and Jan Hartgerink) in

their first try at collegiate sailing,

obtained valuable experience.

At the same time, Queen's best

and most experienced sailors

competed here at Kingston in the

Queen's elimination series for the

Canadian Championships. After
two days and eleven races. John
Draper with Don Hains as crew
and Bob Burns with Eric Vandriel

as crew emerged as the qualifiers.

They now enter the St. Lawrence
Valley districts October 3rd and
4th, the final qualifiers for the

Canadian Championships on Octo-

ber 10, 11, 12th. On these people
rests Queen's hope for a national

collegiate sailing title.
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Rugger regains winning ways

Action during a lineout against RMC.

Queen's wins own title
It would only be fitting for the

home college to win the Queen's
University Trophy in the first

annual Queen's University Invita-

tional Golf Tournament — and
that's exactly what happened.

The Queen's A team won the 10-

team tournament with a net score
ol 291 last Friday at the Cataraqui
Golf and Country Club. Waterloo
University was second with a 303

while the Queen's B team placed

third with a 306 score.

The other teams participating in

the tournament were Bishop's
University, Carlelon University,

Scarborough College, Sir George
Williams University, St. Law-
rence College and Jefferson Coun-
ty College, N.Y.

Mike Foreman of Queen's

Queen's Rugby Club began its

pursuit of its third successive
league battle in style this week
with two convincing wins over
Trent and R.M.C.

Queen's took some time to set-

tle down in their first game of the

season against Trent but gradually

began to achieve some cohesion
and confidence following two pen-

alities converted by Esteal. The
first try came from Page who
backed up well to take an inside

scoring pass following a break by

Cooper. The pattern of the game
became established, the forwards

gaining good ball possession for

the three-quarters to make the

scoring breaks. Smith added an-

other try with a forceful piece of

running and Trent scored an op-

portunior try to make the half-

time score 16-5 to Queen's.

The best try of the game was the

first of the second half. Esteal col-

lected his own kick to send Grant
away. Ryan linked up to up Brown
over the posts. Queen's forwards
were by now well on top of the

opposition and the threes made the

breaks through the middle. Grant
and Smith scoring and Jilensen

diving over the line from a loose

kick. The final score with Esteal

converting three tries was 30-5.

The win over R.M.C. was most
satisfying, achieved as it was by
superior skill over a team which
plays a very good "physical"
game and is sometimes difficult to

bear. Again Esteal opened the

scoring with a penalty and the

threes added tries from Peace (2)

shared the low gross score of the

day with Bruce Kennedy of Scar-

borough. Both players had even-
par 70s.

Doug Bowie of Queen's had a

hole-in-one on the 160-yard 12th

hole using a seven iron.

The members of the winning

team were Foreman, George Fox,

Doug Painter and Nick Wright

and Cooper for Queen's to lead 17-0

at half-time. In the second half

R.M.C. scored a breakaway try

following a fumble but neither this

nor the loss of Shelley which re-

duced the team to 14 could stop

Queen's. Ryan followed up quickly

to seize on an R.M.C. mistake,

Grant and Cooper both scored

from breaks through the centre.

Smith ran through two of the oppo-

sition to score and Loutts took

several bodies over the line with

him for a try following good work
by Page.

Esteal kicked 16 points, two
penalties and five conversions, to

make the final score 40-3.

Potentially this is one of the best

teams fielded by Queen's in recent

years with a strong, agile pack and

hard-running threes. The forwards
have gained good, controlled pos-

sessions and the backs have taken
advantage of their greater speed
and experience to find the gaps in

the opposition defences. Defence
too has been excellent with good
tackling and cover allowing the

opposition no chance to play con-

structive rugby. If the team con-

tinues to play this try-hungry rug.

by there is little doubt who will be
league champions this year.

In previous years many of this

team would have played first team
rugby and are now challenging for

first team places. So far they have
routed Trent and R. M.C. teams 32-

0 and 30-13 respectively, scoring 18

tries but lacking a consistent

placekicker to add the converts.

Come out and play
by Bruce Rutherford

If you think, that the athletics at

Queen's are restricted to the Su-

per-Jocks that bless our intercolle-

giate teams, you're wrong!

The university has spent a great

deal of your money building a new
physed complex and to see that

you get the most benefit from the

complex, they have hired a new
Director of Recreation, Mr. How-
ard Pearce.

Mr. Pearce comes to Queen's

with a solid background in recrea-

tion. After graduating from the

University of Guelph, he became
Director of Recreation in Acton,

Ont. He came to Kingston in 1967

as an Assistant Director of Recre-

ation and was promoted to Direc-

lor in 1968. Queen's was lucky

enough to lure Mr. Pearce to its

staff this fall.

The Recreation Skills Instruc-

tion Programme is designed to

teach a variety of skills in a varie-

ty of sports. (28 of 'em to be ex-

act. ) The programme is optional

and it is open to all students, facul-

ty and staff, (you too, ladies) It

offers instruction in the various
courses over a five-week period,

There are four of these sessions —
2 before Christmas and 2 after.

The courses are offered to pro-

vide an opportunity for students to

improve their skills in such sports

as squash, golf, scuba arid combat-
ives. The courses aren't limited to

beginners only, as instruction will

be offered on the intermediate
level in many of these sports. The
most important feature of the

programme is that there is some-
thing for everyone!

!

Registration for the pre-Christ-

mas courses is now closed but

don't feel bad if you missed it —
all sports will be offered in the

final sessions as well. Registra-

tion for the last 2 sessions will be

sometime in December.
Registration is on a first-come,,

first-served basis and judging
from the fall turnout you'd better

sign up as early as possible to en-

sure that you can get into the sport

you want.

A worthwhile programme such

as that of Mr. Pearce can do a lot

for you and the student, ij you par-

ticipate. Remember that it is your

physed complex and you should

get as much instruction and enjoy-

ment from it as possible.

Defence downs Mustangs in non-thriller
by Jim Wright

The football season opened with

a resounding 'thud' at Richardson
Stadium last Saturday as the

Gaels managed a less than flatter-

ing 18 to 4 victory over the West-
ern Mustangs. The score was no'

indication of the play, but rather
of the lack of excitement.

The Gaels played a strong game
of stop-action football. The de-
fence halted the Stangs with a

brick wall line and outstanding
defensive plays by defensive halfs,

Burns MacPherson, and Pete
MacPhail and corner Mike Lam-
bros. Lambros also proved to be
the main offensive strength, grab-
bing a fumble on the return of one
of his tremendous kicks, to set up
the first touchdown, and intercept-

ing a pass to set up theseeond.Off-
setting the sparkling performance
by the defence was the stop and go
attack of the offence who man-
aged only 3 points on three trips to

the western thirty. However de-

spite frequently inept line play,

back Skip Eaman ran for 63 yards
on 11 carries while Heino Lilies

dashed for 78 yards on 8 carries.

Although there were no scoring
in the first quarter, it was a good
indication of the play to come. The
Gaels opened with an attempted
on-side kick. Western caught and
returned to the Queen's fifty. Two
plays later MacPherson intercept-

ed a pass at the thirty. A trade of

downs left Queen's with the ball on
their 40 where Western intercept-

ed. They too failed to capitalize

and the quarter ended in a score-

less deadlock.

Queen's Scores

The second quarter featured

two drives by the Gaels offense.
The first of these began at the
Queen's 2 yard line and was nearly
halted at the Western 35
where Western defenders walked
through porous blocking and
decked quarterback Skip Rochette
at the 50. This was offset by some
exhuberant piling-on, giving the
Gaels the ball at the Western 20.

Here they were stalled again.
However, Mike Cozak split the
uprights from the 27 scoring three
points. The second drive was
generated by an interception by
MacPhail on the Western 25.

Again Western got through to

Rochette. this time for a loss of
only 2 yards. The field goal
attempt was short and wide from
the 34. (Queen's 3, Western 0 at
the half).

More of Same
Western showed signs of

strength as they successfully tried

a short kick-off, recapturing the
ball on the Queen's 46, The Gaels
defence wakened quickly forcing a
punt from the 39. The offense then
began a drive, from their 7 to

Western's 30, which featured a 49
yard run by Lillies. A holding
penalty and an incomplete pass
forced the punt which gave the
Gaels a 4-0 lead.

A Western fumble, corrected by
tough defence gave Western the
ball at Queen's 45 where the Gaels
begrudgingly conceded one yard.
A good boot finally put Western on
the score board with one point. In

the fourth and final quarter,
Western capitalized on a Queen's
fumble on the Stang 20; driving to

the Gaels 6 before being forced to

accept 3 points. Suddenly it was all

Gaels. Lambros punted from the

Gaels 36 to the Western 15 where
he hit the Stang receiver Jim
Budge and Cam Innes recovered
the resulting fumble. Eaman
immediately powered into the end
zone for the first touchdown.
Cozac made it Queen's 11, Wester,
4.

With only minutes left in the
game, Lambros intercepted a pass
at the Mustang 23 running to the 7.

A pass to Carl Leesti and a Cozac
convert settled the score at
Queen's 18. Western, 4.

Official

Gael Statistics

Queen's Western

Yards rushing 180 108

Yards passing 128 134 .

passing 7/18 11/20
interceptions by 3 1

fumbles by 12
recovered by 2 1

punting 7/44.0 8/39.4
first downs 14 15

penalties against 6/80 4/45

OQAA Standings

W L T F APts.

Queen's 1 0 0 18 4 2

MacMaster 10 0 1 0 2

McGil! 0 0 1 23 23 I

Varsity 0 0 1 23 23 1

Western 0 10 4 18 0

Waterloo 0 10 0 1 0

In a thriller in Montreal the Blues

and Redmen tied 23 all. Quarter-

back Vic Albioni hurled a 28 yard

pass with only 35 seconds left and

secured the tie by achieving a 2

point conversion.

Gaels co-captain Jim McKeen (37) and Ron Faulkner (56) move in to help stop the Mustangs BOON
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Elrond College contract finally signed

After some prolonged technical
details, Elrond College, a student
run and developed cooperative has
signed a construction contract
with Vroom Construction Compa-
ny in Toronto. Elrond College is a
company formed in 1969 by a
group of students with the idea of
developing Student-owned-and-
operated housing.
The students involved spent a

good deal of time in 1969 and early

1970 working with the government
and the Central Mortgage and
Housing Corporation in raising the

money to develop the project. The
students had tremendous coopera-

tion, technical assistance and fi-

nancial aid from Queen's Univer-

sity. David Peters, President,

noted in particular that Principal

Deutch, a Vice Principal Kennedy,

and Vice Principal McPhearson of

the Administration, and Mr. Cam
Jones, Mr. Jerry McHaill and Mr.
John Richardson have all spent a

good deal of there time and energy
working towards a successful con-

tract.

The project is by and large de-

voted towards developing an en-

tirely new concept of student hous-

ing, both in terms of architectural

Douglas stuffed full
Is it the inspiration of that first

week of stimulating intellectual
eonflab? Is it an unquenchable
"esire for more and yet more
Knowledge? Is it the erroneous
notion that studious application
'

,

w Wl11 save panic stricken hours

^
ler? Or is it the prospect of

meeting a chick with a burning
pa^°"- for knowledge?

la
,™ltever the reason, the Doug-

« library has rancously come to
"fe for another year.

Senators nominated

The Purple Room has been fill-

ing with alarming rapidity every

day.

The reference Room, haven for

the more migratory types, has

been accommodating a surprising

number of those who prefer the in-

and-out convenience of the first

floor location.

The Stacks in the bowels of the

building, while still maintain a

relative calm, are anticipating the

usual influx of "serious students"

who have to practise their very

best stage whispers from carrel to

carrel.

Yes, the Library has come alive

once again and it touches one's

heart to see eager fingers groping

in the card catalogues, to contem-
plate line-ups at the reserve desk,

to hear the merry jingle of change
at the overduedesk and to watch
the inevitable search at the front

door.

We sincerely hope that after a

few more days of this over-zealous

activity, things will return to

normal.

design and administration. The
design of the building has elimi-
nated long corridors and the whole
approach to the problems of stu-
dent housing, which uses "bowling
alley" corridors angling endlessly

through the building. This has re-

sulted in a design which is only
five corridors for sixteen stories

and results in the split level house-
type units where much of the
movement is vertical rather than
horizontal. The building will have
unfurnished apartment units and
furnished residence accommoda-
tion of twelve, six, four and two-
man units. The twelve-man units

are considered to be one of the
most unique solutions to the prob-

lems of student housing in North
America. They will be made up of

a kitchen-living room area with
six steps up to four singles a dou-
ble and a bathroom and six more
steps up to a similar layout. The
design concept was an attempt to

recreate the living pattern of a
traditional three-storied house.

The remainder of the building is

divided into both furnished and
unfurnished units. 80% of the
rooms in Elrond looked south onto

ceiv h°
0win6 names were re-

to ih
m normnati°n for election

ni h ,

e Queen's Senate as of mid-
S<h, Wednesday, September 30:

Jin
and ^ence: (length of term

p
'
n
« sought in brackets)

WlP £
Beri " PauI Burke

<
2 >-

• ^evenson (2), Peter Adams

Barber. The Journal was unable to

obtain the nominations from ei-

ther the Medicine Faculty or the

Graduates.

Edmund Burker coming

( 2i i ;
• w"ouj|

<

(2)' A°/J
n Huston (1). Marv Bloos

Mar h
Kennard (2), Richard

pjenand (2); Nursing Science:
Francis

Dous r *?ancier ;
Engineering:

David p
b: Theo'ogy- Ken Law,

Ther
ritchard; Rehabilitation

mere*
: Pam Adams

:
Com "

eij af(
'nominations were accept-

er tnis was written) : Marcia

NOTICE
All candidates for student

senator are asked to be at the

Journal Office in the base-

ment of the International

Centre — Student Union this

Sunday between 9 and 10 in

the evening. It is crucial that

you attend for a short photog-

raphy and interview session

for our Tuesday edition.

Paul Fromm, organizer of the

right-wing Edmund Burke society,

had his political beginnings as the

chairman of the debating club at

his separate school in Toronto. He

also organized a right-wing party

in the student government

In '66 67 he and a small group of

people formed the Edmund Burke

Society which is very anti- Com-
munist- To express their beliefs

the society circulates newsletters,

pamphlets, and bumper-stickers

saying such things as "Support

Your Red Agents — Attend the
Bolshoi Ballet"; "Support Your
Local Police"; and "Register
Communists; Not Firearms". The
society has also collected funds
for George Wallace and has taken
a stand against birth-control.

This year the society began to
emerge as an agitating force as
shown by disturbances caused dur-
ing the May 4 Movement demon-
stration in Toronto, last summer.

At the William Kunstler lecture
at U. of T. Fromm was doused

the lake and the bulk of the apart-

ment and living units are split-

level, an attempt to break away
from the traditional steilr layout.

The board of directors of Elrond
is made up a majority of students,

Professor Ned Franks and two
members to be appointed by the

university Senate.

The legal incorporation of El-
rond College provides for a com-
pletely democratic system in

which the Student Government
and the occupants of the building
will elect and have complete con-
trol over the building. It is hoped
lhat these occupants will repre-
sent a complete corss-section of

the community — women and
men, undergraduates from all

faculties, graduate students and
professors. The variety of units

has been provided to accommo-
date this cross-section which will

hopefully create a social atmos-
phere formerly unknown on most
campuses.

It is clear that Elrond College
will stand as a model representing

the future role that students will

play in the development of educa-
tional institutions.

with water and has since brought
charges against Mr. Kunstler. The
case is now in court.

Mr. Fromm will be speaking on

Mon. Oct. 5 at 8:30 in Stirling D.

There will be a moderator direct-

ing questions from the floor.

The organizers who have
brought Mr. Fromm to this uni-

versity most definitely do not

agree with his political platform
but agree that both sides of all is-

sues should be presented.
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Frosh elections held

This was the week of elec-

tions at Queen's, with the stu-

dents from the faculties of

Arts, Commerce, and Law
electing 74 executives, and
Commerce sophomores elect-

ing their 73 executive for 74.

Guiding Arts & Science 1974

will be; Gord Silver

(President), Charles Hayter

(V, President), Marney Cous-

ins (Secretary), and Bruce
Chown (Treasurer), Jane
Langmuir and Gary Gannage
were chosen Activity Co-ordi-

When you were a kid you could
get away with climbing trees and
playing games and just generally
having fun. But things are a little

different now. Even clothes can be
a problem. And getting those eye-
lashes on in under 15 minutes is

next to impossible. That monthly
period is a drag. Well, that is, un-
less you use Tampax tampons.
Tampax tampons are modern

sanitary protection worn inter-

nally. You don't have the bother
of uncomfortable pads and belts.

Tampax tampons are great. They
don't show— no one will WSSU
sver know it's that time of RfttS
the month. And you can't PBBrl
feel them when they're properly
in place. A doctor developed
Tampax tampons, so you know
you can trust them. Millions of
women all over the world do.
How about you?
Tampax tampons come in three

bsorbcncy-sizes-Regular, Super
and Junior-and a little folder in
ivery package explains exactly
how to use them.

usro ei hiujms er >che

TAMPONS ARE MADE ONCY B

'

* TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD.
BARRIE. ONTARIO

nators, and Marion Breskin
and David Craig will supervise

publicity. John Paterson is the

new Assistant Treasurer, and
Virginia Morris Assistant Sec-

retary.

Silver has stated that the

executive's goal is "to get
more people than ever before

participating and having fun,

so that when the question
'What's the best year frosh?'

arises, everyone will proudly
shout, 'Arts 74', and everyone
else will know that it is true."

A Hallowe'en costume dance
is already in the planning stage
for October 31 and another an-

ticipated during Suzie Q week.
First year Law students

elected their represenatives to

the Faculty Board and their

Year Executives on Tuesday.
R. Llewellyn and G. Saipe
gained Faculty Board seats
and equal voting rights with
their professors (except in the

vital matters of scholarships,
marks and Faculty hiring.)

Ross Dunsmore and S. Hansen

were elected President and
Vice-President of the First

Year Executive, also becom-
ing voting members of the Law
Student's Society Executive
which supervises all student
participation in the Faculty of

Law.

Acclaimed positions went to

I. Greenshields as Social Con-
vener, Dave McHugh as Ath-
letic Stick and Paul Abell as

Secretary-Treasurer. The
Legal Aid Society also ac-

quired two first year reps.

Miss Sandy Simpson and Tom
Barker.

The executives of Com-
merce 74 are Charles Ketche-
son (President), George Bo-
land (Sec-Treas.), Rick Ricka-
by (Social Convener), and Al
Parsons (Athletic Stick).

Commerce veterans also chose
their Commerce 73 execu-
tives, with Bill De Lucia
(President), Ross Lyseeki
(Sec-Treas.) George Smith
(Social Convener) and Tim
Edwards (Athletic Stick).

Late 19th Century Imperialism
Queen's Department of History

Dr. A. F. Madden of Oxford University
will speak on

Wednesday, October 7, 7:30 P.M.
5th floor lounge, John Watson Hall

NEEDED! BY A.S.U.S. CONCERT

COMMITTEE PEOPLE

FOR' ADVERTISING AND
"

ORGANIZATIONAL WORK FOR

LEONARD COHEN

CONCERT OCT. 15

AND OTHER EVENTS LATER THIS YEAR

CONTACT: DAN LANG or PAUL BURKE
546-4570

i" 1 1111111111 urn iiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin hi in

INTRODUCTION TO THE I

§ COMPUTING CENTRE 1

Lecturer: W.H.Jenkins,
Director of the Computing Centre

|
The seminar is intended for new staff members and I

I
students who wish to use the facilities and services ]

| of the Computing Centre. The organization and role I
|

of the Computing Centre will be described and the 1

| procedures for obtaining authorization to use the i
j computer, for obtaining a charge code, for obtaining |
|

advice °r consulting services, etc. will be discussed. |
| All new staff and any students who are interested in |
| using or learning about computers are invited to I
| attend.

|

| Dupuis Hall Auditorium

1 Monday, October 5, 1970 |
I 2:30 - 3:3C p.m. |
" ""lllllllllllllllllimillll iiiiiniii minimi iiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiii

Geology conference
Queen's University will be host to a four-day student con-

ference this autumn, entitled "The Geology of the 70's —
Ocean Decade." which is expected to attract more than 300

students and delegates from governments, industry and the

universities.

The conference, which will be held in Kingston from Oc-
tober 22 to 25, is the second annual Central Canada Univer-

sity Geological Conference (C.C.U.G.C.). The theme for the

conference recognizes the new emphasis on the Earth Sci-

ences and in particular a growing public awareness that a

major effort must be directed to oceanography in Canada
and elsewhere.

Dr. H.R. Wynne-Edwards, head of the Department of

Geological Sciences at Queen's said: "The conference, or-

ganized entirely by the undergraduate students of this de-

partment, will bring together representatives of govern-
ment and industry with university students. We hope that

this will help to foster informal discussion at a time when
the search for relevance is uppermost in the minds of those

thinking of their future careers."

Eleven guest speakers will present papers on topics such
as: petroleum exploration on the Canadian continental
shelves; distribution and geochemistry of recent sediments
in Lake Ontario; life cycles of ocean basins — the key to the
history of the earth's surface. Two panel discussions will

be presented, entitled: "The Future of Geology and Geolog-
ical Engineering in the Oceans"; and "The Responsibility
of Government, Industry, and University in Marine Sci-

ence." Two geological field trips will be held in the Kings-
ton area.

The delegates will tour two research vessels which un-

dertake studies of the Great Lakes for the Department of

Energy, Mines and Resources. The CSS Limnos, one of the

best equipped vessels on the Great Lakes for hydrographic
and other scientific research, and the M/V Lac Erie, a 65-

foot ship with side scan sonar, drilling and coring devices,
underwater cameras, bottom samplers and a small lab
module. Both vessels will be docked in Kingston harbour, a
short walk from the conference sessions in the Holiday Inn.
There are 19 universities in Ontario and Quebec which ,

form the membership of CCUGC but attendance is open to

universities throughout Canada and the Northeastern
United'States.

BLOOD DRIVE
Grant Hall

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday

October 5, 6,

7

11=30 a.m. E 230 p.m.

5=00 p.m. E 8:00 p.m.

LET IT BLEED!

AMS
CONSTABLES

POSITIONS OPEN

1970-1971 SCHOOL YR.

CONTACT
AMS OFFICE

547-6165
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MacArthur in solitary

Page 3

The students of MacArthur

College are experiencing prob-

lems created by disorganiza-

tion and distance.

Various members of the stu-

dent body have expressed the

feeling of estrangement and

isolation from the main Uni-

versity body. According to one

plaintant, "there is no sense of

belonging", and for the new
students from other universi-

ties, it is being very hard to

adjust or even become ac-

quainted with the environment

outside of their own College.

The problem exists due to

the physical removal of the

students during the day from

the main campus. Many of the

students live in the married

students' residences on the

West Campus while the rest

live near the main campus. In

other words, while certain

members are separated from
the campus they are near their

classes; the rest are away
from their classes as well.

For special students, like

those in physical education, the

problem is even greater. Since

some of their regular classes

are held on the main campus,
they are required to travel

back and forth during the day
several times. Last week, the

Kingston transit system gave
the students a week of free

transportation, but now thev
must pay.

An additional grievance
points to the fact that there has
been little formal attempt to
orient or organize the students
within their new community
At the present time, the only
organization has come through
the necessary election of stu-
dent representatives to various
bodies on campus. There is
being an attempt to form a
student council within the Col-
lege and it is hoped that with
this organization will develop
some sense of belonging and
some active involvement in
student affairs.

"There is a lack of feeling,"
said one student, who also
pointed out the problem of the
heavy workload and pressing
schedule of practice teaching.
The same person expressed the
hope that gradually the stu-
dents could give some time to
various clubs and organiza-
tions on campus. A lack of
communication with the
MacArthur students is creat-
ing a further barrier however,
and what is desperately needed
seems to be some basic compi-
lation and distribution of infor-

mation for them, and a con-
scious attempt on the part of

organizations to contact this

student body.

MacArthur College out on Sir John A. MacDonald Boulevard stands alone and unfinished.

Petty thievery on campus
The petty thievery which

characterizes the beginning of
the Queen's academic year has
reappeared. Besides the usual
disappearance of no-parking
signs, flags, and restricted
signs from downtown theatres,
chief AMS constable Mike No-
lan said that tricycles "bor-

rowed" from Kingston chil-

dren by the engineers for ori-

entation have not been re-

turned.

Nolan strongly urged that all

those in residence keep both
rooms and bicycles locked.

Several purse thefts have al-

ready occurred in women's

residences, and bicycles have
been taken.

The fourteen jackets stolen
from the cloakroom outside
McLaughlin Hall where a
Commerce smoker was being
held last Thursday have been
recovered by AMS constables
and are being returned.

Peking in Autumn: a beautiful trip

The following was written by Han Suyin, a young Chinese
novelist. She has chosen to live outside China for many
years, but this report on her sixteenth visit indicates that she
may never leave again. From Liberation News Service.

PEKING (LNSl - By early
September the weather in Pe-
king has cooled from the "tiger
heat days": already every-
where there is cleaning and
painting; the little hutungs are
swept clean; every hand seems
busy: whether it is grandmoth-
ers who run bicycle stands and
public telephones, or vegetable
sellers with their carts.
The shops are full of shop-

pers from all parts of the coun-
try. This is the time for young
students to return home to visit
their parents. It is also the

the red lights (there are no
fines, only a "telling off" by
the policeman).

I visited Tsinghua Universi-

ty which had just had its new
batch of students: 2,500 new
enrollments. The enrollment is

along new lines; no longer by

examinations. Tsinghua Uni-

versity announces its vacan-

cies. These are distributed to

each province. The province

distributes "empty places" to

each county and each county to

factory and commune.
So there has been enormous

time at which the cadres who debate in each factory, produi
are m the new May 7 cadre tion brigade, production team,
schools in the countryside visit as to who should be sent to uni-
tneir families. versity; the only specification

there is an effervescence was that it should be a middle
auout Peking which is very school graduate. Apart from
Simulating; the cultural revo- that it was left to the com-
ution has been a success; but munes and factories to choose,
w"at to someone like me Ion by debate and by election, themY sixteenth visit) is most
striking is the new sense of
• reedom, a real grassroots
democratic spirit, which is
ev'dent everywhere.
The implementation of "let

tn e masses speak, arouse the
masses, listen to their opin

lucky youngsters who would go

to university. They were cho-

sen by their "three revolution-

ary" assets, that is. their poli-

tics (which is translated as

behavior, intelligence, leader-

ship qualities, ability to stimu-

late, to energize and to initiate,

the fact that I have per- and not by mere recitation of
sonally seen how this new
aeniocracy works in a new out-

o
P<*enness may account for a

!°<>a deal of this exhilaration.
"ut >t is also the lack of bu-
eaucracy, the heightened effi-
le"cy and the sense of public

quotations), by their produc-

tion, which is their hard work

and assiduity, and by their

"technical innovation."

The bunch I saw certainly

seemed extremely alert; and

highly conscious and eager to

Ponsibility which strikes learn. Quite different from the
* as so "comfortable to live apathy and lack of interest in

p studies one often finds in other

vol
eople on tne streets now Asian universities,

tin
teer help and informa- The kind and quality of

n
; children volunteer to take meetings one now gets into is

re of the traffic as some altogether different; they are
•
cl 'sts still persist in ignoring much more closely linked to

the concrete problems dis-

cussed. I remember a small
factory in a commune where
electronic machinery was
being made by women, and
where every step of how this

small factory grew up was re-

lated. Some criticism we made
was accepted not only with
good temper, but with touching

gratitude; one was very far
from the bureaucratic "tin

god" touch of previous visits.

But it is quite certain that

the touchstone for this tremen-

dous energy and vitality is "the
little Red Book"; the scientific

thinking, analysis from cause
to effect, sober assessment,
and recommendations to "see

reality" and "tell the truth" it

contains.

I was told of several cases

where some irregularities had

been committed; the masses

(which means the people in-

volved) had appealed over the

heads of their revolutionary

committee (guilty of "bureau-

cratic" ramming through of

measures without previous

consultation! to higher eche-

lons. Investigations teams set

forth. Now instead of holding

rectification meetings behind

closed doors, all was done in

public and wrongs were re-

dressed speedily.

At the moment I write I have

just seen an army colonel sew-

ing at a sewing machine to-

gether with some girls in the

bazaar repair shop. He is a

member of the revolutionary

committee of the bazaar and

doing his manual labor, for

revolutionary committee

members are not exempt from

doing their work.

Another facet of life in Pe-

king today (as it is in other

cities I visited) is the prepara-

tion for being attacked by air.

This, it must be emphasized, is

self-dejense. SelJ-defense consists

not only in digging shelters
(they are being dug every-
where), in storing food and
supplies, in creating a network
of first aid posts all over the
country, in storing medicines,

but in the mobilization of the
population.

It is this aspect which repels

so many hasty tourists who
have no idea of what is going
on in the world, and who have
not read books on the possibili-

ty of war. It is certain that war
today being total war. it is the

population which is hit; geno-
cide is now all too common. So

the population must be trained
in self-defense; in remaining
at their own spots: in each re-

gion being as self-sufficient as
possible.

There must be no panic as in

May 1940 in France, or mass
exodus of helpless people then

being slaughtered from the air

or napalmed. Groups of

marching and singing and drill-

ing youngsters are every-
where. If war comes, it will be
a long war. and it is better that

•he young should know what to

expect than to become helpless

victims, as in Vietnam, as in

Cambodia today.

T TRY A HOAGIE I

I
at a football qame.

|

j
A MEAL IN ITSELF * HOT OR C01D

!
HOAGIE HOUSE

j
I 147 BROCK STREET |

1 542-5944
j

Free Delivery on $5.00 order or over
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I MODERN 1
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the grand

manner

In writing the editorial on student apathy and/or
involvement, usually written around the time of some
election, one is always faced with a grave problem.
Does one write it (the editorial) after the contest and
deplore, in a grand manner, the traditionally poor
(around 10-20%) turnout? Or does one write before the

joust in the rather vain hope that a) anyone reads the
editorial in question, and b) the person gets sufficient-

ly motivated by the usual plea for participation to

break through his lethargy?

Now it is understood that 'apathy' is a most dan-
gerous word. The student who works in the Student
Volunteer Bureau and does not give a damn about the
AMS can hardly be called 'apathetic'. And it is diffi-

cult as well to term a diligent, bookish student 'apa-
thetic' either, as according to his definition, that is
what university is all about. And if he is working
through his own personal philosophies in the course of
his studies, are his thoughts of lower calibre than any-
one else's?

The problem then is to define the word 'apathy'.
And the solution is to not bother getting hung up in the
rhetoric. The point is that there are certain issues that
seem important enough to merit general support. If
only because the general mass of students complain
about them.

And the senate elections next week are such a
case. As members of the university community it is
not only our right (as many have pointed out) but our
duty to participate in the discussion of the affairs of
our environment. This then requires that not only do
you vote, and vote carefully, but that those elected
live up to their commitment. If you picture the Senate
as power and all-reaching decisions, get out now. As
any senator will tell you it involves hours of prepara-
tion, long discussions, late nights, and a hell of a lot of
frustration.

And this points out one of the students' major fail-
ings so far in all the mungo (sic) of university gov't
We have representatives on committees who never
bother to show up because they did not find it 'excit-
ing'. They found that it meant work — and rather than
stay and try to do something constructive they don't
bother attending. Classes shrug off the responsibility
of electing D.S.C.'s, claiming that they are "nothing
posts." That is one of the most ridiculous arguments
that I have ever heard. If you're that lazy don't bother
complaining.

QNtttt's Kmtrnal

News — Bill Jotmnon

parking policy pasted
( the following is a letter to the editor from
Keith Sly which came as plans were being
made for an editorial on the subject. Now I

do not agree with all expressed in this article

but many of his points are valid and general-
ly reflect the feelings of many on the campus
and therefore merit a more significant loca-

tion in the paper. The question still remains
as to what is the answer if this isn 't?

)

It's time someone took issue with the
latest nonsense dreamed up by the Uni-
versity administration — the new park-
ing regulation. The whole scheme has a
very bad smell to it, but will go unnot-
iced by the majority of the student body
who don't own cars. The shaft goes to
the staff members, janitors, secretar-
ies, cooks et al. who have to fork out
$84.00 a year to drive to work here.
The Administration Gospel Newslet-

ter, under the guise of The Queen's
Gazette, claims that the parking
scheme was set up "after lengthy con-
sultation with the constituent repre-
sentatives of the Queen's community".
It would be interesting to know how
many people actually knew about the
$84.00 fee before it was published. Why
was the scheme not publicized earlier?
Perhaps to avoid any organized reac-
tion; with the added activities related
to the start of another academic year,
few people have protested and many
have purchased the stickers which will
be necessary next Monday.
The most flagrant injustice of the

scheme is that purchasing a sticker
provides no guarantee of a place to
park. It will be the same game it has
always been — get here early if you
want a place to park. We are told that
the $84.00 will be used to maintain and
improve the parking areas. Does that
mean that parking lots will be plowed
free from dangerously slippery ice in
the winter and ruts and slush in the
spring? Does it mean that there will be
no more snowbanks and mounds of

snow to reduce the size and number of

parking spaces and constrict the al-

ready-too-narrow roadways? We shall

see!

The dictum on motor-cycles is incre-
dibly mean. A bike can be used, at the
most, 9 months of the year, which
breaks the yearly fee of $36.00 info $4.00
per month, more than half the fee for a
car — and cyclists will be expected to

park in corners and out-of-the-way
places which could accommodate only
motor-cycles anyway. I wonder if this

is not a round-about attempt by the
Administration to stop what it consid-
ers unsightly congregations of cycles
on the sidewalks in front of buildings.

Consider also how much $84.00 is to a

secretary who earns $3900.00 a year —
over 2% of her salary; and to a profes-
sor or senior administrator who earns
$20,000.00 a year - less than Vz of 1%.
How much fairer it would have been to

charge for the permits at a rate based
on salaries; but it is not too difficult to

figure out why that didn't happen.
To date people have not bought per-

mits, but will try to find on-street park-
ing — a tough job now, an impossible
one in the winter.

The net effect of the scheme has been
to create more problems than it has
alleviated. Something really should be
done.

The alternatives are these:

1) Co-operate, shut-up, buy a permit
and hope to find a parking place;

2) don't buy a permit and try to find on-

street parking;

3) tell the university to get stuffed,
don't buy a permit, and park as

usual.

If enough people follow the third
suggestion, the administration just

might get the idea that the scheme is

not popular and would make more
changes. — They can't tow everyone's
car away.
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letters to

the editor

Dear Mr. Barron,

The Tuesday September 28th

issue of the Queen's Journal
provided this campus with a

front page article which
ranked far below the standards
of journalism which an intelli-

gent readership deserves. The
article, "It's not easy to be a
radical alderman on council,"

dealt sympathetically with the
problems faced by Kingston
City Council Alderman Joan
Kuyek. The reader was provid-
ed with a description of Aid.
Kuyek's general feelings about
attempting to work on City
Council while openly express-
ing "radical" opinion. In as
much as the article did the
above. I have no complaints.
However, the context in

which these problems and feel-
ings were discussed was such
that only those keeping a close
eye on Kingston municipal pol-
itics could possibly escape
being misled. This group ob-
viously excludes the vast ma-
jority of the 1,830 first year
students at Queen's. Aid. Joan
Kuyek's resignation from City
Council provided the frame-
work around which the article
was constructed. The author
claimed to report those things
'hat "... Joan mentioned
las) the reasons why she is

leaving." These "reasons"
consisted of nothing beyond an
account of the alderman's dis-

couragement, disillusionment,
difficulty, frustration, etc.
"hat was never mentioned
was the fact that "She (Aid.
Ku yek) is moving to Sudbury
with her husband Donald, a
graduate lawyer." (Kingston
Whig-Standard Monday Sept.

f P 19) In the previous Thurs-

day issue of the Whig 'Aid.
Ku.vek gave as PART
'emphasis mine) of her reason
'or resigning the post she held
since January. 1969, her claim
'hat City Council is operating
as 'a private club'." What has
actually happened is that the
Journal has published only part
of the truth and done it in a
manner that does little credit
t0 Aid. Kuyek and the readers
°' this paper. Would Aid. Ku-
Wk wish to have it appear as if

,

e simply got tired of the has-
sle and quip

The most detrimental aspect
of such an article is centred
around the fact that it gives a
false image of City politics to
those unaquainted with it. This
is critical when you consider
the importance of the relations
between this university and the
community it is set in. It is

commendable that the Journal
is commenting on municipal
politics but it would seem only
logical that the initial steps in
this direction be of such a na-
ture as to provide the student
body with a complete and valid
image of what is taking place
in this area.

John Houston

IT'S NOT SO EASY TO BE A
GOOD WRITER FOR THE
JOURNAL

The following are just a few
of the ideas that I jotted down
while reading your recent arti-

cle "It's Not So Easy To Be A
Radical Alderman On Council,

Tuesday, September 28, 1970.

The community awareness
of the author of this article is

indeed commendable as all too

many of us are caught up in our

ivory towers of intellectual

aestheticism. or in convincing

everyone we are in tune with

all the trendy-left-ideas, or just

don't give a damn. However, I

must find fault in the manner
in which this testimonial to the

honourable Mrs. Kuyek was
presented to us, the naive and

captive audience. What infuri-

ates me more is that I must
presume that the article was
mean! to be intellectually

complete and comprehensive.

Let us begin our look at the ar-

ticle in the third paragraph.

"She has not been a politi-

cian in the normal sense of the

breed."

I would ask the author to de-

fine "a politician in the normal
sense of the breed." As the

term is used here, it is blatant-

ly derogatory in meaning, with

no attempt at any justification

for the use of the term, let

alone any attempt to put it in

its proper Kingston context.

Indefensible jargon?

"She wanted recognition of

her ward's importance as an

equal and integral part of

Kingston's priorities."

I agree.

"Persistence on her part

versus normative institutional

dogmatism led her to become

to some extent a persona non

grata' on Council.'

I would again have the au-
thor define his terms for those
of us who are not fluent in the
new "in" vocabulary. What is

the "Normative institutional
dogmatism" with which you
have Mrs. Kuyek tiling in Quix-
otic fashion? I fear I never ran
up against the term in my in-

troductory sociology course;
perhaps I will, at a more ad-
vanced level. I cannot deny
that Mrs. Kuyek exhibits a
remarkably astute understand-
ing of and ability to identify
with her constituents. I can
neither deny that she could and
did propose rational and long-
needed reforms, at times.
However I am tempted to be-
lieve that if she was a " ' per-
sonal non grata' " with certain
members of the Council, it was
because she often resorted to

polemical outbursts of sullen-
ness when events did not corre-
spond with her ideas, wishes,
hopes or what have you. We
are all idealists in one fashion
or another but nothing would
get done if no one ever took a
cool rational course of action.

Emotionalism is fine for mass
consumption, but it can seldom
stand up to the rigors of practi-

cal application.

"... politics for her was a
mechanism for the people' to

make decisions and that the
present normative political

institutions and resources gave
the people an undue disadvan-
tage against the vested inter-

ests of those powerful people
who seem to run the city and
make the decisions."

I would again ask the author
to define his terms! What are
the vested interests HE GIVES
SO MUCH POWER TO? Who
are the powerful people who
SEEM to run the city and
make the decisions? If the au-
thor is convinced that there is

such a group and that it is iden-

tifiable, then why does he use
the verb SEEM? Such makes
his own phraseology hollow
and unconvincing and only so
much misused rhetoric. But
then perhaps the author
doesn't really believe what he
is saying after all. In answer to
such indefensible ideology I

can only suggest that the au-
thor read Dahl. R.A., "A Cri-

tique of the Ruling Elite Mod-
el,'' American Political Sci-

ence Review, 52, June, 1958,

463-469. Here he will find that a

seasoned professional social

scientist would have difficulty

not choking on the difficulties

implied by such unsupported
statements

like the sly, patronizing
stereotype political.animal."

I am a history and politics
student and I am sorry to say
that I have yet to come up
against such a sterotype as a
generally accepted phenome-
non. The implications of your
statement are quite amusing.
It is my personal opinion, and I

repeat, my OPINION, that
there may be members on the
Council who lack the intelli-

gence to employ the devious-
ness with which you seem quite
prepared to credit them. In
honest journalism, a well-doc-
umented statement achieves
more than a hollow-sounding
phrase calculated for evotional
effect.

"One can't represent all fac-

tions within a constituency."

You have just answered sev-
eral of your own apparent
objections to the present form
of municipal representation in

Kingston. Your statement
(calculated to be an "out". I

suspect, for Mrs. Kuyek) ap-
plies equally to all members of
the Council.

"... Kingston City Council
is over-represented with the
institutional power against
whom the "little People" are
somewhat neglected and inef-

fective."

I agree that in any social
system there always have been
and always will be inequalities

between individuals and
groups within the society.
However we return to the prob-
lem mentioned earlier, the
problem with which R.A. Dahl
deals. Define your terms!

"She . . . believed that the
only way to make government
responsible to the needs of the
people would be for the people
to take over the government
overcoming the vested inter-
ests of real estate or busin-

ess."

How do these influence mu-
nicipal government in King-
ston? It may be a correct as-
sumption in certain cases, but
not all. Be specific.

"She believed that most of

the problems, housing, sewers,
welfare, must be noticed by
policy changes. She was disil-

lusioned by some of the as-

sumptions of Council, eg. the
Industrial Commissions as-

sumption that anything that

helps businessmen helps
Kingston."

minority motions from being
effectively discussed or debat-
ed."

She herself and her actions
proved just the opposite of this

Her constituents received
more than a fair hearing when
she represented them.

".
. . she gained little sup-

port and a lot of adverse news
coverage by the established
press."

This is just useless rhetoric
and mumbo-jumbo. Yes, she
got some adverse news cover-
age: that was predictable. It

was coverage of a loud, brash
and totally undiplomatic per-
sonality. You seem to have
forgotten that she also got a lot

of favourable coverage, cover-
age which enabled her to rep-
resent her constituents and
their needs on a scale far
above that which I can ever
remember being allotted to

any other Council member.

"She found it difficult to
work every day in opposition to
the vested interests on the
Council. The 'radical Alder-
men' must always have all the
facts and be up to date in order
to match their adversaries.

"

Again you do not define your
ominous "vested interests".
The latter sentence should be
rephrased to read: "Each Ald-
erman should always have all

the facts and be up to date in

order to serve his constitu-

ents."

You will be surprised to hear
that I heartily agree with the

last two paragraphs, particu-

larly the last sentence:
"Queen's is part of Kingston —
care.". The Marchand
Schmuck of the week award
goes to Uncle Paul who ought
to realize that it's bad form to

editorialize on the front page.
Let's get with it kids. Remem-
ber that the intelligent use of

jargon and rhetoric is at least

amusing to read; its unintelli-

gent use leaves one with a sick

feeling in the stomach. And as
the Lone Ranger rides off into

the sunset, this is yours truly

Garner Ted Armstrong . ....
RICHARD A. MARCHAND

Arts 72

"Joan was more than disillu-

sioned with the arrogance of

the Council members towards
the individual citizen and their

belief in responsibility in so far

as when election time comes
around."

Please document some of

these cases of "arrogance". It

is a fine sounding phrase calcu-

lated to effect an emotional

response from your readers,

but it is, as it stands, an unsup-

ported derogation of said Coun-

cil members. I am not at-

tempting to defend anyone on

the Council, but neither am I

prepared to make such irre-

sponsible statements. If you
are the possessor some "in-

side" information, please let

us. your breathles captive au-

dience, in on the secret.

"She was a community per-

son who would emphasize and

relate with people, indeed un-

At last a statement that has
definite merit and is backed up
with a concrete example. Un-
fortunately, no attempt is

made to disprove or counter a

statement which the author
apparently finds repugnant.
What do you offer as an alter-

native? What does Mrs. Kuyek
offer as an alternate? Kingston
too long has stagnated as a fe-

tid pool in the backwater of the

Canadian economy. Kingston
must grow and expand in order
to be able to meet the needs of

her inhabitants. I, like you and
Mrs. Kuyek, hope that King-
ston can do so with a conscious

avoidance of the many ills now
affecting our larger metropoli-
tan areas.

."She thought that the munic-
ipal government was and is

such as to preclude any in-

formed participation by the
public. Thereby preventing

Dear Sir,

As one of many Graduate
Students whose interest in Tri-

color closely approximates
zero. I should like to note two
points made by Mr. Christo-
pher J. Boon in his letter of
September 25. He states, con-
cerning Tricolor, that "the
decrease in circulation result-

ing from this action (the G.S.S.
and Law Society witholding the

$4.00 assessment) would
probably produce a decrease in

advertising revenue." And lat-

er, "Sales within these socie-
ties in past years have not been
high .enough to warrant the
expense of (such) a sales pro-
gramme,"

The two statements would
appear to be somewhat contra-
dictory and. furthermore, lend

support to the Societies' move.
Mr. Boon is wise in his "opt
out" idea for students like

myself, but. better still, make
it "opt in" — there would be
far fewer students involved!

Allan Hailsworth
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FOR A GREAT TIME

HOMECOMING 70
OCT. 14-17

WED. OCT. 14 • STREET DANCE
Start off Homecoming with a dance in the GREAT
Outdoors - behind Richardson Hall - from 8:00 - 12:00.

Lots' of fun, people, and noise . . . and all FREE.

THURS. OCT. 15 - ASUS CONCERT
Music and entertainment at its GREATEST - LEONARD
COHEN. In the Arena, at 8:00. Tickets $2.50, $3.50, $4.50,

on campus and at the House of Sounds.

FRI. OCT. 16- PEP RALLY, SPEAKEASY
Bring your friends to Leonard Field at 8:00 for a pep

rally in the GREAT Queen's tradition - or join the

thirsty crowd at Wallace Hall (in the Union) at 9:00 for

an old-fashioned Speakeasy. A honky-tonk piano and

GREAT quantities of beer — at only 30c a bottle. Come
and enjoy yourself.

SAT. OCT. 17 -

PARADE, FOOTBALL GAME, SEMI-FORMAL
Starting at 10:00, the Homecoming Parade — complete
with year and faculty floats. At 2:00 the GREAT
sporting event of the year - the Golden Gaels at home
against Varsity. At 8:30, the Homecoming Semi-formal -
GREAT MOVIES. High Noon, Jailhouse Rock, South
Pacific, 2001 ... 8 rooms in all, each with its own movie
theme Music by Toronto's MAINLINE, and NUCLEUS.
Tickets $5.00 a couple, on sale next week.

REMEMBER....

HOMECOMING IS COMING!

3071! CENTURY-FOX Preunis

MAE WEST JOHN HUSTON
AND

RAQUELWELCH

MYRA BRECKINRIDGE

The book that couldn't

be written is now
the motion picture

that couldn't be made!

Ev&iyt&it*£ yc4*'v£ (U&id- <*&h4

233 PRINCESS ST.

546-5395

soundings by Scott Heatherington

TRAFFIC Polydor 2334.013

In the wake of the "Blind
Faith" debacle, Stevie Win-
wood has reformed Traffic —
minus Dave Mason.
The result is their new al-

bum- "John Barleycorn Must
Die."

Laura Nyro has described
her music in terms of tones
and colours rather than notes.

If so, then Traffic is a solid

wall of colour, a shifting magi-

cal prism turned towards our

eyes.

The lyrics are merely jump-
ing-off points for loose bluesy-

jazz jamming. Winwood on

organ and Capaldi set down the

basic lines to the music, then

solo back and forth. Chris

Wood on flutes and sax seems

to float delicately over this

adding depth and subtlety to

the overall sound.

But, one must not overlook
Winwoods' incredible voice
which soars and sweeps
through every song with tre-

mendous power and range.

This is a humble album and a
gracious gift.

by Steven Winnett
Gasoline Alley, Rod Stewart.
(Mercury SR 61264)

Once upon a time, kiddies.

Rod Stewart was the lead sing-

er for the Jeff Beck group.
Now Rod Stewart has gone off

on a career of his own, and he
has delivered up two of the fin-

est records rock has ever seen.

I mean this, people, this man's
voice has to be heard to be be-

lieved. His first effort. The
Rod Stewart Album, is well
worth every penny of your four

bucks. Which leads me natural-

ly to discourse on his latest

success, Gasoline Alley.

This is one of those exceed-
ingly rare albums in these days
of superhype that grabs you
right from the opening notes.

"Gasoline Alley", the opening
tune, is an incredible explosion
of energy, with beautiful guitar
work by Ron Wood, also a Beck
alumnus. Stewart then pro-
ceeds to a treatment of the old

Stones' number, "It's all over

Now", which blasts along like

a rollercoaster or a hurricane

out of control, under the driv-

ing piano of Ian McLagan of

the Small Faces.

After the listener has ex-

hausted himself by jumping all

over the room, Stewart offers

one of the many folk songs in

his repertory, Dylan's "Only A
Hobo", accompanying himself

on acoustic guitar. I slightly

prefer Dylan's version on
Great White Wonder, but this

one will do.

After another rocker, "My
Way of Giving", Side 2 opens
with what might well be the

finest cut on the album, "Coun-
try Comforts", a song written

by Elton John, someone you
should be looking out for. This

is a lovely song about the joys
of living in the country, and
Stewart's rough-edged voice,

backed by Pete Sears' piano
work, gives the song a special

sort of tender beauty:

And it's good old country com-

forts in my bones

Just the sweetest sound my
ears have ever known
Just that old-fashioned feeling

in my bones

Country comforts and the road
that's going home.
Continuing his folk kick,

Stewart launches into "Cut
Across Shorty", a driving bal-

lad reminiscent of . . . well,

"Gasoline Alley". Dan and
Shorty must race for the hand
of Miss Lucy, and ... but have
a listen for yourselves, and dig

Stewart's solid vocals and
great backup. The remaining
cuts are "Lady Day", another
lovely, slow, acoustic number.
The acoustic "Jo's Lament"
follows, and then Stewart clo-

ses out the album in a rocking
vein again with "You're My
Girl (I Don't Want to Discuss
It)".

I don't want to discuss this

record any further; all I can
say is, dig it, this is'one of the

best albums of the yar.

by Scott Sherman
Jesse Winchester Jesse Win-
chester Ampex A10104

Jesse Winchester is an
American folksinger, yet much
more. He's draftdodging up in

Canada, working out of Mon-
treal, and his album is real,

human and warm. He's lived
the life he describes on this

album, and the stories, the
word he uses, the images he
conjures up, the music he
plays, are all his own, and all

are in perfect balance, just as
he wants them to be.

"Payday" opens the album
with the patently good-times
rocking rhythm characteristic

of Jesse's up-tempo works. The
back-up group includes Levon
Helm and Robbie Robertson of

the Band, and David Rea, who
has gigged with Ian and Sylvia,

and Ken Boucher, who has just
joined Janis Joplin's new band.
Enough said.

"Biloxi" is one of my two
favourite songs on this record.
The piano and guitar interplay
beautifully, trading melody
and harmony; the lyrics are
wistful and have nuances of
colour which remind me of the
cover of the Band's Stage
Fright — all reds, golds, vi-

olets, and pinks. "And the sky
is red from off towards New

Orleans."

My other favourite is, of

course, "Yankee Lady", and
despite A.M. radio, just the
memory is enough for me.

The album closes with the
creepy midnight cut, "Black
Dog", followed by a last rock-
er, "The Nudge". ("She loves
to nudge.") My next-door
neighbour says, "The Nudge?
It's a dance . . . . I think."

So listen, if you only have
$4.19 in your pocket, spend $4

of it on Jesse's album. And
leave your last 19 cents as a tip

for Ann at Bitter Grounds next
week.

muric

HELD OVER THIRD WEEK

ofiinbymichaewadleigh .produced b¥ bob maurice
a vvodleigh-mauricejtd. production. technicolor®from warner bros.
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THE ELECTRIC ABACUS

by Mustapha Pukh

Once upon a time, a clever old Chinese caveman
invented a machine called an 'abacus'. This won-
derful invention was greeted with great rejoicing,

for it relieved humans of the burden of tedious
arithmetic (an invention of a dumb old Chinese
caveman). As the centuries rolled on. the arithme-

tic operations required of the abacus grew exponen-

tially (appropriately enough). It was still useful,

however, because men applied it to save time and
boredom. Eventually, the ultimate step was
reached — an electric abacus which could add, sub-

tract, multiply, and divide millions of times per
second. More rejoicing was heard, for, so it was
reasoned, the more complex calculations demand-
ed by civilisation could now be performed in a re-

markably short space of time, once again reliev-

ing the white man's computational burden. In the
far-off land of Lower Division Street an electric

abacus was bought. Tears of gratitude streamed
down the faces of physicists and astronomers. What
aeons of tedious computation would be saved! 0
frabjous joy!

And so it was. For a short while. Ominous clouds
were gathering on the horizon, in the shape of Un-
dergrad. the god of Misuse. At sporadic intervals,

notably in November and December, hulking oafs,
tastefully attired in garish yellow leather jackets]
used 98% of the electric abacus' precious time in

printing out such vital items as 'CURSE YOU RED
BARON' (DO, I - 1,89764), or 'SNOOPY LUVS ME'.
Those amongst us who were trying to save time by
using the abacus suddenly found that a milling
throng of polychromatic leather clogged the cellar
vitals of the machine. Aha! Time for evasive ac-
tion. Were the attic vitals accessible? Yes, to a suf-
ficient approximation — through a little hole in a
glass window one poked a lifetime of calculation, to
be miraculously returned in fifteen minutes. Frab-
jous joy returned. Barely had the tears of gratitude
reached the lower jaw, when the ominous clouds on
the horizon changed shape, and formed the dreaded
spectre of Non-Scientist, the demon god of Use Of
Expensive Toys For The Sake Of Use Of Expensive
Toys. How many human beans make New York,
London. Paris? (all hick towns in Ontario, of
course). Sort these redundant questionnaires.

What s the Correlation Coefficient (with capitals'

)

ot a field of turnips? Of a bunch of neurotics''
Poor abacus. Most of its valuable time spent pro-
cessing vegetables and psychotics. Snowed under
by requests for such world-shattering information
the machine started to become clogged in the attic
as well. An unspoken competition was seen to
emerge from the pile of chewed-up cards ejected
rom the lousy card reader in the cellar. The facul-
ty which consumed most time with non-significant
jobs would receive a prize. It was won bv the Law
1- acuity which conceived the brilliant time-wasting
ploy of getting a little girl to type in. on magnetic
tape^ the transcripts of legal records. Not. I hasten
to add. coded so that all murders committed by
left-handed Cubans in 1863 could be retrieved at the
touch of a console, but word bv word. Ah the inge-
nuity of man!

(A quick check of the cellar revealed the little
yellow men still telling the cosmos that Snoopy luvs
them (89764 times). Obviously, they also wanted to
feel at home, because they left the keypunches
looking like pig-sties, with partially-punched cards
strewn around as if it were Palm Sunday.

)

By this time, the little hole in the glass window
had been replaced by a wooden box open at one end
Periodically, the other end opened, and a mani-
cured hand swept the lifetimes of computation into
the depths of the Holy of Electronic Holies. But the
Capitalist had tainted the Inner Sanctum. A Brah-
min, also known as class A, would receive his life's
work back from the abacus in an hour, whereas an
Untouchable, also known as class G, had time for a
world cruise before being able to continue looking
for correlation coefficients (sorry. Correlation
CoefficientsO of wheat fields.

Into this miasma strode Systems Analyst, the
god of Obfuscation. "Hold everything," quoth he.
"I'll arrange an efficient system of processing."
Naturally, Systems Analyst sought to cater for the
users (and abusers) of the electric abacus, since
they were the largest customers (metaphorically,
not physically )

. Naturally, also, he realised that the
users (NOT the abusers) viewed the abacus in the
same light as the ancient Chinese: the thing did
sums faster than 20 tiny fingers and 20 tiny toes.

And therefore, (naturally) Systems Analyst ar-
ranged it so that self-explanatory gems such as
//SYSIN FORTLIB DD . PARM = TIME. were re-
quired as offerings to the Great God Abacus before
any work was done. (For newly-arrived pilgrims to
the shrine who are saying "Why don't you learn the
incantations, stuff em in at the beginning and for-
get em?". Systems Analyst has An Answer: he
changes the incantations at random intervals.

)

Not content to allow couchant canines their beau-
ty sleep, enter Big Chief of the Shrine, the god of
Bank Balances (mainly his own). "Too much use of
the abacus, already. More expensive beads re-
quired, my boy. I'll do a deal. You give me all your
money now. I'll turn it into abacus dollars, and let

you use the abacus (if it still works) in 6 month's
time. Fair's fair, my boy, I'm a poor destitute
shrine-owner trying to earn a living". The last elec-
tronic straw. Inefficiency, failures, queues, and
now. cheek. The end of the world must be nigh.

Now, children, contemplate for a moment on the
sequence of events: from time-saving to clogging to
time-wasting to black effrontery and daylight rob-
bery. All together now: SOMETHING HAS GOT TO
BE DONE. Come to think of it. maybe those mo-
rons at Sir George Williams University had the
right idea after all.

AMEY'S
TAXI

546-1111

SIR KENNETH CLARK'S
WIDELY ACCLAIMED FILM SERIES

CIVILIZATION
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2nd

THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS

THE SMILE OF REASON

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3rd

THE WORSHIP OF NATURE

THE FALLACIES OF HOPE

HEROIC MATERIALISM

Dun"ingHatl: 8:30 p.m. $1.00 per evening

BALLET: Kingston Commun-
ity Ballet Association offers

classes for adults, ""eginners

to advanced. Ballet Mistress

Mrs. Lucy Ennis LISTD. For
information phone 542-7272
or 544-4660.

iailllllllllllMIIIIIIIHUIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIKIIIflllllfLU

| SALON 320
= Hairstylists =
= Experts in razor cutting. =

320 King St. E. =
= 548 -8 111 =
TnilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIMIII

WINE
supplies and equipment

CHEESE
from around the world

BEER
malts and supplies for tr.ose

who prefer the excellence

of home brew

GOURMET
foods from afar

GIFTS
with a touch of distinction

COOKE'S
OLD WORLD SHOP est. 1868

59-61 Brock

Kingston, Ont.

-7-

GOSTULN
J e wellers
LONGINES/ WITTNAUER wakhis

11* Princa** St. and of (ho FrenNnac Mofl — Phon* 548-34S7 t 548-192*

CAMERAS
and PHOTO EQUIPMENT

franchisee! dealers for

• NIKON • KONICO

• ASAHI PENTAX t HASSELBLAD
(EXCLUSIVt)

• USED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• TRADE-IN'S WELCOMED
• COMPLETE DARKROOM SUPPLY

• FAST 24 HOUR SERVICE ON
KODACOLOR OR EKTACHROME

VERN NAPIER'S CAMERAS
2 LOCATIONS

KINGSTON SHOPPING 100 PRINCESS STREET
CENTRE and at Wellington
546-1688 546-9000

REPAIRS RENTALS
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Health Service programs are designed basically to alle-

viate the isolation of people more or less confined to or un-

der the part time care of the various health institutions of

Kingston. Thus, the volunteers become a link to the 'nor-

mal' world, somewhat as they are in the prisons. Agencies
involved are Kingston General Hospital, Kingston Psychiat-

ric Hospital, Ongwanada, Kingston and District Association

for Retarded Children, White Cross, Sunnyside School and
St. Mary's on the Lake Hospital. This is the largest area

that the Student Volunteer Bureau deals with, both in num-
ber of agencies involved and in the number of people needed
to run the many programs.

Kingston Psychiatric Hospital uses mainly recreational

programs for their adult patients. Musical entertainment
folk dancing and drama are planned programs, as well as
broomball and bowling which need organizers and partici-

pants. The White Cross also organizes entertainment for the

psychiatric patients, such as folk singing, and arts and
crafts, and taking patients on outings.

Recreational programs exist at Beachgrove for emotion-
ally disturbed children, the children's ward in the Kingston
Psychiatric Hospital and in the pediatrics wing (kids from 8

to 21) of the Kingston General Hospital. The Kingston and
District Association for Retarded Children uses volunteers
to assist in a nursery program, and Ongwanada (the hospi-

tal for the chronically ill) needs volunteers to play with re-

tarded children or take them for walks. Outings are planned
for the emotionally disturbed children at the Sunnyside
School.

Programs for swim instruction exist for mentally retard-

ed children, for adult wheel chair patients from St. Mary's
on the Lake Hospital and for mentally retarded adults, run
by Youth Across Canada with the Mentally Retarded
(YACMR). Also in the YACMR program are dances, recre-
ation activities and folk singing. A program of visiting pa-
tients at Kingston General Hospital is planned as are simi-
lar programs of visiting senior citizens at Kingston Psychi-
atric Hospital and visits to adults at Ongwanada. Both
Ongwanada and Kingston General need help in wagon ser-
vice.

These programs run at all hours and every day of the
week. No experience is needed for most of the programs,
only a real interest in people and time (about one to three
hours a week) to devote on a regular basis. — Supervisor -

Roy Beechey.

We worked with the YACMR (Youth Across Canada with
the Mentally Retarded) programme with adult retarded
people. At first, before we went, we felt pretty nervous
about meeting the group we worked with since we didn't
know what retarded people would be like or how to talk to
them. This was soon overcome, though, for they quickly
made us feel at ease, asking us questions and making us
relax, almost as if they were volunteers helping us and not
the other Way around.

The people were great to work with, they had so much
enthusiasm for everything they did and really threw them-
selves whole-heartedly into all the activities. Near the be-
ginning we had a chance for them and though we were a
little uncertain about what to do, they had such a good time
that they quickly had us right in the midst of it and we real-
ly had a great time. We really wondered whether the pro-
gramme wasn't doing us more good and giving us more fun
than the retarded people.

Bowling was another activity they really like. Some were
really good bowlers, others could hardly hold onto a ball but
they just swelled with pride when they knocked over a pin,
and they clapped and cheered for every shot, including
when we bowled.

Another time, at a singsong, one of the guys who seemed
to know the words to every song ever written, just kept on
singing long after most of the other kids had been picked up
In the end there were just the volunteers and him and he
was still requesting more songs.

For the most part, they carried the programmes, after
the plans were initiated. They were really appreciative of
anything we did, perhaps more so than ordinary kids They
needed the time they spent with the volunteers since they
spent most of their time with other retarded people (they
all worked for pay at the adult training centre) but whether
they gained more from the programme than we did is per-
haps questionable. Anyway both groups gained a lot both in
good times and in understanding.
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down to earth and
so much widesp
promoting mass
commitment. In

men and women;
consideration".

The education and recreation programs work entirely
with children and teenagers, and are generally involved
with volunteers teaching some skills or crafts to inividuals
or groups. Usually more important than developing particu-
lar skills or interests is the friendships the kids may devel-
op with the others in the program and with the volunteers
and also any help with any problems that the volunteers
may be able to give.

The First Baptist Church runs a tutorial program for chil-
dren about 8 to 13. in which volunteers act as tutors for the
kids on a one-to-one basis for an hour each week. The kids in
the program often have problems either at home or school,
and hence the volunteer acts more as a big brother than as
an instructor. Parties and outside activities are also
planned.

The Department of Parks and Recreations for the City of
Kingston has several community schools set up. Resource
people with a variety of interests are needed to provide a
broad range of activities and instructions for the kids using
the schools. Present activities include gym activities, arts
and crafts, drama, and guitar playing, but more ideas are
welcome. A hockey clinic is planned for the winter.
There is a large variety of programs run by the Kingston

YMCA and YWCA, including gym, swim, and arts and
crafts programs. Depending on the number of capable peo-
ple, many more activities could also be organized. Also, the
Y runs an extension program which will run Friday night
pre-teen record hops and a Saturday morning crafts pro-
gram in various schools.

Both the Boy Scout and Girl Guide organizations need
people, especially former scouts or guides to act as either
Troop Leaders or assistants or just to act as resource peo-
ple to teach particular skills at one or several troops. —
Supervisor— Gregg Blachford.
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dents I. The heeds are tremendous but so are the opportuni-
ties, particularly in Kingston. There are some thirty to for-
ty agencies, at least, in Kingston to help teach, amuse, or
generally serve people, and which depend on volunteer
workers to help make their programes and hopes operable.
At least five hundred volunteers could be well used on a
part-time basis in a vast variety of ways (as further out-
lined on this page). The aim of the SVB is to see that as
many agencies as possible can get as many good student
volunteers as possible. Students from Queen's have worked
in these capacities in the past (some 200 or 300 last year)
and made great contributions. The programmes are needed
but cannot run without volunteer help.
To acquaint all those interested with particular agencies

and programmes as well as with the general field of volun-
teer work, a volunteer conference is being held next Tues-
day October 6 at 7 PM in Macdonald Hall (the Law building)
m lecture theatres B,C,D, and E (in the basement).

All four of the prisons in the Kingston area — Kingston
Pen (maximum security), Collins Bay and Joyeeville
(medium security), and the Women's Pen- hope to run as
many programs as possible this year, in order to bring pris-
oners into contact with people on the "outside." This is de-
signed to reduce the isolation of the prisoners which tends
to perpetuate their criminal behaviour. Also, such contact
eases the shock caused by re-entry into society upon release
from the pen and prepares prisoners to deal with people as
they will have to in straight society.
The sort of people needed for this type of work need to be

mature, dynamic and willing to commit themselves to their
work. The latter qualification is of great importance, for
inmates depend heavily upon outside contacts, perhaps
more so than any other people with whom volunteers will be
working. Because these weekly visits become very impor-
tant to them, it is an absolute necessity that a person be
faithful to their commitment.

In addition to the above characteristics, people with spe-
cial talents, such as for music or drama, are also needed to
give instruction and aid in these activities.
The range of programs in the prisons will be quite wide.

These will include setting up as well as getting teams for
various competitive sports, instruction in sports, discussion
groups, work with the Elizabeth Fry Society in the Wom-
en's Prison, assistance to the various chaplains in their
programs, and non-academic activities such as card-play-
ing, chess, bridge, etc. Discussion groups have become a
basic and very important part of the programs in all the
prisons These help the inmates in relating to a group of
people, and in expressing their opinions and feelings. Also
mixed (i.e. male and female) groups may be tried in the
medium security prison, as prisoners often have difficulty
just talking to members of the opposite sex because of their
segregated environment. — Supervisor — Frank Kraemer.

Last year I worked in a drop-in for girls age 8-13 at Cal-

vary United Church. The girls generally came from broken

homes, and our aim was to act somewhat as a big sister for

them, although on a group basis.

Like most kids that age, many of them sought constantly

to gain attention in the only ways they really knew — de-

structively. They fought often and some of the older girls

were real bullies. We had to attempt to maintain some sort
children and teenag- of peace and order to keep the activities running. We had

's Its aim is to real problems if we didn't establish what was going to hap-

pen during our hour, for if we didn't have control right from

the start, the kids would take over. These nights were pret-

ty rare but they proved to be terribly frustrating since once

control was lost, it was impossible to regain. As an exam-

ple, one night we met in a hall that didn't prohibit smoking

(fire regulations before had prevented this poblem). The

girls took over and one girl, insisting she smoked at home

and thus could smoke there, passed out her cigarettes to

everyone. We never did regain control.

There were heartening moments too though. One night

we lacked volunteers and therefore told the older girls that

they would have to help run things. One girl, who previous-

ly had been a real bully and had organized stealing raids and

smoking, surprised everyone by being a good leader when

given the responsibility.
l Whereas at first, the girls were somewhat aloof and

I Kingston for chil- afraid to talk, by the end some of them were even phoning
SuPervisor Dawn me to talk over their problems as a friend. It made me think

maybe we were doing some good. — Heather Hume
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I began volunteer work at the Joyeeville Institution
through the Protestant Chaplain there about a year ago and
was involved in various programs through the winter and
spring. Last summer I worked on the Classification staff of
the Kingston Penitentiary.

My first discovery was that I was dealing with a group of
people who appear similar in range of personalities to any
average social grouping. In other words, they appeared to
be just an average group of guys.

I was impressed with how receptive they were to me as a
visitor. They were courteous, talkative and put me at ease
in no time.

Most of them have built up a certain bitterness concern-
ing their past which they seem to use as a defense mecha-
nism. They may feel bitter towards their parents (dispacing
the blame for their conduct on them), or towards society in
general, or towards the police or some other authority fig-
ure. It seems that you only get at this bitterness in them
when you discuss their particular crime or problem with
them. The bitterness is not usually evident until you talk
deeply with them but you can be sure that it is there.

I found that the time I put into the programs was greatly
appreciated by the inmates and 1 learned a great deal about
prisons, deviant behaviour and imprisonment — Brian
Yeland.
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Toronto

Weekend
The game is at Varsity Stadium at 2:00 p.m. The

stadium is on Bloor Street between St. George St and
Avenue Road (University Ave.) The closest subway is
the Bedford exit of the St. George stop at the top of the
University line.

If you are hitch-hiking probably the best routes are
to get off at either Don Valley Parkway and hope for a
ride before the cops find you, or better to go down one
of Yonge or Avenue Rd., and get to the Eglinton Sub-
way stop at Yonge and Eglinton.

From the train simply hop on the University line
north to St. George and from the bus terminal it is a
short walk west to the subway and up University.
Across from the stadium you will find Harvey's

Steak and Burger, Swiss Chalet while just west of
Bay, still on Bloor, and just south of the Village is the
Embassy Tavern. Other bars such as Friars, Brass
Rail, etc. are on Yonge St. either right around Bloor or
further downtown.
U of T will, no doubt, have the Frats open for anoth-

er night of open houses. On St. George around Bloor
St. And the usual meeting places, especially the Vil-
lage on Friday night, will probably be in effect.

i
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YEAR
PRESIDENTS!

HAVE YOU APPOINTED YOUR

HOMECOMING
FLOAT

CONVENOR
YET??

LEAVE NAME ETC. AT AMS OFFICE,

OR CALL CHARLIE DEACON AT
544-9343 BY SUN., OCT. 4

iMpn
SEMINAR

f^lCAl, PSYCHOLOGICAL, LEGAL & ETHICAL ASPECTS

BIRTH CONTROL
CHAIRMAN . Dr. H. W. Greenidge

Asst. Professor of Medicine & Director,
Student Health Service

PANELISTS: Mrs. M. Byers
Social Worker, Kingston

Mr. N. J. Brown
Professor, Dept. of Philosophy

Dr. J. R. Handforth
Asst. Prof, of Psychiatry & Director, Mental
Health Division of Student Health Service

Dr. E. E. Johnston
Asst. Prof, of Obstetrics & Gynaecology &
Director, Family Planning Clinic, K. G. H.

Mr. L. R. Robinson
Associate Prof., Faculty of Law8: 00-

IVI

10:00 p.m. Auditorium
ay

' 0<:t°ber 5, 1970 Dunning Hall

FREE COFFEE AFTERWARDS
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Downtown Toronto
Hyt9\<BOU1\

Map compliments of Who's Where

ORIENT
ROUND TRIP

$385]

$38S|
$4071

S.F. -TOKYO
S.F. - TAIPEI
S.F. - HONG KONG

jet Charters

Connecting flights to Manila,

|

Singapore,3angkok, Seoul
and Calcutta

MANY
FLIGHTS!
to choose*

from
F or information call orwritel
FLIGHT COMMITTEE
P.O. BOX 2549
STANFORD, CALIF. 94305|
Tel. (415) 968-2571

$38;

NAME
ADDRESS

ONEWAY FLIGHTS'"
ARE AVAILABLE

WAGNER AVIATION LTD. 389-2221/3

CHOOSE YOUR FLYING SCHOOL

AS YOU WOULD YOUR COLLEGE

COMPARE!
COMPARE: FLYING EQUIPMENT

INSTRUCTOR QUALIFICATIONS
GROUND SCHOOL
REPUTATION AND COSTS

CHECK THESE FEATURES AT WAGNER AVIATION:
* INSTRUMENT RATED INSTRUCTORS
*1971 AIRCRAFT
•SANDERSON AUDIO-VISUAL GROUND SCHOOL
DISCOUNT TO QUEEN'S FLYING CLUB STUDENTS
•NO MEMBERSHIP FEES
*28 YEARS FLYING EXPERIENCE

PAPER LAMPSHADES, IN-

CENSE, COFFEE MUGS, CAN-
DLES, JEWELLERY, SUEDE
BAGS, BELTS, KITCHEN GAD-
GETS, CASSEROLES. SILK
SCARVES, WATER PIPES,

MOBILES, BEAD CURTAINS,
GLASS BALLS, TIES, COLD
WATER DYES FOR BATIK AND
TIE-DYE.

COMPLEX CO-OP.

NURSERY SCHOOL
designed for children of Queen's students

and faculty members.

Has full-time qualified supervisor.

Specially designed classrooms and
playground facilities.

Classes commence Sept. 8th.

3 half-days per week $16.50/month

5 half-days per week $20.00/month

Three yr-olds in morning 9 - 11:30

Four yr-olds in afternoon 1 - 3:30

PHONE 544-9751
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by Alan Broadbent

Most people on campus think that the appoint-

ment of Lieutenant-General E.L.M. Burns as the

Skelton-Clark Fellow for 1970-71 was an academic

appointment. They think that just because of the

man's distinguished background as a leader and

thinker. Queen's was moved to give him this much-

sought position, and that he is here to provide ex-

pert academic resources to the environment of the

university.

However, some research has proven that Gener-

al Burns is here to diffuse the elitist military estab-

lishment in the university administration. Burn's

primary interest in the past has been disarmament,

a rather paradoxical stance for a major military

figure, and his presence at Queen's is a direct at-

tempt to diminish the grip of our burdgeoning mili-

tary establishment.

A cursory glance will show that there is an unu-

sually large number of ex-military personnel in

administrative ranks. Many of these are probably

sufferers of the rejection syndrome resulting from

armed forces unification some years back, a syn-

drome so perceptively revealed by McLeans Maga-

zine at that time. These men have been quietly in-

vading Queen's over the years since unification,

and at the present time form a strong fifth column.

General Burns is here to disperse that fifth column,

to disarm the administration, as it were.

One need only take a brief walk through any of

the buildings on campus which house administra-

tive offices to be convinced of the presence of the

military. The abundance of British infantry mous-

taches, both the short clipped and the waxed han-

dlebar varieties, and the snapping together of heels

resounding down hallways are sure evidence. But

the most certain method is to overhear some of the

conversations that go on there.

Just the other day. as I was butting out a ciga-

rette in one of the hallway ashtrays. I saw a former

lieutenant run into one of his superiors, a former

major. The lieutenant snapped of a quick salute,

which he followed with a furtive glance down the

corridor.

Spittup. are you informed of the meeting tomor-

row?"
"Sir. yessir. sir." replied the lieutenant.

"Do you know where it is, Spittup." commanded
the major.

"Sir, in the basement of the faculty club. Sir,

Major Smythe-Hedley. sir, yessir," cried the lieu-

tenant.

Glad to hear such a knowledgeable response, the

major slipped into his 'any volunteers?' tone.

"Now Spittup, as you know, we have some top

priority work to do at this meeting. Your job is in

the personnel offices, and we must discuss a re.

cruiting policy aimed at men of discipline. valou r

and love of Queen and country. Are you with ^
Spittup?"

As he spoke these words, the major clapped
hi s

hand over his heart, and saluted sharply, Without

hesitation, his subordinate returned the salute.

"Yessir, sir," cried the lieutenant, saluti

quickly a second time in succession.

"You'll speak for the men?" the major asked
urgently.

"I'll speak sir," shouted the lieutenant, his face

reddening.

"Tomorrow?" asked the major.

"Night, sir," the lieutenant yelled.

"Our recruiting?" moaned the major, his face

beginning to screw up in excitement and anticipa-

tion.

"Our policy, sir," groaned the lieutenant, rock-

ing back and forth on his heals.

"You're with me?" sighed the major.

"Sir, yessir, sir, oh yessir," cried the lieutenant,

and the two fell into a fond military embrace, red^

faced, and with a sense of fulfillment and accom-

plishment.

They parted immediately, with quick glances

down the corridor, missing my presence due to the

fact that I had dipped into a doorway. But 1 had

seen it all.

A greatyoung
rock group.

This group is younger than
you are—yet it's one of the biggest
sounds in the development of
natural resources and production
of specialty steels in Canada.

Rio Algom began in Canada
in 1953. with a staff of 3 and no
sales. Today it has a staff of 5.500
people, and sales in 1969 were
S1 73.000,000.

Rio Algom mines uranium at
Elliot Lake; mines copper in

Saskatchewan and Quebec;
it is developing Canada's largest

base metal mine in B.C.. and a
uranium mine in Utah.

Two Rio Algom exploration
companies, Riocanex and Rioamex
explore for new orebodies

throughout North America.
Rio Tinto Nuclear Products at

Elliot Lake is active in research
and development.

The Atlas Steels Division at

Welland. Ont , and Tracy, Que., is

the Commonwealth's largest

specialty steel producer

—

including mining, tool, high-speed,
machinery and stainless steels.

Atlas has its own modern
research unit and an extensive
marketing operation in Canada
and many other countries.

Atlas Alloys Division markets
specialty metals throughout
North America

Rio. Algom believes that one of
its great natural resources is

Canadian youth. (Canadians are in
charge of Rio Algom's uranium
development at Utah, and our
U.S. explorations.)

If you want to join our young
Rock Group, write to us at
Industrial Relations Dept.,
Rio Algom Mines Limited. 1 20
Adelaide Street West. Toronto 1 1 0.
Ont Or see your placement officer.
The opportunities with us for
really good people are as broad
and as deep as the earth.

Rio Algom
RioTinto

Interviews at Queen's on October 20, 21 & 22.

Get the details from your Placement Office.

Wanted: a good lead guitarist
to

accompany female folksingt

Phone 544-8331 after 10:00 PM.

Attention: would the personwhj
borrowed a purple bicycle frorjj

Victoria Hall please return it - aJ
questions asked.

Co-op needs a few people yet -

especially girls. If interested iil

moving in immediately or in near
f

future call 544-0136 or 544-98

A Panasonic Tape recorder fori

sale. Stereo — $160 — separate!

speakers, mike, etc. with it. Abottl

a year old. 542-7510 after 5:30.

Lost: Man's gold wristwatch neail

Lower Campus on Sunday. Phon(|

Mike 544-9677.

Artist's model required; $3 perl

hour. Call Art History Dept. Sill

6172.

Lost: One pair of girl's tortoise-1

shelled framed glasses in browil

case. Please phone Geri at HI*I

3075, 197 William Street.

Domino Theatre Inc., 8 Princea!

Rattle of a Simple Man, §2.00,Sffi|

dents rates $1.50, curtain 9:00p.

running Oct. 2, 3, 4, & 9, 10,H|

tickets at Mahoods or Domino.

THE QUEEN'S

P. C. CLUB

IS

COMING

ON

STRONG

THIS YEAR

* * *

IF YOU'RE

WITH US,
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ive la difference - but
by Leslie Kaye

I. woman is a human being,

Itellectually.
physically, emo-

L„,ny and sexually, just the

I » as a man is a human

EL and the difference (vive

I difference)
between them is

If to some basic, but minimal

nlosical functions and a lot of

Titural and social condition-

I Why should a woman, simply

Icause she must bear the chil-

fen be economically exploit-

,l or have her intellectual

fjources ignored? Plato, in

Is Republic, examines the

latter of discrimination

lainst women, and his argu-

ment is still valid:" ... I am
Iraid we are slipping uncon-

lously into a dispute about

Jords. We have been stren-

fously insisting on the letter of

Kr principle that different

atures should not have the

feme occupations, as if we
Sere scoring a point in a de-

mte; but we have altogether

leglected to consider what sort

Tjf sameness or difference we
heant and in what respect

Jiese natures and occupations

iere to be defined as different

Tr the same. Consequently, we
jiight very well be asking one

mother whether there is not an
apposition in nature between
laid and long-haired men, and,

when that was admitted, forbid
one set to be shoemakers, if

the other were following that
trade.

That would be absurd.
Yes, but only because we

never meant any and every
sort of sameness or difference
in nature, but the sort that was
relevant to the occupations in

question. We meant, for in-
stance, that a man and a wom-
an have the same nature if both
have a talent for medicine;
whereas two men have differ-
ent natures if one is a born
physician, the other a born
carpenter.

Yes, of course.

If, then, we find that either
the male sex or the female is

specially qualified for any par-

ticular form of occupation,
then that occupation, we shall

say, ought to be assigned to one
sex or the other. But if the only
difference appears to be that
the male begets and the female
brings forth, we shall conclude
that no difference between
man and woman has yet been
produced that is relevant to

our purpose. We shall continue
to think it proper for our
Guardians (Plato's ruling

elite) and their wives to share
in the same pursuits.

'

'

The above is the main con-
tention of every responsible,

educated, intelligent woman —

that is. that if one has an apti-

tude for a particular field it

should not be closed to him or
her.

One of the problems facing
women who wish to be respon-
sible are those women who are
afraid of or incapable of taking
a rational, accountable posi-
tion in society. It is safer to be
"the bird in the gilded cage"
and so they stay there, block-
ing more independent women's
moves toward responsible in-

volvement. As truly equal edu-
cation becomes more socially
acceptable (i.e. more girls
take sciences and engineering
courses than do already) hope-
fully more women will become
responsibly involved.

I was a member of Women's
Lib. but left them because I

felt they were as dogmatic and
rigid as anything I was trying
to leave behind. I felt I was
being coerced (non-physically)
into being a true believer' to
belong. The reason for that
type of attitude on their part is

obvious. Women's Lib. is a
minority group that suffers
much harassment, and as a
result they feel they must be
strongly united within their
ranks. They want necessary
changes quickly and react neg-
atively to anyone who is not
willing to commit her/himself
totally to the party line.

I am committed to libera-

tion, but not on their terms.

Men are not the "enemy".
Men are as stereotyped and
restricted by their cultural

conditioning, and are as unable
to be whole human beings as

women are. The stereotypes
were once complementary but

have now been recognized as
unsatisfactory by members of

both sexes. Maybe some people

like the master-slave relation-

ship; or making love to a

"doormat".; or being dominat-
ed to the point where they don't

have to be responsible for any-
thing, but I cant' help but hope
that they are few in number.
Surely a relationship that is

intellectually as well as effec-

tively stimulating would be
more fulfilling for both part-
ners.

Sexual and marital relation-

ships would be on a more hon-

est footing if women were fi-

nancially independent and not
in need of the economic sup-

port of a husband. I'd rather
live with a man because I like

and respect him than because I

need monetary help.

Other writers have dealt
more fully with the economic
aspect of Women's Lib.. I Sim-
ply believe that all workers
should receive the going wage,
regardless of who does the

work.

A major problem to be faced

immediately is in placing
women in the work field at a
time when unemployment is

rising. This problem could be
resolved ideally by responsible

mutual agreement of working
adults or by legislation. If a
family has one bread winner
that person should be paid a

decent living wage. If there is

more than one wage earner,
one should work for pay, and
the other offer his/her services
for free, having both persons
working, but only one making
money. For example, if a fe-

male lawyer and her teacher
husband feel they would rather
maintain the lawyer's salary,

the teacher could offer his ser-

vice to the community free of

charge. Or vice versa. In this

way the community would
have a vast pool of professional

and skilled people from which
to draw. Get two for the price

of one! Otherwise there are
simply not enough paid jobs to

go around and the situation will

become even more intolerable

as more trained people flood

the work market. Unless this

problem is dealt with in an
acceptable and firm manner
the unemployment dilemma in

general, and Women's Libera-
tion in particular, will never be
solved.

in creating an unliberated woman
['It requires a pure mind to

read the classics and learn

from the ancients. Other-
wise, when a man happens
|o know a good deed of olden
times, he may make use of
It to serve his selfish ends;
fnd when he hears a noble
Sentence from the classics,
|ne may take advantage of it

po conceal his shortcom-
ings."

"Kagan and Moss, on the
Psis of carefully collected
Inptudinal data, have shown
la

' Passive-dependent behav-
|«r is highly stable and con-
Is'ent from childhood to early
Pmthood for females but
T u™ less so for males. These
litigators attribute this dif-
FWce in part to environmen-
r fissures (me - T.V., ra-

Lt'i
lagazines

'

movies
.
etc ->

J" lead to increase dependen-V "inibition in the growing
» ln Part to the influence of

Iren u
Zed models in ehil-

lorlr
S

s
'
which generaUy

IenL
ra

,
y girls as passive and

Pendent and boys as inde-
cent and adventurous."

on/t°
0d examP'e of sex-role

lie
7'°"'"8 of this type is in

Thalm!
ldren 's book "Whom

J 1Ma"7?"byA.SpiIka:

|ous

'

P

mTe was p'aying

Pour st as she finished

lbJ?"g tea for her dolls she

ind th
think

-
She thought

the children across the

street."

Lon. ght and sne thought

t'Wl,
more:

| w
"0rn shall I marry?"
"°mever shall I marry?

|ftiaii!li
n 't 1 sha11 marry a

leW"' Then 1 could g0 10

I'W.L y
'

s house and give
'•nl. their

"Or a zookeeper! He would
feed the big animals, but I

would feed the baby ones."

mail."

'"an.
i

["'ght marry a police
eould help him take

"But now that I think it

over, maybe I'll just marry
somebody I love."

A girl-child exposed to this

type of literature is subtly

taught how she must act as a

female, by the old definition of

a female, and that she has no

particular worth, in and of her-

self, when separated from a

man. She also learns that she

must, at all costs, marry per-

haps a Prince Charming, or,

failing that, a toad, that will

become a Prince Charming
with one magic Kiss.

A boy-child learns his sex-

typing similarly. There are

Hardy Boy books and Wild-

Westerns for him to model
himself on. The girls in boys

books are usually passive-de-

pendent also, giving the boy his

first latent ideas and values

about girls.

These books teach small

females to accept a subordi-

nate role even before they

experience it — to avoid chal-

lenging, creative roles later

on.

A highly technological socie-

ty that does not make use of all

its resources is destroying it-

self.

Acceptance of attitudes not

based on real experience may
come from exposure to "harm-
less" children's books.

Black militants claim "Lit-

tle Black Sambo" is a study in

racial prejudice.

Print: Magazines and Men
and Women

While children's books are
excellent sources of sex-ster-

eotyping, magazines are the

best sources for the adult.

Playboy and Glamour are two
of the most obvious examples
of vehicles for conditioning

sexual attitudes and values.

Vogue's models are too fan-

tastic. In essence, Vogue is

such a complete exaggeration
of Glamour, Seventeen, etc.,

that it is, unknowingly, a satir-

ic comment on the other fash-

ion magazines.

The others are more subtle

and pervasive. One article

described a young model's
reaction to men's hair — which
lengths and styles were sexy,

and which weren't. I found

myself agreeing with her. but I

remember the time, just a few

years ago, when long hair was
considered, well, rather weird.

Now short hair is 'out'. This

trend is generally credited to

the massive exposure of young

people, via magazines and oth-

er media, of the Beatles.

But they said it would be just

a passing phase!

Magazines produce a visual

idea of what men and women
are, and this generalizes into a

total definition of sex-roles.

Clothing, hairdressing. and
liquor advertisements general-

ize to broader attitudes of what

makes a woman, and a man a

man. and both adults.

Most magazine advertise-

ments rely on sex and sex-typ-

ing. If you were not typed be-

fore having read them, you
should be after.

Ads in such maga/ines as

Homes and Gardens produce a

different result than the above
— that of cultural deprivation

— by showing only the ideals in L

homes and home technology afford. These ads create a
that only the wealthier few can mass demand for luxuries.

Things for men to do:
Discover what your privileges are as part of privileged

caste.

Discover why you can't give someone else your privi-

leges.

Think about what you feel when you look a woman up and
down.

Kiss a brother.

Try to be emotional about something close to your heart.

Think about the difference between a relationship of two
women and one of a man and a woman.

Think twice before you tell a woman how to run her
movement.

Buy three guns. Give one to your mother, one to your
wife, and one to your sister.

Hold your legs together every time you sit down for a
whole day.

Stare into the eyes of a salesman.

What future plans do you have for your son? . . . Your
daughter?

Remember all the times you felt like crying when your
dad played with you too roughly.

Cry.

Discover what it's like to be called irrational when you
are just expressing strong feelings on an issue that's impor-
tant to you.

How did your parents treat you differently from your sis-
ter?
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Friday October 2

afternoon: 3:30 p.m.gora vijayam, the indian civil rightist will give a

lecture on ghandian movement, in the course of his non-

violent direct action — sit-ins, protests, picketing, and civ-

il rights movements — mr. vijayam has been arrested and
jailed more than 15 times since 1947. he is a champion of

the cause of the havijans or so-called 'untouchables" in in-

dia. Stirling hall, 412 d.

evening: 8:30 p.m.:pottery; mirror of culture, a lecture by daniel

rhodes, well-known ceramic artist, in ellis hall, admission
is free.

8:30-10:30 p.m.:films 9 and 10 in "civilization" series,

"the pursuit of happiness" and "the smile of reason" at

dunning hall auditorium, admission $1.00.

9:00 p.m.:rattle of a simple man presented by the domino
theatre, tickets are $2.00 from mahoods or domino.

Saturday October 3

afternoon: 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon and 1: 30-4:00 p.m. :an introduction to

pottery techniques, a demonstration workshop by daniel

rhodes held in the studio at the art centre.

2:00 p.m.:queen's soccer gaels play Ottawa at the outer
playing field

evening: 8:30 p.m. :last 3 films in the "civilization" series: "the
workshop of nature," "the fallacies of hope" and "heroic
materialism", admission $1.00 at dunning hall auditorium.
9:00 p.m.: rattle of a simple man (see friday).

sunday October 4

afternoon: 2:30 p.m.:vladimar spivakov, u.s.s.r. violinist is presented
by the kingston symphony association, in 1965 and 1967 he
was a prize winner in european competitions and in 1969
took first prize at the international musical competition
held in montreal. mr. spivakov will play tchaikovsky's vio-

lin concerto in d major and, with the full orchestra under
dr. brott symphony no. 5 by dmitri shostakovish. series a
ticket holders attend this performance at the grand thea-
tre, tickets are obtainable at the grand theatre box office.

monday October 5

afternoon: 11:30 - 2:30 p.m. and 5:00 - 8:00 p.m.:biood clinic in grant
hall, your blood is always needed.

tendays

Vladomir Spivokov appearing at the Grand Thea

7:30 p.m.:special medical lecture, "the path to licensing

in Canada and united states*' by dr. j j 11 dawson, college of

physicians and surgeons of Ontario in etherington hall au-

ditorium.

evening: 7:30 p.m.:queen's s.c.u.b.a. club — first general meeting
in Stirling b. for information phone doug Wilson at 544-5862.

8:00 p.m.:seminar on birth control, the medical, legal,

psychological and ethnical aspects, in dunning hall.

8:00 p.m.: geology lecture, "orgenic belts and causes of

orogeny" by professor h.j. zwart from the university of

hyden, holland. miller hall room 201.

8:30 p.m.:series b ticket holders only, for the grand thea-

tre concert featuring vladimir spivakov (see Sunday).

tuesday October 6

afternoon: 11:30 - 2:30 and 5:00 - 8:00 p.m. :blood clinic in grant hall,

evening: 7:00 and 10:00 p.m.:at dunning hall flicks "a session with
the committee: admission $1.00.

7:30 p.m.:queen's young new democrats are holding their

first meeting to elect an executive on the third floor com-
mon room of the students union.

7:30 - 9:30 p.m. : medical film festival: "bronchospasm",
spirometry", the bronchopulmonary segments" and "pre-
scription for life at etherington hall auditorium.
8:00 p.m.: lecture on "geology of the swiss alps" by prof,

h.j. zwart university of leyden. miller hall rm. 201.

9:00 p.m.
:
third film in american screen masters series

"fort apache" directed by john ford in ellis hall audito-
rium.

Wednesday October 7

afternoon: 11:30 - 2:30 and 5:00 - 8:00 p.m. :blood clinic in grant hall.

thursday October 8

evening: 7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.:dunning hall flicks presents "you
are what you eat" — this is a filmed performance of a
unique group of west coast entertainers exactly as pre-
sented live on stage in san francisco, and los angeles. no-
thing remains sacred or beyond satire, it includes such
performers as tiny tim. paul butterfield, barry mcguire,
the electric flag and super spade, at dunning auditorium
admission $1.00

8:30 p.m.:the national arts centre orchestra with mario
bernardi as conductor and piano soloist, they will perform
the symphony in g minor by hadyn, sevenata notturna k.
239 and concerto in a major k. 414 by mozart. and end with
the popular "classical"- symphony opera 25 by prokofiev.
this is the only Canadian professional orchestra with a
Canadian conductor, the average age of the orchestra is 29
and none have passed their 40's. time magazine has pro-
claimed it "the triumph of the season", at grant hall, tick-
ets are $3.00 and $4.00 at the division of concerts office, old
arts building.

friday October 9

afternoon: 2:30 p.m.:herbert heaton, professor of economic history at
the university of minnesota will lecture on "the industrial
revolution revolutionized", in dunning auditorium.

Raquel Welch

as Myra Breckenridge

capitol — myra breckinbri

hyland — Woodstock

odeon — on a clear day you caul
see forever

at agnes etherington art centre I

an exhibition of newfoundlaitj
by artist Christopher pratt

«

til October 8

victor togey — an exhibition oil

sculpture, he will also be matf
ing a piece of sculpture outsiij

the art centre until October 1

October 4 — free evening oil

music by the band 'syrinx' all

8:30 p.m. outside the art centre!

from October 5 to 9, a coffee!

house and lunch bar from 10:1)1

a.m. to5:00p.m. and 7:00 to W.I

00p.m. October 9 to 5:00p.m.|

only

October 6 and 7 a workstopl

seminar: looking at contempo-l

rary art. ralph alien in theatl|

centre from 7: 00 to 9 :00 p.m.

OPTICAL
fRONUNAC MALL.
300 BAIM HOAD, HIGHWAY 33
KINGSTON. ONTARIO . 546-7423

MON.TOFHI. 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

' 1 111 < ""I i miiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiitiiitiiiiii iiiiiuT

DANIEL RHODES
world famous potter will give an illustrated lecture

POTTERY, MIRROR OF CULTURE
tonight in Ellis Hall at 8: 30 p.m.
FREE ADMISSION

CHRISTOPHER PRATT
exhibition continues to October 8th

VICTOR TOLGESY
exhibition of metal sculptures continues to October 1 1th

THE QUEEN'S

PROGRESSIVE

CONSERVATIVE

CLUB

WELCOMES BACK ITS

FRIENDS AND ENEMIES

FOR ANOTHER YEAR

JOIN US

AL KENNARD: PRES.
544-6160

CARL BRESEE:*J.P.

389-2481

PETER LEDERMAN: SEC.
546-3393

ROSS HAMILTON: PRESS
542-8889

MEN'S HAIR GROOMING & CUSTOM STYLING
now that you have tried them all

«v 'THE BARBER SALON' «
The Frontenac Mall, anytime, anyday.
4 carefully selected Barber-Stylists

to serve you.

If you wish Personalized Appointments
call ART 546-1045 Mon. to Fri. - 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Sat -9:00 a.m. -6:00 p.m.

LOOKING-FORWARD— TO-MEETING- YOU
MINI - MIDI - or MAXI CUTS

A.M.S. EDUCATION!
COMMISSION

UNIVERSITY CHALLENGE
A G.E. COLLEGE BOWL EVENT IN OTTAWA

People needed to make up the Queen's team.

KINGSTON COMMUNITY SCHOOL
Volunteers to help run a "free" school

for young Kingston children.

A.M.S. STUDY COURSES
People to participate in evening study groups on

the subjects "The History of Pop Music", "Pol-

lution", "The Canadian North", and "Physical
Fitness". Now in progress.

at the art centre
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Oh the

despisers of the body
Is this really you?

(ContinuedJrom page 16)

I want to speak to the despisers of the body. It is their
respect that begets their contempt. What is it that created
respect and contempt and worth and will? The creative self
created respect and contempt; it created pleasure and pain
The creative body created the spirit as a hand for its will
Even in your folly and contempt, you despisers of the

body, you serve yourself. I say unto you: your self itself
wants to die and turns away from life. It is no longer capa-
ble of what it would do above all else: to create beyond
itself. That is what it would do above all else, that is its
fervent wish.

But now it is too late for it to do this : so your self wants to
go under. 0 despisers of the body. Your self wants to go
under, and that is why you have become despisers of the
body! For you are no longer able to create beyond your-
selves.

And that is why you are angry with life and the earth An
unconscious envy speaks out of the squint-eyed glance of
your contempt.

I shall not go your way, 0 despisers of the body! You are
no bridge to the overman!
Thus spoke Zarathustra.

r

YOU GOT THE GREATEST MAN
NOW GET THE GREATEST DIAMOND

You thought he'd never ask. But he did. And
your engagement ring should be as perfect as your

happiness. Come in and see our brilliant

selection of diamonds. AH sizes, all styles, beautifully

cut and beaming with fire and light. You
found the perfect man. We'll help you find the

ideal diamond.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE

L.

Jewellers
ig8 trincess street,
kingston, ontario

Sports Stuff

The old Jock returns with 'a little lace
bv Michael Williams (hp rpturn nf a h«ma ...:«.—« n*_-.t- _ n- .... .by Michael Williams

The Grads of 70 and before
can now see what they really
missed: a spanking new com-
plex that means clean showers,
enough lockers and the best
facilities between T O. and
Montreal. No longer that dirty
clomping up clanging bell-tow-
er stairs into a mushroom cav-
ern of dust and dark to bounce
mushballs down a heaving
floor and play in the Ontario
Basketball Championships.
But the opening of the Physical
Education Centre not only her-
alds a new home for Ron
Walsh's basket-ballers but also

the return of a home arena for

the Golden Gael Pucksters.
Jock Harty never saw such a
place; nor did he ever see such
an inauguration. The Leather
and Lace paired up with the
chest thumping music of Chi-
mo to draw the first drunken
Plumbers onto the brimestone-
stuffed floor. And who ever
heard of a hanging running
track in the 20's? The only
thing in the rafters of the Old
Jock were a few high flying
students and some dripping
banners. Money and time have
brought something that the
spirit of Queen's had done

without. Maybe this will bring
back some of that enthusiasm
for non-football endeavours
which should spur the sports-
men of Gaelic tradition. The
highlight of the new set up is

not the increased facilities for

intercollegiate teams but the
swelling of intramural and
recreational sports. Squash
anyone?

Tomorrow: We win by less
than a TD and lose by more
than three .... and what's
"pin's the pivot under a pile
of prodigous ponderosity"
Poor Pierre — poor Jungle
J. Simpson ad air football.

Youth effort leads way as
Queen's Trackmen prevail

The 1970 version of the
Queen's track team made its

debut on Friday at the RMC
track. Rookies made a very
strong showing for the track
Gaels, indicating perhaps a
better season than had been
expected after the team had
lost its medal winners Brian
Donnelley and Bob Lingwood.

Aiken Quickly

Last year's star rookie Brian
Aiken won the 440 with a time
of 52.2 seconds. David Jarvis, a
freshman from Grimsby, won
his section with the second
fastest time of 52.6 seconds.
Team captain Bob Milne fin-

ished third with a time of 52.8

seconds and Keith Berriman
was fourth in 53.2.

Jarvis won the special 120
yard race with a time of 12.4.

Ron Juteau of RMC was sec-
ond with the same time. Gord
Ellis of Queen's and Ron Rhod-
enizer tied for third.

The mile was entirely at
Queen's benefit as all of RMC's
middle distance runners were
away at Guelph. Jim Smith, in

his first appearance with the
team won with a time of 4 min-
utes 33 seconds. Doctor John

McCans, the team doctor was
second at 4.42 and rookies Reid
Shaddock and Bill Hosegood
were third and fourth.

RMC won the high jump as
their jumper had fewer misses
after he and Ron Kimberley
both cleared 5'9". Wayne Sa-
vigny jumped 57".

R.M.C. vs. Queen's
on September 25
— only five events

440 yard dash
1. Brian Aiken-Queen's 52.2

2. Dave Jarvis-Queen's 52.6

3. Bob Milne-Queen's 52.8

Bob Milne

120 yard dash

1 Dave Jarvis-Queen's 12.4

2. Ron Jutjo-R.M.C 12.4

3. Gord Ellis-Queen's 12.7
1 mile

1. Jim Smith-Queen's 4.33
2. John McCans-
Team Doctor 4.42

3. Reed Shaddock-Queen's
. 4.56

4 Bill Hosegood-Queen's ... 4.58
High Jump
1. R.M.C.

2. Ron Kimberley-Queen's
Both jumped 5'9"

Discus

Won by Queen's Mark Ash-
more 108ft.

CROSS-COUNTRY-INTER-
CLUB MEET IN OTTAWA ON
SATURDAY
Participating Clubs
University of Ottawa
Uplands Harriers
Ottawa Valley Track Club
Queen's senior team won open
event — Distance of 4'/2 miles
Bob Park — Uplands
Harriers-first 22 21
Walter Eadie
Queen's Coach 22.52

Bruce Elliot-Team
Captain 23.21

Bill Hosegood-Queen's .... 23.56
Brian McDonald-sixth .... 25.05

Women different frommen
The Women's Athletic Coun-

cil organizes women's sports
on campus. This year, unlike

the men's programme, teams
for intramural competition
will be determined by Facul-
ties. The Arts and Science
Faculty will be divided into

years, but all others will with-

out this restriction. The
W.A.C. is really hoping that

this will increase attendance
as well as competition, espe-
cially since the facilities at the

new gym complex will be at

your disposal. For those who
find the new complex rather
formidable, a painless, in fact,

FUN introduction has been
organized. An Orienteering
night is to be held Tuesday,
October 6 from 7 to 9 p.m. This
will be a scavenger hunt
though the complex, and com-
petition will be by Faculties.

Volleyball and Basketball will

be offered as well as refresh-

ments. So all girls are invited

to support their Faculties —
the one with the best attend-
ance will be rewarded.
For those interested in ten-

nis, a ladder tournement is

already in progress. If inter-

ested, you should call Liz Tay-
lor at 544-8585. All Softball
players should call Susan Mur-
dock about a round robin tourn-
ament which is starting soon.
The biggest intramural event
coming up now is Wednesday's
Track and Field Meet. It is

being held in conjunction with
the men's BEWS competition
from 6:30 to 10pm.. October 7.

You can sign up in Victoria
Hall from 2:30-3:30 pm, Octo-
ber 2, and in the new complex
from 4:00-4:30 pm on the same
day. The last date for signing
up is Mon. Oct. 5 at noon. If you
are interested, please call Bet-
ty Smith at 544-0547. This Sun-
day from 2:00-4:00 pm. a field

hockey clinic will be sponsored
by the WAC.

Cross Country results
The Queen's Varsity Cross

Country runners took the team
honours in the Senior Men's
6500 meter cross country race
at Hogsback Park in Ottawa
last Saturday. Bob Park of
Upland's Harrier's was the top
individual with a time of 22
minutes 21 seconds but he was
closely followed by Queen's
cross-country coach Walter
Eadie who finished in 22:52.
Walter believes in coaching by
example. Steve Dillabough of
University of Ottawa was third
and Bruce Elliott, Queen's
cross country captain was
fourth in 23:21. Fifth was Rod
Hazen, a Queen's grad now
running for Upland's Harriers

while Queen's rookie Bill Hose-
good was sixth with a time of
23:56. The next three finishers
were also Gaels — Brian Mac-
donald 7th, Bob Milne 8th and
Reed Shaddock 9th. Tony Ver-
howen was 11th and Bryan Lot-
ta was 16th.

The team finishing order
was Queen's 1st, followed by
Upand's Harriers, University
of Ottawa, and Ottawa Valley.

The next outing for the Cross
Country Gales is the RMC Invi-

tational this Saturday. This
will give them a look at much
of the opposition they will face
in the OQAA championships in
Guelph in November.
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On the

despisers of the body
by Friedrich Nietzsche

I want to speak to the despisers of the body. I would not

have them learn and teach differently, but merely say
farewell to their own bodies — and thus become silent.

"Body am I, and soul" — thus speaks the child. And why
should one not speak like children?

But the awakened and knowing say: Body am I entirely,

and nothing else; and soul is only a word for something
about the body.

The body is a great reason, a plurality with one sense, a

war and a peace, a herd and a shepherd. An instrument of

your body is also a little reason, my brother, which you call

"spirit" — a little instrument and toy of your great reason.

I" you say, and are proud of the word. But greater is

that in which you do not wish to have faith — your body and
its great reason: that does not say "I", but does "I."

What the sense feels, what the spirit knows, never has its

ends in itself. But sense and spirit would persuade you that

they are the end of all things: that is how vain they are.

Instruments and toys are sense and spirit: behind them lies

the self. The self also seeks with the eyes of the senses; it

also listens with the ears of the spirit. Always the self lis-

tens and seeks: it compares, overpowers, conquers, de-
stroys. It controls, and it is in control of the ego too.

Behind your thoughts and feelings, my brother, there
stands a mighty ruler, an unknown sage — whose name is

self. In your body he dwells ; he is your body.

There is more reason in your body than in your best wis-
dom. And who knows why your body needs precisely your
best wisdom?

Your self laughs at your ego and at its bold leaps. "What
are those leaps and flights of thought to me?" it says to
itself. "A detour to my end. I am the leading strings of the
ego and the prompter of its concepts."
The self says to the ego, "Feel pain here! " Then the ego

suffers and thinks how it might suffer no more — and that is

why it is made to think.

The self says to the ego, "Feel pleasure here!" Then the
ego is pleased and thinks how it might often be pleased
again — and that is why it is made to think.

fContinued on page 15 i

Women's Intercollegiate tennis

tournament here this weekend
With entries now in from six

schools, the "a" Section play-

offs for the Women's Intercol-

legiate Tennis Championships
are all set for Friday's play at

the Kingston Tennis Club.

Competing schools are Univer-

sity of Toronto, McGill, York,

Carleton, Universite de Mon-
treal, and Queen's.

Pre-tournament favourite

appears to be Toronto, with

Jane O'Hara in the number one

position and former Intercolle-

giate Champion Marnie Seifred

in number 2. Jane O'Hara is

currently ranked number 2 in

the Canadian Women's list-

ings, behind Andree Martin,
who will be in Kingston in her
capacity as coach for Univer-

site de Montreal. Jane has
been Canadian junior champi-
on at least six times, and she is

attending U of T on a tennis

scholarship from the National

Fitness Council — the only

tennis player to receive such a

scholarship.

Nancy Green will again be
playing number 1 for York. A
fourth year Phys. Ed. student,

Nancy was the winner of this

tournament for the past two
years.

Other players to watch will

be Michelyne Huard and Made-
leine Thivierge from U de M.,

Jean Heaton and Margot
Dionne from McGill, and Wen-
dy Youens, a first year student

at Queen's, who was ranked
number 3 in Ontario junior last

year.

Blues blues

may be over

by Brian Duplante
The play which Varsity will make

great use of on Saturday is called the
wide power sweep. On this play one end,
the flanker and one halfback line up to
the side of the team toward which the
sweep will be run. When the ball is
snapped, tackle and one guard pull in the
direction of the sweep. The full back who
is lined up behind the quarterback
moves up to the line to cover the hole
left by the pulling tackle. The end, flank-
er and half-back move off to block for
the other halfback who has received the
ball and is moving in behind his block-
ing. If the execution of this play is per-
fect it could go for a big gain.
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Power Sweef

The tournament format is a

round robin between the six

schools, with two singles and

two doubles teams from each.

Play gets underway at 8:00

a.m. On Friday, with three

rounds scheduled for Friday

and two for Saturday.

This tournament will feature

the best Women's tennis ever

in Kingston. Spectators are

welcome at the Kingston Ten-

nis Club courts, located on

Napier St. just off Earl St.

The first women's field

hockey game of the season will

be held at Guelph on Oct. 2 at

10:30 a.m. Approximately
twenty-six girls have been at-

tending hockey practices
each

day since Sept. 21. From thesp
will be chosen two teams

0 |

eleven which will be an
nounced by Friday. This is t„'
third year of field hockey

a
!

Queen's and although
0ad

weather has made practice
more difficult, it is hoped

that
the girls will have a successful
season.

Any beginners interested
in

playing field hockey may come
out on Sunday, Oct. 4, between
2:00and 3:00p.m.
These activities were set uD

for you, women, and only yoj
can make them work. Com e
out! Have fun! Compete!

Football is fun
but let's face it
from an interview with Skip
Eaman by Brian Duplante and
John Mable
There are generally two

types of football players.

There are those who wear
their equipment as if it were
their body. And there are those

who carry their body as if it

were equipment.
Skip Eaman carries his body

as if it were his body and
wears his equipment as such.

After pursuing two years of

an education in Engineering at

Mount Allison University in

New Brunswick, Skip decided
to transfer and finish his pro-

gramme at one of the larger
engineering schools in Ontario.
On his way to an interview at
the University of Toronto, he
dropped into Kingston to inves-
tigate the Engineering faculty
here at Queen's. Finding it to
his liking he effected his trans-
fer to this University.

Fans will remember that
going into the football season
that year (1968) Queen's boast-
ed a veteran running backfield
with all-star Jamie Johnston,
Heino Lilies and Ron Clark, all

veterans. Prospects for a
rookie would appear to have
been less than promising but,
prompted by his father, Skip
decided to attend the Gael's
training camp. He intended to
give an honest effort to make
the team but planned, if he
found he were not playing by
mid-season, to quit the team
and devote his time to his
studies.

Injuries to the returning
veterans gave Skip his oppor-
tunity to play shortly into the
season. Queen's followers are
well aware of the direction of
his football career since then
Electrifying broken field run-
ning has made him the most
feared running back and punt
returner in Canada, to the ex-
tent that he has not in two
years seen a punt which has
not been kicked away from
him. Every team Queen's
plays keys at least one, often
two of their linebackers on
Skip's movements in the back-
field in an attempt to cut down
his threat. He has been voted
the most valuable player on his
team the last two years in a
row while scoring 84 points
during that period to place
himself currently eighth on
Queen's all-time scoring list.

Asked about the relative

weakness of the Eastern

League in which Mount Allison

plays, Skip stated that what

the better teams in this league

most lack is the consistently

stiff competition necessary to

produce a contender for Na

tional honours, such as is

available to members of the

OQAA. He also feels these

teams suffer because they lack

well established graduate

schools to attract experience"

players from elsewhere.
Regarding OQAA expansion-

Skip offered several criticisms

as to why this tends to weake"

play generally around the

league. Invariably, he argues*

new teams will be consider''

bly weaker than establish^

opponents and fail to provi*

good opposition. The effect o»

older, stronger teams is '

considerably dampen the pW
ers incentives to play **"e

competing with new team*

Generally, large scores
are

run up, which "serve onll^
discourage the players on to

new teams and have an
0

verse affect on their fan sUP

port as well. He points out twj

over-consolidation of tea"

into larger and larger lea^j.
may well kill support for l°°

ball at small universities
e

tirely.



Student senate

electionsWednesday
The elections for the stu-

dents running for the Senate in

.he faculties of Arts, Engineer-

ing
Meds, Commerce, and

Theology will be held Tomor-

oW (Wednesday). Voting will

take place in the Students'

Union from 9 am until 6 pm.

and in the luncn lines in Ban

Righ and Leonard Hall from

H 45 until 1pm and from 4:45

until 6pm. There will also be

voting stations strategically

located in such places as the

Theology College, Clarke Hall,

the Mattheson Room in KGH,

and probably Ellis and Dun-

ning Halls. Voting for all facul-

ties may be done at any voting

station.

To vote, one must present

his plastic student's card and

will be given a ballot corre-

sponding to his faculty. (The

small number beneath the

name indicates the faculty. I

Arts students will be chosing

between Fraser Berrill and

John Houston for a one year
term and voting for two of Paul

Burke. Lyle Stevenson. Peter
Adams. Marv Bloos, Allan
Kennard. and Richard
Marchand for two year terms.

Engineering students will be
choosing among Doug Rabb.
Bob Acton and Albert Mask.
The person receiving the most

votes will serve for a two year
term and the person receiving
the second most votes will
serve for a one year term.

Meds students (including
Rehab students) will vote for
one of John DesMarteau, Andy
Pipe and Pam Adams to serve
for a two year term.

Commerce students will be
voting for either Marcia Bar-
ber or Don Dalik for a two year
term. Theology students will
vote for either Ken Law or
David Pritchard to serve for a
one year term.

Nursing Science had only
one nomination for a Senate
post and hence Francis Ran-
cier will be serving as their
Senator for the next two years.

In the Grad Society. Susan
Miller was the only nominee
for a one year term and has
been acclaimed. Since no peo-
ple were nominated for the two
year term, it has been decided
to extend the nominations at
least until Friday and have the
elections perhaps next week.

The other faculty electing a
Senator. McArthur College,
will hold their elections in less

than two weeks. They will
elect an AMS rep and a Senator
at the same time.

Gandhian speaks
Speaking as a guest of the

Sociology Department last
Friday, Gora Vijayam. an Indi-
an civil-rightist outlined some
of the ideas that lay behind
some of the important recent
events in India.

He has championed interdin-
"ig to break caste barriers,
encouraged intercaste mar-
rlages, opened wells for the
"se of the Harijans and worked

J°

solve their housing prob-

He has been arrested and

i
ailed s°me fifteen times in
™nnection with public protests
a " d ovil rights movements.
">s work attracted the atten-
tion of Gandhi and their con-

ih.u
ns were published in

Oandh°'
Ck "A" Athe ' St with

To most people, atheism

tn^
ns

(

a disbelief in God. I feel

that i

' S more P°sitive than

m»n }
,s an accession of hu-

.

an freedom. Freedom of the

AthP
Ual Ieads t0 equality,

bell '

ls also a spirit of re-

ment .

against slavery both

Slav*
a "d Physical - Mental

im 7 allows capitalism,

c'»nun

r

u

allsm and ™ism to

v>duai
y ls a Dart of the ind'-

of '.
not 'he individual a part

therp,

'

e'y- Tne individual is

ten,
°re superior to the sys-

p0rt f citizen is more im-

Uie h
' in a government than

nead of state. This kind of

tradition makes our govern-
ment democratic.

Society is a cooperation
between free individuals If I

co-operate with society, then
society is strengthened. Socie-

ty is like a bank whose whole
fund depends upon the contri-

bution of the shareholders.

When I speak of society, I am
not confining it to national lim-

its. I am taking it as the whole
of humanity. The human idea

should grow now.

Problems in a society should

be tackled as social responsi-

bilities, not from the stand

point of personal comfort. I

suggest mixed marriages on

principle to solve the racial

problems. My oldest son and
daughter married untoucha-

bles on principle — they are

quite happy.

Going to the moon is a great

technological achievement,

but it ignores the social prob-

lems of poverty in the world.

Going to our neighbours is

more important than going to

the moon. Technological pro-

gress should take a different

turn in the context of social

responsibilities. The two ur-

gent needs for the progress of

civilization are a human out-

look and a sense of self-confi-

dence.

The freedom of an individual

should not be subordinated to a

god, to a governmental author-

ity, to material circumstances,

or to social customs. This is

lighthouse plays at pocked arena opening.
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Senate subcommittee

Statistics courses reviewed
A progress report from the

Senate Subcommittee on Sta-
tistics (as published in the
Queen's Gazette of Sept 21)

seems unlikely to generate
much interest. However the
report has important implica-
tions for students and faculty
of Queen's.

For one thing, the teaching
of statistics effects some ap-
proximately 2000 people, in-

cluding students enrolled in

some 39 different courses and
those teaching it, and the num-
ber involved will inevitably
increase as the trend in many
of the social sciences is to-

wards more quantitative treat-

ment of subjects. Teaching of

statistics is on such a scale
now that, if it were organized
as a separate department,
some 14 to 16 staff members
would be involved, making it

the 11th largest (of 31) depart-
ments in Arts & Science.

Hence any changes in the

teaching of statistics will have
long range effects.

wrong. All institutions are the

creation of the individual. The
tragedy of civilization comes
in when the individual who
creates the institution deceives
himself that he is created by
the institution — the creator
supposes that he is the crea-
ture. We are not products of

history or culture. We make
history and form culture.

In the area of human rela-

tions personality is more im-
portant than physical features.

My message to everyone is to

mix — crossing racial, nation-

al, class, language, spacial.
communal and cultural fron-

tiers. When we don't mix we
are keeping up isolationism. If

we do mix there can be no war.
When we understand and sym-
pathize differences disappear
We should have a mass conver-
sion into human beings. This is

what I call aggressive human-
ism — MIX and BECOME
HUMAN."

Secondly, the Subcommittee
on Statistics in the first Senate
Committee or Subcommittee
to be effected by a motion pas-

sed at the May Senate meeting
partly to the effect "that the
Senate encourage Committees
to give Progress Reports to the

Senate, at their own discretion,

to be published in the Gazette
well before the Senate meet-
ing". The original idea for the
above motion, although pre-
sented in a more general form,
originated with the AMS in

June of 1969. This provides a

greater opportunity for stu-

dents and faculty to influence

Senate decisions.

According to Mr. Creet.
(Academic Planning), secre-
tary for the Subcommittee, a
great deal of misunderstanding
exists about what statistics is,

which often leads some people
to believe that statistics in so-

ciology is different from statis-

tics in Math. "Statistics is a

good language" to Mr. Creet
and it makes no more sense to

think of sociological statistics

as distinct from physics statis-

tics than it does to think of
English as different for each
department. Statistics is also
not Math, since statistics is

founded on common sense
while Math is based upon defi-

nitions. However, because sta-

tistics uses a great deal of
Math and Math notation, stats

courses, especially theoretical
ones, tend to scare off those
not mathematically inclined.

The choice seems to Mr.
Creet to be between learning
statistics (which may lose the
less mathematical) or learning
"recipes", as may happen
when statistics is realated too
much to a particular field (and
which leaves the student una-
ble to adapt to new situations).
Perhaps, suggested Mr. Creet.
teaching a theoretical course
followed by a course related to

applications in the student's
discipline may provide the
answer.
Some criticism was directed

at the Subcommiteee for its

meeting at a time (beginning
in May) when few students
were present to influence the
Subcommittee. Mr. Creet
agreed that this was unfortun-
ate but stated that, when Mr.
Mcintosh, the Chairman, was
appointed, he made it clear
that he would be unable to be-

gin the Subcommittee work
until the end of the semester.
Hence only three students
were available to sit on the
Subcommittee (and one had to
quit) and a survey to get stu-

dent opinion was taken at a
time (May) when few students
were present. Although agree-
ing that the survey of student
opinion might be unreliable
because of the time. Mr. Creet
also felt personally that setting
up separate structures such as
surveys to get students opinion
for each instance it is needed is

unnecessary when specific
structures, the DSC's, have
been established to serve that
purpose already. Also, since
the report at present is only a
progress report and the
suggestions quite tentative, he
hoped that any opinions would
be made known to the Commit-
tee, (through his office), par-
ticularly from the DSCs con-
cerned. The DSC of the Math
Dept. has already submitted a
good report.

At present, the Subcommi-
ttee has noted a need for great-
er coordination of the many
courses given in statistics; a
present and expected larger
future need for competently
taught stats courses in nearly
every discipline: a need for
greater research in statistics,

both theoretical and applied; a
need for some kind of centre of
Experimental Statistics to help
those in experimental and so-
cial sciences in applying sta-
tistical techniques, and also to
facilitate research and innova-
tion; and finally a need for
closer examination of the rela-

tionship between computing
and statistics.
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Gifts & Books Ltd.
§j

253 Princess Street, E
542-6676 |

E At our New Location - Just below Abramsky's E
= Need a comical present or just a gift? See Van. =

§j He has everything with the adult taste in mind. Also =
E Adult Books — Magazines and Film Standard and =

= Super-S. E

| OPEN: 7 days till 11 P.M. f
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Artsci 74 executive enthusiastic

Spearn s of Kingston

"The Gift Centre"

cordially invites you to come in and see the

wonderful selection of Gifts for all occasions.

Jewellery — Silver - Wedgewood — Royal Doulton

— Eskimo Carvings — Limoges — Lamps — Crystal

and China — Music Boxes - Jewellery Boxes.

also

Exclusive dealer for Estee Lauder Cosmetics

Spearn's is the Place

330 PRINCESS STREET
{between Barrio & Clergy Streets)

WAGNER AVIATION LTD. 389-2221/3

CHOOSE YOUR FLYING SCHOOL

AS YOU WOULD YOUR COLLEGE

COMPARE!
COMPARE: FLYING EQUIPMENT

INSTRUCTOR QUALIFICATIONS
GROUND SCHOOL
REPUTATION AND COSTS

CHECK THESE FEATURES AT WAGNER AVIATION-
* INSTRUMENT RATED INSTRUCTORS
"1971 AIRCRAFT
•SANDERSON AUDIO VISUAL GROUND SCHOOL
•DISCOUNT TO QUEEN'S FLYING CLUB STUDENTS
•NO MEMBERSHIP FEES
•28 YEARS FLYING EXPERIENCF

B'NAI B'RITH HILLEL

FOUNDATION
extends an invitation to aM students and faculty

to join in classes of:

1. ELEMENTARY HEBREW READING
Wednesday evenings 8:30 - 9:15 p.m.

McDonald Hall (Law School) Room 103

2. CONVERSATIONAL HEBREW
Wednesday evenings 9:15 - 10:00 p.m.

McDonald Hall (Law School) Room 103

ESSAYS AND READINGS ON
3. CONTEMPORARY JUDAISM Bi-weekly

Wednesday evenings, 8:30 p.m.

McDonald Hall (Law School) Room 104

Please call 542-1120 and leave name for

tentative enrollment and for further information

The Artsci 74 executive al-

ready showing an unprecedent-

ed amount of enthusiasm (5

meetings in 7 days??) have
decided to submit a report on
their orientation to the ASUS.

Marney Cousins and John
Paterson, both executive
members, are in charge of the

report which will be divided
into 3 parts.

The first will be bases on
conclusions drawn from a

questionnaire given to each
freshman in Artsci '74. Ques-
tions on course counselling
sessions and cultural and so-

cial activities of Orientation
Week will be included.

Tricolor here
Tricolor '70 distribution will

start on Thursday and Friday
from 2 to 5 p.m. at the Tricolor

office in the basement of the

Union. It will be necessary to

have a receipt in order to re-

ceive a copy at this time.
Those who have lost their re-

ceipts will have to wait a week
or two in order for the Tricolor

staff to handle them.
Tricolors will be mailed out

today for those who requested
that their copy be mailed to

them. Some copies will also be
on sale for cash on a first come
first served basis starting
Thursday.

The second part will draw on

information gained from per-

sonal interviews with profes-

sors teaching freshman cours-

es in each department.

The final section will contain

opinions and comments by the

Gaels. Another questionnaire
will be circulated and Gaels
will be able to evaluate things

like communication with fres|.

men, problems of the week and
possible improvements.

The finished product
Will

hopefully be ready before M,
ember 1 so that the ASUS can
give it proper consideration

j„
the hope that its ideas and con
elusions will be of value to Ori
entation '71.

Who's Where available
Who's Where will be availa-

ble for distribution Wednesday
and Thursday of this week. The
1970-71 edition has expanded on
its general information func-

tion to the point that less than

half of the volume is devoted to

phone listings. Included are
such things as descriptions of

general facilities in Kingston
and at the university, train

times, maps, schedules and a
host of other essential informa-
tion on how to survive

at

Queen's. They will be distribute

ed in the food lines in resi^

dences and at the foot of the

stairs in the Union on Wednes-
day and Thursday. A students'

card must be shown in order to

receive a copy.

Uncle Paul blew it!
Yes fans the Journal Schmuck Award of the Week goes to

none other than the Editor. We have managed to lose the list

of people present at our general meeting and several days of
frantic searching have not found it. Last seen on the Journal
door at 4 one morning it simply disappeared.
Rumour has it that Campus or the Gazette may have been

in cahouts with other publications in an effort to destroy the
Journal.

Seriously, if you were interested and wonder about our
laxity in calling you - we have lost the list and would appre-
ciate you calling the office (546-5730) this Wed. night or
dropping a note into the office.

And while we are at it — we blew, the front page photo
credit last Friday. Stefan Michalski deserves the credit.
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America, America
Consistent with the educa-

tional
responsibilities agreed

„non in philosophical debate

„non these pages last week. I

would like to broaden our field

„f endeavor regarding enlight-

enment and this week delve

int0 the history of journalism,

offering for the campuses bet-

ter understanding and insight

into the life and times of that

greatest of all American jour-

nalists. Superman.

Secretly disguised as Clark

Ken t, mild mannered reporter

for a great metropolitan news-

paper. Superman fought a nev-

r-ending battle for truth, jus-

tice and The American Way.

serving as a truly fine example

of the ultimate we have

learned to expect from Ameri-

can journalism.

Born on a little known (now

extinct) planet somewhere in

the universe, young Clark (to

assume his journalistic identi-

ty as appropriate to this piece)

came to be brought up in a

model American home. Kindly

John and Martha Kent found

Clark as an infant lying in a

burned out rocket and immedi-

ately set a pattern for this bud-

ding journalist's life when they

immediately assumed respon-

sibility for his becoming an
American by smuggling him
into the local Smallville Or-
phanage. Not to leave the lad's

identity incomplete, they de-

cided to adopt him, insuring

him a home where he was both
wanted and accepted for what
he was. Without the insight of

John and Martha. Clark might
still be remembered as merely
an exhibit in the Smithsonian
Institute.

Thus embarked young Clark
on what was to become the
classic American success
story of the small-town boy
who grows up to find success in
the big city. During his boyhood
we find evidence of the strong
moral fibre with which his lat-
er successes were so inextrica-
bly bound up. He was a good
student who always helped his
mother willingly and worked in
the family store, but more
important was his relationship
with the girl next door, lovely
Una Lang.

Una was also an only child
whose father, a widower, was
an archeologist and was al-
ways travelling and thus awav
™m home. Now, we all know
what happens sooner or later
o little girls whose parents are
never home, don't we? But this
"ever happened to Lana be-« use she lived next door to
^uperboy.

Another important aspect of
ese childrens' relationship

IT the fac t that Lana's great-
" Passion was her wish to

crpi ? SuPerboy's alleged se-« identity, which no one was
""PPosed to know. Thus Clark

all A
at an ear'y aSe what

later?
18" 03 " men soone r or

arp ,

n about women, but

Hon
told

'
Tnis educa "

~. was to prove invaluable to

to nr
as ne fought desperately

all hi p
rve nis secret identity

foran ,' serving as a model
an American men.

'fo^ni?
1''

i"oving to the me-

Voun
'' S

'
CIark

-
like all good

l(ge u ricans
'
went to Col-

douht
time there was, ho

er V jn
the interest of pres-

remaiL secret identity, un-
arkable. He did, however.

have a brief affair with a
mermaid who was also attend-
ing the university. Historians
have no concensus as to the
significance of this although
certain radicals among them
have hinted at a deep rooted
escape longing. These, howev-
er, are currently under investi-
gation by the House Un-Amer-
ican Activities Committee.

The rest of Clark's life, of
course, is well-known. Moving
to the metropolis, where he
lived alone with his secret.
Clark achieved success as a
renowned journalist. Secretly,
of course, he was also a crime-
fighter but he never got these
roles mixed. On the surface,
Clark was simply a model re-
porter who never criticised his
editor, never asked to write an
editorial, and always wrote the
truth. His best friend for all of
his adult life was a teenage
cub-reporter named Jimmy
Olsen. With the exception of
his stupidity, which was appar-
ently chronic, Jimmy pos-
sessed the same qualities as
any other good American boy.
Many of America's finest his-

torians have argued that this
relationship proves the bound-
lessness of American compas-
sion for the problems of others.
Some have argued that Clark
was merely a good Christian
but all agree that it was a good
relationship to have.

Clark's editor was Perry
White, right down to his hair.

Perry was a gruff and demand-
ing mentor on the outside, but
deep down inside he was sim-
ply a fool. But Clark never cri-

ticised him. He simply flew
around correcting all Perry's
blunders because you just don't

tell a man who is White that he
is wrong. After all. he's the

boss. Perry never knew how
lucky he was but then, he never
worried about it.

The last of Clark's close re-

lationships was with luscious

Lois Lane, also a reporter.

Lois, like Lana. craved the

secret identity of Superman,
which always made Clark
chuckle. Clark never seemed
to worry that women only

knew half of his identity. But
then, his secret was simply too

important. Like everyone else

around him. Lois was most
notable for her negative quali-

ties. She was a nosy, gossiping

bitch. But Clark never told her.

He simply helped all his

friends when they got them-
selves into trouble. In fact.

Clark, as Superman of course,

wanted to help everyone who
got into trouble and couldn't

help themselves. But he took

special care of Jimmy, who
had red hair about the shade of

Canada on the map. Being so

young. Jimmy couldn't be

trusted to take care of himself

so Superman secretly gave
Jimmy an alarm watch to

wear always. This watch would

bring Superman instantly, at

any threat, a security unique in

the world.

wthat pretty well tells the

story, except for the recuring

presence of lovely Lana.

Clark's childhood Bonanza. She

had grown up to desire not only

Superman's identity, but also

his sex through marriage. In

fact, all Clark's life he was
threatened with emasculation

by this girl next door. But he
survived intact. He learned to
reject sex because he knew the
terrible cost to the world if he
lost his identity as Superman.

Clark lived to preserve a
rich and full life for all those
around him, except, of course,
his enemies. Everyone came to
know his secret identity. Su-
perman, as an irresistable
force which could stop any-
thing, and no one ever doubted
his responsible use of this pow-
er. The world will long remem-
ber Superman, soaring through
the sky, red and blue against
the clouds. Superman, who
would go anywhere, anytime to
help his friends, when needed.
Superman, truly a model story
for all American men.

The Loneliness of Becoming
When asked "What is McArthur

College?" a young Queen's student
made the following reply;

"McArthur College is a college for

graduate students of university
who are studying to be teachers in

their respective fields."

As an afterthought, he might
add: -
"The College grants degrees in

Education from Queen's Universi-
ty to successful students."

In a recent lecture, McArthur
College students were told by their

Dean that they were part of a
community which was to include
not only their own classmates, but
also Queen's University, and the
entire city of Kingston. The Dean
also said that because of the mov-
ing and building which is going on,

McArthur College is in a state of

becoming' in its own internal
developments, and also in its rela-

tionships to Queen's. But we. the
students of McArthur College, feel

the lack of any sense of unity or
any sense of community with
Queen's. This basic and somewhat
serious flaw seems to have been
created by the oversight by both
the College of Education and by
the University itself to provide
any orientation programs. Have
you ever stood in the midst of thou-

sands of fellow students at a foot-

ball game, and not participate

because you have never heard of

this 'oil thigh' stuff? Many of our
out-of-town students did this at the

last game.
There were no maps of the West

Campus and its relationships to

Queen's, nor with TEC Supplies,

Douglas Library or the Student's
Union marked on them. Even stu-

dents who have gone to Queen's
find the West Campus lonely, far

from the bustle, excitement, and
friendships of undergraduate
years, and also far from any flow

of information regarding enter-

tainments at Queen's. We feel the

lack of communication concerning

our part in the communal concept.

This lack has been evident in the

failure of the Queen 's Journal to put

McArthur College on its distribu-

tion list for at least three issues.

Golden Words, in contrast, has de-

livered their newspaper every
week on date of issue.

Bulletins for special events at
Queen's somehow miss McArthur
College. The Open House in the
Gym last Sunday. September 27,

was posted on the bulletin boards
on Monday. September 28. Simi-
larly, those persons going to Light-
house on October 1st (mainly
Queen's graduates who were in-

formed by friends at Queen's)
were under the impression that it

was being held in Richardson
Stadium until they arrived there.

Also unfortunate in the area of

communications is the lack of
emphasis on the Queen's Gazette as
a composite list of events and
meetings as they occur in a week.
Located in the General Office at
McArthur College, they numbered
no more than fifty last week.
McArthur College is a part of

Queen's. We are a part of the stu-

dent body of Queen's although we
are isolated at another campus,
but exactly what position have
we? Rather tritely, our dilemma
can be summarized as "Are we
fish or are we fowl?", that is are
we graduates or undergraduates
at Queen's. We feel we belong to

the Graduate Faculty for we all

have our degrees, and should offi-

cially be considered as Graduates
and be admitted to Graduate privi-

leges on campus. This is one way
for us to belong and we feel it

would bring us into contact with
people our own age and in our own
field.

The basic problems concerning
the lack of communications and
the sense of loneliness are related
to the realization that our com-
munal organization has a flaw —
namely, no nucleus. Our Student
Government, now it has been
elected, should begin to remedy
some of the problems, but as we
are one year students, we suggest

:

1. That the Queen's Orientation
Committee arrange for data to

be sent, before students move
to Kingston, to all out-of-town
students or to students not pre-
viously registered at Queen's.
That former Queen's students
registered at McArthur help in

the organization in the summer
before they go on their Observ-
ation Week. That the data in-

clude Course Outlines, Book
Lists, etc.

2. That maps be prepared along
with other information about
restaurant services, launder-
ing facilities, gym and recrea-

tional facilities, etc. and be dis-

tribUed from McArthur Col-
lege in the first Genera! Ses-
sion.

3. That the Orientation Commit-
tee prepare for at least one so-

cial or recreational evening for

the McArthur College students.

One dance in our first week af-

ter the General Session would
loosen the atmosphere and cre-

ate some sense of community
that seems to die every night
when the college deserts itself

by 6:00 p.m.

4. That a definite, special orienta-

tion be given in Douglas Li-

brary to acquaint out-of-town
students with Library Facili-

ties.

5. That our position within the
Queen's community be defined
to create a sense of belonging.

One final word on the issue of ,

the relationship between Queen's
and McArthur College. With all

the elements separating them
(physical distances, age differ-
ences, goals, etc.). will McArthur
College ever become a faculty of

Queen's in any total, communal
and spiritual sense? If this ques-
tion is never resolved, then Mc-
Arthur College will be in a perpet-
ual state of 'becoming' in its rela-

tionships to Queen's — a state
which will only alienate students.

Let us hope that next year Dean
Ready can greet next year's stu-

dents with the statement that
McArthur College is in a state of
became' in its relationships to
Queen's.

DAVID ALEXANDER
PAUL GAVETT
JULIA ESFORD
KATIE HANDBIDGE
DAVID COOKE
JOYCE HARVEY
KATIE CARROL
LINDA MASSEY
PAT PARKES
JANICE MOFFATT
MARLENE TURNER
LINDA HUFFMAN
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running for

STUDE
in engineering,

c
o
4-
w
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Bob Acton is in Science '72 electrical. He is

involved in the Student Faculty Commission
within the department.

The following is a quote from the report of

the Joint Nominating-Operations Committee
of the Senate on proposed revisions to the
Senate consitution (May 1970). This quote
deals with the contribution expected of stu-

dent Senators to the Senate. "They can con-
tribute knowledgeable criticisms of the
methods and aims of academic policy. Only
students can give first-hand expression to
their varying expectations and life aims."

In particular. I am interested in the aca-
demic policies of the Faculty of Applied Sci-
ence, not only as they affect the engineering
student now, but also his future in society.
The job calls for an awareness of the real
purpose of a university.

(A

o

Last year Albert Mask, who is in Science '73

Mechanical, was an executive member of the
Engineering Society and an Inner and Outer
Council AMS member. He was also a mem-
ber of the Year Executive and the Publicity
Chairman. This year he is the Mechanical
Year Club representative.

The time has come to talk of maturity and
capability. With the increased number of
student senators the AMS can no longer cry
for representation. The onus is now on us to

prove we can make the capable effort to con-
tribute to the Senate. Neither will it be neces-
sary for the senator to practice intellectual
assent. Not needing now to serve on multi-
committees, he is open to concentrate his
work on a few. Being this very much aware
he can influence more strongly than before.
The reason I personally am running is that

I' enjoy this type of thing. For the past five
months I was involved in advertising and
sales promotional activity in Eastern Cana-
da, but one overriding prerequisite for the
job was that you must enjoy meeting and
talking to people. This was my qualification
for remaining with the company. We as engi-
neers have a "story to sell" too — that the
student senator can be an effective repre-
sentative. It is not true that the engineer is

acquiescent, rather, all students are busy
and each has his own interests. Auden says of
the Unknown Citizen, "Had anything been
wrong, we should certainly have heard." It is

true that only a few students are going to tell
their representatives what they believe is the
right and wrong of any situation. I think that
if the senator is to have an understanding of
the feelings of the student body it is neces-
sary to meet many students and sound out
each other's ideas and feelings on each issue.
This is what I am prepared to do.

Implementation of these ideas is accom-
plished by "selling the idea" in the senate. I

feel if it is not presented convincingly i.e. by
a person who can establish a rapport with his
audience it will not benefit the welfare of the
student body, no matter how legitimate the
point may be. Here I let my past perform-
ance speak forme.

If the object is to fulfill, the subject must
be interesting. I don't expect that all must
find the appointment of a new Dean of Ap-
plied Science, publishing calendars and es-
tablishing university policy, for example
totally involving. But while working on the
Engineering Society provided me a wealth of
experience and an increase in perspective it
was also the basis for my interest in that
which has to do with University Planning
academic services, capital facilities and
their amount of interest with the engineer I

hope to represent you in these things on the
basis of this enthusiasm.

I hardly feel there is an election issue at
stake. With the new Senate setup the issue is
more a question of the validity of fourteen
student senators. The people vo'u elect are in
reality there on probation. Each person's
ideas are there on the same ticket so they
need necessarily have more merit than mere
novelty. My ideas are to see YOUR ideas
concrete by making the effort to listen to you
and act for you. (Whether this be in a council
chamber or on the street between classes )

O

Doug Rabb is a member of Science 'ft in

Chemical Engineering. He has been an AMS
constable for 4 years, has worked on the

Quarathon Committee and on Snowball. He
was involved in the Student Faculty Commit-
tee in Chemistry and is presently the Engi-

neering Society judicial officer.

It has been a few years since I placed my
name in a political race — something which
most people shy away from. I too become
"edgey" when I see the glint in people's eyes

as I speak to them from the front of a class.

One knows darn well that they are thinking

various points from "who the hell is this so

and so" to "maybe he is genuine and can do

something forme".
Well, I'm genuine, and, of course, whether

I do something for you will be decided on

Wednesday by the Senate elections.

The question then comesto mind "why do I

want to be a senator?" Well, if I may ego-trip

for a minute, let me say that five years on

Queen's campus as a member of three facul-

ties: Pre-Meds, Arts and Science, and, final-

ly, Engineering, have left a very close rap-

port between myself and the problems which

face Queen's now and in the future. Having

lived in residence for three years has given

me a certain association with residence life

Committees such as Quarathon, Snowball,

Student-Faculty (Chemistry) etc. have given

me an insight into the student organization.

Further experience as Judicial Officer of the

Engineering Society and four years as an

A. M.S. constable have given me a closer as-

sociation with the students' life. So, really

(having satisfied the ego), I feel my diversi-

fied background allows me to contribute sub-

stantially to the Senate and for this reason

the senatorial position attracts me.
The Senate is concerned with campus-wide

policies thus forcing the student senator into

a role as a participant rather than a repre-

sentative. To quote the Queen's Gazette "t»e

first principle of Senate membership is >i r

ticipation' as opposed to 'representation'
Members of the Senate bring to that body and

its deliberations, experience, knowledge, and

critical and practical abilities; this combina-
tion will enable the Senate to develop, co-or

dinate and integrate wise academic polit-

ies. "-

The student senator's major role should be

that of questioning "why" in regard to these

policies. For. as one knows, vested interests

often cloud the perception of many people
Sincerity, maturity, responsibility, and the

desire to work, are other attributes which the

student senator must possess.
The student as senator also brings into tl» s

group a view of life as it is outside the uni"er

sity. If one lives and works solely in the aca-

demic community, problems from the o" 1

'

side world faced by students upon leavi™
here cannot be fully comprehended. Thus >

student having been associated with sever*

places of residence has a definite advantaS'
in contributing to senate policy which v.' 1

allow the student leaving this environment V>

contribute substantially to some other en«

ronment.

As such, it becomes obvious that a defi"'?

electoral platform cannot be proposed
becomes a rather personal issue, and. t>a>

cally, rests on the intelligence of the e\ec">

rate to decide.
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SENATOR

in medicine,

Pam Adams is in Rehabilitation Therapy '72

(Physiotherapy) {2nd year) and was co-
chairman of Rehabilitation Therapy orienta-

tion.

It's very important to be aware of the stu-

dent opinions in the faculty you're represent-
ing, to gain knowledge of other people's opin-

ions and to acknowledge these. Rehabilita-
tion Therapy, as yet. a small faculty,

sometimes unknown to many people on cam-
pus. We are the Occupational and Physical
therapists in training. We must emerge from
Brockington and John Watson and become
aware of the campus of which we are a part.

Working as a member of a team is of utmost
importance in our job and in our university.

n nursing,

3
O
0)

k
o

(A

o

John DesMarteau is in Meds, '74. He was the
chairman of the Med '74 Ad Hoc Curriculum
Committee 1968-70 which presented a brief
on pre-medicine in 1969. He is the Business
Manager and the Assistant Editor of the
Aesculapian Reporter.

The most important attribute in my opin-

ion of a student senator is the ability to listen

well. This means listening to all sides of any
question. To do this well, all meetings must
be attended to obtain one side and a line of

communication must be established between
the senator and the people he represents to

obtain the other. Several methods of achiev-
ing communication are "sound off" sessions,

plebiscites and the old stand by. suggestion
boxes. Once again these methods are only as
effective as the person initiating them is will-

ing to listen.

Good sound decisions come from knowing
the facts and knowing the facts comes from
good sound listening.

by acclamation

In '67-'68 Andy was the president of Arts '71.

In '68-'69 be was the Junior AMS rep. (ASUS)
and the vice-president of the AMS. In *69-'70

be was the President of the Arts and Science
Undergraduate Society.

If the university is to remain responsive to

the needs of its members then those same
constituents must continue to play a mean-
ingful role in the government of the commun-
ity. A number of items lying in the future
(which which the Senate must grapple will

bear significantly on our lives at Queens and
warrant our attention.

The enrolment stabilisation that will occur
in 5-6 years will mean that those portions of
the government grants that Queen's receives
on the basis of her student population will

cease to increase annually. This may result

in the university's incapacity to expand,
without delay, the physical and human re-

sources necessary to meet its needs.

Universities must also begin to examine
critically the particular sections of society
which it is really serving — to balance any
inequities it discovers without jeopardizing
its standards. A problem which is proving so
difficult for American universities at the
moment and which will be no easier when we
approach it.

The imminent report of the Special Senate
Committee on Student Aid will have implica-
tions that directly affect our lives and those
of people not yet here.

The events of last year should add more
significance to the report of the Committee
on Discipline. Grievances and Other Related
Matters (Watts Committee Report).

At a time when the university is experi-
encing tremendous pressure, from without
as well as within, we must be prepared to

involve ourselves in its government and its

welfare.

)um\s dlmtntal

Jed "i ie?:i tiinuiu

Spoils — John Mable
Artwork — Alan Meyet
Features — Lnlis Kaye
T«nd*y> — Oisnne Elliott

Managing Ediror — John Solmjn

lain Society or Queen's University

nca Pnniefl by WEB Offset. Toran-
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in arts and science
for one yearterm

Fraser
Berrill
Fiaser is in Third year Honours
Politics and Economics. Last year
he was Chairman of the Arts Ori-

entation Committee and was also

A.M.S. Rep at Large. He was the

Politics D.S.C. representative for

1969-70, a position he will hold

again this year.

These elections mark a stage in

a process begun several years ago,

and the effects of the increase in

the numbers of Student Senators
will be met with a critical eye by
the Faculty and Adminstration.
The elections manifest a greater
and more realistic participation in

the highest level of decision mak-
ing at Queen's by the largest sec-

tion of its community which has
been so grossly and irrepresented

for so long.

We must realize that the Senate
is not a forum for confrontation
politics; rather, it involves a fine-

ly structured process of decentral-

ized decision making. The most
effective influence on the Senate is

that of reasoned and energetic
argument. Lacklustre and unwit-
ting participation on the part of
Student Senators is the fastest
way to "turn off" faculty and
administration and to nullify or at

least cripple future attempts to

gain a more realistic and repre-

sentative role in decision making
especially in the areas of academ-
ic development and discipline.

What is required of Student
Senators is a capacity for discern-

ing thought and effective criticism
as well as energetic articulation of

both the particular and substan-
tive student viewpoint and inter-

est. It is my hope to exercise these
means on your behalf and in so
doing help maintain the spirit of
faith and reasoned accord neces-
sary to increase our responsibility

and influence in the Senate.

fortwo year term

Peter
Adams
Peter Adams is a member of Arts
73 in honours Philosophy. He was
an Interim AMS Commissioner
during the summer and is present-
ly a D.S.C. representative and an
AMS Justice for 1970-71. He was
also a Gael in the A.S.U.S. Orien-
tation '70 program and is now
working on the Orientation Evalu-
ation Committee. Peter is in-
volved in student made films and
is a member of Science '44 Co-op.

Cries of "repression" and "irre-
sponsibility" are no longer rele-
vant arguments within our univer-
sity community.
The major decision-making

body here at Queen s, the Univer-
sity Senate, has recently opened
its' doors to substantive student
representation by adopting the
recommendations of the AMS
Fair Share Report'. The Senate
membership has been redistribut-
ed to qualify fourteen students as
voting senators. Through this re-
vised structure, an expansive
communications network has been
designed to provide you with di-
rect access to the decision-makers
within our community.
There are innumerable ways in

which the Senate affects your
everyday life at Queen's. The
Academic Development Commit-
tee, for example, has the power to
make recommendations regarding
the establishment of new pro-
grams of study, including specific
course distributions and admis-
sion requirements.

According to Principal
Deutsch's report presented last
spring, the student population at
Queen's will grow over the next
five years at a slower rate than
that of any other university in
Ontario. Obviously this will neces-

Allan
Kennard
Allan Kennard is in 3rd year hon-
ours politics. Last year he was
president of the Progressive Con-
servative Clob, and was a gael in
1969 and 1970. He is now the Chair-
man of the ASUS Other Events
Committee.

Commitment:
The university senate has the
power to Decide:
— what courses you may take
— what professors you will have
— what scholarships you will re-

ceive
— your right to academic appeal
— the quality of facilities and size

of faculty to which each de
partment is entitled

— and much more.
It is the most important decision-
making body at Queen s. A dedi-
cated student senator can make it

work for you.

sitate a more selective admissions
policy for all academic programs.
These particular issues exem-

plify the wide range of student in-

terests which are the concern of
our Senate, Academic planning
and development, hiring and firing
of professors, student housing, the
acquiring of student loans — all
these are pertinent problems of
immediate concern to you.
Now is the time for students to

seriously consider the candidates
involved and to vote in the best
interests of our university com-
munity.

A real opportunity to partici-
pate in decisions which concern us
as university students should not
be neglected.

Marv
Bloos
Marv Bloos is in Arts '72 in Hon-
ours history and politics. For two
years he has been involved in the
Kingston and Islands Young Liber-
als Association holding the posi-
tion of president and Youth Chair-
man, as well as being a member of
the Dunning Trust Committee and
the concert club. Last year he was
a History DSC representative and
the head Politics DSC rep. In addi-
tion he has played an active role in
Orientation '69 and '70.

Little precedent has been set in
the student elections to the Senate
of Queen's University. As Jeff
Simpson said, 'Running for the
Senate is a different proposiion
from running for the AMS in that
it's difficult to make specific poli-
cy proposals. One's responsibili-
ties are larger than to just the stu-
dent body."
The Senate directly affects all

of us though not as visibly as other
governing bodies at Queen's. The
Senate sets tuition, forms and
implements policy decisions and
legislates the rules which govern
all our "academic" lives while at
Queen's. It is extremely important
therefore, that as policy is formed
and rules are laid down, that stu-
dents be represented and actively
participate in the decisions that
are made.
As Senator I would of course be

concerned with all items of busi-
ness coming before the Senate, as
well I have particular concerns
which I would like to explore fur-
ther.

First there is the Principal's
Report on Teaching and Learning.
We are presently experiencing the
effects of one of the recommenda-
tions from that report. I refer to
the change in degree requirements

in the General and Honours Arts
and Science B. A.
Are ways being sought such that

we will soon be experiencing the
effects of the other recommenda-
tions?

Secondly, the area of campus
planning is of interest to me. The
projected enrollment figure for
1975/76 is 10,000 students; how is
Queen's planning to accommodate
this increase? In the squeeze of
tight money and expensive off-
campus land, and lack of building
sites on campus, how such more
inviting does lower campus play-
ing field and outer field now ap-
pear as places to build? Until easi-
ly accessible alternate playing
fields become available I think the
present fields must be maintained
as they are. These questions I'm
sure are being investigated, but
irom whose point of view?

Paul
Burke
Paul Burke in Arts '72 in lef

ours math.
He served on the Student-Fin

ulty Committee which i*
:,

duced the Whally report nil*"' u

D.S.C. structure to the ASUS. Wfl
year as the Math student rtpfif

sentative to the Faculty BuarJ
'f,

Arts and Science, he worked"

the Curriculum Commiteee of&
Board, which was responsible Ml

the recent changes in degree reft|

lations.

He was also one of the tri»""
c

J
ate who originated and organi"

the Festival of the Arts, 1970,'

will do so again this year. I" a"fl

tion he is the Concert Comm' 111?

Co-chairman for the ASUS.

In this small space. I "'".J
tempt answers to the f°"03
questions: What constitutes'

•fill

dent Power" at Queen's
does "Student Participation

to this concept? What use t&j

made of both ideas for this » I

pus? Ja
One can only be realistic a*j|

the power of students w'^j—
has worked with faculty aS aJ
dent representative; then sw

power is measurable aS
, ,(

degree of respect faculty s^jl
ministration hold for stude" 1

"*

ticians. Students will neV
!j(
™

able to operate independe" >J
these forces, never wield »nl

, , P

al decision-making power aw'Jk

be a part of the university- ' JH
in these terms is the co-op*;

,itJ

"

,n><
we will get in dealing
requests once we have con" A
one or both other parties » A
sincerity. It is well «or

,.(tl
while then to gain that resBP

Student power arises out °jm
quality not the quantity offjt
representation. It follows d"
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John
Houston
John Houston is in fourth year
Honours Politics. He is involved in

the drama Department and was
one of the chairmen for the Open
House in Grant Hall in 1968.

Adults today ask disturbed ques-
tions about the actions of certain
portions of youth and often fear
their inclusion on bodies such as
the Senate. Yet hasn't our sociali-

zation process (especially that
supposedly connected with mod-
ern educational techniques) been
geared to produce individuals with
a heightened critical awareness of
our cultural and political sur-

roundings? We are asked to think
to question, to be sceptical to be
critical of what seems wrong and
yet our actions are faulted whenwe have done this and decided that
the society we are living in is inef-
ficient yet oppressively bureau-
cratic, hypocritical, and seeming-
ly blind to the course it is taking
toward its own self destruction
The intense attachments to

one s country that characterize
political socialization in its early
stages are today being countered
by teenage realizations of what
constitutes the reality of the life
situation. The individual's internal
conflicts over this disparity are
considerable and come at a diffi-
cult time in life. The identification
aquired early in life with such ab-
stract concepts as democracy are
among the individual's most per-
manent alignments. When one's
rationality dictates the necessity
of questioning this sort of loyalty
and the obedience it elicits, a criti-
cal instability materializes pitting
the person's strong emotional ties
to vaguely deliniated concepts
against the reality rationally per-

ceived as existing in antithesis to
these concepts.

It has been demonstrated that
there is a positive connection be-
tween feelings of political efficacy
and participation in the decision
making process of one's place of
endeavour. It isn't unreasonable to
suggest that the increased student
voice in the Senate will be reflect-
ed in a decrease in the general pol-
itical apathy of this campus. For
the first time Queen's students
have a significant hand in the ulti-
mate source of authority. It is
therefore imperative that those
elected have a sense of responsi-
bility commensurate with the
importance of the position being
given to them both by the electo-
rate and by the Senate itself.

For three or four years the uni-
versity administration represents
the most immediate symbol of
society and its government for
seven thousand individuals. I am
not suggesting that the university
bears some responsibility for vin-
dicating the shortcomings of so-
ciety. However, it is crucial that
the guiding body of the university

realize the role it has as directing

this symbol of the world at large.

What I want to do as a Student
Senator is to work within the con-
text of an appreciation of these
things and the implications they
have for this academic communi-
ty. The feelings of dissatisfaction
felt for society and the politics of
its government are bound to find
expression in the relationships
with the most concrete and imme-
diate examples of the student's
relationship with the academic
institution.

The Senate must function in
such a manner as to maintain it

viability in the context of youth's
rapidly changing collective per-
ception of social realities both now
and in the future. Only when this is

the case will the various expres-
sions of pluralism in the multiv-
ersity be able to coexist in an inte-

grated community. It is to this end
that I feel all Senators should di-
rect their efforts. On Wednesday
you will elect a vehicle of action
on the basis of certain values,
goals, and principles but not on a
set of promises.

Jiis analysis that the Senate
body that should have our
ble and persistant delegates
Be there can be found the
important ears to bend on
Bmpus.
pere does not exist almost
Bete student support for the
fn of its representatives, the
Pstration can challenge any
|l senator, when he proposes
|™g "disagreeable," wheth-
Jruly represents the opinion
Indent body -a hard state-po prove when only 30% of
Morale turned out to vote
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Richard
Marchand
Richard Marchand is in third year
honours History and Politics. He
was the president of the Kingston
and Islands Liberal Association
and a member of the Dunning
Trust Committee for two years.
He worked on the Orientation pro-
grams for 1969 and 1970 and was
the History DSC rep and the head
politics DSC rep last year.

Since my nomination, the ques-
tion most frequently asked is

"Why be bothered; it's only a
game!" Unfortunately, too many
students at Queen's seem to have
that idea. Since I came to Queen's,
the same question had occurred to

me as I sat back in bemusement
and watched the contortions of

those involved in student gov't, at

all levels. I watched many cam-
paign on promises of increased
communications between the stu-

dent gov't and the great grey mas-
ses (you and I). However, commu-
nication still does not exist! And
students continue to slide into apa-

thy. If you think not, look at the

low percentage of students who
even bother to vote in most elec-

tions and referendums. Again, I

watched these same political heav-

ies decry the credibility gap be-

tween administration, faculty, and
students, and then promise that if

elected they would do their en-

lightened utmost to dispel it. Many
of them were elected. I watched
and waited. The problem is still

with us! Why? Probably because
they discovered that there was
more work involved than they

were willing to undertake. Once in

office, too many students develop

the same "civil service" mentali-

ty which they are all too eager to

condemn in their predecessors and
the administration. They begin to

see their position as a sinecure.

But, you have to understand that
they probably only sought the of-

fice because: it was the "in" thing
to do, because all of their friends
were doing it; or, to do otherwise
would be to relinquish their "cool"
image; or, it would look good on a
later job application; or, they fan-
cied themselves as political heavies.

So they played the game, and a
game it was. It is still a game to

many. Meanwhile students contin-
ue to slide into apathy, and you
cannot really blame them.

I am not a political heavy, and I

hope to God that I never will be !

However, I am a student who
abhors the mentality and the sys-
tem just outlined. I am tired of not
being represented by those claim-
ing to represent me and the major-
ity of Queen's students. If I can
offer anything it is a belief that
there is work to be done, an
awareness that it will take time
and effort, and a willingness and
desire to attempt the job myself.

I will make no promises. But I

can say with certainty that I will

do my best to always be available

to any student who feels that he
has ideas to legitimately express,
or just plain gripes to air. I will be
available Mon. through Thurs., 7-

10 p.m., in the Queen's Archives
(second floor, Douglas Library).
This applies right throughout the

year not just prior to the election.

The one main plan which I per-
sonally plan to push is an official

review oj the assessment, collection,

and distribution oj the NON-ACA-
DEMIC FEES at Queen's. I want a
comprehensive re-assessment and
justification of the situation as it

now exists. I would like to help.

The rest is up to you.

These elections are important
despite the lack of publicity which
has been given to them. If you do
not even bother to vote, then you
have no right or cause to complain
about the actions or inaction of
those elected. VOTE! It can harm
no one, and it might do this univer-

sity a lot of good.

Lyle
Stevenson
Lyle Stevenson is in Arts '73 and is

majoring in Geography. Last year
he was the geology representative
on the Miller Club executive. This
year he is the Central Committee
Chairman for Morris Hall and the
Social Convenor on the Inter-Resi-
dence Council Executive.

Basically, I would like to see an
ever increasing field of participa-
tion by students in the affairs and
Government of the University,
Those of us, who are now privi-
ledged to be serving in areas of
participation already granted the
student body in the University
structure, can work towards this
goal by displaying active, effec-
tive, responsible action within our
spheres of influence.

Working toward expansion of
student participation within the
University structure can not be
carried out unilaterally. Along
with it must go a concerted effort
to awaken a political awareness
within the student body, so that a
selection of good candidates rep-
resentative of the majority think-
ing of their particular constituen-
cy, are forthcoming, to stand for
new offices as they are created.

Although an elected representa-
tive should be prepared to give
leadership, he should not lose sight
of the fact that he must represent
the majority thinking of his con-
stituents. Too often elected repre-
sentatives get carried away with
their own pet theories and pro-
jects and, though these might have
merit and be very sound, they
should not be allowed to crowd out
the issues that are of major con-
cern of those he represents.

Should the voters of Arts and
Science see fit to select me as one
of their representatives on the

Senate, I am determined to make
a special effort to keep myself
aware of the feelings and concerns
of my constituents. The stand I

take might not necessarily be rep-
resentative of my own personal
feelings, but I feel it must reflect
the general feebng of those I rep-
resent. The goals I must pursue
are those which are pertinent to
my constituents at this time.
My active participation here at

Queens in the past year has been
quite limited because my personal
philosophy has always been, to
never accept a position or join an
organization unless I was pre-
pared to serve actively, to the best
of my ability and being prepared
to give of the time required to ful-

fill the job efficiently and effec-
tively.

With this thought in mind, my
decision to accept a nomination
for senate was made only after
careful consideration of my posi-
tion, and my preparedness to live
up to this philosophy.
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in commerce, in theology,

Marcia
Barber

Marcia Barber (Commerce *72)

was a member of the Senate Li-

brary Committee, the AMS Inter-

governmental Communications
Committee (as chairman), Stu-

dent User's Committee re: New
University Centre, and is involved

with the Journal.

Don
Dalik

Don Dalik is in Commerce '72 and
is concentrating in Industrial Re-
lations and Business Law. He was
a Delegate to the National Conve-
tion of Canadian Student Liberals
in 1969 and is presently a member
of the executive of the Queen's
Liberal Club. This year he is

teaching a course for the Educa-
tion Commission on ethical capi-
talism.

Kenneth
Lowe

Kenneth Lowe is in second year
Theology. He is the Don at Leon-
ard Hall and has been involved in

Program Administration in the
Theological Society.

Dave
Pritchard

Dave Pritchard is a graduate of

McMaster University in Chemis-
try and is in first year Theology at

Queens'

I believe that there is more to

university life than classes. Of
course classes are a necessary
element in the educational experi-
ence, but there is also a lot to
learn from activities which are
totally unrelated to course work. I

feel that students have more to
contribute to university life than
assignments and essays.

As a result, over the past years,
I have become increasingly in-

volved with the university's pro-
cesses. My interests have ranged
from the Senate Library Commit-
tee, where I worked with faculty
members, administrations and
other students, to the Bitter
Grounds Committee which is

comprised totally of students.
Now I would like to work with

and for the Commerce students to
enable them to participate fully in
the Senate proceedings. There will
be reports presented such as the
one which will soon be received by
the Senate that concerns the
teaching of statistics at Queen's.
Discussion of such as this (in both
the Senate and its committees)
demands intelligent participation.
I realize that the preparation re-

quired for these discussions will
take time, but with a lighter class
load than most I feel that I can
adequately handle this. My per-
sonal attitude in working with ei-
ther administrators or students is

one of independence. I believe in
weighing both sides of the question
then formulating and expressing
my opinion. Although I don't be-
lieve in sitting on the fence, nei-
ther do I believe in becoming so
fanatic about one position that it is

impossible to change.

Modern life is characterized by
continual bombardments of infor-

mation concerning conditions
within, and proposed reforms for.

the contemporary society. Faced
with this onslaught of information,
people react in many ways. Some
become radicalized, some alienat-

ed, and some reactionary. These
forms of reaction, however, often
tend to further intensify the exist-

ing pressures and make real solu-

tions more difficult to achieve.
Learning to cope with the

changing face of society without
leaping into shock is an arduous,
often frustrating process. Howev-
er, it is imperative that people
continue to pursue a rational com-
prehension of their environment,
in order that they can participate
in its shaping. People must try to

be open to the experiences offered
by their lives, and willing to relate
new knowledge to their individual

life-style to create the type of
world in which they wish to live.

To do any less is to sacrifice a
large degree of freedom, and with
it, a large degree of humanness.

This week the students at
Queen's will elect fourteen repre-
sentatives to sit on the University
Senate. The campaign may not be
very exciting as there are no ma-
jor issues on which the candidates
may take positions. This very dull

atmosphere may mask the real
issue.

The expanded representation on
the Senate is but the latest in a
series of increasing opportunities
for students to take an effective
part in determining the present
and future of Queen's. Through
residence councils, faculty or col-
lege councils and Senate commit-
tees, students may make their
views known and may advocate
those views. This is all in addition
to the voice of AMS.

This is where the real issue lies.

Whether we like it or not and
whether it is intentional or not, the
student body at Queen's is having
its bluff called. We have been very
quick to voice opinions on major
issues after the fact and equally
quick to demand an opportunity to
help determine the outcome of
major issues. When it is a big is-

sue, we get involved and make it

known, loudly. Are xe as prepared
to become involved in the routine
day-to-day issues that, if properly
handled, should prevent major
issues from a rising?

The real issue facing us now is
what we really want. Do we really
want to become involved in the
affairs of Queen's or were we
satisfied when we received the
opportunity to become involved?

I decided to come to Queens'

over the pressure of many people

who wanted me to go elsewhere

because I was convinced by my
visits here that Queens' had good

things going for it.

I like Queens! In the short lime

I have been here I have learned

much about myself and my rela-

tionships with others — because of

the Theological College — and

because of a unique atmosphere of

co-operation, trust, and genuine

friendship which pervades at

Queens'. Already I feel compelled

to offer to accept the responsibili-

ty of a senate seat. I want to make

Queens' even better. .

I have no specific proposals to

bring about changes at Queens'

but I am willing to give time and

much thought to this position. I

have been involved in student gov-

ernment and also have worked

within most of the structures o

the United Church and so I «e"

understand the pressures, con-

flicts, hard work, and the satisfac-

tions involved in working frorn

within and watching good thine 5

happen.

There are times when I a
f!j

impatient and I think that this
»'«

be a problem while working in

Senate but I also respect the struc-

tures and herarchies which make

up Queens' and run our society

The only real way to construC
'

tively change things is by pa r
"°''

pating in these structures. P'eaS

vote.
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Girls have fun and games
No matter what your shape

and size, you can have a good
time with athletics. This was
amply demonstrated at the
Intramural Athletics Night
held September 27. A fair
number of girls came out to
play broomball, basketball
and volleyball; watch skits:
and sign up for both intramural
and intercollegiate competi-
tion. Another event being put
on by the Women's Intramur-
al Athletic Committee this
Tuesday, October 6. This is in
the form of a scavenger hunt
through the Athletics Complex.

Come out and get acquainted
with the Complex. Also come
out and participate in the intra-

mural competitions.

In their first exhibition field

hockey tournament at Guelph
this past weekend, the Queen's
Women's team downed Water-
loo 4-3, and then shutout
Guelph 2-0.

The Waterloo contest was a
come from behind affair, as
Waterloo counted three quick

goals and led 3-0 until a minute
before the half, when Queen's
suddenly got back in with goals
by Caroline Penn and Vicki
Torbet. The second was all
Queen's, as Karen Carson
counted twice to make the final
score 4-3.

Against Guelph, a solid de-
fensive effort held the Gry-
phons scoreless, as Queen's got
goals from rookies Penn and
Carson. Marie Johnston got the
shutout for Queen's.

Sailors qualify

Wopping fourth at Waterloo
by Greg Thompson

This past Friday the Queen's

track team visited the Univer-

sity of Waterloo for their Invi-

tational Track and Field Meet.

Nine teams took part and we
placed a satisfactory fourth.

The top three schools were
Waterloo, Western and Mc-
Master respectively. It was a

poor day weatherwise and the

track was wet which resulted

in slow times.

Queen's best showings were
a first place finish in the mile
relay with a good time of 3.26.

The relay team was composed
of Dave Jarvis. Keith Berri-
man. Robert Milne and Brian

iiken. The other highlights
was the individual perform-
ance of rookie Dave Jarvis,
who tied for first in the 400

' metre hurdles and placed sec-
ond in the 110 metre hurdles.
Other point gaining perform-
ances for Queen's included a
fifth place finish for Ken Pern-
sky in high jump, a fifth in the
discus for Dale Huddleston
with a toss of 112'6", a fourth
for Steve Bridgeman in the
long jump with a leap of 18'9",

a fifth in the 1500 metre run for
Jim Smith and a fifth and sixth
in the 110 metre hurdles for
Gord Ellis and Don Price re-

spectively.

HUGH FINLAY'S
SPORTS SHOP

"THE QUALITY SPORTS CENTRE OF KINGSTON"

FOR

ALL YOUR SPORTING NEEDS
93 Princess St. • 548-8255

Fall workshop sessions'

Offered at Queen's
th

16

n
9neS E,nerinQton Art Centre in collaboration with™ Department of Extension, Queen's University, will

"er the following 'Fall Workshop Sessions'. Vacancies
*'st in some of the workshops - for information, contactuenyse Williams, Art Centre 547-6170.

Oct. 6, 7

0ct- 16, 17, 18
°ct. 23, 24, 25
°«. 27, 28
Oct 30, 31
Nov. i

Nov.
2, 3, 4

N °v. 6, 7, 8
Nov. 10, 11
Nov. 13, 14, 15
Nov. 17, 18, 19
Nov. 20, 21, 22
Nov. 24, 25
Nov. 27, 28, 29
Dec

. 4, 5, 6
Session 1970/71

'Looking at Contemporary Art'

Ralph Allen

'Painting a Life Model' - Anthony Eyton

'Modelling a Portrait Head' - Pat Dickson

'Looking at Pictures' - Kathleen Morand

'The Use of Media in Visual Education'

- Trevor Hodgson
'Egg Tempera Painting' - Ian Hodkinson

'Dynamics of Drawing' - Julia Culbreath

'A World for Children' - Lily Inglis

'Printmaking' - Alan Dickson

'Batik' - Doug Snyder

'Teen-age Workshop' - Carol Hagel

'A World for Children' - Lily Inglis

'Design in a Nutshell' - John Elphick

'Sculpture' - Fred Schonberger

'Painting' - Wednesday afternoons -

Fred Schonberger

QUEEN'S
UNIVERSITY

at kingston Ontario

All in all a very successful
meet. Next event for the team
is the R.M.C. Invitational this
coming Saturday.

In cross country this past
weekend our team placed third
out of seven behind the Guelph
B and Guelph A teams respec-
tively. Our top runner was
Walter Eadie with a second
place finish over the 4-1/2 mile
course just 30 seconds behind
Grant Mustard of Guelph who
took 21:21 to cover the dis-
tance. Bruce Elliot was sixth
in the meet. The team's next
event will be the York Invita-
tional.

After a hectic, frustrating
but successful weekend of sail-

ing. Queen's sailors took 2nd
place out of six schools, thus
qualifying for the Canadian
Collegiate championships to be
held at R.M.C.

Sailing in the St. Lawrence
Valley districts. John Drapes
with Don Haines as crew has
finishes of 5.4.1.3.1, ending up 4

points behind 1st place R.M.C.
On Friday the team learned

that Bob Burns, who had quali-
fied as skipper was sick in the
hospital. Fortunately, Jim
Richardson filled in at the last

moment and sailed exception-
ally well for Queen's. And on
Saturday, because of extreme-
ly windy weather, the only
race, sailed in the old Bluenose
boats instead of the 420's was
won by Queen's. Unfortunate-

ly, that race was counted in the
final standing as all 5 races
were sailed in the 420's with
the gusty, shifty wind off
R.M.C. on Sunday.

Next week, the all important
Canadian championships take
place and Queen's hope for a
national collegiate sailing title

grow stronger after the fine
performance this weekend.

FACULTY OF ARTS & SCIENCE

REMINDER

OCTOBER 9

LAST DATE FOR

INTRAMURAL STUDENTS

TO CHANGE REGISTRATION

THE QUEEN'S

PROGRESSIVE

CONSERVATIVE

CLUB

WELCOMES BACK ITS

FRIENDS AND ENEMIES

FOR ANOTHER YEAR

JOIN US

AL KENNARD: PRES.
544-6160

CARL BRESEE: U.P.

389-2481

PETER LEDERMAN: SEC.
546-3393

ROSS HAMILTON: PRESS
542-8889

XEROX

5*
First 4 copies
per original

XEROX
COPYING

A.S.U.S.

Student Typing

Service

STUDENT UNION BUILDING
BASEMENT LEVEL

(across from coffee shop)

XEROX

XEROX

T
11th to 50th copy

per original

COMPETENT &
SKILLFUL TYPING

1
54<

Hours: 8:45 a.m. (Mon.

4:45 p.m. to Fr

from 50th & up
per original

LOW COST DUPLICATING
SUPPORT YOUR OWN NON-PROFIT

ORGANIZATION

Phone: 544-1344
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tuesday October 6 *i,„n
afternoon: 11:30 • 2:30 and 5:00 - 8:00 p.m.: blood clime in grant hall

evening: 7:00 - 9:30 p.m.: s.v.b. colunteer conference, macdonald

hall, theatres b.c.d.e.

7:00 and 10:00 p.m.: at dunning hall flicks "a session with

the committee" : admission $1 .00.

7- 30 p.m.: queen's young new democrats are holding their

first meeting to elect an executive on the third floor com-

mon room of the students union.

7:30 - 9:30 p.m.: medical film festival: "bronchospasm ,

"Spirometry", "the bronchopulmonary segments" and

"prescription for life" at etherington hall auditorium

8- 00 p.m.: clinical evening; department of obstetrics and

gynaecology, dr. calvin cavin. department of pathology

and medicine at university of toronto will speak on "the

pituitary confederation" at hotel dieu hospital auditorium.

8:00 p.m.: lecture on "geology of the Swiss alps" by prof,

h j zwart, university of leyden. miller hall rm. 201.

9:00 p.m.: third film in american screen masters series

"fort apache" directed by john ford in ellis hall audito-

rium.

Wednesday October 7 ..... . . ,,

afternoon: 11:30 -2:30 and 5:00 -8:00 p.m.: blood clinic in grant hall

evening: 7:30 p.m.: department of history presents dr. a.f. madden

at oxford university, currently visiting commonwealth fel-

low at queen's, speaking on "late 19th century imperial-

ism" (a re-evaluation of traditional approaches to this

misleading and misunderstood term) all welcome in john

watson hall, fifth floor lounge.

thursday October 8

evening: 7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.: dunning hall flicks presents you

are what you eat" this is a filmed performance of a unique

group of west coast entertainers exactly as presented live

on stage in san francisco and los angeles. nothing remains

sacred or beyond satire, it includes such performers as

tiny tim. paul butterfield. barry meguire. the electric flag

and super spade, at dunning auditorium, admission $1.00

7:30 - 9:30 p.m.: medical science lecture series: sympos-

ium on "rational use of laboratory procedures", lecturer:

dr. murray young, director of medical and technological

services at toronto general hospital, panelists: dr. a.f.

five days
capitol — myra breckenridge

hyland — Woodstock

odeon — on a clear day you can

see forever

dark (chairman), department of bio-chemistry; dr. r. s ,a

prentice, pathology; drs. s. valberg and d.l. Wilson, medi-

cine: and dr. young, at etherington hall auditorium.

8:30 p.m.: the national arts centre orchestra with mari0

bernardi as conductor and piano solist. they will perform

the symphony in g minor by haydn, sevenata notturna

k.239 and concerto in a major k.414 by mozart, and end

with the popular "classical" symphony opera 25 by prok0.

fiev. this is the only Canadian professional orchestra wit,

a Canadian conductor, the average age of the orchestra
i s

29 and none have passed their 40's. time magazine has pro.

claimed it "the triumph of the season", at grant hall. tick,

ets are $3.00 and $4.00 at the division of concerts office, old

arts building.

9:00 p.m. : third in a series of seven films by ingmar bert

man: "sawdust and tinsel" at ellis hall auditorium.

friday October 9
.

afternoon: 2:30 p.m.: herbert heaton. professor of economic history

at the university of minnesota will lecture on "the in-

dustrial revolution revolutionized", in dunning auditorium

evening: 7:00 and 9:00 p.m.: queen's blues festival two starring

danny farmer, admission $1.00 at grant hall.

8:00 p.m.: film - "arsenic and old lace" in ellis hall audito-

rium
at alice Saturday and sunday: kip rozell

Danny Farmar: appearing at

Grant Hall

VICTOR TOLGESY
exhibition of metal sculptures continues until

October 11th

CHRISTOPHER PRATT
exhibition last day on Thursday

)

Note: Mr. Tolgesy will be building a sculpture 1

outside the Art Centre during this week. Come and
j

watch! \

"YOU'VE
GOT A LOT TO LIVE

AND
PEPSI'S GOT A LOT TO

GIVE"
Call 542-8195

FR0NTENAC BEVERAGES
for vending equipment, parties

and special events.

GIVE US A TRY
Free Delivery.

at the art centre

THURSDAY - 8 OCTOBER - 8:30 P.M.

NATIONAL ARTS CENTRE

ORCHESTRA
MARIO BERNARDI -CONDUCTOR AND

PIANO SOLOIST

GRANT HALL

Tickets: $3.00 and $4.00 at Division of Concerts

THE QUEEN'S

P.C. CLUB

IS

COMING

ON

STRONG

THIS YEAR

* * *

IF YOU'RE

WITH US,

Oct.

Jan.

JOYCE & C0/S

WINTER SEASON
AT THE GRAND THEATRE KINGSTON

FALSTAFF
by Will iam Shakespeare

WAITING FOR

GODOT
by Samuel Beckett

THE TYPIST

AND THE TIGER
by Murray Schisgal

a unique theatre experience RASH0M0N
SEASON TICKETS

bv Fav and Michael Kanin

4 PLAYS for 4 DOLLARS

the greatest comic character

of all time

Samuel Beckett's

masterpiece

two more comedy hits by
the author of Luv .

.

Tickets at Nonesuch Bookstore and Grand Theatre

Admission $2.00 at the door

JOYCE AND CO. PRESENTS
the greatest comic character of all time

falJtaft
by William Shakespeare

at the GRAND THEATRE

OCTOBER 7-8-9-10

CURTAIN 8 30
ADMISSION $2.00 or JOYCE & CO. SEASON TICKET

TICKETS A MAILABLE A T THE
GRAND & NONESUCH BOOKSTORE

WITH
RON BELL

DANIEL BUCCOS
TONY ABRAMS

FALSTAFF

PRINCE HAL

HENRY IV yS
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As one can plainly see, the Soccer Gaels moved the ball by

leaps and bounds against Ottawa U. Above, left to right,

the Gaels Bobby Watson (3), Ian Jones, (6), and Joe Jano-
ta, ( 1 1 ) are shown variously leaping and bounding.

Gaels zip past Ottawa University in pleaser
Queen's Soccer Gaels:

by Hugh Connolly

The Soccer Gaels have two

games to report this week. The

first was an exhibition game
against the RMC Redmen last

Thursday. This one ended in a

tie with Queen's 0 and RMC 0.

The game was interesting and

showed that both teams have a

good defence, as the score indi-

cates: but it lacked the sparkle

on offence that wins games.
Coach John Walker took advan-

tage of the exercise to test var-

ious combinations
; among

these were three goalies, the

little-seen Jean-Pierre, and
returnee Bob Watson, who had
to lose a few pounds. It was all

just in preparation for the
weekend.

On Saturday, the Gaels went
into their second league game
and took on the University of

Ottawa team; Queen's
trounced them six to one. Now

admittedly, UofO does not

have a good soccer team: but

what made the game beautiful

was the new-found ability of

the Queen's offence to pass and
move the ball to bring maxi-
mum pressure against the Ot-

tawa goal, and to finish off

their plays in a goal. In fact,

the score might have been
higher if it were not for a Gael

tendency to make one last pass

before shooting, and so miss
the opening.

The arst half was played in

rain and see-sawed from end to

end. Queen's put on the pres-

NEWMAN'S EXPERT
TAILOR MEN'S SHOP

Suits m ade to measure & ready
o wear.

Alteration - all work guaranteed
also men's furnishings &

form al ren tal s.
2 14 Princess St. 546 - 0 1 10

DUPLICATE
BRIDGE

EVERY THURSDAY
7:00 P.M.

at Mclaughlin room
(Student Union Building)

YOUR OWN PERSONALIZED

RUBBER STAMP
3 lines, 3 inch width limit

$1.75

OVERNITE SERVICE

CAPILANO
MARKING DEVICES

423 Princess St. 544-6133

y»ni»i»nnmu»i»inimm»in»»» '»»»"r.

QUEEN'S STUDENTS

\
THIS IS YOUR HEADQUARTERS j

FOR

ARTS RED LEATHER JACKETS

NYLON & FORTREL COTTON
WINDBREAKERS

QUEEN'S SWEATSHIRTS

in 10 shades

AND ALL YOUR PERSONAL

CLOTHING REQUIREMENTS

SYD SAMUELS
MEN'S WEAR LTD.

350 Princess Street 546-9859

^***^...^ n B , B n n ......oo.on «««« «««Hd°»«««'"

sure first. David Robertson
and Ian Jones made several

good offensive plays that just

failed to click. Bruce Wor-

mald managed to deek the

goalie and then hit the goal

post on his shot, rather than a

wide-open net! Back in the

other end, Ottawa forward
Zeki Tolunay got in behind the

Queen's defence and to the

right of goalie Jim Flood: wee
Jimmy moved to cover the

short side, and Zeki popped the

ball over his left arm and into

the wide side of the net to

score. Seconds later. Ottawa
scored again, but this was
ruled offside. Not dismayed,
the Gaels rushed back with

intense pressure in the Ottawa
end. Bruce Wormald rapped
one off the cross bar, on a set-

up from Alan Hallsworth. Then
a melee developed in front of

the Ottawa goal, the ball,

bouncing off the defence, came
to Bob Watson: and he scored

to tie the game. Later Bob
scored his second goal: Ian

Jones passed the ball to the

head of the goal area. UofO
goalie Chanenarg Thipavong.

of Laos, charged out to smoth-

er it. and Bob headed the ball

over him and followed it into

the net. The final score of the

half came on a centering pass

from Alan Hallsworth. Chanen-

arg missed the ball. Bruce
Wormald carried it around him
and scored, taking all the time

and care in the world so as not

to hit the post. Queen's three

and Ottawa one at the half.

In the second half, the sun

shone as the Gaels continued to

score. Bruce took an indirect-

free kick and passed to Ian

Jones. Ian drove the ball into

the Ottawa net off one of their

own fullbacks. Then Bruce
scored his second: after much
passing along the Queen's front

wall, Bruce sent a shot into the

stomach of a UofO defender,

took the rebound and kicked it

in. Finally. Ian Jones got his

second: the ball was whizzing

from side to side. Wormald put

it off one goal post i again) and
Ian booted it home, By the

middle of the second half, the

Ottawa offence had given up
the ghost: Jim Flood had to

handle only one shot. And even

the Queen's defence wished to

join in the scoring. Em Ri-

chardson and Stan Taylor
moved deep into UofO territo-

ry to take shots. In short, the

Soccer Gaels had put a sparkle

back into their offence. Final
score: Queen's 6 and Ottawa 1.

#2 and trying harder
The Queen's tennis team,

missing both number one Stu

Adam and No. 2 John Mac-
Farlane. still managed a very
close second place to Carleton

at the York University Invita-

tional Tournament last Friday
and Saturday. Queen's and
Carleton met in the finals of

both singles events and the

doubles, with Carleton coming
out ahead two matches to one.

and winning the tournament 8

points to seven.

Peter Lukey took over the

No. 1 singles position, and
reached the finals with wins
over RMC and Windsor oppo-
nents. In the finals, he lost to

Murray Whittaker of Carleton.
8-6. 2-6. 6-3. after leading 3-1 in

the third and deciding set.

Henry Tse. playing No. 2 sin-

gles, had very little trouble
winning his event, losing a to-

tal of seven games in three
matches against RMC. Water-
loo, and Mike Pulchnv of Car-
leton in the finals. Neil Long-

hurst and Gcrd Laing. over-
coming a shaky start in a first

round match against York in

which they trailed 2-6. 0-3.

came back to reach the finals

against Paul Henry and Mari-
nus Wins of Carleton. The final

match was a real cliffhanger.

with Carleton winning the first

set 6-4 after trailing 3-1.

Queen's winning the second 6-4

on a single service break in the

ninth game, and Carleton tak-

ing the final set 6-3 after break-

ing service at 4-3. This Friday
the team travels to Montreal
for the OQAA EAST tourna-
ment with Carleton. McGill
and Laval. Stu Adam will play
only in singles, as he cannot
play on Saturday, and Mac-
Farlane is still a doubtful
starter, due to an aggravation
of an old shoulder injury. Mc-

Gill appears to be the pre-

tournament favourite, but

either Carleton or Queen's

could pull off an upset.
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Battering Blues beat

game glorious Gaels

McGill's Margo D'ionne showed extremely well during this past weekend s

tournament, although we don't know how she did.

Jane O'Hara tops singles

by Tom Wright

An old football axiom states

that the team who controls the

ball wins the game. Saturday,

before a rain drenched gather-

ing in Varsity Stadium, the

Toronto Blues completely

dominated the ground to

emerge victorious over the

Gaels. 27-18.

Behind the masterful quar-

terbacking of Vic Alboini and

the power running of Glen

Markle, Varsity repeatedly

acquired their yards while

under pressure. Many times

the Blues gained the necessary

yardage in third down situa-

tions. When this failed the

Gaels could be depended upon

to commit ridiculous fouls

enabling Toronto to resume

their routine of monotonous

drives.

Glen Markle, who toted the

ball 28 times, paced the attack

with two majors. Mark Slater

and Alboini added desperation

third down TD's to put the

game away.

Art's Artistry

The only consoling feature of

the Gaels' display was the con-

sistent passing as Skip Roch-

ette seemed to find receivers

open, including a 63 yard com-
pletion to Tom Chown. The
rushers who were held to an

inhospitable total of 52 meagre

Queen's received a great

honour this past weekend as a

major intercollegiate tennis

meet was held here, with

Queen's competitors facing

some of the top players in Can-

ada.

One of the highlights of the

meet was the game between
Jane O'Hara, last year's Cana-
dian Closed Junior Tennis

Champion, and Nancy Green,

also one of Canada's top play-

ers. Jane, from U of T. man-
aged to defeat Nancy, of York,

and take first place in the first

singles competition.

Michelyne Huard from the

University of Montreal came
third just after Nancy. The

second singles competition

was taken by Mamie Seifred

representing U of T. She also is

of national calibre. Erica Lute-

man of York and Madeline

Thivierge, U of Montreal, tied

for second place. U of T ac-

quired another number one fin-

ish in the First Doubles branch

through the play of Ann-Marie

Lynn and Mary Marge Fox. U
of Montreal and York tied for

the next place. Their competi-

tors were France Lavoie and

Claudette Zizian; and Sandra

Daviesand Eva Hill.

U of T and York stand one

and two in the Second Doubles,

but there is some uncertainty

about the third place finisher.

The entire tournament was
played in very poor weather,

and three games were put off

until this week to be played in

Montreal between U of Mon-
treal and McGill. The Queen's

team of Diane Longheed and
Cindy Riach is favoured for the

spot, but if McGill wins they

will be third. All of the above
teams will be competing in the

finals this weekend at Carle-

ton. The team standings were
U of T with 28 points. York
with 24. U of Montreal with 20.

Queen's a very close fourth

with 18 points. McGill with 10

and Carleton 0. The Queen's
girls deserve real credit for

playing very well against stiff

competition.

yards accounted for both

touchdowns with Skip Eaman
and Rochette going around the

ends for the two majors. Doug

Cozac added the other points

with a field goal, single, and

two converts.

The disaster had a rather

pleasant outset as Cozac

gained a single on a missed

field goal attempt. Shortly af-

ter, Mike Lambros picked off

an Alboini missile, and the

Gaels took possession on the

Varsity 28 yard line. Three

plays iater Rochette scamp-

ered around the right end. Fol-

lowing the convert, Queen's

had opened up an eight point

margin.

Varsity Unimpressed

Unfortunately the Blues

were not at all dismayed by

these initial manoeuvres and

countered in the second quar-

ter with 2 touchdowns by Mar-

kle on penalty-aided drives.

Half time us 11: them 13.

The second half began in a

dismal manner. Varsity

marched the ball down the

field, hitting paydirt with a

"third and two yards to go"

reception by Slater to put the

Blues nine points up.

In a surprising show ofeffi-

ciency the Gaels immediately

marched 85 yards on a brilliant

selection of plays resulting in a

2 yard touchdown plunge by

Eamon. With more than a

quarter remaining and the lead

cut to 2 points. Queen's was
back in contention.

This was not to be the Gaels'

day. The Blues again took ad-

vantage of an inopportune pen-

alty and sloppy tackling to put

the game out of reach. Vic

Alboini evaded about 6 tacklers

and made a suicidal lunge into

the end zone to end the scoring.

Blue Icing

Any hope the Gaels had was
quickly dissipated when Pete
MeNabb stole a Rochette aeri-

al in the Varsity end zone and
ran the pigskin to safety.

Final score Gaels 18; Blues
27.

Notes: This game was not
the whole season and by gain-

ing victories in the next three
outings the Gaels can still ob-

tain the coveted Yates Cup.

Skip Rochette was gjVen
reasonable protection and he
wisely used all the availably

receivers to compile a 13 for
23

completion record.

Perhaps by next weekend
the offensive line will master

a

little ground blocking to trans-

form the Gaels into a legit,,

mate contender.

The Gaels had three more
interceptions to add to last

week's total. Although outdist.

anced occasionally Queen's

held the Toronto passing offen-

sive very effectively.

The Golden Gaels emerge,]

relatively unscathed from the

hard-hitting contest and should

be prepared for this week's vis-

itors from McGill.
'

Next week will be the debut

or departure of the Queen's

Golden Gaels 1970.

First Downs
Yds. Rushing
Yds. Passing

Passing

Intercepted by

Punting/Av.

Penalties

Scoring

Statistics

Queen's Varsity

18 20

52 190

196 105

14/24 4/13

3 2

5/40 7/33

5/66 7/90

18 27
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McGill match Saturday will decide league lead
by Geoff Cooper

Queen's Rugger teams continued their winning
ways at York University this weekend and tight-

ened their grip on their share of first place in the

eastern division of the OQAA Rugby League Their

matches at McGill next weekend will decide the

sole possessor of that coveted spot.

The first XV played an uneven game while coast-

ing to an 11-3 victory over York firsts. The game
was marked by rough forward play, and hard run-

ning by the backs when they had the ball.

York opened the scoring with a penalty goal, and
led 3-0 until REESTALE took advantage of a penal-

ty against York and make it 3-3, Queen's favor.

Shortly afterward, winger WARREN SMITH ram-
bled over the line, and Queen's led 6-3. Not to be
outdone winger NEIL PEACE ambled through a

stunned York defense. RON EATSEIL converted,

bringing the score to the final 11-3.

Queen's forwards COOK, COUTTS. WALLACE,

and JILENSEN along with forwards GROZELLE,
MORLEY, PAGE and RYAN, to name a few, put
on a fine display of rage, savagery, frustration and
rugby. Centres COOPER and GRANT, when not
crash-tackling their opponents, were, along with
the other backs doing some fine, fast running. Full-

back JEFFREY kicked so well that some re-
marked they thought he could find touch in the
middle of the night.

Left out SZCRK.IY ZSKIZN didn't play.

Refreshments were served. All was harmonious
but the singing.

The second XV added considerably to the aura of
success by romping to a 34-3 win. The victory was
achieved by fine team effort and hard play, and it

was apparent to all who saw the game, indeed, to

some who did not, that this is a strong, experienced
second team that can provide a good game to any
team in the OQAA.

Scrum-quarter Terry Graham opened the scoring

by deftly placing the ball over the line. MCNEIL
converted. RICK WINTERBOTTOM climaxed a

long thrust by slickly placing the ball over the line

MCNEIL converted. MCNEIL scored. 13-3 at the

half.

Mike Robson opened the second half by knifing

through a disjointed York defense, and sharply

placing the ball over the line. MCNEIL converted

Don Sykes babied the ball past a quadruplet of York

plays and placed the ball over the line in a fatherly

manner. FRASER BERRILL guided the ball by a

disoriented defense and placed it freshly over the

line. MCNEIL converted, scored, and converted

again leading to comments that he had surely made
a point of his scoring ability. Dave Martin rounded

out the scoring by circling past the defense an"

placing the leather ellipsoid over the line. R. Sole

was thrown off the field for profanity.
Tea and strumpets were served afterwards

MCNEIL converted.



ueen's towing service
4 shining new Rolls Royce
*
r iy shared the fate of thir-

•v e /htcars Monday, as seven

E„Sfl trucks roamed the

Rus looking for unstick-

'

ri cars parked in permit
er™

s Just as Doug's Towing

T inanv was hitching on the

^oMhe $20,000 vehicle,

however, its owner appeared

and drove off.

Twelve more offending cars

toere removed Tuesday and

K,eir owners were forced to

lav the three dollar towing fee.

f Four attendants are cruising

Lmpus daily to catch any

improperly parked cars Their

Lin purpose is not to let any-

one in parking lots without a

bermit. so that those with

Lrmits are insured a place to

Lrk Any cars illegally parked

till be towed away. Any cars

J»hich have been towed away to

[the lot south of Miller Hall and

fere left in this lot after 6:00

will be taken to Doug's garage

Koran extra charge,

f More applications for park-

ing permits were received than

[had been anticipated, said

[vice-principal Wattsford.

[Permits were nevertheless

[provided to everyone except

[those in the immediate vicinity

[of the campus, and in resi-

lience.

The 1,060 parking permits

[sold are equal to the number of

Jparking spaces on campus. The
university has guaranteed that

[permits will not be oversold

Iduring September and Octo-

Iber. Thus all who have bought

permits are assured a place to

(park on campus.

All other universities in
North America which are us-
ing the paid parking system
oversell permits, as all parking
spaces on campus are never
full at the same time. This idea
is being investigated by the
administration.

More parking spaces will
also be available in the near
future. Thirty-three spaces
will be created when the new
administration building on
Stuart Street has been finished,
and there will be twenty-eight
more spaces in the new park-
ing area to be built across from
the Student Health Centre.
Drainage problems are at pre-
sent holding up construction at
the latter.

A problem is foreseen for
those without parking permits
when the new city by-law goes
through on December the fif-

teenth. This states that cars
cannot be parked overnight on
city streets, due to snow re-

moval operations. A possible
answer is temporary parking
inside the stadium after the

last football game on Novem-
ber the seventh. The stadium
would become a short term lot.

Vice-principal Wattsford
said that Queen's has been
very slow in adopting a paid
parking system and is behind
most other universities in

North American in this regard.

He also commented on the

understanding shown by most
students who have had their

cars towed away, saying that

he has received "many more
bouquets than brick bats."

MS vs GRADS
By Christmas, graduate stu-

dents could pull out of the
Uma Mater Society, tearing a
(art one of the most solid

fcross-campus student govern-
bients in Canada. The conflict

Between graduate officers and
[others, which has simmered
for months, came into the open
[in bitter exchanges at Tuesday
[light's AMS executive meet-

Negotiations on renewal of a
ive-year contract which
akes the Graduate Student
oc iety an AMS member socie-
y are progressing on most
omts, AMS president Rod
"Hwell told the meeting.

But Follwell and grad pres-
cient Vince Lawrence ex-
"langed strong words over the

request for a guaranteed
epresentative on the universi-1?* council. Follwell
™>Phasued that the council

lrom
St

,
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Ve mai° r eommit-

s
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Ugh 'o the university
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The

rencesaid.

Ived
athletics issue was
after a straw vote

showed that both the AMS ex-

ecutive and its negotiating

committee — Follwell

(opposed to the guarantee),

services commissioner Wayne
Beach (in favour), and educa-

tion commissioner Pat Riley

(neutral) — were divided on

the issue.

The controversy flared again

when communications com-
missioner Trisha Jackson pre-

sented a "routine" motion

prohibiting distribution of

Who's Wheres to graduate stu-

dents until the question is set-

tled.

"If this is done, you can for-

get it, baby," Lawrence de-

clared. He said most graduate

students now favour staying in

the AMS, "but I'm warning

you, you are going to get most

grad students up and they will

reject this."

Some executive members
claimed Lawrence and the oth-

er graduate representatives

were blackmailing the AMS.

Follwell declared. "I will

agree that the grads are the

biggest schmucks on campus if

they carry out these threats."

Miss Jackson tried to with-

draw her motion when the con-

troversy became heated; a

chorus of voices prevented her.

The motion was finally defeat-

ed with only a few votes in fa-

vour.

One executive member said

afterwards, "I was hoping this

would not get into a dog-eat-

dog affair," Said another.

"Why worry? They'll be gone

by Christmas no matter what

we do."

See "The Great Race" on page three

Debate leaves Follwell shoeless
Two chief student leaders

disagreed dramatically over

student representation on the

board of trustees, in a confused

exchange at Tuesday night's

AMS executive meeting. Presi-

dent Rod Follwell and rector

Alan Broadbent reported that

last spring's "Fair Share"
request for three voting stu-

dents on the board probably

would be rejected; they dif-

fered on how the AMS should

react.

Informal discussions with

board members have suggest-

ed that three students — and

possibly three faculty — could

be nonvoting "observers" on

the board, they said. The Fair

Share Report, AMS-written.

asked that the present AMS
president and two immediate

past presidents always be

board members.
(The board of trustees is the

supreme governing body of the

university; its chief concern is

with buildings and finances.

)

Noting that many present

board members would be upset

by adding students — some
might resign and refuse to

leave their money to Queen's,

he said — Broadbent said the

AMS should accept the offer of

observers. Follwell said it

should hold out for voting

members.
"Realistically, there is no

way we will get representa-
tion," Broadbent said. "Var-
ious members have threatened

to quit. The question is wheth-
er or not we would be better off

without them."

Follwell denied Broadbent

s

claim that voting on the board
is unimportant. (Broadbent.
who has been rector for a year,

is the first student member in

the board's history; he said
Tuesday that the only dissent-

ing vote in recent years was
cast by him last winter.

)

"The decisions of the board

they make all final capital de-

cisions" Follwell said. He went
on to complain, "I've been get-

ting manipulated right out of

my shoes the last three
months. Every time I turn
around, they move."
A straw vote turned down

the idea of "three voting

members or nothing". A mo-
tion by grad president Vince
Lawrence was carried: "That
if full membership were re-

jected by the board, the AMS
would accept observer status,

subject to review within
do carry a lot of weight, since twelvemonths.'

Senators elected
With a good turnout (for

Queen's) at the polls, eight of

the twelve new student Sena-
tors were elected Wednesday.
Two Senators had been ac-
claimed and Grads and Mc-
Arthur College will be electing

a senator each within the next

two weeks.

In Arts, with twenty-seven
percent of the students voting,

Fraser Berril was elected for a

one year and Peter Adams and
Paul Burke were each elected

for two year terms.

Doug Rabb will be the Sena-
tor for Applied Science for two
years and Albert Mask will

sei ve a one year term. About
twenty-five percent of the engi-

neers voted. Commerce, with
thirty-seven percent voting,

elected Don Dalik as Senator
for the next two years.

John DesMarteau was elect-

ed Senator for two years for

Medicine-Rehabilitation Ther-
apy. Forty six percent of the

Medsmen and Rehab girls vot-

ed.

With Ninety-seven percent
voting (thirty-five of thirty-

six) Theology elected Ken
Lowe as their Senator.

Previously acclaimed as
Senators were Francis Ranier
of Nursing Science (two years)
and Susan Miller of Grads (one

year).
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AMEY'S
TAXI

546-1111

LEONARD COHEN

CONCERT
ith his back-up group

"THE ARMY"

presentea by the ASUS

THURSDAY - OCTOBER 15th

8-00 P.M.

Where: Queen's Arena Reserved Seats: S4.50 & $3.50

Tickets: Students' Union Unreserved Seats: $2.50

WAGNER AVIATION LTD. 389-2221/3

CHOOSE YOUR FLYING SCHOOL

AS YOU WOULD YOUR COLLEGE

COMPARE!
COMPARE: FLYING EQUIPMENT

INSTRUCTOR QUALIFICATIONS
GROUND SCHOOL
REPUTATION AND COSTS

CHECK THESE FEATURES AT WAGNER ^VIATION:
• INSTRUMENT RATED INSTRUCTORS
•1971 AIRCRAFT
•SANDERSON AUDIO-VISUAL GROUND SCHOOL
•DISCOUNT TO QUEEN'S FLYING CLUB STUDENTS
•NO MEMBERSHIP FEES
•28 YEARS FLYING EXPERIENCE

DATE LINE

EXTENDED

ANY CLUB REQUIRING AN A.M.S.

GRANT
MUST SUBMIT BUDGET TO

A.M.S. OFFICE BEFORE OCT. 16

Contact PETER TROUSDALE
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Former "Journal" Editor

Elected to N.D.P. Executive
Krista Maeots went to the

provincial NDP convention in

Toronto last weekend as a can-

didate for the party leadership.

Three years ago she was editor

of The Queen's Journal, calling

tor the resignation of AMS
president George Carson. Mrs.

Maeots didn't win the presi-

dency, but she was elected to

the provincial party executive

as a member-at-large.

Mrs. Maeots (wife of politi-

cal science lecturer Jim Lax-

er, she prefers to use her maid-

en name in a political context)

said that to achieve a rapport

between the electorate and the

party leadership, one must go

behond conventional political

media like newspapers, televi-

sion and door-to-door cam-
paigning. Between election

times, she said, political lead-

ers must work to increase

awareness and interest with

educational programmes,
teach-ins, and mass actions

like picketing and sit-ins

against large companies. Elec-

toral support depends entirely

on the degree of public involve-

ment, Mrs. Maeots said.

The "Waffle group", of

which Laxer is president, is an

NDP faction formed in spring

1969 to bring together leftist

elements in the party. It em-
phasized genuine communica-

tion at grass-roots levels, Mrs.

Maeots said.

There is a definite move-

ment in the NDP towards the

left, she said, because of an

apparent gap between the

grass roots and the party lead-

ership.

She said newly-elected pro-

vincial party leader Stephen

Lewis is "a clever man and an

astute politician", but he must

be watched carefully. The par-

ty executive, of which Mrs.

Maeots is a member, will be

responsible for ensuring that

he is sensitive to public feeling,

she said.

Until a structure can be set

up which fills the "vacuum"
between leadership and people,

there is a danger that Lewis

might adopt his own policy

tone, she added — a tone which

might be an inaccurate reflec-

tion of public opinion.

Mrs. Maeots said national

NDP leader Tommy Douglas is

a "grass roots man" and a

fighter with a gutsy political

style foreign to those who sur-

round him. She mentioned a

group which emerged during

the 1950 s with a middle-of-the-

road political attitude. Last

weekend's convention, she

said, should show such moder-

ates how irrelevant its cher-

ished welfare capitalist syst^ B 0ut
is.

The Waffle Group has be.
responsible for a recent 1J,

9
I

ward movement in the NDp
Mrs. Maeots said, emphasizj..'

1
the convention's condemnati ' I

of a recent government de?
sion to export natural gas i I

the United States.

Mrs. Maeots said she
would

Icontinue a particular conce
t

with women's liberation
aim

the role of women in the NDp
Structural changes in the new
few months must include'
greater representation

f0l

women, she said.

A Waffle proposal
that

women have a quota of exeeit

tive positions was rejected by

the convention, apparently
because of a confusing provi.

sion that only women could

vote for those seats.

Women must be assured of a

strong voice, Mrs. Maeots
re-

1

peated, and she is more than

prepared to work for that end.

Five years ago she joined
|

the Liberal Club at Queen's

Three years ago she demanded
|

a student rector at Queen's a

an end to arms sale to the I

United States. Last year she

wrote award-winning features

for The Ottawa Citizen. Last
|

weekend she lost an election,

but made her voice heard.

This isthe bottle
forthe

Age of Ecology.
What the world needs today are containers that re-cycle.

Because every container that isn't re-cycled becomes a refuse. Or worse still litter
That's why the reusable, returnable bottle for Coke is the answer to an ecologist's prayer. On the averaje. it makes
about fifty round trips before it's through. And that means fifty less chances to add to the world's litter problem.

So buy Coca-Cola in returnable bottles. It's best for the environment-and your best value.

It's the real thing.CokeM
Both Coca-Cole and Coke at ugiilered trade maiki which identify only tha product of Coca-Cola Ltd.

HOMECOMING . ,

is coming! See page 10
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Paul Nickson, President of

the Engineering Society, has

outlined some of the major

"rejects,
academic and social,

Li the Engineering Society
'

ill
undertake this year. He is

Evinced that the Engineering

society is "as beneficial to the

Lmpus as any other society",

and by the word "campus ' he

leans the campus as a whole

and not just engineering stu-

I dents. .

The major social presenta-

tion of the Engineering Socie-

ty as in years past, will be the

Science Formal, which will

feature the Guess Who and

Chuck Berry. With such high-

priced acts, the formal will be

somewhat more expensive

than other years, but Paul is

convinced that the expenditure

is justified. As well, the Engi-

neering Society, in cooperation

with the Arts and Science Un-

dergraduate society and the

Commerce Society, will pre-

sent Leonard Cohen on October

15. Because Cohen is a high-

priced act, the costs are being

split. The Engineers and ASUS
(ill each pick up 40% of the

tab, with the remaining 20%
being paid by Commerce. In
addition to these major events,
the various years of Applied
Science will sponsor many
dances throughout the year.
One of the major educational

projects of the Engineering
Society will be the co-sponsor-
ing of a symposium October
14th on Northern Develop-
ment. Among the invited
speakers will be Bud Orange,
Member of Parliament for the
Northwest Territories. On the
afternoon of the symposium,
classes will be cancelled for
engineering students to enable
them to attend. Such a confer-
ence, it is hoped, will help
make engineering students
aware of Canadian problems.
Nickson was quick to point out,

however, that the symposium
is open to all students, not just

engineering students.

Nickson feels that some
people may feel that the Engi-
neering Society functions ex-
clusively for the benefit of

Engineering students because
the engineers own a building.
Clark Hall. However, this is

far from the truth. For exam-
ple, the engineers conduct a
carol service every Christmas,
and conduct several blood
drives throughout the year, the
first of which was held this
week. The Society also contrib-
utes substantially to the sup-
port of Golden Words, "which is

designed to supplement the
Journal, and perhaps compete
with it", and also to CFRC.
The Society sends delegates to

engineering conferences and
has cash prizes for Engineer-
ing students. As well, the Engi-
neering Society contributes
each year to a Loan Fund for

students.

This summer, the engineers
sponsored a drop-in centre
called "Aquarius" at Clark
Hall, as a service to Kingston.

The idea of a drop-in centre
was proposed last year by Al
Stephens, who was employed
by QUESSI to manage Aquar-
ius. The centre was open from
noon to midnight seven days a

week, and welcomed an aver-
age of 150 people a day. Inex-

pensive food and entertain-
ment were provided.

The "Hole irvthe Manor" gang recommend this baby — a Plymouth Duster

340. All tickets are due in on October 20. (Ticket sellers hope).

THE GREAT RACE

Nominations for Grad Senator Postponed
The Graduate Student Socie-

ty has extended the date of

nominations for a two year

senatorial term to Wednesday,

October 14.

Of the two senate positions

open from graduate studies,

the one year term was won by

acclamation, by Susan Miller,

a masters student in English.

The two year term was not

contested, and the graduate

nominations committee
chaired by Ian Boag, decided

to extend the nomination peri-

od by a week to allow interest-

ed persons to register their

nomination.

Mr. Boag thinks the gradu-

ate students may have lacked

information about the closing

of nominations. In view of the

fact that most candidates for

masters degrees spend only

one year at the university, the

two year term is realistic only

to doctoral students. Mr. Boag
points out that these are the

people most intensely involved

in academic work.

Graduate students interest-

ed in registering candidacy for

the senate are asked to contact

Vince Lawrence, GSS presi-

dent, in room 118. Ellis Hall:

Ian Boag, third floor Dupuis
Hall; or Ron Duggleby. fourth

floor. Biology.

Friday. October sixteenth is

international Earth Survival

Day. So that Queen's students

may demonstrate their un-

bounded enthusiasm for the

cause of cleaner air. the AMS
Education commission is spon-

soring the first annual "Tour
de Kingston", the great anti-

pollution bicycle rally. At 4:00

PM on the afternoon of the six-

teenth all students, men and
maidens alike, will have a

chance to demonstrate their

skill on a bicycle in a round-
the-streets contest. Winners
will be those cyclists who can
cover the course in the mini-

mum safe time, obeying all

traffic laws (stop signs, 'rules

of the road' etc. I and commit-

ting no dangerous acts. Race

marshals will be posted to en-

sure that traffic rules are not

broken. Several classes for

men. women, single and multi-

geared bikes may be run. de-

pending on turnout. Trophies,

laurels and honors will be be-

stowed upon the winners and
everyone has a chance to "pe-
dal for pollution". No entry fee

is required and entries will be
all those who leave their cars
at home and report with their

bicycles to the starter, in front

of Kingston Hall, between 3:30

and 4:00 PM.

Persons who do not wish to

receive a Tricolor '71 (next

year's) can drop in at the

AMS office from 10 a.m. to

2 p.m. until Friday, Octo-

ber 23 to have the four dol-

lar fee credited to their

university fee account.
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Let us

give

thanks
Let us give thanks for all our blessings. And

thank our Maker for all that he has bestowed
upon us. The lakes and sparkling streams —
their clear cool depths. The flowers and trees
— waving in the autumn breeze. The love of one
man for his fellow man — true beauty.

Then let us give our thanks. Remembering
all those things long past. Our father . .

.

Arrow . . . who art in Heaven . . . B-52 . . . hal-

lowed be thy name . . . fascist Pigs! . . . thy
kingdom come . . . Big Boy and Little Boy . . .

thy will be done . . . Aushwitz ... on earth as it

is in heaven . . . smog . . . give us this day our
daily bread . . . India . . . and forgive us our
trespasses . . . Czechoslovakia ... as we for-

give those who trespass against us . . . treaty of

Versailles (1918) . . . and lead us not into

temptation . . . Madison Ave . . . But deliver us
from evil . . . Spiro . . . forever and ever.

Accordingly let us give thanks to each other

as we listen to the radio give the pollution count
as we toss our pop bottles out of the car win-
dow. Let us praise learning and education from
our cement-enclosed, windowless classrooms.
Let us praise life while advocating the need to

defend our 'liberty'. Let us praise food because
we know what the word means . .

.

Let us eat cake.

(ipumtH Kmtrnal

News - BtllJohni

i
'
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He's not heavy,

he's my brother
by Peter Griffiths

There is a new minority
group on campus that is being
discriminated against in such
an outrageous manner that a

public outcry must be raised.

Are you listening, you guardi-
ans of human rights, protector
of the little man? Are you lis-

tening you tenacious tradition-

alists frantically looking for

something to reform? If you
won't help rectify this situa-

tion no one will. I'm not talk-

ing about WASPs, although
they have certainly felt the
weight of bigoted public opin-
ion bearing down on them in

the last few years. Nor am I

talking about the much ma-
ligned apathetic majority for
their cause is already being
courageously championed.
No, I'm talking about 'the
Heavies'.

Mind you I can understand
why the heavies are so hated.

They're so damn intimidating,

so damn serious. I think as a

whole they are one of the most

unhappy groups I've ever
seen. I mean, have you ever
seen a heavy smile? No. They
always walk around with long
faces trying to get into a seri-

ous conversation. If only
they'd talk about something
we care about — something
like pollution or football buses
to Toronto. Now there are
some subjects that a man can
really get into. But they don't
talk about them. They're al-

ways bleating about academic
freedom or university reform
or alienation. Bleah.

I don't want to alarm any-
one but have you noticed the
increase in creeping heavyism
on this campus? As soon as
someone shows an interest in

an AMS committee or, for
that matter, in any university
committee, the whisper goes
out that he's one of 'them'.
Why the things I heard about
some of my best friends after
they started working for one
of those nefarious committees
were incredible. I couldn't

believe that they could have

changed so much, but every-

one said they had so what

could I do but stop seeing

them? Poor slobs. It's creep-

ing heavyism, I tell you.

But I have digressed. 1

didn't mean to let my e ro
°'

tions take control of me lil<e

that. What I really wanted W

say is — so what if the creeps

won't communicate, w'"1 "

average students once tjw

take office, so what if "ty

never smile or go to any

parties, so what if they w°"j

on their student politics

hours a day — that's really

«

reason to hate them. May",

we should pity them i
ns,ea

_,

and try our best to bring

back onto the beer stre"

path of dalliance.

WATCH THIS SPAfjjji

NEXT WEEK FOE
HORRIFYING TRUE \

u

FESSION STORY "I WAs

y
HEAVY AND LOVED IT

PETER GRIFFITHS.
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Parking
Policy

Professed
by Prof. Rod Robertson

The two most important issues in the life of mod-

, man are sexual abilities and parking problems.

*rhe subject of today's lesson is the more important

f these
— parking.

I had hoped to have these views printed in CAM-

US 1970 so as to keep the dialogue within the fami-

so to speak. But the stated policy of CAMPUS

70
"published ... for the university communi-

"
is to print only cheerful and nice things. So I

ve resorted to the more public newspaper.

Before coming to Queen's, I have taught at four

ither universities. Three of them charged nothing

or parking
— on the theory that parking is a fringe

enefit like free toilets. One of those universities

id allocate space by granting each department a

ertain number of permits to be distributed by

hose closest to the actual situation. The fourth uni-

versity charged for parking by offering value for

sh. The more you paid, the closer you got to your

ace of employment. Those who paid least got a

stant parking spot but free bus service. The sys-

jms of departmental allocation and paying for

ervice were unabashedly hierarchical. Rank had

rivileges. Both, though, were open and above

oard.

Queens has evolved a system that is deceptive in

oncept and implementation. It combines the worst

if several systems and is almost surely guaranteed

to arouse strong antagonisms and worse among
students and staff.

Several months ago, Queen's employees were
polled regarding their views about some vague

ideas for a new parking system. Many of us re-

sponded with detailed opinions. What then? Nothing
until the completed plan was announced recently in

two redundant issues of the QUEEN'S GAZETTE,
onw white and one grey-green.

The white GAZETTE said, "This policy has been
drawn up after lengthy consultations with the con-

stituent representatives of the Queen's community.
As a result of these discussions with faculty, staff

and students, it was decided that the policy . . .

will be implemented for the coming year." No
doubt there were discussions with unnamed "con-
stituent representatives," but we in the rank and
file were neither informed nor consulted about
matters that intimately affect us. One vague poll
does not constitute communication. There was not
visible dialogue, no suggested proposals, no allowed
responses, no new proposals, no public considera-
tion of public policy.
The first principle announced without public dis-
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cussion is that the further you live from the cam-
pus, the more right you have to park close to your
place of work. In CAMPUS 1970, the Parking Office
is quoted as "recognizing" the difficulty of assess-
ing priorities of such a system, but this proposal —
along with all others received — will be considered
when the Regulations are reviewd." But why not do
this before you start the system? Why wait until it is

in force — unless, of course, you are not seriously

interested in change. The conlusion is hard to avoid.

It is bureaucratic dimwittedness to implement a

system and consider other proposals later. Where
was the public dialogue?

The second principle announced without public
discussion was that if you could pay the fee all at

once, you paid less than if you had to pay it month
by month — as you received the service you were
paying for. This means that students and lower-sal-

aried employees will pay more for the same service

than professors — literally more, not to mention
the fact that the sum will be a far larger proportion

of their incomes. This is excellent business prac-

tice, of course. Screw the little guy and reward the

big guy. Where was the public dialogue?

The third principle announced without public dis-

cussion was that each person paid the same price

regardless of the quality of service he received.

Whether you have to park far from your place of

work or next to it, your fee is the same. Where is

tha sanity in this? And where was the public dia-

logue?

The fourth principle has not been announced —
and needless to say there was no public discussion.

Although the GAZETTE states that more than one

thousand parking spaces will be available and that

more will be added by next summer, it does not

announce that the present number of parking

spaces has been reduced by closing off areas which

have been in use for several years, largely along

campus streets. Did cars parked there get in the

way of the movement of fire trucks and other nec-

essary vehicles? That is not the case certainly in

the former parking area in the circle in front of the

Old Arts Building. Or was it their aesthetic ugli-

ness? No bureaucrat has bothered to explain this

action. Only redundant memos. For God's sake,

where was the public dialogue?

One justification was indeed given. Each parking

spot represents an investment of $2000, it has been
said; this is supposed to make us feel economically
guilty about our free ride — or park. What fatuous-

ness! How much is a flower bed worth? How much
for a lawn? What is the market price for a concrete
plaza, a flight of ornamental steps? What can you
sell a public toilet for? Why not charge tolls to look

at the flowers, walk along the paths? I would ask a

similar question about the free toilets, but 1 dread
to bring up the subject within earshot of a bureau-
crat.

The ultimate absurdities, though minor in im-
portance, are those two beautiful quotations in

CAMPUS 1970. The first by Rod Folwell, president

of the Alma Mater Society: "No student has the

God-given right to . . . park for free on University

land." Correct, and no student has the God-given
right to crap for free in University toilets.

The second quotation is by an unnamed professor

who took the time to calculate his hourly parking
rate under the system. It came to 4V2C per hour,

"the best rate in Kingston." I did the same calcu-

lations for my fees. They came to almost 10c per
hour — not the best rate and not even near where I

work.

PS: At the last university I worked at. detailed
studies of traffic problems were regularly made:
where did the employees live, what routes did they

use. where did they try to park, what alternative

transportation was available, etc. An attempt was
made to discover the true nature of the problem
before solutions were tried. The Queen's proce-

dure? Go, Gaels, go!

PPS: After the first two days of the new system. I

notice a great many empty spaces in the authorized

parkinglots. Nosurprise considering the inept plan-

ning. But just think of those $2000 spaces going to

waste! The economic bind boggles.

by Alan Broadbent

I wouldn't be at all adverse to calling this era
the age of the ripoff". A ripoff occurs when an

experience is deprived of large parts of its prom-
'se and gusto by someone who is either malicious
or insensitive. And while we have a lot of very
8°od things around, there is also an abundance of
"poffs.

!n our university community, we have ripoffs on
very 'evel. Some are simple and depend on how

°" individual relates to a mass situation. An ex-

ample of this would be my feeling that I was
^'PPed off at the recent Lighthouse concert. In this

tionV
he

-

r ' poft WaS musica1
'

intellectual, emo-

totall
spiritual, and financial. In fact, I felt quite

liked the

v ripped off. At the same time, others really

OUSs
concert, and so it wasn't really that seri-

npoff.

tlji
there is tne sort of "indmn-giver" ripoff

(o

a
< occurs when someone in a bureaucracy offers

thin'

V

t
sometn'ng, and then doesn't. This kind of

h
naPpens when an AMS candidate says that

the
do sorr| ething, and then he doesn't, or when

a
"""versify administration says they will build

PieT building to house the engineers, for exam-

thev
'hey don or at least they don ' d0 " whe"

"iDoff
ay tney wi"- Tnese are not rea"y Personal

usual,
and the Pe0Ple who perpertrate them

a "y have reasonable cause not to fulfill their

promise, but they do hurt some people.

Of course, ripoffs escalate all the way up to the

worst possible type, that where one person mali-

ciously deprives someone else of something that is

important. It is, I hope, human nature to deplore

this kind of action, but it occurs here as much as in

most places, if not more often.

There are two kinds of ultimate ripoffs preva-

lent in the university. The first is the most seri-

ous, for it is not just a matter of money or time. It

is sharply dishonest, but seems to be an accepted

part of academic life. It is when a professor takes

a piece of research done by a student, and then

subsequently publishes parts of it, or publishes

ideas taken from it, or in some cases publishes the

whole thing verbatim. In any case, it is a matter

of depriving someone of something much greater

than an object or a personal belonging. It is like

doing half a heart transplant.

The second ripoff of this kind is when a profes-

sor asks a student to do a job and mentions a spe-

cific payment but on payday comes across with a

lot less. This happens here, and perhaps the onus

is on the administration to rectify the problem by

requiring everyone involved in this kind of em-

ployment, no matter how casual, to sign a form

stating payment, length of employment, times of

employment, and type of work. This would protect

both the employer and the employee, because it is

just as likely that the student may unjustly claim

that he is being underpaid. It would simply inject

certainty into the proposition.

Very often these things happen at the universi-

ty, and the student feel reluctant to complain to

anyone, because he may feel that he is jeopardiz-

ing his academic future. This feeling may or may
not be well founded, but it is real and commands
the student's conduct.

The answers to these ripoffs must be found by

the people who have influence over the whole uni-

versity community. It isn't enough for the Alma
Mater Society to do something because they have
little jurisdiction over faculty, and the faculty

association has little jurisdiction over students.

The Senate and the administration can take action

to eliminate this kind of behaviour at the universi-

ty. They have the power to make legislation gov-

erning the whole university.

Ripoffs are always a curse, and there is no ex-

cuse for their continuation. If we can't get rid of

them at the university, then there probably isn't

much hope for the rest of the world. We are en-

lightened here, according to the latest reports, so

we can set standards that we can take some pride

in. This kind of behaviour isn't necessary for the

survival of the academic community.

So, off the ripoff, let's get it all on, if you can dig
that, get it all together, as it were, and get rid of
these bad ripoffs.

I
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An Analysis

The permutation of

interpersonal relations
Three states of mind are possible in regards to one's

feelings towards a person of the opposite sex: love, hate,

and indifference. The first two can exist in varying degrees

of intensity. Between two people, six permutations are pos-

sible.

1. love-love. You have nothing to worry about unless

there are others in the life of your idol. In this event, you

have a Problem. You have to Compete. You have to make

Special Efforts. If the feeling is not intense, you do not have

a problem, however. You can live with it. You are part of a

big happy group.

2. love-indifference. Your idol returns your affection

with a stony wall of indifference. Either the relationship is

new and may yet develop into a Type 1, or you have tried

and failed, and if you're not careful it may become a Type 3.

In either case Type 2 is highly unstable. If the feeling is not

intense it is not much of a problem.

3. love-hate. This can form almost spontaneously on

first meeting, or it can result from a deteriorated Type 1 or

2. It can change into other types, especially a Type 6, but on

rare occasions has been known to transmute into a Type 1.

The more intense the feelings the less stable the relation-

ship. A couple in the throes of this type of affair can be

highly entertaining to observe. These cases, like Type 2's,

are easily detectable and much snickered at by peers. In the

plebeian argot, this is known as Unrequited Love. The sub-

ject matter of multitudinous paperback novels and hit re-

cords. It can be hell for either party involved.

4. indifference-indifference. The indifferent party

probably considers the other not even worth the energy to

hate, and works on the premise that the best way to rid

oneself of a nuisance is to ignore it in hopes it will go away.

6. hate-hate. The manifestations of hate-hate interac-

tions are usually spectacular, and even more so if the rela-

tionship is between two of the opposite sex. In these cases

physical violence is seldom seen, and encounters are psy-

chological. They can range from a studied and carefully

maintained indifference to scathing verbal warfare. These

instances are not easily concealed from peers, who vigilant-

ly keep score. In singular cases a Type 6 could mutate into a

Type 1, often progressing first through a Type 3. This is of

considerable interest to gossipmongers, and the two in-

volved must be prepared to face considerably more heckling

and derision than in an ordinary Type 1. It is therefore not

unusual for one or both parties to hide with elaborate pains

the change of attitude, deceiving most into believing the

relationship is still a Type 6.

Your relationship with each person of tbe opposite sex

that you know can be put into one of these six classes. Most
will be Type 4's, but it is the Type 1 that makes life pleasant

and the Type 3 or 6 that makes it interesting.

h

The following article is reprinted from the

Sept. 19 edition of the Star Weekly, written by

Gary Lautens, and proposing a new charity

organization that is of extreme relevance to

anyone who is anyone in the upcoming social

Revolution.

A new charity has sprung up called SOC-

TAASF which you will be hearing about in the

months to come.
SOCTAASF stands for Send Old Clothes To

An Affluent Student Fund.

As everyone knows, students like nothing

better than to be dressed in rags, the older the

better.

Unfortunately, however, there aren't always

enough rags to go around.

As a result, some students are forced to wear

new clothing until they can get something

worse.

Naturally, this makes them the target of a

great deal of abuse and scorn from their class-

mates.
SOCTAASF would end all that.

"We would like to guarantee every young
person the right to be ill-clad year round," a

SOCTAASF spokesman told me.
"However, at the beginning, we realize

that's an impossible dream. After all, Janis

Joplin wasn't made in a day.

"Therefore, what we propose is to provide

every student 16 and over with enough worn-out

clothing to last through the school year."

"How do you propose to do that?" I asked.

"We are starting a campaign in Asia and Af-

rica for old clothes. Our slogan is, "Give To An
Affluent Student.'

"We hope to collect 100 tons of buttonle
ss

shirts and trousers with no seats by the endo[

October."
"Then you'll accept any old clothes?" I sug.

gested.

"Only if they need mending, haven't been

laundered, and are tatty.

"There's no point sending an overcoat win

two sleeves, for example, to an affluent stu-

dent. He already has one of those.

"What he wants is something the wind can

whistle through, something with a lining thai

hangs down the back.

"It is the opinion of SOCTAASF that eveij

person attending college in this country is enti-

tled to at least one pair of dirty sneakers with

his little toe sticking through the fabric.

"Why do the young people need the old

clothes?" I wanted to know.
"Because of the protests on campus," the

SOCTAASF representative explained.

"You can't attend any kind of a demonstra-

tion in a $550 suit. You've got to dress down

before you go out these days.

"Poor is beautiful. Poor people have soul.

They don't chase material goals like the middle

class."
' 'What do you hope to do for the poor people

by dressing like them and espousing their way

of life?" I asked.

"Raise their standard of living, stupid, what

else?"
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Yes Ma, an open air market, the biggest bet to

by Richard Osier

It doesn't seem to belong,
myriad colors of life and
green sprinkled on a corner of

dull dirty parking lot gray,
surrounded by duller and
darker gray of unimpressive
Kingston skyline. It is there
though, not a dream, but
reality. It exists as a link with
different times, different
values and a different way of

life.

Yes, it is smaller now,
pushed obstinately back until

it holds but a corner of its

once sprawling empire of

sidewalks, streetcorners and
the kaleidescope of Kingston

coloured characters associat-

ed with it. The horses and
carts are gone now; cars and
mile weary trucks take their

place, one of the many mod-
ern day veneers of this vi-

brant fresh produce market.
Yes Ma, an open air mar-

ket, the biggest between To-

ronto and Montreal. It exists

as a pleasant yet struggling

anachronism in a time of

canned, sealed and oh so ste-

rile environment with white
coated attendants to stamp on
prices and take money. There
is little communication ex-

cept for grunts indicating

where frumpy frozen or fee-

bly fresh vegetables can be
found, if you're lucky. There

is no trivial chatting, or bart-

ering. It is a cold swift busi-

ness, heartless but efficient,

so efficient.

Enter the market. First,

may I apologise? It is not air

conditioned, not sterile and is

particularly uncomfortable in

the heat or rain. It has no
spotless white walls or glar-

ing lights, in fact it has no
modern conveniences at all.

Shame on it. Yet it is alive,

active with life and rippling

with earthy flavour and col-

our. It has guts and a basic
substance that makes the

"Super ' 'Sterile' Market"
look cold and artificial. With
cement parking line floor, a

ceiling that changes in colour

and light unexpectedly and
occasionally leaks with pene-
trating wetness, wooden wa-
ter stained, sweat-smeared
tables matured by the years
giving a taste of warmth and
reality, compared to gleam
cleaned white washed count-
ers of your friendly neigh-
bourhood supermarket, one
wonders where modern pro-
gress is taking us.

The stall owners here, ap-
proximately 22 in all, want to
talk, want to help you because
they would like you to come
back. They appreciate your
patronage, you are doing
them a favour, they are not
doing a favour for you. It is a
slow business, you savour the

market smells and muted
sounds as well as enviously

eyeing tables silently moan-
ing under the soft weight of

baby fresh vegetables sur-

rounded by men and women
garnished with fresh air and

wet soil living, sitting watch-

ing their source of living

slowly disappear like the sun

in late October. If you stay to

listen they will tell you of

Grandad who would be 12"

this year and the good old

days when the market was
young and bold in acreage-
served by horses breathing
heavily in the sweat of the

early morning sun.

There are no white coats

here, Ma, just soiled, colour
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by Richard Osier

if one looking at man through the
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efS one need look only in one

krea of the cultural patinas of

Ian his clothes.

W We have changed from the midi

n mini to midi - from rich colours

o dull
- to elaborate styles from

imole ones — from inconspicuous

o Watently noticeable. These

lothes have been a sign of the

imes of opulent, depressed, mor-

IllV inhibited and uninhibited, hap-

and ebullient stages of our years

existence here in the western

orld. . .

These clothes have in a majority

jf cases some philosophical impli-

;ations, whether they be economic-

al
institutional, or expressional.

However, there is a style of dress

;hat has appeared in the last few

fears which more than any other

itage of clothing has large philo-

sophical implications. This clotti-

ng is the least pretententious, gar-

sh or superficially sensational.

Ms new style has a great deal to

say by its very existence and popu-

larity. It is the tattered.unwashed

jld clothes look; the jeans, sandals,

sloppy shirt and army fatigue jack-

et which become symbols of a phi-

losophy expressed by the wearer.

These are symbols with greater

intrinsic meaning than any other

widespread clothing fashion in the

past or present. These clothes are

just no clothes they are a way of

life.

Kids today have a greater desire
to live. To live in the sense of tack-

ling a problem at its roots and liv-

ing closer to reality socially and in

some cases mentally. Those who
do not live close to reality mentally

because of drug use are just mani-
festing another means of searching
for an "answer" in this ever lap-
ping sea of trivia and superficiali-
ty. We have become truth oriented
to an even greater extent than peo-
ple before us. With increased
communication facts and problems
that once were played down have
reappeared with an impact that
every society is trying desperately
hard to cushion. Therefore with
greater realization appears a tang-
ible expression of today's youth
striving for truth and the better life

that goes with it. This expression
can be seen in their clothing. An
expression seemingly superficial,
yet intrinsically laden with mean-
ing if read properly. The earthy
quality of this new style of dress
well expresses youth's attempt to

get back to the basic and meaning-
ful values of living in today's in-

creasingly meaningless and trivia

sated world.

Man has had centuries of formal
attire and the traditions and social

contracts they represent. This
clothing in fact seems to be a
mask, an integment of unreality in

an unreal setting of high social cus-

toms and order. The philosophical

implications of such banquets and
clothing are great indeed. The
whole concept of living in such
unreality whilst others have to

sweat in the unbearable stench and
shit of reality has culminated today
in youth rebelling drastically to

outward manifestations of superi-

ority as exhibited by dress and so-

cial customs.

Youth wants the emphasis on

basic living and intrinsic values,

not a life sheltered by outdated

customs and superficial values

which are designed to help one es-

expression

cape reality. Ironically, youth in

their usage of drugs are tending to

escape reality, yet the difference is

that they at least are making a sin-

cere attempt at finding something
which will make their lives more
meaningful and more useful so as
to help create a more liveable and
enjoyable environment in which to

live. What we have in fact is a fre-

netic desire to live basically and
with hopefully increased meaning.

So today's truth seekers by their

combined desires to unravel the
enigmans of today's life have a
common denominator as expressed
in their clothing. This denominator
is basic meaningful living, some-
thing I feel their unpretensious and
relatively simple clothing repre-
sents.

This clothing is also making an
attempt at breaking down the bar-

riers between rich and poor con-
cerning dress. Clothing has always
been one way to distinguish differ-

ent ways of life and classes. With a

return to wearing basic clothing in

various stages of disrepair, we see

a beginning made in the complex
problems of trying to bring all peo-

ple closer together, in love and
harmony. If the many superficiali-

ties which separate rich and poor
can be destroyed all of us will be
further ahead in one attempt for a

better life. If youth today can con-

tinue in this trend of better and
more basic living as represented
by their clothing, hope can indeed

come out of hiding.

When you've made up your mind,

No use lagging behind.

Go ahead and no relenting

Let your youth have free reign,

So be bold and no repenting.

From Zorba the Greek by

Nikos Kazantzakis
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those with corner stalls pay
more — up to $50 a stall. The

"stallers" come from varied

distances, the furthest being

Trenton, 57 miles, then Pie-

ton, Napanee, Odessa and the

rest within 5 to 10 miles of the

market. "Stallers" own up to

four stalls, the majority hav-

ing one or two. Places are

hard to come by when leases

are renewed each year, as

demonstrated by the fact that

in talking to four owners who
had been coming three times

a week from April to October

twelve hours a day for 59, 44,

36, and 15 years respectively.

All hope to continue to make
the trip three days a week for

many years to come. Some of

the "Stallers" have known no

other life. Grandad, Dad and

now they, have travelled the

same road to the same place

. three times a week year after

year. This is no hobby; this is

their sole means of income in

most cases. In the winter

they wait for spring and hope

for a year like this year, when

crops are plentiful and the

soil produces life 24 hours a

day up to six months a year;

life that is the soul of a mar-

ket situated on the south east

corner of King and Brock

streets in the parking lot

north of city hall. Some say

Queen Victoria granted a

royal charter for the market

back in the nineteenth centu-

ry, others just know that the

market was operating before

the twentieth century be-

cause Grandad went to the

market when he was 20 years

old and he would be 120 today.

No one seems to know the

date of its beginnings but

whether it be 110 or 90 years

old, marrows, tomatoes, egg
plants, cacti, other house
plants, dried wheat, indian

corn and even taffy apples (if

you so desire) have passed
hands here during the years.

If you are near King and
Brock streets during the au-

tumn or spring, walk down,
buy a pear or apple, talk to

the stallkeepers — they won't
bite; they'll even smile.

i
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Tolgesy by Leslie Kaye

A lot of people think of art as a sudden

inspiration. The inspiration may be

momentary, but then there is the

work that follows.

I don't think that there is this thing

where no one else can touch your

work. People who are trained can

do the petty labour. Once you have

created the shape a factory can

enlarge it, weld it together.

I used to do sculpture before — put-

ting two pieces together — the next

one is governed by the two. I never

knew what was coming. Trying to

get it perfect from all angles — the

frustration! When you see that one

aspect is great, another is not so

good, if you change it, you may de-

stroy some of the good aspects.

I'm a perfectionist.

I want them to be not quite as three

dimensional as before because I

want an immediate reaction that I

didn't get before. Immediate
perspective without any hidden

aspects.

I'm aiming at simplicity, bigger im-

pact.

I used to do figurative work — the

human figure — I got too confident

doing the human figure — for centu-

ries sculpture was nothing but the

human figure. There are other

things to do.

I felt that I wanted to eliminate the

casting that is connected with mod-

eled shapes. I wanted my work to

be direct, immediate, more person-

al.

I think this piece will stand some-

where on the grounds of the Agnes

Etherington. Stealing? If it's stolen

or broken — it's not meant to be

permanent, but it should be here a

few years. It's inexpensive.

I'm not a painter, I don't experiment
with painterly effects. I want my
sculpture to have colour, not be
drab. The orange has a pulsating

quality that my shapes have as

well. I use orange because I like it.

It gives a lightness to their appear-

ance.

I was once tempted to eliminate all

straightness.

An artist should do his thing — not fit

his piece to what an architect has

done.

I would rather have someone come to

me and say that he wants to buy my
piece because he likes it rather

than because he has a wall to fill up

with something.

I work with steel because of the natu-

ral development of my work. I be-

gan with clay, interested in figures.

In Greece, I saw a figure that had

lost its head and arms. If you take

something away you take away the

reality. I did figures without heads,

arms, etc., for a while. Thought of

the bone structure — tried to bring

them out.

I work my designs out in a doodle

book in two dimensions. I mark the

sketches I think are good. Later I

go through them and put the ones I

still like in another notebook. Then

I go back and pick them out and

work on them. Excitement comes
when I go back and see one that still

SOIMAN
strikes me the same way.

My work is not affected by changing
from bronze to steel.

The importance lies in the shape. The
shape should carry message.

The small ones are sometimes scale

models — experimenting with pro-

portions. Size influences the impact
of the piece. I once made a small
piece and took a slide of it. I showed
it on a screen between two leafless

trees. Larger it looked fabulous.

I tell my students to work in large

scale. Problems become either lost

or difficult to work with. In large

scale problems can be seen and
worked with.

I'm not sure about training under

someone. Either you rebel and do

your own work anyway, or you

submit, and there goes your individ-

uality.

A lot of my sculpture gives the illu-

sion of movement, so the next step

may be actual movement. The
movement is a side product.

I have my style and I'm satisfied with

the way it is. I don't think that I

could go back.

1
FOR A GREAT TIME

HOMECOMING 70
OCT. 14-17

WED. OCT. 14 - STREET DANCE
Start off Homecoming with a dance in the GREAT
Outdoors - behind Richardson Hall - from 8:00- 12:00.

Lots' of fun, people, and noise . . . and all FREE.

THURS. OCT. IS - ASUS CONCERT
Music and entertainment at its GREATEST - LEONARD
COHEN. In the Arena, at 8:00. Tickets $2.50, $3.50, $4.50,

on campus and at the House of Sounds.

FRI. OCT . 16 - PEP RALLY, SPEAKEASY
Bring your friends to Leonard Field at 8:00 for a pep

rally in the GREAT Queen's tradition — or join the

thirsty crowd at Wallace Hall (in the Union) at 9:00 for

an old-fashioned Speakeasy. A honky-tonk piano and

GREAT quantities of beer — at only 30c a bottle. Come
and enjoy yourself.

SAT. OCT. 17 -

PARADE, FOOTBALL GAME, SEMI-FORMAL
Starting at 10:00, the Homecoming Parade — complete

with year and faculty floats. At 2:00 the GREAT
sporting event of the year — the Golden Gaels at home'

against Varsity. At 8:30, the Homecoming Semi-formal —
GREAT MOVIES. High Noon, Jailhouse Rock, South
Pacific, 2001 ... 8 rooms in all, each with its own movie
theme. Music by Toronto's MAINLINE, and NUCLEUS.
Tickets $5.00 a couple, on sale next week.

REMEMBER....

HOMECOMING IS COMING!

JUST ARRIVED
NEW COLOURFUL
PAPER LAMPSHADES
$1.95 to $6.00

BRASS FINGER RINGS
FROM SOUTH AMERICA

$1.00

1

1
mmm
i

SO*

WINE
supplies and equipment

CHEESE
from around the world

BEER
malts and supplies for tl.ose

who prefer the excellence

of home brew

GOURMET
foods from afar

GIFTS
with a touch of distinction

COOKE'S
OLD WORLD SHOP est. 186!

59-61 Brock

Kingston, Ont.

LEONARD COHEN

CONCERT
with his back-up group

"THE ARMY"

- presented by the ASUS

THURSDAY - OCTOBER 15th

8=00 P.M.

Where: Queen's Arena
Tickets: Students' Union

Reserved Seats: S4.50 & $3.50

Unreserved Seats: $2.50

VICTOR TOLGESY
exhibition of metal sculptures last day on
Sunday.

Mr. Tolgesy has been building a sculpture

outside the Art Centre this week. Today is

the last day. Come and watch!

at the art centre
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by Steve Winnett

r^T YOUR YA-YA'S OUT, The

pSling Stones. (London NPS-5)

How can I put this incredible

hunk of wax into words? "The

'„„ine Stones' greatest ever
R
k"" "The greatest live album

Zr which shows up Woodstock

for the P'
ece of 8arbaSe " real,y

is?"

"You don't want my trousers to

fall down now, do you?" taunts

Mirk after the band blasts through

"jumping Jack Flash". Well, it's

iust as well they didn't, because

then the Stones get down to it. I

have never heard the Stones play

such hard, tight music as they do

on this record, which was record-

ed at Madison Square Garden on
August 27 and 28, 1969. Yes, this is
it: the triumph of English-black-
blues-country-and-western-punk-
rock.

These are the cuts: "Jumpin'
Jack Flas"; "Carol"; "Stray Cat
Blues"; "Love in Vain"; "Mid-
night Rambler". There is also a
second side: "Sympathy for the
Devil"; "Live with Me"; "Little
Queenie"; "Honky Tonk Wom-
en"; "Street Fighting Man".
There are no highlights, because
every cut is outstanding.

"Charley's good tonight, ain't
he?" screams Mick before charg-
ing into "Honky Tonk". Charley

has never been better. Neither for
that matter have the other boys in
the band. They get it on. This is a
loud album. The production is fan-
tastic, a beautifully tight, clear
sound. Most of these numbers are
on other albums, you say? Well, it

doesn't really matter: Ya-Yas is

better than Let it Bleed and Beggar s

Banquet. For example, you will not
believe "Midnight Rambler" on
the live album — the Stones had
just begun to explore the possibili-
ties of the song on Let it Bleed. I

just can't believe my ears.
Look, I am thoroughly wiped out

right now because of this record,
so there's really nothing more for
me to say. Got me?

off the record by Dick Loney

The utilization of string ac-

companiment in the production

of pop/rock recordings is cer-

tainly not an innovation pecul-

iar to music of the late Sixties

or these latter months of the

first year of the Seventies.

Many popular recordings fea-

tured a synthesized string and

rhythm sound (Buddy Holly's

"Raining in My Heart" being

one of the earliest that springs

to mind) and of course the irre-

pressible Sgt. Pepper and his

motley ensemble at once epito-

mized this copulation and
served as the genesis of what
has become the "concept al-

bum" — phase in modern mu-
sic.

The Moody Blues have been
in the vanguard of this move-
ment with their four previous
concept albums — "In Search
of the Lost Chord", "Threshold
of a Dream", etc. — following
the initial pressing that fea-
tured their 1964-vintage "hit",
entitled "Go Now". The latest
set from the Moody Blues has
been titled "A Question of Bal-

ance", and that aptly suits this

highly talented quintet, nomi-
nally as well as structurally.

While the Beatles very ably
adapted the London Sympho-
ny's more liberal elements to
the supervisory talents of men-
tor George Martin in creating
the aforementioned hallmark
in pop l.p.'s, the Moody Blues
are indeed unique. Not merely
satisfied with virtuosity on
stringed electrical instru-

ments, the Blues display
competence on such diverse
pieces as cellos, mellotrons,
flutes, piccolos, oboes, har-
monicas and the normal key-
board complements of piano,

organ and harpsichord.

The thematic strain revolv-

ing around "balance" is most
vividly maintained in the poet-

ry of the verses : that is not to

say that the balance in the ac-

tual musical selections is not

achieved. As with all Moody
Blues collections there are up-

tempo things as well as slower

ballad stylings — the title

number "Question" offering a

trilogy of strains ranging from

QUEEN'S DEBATING UNION
GENERAL MEETING

WED. OCT. 14

JOHN A. MacDONALD 102

ALL WELCOME

OPTICAL
FfiONTENAC MALL.
300 BATH RO AO HIGHWAY 33

KINGSTON. ONTARIO • 546-7423

MON. TO FRI. 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

"* Si. dud at III* Fronfnot Mull - Ph«M 54M4W » 54«-t«»

the syncopated, driving acous-
tic guitar opening to the haunt-
ing chorus with its "Yester-
day" — like string background.

"Question" is by tar the
most complex song on the L.P.
but others like "And The Tide
Rushes In" and "It's Up To
You" serve to show the talents
of Justin Hayward, Ray Thom-
as, Mike Pinder, Graeme Edge
and John Lodge to the fullest

extent. All five Moody Blues
are accomplished tune-smiths,
as well as creators of their dis-

tinctive vocal harmonies.
Proof that their unique creativ-

ity is worthy of your forty min-
utes reflection awaits your
earbones under a record-jacket
bearing the inscription: THS-
3; The Moody Blues — "A
Question of Balance".

Wouldn't you like

to graduate?
Saving is a lesson everyone should learn. And the

Toronto Dominion Bank is prepared to show you all

you'll ever need to know about it (incidently, it's a very
rewarding subject).

Once you understand what Saving is all about, we'll

show you a couple of things about Chequing and
Borrowing Iwe've got our Masters in making Student
Loansl. There's no enrollment fee. Simply visit a near-by
branch and open an account.

Do it soon. It's the kind of thing you can take an
interest in for the rest of your life.

Toronto Dominion
the bank where people make the difference

Since Monday is Thanks-
giving, there will be no
Journal on Tuesday next
week. The regular Friday
issue will appear. ExportA

REGULAR AND KINGS

BE ORIGINAL

Join the First

Engineering

Society's Women's

Auxilliary.

Meeting Clarke Hall

Upper Lounge

Tuesday Oct. 13, 1970

7:30 p.m.

For Further Information

call: Katliy 544-9802

Ruth 544-8795

A.S.U.S.

REQUESTS APPLICATIONS FOR

POSITIONS OF

SNOWBALL
ARTS REPS

Contact: ANN LAMONT 544-8052

CFRC

AM FM K CFRC

1490 AM
BROADCASTS

GOLDEN GAELS FOOTBALL McGILL
Live from Richardson Stadium

Saturday Oct. 10 at 2:00 P.M.
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after

fridav October 9 . .. .

afternoon: 2:30 p.m.: herbert heaton, professor of economic history

at the university of minnesota will lecture on the in-

dustrial revolution revolutionized", in dunning audito-

rium. . ,

evening- 7:00 and 9:00 p.m. : blues no. 2. danny farmar - a veteran of

the mariposa folk festival, he has played on t.v. specials

with lightfoot. in the U.S. he has done gigs with aretha

franklin and played the clubs from coast to coast, his style

of music includes everything from jazz, folk and blues

farmar has a grass roots sense of humour and talks as well

as he sings, the concert is casual with no chairs so bring

something to sit on. tickets $1.00 available at the door,

grant hall. „. . ..

8:00 p.m.: film "arsenic and old lace" in elhs hall audito-

8':30p.m. : the kingston arts council presents falstaff at the

grand theatre, admission $2.00.

Saturday October 10

afternoon: 2:00 p.m.: game gaels v s. mcgill.

evening: 8:30 p.m.: the kingston art council presents falstaff at the

grand theatre, admission $2.00.

tuesday October 13

evening: 7:00 p-m queen's sailing club will be showing films in

Stirling V. everyone welcome.

7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.: justine, with its scenes of child

prostitution, incest, and homosexuality, "justine" is ex-

ploitable enough to overcome any hurdles set up by the

purists.

8:00 p.m.: women's liberation meeting in the small up-

stairs common room of the student's union, agenda in-

cludes witch work, and organization of workshop on fe-

male sexuality.

8:00 p.m.: there will be an informal discussion and read-

ings of leonard cohen's poetry at the first church of alice

233-1/2 princess, talk conducted by professor d. spettigue,

specialty Canadian literature, of queen's english depart-

ment, readings by queen's students, "perhaps a mind will

open in this world/perhaps a hearty will catch rain."

9:00 p.m.: american screen masters series: "my darling

Clementine" at ellis hall auditorium.

10:00 p.m.: arts '73 homecoming float, like to help? meet-

ing in morris hall central common room (ground floor),

smoker is coming.

Wednesday October 14

afternoon: 4:00 p.m.: psychiatric grand rounds: dr. t.j. boag, head of

queen's department of psychiatry will speak on "the cur-

rent status of lithium therapy" in etherington hall audito-

rium.

evening: 7:00 p.m.: meeting in outer office of a.m.s. basement of

union, all those interested in planning a presentation on

"the role of military in Canadian society", a.m.s. educa-

tion commission.

JOYCE AND CO. PRESENTS
the greatest comic character of all time

FALSTAFF
by William Shakespeare

at the GRAND THEATRE

OCTOBER 7-8-9-10

CURTAIN 8.30
ADMISSION $2.00 or JOYCE <4 CO. SEASON TICKET

TICKETS A VAILABLE A T THE
GRAND & NONESUCH BOOKSTORE

RON BELL
Wl™ FALSTAFF

DANIEL BUCCOS PRINCE HAL

TONY ABRAMS HENRY IV

Classified

tendays
7:00 p.m.: queen's musical theatry — there will be a meet-

ing of all those interested in singing, dancing, laughing,

working backstage or playing in the orchestra for "the

pyjama game", coffee and doughnuts — come! kingston

hall room 201.

7:30 p.m.: c.u.s.o. club debate on "nationalism and sec-

tionalism in africa — curse or necessity?" in the upstairs

of the international centre.

CFRC AM Schedule
Thursday 1:00 Saturday Sounds

6:30 Spectrum (Campus Topics at 6:55 ) 2:00 Golden Gael Football

7:30 Hancock's Half Hour 4:30 Saturday Sounds

8:00 Campus Comment 6:00 oundstage

9:00 Folk Roots 7:00 The Dialectics of Liberation

10:00 Nocturne 8:00Campus Talent

8:30 Contemporary Folk

Friday 10:00 Nocturne

6:30 Spectrum (Campus Topics at 6:55)

7:30 Let's Discuss It

8:00 Focus Sunday

9:00 Jazz Modern 9: 00 Sunday Morning

10 00 Nocturne 12:00 Classics By Request

3:30 Music Canada

Saturday 4 : 3(1 Sunday News Review

12:00 Emission Francaise 5:00 Sunday Pops

HOMECOMING
Wednesday, October 14th

8:30-12:00 p.m.: STREET DANCE
the dance will be held behind richardson hall, in the parking lot and

will be free.

Thursday, October 15th

8:00 p.m.: LEONARD COHEN
presented by the a.s.u.s. in the arena, tickets $2.50, $3.50 and $4.50 on

campus and at the house of sounds.

Friday, October 16th

8:00-9:00 p.m.: PEP RALLY
the rally to be led by the band will start at leonard field and proceed

around campus to the union.

9:00-1:00 a.m.: SPEAKEASY
beer: 30cr a bottle, honkey-tonk piano at Wallace hall in the union.

Saturday, October 17th

10:00-12:00 a.m.: HOMECOMING PARADE
2:00 p.m.: FOOTBALL GAME queen's vs. varsity

all day: OPEN HOUSE: newer buildings will be opened with displays

etc. coffee will be available at agnes etherington.

8:30-1:00 a.m.: HOMECOMING SEMI-FORMAL
at grant and kingston hall, the theme is 'great-movies' some of the

room themes: high noon, jailhouse rock, south pacific, 2001, 8 rooms
in all. music by toronto's mainline and nucleus, tickets $5.00 a couple.

leonard Cohen at the Arena -

8:00 p.m.

Meds Formal

1984

La Salle Hotel

Oct. 16

Tickets -

John Kindle

542-8482

at the kingston theatres

capitol — king of the grizzlies

hyland — Woodstock
odeon — bandino.

Great Movies
The Homecoming Semi-formal

featuring Mainline and Nucleus

The homecoming semi-formal needs

I ticket -takers and cloakroom attend-

ants. If you're interested, leave your

name and phone number in the AMS
office

Reward offered for the return of a

science 71 applied math leather jack-

et lost at the dance in the new arena

, Sept 30 Room 220 Leonard Hall

544 7289

Lost: Dark Brown Wallet in vicinity

of Eng Diawing Big Reward. Contact

Paul — 544-9297 or send I.O. cards

to 9 Wellington St — no questions

asked!

Wanted 1 roommate — to live with 2

other girls in a large. 3 bedroom apt

close to campus 190 William St. if

interested phone 542 9590

Wanted — People to help manage
Bitter Grounds Coffee House. Call

Blue wallet lost (stolen) from the

gym on Friday please return to the

general office at the gym — no ques-

tions asked. Of sentimental value —
important papers.

House parents wanted: To care for

teenage boys in Children's Aid Society

group home food, lodgings, etc. sup-

plied Salaiy for house Tiother married

couple over 25 apply D A Judd.

executive director. P.O. Box 357. or

phone — 542-7351

Horseback Riding Friday afternoons

from 2-5 PM Tickets on sale in athlet-

ic office Tuesday & Wednesday Oct

13-14 Price $2 50 information call

542-7473

Arts leather jacket for sale Size 44

Phone 544-5181

1969 Volvo 122S dark green 544-

5395
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So they

want
more!
by Jim Wright

This is the all-too-familiar McGill

'Pitchout'. The Half Backs and Quar-

terback roll left. When the quarter-

back meets the corner back, (c), he

pitches the ball back to the half-back.

In the diagram, the ball carrier would

be Fleiszer, in which eventuality the

play instantly becomes a pass option.

(Ed. note: perhaps subconsciously

realizing the true import of the ac-

companying box score, its compiler

has neglected to identify the teams in

question. Perhaps the fan can take

this chart to the game and try to

guess who Jim was talking about.

)

Companion- I 0? Wini £tjr| 'ttuS wttUtfvi

O-f fense

Shor\ £>a*i

OuWidt run.

Wck rc-turw

De-fence

Strong

Skirt football anyone?
by Mike Williams

The newest additions to Petticoat Lane in front of Kingston

Hall are the Bumbling antics of Bews football enthusiasts.

Mixed with the parading beauties are now the obscene (and

sometimes harmless) pronunciations on poor or dirty play

and mostly, miserable refereeing. But for the spectator the

excellent football (?) exhibited by the intramural inmates is a

joy to the malicious and humorous heart. Where else would a

quarterback manage to throw a perfect spiral straight into a

yellow shirt when the nearest blue shirt (the same colour as

his) is running in fear from the ball — and has managed to end

up approximately four lengths away at reception time? The

experienced observer will also note that the QB is standing at

least ten yards in front of the line of scrimmage!

In all fairness though, (and what referee could be fair?) the

games provide a much more exciting way to spend lunch hour

than snoozing in the purple passion study room — even though

the odd player usually ends up expending his own lunch with an

expanded schedule exploded by the revamped Bews set-up.

There are games from 11:30 to 1:30 every day in the lower

campus as well as many games being played in the non-exis-

tent mid-day shadow of the stadium wall.

Fans are important; for how can such memorable moments

go unrecorded — or at least unseen?

Preliminary pick: Commerce 71

The Gaels

One down and no more to go — tomorrow a must and we'll

muster enough for a 7-point win! (so far these staffed predic-

tions are: none right — one wrong.) Remember the pool — it's

open! (Ed. note: Gambling again, Mike?).

More and more fun

PIZZA
SPECIAL

FROM 9:00 P.M. TO CLOSING

IN THE DINING ROOM

YOUR CHOICE OF PIZZA

• PLAIN

• PEPPEBOM

• DELUXE

"YOU'VE
GOT A LOT TO LIVE

AND
PEPSI'S GOT A LOT TO

GIVE"
Call 542-8195

FRONTENAC BEVERAGES
for vending equipment, parties

and special events.

GIVE US A TRY

Free Delivery.

ORIENT

GOBLET OF — only 1.65

ABITwere
EESTADRAHT
WD »« HOME 1T0US

IH KINGSTON

AND BDOCKVILU FOR

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN

ROUND TRIP

S.F. - TOKYO $385

S F. - TAIPEI $3851

S F - HONG KONG $4071
Jet Charters

Connecting flights to Manila,

Singapore, Bangkok, Seoul

and Calcutta

MANY
flights!
to choose •

from
F or information ca|l or writel

FLIGHT COMMITTEE
p O. BOX 2549
STANFORD, CALIF. 943051

Ti'Jil^L1--8-----
NAME
ADDRESS

ONE WAY FLIGHTS
ARE AVAILABLE

$38;

by R. John Bunn
as we all have fun

The scene in intramural

athletics is jammed with

activity after activity. With

Flag Football, Intramural

Rugger and Tug-of-War al-

ready underway, at least

five more sports are waiting

in line. The intramural

track meet which had been

planned for Wednesday,

October 7, 1970 has been

rescheduled to begin on the

14th. That Wednesday is a

busy day as the entry dead-

lines for both Paddleball

and Volleyball also fall on it.

And speaking of deadlines

next Friday. October 16, at

6:00 PM is the closing date

to enter BEWS Cross-coun-

try. The meet will kick off

at 5:00 PM, October 20, 1970

and the buses leave the

Physical Education Com-
plex one half hour earlier.

Those of you involved in 5-

pin bowling should know
that Section A plays on

Tuesday, Section B on Mon-

day, and Section C on Thurs-

day. Check the bulletin

board in the men's locker

room. A reminder to all the

rugger players that that

board also contains your

schedule — don't depend on

your stick — look it up. Tug-

of-War is being held in the

stadium and the pulls will be

run in rapid succession so

that if your team isn't there

they could lose a lot of

points. Just a word on those

standings: I noticed Min-

ing's lists of participants

and it looks a lot longer than

most of the others. A point

to ponder?

WE'RE YOUR KIND OF STORE

FOR YOUR KIND OF DIAMOND

Different girls love different diamonds. You may

be a solitaire sort, while your Mom's an earring

addict. Whatever type you are we have a diamond

you'll dig. Our selection of rings, pendants, pins,

and bracelets is wide and wonderful. We'll make

sure you and your diamond make the

perfect match.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 princess street,
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

CANADA
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I'm a man yes I am
From an interview with Jim

Sherritt researched by

Brian Duplante, written by

John Mable.

Jim Sherritt is the kind of

man who strikes you with

his presence. And if that

doesn't work, he'll usually

try a forearm.

Queen's all-star defensive

end-turned-tackle is an ad-

vocate of the Joe Namath
school of football philoso-

phy. This is a game of indi-

vidual talents, says Jim, and

in it a man places the

strength of his own emotion-

al and physical abilities

against those of the player

opposite him. The better

man wins and that's the way
Jim likes it.

Since coming to Queen's

three seasons ago out of

Leaside High School in To-

ronto, Jim has earned a well

deserved reputation as one

of the best and one of the

most aggressive defensive

players in the OQAA. He
makes no apologies for his

style of play. Football, he

says, demands aggressive-

ness of an individual. Unless

teammates put out their

fullest efforts as individu-

als, they will be beaten indi-

vidually and risk loss for the

team as well.

DAMN
During Jim's first season

at Queen's, the Gaels lost

two games to Toronto to

give up to them the Yates
Cup, won by the Gaels 50-7

the season before. Jim can

recall mistakes he made
himself during that, his

rookie season, and feels that

his disappointing perform-
ance in Varsity Stadium
that year helped contribute

to the loss. He resolved

from then never to repeat
the experience. When Jim
runs lateral mobility drills

for his teammate linemen,
he can run them so quickly

they bump into him, and so

wide, one has yelled "I can't

see you anymore."
The transition from end to

tackle has been a happy one
for Jim. He feels he has
more freedom to pursue the

play from the inside position

since he is relieved of the

containment responsibilities

inherent at the end position.

Asked about the tradition-

al, pseudo-intellectual atti-

tude which associates the

so-called 'animalism' of

football, and sport general-

ly, with anti-intellectual-

ism, Jim retorts, "I've met
more morons off the field

than on." He disagrees with

those who suspect players

are given academic privi-

leges at Queen's. "Profes-

sors don't play 'favorites' If

you don't do the work, you

don't pass."

He further points out that

players, like all people in-

volved in time consuming
extra-curricular activities,

suffer more academic pres-

sure than the average stu-

dent who doesn't make the

same time sacrifice.

Jim feels that this bias is

related to the glamorous
attractiveness of pro foot-

ball in the minds, not of

players, but of fans who
convince themselves that

players go to university to

train only for this profes-

sion. He counters this by

pointing out some of the

hard economic facts of life

about the Canadian pro foot-

ball player.

Guess What?
Pro clubs here offer a col-

lege grad $8,000 as a first

year contract, as opposed to

the $4,000 they use to entice

high school grads. It might

go up from there if you

make the team but manage-
ment still plays with the

player's education and job

opportunities subsequent to

the degree as insurance in

player investment. Only all-

stars, those who are gener-

ally the more gifted ath-

letes, can beat this, but not

by much. As even Doug
Walker, last year's top col-

lege draft choice in Canada,

found out in Winnipeg this

year, American imports

receive a good deal more
money just to sign, reflect-

ing the self-image of Cana-

dian-born players and often

frustrating them out of

camp, (like Walker).

Surprise!

So any Canadian college

pro hopeful knows that his

education and degree are

far more valuable to him
than football, even econom-
ically.

With three seasons now
behind him, Jim is a fourth

year Phys Ed student and
hopes to be at Queen's one

more year to attend Mc-
Arthur College. After that

comes a teaching career
and perhaps a shot at pro

football although Jim him-
self believes he may be too

small and not strong enough
for pro ball.

We asked him if there

were any opponent whom he

could recall as having been
the toughest to face, to

which he replied that, al-

though on any given day
anyone can be trouble, gen-

erally as one gains experi-

ence one encounters fewer
problems from everyone.

But fingering a scar on his

chin, he recalled that he had
once been given a great deal

of trouble from a University

of Ottawa lineman named
Pierre Pinard, the man who
now plays beside him.

Hopefully he faces
The staff would like to pass along to Queen's fans a secret

we've been hoarding for several years. Tommy Touchdown
Chown is easily the most photogenic player Queen's has field-

ed in recent memory. You may have noticed that action he

provides has often graced our pages. We've been noticing re-

cently from our pictures that the ball has been going over the

wrong shoulder, but then, we're not worried because he still

gives us fine action shots we need, although we wonder about

his own concern. We hope that Tommy lives up to his nick-

name tomorrow so that we can have action pictures of all the

Gaels' touchdowns. Of course, the ball will have to be in his

hands so that we can use them. (Game preview inside.)

Queen's Caroline Penn

is off and swinging
The Queen's Intercolle-

giate Field Hockey team has
been very fortunate with
freshman players this year.
One of these is Caroline Penn,
an Arts 74 student from Vic-
toria, B.C. The factor that
distinguishes Caroline from
the others is that she will be
playing for a position on the
Canadian National Field
Hockey Team this weekend.

She plays for the British
Columbia second team which
will be participating in a Na-
tional tournament at Mc-
Master University, Saturday,
October 10. The competition
is not so much to decide a
champion team, as to demon-
strate the skills of the individ-
ual players who are trying out
for the Canadian team.

In 1968, when Caroline first

played for B.C., they showed

well at the tournament and a

number of their players were

chosen for the National team.

Although this is not a profes-

sional endeavor, the rewards

for making the team are

large, involving and eight"

and-one-half week competi'

tion tour. This starts with a W
day training session on the

West Coast, followed by a trip

to Australia, with a two-day

stopover in Tokyo on the way-

The team will be in Aus

tralia for 10 days, and then

proceed to New Zealand f°r

approximately two weeks.

The team will return home

via Fiji and Honalulu. T"e

competition will be of maj 1
""

proportions with many of

world's countries sending

teams to these tournaments

These include England, Ger
'

many, France, and the Unite"

States.
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The most important place in the world where people

were dying last night.
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heaven already,
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Industrial Revolution never happened
-The Industrial Revolution never

happened, a former head of the

litirs
department said in a lec-

Sic n DuiSiingHaH
Friday.

""J; Herbert Heaton, now a pro-

, isor of economic history at the

university of Minnesota, and head

f the politics department from

?q25 t0 1927, said the "revolution"

las a change from agricultural to

industrial life and could be de-

scribed in four parts: the "eve",

L "dirty night", the "'murky

dawn" and the "day after".

Conditions on the "eve" in 1760,

were like "a placid twilight at the

end of a long day" Heaton said.

Many of England's features were

unchanged since the Norman Con-

auest Agriculture had altered lit-

tle-
manual labour was usual;

most people lived in the country on

farms.

The "dirty night was a result

of three major events, Heaton
said: James Watts' invention of

the steam engine; Adam Smith's
"The Wealth of Nations"; and the
invention by five Englishmen of a
textile machine run on steam or
water. "Their thoughts and deeds
destroyed the old world and creat-

ed a new one," Heaton stated.

The "murky dawn" saw the
coming of smokestacks, mills,

smog, factories, and immigration
to towns and cities. Most impor-
tant was the beginning of a prole-

tariat — a middle class.

During the "day after", Heaton
continued, the wave of reform
gathered strength. Some factory
reform acts were passed, limiting

working hours ; labour unions

ceased to be illegal but were not

yet legal
, public health laws were

passed.

After describing the revolution,

Heaton went on to "revolutionize"

it. He mentioned a Manchester
historian who said the title "In-

dustrial Revolution" was no long-

er useful to describe a movement
which was in preparation for two
centuries before 1760 and which
took a century to work itself out.

Heaton used the cotton industry as

an example to show that no indus-

try had passed through a complete
revolution by 1830. The "revolu-

tion" of the cotton industry took a

century and all other industries

The North

were even further behind, he said.

Heaton said the working condi-

tions of this revolution have been

called "a damn or a triumph"

Many of its traits were not new to

the occupation, he said. Child and

woman labour was as old as agri-

culture; because of low output,

long hours had always been neces-

sary ;
unemployment occurred

whenever the market or the sup-

ply of raw material decreased:

occupational diseases had always

been: and cruelty was common in

the army, institutions and even in

family life.

But it was a triumph that these

evils were discovered as such,

Heaton said. Employers became
"conscious of the stench and de-

cided to do something about it".

It is this which was new. more
than the actual revolution with its

changes. It was growing humani-

tarianism that made the age note-

worthy, not the changes called

"The Industrial Revolution", Hea-

ton concluded.

Frozen corpses and late TV

DSC Reps to ASUS
Divisional Councillors (repre-

sentatives from the DSC*s to

the ASUS) were welcomed to

their first ASUS meeting Tuesday

since being elected last Thursday.

Joy Kinsman was representing

Humanities, Terry Macaulay was

chosen by Natural Science, and

Nancy Poole was elected for So-

cial Sciences.- Also at her first

meeting was the new Treasurer,

Martha Murphy.

Terry Flahiff, Academic Com-
missioner, is setting up a commit-

tee to study the DSC's and their

workings. The aim is to devise

methods of improving the ways
the DSC function. Also discussed

were the problems involved with

setting up of the French Depart-

ment's DSC.

The Orientation Committee's

report was released, containing a

study of the program this year and

recommendations for next year.

A counter-calendar (designed to

give an accurate description of

such things as who is teaching

courses, which profs are good,

work load, interest, etc.) is in the

planning stages.

Starting next week, Tricolor '70 distribution will only be han-

dled in the Tricolor office, from 2 until 5 in the afternoon on

Wednesdays.

Anyone who bas lost his receipt may come in at that time.

There may be a service charge for replacing receipts.

No distribution will be made, or complaints taken outside of

these hours.

The much-needed system of

self-government recently set up in

Yellowknife to administer the af-

fairs of the Northwest Territories

is aiding the people of the north in

their emergence as an important

part of Canada.

This was the message from
Robert "Bud" Orange, member of

Parliament from the Northwest
Territories, speaking Wednesday
at the "Canada North" Sympos-
ium sponsored by the W. W. King

Lecture Series and the Queen's

Engineering Society.

When prime minister Louis St.

Laurent established the Depart-

ment of- Northern Affairs, he

sought to rectify the policy of

administering the north "in a

state of absence of mind." North-

ern decisions were being made in

the south (Ottawa) on a "crisis

philosophy", imposing policies on

the population without regard to

the effect on the total lives of the

residents. Long-range effects

were not being taken into account.

People in the North are now
demanding a say in the future.

You "have to experience this

country to try and understand it".

warned Orange. Therefore, in

1968, a council of fourteen was set

up in Yellowknife to administer

the same powers as the provinces.

Ten members are elected from
the Territories and four appointed

by Ottawa, usually from the south,

providing some of the expertise

not available in the North. Orange

said he doesn't believe the Territo-

ries have the people or developed

resources to form a provincial

government. Instead, there must
be a planned evolution to prepare

for the assumption of provincial

responsibility.

More and more. Canadians are

becoming aware of the needs and

opportunities of the north. Many
people now work in Northern mis-

sions and hospitals, but because of

$1.25 quarts of milk, lack of pro-

ductions like "Hair", and week-
delayed TV programs, the North

isn't "cut out for everyone' '

.

Distance is perhaps the greatest

barrier to reckon with in Northern

development, according to Dr. R.

F. Legget, a former Engineering

professor at Queen's. A trip from

Ottawa to Inuvik (via Edmonton)

is 3,500 miles — the same as to

West Germany. The fare, econo-

my, is $520 return. Alert Bay is

almost 2,000 miles further north.

Climate, too. hinders develop-

ment. There isn't one hour of sun-

shine in Resolute Bay during De-

cember. January and February.
Water is a major problem, as part

of the north consists of the world's

greatest deserts.

Permafrost is the most serious

problem. One half of Canada's

area is frozen below ground. It can

be built upon, as long as it doesn't

melt from summer sun or from
the heat of the building erected.

Burying people presents a morbid
problem. If the permafrost re-

forms, you have permanently froz-

en corpses.

Stereo components
Wood 546-4828

call Terr

Wanted: one roommate to share a

one-bedroom apt. with a male
student. Phone 546-4478

Wanted: Bartenders (over 21) and
doormen for Vendetta (Science

Formal). Call Rob 544-2013

Men: (Engineers): Bored by con-

ventional pleasures? Taste the de-

lights of the Oriental Boudoir.

Reach the heights of exotic experi-

ence with three ardent and allur-

ing partners. Call 548-7380 Any-
time!

Brown wallet lost in Douglas Li-

brary on Tuesday 6th Oct. Will

finder kindly return identification

and personal papers cards at least

to AMS or Journal office. No ques-

tions asked.

SALON 320
Hairstylists

Experts in razor cutting

320 King St. E.

548-8 111

OPTICAL
FRONTENAC MALL,
300 BATH HOAO. HIGHWAY 33

KINGSTON. ONTARIO • 546-7423

MON. TOFRI. 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

r
HOMECOMING 70 PRESENTS:

FRI. OCT. 16

8:00 p.m.

9:00 - 12:30 p.m.

SAT. OCT. 17

10:00 a.m.

PEP RALLY
Follow the Band to Outer Field.

Meet the Gaels.

SPEAKEASY
Wallace Hall, Students' Union.

Honky-Tink Piano.

B**r only 30c a bottle.

HOMECOMING PARADE
Union-Barrie-Princess-King-to campus

2:00 p.m.

9:30 - 11:30 a.m.

5:30 - 7:30p.m.

8:30 - 1:00 a.m.

FOOTBALL GAME
Queen's vs Varsity.

OPEN HOUSE
Various newer buildings open with

displays, guides.

Coffee at Agnes Etherington.

HOMECOMING SEMI-FORMAL

"GREAT MOVIES"
Grant & Kingston Halls.

Music by Toronto's MAINLINE and

NUCLEUS
Tickets $5 at the Union.
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Paradise Lost

If a Little

air pollution

is all we have

To PUT UP WITH
To MAKE UFE
A BIT MORE
COMFORTABLE

-I'D SAY IT'S

WORTH IT.'.'
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Canada was one nation in the mid-twentieth century

which seemed to have the potential of reaching an honest,

equal form of democratic socialism. The possibility of com-
bining the best of the British and American ideals in one coun-

try seemed greatest here.

Inequalities, problems, bigotry, to be sure, but nothing

when compared to South Africa, India, America. We had the

chance to show that all men were created equal, that men are
innocent till proven guilty, that there is such a thing as free-

dom of expression . . . and of thought. Not here yet, but close.

No melting pot. Little of 'my country, right or wrong', a
sensible country, Kidnappings were not supposed to happen
here.

Action brings reaction.

the army, the FLO

and you
by Peter Raymont

More than 400 troops from the. Second Combat Group of

the Canadian armed forces were flown into Ottawa Tuesday

from Camp Petewawa . Each soldier was armed with either an

FN automatic rifle or a submachine gun. To transport them

about the capital, more than 120 jeeps, three-quarter ton

trucks and three ton trucks were airlifted into Uplands air-

port.

In Montreal, the cost of increased police protection since

Richard Cross was kidnapped last Monday has been set at

$84,000 per day.

These expenditures are an enormous waste of our money.

The Prime Minister has said,

"I think its our duty as a Government to protect Govern-

ment officials and important people in our society against

being used as tools in this blackmail."

Trudeau has failed to realize that the FLQ have a lot of

time to wait the government out. In a few weeks or months

when the scare created by these recent kidnappings has sub-

sided, and the troops have been withdrawn, it will once again

be easy for anyone to kidnap a Cabinet minister or any govern-

ment official.

The most important question here is, 'Who does Trudeau

or our government classify as "important people in our socie-

ty"?

Does the Department of National Defence intend to guard

every member of parliament, or every Deputy Minister, or

every civil servant?

The FLQ Liberation cell kidnapped Richard Cross; the

Chenier cell abducted Pierre Laporte ; and now the Nelson cell

is threatening to capture one of Montreals' striking medical

specialists. Does the government intend to guard every Mon-

treal doctor? Who is to judge the relative worth of these indi-

viduals?

At present a detachment of six heavily armed soldiers

stand guard on the lawns of every Federal Cabinet Minister

with a home in Ottawa.
Attacking the root of the problem and not its results must

be the concern of our elected representatives. The expenditure
of already well over a million of our dollars is a flagrant waste

of money.
Obviously the government cannot continue to spend

hundreds of thousands of dollars guarding the homes of the so-

called "important people in our society". The FLQ will simply

wait Trudeau out.

Perhaps the newly appointed Defence Minister wants to

let his little army practice in their new uniforms. Let us hope

that none of them lets his finger slip onto the trigger of that

submachine gun.
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letters to

the editor

Dear Sir,

I read with great interest your
article "AMS vs. Grads" in the
October 9th edition of the Queen's
Journal. I must say that it is very
unfortunate that your reporter dis-

torted and quoted out of context
the proceedings of the AMS Outer
Council meeting on the previous
Tuesday night. There were never

really any "bitter exchanges" —
each side was just stating the rea-

sons for their various positions,

with the occasional raised voice.

Your reporter also neglected to

report the very important point I

made at the meeting, i.e. that I

personally am prepared to support

the negotiated AMS-GSS agree-

ment and that I would try to ex-

plain to graduate students why I

support the agreement.

I hope that the Journal in future

will try to be responsible to its fi-

nancial backers, the students, by

reporting accurately — not just

sensationally.

Yours sincerely,

Vincent M. Lawrence

President of GSS

Dear Sir,

I would like to inform you and

your readers of an error in the

advertising of the Leonard Cohen

concert. This error concerns the

sponsoring of this event.

Originally, it was decided by

Paul Nickson, (Pres. of Eng. Soc),

Rod Malcolm (Pres. of Com-
merce), any myself that this Leon-

ard Cohen concert would be tri-

sponsored. That is, all profits (or

losses) would be split on the fol-

lowing basis — A.S.U.S. 40%, Eng.

Soc. 40% and Commerce 20%.

However, in the advertising of the

event, the sole sponsor is designat-

ed as the A.S.U.S.

The reason for this error lies in

the fact that, A.S.U.S. signed the

contract for Mr. Cohen and is han-

dling the advertising of the event.

When the Journal was approached

by A.S.U.S. concerts committee, I

believe it was assumed that

A.S.U.S. was the sole sponsor.

This is obviously incorrect. This

has been an oversight on my part

as well as my concerts commit-

tee.

I apologize to both the Engineer-

ing Society and the Commerce
Society for this error.

Respectfully, yours,

President of A.S.U.S.

1
3 D into the 70's
Aspects of sculpture

An exhibition prepared by the Art Gallery of Ontario

October 16th to November 8th

QUEBEC IN COLOUR
Photographs of rural and urban Quebec.

An exhibition prepared by the National Gallery of Canada

October 15th to November 15th

INCENSE
LARGE SELECTION

15c to 1.50

INCENSE BURNERS
SPECIAL "SACRED DOG"
PORCELAIN BURNER 95c

REG. $1.75

AVAILABLE IN 5 COLOURS

1
P
1

r

68 BROCK STREET
between King and Wellington

by Alan Broadbent

A most devious ploy by the university administration has

gone unnoticed by most of the people on campus. In fact, it

has been heralded by many, subjected to paroxysms of

praise and adulation.

This is, of course, the opening of the new athletic com-

plex, a metropolis of athletic facilities unmatched under

one roof. It involves the entire spectrum of athletic facili-

ties, from tennis and squash areas to a swimming pool.

The key point in this whole plot has been the lack of self-

praise by the administration. This is no mere oversight, for

this is the most daring and far-reaching attempt yet by

them to put down other elements in the university. On

something that is just plain bad, like the new parking policy

for instance, they are quick to quote everyone under the sun

who has had anything favorable to say about it, two people

in this example, but in this case they have remained mute.

Not one iota of pride-accomplishment oriented-propoganda

has passed their lips. They want people to think that this is

simply a good thing, and not inspect it any further.

The implications of the athletic complex, however, indi-

cate that is it indeed a clever, dastardly may be the word,

ploy to force both students and faculty into ineffectiveness

and inarticulation.

Think for a moment of the one thing that can totally de-

stroy a person, reduce him to a choking spasm of inepti-

dude. That is it, the common cold. I didn't realize the full

truth of this until I went through my seasonal battle with

this foible of germdom and became a sneezing, sniffing,

rumbling shadow of my former self. The common cold; a

weapon more lethal than the atom when harnessed.

Some sadistic mind in the administration figured this one

out some years back, however, and then discovered the fin-

est reactor for the cold germ would be your ectectic athlet-

ic complex.

As everyone realizes, participation in athletic activity

produces perspiration, that rather clammy film that can

enclaspe the body, and which in advanced stages can grow

little things that crawl. Sweat, in the vernacular, is an unat-

tractive, repulsive to some, by-product of athletic activity.

It can be dealt with in one way. First, it can be showered or

bathed from the body. This involves a more or less total

immersion in water, the favoured liquid for bathing, for

sweat doesn't tend to isolate itself too much. To get it out of

one's scalp, the hair must be washed. The natural off-shoot

of this process is what is called wet hair.

Think now, if you will, of the nature of the Kingston cli-

mate during the period of the school year. Cold, in a word.

At some points, very cold. And medical science has told us.

via television advertisements, that wet hair combined with

a cold night produces the common cold. Mother told me that

as well, so it must be true.

The obvious conclusion from this line of inquiry is that

the cold will be rampant, particularly among people with

the longer hair styles. The new athletic complex has made

no provision for hair-dryers, and so large numbers of people

will be forced out into the cold air to catch a cold.

How is this an administration plot, you may well ask.

Well, picture your typical leff-wing student or faculty

member. What's he got? Long hair. What's he gonna have?

A cold. What won't he be able to do? Talk, or move about a

lot. He is going to have to spend the year in bed, getting lots

of rest, drinking plenty of fluids, and blowing his mind on

pills.

What is worse, think who will be the voice of the students

and faculty. People with crew-cuts, a hair style contempo-

rarily associated with political conservatism. And who has

been raising so much despair among administrators for the

past few years? The ones with the long hair.

Thus we see the new athletic complex as the most sinis-

ter ploy yet perpetrated by the university administration to

date. The common cold has been harnessed, and the voice of

the majority of students and faculty will be stifled, behind

kleenex in all liklihood.

THE CAMPUS ACTIVITIES COMMISSION

NEEDS PEOPLE TO CONDUCT A STUDY INTO

OPEN HOUSE
f INTERESTED,

CONTACT SANDY RILEY

c/o THE A.M.S. OFFICE.

EVERYONE IS WELCOME !

!

art centre
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THE ARTS & SCIENCE

UNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY

OF QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

TREASURER ELECTION RESULTS

(Voting Ovtober 2. 1970)

* Martha Murphy 296
Anne Smythe 13 I

Barbara Slater 102

SENATOR ELECTION RESULTS

(Voting October 7, 1970)

For one-year term
* Fraser Berrill 618

John Houston 310 310

For two-year terms:
* Peter Adams 54 I

* Paul Burke 363
Richard Marchand 328
Ly I e Stevenson 198

Al Kennard 193

Marvin Bloos (candidacy
withdrawn)

* elected

This notice is inserted in the Journal
as a matter of public record, in lieu
of the posting normally required.

ORIENTATION

Applications, with supporting briefs, for the Arts

and Science Undergraduate Society orientation

committee will be accepted until 6 p.m. Monday,
October 26, 1970.

Applicants will present and explain their briefs

to the ASUS executive October 28; the executive
will then choose six members for the 1971 orien-

tation committee.

Applications should be submitted to Joce Cote,
544-0484, or Chris Redmond. 542-8689. Any ap-
plication must be accompanied by a brief explain-

ing the applicant's opinions and suggestions
about orientation.

Any arts, nursing or rehab student is eligible.

ARTS & SCIENCE UNDERGRADUATE

SOCIETY ACADEMIC COMMITTEE

Anyone interested in participating in this com-
mittee should contact Terry Flahiff, 546-0889.
or Chris Redmond, 542-8689.

The committee will research questions of acade-
mic reform and act to assis the ASUS in trouble-
shooting and suggesting improvements in acade-
mics, DSC's and similar matters.
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deep blue falling.

Deep blue falls gently on a single man. He
stoops. Light fingers touch the strings and he is

all but gone. Blocked from his mind by a care-

less gaze, we must only listen.

Is it his soul we have heard? This boy, this

drifter, this minstrel, this wandering singer has

opened a part of himself to us. And we are

called his audience, asked but to heed his lam-

entation, and in some way to grasp the depth of

his languid cries. Heavy Blues finds a place in

the throb of his guitar strings, sensitive to

skilled hands. An artist, lost in a strange mood
we would call sadness, exists in this man.
Catch his words. He speaks of a freedom —

of the mind? Freedom to think and to feel. An
unrestricted liberty to fall away from the mas-
ses, and to become one. You must hang loose

and open, my friend, to the cry of a spirit you

cannot understand. Lean back and turn those

eyes within.

Find yourself, he begs. Come search with

• by Myraa Law

me, through me, through my sounds. We come
He sits casually before us, feeling a sorrow we
have buried, touching a hate we have hidden

revealing a love we have forgotten,, tearing at j

wound we thought to be healed.

Listen to his story.

A boy. a young minstrel, walking alone, lucky

to own the guitar he carries. It speaks to him
Echoes of the strings reach into his mind, leavi

ing him beautifully vulnerable to that truth for

which he searches, a Slow appreciation finrjs

form among the listeners. A young minstrel

exists in a hundred restless hearts. This man
alone with his guitar before us, knows the

young minstrel well — a story no longer.

A single strum and sound fades. He glances

up, confused and awkward as he becomes
aware of the presence of others. Blues Artist

dissolves in the gaunt figure of a single man,
silent in his love for his music. A distant nod

and he is gone.

Sf. James'
Church

Union ond Borne Streets

PREACHER: REV. RAM CARDER

9:00 o.m . - Holy Communion

11:00 o.m , - Morning Prayer

7:30 p.ni .
- Evening Prayer

8:30 p.n .- Coffee Hour in

Rectory

ALL ARE WELCOME

Any musicians wishing to play'at
Bitter Grounds for ''Old Bitter

Grounds Night" on Oct. 23-24
please contact Rob Myers 544-
3674. Come on out for a good
time. Everyone welcome.

After a rugged three day Thanks-
giving sleep and drink-in the Drum
Line of the Q.B.B. needs replace-

ments. At several positions. Only
luscious and willing women need
apply. Leave name, phone, and
stats for Brian, Gary, Jim or John

at 546-9261. Mary needs several

replacements too!

Debased: Contrary to the location

of my frosh photo in Tricolor '70,
I

am not now, have never been, and
trust I shall never retrograde into

becoming an Artsman
William B. Patterson Sc. '73

Morris Hall Trunk Room. Former
Morris Hall residents must remove
any items from the trunk room by

October 30, 1970. Any unclaimed
items will be disposed of after that

date.

WINE
supplies and equipment

CHEESE
from around the world

BEER
malts and supplies for those

who prefer the excellence

of home brew

GOURMET
fopds from afar

GIFTS
with a touch of distinction

COOKE'S
OLD WORLD SHOP est. 1868

59-61 Brock

Kingston, Ont.

PVPFRIFMPF IN COLOUR WITHEXPERIENCE
ENGLiSHSUB-TITLES

'SWORD OF INFAMY'
A CHINESE MOVIE OF ANCIENT FOLKLORE

AND LEGENDARY 'SAMURAIS'

S1.75/PERSON
CLUB-MEMBERS$U5

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1970
9:30 P.M.

ELLIS HALL
PRESENTED BY

QUEEN'S CHINESE CLUB

NOTICE
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY PARKING REGULATIONS
Queen's University parking regulations state in part
that "Vehicles will be permitted to park only in desig-
nated parking areas. Vehicles must not be parked in

NO PARKING or SERVICE AREAS, in driveways, on
lawns or fields, or on footpaths or sidewalks."
The patio between the students Memorial Union, the
International Centre, the gymnasium complex and Union
Street falls into the above category. It is therefore es-
sential in the interests of facilitating pedestrian flow,
preserving the patio surface from further damage, and
maintaining the aesthetic value of the area, to tow
away offending vehi cles, commencing immedi ately.
Towing Action will start at once on a 24 hour a day,
7 days a week basis.

TODAY - 4:00

STUDENTS' UNION

BICYCLE

RACE!

ORIENT
ROUND TRIP

S.F. - TOKYO $38!

S.F. - TAIPEI $38!

S.F. -HONGKONG $40

Jet Charters

Connecting flights to Manila.

Singapore, Bangkok, Seoul

and Calcutta
MANY
FLIGHTS1

to choose
From
F or information call or wr

FLIGHT COMMITTEE
P.O. BOX 2549 „
STANFORD, CALIF. 943LP

TeM42S)_968^571

NAME
ADDRESS

$385

i*ip>

ONEWAY FLIGHTS
ARE AVAILABLE
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Ifeither ofthese suit your taste,

why not try some more?

Isaac Hayes

If you can walk to the beat of

this man's music, you really

know the blues.

Isaac can really sing his

blues to you. And what causes
a man's blues? His women.
Isaac knows. He can tell you
stories. So dance with him,
children. Dance to Isaac's
music. What's that? You don't
dig the blues? Then listen.

HOT BUTTERED SOUL
WALK ON BY. Bert Bacher-

ach wrote it and Isaac tells it

Lawrence Welk

Did you ever hear Frank

Sinatra sing Willow Weep for

me? Didn't it make you want

to cry? Have you ever heard

Lawrence Welk play this song?

How did that make you feel?

The idea that all music could

sound alike went out of rock

and roll music a long time ago

but Welk, with his over consist-

ent, upbeat, big band styling is

still hanging in with it. After
all these years, it still sells.

This may be good indication of

Welks business acumen but it

must also rule him out as a

standard by which to judge
music.

Back in the days when Pete
Fountain played with this

band, they could be counted on

for some first rate jazz styling.

a iiiiiiiimiiiihiiin lllllllil illinium I Mil lillillllllllliliiiilllllll|

! MODERN I

TAXI
|

546-2222
j

Fast, Courteous Service

everywhere-especiaffy the train
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THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE AREN'T FREE

Like her engagement ring. Not free, but

not out of sight expensive either. From our wide

and beautiful selection of diamonds,

we'll show you different cuts, different sizes.

We'll help you choose a diamond well

within your budget. It will be a dazzling gem to

make life even more beautiful.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

IG8 PRINCESS STREET.
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

CANADA

especially with traditional dix-

ieland, but no longer. A new
big band styling is regenerat-

ing much of popular music but

Welk just doesn't seem to know
where this is at. Even Guy
Lombardo, among the last of

the remaining good 'swing'

bandleaders, knows more
about music styling. What was
the name of his group?

We had hoped to offer a re-

view of one of Welk s albums,

as we're sure he must have
many, but when our reviewer's

roommate heard this he broke

down in tears in front of their

stereo.

"YOU'VE
GOT A LOT TO LIVE

AND
PEPSI'S GOT A LOT TO

GIVE"
Call 542-8195

FRONTENAC BEVERAGES
for vending equipment, parties

and special events.

GIVE US A TRY
Free Delivery.

Did you know? ....

. . . that the world high-

jump record is held by a little

old man who acquired it when

someone dropped a hot door

knob down the back of his

pants?

Did you know? .

. . . that if all the people in the

world were Had end to end,

there would be no population

explosion problem?

Did you know?

.

. . . that TELESERVICES
offer the best Radio & T.V.

service in the area? Same-

day 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. service.

Free Estimations, 90 day

guarantee on repairs and very

reasonable charges.

TELESERVICES

116 WELLINGTON ST.

KINGSTON. 548-3213

like it it. HYPERBOLICSYL-
LABICSESQUEDALYMISTIC.
Been making it with two chicks

lately? Isaac tells how it ought

to be done, through the diction-

ary. ONE WOMAN. If only

they were. BY THE TIME I

GET TO PHOENIX. Jim
Webb's classic, only this won't

remind you of Glen Campbell.

THE ISAAC HAYES MOVE-
MENT

I STAND ACCUSED. Isaac

tells his woman why she can't

love John. ONE BIG UNHAP-
PY FAMILY. Not exactly your
neighborhood example. I JUST
DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO
WITH MYSELF. Again. Bach-
erach wrote it but Isaac knows.

SOMETHING, George Harri-

sons masterpiece and Isaac

gives it full justice.

That's it. Two albums, so
far, eight cuts. And if you learn

to dig Isaac, you might learn to

dig his brother Ray, or his

brother Miles, or his brother
Sly. Together, they really raise

ol' brother Cain.

Opening Thursday, October 22nd

CANADIAN SHOP
OF KINGSTON

at 219 Princess Street
{next to the Capitol Theatre)

Finecrafts, toys, clothes, books.
ALL CANADIAN

.

Wouldn't you Bike

to graduate?
Saving is a lesson everyone should learn. And the

Toronto Dominion Bank is prepared lo show you all

you'll ever need to know about it lincidenlly, it's a very

rewarding subjecll.

Once you understand whal Saving is all about, we'll

show you a couple of things about Chequing and
Borrowing Iwe've gol our Masters in making Student

Loansl. There's no enrollment fee. Simply visit a near-by

branch and open an account.

Do it soon. It's the kind of thing you can take an
interest in for the rest of your life.

Toronto Dominion
the bank where people make the difference
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tendays
friday, October 16

afternoon: 1:30p.m.: registration for medical alumni day in the foyer

of agnes etherington hall.

2:00 p.m.: panel discussion on the new health sciences, in

etherington hall auditorium.

2:00 p.m.: alumni association registration in students un-

ion.

3:00 p.m.: conducted tour of the campus and the city.

4:00 p.m.: alumni afternoon tea in the mclaughlin room of

the union.

4 :00 p.m. : dutch treat cocktail party for the medical alum-

ni at the faculty club.

4:00 p.m.: "pedal for pollution" bicycle race and rally

sponsored by the a.m.s. education commission, for details

of prizes and routes, call the a.m.s. 6165

evening: 7:15 — 9:15 p.m.: meeting of the Chinese literary society

featuring films "the sino-soviet border incident", "the

three nuclear tests by the Chinese", in the ellis hall audito-

rium
7:30 p.m.: "let's discuss it "from cfrb toronto presents an

interview with William c. kerr whose revolutionary meth-

od of treating stammering has gained world-wide atten-

tion, on efrc a.m.

8:00 p.m.: focus will be looking at birth control, this will

include taped excerpts from the seminar on birth control

held last monday October 5 in dunning hall, cfrc a.m.

8:00 p,m.: homecoming pep rally at leonard field.

9:00 p.m.: alumni reception for graduates of all years,

faculty members and spouses in grant hall.

9:00 p.m.: "speakeasy" bar and honky tonk piano, pre-

sented by the graduate society and science '71 in Wallace

hall, students union.

10:00 p.m.: medical formal at lasalle hotel

Saturday October 17

morning: 9:00 a.m.: alumni registration and tours of campus con-

ducted by student guides.

10:00 a.m.: homecoming parade on the theme "great in-

ventions"

1 1:30 a.m.: box luncheon and bar for alumni in bartlett

Karen Jones appearing at

Bitter Grounds

practice

and

Sunday, October 18

afternoon: 11:00 a.m.: university church service conducted by parJr(,

laverty in grant hall.

1:30 p.m.: presented by the kingston film society, "closely

watched trains" at the odeon.

evening: 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.: first two films in the "civilisation 1

series, to be shown to students only under the sponsorship

of the a.m.s. education commission, there will be twJ
showings of two films each for six consecutive Sunday

evenings, admission 50c or all seven evenings for $2.00.
\ n

dunning hall auditorium,

tuesday October 20

evening: 7:00 and 10:00 p.m.: "boys of paul street" a modern c]as .

sic at dunning hall flicks, admission $1 .00.

7:30 p.m.: chronicles 6 presented by the drama depart.

ment at the studio theatre, admission is free.

7:30 p.m. an open a.m.s. outer council meeting in lowcr
victoria hall games room.

8:00 p.m.: "rock roots" the first in a series of talks and

tapes on the history of popular music given by gary parr ot

cklc. in the third floor common room of the union.

9:00 p.m.: "pollution" a study course to be organized by

chuck edwards in the third floor common room of the un-

ion.

Wednesday, October 21

evening: 7:30 p.m.: annual meeting of the queen's ski club in stir-

ling 'd' movies

7:30 p.m.: chronicles 6 — see tuesday

8:00 p.m.: meeting of the Chinese club, featuring films in

ellis hall auditorium.

thursday, October 22

referendum on open hours in woman's residence, voting in

meal lines at ban righ.

evening: 7:00 and 10:00 p.m.: dunning hall flicks "quiller memoran-

dum", a spy story with george segal. $1.00 dunning hall

auditorium.

7:30 p.m.: Chinese literary society — general meeting in

international center, lower lodge.

8:30 p.m.: "love and maple syrup" at the grand theatre,

see tuesdays journal.

9:00 p.m. "smiles of a summer night" ingmar bergraan

film series in ellis hall auditorium,

friday, October 23

evening: 7:30 p.m.: chronicles, see tuesday

7:30-10:00 p.m.: audition for queen's musical theatre in

kingston hall, rooms 201, 204, and 208.

8:00 p.m.: "Calcutta" presented by the graduate student

society film club in ellis hall auditorium

8:30 p.m.: "love and maple syrup" at grand theatre

Saturday, October 24

evening: 8:30p.m.: "love and maple syrup" at grand theatre

gymn.
afternoon: 2:00 p.m.: queen's gaels play the varsity blues in richard-

son.

4:30 p.m.: principal's tea for alumni in victoria hall.

5:30 p.m.: alumni cocktail party in lasalle hotel,

evening: 6:30 p.m.: general reunion dinner at lasalle hotel for class

reunion years 1946 to 1970.

7:00 p.m.: the dialectics of liberation continues its investi-

gation of human violence in all its forms with ronald laing

talking on "the obvious", onc.f.r.c. a.m.

7:30 p.m.: general reunion dinner for all class reunions up

to and including 1945. welcome by dr. deutsch with vice-

principal courtright in the chair, at the students' union,

Wallace hall.

8:00 p.m.: student-alumni semi-formal dance on the

theme "great movies", music by mainline and nucleus,

at grant hall.

9:00 p.m.: informal alumni dance at the lasalle hotel. Love and Maple Syrup at the Grand Theatre.

confidence

They go hand in hand lo make
you good, then belter and finally

the besl you can be Whether it's

ding, swimming, playing the

piano or just becoming a com
plete person.

Each hurdle will be easier to

lake il the sanitary pro-

lection you use isn't com- rm
peting against you the jjtl

way napkins can, E*

Take Tampax tampons tor

nslance. They're worn internally

And they're sale and easy to use
even the firsl time (jusl follow the

nslruclions). You'll naturally leel

comfortable. Iresh and secure all

day, every day What easier way
s there to build your conlidence?

As for the practice, you'll find

that's a lot more pleasant, too

Tampax tampons really help

GOSTLIN
Jewellers
LONGINES/ WITTNAUER watchI

11* PrincAtt St. and ol lh* FronhMiac Mult — phono 548-3487 ft 548492*

STRING CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

STUDENTS AND STAFF INTERESTED IN PLAYING IN

A UNIVERSITY STRING ORCHESTRA ARE INVITED

TO ATTEND REHEARSAL ON WEDNESDAY, 21ST

OCTOBER 7:30 - 9:00 P.M. IN THE GRANT HALL
MUSIC ROOM (BASEMENT).

ALL REHEARSALS WEDNESDAYS 7:30 - 9:00 P.M.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
MR. DAVID KEANE.MUS1C DEPARTMENT-LOCAL 5783

MPONS ARE MADE ONLY B'
AMPAX CORPORATION LTD
AR R IE, ONTARIO

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF CANADA

ANNUAL EXAMINATION
FOR

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATORS

FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICERS

WILL BE HELD: OCTOBER 20, 1970 at 7:00 P.M.

LOCATION: ELLIS HALL, QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
KINGSTON, ONTARIO.

GFtADUA TING STUDENTS IN THE FOLLOWING
DISCIPLINES:

COMMERCE—ADMINISTRATION—LAW
ECONOMICS—MATHEMATICS
STATISTICS AND OTHER RELATED
DISCIPLINES

FOR FURTHER DETAILS PLEASE CONSULT OUR
PUBLICITY BROCHURE AVAILABLE AT YOUR PLACE-
MENT OFFICE,

CLARK HALL,

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY,
KINGSTON, ONTARIO.

CIVILIZATION"
THIS SUNDAY - THE FIRST TWO OF A SERIES OF

13, ONE-HOUR FILMS THAT TRACE THE DEVELOP-

MENT OF THE ARTS IN RELATION TO THE HISTORY
OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION - OF SPECIAL INTEREST
TO HISTORY AND ART HISTORY STUDENTS. TO BE

SHOWN, IN SEQUENCE, ON SUNDAY EVENINGS
STARTING OCTOBER 18TH.

- TWO SHOWINGS (AT 7:00 and 9:30) OF TWO FILMS

AT DUNNING AUDITORIUM.

- SERIES TICKETS - .2.00 (For all 13) ON SALE AT

DOOR THIS SUNDAY.

INDIVIDUAL SHOWINGS (AT DOOR)
BOTH FILMS).

50c (for
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Hello, Frank
Frank Tindall often lights a cigar as he

walks onto the practice field. His players

rarely notice. After all, they've already been

0n the field for an hour. The late start has a

ourpose however. Frank likes to let his play-

ers teach themselves for an hour so, after the

captains warm up the team by leading calis-

thenics, the players take turns running each

other through various drills.

As for the cigar, Frank just likes cigars.

But now its his turn to teach what he knows

and what Frank knows is how the game is

played.

In fact it's generally conceded that Frank

Tindall knows better than any other college

coach in Canada just how the game is played.

Anyone who has ever watched Ralph

Clenche teach Calculus should understand

how beautiful a learning experience can be,

given colour, patience and the attitude that

everyone in the class can learn. Every boy

who comes to play for the tricolour learns he

belongs to another team as well, the offense,

the defence, or the hamburg squad. Each unit

forms a sense of pride in it's own identity and

in its importance to the Gaels. Most impor-

tant are the black shirted hamburgers who
learn to play football both coming and going,

usually backwards at the hands of their more
talented teammates. Starting out on this team

have been some of the best players Queen's

followers have seen in recent years.

While the boys are conditioning and training

their own bodies at the start of practice as

they are taught to do, Frank stands in his of-

fice before his blackboard sharing ideas with

his fellow coaches. Together, over the course

of the weeks preceeding the games, they re-

solve the drills they need to teach and to

whom and how these are to be employed in
play patterns.

Once this understanding is achieved, the
coaches come on to the field, knowing what
they are supposed to teach and that the play-
ers are ready and waiting. All this, of course,
leads up to the game itself, at which point the
players on the field take complete control.
They have only each other to rely upon and
each man's performance is a function of his
self.

Where's Frank? Usually he's on the sideline
having a ball watching his boys play. Of
course, he often gets excited, which you can
tell when you can hear him thirty feet away
across a soundless room. He lets the boys in
the spotters box call the game, unless he gets
an idea, but he usually waits until half time or
after the game to tell it and he doesn't second
guess anyone beside himself.

The only question left seems to be why and
how anyone comes to play for Queen's They
come for the same reasons any student goes
to school. But they come also to play football

and it is usually the result of somebody having
told the player that, all things considered,
Queen's can offer the best opportunities. And
more than likely it will have been one of the

boy's friends or relatives. This has been
Frank's 'secret,' the fact that in football as in

any other endeavor, success is ultimately
measured in terms of the friends one makes, a
very happy philosophy to live by.

If life is a game like any other, one plays

badly with bad players. That pretty well tells

Frank's story, except to pass on his wish that

everyone have a good time at tomorrow's
game. And that when you get there have
something nice to say.

Determined defense defeats rugged redmen
by Jim Wright

Surely a lop-sided 44 to 11

victory barely inspires visions

of strong defensive play. Not
so!

In a tremendous effort, Skip
Eaman and the Gael defense
stole the show again last Satur-
day. The defense not only
crushed nearly every McGill
attack but also fielded five
fumbles, snared two intercep-
tions and scored two touch-
downs. Meanwhile Eaman

romped for two more touch-

downs and 156 yards on four

punt returns to earn a first

place tie in the O.Q.A.A. scor-

ing race.

As the band began their half

time show torrents of rain

began to soak the field and fans

alike. However although the

rains practically inn udated the

field it was too late to help

McGill who were down only 17-

11. It was the sky, not the rain

that fell on the Redmen in the

second half.

On receiving the kick-off the

Gaels penetrated deep into

McGill territory but were halt-

ed at the 31. Having seen the

Varsity-Gael game film the

Redmen attempted to copy the

Gael game tactics as they

fumbled the punt in the end-

zone. Ron Faulkner pounced on
the ball and the Gaels were

ahead 23 to 11. Only moments
later the Queen's offence made
their scoring debut as they
drove from their 41 to the

McGill 11 where Eaman tore
over for the major. A Cozac
convert made it 30 to 11. Four
plays later the Redmen tried

another punt to Eaman. Anoth-

er tremendous display of pow-
erful open field running and

Sailors second in

Canadian championship

Queen's Bob Burns

Sailing against the best col-

legiate sailors in Canada, the

Queen's sailing team placed
2nd to a fast team from the

University of British Columbia
last Thanksgiving weekend.
The two-day series held at

R.M.C. was divided into an A
and B division with each divi-

sion sailing 8 races. Jaohn
Draper with a crew of Don
Hains sailed in the A division

and finished 3rd with finishes

of 4, 3. 3, 6, 7. D.N.F., 5 and
after finally putting it all to-

gether, a 1st in the last race.

The hero for Queen's, however,

was freshman Bob Burns with

his crew Eric Vandriel. Al-

though Bob was sick in the

hospital for the eliminations

the week before he obviously

recovered in fine style as he

compiled finishes of 1. 1, 1. 3, 2.

3, 4, 3 to emerge with the best

score not only in the B division

but in the regatta overall. This

was a tremendous accomplish-

ment for Bob and Eric on be-

half of the team.

In traditional style the regat-

ta was wild, wet and cold. On
Saturday, the wind blew 15-20

m.p.h. and the high seas and
the cold air made the going

rough. However, this seemed

to suit the Queen's team as

they led by 4 points at the end
of the 1st day. On Sunday the

wind had dropped to between
10-15 m.p.h. but fog made con-

ditions equally difficult. Since,

during the regatta, one boat

capsized, and two boats almost
sank, and since Bob and Eric

almost collided with the Wolf
Island Ferry and especially
since U.B.C. and McMaster
came on strong in the latter

stages of the event. Queen's
was pleased with its 2nd place
finish. However, with the valu-

able experience gained this

year, the team is looking for-

ward to being the winning crew
next year.

One other highlight of the

weekend was an invitation to

Queen's to sail in the Wayne
State Hudson International
regatta in Detroit. Michigan
this coming weekend. Since
this came as a result of our
good sailing, and since only 17
schools from the U.S. and Can-
ada were invited. Queen's is

very priviledged to receive this

invitation. After all these
years it is heartening to know
that the Queen's reputation for
good sailing is now being rec-
ognized.

another boot by place kicker
Doug Cozac made it Queen's 37
McGill 11. The last ten minutes
of the third quarter were not
graced by any scoring but did
conclude with a by now typical
Redmen fumble.

Having recovered the Mc-
Gill fumble on the It yard line

the Gaels were in position to

start the last Quarter off right.

It took Heino Lilies only two
charges to go over for the final

scoring play. Cozac's eighth
point of the game made it

Queen's 44, McGill 11

Unfortunately all the results

of the game do not appear on
the scoreboard. Mike Lambros
who managed an average of

47.3 yards over 9 punts and
made two interceptions re-

ceived minor injuries as well

as did starting quarter-back
Skip Rochette. Much more se-

rious were the injuries to cor-

ner-linebacker Pete MacPhail
sidelined with a dislocated

shoulder and back-up quarter-

back Tom Taylor hospitalized

by knee injuries. The question

able future of Taylor as well as

other losses compelled coach
Frank Tindall to comment that

Saturday was a very dark day.

He wasn't referring to the
weather and it remains to be
seen whether or not the Gaels
will be able to overcome Satur-

day's set-backs to defeat the

Varsity Blues this week.

STATISTICS

Queen's McGill
Yards rushing 234 102
Yards passing 91 131
Passer 8-12 9-22

Intercepted by 2 0
Fumbled by 3 6
Recovered by 7 2
Punting Lambros Hanson
averages 9-425-47.3 11-447-406

MePherson
2-85-42.5

Penalties 50 yd. 70 yd
against
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Varsity may be mean and tough
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but together we can beat them
by Queen's Head Coach
Bullnosc Q. Moosehoot

Fvah since Ah became a bit

TV sighted Ah ain't been

"Lin what goes on down on

this
field none t0° good but Ah

figure Ah
learned long ago how

m teach this game so don't try

to give Me n0 nonsense
-

Jest

pay attention.
v
Ah know some people been

figurin Ah ain't had no Ahdea
a' what the hells been goin on
with Mah boys losin and all.

Well, don't pay no mind. You
jest watch Mah boys and you'll
be all right.

Alright you guys. Git out
thar an put the fear of God
back into them.

STUDENTS

The tremendous spectator

interest in this, our homecom-
ing game has prompted the

athletics office to reserve a

large section of Toronto stu-

dent seating. This marks a

rather unusual turn of events
for Ricardson stadium after its

fifty years as it has long ago
become unusual for our fair

campus to attract large num-
bers of fans from opposing
schools. Given the traditional

Queen's student conduct on the

field after away games this is

not surprising.

The idea of hosting large
numbers of students from vis-

iting schools is well practiced

by every other "big four'

school . Queen's, to its discred-

it, seems to have long ago for-

gotten this art.

Next year the Gaels will host

their opposition in a new stad-

ium. This year we have the

opportunity to resolve that

Queen's will also project a new
attitude. For the sake of seeing

just how we Queen's students
have appeared to others for so

long and as a gesture to illus-

trate an attitude worthy of the

host school, let Varsity have
the twigs for the first time in

their lives. After all. they'll

need some way to vent their

disappointment after the

game.
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by Chris Redmond
Too drunk to be quite awake, but definitely too high to go to bed just yet — one o'clock

on Homecoming victory reveJry night, flushed from the semi-formal, sunburnt from sideline

cheering, and then the chime of a transistor's news report hits into the din of floor parties and
the ether of lonesome common rooms. We are number one, but in Quebec, in this our same
glorious country, murderers are loose.

Pin-drop silence in Victoria basement; grim unsober listening in coat-carpeted apartment
bedrooms, and other rooms with one horrified and suddenly sober graduate engineer. Toron-

to is beaten, and next week we go to meet McGill in Montreal. Montreal, city of death.
The bulletin ends and the liquid CBC finds untoxic sounds for the occasion. The opener is

tossed over again and more quarters drop into the beer fund jar. Kissing resumes in a corner;

at the party an oil thigh tries not to be stillborn. It is possible to do oil thighs to In-a-gadda-da-
vida for seventeen full minutes, if there isn't another icy chime before the seventeen minutes
are up. More rye.

News, beer, news, homecoming night. First things first; Queen's is not really under mar-
tial law, despite the constables on Victoria steps. None of this is happening in our world. The
news from Montreal is that fanatics have killed Pierre laporte and the country is in despair.
The news from Montreal is that the league championship may be ours.

by Chris Clark
Sunday afternoon. October 18. Ottawa. The red tunics were gone, the RCMP now wore

their everyday work uniform and a couple of officers were now a dozen. One press corre-
spondent informed me that there were soldiers in the East Block. An Armed Forces helicopter
circled overhead.

It was prime time for demonstrations with T. V. cameras soldiers and politicians all there.
"We're behind you Trudeau". "Vive FLQ" "Vive Canada Libre." "Repeal War Measures Act."
No one really got out of hand though, despite the two factions, although one woman holding
a "Vive FLQ" sign was charged by some people. The RCMP broke it up.

Everybody cheered Dietenbaker, Trudeau, Stanfield and just about everyone who left

the House. The dissenters were drowned out.

Then I left the Hill. The supporters of the government were singing "O Canada" and the
protesters were trying to shout them down. About a hundred feet later all I could hear was
the traffic jam on Wellington Street. Two hundred voices don't carry very far.

Reports recommend changes in orientation
The Arts Orientation pro-

gramme came under a very thor-
ough review this year, and the
result was two reports, one by the
Orientation Committee and anoth-

er
hy a study commission headed

»y Nancy Hoey and Marv Bloos.
The Orientation Committee

"port on Orientation '70 was
submitted Wednesday evening to

.

ASUS executive. "Its very
" rst recommendation concerned
application deadlines for the Ori-
entation 71 committee, and set
wtober 28 as the final selection

, ,
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re be a drop-in centre
Urcjay night before Signing

The reports from specific areas

outlined the process for formulat-

ing each programme (such as

Academic orientation) and offer

self-criticism and suggestions to

future committees.

Under the chairmanship of

Nancy Hoey and Marv Bloos. a

ten-person committee also studied

orientation. evaluating the

strengths of the academic, social,

informational and cultural aspects

of the program with interview

questionnaires presented to fresh-

men, gaels. non-involved upper-

year students, and professors. In

addition, two "dummy" frosh,

that is, upper-year students incog-

nito, were placed in gael groups

and contributed their personal

impressions of the existing pro-

gramme.

The result is the extensive twen-

ty page Hoey-Bloos Mellow Yel-

low Paper, consisting of specific

recommendations, personal re-

marks of the participants, a tabu-

lation of the questionnaires, and

several general recommendations

for the future regarding the con-

struction of such studies.

The recommendations concern-

ing orientation program favour a

tendency toward more informal,

less structured activities, in which

the freshmen, rather than adopt-

ing preset roles, which effectively

limit relations, are able to achieve

greater personal involvement by

structuring of their own activities.

The program should be integrated

with the university community as

a whole, through the greater par-

ticipation of professors and upper-

year students, the report says.

Specific recommendations were

these;

Involve profs and grads as part

time gaels.

Reduce the number of stag

dances — (here are better ways
for freshmen to meet each other in

a more natural setting with small-

group get-togethers. None of the

tense feelings and social pressure

would result.

Investigate the possibilities of

putting Kingston freshmen in resi-

dence for the first few days.

Allow more free time for gael .

group activities with no specific

activities planned.

Continue the policy of allowing

many events to be open for upper

year students — mind grind, crea-

tion, etc.

The impressions of the "dum-
my" frosh tended to be critical of

specific structures of the program
"gaels acting too aloof" was one

note. In general they are incorpo-

rated in the report's recommenda-
tions.

In conclusion, the report says

orientation is a valuable experi-

ence for the freshmen in introduc-

ing him to university life. Its spe-

cific recommendations are direct-

ed toward the end of achieving his

greater participation in the activi-

ties of frosh week and are a solid

beginning to some systematic
approach for developing a more
eltective orientation program. In

its recommendations concerning
the problem of such studies, it

constructs a framework for future

efforts of the same kind.

Oceanography conference to be held
Man has only begun to utilize his

most extensive and valuable re-

source, the ocean. The future for

many of us will be in the discovery

and recovery of food and minerals

wealth from the oceans. To do so

efficiently and effectively, we
must be aware of all aspects of the

ocean environment, for we are

responsible not only for the utiliza-

tion of the oceans' products but

also for maintaining the oceans as

a continuous source of wealth.

To contribute to this needed
awareness about the oceans will

be the goal of the second annual

Central Canada University Geolo-

gy Conference (CCUGC), to be

held this Thursday Oct. 22 until

Sunday Oct. 25 in the Holiday Inn

here in Kingston. The conference

has been organized by undergradu-

ate geology students at Queen's

with the help of faculty.

Although Queen's is far from
any ocean, students from here

have worked in oceanography in

many different places of the

world. Many have worked at the

Bedford Institute in Nova Scotia,

and others have worked in sum-
mer (or longer) research in the

Mediterranean, Caribbean, Pacif-

ic and Atlantic and in the Arctic

and Antarctic. One fourth year
geology student, Roger Smith,
sailed with the Canadian research

vessel, the Hudson, which was the

first boat to sail around the Ameri-
cas, going around from the Atlan-

tic to Pacific and back across the

Northwest Passage. In spite of the

fact that there in only one under-
graduate program in oceanogra-
phy at Queen's, there is a wide
amount of expertise and enthusi-

asm here for the field.

Reflecting this is the scope of

the conference, which includes
representatives from industry,
university and government and
covers a wide range of topics.

Speeches will include a presenta-
tion on the Hudson trip by Roger
Smith, considerations of the future
of marine geology, discussion of

the life cycles of ocean basins,

continental shelf structure, sedi-

ment in Lake Ontario and mineral
and oil exploration. A panel will

discuss the future of geology and
geo-engineering in the oceans, and
another will discuss the responsi-

bility of the government, industry

and university in marine science.

Field trips will examine geologi-

cal structures around Kingston
and two Great Lakes research
vessels will be berthed near the
Holiday Inn. The ships will be open
to the public for tours.

Subjects to be considered vary
from the relatively complex to the
more general and thus are in no
way limited to geology experts.
Anyone may attend the lectures or

other functions for the five dollars

registration fee. Regular informal
sessions augment the more formal
lectures, and allow those attend-
ing an excellent opportunity to

meet and talk with prominent
people from many fields and inter-

ests related to oceanography.
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GRAND THEATRE 546-1756

3 Shows Only - Oct. 22, 23, 24 at 8:30 p.m.

The tendon, Woihin ston, New Yerk, C ' t mu.icoll

•J!

"A imell maiterpiece".
—Montreal star

"It'e on electric offoir".

—Time Magazine

"A more beguiling llnle iporkler would ke herd to imogine."

—Coe, Waililngton Port „ - . _ .

Tlckete: *3, Moin Floor ond Firet Bolcony; $2 Bock Balcony

TICKETS

—

$3.00 Moln Floor ond Front Bolcony

$2.00 Back Balcony

STUDENT SPECIAL $2.00 anywhere

Box Office Open 12:30 -5 p.m.

All are welcome lo attend a friend-

ly, informal gathering of people

interested in Italy, its people, and

its culture. Wed., Oct. 21, 8 p.m.

International Centre.

Stereo components

Wood, 546-4628.

call Terry

Wanted: Roommate to share large

3-bedroom apartment near ton-

pus. Call 546-6976.

Lost: (stolen): 5-speed Holdsworth

bicyle, bright orange distinctively

marked, from 335 Earl St. Fridoy

night. Twenty dollor reward for

return. 544-0727.

Wanted: One girl to share four

bedroom apartment with three

others. Close to campus. 542-

2687.

Arts '73Smoker — Tuesday, Ocl.

27, 9-12 p.m., 2nd floor Common
Room, Union. Only 25c with year

card. 312 5 without. Arts '73

ONLY!

Opening Thursday, October 22nd

CANADIAN SHOP
OF KINGSTON

at <!19 Princess Street
(next to the Capitol Theatre)

Finecrafts, toys, clothes, books.
ALL CANADIAN

.

Spearn s of Kingston

"The Gift Centre"

cordially invites you to come in and see the

wonderful selection of Gifts for all occasions.

Jewellery — Silver - Wedgewood - Royal Doulton

— Eskimo Carvings — Limoges - Lamps — Crystal

and China — Music Boxes — Jewellery Boxes.

also

Exclusive dealer for Estee Lauder Cosmetics

Spearn's is the Place

330 PRINCESS STREET

(between Barrie & Clergy Streets)

Thousands thrill to Great Race

More than a hundred and fif-

ty cyclists turned up Friday at

Kingston Hall for the first an-

nual running of "Le Tour de

Kingston" — the great anti-

pollution bicycle rally. Crowds

of thousands lined the streets

of the rally course, waving,

cheering, and yelling anti-pol-

lution slogans. Braving the

first snowfall, cyclists on

everything from tandem spe-

cials to specials lightened ex-

tra-fast ten and fifteen speed

machines competed on what

one sports columnist described

as "the toughest course of its

kind in the world." Official

starter Stirling Moss had bare-

ly dropped the flag for the Le

Mans type start when one over-

enthusiastic competitor caught

up in the frantic jockeying for

position misjudged the first

corner and bent things at-

tempting to avoid a tree. Race

marshalls at the scene say a

wet leaf on the track may have

been the cause. After one lap,

many of the slower competi-

tors had dropped out with

mechanical difficulties or

from sheer exhaustion. The

rest pressed on, puffing great

clouds of vapour in the crisp

fall air. Scant minutes after

UPP? A quiet party for the Silver

Seven and their dates, and all

members of UPP? On our first anni-

versary, 10 p.m., Sunday Oct. 25.

In the Inspector's Room. Black tie

and sneakers. Approach room in

appropriate manner.

Roger; remember you have a lec-

ture on Thursday. Welcome home,

Lorna!

the last straggler's passed on

their first lap, the leaders ap-

peared again to take the check-

ered flag amid tumultuous ap-

plause. Trophies were awarded

to Phil Huestis and Arnold

Heayn who tied for first in the

multi-speed division and to

Lynn Ingham and Bob AlmacL

first girl and boy in the s\mL
speed class. Asked what

ti e
thought of the event, one eye)

ist who failed to collect an v
laurels could only say "jC
going straight home to start

training for the spring rally."

Open hours vote
The vote on the extension of

open hours will be held on Oc-

tober 22, 1970. There will be

ballot boxes in the meal lines

at lunch and dinner. If the first

ballot does not receive a two-

thirds majority there will not

be an extension. If it does, the

extension which received the

largest number of 'yes' votes

will win. The four choices on

the second ballot are very gen-

eral so that it will indicate the

general feeling among the

women in residence. After

consulting with the women at

their floor meetings the Wom-
en's Residence Council will

decide the detailed hours be-

fore the meeting of the Ban
Righ Board on November 7. All

four choices on the second bal-

lot must be answered and at

least one of them must have a

'yes' answer.

BALLOT 1

Are you in favour of an exten-

sion of open hours?

yes( ) no
(

|

BALLOT 2

If there is to be an extension

are you in favour of

:

(Answer all four (4), at least

one 'yes'

)

1. Open weekends yes(
)

no( )

2. Open daytime hours during

week yes ( ) no ( )

3. Open evenings during week-

yes ( ) no ( )

4. Open all the time. (7 days a

week, 24 hours a dayiyes

( ) no (
• j

*:

Have you answered all four

(4)?

Who's Where will only be dis-

tributed until 5 pm Wednesday

October 21. Distribution will

continue until then in the inner

AMS office from 10 am until S

pm.

DOWNTOWN AT 109miNCESS ST
UPTOWN AT THE SHOPPING CENTRE

c
J^elevance

^poken

"Anyone who's anyone on the

on the Zmjder Zee wears a

two-to-bnlton DB."

Double
your interest here

THE CLASSIC BLAZER

IS NOW SHAPED AND

DOUBLE breasted

STRIPED AND PLAIN.

SEE ONE WITH A

QUEEN'S CREST ON IT.

SHARP
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Ticket sales end soon
Would you buy a car trom

this man? The Hole-in the-

Manor Gang did. Needless to

say, they bought the tickets

under threat of being cut off at

the Manor. Since the Hole-in-

the-Manor Gang is the only

gang that has the dubious hon-

our of being in the red after

three capers, they had to solic-

it enough funds for the tickets

from three little old ladies, two
co-eds, four dogs, five cats and
an aardvark.

You can get your tickets for

the car from any member of

Science 71 but hurry since the

last day for open sales is Octo-

Would you buy a car from this

New nat'l student union possibility
The establishment of a new

national student union is one of

the topics to be discussed at a

special caucus of university

student representatives to be

held in Winnipeg from October

30 to November 1.

Arranged by the University

of Manitoba Student Union, the

caucus will consider "the idea

of political union," said Israel

Lyon, U. of M's President and

initiator of the event.

It appears that such a na-

tional union interests many
student leaders. A.M.S. Presi-

dent Rod Follwell feels that a

union is feasible and could be

effective in the area of inter-

university communications,
and in pursuit of solutions to

problems which confront Cana-
dian university students in

general. However Follwell
doubts that any formal union
will result from this caucus'
deliberations because of the
predicted negative alignment
of several key schools. This
negative alignment is expected
as a result of fond (?) memo-
ries of the operations of the
now defunct Canadian Union of
Students.

The caucus is also expected
to dwell on topics of common
student interest as well as on

the nature of student tactics

for the annual meeting of The
Association of Universities and
Colleges of Canada, also being

held in Winnipeg, commencing
on November 2.

Among other things the uni-

versity administrators and
student delegates to attend the

A.U.C.C. meeting will ap-

proach issues on the use of new
learning media, A.U.C.C.

guidelines on university gov-

ernment, Canadian studies in

Canadian universities, the uni-

versity and the Canadian
North, accessibility to univers-

ities, and the preparation of

university teachers.

Queen's student delegates to

both the caucus and the

A.U.C.C. meetings are Alma
Mater Society President Rod
Follwell, Graduate Student

Society President Vince Law-
rence, and Education Commis-
sioner Patrick Riley.

McArthur elections
McArthur College elections

were held last Thursday for

Senator. AMS rep and College

executive. Because of the lim-

ited number of Candidates,

(seven of nine positions were

acclaimed) elections were held

only two days after nomina-

tions closed.

Mike Barkwell was ac-

claimed as Senator. Ted Gre-

gory won the election to be

McArthur's representative to

the AMS.

NOVEMBER 6 th.

SCIENCE FORMAL DANCE

RENT YOUR COMPLETE

FORMAL

FULL DRESS SUIT

AND ALL THE ACCESSORIES
SHIRTS, BOW-TIE, VEST, BRACES, JEWELLERY

SPECIAL

*14.50
ALL OTHER REQUIREMENTS ARE

AVAILABLE AT SPECIAL PRICES

SYD SAMUELS
MEN'S WEAR

350 PRINCESS ST.

NEWMAN'S EXPERT
TAILOR MEN'S SHOP

Suits made to measure & ready

to wear.
Alteration - all work guaranteec

also men's furnishings &
formal rentals.

2 14 Princess St. 546-0110

• AH the latest styles ^
• H sung lasses I
• Repairs • Magnifiers •
• Custom made glasses *

Contact Lenses^/
jTSpfthlUlH /* THt rtltlNL bf

N

il—-^opticians!
^.262 Kins St. E. SAl-\TA,7jg

ber 20. If you don't buy one you

won't be threatened with bodi-

ly harm but you'll probably be

left with mental scar tissues

for the rest of your life as the

salesman will throw a temper
tantrum at your feet.

Vendetta Formal tickets and

tickets for the Chuck Berny.

Quess Who Concert are on sale

at the Students' Union, Sharp

and Flats, Mortons Record
Bar, Syd Samuel's, and at the

door for $3.50 and $4.00. If you

can't make it to the formal, a

poor man's formal will be held

in Leonard Hall with Crowbar
supplying the music.

The College executive is as

follows: President, John Elby;

Male Social Convenor, Mike
Craigen; external Vice Presi-

dent, Barrie Hammond; secre-

tary, Claudia Jamieson;
Treasurer, Brian Fink; female

social convenor, Ann Bulger;

Communications Commission,

Nancy Christie; and male ath-

letic stick, Gary May. The
female athletic stick will be

chosen later.

264 KING ST. E.

KINGSTON, OUT.

613-548-7891

MARY LOU BROWN

VENDETTA
WEEKEND

VENDETTA FORMAL TICKETS - $15.00

CHUCK BERRY - GUESS WHO CONCERT
Two Shows 8:00 - 10:00

Tickets $3.50 -$4.00

POOR MAN'S FORMAL
WITH CROWBAR-

Tickets sold at door

FORMAL FITTINGS - 00 20 21,22

1:00 - 5 p.m. TUES, WED., THURS.

6:30 - 9:30 THURS. EVE
J

520 Princess St., Corner of Alfred

Phone 542-5180

MY SALON OFFERS YOU
- THE LATEST HAIR FASH/ON TRENDS
—INDIVIDUAL HAIRSHAPING AND CUTTING
-PASTELS, SUNLIGHTING, STREAKS AND
FROSTINGS. COLOUR.
—PERMANENTS AND BODY WAVES,
-PRESCRIPTED PRODUCTS
-NO CHARGE FOR CONSULTATION

Open evenings &
All day Sat.

Ample free

doorside parking.

\lGr"'* *

12
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Cohen

living life -

and loving it.

by Paul Barron

Seven of us sat in the back-
room of the Lasalle Hotel,

around a table filled with the

empty beer bottles and filled

ash trays of a dead party, and
talked with Leonard Cohen.

An hour and a half later, we
walked out and thanked him
quietly as we each said good-

bye. Me, with a taperecorder

that was never turned on but

with the front page of the To-

ronto Telegram filled with

scribbled ideas and quotes.

"/ get up in the morning and try to

make my peace with the day."

The conversation was une-
ven and ranging. He refused to

get hung up on the subject of

definitions. "I don't care about
those things", i.e., whether he
is a song writer or a poet. One
of us would ask one thing then

another and get a calm, quiet

answer back as he glanced
between us and the candle he
had lit and placed before us.

Leonard Cohen is a man fas-

cinated with living rather than

life — and with meeting people

rather than embracing human-
ity. A lot of his concert show-
manship and stage presence
left him as he played with the

candle and talked about his

farm in the backwoods of Ten-

nessee. He really became en-

thusiastic as he described how
he and a friend would spend
half the day catching his horse,

"Friend ", then riding him at

full gallop . .

.

He's a man who loves Mon-
treal ("I was naive enough to

fall in love with my own birth-

place"), yet loves Tennessee,

values his privacy but loves the

concert tours because they

bring him to new sights, new
sounds and new people.

Moving. Leonard Cohen is

moving. From place to place.

From idea to idea. Constantly

he refers to "grow" and "pro-
gress" and admits that his po-

etry writing days are almost
over — "I'm thinking mostly
with music" — now he's into

music but after that . . .?

"Believe in your ability to survive

and love, rather than believe in

your powers as a poet . . . lake

your life and really make a poem
out of it."

The art is sterile unless the

artist's life has a certain kind

of meaning. There must be
"something in the poem of

your life" for no-one is "inter-

ested in cross word puzzles on
the page" or intellectual twist-

ings.

All that the poet must do is

improve on the blank page. All

the musician need do is im-

prove upon silence. "Artists
have a thousand ways to de-
stroy themselves", for you can
"pin your shipwreck" on any-
thing, not just money.

"/ am interested in the life that

produces the songs rather than the

songs (themselves).
'

'

"I feel I need everything."
Like him or not, this man is

enjoying his life and his life

style. He wants "to be an ex-
ample of something — even if

it's a bad example", but most
important, I think, is simply
that Leonard Cohen likes Leon-
ard Cohen and likes Leonard
Cohen's life. He is at peace
with himself in many ways,
while retaining a drive and in-

terests beyond himself.

He likes praise but it doesn't
'turn him on', reduce him or
excite him. He accepts it.

by Marte
Harding

Last Thursday's audience
at

Cohen concert came determine',!*

pate in a Cohen 'happening'!
disappointed partly because

oil
determination and enthusiasm

The Army, the back-up b ari(
j

and Cohen had the flue, but his'

feeling for people established',

rapport with the audience that
in

the hours diminished. And the
â

desire for that empathy height
tightened the performance.

Cohen himself seemed more
when it wasn't working than his

His first reprise of Marianne
sa

necessary from the middle of

but there was a rather general api

of his honesty.

The Army is fine back-up bat

times, gave as much personality

ber as Cohen. I was less pleased

camp followers, the female seel

appearance and behavior was ret

of the blonde in a new car com

Vocally they were strong — toos

they always overpowered Cohi

choruses.

Cohen, in spite of the flu, ga«

professional performance ivhi

more and more enjoyable His

through of Tonight Will Be Fii

audience clapping in time.

It wasn't until the last pari n[

cert, however, that the "vibes r<

ed humming," to use Cohen's own

The familiarity and most of the

al Cohen loneliness of No Way To'

Bye and Suzanne had everyone le

timental and roaring for more.

Those two songs and the results

minutes of encores left audience

formers reeling. The two additw

es of Tonight Will be Fine hadW
on its feet clapping and the thi"

of Marianne was certainly betlei

first two times around.

Cohen is now on a tour of I*

United States and then on to

he'll be back in the not-tocrf»*

for a fairly intensive CanadianP

The audience, which some""
1

scribed, in awe, as "genera »!

sive" is to be congratulat

warmth, as is the A S U S,

mittee for their quick action1

1

homesick Cohen for one of w

appearances.

Editor -P»«lB,
"t

Busmen Min«Qe' -

Sp°"\
"

PuMnhed twice a unl dunnfl <>*> "
,„

doty Of Qiwsn't Un.wwury Four-*"1 •"
o

0IB10 EdHOfiM Bond ail <t not iioce»i*" *
^

Unnremtv Mcmbei of Ubo.al.on NC"
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GSS vs AMS
by Vincent Lawrence

President of Graduate Stu-

dents Society
Since last March the Gradu-

ate Student Society has been
reviewing its status as ffmem-
ber of the Alma Mater Society.
This review was undertaken
because the majority of gradu-
ate students were unhappy
with the political views of the
AMS as well as the ever-in-
creasing fees that many have
to pay to the AMS. To evaluate
the problem, and AMS-GSS
relationship committee was
set up and after they reported
another committee was set up
to re-negotiate our agreement
with the AMS. These negotia-
tions have recently been com-
pleted and graduate students
will vote on Wednesday, Octo-
ber 28th to decide whether to

continue their association with
the AMS on the terms of the
new agreement or to secede
from the AMS.

I have personally foHowed
the entire proceedings very
closely and am very pleased in

the way the AMS took a real

good look at itself, listened to

the views of the graduate so-

ciety and were willing to ac-

commodate all reasonable
requests. This year for the first

time the AMS will be sponsor-
ing events of primary interest

to graduate students and they
will support a graduate dele-

gate to the Canadian Confer-
ence of Graduate Students
where graduate students fi-

nancing and employment will

be discussed. These two ac-

tions are very important be-

cause the graduate personnel
is really made up of students

from all the other faculties at

Queen's. The Inner and Outer

Council members of the AMS
have all approached their du-

ties seriously; this year they

have cut back on the rhetoric

and are working towards the

achievement of a mature and
responsible student body.

Looking at the great progress

that has been made it is now
my belief that the GSS can
operate effectively within the

framework of the AMS and
that those of us that are gradu-

ate students, like all other stu-

dents, receive quite a few ser-

vices from the AMS that are
not immediately obvious.

Some of these useful services

and facilities are: Who's
Where, printing and typing

services, the Journal, Dunning
movies, Hood and Gown rent-

als, various campus clubs and
the students' pub. The AMS
also does a great amount of

administrative work associat-

ed with the effective function-

ing of the University, and be-

cause of its over one hundred
years of existence has got it-

self well established in the day-

to-day administration of the

University. It is my belief that

graduate students would not

have the desire or time to be-

gin covering or duplicating all

these activities through their

society. The GSS should contin-

ue its useful contribution

through the graduate school

but should not try to take on
much more activities with its

present system of volunteer

help.

The question arises as to

how graduate students can
ensure a responsible AMS in

future years if they now decide

to accept the agreement. This

is obviously impossible but the

graduate students can attempt
to ensure this by electing re-

sponsible AMS representa-

tives. The new agreement will

require renewal each year so
that if future graduate students

are not happy with the AMS
they can take appropriate ac-

tion.

In closing let me repeat that

I personally recommend very
strongly the acceptance of the

newly negotiated agreement
and to quote from one of the

GSS representatives on the

AMS:
"Student government at

Queen's is a federal system
and among the member socie-

ties of the AMS interests and
needs are quite varied. Not
everything the federal body
does will please every constitu-

ent society but a central body
providing some direction to the

entire student community is

better than several societies

each pulling in a different

direction.

It is now up to each graduate
student to make up his own
mind on what he thinks the

AMS-GSS relationship should
be, and I hope what I have said

will aid in the decision.

AM W6r

MYWfKTf
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imw a
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tuesday October 20

evening: 7:30 p.m.: chronicles 6 featuring "everymarT - a play

dealing with the ultimate question of life and death,

"everyman*' is presented by the drama department at the

studio theatre in the old arts building, admission is free.

7:30 p.m.: an open a.m.s. outer council meeting in lower

victoria hall games room.

8:00 p.m.: "rock roots" the first in a series of talks and

tapes on the history of popular music given by gary parr of

cklc in the second floor common room of the union.

X:00 p.m.: a pollution probe meeting in the upstairs com-

mon room of the union.

S:00 p.m.: evangelist fern olson at kingston collegiate au-

ditorium.

Wednesday, October 21

afternoon: 4:30 p.m.: the biology department presents a lecture on

•mammal succession in the Canadian pleistocene, a study

in paleo-ecology" by dr. c.s. churcher of the department of

zoology at university of toronto and the royal Ontario mu-

seum, earl hall room 111.

evening: 6:30 p.m.: publications committee meeting in the outer

a.m.s. office.

7:30 p.m.: annual meeting of the queen's ski club in stir-

ling "d". movies.

7:30 p.m.: chronicles 6 - see tuesday.

8:00 p.m.: meeting of the Chinese club showing films in

ellis hall auditorium.

8:00 p.m.: queen's italian club get acquainted at the inter-

national centre.

thursday October 22

referendum on open hours in women's residence, voting in meal lines at

ban righ.

evening: 7:00 and 10:00 p.m.: dunning hall flicks "quiller memoran-

dum" a spy story with george segal. $1.00 at dunning hall

auditorium.

7:30 and 9:00 p.m. . chronicles 6 at the studio theatre in the

old arts building - see tuesday.

7:30 p.m. : Chinese literary society - general meeting in the

international centre - lower lodge.

8:30 p.m.: "Canadians are a backward lot - they have not

yet heard that love is dead!" "love and maple syrup" ex-

plores every facet of love in canada. it presents works

from leonard cohen, gordon lightfoot. irving layton, joni

mitchell, Stephen leacock and many others, this play will

be at the grand theatre.

9:00 p.m.: "smiles of a summer night" ingmar bergman

film series in ellis hall auditorium.

friday October 23

evening: 7:30 and 9:00 p.m.: chronicles 6 at the studio theatre in the

old arts building - see tuesday.

7:30 p.m.: audition for queen's musical theatre in kingston

hall, rooms 201 , 204 and 208.

8:00 p.m.: "Calcutta" presented by the graduate student

society film club in ellis hall auditorium. 8:30 p.m.: "love

and maple syrup" at the grand theatre, see thursday.

Saturday October 24

evening: 8:00 p.m.: evangelist fern olson at kingston collegiate au-

ditorium.

8:30 p.m.: folk and blues concert at st. lawrence college,

admission $1.00 per person and $1.25 a couple, featuring

kingston's best folk and blues artists.

8:30 p.m.: "love and maple syrup" at the grand theatre,

see thursday.

Tendays and fivedays are a free advertising service provid-

ed by the Journal. Please send any information and/or pic-

tures to Dianne Elliott c/o Queen's Journal. We will at-

tempt to print all information supplied to us, and pictures if

space allows. Unfortunately -we cannot guarantee to return

information or pictures.

fivedays
Sunday October 25

evening: 7:00 p.m.: evangelist fern olson at kingston collegiate au-

ditorium.

8:30 p.m.: film evening, some master painters in ellis hall,

all dunning hall flicks cancelled due to new bookings for

films, new list will be posted, old bitter grounds night -

campus entertainment, sets at 10: 00 friday and Saturday,

alice - dave macpherson - minstrel and his music, sets

start at 10:00, friday. Saturday and sunday.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1970

8:30 p.m.

Informal Meeting

The meeting will feature an illus-

trated talk by Roger Smith, a

fourth-year Queen*s student, on

his experiences on the voyage of

the HUDSON research vessel

around the Americas for the past

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1970

9:00 a.m.

Official Welcome —
Dr. H. R. Wynne-Edwards

9:30a.m.

Dr. B. R. Pelletier —
"Canadian Marine Geology: A

look at the past and into the 70's"

10:35 a.m.

Dr. A. Mclntyre—
"Microorganisms as paleo ocean-

ographic indicators in the Atlantic

Ocean"
11:20 a.m.

Dr. S. J. Nelson —
"The Paleozic Ocean"
2:00 p.m.

Dr. J. T. Wilson -
"The life cycle of ocean basins —

at agnes etherington art centre

October 23 - 25

pat dickson will be modelling a portrait head in the studio work-

shop at the art centre.

October 25 film evening: some master painters — at ellis hall, member-

ship available at the art centre or at ellis hall, from 8:00 p.m.,

October 25. annual fees: family $5.00; individual $3.00; student

$1.00.

at the kingston theatres

capitol — "how the west was won"
hyland — "z"

odean — starting tomorrow "the swappers"

"love and Maple Syrup" the National Art Centre's smash hit musical fea-
turing Mia Anderson, Richard Ayres, Claude Dorge, Veronique Le Flaguais,
Colleen Peterson, and Robin Ward appearing at the Grand Theatre.

Key to the history of the earth's

surface"

2:45 p.m.

Dr. J. W. Murray
"Structure of the continental shelf

off Vancouver Island. B.C."

4:00 p.m.

Panel Discussion: "The Future of

Geology and Geo-Engineering in

the Oceans

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 24. 1970

9:00a.m.

Dr. B. D. Loncarevic —
"Marine Geology is Really Geo-

physics"

9:45 a.m.

Dr. K.K.Turekian—
"Geochemistry of the Atlantic

Ocean Basin"
10:50 a.m.

Dr. R. L. Thomas —
"The Distribution and Geochemis-

try of Recent Sediments in Lake

Ontario"

11:35 am.
Dr. D. R. Berry —
"Mineral Exploration in Canada

and its relationship to past and

present oceans"
2:00 p.m.

Mr. M. J. Colpitts -
"Ocean Technology — Man in and

on the Ocean"
2:45 p.m.

Mr. D. W. Axford -
"Petroleum in the Seas and on the

Continental Shelves with particu-

lar reference to the opportunities

in such areas in Canada."

4:00 p.m.

Panel Discussion: "The Responsi-

bility of Government, Industry,

and University in Marine Science.

Central Canada University Geo-

logical Conference Programme

Sessions are held on the sixth floor

of the Holiday Inn. They are open

to the public for $3.00 per session.

3 D into the 70's
Aspects of sculpture

An exhibition prepared by the Art Gallery of Ontario

October 16th to November 8th

QUEBEC IN COLOUR
Photographs of rural and urban Quebec

An exhibition prepared by the National Gallery of Canada

October 15th to November 15th BIGGEST
LITTLE

BOOKSTORE
73 BROCK ST. 544-4144

OPEN: MON. TUBS. SA T.

9 until 6

WED. THURS. & FRI.

9 until 9

TONIGHT
third floor common room/ union

8:00

"ROCK R00TSS"

-the history of popular music
a course given by Gary Parr of CKLC

9=00

"POLLUTION"
- a study group with Chuck Edwards^£ art centre
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Soccer rolls along
by Hugh Connelly

The Queen's Soccer Gaels

allied out to Carleton Univer-

sity two weeks ago Saturday

A took advantage of their

hosts to defeat the Ravens two

to one.

The Gaels opened the scor-

ing at the fifteen minute mark.

On Queen's third consecutive

corner kick, the ball came out

in front to Ian Jones. Ian head-

ed it towards the goal ; a Carle-

ton player headed it back to

him; la" headed it to Davey

Robertson; and Davey used his

head to put the ball into the

net. Not very neat, perhaps,

but quite effective. Carleton

came back and only the nimble

action of goalie Jim Flood kept

the ball out. The ball was loose

at the corner of the Queen's

goal. Jim Flood jumped on it;

Carleton's Tayo Oyemade
jumped on Jimmy; Jimmy
pushed Tayo; Tayo punched

Flood; and then everyone

moved in to separate them. By

this time the referee had

reached the scene and assessed

an indirect-free kick against

Queen's and placed it three

yards out of the goal. This was
blocked by a wall of Gaels and

cleared. Generally, the first

half was close-checking, rough

soccer.

In the final half, Queen's
again opened the scoring: Ian

Jones carried the ball down the

left side of the field, passed
into the centre to Bruce Wor-
mald, and Bruce put it back to

Ian. Ian, now in the clear,

zapped the ball over the Carle-

ton goalie's arm and into the
far side of the net. A 1 few min-
utes later Ian headed an indi-

rect-free kick past the Raven
goalie and just off the net. Alan
Hallsworth drove in to cut the
ball back into the net, but it

bounced off the goal post. Ian
tried the same trick again, and
this time it was Bruce Wor-
mald who hit the goal post.

With ten minutes left in the
game, Carleton crossed the
ball to Tayo Oyemade standing
clear in front of the Queen's
goal. Tayo beat wee Jimmy
Flood with a driving shot to the
high left side. And that ended
the scoring.

Even though missing Joe
Junko (ne Janota) and with
several players stricken, the
Gaels played a good game.
Defensively, it was Jim Pirie
who played his typical strong
game; and when he was out of

position, Stan Taylor was there
to fill the gap. In centre field

Bobby Watson was in perpetual
motion. Along the front line,

Ian Jones deserved another
goal for all the near-misses he
had. and Bruce Wormald had
to spend most of his time run-
ning just to keep out of sight of

the referee. The final score
was Queen's 2 and Carleton 1.

Postscript: Two weeks ago
in an exhibition game the

Gaels tied the AFB Kingston
team, the army, two to two.
Queen's first goal was by Dav-
ey Robertson at the end of a

three-way passing play with
Ian Jones and Alan Hallsworth.

The second Gael goal was set-

up by Andy Pipe, with a siz-

zling shot too hot to hold; Alan
Hallsworth kicked in the loose

ball. Scoring for the Army
were Lt. Col. George Smith
and Maj. Gen. Bruce Porter.

Last Saturday the soccer

team travelled to Quebec City

to play against the Laval Uni-

versity team, and downed
them three to nothing. Goalie

Jim Flood had little work in

recording his first shut-out of

regular season play.

Play in the first half started

slowly. Bruce Wormald had
two good scoring attemp'is for

Queen's, but just missed the

left corner on both tries. It

wasn't until the 30 minute

A bit of action from the game with Carleton shows the Gaels' Davey Robertson ( 1 1 ) Ian Jones and Max Piribauer

(2) pressuring the Ravens goaler.

mark that we scored. Taking
the ball in mid-field, Bob Wat-
son pushed the ball through the

centre between the two Laval

fullbacks and sent into the

clear three charging Gael for-

wards. Wee Gerry Birks was
first on the ball and easily

scored on a shot to the left

side. Laval's best scoring op-

portunity of the half came on

an indirect-free kick deep in

the Queen's end; but Max Piri-

bauer was able to block the

shot and clear it to defuse the

threat. With a few minutes
remaining in the half, Jerry

Birks fed a lead pass to Bruce
Wormald moving down the left

side; Bruce neatly stepped

over one fullback, and blazed a

shot into the near side of the

goal.

From the start of the second
half. Queen's was on the offen-

sive. The ball came deep into

the Queen's end, and then was
carried the full length of the

field; Bruce Wormald passed
ahead to Ian Jones between the

split defence; Ian took two
steps and then a driving shot

that scored. This completely
took the wind out of the Laval

team and they mounted no fur-

ther effective offence. While
Queen's scored no further they

did keep their opponents off

balance with their dangerous
attacks. Queen's fullback Stan

Taylor played his best game
this year, both defensively and

offensively. Davey Robertson

overstepped the ball on two

occasions, and Allan Halls-

worth missed on a breakaway
when a Laval player pushed
him ass-over-tea-kettle from
behind. In the final minute of

play, Ian Jones set-up a break-

away pass to Gord Maitland,

and Gord hit the goal post after

deeking the goalie!

The worst element of the

game was the refereeing.

First, he could speak no Eng-
lish (not all that harmful as
even Queen's captain Jim Pirie

has trouble with the lan-

guage); but secondly, he did

not use the same rule book. He
seemed to think that the Gaels

would be aware a priori of spe-

cial rules used by Laval, U of

M and McGill. The final score

was Queen's 3 and Laval zero.

Talk over your future

with the Bell employment

reps when they visit your

campus on

DATE 1 - NOV 2 & 3

2 - JAN 18 & 19

GRADS-TO-BE-IIM:

ENGINEERING.
Civil . Electrical .

Mechanical . Math . & Engineering

ARTS . SCIENCE .

COMMERCE . BUSINESS (including MBA)

2 - UndergrddllQteS (all above mentioned)

for 1971 Summer employment.

V<s'.>iii''>V

Bell Canada

Girls have busy bodies

The Queen's Women's Arch-

ery team entered its first com-
petition of the year this week-
end. U of T took first place in

the six team tournament held

October 16 and 17, followed by

Western and McMaster who
tied for second. McMaster had

the honour of individual high

score. High, scorer for Queen's

was Susanne Woodman with

Janet Spence and Marilyn
Wheeler drawing second and
third. The weather was so cold

that snow forced the "Out-
door" competition indoors for

the second day. The team
members feel that with much
needed additional practice

they will improve greatly on

their last place finish for the

indoor Tournament.

At the Women's Intercolle-

giate Track Meet held at Wind-

sor Thursday October 15,

Queen's University with only

11 team members placed 7 out

of 9 with total of 15 points.

Competition was stiff with
McMaster placing first and
Western second. Due to a split

for third place, Queen's would
have only needed four more
points to have placed fourth.

The Individual winners were
Maureen Bouris with a fifth in

1500 metres and a fifth in 800

metres, Cathy Collins earning

a third in 100 metre hurdles,

Marg Dawson attaining a

fourth in discus, Cathy Twiss
with a fifth in 400 metres and
Betty Smith taking a sixth in

long jump.

The Women's Intramural

track meet was held concur-

rently with the men's on
Wednesday October 14.

P.H.E. placed first with 87

points, Meds came in second
with 28, and Arts '73 with 21

points. Individual high scorers

were Karen Carson, Cathy
Rublee, Diana Toelly, Donna
Wright and Cathie Black.

Less than half of the possible

teams entered participants in

the meet and have started the

intramural competition year
without any points.

Women's Intramural Soft-

ball and Basketball take place

Tuesdays and Thursdays eve-

nings from 7-9 p.m. Swim-
ming begins November 9 from
7 - 9 p.m. and badminton begins

November 15 1 - 4 p.m.

Come on girls and get in

some good clean fun plus sup-

porting your faculty and year.

Officials are badly needed
for intramural events. They
will be both trained and PAID.
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Galloping Gaels Bomb Blues
by Jim Wright

Contrary to popular opinion,

all of Canada's Terrorism is

not restricted to Quebec. The
Gaels celebrated Home-com-
ing this year by proclaiming

open season on the Varsity

Blues as they repeatedly

hammered runners into the

turf and ran up a respectful 29

to 15 edge.

Although unusually cold

weather had fans shivering in

their seats, the Gaels offence

was on fire. Running through

gaping holes bulldozed by the

line, the backfield ran over

prostrate defenders for an in-

credible 288 yards. Leading

rushers were Heino Lilies who
carried 21 times for 114 yards

and Brian Warrender who
marched lor 95 yards in 15 car-

ries.

False start

The first quarter began
slowly, as usual, as the Gaels

stalled at Varsity's 33 and set-

tled for a single. Then at the

10:53 mark Toronto got their

first major. This came on an 18

yard pass from Dankley to Lee
and was converted to give To-

ronto their one and only lead in

the game. The Queen's defence

quickly but quietly settled into

then- silent game of legalized

murder and effectively shut

out the Blues till the 14:35

mark of the final quarter. First

Quarter. Varsity 7, Queen's I.

The beginning of the second

quarter marked the end of the

game for Varsity. After receiv-

ing a Varsity punt the Gaels

marched 64 yards, finishing

with a 2 yard plunge by War-
render and a Cozac convert to

take on an 8 to 7 lead. Warren-
der proved his worth again as

he ran 21 yards to the Toronto

15 to set up the Gaels last score

of the half, a 20 yard field goal

by Doug Cozac.

It took the Gaels five min-

utes to get the second half un-

derway as they continued to

slowly mount up the score with

another field goal, this one

from the Varsity 16. Seemingly

satisfied for the moment, the

Gaels coasted through the

third quarter collecting one of

the four interceptions that

were offered by Dunkley over

the course of the game, while

holding Varsity scoreless.

However as the fourth quar-

ter began the Gaels developed

a renewed interest in victory.

An interception by McKeon on

the first play of the quarter and

a roughing penalty against

Varsity gave the Gaels the ball

at the Varsity 29. Wasting no

time Skip Eaman put the Gaels

ahead 20 to 7 on the second play

from scrimmage. Cozac then

chalked up his eighth point of

the game to make it 21 to 7.

One more time

The scoring continued as

another Dunkley pass to

Queen's defender Jim McKeen
was quickly turned into a sin-

gle point by punter Mike Lam-
brose. However the Blues

blues did come to an end. Hav-

ing had a cool day at his end
position ( Roehette threw only

10 passes all game) Stu Lang
was returning punts. It was he

who received a Toronto punt at

the Gael 40 and returned it for

a touch-down with only 4 min-

utes left to play. The usual

Cozac convert gave the Gaels
their final score. 29.

The stage was set for the

tremendous Varsity drive

which culminated in a major
and a 2 point conversion.

Charging from their own 25

yard line, aided by only 51

yards in penalties, the Blues
completed 4 of 8 passes and no

Ho-hum and lack-a-day. Varsity had the usual num-
ber of men keying on Skip Eaman last Saturday. They

all got to him at once in this play. It was probably the

yards on one run. to cross the

Gael goal line. Impressive as
ever. Varsity closed the scor-

ing at Queen's 29. Varsity 15.

Meanwhile, elsewhere in the

league MeGill surprised Wat-
erloo by losing 20 to 15 while
Western climbed into a tie lor

first with their second consecu-

tive victory over McMaster 23

to 5. In other games Western
has beaten Waterloo and lost to

combined tonnage on this play which caused that

limp which was so noticeable on his 20 yard touch-

down run.

Queen's. passer 4/10 16/31

The importance of the game First downs 16 ' 14

in Montreal cannot be overesti- Interceptions 4 0

mated. The question is wheth- Fumbled by 1 2

er the Gaels will meet MeGill Recovered by 2 1

with momentum or overconfid- Recovered by 2 1

ence. Punting 11/39.7 9/41.6

Penalties

GAME SATISTICS against 9/133 8/100

Queen's Varsity
Yards rushing 288 100

Yards passing 45 201

Trackmen fifth at OQAA meet

Gaels Brian Warrender gets a little help from a
placed upon the headpiece of Varsity's Jody Ortved

STALKER

phantom' hand, well

by Greg Thompson

On Saturday the Queen's
Track Team concluded its out-

door season with a commenda-
ble fifth place finish in the
OQAA Championships. Water-
loo won the meet easily with
Western, McMaster and Toron-
to filling the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th

positions.

Our top performer was Dave
Jarvis who placed second in

the 400 and 110 metre hurdles.

Mike Strenge of Waterloo won
the first event and George Nee-
land, also of Waterloo, won the
110.

Strenge. with a time of 54.0,

broke an OQAA record in the
400 which was previously held
by Queen's Brian Donelly.

The competition was of very
high calibre as 8 OQAA records
fell. Our 4x100 metre relay
team finished 4th and the 1

mile relay team was a strong
second to Waterloo. Both
schools broke the old record in

the event with times of 3.19.3

and 3.96 seconds.

The teams of all our runners
were personal bests. Jim
Smith finished 8th in the 1500

metres and Gord Ellis was 6th
in the 100 and 200 metre dash.
Brian Aiken picked up a couple
of points for the team with 5th

place finishes in the 400 and 800
metre races.

The Hec. Phillips award for

the outstanding performer in
the meet went to Grant Mc-
Laren, a graduate student at
Western. Grant won three
events, setting records in two
of them. His performance was
certainly spectacular. The
events were the 3000 metre
steelplechase in a record time
of 9 min. 10 sec; the 1500
metre in a record time of
3.46.4; plus a first in the 5000
metre. The fact that he accom-
plished this during only three
hours of one afternoon is amaz-
ing.

All in all the outdoor season

was quite successful. Some

members of the team wrll join

the Cross Country team as they

build for the OQAA Champion-

ships.

The cross country team was

in the country's capital over

the weekend. Walter Eadie fin-

ished 4th in the 12,000 metre

Tun and Bruce Elliot put in a

strong effort to come 11th. The

other Queen's runners finished

further back in the pack of 54

runners. Bob Renway of the

Toronto Olympic Club won the

run in a time of 38.39.5. Next

weekend the team travels to

T O. for an open meet.

Gals in Montreal
Queen's women's field hock-

ey teams came out of an exhi-
bition tournament in Montreal
last weekend with two wins,
two ties, and two losses. The
senior team won an easy 6-3
victory over the Montreal Pi-
oneers, as Karen Carson count-
ed four goals and Caroline
Penn two. but they were una-
ble to repeat their goal scoring
as they dropped close games,
1-0 to MeGill and 2-1 to the
Montreal Vagabonds. The Pi-

oneers and the Vagabonds are

city of Montreal senior league

teams.

Queens's Intermediate

teams avenged the seniors

loss to MeGill. as they got W
the MeGill Intermediates

2-1-

on Pam Maitland and Sylv'°

Cameron's goals. The other

two Intermediate games were

drawn. 1-1 again Bishops ano_

0 against the Montreal Cut

Reps.



The AMS story
Meeting Wednesday night in

Victoria Hali games room, the

AMS Outer Council ratified an
agreement drawn up between
the AMS and the Graduate Stu-

dents' Society, which has been
threatening to pull out of the

AMS unless certain changes
were made.

Two of the terms of the

agreement are judical in na-

ture. AMS constables shall not

be posted at functions of the

GSS, unless and until com-
plaints are made to the AMS
that behaviour at these func-

tions requires supervision by
constables. As well, if a gradu-

ate student is charged with an
offence by an AMS court, he
shall be tried by a court of

three justices. If the case in-

volved both an undergraduate
and a graduate, the full court

of five justices will sit.

A representative of the GSS
will serve on the University
Health Council from now on.

The contentious issue of gradu-

ate representation in athletics

has also been cleared up : "The
President of the GSS or his

appointee shall be a member of

the athletics nominating com-
mittee of the AMS Campus
Activities Commission." Foot-

ball fees equivalent to $4 per
student shall now be refunda-

ble to graduate students.

ASUS Rep-at-Large Sandy
Riley reported to Council that

there was a growing dissatis-

faction with the quality of the

Dunning films on Tuesday and
Thursday nights. Although
originally planned as a profit-

making venture, the films have
so far this year garnered a net

loss of $165. Legal action to get

a new distributor and better

movies is now under considera-

tion.

The Council voted $50 to "A
Drop in the Bucket" to help
defray its operating costs. This

is a program which has been
designed and is being run by
Canadian university students
to provide educational funds
for the United Nations. A bar-

rel is being rolled from one end
of the country to the other by
university students. The barrel

will be at Queen's from Nov-
ember 2 to 7. At this time, it is

expected that each faculty will

sponsor events to aid the pro-

gram. For example, the Engi-

neering Society is planning a

soapbox derby between Dean
Bryce, Dr. Deutsch and Padre
Laverty on the morning of the

Waterloo football game, Nov-
ember 7th. Various other activ-

ities are in the works, and a

nominal admission fee of 25

cents will probably be charged.

There will also be extensive
canvassing of Kingston individ-

uals and corporations. It was
noted with some pride that this

project is an original idea of

Canadian university students,

which will be duplicated in the

United States next year.
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SCAD recommendation -stable enrollment by 1975
One of the major recommen-

dations of the Second Report
°" Academic Development of
'« Senate Committee on Aca-
°«me Development (SCAD)
"as that Queen's should at-
<Wpt to level off its enroll-
ln2jt to 10,000 by 1975-76.

dj

e aim of the report was to

of th

USS tne academic planning

So

We university. In order to do

SCAn
reP°rt recommended

*0 be authorized to clarify

J™
en 's longterm goals. This

as it
?onsitiered essential now,

and
'S exPected tnat education
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efPecially post-secondary

nex?
0
}
education will, in the
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years, come under
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extensive review and
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•"us? k 8 and hence a" Plans
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teaeh ° tne 'r relationship to
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*>U ha
search, for instance.

^
ave to be so related. This

,
„
Ver

' raises problems of
mg research that is relat-

ed to teaching and also of the

place of the pure research

here. Also to be considered is

what kinds of research will be

encouraged.

The emphasis on teaching

and thus on maintenance of an

environment conducive to

teaching and learning led

SCAD to the recommendation

of stabilizing enrollment at

about 10,000. While some
growth (up to 10,000) is needed

to allow further growth of pre-

sent programmes and develop-

ment of related new pro-

grammes, it was felt "that any

vast or rapid growth beyond

the 10,000 student level would

reduce the very good chance

we have of maintaining a

pleasant environment on a

human and humane scale." It

is essential not to disrupt "the

quality of the academic pro-

cess which is the primary insti-

tutional goal."

The steady state does have

some serious implications

since, although before the 60's

the steady state was the norm

among the older universities.

rapid growth in both enroll-

ment and in the number of

specialties has characterized

the past decade. With the

steady state, fewer new facul-

ty positions will be available,

except in cases of resignation

or retirement. Disciplines

which had been moving to-

wards wide coverage of new
specialties with new staff ap-

pointments will be restricted

in their moves. Research could

become more concerned with

integrating new knowledge
with existing knowledge or it

could serve as a way of making
more specialties available to

students. Whether the Univer-

sity should accept Kingston

and area students with slightly

lower marks than those from
elsewhere or whether instead

marks alone should be the cri-

terion will have to be decided.

Financing physical facilities,

too, could be a problem. At

present the interim capital

formula is based on an assump-
tion of growth, and no specific

provisions have been made for

obsolescence. Obviously a

permanent capital formula
will have to plan for this. It

was recommended that a

SCAD task force study these

and other related questions to

come up with policies to deal

with them.

Final emphasis was placed
on the need to integrate plan-

ning, to stress the need for

communications between de-

partments and faculties in set-

ting up programmes, and to

establish a basis for the alloca-

tion of the space resources of

the university. It was also rec-

ommended that a climate fa-

vourable to innovation in

teaching be created and that

flexibility in administering the

faculty budgets could help to

encourage and facilitate inno-

vative projects, especially
those crossing faculty lines.

The report was presented to

the Senate at the meeting
Thursday.

Observers for Trustees
Three student observers and

three faculty observers will sit

on the Queen's Board of Trus-

tees, the body responsible for

the financial affairs of the uni-

versity. The move was ap-
proved at the Saturday meet-
ing of the Board, according to

Alan Broadbent, Rector. A
decision on opening the Board
meetings to the university was
deferred Mr. Broadbent said

that the Board wanted to first

see if the observer system
would be effective.

The student observers will

be the President of the AMS
and the two immediate past
Presidents. This year this will

be Rod Follwell, Ross Mc-
Gregor and Dave Pakrul.
There is no information on who
the faculty observers will be or

how they will be chosen.
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Law students offering legal aid to community

Queen's law students have

begun to take the law into their

own hands. The city is their

classroom and people in trou-

ble provide the action.

In March, the Law Students

Community Legal Aid Office

was set up at 200 Montreal

Street, in a building shared by

the Queen's Medical Students'

Community Health Agency.

Staffed by two students each

evening, the office is open

Monday through Friday from
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. With

about 100 students participat-

ing, the work load is well dis-

tributed. The whole process

gives law students a better

knowledge of practical legal

work. They do relevent re-

search and may get court

experience. The clinical train-

ing the volunteers acquire, to-

tally lacking in law school,

provides a sense of the reality

of law to the students.

The role of the students of-

fice is to cover minor problems

or matters not provided for by

the Ontario Legal Aid Act.

The student office refers all

except very minor matters to

the Ontario Legal Aid Office at

34 Clarence Street. The area

director, Kingston lawyer D.

G. Cunningham, with the help

of a welfare officer, deter-

mines the "need" of the appli-

cant based on his or her in-

come, capital assets and ex-

penses.

Mr. Cunningham refers to

the students' cases which don't

come under the Legal Aid
Plan, or are too minor for city

lawyers to take. These consist

mostly of traffic offences,

small debt claims, and land-

lord-tenant disputes.

VENDETTA WEEKEND
FORMAL FEATURING ELLIS McLINTOCK AND^~~~™

HIS ORCHESTRA
TICKETS: $15.00

FROM: ROD KLASSEN 544-1657

LARRY LAVIGNE 544-5474

GREG MILNE: 544-6745

CHUCK BERRY GUESS WHO CONCERT
TWO SHOWS 7:00 - 10:00 P.M.

TICKETS: $3.50 - $4.00

ON SALE AT THE UNION

FORMAL FITTINGS AT NEWMAN'S MEN'S WEAR
THE FORMAL COMMITTEE HAS AUTH-
ORIZED AND RECOMMENDS NEWMAN'S
MEN'S WEAR FOR THE BEST SERVICE
AND PRICE ON YOUR FORMAL OUTFIT.

THE VENDETTA DUSTER 340
THE DRAW WILL BE AT 12 NOON
NOVEMBER 2, 1970 IN FRONT OF
ELLIS HALL.

GRAND THEATRE 546-1756

3 Shows Only - Oct 22, 23, 24 at 8:30 p.m.

The tondon, Waihington, New York, C "t mutlcoll

l
***** JJV>

"A small maitorpioco".
—Montreal Stir

"It's on electric affair".
—Tlmt MagBilns

"A mom beguiling little iporklor would bo hard to Imagine."
—Cot, Washington Po*t

Tickort: $3, Main Floor «nd First Balcony; $2 Back Balcony

TICKETS

—

$3.00 Main Floor and Front Bolcony

S2.00 Back Balcony

STUDENT SPECIAL $2.00 anywhere

Box Office Open 12:30 -5 p.m.

Most people don't know
whether they have a legal

problem, and they can't afford

$15 or $20 for a city lawyer to

find the legal merits.

That's where the students

come in. The social function is

a large part of their work. For
example, after interviewing
one war veteran, they discov-

ered that he wasn't getting the

government benefits to which
he was entitled. A simple re-

quest form solved his problem.

Third year students handle

the court cases while first and
second year students perform
interviewing and research
functions. This also ensures

continuity of the Society from

year to year.

"The predominant thing,"

said Law Professor H.R.S.

Ryan, "is the belief that they

(the students) owe a duty to

society."

However, most of the cases

are unexciting, including sim-

ple advice on letters on behalf

of the client bridging the gap

between bureaucracy and the

applicant, or cases involving

negotiations and settlement,

such as small claim debts or

landlord-tenant disputes.

Only about one in ten cases

gets to a courtroom.

Court representation is. lim-

ited to division and magistrat
courts and only on cases wher

?

a summons is issued.

No legal advice is given
oft

the top of a student's head
Faculty advisors and legal

vol
umes are used for consultj
tion. Students handling

court
cases are briefed and exam-
ined first by a student board

Students seeking advice
are

welcome at the office.

"Our job is to serve peonfe
who are not well off. If a stu.

dent is in that position there's

no reason he can't come to the

Montreal St. office",
re-

marked Mike Picher, 3rd year
Law student.

Employment Service begins ACT
The Student Employment

Service and the Alumni Asso-

ciation of Queen's University

have initiated a joint program
to provide students with career

counselling from alumni.

The program, to be called

the Alumni Counselling Team
(ACT) will enable students

with career problems to talk

with alumni who have been
engaged in the professions in

which the student may have an
interest. Each branch organi-

zation of the Alumni Associa-

tion will assemble a directory

of its members, listing them by
professions. These will be
compiled in a central directory

available to students through
the Student Employment Ser-

David Wroe, director of the

Student Employment Service,

sees ACT as an important sup-

plement to the present coun-

selling services. Students will

be able to take advantage of

the service in order to choose

courses relevant to their ulti-

mate career or they may use
the service upon graduation, to

find a career that will suit

their interests and abilities

best.

The student, in any year or

course, will go to the Student

Employment Service and dis-

cuss the nature of his career

interest. He or she will then

select from the central directo-

ry the names of as many alum-
ni as he wishes to talk to. Inter-

views may then be requested
by letter.

Students get city vote
Kingston municipal elec-

tions will be taking place De-
cember 7. As members of the

Kingston community (and
even if not full time residents

here). Queen's students may
vote. To be eligible, a person
must be 21 or over as of Octo-
ber 1, must be an owner or ten-

ant of a house (this includes
those who have lived in

Queen's residences) and have
resided in Kingston since Janu-
ary 1, 1969 (summers spent out
of the city do not affect one's
eligibility to vote.

)

Voter registration cards
have been sent out to everyone
on the voting list. Anyone wish-
ing to vote in the election who
did not receive such a card
(and thus is not on the voting
list) can have their name
placed on the list simply by
phoning the election headquar-
ters at City Hall at 544-3661 any
day between 9 a.m. and 9 p.m.
up until Wednesday, October
28th. No attempt is made to
prove either the age or residen-
cy claims, although these can
be checked.

AMEY'S
TAXI

546-1111

OPTICAL
FRONTENAC MALL.
300 BATH ROAD. HIO
KINGSTON ONTARIO

MON. TOFRI. 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

Since alumni from all over
Canada are getting into the

ACT, the student may partici-

pate either in his home city or

in the city in which he wishes

to work. There is no restriction

as to who may participate.

Buses to

McArthur
Queen's University has initi-

ated a transportation plan to

integrate more closely the

West Campus with the Main

Campus.
R. J. Kennedy, Vice Princi-

pal (Administration), an-

nounced today that arrange-

ments have been completed

with the Kingston Public Utili-

ties Commission whereby stu-

dents and faculty at McArthur

College of Education will use

city buses between the two

campuses on a pass system

under-written by the Universi-

ty.

Queen's West Campus per-

sonnel, a little over 3 percent

of the University community,

are to be issued with special

transit passes that will allow

them to board regular P.O.C.

buses. The P.U.C. will then be

reimbursed by the University

on the basis of the regular fare^

The pass system is to be valid

for travel only between the two

campuses.

Grabbers
As most people now know,

the number of grabbers na

been rapidly increasing in r

cent months. If one of th»

persons sights something "

like to have for his own, '

helps himself. He will stop *

nothing: money, cigarej ;

jujubes-even the odd pol' u

prisoner. Of course, any „

can use a little cash, so tner

snatch purses at Douglas^

brary, The Union "
re

cold weather coming, coa
.-
sa p-

in season: yours might ui

pear. A bicycle enables^,

grabbers to expand their
|
oC |i

levolent activities so

yours.

Innocents beware. Outguf

Trust no one. A moverne

afoot and you could be a

of the next attack
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the resourceful ocean
Men have caught fish in the ocean and extracted salt from its brine for thousands of

vears, but only within the past decade have they begun to appreciate the full potential of

the resources of the sea. Three converging influences have been responsible for today's

intensive exploration and development of these resources. First, scientific oceanogra-

hv is generating new knowledge of what is in and under the sea. Second, new technolo-

gies make it feasible to reach and extract or harvest resources that were once inacces-

sible Third, the growth of population and the industrialization of society are creating

new demands
for every kind of raw material.

The ocean's resources include the vast waters themselves, as a processing plant to

convert solar energy into protein, a storehouse of dissolved minerals and fresh water a

source of tidal energy and a medium for new kinds of transporation. They also include

the sea floor and sediments and rocks below the waters as sites of fossil fuel and miner-

al
deposits.

Because the oceans are so wide and so deep, statistics on their gross resource poten-

tial are
impressive. It is important to understand, however, that the immediate signifi-

cance of these resources and their long-term relevance to society involve both explora-

tion and development, and development depends on economic, social, legal and political

considerations. One special feature of marine resources that may at first retard devel-

opment may in the long run promote it
:
the fact that almost without exception sea-floor

resources are in areas not subject to private ownership (although the resources will be

largely privately developed). More than 85 percent of the ocean bottom lies beyond the

present boundaries of national jurisdictions, and in the areas that are subject to nation-

al control the resources are considered common property. This circumstance may
uniquely invoke a balancing of public and private interests, disciplined resource man-
agement and enhanced international cooperation.

The 350 million cubic miles of ocean water constitute the earth's largest continuous

ore body. Dissolved solids amount to 35,000 parts per million, so that each cubic mile

(4.7 billion tons of water) contains about 165 million tons of solids. Although most chem-
ical elements have been detected (and probably all are present) in seawater, only

common salt (sodium chloride), magnesium and bromine are now being extracted in

significant amounts.

The mineral resources of the seabed, unlike those of the essentially uniform overly-

ing waters, occur primarily in scattered, highly localized deposits and structures on top

of and within the sediments and rocks of the ocean floor. They include (1) fluids and
soluble minerals, such as oil, gas, sulfur and potash, that can be extracted through

boreholes; (2) consolidated subsurface deposits, such as coal, iron ore and other metals
found in veins, which are so far mined only from tunnels originating on land, and (3)

unconsolidated surface deposits that can be dredged, such as heavy metals in ancient

beaches and stream beds, oyster shell, sand and gravel, diamonds, and "authigenic"
minerals: nodules of manganese and phosphorite that have been formed by slow precip-

itation from sea-water. Economic exploitation has so far been confined to the continen-

tal shelves in waters less than 350 feet deep and within 70 miles of the coastline.

Oil and gas represent more than 90 percent by value of all minerals obtained from the

oceans and have the greatest potential for the near future. Offshore sources are respon-

sible for 17 percent of the oil and 6 percent of the natural gas produced by non-Com-
munist countries; of these, the majority are located on the continental shelf, in the

more consolidated sediments below the ocean bottom.

Seventy percent of the surface of the world's continental shelves however recent

consist of unconsolidated sediments. From such commodities as sand, gravel, oyster

shell, tin, heavy-mineral sands and diamonds are dredged. Dredging is an attractive

mining technique because of low capital investment, quick returns and high profit and
the operational mobility offered by floating dredges. So far it has been limited to near-

shore waters less than 235 feet deep and protected from severe weather effects. As

knowledge or resources in deeper water increases, industry will undoubtedly upgrade

its dredging technology.

Of the many potentially valuable surface deposits, sand and gravel are the most

important in dollar terms, and only these and oyster shells are now mined off the U.S.

coast.

As this decade ends resource exploration is advancing on many fronts. Chromite has

been found by Russian oceanographers in sea-floor rifts in the Indian Ocean, and zircon-

ium, titanium and other heavy minerals have been detected in sediments from exten-

sive areas off the Texas coast. Methane deposits sufficient to supply Italy's needs for at

least six years have been confirmed in the Adriatic Sea. New oil fields of economic
value have been discovered off Mexico, Trinidad, Brazil, Dahomey and Australia. Sur-

veys of the Yellow Sea and the East China Sea indicate that the continental shelf be-

tween Taiwan and Japan may contain one of the richest oil reserves in the world. It is

now becoming clear that the continental rises, which lie at depths ranging from about
5,000 to 18,000 feet and contain a far larger total volume of sediments than the shelves,

may hold significant petroleum reserves.

As on land, resource development of a frontier requires a mixture of public and
private entrepreneurship. Historically basic exploration has been sponsored by govern-
ment; this broad-ranging exploration reveals opportunities that are followed up by de-

tailed privately funded surveys. This pattern is likely to persist, and as the Internation-

al Decade of Ocean Exploration gets under way a wide variety of new opportunities for

marine resource development will surely come to light.

Limitations on the exploitations of the oceans stem partly from lack of knowledge
about the distribution of resources and the state of the art of undersea technology. The
major limits, however are set by venture economics, the motivating factor for the

profit sector. That factor is influenced by the availablity of competing land deposits, by
extraction technology and the legal situation, and, most critically, by market demand.
On the basis of projections of world population and gross national products to the year
2000, which indicate respective increases of almost 100 and 500 percent over 1965, a
sharp rise in total resource demand can be anticipated, and with it a greater role for the

sea.

Other major impediments to the rapid development of ocean resources arise from
social and legal constraints. Damage to beaches and wildlife from oil leaks, as in the

Santa Barbara Channel, and uncertainty about the effect of dredging on marine organ-
isms have brought public awareness that offshore development may have detrimental
consequences. The public, the owner of the resources, is demanding greater safe-
guards, questioning the wisdom of resource development in areas where it may threat-

en the environment. In deeper waters seabed development comes up against the potent
issue of ownership. There are major questions about the boundaries of national juris-

dictions and about the jurisdiction over the seabed beyond such boundaries.
In this technological age however man can do many more of the things he wants to

do. The oceans place before him a vast store of little-developed material resources the

tools of science and technology are at his disposal. This combination of a new frontier,

new knowledge and new technical capability may be unique in the human experience.
We are accumulating the basic information with which to define the ecological base
from which we operate, to understand the natural forces at work and to predict the

consequences of each insult to the environment. With this new comprehension it will

soon be possible to develop the engineering with which to harvest mineral wealth,
maintain water quality, inhibit beach erosion, create modern ports and harbors — and
to establish the criteria for making necessary choices among courses of action and the

law and institutions to effectuate them. In time we may even be able to correct mis-

takes that were made long ago in ignorance or that occur in the future because of man's
stupidity, neglect or greed.

Precised from
"The Physical Resources of the Ocean"
by Edward Wenk, Jr.

PRINCESS WEST
OF CIRCLE
LICENSED

FAVQURITE
DINNERS
COLONEL'S DINNER DELUXE 2.75

Three Tasty Pieces of Chicken and Baked Beans

2 KbNTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN BASKET 2.25
Two Delicious Pieces of Chicken, Shoestrings, in a Basket

3- CHICKEN BASKET SPECIAL 2.75
(Chicken Basket plus Beverage, plus Choice of Dessert)

' PORTERHOUSE STEAK 5.00

A Jumbo cut of Aged Top Grade Beef

5
' AUNT LUCY'S STEAK SPECIAL 3.25

6 Ounces of Lean Aged Beef - Perfectly Trimmed
6 JUMBO BREADED SHRIMP BASKET 2.50

Delicious Shrimps, Nippy Sauce and Shoestrings

7
'
DEEP SEA SCALLOPS BASKET 2.50

Tender Jumbo Scallops with Tartar Sauce and Shoestrings

"•SEAFOOD COMBINATION BASKET 2.75

Shrimps, Scallops, Fish in Batter ... A DeLuxe Treat

^SAVE ME SAVE ME SAVE ME

AlfflTlOCrS RESTADBAIT

BONUS BUCK
COUPON

(That's not chicken feed folks!)

orie dollar — one dollar - one dollar - one dollar

*buy one of above dinners no.1 - no.8

"present this coupon -
SAVE $1.00 on one dinner

"valid licensed dining room only

"EXPIRES OCTOBER 31, 1970

"ALSO VALID ON STEAK SPECIALS

YOUR HOST: GERALD D. WARNE
. AUNT LUCY'S RESTAURANT

GOSTLIN

LONGINES/ WITTNAUER watches

JU Mnnii St. and at tha Front*fiac Mad - Phon* 548-3487 & 548-89M

r
MATHEMATICAL

GRADUATES

Interested in

AN ACTUARIAL CAREER
a representative

of

STANDARD LIFE ASSURANCE

COMPANY

will be interviewing

on campus

November 4

1970

For further details contact:

Queen's Placement Service

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25, 7:00 & 9:

30 p.m. DUNNING AUDITORIUM.
"ROMANCE AND REALITY" &
"MAN — THE MEASURE OF ALL
THINGS" 2 Rims in the "CIVILIZA-
TION" series. 50c at doer.

Student Employment Service, 72
Queen's Crescent, is again accep-
ting applications for local part-
time employment during the
school year. We, at the moment,
have positions available in such
capacities as waitressing, store
clerks, gas attendants, etc.

Attention Ian Taylor fans: There is

a possibility of bringing Ian back
on campus to give a series of lec-

tures. All those "Taylorites" who
would be interested in investigat-

ing this possibility, please meet in

the third floor common room on
Sunday, October 25th at 2:00 p.m.
to discuss it.

Wanted: Coat check girls for Ven-
detta. Call Rob 544-201 3.

For rent: Single room for boy, quiet
home, apply 46 Beverley St. Dial

546-9113.

Charier flights to England during
Christmas for $179.00. Sponsored
by Canadian Youth Hostels. Phone
John Mowat al 546-9035 soon as

flights are filling fast.

Mattachine Society: A Queen's
University chapter will soon be
organized. Watch the Journal Clas-

sified for further information.

Wanted: Bartenders (over 21) and
doormen for Vendetta (Science
Formal). Call Rob 544-2013.

Lost: One blue plaid jacket some-
where in the vicinity of Queen's
Crescent and Albert St. 544-6252.

MORRIS HALL TRUNK ROOM: For-

mer Morris Hall residents must
remove any items from the trunk
room by Oct. 30, 1970. Any un-
claimed items will be disposed of

after that dote.

Only four days left until the social,

cultural, intellectual, thirst-

quenching event of the year. Yesl

It's the Arts 73 Smoker. The
award-winning, nationally ac-
claimed Chubby Brown will be
there! 8:45 p.m. Second floor

Common Room, Union. 25c with
Arts '73 year card, $1.25 without.
Arts 73 only I

Found: Key on key ring with nail

clippers on football field after To-
ronto game, October 17. Con be
picked up at Journal office.
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action

and reaction
The following is a letter printed in Wednesday's

Toronto 'Globe and Mail" which really does express the

horror most oj us feel towards this murder of Pierre La-

porte - and nobody can tell me that strangling a man with

a chain is a "revolutionary act" - it is not an "execu-

tion," it is malicious sadism.

Still the War Measures Act remains a severe, and

very hard statement. It is an extreme in its own right and

must be changed immediately despite anyone's jaith in

the gov't 's good intentions.

But as Trudeau himselfpointed out this whole thing

shows that the FLQ is not composed of desperate men,

but rather men who are desperately trying to change this

society and situation.

I am a Canadian, and I am ashamed because

my fellow Canadian, Pierre Laporte, was murdered
in my country. I feel such a sense of loss and shock

and then I think of Mme. Laporte and her family

and Mrs. James Cross and her family and I am just

so sorry.

Canada has been shot in the back, and I can feel

the pain.

I am a former protester, a placard-waving
question-mark who didn't know what it was all

about. I think I know now, and I hope to God I never

forget it.

Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau's speech on
Friday night made me proud to be a Canadian. I am
behind him 100 per cent, and ashamed it has taken
such a tragic event as this to prompt me to say so.

Canada's wound is not fatal, but she may never
be completely whole again. I love my country, I

despire her disease.

Whatever grievances the FLQ had, however
legitimate they may have been, they can never jus-

tify their actions; they can never justify kidnap-
ping, blackmail and murder.

God give our leaders the moral strength and
courage to carry on in the face of this disaster.

Give the Laporte family the strength they need
to face their loss of a husband, a son, a father, an
uncle.

Give the Cross family the strength to maintain
their faithful vigilance.

And, please give us, the Canadian people, the
good sense to trust Mr. Trudeau and his Cabinet to

justly exercise their awesome new powers.
I trust you, Mr. Prime Minister, and I applaud

your courage.

Karen Cooper
Toronto.

Reprinted from the Globe and Mail, Wednesday,
October 21, 1970.
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a fair bargain
by Bryan Haigh

Recently a new agreement has been
negotiated between the G.S.S. and the

A. M.S. I would like to outline the
agreement and then comment on
some of the ideas behind it.

1. It is an open-ended agreement and
can be terminated by a referendum of

the G.S.S. or a vote by the Outer Coun-
cil of the A.M.S.
2. A.M.S. Constables shall not be post-

ed at functions of the G.S.S.
3. The Graduate Justice shall sit on
the A.M.S. Court in the event that a
graduate student has been charged.
4. The Vice-President of the G.S.S.
may attend A.M.S. meetings and vote
in place of the President.

5. Tricolor fees shall be refundable to
graduate students upon request.
6. A. G.S.S. representative shall serve
on the Student Health Committee.
7. (i) A.G.S.S. representative shall be
a member of the Athletic Nominating
Committee (sub-committee of the
A.M.S. Campus Activities Commis-
sion).

(ii) Football gate fees ($4.00) shall be
refundable to graduate students upon
request.

What are the ideas behind this
agreement that seems to grant a spe-
cial position to the graduate students
and demands so little of them? The
ideas are simple and are based on the
fact that graduate students are really
the second phase in the student to fac-
ulty continuum. In other words gradu-
ate students fill the gap between "just
over undergrad" to "just under facul-
ty.". Within this academic range
there is a corresponding range in the
interests of graduate students and the
agreement was developed in accord-
ance with this range of interests. It
provides options on those things that
are of varying interest to graduate
students and provides representation
on those committees and councils

where representation on those com-

mittees and councils where represen-

tation is in the interest of all graduate

students.

The G.S.S. cannot be considered in

the same light as a faculty society. It

is really a parallel organization to the

A.M.S. in that every discipline is rep-

resented. In a majority of Universities

in Canada the graduate students have

autonamous societies. Realizing that

many graduate students come from a

non-Canadian background, that gradu-

ate students are mature people whose

primary interest is a quest for knowl-

edge, we may rightly ask if these

characteristics of graduate students

that make them different from under-

graduate students is not ample justifi-

cation for establishing an autonamous

society at Queen's. The answer is NO-

The agreement between the A.M>
and the G.S.S.makes the appropriate

allowances for these differences
The agreement is a fair bargain On

the one hand it takes care of those

specific requirements resulting fro"/

the special characteristics of iTa °Z.

ate students. On the other hand grafl«

ate students obtain the benefits tna

acrue from membership in the A M.

je
Hood and gown rentals at a reasonaf'

price, A.M.S. sponsored housing;

grants to subsidize certain G.S.S. \
tivities and to a certain extent the w
being of the University would all

lost if the G.S.S. was not a part

A.M.S.
The agreement is optimal because

swing towards more autonomy w °.j
ts

deny graduate students those bene'
^

that are now available because
membership in the A.M.S. A s*''f
towards less autonomy would not

^
low for the special requirements
graduate students. nt

I will vote to ratify this agreeme
With secession, everyone looses
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IMPRESSIONS FROM A DIVIDED CITY
by Murray Rankin

(formerly at Queen's, now at

University of Montreal)

A sunny Tuesday, October 20. Sitting in

fe
Campus, the student pub of the Univ-

ersite

tryini

de Montreal, sipping a beer and

,g to understand once again my schizo-

hrenic country. To be a "maudit anglais"

at a"

sity

,
extremely nationalist Quebec univer-

niakes this task a bit more confusing

ual. Through a window on which

veral Parti Quebecois stickers have been

^sted. I l°°k south toward the cemetery
P
here Pierre Laporte was buried two or

[Lee hours ago. A friend is telling me that

n Saturday
night when news of the assassi-

nation was broadcast over the Cafe loud-

sneakers many students cheered. Today,

however, due to the War Measures Act, a

lot of these students and professors are in

prison, so general conversation is guarded

and discreet.

Last Thursday morning the Faculties of

Social Sciences and of Letters voted to

strike in support of the FLQ manifesto. The

students resolved to actively forge a union

between the general population and the

"patriotes". Also they vowed to boycott

classes as a symbol of sympathy until all 23

political prisoners were r.eleased. Similar

walk-outs at the Universite de Quebec and

at various CEGEP's demonstrated the

overwhelming student support for the FLQ
and a massive rally was to have taken place

feedback
Dear Sir,

Undoubtedly many, if not all of the ad-

ministrators involved in that penny pinch-

ing capitalistic scheme at its worst, erro-

neously called parking policy, must have
had tears in their eyes October 5 when they
were watching the fantastic results of their

hardly veiled incompetence.
All but one day I start my classes in the

afternoon and it is remarkable how many
parking spaces are not in use when I arrive.

During the two weeks this enterprise has
been in operation the parking area on
Alfred Street had always ten or more open
official spaces. Of course, I don't include
the wasted area, which so many students
found so useful before everything was "or-
ganized". But this is still nothing compared
with the area Victoria Hall-Watson. Thurs-
day, October 15, one o"clock: 60 empty
spaces, Friday, October 16, eleven o'clock:
just over 40 empty spaces.
Of course, you are not allowed to park

.

there without a permit. It is far better to
crowd the Kingston streets. Somewhere
a'ong the line of unimaginative bureaucra-
cy someone did not know his basic arithme-
»c. Naturally this policy is a showcase of
^competency and a disservice to the stu-
dent community. It looks to me as if the
Philosophy behind it is: "The students are
Here for the university". Wouldn't it be a

p
eaL 'dea to change this philosophy around

10 get a proper perspective? -

Certainly, it would be worthwhile to de-

that evening at the U. of M. Centre Sportif.
However at the last moment the authorities
refused to rent the necessary auditorium.
Fortunately for the organizers a room in
the Paul Sauve arena in East Montreal was
located and over three thousand people
filled the hall to show their support for the
national liberation movement.
When I arrived at Universite de Montreal

a month or so ago to study political science
I was amazed at the incredible strength of
the separatist movement in Quebec
Brought up in far-away Ontario and accept-
ing a very different analysis of Canadian
history, I believed that Canadian unity as it

exists today had a future potential. It was a
tremendous shock to find that independence
for the French Canadian nation is a fore-
gone conclusion in academic circles here
and no longer even worthy of debate. So far
I've yet to meet one student or professor
not committed in some degree to this

cause. Therefore when the kidnapping ques-
tion was raised in class it was discussed in

terms of a "means" employed to reach the
"end" of- independence which all accepted
as necessary. Would this tactic advance or
cripple the movement?
The great majority of Quebec's highly

politicized youth was solidly behind Lev-
esque's option for Quebec and worked fe-

verishly for the P.Q. in the last provincial

election. Due in part.to their efforts almost
one in four citizens cast a ballot in favour of

sign a course in planning and organization
for the administrators, for this failure is

not unique. To prove this point I add a sec-
ond case of disorganization. Starting Octo-
ber 31, Queen's men's volleyball team
hopes to defend the honour of the university
in the best possible way. We try to train
three times a week, but the first half hour
per training period is lost by setting up of

equipment that doesn't fit, It sounds ridicu-

lous, but in the new gym building there is no
proper equipment. The poles we use are
normally not allowed because they are too
dangerous. Who is responsible for an inju-

ry? The net should be 243 cm. high, but I

have yet to see it; the lines on the field

should be 5cm. wide according to chapter 1,

rule 1, articles 2 and 3 of the international

rule book, but that's not the case. There
should be no obstacles within 2 meters of

the field and 10 meters (previously 7) from
off the ground. Exactly above a net already

too low is a basket! William Morgan invent-

ed volleyball in 1895 for those who could not

or would not play basketball. Of course, you
can't expect anything else, certainly not

after reading a book — used at Queen's —
that contains so many mistakes. Co-opera-

tion of those responsible is up till now rath-

er doubtful. Although probably a minor
case of incompetency, it helps you to won-
der if some of the administrators have ever

heard of "organization". I have grave
doubts.

G. G. J. den Boggende

the totally new party. Yet only 7 seats re-

sulted in the National Assembly. Bitterly

disappointed with "democratic" electoral-

ism many have decided that revolutionary
strategy is the only answer. From this

sense of frustration has arisen the kind of

anger evident Thursday night.

The crowd was pretty calm at first; al-

most a carnival atmosphere prevailed.
Some kids were clutching Quebec flags;

others, self-styled urban guerrilas wore
helmets and held gas masks; many were
stoned. A little man selling popcorn and
drinks seemed a little out of place at a radi-

cal socialist meeting. A surprisingly large
part of the audience was composed of mid-
dle-aged workers and older unemployed
men and women presumably from the

slums of East Montreal. A group of hoods of

the right-wing Chevaliers pour V-
Independance group were sitting on the

roof a a blue and white truck parked near
the stage. It didn't seem like a good place to

let people know you spoke English.

The FLQ Manifesto was read; the prob-

lems it raises are all too easy to recognize.

Almost 1 in 10 workers haven't got a job

(9%). Walking around St. Henri in South
Montreal along some of the poorest streets

in North America you look up the hill and
see Westmount one of the richest districts

in the country. There they speak English;
in St. Henri, French. No elaborate analysis

is necessary for the poor; the problem of

economic disparities is reinforced by ra-

cial, linguistic and religious differences.
Bourassa promised 100,000 new jobs. The
manifesto promises 100,000 revolutionary
workers — organised and aimed.

Pierre Vallieres addressed the crowd. To
many he is a martyr of the movement hav-

ing spent 44 months in jail without bail even
though the sentence for his crime amounted
to only 30 months. Later Charles Gagnon,
another FLQ intellectual and Michel Char-
trand, a radical labour leader angrily
spoke. In the midst of the latter's speech
Robert Lemieux suddenly arrived and was
given a tremendous ovation by the crowd.
As lawyer for the FLQ he had just returned
from a press conference where the Quebec
government had again refused to treat the

demands of the FLQ seriously and upon
reaching the stage he was visibly trembling

with anger. In a gesture of disgust the

young lawyer tossed to the floor a cigarette

which was dangling in Camus-like fashion

from the corner of his mouth and threw up
his right fist in the familiar symbol of revo-

lution. At this, the crowd exploded in ap-

plause and screamed "FLQ" several times.

Witnessing such powerful anti-English na-

tionalism got a bit frightened. How much
different is the clenched fist than the Seig

Heil salute of 35 years ago? Each speaker
warned of police provocation and urged the

audience to stay calm as it left the arena

because the area was jammed with police.

Montreal itself was alive with soldiers pro-

tecting the wealthy English districts, Mc-
Gill and other symbolic buildings that could

be likely targets for terrorist bombs.
When I woke up Friday morning and

heard that the War Measures Act was in

effect the night before seemed a long time

ago. All four speakers at the rally are im-

prisoned now; legally all 3,000 FLQ sup-

porters would be in a similar position had
the law been passed prior to the mutiny.
The first suspect arrested was a biochemis-

try professor from Universite de Montreal
and at this time as the purge continues over
350 people including several others from
the university community are behind bars.

The student publication, Quartier Latin has
been forced underground and its editors are
missing. Two of Quebec's greatest writers,

Gaston Miron and Gerald Godin are also in

jail.

The various student strikes at the uni-

versities and CEGEP's were suspended for

three major reasons: 1. the assassination
changed a lot of minds, 2. the strikes served
little purpose since FLQ is an outlawed
organization, and 3. to argue on behalf of

the FLQ is to court severe police repres-
sion. Only the Departments of French and
Art History are still on strike — but against
the restrictions on the liberty of self-ex-

pression. On the campus itself it is a sort of

game trying to figure out the identity of the

plain-clothes RCMP officers.

Obviously the main question now is the

effect of the Laporte killing. Few seem to

agree that this senseless murder can be
justified. Several blame the Quebec govern-
ment for forcing the FLQ to establish its

credibility. Certain revolutionaries feel

that just as in the Russian or Cuban revolu-

tions "to make an omelette eggs must be
broken" and that if a popular movement
results which overthrows the corrupt re-

gime then his death will have been worth it.

Academic "ends and means" arguments
seem very trivial until something like this

happens. How can this violence ever be jus-

tified? Even if the FLQ could accede to

power only a reactionary coup d'etat would
result, for how could freedom exist under
such terrorist leaders? And if revolution is

truly a transformation of the individual

man wouldn't the change be totally nega-

tive? It seems unlikely that the most ex-

ploited members of Quebec society will

endorse the FLQ's tactics and create the

armed revolution of which its leaders

dreamed.
Nonetheless, in the long run, this experi-

ence has re-affirmed in my mind that there

are two sociological nations in Canada.
How long will it take for the political ex-

pression of this reality? If English Canada
continues to consider all separatists in the

same way, making no distinction between
the entirely democratic methods of the

mushrooming Parti Quebecois and those of

such groups as the FLQ then this crisis will

be insignificant compared to future misun-
derstandings. One needs not be in sympathy
with separation to realize the historical

impetus of the movement to sense the dyna-

mism of the committed youth and to per-

ceive the inevitability of its future. Given
American reluctance to invest in unstable

nations, Bourassa 's promise of 100,000 jobs

would seem proportionately less feasible in

the wake of this crisis, thereby making a
return to normalcy all the more difficult.

Quebec can never retreat to the security

of past ways and doesn't want to. Across
the street from Cafe Campus I see the new
building for Hautes Etudes Commerciales,
a stark symbol of the new spirit in this new
nation. I wonder. How long, Canada?

by Alan Broad bent

There seems to be a tendency in every generation to
evelop common "in" words or phrases that may pur-

Port to communicate more than is actually said. These
P eces of jargon may be said to be heavy with meaning,

c

r to °e worth a thousand words. At any rate, they be-

°j
ne well used because they seem to "say it all",
m the 'twenties, for example, the word was "swell".

f

s 0r>e lasted beyond the 'twenties, being a coverall
r years. Everyone will remember a scene from one of
e 0,d movies where the clean looking fellow in the big

has just brought his long-skirted girl home fr/om the
P. and exhilarated from the street-car ride, they

Pause on the door-step.

l Thanks Dick, that was really swell," she bubbles. "I
^Qa swell time."

^we' 1
' Sally," he chokes, "gee, I think you are really

And with that, it has all been said, he shakes her hand
an

!jgoes home.

adj
next big word was ProDablv "cool", with the

h
aed

appellation of "man", most often resulting in the
P ePostulation of "cool, man". This was of course

^asoned with a snap of the fingers, and most often seen

in a Greenwich Village jazz club- Its uses were wide

spread, and supposedly the news that one's family had

been wiped out in a train crash could be greeted with a

sympathetic "cool, man".
Now we are faced with not just one such word or

phrase, but with a whole dictionary of them. We have

passed such "oldies" as "groovy," or "with it", or "up
tight", and are now into things such as "gettin' it all

on", "moving it up", "I can dig that", and assorted

common words uttered in the midst of the preceding

that become hip by association.

Another popular grammatical ploy is to volley a ques-

tion into the field of metaphysics, thereby avoiding the

necessity of an answer. This, of course, has the added

advantage of making the volleyer appear to be an eso-

teric intellectual, or a mystic, which is a very popular

thing to be. It gives the aura of an unreachable store of

intellectual goodies that creates an attractive tension in

relation to the usual outward doltish image.

The common words and phrases are supposed to be

common verbal symbols by which we eliminate groping

for understanding between each other. It is like every-

one knowing what colour red is, red being a symbol to

describe that particular characteristic in something.

But what these common words tend to do is to obscure

meaning, because we use them so indiscretely.

I was at a lecture on pop music the other night, and
someone asked the man at the front what he thought of

current rock music. His reply was that he thought rock
music was "very together". I still wonder what he
thought of current rock music. Later he was asked what
the musical influence of The Band was, and he said that
The Band was "getting it all on". At which point I won-
dered if he was putting us all on,

Examples of the volley into metaphysics abound, but
one of the best occurred the other day. In a lecture, a
professor was asked why we were looking at a certain
piece of art, and he stated that, "It is alia part of art",
a comment which commanded instant bogglement.
Another great ploy is to look at someone with whom
you are having a discussion, and sneer, "sophist".

I really have nothing against using common popular
symbols in everyday discourse, but when they tend to
be so obscure that they nullify communication, I doubt
their use. When they are used as a cop-out from real
understanding of something, or to say something that
the person realizes he can't say, then there is something
wrong. They too often seem to be much like the non-
word "nice", in that they can be used at all times and in
all places, but to no purpose.
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Queen's student takes

Circumnavagation of th
On November 19, 1969, the oceanographic vessel "Hudson",

sponsored by the Canadian government and manned by an inter-

national contingent of scientists, set sail from Halifax on its his-

toric cruise around North and South America to probe the waters

of the Atlantic, Antarctic, Pacific, and Arctic oceans. Queen's

University had a representative on this cruise in the person of

Roger Smith, now completing his degree in Engineering Geology.

In the article, Smith presents a summary of his personal experi-

ences over the duration of the cruise.

The cruise was divided into a series of phases, each of

which was manned essentially by a new group of scientists.

The first phase included all work done between Halifax and

Rio de Janeiro. Leaving Halifax, the ship cruised directly

to the equator. En route, continuous measurements were

made of the earth's gravitational and magnetic fields;

temperature profiles of the upper 600 metres of water were

recorded at regular intervals, and a study of the photosyn-

thesis rates of microscopic surface plant life was done. All

these experiments were done while the ship was cruising.

The bulk of the scientific work for this phase began at

the equator. The sampling was done at eleven stations

spaced every two and a half degrees down the 30th meridi-

an. My work involved sampling water columns from sur-

face to 200 meters for microscopic life. For this I used a

very finely meshed net equipped so that a measurement of

the total volume of water sampled could be made. My sec-

ond job was to collect cores of the bottom sediment on the

ocean floor. Here a piston-gravity corer was used. It is bas-

ically a length of core barrel topped by a 1200 pound weight.

The core is designed to trigger when it nears the bottom

and penetrates the sediment under the force of gravity.

These samples now form a part of the collections of the

Department of Geological Sciences at Queen's. Some of the

other work done on this phase involved the collection of

water samples at specific depths and the chemical analysis

of the same, studies of the migratory habits and physical

characteristics of a subsurface biomass called the Deep

Scattering Layer and continuous measurements of salinity

and temperature with depth from surface to sediment us-

ing a bathysonde.

After about one month at sea we put in at our first port

Rio de Janeiro. During our five days ashore, I travelled

inland to Brasilia, the ultra-modern architectural complex

located in the middle of the wide, flat expanse of the Matto

Grosso. This new capital of Brazil was built in hopes of

opening up the interior of the country.

On December 20 we returned to sea for the second

phase of our circumnavigation. Collections of the near sur-

face microscopic fauna were still made in this phase as

they were in all following phases. Chemical analyses were

done on all the water samples collected to determine the

salinity and the presence of certain dissolved gases, nu-

trients, etc. Two uses of data of this sort accumulated over

large areas are for ecological and current studies. Work

done on the ratios of certain dissolved gases will be used to

indicate or preclude the presence of biological life in deep

sea currents.

In this phase, as the last, our stations were spaced out

along the 30th parallel down to 55° south, where we turned

for our second port of call. Earlier in cruise I was fore-

warned to expect to see many whales in these southern

waters. Because of a plankton enriched water mass south

of what is known as the Antarctic Convergence, these crea-

tures congregate here to feed in the summer. The only rep-

resentatives we saw were three sixty-foot fin whales. It

was fas bating for me but rather disappointing for the sci-

entist who was interested in studying their methods of

communicating and locating food.

As before when we docked I left the ship and travelled

inland. This time our port was Buenos Aires and my treck

west took me to Cordoba Province in central Argentina.

For me the third phase, which began January 22, was

the most interesting. Leaving Buenos Aires we sailed south

down the east coast of Argentina, entered the Straits of

Magellan and cruised west to Punta Arenas, the most

southerly city in the world. After a brief stop we continued

west, briefly touched the Pacific around the western side of

Tierra del Fuego, then cruised east towards the Beagle

Channel. I've never been in an area before which seemed so

remote and desolate. The wind was gusting through the

channel and the ship was beaten by rain from a lead gray

sky. In many sections the channel was remarkably narrow

with black weathered rock rising abrubtly out of the water.

The only trees on the land were stunted Antarctic Beeches

clinging to the rocky slopes and bent to the east because of

Moorea, an island to the west of Tahiti,

more attractive than Tahiti.
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Rounding Cape Horn was one of the highlights of the cruise. 1 felt

as if part of a select group.

the continual buffeting by the wind. On the evening of Janu-
ary 27, the ship arrived at Puerto Williams, a small naval
base-community on an island south of Tierra del Fuego.
The base was established to assert Chile's claim over the
land, the ownership of which is continually disputed by
Argentina. Two members of the scientific party left the
Hudson here to collect seaweed and intertidal fauna for the
next month. About twenty of us went ashore at this point to
explore the island.

Underway again, the next day, we did a couple of shal-

low water stations before passing south of Cape Horn. Dur-
ing our crossing of Drake Passage four current metre sets
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nately manganese oxide around a nucleus. Their abundance
on the ocean floor is proven by the fact that in a core of a
cross sectional surface area of 5 square inches, 2 were re-
covered. Their potential as an ore source rests on the dis-
covery of an economical way to mine them. Queen's Chem-

A part of Alti-Plano near La Paz, Bolivia. It is one of the highest

plains regions of the world. Near La Paz the inhabitants are the

Bolivian Indians — of Spanish and Inca Heritage.

ical Engineering Department is presently doing research

in this field.

Using an automated thermograph while the ship was
cruising, a record of the temperature profile from 0-600

metres was made along our routes through the Atlantic,

Drake Passage and the Pacific.

On May 12, we docked at Tahiti for three days. It's

quite a feeling to have been cruising on a ship for a month

and approach this volcanic island rising sharply out of the

water to 7000 feet. I spent part of my time ashore, diving in

the reef and collecting shallow water carbonate samples

for Queens. The reaminder of my shore leave was spent

exploring the coastline of both Tahiti and Moorea. a nearby

island.

For the last leg of the Pacific, much the same work

was done. An automated plankton sampler designed to col-

lect at three different isolated depths was used with fair

success.

On June 12, the Hudson arrived at Vancouver with the

bulk, and more exotic part of the cruise completed. I left

the ship again at this point and returned to Queen's. The

next two months were spent doing shallow water studies in

Prince Edward Island, and attending a conference in Texas

for Dr. Bartlett of the Geology Department.

On August 19, I left Toronto to join the Hudson for my
last phase of the cruise. I spent about 5 days in Tuktoyak-

tuk, a small Eskimo village. The terrain in this region is

low lying, and flooded with lakes. Ice cored hills called pin-

gos dot the Delta and polygonal fractured ground is very

common.
When the Hudson arrived, a group of us flew out by

helicopter to meet the ship. For the next month, we cov-

ered a grid to the north and east of the delta doing geologi-

cal, geophysical, and micropaleonological and biological

studies. This area has never before received the coverage

given it on this cruise. Some interesting features discov-

ered were numerous large hills rising out of the bottom

sediment and occasionally approaching very close to the

surface. These are probably under water extensions of the Roger Smitn plants the fIag on Kjng George Island par( of the Sou ,n Snetland

land pingos but it is not definitely known. Islands Chain in the Antarctic. In the background is the research vessel the CSS

On September 22, 1 left the Hudson for the last time. HUDSON.



off the record by Dick Loney

The advent of such a hit as

Bread's "Make It With You"
has the result that those of us

of a more skeptical bent point

the accusing finger and cry-
ana! another one-shot-wonder!

Not that Bread's first effort of

a national significance was
inferior in any way to the cur-

rent crop of Top Forty discs —
it had excellent musicianship,

as well as some superior vocal

styling and deservedly soared

to the top of the heap of record-

ings that daily wend their way
to the rock jock's turntable.

Very recently Bread en-

raged grammarians with the

release of "It Don't Matter To
Me", and simultaneously

quieted the skeptics with their

rendition of probably the

prettiest song of its type of

1970. Let it be known that this

newest piece of "Bread" is

culled from one of the finest

albums you'll hear in any year:

an album that is impeccable
instrumentally and vocally.

Bread is David Gates,
James Griffin and Robb Roy-
er, and rumour has it that they

have toiled labourously around
the American West Coast for

some time before striking gold

with their goody from Summer
70. If, in this day of the "studio

musician", the instrumental
tracks, under the vocals were
cut by Bread unaided then this

group shows marked potential

for being among the phalynx of

the ranks which will fill the

void the demise of the Beatles

has created in pop music.
Utilizing piano, organ, elec-

tric guitar and some very ad-

ept acoustic guitar arrange-
ments, plus very "heavy" bass

patterns, Bread has a tight and
most pleasing style, not unlike

that of "Three Dog Night", but

decidedly superior vocally.

With their three part harmo-
ny sounding on many tunes as
if there are only two voices,

Bread has the flavour of the

music by Poco (one of the sev-

eral off-shoots of Buffalo

Springfield) with ear-catching

high tenor harmony a la the

Brothers Everly as trans-

formed by McCartney, Lennon

&Co.
Beatle adherents will per-

haps note that the bass line in

the song "Could I" distinctly

recreates the "Dear Prud-

ence" sound from the old

"white" Beatle 1 p., while the

vocal recalls many of the Hol-

lies' numbers. Changing tem-

pos are everywhere on this set,

offering a refreshing change
from the more stereo-typed

single beat type of song. The
kind of double-timed vocal fea-

tured in "It Don't Matter To
Me" is indicative of the vocal

experimentation performed by

Bread on this album — ju

voice modulation during
organ break on "Friends and
Lovers" reveals that Bread

i

a welcome addition to the
growing number of. bands real
izing that voicings (and not
amplifiers turned up to maxi
mum volume) by aggregations
of the Crosby, Stills, Nash and
Young ilk display true "ta i.

ent".

Oh yes, almost forgot — as a
pleasant surprise, this l.p. con-
tains twelve full length num-
bers, rather than the ten

you've become accustomed
to

expecting! Give a listen
t0

Bread — Elektra EKS-74044
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soundings by Steve Winnett

DR. WEDNESDAYOFF'S

Medical Column
This weeks illness: —

"
Videophobia.

"

or T.V, Eye .

frequently associated with, and
complicated by, Financial Cramp.

SYMPTONS
Tired, red-rimmed eyas.

Pale complexion.
Nervousness,
An inability to communicate ad-

equately due to an uncertainty

about what is actually going on
n the world,

:ause
Watching, or attempting to watch,
over a long period, a dull, flicker-

ng or distorted T.V. Picture.

POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS
Persecution complex due to T.V.
refusing to operate correctly when
patients favourite programme is

ihow'mg, often exagerated by op-
erating exceptionally well when
"Captain Kangaroo" and "The
Galloping Gourmet" are broad-
cast.

TREATMENT
Generally this condition can be
corrected within 24 hours by
telephoning TELESERV1CES who
have had long experience in this

field. They have had tremendous
success in alleviating symptoms
by removing the cause, that is, by
putting the patient's T.V. in good
order.

Patients who are unwilling to ac<

cept this treatment are generally
reassured when it is explained that
TELESERVICES give a Free E
timate and Report service ant

further, give a NINETY-DAY
WRITTEN GUARANTEE on all

work.

PROGNOSIS
The patient will, after treatment,
be able to lead a normal, active
life. Financial Cramp may remai 1

until living conditions change. Most
patients, however, agree that the
effects of this were exagerated out
of all proportion while they were
suffering from Videophobia and
all wish that they had taken the
treatment sooner.

FOR T.V. SERVICE, FOR
YOUR HEALTH'S SAKE
CONSULT:

TELESERVICES
116 Wellington Street,

KINGSTON 648-3213

by Scott Sherman
Santana Abraxas — Santana

(Columbia 30130)
'

What's this? A Santana dou-

ble album? Look again, folks —
there's something in there, but

it isn't a record. Yes, that's

right people, if you have some
album cover (like maybe the

Beatle's white one) that's

ripped through, you can take
the poster out of one side of

Santana s new jacket, and have
a pseudo-Santana double al-

bum. Which is better than a

pseudo-Santana single album,
anyway. Right? (HYPE)

Seriously, though, the music
on this record (as yet unre-

leased in Canada) is much infe-

rior not only to the cover art

but even to the music on San-

tana's first album, which was
at least reckless enough to be
exciting.

The songs on Side 1 run into

one another, giving a suite ef-

fect to the music, though I'm
sure most of that impression is

created by the fact that there
is little to distinguish one cut,

musically or rhythmically,
from another. There are some
good bits of guitar and
electric piano in "Singing

Winds, Crying Beasts", the

first cut, and "Incident at

Neshabur" might even be
called a highlight. In the latter

piece, the rhythm and tempo
changes, all well-timed, keep it

interesting and the slow,

"crying" section at the end is

something you can float along
on, if you're in that mood.
Abraxas is really a "mood"
album. Side 2 consists of non-

continuous music which it

might just as well have been —
it, too, flies past, leaving only a

vague trace of its effect. One
might remember the excite-

ment of the drumming on "Sea
Cabo", the first cut on the side,

and, perhaps, the market-place
air of "El Nicoya", the short
one at the end, but in between
interest will probably flag.

All this is not to say, howev-
er, that Abraxas is a bad album.
Just that it's not particularly
stimulating. It is mellow, easy-
listening music, easy to talk
over or to completely ignore at

a party, and if played loudly
enough, most of it can easily
and enjoyably be danced to.

Granted, there are some
moments of real electricity,

and some of imaginative im-
provisation, but, unfortunate-
ly, these tend to be few and far
between.

"The Workingman's Dead" —
THE GREATEFUL DEAD
(Warner Bros. 1869)

O.K. Dig this. 1967-68. Over-

look Mountain, upstate New
York. A pink cottage: a re-

treat. I guess this is where it

started, with The Band. Scene
change: same time: Laurel
Canyon, Cal. Beautiful: Joni

Mitchell, John Mayall, and . .

.

Crosby, Stills, and Nash. And,
elsewhere, Canned Heat, And
CCR. And Poco. And

Well, you can see how it's

gone. Back To The Country.
Back to The Grass Roots. And
now it's 1970, and some of us

are still there. Some of us,

though, have always been
there, and that's where the dif-

ference between these two
albums lies.

Back in the Haight-Ashbury
days of Love, Flowerpower,
free concerts, and hungry
bands, Grateful Dead was one
of the hungriest, fighting Jef-

ferson Airplane's national
fame with their own local pop-
ularity. Lately they have had
some hassles, so they've split

to the country for some peace,
cooked up Workingman's Dead,
and got it down on tape inside

two weeks. The result is a par-
ticularly listenable, pleasant,
easy-to-get-into album of coun-

try-sounding tunes. The best of

these is the first cut on Side 1,

"Uncle John's Band". The lo-

cal colour and good feeling that

comes out of Jerry Garcia's

music and Rob Hunter's lyrics

is infectious, the guitar work is

smooth and understated, and

the harmonies friendly. But

the rest of the album suffers by

comparison, and in the end one

wonders what's going down.

Obviously, it's intended to be

pleasant, which it is, but what

is lacking is emotional impact.

The songs fly past — the bluesy

"High Time" hits some nice

steel work on the way past as

does "Dire Wolf". At bottom,

though, the album has all the

trappings of country folk, with

none of the feelings of genuine-

ness that any music should

have. The Dead's sense of tim-

ing is off (as in Easy Wind),

where a potentially real blues

harp solo is blatantly upstaged

by a quasi-Stills guitar solo,

effectively breaking the stride

of the entire side.) The album

comes to a dead end with

"Driving that train/High on

cocaine/Casey Jones you'd

better/Watch your speed."

This, the album's train song is

neither convincing nor consist-

ent enough in the context of the

album.

Want to work at a
great place next summer?
Ontario Place: 80 acres of lakes, parks, beaches, boats, cafe's,
films and exhibitions — and some of the best summer jobs in the
province.

We need hosts and hostesses, and staff for the restaurants,
boutiques, marina and maintenance to work from May 1 to
October 11, 1971. You should have an attractive personality,
initiative and a sense of responsibility. If you speak a second
language so much the better.

You're invited to attend a special briefing where we'll be
arranging personal interviews.

Briefing: (Publication to insert date, time and location here)
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27th, 12:30 p.m., Auditorium, Dupuis Hall.

ontorio
ptacet

Government of Ontario, Department of Trade and Development
Please note: publication to set date, time
and location of briefing where indicated in copy.
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by John Mable

Militarists have always been

bored by scientists. After all,

h things as the inventions of

Lw pesticides and subsequent

'wars on crop pests' are of no

interest to men who specialise

in killing other men.

gut now and then science

will really come up with some-

thing
From the Manhattan

project to the V-2 rocket to

contemporary American soci-

ology,
scientists have often

this century demonstrated a

capacity for rationalising the

genius of man within the con-

text of brutality and destruc-

tion, in any variety of ways.

But what right have artists

to point self righteous fingers

at the military and scientists?

What successful war effort

was ever waged without the

benefit of propoganda?

We have been led by many,

including the makers of the

movie itself, to believe that the

story portrayed exposes the

real truth about the present

political regime in Greece. But

how do we know? Surely what

we are told in 'Z' is that all we
might hear we must take with

a grain of salt before weighing

the facts. Without this inter-

pretation, surely such an out-

rageously pretenteous state-

ment as this movie cannot be
taken at face value.

What we are shown bears a
striking resemblance to From
Russia With Love. Resembl-
ances to the evening news with
Walter Cronkite are eompari-
tively less obvious. But wheth-
er one sees Z expecting fiction
or documentary, if one is

North American one is meant
o be in the audience. Among
he characterizations in this

story we find striking exam-
ples of John Garfield, Rock
Hudson, Gregory Peck, Char-
leton Heston and, depending on
how one takes one's CIA, John
Wayne. Predictably, they are
all on the side of the good guys,
with the not surprising excep-
tion of 'Wayne'. There is sim-
ply no mistaking the tradition-
al hollywood styling of the plot.
But if the implications for
America are obvious the more
subtle implications for other
'western' powers are just as
real. An English presence is

very much in evidence, in the
movie. The film was made in
Algeria with French backing
and the French, understanda-
bly, get off lightly. However,
one of the Generals does have a
nose which bears a striking
resemblance to that of Charles
DeGaule,

This film was hailed as prob-

ably the best film made in the
world last year. It probably
was. It simply must be seen to

be believed, let alone under-
stood. It is a striking and very

z
beautiful statement of some-
thing. The directing, by Costra-

Gavas, is brilliant. The acting

is convincing, the camera work
and music are very good. The
screenplay is, to say the least,

fantastic. It leaves one asking
in bewilderment both where is

the fact and where is the fic-

tion.

There can be no confusion

The Student Volunteer Bureau
needs someone to coordinate the
gatherine of information on sum-
mer volunteer projects, such as
Crossroads Africa, Summer of Ser-

vice etc. Also needed — volunteers

for North Kingston Parish — Con-
tact Volunteer Bureau Office —
Union basement. University St.

entrance.

however regarding many of the
other facts of life as treated by
this film. Canadians should
find the more realistic treat-
ment Europeans have always
afforded their treatment of
film art, and as it is found in
this movie, very interesting. It

is always refreshing to see
what puritans regard as the
dirtier aspects of human reali-

ty, such as violence, sex and
politics, treated in a straight-

forward manner, dramatical-
ly. Somewhat confusing is the
Sartreian-existential style of
black humour which pervades
the film. Many of the se-

quences are obviously very
funny but they leave one asking
the question, just how funny
are fascists, anyway? A full

appreciation of such humour
becomes very awkward. After
all, as Canadians must surely

understand, political assasina-

tion is not funny at all.

What we are left with then is

at best a very compelling
statement regarding the pro-

found irony of the folly we re-

fer to day to day as reality. As
for moral and political impli-

cations, all that should be read

off of the face of this film is the

fact that we are all fools, and
fools shouldn't be allowed to

carry guns. The most striking

irony of all is within the very

dramatic title of this movie. Z
is a one letter aphorism which,

within Greek heritage, ex-

presses the concept, 'he lives!

'

But as the audience knows, the

plain fact is that he doesn't.

Janis

St. James'

Church
Union and Barrie Streets

9:00. a.m. Holy Communion
11:00 a.m. Morning Prayer

& Holy Baptism

7:30 p.m. Evening Prayer

Preacher

Rev. Donald Collier

8:30 p.m. Student Coffee

Hour in the Rectory

ALL ARE WELCOME

Janis Joplin is dead of an
overdose of heroin. She said

last year, These kids who touch

drugs are crazy when they can
have a drink of Southern Com-
fort. "So, why was she using

heroin?

"When I get scared and wor-
ried I tell myself, Janis, just

have a good time. So I juice up

real good and that's what I

have." She said she was a beat-

nik, not a hippie. "Beatniks
believe that things aren't going

to get any better and say the

hell with it, stay stoned and
have a good time."

At a recent rock concert in

Boston, Janis played the sexy
earth-mother role. "I can't

understand how a woman can't

not make it with a man," she

said. "When you're depressed,

getting laid will cheer you up."
But her songs talked about how
"Woman is losers" and "Love
is like a ball and chain."

But what do you do when
you're from a town in Texas,
where you were a misfit? "I
read, I painted, I didn't hate
niggers. Man, those people
back home hurt me. It makes
me happy to know that I'm
making it and they're back
there just like they were." She
wanted to be a success to show
the folks back home in Texas,

but it didn't work. "I went
home last year, thinking they

would accept me now. And
they kicked me out of a res-

taurant because my skirt was
too short."

"It looks like everybody in

this whole wide world is down
on me, baby, down on me."

She worked hard for audi-

ence communication and in-

tensity and always got it. It

was not always expressed the

way she wanted. At a concert

at the Fillmore East, just after

she had left the Holding Com-
pany and was setting up here

new band people demanded she

sing Holding Company songs.

She tried to explain that she

wanted to bring out new songs.

Her performances were
really fantastic — just the way
she held the microphone close

to her face when she sang and
sensually stroked the metal
pole; the agonized expression

on her face and the way she

threw her head back as she

drank Southern Comfort be-

tween takes. Many women saw
her as liberated — tough, to-

gether, and devil-may-care.

In "Piece of My Heart" the

woman tries to be tough and
together but she's getting

treated like shit. She gave her

lover everything a woman
could possibly give and now
she's at a loss to know how to

handle it. "But each time Hell
myself, well, I think I've had
enough, well I'm gonna show
you baby that a woman can be

tough."

"I'm doing just what I want
with my life, enjoying it. Peo-

ple like to say I'm ruining my
voice, but I can still reach all

the notes I ever could. I don't

know how long it will last. As
long as I do, probably. Maybe
people enjoy my music more if

they think I'm destroying my-
self."

Maybe I won't last as long as
other singers, but I think you
can destroy yourself worrying
about tomorrow. And when I

can't sing, I'll worry about
it then. Maybe I'll have
babies. .

."

She worried a lot about peo-

ple who didn't like her music,
"proper people" who thought it

was in poor taste. She worried
that she wasn't pretty enough.

She built herself a fantastic

house and drove around in a
red Porche with psychedelic
paintings. And drank Southern

Comfort, and shot heroin.

r

YOU DON'T GET ENGAGED EVERY DAY

SO DON'T GET AN EVERYDAY DIAMOND

A beautiful landmark in your life . . . getting

engaged. And your diamond should reflect the

importance. Doesn't have to be big, but

it must be fine and firey. Weil help you select an

exquisite ring to blaze cool and clear

for every day and many a year.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET,
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

CANADA

CHALMERS CHURCH
(Barrie at Earl)

STUDENT SUPPER
AND

TABLE TALK

SUNDAY, 5:45 pm, 50$

A CHANCE TO
MEET AND TALK

BADMINTON COURTS
AVAILABLE, 7:30 pm.

WINE
supplies and equipment

CHEESE
from around the world

BEER
malts and supplies for tf.oss

who prefer the excellence

of home brew

GOURMET
foods from afar

GIFTS
with a touch of distinction

COOKE'S
OLD WORLD SHOPest. 1868

59-61 Brock

Kingston, Ont.

JUST OPENED!

CANADIAN SHOP
OF KINGSTON

at 219 Princess Street

(next to the Capitol Theatre)

Finecrafts, toys, clothes, books.
ALL CANADIAN

.

ExportX

REGULAR AND KINGS



friday, October 23

afternoon: 2:00 p.m.: queen's departments of medicine and surgery,

and the department of nursing at k.g.h. present a sympos-
ium for allied health professionals on "management of the

patient with the valvular heart disease" at etherington

hall auditorium.

evening: 7:30 p.m.: audition for queen's musical theatre in kingston

hall, rooms 201, 204, and 208.

7:30 and 9:00 p.m.: chronicles VI at the studio theatre in

the old arts building featuring "everyman." admission is

free.

8:00 p.m.: "Calcutta" — presented by the graduate stu-

dent society film club in ellis hall auditorium.

8:30 p.m.: first general meeting of the drama guild, free

coffee and doughnuts, everyone welcome, at convocation

hall.

8:30 p.m.: ' love and maple syrup" at the grand theatre.

Saturday, October 24

evenings: 8:30 p.m.: folk and blues concert at st. lawrence college,

admission is $1.00 per person, $1.25 per couple.

8:30 p.m.: "love and maple syrup" at the grand theatre.

Sunday, October 25

evening: 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.: two more films in the "civilisation"

series, "romance and reality", and "man — the measure
of all things", admission $.50 or $2.00 for the series.

monday . October 26

afternoon: 4:30 p.m.: seminar on "continental drift and biogeogra-

phy" with lecturer dr. warren hamilton. of the u.s. geolog-

ical survey, denver, Colorado, all are welcome in earl hall,

room 111.

evening: 8:00 p.m.: women's liberation workshop on female sexual-

ity, in the upstairs common room of the student's union,

reprints of background paper for the first session, "the

myth of the vaginal orgasm" available this week in the

a.m.s. office.

8:30 p.m.: informal evening discussion on "some biologi-

cal implications of continental drift", with dr. warren
hamilton. geological survey in earl hall, room 111

tuesday, October 27

evening: 6:30 p.m.: fern olson — evangelist at the amphitheatre in

the gymnasium, talk and open discussion on the superna-
tural and non-physical world.

7:00 p.m.: meeting to organize festival '71 in the a.m.s.

outer office.

8:00 p.m.: miller club presents dr. warren hamilton of the

u,s. geological survey, speaking on "plate tectonics and
continental geology", all welcome in miller hall, room 201.

8:00 p.m.: pollution probe, organizational meeting at st.

james hall on union and barrie streets.

A.S.U.S.

ORIENTATION

Applications, with supporting briefs, for the Arts

and Science Undergraduate Society orientation

committee will be accepted until 6 p.m. Monday,
October 26, 1970.

Applicants will present and explain their briefs

to the ASUS executive October 28; the executive
will then choose six members for the 1971 orien-
tation committee.

Applications should be submitted to Joce Cote,
544-0484, or Chris Redmond, 542-8689. Any ap-
plication must be accompanied by a brief explain-

ing the applicant's opinions and suggestions
about orientation.

Any arts, nursing or rehab student is eligible.

tendays
old bitter grounds — campus en-

tertainment, sets at 10:00 friday

and Saturday.

alice-dave mcpherson — a min-

strel and his music, sets at 10:00

friday, Saturday, and Sunday.

All Dunning Hall Flicks cancelled

due to new bookings for films.

New list will be posted.

at the kingston theatres

capitol-"chisolm"

hyland- "z"
odeon - "the swappers"

at the agnes etherington art centre

October 23-25 — pat dickson mod-
els a portrait head at

the art centre.

October 27 — film evening: some
master painters: at

ellis hall, 8:30 p.m.

October 27 — art collection — so-

ciety of kingston will

hold its annual meet-
ing at the art centre,

7:00 p.m. —9:00 p.m.

SYB NEEDS'-

Someone to coordinate

information for national

and international volun-

teer programs, like,

Crossroads Africa, Sum-

mer of Service, Opera-

tion Beaver etc. Volun-

teers to work in North

Kingston Parish at va-

rious times during the

week.

Contact SVB Office
(inside University St.

entrance to Student

Union) for in formation.

Talk over your future

with the Bell employment
reps when they visit your
campus on

1 - NOV. 2 & 3

2 - JAN. 18 & 19

1 GRADS TO-BE- IN:

ENGINEERING.
Civil . Eltcttiul .

Mechanical . Math . Si Englncing

ARTS . SCIENCE

COMMERCE . BUSINESS iincludih,MBA|

2 - Undergraduates (all above mentioned

)

lor 1971 Summer nmploymeiii.

Bell Canada

8:30 p.m.: poetry and jazz, number 3, an evening of spoken
word and guitar at alice, 233V2 princess st. bring a poern
and a guitar.

9:00 p.m.: american screen masters series: "to have and
have not", starring humphrey bogart in ellis hall audito-

rium.

9:00-12:00 p.m.: arts '73 smoker in the second floor com-
mon room of the union. $.25 with year card and $1.25 with-

out, arts .73 only.

Wednesday, October 28

afternoon: 2.30 p.m.: department of biochemistry presents dr i

flynn, queen's speaking on "studies on phosphoglycero-
mutase from skeletal muscle", coffee served in craine
reading room after seminar, earl hall, room 114.

7:00 and 9:00 p.m.: kingston film society presents "two
daughters" at ellis hall.

8:00 p.m.: elrond college general meeting in the second
floor small common room at the union, this meeting

js

primarily intended for new people who would like to help
out in the development of the college, a special interest

and willingness to write is essential, any particular skills

relating to accounting, secretarial, architectural, cafet-

erial. furniture, interior design, commercial space, rent-

al, etc. would be helpful.

thursday, October 29

10:00-11:30 a.m.: "the study of popular culture: perspec-
tives and possibilities", presented by the history depart-

ment with professor russel b. nye as guest lecturer, pro-

fessor nye is from the english department at michigan
state university, lecture at gordon hall, room 16.

2:30-4:30 p.m.: "popular culture in modern european his-

tory"; panel composed of nye, sherwood, malcolmson,
akenson, hopwood. discussion in carruthers hall, room 102,

friday, October 30

9:30-11:30 a.m.: popular culture before the era of mass lit-

eracy: panel composed of nye, crowder, christianson,

stayer, and malcolmson. at kingston hall, room 301.

2:30-4:30 p.m.: Canadian popular culture; panel composed
of nye, pritcher, short, thompson, and laner. discussion in

ellis auditorium.

1

Wouldn'tyou like

to graduate?
Saving is a lesson everyone should learn. And the

Toronto Dominion Bank is prepared to show you °"

you'll ever need to know about it lincidently, it's a very

rewarding subject].

Once you understand what Saving is all about, we'H

show you a couple of things about Chequing ana

Borrowing (we've got our Masters in making Stude"'

Loans). There's no enrollment fee. Simply visit a near-by
branch and open an account.

Do if soon. It's the kind of thing you can take an

interest in for the rest of your life.

Toronto Dominion
the bank where people make the difference
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Some happy turns of events

Paper Cheerleader

by Michael Williams

Some people have Walter Mitty daydreams but my subcon-

scious seems to prefer George Plimpton nightmares. For one

night recently, after watching our gregarious cheerleaders

spur the crowd and urge the Gaels on to a victorious frenzy, I

found myself joining their ranks. All of a sudden I was march-

ing into Richardson Stadium (without being frisked and lining

up) at the head of the Queen's Band to the yelling, swaying and

flaming thousands of crammed red, yellow and blue coats,

sweaters and bodies.

There I was — feeling terribly lonely since I had no partner

and was still dressed in my pyjamas, and wondering what it

would be like to have to march through drowned Toronto or

lonely, frozen Princess Street. But before I could wonder too

long the mythical game began and I really started to be afraid.

Imagine doing all those leaps and jumping-jacks in time with-

out looking like a berserk jack-in-the-box. And then the crowd
demanded a cartwheel — but I was confused since I had al-

ways thought it was called a cartwheeljane. So I tried but end-

ed up looking like an ostrich trying to bury my head in the

frozen turf — and pretty well succeeding

!

HELP!
Looking at the regulars around me breathed a bit of confi-

dence into a shaken soul. At least these people knew what they

were doing. They had practised hard before the season to gain

a spot on the group (word has it that competition was keener

than trying out for the Gaels). They had continued thrice-a-

week practices to perfect their pyramids and timing. And even

now they practise twice a week — sounds like a Vinee Lombar-
di grind. At least they could do their cartwheels and back flips.

And so the game went on with the tricolour spirit-raisers lead-

ing on the Lazarean crowd into enough noise to even deafen St.

Mary's bells. All I seemed to be contributing was comic relief

like a gorilla at the end of a Vegas Chorus line. And then

blessedly it was all over and I awoke singing the Oile Thighe

and intermittently kicking the ceiling and the mattress. The
one outstanding impression this Plimpton nightmare left was
a fantastic appreciation for our cheerleaders. It couldn't be

easy to make every game in all parts of southern Ontario and

Quebec and still end up with the spirited comradie and viva-

cious fun that they enjoy.

The lineup

To (in order of pic appearance from left) Ted Ashbury, Jill

Ansley, Roger Beardmore (boss) Jane Davoud. Kent Mc-
Kinnon, Brenda Hockin, Grant Fynch-Noyes, Sue Roberts,

Gary Vienneau, Alison Allan, Shelagh MacDonald, Kent Clark,

Lynda Shuter and Rob Beamish (invisible) and Don Christie,

Bands Manager and their over-all boss, a big thanks for light-

ing up the sidelines and enlivening the Gaels and fans alike.

shorts — congrats to Neil Guppy for winning the Harrier
ov« a fast entry field and a rough course.Tomorrow we'll beat

'he Redam but don't look for a romp like last time.

by Greg Thompson

Regardless of the success of our hockey
team this year a new era has begun for this

sport at Queen's.
The obvious determinant of this era is the

building of our new arena. The ice surface is

194' by 85' and there are 1700 seats which (if

one uses football games as an indicator)
should easily seat 2500 spectators. Before
turning to the team there are a few comments
of interest to everyone. Intramural hockey
begins around November 2, so get in touch
with your athletic stick. Also, any student is

eligible to rent ice when available at the rea-

sonable rate of $8.00 per hour.

Two teams

This year there will be senior and junior
teams sponsored by the school. The latter will

play 14 games in a Kingston Industrial league
and will serve as a farm team for the seniors.

They will play most of their games on Tues-
day nights in our arena. Anyone interested in

either team with what they feel to be ample
hockey experience should contact coach Bob
Carnegie as soon as possible since skating and
practise began on Monday. We regret that Bill

Reason will not be assisting Bob Carnegie in

his coaching duties this year. Bill was a great

help especially in the areas of training and
conditioning and we hope he will return some-
time in the near future.

Happiness abounds

A new attitude is prevalent among the play-

ers which is a happy sight. No longer hindered

by irregular practise hours, used ice surfaces

and bus trips to Cook Arena the players real-

ize they will have to produce if they hope to

gain a place on the senior team. The excuses
and complaints (many of them well founded)

will, hopefully, be replaced by determination

and a winning spirit. Besides our new facili-

ties there are some new faces around which
should aid the teams efforts greatly.

Three new players received scholarships

from Hockey Canada. They include Morris

Mott, Colin Loudon and Mike Lynch. To any-

one who has followed the Canadian National

Team in recent years Morris Mott is no

stranger. Mott played for the NATS during the

last five years while he acquired his B.A. and

M.A. at the University of Manitoba. He is in a

PHD program at Queens; his ability and

experience should be a big lift to the team.

Loudon and Lynch both played for the Kings-

ton Frontenacs as they worked their way to

the O.H.A. Junior B finals last year. Colin

played a year for the Peterborough Jr. A's but

returned to Kingston to obtain his grade 13. A
full effort from Loudon should be helpful.

Mike Lynch is a good size and should beef up

our forces. His apparent keenness is also well

received.

Yes again

A very unexpected but equally happy arriv-

al to hockey at Queens is Dave Fields. Dave is

in first year meds and has five years of

experience in Intercollegiate hockey under his

belt. His last two years were spent with the

Canadian Champion U. of T. Blues. Dave was
an all star defenseman last year and received

the same recognition on two occasions while

attending Western. As well as being a superb

defensive player he poses an offensive threat

and will add some needed muscle to the

squad. Unfortunately his eligibility runs out

this year but hopefully he has brought some of

U. of T.'s winning ways with him.

Thompson back

Another pleasant event is the return of Bob
Thompson after a one year layoff du to a

heavy workload. Bob is a fine defenceman and

will add to what looks to be a good rearguard.

The majority of last years team will be

trying once again to make the team. John

Quayle and John Lau won't be back and Paul

Daly won't be available because of a change

in emphasis to school work.

Sailors second at US regatta

by Jay Hansen

On the longest trip of the

season, the Queen's sailing

team came away with its

greatest honour, a second
place in the Wayne State

Championships. Sailing on

Lake St. Clair off Detroit.

Sandy Riley with his crew,
Eric Vandriel and John Bankes
with his crew, Don Hains came
third in the A and B division

respectively to end up second

to a hot team from Michigan
State.

On Saturday the winds were
10-15 and rather shifty with the

temperature hovering around
50° - very uncomfortable sail-

ing conditions. Vet Sandy Riley

and Eric Vandriel sailed su-

perbly in the A division, finish-

ing 1st, 3rd. 3rd, and 6th ending

up one point out of 1st place

after the first day. This was a

tremendous accomplishment
considering this competition.

Tim Sterns, the leader and
eventual winner of the A divi-

sion is U.S. National 505 cham-
pion. Steve Curry from Mc-
Master (4th in A) is Canadian

Snipe Champion. Bruce Bows-

er (5th in A) was 4th in the

Tempest U.S. nationals while

Dick Davis (6th in A) was 2nd

in the Flying Junior nationals.

Thus Sandy was sailing against

some of the best in the country.

This coupled with John
Bankes' fine performance in

the B division (6th, 5th, 1st,

4th) gave Queen's a 10 point

lead after Saturday.

On Sunday, Sandy and John

faltered slightly with 5th. 4th,

3rd, 4th and 4th, 6th, 10th, 3rd

finishes respectively but be-

cause both crews sailed heads

up by not getting involved in

too many protests they com-
bined their scored for a fantas-

tic and well deserved 2nd place

finish.

Lastly with the excellent

record that Queen's has built

up this year its chances for in-

vitations to major prestige

regattas increase. And it is this

and this alone that will bring

the Queen's sailing team na-

tional prominence. The Scores-

Michigan State

Queen's
McMaster
U. of Michigan
Wayne State

R.M.C.
U. of T.

+ 2 other schools

- 59 1st

-70 2nd
-82 3rd

-84 4th

-5th

-6th

-7th

HNiSTiVM^ ARTS, 1971
FUNDED PARTICIPATION FOR A.M.S. MEMBERS

IN THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES: i°- «»V student on camPus

FILM MAKING
MUSIC
ARTWORK 81 PHOTOGRAPHY
CREATIVE DANCE AND DRAMA

(and any other medium requested)

ALL PROJECTS TO BE COMPLETED FOR PRESENTATION
JANUARY 21, 22, 23, 1971

FESTIVAL REQUIRES CO-ORDINATORS
FORTHE ABOVE CATEGORIES, ADVERTISING AND ALL TECHNICAL OPERATIONS.

LAST YEAR'S CREW AND ANY INTERESTED PERSONS.

meet 7 p.m. Tuesday October 27, 1970

A.M.S. OUTER OFFICE

If you can't make it: Phone 546-4570 (Paul Burke or Dan Lang

FILMS ON ART:

SOME MASTER PAINTERS

Durer, El Greco, Goya, Holbein etc.

Sunday, October 25 at 8:30 p.m.

in Ellis Hall

Open to Gallery Association members only

Memberships at the door — Students $1.00

art centre
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Golfers co

champions
Queen's golf team now

shares the OQAA title with

Waterloo, as the two teams
tied in the 36 hole champion-

ship event at Western last

weekend.

At the end of the first day,

Queen's 301 was one stroke

behind Windsor, and tied with

Western. Mike Foreman and

Doug Painter each had 74's,

Nick Wright a 76, and John

MacDonald 77.

The second day saw Water-

loo come from far back at 310

with 298 to tie Queen's, who
slipped to 307. Nick Wright

came in with a 74. and George

Fox recovered to a 75. Painter

had 77. and Foreman an 81.

Western and Windsor both

slipped way back. The tourna-

ment had an extremely tense

ending, as two Queen's players

just missed birdie putts on the

eighteenth. Wright rimmed a

twenty-footer, and Foreman
was just short with an eighteen

foot putt. David Hollinger of

Waterloo bogied the last hole

to set up the tie.

In individual competition,

Cary Short, a lefthander from
Western, edged out Hollinger

on the first hole of a sudden
death playoff after the two fin-

ished with identical 149's after

36 holes.

Rugger undefeated
By virtue of a 15-6 victory

over McGill two weeks ago,

Queen's Golden Gaels rugger

team established themselves

in first place in Eastern OQAA.
a full game ahead of the Red-

men and they are now still the

only undefeated team in the

league.

In the first half Queen's ran

up a 9-0 lead on a try by Jilesen

and a drop goal and a penalty

goal both by Ron Easteal.

McGill got three points back on

a penalty goal, but Griffith's

try made it 12-3 Queen's at the

half. Another penalty goal by
' McGill cancelled out Warren

Smith's try in the second half,

and the game ended 15-6.

While the Queen's First

were beating McGill, the Sec-

onds were having a rough
tin,

with MacDonald Colleg!
Firsts. Tenacious defense aL
one penalty goal gave Queen\
a 3-0 lead at the half, but the.
had worn their opponent's
down, and the second half Wa
all Queen's, with three tries

two of them converted. Mac-
Donald did manage three
points late in the game, but the
Seconds persevered to the tune
of 16-3.

The Firsts continued their
undefeated streak by dumpinp
RMC by a 20-3 score last

Thursday week. The Gaels
need two more wins this week
against Trent and McGill here
on Saturday, to wrap up first

place in the Eastern OQAA

Tennis team third

Dapper Nick Wright displays the concentration which put him only one

stroke off the leaders of the OQAA tournament.

Queen's tennis team could

manage no better than a third

place finish in the OQAA East
tennis tournament. Carleton

won the team title with 13

points, McGill was second with

10. Queen's third with seven,

and Laval fourth with six.

Marinus Wins and Paul Hen-
ry of Carleton placed one-two

in singles, and combined for

the doubles title Queen's was
definitely hurt by playing on
the slow day courts at the

Mount Royal Tennis Club.

Henry Tse, Stu Adam, and
Peter Lukey each won one sin-

gles match, and Lukey com-
bined with John MacFarlane to

sweep their three matches in

the second doubles spot. Neil

Longhurst and Gord Laing
accounted for the final Queen's
point with a doubles win over

McGill.

This was the final tourna-

ment for the 1970 Queen's Ten-

nis Team, but all players with

the exception of Henry Tse will

return next year.

Presenting The T.0. Trio

The three rookies
From interviews by Jim Wright,

John Bunn and Brian Duplante,

written by John Mable.

Native residents of northern

New York state have no doubt

always had plans for raiding

Canada in the back of their

minds. But this has to have been
the sneakiest raid to hit York
since 1813.

No onehas ever known precise-

ly how Frank Tindall finds his

ball-players. Most every other

city supporting a university in

Ontario can offer an immediate
'metropolitan area from which
the school might expect to find

fuel for its football machine. Not
so Kingston.

The OQAA, in fact, supports
five other teams to which the

Gaels would consistently apolo-

gise, were recruits limited to

being from their immediate
'province'.

Three fine rookies, fresh out

from under the noses of the Uni-

versity of Toronto, are this sea-

son showing promise towards
being the nucleous of a first rate

attack for the Gaels for several

years to come. Tom Taylor,
quarterback. Stu Lang, end, and
Joe Pal, halfback, are all gradu-

ates this fall of metro Toronto'
high schools.

One would think that there had

been some sort of 'Team Effort'

which brought all three to our
endzone at once. As it happens,

they came together more as ball

lhan ballcarrier on this particu-

lar play. They were carried here

independently but for the same
reason. Thev wanted to play foot-

ball for Frank Tindall,

Of the three. Tom Taylor has

managed to attract the most at-

tention through the clever ruse
of being burdened with a pair of

chronicly damaged knees. Toms
first significant display of pro-

wess came three weeks ago
when he called and lead a three

play and successful forty yard
touchdown drive against a beat-

en but tough McGill team, in his

first league appearance. Later in

the game, attempting to get a

similar march started, he was
back-peddling and looking for a

which Stu Lang has filled to

everyone on the home team s

satisfaction. Joe Pal has shown
so much potential as a kick re-

turner and a receiver that he

Tom Taylor, 20

receiver when both knees at once
fulfilled long standing promise to

give and left Tom in agony be-
neath a McGill tackier.

Both Joe Pal and Stu Lang
have rather been working their

respective ways more slowly but

surely into active roles. They
both began the season as special-

ty team members and some-
times substitutions at their posi-

tions. Problems at tackle, which
led veteran end Donny Mcintyre
to be shifted inside, and an injury

to second year prospect John
Hollingsworth in the first game
of the season, left an open job

Joe Pat, 21

stands as first line reserve for

everyone behind Skip Rochette.
In their spare moments be-

tween practices, Mr. Taylor pur-
sues a degree in physical educa-
tion, Mr. Lang studies engineer-

ing and Mr. Pal learns the prac-

tise of Commerce. Otherwise
there is pretty much a concensus
as to why they are here. All said
that Queen's was a small school

with a great deal of enthusiasm
in its identity which could offer a
good program in the courses they
wanted. And that Queen's has a
football team.
The identity broke down again

when the players talked about
their respective high school
experience and discussed the
transition to college ball. They
discussed commonly the differ-

ence in players. Lang, a lineman,
has been struck most by the
tougher players at the university

level. He says they are generally

much more experienced and bet-

ter quality players and that the

competition is much fiercer

between university students. Pal

was impressed by the level of

sophistication of the game as
played here, the amount of study

time it takes to learn a backfield

position and the calibre of coach-
ing but says that physically the

change wasn't as hard as he had
expected. Taylor finds that dur-

ing the practises the coaches are
less demanding than was the
case in high school. He says that

he often finds the warmups insuf-

ficient. The biggest adjustments
have come as he has overcome a
great deal of nervousness about
playing and come to realize that

college ball utilizes the talents of

many high school all-stars.

Speaking of which, this is an
experience shared by all three as
selections to play in last springs
Metro Toronto All Star Game,
with Taylor as all city starting
quarterback, backed by Pal at
the same position teamed
against a 'Western' city team
which fielded Lang as a starting

to league championships both of

the last two years.

Concensus returned as they all

expressed confidence in Taylor

to recover and lead a potential

championship team next year.

Although doctors expect to keep

Tom in casts at least until

Christmas, his injuries may well

turn out to be blessings. The ten-

dons behind both knees have

been in need of corrective sur-

gery for some time and it has

been only cbrtizone shots which

have postponed this since long

before he came to Queen's. If. as

hoped and expected, they heal

properly, they will be stronger as

a result than they have ever been

in his life. Whether or not he

plays football again depends

completely on the success of the

operation as he insists that he

would not knowingly and foolish-

ly risk crippling injury.

Tom did admit to one ulterior

motive for being at Queen's, He

explained that he hoped to es-

cape from the image of his broth-

er Bryce, another talented quar-

terback, whom he followed

through U.T.S. and now has not

followed to Varsity. Joe told us

that that is one of the nicer as-

pects of playing college ball, thai

the players, as a rule, are on the

team to play and not merely to

have said about them that the>

are players, as one more often

finds in high school.

Stu bang, 30

tight end. This wasn't the only
time these players saw each oth-
er in high school, as Joe pointed
out. In exhibition games between
his school, Michael Power,
against Taylor at The University
of Toronto School, and Lang at
Upper Canada College, the pri-
vate schools lost twice. Taylor,
however, quarterbacked U.T.S.
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Senute
Meeting

New Calendars OK'ed
The preliminary figures for

Queen's enrollment were re-

leased at the October Senate

meeting last Thursday as part

of an
agenda which also includ-

fl
(he passing of the recently

ooblished second report on

Academic Development, the

passing of changes in calen-

dars, and discussion of gradu-

ate students. This also was the

first open meeting for the elev-

en newly elected student sena-

tors, though they did attend a

special closed meeting held

October 9.

Full-time enrollment is

7,850, slightly less than pro-

jected a year ago. This is an

increase of 334 over last year.

By faculty the enrollments are

as follows: Arts, 3,583; Phys-

Ed, 204; Commerce, 475; Engi-

neering, 1,350; Meds, 364;

Rehab Theraphy, 115; Law,
366; Nursing, 91; McArthur,

333; and Grads, 971. In present-

ing the above figures, Princi-

pal Deutsch also noted that the

major part of the increase in

students is made up of new
women students.

The Senate Committee on

Academic Development
(SCAD) report No. 2 on Aca-
demic Development was con-

sidered and its recommenda-
tions were passed. The report

indicated that academic pro-

grams were to be the basis of

all the universityVplanning
and the recommendations re-

flected this. It was agreed, af-

ter some reservations were
'ired, that the university
should plan to reach a stable
enrollment of 10,000 full time
students by 1975/76 (although
this figure could be varied
slightly for exceptional cir-
c«mstances). It was also ac-

cepted that SCAD should un-
dertake the clarification of the
Jong-term academic goals of
wen's; that a SCAD task
orce study the implications of
lle stable state and recom-
mend policies to avoid any
Problems resulting from it;

JJat the school of Graduate
Indies and Research create a
juncture for the development
"'research policy for Queen's;

j.
at,'he Vice-Principal Aca-

demic. with the Faculty deans,
insider effective means of

(

.

mmunication and coordina-
"among members of facul-
^aching the same or related

0Urses in different depart-
,

le«ts and faculties; and, final-
' 'hat innovation and experi-

k
"'ation in teaching and

sim
6 be encouraged and that

PJoitation of budget flexibili-

ty
e Used to help achieve this.

Part

reP°rt w'" now become

j,
1' 'he brief to be present-

tee
Q"een's to the Commit-

°n University Affairs in
llawa on November 7.

a report on the most re-

ft
1H meeting of the Committee
. University Presidents

[LUPO),
j ssues elated to

rad students predominated.

[„ c°mmittee on University
f 'airs has expressed to CUPO

its concern with the high cost
of graduate education and
about whether the type of
Ph'D's produced justified the
expense. Concern was also reg-
istered that universities may
be turning out too many gradu-
ate students. Principal
Deutsch disagreed, however,
stating that Canada is "far
short of turning out an ad-
equate number of our own uni-

versity teachers" and particu-

larly in humanities and social

sciences we are dependent on
other countries to fill our
needs.

A final CUPO proposal (to

be introduced only if carefully

evaluated) called for the crea-

tion of a network linking com-
puting centres in different

schools thus allowing those
schools with surplus computer
time to sell it to those with a

shortage in order to optimize
overall usage.

A new system of Calendars

will be established commenc-
ing with the 1971-72 season. In

future a general university

handbook will be published

which will incorporate the

general type of information

that is repeated in all faculty

calendars at present. Faculty

calendars will contain the

more detailed specific infor-

mation about faculties and
courses. This change will pro-

duce savings of many kinds, in

labour, in repetition of effort

and probably in mailing costs.

Also the handbook would be

available im time to be used by

high school students and guid-

ance counsellors, whereas in

the past, faculty calendars

have only been out in time to

be used by students actually

attending Queen's.

Elections tomorrow

Excavation work has begun en the Princess St. site where Elrond College is being constructed. The first concrete is expected to

be poured this week, and the tentative completion date is Sept. 1971.

The Senate wants students
Senate Committees have

vacancies which are to be

filled by students. Nominations
for these positions may be
submitted by any faculty

members or students to the

Secretary of the Senate, 163

University Ave. Names sug-

gested need not be those of

persons already on the Senate

but should be those who have

worked or are working or have

a special interest in particular

problems related to the respon-

sibilities of the Committee
concerned. In submitting

names, sponsors should outline

carefully, the special talents,

interests and experience of the

persons suggested.

The following Senate Com-
mittees have vacancies to be

filled by students: Academic
Development, which is con-

cerned with the long and short

run academic policies and
priorities with what programs
will be available, and with

materials to be submitted to

government, needs one stu-

dent; Academic Procedures,
which is concerned with exam-
ination, Calendars, publica-

tions and regulations for ad-

missions, needs one student;

Appointment, Promotion, Ten-

ure and Leave, which discusses

policies related to those four

things, needs one student; the

Budget Committee, which
makes an annual review of the

operating budget with Vice-

President (Finance) Mc-
Pherson, needs three students;

Campus Planning, a joint

committee of seven Senators

and seven Trustees, which es-

tablishes priorities for build-

ings, physical expansion, and
sites of buildings, needs two

Grads vote on Senators, AMS membership
The Grad students will de-

cide on Wednesday whether or

not they wish to remain a part

of the AMS at the same time as

they elect the Senator who will

represent them for a two year

term. Voting in polling booths

set up in John Watson Hall,

Ellis Hall, Douglas Library,

the downstairs of the Union,

Dupuis Hall, and Earl Hall

between 10:30 and 4:30, the

Grads will choose between

having the GSS ratify the

agreement with the AMS or

voting for the GSS to secede

from the AMS.
The proposed agreement

would continue indefinitely

until such time as the Grad

Society or the Outer council of

the AMS voted to terminate it.

Any intention by the Grads to

hold a referendum for termina-

tion would have to be made
known to the AMS before the

end of September of any year.

Otherwise the agreement

would continue until the next

year.

AMS constables would not be

posted at functions of the GSS,

according to the proposed

agreement, unless complaints

were received about the behav-

iour at such functions. A Grad

student appearing before the

AMS court would be tried by

three justices, one of whom
would be a member of the GSS.

The Vice-President of the GSS

may attend the AMS Council

meetings and vote in the place

of the President. Provided that

all students pay the Tricolor

fee, such a fee shall be refund-

able to all grad students re-

questing it.

It is also proposed in the

agreement that a GSS repre-

sentative shall serve on the

University Health Council.

Also, the President of the GSS
or an appointee shall be a

member of the athletics nomi-

nating committee of the AMS
Campus Activities Commis-
sion, and the football gate fees

of $4.00 per student shall be

refundable to grad students.

In discussing the upcoming
referendum, Rod Follwell.

AMS President, stated, "The
University, the AMS and the

Grads will all suffer if the

Grads leave the AMS. Student

interests will be so fragmented
that they won't be able to work
in harmony with one another.

It's the old divide and conquer

routine. With one body as we
have now, students have one
voice that allows them to put

effective pressure on the ad-

ministration to achieve such
changes as the students on
Senate

."

Vlnce Larence, President of

the GSS, echoed Follwell senti-

ments and added, "It is now
my belief that the GSS can
operate effectively within the

framework of the AMS and
that those of us that are gradu-

ate students, like all other stu-

dents, receive quite a few ser-

vices from the AMS."

One Grad student who dif-

fered from the opinions ex-

pressed above is the Past Pres-

ident of the Grad Society Bill

Paton, who feels, "It has been

students; Computing, which
examines policies related to

the operation of computing
systems and centres, and the

interrelationship of depart-

ments which use computers,
needs two students; Fine Arts

and Public Lectures, con-

cerned with such things as the

Dunning Trust lectures, and
concerts like the Vaghy String

Quartet, needs four students;

the Library Committee, which
reviews the operations of the

libraries, needs three stu-

dents; Scholarships and Stu-

dent Aid, responsible for re-

viewing and updating the

awards available, needs three

students: and Students Affairs,

which deals with subjects of

particular interest to students,

like the proposal for the Stu-

dent Counselling Service,

needs two students.

suggested that secession from
the AMS would mean duplica-

tion of activities and therefore

more work. Already we are
running our own social pro-

gram, sports program and all

graduate student affairs. We
have duplication on the follow-

ing committees, because in the

past it has been found that

graduate students problems
can be peculiar, the Health
Committee, Library commit-
tee. Athletic Board of Control,

University Centre Planning
and Interim Housing." (Mr.
Paton's argument is more fully

explained on page 5.

)

Finally, Principal Deutsch
commented, "At this time
when the AMS is assuming in-

creasing responsibilities for

such things as student housing,

it would be unfortunate to see a

weakening of the structure of

student government. In es-

sence I believe in a federal sys-

tem that allows for flexibility

and within which structural
changes are possible without
fragmentation."
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ARTS AND SCIENCE

UNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY

ORIENTATION
COMMITTEE

(responsible for orientation on arts and science, nursing,

and rehab)

applicants will be interviewed and the committee chosen

Wednesday, October 28 at 7:00 p.m. McLaughlin Room,
Students' Union All Students Are Welcome.

Oceanography conference

Spearn s of Kingston

"The Gift Centre"

cordially invites you to come in and see the

wonderful selection of Gifts for all occasions.

Jewellery - Silver - Wedgewood - Royal Doulton

- Eskimo Carvings - Limoges - Lamps - Crystal

and China - Music Boxes - Jewellery Boxes.

also

Exclusive dealer for Estee Lauder Cosmetics

Spearn's is the Place

330 PRINCESS STREET

(between Barrie & Clergy Streets!

» ... ... PRINCESS WEST

OBST1MVZ OF CIRCLE
LICENSED

FAVOURITE
DINNERS
1. COLONEL'S DINNER DELUXE

three Tasty Pieces of Chicken and Baked Beans

2. KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN BASKET 2.25
Two Delicious Pieces of Chicken, Shoestrings, in a Basket

3. CHICKEN BASKET SPECIAL 2.75
(Chicken Basket plus Beverage, plus Choice of Dessert)

PORTERHOUSE STEAK 5.00
A Jumbo cut of Aged Top Grade Beef

5. AUNT LUCY'S STEAK SPECIAL 3.25
6 Ounces of Lean Aged Beef - Perfectly Trimmed

6. JUMBO BREADED SHRIMP BASKET 2.50
Delicious Shrimps, Nippy Sauce and Shoestrings

7. DEEP SEA SCALLOPS BASKET 2.
Tender Jumbo Scallops with Ta-' r Sauce and Shoestrings

8. SEAFOOD COMBINATION BASKET 2, 75
Shrimps, Scallops, Fish in Batter ... A DeLuxe Treat

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••a*

SAVE ME SAVE ME - SAVE ME

AWT UfCTS RESTABRaIT

BONUS BUCK
COUPON

(That's not chicken feed folks!

)

one dollar - one dollar — one dollar — one dollar

*BUY ONE OF ABOVE DINNERS NO.1 - No.8

PRESENT THIS COUPON -
SAVE $1.00 on one dinner

VALID LICENSED DINING ROOM only

•EXPIRES OCTOBER 31, 1970

•ALSO VALID ON STEAK SPECIALS

Canada should use its oceans
Canada is a maritime coun-

try, and although in the past

Canadians have addressed

themselves to the vast land

masses of this country, we
should now pay more attention

to the development of our

ocean resources. Such was the

theme of a presentation to the

Central Canada University

Geological Conference .session

on Saturday afternoon at the

Holiday Inn by Mr. Martin J.

Colpitts, head of the Marine
Division of the federal Depart-

ment of Trade, Industry and
Commerce.

Speaking on "Ocean Tech-

nology — Man in and on the

Oceans", Mr. Colpitts present-

ed, in his terms, a bird's eye

view of "the most interesting

way of making a living in our

future": the field of ocean
technology. He rapped Canadi-

ans for their lack of their ap-

preciation of their oceans, and
labelled the 1970's as the

"Ocean Decade" in which
great developments in oceanol-

ogy would take place.

GLASSES
OUR EXPERIENCED

DISPENSERS WILL GLADLY
ASSIST WITH YOUR

SELECTION

Mr. Colpitts warned that

Canada faces great competi-

tion from other nations in ob-

taining the benefits of the

oceans, and particularly of our

Continental Shelf. This area is

40% as large as the total area

of Canada; immense as Cana-

da is, "There's still all this

property." France, for exam-
ple, is spending $50 million a

year on oceanology, in compar-

ison with which "We are hard-

ly spending a nickel."

Mr. Colpitts closed his ad-

dress with an emphasis on the

novelty of ocean studies. Three

years ago. he pointed out, a

formal course in ocean tech-

nology was not given anywhere
in the world. The first interna-

tional conference on oceanolo-

gy was held in Brighton, Eng-
land, only in February, 1969.

The Science Council of Canada
has recommended that the

government contribute sub-

stantially to the support of

marine science and technol-
ogy.

J & B

STAMPS & COINS
280 MONTREAL ST.

KINGSTON, ONT' *

HOURS' 10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

TUES. THURS. FRI.& SAT.
WED. - 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

COLLECTIONS BOUGHT AND
SOLD. HIGHEST PRICES PAID

YOUR HOST: GERALD D. WARNE
AUNT LUCY'S RESTAURANT

QUEEN'S MUSICAL THEATRE

AUDITIONS

THE PYJAMA GAME"

TONIGHT KINGSTON HALL, RED ROOM

TUESDAY OCTOBER 27

LEADS & DANCE RS ONLY - 7o.m.

Dr. B. R. Pelletier, head t
the Marine Geology Section ,<
the Bedford Institute

Dart
mouth. Nova Scotia, outlined
the past and future of marine
geology in Canada.
Marine geology is the studv

of the interaction of the earth
surface with the ocean. Th

S

scientific study of the ocean
floor began in 1883 but it was
not until after the second world
war that any full-scale studies
were carried on. Dr. Pelletier
who has recently been chief
scientist on several multi-dis.
ciplinary surveys of various
bodies of water, includ
parts of the Arctic Ocean and
the Atlantic Ocean, described
the improvements of equip,

ment used in these studies. He
remembers having used an

eighteen inch drill to take cote

samples of the ocean floor

whereas now researchers use

eighty foot drills. Dr. Pelletier

has personally aided in the

improvement of equipmeul,
especially for underwater
mapping techniques which now
uses bathymetry, photography,

underwater television, seis-

mology, dredging, coring and

more recently, direct observa

tion with research submersi-

bles.

Unfortunately, because ol

the expense involved and be-

cause of the lack of co-ordina-

tion between government, in-

dustry, and universities, the

activity in marine geology re-

search is low. The Canadian

Oil Industry is the biggest con-

tributor to this type of re-

search in Canada.

Anyone willing to help with Hallow-

een parlies for the kids of North

Kingston (giving out candy, orgonii-

ing games, etc.) is asked to contact

the Student Volunteer Bureau al

547-5766 by Wed. YOUR help ii

needed! Be a great Pumpkin!

Stero components: call Terry Wood,

546-4828.

Lost — bottle-green sleeping bog.

Possibly removed from Vic Hall ot

half time of football game (Oct. 1 7).

Desperately needed by originol

owner. Call 544-8775.

like to dance? Hold up Queen's Scot-

tish tradition by learning Scottish

country dancing at the workshop

being held at St. Andrew's Church

Hall on Nov. 6(8-11 pm.) and Nov.

7 (all day, including luncheon). H

you can already dance, all the bet-

ter. Classes for beginners, intermedi-

ates, advanced. $5 fee covers every-

thing, including final dance Sat

night. For information regarding reg-

istration, call Jill Wing at 389-226'

Arts '72 Leather Jacket in KGH gy™

Thursday night (Oct. 22). Please re-

turn — no questions asked. Leave al

AMS or Journal Office.

Roommate wanted to share fur "

nished modern apartment. Pbone

542-7458 for further information.

Attention Arts '72, there will be °

closed year party in the Queen's ra

8:30-1 am Oct. 30lh. Admission^

50c (year card holders and 9 ue
*

n)
only). Refreshments are 10c a P'^

— cheap! Year cards can be pu

chased al the door. Music pro«<"

by We Three and a guest group-

Arts
Another Homey Happening - 3g
'72 closed Year Parly Oct. 30th «'

1 am in the Queen's Pub. Adm'»

is 50c a head (Yearcard holde"^

guests only). Bar closes at 12
^

10c a pint. Music supplied by

Three and a guest group.

Halloween Eve Homey HapP* 1

;

the Queen's Pub for Arts '''

card holders and guest only

30th, 8:30-1 o-m. Bar close*

p.m. Beer 10c a pint- Yea* coir

be purchased ol the door 1

each. Music by We Thr«*-
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Graduate School Senate Candidates

TIM GARRARD
Tim Garrard received his

bachelor's degree from
Queen's in 1969 and now is

working towards his Ph. D. in
chemistry. He has Seen in-
volved in many committees
and activities at Queen's in his
five years here, and currently
is the chief announcer at CFRC
and CFRC-FM.

This year the Senate has
expanded its student represen-
tation to include fourteen stu-

dent senators, two of which
will be from Graduate Studies.

This expansion serves less to
enlarge the political clout of
the students than to expand the
perspective of the University's
most important decision-mak-
ing body. It is in this way that a
graduate student senator can
make important and perhaps
unique contributions.

As an academic veteran, the
graduate student has the
experience and an outlook not
available to the undergradu-
ate: and can more effectively

counter the argument levelled
against student senators that
they lack the long view to ad-

equately decide on important
issues. As I received my under-
graduate degree from Queen s,

and further am a graduate stu-

dent of eighteen months stand-
ing. I feel I am well qualified

both to reflect the graduate
point of view, and to under-
stand the issues that concern
the University.

The Senate deals with issues
of particular concern to the
graduate student. The close
relationship between supervi-
sor and student places the
graduate in a unique and poten-
tially vulnerable position; and
so the deliberations of the Sen-
ate Committee on Discipline
and Grievances will be particu-

LEO HUTCHISON
The position of student sena-

tor is, to me. one of the most
basic and most important of-

fices of student government in

the university. The senator in-

fluences every fact of universi-

ty life from academic planning
to student discipline and thus
the student senator is involved'

in university government at its

highest level. He is in a posi-

tion to make the feelings and
wishes to his fellow students
known on a great many issues

which directly affect the basic

aspects of life at Queen's. It

seems to me. that it is an es-

sential part of our obligation as
students to make known these
desires, and what better place
to do this than the Senate.
The student senator must

undertake his job with the de-
sire to make a relevant contri-

bution to the university. He
must achieve this by working
within the guidelines of proce-
dure set out in the Constitution
of the Senate. The university
Senate is no place for rank ob-

structionism. Only through
competent and relevant discus-
sion will progress be made.

I feel that I shall be able to

fulfill these requirements if I

am elected by graduate stu-

dents to the Senate. During my
undergraduate years at
Queen's, I became closely con-
nected with many aspects of

student government. I spent
two years as Chief A. M.S. Con-
stable, was a member of the
A. M.S. Judicial Commission
and also of an A. M.S. -Senate
Rules Committee. My experi-
ence as Chief Constable
brought me into close contact
with almost all levels and fac-

ets of government life within
the university, f feel that dur-
ing this time I have gained
some understanding of the
problems and traditions of

larly important. The Commit-
tee on Campus Planning gov-
erns the creation of new work-
ing space: and the Senate also

deals with the libraries and the

Computer Centre.

A Senate election is not

fought on the basis of issues

and platforms, and a student
senator is responsible to more
than the faculty he represents.

Nonetheless a graduate stu-

dent has the experience and
outlook that can make him an
especially effective member of

the body that affects his career
perhaps more directly than
any other student; and so it is

important that the vote you
make be a well-considered one.

Queen's; an understanding
which I believe is necessary if

one is going to adequately car-
ry out the responsibilities of a
student senator. Also as Chief
Constable my contact, through
various committees with the

senate has given me a certain

degree of insight into the work-
ings of the senate which I feel

will be invaluable to me in at-

taining my goals as a student
senator.

If you as members of the
Graduate Student Society elect

me for the two-year term to

the senate. I shall endeavour to

do the best job possible for
both the students who elected

me, and the university.

DAVID LEMON
Instead of boring you by

simply listing my past experi-

ences in student politics. I

would like to explain why I

would urge the Senate to recon-
sider its policies on examina-
tions and admissions. My hope
is that all exams — both Ph.D.
comprehensive exams and also

grad. and undergrad. course
exams — can be replaced by a

practice of continuous assess-
ment using some alternative to

exams. Any justification given
lor the practice of exams is

likely to be unconvincing for it

is often premised on the mis-
taken belief that we will learn
something if ajid only if we are
threatened by exams. It is

clear that exams are not indis-

pensable — a number of gradu-
ate courses at Queen's have no
final exams and the Harrower
Report suggests that compre-
hensive exams are not neces-
sary for the Ph.D. program.
And if it is true that exams are
tot indispensable for graduate
students, then I fail to see why
they would be thought neces-
sary for undergraduates^
With regard to the Universi-

ty's policy on admissions, the
^nate agreed last Thursday —
*ith surprisingly little discus-
sion — to limit the enrollment
10 10,000 students by 1975. Now
°ne implication of this policy is

'hat Queen's will have to turn
aWay more and more well-
Inalified students in the eom-

\
">g years. This seems to be a
,8ood and sufficient reason for
Seriously questioning the Sen-
ate s decision. Surely everyone
!U ght to be given an equal op-
'rtunity to recognize and
velop his talents. Any uni-
rsity which prevents this is

ilf-evidently unjust.
I ;im not unaware that my

'ection to the Senate is not a
Efficient condition for making

the Senate discuss these poli-

cies. But I hope it goes without

saying that as a student sena-

tor these issues are not the

only ones which interest me. I

take it as sufficiently obvious
that any grad student senator

should be expected to repre-

sent the interests of grad stu-

dents on such matters as. for

example, those mentioned by

the Hannower Report. He
should, in particular, be ex-

pected to do more than offer

humble advice to undergradu-

ate senators.

NOVEMBER 6 th.

SCIENCE FORMAL DANCE

RENT YOUR COMPLETE

FORMAL

FULL DRESS SUIT

AND ALL THE ACCESSORIES
SHIRTS, BOW-TIE, VEST, BRACES. JEWELLERY

SPECIAL

'14.50
ALL OTHER REQUIREMENTS ARE

AVAILABLE AT SPECIAL PRICES

SYD SAMUELS
MEN'S WEAR

546 9859 350 PRINCESS ST.

HOMECOMING '70

would like to thank all those who helped organize and
operate the week's activities. Particular thanks to : Joe
Wightman and his room decorators; Bill Marshall and the

waiters; Mike Nolan and his heavies; Etaoin Shrdlu and the
.

cheque book; Dave Merrick, Marv Bloos, Doug Vallery, Don
Christie, Charlie Deacon, Peter Pangman and the answering

service in Apt. 201

YOUR OWN PERSONALIZED

RUBBER STAMP
3 lines, 3 inch width limit

$1.75

OVERNITE SERVICE

CAPILANO
MARKING DEVICES

ARTS AND SCIENCE

COUNTER

CALENDAR

ANYONE INTERESTED IN HELPING TO EDIT THE

COURSE EVALUATION GUIDE SHOULD CONTACT:

PETER RAYMONT' 548-8901 or

CHRIS REDMOND' 542-8689
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Earth Report #11:

A Saucer's Eye View

of Queen's University
by eramelleb k'cirederf

As the reader of these re-

ports will already appreciate,

our purpose is to acquaint fu-

ture diplomatic and military

personnel and all interested

Martians with basic knowledge

about the rites, rituals, and

assorted odd practices that our

scouts have found so prevalent

upon the third planet. We are

not here to judge, so much as

to describe; and if some una-

voidable value judgements do

creep in, it must be remem-
bered that our subject is a dif-

ficult and a strange one, and

that what we deal with here

has no parallel in our own cul-

ture. Let us not call the Ter-

restrials insane, then, but

merely, with charity, underde-

veloped and highly primitive.

We have emphasized before

this the Earthling's obsession

with ritual and his stubborn

adherence to "the right way"
of doing things ; let us say once

again that ritual activity, in its

many forms, is the underlying

basis upon which all human
culture rests. To the Terrestri-

al, there is nothing so impor-

tant as his ceremonial pur-

suits; indeed, the largest part

of the Earthling's day is con-

cerned with some sort of rite.

In this report, we will consider

a peculiarly twisted and ex-

tended ritual, performed by

(on?) a large proportion of

young Earthlings of about ten

Martian years, or eighteen

Earth-years of age: a ritual

practice lasting fully two Mar-

tian years, called "college."

As usual, our observations

were made on two different

levels: the first, from afar, in a

saucer, and the second, close

in, through the use of a trained

operative. Our agent, 1 using
various techniques of disguise,

posed as an initiate — a

"frosh'' — and attempted to

learn, as it were, by doing.

Unfortunately, all our conclu-

sions concerning "years" (see

below) beyond the first are

somewhat speculative in na-

ture, since with the breakdown
of our agent we were forced to

terminate the study early in

the ritual.

As a ceremony, college is

split up temporarily into four

major periods of .75 of an
Earth year (8 months), which
are punctuated at regular in-

tervals by resting or neutral

phases each of about half that

length. Each major period,

called, inaccurately enough, a
"year" (it will be noted once
again that Earthlings are a gul-

lible race, and very prone to

such errors of logic) seems to

be divided into four principal

subject classifications: a ritual

initiation at the beginning; a

pervasive ceremony known
loosely as "studying", and that

continues throughout the

"year"; an exceedingly odd
sub-ritual performed in the

first part of the year, "foot-

ball"; and finally, what ap-

pears to be a highly sadistic

ritual torture at the end of the

year, the "final exams." We
will examine each of these
aspects of college in turn.

Initiation, a form of ritual

purification, marks the begin-
ning of the young Earthling's

college days. For the period of

one earth-week, the "frosh" is

put through fantastic ritual-

ized, ceremanial tortures by

the sadistic appointees of the

powerful student body, (a

group headed, curiously

enough, by a nearly impotent

leader and controlled through

the means of "power plays" by

a strong behind-the-scenes

organization known variously

as "the yellow rag", the

"paper", and the "Queen's

Journal".) The frosh is first

required to go through a com-

plex sorting-out procedure,

obviously intended to act as a

first test of competence; if the

frosh is able to "register" cor-

rectly, to select his "courses"

correctly, and to find some
way of "paying his fees, 2 he is

judged capableof continuing.

It was found that there were
four main aspects of initiation:

one that involved primitive

dancing rituals, performed in

darkness by members of the

"opposite sex" (a paradox
here: our scout reported only

two sexes among Earthlings;

can it be that there's another,

as yet undetected one?); an-

other, which involved sadistic

harrassment of frosh by
"storms" or "gales"; another,

a sort of ceremonial ethno-

centrism, whereby the Ter-

restrials became extremely
conscious of differences be-

tween the three primary col-

ors, red, yellow, and blue, and

split up into various groups of

one or another hue to scorn and

revile one another; and a final,

more formal aspect, whereby
the frosh were expected to pre-

sent offerings and humbly ap-

proach the "administration"
temple, the "Ivory Tower."

At the end of the week, the

surviving frosh remove their

trappings of inferiority, and
become full members of the

college group. It is at this point

that the extended ritual of

"Studying" or "work" com-
mences, to continue for the

rest of the "year".

"Studying", it seems, is an
unpleasant procedure, and one
that is at least partly volun-

tary; for at first, only a few go

to any great lengths to pursue

the practice (these people, a

sort of "unseeable" caste, are

known as "keeners"; they are

widely scorned and resented

throughout the college) and
some never "study" at all. The
ritual of "study" is a highly

complex one, which prescribes

such different behaviors as

staring for long periods of time
at books, writing meaningless
nonsense on sheets of paper
which are then called "es-

says", and so on. An integral

part of college seems to be that

aspect of "studying" that

demands regular and frequent

attendance at small, decentral-

ized houses of worship known
as classrooms. Going to

"class" is a group activity,

whereby "students" pay hom-
age to either to the "establish-

ment" (sometimes called

"The Almighty Dollar"), or to

the important deity, the Al-

mighty Ba.

In a usual class, the shaman
will position himself at the

head of the room, next to a

"blackboard", and direct the

group's prayer as he sees fit.

Occasionally, he will accept

offerings from his "students",

and more rarely, give out in-

class "tests" to be returned for

immediate judging. It is con-

jectured that these "tests" are

preparations for the eventual

major sacrifices of the final

exams; also, it is suggested

that there is some relationship,

probably casual, between
studying and the final exams at

the end.

Even as "studying" is an

extended activity throughout

the year, the ritual of "foot-

ball" is manifested only for

short times during the begin-

ning part of the year. The ex-

act nature of "football" is not

known, but it seems to be an

activity characterized by a

type of exhibitionistic sadism. 3

In effect, the practice of "foot-

ball" is a minor pseudo-war
between gladiator champions
of each "university". Meeting

twelve to a group at opposing

ends of a large rectangular

field, participants, the "foot-

ball players" attempt to keep
possession of their end of the

rectangle, while all the time

trying their utmost to achieve

their main goal, that is, to

maim or kill as many mem-
bers of the opposite team as

possible. Strangly, though,

only a few injuries occur; this

is due, no doubt, to "foot-

ball'"s highly ritualized rules

of conduct. Another important

aspect of "football" is the ac-

tivities of the humans (in the

"stands" immediately sur-

rounding the playing field) who
have come to watch the con-

test. In the "stands", all man-
ner of amazing behavior oc-

curs: people consume large

amounts of organic poisons,

indulge in wavering dances and
hoarse cries as the "football"

progresses, and generally un-

dergo some manner of cathar-

sis that is usually climaxed by

a rush onto the field and a de-

struction of a pair of "posts"
(totems, in reality) at each end
of the playing field.

What exactly is "football"?

What is it's purpose? Is it a

mass, ritualized catharsis, or

is it another way Earthlings
have of approaching their dei-

ties? No definite answer can be
given now; further research is

necessary to determine the

true nature of this interesting

behavior.

Nearing the end of the
"year", all students go through
the sinister and unusual ritual

of the "final exams." The true

meaning of the "final exams"
is unclear, though it is believed

that only through them can one
come into eventual spiritual

contact with the God of Ba. If

this is so, then it is characteris-

tic of the Terrestrials that they

should again choose to attain

"Nirvana" in the most painful

way possible. If our tentative

hypothesis is correct, the "fi-

nal exams", basically, are a

series of offerings that is re-

quired of the students in order
for them to "pass their year",

which is to say, achieve a high-

er level of spirituality. It is not

so much the precise form of

the "final exams" that makes

them so odd, but the prepara-

tions for them that are de-

manded; each student must

place himself in seclusion and

enter into a state of deep medi-

tation before the "final ex-

ams"; each must spend long

hours at his books, to develop

the proper level of emotional

tension necessary to prepare a

sufficiently competent offering

when the time comes.

Let us hope that more work

will be done in this area of

Earth-culture, for going to col-

lege gives every indication of

being a most important devel-

opmental phase in the life of

the Earthman.
End of Report.

Footnotes:

1. Those readers interested in

questioning him personally

may locate him at the Bar-

soom Rest Home, where he is

currently recovering from his

Earth assignment.

2. a ritual sacrifice, possibly.

3. It is hoped that some future

study will collect detailed data

on this psyehologicaffacet of

the Earthling. That a culture of

masochists could have arisen

is strange; but, even more in-

triguing is the idea of a com-
plementary group of special-

ized sadists developing to sat-

isfy the rest of society's needs.
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The Arguments for I oes

by Bill Paton
The indications in the past,

(G.S.S., referenda in 1962 and
1964) despite recent unsupported
statements to the contrary, have
been that the majority of gradu-

ate students do not wish to par-

ticipate in A.M.S. activities. The
few who do are very often indi-

viduals who have graduated
from Queen's and have acquired
some loyalty to the Alma Mater
concept.

Great importance has been
placed by the two supporters
(literary) of the status quo of

the federal nature of the A.M.S.
But really it comes down to a
matter of money and time. What
do we get for our money? I be-
lieve that it should be immedi-
ately obvious what we get for

our $6.50/year — maybe that's

just because I'm a Scotsman!

!

First of all I would like to cor-
rect Mr. Millington's figures the
Journal and Who's Where are
not included in the $6.50, includ-
ing those raises the fee to$10.25!!

Who's Where — I ask you and
the G.S.S. Executive — How
many graduate student's picked
up a copy of this years issue?
The printing and typing services
— this you pay for over and
above your fees and did you
know this outfit operates on the
principle that A.M.S. business
comes first, then member socie-

ties, then I guess the student
body, clubs etc. How many grad-
uate students as individuals use
these facilities? Well I know last

year the G.S.S. didn't manage

use it as much as they would

have like because of the ^eibo!
''

of material being produced bjj

the A.M.S. The Journal, «l

really, anyone can pick one u

on campus — surely the Journal

can be put in the same category'

as Campus, Queen's Gazette

Golden Words etc. Dunning

Flicks — isn't this largely a

nancial venture run on sinMJ

lines to the Grad. Film Society

Hood and gown rentals - t™s

regard as another rather »
commercial venture — s0

A.M.S. purchased a few hunore

gowns x years ago at a cos

around $40 say, there are ot «

order of six convocations a y

the cost of hire is $2, it
does'

take long to recoup the ou"*

and start to make a pr°"[
fl

might be of interest to pom'

that a proposal is beforl niri

Graduate Student Affairs L"

mittee at the moment to ctia

j

the PhD gown to somet"

more distinguished and nat
^

ly more expensive — ar
(
u Psi

A.M.S. prepared to buy <"

the market is small sincjl

great number of graduate* sio ns

dents graduate in absefJM^ *,

(approx. 10 out of a total «^

PhDs or so attended convof3

1969).

It also should be pom"' jl
k

'

that the Canadian Associate

Graduate Schools, who
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more access to informational
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Montreal: The way we saw it

By Jim Wright and John Bunn

This article could have been,
"How We Spent a Weekend In
a War Zone and Lived" ... boy
did we live. Montreal, the re-
stricted territory, is a fictional

entity. Although 30,000 troups
do occupy the city, "normal"
activity has not ceased in the
areas of Montreal heavily fre-
quented by visitors.

We encountered our first dis-

illusionment at the Quebec
"frontier". Our carefully pre-
pared passenger list proved
fruitless as we came upon . . .

nothing. Later, in the city, we
talked to a number of knowl-
edgeable residents. These
doormen, cab drivers and bar-
tenders felt that their routine
had not been significantly dis-

turbed by the War Measures.
Downtown, all night restaur-

ants were still open all night
and popular night spots were
flourishing. Almost nowhere
were there indications of ten-
sion or strife in the commer-
cial district. One doorman told

us, "The hotels are full, the

bars are full, and the only way
you'll get in trouble is by
screaming F.L.Q. in the

streets." Just across from the

hotel we happened to wander
into a packed restaurant. It

was 3:30 a.m.
Talking to 6 of the 11 soldiers

we saw, we were impressed
with the apparent boredom of

their vigil. Guarding a post of-

fice seemingly wasn't the ac-

tive patrol they had expected.
Staying alert and awake was
their job and they appeared to

be very thankful for the con-
versation that we afforded.
This is not to be construed as a

bad reflection on the compe-
tence of these soldiers. The
building was well patrolled and
protected, the nature of the
job was one of protection and
prevention rather than the ac-

tive curing of an ill.

There were similar situa-

tions throughout the city,

around the city hall, the court-
houses, museums and post of-

fices. However major troop
forces were in the large Eng-
lish suburbs and the French

districts of the city. West-
mount, in particular, was
heavily guarded because the

importance of the armouries
and the proximity of the estab-

lished English wealth and
homes of ranking governmen-
tal officials. Laval and Lach-
ine, on the other hand, were
occupied because of their high

density in French speaking
Canadians. The government
was taking all precautions to

avoid a major outburst.

Increased police activity

was not visible to the average
person on the street. We saw
only two (2) police cruisers all

weekend. Students were able
to celebrate or anticipate a
Gael victory at any one of the
well known drinking spots.

However, because of a lack of

numbers and a possible incre-

ment of just common sense,
the fans did not attempt to in-

terfere with the normal flow of

life in Montreal by staging a
victory parade. All in all, Mon-
treal has changed, but the peo-

ple are alive and well and
drinking in the Moustache.
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'Piling information on Grad-
istudent employment!
<»w we come to what I con-
' is the most important ar-

welvent and this is one of priori-
'l the basis of time and per-
"el The Graduate Student

egwy lety is operated largely by
™uals on a voluntary basis.
° Past and now (President
on C.F.R.c. - incidently

m
.,!H,70u ought to read the his-

™ the Society sometime.

)

:

"as resulted in extreme

nH? Problems and the fail"

°' the Society to function as
"ould. The functions of the
'y> whose members are

C thr<>ugh all departments
"* university, have increased
°m?nally in the last few

.
W|th the formation of the

r of Graduate Studies, the
l"*se of the new house and

H rj
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.

se ln graduate enrol-

»:
Uring the last year or so

Rations have started on
^"tation on the Graduate

J-ouncil and its COmmit-
IX)]

*tat do these bodies do"-

.
1 Policy on all matters

. '° graduate students —
;_

s>ons, degree pro-

scholarships and bur-

4('
research and general

:ipip
student problems and

i(,
e

ne A relatively large

b,
°f graduate students

tj,
"eeded to fill these posts

i jj*
a s why the last execu-

|re 5
not support the Fair

^ePort since we consid-

ered that with our limited per-

sonnel, representation was more
important on these bodies than

on the Senate. This decision was
not made without thought — the

Graduate School Council has

about 60 faculty members in-

cluding representatives from

every graduate department and

because of this are probably one

of the most representative ad-

ministrative bodies on campus
and therefore their decisions

receive the respect of Senate

and most of their proposals are

accepted. Therefore the impor-

tant place for the limited num-

ber of graduate students to be

involved is at the initiation and

formulation of these proposals.

This same argument pertains to

the time being spent by G.S.S.

personnel in A. M.S. activities.

Although a federal system may
be ideal, I feel the most essen-

tial question before discussing

the advantages of federalism, is

do we have an extremely viable

society.

It has also been suggested

that secession from the A.M.S.

would mean duplication of activ-

ities and therefore more work.

Already we are running our own

social programme, sports pro-

gramme and all graduate stu-

dent affairs. We have duplica-

tion on the following commit-

tees, because in the past it has

been found that graduate stu-

dent problems can be peculiar,

the Health Committee, Library

Committee. -Athletics Board of

Control, University Centre,

Campus Planning and Interim

Housing. This is also the case at

the departmental level where a

number of graduate student as-

sociations have arisen recently.

In other matters where we
might not have representation, I

and past Presidents have always
found that the Principal, the

Senate and other administrative

bodies are always prepared to

accomodate the G.S.S. and its

problems.

The argument of showing a

united front on the few common
problems that do arise can still

function whether the G.S.S. is a
member of the A.M.S. or not.

However, I feel that the Presi-

dent of the A.M.S. presented so

aptly on his C.F.R.C. broadcast,

exactly the difference between
the A.M.S. and the G.S.S. in this

type of situation — I don't think

graduate students want to use

this solidarity issue to present a

continued force in pressuring

the Faculty and the Administra-

tion to submit to demands.

In conclusion then, I would
ask that before you cast a vote

on this issue to ask yourself two
questions.

(A) Am I really receiving a

great deal of benefit from
the money I pay the

A.M.S.?

(B) Do I have time to make the

G.S.S. operate as it should?

If not where would you pre-

fer to see the limited G.S.S.

personnel spend their time?
I like you but how con we talk if you don't even know who 'Hegel' and
'Sartre' are?
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tuesday, October 27

evening: 6:30 p.m.: fern Olson — evangelist at the amphitheatre in

the gymnasium, talk and open discussion on the superna-

tural and non-physical world.

7:00 p.m.: meeting to organize festival 71 in the a.m.s.

outer office

7:00 p.m.: the law faculty presents "life and challenges of

Canadian law students and lawyers" in earl hall.

7:00 p.m.: auditions for queen's musical theatre's produc-

tion of "the pyjama game" in kingston hall, leads and

dancers only.

7:30 p.m.: meeting of all those people interested in work-

ing on the long-term academic planning committee, in the

a.m.s. outer council office in the union.

8:00 p.m.: miller club presents dr. warren hamilton of the

u s. geological survey, speaking on "plate tectonics and

continental geology", all welcome in miller hall, room 201.

8:00 p.m.: pollution probe, organizational meeting at st.

james hall on union and barrie streets.

8:30 p.m.: poetry and jazz, number 3, an evening of spoken

word and guitar at alice, 233'A princess st. bring a poem

and a guitar.

9:00'p.m.: american screen masters series: "to have and

have not", starring humphrey bogart in ellis hall audito-

rium.

9:00-12:00 p.m.: arts '73 smoker in the second floor com-

mon room of the union. $.25 with year card and $1.25 with-

out, arts '73 only.

fivedays
Wednesday, October 28

afternoon: 2:30 p.m.: department of biochemistry presents dr. j.

flynn, queen's, speaking on "studies on phosphoglycer-

omutase from skelectal muscle", coffee served in craine

reading room after seminar, earl hall, room 114.

7:00 p.m.: a.s.u.s. executive meets to choose the 1971 arts

and science, nursing, and rehab orientation committee, all

students welcome, mclaughlin room.

7:00 and 9:00 p.m.: kingston film society presents "two

daughters" at ellis hall.

8:00 p.m.: elrond college, general meeting in the second

floor small common room at the union, this meeting is

primarily intended for new people who would like to help

out in the development of the college.

evening:

thursda v, October 29

10:00-11:30 a.m.: "the study of popuJar culture: perspec-

tives and possibilities", presented by the history depart-

ment with professor russel b. nye as guest lecturer, pro-

fessor nye is from the english department at michigan

state university, lecture at gordon hall, room 16.

2:30-4:30 p.m.: "popular culture in modern european his-

tory"; panel composed of nye. sherwood, malcolmson,

akenson, hopwood. discussion in carruthers hall, room 102.

friday, October 30

8:30 p.m.: science '72 hallowe'en year party with bar at

oddfellows hall. $1.50 a couple with year card, $2.00 a cou-

ple without. 1st prize for the best costume is $10.00. cos-

tumes are not necessary.

9:30-11:30 a.m.: popular culture before the era of mass
literacy, panel composed of nye, crowder, christianson,

stayer, and malcolmson, at kingston hall, room 301.

2:30-4:30 p.m.: Canadian popular culture; panel composed
of nye, pritcher, short, thompson, and laner. discussion in

ellis auditorium.

Inflatable car by Peter Borewiky; one of the many sculptures at 3-D into

the 70's at Agnes.

at bitter grounds — marc stone,

friday and Saturday, sets start at

10:00 p.m.

at the agues etherington art centre

October 23-25 — pat dickson mod-
els a portrait head at the art

centre.

lies D'Orleans, Quebec by Henri
Durand at Agnes Etherington Art

Centre exhibit "Quebec in Colour".

October 27 — film evening: some
master painters — at ellis hall. 8:

30 p.m.

October 27 — art collection — so-

ciety of kingston will hold its an-

nual meeting at the art centre. 7:

00p.m.-9:00p.m.
until november 8 — 3-d's into the

70's. a look at the unconventional

becoming the conventional sculp-

ture in new forms. a play with your

senses.

until november 14 — a photo exhib-

it by henri durand — "colour in

quebec".

at tbe kingston theatres

capitol — "chisolm". the grass-

hopper" starts thursday.

hyland — "z"
odeon — "zig zag" and "the walk-

ing sticks"

VAN'S
Gifts & Books Ltd.

253 Princess St.

Kingston - 542-6676

Visit Van at his newly decorated store near Sydenham St.

We have for the adult mind and a sense of humour X-mas

cards-gifts-jokes 2000-posters-books-magazines "A" class

pipes' "trypis"-medico open -7 days - till 1 1 :00 p.m.

<UUUJUJUUJUt»«JUUUUUUUUULJJUUUUUUUUUUUU » ,««»a««tf

MATHEMATICAL

GRADUATES

Interested in

AN ACTUARIAL CAREER
a representative

of

STANDARD LIFE ASSURANCE

COMPANY

will be interviewing

on campus

November 4

1970

For further details contact:

Queen's Placement Service

tfyouloveme,
don't leaveme.

Please don't litter.
We're asking you to care about keeping our countryside clean. And now that Coke comes in both cans

and non-returnable bottles that means putting the empties where they belong-in a litter container.

Enjoy Coca-Cola any way you want it- in the returnable bottle or the newer convenience packages.

But please— don't leave them lying around.

It's the real thing. Coke.^
Belli Coca-Cola and Coke ate tegiiteted trade mukt which identity only Iho produel of Coca-Cola Lid.
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So they've gone out

and won a game

by Hugh Connelly

The Queen's Soccer Gaels

entertained the McGill Red-

ma n on Saturday and turned

them back to the tune of three

to nothing. The McGill team

ffere excellent individual per-

formers and moved the ball

with precision; but whenever

they came close to threaten-

ing, the Queen's defence stood

up like a wall. On the other

hand the Gaels passed equally

well, but in addition were able

to put on such pressure that the

Redmen were forced to make
errors. The shutout is the sec-

ond of the season for goalie

Jimmy Flood.

Play in the first half was
fairly evenly balanced to begin

with. Both teams had several
scoring chances that just went
wide. Barry Armstrong had
two shots for Queen's after

deeking in from his left side.

Back in the other end, McGill
had several chances. McGill's
inside right had a breakaway
but Em Richardson overtook
him and cleared the ball and
threat away; and Jim Pirie
broke up a two man rush. Mc-
Gill's Mike Fulop got clear on
the right side and took a shot to

the far corner: a diving save
by Jim Flood knocked the ball

away. In the other end, Ian
Jones took a corner-kick and
the ball came out to Stan Tay-
lor. Stan shot it to the Redman
goalie who dropped it. Barry
Armstrong kicked at the loose
ball and a fullback fell on top of
it. This gave the Gaels a penal-

ty kick, taken by Ian Jones
McGill goalie Vic Mart-Abbey
saved this one. Then the Gaels
started to put on the pressure:
Max Piribauer to Barry Arm-
strong to Joe Janota shooting
and Bob Watson to Jerry Birks
to Ian Jones shooting were two
combinations that just failed to
click. Queen's scored in the
final play of the half: Queen's
took a corner kick and the ball
was headed away by a McGill
defender. It came out near the
centre-field line where Max
Piribauer raced two Redmen
to it; big Max unleashed a
powerful shot towards the goal
that caught the McGill goalie
unready, and it went in the left

side! Pandemonium! and the
score at the half was Queen's
one and McGill zero.

twice again

In the second half, the Gaels
continued their strong play and
were rewarded with another
penalty kick. Ian Jones kicked
the ball across the face of the

goal to Stan Taylor; Stan took

a shot and the goalie dropped
it; Davey Robertson took a
shot at it, and a McGill full-

back again held it out. Ian
Jones missed the goal on the

penalty shot, but as goalie Vic
Mart-Abbey moved before the

shot, Ian had another go. This

time Vic got his hands on the

ball, but deflected it into the

goal post; the ball rolled be-

hind him and across the front

of the net; and Ian easily

kicked it in, to score. McGill
returned to exert pressure on
several occasions, but the de-

fensive wall of Em Richard-
son, Jim Pirie, Stan Taylor and
Max Piribauer were able to
hold them out; and on the two
occasions they got behind
them, Flood made good saves.

Offensively, Queen's continued
to keep the Redmen off bal-

ance; at one moment they
would send Alan Hallsworth
down the centre, and then
when the defence closed this

gap, Ian Jones and Joe Janota
would rush up along the out-

side. Queen's scored their final

On you bulldogs! Gad, what courage!

goal on such a play. With ten
minutes to play the ball came
to Joe Janota on the left side;

Joe deeked outside the half-

back and then turned inside the
fullback; the McGill goalie
moved to cover the short side
and Joe took a shot that curved
across the goal-mouth and just

caught the inside of the far
goal post. A beautiful goal!
Barry Armstrong tried the
same play a few minutes later,

but this time it was picked off.

Final score: Queen's 3 and

McGill 0.

The soccer team moves into
first place with their victory
over the Redmen. The Gaels
have a record of four wins, one
tie and no losses; to the 3-1-1

record of the next team. Uni-
versity of Montreal. Next week
the Gaels close out regular
season play with two games:
Friday afternoon against Uni-
versity of Ottawa in Ottawa,
and Saturday morning against
Carleton University here in
Kingston.

[wanted- photographers, slides!
The Public Relations Department wishes to purchase black

and white photographs and coloured slides of buildings,

sports, social activities or other campus seenes. Only sharp

pictures of good composition will be considered. No run-

of-the-mill shots please. Vendor must be prepared to sur-

render all rights to photographs. Prices are negotiable.

Anyone having photographs or slides for sale should con-
tact the Public Relations Department, 131 Union Street

(former McArthur Temporary Building), or telephone

547-2880.

3 D INTO THE 70's
aspects of sculpture
an exhibition prepared by the Art Gallery of Ontario
continues until November 8

QUEBEC IN COLOUR
Photographs of rural and urban Quebec
an exhibition prepared by the National Gallery of Canada
continues until November 15.

I

NEWMAN'S EXPERT
TAILOR MEN'S SHOP

Suits m ade to measure & ready
to wear.
Alteration - al I work guaranteec

also men's furnishings &
form al rental s.

2 14 Princess St. 546 - 0 I IP

BIGGEST
LITTLE
BOOKSTORE

73 BROCK ST. 544-4144

OPEN: MON. TUBS. SAT.

9 until 6

WED. THURS. & FRI.

9 until 9

FABRIC SALE
ENTIRE STOCK OF FABRICS
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
SAVE UP TO 40%

DORETA'S FABRIC DEPT.

2 LOCATIONS
DOWNTOWN KINGSTON SHOPPING CENTRE

STEPHANIE
SEBASTIAN

PIANIST

BACH
SCHUMANN
DEBUSSY

GRANT
HALL
2 NOV.

Tickets: S3 or S4 from
Division of ConcertsE art centre
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we're getting bored of this

ad from our hospital beds

by Jim Wright

We all know of those teams

that just walk on the opposi-

tion, pound them into the

ground, win 100 to 0 and bore us

to tears. No need to worry, the

Golden Gaels don't do anything

like that! They may be losing

supporters, not through disap-

pointment or disinterest but

rather through ulcers, heart

attacks and other disorders

that can affect fans. That is,

fans who simply aren't used to

supporting a team that spots

the opponents one or two

touchdowns before beginning

to play. The McGill game was

one of those.

The game last Saturday was

also of historical importance in

that it was the last Queen's-

McGill game for an undeter-

mined period and the last good-

bye to Molson Stadium for the

O.Q.A.A. Perhaps it was the

realization of this that enticed

the Gaels to selflessly supply

the Redmen with 107 yards in

penalties and a 10 to 0 lead at

the half. It could also have

been that the Gaels were just

waiting for the half time show

to start the game. For McGill

the struggle began right after

the National Anthem.
Typical of this year's games,

the first half was intensely

lacklustre, dedicated to the

opposition. Also typical of oth-

er games the Redmen took an

early lead on a converted

touchdown by McKenna at the

4:38 mark of the first quarter.

They continued to mount up

points in the second quarter as

they took advantage of poor

punt to score a field goal and

earn a half time lead of 10 to 0.

In the second half the Gaels

discovered that there was a

football game going on, live, in

colour, in Molson Stadium, and

what's more, they were in it!

Although the Gaels sputtered

at first they showed signs of

improvement even while back-

ing into the end-zone to con-

cede a safety touch, increasing

the deficit to 12 points.

Finally the Gaels became
untraeked. On a rush which

began with a four yard plunge

and ended with a five yard

dash around the end, both by

quarterback Rochette. the

Gaels had dented the score-

board. Cozac made it 7 with

another of his amazingly con-

sistent converts. Seconds later,

the Gaels took advantage of a

successful short kick and a run

by Lilies and Warrender to set

up a touchdown pass comple-

tion to Shultz and suddenly

take the lead. Then, with the

And you thought they got him. Dave Fteiszer turned tacklers into yard-

stripes in the first half.

sidelines
stadium day

by John Mable

There has always been something sadly pretentious about

the Percival Molson Memorial Stadium. Built on a mountain, no

doubt in an effort to 'top' Toronto's Varsity Stadium it has always

stood to represent a support for football which was paramount in

its overemphasis.

McGill claims to have been participant in the first ever foot-

ball game in North America, against Harvard almost one

hundred years ago. Indeed, since Confederation, McGill, as have

all two other of the traditional OQAA competitors, has contribut-

ed overwhelmingly to Canadian sport. Such times have come,

however, that representative athletes may no longer consider

themselves a part of McGill University.

Our own Richardson Stadium, of course, is the oldest of the

three in question and easily the one most steeped in athletic glo-

ry. But as this traditional structure as well is about to be de-

stroyed, Torontonians might well take reassurance from these

two graphic reassurances of that fact in which they have always

taken most pride, that the middle man always wins in the long

run.

It is ironic to note that the newest major college football

team in Canada calls home precisely the opposite side of Mount
Royal. One might get the impression that Pierre Laporte hasn't

been the only Montreal native to fall victim to an assasination

plot.

Predictably, Queen's fans in attendance at last Saturday's

game lost sight of the game's greatest significance. For the

Gaels it was just another victory in a championship season. For
McGill, it was the ultimate defeat in their home stadium and the

last football game they will ever share with Queen's students.

We might well share this grief as Queen's is about to lose one

of its finest opponents and all Canadians are about to lose one of

their finest competitors.
••*

I was charmed one day at the stadium to hear one of our

Rugger players describe to another how one of their teammates
had once come to his rescue during a game as if "Lancelot on his

white charger."
Besides reflecting wit, however, such analogies serve also to

illustrate a very distinct cultural heritage. Such heritages, how-
ever invaluable as sources for littery inspiration may also serve
purposes of non-communication. The fact that this player might
well have thought of Roy Brown instead detracts not at all from
the allusion but it does serve to illustrate where his heart lies.

The fact that our campus's only stadium stands not for their

purposes has long been a source of offense to many of our foreign

born players. Their right to assume such an offense, however, is

questionable at best. Such an attitude suggests that its holders

may well suffer from playing the role of "poor little rich boy in

the colonies."

Gentlemen, Canada is not an uncivilised country: From the

mere presence of a few of our citizens on your team you must
need concede some purpose to our heritage. I suggest to you that

North American realities are no less becoming than those else-

where. Eyes perceiving art need not share its beauty.

The day your game is played on campus, as in this country,
requiring walls to facilitate crowd control, you may well expect
to play in a stadium. Until such time, however, your purposes are
better demonstrated on the playing field than manufactured upon
these pages.

only to meet bare teethed opposition in the second for the most part,

but not with anything like

photos by Solman

in their two remaining games
and will go to the Western bowl
in Winnipeg should they win
both games.
Tom Shultz made three all-

important catches for 81 yards
Notes From McGill
Post-game activity was mild

to say the least. Queen's jack-

ets, usually the predominant
attire on St. Catherine's Street

the weekend of this annual

clash were few and far be-

tween. To top it all off bars

closed at midnight Saturday
night because of the municipal

elections on Sunday. All to-

gether a relatively drab eve-

ning!

Given that Queen's failed to

give Montreal its annual spec-

tacle of animal "spirit" we
can't even promise to make up

for it next time: THERE
WON'T BE A NEXT TIME.

Redmen still in shock Jim
McKeen turned a poor snap
into a two point converstion

making it Queen's 15, McGill
12 after the third quarter.

The Gaels topped it off in the

fourth quarter when a wide
field goal attempt from the 32

was turned into a single. An
interception by Cozac set up
the final score as single. And a

Rochette pass to Warrender
piled up another converted
major.

Final score: Queen's 23,

McGill 12.

Warrender and Lilies were
the chief ball carriers of the

game the former carrying 17

times for 96 yards. N.P. As a
result of this game Queen's has
virtually clinched the Cup for

the sixth time in 10 years. They
face McMaster and Waterloo

this inspiring tackle by somebody familiar. We wouldn't wont to see

23's left ear but we did

GAME STATISTICS
Queen's McGW

Yards rushing 178

Yards passing
passes
interceptions

fumbles by
recovered by
punting

penalties

112

7/21

3

2

2

12/39.2

12/137

200

27

16/27

1

3

12/38.2

8/100

like the sight of Stu Lang. He and Mr. Eaman between them posses at

least half of the leagues gross punt return yardage. Gord McLellan owns
the other half.

GAELS ALONE IN FIRST

Queens
Varsity

Western
McGill

G W LT F A

5 4 1 0 132 69

1 1 102 74

2 0 79 52

2 1 91 HO

3 0 28 Si

5 3

5 3

5 2

Pts

8

7
]

6 I

5

McMaster 5 2-
Waterloo 5 1 4 0 40 73
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Parking near Queen's limited by city plan
On Monday night City Council

amended Bylaw 24 which deals

with Traffic and Streets, making

narking all the more difficult for

commuters who work or study at

Queen's.

The amendment limits parking

[o two hours on the south side of

Court St. after 9:30 a.m., the north

side of King St. between Lower

University and Beverly St. on both

sides of Collingwood St. between

King and Union Streets and on the

west side of Albert St. between

Union and Queen's Crescent 8:00

a.m. to 5:00 p.m. during the week.

Alderman Speal, the Chairman

of the Traffic and Street Commit-

tee said that because of the univer-

sity policy of non-maximum usage

of present facilities, an unwar-

ranted spillover of cars has invad-

ed the side streets. The parked

cars are not only an eyesore to the

residential areas, but are also an

inconvenience to the residents

who can't find places to park in the

proximity of their homes during

the day. The turnover in cars in

the Queen's parking lots allowed

for 2,000 to 3,000 cars per day
where as now, it is reduced to an

approximate 1,000 cars potential

per day. The Queen's Parking
Study dated April 1968 stated that

there was approximately 975 off-

street parking places; 15 metered,

and 390 other on-street spaces lo-

cated within the area of Universi-

ty Development. It would seem
that with the two hour limits on
the aforementioned streets, that a
significant number of those 390

spaces will be useful only to those

people who are on brief business
at the university. The amendment
to Bylaw 24 will displace Resident
Students and full time Staff park-
ing quite effectively from these
streets. The Parking Study stated
that the existing parking demand
was 2,556 spaces and that the total
supply was 1,383, leaving Queen's
with a deficiency of 1,173 spaces.
With this existing large deficien-
cy and the amended bylaw, things
may happen. It will certainly de-
ter commuters from driving to

Queen's if the distance and trouble
is less than finding a parking
space and then walking the re-
maining distance. It could force
other commuters to leave their
cars at home and to use the bus
system. It would encourage resi-

dent students to leave their cars at
home and walk or bicycle to class-

es. The possibility still exists that
commuters will find alternate
spaces deeper in the adjoining res-

idential areas creating a like prob-
lem to the one now confronting the
city.

Alderman Speal told Council
that this amendment was but an
interim action. The solution to

him, was the building of parking
garages by the University to ac-

commodate the present and pro-

jected volume. In part, parking
garages have been proposed — one
under the Lower Campus and the

other on the Outer Field on the

corner of Union St. and Albert St.

Action has been deferred because
of the substantial capital cost and
the lack of means of financing it.

This is still one of the major fac-

tors hindering Queen's at the
moment.
DeLeuw and Catter's Queen's

Parking Study has recommended
a 1600 space garage be built under
the new Social Science Center and
a 505 space underground garage in

the area of the Old Medical Build-
ing. The capital cost is projected
to be 9.2 million dollars with the

annual cost of 1.2 million dollars

at an annual cost per space of $360.

The committee is being stymied
by interim solutions. The question

is not what the university is going

to do but when is something going

to be done. The trend now seems
to be a dispersal of students and
staff away from the University
core where there is cheaper and

perhaps better accommodation.
This trend might possibly reverse

itself with the new parking poli-

cies, The policy of Queen's is that

parking at Queen's should be self-

supporting, and that the user pays
for the service. The policy of the

city is that the Queen's Parking
Policy should not adversely effect

the citizens of Kingston.

Just a drop in the bucket
Realizing that 1970 was pro-

claimed by the United Nations as
International Education Year,
students from high schools and
colleges have put together a cross-

Canada campaign to raise funds
for international education, appro-
priately called. "Just a Drop in

the Bucket '.

By organizing rallies, contests,

slave days and dances, the stu-

dents aim to raise over $50,000
which will be presented to CAN-
SAVE at the Canadian College
Bowl in Toronto. CANSAVE is a
Canadian organization which will

administer the funds in the stu-

dents' name.
During the week of November 2

to 7, various Queen's faculties and
societies will sponsor a host of

events, with something to please
even the most primitive of student

instincts.

The ASUS gets things off to a
great start Monday with a Bingo
Nite from 8 to 10 in Wallace Hall.

Tuesday the guys'n'gals of Com-
merce will demonstrate the holey

art of selling donuts, and for "Just

a Drop in the Bucket" a donut is

yours.

Wednesday! Men, supper will

probably be the best you'll ever
have at Leonard. The residents of

Victoria Hall 6C are sponsoring a

kissing booth in the dining hall to

provide you with an appetizer, or

dessert, or both!

Assuming that some men have
survived Wednesday. Thursday is

the date of the "Drop in the Buck-

et" with a difference. Queen's
Meds have constructed a dunking
booth where you can drop your
favourite Med into the drink. On
Thursday, too, there is a slave

auction and dance at R.M.C.
Friday, you can get your car

washed, courtesy of Co-op, or even
your soap-box racer if you are en-

tered in Saturday's Derby, spon-

sored by Science '73. Participating

will be such Queen's notables as
Dr. J. J. Deutsch, Padre Laverty,
and. tentatively, Dean Bryce. As
well, volunteers will canvas the

Kingston area for donations from
citizens wishing to make a contri-

bution to the campaign. The fol-

lowing Tuesday, November 10,

there will be a dance, free to all

canvassers and a charge of 50c for

all others.

Pollution studies begun
Pollution Probe is an action

group, not a discussion group. This

was the theme of the first general

meeting of the "Pollution Probe at

Kingston", field in St. James
Church on Tuesday night. The
Kingston Probe is basically an in-

structured group having no execu-

tive; instead, the emphasis is

placed completely on indidividual

involvement and participation.

The Kingston organization is affil-

iated with the Pollution Probe at

U. of T. Allaine Armstrong, who
worked with the Toronto group
this summer, is largely responsi-

ble for the formation of the Kings-

ton Pollution Probe.

There are three major probes
being conducted at the present

time. The first is being conducted

by law students at Queen's who
are investigating the Ontario Wa-
ter Resources commission Act to

determine exactly how much gov-

ernmental pollution control exists.

The two other projects are actual-

ly a part of a chemical analysis

course at the university. Analysis

Garrard elected

Grads still in AMS

of phosphate and enzyme levels of

detergents being sold in Kingston

stores will be made. When these

reports are completed, the Pollu-

tion Probe will publish the results

and if necessary, lobby for better

pollution control.

The aim of the Pollution Probe
is mainly educational. Brad Sloan

is setting up a group whose func-

tion will be to present lectures on
pollution to various organizations

in the Kingston area. PP will also

serve as a centre to co-ordinate
various small group actions and to

publish their reports. The A. M.S.
has given the PP an office in the

Student's Union, which will be
used as an "environmental re-

source centre" and will be open
week days from one to four.

The next general meeting of

"Pollution Probe at Kingston"
will be on November 10 at 8:00

p.m. in St. James Church. Formal
co-ordinators for the different

probes will be chosen and a co-or-

dinating committee will be
formed.

The status of the Graduate So-

ciety has finally been settled — for

a year at least. In the referendum
held Wednesday, 72% of the Grads
that voted cast their ballots in

favour of the G.S.S. ratifying the

proposed agreement with the

A.M.S. This will take effect imme-
diately, although the official sign-

ing hasn't yet taken place.

Women's res.

Tim Garrard was elected a
Grad Senator to serve for a two-
year term. (Sue Miller was earlier

acclaimed as a Senator for one
year.) With this election, the full

complement of fourteen student
senators has now been elected.

Twenty-eight per cent of the
Grads voted.

Extend open hours

a

e9ame harassment by AMS constables getting

«nd
°Ur nerves? Are AMS coPs rea,|y student fas"* ,s

er>forcers of the old morality, or is there more to

the role played by the wearers of armbands and
brandishers of walkie-talkies? Chief constable Mike

Nolan . . . page three.

In the referendum on open hours
in women's residence held Thurs-
day, the majority was in favour of
extending open hours to cover the
entire weekend.

Eighty-six percent of those vot-

ing favoured a change from the
present hours (90 percent of the
girls voted ) , and fifty-four percent
of the 78% who did not want com-

plete open hours decided on open
weekends. The Women's Resi-

dence Council will work out the

exact hours and their proposal will

be presented to the Ban Righ
Board for approval on November
7, with the decision probably going

into effect the following weekend.
Until then present hours will re-

main in effect.
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Queen's needs $27 million
The Queen's Capital Program is an attempt

to raise funds, over a five year period, to sup-

port a large construction program that is nec-

essary to accommodate Queen's students pro-

perly.

The University Centre is one of the seven

current capital requirements for which

Queen's needs $27,800,000. Towards this sum,

$6,500,000 is anticipated from Queen's Capital

Program. This program, seeking support from

corporations, alumni and other friends of

Queen's, is headed by L. G. Greenwood as na-

tional chairman, president of the Canadian

Imperial Bank of Commerce.
The Kingston chairman is M. de St. Remy.

of St. Remy Motor Services Limited: co-

chairmen are T.D French, president and

managing director of St. Lawrence Broadcast-

ing Company Limited (CKLCi. and S.W.

Roughton, a Chartered Life underwriter with

the Mutual Life Assurance Company of Can-

ada.

The Centre is expected to provide a meeting

place for students, alumni, and staff and will

serve as the focal point of University life. The

Students Memorial Union is obsolete and is

serving over three times the number of stu-

dents it was built for.

Proposed facilities for the Centre include

recreational, lounging and social space; ad-

ministrative offices (Journal, A.M.S., Alumni,

and University I; food services of various lev-

els; commercial services (bank, bankstore.

barbershop, beauty shop, drug store and ticket

office whose rent will contribute to the operat-

ing expenses); student services (day care

centre, post office, student counselling, stu-

dent health and student housing and place-

ment). AH of these will be under one roof, pro-

viding services that are now available only off

campus.
The Centre is only one of the'many facilities

planned for 1970-75. Others included are: $3,-

000.000 to update the buildings for the Depart-

ment of Mining Engineering and the Depart-

ment of Geology (this includes a new Mining

building); $3,000,000 for replacement of tem-

porary facilities in the arts and social sci-

ences; $3,600,000 to develop present university

property, to expand and update utilities, to

acquire sites and to make possible the efficient

use and re-use of old and temporary space;

$1,700,000 for west campus development, in-

cluding relocation of the stadium and related

athletic facilities; $11,700,000 for student resi-

dences; $1,300,000 on buildings now under con-

struction, including the new gymnasium and

physical education complex.

The provincial government's policy on capi-

tal assistance is quoted from the Report of the

Minister of University Affairs of Ontario 1968-

69.

Under this policy, Queen's expects to re-

ceive $10,000,000 from the province of Ontario

and $11,000,000 from the Central Mortgage and

Housing Corporation. After the Mining Fund of

$300,000 is added to this. $6,500,000 is still need-

ed.

It is this $6,500,000 which is the goal of the

Queen's Capital Program 1970-75. The Univer-

sity will provide $2 million, $200,000 will come
from the pre-paid rents of commercial inter-

est in the Centre, and the Alumni has set its

target at $1 million.

Artsci orientation

initiated without hassle
In only five hours and without a

single outburst about hazing, the

arts student government Wednes-

day chose the six-member com-

mittee who will run orientation for

arts and science, nursing science,

and rehab therapy freshmen next

September.

They are Kathy McSweeney,
Peter Wells, Ted Cape, and Dun-

can Bull, all of Arts 73; Marney
Cousins, of Arts 74; and Nancy
< Brandy ) Brandt, of Rehab 73.

Twelve candidates applied for

the committee and spoke to the

ASUS executive in closed session

in the McLaughlin Room of the

Union. Their suggestions for ori-

entation varied from slight

changes from this year's pro-

gramme, to drastic alterations

such as abolishing gael groups and

shortening the orientation period

to three or four days.

The committee members and
their ideas on orientation;

Duncan Bull : "Orientation

should be a combination of the in-

termingling of freshmen, upper

year students and professors and

of information about academics,

the university and community of

Kingston,"

Ted Cape: "Orientation must
help the incoming student estab-
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AMERICAN METAL CLIMAX, Inc.

1270 Avenue of the Americas
New York. N.Y. 10020

Please send me AMAX Kit "Economic Growth and Quality ot Lite."

I am attending College, and will graduate^

I am majoring in Economic
Growth &
Quality
of Life&

lish some sort of social base bv
providing him ample opportunity
to meet and work with his col
leagues."

Kathy McSweeney: "Orienta-
tion is an introduction to a new
environment .... Since this is a
crucial time when decisions are
made, attitudes can be formed
Orientation '71 should be a well-
rounded time.

Marney Cousins: "I believe that
the purpose of orientation is t 0
help provide situations that will
aid the Freshmen in adjusting to

all facets of the university envi-
ronment."
Peter Wells: "In my mind. Ori-

entation exists to serve two pur-
poses. The first is to inform the
student academically — to assist

him to choose his courses rational-

ly, and to help him negotiate the

academic maze of Sectioning and
Registration. The second is to

provide him with a means of relat-

ing socially to the other members
of the community."
Nancy Brandt: "In principle

orientation is a means of getting a

person acquainted with his envi-

ronment.

Fern Olson

Man's spirit

touches God
Evangelist Fern Olson, speak-

ing at Queen's Tuesday night, told

a quiet and attentive crowd of

some 40 people of her firm belief

in a non-physieal world where

man's spirit can touch God's Holy

Spirit. The Bible, she said, puts

forward a three-fold division of

man into body, soul and spirit,

which she illustrated as three con-

centric circles, that of the body

being the outermost and that of

the soul the innermost. Her theme

was that although man does know

a lot about his body and some

about his soul, there still exists

this vacuum within him called

spirit, which cries out for contact

with other spirits as body calls to

body and soul to soul.

Mrs. Olsen told her audiences of

her many experiences in evangel-

ism, and in particular with regard

to "faith healing". For example,

she stated that in 1950 in Bermuda

she exorcised the evil spirits from

a victim of voodoo in the name of

Jesus Christ. She stated that she

had seen God create eardrums in

ears that did not have any, or new

kidneys, experiences which she

asserted had been verified by the

medical profession. Faith healing-

she told ner listeners, is "the sim-

plest Thing: if God made us. it's

simple for Him to repair us."

In a question and answer session

following her brief talk, Mrs. Ol-

sen, addressing all her questioners

as "honey" or "Friend" (which,

she said, is just her natural way »'

speaking), spoke of her faith in a

new world of health and peace

which she saw coming, quoting

from a song by Mama Cass. Mrs^

Olsen also said that she had spent

two or three days with the hipP 1"

in Haight-Ashbury in 1967 to mo

out "what makes them tick", am

had noted that what she termeo

the "hard-core hippie" was on a

search for reality and truth, whici

she appreciated, although she
im-

pressed disapproval of some n v

methods of doing this.

Mrs. Olsen began her career a»

an evangelist at the age of 16- 3

has been at it for 37 years »"

feels that she works harder an

longer hours than most rne •

Evangelism, she said, is not som

thing she does for money: "
^

husband makes her a living
id

they have a nice home. She

that although she doesn't haV«

preach, the love of God is a '

wilhin her and thrills her, so tn

she wants to share it with °"

people.
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pa Men's Rume,

pa Manoar.

A poysonible lettar

to Kween's from duh

Vendetta boys.

Luvly Reeder,

Dare is amungst youse guys, some, whom I daren't menshion but

will sune licks, what tinks dat Danny Duster is not da swell guy what da
boys and me no dat he is. D.D. is a vary poisonable fella and likewise is

sentamental at hart.

So's to inform youse od dis fact he is asked me, cuz I right such
swell ransum notes, to giv youse all duh lo down on wat is it he is goin to

dofer yuh.

D.D. and duh boys, wit da help of sum plummers, is going tuh bild

da biggest speekeezy. compleat wit orchastra, bookie joints, booze, a
rele woikin still, and all duh trimmings, since Lower Eest Side Chicago
circa 1930, is callin it VENDETTA

!

Dis extravaganza will open Nov. 6 and gud ole Danny invites all

youse guys to get a broad (duh boys will provide sum free persuashion if

you likes) and join him dere for a swell time — or elts. D. D. sez it aint

to late to ask anybody cuz deres still sum tickets left.

Now sum of youse tinks dis formal jazz aint fer you. Duh boys cares
about yew tew and is trowing a pewr man's formal at Lenard Hall dat

same night.

Now if youse still aint convinced dat D.D. is a swell guy, and We has

ways of convincing ya, den he is as well goin to trow a concert on Sater-

day wit Chuck Berry an da Gess Hoo for wich tikets are obtaneable at da
Union.

Sees I told you Danny was one swell fella — and youse better beleev

it. And dis is all legit cuz we payd of duh fuzz. Dis campus aint never
seen nuttin like it befoar so dont be missin it or you is going to breake
D.D. 's hart.

Wat duh boys begin let no man piss it under (I red dat).

Yours wit affexion,

Joosy Broocy

Contrary to some ru-

mours that have been
circulating, the four
dollar fee is the only
charge for Tricolor '71

.

sweven will appear on
Monday rather than
last Wednesday due to

technical problems in

Toronto.

GOSTLIN
Jewellers
I.ONG1NES/ WITTNAUF.R

tl* Princois St. and at lh« Fronfermc M«FI - Phono 548-3487 * 548-89M

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES AT

QUEBEC CARTIER MINING

COMPANY
Opportunities are offered in ENGINEERING - Mining and

Metallurgy.

Quebec Cartier Mining Company is one of the largest

iron ore mining Companies in Canada. The mine and

concentrator are located at Gagnon, Quebec, with shipping

facilities and headquarters located at Port Cartier, Quebec.

Company recruiters will interview interested candidates

on the campus on,

November 16, 1970

For more information on job

openings, salary and benefits, etc.

. . . please contact your Placement

Office immediately.

AIMS Constables:

"Our authority is not conjecture.

Mike Nolan says the AMS con-
stables are "a reasonable force
within the student body." "This is

no game." he adds, "Our authori-
ty is not conjecture, it's a matter
of fact." As Chief Constable. No-
lan is "responsible for general
discipline throughout the Univer-
sity," But he is not overpowered
by this authority. In fact, Nolan
said his approach this year was a
"lower key than there has been in

the past."

There are approximately 120
AMS constables. They are' stu-
dents who must be "responsible."
reasonable" and able to ' keep
controlled under pressure". They
are from any year, including grad-
uates, except first. Constables are
present at university athletic and
social functions, on or off campus,
and at Senate meetings. They are
expected to enforce any specific
rules made by the organizers; to

keep order ; and to evict disorderly

persons — whether they are
Queen's students or not.

The office of Chief Constable is

held from September 1 to August
31. Each fall the Chief Constable

asks which constables are inter-

ested in the position, and to these

people he tries to give the benefit

of his own experience. In the

spring, one person receives his

recommendation, which with oth-

er applications goes before the

Judicial Commission, which
chooses the next Chief Constable.

Posting of constables is the
Chief Constable s decision. As
Nolan said, "You can't run it

through a formula." Events like

the Lighthouse concert present the

problem of new facilities and a

whole new experience. Such
experience can be put to use at

future events such as the Leonard
Cohen concert.

When there is poor communica-
tion between the constables and
the organizers of an event, the

result is what happened at the

Homecoming "Speak-easy" —
four constables trying to control a

chaotic group of ceiebrators fol-

lowing the band, Instead with co-

Variety in Suzie Q
Due to the overwhelming re-

sponse to the SNOWBALL VARIE-
TY NIGHT last year, and the un-

mitigated success of SOBRIETY,
the SUZIE-Q COMMITTEE has
decided to incorperate a variety
night into their week of festivities.

LAY DOWN YOUR WEARY
TUNE, SKIT, ETC., which is

scheduled for Friday, November
13th, will be a chance for any per-

son or persons to display their tal-

ent showcases. It is a well docu-

mented fact that Queen's Variety

shows were the first stepping

stones for many celebrated Holly-

wood stars, so here is a golden

UKRAINIAN CLUB
{

Organizational meeting f
Int'l Students' Centre X
Mon. Nov. 2, 8:00 p.m. f

II those interested in organizing 9
i such a club are invited to come •

[
together and plan all aspects of 2

1 this new club. •

Coming up —
Student Conference t

"INTEGRATION f

j
OR ASSIMILATION" I

j Nov. 6, 7, 8

j at University of Waterloo

[ For more information come to

[ the meeting or leave message at

Law School for W. Petryshyn.

operation and experience the
same four constables could super-

vise responsible students in a
more controlled situation.

Nolan said he was "very happy"
with the coverage constables have
given football games. The use of
walkie-talkies connecting con-
stables, inside and outside the
stadium, with the St. John's Am-
bulance makes their coverage
more efficient, Nolan said.

Nolan said he approves of the

agreement that AMS constables
will not be posted at functions of

the Graduate Student Society, un-

less complaints are made to the
AMS that behaviour at these func-

tions needs supervision by con-
stables. He said that if an event is

sponsored by graduates and for

graduates, constables are not nec-

essary. "Graduates conduct them-
selves in a different way than un-

dergraduates," Nolan said and
therefore the use of constables
would be a waste.

The only problem Nolan fore-

sees is students who are "not pre-

pared to be reasonable", but he
said this should not be a major
consideration. Nolan's major con-

cern is acting as a "buffer be-
tween Queen's students and the
official end of the law." He said he
hopes to keep student discipline

within the student body, providing

a "good feedback." Nolan is an-
xious not to have Kingston police
or University Security instead of

AMS constables: he said Queen's
is "one of the few universities that

has an effective student governing

system." It is his job. as Chief
Constable, to keep it that way.

opportunity ior anyone who has
been waiting for their big break.

Talent is by no means essential.

Rumor has it. however, that the

C.A.C.W.C.L.G. (Clean air Clean
water Clean Language Group) and
the Kingston Morality Squad
might be in the audience!

Any interested persons please
contact Stewart Searle < 544-7427

1

as soon as possible.

^ntTiT7hoT6graphe?s7slides
I

The Public Relations Department wishes to purchase black i

and white photographs and coloured slides of buildings,

sports, social activities or other campus seenes. Only sharp f
pictures of good composition will be considered. No run- k

of-the-mill shots please. Vendor must be prepared to sur- *

render all rights to photographs. Prices are negotiable.
j

Anyone having photographs or slides for sale should con- i

tact the Public Relations Department, 131 Union Street '

(former McArthur Temporary Building), or telephone
f

547-2880.

V

WINE
supplies and equipment

CHEESE
from around the world

BEER
malts and supplies for t\ ose

who prefer the excellence

of home brew

GOURMET
foods from afar

GIFTS
with a touch of distinction

COOKE'S
OLD WORLD SHOP est. 1868

59-61 Brock

Kingston, Ont.

"1

MAKE HER ACCEPTANCE OFFICIAL

WITH AN ENGAGEMENT DIAMOND

Your proposal was brilliant. Her acceptance

sweet. And now it's time to publicize the pledge

with a diamond on her finger. Our

selection is wide and brilliant. We'll help you

choose the right ring. To announce your

honorable intentions to the world.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

lt>8 TR1NCESS STRKKT.
KINGSTON. ONTARIO

CANADA

J
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a council first

I attended my first Kingston City Council meeting last Mon-

day, and I must say, was not dissappointed. All kinds of interest-

ing things happened.

One alderman was kind enough to explain how he came to

acquire several hundred pamphlets on becoming a Canadian citi-

zen and was considerate enough to read the assemblage the en-

tire preface to the aforementioned pamphlet. Scintillating. He
also mentioned that the Honourable Mr. Benson sends out a small

token of appreciation to new citizens, or as the alderman put it,

whether you are "Portuguese, Italian or French-Canadian, you

still get one of these maple leaves when you become a citizen.

Another gentleman proposed sending a letter to Ontario

Hydro to enquire as to whether or not they thought their new
generating plant was causing thermal pollution.

Yet another member of council outlined how he had discov-

ered the problems caused by pollution discussed at a Calgary

conference.

But enough of the humorous parts of the evening . . . Still it

was interesting to find the words used in the context of the uni-

versity were "encroaching," "invasion," and "institution" (this

latter in the context of 'eyesore' as opposed to 'structure').

THIBSTY OS HUNGRY^

words and editorials

good-time-

awards

parti

This is the time when we should bestow some compliments
on certain people and organizations. The Queen's Journal "Good-
time-Award" goes to Dave Merrick and the Queen's Entertain-

ment Agency who've been booking the groups for all the concerts

and dances, the A. M.S. constables under Mike Nolan who are
well-organized and generally doing a good job on campus, the

outside coffee — sandwich stop outside Agnes a few weeks ago —
good food at very reasonable prices in an excellent location. And
— this isn't meant to be a plug — we would like to thank Dave
Ross Stereo for helping us out of a jam a while ago and whose
friendliness and competence make us want to thank them here.
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This is an editorialfrom the Ubyssey, the student paper

of the University of British Columbia. It was written for

a friday edition of that paper, in order to further com-
ment on an editorial from the previous tuesday edition.

The content of the tuesday editorial is obvious from the

following.

Tuesday's editorial is a fact.

It is. a fact that many people would like to deny, in-

deed, do deny all the lime. It is a very particular and
specific fact, one that is simple to dismiss on first read-

ing, one that is easy to confuse, one that is easy to ignore

and easy to become enraged about.

But above all, il is a fact.

That editorial listed a number of people, things, or-

ganizations, everything from an avanle-garde writer to a

war that has destroyed an entire generation of a people.

It listed them and then said that these were things we
were tired of hearing about.

Clarification

It did not say that they are things that should not be
listened to, should not be talked about, should not be
paid attention lo. Il said lhal we are tired of hearing

about them.

If I were hanging by a rope from the Matterhorn, I do
not doubt that after some lime 1 would become tired of

hanging there, my muscles sore, my body hungry and
weak. But thai certainly does not mean I am going lo

give up and let go, simply because 1 am tired.

fatigue is no gauge of indifference. At the risk of en-

raging my critics with my audacity, I might say that the

Vietnamese National Liberation Front troops, the Biaf-

ran Ibos, the Black Panthers and the Native Alliance lor

Red Power members are probably all very tired and fa-

tigued at various tunes.

No, there is not that greal a difference. That fatigue is

of the same order as that which moves me to write an
editorial such as the one in Tuesdays Ubyssey.

While the NFL and the Ibos are tired Trom fighting

for an existence and the Panthers and NARP are tired

from eenluries of degradation and inequality, I am tired

from language.

Newspaper politics

Contrary lo the public opinion lhal has swept this con-
tinent in the last couple of years, a newspaper is not a
political operation. A newspaper is an operation of lan-

guage, or words, of facts, dealing in political issue-, when
il sees fit, but never allowing those politics to dominate
and eventually destroy the paper's usefulness.

I deal in language. I often become tired from lan-

guage, from the overuse of words, Ihe abuse of words,

the indiscriminate hurling about of words. When this

happens, the word and the thing that it represents be-

come one, they become black ink on white paper, they

become empty and void of meaning.

There is no My Lai in the word "Vietnam". There is

no Fred Hampton in the word "Panther". There is no

death in the word "pollution".

These are simply words, words that have merged with

those things they theoretically designate, and if I cannoi

see Ihose things, 1 do not believe that it is my Fault.

Language theft

The fact is that the language, my language, has been

stolen from me. It has been siolen by everybody from

Woodrow Wilson lo the blind newspaper vendor on the

downtown street. It has been siolen more specifically by

the newspapers, the radio, the television, Ihe movies, the

activists, the radicals, the revolutionaries.

"Imperialism" is a word without meaning. "Revolu-

tion." is a word without meaning. "War" is a word with-

out meaning. These words have, sometimes unavoida-

bly, sometimes avoidably, been used and worked over to

the point lhal they exist within themselves, they are indi-

vidual entities, one and the same with that thing thai

originally they were created only lo designate.

Theft of language is a constant process and affects all

forms of speech and writing. Il is difficult now to use the

word "mind" in a poem, because Simon and GarfunU

and Dylan have done the word to dealh on record and

over the radio. Years ago, the Romantics killed or stole

the word "azure". Marx stole ihe word "bourgeois". ;1

fact thai many revolutionaries or make-bclieve-rcvolu-

lionaries have failed lo realize or accept.

Tuesday's editorial was an expression of that theft of

language. All those words are either already gone or w
^

on their way lo becoming useless. It is not a maller

^
warning to see beyond those words lo Ihe things that they

represent, il is a matter of being capable to see beyo

them.

Il makes for impossibilities in communication^ And
1

The
am not saying lhal anything can be done about it.

^

language will always belong to the masses and not t°

dictionaries.

Realization

But I do say lhal people must at least realize wha

happening lo language, and if they cannoi stop it. aI *T
try to control it and noi allow words to turn up 111

useless rhetoric.
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FEED^

letters to

the editor

Dear Mr. Editor:

Violent extremism is not a vice.

Used by left, right or centre it is

wrong. The assassination of M.
Uporte was a horrifying act, but

this act is small when compared to

the atrocities of a much wider

extremism that engulfs huge por-

tions of the world. This extremism

is capitalism and its 'blood' broth-

er imperialism.

In Biafra thousands of innocent

people starved to death in agony
because they were not allowed the

freedom of self determination.

Imperialism rose with profit drip-

ping blood from its mouth, and
demanded control of a territory

which lay upon potential oil re-

serves. Without any regard for

humanity imperialism has tried to

overrun Vietnam, Latin America
and many other countries includ-

ing Canada.

The oppression of our native
people in the North, the low wage
earning worker, and the unem-
ployed are direct results of the
neglect for humanity in capital-

ism. Both capitalism and imperi-
alism deal uniquely in terms of

profit and loss with no regard for

the unjustified violence and suf-

fering which they cause. They bla-

tantly deny the right of self deter-
mination. They are a form of vio-

lent extremism far more horrific

than that of the F.L.Q., for they
are the result, not of frustrated
individuals, but of a system which
relies completely on its cruel
deeds. This system is our system
and we are all guilty of murder.
When the assassins of M. La-

Porte are caught, they will proba-
cy hang for their crime ... but
capitalism and imperialism have
not yet hung for theirs.

Sincerely,

T. Caillou

Dear Sir;

To my mind the Journal of this
year has shown a marked im-
provement over Journals of the
past two years. However, I have
been distressed by a general lack
of accuracy in news, and a tenden-
cy to mislead.

For example the issue of Fri-
day, 23 October, 1970 contains the
following errors on the front page

1. The G.S.S. has not been
"threatening to pull out of the
A.M.S. unless certain changes
were made". Indeed, the G.S.S. is

having a referendum on the very
matter, but no "threats" of any
sort have been made.

2. The "judicial" terms of the
agreement are not new, as implied
in the article, but have been in ex-
istence since the G.S.S. joined the
A.M.S. in the early 1960's.

3. A graduate justice will sit on
any A.M.S. court trying a gradu-
ate student. There is no mention of

this in the article.

4. A representative of the
G.S.S. has been sitting on the Uni-
versity Health Council. This is not
a new situation as stated in the
article.

5. As a matter of university pol-

icy, football fees have been re-

fundable to graduate students for

some time. This is not a new situa-

tion as stated in the article.

6. Legal action to get a new dis-

tributor and better Dunning mov-
ies is not now, never has been and
never has been stated to be under
consideration.

7. The A.M.S. voted $75, not $50,

to "A Drop in the Bucket".

8. The funds raised by "A Drop
in the Bucket" will not be turned

over to the United Nations, but

will be distributed by the Canadian
Save the Children Fund through its

educational programme.
9. A barrel is not being rolled

from "one end of the country to

the other", but rather one from
Vancouver to Toronto, and one

from Halifax to Toronto.

10. The article "Observers for

Trustees", which deals with the

appointment of student observers

to the Board of Trustees, states

"The move was approved at the

Saturday meeting of the Board,

according to Alan Broadbent, Rec-

tor." Mr. Broadbent denies so
stating. In fact, the decision was
taken at the Friday meeting.
Many of the points which I have

raised are trivial, however, the
fact remains that they all were
inaccurate or misleading. I feel
that the Journal should concen-
trate on getting things straight.

Yours truly

Rod Follwell

Dear Sir,

There must be some mistake!
John Mable could not have been

responsible for the outrageous
review of *'Z". Is he not the Jour-
nal Sports Editor who has so cheer-
fully and conscientiously provided
full coverage of all University
sports, including rugger, so far
this fall?

"A grain of salt" interpretation
of "Z"? An "outrageously preten-
teous (sic)" "statement of some-
thing"? "Successful war effort"?
"The Benefit of Propaganda"?
Suck a forest of intellectual vege-
tarianisms is the product of a
grossly overgrown mind, and not,

obviously, John Mable.
The complete confusion and

puerility displayed in the review,
and the utter inability to group
basic concepts, are not faults at-

tributable to a mind finely tuned to

the subtleties of sports and to the

sense of fair play derived thereof.

It is, says the mysterious re-

viewer, "fact that we are all fools,

and fools shouldn't be allowed to

carry guns". Nor write reviews.

Please, Mr. Editor, protect the

tradition of journalistic integrity

at Queen's. Save the hitherto un-

tarnished reputation of John Ma-
ble. Condemn the irresponsibility

of those on your staff who would
suppress truth and use the Journal
to serve their own purposes. Re-
veal the name of the unknown re-

viewer and remove him so that he
can do more damage than has
been done.

Sincerely,

Arts '69

Dear Editor:

Perhaps among the few
(thousand) students who spent
Thanksgiving weekend in Kingston
some noticed that, in the great
Queen's Thanksgiving tradition.

Wallace Hall cafeteria was closed

for three days. Take warning: this

is just a foretaste of things to

come in the Queen's tradition of

student holiday fasts. Last year
Queen's celebrated the festive

Christmas and New Year's season
by closing all campus food ser-

vices for sixteen consecutive days.

Perhaps this year, Beaver Foods'
economy (profit?) drive, ev-

idenced by rapidly accelerating
prices and diminishing servings,
may result in an even longer shut-

down.

I do not know what the adminis-
tration thinks about it or whether
they give a damn. Giving them the

benefit of the doubt, I suspect they
don't realize that there are stu-

dents on the campus after they
lock their office doors in the eve-
ning, or that graduate students
normally work on the campus all

year round rather than just while
classes are in session, or that

there are many foreign students
who don't leave the campus for a
two week Christmas Holiday be-
cause they have nowhere to go or

cannot afford it. If pressed to de-

fend the shutdown, I am sure the

administration would proudly
point out that Queen's does not

have the worst food service in

Canada, or that we have been lag-

ging behind the more progressive

universities in shutting down food

services during less profitable

periods.

The A.M.S. and the G.S.S. may
be able to forestall a shutdown if

they act now. Perhaps the onus is

more on the G.S.S. because a larg-

er percentage of their member-
ship is affected, and because the

Graduate Student Residence is

attached to the Student Union. But

we must act now. Probably a deal

has already been made between
Beaver Foods and the university

covering the Christmas holiday
period. If so, I suggest in all seri-

ousness, that the G.S.S. approach

the Faculty Club about feeding

students on the campus over the

holiday. It might help balance
their books during the slack peri-

od. Since they may not be enthu-

siastic about eating with a mob of

hungry students, a special dining

room might be set aside. (The
banquet room is large.) Failing

that. The A.M.S. or G.S.S. might
find a caterer in town, (e.g. the

Faculty Club caterer) who would
operate the Wallace Hall cafeteria

over the holiday. It would also be a

good test of the merits of operat-

ing the Union on this basis all the

time. Our requirements are
straightforward enough: we need

three square meals a day and cof-

fee bar service all year round.

Our record of action on our be-

half to improve the food services

has been poor recently. Last year
the AMS promised to "investigate

the price structure" at the Union.

Despite this, there was a large

price increase at Wallace Hall last

summer, and anyone with half an
eye can see that the servings are
continually diminishing. On top of

this, the food services continue to

shut down on holidays. Can't our

student organizations do better

than that?

Henry M. Bradford
Graduate Student

If the purpose of John Mable's
article. Queen's Journal, October
27 p. 8, was to alienate all foreign
born Canadians, then it was an
unqualified success. As a sports
editor, however, he is completely
irresponsible. A two page spread
of photographs of none other than
John Mable one week, followed by
an unwarranted attack upon the
Rugger team the next, is hardly
the conduct of a responsible writ-

er. The purpose of a sports editor

is to provide an extensive and un-
biased coverage of all sports
played on campus.

It is time the Journal met its

obligations to those of us who fi-

nance its very existence. It ob-
viously cannot do this with Mr.
Mable in the position of sports edi-

tor.

David G. Manning

Autumn in Kingston is probably the best season of the

year. The colourful leaves form a myriad carpet on
which to walk, and just before they fall, they transform

gigantic trees into flaming arches over streets and
paths. Fallen leaves are really tactile as well, for there
's something satisfying in lying in a bunch of crackling

'eaves, or kicking them along as you walk. The useful-

ness of such leaves is amazing, for they can be pressed
'n books, or carried in the hand, used for camouflage,

burned by the roadside or in the backyard, looked at, or
even smoked.

At any rate, they seem to be perfect in any situation,
even if they are being raked. Maybe they link the sky
ar"d the earth, or cover bare patches of dirt, or are just

Pleasing to look at; whatever they are, fallen leaves
c°mplete the world in the autumn.

This is not just a quirk of nature, as many seem to

[hink. It used to be, of course, but since the world has

become more complex, since man has overcome his

environment, this yearly rite of nature has also been

^ken over. Unknown to many, there is a city employee
who has the responsibility of handling the falling leaves
ln autumn.

I wasn't aware of this until I was walking in City
park the other day, kicking up leaves and watching the

Police ticket cars. I watched what looked like the aver-

se city employee raking up leaves and putting them

by Alan Broadbent

into a basket, pausine the odd time to shake some of the

little feliows from trees they were clinging to. He then

picked up his basket of leaves, and instead of dumping
them, walked halfway across the park and dumped
them all out, spreading them around a bit, but making
sure that he had a couple of attractive piles left.

This, of course, came immediately to my attention as

possible deviant behaviour. I ambled over, the only

form of carriage in the fall, and asked the guy what he

was doing.

He then explained to me that he was the city leaf

man, and that it was his job to do nature's chore. I

asked him if nature had opted out of this particular

duty, and he told me she had. In fact, he said, this

wasn't the only thing. He told me that in recent years,

with man leaping into any possible breach of nature via

the new truth of "pollution", nature was now leaving

man to do a great many things. He told me that nature

would again pick up these duties when man had made
himself extinct in the next few years.

The man said that he had been hired as the city leaf

ecologist about five years ago. Prior to that, he had

been an architect, concerned with making beautiful

man-made things, but that he had encountered difficul-

ties in doing this, due to financial wizards who said

don't spend, and the unions who said don't work, and a

lot of other people who said that they didn't really care

if things were beautiful, as long as they could have two

cars and nogahide suitcases. At that point, he decided to

go into the leaf ecology business, and he saw the Kings-

ton advertisement on his supermarket notice board and
got the job.

Contrary to my belief, he said that the work is not

seasonal. During the other three seasons of the year, he

makes charts for leaf distribution. This is important, he
said, for in a democracy everyone wants the same
amount of autumn in their neighbourhood as others.

Added problems arise because the rich think that be-

cause they make more money and pay more taxes, they

should have more leaves, and of higher quality colours.

He takes inventory in the spring, and in the summer
checks for new buildings which eliminate available
space, and for demolished buildings which will have to

be serviced in autumn. He also makes his district col-

our co-ordination charts at this time. For instance.
Queen's, with expansive green areas, gets more yellow
and less orange leaves.

In his eighties now. the city leaf mean is not training

a successor. He believes, and has been told by the city,

that in another five years his job won't be needed. By
that time, the world will be covered with one industrial
cloud which will completely regulate climate around
the world. There will be no seasons.

In the mean time, he is enjoying the last few au-
tumns, doing up uurcity in fall garb.



Truth is the most valuable thing

we have - -

so let us economize it.

Mark Twain (1835-1910)

The human race, in its poverty, has unques-

tionably one really effective weapon —- laugh-

ter. Power, money, persuasion, supplication,

persecution — these can lift at a colossal

humbug — push it a little, weaken it a little,

century by century, but only laughter can

blow it to rags and atoms at a blast. Against

the assault of laughter nothing can stand.

... But I do like compliments. My, but we all

do, humorists, burglars.' congressmen; all of

us in the trade. The plan of the newspapers is

a good one. If you can't get a compliment any

other way, pay yourself one. I do that often. 1

can do that right now. I can state that there

are two men who are most remarkable. Kip-

ling is one. And I am the other. Between us we
cover all knowledge. He knows all that can be

known and I know the rest.

I hope you won't mind if I smoke. I believe

there's some commandment against smoking

during insurrections of this dignified nature

(a public lecture) but I'm working to get it

removed. Mind you, I have no objection to

abstinence, so long as it doesn't harm anyone.

I practice it myself on occasion. I make it a

rule never to smoke while asleep. Not that I

care for moderation myself. I do it as an ex-

ample to others. And to prove that I'm not a

slave to the habit, I can give it up whenever I

want to. I've done it a thousand Times.

. . . When I got back to San Francisco (from

Honolulu) I found myself without a job. So I

hired a hall and gave a lecture, and I've never

had to do a days work since. I had a new car-

eer. I went forth upon the public highways
with all the other bandits and gave readings of

my works. I became personally acquainted

with that great menace to the itinerant lectur-

er, known as the local interviewer. You know
it is a time worn custom of these people to

probe you with a long string of personal ques-

tions which you try to answer just as conscien-

tiously as you can — then he goes home and
improves you. You can run over the printed

result with a divining rod and never find your-

self.

. . . Well, last year I celebrated my seventieth

escape from the gallows. I am approaching
the threshhold of age. Well when you get to be
seventy you're supposed to be able to sit up
there on that seventh terrace and tell the rest

of the world how to get up there. They all do
it. You know, all those querrulous old people.

They explain the process and dwell on the par-

ticulars with senile rapture. I've been anxious

to explain my system for some time and now I

have the right. I think I've achieved my seven-
ty years in the usual way — by sticking strict-

ly to a scheme of life that would kill anyone
else.

Now 1 have just a few simple rules that I try

to follow. I make it a point never to smoke
more than one cigar at a time. I have no other

restrictions. I never smoked any cigars with
life belts either. They were always too expen-
sive for me. Always smoked cheap ones. Rea-
sonably cheap, that is. Sixty years ago they
cost me four dollars a barrel, but my tastes

improved lately and I pay seven dollars

now. . . . But that includes the barrel.

I've never taken any exercise except sleep-

ing and resting. As for diet, I've been very
strict about sticking to things that don't agree
with me until one or the other of us got the

best of it. Well, until recently I always got the

best of it myself. But last spring I did stop
frolicking with mince pies after midnight.
Until then I always believed they weren't
loaded.

But the point that I wanted to make is that

you can't reach old age by another man's
road. My habits protect my life but they'd
probably assassinate you. It's not as it sounds,

for there will always be somebody trying to

reform you. But don't let him. If you can't

make seventy by a comfortable road

go.

don'

... I don't believe this reforming sticks very

well anyway. My dear wife, God rest her soul,

tried diligently for years to get me to give up

profanity. Well I tried but I never had much
success with it. I never could get over the no-

tion that in certain desperate and trying cir-

cumstances profanity furnishes a relief, de-

nied even to prayer.

A person with no bad habits, nothing the

matter with him, must feel pretty tame and

colourless. After all, that must be just the

way a saint feels I suppose. It's the way they

look anyway.
Temperate temperance is best. Intemper-

ate temperance is apt to be troublesome.
When I was just a young man I went west to

San Francisco filled with the missionary zeal

to reform those people. I arrived with a very

bad cold. The lady at the hotel advised me to

drink a quart of whiskey every twelve hours.

Another friend advised me exactly the same
thing. That makes a half gallon.

. . . You've probably noticed that the human
race is a curiosity. Originally men started out

a little lower than the angels, and he's been

getting a little lower ever since. To place him.

properly at the present time, he stands some-
where between the angels and the French.

0 man is a marvel! He is! He's invented

himself a heaven and emptied into it all the

nations of the earth, all in one common jum-
ble, and all of them on an equality absolute.

They have to be brothers. They have to mix
together and pray together and harp and hos-

anna together. Whites, negroes, Jews, every-

body. There's no distinction. And yet down
here on earth all the nations hate each other

and fight each other and everyone of them
persecutes the Jew. And yet every pious per-

son adores that heaven and wants to get into

it. He really does! Now, isn't that marvellous!
And when he's in a holy rapture he thinks that

if he could only get up there he would take that

populace to his heart and hug and hug and hug.

I wonder if God invented man because he was
disappointed in the monkey.
Man is really the most interesting jackass

there is. It's his idea that the deity sits up
nights to admire him. He's the creator's pet.

Now you may wonder why. Why, it's because
of his intellect. Man is a reasoning animal.
Such is the claim. Though I do think that
that's open to dispute.

Well, for example, I've been studying this

reasoning animal for years now, and I find the
results humiliating. For example, I experi-
mented with a cat and a dog, taught them to

be friends, then I put them in a cage. I intro-

duced a rabbit. In an hour they were friends.

Then I added a fox, a goose, a squirrel, some
doves, a kangaroo, and finally a monkey. They
lived together in peace. Next I caught an Irish

Catholic, put him in a cage, and as soon as he
seemed tame I added a Presbyterian, and
then a Turk from Constantinople, a Methodist
from the wilds of Arkansas, a Buddhist from
China, and finally a Salvation Army colonel.

Why, when I came back there wasn't a speci-

men left alive. These reasoning animals had
disagreed over a theological detail, and had
carried the matter to a higher court.

Because, you see, man is also the religious

animal. He's the only one that's got the true
religion — several of them. He loves his
neighbour as himself and cuts his throat if his
theology isn't straight.

Why, he's made a graveyard of the globe
trying his best to smooth his Brother's path to
happiness and heaven. The other animals
have no religion, you know. Going to be left

out.

I know there is a familiar old maxim which
assures us that man is the noblest work of
God. Well I don't think that we ought to decide
too soon about it — not until all the returns are
in.
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THE HOLLOW MEN

Thomas Stearns Eliot

Misiah Kurtz - he dead.

A pennyfor the Old Guy

I

We are the hollow men
We are the stuffed men
Leaning together

Headpiece filled with straw. Alas!
Our dried voices, when
We whisper together
Are quiet and meaningless
As wind in dry grass
Or rats' feet over broken glass
In our dry cellar

Shape without form, shade without colour,

Paralysed force, gesture without motion;

Those who have crossed

With direct eyes, to death's other Kingdom
Remember us — if at all — not as lost

Violent souls, but only

As the hollow men
The stuffed men..

IV

The eyes are not here
There are no eyes here
In this valley of dying stars

In this hollow valley

This broken jaw of our lost kingdoms.

In this last of meeting places
We grope together

And avoid speech
Gathered on this beach of the tumid river.

Sightless, unless

The eyes reappear
As the perpetual star

Multifoliate rose

Of death's twilight kingdom
The hope only

Of empty men.

II

Eyes I dare not meet in dreams
In death's dream kingdom
These do not appear

:

There, the eyes are

Sunlight on a broken column
There, is a tree swinging

And voices are

In the wind's singing

More distant and more solemn
Than a fading star.

Let me be no nearer

In death's dream kingdom
Let me also wear

' Such deliberate disguises

Rat's coat, crowskin, crossed staves

In a field

Behaving as the wind behaves

No nearer «—

Not that final meeting
In the twilight kingdom.

Ill

This is the dead land

This is cactus land

Here the stone images

Are raised, here they receive

The supplication of a dead man's hand

Under the twinkle of a fading star.

Is it like this

In death's other kindgom
Waking alone

At the hour when we are

Trembling with tenderness

Lips that would kiss

Form prayers to broken stone

Her we go round the prickly pear
Prickly pearprickly pear
Here we go round the prickly pear
A tjive o 'clock in the morning.

Between the idea

And the reality

Between the motion
And the act

Falls the Shadow
For Thine is the Kingdom

Between the conception

And the creation

Between the emotion
And the response

Falls the Shadow
Life is very long

Between the desire

And the spasm
Between the potency
And the existence

Between the essence

And the descent

Falls the Shadow
For Thine is the Kingdom

For Thine is

Life is

For Thine is the

This is the way the world ends
This is the way the world ends
This is the way the world ends
Not with a bang hut a whimper.
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soundings by Scott Sherman

She'd come a long way. Her

heart, once empty in innoc-

ence, had been filled with

something she could believe

in; something stable and, so

she thought, universal in a per-

sonal kind of way, which gave

it. in her view, anyway, its own
special charm and value. And
when her heart had been emp-

tied again, this time from in-

nocence lost and the knowledge

that her tears could do no good.

that too. she knew, had worth.

For she could look back on

those many months when she

had had peace of mind, when
the early morning light had

given her chills simply by mak-

ing a pool on her floor as she

smiled at it sleepily from her

bed. And now she was content,

perhaps even happy, to be able

to remember these things. She

knew, by the thoughts she had

later, that she had grown, had

done some good, given what

she could; sure, she'd been

hurt, deceived, lied to, and

used, but she had always

known what she was into. And

at times she had even been ec-

statically happy. Now she was
on her way to a different place.

Who's

the fairest one

dues paid in full, ready to begin

again, and better.

Side 1: Winter's Dream.

"Now is the time: a new day

is just beginning

Now is your prime: a new
way — a chance of winning"

The dream begins with "En-
trance", in which the musical

and lyrical themes are stated.

Side 1 is a suite — a piece of

beautifully contrived and de-

veloped music, co-written by

Johnny and Edgar Winter, tell-

ing the story of their journey to

the place in the music world
where they find themselves

POOR MAN'S

FORMAL
FRIDAY NOV. 6

LEONARD HALL CAFETERIA

AT 9:00 P.M.

PLAYING: MILESTONE

& ERIC CHRISTIAN CO.

Price: 1.50 each

Well, let's see. She's self-confident.

She carries on a good conversation

but knows how to listen. From
fashion and beauty news she selects

what's right for her. And she

probably looks quite a bit like you.

What's more, she uses Tampax
tampons.

Tampax tampons arc the internal

sanitary protection that keep her

calm, comfortable and confident no

matter what she's doing. No pins,

pads and belts for her. And no

other tampon, either. Because each

Tampax tampon comes in a silken-

smoolh container-applicator, both

the applicator and the tampon can

be flushed away. No stick or plastic

tube to dispose of. And the removal

cord is securely chain stitched the

entire length of every Tampax
tampon.

Of course you only have to use

Tampax tampons a few days of the

month. So why are they so import-

ant? When you're the fairest one

of ail, every day is important.

Right?

^tl|llllillllllll!llllllll!lllll!llllll!llllilllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllll!IIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllll|

1 MODERN I

TAXI

I
546-2222

j
Fast, Courteous Service

|

| everywhere-esperially the train §

^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillllllllllllllllllllllllllllUllli;

NOTICE

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY COMPUTING CENTRE

TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY BY
^ TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD..
BARRIE. ONTARIO

USERS' MEETING

A general Computing Centre Users' Meeting will be held

on Thursday, 5 November 1970, in Oupuis Hall auditor-

ium, from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.

The following items will be discussed:

1. Description of new services.

2. Upcoming configuration changes.

3. December price reduction.

4. Discussion re Computing Centre policies and
procedures. Comments and suggestions from users.

5. Goals, Policies, and Objectives for Computing.

6. Other Business.

If you have any suggestions for items to be placed under
"Other Business", please contact Mr. William H. Jenkins
at the Computing Centre, Telephone 547-3273.

now. The varied nature of the

music, and the stylistic mix-

ture (there are classically-

orchestrated sections, pieces

of rock, blues, and jazz, and

classical guitar figures) ex-

press thw wide range of feeling

the Winters have both had

since they were "discovered",

indeed, since they began to

sing and play. The piece grows

as it goes — the musical

themes repeat, and the words

express the changes that the

boys were put through, as mu-
sicians and as people.

Through a characteristic

chromatic sequence which

gives the impression of "tak-

ing off", an electric piano

takes "Entrance" into "Where
Have You Gone" in which
Edgar tells of the artistic rut

he sometimes finds himself in

("Knowing that you're losing

you"). Edgar's fantastic blues

voice, a touch jazzy, and

Johnny's mouth harp are in

evidence here with as much
effectiveness and pain as you'll

find in any blues anywhere.

"Rise to Fall" deals with ini-

tial failure in performance,

which every singer faces from

time to time. The only differ-

ence is that not every singer

can write and sing about it like

this afterwards. The church,

innocence and security images

in the lyrics contrast effective-

ly with the death image Edgar
throws in at the end of one line

in the song, and in the addre
to the audience, "Leave by t?
stairs in the rear". A classing
arrangement leads into "p;
and Ice", in which Ed/'
sounds like (would vou he
lieve?) Billie Holliday.

Th
extremes of joy and grief
and ice, are here in Edgar'
music-tearing sax cadenza/
Uncertainty and paranoia
just plain fear come th

and

rough

SALON 320
Hairstylists

Experts in razor cutting

320 King St. E.

548-8111

in that solo, too. "Hungup
is connected to "Fire and Ice"
by the original "Entrance"
theme, and turns into a reallv
good hard blues, expressing,
claustrophobia and isolation

we all no doubt feel at times
drifting away from people
"Back in the Blues" tells of the

pure joy the Winters find in

simply playing the blues, with-

out having, or bothering, to

worry about the commercial-
ism of blues, without taking

notice of the hassles and rip-

off s that are associated with

that scene. That theme is con-

tinued into "Re-Entrance",

a

reprise of the original theme.

The New York — L A. cora-

mercialist scene is a drag,

sure, but listen to the music,

they say, it's not bullshit. The

irony that the music and the

eternal optimism of the blues

can exist anyway is nowhere

expressed than in the final rep-

etition of the opening lines.

Side 2 is just as good, in its

own way. It's blues and jazz,

and the Winters take off, espe-

cially Edgar. Listen to his jazz

"scat" singing on "Peace

Pipe" and his echoing sax on

"A Different Game". This al-

bum is no air pollution, and no

bullshit — it's fantastic. Lis-

ten.

JOIN THE CKWS MUSIC MEN
Neil Kirby, Graham Wyllie, Bryan Olney

Jim Wright, Brother John and Greg Stewart

They're as dose to you as

960/CKWS
The Station That CARES
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the war measures act gone mad "

Danton's Death

by Fred Euringer

<j Danton. a Robespierre,

hi
lproducts of a victorious

Join''0"-
are now arrived in

Mediate from of one another;

01 ascertain how they will live

m„er ,
mle together. One con-

lies easily the deep mutual tn-

.

g
,„patibility that divided these

•ft,:
with what errror offeminine

Lred the poor seagreen Formula

looked at the monstrous colossal

reality'
and grew greener to be-

hold him; the Reality, again,

struggles to think no ill of a chief

product of the Revolution; yet

letting at bottom that such chief-

product was little other than a

Mef windbag, blown large by

Popular air; not a man, but apoor

spasmodic incorruptible pedant,

tith a logic-formula instead of a

heart- .

The man Danton was not prone

lo show himself; to act. or uproar

jorhis own safety. A man of care-

less.large, hoping Nature . .
."

Danton's Death, completed by

Georg Buchner in 1835, before he

reached the age of 21 and shortly be-

fore his suicide at 24, was regarded by

19th Century readers as a wildly poetic

afflatus by a brilliant but theatrically

ignorant young German poet. One is

reminded that these same critics had

the same attitudes, mulalis mutandem.
lonards the other theatrical moron,
William Shakespeare.

In 1970 it is hard to believe that this

play is pre-Freud in the light of its phi-

losophy and imagery, pre-film with
regard to its cinematic technique, and
pre-1970's when one considers the
youthful disillusion of its outcry
against the absurd nightmare of revo-
lution. The play could have been writ-
ten yesterday.

With the exception of Shakespeare's
histories, this work is probably the
single most important influence on the
form of the contemporary historical
play. It certainly must be ranked with
the greatest first plays ever written.

"It is at the same time a
great play and a bad play.
Buchner was a great play-
write, but the errors in the play
are the errors of a youth and a
romantic. The play is over-
stated in some places. It's un-
predictable, wild, and uncon-
trolled. I chose it because I

love it, not because it's time-
ly."

Danton: Will it never stop?
Will the light never cease glow-
ing and the echoes never be up
to date? Will it never be still

and dark, so that we no longer
listen to and watch each oth-

er's filthy sins? — September!
Danton was guilty of order-

ing the September massacre
two years before the time the
play opens. He is beginning to

see that death leads to death
and more death. The "solu-
tion" of violence against vio-

lent repression brings more
violent repression, a situation
facing us all in the Black Move-
ment, and in "solving" the
Quebcois condition by FLQ
methods. The main problem is

— how do we solve social ills if

constitutional means are con-
trolled by the powerful, and
closed to the people.

Danton: Where self defence
ends, murder begins; I see no
reason that forces us to go on
killing.

Danton is searching, through
his conscience, for responsibil-
ity. If he belongs to a govern-
ment that says it must kill to

achieveits ends, what ends are
worth the price exacted by the
means? He is searching for a
justification of non-constitu-
tional means for achieving so-

cial change.

Public Prosecutor: ... in
view of the fact that they them-
selves (Danton and Camille)
have endeavoured to provoke
disturbances and to insult the
Tribunal: the Tribunal will be
empowered to carry out its

inquiry without interruption

and to exclude any of the ac-

cused who shall ignore the re-

spect due to the law.

Is this not reminiscent of

Judge Hoffman and the Chica-

go 8 Trial?

Robespierre: The social

revolution is not yet ended; to

carry out a revolution by
halves is to dig your own grave
. . . Vice must be punished,
Virtue must rule through the

Terror.

Robespierre is a text-book
revolutionary. He clings to the

notion that he knows what is

right and what is wrong. If he
kills all who disagree with him
the country will be right and
pure. All you have to do is kill

all the Jews and the country
will be right and pure. All you
have to do is to kill all the

communist sympathizers and
the country will be right and
pure. He has fixed ideas of

immorality — but what in real-

ity is immortality? The ideal

state, in his view, will be
where everybody lives in his

own little box in the way that

he, Robespierre, has decided.

He is called "Incorruptible"
— a "peculiar kind of Christ
figure ".

Robespierre: I have said it

to you before; the internal

enemies of the Republic have
fallen into two groups, like two
armies. Under different flags

and by different ways they

march towards the same goal.

One of these factions is no
more. In its affectation and
madness it tried to set aside as

worn-out weaklings the most
proven patriots, so as to de-

prive the Republic of its

strongest arms. They declared
war on God and Property, to

create a diversion in favour of

the Kings ... We have accom-
plished nothing, so long as the

second faction remains to be
destroyed.

To keep the factions bal-

anced the ends of the political

spectrum are killed off and the

centre moves from moderate
to extreme depending on which
end is being massacred at the

time. Robespierre declares
himself as the arbitrary centre
of the spectrum, and must kill

off both ends to maintain his

balance.

The guillotine has become a
monster that must be fed. The
mobs are there, waiting to be

entertained by the sight of aris-

tocrats losing their heads.

Brian Minielly

smwcn PRINCESS WEST
OF CIRCLE
LICENSED

FAVOURITE
DINNERS
1. COLONEL'S DINNER DELUXE "... 2.75

Three Tasty Pieces of Chicken and Baked Beans

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN BASKET 2.25
Two Delicious Pieces of Chicken, Shoestrings, in a Basket

CHICKEN BASKET SPECIAL 2.75
(Chicken Basket plus Beverage, plus Choice of Dessert)

PORTERHOUSE STEAK 5.00
A Jumbo cut of Aged Top Grade Beef

AUNT LUCY'S STEAK SPECIAL 3.25
6 Ounces of Lean Aged Beef — Perfectly Trimmed

JUMBO BREADED SHRIMP BASKET 2.50
Delicious Shrimps, Nippy Sauce and Shoestrings

DEEP SEA SCALLOPS BASKET 2.50
Tender Jumbo Scallops with Tartar Sauce and Shoestrings

8. SEAFOOD COMBINATION BASKET 2.75
Shrimps, Scallops, Fish in Batter ... A DeLuxe Treat

SAVE ME - SAVE ME - SAVE ME

AUITLUCrS RESTAWRAIT

BONUS BUCK
COUPON

(That's not chicken feed folks!)

one dollar — one dollar — one dollar — one dollar

•BUY ONE OF ABOVE DINNERS NO.1 - No.8

•PRESENT THIS COUPON -
SAVE $1.00 on one dinner

•VALID LICENSED DINING ROOM only

•EXPIRES NOVEMBER 30, 1970

•ALSO VALID ON STEAK SPECIALS

YOUR HOST: GERALD D. WARNE
AUNT LUCY'S RESTAURANT
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f riday , October 30

morning: 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.: "popular culture before the era of mass
literacy", kingston hall, room 301. presented by the dept.

of history.

afternoon: 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.: "Canadian popular culture" in eilis audi-

torium, presented by the dept. of history,

evening: 8:00 to 1:00 a.m.: arts 72 closed year party in the student

pub. year card holders and guests only 50c each, refresh-

ments: 10<r a pint! ! we three and guest group, a hallowe'en

homey happening!

8:30 p.m.: science 72 hallowe'en party with bar at oddfel-

low's hail. $1.50 a couple with year card. $2.00 a couple

without, first prize for best costume is $10.00. costumes

are not necessary.

10:00 to 2:00 a.m.: bitter grounds coffee house presents

marc stone, c.b.c. personality and performer from the

riverboat etc. $1.75 a couple without membership, $1.00

single. 25c reduction per membership card.

Saturday, October 31

10:00 to 2:00 a.m.: marc stone at bitter grounds coffee

house, (seefriday)

Sunday, november 1:

afternoon: 11 : 30 a.m. tricolour autosport club presents an auto slalom

to be held at sentry shopping centre on hwy No. 2 west.

prizes to be awarded in each of 7 car classes, information

546-3317.

monday, november 2:

afternoon: 12:00 p.m.: vendetta car draw in front of eilis hall,

evening: 8:00 p.m.: drop in the bucket bingo sponsored by the

a.s.u.s. in Wallace hall.

tendays
8:30 p.m.: "revolution quebec 1970?". symposium in the

house of commons (queen's pub), featuring professors

Stewart ryan and William lederman of the faculty of law.

in dialogue with students and faculty, department of poli-

tics, beer on tap. sponsored by the politics d.s.c.

8:30 p.m.: concert by Stephanie Sebastian, pianist, in grant

hall, winner of the t.s.o. competition last march.

tuesday, november 3:

drop in the bucket doughnut sale sponsored by commerce
society.

Wednesday, november 4

drop in the bucket kissing booths sponsored by victoria

hall, 6th floor, C wing, in leonard cafeteria,

evening: 7:00 p.m.: auditions for the "pajama game" in kingston

hall, room 201. chorus only.

8:00 p.m.: tyrell lecture: paul hellyer — "cities of the fu-

ture—heaven or hell?", eilis hall auditorium.

8:30 p.m.: the grand theatre presents gordon robertson

and trulie macleod in "the master builders" by henrik ib-

sen. admission $2.00, students $1.00.

thursday, november 5:

drop in the bucket dunking contest sponsored by meds.

evening: 6:00 p.m. : drop in the bucket slave sale at r.m.c. dance and

bar. all girls wishing to go or wanting information, phone

dianne elliott 544-8344 before mon, nov. 2, or leave a mes-

sage in the journal office.

8:30 p.m.: "danton's death" by george buchner in convo-

cation hall, presented by the dept. of drama.

8:30 p.m.: "the master builders" at the grand theatre (see

Wednesday),

friday, november 6

drop in the bucket car wash sponsored by science '44 co-op.

8:00 p.m.: film: "the seventh seal", eilis hall auditorium,

presented by the graduate student society.

roya|

at the kingston theatres

capitol — "chisolm". "the
hunt of the sun" plus "a dre,

kings" starting sunday.

hyland — "z"
odeon — "story of a woman"
"a tune in the sun" 13

at alice — frank wheeler
fQn

blues friday, Saturday, and J
day. sets from 10:00

utl '

A
Marc Stone at Bitter Grounds

Stephanie Sebastian in concert at Grant Hall, 8:30 Monday.

Attention Arts '72, there will be a

closed year party in the Queen's Pub
8:30 to 1 am. Oct. 30th. Admission
is only 50c (year card holders and
guests only). Refreshments are 10c
a pint — cheap! Year cards can be
purchased at the door. Music provid-

ed by We Three and a guest group.

ALL CLASSIFIED ADS MUST BE
HANDED TO LESLIE KAYE AT THE
JOURNAL OFFICE. PRICE $1.00
CASH WITH AD, OR THE AD WONT
BE RUN.

QUEEN'S DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA
presents

y
by Georg

Buchner

CONVOCATION HALL
Nov. 5 - 7 & 11 - 14

8:30 p.m.

Students $1.00 Non-Students S2.00

Tickets may be purchased at the Drama Department

phone 547-6291

I

AMEY'S
TAXI

546-1111

3 D INTO THE 70's
aspects of sculpture

an exhibition prepared by the Art Gallery of Ontario
continues until November 8

QUEBEC IN COLOUR
photographs of rural and urban Quebec
an exhibition prepared by the National Gallery of Canada
continues until November 15.

fci art centre

»» » »<«>««
M CHEVRON STANDARD LIMITED

^^^0 Calgary, Alberta

offering careers in

PETROLEUM EXPLORATION
will conduct campus interviews

November 9, 10 and 1

1

for

POST GRADUATES - GRADUATES -

UNDERGRADUATES
- ill-,

t

Honours Geological Sciences (Arts and Science)
- Permanent and summer employment

Geological Sciences (Applied Science)

- Permanent and summer employment

Physics and Geology
- Permanent and summer employment

Geological Engineering

- Permanent and summer employment

Engineering Physics (Geophysics Option)
- Permanent and summer employment

Mathematics and Engineering

- Permanent employment

Honours Physics

- Permanent employment

Honours Physics & Mathematics
- Permanent employment

Mining Engineering

Permanent employment

Chemical Engineering

- Permanent employment

ARRANGEMENTS FOR PERSONAL
INTERVIEWS MAY BE MADE THROUGH
THE UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE

Several items have been turned in

(and not claimed) to the Queen'!
Athletic Office. 4 watches, 2 rings, I

pair glasses, etc.. Retrieve ot the

Athletic Office.

Wanted: Would like to buy a second

hand guitar in good condition, pre-

ferably nylon strings. Cat) Helen:

544-1668.

I have found a key purse holding

seven keys someone must want.

Buxton key purse with car and other

keys found on campus. Call 547-

61 80 days, 546-3981 nights.

Found: man's suede jacket, in Du-

puis Hall after Queen's Curling Club

meeting, Oct. 8, 1970. Owner mo

y

identify and claim at Business Office,

second floor, Dupuis Hall.

Wanted: 2 Keen People to assist

with SNOWBALL 71, call Pete An-

drews 548-71 53, Sat. 5-7 pm.

Like Apartments? A 3rd guy

(females will be considered) is need-

ed to share a room in a two bedroom

apartment with 2 third year Chemi-

cal Engineering students. If interest-

ed call 546-7011.

Another Homey Happening — A' 1'

'72 closed Year Party Oct. 30th, 8:30

to 1 am. in the Queen's Pub. Admis-

sion is 50c a head (Yeorcard holders

and guests only) . Bar closes at 12

beer 10c a pint. Music supplied by

We Three and a guest goup.

Congratulations Doug and Noley-

Now the whole world knows!

Ann Tompkins: Wallet at Dean

Women's Office.

For Sale: Lange ski boots, siie ?'
ifl

seasons old, seldom used a"

excellent shape. Call 544-4202^^

Conceived: by Geog. D.S.C. °\
happy, bouncing Smoker. All n

f*
kin will celebiale birth in the HoujJ

of Commons, Tues. Nov. 3 from » J

pm. (See Tendays this issue.)

Sunday, November 1, 7:00 * 9 :3

£
Dunning Auditorium, "The "e'°

Artist" and "Protest A Common'

lion", 2 films in the "Civiliw"0"

series. 50c at door. _

—

Halloween Eve Horney Happ*""19

the Queen's Pub for Arts '72 V

card holders and guests only,

30th, 8:30 to 1 am. Bar closes a

'

pm. Beer 10c a pint. Year card* ^
be purchased at the door,

each. Music by We Three.

Like to dance? Hold up Que*"'*
J^'h

tish tradition by learning 5t
.

0
-

countty dancing ot the w °'
hu(( h

being held at St. Andrew's en
?

Hall on Nov. 6(8-11 pm) a*10 V, v0u

(all day, including luncheon). »fe ,

can already dance, all the
,

Classes for beginners, intermeo'

advanced. $5.00 fee cover* e
Sa ,.

thing, including final do nee
^

night. For information re9o,<%7700
istration, call Jill Wing at 389-^
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HOCKEY
by Greg Thompson

Coach Bob Carnegie has

I

.rimmed to 35 or 40 the players

till
trying for positions on the

two
Queen's hockey teams. On

Sunday the players practised

,

r the first time in the new

rink and will continue work-

outs through this week from

5.7 PM with the exception of

Tuesday night on which an in-

lersquad game was played.

The performances during

1

tne
scrimmage and in the drills

were quite good. There are

several defencemen with am-

ple ability practising, which

should make a blue line posi-

tion very difficult to acquire.

In
Intercollegiate hockey,

more so than in more polished

leagues, it is essential to clear

the real work begins

Attion in practise last week.

the puck since many goals are
scored when clearing passes
are intercepted or when some-
one succesfully forechecks a
shaky defenceman. If our de-
fence can clear the puck well

this year it will be a margin
step towards improving the
team's record.

There are seven goalies still

practising with the team and
all seem very capable. Norm
Douglas is back and hopes to
retain his starting position in

the nets. All the remaining
goalies appeared comfortable
in net and it will be difficult to
decide who to go with during
the season. The presence of a
junior varsity team will allow
us to keep 4 or 5 goalies active.

Hopefully their presence will

serve as an incentive or warn-
ing to whoever is tending nets

for the Gaels that they better

produce because there will be
ample replacements available.

It is difficult to assess the
forwards this early since their

performance depends on that
of their linemates. The talent
is available to make three good
lines but much work is still

needed. Hopefully we will be
able to supply more sustained
offensive pressure than in re-

cent years.

All players were hitting well

which forced everyone to play
honest, heads up hockey. If the
team plays with the enthusi-

asm they showed in Sunday's
practise it might well be a
winning year.

Rugger champions

By virtue of two shutout vic-

tories against Trent (3-0) and
McGill (12-0), the Rugger
Gaels clinched first place in

the Eastern O.Q.A.A.

Last Wednesday against
Trent, Ron Easteal's penalty
kick was the only scoring as
the Gaels won 3-0 on the rain-

swept and muddy Trent field.

Saturday against McGill,
Easteal again led the scoring
with three penalty goals. The
final three points came when
the Gael scrum was able to

push Andy Page over the goal

line with the ball for a try.

Both games were real team
efforts; the Gaels will be look-

ing to beat the Western Divi-

sion winner in the O.Q.A.A.
final one week from now.

ALL RIGHT FANS
The game is against Varsity, the intended receiver is

Schmultz, (79), who has his arm wrapped around
Toronto's (24) as he himself is being manhandled by

(18). O.K. now, just who is interfering with whom?
Do you remember the call?

FRONTENAC MALL,
300 BATH ROAD, HIGHWAY 33

KINGSTON, ONTARIO • 546-7423

(VI ON. TO FRI. 10 A.M. (o 10 P.M.

CHALMERS CHURCH
(Barrie at Earl)

STUDENT SUPPER
AND

TABLE TALK

SUNDAY, 5:45 pm, 50?

A CHANCE TO
MEET AND TALK

BADMINTON COURTS
AVAILABLE, 7:30 pm.

rGET TOGETHER WITH SOME FRIENDS AND

MAKE

FILM!

The Incas

had everything:

wealth, beauty, honor
and innocence.

Pizarro brought

them Christianity.

"The Royal Hunt of the Sun" a*

PLUS 2nd BIG FEATURE

National General Pictures Presents

anthony qninn
a dream off kings'

T^H339 Technicolor^
Ĵ ^uJtX"^

FESTIVAL OF THE ARTS, JANUARY 1971

^ IF YOU'RE A BEGINNER (OR EVEN AN EXPERT)

AND YOU'RE INTERESTED IN MAKING OR HELPING
TO MAKE A FILM, THEN CONTACT (FOR TOTAL
FINANCIAL SUPPORT) - DAN LANG 546-4570

DEADLINE
PAUL BURKE

November ioth Patrick riley S46-29I7
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soccer battles

for league honors
by Hugh Connolly

Queen's Soccer Gaels move
into the final weekend of

league play leading the pack in

the eastern division of the

OQAA. At present, the Gaels
have a four wins, one tie and no

losses record that puts them
two points ahead of the second

place team, U of M. If the

team is able to wrap up their

two forthcoming games, they

will have won the division title

for the second year in a row.

But the victory is not clear

yet. On Thursday, the Gaels go

against the University of Otta-

wa team, in Ottawa. While U of

0 does not have a particularly

strong game, (soccer not being

a Quebecois game) they do

have several skilled and big

Africans playing for them.
When they last met the Gaels,

they got the jump on them one

to nothing, before Queen's re-

bounded with six unanswered

Tabernad

goals. Then on Saturday the

Gaels meet Carleton Universi-

ty. Carleton's team is much
improved over last year's and

so far this year they have de-

feated both McGill and U of M!
In their meeting earlier in the

season. Queen's edged them
two to one on Carleton's home
field. This game should be the

key to the division title. A loss

to Carleton will put the Gaels
into a tie with U of M, and then

the title will go to the team
with the most goals for.

What will perhaps be the key

to the games' outcome will be

the health of the players; and
the Gaels are hurting. Fore-
ward Bruce Wormald twisted

his knee in last Saturday's

game and is definitely out for

the remaining two games.
Also, fullback Em Richardson
and striker Ian Jones are limp-

ing with various injuries and
have been undergoing treat-

ments. While it is expected

McGill goaler defends against shot by Queen's Ian Jones (left)

that they will see some action,

for who can hold them down, it

is desirable that these heroes

will be in blooming health for

the playoff a week from Satur-

day,

But first, the big game to see

will be between Queen's and
Carleton on the Lower Cam-
pus, Saturday afternoon. Game
time is2:00p.m.

Eet's powerful Pierre!

Interview by Brian Duplante,
written by John Mable

This is the classic story of

the small town sensation who
makes good in the big leagues.

We've all read it before,

usually under the guise-cum-
title as "The Pride of the An-
glos." Somehow, Pierre Pi-

nard doesn't fit this mold.

This Queen's tackle, defen-
sive compliment to Jim Sher-

ritt, has been playing football

since the age of 14. His career
began without benefit even of a
High school team. His home
town, the French-speaking
community of Alfred in East-
ern Ontario, didn't support
football, so tiny Pierre, stand-
ing only 5'9" and weighing only

230 pounds, started playing for

the Hawksbury Hawks, an In-

termediate team.

From there, Pierre graduat-
ed to the Ottawa Gees where
he played four seasons as he
pursued his bachelors degree.
This is his second season play-

ing for Queen's.

It would be difficult to over-
state Pierre's desire to play
football. "It s my life," he
says, "I love the sport."

"Football is life," Pierre
explains, in that within the
game, a person's personality
and self are fully reflected. To
play football demands that a
person put out his maximum
physical and mental effort to

succeed.

A winning effort, he says, is

the result of individual talents,

combined towards achieving a
team objective.

Pierre says that he has al-
ways wanted to play for
Queen's. His program here in

physical education was de-
signed to allow him more than
the normal hours of class work
in order that he could graduate
after two years, at the same
time his playing eligability
expired. As for football, he
says every player dreams of

playing for the best team and
the best coach. Queen's, insists

Pierre, has both of these.

He explained that there are
marked differences between
The Gee Gees, as well as the

central conference in general,

and Queen's in the OQAA. Cen-
tral conference play is physi-

cally rougher because the

more experienced players in

the older league learn to use
their brains to out-finesse the

opposition. Ironically, the

OQAA supports far superior
medical facilities as well.

Pierre recalls that Ottawa
didn't even offer an athletic

trainer.

The OQAA also attracts su-

perior ballplayers, he says and
they have more and better
coaching. To illustrate the
superiority of finesse over bru-
tality, Pierre- explained that
when he played against
Queen's as a Gee Gee, Otta-
wa's game plan was to simply
knock the Gaels' brains out. In

this straight forward conflict

of mind against matter, brains
won.

Commenting on the pro-

posed OQAA expansion which
may bring his old team into our
league, Pierre said this was
bound to help Ottawa U. In the

long run, he says, the five year
eligability rule will even out
the talent. He doubts there will

be any detrimental effects as
the smaller schools will be
forced to improve given con-
sistent competition from
teams the calibre of Queen's.

After graduation, Pierre
plans a shot at pro football.

"But who wants a 5' 9" football

player," he asks ironically.

"Even some of the water boys
are larger than me." None the
less he would love to make it

his career. Otherwise he in-

tends to teach high school and
hopes one day to live on his

own farm.

If the dream of playing pro-

fessional doesn't come true
Pierre says that he will at least

be satisfied that he has given
his skill the ultimate test. "But
who would want a 5' 9" football

player?" Does anyone here
remember Ron Stewart?

moonlighting
by Michael Williams

Skates and Stuff

Ice! Imagine it — Queen's now has its own supply of that

peculiar form of water. Yes, the Harty Arena is open for all

sorts of frozen frolicking. No longer will the hockey team
have to bus (and you think the South complains) from the

Old Gym lockerroom over to the barren Constantine Arena

to practice and play and then return to Queen's. Now the

fans need only walk a few steps instead of the unreasonable

few miles — and their few steps should be well rewarded.

With newcomers such as Canadian National Morris Mott

and a changed attitude, the Golden Gaels of Bob Carnegie

should show an entirely new look — which shouldn't be too

hard after a season of one win, one tie and some fifteen

losses.

During a recent practice I took a quick tour of the Arena

with a prominent local broadcaster (who was so impressed

he walked around with his mouth so agape that he looked

like he had no idea of what mouths were for) and an ironic

fact was verified. When broadcasting from the intended

booth the narrator will have to use more imagination than

fact because it's impossible to see half the ice surface!

Some planner must have something against the airwaves!

This same stupidity is evident in the new gym. The last

twelve feet of both ends is invisible to the play-by-play

bumbler. And to top it off there are two booths in the small-

er women's gym to one for the official Bartlett gymnasium.

You'd think with all the planning and user committee meet-

ings that somebody would have the knowledge that one

can't see around corners or through people's backs.

... As football slows down Rugger warms up — two

championship drives with one a down hill coast for now and

the other a rough uphill scramble . . . McMaster supposed-

ly soft? . . Bews hockey starts next week with no favorite

yet in sight.

swingers on the move

Pierre Pinord

Even more deserving of laud
and honour than our glorious
Gaels football team, are the
women's Field Hockey team.
Their feat is something more
than maintaing a top-rated
team — it is creating one. Last
year's teams could not record
a win during the season, but
this year's teams are both un-
defeated in league competi-
tion. This amazing accomplish-
ment is due partly to the
excellent coaching of Miss
Donna Gallagher, with the sen-
ior team, and Miss Cheryl
Thackery, with the intermedi-
ate team; and partly to young,
new players — all but two of
the senior team members are
in either first or second year.
Last weekend the Senior team
competed in Part I of their
Tournament at McGill winning
2 games and tying one.

In the first game. Western
bowed 4-2 to the Gaels, who got
goals from Karen Carson, Car-
oline Penn, Sheena Elliott and
Marg Gibson. Next was a 2-0

shutout over York. Allison
Grant counted both goals for
Queen's. The third game was a
2-2 tie against McGill, who tied
the game only in the last twen-

ty seconds. Once again, Allison]

Grant scored both goals. Thev

also made a special effort to be

at the football game to cheer

on the Gaels. This weekend

both teams will be engaged u

tournament eompetitioi

McMaster University. They

will both be trying to attend 11*

football game — so if y°u are

going to McMaster for the So*

ball game, go out and cheer on

the Field Hockey teams as
_

well. Queen's teams -ill »c

playing at 9:00 a.m.. W;»>
00, and 1:30 on Saturday. |»

e'

also will be playing Fn«>

morning. After the effort OK

have made for Quee "|!|

Queen's should make an ell '

for them. The Field HocBf.

teams are both well-a' nl ed
(his

W.I.T.C.A. Championships

weekend.

NOTICE
Queen's fans interested

attendance at the McMa*

football game this Satu
'

'

will be pleased to know thai
J

game is scheduled to stai J

p.m. Thus the discreet

may well be blessed with ^
light in finding his or hei

out of Hamilton.





Popular culture lecture

Beatles, Beethoven both worthy of serious study

Popular culture is a field

worthy of serious academic

attention, rather than elitist

scorn. Such was the theme of

the opening address to last

week's symposium on Popular

Culture, sponsored by the His-

tory Department, by Dr. Rus-

sel B. Nye, distinguished pro-

fessor of English at Michigan

State University and the au-

thor of a recent scholarly study

called The Unembarrassed

Muse: The Popular Arts in Amer-

ica.

Dr. Nye's lecture was on the

topic, "Perspectives and Pos-

sibilities in the Study of Popu-

lar Culture". The first part of

his presentation dealt with the

recent history of popular cul-

ture. He then proceeded to a

usable definition of popular

culture, and concluded with an

analysis of the trends and pos-

sibilities of the study of popu-

lar culture in an academic set-

ting.

Popular culture, said Dr.

Nye, dates from the 18th centu-

ry, when the distinction be-

tween art and commodity dis-

appeared with the emergence
of a mass market for culture.

In this century, for the first

time, there came to exist in the

United States a literate, large

and fairly wealthy middle

class, whose need for leisure

activities was filled by such

institutions as magazines and

newspapers. Before, the artist

had depended on patronage by

a wealthy benefactor. Now, for

the first time, a person could

support himself by selling cul-

tural products to the public. In

the 19th century, this trend

evolved such artistic manifes-

tations in the United States as

the mass-produced statutory of

John Rogers, the cheap senti-

mental novel, and the dime
thriller.

Among the intellectual

classes, the proliferation of

popular culture, the sheer mass

of it, caused concern that its

weight would destroy tradi-

tional values of art and

thought. This concern caused

Brooks to outline his famous
division of culture between the

highbrows and lowbrows in his

1

Jewellers
LONGINES/ WITTNAUER watchW £

XI* Prlncsu SI. and at lh« Frontwac MaR — Phono 548-3487 A 548-8928

VAN'S
GIFTS & BOOKS LTD.
253 PRINCESS ST.

KINGSTON 542-6676

WE ARE PREPARED FOR CHRISTMAS WITH A WIDE
VARIETY OF GIFTS AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD.
GIFT WRAP-BOWS & CARDS, NICE ASSORTMENT
OF IEWELLERY- LIGHTERS "TRYP1S" ANDCRAFTED
PIPES - "MEDICO" - "H1LSON" ALSO: SOUVENIRS
FROM KINGSTON MADE BY BLIND PEOPLE THE ART
OF GIVING IS A MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING. OPEN
7 DAY'S TILL 11:00 p.m.

book. America's Coming oj Age,

published in 1915. The high-

brows wanted to continue the

elite Western cultural tradi-

tion, while the lowbrows were

practical people who wanted

release, escape from tedium.

Brooks charged that the two

had become separated to the

detriment of both, and hoped

for a fusion. But this did not

occur, because while lowbrow

culture tended to become insti-

tutionalized in the mass media

of the 20th century, the high-

brow retreated into the en-

claves of the elite, especially

the universities. Serious artists

rarely ventured into the popu-

lar media, abandoning them to

commerce. This led to warn-

ings that "serious" culture

was doomed, by such writers

as Dwight MacDonald and Jose

Ortega y Gasset.

These critics tended to re-

treat into what Dr. Nye la-

belled "self-justifying cor-

ners", taking with, them the

view that any mass art was
inferior and therefore not

worth studying.

After 1945, a new theory of

culture emerged which stated

that the boundaries between
the different levels of culture

either did not exist or were
extremely fluid. In other

words, a person need not feel

guilt that he could enjoy both

Beethoven and the Beatles.

According to Dr. Nye, we are

in the early stages of a power-

ful shift in cultural values,

with a new view emerging that

the levels of culture reinforce

each other rather than oppose

each other.

Dr. Nye told his audience

that he did not pretend to be

definitive, and he left them

with several questions which

were explored in the ensuing

seminars. Is culture, he asked,

really a matter of class and

income? Should we have new
standards of good and bad in

culture? Should 18th and 19th

century standards apply to the

study of the new media? Is

popularity defined only by

sales? If millions read_ Dick-

ens, is he good or popular?

Have the universities erred in

making themselves the bas-

tions of defence against popu-

lar culture?

In turning to a definition of

the term "popular culture",

Dr. Nye stated that he could

only offer several definitions.

With regard to methodology,

popular culture might be re-

garded as those cultural ele-

ments or products which are

adaptable to mass media
transmission and distribution.

Thus a painting would be elite,

a print popular. Or, popular

culture might be regarded as

being characterized by artistic

formulas which arise in re-

sponse to needs for escape,

such as the Western movie. Or,

popular culture may be distin-

guished on the basis of its func-

tion; eg, what is the difference

between Conan Doyle and Tol-

stoy? Another definition
i

based on tastes, that what di s

S

tinguishes popular culture u
the tastes it satisfies, not hou,
well it sells. Finally, a defin;

tion must involve a matter of
degree, in that all culture ha s

value and purpose.

Dr. Nye charged that liter-

ary historians have been le ss

flexible than other historians

in examining popular culture
He said that this would be of

great value to their studies
For example, his own studies
of Henry James had been aided

by a study of popular writers of

James' time.

In conclusion, Dr. Nye stat-

ed that there is room for a sig-

nificant broadening of the

range of academic attention to

include popular culture. But in

approaching the serious study

of popular culture, there are

three dangers: (1) trivializa-

tion, the spending of time on

things of little value, e.g.

matchbook covers and hub-

caps; (2) quaintness of "cam-
piness", which is an insincere

attitude that conveys a false

concern; and (3) anti- quarian-

ism, the collecting of old things

just because they -are old,

which collecting becomes a

game.
Sounding a hopeful note Dr.

Nye stated that the future of

the study of popular culture

looks encouraging, and that

such studies will add a new and

valuable dimension to critical

appraisals of culture.

Aldermanic seat sought by student
A ward council to give an

alderman direct contact with

the views of his constituents

will work, according to John
Smart, a 31 year old Queen's
grad student who is running for

an aldermanic seat in Syden-

ham Ward (the ward in which

the University is mainly locat-

ed).

At a meeting held last year

to discuss the issue of the de-

velopment of the waterfront,

some two hundred people at-

tended. Although other meet-
ings held to discuss the Official

Plan (which lays out planning

directions for the developmenl
of Kingston), attracted small
numbers of people, Mr. Smart
felt this was due mainly to the

way the publicity lor the meet-
ing was handled and also due tc

the very generalized nature ol

the Official Plan that the meet-
ings were to discuss, which
hardly invited controversy or

criticism.

Ward Councils have been
tried in some areas of Toronto
and have been successful, and
Mr. Smart believes that meet-
ings held Thursdays to discuss

the agenda of the upcoming
Monday city council meetings
will attract a sufficient num-
ber of people to be worthwhile.

The last city council failed to

pressure hard enough the pro-

vincial government to get

funds for urban renewal in

Kingston, according to Mr.
Smart, and in effect just

"rolled over and played dead"
when told that no funds were
available. The next council

must really fight to put the

case of Kingston across. The
alternative, according to Mr.

Smart, will be spot renewal
and renovation, which would
be especially tragic in Syden-
ham Ward because of the many
historic buildings there.

Fighting against two incum-
bents, James Cook and George
Vosper, will be his toughest
problem, the grad student felt

but he thinks that his success

"would be dependent on the

extent to which people want
changes"; in effect, his candi-

dacy is "a test".

Mr. Smart also said that he
was pleased that the City de-

cided to approve the purchase
of the Army area Headquar-
ters on the waterfront, which
gives the city the freedom that

it needs to plan and control the

direction that the development

of the city is going to take. He

also said that he favoured any

further purchases of useful

land for the same purpose.

Stereo Components: Coll Terry

Wood. 546-4828.

Queen's Duplicate Bridge Club.
Game every Thursday, 7:00 p.m.
Mclaughin Room (Student Union)

Wanderlust??

"To every thing there is a season" —
poster like the back page of Who's
Where, 16 by 20 inches, $2.00. Call
544-8608.

Are you bored, depressed, frustrat-
ed? Hove you gone all year without
kissing a Queen's woman? Don't
just sit around reading Playboy, do
something about it! For the mere
sum of 25c you can patronize the
first annual Queen's Kissing Booth at
Leonard Hall Cafeteria. It will be
held Wednesday Nov. 4 at supper.
All proceeds will go to the drop in

the bucket campaign fund for needy
students overseas.

FOR SALE: AGS solid slate stereo
AM-FM radio with automatic BSR

changer. Only a month old. Selli"9

for need of money. Ust $219, asking

$175. Phone Bruce, 544-762*^^,

The Student Volunteer Bureau need*

your help in filling the following

openings:
— Sports programme at the r

mouth Community School, Tnu".

evening 7:15-10 or Sat. 1-4 P m '

(guys especially needed). ,

— Babysitters for mothers on mot

er's allowance;
— 4 first Wed. of every month
- 1 every Tues. evening b -

9-45
— KGH occupational therapy P'£

gramme for children and tee

Tues,orWed.9:30-ll:30a.m.
— Wally Elmer Centre Drop In "°

evenings 7-9:30 lne— Youth Across Canada to' '

Mentally Retarded, usually ,w

evenings . -y— Fronlenac Community School. °

evening Tues. — Fti.

— and many more
,ne

For further information «"V 547-
Bureau afternoons and evening

S766.
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Editorial

Non-violence
Violence under any circumstances, for any

cause, is worse than self-defeating, it is in-

sane. If any particular system, political, so-
cial, or whatever, has to support itself or its

stands through the use of violence, then it is a
system unfit for humanity.
These myths of "counter-violence" and

"self-protection" advocated by the so-called
"left", or "law and order" and "self-protec-
tion" by the equally infantile "right" illus-

trate the absurdity of it all. Theoretically
they are aiming for a similar ideal, that all
people be happy — each group defining hap-
piness differently of course. What then hap-
pens is that each rival group tries to suppress
the other — the idea being that if you wipe
out your opposition's "elite", then the "peo-
ple" will follow you ! Basically, essentially,
and completely irrational.

True revolution takes place within the pre-
sent system as a gradual metamorphisis
towards some greater ideal while incorpora-
tiong any of the present good points on the
way. And please, this system must be
changed. A free socialistic order is the only
solution but revolutions NOW don't work.
They are overthrows, not revolutions and are
temporary at best.

The ends do not justify the means. For vio-
lence means corrupt and discolour — how
can you later advocate non-violence when
you earlier adopted violence as the means for
revolution, and therefore good ideals?
That is why we condemn the Kent State

killings. The killings, not the National
Guardsmen. Rather, we blame extremists on
both sides for the conditions that precipitated
those murders.

— by Paul Barron.
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Opinion by John Mable

Is Canada burning ?
For the many marginal

,
supporters of

Pierre Elliot Trudeau's concept of Canada the
laying down of the War Measures Act was the
last straw. For many others, it was the whole
bundle going up in smoke.
The over-indentification of one psychotic

act, the murder of Pierre Laporte, wise ra-

tional, if radical, expression of a need for sov-
ereignty by the Quebecois has predictably
lead to a great deal of irrational support for

an apparently irrational act on the part of the
federal government. Precisely what, was con-

ceived as necessitating overpowering police
action has yet to be revealed.

Who is it that is at war in Canada ? And with
whom? Is it not merely Trudeau and his Lib-

erals against the separatists of Quebec? Did
not the Parti Quebecois register a voter sup-

port which came alarmingly close to jeopar-

dising the concept of a unified Canada as po-

pularised by the present Liberal regime, this

in the past Quebec provincial election? Can
not this Act be construed as merely a ploy to

play off the traditionally conservative socio-

political attitudes popular in all of Canada as

a means for discrediting the concept of a sov-

ereign Quebec which is anathema to Pierre
and his Liberals?

To date there has yet to be forwarded any-

thing approaching justification for this exer-

cise in political overkill. Canada may be a

nice place to live and it iseertainly worth pay-

ing for but at what price? Does such a politi-

cal entity require the insurance of second
class citizenship for non-English speaking
minorities, as imposed by police action vested

with the responsibility for eliminating expres-

sion to the contrary? Is the Liberal concept of

Canada so overwhelmingly self righteous as

to presume that martial law is justified?

Whoever it was that declared this it was cer-

tainly was not the Canadian people. Or at
least I hope not.

It is to say the least ironic that Pierre Tru-
deau. a pacifist during the last World War,
sees fit to declare civil war in his own country
at what would seem to be the slightest provoc-
ation. It would seem that the peace which
Pierre supports most, and apparently at all

costs, is his own peace of mind. The peace of

mind in question at the moment, however,
would seem to extend to Trudeau's Liberal
party as well as all liberal minded' Canadi-
ans. The lack of integrity paramount in this

attitude is equaled only by the traditional lib-

eral confusion with regard to civil rights.

The chips are all on the table in this little

game but. as with any dishonest house, the
dealer is holding all the aces. The only hope
for those Canadians whose concept of peace
does not accommodate martial law must be a
new deal. What has become apparent in evalu-
ating the Liberal programs in these times is

that the deck is running low. Perhaps Canadi-
ans need new hands on a new deck, new ideas
from a new party.

The Liberals have promised to bring for-

ward in the near future legislation which will

make viable regular police action as dictated

by circumstances similar to those plagueing
us at this time. Hopefully this is not to ration-

alise martial law as practice appropriate to

peacetime. Unfortunately, given the popular
support behind the government in this ques-
tion, such a development would seem possi-

ble. Hopefully, there will be more discreet
and responsible criticism forthcoming on such
a question than the Canadian People have al-

lowed themselves concerning the War Mea-
sures Act.

BIGGEST LITTLE
BOOKSTORE

EXHIBITION OF ESKIMO
SCULPTURES & GRAPHICS
(UPSTAIRS AT 73 BROCK)
544-4144

OPEN: MON. TUES. SAT.
9 until 6

WED. THURS. & FRI.
9 until 9

SPEARN'S OF KINGSTON
" THE 6IF1 CENTRE"

CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO COME IN AND SEE
THE WONDERFUL SELECTION OF GIFTS FOR ALL
OCCASIONS. JEWELLERY • SILVER - WEDGEWOOD -

ROYAL DOULTON - ESKIMO CARVINGS - LIMOGES
- LAMPS - CRYSTAL AND CHINA MUSIC BOXES
JEWELLERY BOXES. FONDUES - ALL KINDS FROM

$11.95 TO $52.50 BAR ACCESSORIES - TERRIFIC
SELECTION POLI - OPTIC LAMPS

ALSO
EXCLUSIVE DEALER FOR ESTLb LAUDER COSMETICS

SPEARN'S IS THE PLACE

330 PRINCESS STREET
(BETWEEN BARRIE& CLERGY STREETS)
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Starting May4th
, you don't have to wear

a uniform to die for your country.

When theycamefor the Blacks,

You weren't a Black
Soyou said nothing.

When theycamefor the Hippies,

You weren't a Hippie
Soyou said nothing.

Whentheycameforthe Students,
You weren'ta Student
So you said nothing.

Andwhen theycome for you,

Therewill be noone left to sayanything.

U.S. commission

condemns action of

Kent State students,

National Guard
WASHINGTON (AP) - Stu-

dent violence and National

Guard gunfire alike at Kent
State University were con-

demned as intolerable and
inexcusable yesterday by a

presidential commission that

probed the May 4 killing of four

students and the wounding of

nine.

"Intolerable" was the word
of the President's Commission
on Campus Unrest used to de-

scribe the actions of some stu-

dents. "Unnecessary, unwar-
ranted, and inexcusable" was
the commission's judgment on
guard gunfire.

"The Kent State tragedy
must surely mark the last time
that loaded rifles are issued as
a matter of course to guards-
men confronting student dem-
onstrators," the commission
said.

The commission used the
Kent State experience to un-
derline the recommendations
of its main report last week
which called for a cooling of

rhetoric on all sides, moral
leadership by the President
Richard Nixon, and an end to
undue leniency by some col-

lege administrators and un-
warranted harshness by some
law enforcement officials.

In a 22,500 word report enti-

tled The Kent State Tragedy,
drawn from hundreds of inter-

views, three days of hearings
and 8,000 pages of FBI investi-

gation, the commission found
in part:

— The weight of evidence
shows no order was given to

National Guardsmen to fire at
the students or anything else

;

— The guardsmen were not
under sniper fire. "Nothing
was found to indicate that any-
one other than a guardsman
discharged a firearm during
the incident."

— Aggressive people in the
crowd were not closer than 20
yards to the guardsmen—never
at bayonet point as one said—
and the main body was about 75
yards away when the firing
occurred. The danger "was not

a danger which called for le-

thal force."

— The specific student as-

sembly in a legitimate busy

campus area which prompted

the guard action was peaceful

at the outset;

— The guard itself became

the transcedant issue, and it

never did disperse the crowd

as it set out to do;
— Nothing was found by the

FBI to suggest that Students

for a Democratic Society ele-

ments had a hand in the dis-

turbances.
— There was no evidence lo

suggest drug use among dem-

onstrators. Only one mari-

juana cigaret was found—in a

pocket of someone else's jack-

et used to cover a shooting vic-

tim.
— The 61 shots were fired

from M-l 30-calibre high-ve-

locity rifles, a shotgun and two

45-calibre pistols in 13 seconds

about 12:45 p.m., hitting the 13

students

;

— The nearest students

wounded, two of them, were 20

yards from the guardsmen.

The nearest killed, Jeff Millei'-

was 85 to 90 yards away AM

told, 11 of the 13 were from '»

to 250 yards away.
— Guardsmen had bullets in

the chambers of their weapo"-

"loaded and locked" from tne

moment they stepped on cam-

pus.
h„

The commission, headed p>

William Scranton. f°rm
fj

Governor of Pennsylvania. l'a

this to say of students

"Violence by stude

off the campus can never

justified by any grievance
phi-

losophy, or political id
of

There can be no sanctuary

immunity from prosecution

the campus. . .

c

Those who wreaked iw»
.e v»n°

lding;
on the town of Kent, those

burned the ROTC bui"

those who attacked and stone'

those who urged them o" '

applauded their deeds s»'

the responsibility f° r
^

deaths and injuries of May
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A Staff Queen's Journal

•zander Spock, Science Officer, U.S.S. Enterprise

"Report No. 11, A Saucer's Eye View of Queen's UniUniversity

I

K
c.Heaton

Lance with Starfleet

P ^tive 01-762, 1 have

fesive analysis of

# i No 11. and nave

Knclusionthatitisa

ffSS perpetrated by

fen is based prima-

W bvious falsity of the

C that a Martian agent

ed the ranks of the

^..frosh". As any entity

superficial knowledge

™ would be aware, the

E life
processes of

Martians would require that such
an agent possess a life support
system beyond the present level
of Galactic technology in order to
survive the inferno that is Earth,

Imprimis, it is well known that
Martians carry out respiration by
the direct conversion of radiant
energy in the band 100 A0 -34O0A0 ,

commonly called ultraviolet
light. These wavelengths are
almost entirely blocked by the
ozone extant in Earth's upper
atmosphere. Hence, an unprotect-
ed Martian would be unable to
carry out the life process roughly
analogous to breathing in an

humanoid.

Secundus, the absence of free
oxygen on Mars has resulted in
the evolution of a Martian body
that is extremely flammable,
due, in large part, to the fact that
the liquid transport system,
"blood", of a Martian consists
almost entirely of ethyl alcohol.
Hence, an unprotected Martian
on Earth would catch fire within
3.2 seconds after exposure to
Earth's violently corrosive at-
mosphere.

Tertius, the absence of free
water on Mars has resulted in a
Martian biostructure that is high-

ly soluble in impure hydrogren
oxide, "tap water", an unprotect-

ed Martian would dissolve within

4.7 seconds after exposure to the

water vapour in Earth's atmos-
phere.

Quartus, the intense gravita-

tional field on Earth would result

in the total structural failure of

the Martian body after 2.1 sec-

onds in the Earth's gravitational

field.

The conclusion is that an unpro-

tected Martian on Earth would be
indistinguishable from a burning

oil slick. A protected Martian
would require a life support appa-

ratus roughly equal in bulk to

Sherman Tank. It is my belief

that, if such a device could be

built, it would not go unnoticed on

the Queen's Campus, even during

Orientation Week.
Hence, the only logical conclu-

sion is that the document in ques-

tion is a hoax. Other considera-

tions (see Starfleet Intelligence

Report No. 111-007, attached) in-

dicate that the spurious report is

the work of agents of the Klingon

Empire who have infiltrated the

deck of the Queen's Journal.

Commander Spock.

mm
expression

TENDERS

Notice to contractors

s University at Kingston
tenders addressed to the Director of

caPe Redesign will be received by the
">ient of Landscape Destruction of
s University at Kingston, Kingston,

° U P to U:00 a.m. (Eastern Standard

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1970

, s ?
n

J

oval of existing concrete walkway

nd I

paving on the campus in Kings-

Wor'l 9 same with fill and sodding.
"includes approximately 57,625

"hick
°' sur'ace from six to twelve

's m
Ci

''i.

a, '0ns
' information, °nd forms of

'

"nf"
1 ob,tained from the above office

de

Ve
.

rsi
|V on payment of a fifty ($50)

.
p°sit in the form of cash or certified
P°yable to Queen's University at

Ne r

COn
.

tract documents are returned in

D,
lhe

t

W"mn 30 days after the opening

I de B .

der t"e deposit will be returned,

nt
( l
Q ol*

for a sum °' not 'ess than ten

led
j

") of the tender price must be
n occordance with the terms of

'"'n.! " does not bind itself to accept the

K> ,6nder.

J*
3

. 1970.
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tuesday, november 3

drop in the bucket doughnut sale sponsored by commerce
society.

evening 7 and 10:00 p.m.: dunning flicks returns with "the gladia-

tors and bartlett shorts." "the gladiators" is a Canadian

premier here at queen's, it had previously been shown at

u.c.l.a. and berkley, made by the same person that made
"the war game", the bartlett shorts are 100% under-

ground, popcorn and soft drinks for sale, admission $1.00.

8:30 p.m.: geography smoker in the house of commons

Wednesday, november 4

drop in the bucket kissing booths sponsored by victoria

hall, sixth floor, c wing, in leonard cafeteria,

afternoon 2:00-4:30 p.m.: medieval precedents in the british empire

by dr. a.f. madden from oxford university on the fifth floor

lounge of john watson hall,

evening 7:00 p.m.: audition for "the pyjama game" in kingston

hall, room 201, chorus only.

8:00 p.m.: tyrell lecture: paul hellyer — "cities of the fu-

ture — heaven or hell?", ellis hall auditorium

8:30 p.m.: the grand theatre presents gordon robertson

and trulie macleod in "the master builders" by henrik ib-

sen. admission $2:00, students $1 : 00.

thursday, november 5:

drop in the bucket dunking contest sponsored by meds.

afternoon 3:30-4:30 p.m.: meeting: computing centre users in dupuis

hall auditorium.

evening 6:00 p.m.: drop in the bucket slave sale at r.m.c. dance and

bar.

7:00 and 10:00 p.m.: dunning hall flicks "the gladiators"

and "bartlett shorts", see tuesday

8:30 p.m.: the psychology d.s.c. is sponsoring a smoker

open to professors, graduate students and under-graduates

in the third floor lounge of humphrey hall.

8:30 p.m.: "danton's death*' by george buchner in convo-

cation hall, presented by the department of drama.

8:30 p.m.: "the master builders" at the grand theatre, see

Wednesday.
8:30 p.m.: applied science 74 smoker for sections 1-2-3-4

at the hotel frontenac. $.75 admission i.d. required.

fivedays
us

op

Vendetta 10:00 p.m. November 6

at the kingston theatres

capitol — "the royal hunt of

the sun", "a dream of

kings" starting thursday

"the outsiders"

hyland — "Z"
odeon — "a honeymoon of hor-

ror" and "cry of the ban-

shee"

at alice — thursday after 8 free

jam session sets from 10:

00 doug mccarthur, fri,

sat, sun.

at bitter grounds — moe ewart.

sets from 10:00 friday

and Saturday.

at agnes etherington art centre

until nov. 8 — "3 d's into

the 70's" aspects of sculp-

ture.

until nov. 14 "quebec in

colour" prepared by the

national gallery of Cana-

da.

friday, november 6:

drop in the bucket car wash sponsored by science '44

at morris burn's sunoco. 630 princess street,

evening 7:00 and 10:00 p.m.: dunning hall flicks "the gladiators"
and "bartlett shorts" see tuesday

8:00 p.m.: film: "the seventh seal", ellis hall auditorium
presented by the graduate student society.

8:30 p.m.: "danton's death" by george buchner in convo-
cation hall, see thursday.

8:30 p.m.: "the master builders" at the grand theatre see
Wednesday.
9:00 p.m.: the kingston arts council presents "the trial" a (

the domino theatre.

9:00 p.m. : poor man's formal in leonard hall cafeteria

10:00 p.m.: vendetta in grant hall.

Saturday november 7.

7:00 and 10:00 p.m.: chuck berry and the guess who in eon-

cert at the arena.

8:30 p.m.: "danton's death" by george buchner in convo-

cation hall, see thursday.

8:00 p.m.: the queen's Chinese club is presenting a Chinese

musical festival in poison room, student union, music
song, and drama in oriental style, free admission, refresh-

ments will be served.

8:30 p.m.: "the master builders" at the grand theatre, see

Wednesday.

Trulie MacLeod and Gordon Robertson in The Master Builder

Could all clubs please notify

Dianne Elliott Tendays Editor
c/o Queen's Journal of their

regular meeting night, time,
and location.

Moe Ewart at Bitter Grounds

QUEEN'S DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA
presents

toEATH

by Georg

Buchner

CONVOCATION HALL
Nov. 5 - 7 & 11 - 14

8:30 p.m.

Students $1.00 Non-Students $2.00

Tickets may be purchased at the Drama Department

phone 547-6291

* CHEVRON STANDARD LIMITED

p Calgary, Alberta

offering careers in

GEOLOGY AND PHYSICS
will conduct campus interviews

November 9, 1 0 and 1

1

for

POST GRADUATES - GRADUATES -

UNDERGRADUATES

GEOLOGY
Honours Geological Sciences (Arts and Science)

— Permanent and summer employment

Geological Sciences (Applied Science)

— Permanent and summer employment

Physics and Geology
— Permanent and summer employment

GEOPHYSICS

Engineering Physics (Geophysics Option)
— Permanent and summer employment

Honours Physics

— Permanent employment

Honours Physics & Mathematics
— Permanent employment

Geological Engineering (Geophysics Option)
—Permanent employment

Physics and Geology
-Permanent employment

ARRANGEMENTS FOR PERSONAL
INTERVIEWS MAY BE MADE THROUGH
THE UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE

'
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intercollegiate skiing

To this paint the various in-

c0Hegiate
teams at Queen's

f. ve emassed nothing short of

oerfect record._Although this

? not unexpected, it is always
1

oDreciated
for not only does it

keep
Queen's athletic image

ell above other universities,

hut it also gives a boost, or

petus to the other intercolle-
'

jate teams which compete

Ler the winter season. One

such team is the Queen's Ski

Team.
This season the Ski Team is

determined to settle the score.

The pre-season spirit is al-

ready running high, prompted

by memories of the tenths of

seconds that resulted in lost

championships last season.

Although the team finished

second in the four-way Carle-

ton meet, ami third in the

O.Q.A.A., there is only one po-

sition in a ski meet. No one

looks at second or third. First

is what counts, and the Queen's

Ski Team has been counting for

two straight years.

The personnel this year is

tops. With last year's bureau-
cratic difficulties settled, the
coaches, Profs Hopwood and
Neilson have only skiers to
concentrate on this year. The
skiers themselves will also be
left to worry only about the job
at hand.

Jamie Neilson, (still without
a nick-name) should continue
his winning ways, which last
year saw him take first place
in almost every race. Mike 'lit-

tle-shit' Wren and Graham
'Mad Dog' Bird, can once
again be counted on for con-
sistent top ten positions. The
Dyer brothers, 'Zeeks' and
Swink' will undoubtably be
again providing entertainment
on the courses, either in the
form of wild, stylistically un-
heralded runs that usually re-

sult in 2nd to 10th place finish-

es, or their spectacular spills

which leave the course looking

like a 'snow cat' not a skier,

had just gone through it.

Early reports show that
there are several good rookie

prospects who will have a

crack at the above hard core,
or even join them, as this year
the coaches plan to take eight
skiers to each race, in the
event of an injury or some oth-
er mishap.

Those interested in being on
a winning team should come to

the general meeting (see no-
tice this page) to meet the
coaches, watch films, and get
into the spirit that comes from
the thought of sweet revenge.

rugger

by Andrew Page
(Arts 69)

Queen's rugger teams fin-

ished the season by defeating
York University this past Sat-

urday to remain undefeated.
Next weekend they travel to

London to face the University
of Western Ontario's undefeat-

ed teams in the OQAA rugger
finals.

The first XV beat a tired

York team 17-0 in a muddy,
unspectacular game. The for-

wards played a solid game,
regularly getting the ball out to

the backs who were dangerous

despite the bad field condi-

tions. The team managed a

sound defensive effort: only

rarely was York in a good scor-

ing position. Teamwork was
the keynote of this game —
look out, Western!

The second XV played an

excellent, aggressive 70 min-
utes to rather seriously tram-

ple an outclassed York second

team. Pacing this fine team
effort was Peter Grozelle who
scored 5 tries to help rack up a

34-0 victory for Queen's. The
forwards,.consistently gained
possession of the ball in the

loose scrums and got the ball

out to the hard running backs.

Queen's finest second team
ever, this bunch is capable of

giving a good game to any first

XV in the league. Look out,

Western!

Next week in the Journal: a

report of the championship
games, and a season summary.

women's sport

RINGETTE ??????
Ringette is a new attempt to

provide a winter team sport.

on skates, for girls. It is FUN
TO PLAY.
YOU ONLY NEED SKATES
Each team has 6 players on.

the ice at any one time:- 2 for-

wards, 2 defence, 1 centre and
1 goal keeper. The two for-

wards may play only in the

centre zone and the offensive

zone. The 2 defence may play

only in their own defensive
zone and the centre zone. The
centre may play in all 3 zones.

NOTE:- This game is less ex-

hausting than hockey.
- TRY RINGETTE
For Everyone This

Wednesday Nov. 4

7:15 — 9 p.m.

MEN'S
INTERCOLLEGIATE

SKI TEAM
GENERAL MEETING,

NOV. 4th

MILLER HALL RM. 210
7:30 PM

ALL POTENTIAL
JEAN CLAUDES'
WELCOME

soccer gaels finish regular season undefeated
by Hugh Connolly

The Queen's Soccer Gaels

journeyed to Ottawa to meet
University of Ottawa, last

Thursday, and turned them
back to the score of five to two.

From the opening whistle,

the Gaels took to the offensive

and never relinquished it. On
the first sequence of the game,
the ball came directly to the

Ottawa end and they gave
Queen's a corner kick. Jerry
Birks took this, and arched a

high ball to the far corner of

the goal mouth. There was the

toe, Max Piribauer, and able to

head the ball into the net.

Queen's continued to press
very strongly all during the

half. Bobby Watson had nu-
merous shots but could not
place them on the net. Davy
Robertson and Joe Janota also
has close shots. The only Otta-
wa threat was a breakaway:
Queen's goalie Jimmy Flood
made a motion to the long side,
and so psyched the Ottawa at-
tacker that he over-stepped the
"all and missed the net com-
pletely. It was not until the fi-

"a ' five minutes before
Queen's scored their second.
™d again it was Jerry Birks
'"rowing in the ball to, again,
Mi>x Piribauer in front of the
net; and big Max used his gold-
en head to push it into the near
side

goalie

away from the charging

More of the same
Into the second half, the

Gaels continued to press. With-

in a minute of play, Joe Janota

scored: Jerry Birks carried

the ball down the left side and

then passed into the centre

where Janota took it away and

raced into the clear to score

easily. At this point the

Queen's pressure was intense:

perfect passing and charging

strikers kept the Ottawa team
completely offstride. Barry
Armstrong, Ian Jones, Stan

Taylor and still Bobby Watson,

took turns straffing the goalie.

With all the Queen's fullbacks

moving up into the Ottawa

half, the Gee-Gees were able to

spark two breakaways. The

first produced a shot that was
initially blocked by goalie Jim

Flood; but deflected off the

goal post and into the net. Bar-

ry Cooper made the score. The

second breakaway was saved

by Flood and cleared away by

a defensive Max Piribauer.

Queen's carried the ball back

into the other end of the field

and got that goal back: Joe

Janota passed the ball from the

side to the left corner of the

Ottawa net. Here a mass of

players tried to kick it in or to

clear it, (depending on which

team they were on) and even-

tually it rolled to the other side

of the goal. Here, Ian Jones

unguarded in front of the open

side, scooped it in. Queen's
scored their final goal on a set-

up from Joe Janota. Joe passed
into the centre of the goal area,

Davey Robertson tapped the

ball to Bobby Watson, and
Watson booted it home — a

reward for all his efforts. Otta-

wa closed out the scoring on a

direct-free kick. Jimmy Flood
prepared to defend against this

by building a wall of Gaels, and
then hid behind it. The ball

sailed over the wall and caught

the top right corner; Barry
Cooper again doing the hon-

ours. Final score: Queen's 5

and Ottawa 2.

On Saturday, Queen's soccer

team played and won their fi-

nal league game of the season.

Playing against Carleton Uni-

versity, they sprang into an
early three to nothing lead, and

then held on to defeat them
four to three.

Queen's scored early after

five minutes of play. The ball

came in front of the Carleton

goal and met with a scramble.

Davey Robertson and Barry
Armstrong both had a shot

before the ball bounced out to

Joe Janota. Joe picked the high

short side and put it away. Ten
minutes later, Queen's were
again pressing into the Carle-

ton half: Davey Robertson

carried the ball down his right

side of the field, curved in-

wards at a sharp angle, and
shot, just as he was dumped.
The ball floated high and over

the goalie's head into the net. A
penalty shot was awarded to

Queen's after a Carleton de-

fender touched the ball: full-

back Jim Pirie made it look

easy with a shot to the left side

that scored. Carleton came
back to score one goal. Their

inside-right, Satish Bhan drove

deep down the centre, deeked a

blue Max, and crossed the ball

back to the far side of the net,

and in. Moments later, another

charge down the field in the

opposite direction, this time

led by Em Richardson, and
Davey Robertson scored his

second. Davey was in ecstasy

until the referee called the goal

back, on account of some foul

in the goal area. In the closing

minutes of the half, Joe Janota

set-up a perfect shot to Bobby
Watson, and Watson headed
the ball in — the neatest play of

the game.
During the first half, the

Gaels played inspired soccer;

they could do no wrong it

seemed. But in the second half.

Queen's began to lean back a

little, a quick goal by Carleton,

and the Ravens started to

really press. A crowd devel-

oped in front of the Queen's
goal, the ball squirted loose

and Joe Lendoay-ZwickL
popped the ball over every-

one's head and into the goal.

Later, Satish Bhan scored his

second goal for Carleton: a

long shot dropped in front of

the goal, and iust before Jim-
my Flood reached the ball, Sa-

tish came in from the blind

side to head it in. Carleton had

a chance to even the score

when they were awarded a

penalty kick. Jim Flood made
the save; and from this point

on the Gaels returned to the

offensive. Alan Hallsworth and

Barry Armstrong each had
several opportunities on

charges down the centre, but

just failed to click. One final

Carleton breakaway had both

Jim Pirie and Em Richardson
converge on the player and
squelch all hope of a come-
back. Final score: Queen's 4

and Carleton 3.

This game ended regular

league play for Queen's, and
gives them an unbeaten record

for the season and first place in

the OQAA, eastern division.

KINSMEN CLUB OF KINGSTON
PRESENTS

THE BROADWAY SHOW

33MAME
NOV. 13th. - 21st. EXCEPT SUNDAY 15th.

BOX OFFICE NOW OPEN 10:30 a.m. - 5 p.i

GRAND THEATRE
ALL RESERVED SEATS S3.50

NEWMAN'S EXPERT
TAILOR MEN'S SHOP

Suits made to measure & ready

to wear.
Alteration-alt work guaranteed

also men's furnishings &
form al ren tal s.

214 Princess St. 546 -0 110

J & B

STAMPS & COINS

280 MONTREAL ST.

KINGSTON, ONT'

HOURS' 10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

TUES. THURS. FRI.& SAT.

WED. - 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

COLLECTIONS BOUGHT AND
SOLD. HIGHEST PRICES PAID

3 D INTO THE 70'S:

aspects of sculpture

an exhibition prepared by the Art Gallery of Ontario
continues until November 8

QUEBEC IN COLOUR
photographs of rural and urban Quebec
an exhibition prepared by the National Gallery of Canada
continues until November 15.

Ki
rji

art centre
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Gaels glorious in glop

A Mac defender puts the skids on Tommy Touchdown.

sidelines

«5
seal the victory. With second
remaining Lilies added

hj

S

third six-pointer in a 13 yar 5

scamper past a discourage

by John Mable

Coaches in college sport have an ironic reply to cynics who

insist that their players are being paid. 'Would that it were so,'

they invariably cry.

Incentives are a major problem in any amateur sport. This

problem is on the other hand precisely that which makes univer-

sity sport viable within the context of education. Just as it is due

to a concept of academic integrity that research materials are

not to be plagerised, so an athlete must display his pride in ac-

complishment to justify his presence on the playing field. In nei-

ther case, however, is there any guarantee of excellence in the

performance.

When a student turns in a substandard performance on an es-

say he or she is penalised with a poor grade. A coach might wish

that he had similar recourse. Unfortunately the only meaningful

way to communicate to an athlete that he is not playing to his

potential is, of course, to put him on the bench. But such action

must also reflect a certain amount of failure on the part of the

coach himself and is also detrimental to the team.

Coaches the world over may take heart, however, as two as-

sistant coaches with the Golden Gaels football club have com-
pleted a research program into this problem and their solution

promises startling results.

Backfield coach Wally Mellor, a former quarterback with the

Gaels and presently director of physical education for McArthur
College conducted the study along with Queen's former super-all

star guard, now line coach, Bill Miklas. The breakthrough was
consumated only a few weeks ago in their laboratory in Richard-
son Stadium.

Mellor perceived that according to years of carefully con-
trolled observation of football play action, the primary root

cause of inadequate motivation manifests itself in the sluggish
break from stance out of the backfield common among ballcar-

riers. This inadequate psychological response to normal stimu-
lus, such as the snap of the football, results in inordinate de-

mands being made upon those teammates whose responsibility is

to impede the defensive opposition towards providing adequate
space-time required that the aforementioned ballcarriers might
progress a meaningful distance beyond the appropriate starting

line. Thus the teams success in such endeavor becomes jeopar-
dised.

A device, yet to be patented, called a 'claw', 'hook', or 'pin'

should, according to professor Mellor, be fixed upon the palm of

either hand of the quarterback. Thus equipped, a quarterback
would then be able to hand off the ball to his ball-carrier with one
hand as he simultaneously places his other 'encouraging hand'
upon the unsuspecting behind of the male carrier. Incomplete
testing indicates substantial increase in yardage expectation
among all those halfbacks whose hip pads are prone to be worn
incorrectly sideways.

In the unveiling of their scheme Mellor and Miklas staged a
remarkable two man football game by way of demonstration.
During practise, while their charges were going through their
warmup drills, the two scientists occupied the centre of the play-
ing field alone. Upon signal, Dr. Miklas snapped' the ball and
then proceeded to demonstrate ineffectual defense as Dr. Mellor,
in pantomime.sent a heady array of ballcarriers in all directions
at once, appropriately stimulated, demonstrating how any de-
fender, under 'normal' conditions, would be hard pressed to'cope
with players motivated under his new method.

Suitable congratulations were exchanged as the players fin-
ished their warm ups and coaches Mellor and Miklas prepared to
assume the teaching roles also incumbent upon their responsibili-
ties at the university. Observers could hear them commenting to
their pupils, "MOVE. MOVE!"

by Tom Wright,

Sports Editor McMaster
Silhoutte

Before a meagre turnout in

Hamilton, Canada's number
one college football mob took

advantage of a few breaks, two

battle-scarred knees and some
fine rookies to stage a fourth

quarter triumph over the

McMaster "team". The con-

test, which featured drab inac-

tion and nonexistent play exe-

cution, saw the Gaels grab an'

early lead and then match the

meek Marauders before re-

sorting to final quarter hero-

ics.

The decrepit legs belonged

to dependable veteran Heino

Lilies who managed to limp

unnoticeably into the end zone

three times while the losers,

including his kid brother Olev,

took notes. Carl Leesti added

the other major and Doug Coz-

ac was good on four converts

and a field goal.

For the amazingly aggres-

sive Marauders, Don Lamont
and John Baker scored the

touchdowns with Alec Locking-

ton adding two converts and a

single. Mike Labros conceded

a safety touch for the Mc-
Master's other two points.

As the teams wallowed into

the quagmire, the Gaels re-

quired little time to establish

their supposed superiority. Stu

Lang grabbed the opening kick-

off and almost returned it the

length of the field as the oppo-

sition frantically pursued him.

A few plays later Heino Lilies

crashed three yards to put the

field

hockey
team
beaten
out
The Queen's Women's field

hockey team, in first place
going into the tournament, lost

three of four games in weekend
action at McMaster, and was
put far back of the WITCA
champions.

Gaels ahead 7-0. In the next

series Queen's pounced on a

McMaster fumble. Seconds

later it was Lilies again scor-

ing on a 6 yard toss from Skip

Rochette. The contest ap-

peared to be out of doubt. Even

without Skip Eaman, the gold-

en machine seemed ready for a

leisurely romp.

Then things started to go

wrong. McMaster. whose

mighty offensive attack had

produced two touchdowns this

season, somehow marched the

length of the field with John

Baker putting the Marauders

on the scoreboard. As the two

teams sloshed and slipped in

the mud, Cozak managed to

add three points. At half time

the Gaels had a seemingly

comfortable 17-7 lead.

Holysbit!

Then the easy afternoon

became a nightmare. Mc-
Master capitalized on Queen's

lacklustre offence to add a sin-

gle by Lockington, a safety

touch and finally a game-tying

touchdown toss to Don La-

mont. By the fourth quarter,

the game was horribly even.

As a few of the more boister-

ous supporters cried out for

"Number 25", Skip Eamon
demonstrated the overall frus-

tration as he waved his arms
hopelessly from the sidelines.

Fortunately the Queen's depu-

tation quickly regained their

composure, showing champi-

onship poise on a 40 yard

screen pass to Leesti, who
*/wprt on a two yard burst to

Marauder defence. The eon.
vert by Cozak made the f j„ a
total a misleading Queen's 31

McMaster 17.

The Gaels may ingeniously
have hidden their offensive
abilities, hoping to save any
future surprises for later con-
tests with more potent opp0s j.

tion. McMaster has had trouble
defending against the pass j„

other games. Despite the terri-

ble field conditions Rochette
managed to complete seven

of

thirteen aerial attempts.

The defence was steady. The
turning point of the game may
have been a third-down stand
as they held the Marauders
back. On numerous short
yardage situations the defend-

ers were unbeatable. Burns
MacPherson stole two of the

McMaster tosses to lead the

defence.

This week the Gaels need a

victory or a tie to claim their

third Yates Cup in five years.

However, should they come up

with another uninspired, insip-

id display ressembling their

Hamilton performance, the

trophy could be awarded to

Toronto. Don't pack yet but be

ready for a trip west. The

Western Bowl is still out on the

prairies on November 14.

Statistics

Queen's Mac
First downs 12 9

Rushing 201 34

Passing 149 19

Passes 7/13 12

Intercepted by 2 1

Punting ave. 33 38

Penalties 50 20

Points 31 17

above- Queen's Nicki Hudson con-

trols the — puck? below — Gals
Marilyn Samuels (43) and Nancy
Warren move in on opposition.

In their first game, Queen s

lost a close game to the hos

school McMaster, 3-2. as rW r

en Carson and Alison Gran

scored for Queen's. This \os

seemed to upset them, as tney

were then bombed 7-0 by <->
°

T., and dropped a heartbreak

ing 2-1 decision to Watel '

,

when a penalty shot in the la

minute resulted in the dead" e

goal. Caroline Penn counte

the only Queen's goal. . „

The final game resulted in

1-0 shutout of Guelph, as Car

line Penn again got the Quee '

is
.

goal, and Marie Johnson reg -

tered the shutout. ^
Queen's Intermediate tea

fared slightly better as the!'

shutout McGill 1-0 and LaU

tian 3-0, but were m
blanked 5-0 by Toronto a

by McMaster

re"'

turn

ndS



Change in city plan threatens medical complex
Kingston General

«
i
medical sciences complex

HosP'
13 '

The Queen

ital
medR-a.— • r—

;

oSp
hP endangered by a city council

mrt tn change its boundaries, said

decision
w

^ Deutsch jn a letter to

prin^Pl valorie Swain asking that

*ay°r
.ncil

reconsider its decision.

^
i week city council gave first

4- » to an amendment to the offi-

readine ,

an making the southern

cia'
J

1

*
of the educational and medi-

boU
as in the city - previously King

cal
, the rear of the properties on

Street
- U1

its north side instead, between Lower
University Avenue and St. Lawrence
Street.

In his letter Deutsch said the Ontar-
io government insisted on room for
long-term expansion as a condition of
locating one of its thirteen medical
complexes at Queen's. (The project
expects 580 million in provincial mon-
ey.) He said that Queen's University
and Affiliated Hospitals, the official

body planning the complex, had count-
ed on the area from King to Stuart

Streets between Lower University to
St. Lawrence as an important part of
the site.

"The decision to proceed with the
Health Sciences Complex may be jeop-
ardized," said Deutsch, if the area is

not available. His letter, which was
read to Tuesday night's joint meeting
of the city council and the planning
commission, continued by saying that
QUAFHOP and Queen's regret the
hasty decision to change the "policies
so carefully produced by the planning

pojlntion Probe

KINGSTON, ONTARIO FRIDAY NOVEMBER 6, 1970

Dreaming of a black Xmas, 1984
pollution Probe at Kingston has just

begun and pollution has a head start,

Probe organizers say. Several projects

•o fight it have already been set up.

One of the main challenges facing the

Probe is "educating the community"

to realize that a pollution problem ex-

ists and will not disappear unless

something is done.

A letter about waste disposal, writ-

ten by Brad Sloan, will be sent to the

Kingston city government. It suggests

that garbage like glass and paper,

which can be recycled be collected on

different days, making salvaging eas-

ier. At an Inter-School Student's Coun-

cil meeting soon, Law student Brad

Sloan will talk about the Probe with

Kingston high school principals and

sludent presidents, in an effort to or-

ganize and co-ordinate possible Probe

members in the schools-

Pollution Probe will try to publicize

itself by building a float for the Christ-

mas Parade November 21. It's tenta-

tive title is "Christmas 1984", suggest-

ing what pollution might produce with-

in fourteen years.

Law student Louise Binder is mak-
ing a detailed examination of the On-

tario Water Resources Commission
Act, trying to determine what powers
the government has in pollution con-
trol and how much of it's power the

government is using. For example, the

Ontario government has the authority

to sue industries which are major pol-

luters but the real extent of this au-

thority and the degree to which it is

enforced is not known. The Probe will

make her report available when it is

completed.

By August 1, 1970, detergents in On-

tario were required to contain less

than twenty percent phosphates. There

is a possibility that detergent manu-
facturers have not complied with the

new regulations or that detergents
produced before the phosphate reduc-

tion are still being sold. As part of a

chemical analysis course al Queen's,

phosphate analysis is being done on
detergents bought at Kingston.

Don Macdougall another law student

and a Probe has arranged to have Mr,

Thorn of the Kingston Air Pollution

Centre speak at the next Probe meet-

ing. November 10. Speakers such as

Thorn will participate in Probe general

meetings whenever possible.

The Probe office in the Student's

Union is now open weekdays from 1:00

to 4:00 PM. As an "environmental re-

search centre" published reports on

various studies will be available there.

Members of Pollution Probe al Kings-

ton are both Queen's students and

Kingston residents. Unlike the original

group at the University of Toronto,

members here only work on a part-

time basis.

board, and hope that this decision will

be reconsidered."

When the complex was first pro-

posed, three years ago, there was ad-

verse reaction from the community
and in particular by some city council

members. After almost two years of

negotiations, a site extending south to

King Street and including the present

heating plant area was approved.

Alderman John Meister, one of those

with early reservations about the pro-

ject, said it is time the council realized

that there is more to Kingston than

just Queen's.

Meister said he did not want to deny

the land to the hospital, but since there

were apparently no plans to use it for

many years, the "public should not be

denied the use of the waterfront."

He said King Street homeowners
had a right to peaceful living, and add-

ed that construction of medical build-

ings on King Street so far west would
detract from the waterfront. "The
public would avoid the area, as it is

now in front of the residences."

"No one will deny the land to the

hospital when they need it. however,"

Meister continued, adding that the

planning amendment would last for

only ten years. He said the possibility

that the restriction would jeopardize

the whole project is only a threat

which the university always uses when
there is opposition to its plans.

J. B. Ackland. coordinator for the

complex, said the land which the city's

action takes off would not be needed

until at least 1980. But it might in fact

he necessary to guarantee that expan-

sion space will be available when need-

ed in order to get Ontario government

financing without difficulty, he admit-

ted.

And cutting off the 3'iz-acre area on

the north side of King Street makes the

rest of that city block, another 2 to

acres, useless. Ackland said.

He said it might not be possible to

expropriate the land if it were wanted

for expansion. Under existing law, he

said, "we could not show absolute

need", as an expropriating body must

do.

The alternative. Ackland suggested,

might be to put parts of the city-wide

medical complex in places farther

from the campus — on the property of

St. Mary's of the Lake Hospital or Ho-

tel Dieu Hospital, for example.

One planning board member said he

was upset about the possibility of stu-

dent residences or other university

buildings being erected on King Street,

but added that he was willing to con-

cede the disputed land as long as only

medical buildings would be built there.

Senate committees

still open
Nominations for positions on any of

the Senate Committees close on Tues-

day November 10. As of last Wednes-

day only five nominations had been

received.

Any students with an interest and/or

experience in any of the areas dealt

with by the committees need only

submit a nomination listing their

experience, abilities or interests, and
signed by any member of the universi-

ty community, to the Senate Office, 163

University Ave.

The following Senate Committees
have vacancies to be filled by stu-

dents:

1. Academic Development 1

2. Academic Procedures 1

3. Appointment, Promotion,

Tenure and Leave *

4. Budget 3

5. Campus Planning 2

6. Computing 2

7. Fine Arts and Public Lectures 4

8. Library Committee 3

9. Scholarships and Student Aid 3

10 Student Affairs 2

Buller returns — AMS does nothing
(Nasty note: Nothing happened at the AMS meeting this week. Well, almost

nothing. The first-rank team of reporters, photographers, spotters and colour

men whom we had sent to cover the occasion were disappointed. Desolated.

We let them write down exactly what they saw. We reminded them that the

AMS spends $6.50 of every student's, money. We reminded them that there are

libel laws. We taught them how to use a pencil. This is the result.)

Tuesday's AMS meeting was held
in that old standby, the McLaughlin
Room of the Union, with outer coun-
cil members sitting in the familiar

rectangular formation around green

felt-covered tables furnished with

foil meatpie containers which serve

as (among other things) ashtrays.

1

Everything seemed pretty normal,

but there were a few differences.

President Rod Follwell, grad so-

ciety president Vince Lawrence, and

education commissioner Pat Riley

were all absent; they were in Winni-

peg at a conference of the Associa-

tion of Universities and Colleges of

Canada, and they are generally

among the most eager and persistent

speakers in any debate. Secondly,

and perhaps not as a consequence,

the meeting was decidedly shorter

than the usual AMS meeting, lasting

almost exactly one hour — about two

hours shorter than average. There

was an almost total lack of opposi-

tion, "discussion ", and animation

which usually accompany every mo-

tion. There was one moment of ap-

prehension and uneasiness When

floodlights and cameras were fo-

cussed on the group, but they were

quickly explained away as necessary

to the making of a new Gord Mc-

Cleilan movie about Queen's life.

A few almost lively questions were

raised when Budget and Finance

Commissioner Peter Trousdale pre-

sented a "Breakdown of Funds for

Club Grants" and asked for its ap-

proval. He said grants were allotted

based on proposed activities of the

various clubs and their chance of

finding other sources of financial

help. A Liberal Club spokesman

arose and asked why the AMS was

not supporting political clubs finan-

cially this year. They were granted

$250 last year, he said. Trousdale

said his committee had felt political

clubs could get money from the par-

ent political party or organization.

The Liberal said this was impossible,

and he asked the AMS for support.

Dale Tinkham, the speaker, asked if

there were any further questions;

since no one responded, the outer

council proceeded to accept Trous-

dale's motion in full, and moved on to

the next item on the agenda.

Sandy Riley, campus activities

commissioner, moved "that the AMS

co-sponsor, on the basis of shared

profits and losses. Dunning Flicks

with the Queen's Cine Guild". Such

films as Catch-22, The Lion in Win-

ter, and 2001 would be featured, he

said; admission would be $1.

(Popcorn and candy would be sold,

he added. None was available at the

meeting.) Any profits would go to

financing activities such as Snowball

and Homecoming, and to the Cine

Guild to help finance student-made

films.

A financial report on Who's Where
was presented, showing that it cost

$3548 ( 45' -jC per sludent i and made a

profit of $4479 (57tt« per student).

A budget for the Symposium on the

Urban Poor was accepted. This sym-

posium will be held November 13 and

14 and will include the film "Have

You Ever Been North of Princess

Street?
1

'

u}' Queen's students Peter

Raymont and Allan C^e. as well as

folksingers and speakers. I'fiic term

"teach-in" is in disfavour this year.)

The AMS was asked to grant $165

to CFRC to help with the $650 cost of

broadcasting the football game at

Winnipeg November 14 back to

Queen's. The proposal was accepted

after someone asked where the mon-

ey would come from, and was reas-

sured that it would come from the

contingency fund.

Vice-president Janet Rogers did

not have much to report on the On-

tario Union of Students conference in

St. Catharines which she and student

senator Peter Adams attended last

week. She said she could perhaps be

more informative next meeting. She

was not too impressed with the con-

ference as a whole — "it was organ-

ized too quickly" — but she said the

seminar on student aid helped her.

Former speaker Bob Buller came
puffing in to discuss proposed consti-

tutional amendments. "Has every-

one read the constitutional amend-
ments?" Miss Rogers asked, and
there was a pause while everyone
did.

Asked to make opening remarks,

Buller remarked, "Let me say how
nice it is to be back." He went on to

explain the amendments he had

drafted and the reasons for them.

By a referendum held last year,

Tricolor '71 does not have to be sold

for cash — everyone pays for it in his

student fees. Tricolor therefore does

not need a business manager, and the

position was to be deleted.

The position of rector of the uni-

versity, now held by graduate stu-

dent Alan Broadbent. is defined in

federal statutes. The president of the

AMS cannot, by law, appoint an "in-

terim rector" as had previously been

allowed in the constitution. And nom-

inees cannot be turned away if the

legal requirements are met. Amend-
ments were proposed to bring the

AMS constitution into line with the

law.

The AMS appoints student repre-

sentatives to the committees of the

univefSi!v council on athletics. The

appointments £':)! be made by the

outer council on recommendation

from the campus activities commis-
sion, according to a third amend-
ment.

Finally, nomination and election of

student senators will be conducted

according to rules of the ten faculty

societies, and will serve "alternat-

ing" two-year terms from Septem-
ber 1 to August 31. The AMS is to play

only an advisory role.

It was the first of three required

readings of these by-law amend-
ments, after which they become
effective. Third reading was given to

one amendment, increasing Mc-
Arthur College representation on the

35-member outer council from One to

three in line with increased enroll-

ment.

And then the meeting adjourned
and, in small knots, the members
drifted away. An hour, and two
weeks' business done . . . and Foll-

well wasn't there . .

.
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AAcArthur Lecture

Teachers - defenders
of status quo

Dr. Hilda Neatby, Queen s his-

tory professor, a leading educa-

tion critic and author of "So little

For The Mind", lectured Monday

to McArthur College on "the role

of the teacher", strongly opposing

the well-known philosophy of

Lloyd Dennis, one author of the

Hall-Dennis Report which ap-

peared two years ago.

While Dennis says the teacher

must be at the centre of cultural

change. Dr. Neatby spoke of the

role of the teacher as determined

by the function of school in socie-

ty. She said Dennis is too vague,

and effectively asks the teacher to

play God to society, by incorporat-

What should

you expect

from a tampon?

Freedom. Comfort. Conve-

nience. A silken-smooth

applicator for correct

Insertion. Ease of removal.

Complete protection.

Safety. Security. A removal

cord that's chain stitched

the entire length of the

tampon. Easy disposal. And

choice of three

absorbency-sizes.

If you're not getting all

of this; you're not using

Tampax tampons.

Maybe you should

give them a try.

ing far too much responsibility

and power in the teacher's role.

Society is a body changing on its

own, therefore removing the ne-

cessity of teachers' acting as

agents of cultural change. Dr.

Neatby said, moreover, since a

person could not know all the facts

involved in contemporary moral

issues, as a teacher he should re-

frain from delivering opinions.

The consequences of his action

could not necessarily be known.

In society, schools exist not to

speed change, "b'uVto help children

develop an awareness of what is

around them, and what has been

given to them in the culture, she

said. Thus "teachers are guardi-

ans of what we've got — trustees"

whose role is not to be creative

leaders, but to see that experience

is not forgotten. The mastery of

basics makes children aware, by

helping them to learn in an orderly

way, in contrast to natural experi-

ence, Dr. Neatby said. The teach-

er then must try to develop this

awareness in his pupil in order

that he may formulate principles

by which to judge for himself.

Three specific desirable qualities

of teachers, she said, are that he

be able by example to show stu-

dents one who is more willing to

be underpaid than overpaid; that

he be able to show students a per-

son who always meets them as

individual peYs'ons; and that, in

him, the teaching role is not sepa-

rated from personal life, so that

through teaching he can meet peo-

ple as individuals.

Dr. Neatby and Dennis differ in

their conceptions of society, and
without such a common beginning

they are equally unable to agree

on the role of the teacher.

'ONE OR TWO

MILLION v

LAUGHS!"^

JACKLEMMON SANDY DENNIS
J. NEILSIMON STORY

THE OUT-OF-TOWNERS

CAPITOL

Colonel Harland Sanders

says get

KENTUCKY

FRIED CHICKEN
THREE LOCATIONS IN KINGSTON

•BATH ROAD AT LASALLE PARK
•PRINCESS STREET ONE MILE
WEST OF THE CIRCLE
(RESTAURANT TOO-LICENSEDI
•MONTREAL STREET —
NORTHOF PRINCESS

FOR TAKEOUT NEAREST "id
QUEEN'S DIAL 542-2773

MONTREAL STREET STORE

smmv*
BESTATJRAITS

OF COURSE
PRINCESS WEST
OF THE CIRCLE

MPAX TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY BY
CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD.

BARRIE. ONTARIO

NOTICE

ANYONE WITH COMPLAINTS,

CRITICISMS, OR SUGGESTIONS ABOUT

THE OPERATIONS OF THE NEW

GYMNASTIC COMPLEX,

CONTACT JON TONDEUR

c/o A.M.S. OFFICE

Wanted to Buy: A second-hand Martin

acoustic guitar or reasonable facsimi-

le. Phone 544-7379.

Women, now that you're liberated,

help the stronger sex out. Out to the

dance on Nov. 1 1 in Grant Hall.

ARTSCI 74, MAX WANTS YOUI Get

involved in organization of activities.

Suggest activities. Help out with pub-

licity and ticket soles. To offer your

services, phone Bruce Chown, 544-

7443, or Charlie Hayter, 544-7457.

WE NEED YOU!

NUMMERSI Four newly-orphaned girls

want a Daddy who likes Pumpkin Pie.

Will swap Shakespearian records for

tsp. nutmeg. Accommodation and

experience provided in lower Boudoir.

Rock Bottom Rent. Slight danger of

eviction due to moody landlords. Must

abide by oil rules in lease and any

others the landlord makes up. No

cowboys allowed — leave spurs on

the range. For interviews call the

FBNA at 544-1 668.

World Cup Table Soccer — lino Stad-

ium Battle of the Giants — East vs.

West. See the Riley boys take on the

Fallis cousins this Sat. 6:30 p.m. at

lino's Takeout Service Pinball Room —
too good to be true!!)

"To the girls of 50 VlCr thanks from

Max for your work on behalf of Artsci

74."

Sunday, November 8, 7:00 & 9.-,

Dunning Auditorium. "Grandeur a
'

Obedience" & "The Light of Expet -

ence", 2 films in the "Civilization"
*

ries. 50c at door.

Wanderlust is coming.

Max is wondering why you haven't
joughl your ARTSCI 74 yeorcard
only $2. For sales and exchange*

7|
temporary cards, contact 8njtt
Chown, 501 Leonard Annex, 54*
7443. SUPPORT ARTSCI 741

Announcement: 293 No. 2 Alfred Si

pleased to announce the arrival of „
beautiful, bouncing bug — Beulgh

Proud parents (5) wish to thank Mr
James A. Byers for a safe delivery)

"The Trial" by Kafka, presented by
the Domino Theatre, Friday, Saturday

Sunday this week, and the same fQ j

the following two weeks.

The Kingston City Basketball League

has set a deadline for team applica-

tion as 5 p.m. tonight. Call Prof. Un-

ard at Athletics office

Anyone interested in discussing the

food services in the Union with a rep-

resentative from Beaver Foods, please

leave your name and phone number

in the AMS office.

Even if we are last, NEWS, our favour-

ite part of this barron wasteland, can't

be beaten for thoroughness. USI re-

turns this week to celebrate the medi-

cal complex.

VAN'S
GIFTS & BOOKS LTD.

253 PRINCESS ST. KINGSTON
542-6676

WELCOME TO ALL STUDENTS AT VAN'S CANDLE-

LIGHT WINDOW STORE. BECAUSE IT'S THE PLACE

WHERE ADULT MINDED PEOPLE BUY THEIR GIFTS

- BOOKS - MAGAZINES - POSTAGE & JOKES -

FILMS - CARDS - INCENSE - PIPES & TOBACCO'S.

MAY THE BEST TEAM WIN.

OPEN 7 DAYS TILL 11 P.M.

HUGH FINLAY'S
SPORTS SHOP

"THE QUALITY SPORTS CENTRE OF KINGSTON"

FOR

ALL YOUR SPORTING NEEDS

93 Princess St. 548 - 8255

AN IMPROPER CUT PUTS OUT

THE FIRE IN A DIAMOND

A fine diamond is a blaze of dancing

lights. Expert cutting releases this brilliance. A
diamond must be cut to an exact

mathematical formula to properly capture and

reflect light. Our magnificent diamond

collection consists only of superbly cut stones.

See these fiery gems for yourself.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

1c8 princess street,
kingston, ontario

CANADA
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Excessive keening overburdens Douglas Library
observations that the Doug-

library has been fuller than

I

'aS
I lately have been proven

USU
ht Circulation of books in

n tober was 10% higher than

October of '69. The result is

'S t "this system (the present

anual system of the Circula-

J?
Department) is qlose to

hp saturation point". accord-
1

to
Associate Librarian, Mr.

\ D. Philips-

Delays have been especially

noticeable in the important job

[ormulating over due no-

tices H is a tedious task for

ibrary staff to go through files

Ti by card, to check the

stacks and to refile the cards.

An over-due notice takes two

weeks or more to be sent out.

According to Mr. Philips, the

manual system is "barely

going to get through the year".

By September, 1971 the Cir-

culation Department will be
assisted by a computer system
to take over some of the time
consuming tasks. Machine
readable library cards will be
distributed to students for use
at Douglas and branch librar-
ies. The new system will sup-
ply information on daily
charges and discharges; fine
notices and bills; overdue no-
tices; weekly, monthly, and
annual statistics etceters. A
new master listing and library
usage analysis of various kinds
will be available. TIS News
and Notes (issued by the Ac-
quisitions and Cataloguing Di-
visions of the library) predicts
that:

"when the new system is ful-

ly operational, library users
will find both charging and dis-

charging books speeded up
considerably .... Also . . .

books will no longer be 'lost' in

the Charge File by reason of
misfiling."

The time saved by the staff
can then be better used "for
what is, after all, the Depart-
ment's basic function — Ser-
vice to the readers".

Cataloguing books at the li-

brary is another problem area.
There are presently 60,000 vol-

More help needed

umes in Douglas Library wait-

ing to be catalogued. "These
books are not inaccessible,"

states Mr. Phillips, "they do
have temporary entries". If a

student needs a book he can
request it. The book can be
processed in a few days to a

week. Otherwise, a book not

specifically requested may

take a few years to catalogue.

Mr. Phillips says that they are

"investigating various and
sundry ways to decrease the

backlog ". A report has recent-

ly been written suggesting al-

ternatives to the present sys-

tem. However automation in

the cataloguing department is

not envisioned as yet.

Students active in community
Any feelings that Queen's

students don't have strong so-

cial consciences can be dis-

pelled, judging by the number
of student volunteers that have
been placed with various agen-
cies throughout Kingston by
the Student Volunteer Bureau.
Some 350 students attended a

pilot counselling service proposed
To help meet the needs of

students for counselling on

problems of a personal, voca-

tional or academic nature,

Dean Clarke of the psychology

department has proposed that

a pilot project in Student Coun-

selling be set up.

The proposal will be studied

by the Senate Committee on

Student Affairs and then be put

before the Senate sometime in

November.

The aims of the Counselling

Service would be to aid stu-

dents who perceive the need
for personal counselling, by

assisting in the resolution of

worrying problems of living —
academic, social and personal;

to offer counselling about voca-
tional choice and education
planning; and to help prevent
academic failure by aiding in

the improvement of study hab-

its and reading effectiveness,

so that, the student derives

intellectual enjoyment and sat-

isfaction from his work here.

If the proposal is ratified by

the Senate, the service will

operate from 12:30 to 4:30

Monday through Friday. The
personnel will include Dean
Clarke as director, plus eight

voluntary counsellors who will

be cross-appointed from the

psychology department and
McArthur College. As well as

the counsellors, who will each
work two or three hours a

week, at the counselling ser-

vice, there will be three gradu-

ate students who will help

administer aptitude tests.

Presently at Queen's facili-

ties of the type outlined by Dr.

Clarke are practically non-ex-

istent, although psychiatric

services are available at the

health service and aptitude

tests are given by the psycholo-

gy department.

conference on volunteer work
early in October, and nearly
this many students are now
working in programs run by at

least 25 groups.

The bureau office has had
some five to ten interested

students a day dropping in for

information on programs. The
demand for volunteers, howev-
er, seems unrelenting and, al-

though a large number of pro-

grams have been staffed, the

bureau still has calls for more
students to get more programs
going.

The Community School con-

cept is growing in Kingston;

the idea is that schools are

kept open at nights to serve

somewhat like drop-ins for

neighbourhood kids and adults.

Some courses are being taught

(more could be if any ideas for

courses appeared.) At present,

Frontenac school in North

Kingston and a school in Ports-

mouth are both operating but

lacking in workers.

Drop-in centres are also

flourishing in both schools and

churches throughout Kingston.

There are drop-ins every night

of the week and are limited

mainly by lack of volunteers,

particularly males, (The fe-

male to male volunteer ratios

are high in most agencies.

)

A seven year old boy con-

fined to a wheel chair and liv-

ing away from home needs a

big brother. Instructors for

swimming programs for crip-

pled children on Tuesdays;

people to help with social

events at the Ongwananada
and Kingston Psychiatric Hos-

pital; men for discussion

groups at the prisons (both

men's and women's prison);

visitors for Kingston General

Hospital would help make
these programs work better.

The number of people who
could be used is large, perhaps

over a hundred.

To call these activities vol-

unteer "work" is a misnomer.

Students have often been sur-

prised by the good time they

have "helping people".

Management
and Specialist

Careers
for Graduates

Sun Life of Canada will be on campus to discuss

your future with you.

The life insurance industry today offers an

interesting and rewarding future to individuals

with management and technical potential.

Make your appointment now

at the placement office

to see Sun Life on

Nov. 9
Our booklet 'Careers with Sun Life'

is available at the placement office.

SUN LIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY
OF CANADA J

^

The Insurance People with Ideas
||

SALON 320
Hairstylists

Experts in razor cutting

320 King St. E.

548-8111

CHALMERS CHURCH
(Barrie at Earl)

"A Problem of Power", a

film on Columbia, home of

Camilo Torres, priest turned

guerrilla.

Sunday 7:30 P.M.

Introduction to a weekend on

"violence", November 14—15.

AGNES ETHERINGTON
ART CENTRE

MAIN GALLERY

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10

11 A.M. to 5 P.M.

7 P.M. to 9 P.M.

HEAD OFFICE: MONTREAL

APPLICATIONS NOW BEING

ACCEPTED FOR

HALL BOOKINGS
FOR DANCES, CONCERTS ETC.

IN THE WINTER TERM

See Marie in the A.M.S. Outer Office. Preliminary

allocation of dates to be made on November 14th

— so get applications in now.

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES COMMISSION

WINE
supplies and equipment

CHEESE
from around the world

BEER
malts and supplies for tKoss

who prefer the excellence

of home brew

GOURMET
foods from afar

GIFTS
with a touch of distinction

COOKE'S
OLD WORLD SHOP est. 1868

59-61 Brock

Kingston, Ont.
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opinion

the ghetto
—by John Mable

Canada is easily the world's largest ghetto.

Here we sit, respectfully, on our hands as we have

been taught, as the army rules our country. And why
not?

It isn't every country whose respect for 'law 'n

order' runs so deep as to allow that, as a gesture of

sympathy for a personal friend, our Prime Minister

may declare martial law in his country. All of it. In-

definitely. But there is more to it than that, people

protest in reply! I would ask only, Where is your ev-

idence?

This rumble in the back allies of Quebec we are

witnessing between Pierre Trudeau and the Liberals

and Somebody Else and the FLQ has more overtones

from West Side Story than from Canadian history.

Granted, the Winnipeg General Strike of 1919 was
dealt with in similar fashion but both of these 'respon-

sible actions' on the part of the federal government

reek of adolescent gangsterism. Somebody stepped on

Ottawa's turf and the gang has reacted with chains

swinging.

Thus has the ghetto erupted. Or is this a war be-

tween ghettos? The FLQ makes no bones about the

fact that they consider all Canadians of French heri-

tage to be suffering from second class, virtually im-

migrant status in their own homes. They want out.

Ironically, many French and English alike in Canada

have come recently to the realization that Canada
(i.e. English Canada) itself is suffering and has al-

ways suffered from this same problem. The quandery

in this is due to the fact that it is a cultural conflict

without roots in racism. Thus many fail or refuse to

see it. None the less, those that do are saying that

they, too, want out.

Out of what, the ignorant in this question keep
asking? What the argument comes down to is the fact

that Canada has not shifted in world status since 1763.

We still constitute the largest colony in the world An-

glo Saxon empire. And yet as English Canadians, we
are the only Anglos in the world who rule virtually

nothing. From a racist point of view, this is embar-
rassing. But from a ghetto point of view, it is surely

revolting.

Legalisticly, Canadians are easily the most inef-
fectual ghetto dwellers in history. The last truly im-
portant shift in emphasis in governing Canada was the
establishment of Responsible Government in the
1840's. As for the BNA Act, one need only ask where
this document is kept officially on file, a question Eng-
lish Canadians have long ago forgotten. We might well
take our lead from the country for which this conti-

nent was originally mistaken. India, with barely the
economy to support it, at least has the dignity to as-

sume self rule. We as Canadians apparently haven't
the courage. We are afraid of losing our pride in hav-
ing that second car in the garage (where it usually
stays), just like America.

The only thing in which English Canadians take
more pride than 'keeping up with the Nixon's' is that
now and then we find ourselves looking back at our
neighbors to find, lo and behold, we're the first ones on
the block. An adequate insight into Canadian compo-
sure and compassion is here provided as invariably,

(Ijhtmt'a iimntal
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like any poor nigger, we self righteously parade our

goods, or goodliness, under the noses of everyone on

main street. Americans no doubt find this reassuring.

They recognise the symptom. Therefore, why
shouldn't they take us for granted. After all, we know
our place.

There is nothing ironic about the fact that the

current condition in Canada has attracted more atten-

tion south of the border than any event here since 1812,

with the possible exception of the Dionne quintuplets.

Canadians have made sure of this. The attitude has
been, we beat them back once but don't bait them into

trying it again. This has worked remarkably well. The
Yanks have reinvaded, of course, and this time suc-

cessfully, but it happened without them really trying.

We haven't invited the Americans back to Canada,
we've sold them the place, lock, stock (Our Finest
Canadian Blended), and most of the barrel.

Our philanthropy apparently knows no bounds
other than American Capitalism. And for this we are
proud? For selling our shirts to the richest family in

town? Uncle Tom would turn in his grave.

Thus here we sit on a ghetto full of gunpowder of
our own creation, with a lighted match in one hand
and a cup of water in the other as we ponder. Should
we drink the water or pour it on the gunpowder? The
match? What match?

Look, look. See the student newspaper.
If you've got the guts.
A guaranteed surprise on every page.
Vulgar, vulgar, vulgar.
It pays to increase your word power.
It is re-sold in Montreal as "Confidential Flash".
See the editor. He is interested in commitment.
He has been committed three times.
He writes editorials about Life in General.
People are so specialized these days.
The paper has a special supplement for drama students.
called sweven.
Once a month it runs another special supplement,
called News.
The editor is always talking about democracy and equality.
Not only that, he actually believes in these things.
We're trying to have him declared mentally incompetent.
The paper is different from the dailies your parents read.
For one thing, no one on staff can spell.
Not only that, the belief in democracy and equality results in bias.
The daily papers believe in democracy and equality too.
But they're not biased.
Maybe they don't believe hard enough.

slightly edited from The Daily Ryersonian
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Dear Sir,

There arc many freshmen

and upperclassmen who do not

understand what a year society

is. We can only speak from our

experience with Arts and Sci-

ence year societies, especially

Artsci 74, but the following in-

formation is relatively true for

all years and faculties.

As outlined by the ASUS
constitution, Article VIII, Sec-

tion 7, the objects of a year

organization are: (a) to act as

a bond of union among its

members; (b) to initiate and

supervise activities in which

the Year members, as a Year,

participate; (c) to serve as a

medium of communications

between its members and oth-

er student organizations.

Points (a) and (c) are easily

carried out. Students generally

know what year society they

are in and members of their

executive serve on other or-

ganizations as representatives

of their year society. In the

case of Artsci 74, the presi-

dent, assistant secretary, and
assistant treasurer are mem-
bers of the A.S.U.S. executive.

The (b) point is one most diffi-

cult to achieve. Year society
activities should be operated
with the aim of breaking even
financially. In addition they
must compete with other uni-
versity functions — concerts,
major dances, movies, resi-
dence parties, and even work
With these difficulties then it is
a small wonder that more year
society functions are failures
than successes. Artsci 74 held a
Hallowe'en dance last week-
end. It was enjoyable for the
people who attended but finan-
cially it bombed.

This brings up the subject of
finances. Student Interest Fees
do not cover year societies.
They entitle a student to mem-
bership in the A. M.S. and the
faculty society, such as the
A.S.U.S. Year societies collect
dues by selling yearcards.
These usually entitle the hold-
er discount admissions to ac-
tivities sponsored by the year
society. This, however, is not
the important aspect of the
yearcards. Students should
remember that this is the only

source of funds for the society.

If the society has some money
in the bank, it can organize
more and cheaper activities.

I hope that this clarified

some doubts in the minds of

different people. Perhaps
some are wondering how you
can get involved in your year
society. There are various

ways. All the executives need
people with new ideas, organi-

zational abilities, artistic tal-

ent, and salesmanship. If you
are interested, contact a

member of your executive and
offer your services. (Artsci 74

— see classified ads). If this

does not appeal to you, show
your support for your year so-

ciety by buying a yearcard and

attending the functions.

Yours,

Bruce Chown.

Dear Sir,

I was rather dismayed at the
article written by your sports
editor, John Mable concerning
the War Measures Act which

appeared in the November 3rd

issue. Most of it is a pack of

nonsense.

1 fail to see how he, by any

stretch of the imagination can

present the murder of Mr.
Laporte as "wise" and "ra-
tional". Moreover, I fail to see
how he can simply dismiss the
action taken by the duly elect-
ed governments of Canada and
Quebec, and the support given
by the people of Canada to that
action — as "irrational".

Mr. Mable appears to have a

knack for playing fast and
loose with words that borders
on irresponsibility; his repeat-
ed references to "martial law"
are erroneous and I suggest
purposely misleading; his at-

tacks on the personal integrity

of Mr. Trudeau — disgusting.

Mr. Mable should stick to

•sports writing.

Yours sincerely,

Lewis Lederman

Editor's note:

In reference to one quotation used
by Mr. Lederman, there was in that

particular sentence, a very bad ty-

pographical error which could (and
obviously has) ted to misinterpreta-

tion of the statement. The sentence

in the article should have read "The
over-identification of one psychotic

act, the murder of Pierre Laporte,

with the otherwise rational, if radi-

cal, expression of a need 'for

sovereignty . . . etc." John Mable's

own feelings towards the murder of

Laporte describe the killing as de-

cidedly "not wise but in fact, mon-
strous."

Dear Editor,

It's hard to understand a

man/a student like yourself.

The age of isolation is over —
the brutality of America, the

murder of millions of innocent

Vietnamese (and now Cambo-
dians) must not be ignored at

this point. Nor must the mur-

der of five students be con-

doned.

Your comment comes a bit

late,' sir, though I can see you

preferred to wait until a safe

government condoned the

murders and so condoned your

own apathy. Yes, let's sit back

in our little student apartments

in little Kingston, and wait . .

wait for the imperialist guns to

burn our window sills until we
act. And then let's wait until

our best friend is killed —
these yellow people don't real-

ly count, now do they?

After all, waiting has always

been best. Look at Chamber-
lain's peace. And surely our

opinions have been taken into

account — after all, the mili-

tary budget of the United
States has only doubled about

100 times since the beginning

of the war in 1954.

Your time was over ten

years ago. Mr. Editor. The
aggressiveness of America
must be halted, not condoned. I

offer some random quotes for

those who believe this is a new
situation, one to discuss,

throwing flowers to the po-

dium.

"Supposedly the purpose of

the fortified villages is to keep
the Vietcong out. But barbed

wire denies entrance and exit.

Vietnamese farmers are

forced at gunpoint . . . their

homes, possesions, and crops

are burned." Dallas Morning
News 1/1/63.

"In one province of North

Vietnam alone — Thong Hoa —
100 million slivers of steel

were rained on the population

during 1966." Bertrand Rus-

sell. War Crimes in Viet Nam.

According to the New York
Times of October 3, 1965, there

have been up to the beginning

ot October, 170,000 civilians

killed; 800,000 maimed by tor-

ture; 5,000 burnt alive, or di-

sembowelled; 100,000 killed or

maimed; 400.000 tortured. One
method of torture used by the

American troops is partial

electrocution of "frying" as

one United States Advisor

called it — by attaching live

wires to male genital organs

or to the breasts of "Viet-

cong" women prisoners. New
York Times 3/10/65.

These are only early quotes.

1 hope you have read the news-

papers in the last five years,

but then again, war is ugly and

not really interesting to read

about, is it?

Bad news. Mr. Editor, that

time is over. And if we do pro-

test, we must realize the price:

Imprisonment, condemnation
even by other students (smile,

ed., smile), and death.

This is the price for free-

dom. That it is too high for the

majority is just as obvious as

the necessity for action is.

Maureen Byrne
Arts '73

til?

by Allan Broadbent

As Cliff Bowering pointed out in the Whig-Stan-

dard the other day, hallowe'en sure ain't what it

used to be. Without lapsing into any of those rather

sickening reminiscences, I might say that I don't

e"joy the trick-or-treating half as much as I used

to.

Of course, the crowd has changed. It used to be

mostly the small, innocuous fictional gremlins and

window soapers that ruled the day. The most terri-

fying happenings occurred when you unwrapped the

°ags of candy you had collected and found that the

Pile of crap massively eclipsed the hummock of

Eood stuff.

,
These days, however, things are different. Hal-

'°we'en has been organized. We are encouraged not

to go out trick-or-treating because we might get

raped. Personally, I'd welcome the opportunity.

However, we might also get mugged, as if anyone

ln their right mind would want to stockpile the kind

ot junk that one culls from local doorways. Still fur-

ther, the prospect of murder is enough to keep kids

off of the streets one night out of the year, but not

en°ugh to keep their parents out of the pubs the rest

ot the time and as everyone knows it is either

drugs or liquor that drives people to these anti-so-

cial crimes.

So what they do now on hallowe en is to send the

kids back to the schools, where they simulate the

whole night. It is a party for them. And in the true

spirit of the holiday, it is done up to scare the living

daylights out of them. The whole thing is run by

teachers and parents, who are encouraging the kids

to have fun. They get candy from a massive bin,

and they trot their costumes up and down the length

of the school. It must bore the little bastards stiff.

The real fault is in the parental theory that if

something is planned for maximum fun, then the

kids will be much more likely to have fun. And in

the attached idea that if parents and teachers are

present the kids will be safer. This ignores the fact

that the empty lot and the construction site are

much better places to play than the new park and

Dlaying field. The park and playing field are better

for older people because the $35 shoes and the $18

pants are less apt to get screwed up. Also, parents

and teachers in heavy doses can do massive psycho-

logical damage.

The planned hallowe'en also destroys the neigh-

bourhood aspect of the excercise. In the first place,

it is the ideal time for kids to find out who lives

where and to see if that arthritic old lady really is

close to death. They get to size up the local resi-

dents and really take it out on the guy who has

kicked them out of the back yard all year. The peri-

odic tossing of some firecrackers on the guy's front

porch is ample retribution.

From the other side, it gives people in the neigh-

bourhood the opportunity to get rid of all the stuff

they have had on store for a year. I had some old

leftover stew wrapped up in baggies all ready for

the beggers, but no-one came along. It also is a good

time to practice authoritarianism, by getting the

kids to pergorm for their stew. A hidden tape re-

corder catching all of the sickening cuteness could

make a great pseudo-quasi art album of Lewis Car-

rol approximation.

I don't mean to imply that I have any sympathy

for the kids. They probably recognize the planned

hallowe'en for what it is, and in future years will

just change the day for having fun, treating these

parties as simply another thing they have to do over

which they have no control.

But it is sad that another of the freelance, fun

things that we used to have has now become syste-

matized. Pretty soon, all of our customs will be set

down in the lawbooks, and any deviation from offi-

cial fun will mean being east in a coat of polyethyl-

ene.
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THE GUESS WHO
Once upon a time "Tin Pan Alley" inhabited a do-

main that was as static geographically as the Pre-
Cambrian Shield. Today, however, with Elvis in

Memphis, Ringo in Nashville, George with Dylan in

New York, and Paul McCartney globetrotting with the

hope of cutting yet another solo l.p., the recording
capitals of the world are becoming as divergent as the

artists who inhabit their studios.

The graphic sound achievement and stereo phasing
that made Abbey Road and Sgt. Pepper the celebrities

of the recording industry proved that Nashville, New
York and Los Angeles no longer may claim singular

unquestionable superiority in recording facilities.

Now, add a new locale to the superior sound studios
of the industry — RCA's Mid-America Recording
Centre, at Chicago, Illinois. If you seek proof, we sug-
gest you compare the quality of the latest two Guess
Who longplaying recordings with most of the stuff
flowing north from Tennessee — you'll be pleasantly
surprised

!

The albums in question are each products of the
1970's, with Guess Who's AMERICAN WOMAN set
being released in late March, and the new SHARE
THE LAND collection coming from the revamped
five-man Guess Who in October. Both are Chicago-
mastered l.p.'s, and both are significant contributions
to the changing panorama that is rock music today.

The fact that l.p. recordings are what's happening
today in the record industry, leads to a rather com-
mon observation you'll have made after being bilked
out of a few 'fivers in the relentless pursuit of that
"good" album.
Sometimes record companies take a hit by their

current promotional favourite, send the group to the
studio and build an entire album around the one offer-

ing. These collections don't really fool anyone, and a
listener is apt to be just a little chagrined with this

group that has pried him loose from four or five bucks
— with no reward except a long-playing version of a
top-forty goody plus ten or eleven "fillers", of little or
questionable merit.

Conversely, we fortunately have groups such as the
Guess Who (Canada's own) that use their chart mate-
rial as title songs for their l.p. releases: "American
Woman" was such a hit, and just such an album.
As well as the title number, other hits were included

— "No Time", as well as "No Sugar Tonight" (which
was coupled with "New Mother Nature" to formulate
the very moving medley that closed off the first side).
The guitar and piano duet that brought the only ballad
of the collection to a conclusion perhaps prepared us
for the piano stylings of Burton Cummings which are
so naturally an integral part of the "new" Guess Who,
and their recently issued SHARE THE LAND album.

Side two of the AMERICAN WOMAN l.p. lacks none
of the tightness of the "hit" side, and starts out with
"969 (The Oldest Man)", a vari-tempoed instrumental
which features Randy Bachman on lead guitar. Bach-
man was the other half of the partnership (with Burt
Cummings) which handled the song-writing for the
Guess Who — now that Bachman has gone his separ-
ate way, his authorial slot has been ably filled by Kurt
Winter who doubles on lead guitar as well. (There's
virtually no comparative distinctions between the
styles of Bachman and the new solos laid down by
Kurt Winter: the transition has been smooth and with-
out disruption to the style of the group).
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by Dick Loney
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Basically then, the bottom end of the Guess Who'smusic is equally as brilliant as the piano-guitar conca-
tenation that provides that certain blend that took

,ifh^I
ng a"d Undun" t0 the top of the pop charts

with American Woman" and "No Time"
The second side of SHARE THE LAND opens with a

directive that could well have been written to Janis
Jopun or Jimi Hendrix:

Thinkin' 'bout the people gone by
Screamin' that I don't wanna die
You can push your head
But don't you push it too far
You can ride the wind
But don't you ride it too high.

The title of this topical little ditty is "Hang On To
Your Life", and if it's too late to save the "people
gone by", it indeed affords the listener all of the gutsy
Guess Who vocalizing and instrumental perfection
which the addition of two new members has only en-
hanced. "Coming Down Off the Money Bag" allows
Greg Leskiw to handle the lead vocal, as well as the
pickin' on this Nashville-Memphis flavoured bit of
musical nonsense. The second half of this medley is
the "Song of the Dog", with its lyric telling of "leav-
ing the city", and "leaving woman troubles far be-
hind."

The longest number on the album is "Three More
Days" which runs 8:55 and blends the electric piano of
Burt with the lead solos of Kurt, with Cummings again
adding a flute solo in the centre break. The echoing
chorus chanting "why" at the end of the album brings
us to a rather pertinent question — why the Guess

Who? Rather, why was this Canadian group the first

to achieve prominence south of the border?
It is more than faintly ironic that the world's larg-

est soft drink manufacturer saw the promotional pow-
er engendered by this rising group some three years
ago and released an album that is virtually a collec-
tor's item entitled A WILD PAIR. Ironic that the
Guess Who should share the album with one of the
other "class" groups in Canadian music — Ottawa's
Five Man Electrical Band. With the penetration that
the Guess Who have achieved into the hallowed circle
of American "Super-Groups", the Five Man Electri-
cal Band, with a soon-to-be-released album of their
own could very well be the next International hit after
the fashion of the creators of "American Woman" and
"These Eyes".

After hearing a rough acetate copy of the
F.M.E.B.'s newest session, its quite clear that their
album, coupled with the SHARE THE LAND collec-

tion by the Guess Who, is truly representative of the
Canadian "Sound" in rock — nothing as identifiable as
the Motown, Nashville, or Memphis Sounds which for
the most part are representative of the studio men
who perform session after session for various artists
— but a Sound that is unquestionably dependent upon
the criteria of tight vocal harmony, exceptional musi-
cianship, and a flavour that reeks of "class". Satur-
day night you've got an opportunity to see and hear
one of Canada's finest group of entertainers — Winni-
peg's Guess Who with their patented blend of Wheat-
field Soul, and pure Canadian rock n' roll. See them —
or you'll wish you had

!
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soundings by Steve Winn

by Steve Winnett

NEW MORNING, Bob Dylan,

(Columbia KC 30290)

Build me a cabin in Utah,

Marry me a wife and catch

rainbow trout.

Have a bunch of kids who call

me Pa,

That must be what it's all

about.

That must be what it's all

about.

(Dylan,
1

'Sign on the Window' '

)

Dylan is more than a perform-

er to me; rather, he's an old friend

who drops by my place every now
and then and lays some beautiful

thoughts on my mind. With every

album he's doing something dif-

ferent, it seems, and I have to lis-

ten a few times before I can start

to appreciate the fact that he more
than anyone else makes it all bear-

able.

New Morning is Bob's 11th al-

bum, not counting the bootlegs. He
hasn't made many records, but the

thing about Dylan is that he

doesn't need to, nor does he want

to, repeat himself. This is a hang-

up which a lot of people have to

overcome. These are the "politi-

cos" who screamed "The Times
They Are A Changing" way back

in 1963 with Dylan, and then

turned on him for changing with

the times. Witness your reaction

to Nashville Skyline and SelfPor-

trait. A lot of people didn't like

these two albums, because they

were trying to fit Dylan into a pre-

conceived image. And this just

won't work. Dylan refuses to do

what you expect of him. Instead,

he will often do the opposite. This

has ted him to explore many of the

facets of American music, and I

think he has assimilated them all

into his music with incredible suc-

cess: Self-Portrait in particular is

just that, a musical self-portrait,

showing how Dylan has adapted
folk, blues, rock, country & west-

ern, gospel — and all without

hype, and without any stupid

"camp" attitude. He is serious

about the music he grew up with,

and won't make fun of the people

he learned from.

I could say many other things

about Dylan and his importance,
but if you're still with me, then

here's a description of his latest

masterpiece, the best album I've

heard this year since Self-Portrait

.

It was recorded in New York and
has 12 tracks, all new songs writ-

ten by Dylan. The players include

Bob Dylan (acoustic and electric

guitars, piano, organ), Harvey
Brooks (electric bass), Charlie
Daniels (electric bass), Al Kooper
(organ, piano, electric guitar,

French horn), and Billy Mundi, ex-

Mother of Invention (drums). 1

give credits to this band because
they are good.

One of the musical innovations

of this album is Dylan's use of the

piano as a lead instrument. He has
never really done this to a great
extent, but now he's been practis-

ing and it shows. Dylan's voice,

too, is somewhat different, as
usual. It has a bit of the old rough-
ness back in it, but this is a gentle
roughness. I'm somewhat remind-

Faculty Staff and Student Skating,

Harty Arena

The family recreation skate and the adults only re-

creational skale which are normally scheduled for 2:00

to 3:45 pm and 4:00 to 5:45 pm respectively, will not
be held on Sunday, November 8th because of a Science

Concert, also on Sunday, November 15th, times will be
from 4:00 to 4:45 and 5:00 to 5:45 pm because of a

scheduled intercollegiate hockey game.

HYLAIMD

DONALD SUTHERLAND - ELLOITT GOULD

" 'M*A*S*H' is what

the new freedom

of the screen

is all about."
—Richard Schickel, Life

An Ingo Preminger Production

Color by DE LUXE* ^,^;;;;
Panavision* Wi^^

ed of Rod Stewart's voice. It is a

smiling album, like Nashville Sky-

line. It reflects Dylan's content-

ment with love, with the world and

with God. It says all this to you,

and more, but not directlv — I

think that the key in listening to

Dylan is the form behind the

songs, not their content. The medi-

um is the message, and the medi-

um is a smile.

The album opens with "If Not

For You", another priceless Dy-
lan love song In whicStie shows
that he can say a lot with very lit-

tle. "If not for you, winter would

have no spring." This theme of

contentment is re-echoed in other

parts of the album.

"Day of the Locusts" features

Dylan on piano, and is a strange

song, reminiscent of "I Dreamed I

Saw St. Augustine". Are the lo-

custs the plague of fame? Per-

haps. I really don't know. The
singer tells of his experiences in

getting a diploma (Dylan received

an honorary degree from Prince-

ton this year). He just put down
his robe, picked up his diploma,

and drove off with his sweetheart

for the Black Hills of South Dako-
ta. "Sure was glad to get out of

there alive." It is dangerous to say

of a Dylan song, "This is what it

means." This song remains a

pleasant musical mystery for me.
"Time Passes Slowly" reminds

me of "Sleeping" by the Band,
both in its use of the piano and in

its subject matter. Time, it

seems, passes slowly in the moun-
tains, you catch wild fish and get

lost in a dream. "Ain't no reason

to go anywhere", sings Dylan, and
you float along in agreement.

"Went to See the Gypsy" is a

wonderful ballad which, I think

comes out of Dylan's youth, be-

cause he says that at the end of his

encounter with the gypsy he
"watched that sun come rising

from that little Minnesota town".

I should warn you about the last

two cuts on Side 1, "Winterlude"

and "If Dogs Run Free". You will

hate them at first, they take a few
listenings. "Winterlude" is the

closest tiling to crooning Dylan
has ever done, complete with a

gushing female chorus in back.

But, as I said earlier, it is not a

put-on. Love in the winter is a

beautiful thing, and Dylan says it

so simply and beautifully. "I see

by the angel beside me, Love has a

reason to shine" and "The snow is

so cold, But our love can be bold",

so let's curl up by the fire. Simple
yet complex emotions.

"If Dogs Run Free": it could
come out of a late 1940's night-club

at 2:00 a.m. Kooper's piano on this

cut is incredible. Maeretha Stew-

art does a back up vocal that

amounts to "scatting", something
like "oo-doo-bee-doo" or whatev-
er. Play it a few times, and you'll

start to dig it.

S,ide 2 opens with the title

track, "New Morning", which
says how beautiful it is to wake up
to the new day with someone you
love. The flip side of "Lay Lady
Lay", if you like. My ears can
"hear" the sunshine. Again, sim-
ple lyrics are used to effect: "The
night passed away so quickly. It

FflONTENAC MAIL.
300 BATH ROAO, HIG

KINGSTON. ONTARIO
I WAY 33

546-7423

MON. TO FRI. 10 A.M. lo 10 P.M.

always does when you're tti(L

me." llf
i

But the gem of the albUm
"Sign on the Window". At fir

s

it's just Dylan and piano. The
sir!''

er has been rejected, and his
i0

has split to California with^
friend. It looks like rain tonight

3

Main Street. "Hope it don't sl^r
he says, and then follows a beaur'
ful piano solo by Dylan. Finally h
brings you down to the words I J!
at the beginning of this review
"That must be whaViVs all ah
out."

"One More Weekend" m
"The Man in Me" are two rnorp

I

love songs, and the latter reminds
me of McCartney's "Maybe I'm

1

Amazed." Storm clouds are a!) I

around, but this woman (His

wife?) makes it livable.

The album closes with two 1

songs that are as close to religion

as Dylan has ever come. "The
Three Angels" is a talking ballad

reminiscent of "Frankie Lee and

Judas Priest. " It is a song about a

church, and the three angels out-

side it. A panorama of America
passes by the church: the wildest

cat from Montana, a U-haul trail-

er, a 10th Avenue bus going west,

three fellows crawling on their

way to work. A bakery truck

stops, its driver ' 'seeks one face in

this concrete world of souls". Asa

female chorus behind him rises to

a hymnal crescendo, Dylan sings,

"The whole earth in procession

seems to pass by,/ Does anyone

hear the music the angels play,/

Does anyone ever try ?

"

And then "Father of Night", a
]

flowing Lord's prayer, if you like,

a simple, short, honest gospel '

song, just Dylan, his piano, and a

chorus. A beauty.

New Morning will not be out in I

Kingston for a while. I had to go
|

all the way to Montreal to gel

mine. It was worth the trip. It may

well be the best thing Dylan has

ever done. In many ways, it's the

most emotionally moving, for me:

it speaks to me like an old friend

with new wisdom.

St. James' Church
(Union and Barrie Streets)

9:00 a.m. - Holy Communion
11:00 a.m. — Morning Prayer

Preacher: Rev. Wes
Milne of Taiwan

7:30 p.m. — Evening Prayer
Speaker: Miss Ruth
Adams of Manoram
Hospital, Thailand

8:30 p.m. - Student Coffee
hour in Rectory
156 Barrie Street

Tuesday, November 10th
12:15 p.m. — Men's Luncheon

& Discussion in

Parish Hall

ALL WELCOME

AMEY'S
TAXI

546-1111

3 D INTO THE 70's
aspects of sculpture

an exhibition prepared by the Art Gallery of Ontario

ends this Sunday

QUEBEC IN COLOUR
photographs of rural and urban Quebec

an exhibition prepared by the National Gallery of Canada
continues until November 15th

art centre

eskimo
graphic

art

THE COMPLETE 1970 COL-

LECTION OF ESKIMO PR N
^

FROM CAPE DORSET WILL»

ON DISPLAY IN THE LOBB'

OF DOMINO THEATRE. 8 ?»>

CESS ST.. IN CONJUNCT!"'

WITH THE OPENING OF "TH

E

TRIAL" BY KAFKA. DIRECT.

BY STUART BARTON.

0

THIS

EXHIBITION ISSPONSORE°8
DOMUS AND PURCHASE
PRINTS MAY BE ARRA N<jC

AT DOMUS.

EXHIBITION OPENS

8 P.M. FRIDAY
NOVEMBER 6TH

68 BROCK 542-891"
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Wind up your kilt

by John
Bunn and Jim Wright

Late at night a seemingly regu-

lar run of the C.N.R. Transconti-

nental streamed into Winnipeg.

One car, slightly to the rear of the

Ljn, emitted a strange force,

previously unencountered hy the

western city - Queen's spirit.

Moving through Union station, it

gripped ancient alumni leading

(Jem through strange and danger-

ous convolutions (oil-thighs).

Encouraged by this early success

(he force spread rampantly to ad-

joining cars. Insidiously the spirit

settled about the homes and fire-

places of the unsuspecting hosts.

Nor were educational institutions

bypassed by this eerie force. Sym-

bols and idealogies of a strange

faith marred the campus. But the

spirit had its greatest impact on

the Gaels in the lobby of the Fort

Garry. For the first time ever the

Queen's Bands had burst Ontario's

western border and the effects of

their presence were felt every-

where.

It began to happen Friday night

but it was Saturday morning that

the physical presence of the

Queen's Band had its greatest ef-

fect. When members gathered at

the Fort Garry that morning their

commotion brought quick re-

sponse. Team members, who had
been feeling deserted charged to

the balcony to watch the Oil Thigh
of the Scarlet Tunics. Surprised
and uplifted, the squad made no
attempt to conceal their joy at
finding their traditional support-
ers in the far away western city.

The Band had just begun.

Again at the game the Band to-

gether with alumni and a score of

stray fans turned Pan-Am Stad-
ium into a home away from home.
A barrage of Queen's cheers along
with some football talent lifted the
Gaels to a magnificent victory
over the Bisons. For the Band,
simply a half-time display, the
season would have been over.
However, Coach Tindall realizing
'hat they constitute more than this
stepped in. At 1:00 a.m., hearing
that Queen's Bands would not be
Performing in Toronto, he called
the President of the College Bowl
Committee. It seemed unbelieva-
° e to him that this important part
of Queen's supporters were to be
left out. We feel that he may have
realized what many have failed to
n°tice: that just as a parade is

incomplete without the Cheerlead-

ers, cheering would be dispirited
without the voice of the Band.

This
Th r,~

may De a Dit misleading,
'he Cheerleaders and Brass Band
»e merely two parts of the organ-
«tion called Queen's Bands. Also
Solved are the Majorettes, the
'Pe Band and the Highland Dan-
's These elements work togeth

er fn ,„k.,i_, n
oolst,

uphold Queen's tradition,

,
er Queen's spirit and act as

..
een's ambassadors wherever

they
g0

le

You a11 know what the cheer-
J^ts do, right? They lead

„"„ rs and Oil Thighs. But have

Q
™ ever listened to an oil thigh

That'
'° 5f* Part disharmony?

dent
S wnat happens when stu-

nts have to start with no drum

^
oand to get it all together. The

the

e
|'

S true of simPle cheers; the

get
aders know where to go to

the h
sure"nre cheering section —

'tonY^' Obviously there is more

S j

ls group) than meets the eye.

k "lilarly the pipers do more

Pre
" attract cats. Not only do they

lion

ent a good show, in combina-

aiso^'th the highland dancers, but
rePresent a Queen's tradition

which the Alumni identify with the
university they know. Moreover
all members of the bands organi-
zation, when in uniform, cannot
help but represent Queen's, and
usually do an exceptionally im-
pressive job.

The Winnipeg trip-, tw« years
ago, was a good example of the
latter role of the band. Alumni
were overwhelmed by the pres-
ence of the band. It was described
as a "Real shot in the arm", let-

ters poured in, and some even sent
back money because they didn't
get to board a student. Needless to

say, the Bands have been asked to
return this year along with the
team. But it's a long way to Winni-
peg and costs a lot more than the
band has. Two years ago the stu-
dents and alumni donated gener-
ously and covered almost one-
third of the costs, the members of
the band paid the rest. It could be
that the band will soon canvass the
student body for aid. Aside from
the obvious boost for the Gaels, we
feel that it would be a credit to
Queen's, the students, and faculty,
if the Bands appeared on the field

of the Pan-Am. Stadium again this

year. But a lot will depend on you.

AMS EDUCATION COMMISSION

sponsors

"The Urban Poor"

Privation: Nov. 13, 8 p.m.

Poverty: Nov. 14, 2 p.m.

Alternatives for Action: Nov. 14, 8 p.m.

Stirling D

Actuarial

Careers
for Mathematics Graduates

TEXACO

EXPLORATION

COMPANY
CALGARY ALBERTA

FOR AN INTERESTING CAREER IN THE PETROLEUM
INDUSTRY SEE OUR REPRESENTATIVES WHO WILL VISIT

THE CAMPUS ON

November 23-24, 1970

GEOLOGICAL EXPLORATION
Geology, Geological Engineering

PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
Mech., Chem., Geol. Engineering

GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATION
Geophysics, Geol. Eng.. Physics

For further information and appointment

please contact the Placement Office

Sun Life of Canada will be on campus to discuss

your future with you.

The life insurance industry today offers an

interesting and rewarding future to ,nd,v,duals

with management potential.

Make your appointment now

at the placement office

to see Sun Life on

Nov. 10

SUN LIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY^
OF CANADA

The Insurance People with Ideas

HEAD OFFICE: MONTREAL ".Oft

t CHEVRON STANDARD LIMITED

0 Calgary, Alberta

offering careers in

GEOLOGY AND PHYSICS
will conduct campus interviews

November 9, 1 0 and 1

1

for

POST GRADUATES - GRADUATES
UNDERGRADUATES

GEOLOGY
Honours Geological Sciences (Arts and Science)

— Permanent and summer employment

Geolngic;il ScicncL's (Applied Science)

— Permanent and summer employment

Physics and Geology
— Permanent and summer employment

GEOPHYSICS

Engineering Physics (Geophysics Option)
— Permanent and summer employment

Honours Physics

— Permanent employment

Honours Physics & Mathematics

— Permanent employment

Geological Engineering (Geophysics Option)
—Permanent employment

Physics and Geology
-Permanent employment

ARRANGEMENTS FOR PERSONAL
INTERVIEWS MAY BE MADE THROUGH
THE UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE
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friday, november 6:

drop in the bucket car wash sponsored by science 44 co-op.

at morris burn's sunoco. 630 princess street,

evening 7:00 and 10:00 p.m.: dunning hall flicks "the gladiators
'

and 'bartlett shorts'' see tuesday

8:00 p.m.: film: "the seventh seal ". Ellis hall auditorium-

presented bv the graduate student society.

8:30 p.m.: 'danton's death " by george buchner in convo-

cation hall, see thursday.

8:30 p.m.: " the master builders at the grand theatre see

Wednesday.
9:00p.m.: the kingston arts council presents the trial' at

the domino theatre.

9:00 p.m.: west indian club dance at the lasalle hotel. 2

bands $2.50 per person.

9:00 p.m.: poor man's formal in leonard hall cafeteria.

10:00 p.m.: vendetta in grant hall

Saturday november 7.
.

7:00 and 10:00 p.m.: chuck berry and the guess who in con-

cert at the-arena.

8:30 p.m.: "danton's death' by george buchner in convo-

cation hall, sre thursday.

8:00 p.m.: the queen's Chinese club is presenting a Chinese

musical festival in poison room, student union, music,

song, and drama in oriental style free admission, refresh-

ments will be served.

8:30 p.m.: "the master builders'' at the grand theatre, see

Wednesday.

evening: 9:00p.m.: "the trial" presented by the domino theatre.

Sunday, november 8

evening 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.: civilization 4. 'grandeur and obedi-

ence", the light of experience" at dunning hall, admis-

sion 50c or a series ticket.

9:00 p.m.: the trial
" presented by the kingston arts coun-

cil at the domino theatre.

monday, november 9

evening: 8:30 p.m.: man the hunted: a slag dance at grant hall, girls

25c ,
guys free.

tuesday, november 10

afternoon: 2:30 p.m.:sylvere monod. professor of english at the sor-

bonne. will give a lecture on the modernity of dickens" in

the fifth floor lounge, john watson hall.

7:00 and 10:00 p.m.: dunning hall flicks presents "downhill

racer" popcorn and soft drinks, admission $1.00 per per-

son.

7:00 p.m.: man the hunted: red room — student art exhibi-

tion, students works — paintings, sculpture, photographs,

etc. refreshments.

7:30 p.m.: dance at grant hall, all people who canvassed

for "drop in the bucket" get in free, all others 50c. band
' freedom north" from montreal.

evening:

POOR MAN'S

FORMAL
FRIDAY NOV. 6

LEONARD HALL CAFETERIA

AT 9:00 P.M.

PLAYING: MILESTONE

& ERIC CHRISTIAN CO.

Price: 1.50 each

QUEEN'S DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA
presents

y
by Geoig

Buchner

CONVOCATION HALL

Nov. 5 - 7 & 11 - 14

8:30 p.m.

Students $1.00 Non-Students $2.00

Tickets may be purchased at the Drama Department

phone 547-6291

tendays
8:30 p.m.: man the hunted: cobwebbed cavern of the cap-

tured in chown coffee house, folksingers. 50c admission.

7:30 p.m.: the annual aesculapian society lecture presents

dr. william h. sweet on "newer methods of neurosurgical

control of pain" in etherington hall auditorium.

Wednesday, november 11

evening: 7:00 p.m.: dunning hall flicks presents a double bill down-

hill, racer" and "allie" no 10.00 p.m. show. $1.00 lor both,

popcorn and drinks.

7:30 p.m.: film section oi festival of arts meeting, to sub-

mit scripts: poison room of the union.

8:30 p.m.: - danton's death" at convocation hall.

9:00 p.m.: man the hunted: "the trap ' dance at grant hall

with the belbukus sponsored by arts '73 and '74. 50c admis-

sion.

thursday, november 12

afternoon: 3:30 p.m.: music students recital in ellis hall,

evening: 7:00 and 10:00 p.m.: dunning hall flicks presents "allie"

admission $1.00

7:30 p.m.: "recent advances in platelet physiology" by

aaron j. marcus presented by the department of medicine

in the auditorium at etherington hall.

8:00 p.m.: man the hunted: free susie — skate at the arena.

8:30 p.m.: "dantons' death" at convocation hall.

9:00 p.m.: man the hunted: a hot chocolate shop in the 2nd

floor common room of the union, donuts and hot chocolate.

friday, november 13

8:00 p.m.: privation-the urban poor in sterling "d". an

a.m.s. teach-in.

8:30 p.m.: "america. america' presented by the graduate

student society film club in ellis hall auditorium.

8:30 p.m.: queen's drama department presents "dantons"

death at convocation hall.

8:30 p.m.: man the hunted: variety show with an allstar

cast, grant hall—

9:00 p.m.: domino theatre presents "the trial" at domino

theatre.

Saturday, november 14

afternoon: 2:00 p.m.: a.m.s. teach-in on poverty in sterling "d".

evening: 8:00 p.m.: a.m.s. teach-in, alternatives for action in ster-

ling "d".

8:30 p.m.: dantons death " presented by the queen's

drama department in convocation hall.

9:00 p.m.: domino theatre presents "the trial" at domino

theatre.

9:00 p.m.: man the hunted, cave-inn at grant hall with "fa-

ther". $3.00 a ticket- bar for queen's students .so bring your

i d. card.

Sunday, november 15

evening: 8:30 p.m.: queen's drama department presents the Canadi-

an mime company in convocation hall.

9:00 p.m.: domino theatre presents "the trial" at domino
theatre.

SUPPORT
SUZIE-Q

at alice — doug mccarthur. se ts

nom 10 p.m. tuesday november
11th poetry readings by patrick
rian and rick freeze after 8 p.m.
at bitter grounds — moe ewart
friday and Saturday, sets from io

p.m.

at agnes etherington art centre

until november 8 — 3-d's into the

70"s: aspects of culture

until november 15 — quebec in

colour.

the art of smoking in aboriginal

north america.

november 6. 7 and 8 — dynamics of

drawing — a studio workshop,

november 10 — original graphics;

a one day exhibition and sale,

november 10 and 11 — workshop
seminar, a world for children 7:00

to 10:00p.m.

at the kingston theatres

hyland — "mash"
odeon — "sunflower

"

capitol — "one or two million

laughs"

The Guess Who Saturday 7:00 and 10:00

FILMS FOR FESTIVAL

1971
MAKE YOUR OWN FLICK
SUPPORTED BY A.M.S.

FESTIVAL FUNDS

SUBMIT YOUR SCRIPT TO:
GORD McLELLAN 544-5574

or place script in Festival- of-the-Arts Box

in the A.M.S. office.

MEETING FOR ALL INTERESTED

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 11

7:30 P.M. POLSON ROOM

CHUCK

BERRY

- GUESS

WHO
Concert

TOMORROW
NIGHT

SATURDAY

NOVEMBER 7

7:00& 10:OOP.M.

Tickets: $3,50 8. $4.00

at the door
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ONCE AGAIN

ANYONE WHO WILL BE RETURNING

NEXT YEAR AND WOULD LIKE TO

HELP ORGANIZE

OPEN HOUSE

CONTACT SANDY RILEY

c/o A.M.S. OFFICE

Looking for a job?

We're seeking good
people. Interested?

Some people think that an insurance company will hire

only dark blue suits. It's not true. We hire all suits

regardless of colour and style. We believe that all suits

were created equal. It's the people inside them who are

different, and that's what we're interested in. We learned

long ago that people change clothes, clothes don't change

People. Neither does hair. Nor beards. We've been in

business 123 years so we think we must be doing

something right.

11 you are a 1971 graduate in Arts, Science, Business

Administration or Commerce - and you can meet the

rigid requirements of our marketing management,

•lecounting, computer systems, administration or

actuarial science programs — we offer you concrete

°areer opportunities. They are uniquely outlined in our

Anthology. Watch for it.

representative will be on your campus

ThursdayNov. 12

Agister now at the placement office to talk to him about

j

°u r future. You can even wear a dark blue suit if you

*c He's open-minded.

The Canada life assurance company

women's
sport

W.I.C. Suzie-Q Badminton
Mixed doubles — Sunday, Nov.
15 — 1:00-4:00 p.m.
Ross and Bartlett Gyms -
Phys. Ed. Centre.
Entries close 5:00 p.m. Nov. 11

Sign up in Ban Righ, Vic, the
Psych building or the Union.
Girls must register their facul-
ty and year, but their partner
need not even be a Queen's
man if they so desire.

Rackets will be available upon
presentation of your student
card. Refreshments will be
served! !

!

For Information call:

Jane Neill 544-8656

Dianne Lougheed 544-8348

Basketball

Thursday, Nov. 12

7:00 — '74 A vs. MCE A, '74 C
vs. '72 C
7:30 - Nur. A vs. '74 C, MCE
C vs. '72 B
8:00 - '74 G vs. Reh. B, 74 E
vs. 73 B

This it Ringott., o game being experimented with in the women's intra-

mural program.

8:30 - Med. A vs. PHE B,

PHEEvs. '73C
Intramural Swimming compe-
tition Monday, Nov. 9 from 7:

00-10:00 p.m. Enter for your
faculty or year. Each entrant

can compete in no more than

three events other than relays,

and as many relays as they

wish. Each team can enter

three members in an event. As
an added attraction, one of the

closing events will be a pajama
relay.

Ringette is being introduced to

Queen's women as a less vio-

lent substitute for ice hockey
at the intramural level of com-
petition. Instructional clinics

are being held Wednesdays
from 7:00-9:00 p.m. until

Christmas. After Christmas
competition will start if

enough interest is shown. Rin-

gette is a cross between ice

hockey and floor hockey played

on the ice at the new arena.

Bring your skates! It's fun!

!

recreation programs available

RECREATION PROGRAMS
AVAILABLE TO STUDENTS
RECREATION INSTRUC-
TIONAL SKILLS

This is an optional opportuni-

ty for students to take instruc-

tion in a variety of activities

such as swimming, golf, arch-

ery, squash, handball, gymnas-
tics, diving, skating, dancing,

volleyball, etc. This program
is offered in four five-week

sessions, with instruction of-

fered for two one hour periods

each week. The third session

begins on January 11th and the

fourth session on February 15,

1971. Registration for both ses-

sions will take place in the

Physical Education Centre

December 1st to 4th from 1:00

p.m. to 5:00 p.m. There are no

fees for this program and you

are invited to register.

RECREATIONAL
SWIMMING
The swimming pool is avail-

able for free swim for all

members of the faculty and

staff and student body, at the

following times: Monday to

Friday — noon to 1:30, 4:30 to

6:00; Monday, Wednesday,

Friday — 8:00 to 9:00 p.m.;

Tuesday, Thursday — 8:00 to 9:

30 p.m. ;
Saturday, Sunday — 5:

00 to 6:00 p.m. 8:00 to 9:00

p.m.; Sunday (with families)

— 2:00 to4:00 p.m.

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
A wide variety of activities

are offered intramurally for

your participation. For de-

tailed information contact ei-

ther: Mr. Bob Carnegie -
Director of Mens Intramurals,

or Mrs. Donna Newton —
Director of Womens Intramur-

als, or your athletic stick.

RECREATIONAL CLUBS
A variety of clubs conduct

their activities in the Physical

Education Centre. A list of

these clubs and the contact

person should you wish to be-

come involved can be obtained

at Mr. Pearce's office in the

Physical Education Centre.

SQUASH AND HANDBALL
Anyone may reserve these

courts for their own use in the

lockerrooms in the Physical

Education Centre.

GYMNASIUMS
The various gymnasiums are

available at certain times for

free recreation use by students

and staff. Watch the bulletin

boards in the lobby of the Phys.

Ed. Centre for the gymnasium
schedules.

JOGGING TRACK
The track which is located in

the Arena above the ice sur-

face is available most of the

time for your jogging enjoy-

ment.

ARENA
Recreation skating is availa-

ble to students Monday to

Thursday from 4:15 to 4:45

p.m.. and on Wednesday from
9:00 to 10:00 p m. Those stu-

dents having wives and fami-
lies are welcomed to skate at

the family skate on Sundays
between 2:00 and 4:00 p.m.

LOCKER AND LAUNDRY
CARD
We strongly recommend this

system which costs the student

$5 for laundry services and $2

for lock. After purchase of the

card you are entitled to an is-

sue of clean laundry each time
you use the Centre.

FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION

PLEASE CONTACT
MR. HOWARD C. PEARCE,

RECREATION
COORDINATOR

547-2713.

harriers ready for 0QAA
by Tom Mac William

A year ago at the OQAA
cross-country meet held here,

the Gaels played good hosts,

finishing last in the team
standings. This year, a building

year, the Gaels have a mixture

of young blood and experience

giving them a much stronger

team. They travel to Guelph
this weekend not expecting to

upset Waterloo, Guelph, West-

ern or Toronto, but determined
to give the league powerhouses
a run for the championship. A
very full fall season of nine

meets has given the team a lot

of experience and has them in

top shape, ready for the big

one.

Veteran Bruce Elliott, the

cross-country captain has been
running his best ever this fall.

Last weekend he was sixth at

the University of Western On-
tario Invitation Meet with a
time of 26:14. Grant McLaren
of Western was first in the
field of 55 in 24:28. Reed Shad-
dock, a freshman, has been
getting stronger with every
meet, and was eighteenth at
Western covering the five mile

course in 27:43. Another fresh-

man, Davy Robinson has also

been showing a lot of promise,

as he finished twenty-fourth.

Bob McLeod seems to have
shaken off a plague of injuries

which slowed him earlier in

the fall, finishing a strong

twenty-fifth at Western. Track
Team Captain Bob Milne
(thirty-second at Western) as-

sistant track captain Brian
Aikin, and miler Jim Smith
(thirty-fourth at Western)
have all made the transition to

cross-country and will be add-

ing their strength to the team.

At Western the Gaels placed
fourth out of nine teams, fin-

ishing behind Waterloo, West-

ern, and Toronto and this

week-end they hope to do near-

ly as well.

One notable absentee from
the team this weekend will be

Walter Edie, Rolf Lund's very

capable assistant who has tak-

en care of the cross-country

team all fall while Rolf was
tied up with track. Walter is in

Edmonton this weekend, run-

ning for the COFTA team in

the Canadian Senior Cross
Country Championships.
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SEE soccer at its finest. See The Team perform won-

ders of manipulation with a leather ball as they pass

it in, out, down and into our opponents goal. See

wee Jimmy Rood (above) grasp, punch, and dive to

frustrate our opponents. See cheer-leaders, the

Queen's Band, wives, lovers and anxious parents

dilerious with excitement. All these and much, much

more as the Queen's Soccer Gaels go again st the

McMaster Marauders to determine the best team in

the OQAA. Saturday, November 7th, 1 1:00 a.m. on
the Lower Campus.

who can stop Heino

or can Heino stop?
interview by Brian Duplante

written by John Mable

Any athlete can take pride in

his gifts and his accomplish-

ments but it is rare that one

finds a great athlete who can

take pride in a handicap.

Heino Lilies this year ap-

proaches what will surely be

the last of seven seasons of

football and as he currently

stands second on Queen's all

time scoring list, within only

three touchdowns of the top

mark, we might all look back

in awe at his record over the

past five seasons as he has

played that long with literally

no ligaments to hold together

his left knee.

Not that he need apologise

for the first two seasons. In

1965, for instance, as the Gaels

were going undefeated, Heino
rushed for over nine yards per

carry and in one phenomenal
game, against McMaster in a

playoff, he rushed for 320 yards

in only 13 carries with one

touchdown run covering 104

yards, off tackle and on third

down.
Ten months later, during the

third game of the '65 season,

the first of several injuries put

Heino off the field for the rest

of that season. Reinjured dur-

ing the first game of the '66

season he virtually spent three

seasons in retirement before

making his first truly success-

ful comeback in 1968.

Playing more and more as

that year's Vanier Cup season

progressed, he was ultimately

the Gaels top performer as

they beat Manitoba, with Hei-

no scoring twice, to win the

Western Bowl and go on to win

the Vanier in Varsity stadium.

Since then the Gaels have
greeted Heino with mixed
emotions. No one questions the

value of Heino to the team but

neither does anyone know what
potential damage a further

injury would wreak upon Hei-

no.

Mr. Lilies, however, is of

IF— VZ, .v. j4

one mind. "Football," he says,

"gets into one's heart, not just

the blood." And not just the

knees, presumably.

But when questioned further

Heino admitted that it would
be unlikely that he'd be playing

for any other team than Frank
Tindall's.

"Playing for the Queen's
Golden Gaels is different from
playing for any other team,"
says Heino, and the difference

is in the coaching. Frank Tin-

dall and his assistants are not

just coaches, he says, but rath-

er great men who are able to

get a 100% effort from their

team.

The sense of comradship
among Queen's players simply
can't be found anyplace else,

says Heino, and he admits that

it was the thought of losing his

affiliation with this group
which has kept him playing.

And he credits this attitude

as one rooted in Frank Tin-

dall's philosophy of sport. "We
don't just play to win," he
says, "we play for the good of

the school." But actually, he
says, in the clutch, every play-

er plays hardest "for Frank."
The foremost goal of the

Golden Gaels, is to make
Frank Tindall proud of them.
This, he feels, is the way the
players best repay Frank for

his contribution to them, by
giving a 100% effort and win-
ning for the coach.

This Saturday the Gaels will

probably win, "for Frank,"
their sixth Yates Cup in ten

years and they may well go on
to their second national cham-
pionship. If everyone keeps
holding their breath Heino will

probabiy be on the field with
them as the greatest scorer in

Queen's history.

After that Heino mentions
two options for himself. He has
an excellent academic record
with an Honours B.Sc, an M.
Sc in polymer chemistry and
he is currently finishing his
Bachelor of Law degree. Hope-
fully he will receive a fellow-

ship to continue his studies in

Law in England. Barring this,

he plans to article in Toronto.
Heino told us that the ques-

tion people ask him most is to

compare Jim Young with Skip
Eaman. We didn't. To do so
would be perhaps to overlook
the fact that one is already
talking to one of the greatest
players ever to wear the Trico-
lor.

moonlighting
by Micheal Williams

Requiem in Stadium

Besides the obvious immediate significance of tomorrow's

game there is a much greater importance to be attached to

this visit by Waterloo. When the Golden Gaels proudly run out

to the Oil Thighs and Max Jackson's accompaniment they will

be doing it for the last time in Richardson Stadium. Buildings

may come and go as surely as the brook but there will be no

more babbling and bubbling of Queen's fans behind Vic Hall on

the backside of Campus when academic growth pains finally

make a solid stab into the heart of our pride. Football has been

number one for so many eons and now it must take a back

seat.

It's simply not going to be the same ! No more pouring out of

Leonard Field in a swirl down Queen's Crescent to sweep into

Saturday's pleasure pool. No more parades down University

Avenue behind the Scottish Highlanders. No more bumbling

along the sidelines to recover one's place after "we know
where you're going".

No more "snake dances", as CFTO at our last visit to the

Vanier Cup put it, to celebrate anything from a booming Lam-

bros punt for a point to a fairytale runback by Skip Eaman for

a game winning TD. No more vibrating stands that put fear

into broadcaster's hearts. No more emerging from dingy cor-

ridors and dank subterranean dressing rooms into the bright

clear rain and mud of downtown Kingston. But hopefully it will

not mean no more Queen's spirit. Many famous people have

either sat in or played in front of Richardson but the tears will

be shed by many plain ordinary students who found a lot of fun

and founded even more memories in that chunk of old Queen's.

.... may we not have the same scare as we had last week-

end — Queen's by more than four! . . . good luck to the Soccer

and Rugger Gaels in their championship games tomorrow
Saturday at 6:00 at Lino's Stadium there is the East-West ta-

ble-soccer Championships . . . Basketball starts soon! . .

.

intramural sport
By R. John Bunn

It's been a long but produc-
tive layoff for BEWS competi-
tion. Since the last column
Flag-Football and Rugger have
finished the regular season and
started the playoffs. In Flag-
Football, the quarter-finals

finds Law '71 playing Com-
merce '71 and '72; Law '72

meeting the Engineering
Grads; Law '73 matched
against Civil and Math; and
Business Grads facing Com-
merce '73. Rugger players
should see the board in the
men's locker room for their
playoff draw. Here the first

two teams in each division
have been elevated to the play-
offs.

The closest race in 5-pin
bowling comes in Section C
where Civil Engineering trails

McArthur College by only two
points. In the other sections,
Mining and Commerce '74 hold
rather comfortable four and
five point leads over Meds and
Arts Geography respectively.

Bad news comes from the
Soccer Field as Mechanical
Engineering and Science '74 A
and B have been dropped from
the schedule due to continual
defaults. Arts Humanities and

Arts Math need only default

one more time to follow them

This is definitely not in the

spirit of Intramural Competi-

tion at Queen's where partici-

pation is of greater importance

than victory. Science '74 A ano

B have also been dropped from

Indoor Softball Competition-

These boys could be in a lot °'

trouble and they are a Science

Froshyear.

BEWS Hockey began Mon-

day and competition could ge

rough. However Mr. Carnegw

has taken tight precautions i

ensure that games will not a

teriorate into brawling ^
fare. Suspensions for one ga"

or for the remainder of t

schedule can be imposed

single or repeated acts of

lence. That's all! We'll try

make it back next week »

we may be on the WinmP™

Express!

BEWS STANDINGS

IP HE 10006 15 *"•?»" '*&

2 Minlna 7590 15 L»w 7J %
3 MCE 51BO I? Good

4 Dv,l 6136 16 lW'

5 Comm 73 4956 19 *"* Hum

6 Cm 4495 20 »»"'» '!S
7 Comm 71 > 72 .2.6 21 B„> C'"» «"

B u» 72 4190 22 '<*'"• ?X
9Cl,BmG,od» 4025 23 Msll

:?Smm"vf ins uk«~. *



Bryce, Laverty, Deutsch

star in soap box battle

The middle of the road is always the best.
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photos by

Money changed hands freely

Saturday morning as bets were
laid on the most celebrated
soapbox derby of the year —
the Summerhill meet.

In the first race, Queen's
women were pitted against the

men of RMC, as Dean Bryce in

racing goggles and helmet tore

down the track beside Lieuten-

ant-Colonel Youngson. The
race ended in a photo-finish.

Lieutenant-Colonel Youngson
led by a fraction of an inch.

Sabotage was suspected in

the next race, when a wheel on
Dr. Deutch's cart feel off half-

way down the hill. The princi-

pal was unhurt and a good
sport, though as Padre Laverty

in top hat and tails, sped to vic-

tory in his "Sweet Chariot".

In the championship race,

Lieutenant-Colonel Youngson
beat the Padre by a hair-

breadth.

In a race between Queen's
and the City of Kingston, Dr.
Deutsch (driving the Padre's
"Sweet Chariot") led the uni-

versity to an easy win over
Alderman Keyes of City Coun-

cil.

The over-all winner of the

event, however, was the Drop
in the Bucket Campaign, which
amassed approximately thirty-

five dollars from eager bet-

ters.

AUCC conference

Focus on student finance
Discussion of future means

of student financing dominated
the meeting of national student

council presidents hosted at

the University of Manitoba last

weekend. Rod Follwell, AMS
President and Pat Riley, ASUS
Jr. AMS. Rep., represented
Queen's at this AUCC
(Association of Universities
and College of Canada) meet-
ing.

The meeting of student
"leaders" was supposed to
consider the possibility of for-

mation of a national students
union but this project was
dropped early in the discus-
sions as it was felt that too
™any had bad memories of
CUS lingered on. However we
then moved on to discuss "aid
and Accessibility", (Student
aid and accessibility to Univer-
s"y). In particular attention
"as focused on two schemesw financing higher education

jj
Canada that are before the

federal and Provincial gov-
ernment as of now. The two.
P ans are known as Education-

Opportunity Bank (EOB)
p"d Contingent Repayment
lan

. Basically higher educa-
lon is now being financed 50%
?V the
6%
"lent:

federal government,
by the provincial govern-
s and 5% by student fees

th
sometmng roughly like

1( p
U In 1972 the Federa-

a

rovincial agreement lapses
a Ottawa will no longer be

com

Thi

Publ

mitted to 50% of costs,

combined with growing
10 reluctance to pay for
er edui

rden of supporting universi-
b„
s°er education may force the

."! s onto students." Both theHe
*ay:

me s discussed above are

bor
'
n wh'eh students can

row large amounts of mon-

de
° Day vastly increased stu-

that il
' The principle here is

the student benefits - the

student pays. The difference

between the two schemes is

merely on method of repay-

ment.
The ramifications of such a

move are far-reaching — stu-

dents may then become con
sumers and the faculty

administration reduced to a

commodity (shades of a second

wave of student power). Also

this might eliminate the casual

student (and perhaps many of

us could be included) who
comes here to avoid work or

catch a husband (wife?).

The AUCC has, in the past,

been a club for University

Presidents and their lieuten-

ants. However in recent years

an attempt has been made to

lure students and faculty into

the organization. Its main

function, apart from commis-

sioning nation-wide research is

to lobby the federal govern-

ment on behalf of higher edu-

cation. The conference had the

aim of bringing to discuss edu-

cation. In addition, it was

hoped to determine certain

guidelines from AUCC action

in the coming year.

From the beginning students

were wary of participating in

AUCC for fear of being "co-

opted" into a mere "tokenis-

tic" "legitimization" of

AUCC's actions. This kind of

apprehension is reasonable but

it was also felt that AUCC
ought to be given the chance to

reform itself with student par-

ticipation. So the students par-

ticipated in the placing of 3

students on the board of direc-

tors of AUCC (the actual deci-

sion-making centre of the or-

ganization). In addition they

established a National Student

Research Program to study

areas of direct interest to stu-

dents (like this EOB plan and

student employment).

Whore did everyone go?

Paul Hellyer

Human spirit key to future city

The future of our urban so-

cieties can be redirected to

preserve basic human rights

and create communities with

"human spirit", according to

former defence minister Paul

Hellyer, who delivered the

fifth Tyrell Lecture last

Wednesday. The lecture, spon-

sored by the School of Urban

and Regional Planning, was
entitled Cities of the Future:

Heaven or Hell?" and present-

ed Mr. Hellyer's idealistic

plans for the future.

"Technically there is no

question that these (today's)

problems can't be solved.

However, we will run into so-

ciological problems." Mr. Hel-

lyer's optimism permeated his

outline of proposed solutions

for the major problems facing

urban environments.

In his discussion of both pol-

lution and housing, Mr. Hellyer

pointed out the basic conflicts

of jurisdication and inefficien-

cy. "Governments are the net

contributors to lack of housing

in this country," he said ex-

plaining that often the problem

is at a municipal level where

political leaders seek out large

and commercial projects to

cover costs of administration

and education.

On the question of urban

renewal in the US and Canada.

Mr. Hellyer expressed his be-

lief that in the past and present

there has been no rational poli-

cy for urban renewal and

therefore reactive policy had

developed." His solution to this

problem of renewal depends on

the acceptance by individual

landlords of responsibility for

the total "life cycle" of their

housing. The owner should be

responsible from the initial

point of acquisition to the point

of destruction or disposal."

Destruction of whole areas has

been a mistake in Hellyer's

view and, instead of destroying

the good with bad, the ideal

method of urban renewal
would remove the bad while

allowing the good to remain as

the skeleton for development.

Regulated transportation

systems play the key role in his

expansion of communities. To
him these represent the only

solution to urban sprawl.

Along the integrated transpor-

tation routes, the division of

communities would allow de-

velopment of individual plans.

Each community would have
direct routes into the main
urban centre and along the

transportation system the
density would gradually even
out.

National opposition Fri.

to War Measures Act
A group from the University

of Saskatoon calling them-
selves the Committee for the

Defense of Democratic Rights

(CDDR), has issued an appeal

for national opposition to the

War Measures Act and any
subsequent anti-democractic
legislation which may be intro-

duced later to replace it.

This appeal was forwarded
to the AMS which considered it

in an inner council meeting and
decided not to act, because of

inability to reach a consensus
on the subject, and also be-
cause changes to the act are
presently before the House of
Commons.

The CDDR is calling for a
day of national opposition to

the Act on November 13. They
hope that "this will be the first

step in building a nationally co-

ordinated opposition to all re-

pressive legislation used

against the people of Quebec
and Canada.'"

Presently before the House
of Commons is Public Order
Temporary Measures Act, 1970

which, while maintaining

many of the powers in the War
Measures Act, eases off on

some of them. For example,
arrest without warrant and
detention without warrant
would remain but charges
would have to be laid within

three days — or at the most
seven days with a special order

of the provincial attorney gen-

eral involved.
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Colonel Harland Sanders

says get

KENTUCKY

FRIEDCHICKEN
THREE LOCATIONS IN KINGSTON

•BATH ROAD AT LASALLE PARK
•PRINCESS STREET ONE MILE
WEST OF THE CIRCLE
(RESTAURANT TOO-LICENSEO)
•MONTREAL STREET -
NORTH_OF_PmNCESS

"for Takeout nearest to
queen's dial 542-2773

montreal street store

Services study grant announced

I iraTiffcrs

RESUBMITS
LICENSED
OF COURSE .

PRINCESS WEST
OF THE CIRCLE

Looking for a job?

We're seeking good
people. Interested?

Some people think that an insurance company will hire

only dark blue suils. It's mil true. We hire all suits

regardless of colour and style. We believe that all suits

were created equal, li s the people inside them who are

dilTerent. and that's what we're interested in. We learned

long ago that people change clothes, clothes don't change

people. Neither does hair. Nor beards. We've been in

business 1 23 years so we think we must be doing

something right.

If you are a 1 97 1 graduate in Arts, Science, Business

Administration or Commerce — and you can meet the

rigid requirements of our marketing management,

accounting, computer systems, administration or

actuarial science programs — we offer you concrete

career opportunities. They are uniquely outlined in our

Anthology. Watch for it.

Our representative will be on your campus

ThursdayNov. 12

Register now at the placement office to talk to him about

your future. You can even wear a dark blue suit if you

like. He's open-minded.

THE CANADA LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY

Dr. W. Donald Wood, Direc-

tor of the Queen's Industrial

Relation Centre, has been

awarded a $33,000 Canada
Council Grant for a two-year

study of service industries in

Canada. His work will consist

of eight interrelated studies

ranging from "Patterns and
Implications in Employment"
to an overview of Canadian

service industries. Wood said

his objective is to "increase

the stock of knowledge and

analysis pertaining to the Ca-

nadian service industries and

to derive implications for eco-

nomic analysis and for various

areas of public and private pol-

icy."

Since World War II Canadian

industry has shifted its empha-
sis from goods producing in-

dustries to service industries

— such spheres as education,

government, heaith services,

consulting firms and banking.

Even in manufacturing there

has been a shift towards ser-

vices.

This change is reflected in

employment. "Dynamic
changes in the pattern and

characteristics of employment
have developed. Wood said

employment in service indus-

tries has increased from 40%
of all workers in 1946 to 60% in

1969. With declining job oppor-

tunities in goods industries, the

service sector has provided

new kinds of employment.

There are now more female

workers and more public em-
ployment. Part-time workers

are used more by service in-

dustries. There is an increased

demand for white collar work
ers.

Wood's study will investi
gate implications of this trend
in industry. Goods-produein

e
industries base their decision
on a profit motive, but many

ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Interviews will be on Campus November 25, 1970.

REGULAR MEMBER: Male only , single, able to meet

stringent physical requirements. Starting salary $8,178.00

per annum for holders of degree in Law, Science, Arts,

Commerce, Engineering, Business Administration.

CIVILIAN MEMBER: Male or Female for employ-

ment in Crime Detection Laboratories must possess degree

in Bio-Science. Starting salaries commensurate with qua-

lifications.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND APPOINTMENT

CONTACT YOUR DIRECTOR OF PLACEMENT

.

service industries have m
profit motive. What, then

i s
the guiding factor in these in-

dustries? As Wood states
"Modification and refinement
of many traditional theoretical
concepts is required.

"

The shift in industry mirrors
two major factors in society
improved standards of livhw
and advanced technology. The
consumer can use his in-

creased income for more than
just food, clothing and shelter

directing it towards self-im l

provement (education and lei-

sure.) Advances in technology

require increased services

within goods industries. Pro-
fessional and clerical services

are required, rather than man-
ual labour, to support produc-

tion.

The results of Wood's
studies will fill a gap in re-

search and data. Previously,

government data has been

geared to blue-collar workers
and goods industries. More in-

formation is now necessary,

with emphasis on white-collar

workers and "the economic
and industrial relations of the

service industries in Canada."

Remembrance Day

Service Wednesday

A Remembrance Day Ser-

vice will be held this Wednes-

day, Nov. 11 in Grant Hall

from 10:53 until 11:10. All

classes have been cancelled

from 10:30 to 11:30.

<r
^ekvance

^poken

"For you, my dear, of course

I'll give up med school. Mil

brother and I shall invent f""

cough drop."

Career-minded

Career Club that is
-

colourful stripes with

dark grounds - and

new light grounds.

Ties four inches at

least - how wide is

yours? ^
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Rugger champions
Th€ Queen's Rugger Gaels team

the OQAA championship by a
*
ore of 8 points to nil in the play-

er at the University of Western on

Saturday and so complete their

,eason
unbeaten.

Having been Eastern champions

nll
runners-up in the champion-

"hip for the past two years, the

r Be\s
were determined to win the

anie from
the start and after only

two minutes play went ahead with

an
opportunist try. Fly-hll Easteal

lacked ahead, the Western full-

back misfielded and winger Peace

kicked the ball on and outpaced

the defence over 50 yards for the

tr
™ (3 points.). Easteal added 2

points by converting the try from

half-way over so Queen's led by 5

points. After 17 minutes, Queen's

got the final score of the game. At

a scrum near the Western's goal-

line, Page held the ball to catch

the Western forwards off-side and

Easteal kicked the resulting pen-

alty for three points. The result of

the game was, however, by no

means undecided. The Queen's

forwards fought hard to contain

and finally subdue the very strong,

heavy Western forwards in both

the set pieces and in the loose.

There were several near-scores

:

wing-forward Shelly, after a

strong run, was brought down only

inches short of the line, centre

three-quarter Cooper made a

break and handed on to Grant who,
despite a determined effort, was
forced out of bounds five yards

from scoring. Territorially,

Queen's had the advantage in both

halves of the game but were una-

ble to pierce the strong Western
defence. Despite the three-quar-

ters having the speed to beat their

opposite numbers, the close cover-

ing of Western forced both Easteal
and Griffiths to produce some
good tactical kicking.

Western were hard-put to break
a solid Queen's defence. While the

three-quarters, especially Grant,
tackled well and the forwards
covered fast to cut off any West-

ern threat, it was full-back Jeffery
who ensured the shut-out by some
fine tackles and defensive kicking
However Western continued to
press and, with some strong for-
ward rushes, remained a threat
until the final whistle confirmed
the Queen's victory 8 points to nil
The Queen's 2nd XV also beat

the University of Western Mus-
tangs. Playing for a newly-insti-
tuted trophy for second teams the
Gaels won by 22 to 3. Although
beginning more slowly, the second
team eventually came out trium-
phant, playing good, attacking
rugger. McNeil kicked a penalty to
open the scoring with 3 points and
then winger Johannsen added a
two trier, one converted by Mc-
Neil to make the half-time score
11 to nil. It was the second of these
tries which decided the game.
Sykes picked up the ball 50 yards
out, ran strongly, and when tack-
led, the ball passed to McNeil,
Angus and finally to Johannsen
who ran round two Western play-
ers to score. In the second half,

McNeil added another penalty and
scrum-half Graham scored two
tries, one after a pass from Angus
following a five-yard scrum and

Happy captain David Cook carried by team-mates after victory.

the other from a short penalty
McNeil converted to make the fi-

nal score 22-3.

The Queen's Rugger Club has
had its most successful season,
both sides being undefeated after

a total of eighteen games. The
first team have scored 156 points

in 10 games whilst conceding only

20 points; the second team record
in 8 games being 184 points for and
22 against. Much of the success of

this season must go to captain
Dave Cook and coach Gavin Reid
who both encouraged attractive
and determined rugby, and main-
tained the enthusiasm of all play-

ers.

(Jhtpm'a 3lmmtal
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Liberation News Service Punted by WEB Offse

MOD
COLETTE'S

MONTREAL
FASHIONS
231 Princess St.,

542-5654

VAN'S
GIFTS & BOOKS LTD.

253 PRINCESS STREET
KINGSTON 542-6676

LONDON BRAND "A"CLASS WALLETS FOR MEN AND
LADIES IN A NICE ASSORTMENT GENUINE LEATHER
MADE IN TORONTO - FULLY GUARANTEED. COM-
PETITIVELY PRICED FROM $2.98 - S9.95. ALSO:
TIMEX AND MOD WATCHES, "FLIX-O-FLEX" -
LEATHER & NYLON WATCHBANDS. HUGE ASSORT-
MENT OF PIPES, STANDS WITH OR WITHOUT
HUMIDORS - ASHTRAYS - TRYPIS & MEDICO PIPES.

OPEN 7 DAYS TILL 11:00 P.M.

DUPLICATE

BRIDGE

EVERY THURSDAY

7:00 P.M.

at

Mclaughlin room
(Student Union Building)

A.M.S. EDUCATION COMMISSION
SPONSORS

"THE
URBAN POOR"

Nov. 13, 8:00 P.M. PRIVATION
with John Eleen, Research Director at Ontario Federation of Labour

"The Things I Cannot Change" - film

Nov. 14, 2:00 p.m. POVERTY
with Reuben Baetz, Executive Director of Canadian Welfare Council.

"Up Against the System" — film.

Nov. 14, 8:00 p.m. ALTERNATIVES FOR ACTION
Sergio Sismondo, Research Director of New Brunswick New Start.

|B
"One in Five" — film.

r*Uj at each session

— "Have You Ever Been North of Princess Street?"

- film by Peter Raymont & Alan Code

— slide shows

— folk singers

ALL IN STIRLING D

AFTERNOON
SHOWING

SIR KENNETH CLARK'S WIDELY ACCLAIMED

COLOUR FILM SERIES

CIVILIZATION
ONE HOUR OF THIS THIRTEEN I10LR SERIES WILL

BE SHOWN EACH TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND

THURSDAY AT 1:30 P.M. COMMENCING WITH

"THE SKIN OF OUR TEETH" - NOVEMBER 10th

"THE GREAT THAW" - NOVEMBER 11th

"ROMANCE AND REALITY" - NOVEMBER 12th

DUNNING AUDITORIUM ADMISSION 50c

APPLICATIONS NOW BEING

ACCEPTED FOR

HALL BOOKINGS
FOR DANCES, CONCERTS ETC.

IN THE WINTER TERM

See Marie in the A.M.S. Outer Office. Preliminary

allocation of dates to be made on November 14th

— so get applications in now.

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES COMMISSION
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from the fedayeen viewpoint by Sheila Ryan and George Cavelletto (Liberation

Amman, Jordan (LNS) A dozen

people were staring down into a huge

ditch, twenty-feet deep. Some had

tears in their eyes, and many held

cloths to their faces to ward off dis-

ease. At the bottom of the ditch lay

two bodies, still unburied two weeks

after the outbreak of the war in Jor-

dan.

We do not know how many of the

dead lay under the mounds of freshly-

turned earth in other sections of the

ditch, hastily dumped into this mass
grave by a government that did not

want to acknowledge the extent of its

murders. Published reports said 50

bodies were buried here, but a man
who lived nearby told us there were

500.

Most of the casualties in Amman
were apparently in the two huge refu-

gee camps of the city, Hussein and

Wahdat. Here the flimsy shacks of

the Palestinians offered no protection

against the intensive bombardment
by the Jordanian Army.
Whadat Refugee Camp
We could not find a house un-

scathed in Wahdat refugee camp af-

ter the systematic bombardment.
Huge holes have been slugged into the

sides of homes from tanks firing at

close range. Walls are polkadot with

500 mm. machine gun bullets.

Seventy-five thousand people lived

in Wahdat, a sprawl of closely spaced
concrete shanties with tin roofs, the

camp transversed by narrow alleys

running between the homes. The fam-
ilies of Wahdat came to Jordan in

1948. expelled from their homes by
the Zionists, who were clearing

away the Palestinians to make way
for a state of Jewish settlers, Israel.

Wahdat, called by the commandos,
"The Camp of the Republic", is a
stronghold of resistance. Its militia

must number in the thousands — peo-

ple who work as agricultural and con-

struction workers, drive taxis, go to

school, and who train in the evenings

and days off to defend the camp
against government attack.

The agony of Wahdat began with

incessant government shelling. From
the centre of the city we could hear

the relentless muffled explosions of

shells sounding from the area. By day

we saw billows of smoke and columns

of flame rising from the camp. At

night there were the white flashes of

phosphorous bombs. A Red Cross

spokesman said later that over 2000

people in Wahdat were burned by

napalm-like phosphorous bombs.

"The army fought not only with

tanks and phosphorous bombs, but

with hunger and thirst," a commando
told us. Most of the people had only a

day of two*s store of food in their

homes; they were too poor to keep
more. When the fighting broke out, a

curfew was clamped on the area and
the government literarlly put Wahdat
under seige. There was no way for

people to leave the camp to get food

for their families.

But even more cruel was the cut-

ting off of the water supply. On Sept.

24, when there had been no water in

some places for eight days, The Pa-

lestinian Red Crescent Society asked
all Arab radio stations to broadcast
this message: "Your children are
dying of thirst. The Palestine Red
Crescent Society cannot help you
except by telling you that by drinking

your own urine, you will be able to

save your lives."

There was not only the horror the

army inflicted from a distance, lob-

bing in artillery shells and phospho-
rous bombs and shutting off the wa-
ter. When, on the eighth day, the Jor-

danian army entered the camp, the
Bedouin troops raped, looted, de-

stroyed and shot wantonly. Radios
and cash were taken from homes by
search parties of soldiers. Goats
were slaughtered for army feasts.

A man with graying hair told us

that the soldiers had shot his cow.

Mom grove in Amman, Jordan.

"That cow was all we had, and they

just killed her for no reason."

"The army pulled me out of my
house and said, 'You're a commando'
" an elderly man told us. "I said, 'But

I'm not a commando, I'm a teacher.'

They pushed me around and shot me
in the leg."

After eight days of fierce fighting,

the commandos withdrew from Wah-
dat, because, as one fighter there told

us, "We depend on the people for

everything. But when the people had

nothing to eat for so many days, what
can we ask of them?"
The commandos also withdrew

from the Hussein camp, the refugee

camp on the northern edge of Am-
man, housing 60,000, because the con-

dition of the people there had grown
similarly intolerable.

But the commandos held, through-

out the fighting, large areas of Am-
man, a city of over 500,000 people,

most of them Palestinian refugees.

At the end of the fighting, the feday-

een still held the business and market
area, two of the seven residential

mountains of the city and parts of two
other city mountains. We visited one
such fedayeen stronghold — this one
on the slopes of Jabal Amman — dur-

ing a lull in the fighting on the fourth

day of the war.

Visit to Fedayeen Stronghold

Jabal Amman is the location of

many government ministeries and
the homes of rich Palestinians and
Jordanians; after three days of fight-

ing Jordanian army tanks command-
ed the wide main street of the

wealthy district.

But the strategic hillside, the nar-

row streets and alleyways where the

poor live, remained in the hands of
the resistance forces.

In every alley the militia was sta-

tioned. A pickup truck with a 500 mm.
machine gun mounted on the back
was sheltered in behind a house, out
of sight of the King's artillery gun-
ners on other hills. In one house, 20

commandos sat resting.

"The people have joined us more
than we could have expected," a
fighter said here. "The poor people,

they offer us their bread, their water.
We refused to take it from them for a
long time, but they insist.

"You know, the army is stupid,

because it represents the past. We
represent the future.

"These men," he continued, ges-
turing toward the young militia
members, "they're fighting for the
future of the people, for the future of

all people, not just the Palestinians.

They're fighting for the Vietnamese
and the Angolans and for the people
in Latin America. And for you too."

Another fighter added later, "The
government has handed over to the
resistance the responsibility for the
people. The force of 'Law and Order',

the government, is looting, raping,
destroying, terrorizing, while the

fedayeen are trying to protect the

people."

Occupying Army
From the windows of our roof

apartment on the edge of Jabal

Amman, we could see the incessant

bombardment of the refugee camps
of the city, watch the local militia

constantly moving from position to

position, witness the numerous army
tank and artillery attacks on the

buildings of our block.

During each attack the people in

the neighbourhood hid in their base-

ments, children clutching in terror at

their parents, old people praying

aloud, fear on everyone's face as the

tanks shot methodically into every

house at point blank range.

Nearly every window in the area

was shattered from the blasts, and

large holes punched into the walls of

the buildings. Phosphorous bombs set

living rooms afire and rockets flew

through windows, fragmenting in

explosions which pocked the four

walls, ceilings and floors with shrap-

nel.

In the last days of the fighting, the

army became bold enough to descend

from their tanks and loot the houses.

One block away soldiers murdered

two brothers who owned a small gro-

cery store, and looted the shop.

"The army was told they would win

in one day," explained one comman-
do later. "When they didn't win, they

became frightened and stupid. They

became afraid and hostile to every-

one, even the rich. Yes, even in the

bourgeois areas they shot up all the

houses because they thought every-

one was a fedayeen."

"The King decided his future on the

day he launched his attack against

the resistance," another commando
told us. "He decided he was an oc-

cupying power with a mercenary

Bedouin army and that his only

connection with the people was force.

So it was easy for him to order the

water cut off and to starve the peo-

ple, easy for him to destroy the city

and massacre the people."

Made in the U.S.A.

When the fighting abated and

Amman's citizens reappeared from

their hiding places, they found the

streets cluttered with the litter w

war. In the army-held areas, empty

shell cases were everywhere,

stamped "MADE IN THE U.S.A.

The tanks were US Pattons. The

armoured cars, many of them brand

new, were American. Discarde

ammunition crates lay about,

belled with red, white and blue stars

and stripes shields of the US aid proj

gramme, picturing the two claspe

hands of international friendship-

The eleven days of bloodshed were

essentially King Hussein's war

make the Middle East safe for t n

Roger's Plan, the US plan for a sei

tlement of the Middle East cr-is£

aimed at benefitting Israeli and «

perialist interests.
the

At the beginning of the fifiht
]
n
f:^e

Washington Post editorialized

official American judgement

Hussein has the stuff to preva:

enable him to prevail and from i

to go and make peace with Israel
^e

been precisely the rationale for
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notes from an opening night

by Catherine Perkins

People who read reviews of
plays usually do so for two rea-
sons. If they've seen the play,
they want to know how the crit-

ic's opinions jibe with their
own. Those who haven't seen
the play want some indication
of whether it's worth the in-

volvement, time and money —
all hotly competed for at
Queen's this time of year.

To the latter reader, this is

my advice: Make an effort to

see "Danton's Death". This
Drama Department production
opened last Thursday night and
will be presented again Thurs-
day through Saturday this

week at 8:30.

The Play Itself

This is factually a play about
the French Revolution; more
pertinent, it is philosophically

a play about revolution. It is

poetic, brutal and bawdy, and
despite its generous dollops of

integral and adventitious phi-

losophy, its characters remain
people of blood and bone and
relevance. Even if it's been

only through the mass media,

and even if you're under 20,

you know a Danton and a Ro-

bespierre and a St. Just and
many of the citizens of this

18th century France; you've

seen them in Cuba, in Haiti, in

Chicago and in Greece.

But the German playwright,

Georg Buchner, is not a con-

temporary poet plumbing old

revolutions for confirmation of

his disillusions. He wrote

"Danton's Death" more than a

century ago, in 1835. He was

not yet 21 and his work was so

easily dismissed by German
critics that Georg dismissed

himself, through suicide, about

four years later.

If I have a criticism of the

play itself, it is that the poet

seemed to have a premonition

that his works would not be

numerous, and he loaded this

one vehicle with more outright

speeches than one play should

have to bear. These pronounce-

ments are static and halt the

action of the play unnecessari-

ly often. All in all, though, I

agree with the director, Fred

Euringer, that "Danton's

Death" must be "ranked with

the greatest first plays ever

written".

Presentation

In advance notices about this

play, Buchner is given credit
for post-Freudian philosophy
and imagery, film-era cine-
matic technique and totally up-
to-date youthful disillusion.
Credit for the cinematic tech-

nique and for the contempo-
rary mood belong largely to
the insight and sensitivity of

the director, I think, and to his

obvious affection for this play.

It is difficult to imagine the
play now without the director's

use of electronic music, com-
posed by David Keane of the
Music Department. The mu-
sic's contribution to mood and
emphasis and character-delin-

eation can not be overstated. It

is Robespierre's almost palpa-

ble conscience. It is nowhere
more effective, though, than in

the scene where Camille's
prescient wife begins her soft

spin into awareness and insani-

ty.

Euringer has used the light-

ing as creatively as the music,

and his technicians handle both

surely. (I would have pre-

ferred, though, not to see Dan-
ton and the other victims walk

down the steps after they've

been guillotined.) The set

ranks with that designed for

"Man of La Maneha", and the

lighting makes the towering,

stationary guillotine seem to

come and go, threatening as

the Revolution's ultimate

weapon, ominous as the rigged

judicial bench, stirring as the

solitary Danton's observation

tower and pulpit.

The huge, embattled French

tricolor, echoed in the dirty

kerchiefs and waistbands of

the citizens, reminded me of

lines from a poem about the

Hungarian revolution: "Some
brought ribbons and it was a

fair; some brought flags and it

was a war."

The costumes were as mixed

as my reactions to them — or

vice versa. For the most part,

the combination of elegant pe-

riod coats and frocks worked

alright with the contemporary

corduroy slacks and loafers. I

keep remembering that there

were 24 men to be costumed

for this play, some for multiple

roles. However, considering

the third-act description of

Danton's comfortable life and

home, I found his costume dis-

tressingly, distractingly dirty..

From the beginning, his
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clothes look as they should look

only after he's been in that rot-

ten prison awhile. Lacroix's

breeches, too, might have

looked a link more put togeth-

er until after he took that very

realistic leak in the prison

scene.

The Players

Having been somewhat con-

ditioned by the Chronicles se-

ries to expect an evening of

drama at Queen's to be rela-

tively short with small casts

giving often brilliant perform-

ances, I was pleased to be re-

minded that the Drama De-
partment can offer a long play

(this one's almost three hours)

with a huge cast (37) and still

not want for fine performances
at any level.

Brian Wilson plays Danton
in such a low key that it's hard

to remember he was a fiery

revolutionary leader shortly

before the time covered in the

play, but his deep, seemingly

casual, earthy love for his peo-

ple and his country, and his

weariness of killing, register

well. I'm looking forward to

his next play.

Mo Bock is one of Kingston

theatre's reliables, and he's

good, though not exciting, as

the hateful, mechanical Robes-

pierre, the dry embodiment of

the principle that by whatever

name, kings replace kings re-

placing kings . . . His music-

backed soul-searching scene is

his most effective, and his con-

clusion that he must kill Dan-

ton is made to seem truly ir-

revocable.

Among the other perform-

ances, I particularly enjoyed

the passion and poetry of Greg
Sheppard's Camille; the way in

which Keith Sly switched from

langorous, sensual indolence to

instant political awareness;

Ted Bairstow's solidity crum-

bling as doubt comes to Bar-

ere; Darryl Johnson's shrewd

rake, Lacroix; and Owen Moul-

ton's peppery, rabble-rousing

deputy, LegenJre.

As the wives, Danton's Julie

and Camille's Lucille, both

Janice Irvine and Coralie Bar-

tley were touchingly beautiful.

Lucille's scene by herself in

Act II is a combination of

mood, music and lighting that

will likely give you chills up

and down your spine.

Stephen Hair, who stepped

into the role of St. Just at the

eleventh hour, gave a strong,

impressive performance as

Robespierre's meticulous legal

ace. His high point comes when
he harangues the mob that

came to praise Danton and
talks them into burying him
instead, with an on-the-spot

murder just for good measure.

Into the role of St. Just, Buch-

ner wrote the essence of revo-

lutionary oratory — the shib-

boleths, spur words, upside-

down "logic" and violence-

weighted cliches. Even with a

few opening-night fluffs, Hair

made it one of the play's most
vivid scenes.

Ann Holloway, not surpris-

ingly, gives a strong comic
performance as the ribald old

wife of George Baszta's drun-

ken citizen Simon. The two
prostitutes approach their pro-

fession and their clients with

unflagging zest, and the two
perambulating patsies provide

a good laugh as they make
their more serious point about

the credibility gap in this revo-

lution. Alexander Townsend's
ballad was a small gem.

The eight actors playing the

Deputies and the seven playing

the Committee of Safety acted

well individually and as ensem-

bles. Among the smaller roles,

no one once forgot to react

with face and body, and the

mob scenes were given real

power. The bit players regis-

tered as strongly as the char-

acter actors in those good old

British movies.

Precisely because I enjoyed

the play and the players so

much. I disliked the curtain

call intensely. Whatever dra-

matic intention the director

had. the result for me and for

several other members of the

audience to whom I spoke was
confusion and frustration. It is

a slow climb back to reality

after Lucille has smiled up into

her death in the closing scene,

and the evening should come to

a close either with full black-

out there or with a full-scale

curtain call. The impact of the

play should not be lost in won-

der — wondering whether it's

time to get out of your seat.

That's a niggling point, I grant

you, compared to about 150

minutes of enjoyable, thought-

provoking drama.

Do go and let "Danton's

Death" get at you.
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tuesday, november 10

afternoon: 1:30 p.m civilization presents "the skin of our teeth", in

dunning auditorium

2:30 p.m.: sylvere monod, professor of english at the sor-

bonne. will give a lecture on "the modernity of dickens" in

the fifth floor lounge, john watson hall,

evening: 7:00 and 10:00 p.m.: dunning hall flicks presents "downhill

racer", popcorn and soft drinks, admission $1.00 per per-

son

7:00 p.m.: man the hunted, red room — student art exhibi-

tion, students works - paintings, sculpture photographs,

etc., refreshments.

7:30 p.m.: the annual aesculpian society lecture presents

dr. William h. sweet on "newer methods of neurosurgical

control of pain" in etherington hall auditorium.

8:00 p.m.: pollution probe at kingston, general meeting in

st. james church hall, corner of union and barrie, mr. gor-

don thorn, Ontario government air management branch at

kingston, will speak and answer questions, probe activities

wilt also be discussed.

8:30 p.m.: man the hunted: cobwebbed cavern of the cap-

tured in chown coffee house, folksingers, 50c admission.

9:00 p.m.: american screen masters series, "his girl fri-

day" (1940) at ellis hall auditorium.

FILMS FOR FESTIVAL

1971
MAKE YOUR OWN FLICK

SUPPORTED BY A.M.S.

FESTIVAL FUNDS

SUBMIT YOUR SCRIPT TO:

GORD McLELLAN 544-5574
or place script in Festival-of-the-Arts Box

in the A.M.S. office.

MEETING FOR ALL INTERESTED

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 11

7:30 P.M. POLSON ROOM

QUEBEC IN COLOUR
photographs of rural and urban Quebec.

an exhibition prepared by the National Gallery of Canada

continues until November 15th

SALE OF ORIGINAL

GRAPHICS
from Ferdinand Roten Galleries of Baltimore

TODAY ONLY

art centre

I

QUEEN S DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA
presents

y
by Georg

Buchner

CONVOCATION HALL

Nov. 5-7 & 11 - 14

8: 30 p.m.

Students $1.00 Non-Students $2.00

Tickets may be purchased at the Drama Department

phone 547-6291

fivedays
"the great thaw" in dun-

wednesday, november 11

afternoon; 1:30 p.m.: civilization presents
'

ning auditorium

4:00 p.m.: psychiatric grand rounds: dr. g. lowe, queen's,

will discuss "the multiple applications of erisconian theo-

ry", in etherington hall auditorium,

evening: 7:00 p.m.: dunning hall flicks presents a double bill "down-

hill racer" and "alfie", no 10:00 p.m. show, $1.00 for both,

popcorn and drinks.

7:30 p.m.: film section of festival arts meeting to submit

scripts: poison room of the union

8: 30 p.m. :

'

'danton's death" at convocation hall

9:00 p.m.: man the hunted: "the trap ", dance at grant hall

with the belbukus. sponsored by arts '73 and '74. 50<r admis-

sion.

thursday, november 12

afternoon: 1:30 p.m.: civilization presents "romance and reality" in

dunning auditorium

3: 30 p.m. : music students recital in ellis hall

evening: 7:00 and 10:00 p.m.: dunning hall flicks presents "alfie",

admission $1.00

7:30 p.m.: "recent advances in platelet physiology" by

aaron j. marcus presented by the department of medicine

in the auditorium at etherington hall.

7:30 p.m.: meeting of the kingston young new democrats

to discuss "an independent socialist canada" in second

floor common room, everyone welcome.

8:00 p.m. : man the hunted : free susie — skate at the arena

8:30 p.m. : "danton's death" at convocation hall.

9:00 p.m.: man the hunted: a hot chocolate shop in the

second floor common room of the union, donuts and hot

chocolate.

at bitter grounds — Dave Brad-
street, friday and Saturday. sets

from 10 p.m.

at agnes etherington art centre

until november 15 — quebec in

colour

november 10 — original graphics:

a one day exhibition and sale

November 10 and 11 — workshop

seminar: a world for children7:0o

to 10:00 p.m.

at the kingston theatres

capital — "the out-towners"

hyland — "mash"
odeon — "none at the crossroads'

and "in search of gregory"

friday, november 13

evening: 8:00 p.m.: - the urban poor," in sterling d, anprivation -

a.m.s. teach-in

8:00 p.m.: oqaa hockey: queen's golden gaels vs carleton,

harty areana
8:30 p.m.: "america, america" presented by the graduate

student society film club in ellis hall auditorium

8:30 p.m.: queen's drama department presents "danton's

death" at convocation hall

Plains Indian peace pipe at The Art

of Smoking in Aboriginal North

America. At Agnes Etherington.

FROM HENCEFORTH THE JOURNAL
WILL NOT ACCEPT ANY CLASSIFIED

WITHOUT A DOLLAR FOR EACH TIME

IT IS TO BE RUN IN THE PAPER. WE
WILL NOT BE BOTHERED WITH BILL-

ING FOR PETTY CASH.

Domino Theatre: THE TRIAL — KAF-

KA, 9 p.m. Fri/Sat/Sun. Tickets

$2.00 (students $1.50 on Sunday*)

from Mahoods or at the door.

Stereo Components:
546-4828.

I Terry Wood

B'NAI B'RITH HILLEL

FOUNDATION

Professor Hal Parker

of the Queen's Theological School

will speak at Hillel House, 26 Barrie Street, on Novem-

ber 10th, at 8:30 p.m. on

"An Unprejudiced View of the

Middle East Crisis''

Professor Parker was one of a group of 19 sent by the

United Church on a fact-finding mission to the Middle

East. He had the opportunity of speaking both to repre-

sentatives of the Isreali and Arab peoples and to heads

of state.

EVERY ONE INVITED

1 PORTABLE REMINGTON 1040

TYPEWRITER in Green Leather carry-

ing case. Used once. $75.00. Contact

Mrs. E M. Wight, Centrex 547-2758,

or home phone 542-9106.

We would like to reassure the audi-

ence at the Guess Who/Chuck Berry

concert that Journal/Tricolor photog-

raphers were not responsible for any

of the flash cameras that intruded

on the concert.

Alison — the Guess Who says hello.

John Mable thanks Stefan Michalski

for his sky-diving piclures.^^^^^.

The Drop in the Bucket canvassers

dance formerly on Tuesday has been

changed to the arts '73 and 74

dance in Grant Hall on Wednesday.

If canvassers have not received the"

passes please contact Dianne E" 10

at 544-8344. _______

3 inexperienced virgins desire f0 "9
J^

ready and able men to initiate the

into the rites of love, hairy ch«s

given preference. Call 544-4568.

NEWMAN'S EXPERT
TAILOR MEN'S SHOP

Suits m ade to measure & ready
wear.

Alteration - al I work guaranteed
also men's furnishings 8.

form al ren tal s.

214 Princess St. S46-0II0

J & B

STAMPS & COINS
280 MONTREAL ST.
KINGSTON, ONT

HOURS' 10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

TUES. THURS. FRI.& SAT.
WED. • 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

COLLECTIONS BOUGHT AND
SOLD. HIGHEST PRICES PAID

KINSMEN CLUB OF KINGSTON
PRESENTS

THE BROADWAY SHOW

MAME
NOV. 13th. - 21st. EXCEPT SUNDAY 15th.

BOX OFFICE NOW OPEN 10:30 a.m. - 5 p.m-

GRAND THEATRE
ALL RESERVED SEATS $3.50
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soccer ends
by Hugh

Connolly

The end of the season. The

nasses through the trees

sU
„ dapples the near vacant

s"i The few huddles of peo-

"f move off towards the dis-

pl
, hubbub of the later game.

,an '

r , e !;
become dull aches of

t

InJ
niness The Gaels were up

' Wea
inst Montreal, Laval, Mc-

'

\% Carleton. Saturday,
G
,''Lster took advantage of
MC

!nfs to grab an early lead

TdTung on An uphill come-
3

k failed to catch, and

£„'s lost their first and last

Sr game of the year.

Both teams were evenly

matched, and but for the goals,

U was a good game. After trad-

ne rushes to opposite ends,

^Master gained the lead at

he ten minute mark. Coming

over centre field and on the left

side a McMaster player lofted

a high ball that dropped the

hall into the goal area. Before

a Gael defender could block it,

McMaster's Joe Golini tapped

the ball back, just beyond goal-

ie Jim Flood's fingers, and into

the net. Queen's came back

with a little offensive muscle,

but could not finish off their

plays in a goal: Max Piribauer,

Jerry Birks and Joe Janota

worked the left side; Ian Jones

took a shot in the centre; and

Bobby Watson pushed the ball

through a few times — but no-

thing clicked. With five min-

utes left, McMaster were

awarded a penalty — in the

Queen's half along the left side

again. McMaster's John Reid

took the shot, a bullet at waist

height, and it went clear

through to the goal. Score at

the half was McMaster two and

Queen's nil.

Into the second half, Queen's
came out to get these goals

back, and were met with bad
luck, A McMaster foreward
put a spinning ball into the goal

area. A Queen's fullback took a
swing at it to clear away, and
the ball went off the side of his

foot and into his own net. The
goal was credited to Joe Goli-
ni- At this point, coach John
Walker tried an offensive
switch: he moved Jim Pirie
and Em Richardson to the
front line, and switched the
defence with Barry Armstrong
Playing back, Max Piribauer
going over to the right side,
and Stan Taylor took over as
sweeper. This gave the offence
fesh wind and the Gaels put on
We pressure.

Bobby Watson passed off to
Alan Hallsworth who took a
shot that was just off the net.

Joe Janota combined with Jim
Pirie and Ian Jones on another
near miss. In the press, a
McMaster defender touched
the ball, and Queen's was
awarded a penalty shot. Jim
Pirie took it, and put it into the
top left side — the goalie didn't
even move. The pressure for a
comeback mounted and the
Gaels threw everything into
the effort. Em Richardson
started a rush in his end, it

passed across the centre from

Janota to Watson to Jerry
Birks, and then back across the
front of the goal to Davey Rob-
ertson. Davey broke in towards
the goal and just missed on the
near side. The Gaels continued
their pressure, but the Mac
team were ever cool, moved
six players back and held
everything out. When they did
move out of their half, the cap-
able defensive work of Barry
Armstrong, Stan Taylor and
big Max neutralized their at-

tack. But time ran out, and the

final score was Queen's 1 and
McMaster 3.

HOCKEY

7:00 p.m. NOV. 10 vs R.M.C. Exhibition

8:00 p.m. NOV. 13 vs CARLETON League

2:00 p.m. NOV. 14 vs McGILL League

2:00p.m. NOV. 15 vs SHERBROOKE Exhibition

teams travel
INTERCOLLEGIATE

This weekend the badminton

team and the senior Basketball

and Volleyball teams will be

travelling to battle out their

season openers against Carle-

ton and- Ottawa U. Both of

these universities are new to

our league, with the expansion

this year, and were at the top

of their league last year. The

competition will be held on two

days at both universities, and
should be very good. Victories

this weekend would be a good

start for the Woman's Intercol-

legiate Winter schedule. We
hope that the Basketball team
will retain their trophy this

year, and that new honours will

be added by our other teams.

women's intramural
SUZIE-Q MIXED DOUBLES
BADMINTON

Sunday, November 15 from 1-4

p.m. in the Ross and Bartlett

gyms; entries close Novem-

ber 11 at 5 p.m.

Sign up in Ban Righ, Lower

Vic, the Psych building or

the Union.

Girls can ask any guy but they

must register their faculty

and year.

RACKETS will be available

upon presentation of your

student's card.

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE
SERVED! !

!

For more information call:

JANE NEILL 544-8656

or DIANNE LOUGHEED
544- 8348

BASKETBALL: Thursday,

November 12

7:00 74 AxMCEA,74Cx72C
7:30 Nur A x 74 C, MCEC x 72

B
8 00 74 GxReh B, 74 Ex 73 B
8:30 MedAxPHEB, PHEEx

73 C

RINGETTE
A Ringette clinic will be held

again this Wednesday from 7 to

9 p.m. Bring your skates and

learn a new sport!

CAREER PROBLEMS?

A.C.T. NOW!
The alumni counselling team or A.C.T. is a group of alumni

i" locations across Canada who are available to discuss with

students voational questions. This is an opportunity to

"'Ik to some of the top people about a career in their field.

Students who feel they would benefit from such a meeting

*ould contact the Student Employment Service at 72

Queen's Crescent where a directory of participating alumni

ls
"laintained.

• ^sunglasses

• Repairs • Magnifiers «

• Custom made glasses *

Contact Lenses^/

\^26i King St. E. 542-1747/

— KORMAN

Queen's tan Jones (foreground) sails high bul the ball is lost to the Gaels.

SPEARN'S OF KINGSTON

" THE GIFT CENTRE"

CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO COME IN AND SEE

THE WONDERFUL SELECTION OF GIFTS FOR ALL

OCCASIONS. JEWELLERY - SILVER WEDGEWOOD -

ROYAL DOULTON - ESKIMO CARVINGS - LIMOGES
- LAMPS - CRYSTAL AND CHINA - MUSIC BOXES
- JEWELLERY BOXES. FONDUES ALL KINDS FROM
SI 105 TO J52.S0 BAR ACCESSORIES - TERRIFIC

SELECTION POLI - OPTIC LAMPS
ALSO

EXCLUSIVE DEALER FOR ESTEE LAUDER COSMETICS

SPEARN'S IS THE PLACE

330 PRINCESS STREET
(BETWEEN BARRIE & CLERCY STREETS)
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Yates in Kingston

Gaeies in Winipeg

by Jim Wright

The Queen's University

Golden Gaels did it again. For

the sixth time in ten years the

Gaels will decorate the halls of

the gymnasium with the

O.Q.A.A. Championship Yates

Cup. But unlike most previous

teams the 1970 edition of the

Gaels went, for the most part,

unheralded, as they silently

moved into sole possession of

first place. Yes; despite a full

page write-up in the Globe glo-

rifying the tremendous, un-

beatable blue machine that had

parked in Varsity stadium; the

Gaels, unimpressed, played a

season of solid, consistent foot-

ball and seemed to just settle

into the championship. Mean-

while McMaster, who may also

have felt insulted by early sea-

son predictions, tied Varsity up

to leave the Blues two points

back of the Gaels in the final

standings.

The Waterloo game, al-

though significant as possibly

the last game ever in Richard-

son Stadium, was just typical

of the slowly but surely over-

whelming play of the Gaels.

As always, the opposition

began the game with a success-

ful march down the field, pick-

ing up four of their eleven first

downs (of the entire game) in

the first seven plays. Then the

Queen's defence caught fire

and for all intents and purposes

the war was over for Waterloo.

Unfortunately, our now well-

established, first quarter, ficti-

tious offence had no more suc-

cess than Waterloo's.

The second quarter was just

more of the same as the de-

fense continued to slowly

pound the Warriors into sub-

mission. The offence did score

however, a thrilling, last min-

ute, single by Carl Leesti to

make the score at the half

Queen's 1, Waterloo 0. There

was no reason to be discour-

aged. Over the course of the

season, the Gaels have conced-

ed 92 points, 53 in the first half

of the game, while scoring 183

points, but only 60 in the first

half.

The second half, as expect-

ed, featured the offensive

drive. Upon receiving the kick-

off, Rochett's Rockets took

three plays to get their first

major; a 70 yard dash by

Lilies, a 2 yard plunge by War-

render and a 4 yard scamper

by Rochette. The convert

missed the mark leaving the

score Queen's 7, Waterloo 0.

The Warriors received the ball

but could do nothing, even the

punt went straight up, giving

the Gaels the ball on their own
50. A nine play parade which

included 5 carries by Warren-

der, ended when he crashed

one yard for the touchdown.

This time a penalty on the con-

vert attempt nullified it and at

the 7:58 mark of the third quar-

ter it was Queen's 13, Waterloo

0. Although the Gaels threat-

ened again, they fumbled on

the five yard line leaving the

remainder of the quarter

scoreless.

The fourth quarter featured

a special surprise; Waterloo
scored! After making two in-

terceptions, recovering a fum-

ble and mercilessly shoving

the Warriors around the field,

the defence missed a pass,

which suddenly turned into a 93

yard touchdown as Monahan
managed to stay ahead of two

tacklers in a 80 yard dash down
the field. A foul-up forced the

Warriors to try the almost

unknown drop-kick for the con-

vert. It was wide, though, and

the score board registered only

6 points. Then it was Queen's

turn again.

The Gaels bashing backfield

got the ball on the Queen's 11.

Eight ground plays later Heino

Lilies amazed everyone as he

tore up tacklers and ran 29

yards for the final major. Coz-

ac, who entered the game as

the leading scorer in the

O.Q.A.A., finally managed to

claim a single point as he put

the convert away.
Seemingly without effort,

the Gaels had vanquished an-

other visitor.

Official Game Statistics

Team
yards rushing

yards passing

passes

first downs
interceptions by
fumbles by
recovered by
punting

penalties against

score

Queen's

378

47

4/11

19

2

3

3

9/32.1

5/75

20

Final League Standings

Waterloo

116

146

7/18

11

1

4

4

11/34.1

4/60

6

W. L. T. F. A. Pts.

Queen's 6 1 0 183 92 12

Varsity 4 1 2 143 81 10

Western 5 2 0 124 68 10

McMaster 2
' i 1 52 132 5

McGill 1 5 1 105 186 3

Waterloo 1 6 0 48 96 2

Queen's wins Yates Cup for 6th time in ten years.

sidelights
Heino Lilies, Brian Warrender and Carl Leesti rushed for 169.

132 and 86 yards respectively, practically the entire Gael olt-

ence. Nevertheless Skip Eaman will probably be able to breaK

into the line-up next week at Winnipeg. ,

Meanwhile the defence allowed a total offence of only 262 yara

Since most of you will not be going to Winnipeg it would be

good idea to send the Band, C.F.R.C., and a telegram. At leasi,

let the players know that you are aware that they are playing

big game out there. Or better yet, spare a quarter so that the

band can represent you as Queen's students and CFR- 1"

broadcast the game for your benefit.

Queen's volleyball

team in second spot
weekend. The first game

ed almost three-quarters
oi

hour before the Gaels w

down 15-13. The second

was won handily by u» '
e

who ran up a quick 15-6

against the tired Gaels. ^
Ottawa U. now leads

Stu Long donee* into the shadow!

Queen's brand new volley-

ball team played its first tour-

nament ever last weekend, and
already it is in a battle for the

championship.

Queen's had little trouble
disposing of Laval, 15-3, 15-2,

only slightly more problem
with Carleton 15-4, 15-8 and
they then defeated U. de Mon-
treal 15-5, 15-9. Their only loss

was to University of Ottawa.

Queen's had just finished a

game when they were sent out

against the tough and well rest-

ed Ottawa U. squad, who have
been practicing for eight
weeks with tournaments every

last-

uiitn

OQAA East with 8 P°
inls

'

nd

Queen's having six in se^
place. Montreal tral

!
s
rar |e-

three, while Laval and ^
ton have two and one re

, ,i,e

tively. The second part o
^

three part league «' j.

played at Montreal next
g

end, with the teams ret"
(he

to Kingston on the 21st

finals.
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THE URBAN POOR
Where are the Canadian poor? The age of affluence seems to have raised

most of them to middle class comfort - one just doesn't see poor people in the

streets these^days^
Canadians ATe grippea in the poverty vice. Hidden from the

famine skyscrapers and the suburbs, they are buried in the waterfront cabbage

towns or lost in the Canadian backwoods. The poor are there alright, they have

just been swept under the rug. Having built walls to hide them, Canada seems to

have convinced herself they no longer exist.

Ian Adams author of "The Poverty Wall", describes a rural scene not

iKuallv depicted in our travel brochures. "For those in search of a Canadian

Annalachia it is here, west of Prince Albert, Saskatchewan.

"Bv now the dust from the gravel road is seeping through the door-jamb of

the car and hanging in a haze in front of the dashboard. The social worker curses,

coughs the dust out of his throat, and spits out the window."

continued on page 6
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FROM DAM TO FBNA: Bill, Colon, Hack-

away, and the mows© send regards to

the 4 orphans seeking a now Sugar

Daddy Thanks for all services and thrills

provided from Nov. 7th on. The lower

boudoir and other erogenous zones

were all very exciting. Hope to grope

meaning of it all soon, and to share

pumpkin pie with said orphans at some

time. AAARGGHH.

Due to a productive season in the hotels,

the performance of Boing the Bedroom

Cowboy has improved to such an extent

that his rating has been raised to 98%.

(254 co-eds sampled.)

Will the person who look the Meds '76

jacket from the Gordon Frost wing on

Tuesday Nov. 10, please return it to 510

Leonard Hall. Reward offered. 544-

7452.

Sunday, November 22, 7:00 & 9:30,

Dunning Auditorium, "The Pursuit of

Happiness" & "The Smile of Reason". 2

films in the "Civilization" series. 50c at

door.

Unique courses at McArthur

Eskimo parkas and Hudson Bay jackets

at

CANADIAN SHOP
OF KINGSTON

219 Princess Street

(next to Capitol Theatre)

Telephone 542-1115

Crafts, toys and clothes by Eskimos, Indians and French

Canadians, locals and other craftsmen. Also books by

Canadians, printed by Canadian publishers.

"We surmise that what a teach-

er is may be as important as what

he knows." McArthur College thus

commits itself to the importance

of individuality and spontaneity in

education. But is this merely a

nice sounding phrase like those so

often found in university calendars

or does McArthur actually try to

develop imaginative student

teachers?

McArthur's progressive pro-

gramme certainly differs from

that of teacher's colleges and of

O.C.E. With only one compulsory

course in its programme, it in-

cludes innovative short courses

like "Open Country Explorations"

which presents activities ranging

from canoeing, snowshoeing and

hiking to exploring professor's

barns, and "personal growth

workshops" which involves sensi-

tivity training.

The McArthur faculty is con-

cerned with the future teachers as

individuals in a position to h
others. This concern is vital; ho
ever, it is questionable when,*"
such ideals can be put into nr

*F

tice. Are McArthur students
a°

tually learning more about them
"

selves in the Personal Gn
Workshop, for instance?

The fact that the facult

GIRLS! Contemporary highland piping

done in your own lowlands. Reasonable

rates. (Wearing of kilts optional.) By

appointment only. Call THE PHANTOM
PIPER (544-7666). Anytime.

REWARD : $10 for return of Keuffel and

Esser Log Log Duplex Decitrig slide rule.

Lost on campus. No questions asked.

Phone 544-6109 and ask for Alex Mc-

Lean.

For sale: One Med's jacket. Size 40.

Excellent condition. Phone Steve. 544-

5049.

Domino Theatre — THE TRIAL — Kafka.

9pm. Fri/Sal/Sun. Tickets $2.00

(Students $1.50 on Sundays) from

Mahoods or at the door.

VIRGINS

Most gentle, satisfying and sincere re-

moval of virginity by a most trustwor-

thy, understanding and very sincere

upperclassman who is most willing to

teach and administer the first principles

of sex very gently. This is not a joke. No

emotional obligations. This obstacle to

pleasure removed in experienced man-

ner. If you fear your boyfriend might be

too rough, fast, or may impregnate and

would like to know something before

you marry and not be naive, please ar-

range for an appointment. There is no

charge and ail inquiries are held in

strictest confidence with no names.

Phone 546-1585 on Wednesdays from 3

to 5 pm and ask for Joel.

-Towtf,

students should combine to form
^

team with a common aim of ;m
a

proving Ontario education
ha

been endlessly stressed. Th
-S

'team' spirit is revealed in the e?
fort which obtained free bus trans
portation between the two cam
puses. A Student Council repre
sentative explained the need

t

Dean Ready; three days later the

passes were distributed.

McArthur students are not
pre.

sented with pat lesson plans as is

the case at teacher's colleges.
In-

stead, student teachers are urged
to adapt curriculum and teaching

aids to the pupils' interests.
This

approach resulted in a feeling of

instability for many student teach-

ers during their first week of prac-

tice teaching.

Thathair

If you're about to graduate, you're also about

to move into a corpotate world dominated by older

people. Older people have been known to get quite

tense about long hair and beards.

What do you do if your hair is longer than

theirs? Cut it off and feel like a cop out? Leave it and

risk losing a fine job?

Not shattering questions. But they may be

part of a thicket of little problems, all twitching at you

as you start those job interviews.

We wrote a booklet about going to job inter-

views. Eight pages only, but we packed it with what

we've learned about coming face to face with stran-

gers. The thrust is simple: how to approach, engage

in and leave an interview on your own terms.

It's called "How to separate yourself from

the herd." It talks about handling nervousness,

money, and the guy across the desk from you. It

talks about hair and how to turn an interview around.

Things like that.

You'll find it tucked into a much larger book,

also new, called The Employment Opportunities

Handbook. The handbook is yours for the asking at

the placement office.

Please understand, though. We don't kid

you that eight pages,'packed or otherwise, are going

to pull off a miracle between now and the time you

take your first interview.

But they just might help.

IOND0NUFE
InsuranceCompanV/Lonclon/Canada
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municipalities don't use rights against pollution

new

sir pollution control is not

Gordon Thorn, district

for the Ontario De-

triment of Energy and re

urces and a member of the

•fineston Air Pollution Centre

[old a pollution Probe meeting

Tuesday-

Thorn said the power of air

Dilution
control was given to

L municipalities in 1957, but

nly two made use of their

Lwer. In 1963. wnen more as-

sistance from the provincial

-overnment upgraded the pro-

gram, 26 of 28 municipalities

liere
concerned. Four of these,

Toronto, Hamilton, London,

and Peel employed full-time

staff- But most municipalities

..forgot the by-law," Thom

said.

In December 1967 the prov-

ince created its Air Pollution

Service, which at that time

consisted of five sections.

The abatement section

which Thom works, talks to

about the effects of air

pollution. It is also responsible
for making engineering reports
on polluting industries. Compa-
nies that are just starting, or
which wish to use new equip-
ment, must get permission
from the Approval section,
which assures that the laws
governing pollution will be
observed.

The meteorology section,
said Thom, operates micro-
meteorological telemetering
systems which feed informa-
tion directly to Toronto com-
puters, making it possible to

predict air inversions and their

extent, effect and duration.
The toxicology section studies
plant damage. Because plants
are very susceptible to air pol-

lution, they provide an early
warning of serious conditions,

Thom said.

The analysis of samples, for

example from local industries

is done by the laboratory sec-

tion. This is helpful in formu-

lating information for the re-
ports done on industry.
A new section has been add-

ed since the formation of the
Air Pollution Control Service
— the automotive section,
which deals with controlling
emission from cars and die-
sels. A new set of emission
regulations is being prepared
for 1975 — but in the meantime
emission control devices are
being experimented with.

There is not a section for

research. Instead funds are
made available to universities.

The University of Guelph re-

cently received $40,000 to do
research on farm animal
wastage.

The service has the power to

enforce the laws governing pol-

lution. By submitting a report

to an offending company, stat-

ing the violation, making rec-

ommendations, and setting a
time limit for the problem to

be solved, the service attempts

to check pollution. If coopera-

tion is not received, the compa-
ny must go to court and can be
fined $5000 for the first offense

and $10,000 for the second —
each day being an offense.

So far, the greatest fine in

this area has been $1,000. This
shows that Pollution Probe is

"still trying to meet square
one" in educating the commun-
ity about pollution, Pollution

Probe worker Brad Sloan
commented.

Palestinian guerilla training camps

Open weekends all weekend

Open weekends in women's
residences were agreed to

unanimously by the Ban Righ
Board at a meeting Saturday

morning. The new open hours

are from noon on Friday until

midnight on Sunday. This deci-

sion came into effect Saturday

night.

The decision was due to the

results of the October twenty-
second referendum in women's
residence. On the first ballot

86% of voters approved an ex-

tension of open hours. On the
second ballot, of the 945 votes,
212 were in favour of complete-
ly open hours, 439 of open
weekends, and 294 of miscella-
neous alternates. Thus a ma-
jority favoured open week-
ends.

Another referendum will be
held on February 17, 1971 to see
how well students feel this ex-

tension of open hours is work-
ing.

Although a referendum held

at the end of last year showed
student support of an extension

of open hours, the Board felt

that the incoming freshettes

should be allowed to express
their opinion on the subject,

since they would form the

majority of students in resi-

dence. Questionnaires were
sent in the summer to the

freshettes, but as less than 50%
were returned, the Board was
forced to find another way of

gauging the freshettes' opinion

on this subject. This was the

reason for the October referen-

dum.

The role of the Palestinian
refugee camps in indoctrinat-
ing young Arabs was discussed
by Professor of Theology Par-
ker at Hillel House Tuesday.
Dr. Parker toured four Arab
countries and Israel recently.

The refugee camps he visit-

ed, near Bierut Lebanon, are
centres for the Palestinian

Liberation Organization (PLO)
whose goal is a unified, demo-
cratic, non-Zionist Israel. PLO
indoctrination of children goes

hand in hand with normal edu-

cation, and the camps, pa-

trolled by guerillas, serve as

commando training grounds
for children from eight to thir-

teen.

Hatred of Jews is not in-

stilled in the Palestinians but

rather hatred of the Zionist,

according to Dr. Parker, who
emphasized the difference

between political Zionists and
Jews. The Palestinians merely
want to go "home" where they

can be first class citizens in a

new Palestine.

The basis of the present con-

flict, to Dr. Parker, is that the

goals of Israel and the Pales-

tinians in their desire for free

states are basically the same.
Dr. Parker feels that the only

solution to the problem for the

present is for Palestine to es-

tablish a separate state some-
where. Israel has offered the

West Bank to the Palestinians

with Haifa as a free port. How-

Kingston donates to Band

On Monday night the City

Fathers voted unanimously to

give $300. to the Queen's Band
to help finance their trip to

Winnipeg. The original motion
was that $300 be given to the

Queen's Band to support the

Gaels in their bid for the

"Yates Cup". After the motion

was passed someone noticed

the error and it was quickly

changed to the "Vanier Cup".

A few minutes later, this was
changed to the "Western
Bowl". All smiles, the Mayor
suggested that the City just

give them the money and that

they could go anywhere they

wished. In reply to a jovial

query the Mayor said that he

had been specifically asked
that no aldermen accompany
the group. The motion was giv-

en all three readings with

unanimous consent.

ever, it is at present not possi-

ble for the Jews and Arabs to

live together since they both
require guarantees for their

security. In attempting to get

these necessary guarantees of

security, both sides in the

struggle continue to use the big

powers to obtain arms and play

the powers off against each
other.

Just a drop
Last weeks Drop-in-the-

Bucket campaign to raise

money for Cansave fell a little

short of its $2000 objective for

Kingston. As of Wednesday,
$1500 had been collected with

three of the local high school

still to turn in funds.

Canvassing for funds yielded

the largest return producing

some $740.Slave DayatRMC
brought in $181 and the ASUS
sale of buttons, ribbons, etc.

collected $198.

The funds from the drive are

used by Cansave to educate
people overseas so that they in

turn can help educate their

own people. This is in lieu of

sending Canadians to help in

teaching, and means that cul-

tural problems Canadian
teachers must overcome are

avoided.

FRONTENAC MALL.
300 BATH, ROAD. HIGHWAY 33

KINGSTON. ONTARIO • 546-7423

MOW TO FHI. 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

St. James' Church
(Union and Barrie Streets)

COMMITMENT
SUNDAY

9.00 a.m. - Holy Communion

1 1.00 a.m. - Morning Prayer

7.30 p.m. - Evening Prayer

followed by Organ
Recital by
Christopher Hunt,

A.R.T.C. A.R.CO.
A.R.C.M.

ALL WELCOME

Representatives of

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
°F CANADA, LIMITED

wi 'l visit the university to discuss career opportunities

a* Copper Cliff and Port Colborne, Ontario, and

Thompson, Manitoba. Positions will be of interest to

9 faduating and post-graduate students in

ENGINEERING mining metallurgical chemical

' electrical mechanical civil

CHEMISTRY, GEOLOGY and GEOPHYSICS

Also, interviews for Summer Employment will be held

with Geology and Geophysics students in 3rd, 4th and

post-graduate years.

NOVEMBER 25th, 26th, 27th

DECEMBER 1st, 2nd and 3rd

We invite you to arrange an interview through your

university placement office.

INTERNATIONAL NICKEL
The International Nickel Company of Canada, Limited
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ON6RESS
SHALL MAKE

NO LAW
.RESPECTING

V)N ESTAB-

LISHMENT
'OF RELIGION,

OR PRO-
HIBITING

'THE B?EE
exercise
thereof;

OR THE
RIGHT
,OFTHE

PEOPLE
PEACE-
ABLYTO
ASSEM-
BLE,"

R03BB4

WWHRT'ntheHELL!
DOYOU EXPECT TO
ACCOMPLISH WITH ALL

THIS

USE-
LESS

VIOLENCE'

m
Abridg-
ing

°pr
0
^:

Public instruction should be the first object of government.
— Napoleon

Our liberty depends on the freedom of the press, and that can-

not be limited without being lost.

— Jefferson

The freedom of the press is one of the great bulwarks of liber-

ty and can never be restrained but by despotic governments.
— George Mason,

V Virginia Declaration of Rights.

In the dictionary, it says under strategy," See also Deception,

Politics, Polidy, Statesmanship and War".

War hath no fury like a non-combattant.
— C.E. Montague — Disenchantment

Much learning doth make thee mad.
-Acts 26:24

It ain't the things you don't know what gets you into trouble;

it's the things you know for sure what ain't saying.
— Negro Saying

Socialism is not at all the enemy of civilization. It only wants

to extend civilization to all humanity ; under capitalism, civili-

zation is the monopoly of a privileged minority.
— William Liebknecht

(pawn's Smtmai
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Dear Sir,

In our hour of victory, let us not

forget the vanquished.- A dark

cloud hovers over the intercolle-

date scene, as the curtain draws

to a close on athletic competition.

It is a sad fact that one of the

founding members may, after this

year, be no longer on the scene —
McGiU University. It is also may

be averted by helping McGill by

sending money to their intercolle-

giate athletic programme.

During the year one of the foot-

ball cheers says, "Kill McGill"

but no, let us say "Help McGill".

The English-speaking members of

the OQAA have long been compla-

cent and apathetic to the French

situation. I hope that Queen's does

not end up by doing nothing and

face defeat.

When people collect money to

send the band to Winnipeg, they

can also collect money to aid in-

tercollegiate sport at McGill U.

Not only Queen's but also the rest

of the OQAA competitors have a

stake in seeing McGill compete
next year. Therefore, all organiza-

tions in Toronto. Queen's, West-

ern, Waterloo and McMaster
should join together to help our

Quebec friend.

McGill U. may not have pro-

duced a Skip Eaman, a Ron Stew-

art, or a Jim Young, but they have
given intercollegiate sport some-
thing that will be'lacking if they

lose their present fight. McGill
has given its heart — friendship
and a never-say-die competitive
spirit. Even when their stadium
was only half filled, they played
like there was no tomorrow. Re-
member, McGill could have easily

won the championship this year, if

it had not been for lack of local

support, etc. Since McGill has few
friends in Montreal why should we
turn our backs on them also?

Let us Dot step backwards into

the quicksand of complacency and
apathy. We are not "aiding and
abetting an enemy" but "aiding
and abetting" a French friend in

Quebec. Money for McGill should
be a slogan and an action carried
out for the remaining academic
year!

Un Anglais, Arts 72

Down the Drain with Danny Dus-
ter and Gang!!
A few people in this day and age

consider that the use of obscene
language is synonymous with
being smart, and proving one's

intellectual prowess. It is usually

that same few who tarnish a uni-

versity's reputation, plus the repu-

tation of its students. But fortun-

ately an overwhelming majority
on this campus, and others, are
disgusted, and yes, even embar-
rassed by the growth of filth in our
newspapers, television, etc. The
advertising- for Vendetta Engi-
neering Formal, in the Nov. 5th

edition of Golden Words is a per-

fect example of exactly what
there is to be embarrassed about.

The Danny Duster and His Hole

in the Manor Gang advertising

gimmick was, to my mind, one of

the best promotions to hit Queen's

in years. That is, until is degener-

ated into the rag that appeared
under the very appropriate title

Science Urinal.

Let us give the Boys a pat on the

back. If they wanted to shock, they

achieved their purpose; if they

wanted to be entertaining, they
succeeded only in being revolting.

Although Mr. Taylor releases
his regular staff of GW of any re-

sponsibility for the content of the
supplement, I am quite disappoint-
ed that the editor either could not,
or refused to distinguish between
articles of abvious bad taste and
those of good clean fun. After all,

GW is responsible for everything
that appears under its format.

In my opinion, this is a case for

the AMS. Yea for civil rights, free-

dom of speech, etc., but there
should be some protection offered
in the form of censorship. It's un-

fortunate that we should have to

resort to rules and regulations, but
then again, it is also unfortunate

that a few with bad taste spoil

events for everyone with their gut-

ter-type ideas of humour.

Kaye Fulton

Arts '72

Dear sir

:

Allow me to engender my enthu-

siastic congratulations to the med-
ical misfits who successfully van-

dalised every doorway in Victoria

Hall, Sunday night.

Not only did they invade every

girl's privacy, destroy personal

property, and endanger the newly-

won open hours in the women's
residences, they did a terrific job

with their generous invitations to

participate in Wanderlust — what-

ever the hell that is.

Anybody for a boycott?

In grateful thanks,

Linda D. Johnson.

An Open Letter to the AMS
Five weeks have passed since the kidnapping of James Cross. Be-

tween then and now a lot of things have taken place in Canada which

have serious implications for Canadians. To this date no serious forum

or debate has been organized at Queen's University to discuss the

money-sided problem of the present crisis in Quebec.

We of the executive of Arts 72 would urge therefore that the AMS
undertake to organize such a forum as soon as possible which would deal

with not only the political and legal aspects of the problem in Quebec but

would also discuss the economic and historical side of the problem as

well.

Marvin R. Bloos

John Scott

Steve Hunter

Sandy Hennessy

Kathy Mijatovich

Greg. Blatchford

Cathy Cornutt.

Ballad of the lost Journal

or how we lost 7,500 copies

Gather round children and you shall hear.

Of a bureaucracy fighting our belqyed paper dear.

The paper went down to Printer Inc.,

Before Sunday eve had begun to link

With the early Monday morn.
And I was asleep with dreams unborn.

With my nightcap perched atop my head

;

Dreaming of visions better left unsaid.

When what to my wondering ears should appear

But that the paper had plain disappear(ed).

The taxi hadn't got it from the bus,

And wondered just what was the fuss

For he couldn't know or see

The hundreds of people clamouring for me
Demanding their Journal, their piece of art

The best thing possible for blocking a
****

For wrapping the fish, for stuffing in beers

We thought the campus would burst into tears.

Well, to continue the epic, we then phoned the bus,

Screeched at him, yelled at him, and began to cuss,

"It was raining" he said — we hadn't a sec

To take off the papers and what the heck

What use are they anyway? Well, needless to say,

This whole thing upset me — nearly ruined my day.

So I phoned him again and asked where they were.

He said, "unloaded in Cornwall — sir".

I neglected to ask how he could unload them there

Yet had felt that the rush here was more than he could

bear.

So I phoned the Cornwall operator, and said

"Give me the number of a taxi — an emergency" I pled.

"Give me a name", was all she replied

And I answered back, though fearing inside,

"I haven't a name, I just want a cab"

"I'm sorry sir", she answered, sounding so sad,

"We can't give the number without the name."

So I gave her one — and hung up all the same.

Finally the Kingston office gave me the clue.

I rushed to the phone, anxious anew
The Cornwall cab answered, I gave him the news

He listened & said he'd see what he could do.

Well 10 minutes later and no reply

I phoned him again and thought I would die

For the papers weren't there, nary a hair

Well back to the bus co. ; with my teeth bared

I challenged the man and he ascertained

I wasn't amused or at all entertained

So he telexed Cornwall and quickly surmised

That indeed they weren't there — these prized

editions so dear to us all —
I thought again that I'd break down and bawl.

So he telexed again, now to Mount Royal

.Told them to bring them back to our soil

And so they returned at nine that eve.

Returned to us all as we gave a dry heave.

There's a lesson to be learned by one and all —
But I don't know what it is! ?!

— with apologies to everyone

the Editor.

by Alan Broadbent
With the municipal elections looming over us all,

the local politicians have come up with the latest

version of their game of issue-grabbing. The rules

are easy. The first man to the issue can flog it into

any shape he wants. The most grotesque result

wins.

However, despite the fact that the rules are easy,

'he game itself is not. This is because the issues

'hat exist are for the most part too hot to handle. So
*e issues that the politicians play with either have
to be fabricated, or they must be the real issues

w 'th a protective film around them.

.
The game therefore demands some creative ab'iT-'

ltv
, as well as a solid grasp of the public gullibility.

"> fabricating the issues, the players must first pick
a common scapegoat, and then raise a good sized

furor over the latest thing that the scapegoat is

do)ng. The current example of this is the fuss being
Raised by one of the incumbent chaps over Elrond

j°"ege. Elrond is going to provide a lot of things
for the city, one of the most important being to

P'unk a great load of consumers into the downtown
area, an area that has recently been sapped by the

suburban shopping centres.
But students have always been an irritant for

["any Kingstonians, and the chance to unload both
"arrels on them was too good for this politician to

|>
ass up. So what he did was to grab the word "col-

j;8
e" out of the name "Elrond College", assumed

l"at the word meant that Elrond wouldn't be paying

taxes, caught the frontal lobe of Cliff Bowering, and

he had a sure fire issue.

The administering of a protective film to issues

relies to some extent on a familiarity with electoral

psychology. The players must know which way they

can approach the issue without getting burned. It is

somewhat similar to landing on the moon, in that

one must choose a place that is neither too hot nor

too cold. Too often, however, the players tend to

mistake the sun for the moon. These are called, in

political jargon, losers.

Your best example of this ploy is the current is-

sue of pollution. Now it is reasonably obvious that

we tend to mess up the things around us. Eating,

breathing, swimming, and seeing become more

dangerous, worrisome at least, every second. We
are told that this is a natural off-shoot of technolo-

gy, that either we have lights and garberators or

clean air. but not both. We are told that in two or

three decades, the earth will be like the inside of a

tennis shoe.

If one likes fairly clean air, or water, or whatev-

er, even if they are not fanatical about it, then this

would seem to be an issue. One of the obvious an-

swers to this is to get big polluters to stop polluting,

and then get the little polluters to stop. But it is

obvious that a big polluter pollutes more than a lit-

tle one, otherwise we would not call them big and

little.

However, there seems to be a marked reluctance

on the part of the players of issue-grabbing to deal

with big polluters. Instead, they ask us what we are

doing as individuals to overcome pollution. In a

recent "Survival 70" seminar held in Kingston, the

tone seemed to be "forget about the smoke and

slime belchers, just stuff that candy-bar wrapper in

your pocket". We are asked to take the bus, not lit-

ter, don't smoke, and leave the polluting to the pro-

fessionals.

The tactic employed at this point of the game is

to play on public guilt. It is to ask how we of the

dirty soul, if not front-yard, can point the finger at

the man who made our washing machine possible.

We are thrown on the defensive, and the player has

succeeded in obscuring the issue. We know that he

talked about pollution, we think that he is con-

cerned, we have some idea that he may really be

deeply into the issue, and so we tend to forget that

he is copping out. We are so much on the defensive

that we don't demand of him why he is copping out.

We would rather forget it.

The defensive film protects the player from real-

ly committing himself on anything, and therefore

he can ride through a campaign on a white horse of

obfuscation.

There is the odd person who wants to run for of-

fice, but who doesn't want to play the game. He
looms as a threat to the whole playland of politics,

of course. Thus all of the players of issue-grabbing

will huddle together and declare him ineligible.
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THE URBAN POOR
continued from p. 1

by Ted Cape

He is young, in his late twen-

ties. This is his province. He
grew up north of Saskatoon,

went away to school and came
back. Why, he doesn't really

know. Like most welfare work-

ers in this province, he is defen-

sive and bitter: "Sure welfare

workers are stupid. They're

really idiots. Because they've

bitten off more than they can

chew. There is not one-tenth of

the money available to do what

they know should be done in so-

cial welfare, and yet they allow

themselves to be conned into

attempting programs on that 10

percent budget. Then they allow

themselves to be judged by their

failure.' He spits out of the win-

dow again in disgust. But he is a

good guy. If his superiors ever

found out that I was with him

today, or that he took me where

we were going, he would proba-

bly be fired. The annual turn-

over among the field staff in the

Saskatchewan welfare depart-

ment is fantastic. Department
heads will privately admit that

it is 'something like 50 percent,'

but the social workers them-

peared six months ago. Her eld-

est boy, who is eighteen, is in

trouble with the law. She and

her three younger children are

living on an emergency welfare

budget of $146 a month. And now

her niece has come to stay with

her. She is her dead sister's girl

and only fifteen years of age.

Ostensibly, she has come to

help, but the girl has some terri-

ble problems of her own.

"After some awkward intro-

ductions, the social worker tells

the woman as matter-of-factly

as he can that her son has been

sent away for six months, but

there are still some outstanding

charges of car theft against him

for which he has yet to be prose-

cuted. She says nothing, continu-

ing to hang up her clothes with

nervous, bird-like movements.
The social worker goes on to

talk about other things. Now
that the winter is approaching,

he is trying to get her to accept

the idea of moving into the city,

even though he knows the ac-

commodations she will be able

to afford on welfare won't be

any better than what she has

now. But at least she won't be so

isolated. The woman doesn't

selves claim that it is closer to want to leave the farm, you can

100 percent.

"We turn into a farm that is

set back from the road. The
house is weathered, unpainted.

Missing window panes have
been covered over with scraps

of plywood. Three neglected-

looking children are playing in

the yard as we drive up. They
stand silent, watching. From a

stoop at the back of the house, a

woman is hanging up her wash.
She looks like one of the stunted

trees of this region. Even though

she has just done her washing,

her fingernails are still black.

The knuckles are swollen and
twisted. The Hecks of soap on
her forearms contrast against

the dark, sinewy flesh. She has a

drawn, exhausted face, and it

seems as if anything feminine or

human has long since been
drained out of her. The social

worker later told me she was
forty-two; she looked at least

sixty. Only when I looked into

her face. I saw that she had soft

brown eyes. They were sympa
thetic and intelligent. She must
have been a young woman with

hope and dreams at one time
who never thought she would
ever have to struggle like this to

keep what was left of her family

together. Her husband disap

see that. She is clinging to the

few things she has left. She
thinks her husband will come
back here, but even as she says

it, her face shows she doesn't

really believe he will. And she is

worried about her children.

'They'll grow away from me in

the city,' she says. 'That's what

happened to my eldest boy. He
went to work there, now look

what they've done to him.' The

social worker discusses some-

thing else and goes on to suggest

she apply for an additional cloth-

ing allowance. Then we go look-

ing for her niece. The girl is on

the front porch, and, as we go to

walk around the house, I glance

back. The woman is sitting on

the back stoop, rocking gently,

her hands closed tightly over her

knees. She is silent, but the tears

are running down her cheeks.

The porch must have been

screened at one time, but the

mesh is broken and sagging and

the screen door hangs perma-
nently open on one hinge. The
girl is a plain, pathetic, little

creature with a thin, white face.

Her shoulders are hunched for-

ward, her arms crossed over her

stomach as if to hide her preg-

nancy. Her eyes dart nervously

away from ours. The social

worker tries to talk with her, but

it's impossible, and the conver-

sation is reduced to his ques-

tions and her whispered, mono-
syllabic answers. He tells her

that in another month she will

have to go to one of the Salvation

Army homes for unwed mothers
in Prince Albert or Saskatoon,

and that the government will

pay for her keep for three

months before the baby is born

and two months after. He also

tried to explain to her that she

has been made a temporary

ward of the province and that

her baby will also be a ward un-

til legally adopted. The social

worker is a nice guy, and he is

trying to explain it all as gently

and patiently as possible. But

the girl is terrified. I leave and

wait for him by the car. After a

while he comes over. He is tired

and depressed and before get-

ting in the car, he lights a ciga-

rette.

"As we drove out of the farm-

yard, I caught one last glimpse

of her. She was sitting in the

same position, staring out at a

future that held nothing."

One of the most persistent

arguments used against 'wel-

fare' revolves around a fear that

it will remove the incentive to

work — the welfare recipient,

assured of his monthly check,

will wind up clutching a beer in

front of his television set instead

of looking for. a job. In "The

Smug Minority", Pierre Berton

analyses the Canadian welfare

population and arrives at some-

what different conclusions.

"First, there is the canard

that most people receiving gov-

ernment assistance are paras-

ites and that the "truly unfor-

tunate" segment of the popula-

tion is almost too small to both-

er about. The Canadian Manu-
facturers' Association in its

newsletter Industry, for in-

stance, has warned its readers

against the kind of "loose senti-

mentality that will lump the

many who are parasites and

incompetents with the few who
are truly unfortunate. Eventual-

ly these parasites living upon

the strong will destroy the

strong and the direction of our

lives will be taken over com-
pletely by political regulation."

"This simply isn't true. As of

December 31, 1966, there were
970,000 Canadians receiving pub-

lic funds under the govern-

ment's shared-cost public assist-

ance program. Of these, 92,000

were receiving allowances be-

cause they were blind or disa-

bled. Are the blind and the halt

parasites? Another 40,000 are
confined to institutions. Are
they parasites? An additional

118,000 are old people receiving

old age security or old age as-

sistance. Are the aged paras-

ites? Another 200,000 are desert-

ed or widowed mothers with

small children, unable to work.

Are these people parasites? This

leaves 520,000 receiving general

assistance. Of this group, 210,000

are the heads of farn|
remainder are women
dren. Does the Canau ja

at
"'

facturers' Associate" ^

describe these women *'
!

dren as parasites' ^
"Of the 210,000 fanm,.

about 110,000 are disab?
tally and physically ?, %
half-paralyzed Mr. Car,

»

these people to be "en

I

parasites?
" S|«

"This leaves about w
able-bodied men, mainly '

al and unskilled worked
qualify for "short-term
ance. What has happened',
C.M.A.'s "few who are J
unfortunate"? They

turn
1

be an immense
majority.!

ratio is better than eight
t0J"And are the rest

reallvi
asites? Many of them are f
sients with little educatj
skill. Some, like Mr. Edmo!
Quebec, are living in aT1 )
where there is no more
The estimates are that I

100,000 could be rendered!
ployable, but only by retrail

and relocation. But this

T

will involve government
s

ing; this, too will costtaxj

ey.

The poor, then, are noil

tims of their own laziness;!

have been struck by i

stances completely beyond 1

control. Yet this myth isl

used by those who should f
better to club down any ii

es in the scope of the CanJ

welfare system.

The root of all urban eil

popularly personified inl

slumlord. After all, it is Ihif

cious capitalist who forcei

impoverished tenants to B

exorbitant rents for ral-infJ

accommodation. Get this!

and the housing problem w|

solved.

Unfortunately, like everjl

er simple solution, il won!

work. The following arlicl

Richard Elman profile^

'greedy slumlord'.

Manny Gelder is big inl

chest but stands only five

two inches tall. In elevl

shoes he would look as if s|

body had sawed off his 1<

the knees down. Short andl

ky, Manny walks with a

J
legged strut, and his faf

usually tinged with a deepf

blush, but he is a shy maj

the end of World War I

weighed ninety-one pounds.!

he weighs a hundred and J
and he looks like he has o

many sweaters.None ot "I
suits seem like they qw'l

and he is usually careless
J

being neatly dressed. A> 1

six he has neither wife nonp

Gelder inhabits a resid<n

tel on Riverside ur» I

spends weekends with n -

JWith!J
lorif

in Rockville Center,

chivalric order of slu

he is a very minor va

owns two buildings on 1 "

East Side, both nearly J
years old; they are sepa 1

many blocks of slun'^J

explains why MannyJ
always red as he runs MJ
forth from one to uk

tending to his business
g

"Tenements are one

approximately five

rent roll, and Manny

bined rent roll of nea'

On paper, then he 1S
b|

tieth of the way alo"e
s0

iiil

millionaire - if 0
.f^„ as.|

would buy his build'y^i

tenements were

Manny could sell the'

eel' to a speculator
^

one I

even on the same

might be able to U
„

other, adjoining ' a "
3 Wl

ing on a little cash a-
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But, like so much
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pa estate, Manny's two
1m re

are distinct infesta-

l^fey are so desolated by

misuse, negligence,

I deC

g

y
r'eed,

and the shoddi-

*°*-"?eir original eonstruc-

hat about
all Manny can do

i? 'Sis buildings is milk them
P "

,

f0r their rents, move

„t, in and let them move
1C 1 (hoping that others

„me to take their places),

his
overhead down, and

,
!

f ,„ be bought out one at a

picked oft, as it were, by

"
( the larger realms of slum-

e
that are constantly

me,' Manny will insist, 'because
you are looking at the man who
has been twice a victim. All the
tenants will say is what they
want, and I'm paying income
taxes, real estate taxes, sales
taxes. I even pay a special tax
on the hotel room. So look how
I'm treated — It's because there-

is only one of me,' Manny in-

sists, and there are so many of

them. They got all the votes.'

"Some of his tenants are pay-
ing less rent than they would pay
in a project and much less than
they might pay in some of the
"renovated" tenements. One of

Manny's three-room railroad

^'mating along the Lower flats recently rented for $36 a

month. How much can a land-

not mean that|st
Side.

T'This does

I „» could not do a lot more if

were an altruist. But how

, of us are altruists? How

Im of us own slum property?

Ire did. how many of us would

,
altruistic that we would

ttccorate all the apartments,

E toilets in the flats, install

I per plumbing,
pipe in roek-

lol insulation, put up storm

Jshes. or, even better, 'run a

(dozer through the dreck and

i
wait for somebody else to

something with the empty

•But then,' Manny could

bays point out with solemnity,

here would my tenants live?

'

J'After taxes Manny is usually

lie to chisel between $4500 and

.0 a year, but he cannot elus-

ion his mortgages (on which he

III owes $3000), and the judge

[d that he had no right to chis-

n his landlordly obligations

Id fined him $500. Manny paid

le money. He was not so badly

1 that he could not raise $500,

ft he knew he was not such a

liccess story' that he deserved

Eat kind of a fine.' After his

Ipearance in court he went
Ick to his tenements and decid-

phe would stick it out a while

Jpger. As he put it, 'It's a hard
Be when you got nothing to do.

I>u don't get nothing for no-

|ing
. . . only this way I got a

Itle chance.'

I 'Or so Manny thought until

J larger building went out on
N strike. (In New York City,

Prts have held that tenants
Py withhold their rent from
• landlord and may pay rent
|™r to the court or to an es-

Jpw fund, pending correction of
""ed violations by the land;

I Manny did not like it, but
tshmeared a little here and a
pie there, and in the end,

'Pigly attended to his viola-
(ns under a court order. But

strikers only discovered
IP*

:

violations, and Manny had
llake out a small second mort-

e on his other tenement to

I 'or the repairs. Since then
P»y has been deathly afraid
r b°th of his buildings will
* e at the same time, leaving

J,0 destitute that he would
V to default to the city. This

fiu
Dred a certain paranoia

IJ"">y and has confused him
*, -

w"° his adversaries really
•onetimes he claims that

1
Polit

fgroes

r^in.

lord be expected to provide for

that kind of rent? Manny's ten-

ants get very little of anything;

they can expect to be without
heat or hot water at least one
week in every month while his

workman struggles over the

furnace, there are no lights in

the hallways, the refrigerators

are converted ice-boxes, and the

pilot lights on the stoves leak

gas. When the heat comes up his

houses chatter. In the evening

the lights are the colour of

American cheese because of the

faulty wiring. The flats are tiny

and stifling in summer. The
views are appalling — uncollect-

ed garbage heaps that support a

population of rats. The toilets

are always backing up; if one

does flush, the whole house

groans as if some giant were
choking on his phlegm. When it

rains, the plaster sweats. Then

it dries and flakes all over the

rooms. In the past, Manny's
tenants have committed numer-

ous acts of vandalism. They

have passed out from overdoses

of narcotics in his hallways,

pawned his mailboxes, and defe-

cated along his stairs. Manny is

no longer upset by such occur-

ences.

"Not too long ago one of Man-

ny's tenants dropped a garbage

can down on him as he came up

the stairs, and he had to stay in

the hospital overnight; but

Manny refused to press charges

when the woman swore she

thought he was her welfare

worker. 'You got to expect such

things,' Manny said, although he

had the woman evicted as soon

as he could when she failed to

pay her rent the next month.

Then the apartment lay vacant a

month and a half, and he had to

pay $20 to the inspectors before

the new woman would move in

with her children; but Manny
got an increase from the Rent

Control Board that pushed the

rent up. Even though he is now
convinced that his buildings are

not worth anything, Manny still

likes to multiply his rent rolls."

Certainly, Mr. Gelder cannot

be described as an altruist but

on the other hand, his back is

against the wall too. Where does

he get the money to rebuild his

tenement? Certainly not from
his rent.

Who pays for welfare? In the

past, it has been the worker who
has borne the brunt of taxation.

Taxed to his teeth, he'll revolt at

any further increases — he can

barely keep his own head above

water. Ian Adams describes his

situation.

"You can see them standing

grey and mute in the early

morning bus lines, holding in one

hand a lunch pail or a small

brown paper bag of sandwiches.

They live in the older, jerry-

built suburbs put up immediate-

ly after the war, those not-yet-

slums but decaying pockets you

can find in Halifax, St. Boniface,

and Kitsalano. They inhabit the

buffer zone between the in-

dustrial wasteland and the gree-

ner suburbs, where there are

picture-window bungalows on

streets that are always called

• Pleasantvale or something like

that. The kids are in school, or

with grandmother, or with a

neighbour down the block. The

wives are those harried un-

kempt women pressing shirts in

the corner window of the local

dry-cleaner, serving grilled

cheese sandwiches in greasy

burger joints, or, if they're luck-

y, fumbling away time and
papers in the lowest echelons of

municipal government. The men
work at the myriad jobs in the

manufacturing, construction,

and service industries that are

the special domain of the semi-

and unskilled worker. They
have, on average, a Grade Nine

education, and, even if they're

not yet middle-aged, they know
that all the options of upward
mobility are already closed to

them. There are usually three or

four children to support, which

is too many, because the parents

earn something between $4,500

and $7,500 a year. At the bottom

end of the wage scale, they know
about welfare and living on the

pogey during winter unemploy-
ment. At the upper end, they

moonlight every hour they can,

because more than a quarter of

their income is gobbled up by

exorbitant rents or payments on

a wooden frame house that in all

probability won't last as many
years as the mortgage. There is

a four-year-old car to keep, run-

ning and never enough money to

swing a decent trade-in. On av-

erage, they are $2,500 in debt to

the finance company or the

bank, and both money-lending

institutions charge the highest

rates possible, because, you see,

they're a 'poor risk,' although

God knows they need the money
more than anyone else. For the

majority of them, work is drudg-

ery, leisure time is the tube. And
their life-style is that of one-

'cians are afraid of the
and at other times he

IS that they are stirring

|1" UP for their own politi-

..
Ka, ls. By Negroes Manny

uybody who lives in his
'"6s

. whether
English

black or

Spanish-

hjjn
n
8- Manny does not dis-

0e t
He believes that the

[ai„
s ,

s have been more sinned

ftVps i

n sinning, but he also

!air,
s

,

s that he has been sinned
"Jofe than anybody else,

e ev

°k at me. I pay taxes just

fllj^Tbody else. I even pay
~~ Take a good look at

third of all families — some 7

million Canadians. They are the

working poor, the lower middle

class, or, to use the inhuman

jargon of sociologists, 'the low-

er socio-economic levels without

status.' Caught in that no-man's

land between the slums of the

inner city and the slick suburbs,

their needs are ignored because

they are not poor enough to pro-

vide ammunition for the politi-

cians who toss around the politi-

cal football that is poverty. They

are also ignored for the opposite

reason; they don't have the

money or community machi-

nery that can be used by a politi-

cian who is seeking election.

They are an ignored and embit-

tered class, which, at this point

in our history, neither the gov-

ernment nor industry could do

without. They provide nearly 50

per cent of the total personal

income tax revenue. Their con-

tributions form the largest part

of the financial pyramid that

pays for the medicare and insur-

ance programs that benefit the

rich. Their slim raises are eaten

by inflation, the provincial sales

taxes, and the ever-spiralling

assessment on their modest
homes is based not on what the

house is worth or the owner's

ability to pay, but on the cost of

middle-class education, welfare,

and planning policies. (In Toron-

to, as in many cities, it is always

the lower middle-class homes
that are first expropriated by

the school boards.)

Milked by the upper classes

and paying for the poor, their

days obviously numbered, it is

no wonder that its members are

sullen and lash out instinctively

at both ends. In the swaying
caboose of a freight train rolling

across Northern Ontario, I once

watched a bush worker steadily

eye a couple of newspaper re-

porters from the east. Finally,

full of Friday night booze, he
,

couldn't hold it back anymore.

"What the hell are you sons of

bitches doing out here writing

sob stories about the gooddam
Indians? The Indian doesn't

want to work anyway. When he's

on welfare, I support him, when
he's in jail, I pay for keeping

him there. So why the Christ

don't you write about me? I've

got a wife and three kids, and I

clear $72.60 a week.'

"The bush worker was right,

of course; he pays for the wel-

fare systems, inadequate as

they are. He 4s also right about

his alienation; nobody is really

Continued on page 9
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soundings by Steve Win„
eit

JUST FOR LOVE, Quicksilver

Messenger Service. (Capitol)

It's all very depressing.

Without a doubt, it is the music

which helps me, and many others

as well, to get through what I can

only call all this. Without the mu-

sic, things would be that much
bleaker.

Which brings me to the subject

of the new album by Quicksilver.

It is not very good. It does not

brighten the days at all. It's just

there. Had they called it "JUST
FOR MONEY", I would have un-

derstood.

What makes this album so bad

is the fact that the last Quicksilver

album, Shady Grove, was so great.

I bought that album on a cold Sat-

urday last February, and its green

jacket was as fresh, as invigorat-

ing, as the beautiful sounds on the

record. There was an incredible

Nicky Hopkins explosion on piano.

"Edward the Mad Shirt Grinder",

nine minutes of pure energy which

would make a great soundtrack

for a skiing movie. (Thanks for the

idea, Don.) There were the lush,

soft sounds of "Flute Song" and

"Flashing Lonesome", with their

eerie vocals and solid instrumen-

tation. The whole album was an

invitation to the country and to

spring, and if you couldn't live

there then this album would put

you there for forty minutes. I

awaited the next album with great

impatience. The group fell flat on

their faces.

Only four people made Shady

Grove; six were responsible for

Just for Love, and it shows. Dino

Valenti was allowed to dominate

the group he had rejoined, and the

beautiful, fragile sound collapsed.

Not even Nicky Hopkins could

save this record from the oblivion

that it deserves.

The vocals on the new album

are terrible, words being lost and

distorted. The playing is sloppy,

lacking any sense of togetherness.

There are only two really ap-

proachable cuts, both on Side 2.

The slow "Gone Again" reminds

me of "Flashing Lonesome", but

it would have sounded better if a

few of the instruments had either

been eliminated or re-arranged.

What spoils the effect of the song

is the bass line, which is too much
up front. "Fresh Air" has a good,

easy beat, but the vocals are terri-

ble — rather close to country and

western. The middle section is

just fine, the first time the group

have sounded together on the al-

bum. There is a long instrumental

on Side 1, "Cobra", which rather

half-heartedly creates the effect

of an Arabian bazaar, but after a

few listenings who really cares?

All one can say of the title track,

"Just for Love", is that it's al-

right; it's not overpowering, just

alright. And "The Hat" is ruined

by the vocal, even though it picks

up a bit in the middle. By the end,

"Wolf Run, Part 2", which is a

brief thing with flute and drums, I

find myself wondering if the wolf

in the background is howling
i n

pain. It's that kind of record.

This album is typical of a whole
slew of recent releases: estab
lished bands cashing in on g00rj
albums by following them up Wj ln
mediocre, unexciting ones. To be
specific, I could have said exactly
the same things about Share the
Land, by the Guess Who; A QUes .

tion of Balance, by the Moody
Blues; and After the Goldrush bv
Neil Young. The thing that's great
about pop is that you like it, but
there is no way I can convince
myself that these are good al-

bums. They are just weak imita-
tions. In another way, they are a
rip-off.

It's very depressing.

CLOSER TO HOME. Grand Funk
Railroad. (Capitol SKAC-471)

A guy I met at the Mosport Rock
Festival gave me his succinct

evaluation of the Grand Funk
Railroad, "They move." Well, I

can hardly deny this, because they

seemed unable to stay in one place

on the stage that evening, and cer-

tainly had everyone jumping up

and down (except me, it seems —
I fell asleep, finding them just

loud and boring). Now. the liner

notes on their latest album gener-

ously inform me that not only does

this group move, but also that its

three members are "three who
belong to the New Culture setting

forth on its final voyage through a

dying world , . , searching to find a

way to bring us all Closer to

Home." Very nifty, boys.

Now you might think that with

all this hype it would be impossi-

ble to like this album. And yet,

somehow, I do. The group. Mark
Farner (guitar, keyboards, vo-

cals), Mel Schacher (bass) and
Don Brewer (drums, vocals), lay

down such a simple, hard line that

it can't help but infect you. Take
as an example the first song on the

album, "Sin's A Good Man's
Brother." The inane pseudo-"po-
etry" of the lyrics is so stupid that

it becomes catchy: "This may
seem a little bit crazy, /But I don't
think you should be so lazy," or,

"One just like the other./ Sin's a
good man's brother,/ But is that

right?" And so on. The Grand
Funkers pile on all the inanities

and drivel of the Detroit groups

which are their trademarks. Of

course, in the Motown tradition

(they must be copying someone),

there's the standard cut, "Get It

Together."

On side 2, Mark Farner cheer-

fully informs us, "I Don't Have to

Sing the Blues", as he gleefully

describes his "good-looking wom-
an back home"; "She sits up and

she begs,/ And she even rolls over

on her back." Etc. It's simple,

beyond belief. But the ultimate

hype has yet to be reached. The
title cut, "Closer to Home", is a

nine-minute ballad (sort of) with

acoustic guitars (sometimes) and.

unbelievably. Strings. To stretch

the song out, the boys go into a

long chorus, "I'm getting closer to

my home" against the background

of rising strings and. horror of

horrors, the sound of breaking

waves. Shades of Donovan Leitch!

And from the king of the heavies!

It's so insane that I like it.

Maybe I need my head exam-
ined, or my ears checked, or

something. By any "serious stan-

dards this is nothing but a piece of

round, black plastic that emits
certain rude noises. What I can
safely say about this album is that

I like to play it when I don't feel

like thinking at all — so it does fill

a need somewhere, and isn't just a

chunk of funk.

^ e& i*tv mru. ptnr S@®

What's the deadline for putting a low income family of six into a decent house?

A.M.S. EDUCATION COMMISSION
SPONSORS

"THE
URBAN POOR"

Nov. 13, 8:00 P.M. PRIVATION
with John Eleen, Research Director at Ontario Federation of Labour

"The Things I Cannot Change" - film

Nov. 14, 2:00 p.m. POVERTY
with Reuben Baetz, Executive Director of Canadian Welfare Council.

"Up Against the System" — film.

Nov. 14, 8:00 p.m. ALTERNATIVES FOR ACTION

PLUS

Sergio Sismondo, Research Director of New Brunswick New Start.

"One in Five" — film,

at each session

— "Have You Ever Been North of Princess Street?"

- film by Peter Raymont £V Alan Code

— slide shows

J

GO 1

ewellers
LONGINES/ WITTNAUER WAUHts

11* Princess St. and al the Franhuiac Mad — Phono 548-3487 ft 548493*

t
singers

ALL IN STIRLING D

gimiin miHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiin
|llb

1 MODERN I

TAXI
|

546-2222
|

Fast, Courteous Service

everywhere-especiaffv the train
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Due to the "provisions" of the War Measures
Act, the following introduction and subsequent
quotes from the FLQ manifesto have been cut

from today's issue after it was sent to the printer.

We don't understand the reasons for cutting such

quotes when much of the urgency of that situation

has vanished; and considering that the quotes

were chosen to deal specifically with poverty in

company with the theme of the cover and center

spread — as an expression of a primarily social as

opposed to. political view (But then the War Mea-
sures Act is an insane document anyway.

)

But we have no choice — the printer's legal

council basing his opinions on the statements of

the Act as it exists now, advised him that it was
illegal to print the article, (although other news-

papers have printed the manifesto).

(See quotations on page 4.

)

URBAN POOR
Continued from page 7

interested in him. And if he is

apparently a bigot, well, he is no

more a bigot than the insurance

company executive who, on an-

other Friday night, sits in the

rooftop bar of the Park Plaza

Hotel in Toronto and complains

abouf'those niggers in Detroit

burning down their own stores to

collect the fire insurance.'"

One of the strongest allies the

Canadian business community
finds in its crusade against wel-

fare is the working class. Sweat-

ing their lives away in our facto-

ries, they are bitter that they

are paying the way of those who
don't work. Though they are

wrong in castigating the welfare

recipient as 'lazy', their anger is

understandable. Until now, uni-

versity graduates and experts

have drawn up grandiose

schemes and presented the bill

to the trucker — the contribu-

tion of Canada's upper classes,

its corporations, has been token

at best. It is the generation of

students now in university who
must pay for the welfare

schemes so badly needed — it's

our turn now.

See
he" be on

'

co'ee Business Adminisliation. Commerce.

Arts or Science grads: Ask at your

placement office for Nalaco Career

Kils. & arrange for an interview.

Pretend Christine... that it's

always the first time. It will

make it a lot . easier to look

in the mirror.

NATIONAL mm
PICTURES , \^

Presents Bji^l

JACQUELINE BISSET

JOSEPH COTTtN

"""""-' di a»iS

Colonel Harland Sanders

says get

®
THREE LOCATIONS IN KINGSTON

•BATH HOA'D'AT LASALLE PARK
•PRINCESS STREET ONE MILE
WEST OF THE CIRCLE
(RESTAURANT TOO-LICENSED)
•MONTREAL STREET-
NORTH OF PRINCESS

_
FOR TAKEOUT NEAREST TO

QUEEN'S DIAL 542-2773
MONTREAL STREET STORE

JSBWtJMVt
RESTAURAITS

LICENSED
OF COURSE

PRINCESS WEST
OF THE CIRCLE
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friday, november 13:

8:00 p.m.: an a.m.s. teach-in on the urban poor in

Stirling d.

8:00 p.m.: "america, america" is being featured by

the graduate student society film club in ellis hall.

8:30 p.m.: man the hunted: an allstar cast variety

show in grant hall.

8:30 p.m.: queen's department of drama presents

"danton's death" by george buchner in convocation

hall. $1.00 for students.

Saturday, november 14:
.

2:00 p.m.: an a.m.s. teach-in on poverty in Stirling d.

8:00 p.m.: an a.m.s. teach-in on the alternatives for

action. ,

8:30 p.m.: queen's drama department with dan-

ton's death" in convocation hall.

9:00 p.m.: man the hunted: the semi-formal, the

"cave-in" at grant hall, band "Father", admission

$3.00 a ticket, bar for queen's students so bring your

id. cards

tendays
Sunday, november 15:

U-00 a.m.: tricolor autosport club presents the au-

tumn leaves rally. 125 miles of straight forward nav-

igation, registration at dark hall at 11 a.m. first car

away at 12:01 p.m. entry fee $2.50 for non-club mem-

bers, for information 544-5193.

7:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.: civilization v "the pursuit of

happiness" and "the smile of reason" at dunning,

admission of either a series ticket or 50<p at the door.

8:30 p.m.: the queen's drama department presents

the Canadian mime company in convocation hall.

monday, november 16:

8:00 p.m.: professor norman h. mackenzie will speak

to the forum on "some profitable methods of re-

search will illustrations from the poems of gerard

manley hopkins" in room 517 of john watson hall.

8:30 p.m.: queen's drama department presents the

brian way company in convocation hall.

tuesday, november 17:

1:30 p.m.: civilization presents "man — the measure

of all things" at dunning auditorium.

8:30 p.m.: queen's drama department presents the

brian way company in convocation hall.

8:30 p.m.: moscow trio at dunning hall presented by

the division of concerts.

Wednesday, november 18:

1:30 p.m.: civilization "the hero as artist" at dun-

ning auditorium.

7:00 and 9:00 p.m.: the kingston film society pre-

sents "trouble in paradise" at ellis hall.

8:00 p.m.: medical variety show "gore" at K. C.V.I,

auditorium, tickets at the anatomy dept. office.

thursday, november 19:

3:30 p.m.: in ellis hall auditorium the music depart-

ment is presenting as one of its collegium musicum

series miss agnes walker, pianist, miss walker

studied for many years with a pupil of liszt in whose

music she has specialized, no admission.

y

Danton's Death
at the Drama Dept.

Friday & Saturday

at bitter grounds — Dave Brad-

street, friday and Saturday, sets

from 10 p.m.

at agnes ether in gion art centre

until november 15 — quebec in

colour

at the kingston theatres

capital — "the out-towners"

hyland — "mash"

odeon — "none at the crossroads"

and "in search of gregory"

m CFRC 1490 CFRC-FM 91.9

This Sunday at 3:00 p.m. from Winnipeg.

GOLDEN GEAL
FOOTBALL

with the Gaels playing the University of

Manitoba Bisons in the Western Bowl.

CHALMERS CHURCH
(Barrie at Earl)

"CHRISTIANS RESPONDING TO

AN AGE 0E VIOLENCE"
Sat, Nov. 14 7.45 pm

Sun. Nov. 15 11.00 am

"Toward an Understanding of

Violence"

Morning worship with Dr. M.

Schumaker, Dept. of Religion,

preaching on "Christians respond-

ing to an age of Violence"

Sun. 5.45 pm Student Supper and Table Talk

Sun. 7.30 pm "Responding to Violence"

Symposium leadership includes Professors George Southall,

Mac Freeman, Stewart Webster, Peter Faulkner, Donald

Mathers, Donald Wood, and others.

QUEBEC IN COLOUR
photographs of rural and urban Quebec

an exhibition prepared by the National Gallery of Canada ends
this Sunday

WALL HANGINGS
an exhibition prepared by the Art Gallery of Ontario begins on
Sunday and continues until December 6th

&1mi
MO
<oirv-

DOM US H
68 BROCK 542-8944

QUEEN'S DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA
presents

y
by Georg

Buchner

CONVOCATION HAUL

Nov. 5 - 7 8. 11 - 14

8: 30 p.m.

Students $1.00 Non-Students $2.00

Tickets may be purchased at the Drama Department

phone 547-6291art centre
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Basketball and hockey start
. .. . ikn fn/ithall OnplQ arp also thp ctrntlCTPc* in ™ 11* ...

Poge 1

1

-

whiie the football Gaels are

"pied with the Manitoba

Sons out west, Queen's hock-

l Gaels will play two regular

,cnn games and an exhibi-

f* game this weekend. The

iaeue contests are against

Seton and McGill, on Friday

„d Saturday nights, while

university of Sherbrooke will

nrovide the opposition on Sun-

5av afternoon. The basketball

Taels play their first exhibi-

Hon against St. Lawrence Col-

Ue Saturday night; the Wom-

en's
Basketball, volleyball, and

badminton teams play Ottawa

n on Friday, Carleton on Sat-

urday; and the women's hock-

ey team tangles with Trent

Saturday afternoon.

The hockey Gaels are ex-

pected to come up with their

best team in many years, as

they are strengthened by three

Hockey Canada scholarship

players, Morris Mott, Colin

London, and Mike Lynch. Sev-

eral other new players will

wea r the Tricolor this year;

among them are Bruce Wick-

am and Pete Kennedy. By the

end of this weekend, we will

have some idea of the Gaels

strength against intercolle-

giate opposition.

Queen's basketball team is

also the strongest in many
years, and possibly the best
ever. The Gaels lost only Jim
Crozier from last year's line-
up, and have added Brian
MacKenzie from Simon Fraser
to the starting lineup.

All-Canadian Ron Walsh will

quarterback the Gaels attack
for the fifth year, while Bob
Wright returns for his final

year, his second with the
Gaels. Centres Paul Howard
and Barry Beale, both in third

year, are much improved, and

the surprise of the team may
be Andy Dougulis, in his sec-
ond year with the Gaels. Peter
Gordon, Rob Smart, and Dave
Srqith are a good group of JV
graduates, and Joe Davidson
and Trevor Hamill are top
rookie prospects.

So far the Gaels have been
plagued by ankle injuries. Bob
Wright tore ligaments in the
third week of September and is

just returning now, while Tre-
vor Hamill is out till Christmas
or later with a broken ankle. /

Harriers disappointing

by Robert McLeod
Last weekend, Queen's

Cross-Country Gaels were in

Guelph for the OQAA finals.

The result was a disappointing

sixth place finish in a field of

seven teams. Western's 49

points was good enough to win
the meet, followed closely by
Toronto with 55. Western was
led by Grant McLaren's first

place finish in a time of 31 : 52.

The course was by far the

most difficult six mile race
this year, consisting of sand
dunes, hills, barriers, and mud.

Queen's best runner, Bruce

Eliott finished 20th in a good
time of 34:13. Queen's other
runners were Reed Shaddock,
36th, Doug Robinson 38th,

Robert McLeod 41st, Brian
Aiken 43rd, Bob Milne 44th and
Jim Smith 47th.

Although Queen's finished

well back it is to be noted that

Eliott and Shaddock have pre-

viously shown themselves cap-

able of much better races. This

has also been a rebuilding year

for Queen's as Reed Shaddock,

Doug Robinson and Bill Hose-

good (out with a fractured ti-

bia) are new on the team.

Women active this weekend
INTERCOLLEGIATE
The women's Ice Hockey

and Intermediate Basketball

and Volleyball teams will all

be playing exhibition games
here against teams from Trent

University this weekend. The
basketball and volleyball

games will be played Sat. Nov.

14 from 4:00-6:00 p.m. in the

Ross gym. The hockey game
will be played Sat. from 4:30 to

6:30 p.m. Come out and sup-

port the Queen's teams. It

means a lot to the players to

know that they have support.

INTERCOLLEGIATE
The Senior Basketball and

Volleyball teams and the bad-

minton team will be travelling

to Ottawa this weekend to play

their season openers against

Ottawa U. and Carleton. These

schools are new in our league

and will give our girls good

competition.

INTRAMURAL
Softball

Softbai! is still being played.

SALON 320

Hairstylists

Experts in razor cutting

320 King St. E.

548-8111

ATTENTION ARTISTS I

THE UNION PROGRAMME COMMITTEE (U.P.C )

IS SPONSORING AN ART CONTEST TO REPLACE

UNION COFFEE SHOP'S NORTH WALL MURAL.

THEME YOUR IMPRESSIONS OF CON-

TEMPORARY SOCIETY

PNTDItt TO BE TURNED IN TO U.P.C.
tmniEJ "

BY FRIDAYDECEMBER4,1970
AT THE BUSINESS OFFICE ON
THE MAIN FLOOR OF THE
UNION.

SIZE -
pREL|M,NARY DRAWING 12

"

lllnftt PROFESSOR RALPH ALLEN
JUUUt -

QF THE AGNES ETHERING-

TON ART CENTRE.

DDITIC FIRST: $75
rnilEJ " TWo SECOND PRIZES

-

$40 EACH
WINNERS WILL COMPLETE MURAL

EARLY IN JANUARY. 1971

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL
DOUG BULLOCK, CHAIRMAN OF U.P.C. 544-5741

WINE
supplies and equipment

CHEESE
from around the world

BEER
malts and supplies for tl.ose

who prefer the excellence

of home brew

GOURMET
foods from afar

GIFTS
with a touch of distinction

COOKE'S
OLD WORLD SHOP est. 1868

59-61 Brock

Kingston, Ont.

moonlighting
by Michael Williams

Bews Bitching

Intramural sports — the necessary program for every

school but also, because of its very nature, an almost impossi-

ble task to organise. At Queen's we can look with pride at one

of the best, all-round programs in any Canadian university.

The Bews program includes some twenty-six sports and pro-

vides competitive enjoyment for the most hopeless athlete as

well as the former college star. It organizes regulated compe-

titions in anything from matchbox squash to muddy football.

But inevitably it doesn't show perfect organization.

It, as well as every other facet of student life, has suffered

growing pains due to rapid expansion of the student popula-

tion. Up to last year there were groupings of 450 students in

one team of which only 16 could play hockey. It wasn't fair to

the rest of the year groups to have to exclude some because of

crowding. Therefore the present set-up. A set-up with built-in

pitfalls for the first year since some people have not been able

to team up with their regular compatriots of the field. Now
they must mix with youngers and elders to form new teams

and a different spirit. Now also there is a much greater oppor-

tunity for participation — which, after all, must be the number

one objective of an intramural program.

And why bitch about the loss of former spirit and competi-

tive drive? Why not make the new system not only work but

work better than the previous one? Faculties and disciplines

have now become the natural dividing lines and we should

have no problem in making them a social success as well as an

academic divisor.

. . . congratulations to the Golden Gaels of Rugger for their

championships as well as to soccer for reaching the finals . . .

also to Heino Lilies a bow from all Queen's for winning the

Omega trophy ... out West it will be cold until the end of the

game when a narrow victory will warm the Gael's hearts . . .

good luck to the hockey and basketball Gaels who start this

weekend. .

Lilies league MVP

Check in the Women's locker-

room at the Phys. Ed. complex

to see if your team is playing.

Officials are needed. MCE and

PHE B have each won in their

leagues, and advanced to the

playoffs.

Badminton
Remember Susie-Q Badmin-

ton NOV. 15. The games will be

in the form of intramural com-

petition, and will be played

from 1-4 p.m. in the Ross and

Bartlett gyms.

PIMPLES
Ugly skin blemishes on race or body,

Eczema, Pimples, Red Scaly Itch rig

Skin and Athlete"s Foot are quickly

relieved by NIXODERM. Antiseptic

action heals, helps make skin softer,

smoother, clearer. Ask your druggist

for NIXODERM ointment and soap.

Help clean, clear and revitalize your
skin. Look better fast.

Heino Lilies, Queen's aging

halfback, has been awarded
the Omega Trophy as the

OQAA's Most Valuable Player.

This trophy is awarded by the

votes of every player in the

league, with players not al-

lowed to vote for a member of

their own team.

Lilies, in his sixth year of

actual playing at Queen's, won
the OQAA rushing title with 549

yards, averaging 6.2 yards/

carry. Teammate Brian War-
render was the runnerup in this

category, with 505 yards and an

average of 7.3 yards/carry.

direct from Russia

THE MOSCOW TRIO
violin - piano — cello

— all Russian program -

Tuesday 17 November at 8:30 p.m.

DUNNING HALL

tickets: $2.50 at Division of Concerts

r

BE AS CHOOSEY ABOUT DIAMONDS

AS YOU WERE ABOUT MEN

You didn't pick the firs' guy. So don't pick the

first diamond you see. We have a grand,

diversified selection of diamond rings. All

shapes, all sizes, many different designs. So take

your time before you make your choice.

And find a diamond as marvelonus as your man.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

16« princess street.
k1ncston, ontario

CANADA

1 t
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Tali in the saddle, riding into the sunset

interview by Brian Duplante,

written by John Mable

Carl DiGiacomo isn't the first

Golden Gael to have graduated

from Frank Tindall to RMC but

Doug Walker is surely the biggest

bundle ever to have made the oth-

er trip.

The fall of 1964 found the pres-

ence of one very tall cadet very

unhappily located on the other side

of the Cataraqui River. Two
months of standing at attention

were enough to convince Doug
that he wasn't the military type. It

was about that time at which a

door to door salesman named Tin-

dall sold him on a golden uniform

and a degree in applied Queen's

University.

So that is what Doug did. The
adjustment proved to be a strain

in spite of the large shoulders as a

year on the Gael's hamburger
squad coupled with a lost first

year in Arts 69 showed Doug that

potential was being lost all the

way around.

One year of flag football in in-

tramural apparently convinced

Doug of everything else he needed

to know as Frank Tindall had al-

ready convinced him that he had a

home.
Then came the biggest adjust-

ment in terms of football as he

went from playing beside Ken
'The Bear' Eller with Arts 69 to

playing beside George McKenzie
and the rest of the 1967 Golden

Gaels, the top rated college foot-

ball team in Canada.

The fact that Bryce Taylor and

Mike Eban had both graduated left

everyone the impression that

since the Gaels had everybody and

his brother except Larry Ferguson

returning, including the phenome-
nal Don Bayne, to say nothing of

this huge rookie tackle, well, we
all know who should have won.

The Gaels that year scored over

200 points in their first five games.
Meanwhile, the defence was slow

' to jell around that same rookie

tackle. With a great deal of help

from his friend at middle line-

backer, name of DiGiacomo, Doug

Walker made it through his first

varsity year as the Gaels dropped

two games to the Blues and failed

to repeat as everybody's favorite

team.

1968 saw an amazing difference

as the Doug Walker lead Golden

Gaels, with some help at quarter-

back and from an outstanding

Rookie punt returner named
Eaman, buried everyone except

an upstart McGill team to win

Queen's first Vanier Cup. Doug
Walker was not everyone's choice

as the best college football player

in Canada. Don Bayne was and

rightfully so. None the less, the

Canadian Football League started

setting their sights.

Explaining his all-star status in

68 Doug said that it was the result

of being keyed on but he didn't say

by whom. In any case, the Winni-

peg Blue Bombers found them-

selves keying on the market for a

fine Canadian prospect at defen-

sive tackle. Having the rights in

their possession to the first pick in

the Canadian College draft they

traded it for Doug Walker.

Doug left for Winnipeg last

spring in good health and with high

r.jpes. He returned to Kingston

roughly one month later having

realised the starting tackle posi-

tion on defense wasn't making him

happy. But he wasn't the first

Canadian to have left Winnipeg.

Basically. Doug found that his

education in Law was more im-

portant to him than playing pro

football. To transfer his program
to the University of Manitoba

wasn't feasible (thank God) for a

number of reasons but his biggest

complaints were with the team
itself.

Professional athletes are treat-

ed like chattel, Doug said. It is

assumed that all players play

strictly for money, that is, by the

management. Professional foot-

ball teams pay for, own and then

throw away when finished all play-

ers. When they are no longer use-

ful, such as Ernie Pitts, a thirteen

year veteran, they are simply
dropped from the team and ig-

nored or traded away.
In any case, this fall Doug was

back at Law at Queen's and lend-

ing his talents to the Golden Gaels
for the last time. Dougs eligibility

in college football ends with this

season and he is hoping that it

won't happen in Winnipeg this

weekend. Pondering this, we
asked him what it was like playing

for Queen's.

Queen's spirit, on and off the

field, is that which makes Queen's

University the most potent foot-

ball team in Canada, says Doug.
The fact that the spirit behind one
goal, that is, the Gael's winning, is

found among both players and fans

is often the difference between the
two teams on the field.

As an example, Doug Cited
the classic McGill Game in Mon
treal in 1968 when the Gaels, al-

ready beaten by the Redmen once
and down at the half by 13-0, began
to react in the second half to their

fan support, which simply never
died. Skip Eaman won that game
with a stunning punt return to

start the Gaels scoring and a sin-

gle punted through the end zone
with 27 seconds to go. The final

score was 17-16. The Gaels went on
to win the Vanier Cup.

Otherwise; says Doug, the suc-

cess of the Gaels can only be at-

tributed to Frank Tindall's genius
for taking unrealized talent in his

players and turning them into po-
tential all stars. The fact that foot-

ball can be turned into an enjoya-

ble experience is the reason the
Gaels take so much pride in win-

ning for Frank. All his players are

on the team with no promise of

reward or even of ever playing

but, as Doug remembers, even the

hamburger squad works all season

just in the hope of one day starting

a game for Frank Tindall's Golden

Gaels.

Reflecting on his experience as

a defensive football player, Doug
described it as a "microcosm" of

life itself. Such things as playing

on a team, leadership, and persev-

erance which are to be learned

with any discipline or sport requir-

ing hard work, are all things re-

quired in any life. As for learning

these things while playing football

as opposed to other endeavor,

Doug says that he likes football's

challenge. He enjoys being a part

of a team and he takes pride in a

winning effort.

After this year Doug plans to

finish his law degree here at

Queen's and then work at his pro-

fession, something he says he is

looking forward to. As for football,

he is going to miss the Gaels but

he has said that he wouldn't mind

graduating back to the intramural

league.

Hockey Canada conies to Queen's
Interview with Morris Mott

by Greg Thompson

Morris Mott represented Canada as a member of our na-

tional bockey team for five years. We are fortunate to have
Morris playing for the Gaels this season, and hopefully next

season as well, while he acquires bis Ph.D. In History. Mor-
ris is receiving a Hockey Canada scholarship this year
which is only fitting considering his service to the sport and
bis hopes to once again participate in tbe Olympics. Most of

the interview will deal wltb Morris' affiliation with the Na-
tional team and international competition. Anyone interest-

ed in sports should read what Morris has to say since he
clears up some misconceptions which might cause us to re-

consider our past criticism of the National Team's perform-
ance. We hope Morris can belp the Queen's hockey team to

get it all together this year. The Gaels are undefeated in pre-

season play and he has provided tbe major offensive power.
The team plays Friday and Saturday nights at 8:00 p.m.
Question: Could you give a brief history of Canada's partici-

pation in international hockey competition with special ref-

erence to the establishment of Father Bauer's team?
Answer: You have to realize that from the time Canada first

entered into international ice hockey competition— previous
to the 1920's, if I'm not mistaken — right up to until the
1950's,wecould dominate the Europeans with inferior Cana-
dian players. By the 1950's, the Russians had become com-
petitive with our best senior amateur teams. For the most
part, Canada managed to win the world championships of

the fifties by sending over teams composed to a large degree
"of reinstated professionals — the Warwicks, for example.
However, reinstated professionals could not play in Olympic
competition, and by 1960 it had become obvious to the
C.A.H.A. that senior amateur teams without reinstated pro-
fessionals could not compete with the Russians. It was be-
cause of this realization that the C.A.H.A. was very recep-
tive to Father David Bauer's idea that he coach a 1964 Olym-
pic team made up of college players. Father Bauer's team
was composed to a great extent of players he had coached as
Juniors at St. Mike's College in Toronto (Memorial Cup
Champions in 1961) and they did so well it was decided to

continue the idea. Thus it was that after the spring of 1964
Father Bauer started to recruit players to form a Canadian
National Team, which from 1965 on was based in Winni-
peg. Bauer himself coached the team until the 1965-1966 sea-

son when Jack McLeod replaced him.

Question: How did you get into the National Team stream
and is your case similar to most?
Answer; When I joined the team in the fall of 1965 Father
Bauer was having such a difficult time recruiting players
that I didn't even have to "make" the team. There were
only about 22 players who were interested and 8 or 10 joined

the team later in the season. From that time forward, more
and more boys became interested in playing for the team, so
that by the fall of 1967 the team had a regular pro style train-

ing camp from which they chose the team.
Question: What do you see for hockey on an international

level in the future? Do you feel the European and Russian
teams are approaching the level of our pro hockey or in fact
have already achieved it in some instances?
Answer; I think that the picture for international hockey is

quite gloomy until Canada re-enters the competitions. This
is unfortunate because an international hockey tournament
is a truly fascinating sports spectacle. This is because the
hockey games are fought not merely between hockey teams
but between hockey nations. 1 doubt if I will ever see any-
thing as moving in sport as the weeping of the Czech players
when they beat Russia in the March 1969 tournament in
Sweden (with the August 1968 invasion on their minds). But
as I indicated, the absence of Canada makes international

hockey a second-rate affair.

Your second question is one that I have been asked numer-
ous times, and I always answer the following. Over the
years I have played about 25 games against the Russians and
10 games against N.H.L. teams and the last team I've
played against is the 1967 Russian National Team. That had
to be one of the great sport teams of all time. I could rhyme
off their personnel but I will give more specific comparisons
of the Russian calibre of hockey to our professional league.
The Russian goaltenders have not yet seen anyone who
shoots the puck with as much velocity (as opposed to accu-
racy) as Bobby Hull. So I would have to say that their goal-

tending may be weak but the Russians and Anatoli Parasov
are a dedicated and imaginative outfit. Parasov approached
many phases of the game differently than N.H.L. teams and
they all make sense. Don't sell the Russians short as long as
Parasov is around. The European teams, it seems to me,
have neither the ability or the desire to meet the N.H.L.
Question: Did the players on the National Team find the
criticism of their performance somewhat discouraging and
in many cases blind?

Answer: I am bitter over some things which occurred while

I was affiliated with the team. Most people didn't realize the

kind of life style that we led and the financial tightness of

the setup which caused married players to be very hard up

The public also didn't realize the difference between playing

in Europe and in Canada. But the worst thing was that peo-

ple did not realize and did not wish to realize, how good our

opposition was. The Canadian Team was never made up of a

bunch of rinky dinks and were in fact a damn good team

which can be seen by our international record. Yet we were

beaten every year and by a better team. But the losses were

always explained as a result of our ineptness as opposed to

Russia's excellence.

Question: Would you or are you considering representing

Canada in international competition in the future?

Answer: I would very much like to play in an other Olym-

pics but as to whether or not there will be an Olympic hock-

ey team next year or not I can't say. But the answer to tne

question is "yes" and the reason is that I would dearly love

to play against the Russians again. I enjoyed playing them

of all
so much and they were really the great sportsmen

European teams. No chippy stuff or dives they just playe

the game in a beautiful way. I'd far sooner play them tna

the Czechs or the Swedes. The Russians were so much more

competitive and their approach to the game more similar

ours. I never played a game against the Russians with0

learning something. To beat the Russians in an Internationa

tournament would be, I think, the climax of everything

hockey for me.

Question : What are your feelings toward hockey . £ Queen
t
ue

Answer: to me the great plus for hockey at Queen's is M
excellent facilities. It has at its disposal the best Ph^

s

complex I've seen anywhere, and the team should ha
^

ample practice time. I can't say much about how we H

until we see a couple of other teams. The guys here are ta

ing about going all the way and I wouldn't doubt that we wj
^

The atmosphere here oozes a quiet confidence which I fee ^
a good approach. We have some good personnel and I wo

have to think that we'll be right up there at the end.

I would like to make a correction on the starting tinie

!

Saturday's game which will begin at eight o'clock and -

day's game against Sherbrooke which begins at one o ci

Sunday afternoon.



We're number 2

Dennis Hrycaiko (25) was a problem to the Gaels all afternoon. Here he is stopped by Mclntyre (63) and

Faulkner (55).
,

by Jim Wright

The Winnipeg Tribune had al-

ready said it before the game, but

it bears repeating. The two best

college football teams will not be

playing in Toronto, but rather in

Winnipeg where, for one of them,

the season will be over. Unfortun-

ately for Queen's fans, it is the

Gaels who will be hanging up their

cleats. In a sensational game
which ran into overtime, the Gaels

ran out of seconds to play, hanging

from a four-point deficit.

From start to finish, there was
nothing typical about the script for

the game. The Gaels charged into

the first quarter as though they

would stampede the Bisons right

into the crowd. Upon receiving the

kickoff, it took Rochette only sev-

en plays (3 minutes, 45 seconds) to

send Warrender over the line to

open up a six-point lead. Cozac's

convert made it seven, and that's

the way the scoreboard read at the

end of the quarter.

However, the end of the first

quarter had also featured the be-

ginning of a Bisons' drive which
terminated as a touchdown at the

45-second mark of the second

quarter. This march began with a

fake third-down punt and ended

with a short run into the end zone

by Shilo. The convert made it sev-

en and an incredible 80-yard kick-

off gave the Bisons an 8-7 lead.

The Gaels retaliated immedi-
ately. Eaman ran the ball to the

Manitoba 32, but the Bisons' de-

fence toughened suddenly and the

Gaels were forced to take three

points on a 35-yard field goal by

Cozac. Minutes later the Gaels

took advantage of a fumble to

scrimmage on the Manitoba 42.

Again the Gaels struck quickly as

Rochette completed a 23-yard pass

to Schultz. Warrender ran to the 10

and Lilies ploughed through the

Bison herd and into the end zone.

The remaining ten minutes was a

defensive battle leaving the score

at the half Queen's 17, Bisons 8.

In the second half the Gaels
almost seemed content to watch.

Kramer, the "wonder boy", di-

recting the calls for Manitoba,

traded his running shoes for cleats

and promptly ran all over the

Gaels' defence.

(continued on page 7)
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Speaker arrested under War Measures Act

Frustration, arrest in Quebec

"In a democracy it is all too easy tor the majority to forget

the minority, and for a remote and powerful government to

ignore its protests. It is all too easy, should disturbances

erupt, to crush them in the name of law and order" — P. E.

Trudeau, Oct. 2, 1968.

We believe the War Measures Act to be unnecessary and dan-

gerous.

Unnecessary because laws exist to deal with criminal acts.

Dangerous, because it has ignored the real problems which

are at issue in Quebec.

The War Measures Act did not save the life of Pierre Laporte.

It has not ended the agony of James Cross. But it has been used to

jail over 300 (now 400) Quebeckers — trade unionists, journalists,

students and professors, lawyers and leaders of community
groups.

It has been used to suppress legitimate democratic move-

ents seeking to resolve the social problems and historic griev-

ances of the people of Quebec.

Candidates opposing Mayor Drapeau of Montreal in the elec-

tion of October 25 were arrested. A democratic party contesting

the election (FRAP) was intimidated and slandered and their

print shop closed. In answer to a reporter's question, if FRAP
wins "will blood flow in the streets?", Mayor Drapeau replied

"Yes." No election held with soldiers patrolling the streets and in

a siege atmosphere can be democratic. The War Measures Act

could be used the same way throughout Canada.

Revoking the War Measures Act, and replacing it with a mini-

War Measures Act with most of the same powers will not end

repression. Nor will it help solve the problems of Quebec.

We cannot remain silent.

We demand the withdrawal of the War Measures Act and op-

Pose any new repressive legislation. Justice can only be achieved

in an atmosphere free of repression and intimidation.

The above appeared in the Globe and Mail on October 31,

Placed there by a group of concerned Canadians. It was felt that it

w«s worth repeating in light of events which have occurred since

that date and because of questions raised by these events.

Of the four hundred or so people who have been arrested un-

der the War Measures Act, only about sixty could have been

charged under the Criminal Code or the War Measures Act. Could

11 not then be assumed that at least some if not all of these people

w«e arrested for reasons other than those related to the actions

°I the FLQ?
It seems that other provinces besides Quebec have been inter-

preting the Act to suit their own needs. An example is the British

Columbia demand that teachers who expressed support for the

FLQ were t0 be SUSpended. In Vancouver, Mayor Campbell has

suggested that the Act could be used to control hippies.

The Act has also been used for purposes of censoring but not

su»Ply in cases of communiques from the FLQ. The CBC has been

a*ed to cut down on their reporting of the Quebec scene and many

filters (including the printers of the Journal) have been reluc-

ta>' to run stories concerning the FLQ and their manifesto.

„ Perhaps most serious is the free rein that Ottawa has given

^ebec in administering the War Measures Act. Can it really have

been the intention of the government to allow the Act to be used as

?" excuse for Justice Minister Choquette to demand that everyone

0e 'ssued with identification cards?

. Lortie s confession hardly seems to indicate that the kidnap-

P'"gs could be called an "apprehended insurrection". Where tnen

ls
lt|e justification for the use of the War Measures Act in the first

Place?
- Nancy Hoey, Marv Bloos

Wednesday, in Stirling Hall, Penny

Simpson spoke on the implications

of the War Measures Act. Miss

Simpson, a member of the Young
Socialists, was imprisoned for six

days during the recent wave of ar-

rests in Quebec.

. The FLQ kidnappers were the

outcome of years of social frustra-

tion, during which government at

all levels — federal, provincial,

and municipal — has failed to deal

with any of the real problems
which confront the people of

Quebec. Since the early 60's, with

an attempt at the modernization of

an antiquated, rural system, Que-

becers have met with the contin-

ual frustration of the quiet revolu-

tion, with the result that the whole

attempt to rebuild Quebec has

come to nothing.

Miss Simpson stressed that she

did not agree with the terrorist

acts, but Went on to show that

many people agreed with the basic

complaints as stated in the FLQ
manifesto. In a survey done of

church-goers by the CBC, among
over 50% of the people talked with,

problems of housing, Americani-

zation, untaxed church land, etc.

were agreed on as legitimate.

Thus she feels that in a crazy way

the FLQ has expressed the grow-

ing intolerance of the French-

Canadian society which will not

move to solve fundamental social

problems.

The government, however, did

respond quickly to the frustrated

responses of the FLQ. In doing so.

it effectively cut off the civil liber-

ties of the whole population, and

has arrested any people who have

been concerned with the problems

that have created the whole situa-

tion.

The reasons for the implemen-

tation of the war measures act are

in great question. For example,

nobody quite knows what has been

achieved in the 3,000 raids that

took place under it. Trudeau 's

reasons for its use are quite du-

bious and is now looking for ev-

idence that two kidnaoDines con-

stituted an insurrection. Marc-

hand has said that the problem

was not the terrorists but the sup-

porters behind it — thousands of

tbem.

The War Measures Act did how-

ever effectively stop the student

strike commencing October 15th

before it really materialized. Fur-

thermore it succeeded in remov-

ing a whole layer of leaders - stu-

dent, cultural, labour, etc. from

circulation.

Of her experiences in jail. Miss

Simpson felt them to be most mys-

terious — nobody, neither prisoner

or police seemed to know just

what was happening — question-

ing was minimal in all cases. No-

ody in the women's cell knew
more than two other people there.

The police did not seem to know
what they were looking for and
many people imprisoned had no

idea what was suspected of them!

In summing up the real consequ-

ences of the Act, Miss Simpson
stated that the act insured the

death of Laporte — it only pushed

the FLQ further. Secondly, it in-

sured the re-election of Drapeau.

who took advantage of the panic to

connect FRAP with the FLQ. In a

city full of troops he declared that

a vote for FRAP was a vote for

blood in the streets.

In doing so, Miss Simpson feels

that a situation of greater frustra-

tion has been created, with the

result that further terrorism is

inevitable. Her alternative is to

find solutions to the original social

problems that caused the outbreak

of violence — as the problems

arise. If the government had been

serious about saving Laporte and

Cross it should have negotiated,

and withdrawn its legislation. It

has effectively created a crisis to

destroy the national movement in

Quebec, and destroyed most of our

constitutional rights in the pro-

cess. Only the people can show the

government that they will not tol-

erate this precedent giving the

government power without re-

sponsibility and decision without

consultation ; that is complete ar-

bitrary power.

Journal censored
Those of you who saw page nine

of last Friday's Journal may have

noticed the rather gaping holes

presented on that page. The story

originally laid out for that page

consisted of quotes from the FLQ
Manifesto chosen to deal with the

problem of urban poverty — and it

was censored. May we stress that

they were quotes dealing with a

social, rather than political, con-

text.

We deplore the action of our

printer to be sure but more accur-

ately we deplore the enactment of

that legisltation which has caused

similar problems with papers

throughout Canada, (notably the

"Varsity" in Toronto).

For interest's sake, we ran

afoul of section 4c of the War Mea-
sures Act which makes it a crimi-

nal offense to "communicate"
statements from the FLQ — after

all in a democracy we must weigh
both sides of the question; isn't

that right?

Planning Board recommendation

Meds complex to be saved
The concern which has been

expressed by Principal Deutsch

and others that suggested changes

in the Kingston Official Plan may
jeopardize the building of the

Health Services Complex will be

effectively modified if City Coun-

cil agrees to a recommendation
drawn up by the Planning Board
last Thursday,

An amendment to the official

city plan had been considered

which would have set the rear of

the properties on King Street as

the southern boundary of the com-
plex, rather than the north side of

King Street, as had originally been
established. The aim of the

amendment was to protect the

home owners on King Street

whose houses would be removed to

build the complex.
The Planning Board has recom-

mended that the northern limit of

the complex be the north boundary

of King St. "provided that the resi-

dential use of the area between
Lower University and Lower Al-

bert be continued until this front-

age is required" for the Health

Services Complex.

According to J. B. Ackland, co-

ordinator of the complex, if this

recommendation is accepted by

City Council at the Nov. 23 meet-

ing "it would put us back to where
we were" before the suggested

amendment and this meets the

needs of QUAFHOP (Queen's

University and Affiliated Hospi-

tals) the official body planning the

complex. The board proposal does

"afford some additional protec-

tion" for the tenants and will help

reserve the character of the

I
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System must change to solve problems of the poor
'

.

'

. . , j:f«.„i. . «A lBRi<.la ti> ic inoatavnnit followed includi

Speaking at the symposium on Ur-

ban Poverty Saturday, the executive

director of the Canadian Welfare Coun-

cil, Mr Baetz. opened his remarks by

emphasizing what he claimed to be the

fundamental fact that must be borne in

mind when discussing " poverty". The

term poverty is in itself a merely de-

scriptive term and we must constantly

remind ourselves of the existent mani-

festations ol thai quality, the poor

people

He went on to say that in order to

help the poor, we must turn to the pol-

itical, social and economic systems

within which we all live. He is con-

vinced, after eight years, of working

with the Welfare Council and with

those poor people, that the systems

must be changed.

"For the past one hundred years we

have been subscribing to the nine-

teenth century liberal doctrine thai

maintains that poverty will be auto-

matically eradicated when society

achieves what 1 term the "holy Trini-

ty- — (i) sustained economic growth

(2) a healthy political democracy <3)

universal education. It is only in the

lasl ten years that this triumverale has

begun to waver and we have begun to

re-examine our aims.

"Our society has achieved to some

degree all three of these goals and yet

we still have so much poverty."

Mr, Baetz stressed the need to ex-

amine the impact of economic growth

on the weakest members of the popula-

tion who. subject to the production

rather than satisfaction-oriented in-

dustries and the resultant dissatisfac-

tion with the status quo. haven't got

the means to respond to such growth

This produces the essential quality of

the poor, that is feeling poor and de-

prived, and this feeling has never been

more prevalent than it is right now in

the current bombardment of artificial

stimulation, li e advertising).

With respect to the second member
of the "holy Trinity", the need for a

healthy political democracy, Mr
Baetz emphasized the need to eradi

cate poverty through political deci

sions which, while never being com
lete solutions (i.e. Social Security

Family Allowance. Public Health In

surance). at least seek a compromise

and a hopeful improvement. One of the
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most difficult problems to legislate is

that of helping the working poor, the

man who could do better financially if

he was on welfare rather lhan holding

down a steady poorly paid job. He

mentioned the possibility of doubling

tripling Ihe family allowance and plac-

Open evenings &
All day Sat.

Ample free

doorside parking.

inga tax on it.

The third item in the Trinity, univer-

sal education, has, Mr. Baetz slated,

advantages which are difficult to exag-

gerate but the professed "eradicating

power" is somewhat doubtful.

Some discussion of various issues

followed including the gua
annual income (one of the mosi

rante
e{j

"USUI).
derstood concepts, according to iw

Baetz), the composition of the Welf/
Council itself, and the kind of altitu^
we as university students can hav

S

towards the poverty situation.
e

Alternatives for action suggested
Sergio Sismondo, Research Director

of New Brunswick New Start, outlined

six alternatives for action to deal with

the problem of poverty on Saturday

night. The type of poverty he was dis-

cussing was a lack of cash and employ-

ment, which he differentiated from the

general poverty, in terms of physical

and social environment, of middle

class North American society.

The first method of alternative ac-

tion was rejected outright by Mr. Sis-

mondo, namely that of travelling

abroad to fight poverty in other coun-

tries. This method, he ; tated, was no

more than a glorified form of tourism.

Organizations supporting anti-poverty

workers abroad have political inter-

ests other than the solution of the pov-

erty problem. For example, churches

send missionaries not so much to fight

poverty as to gain recruits in the high-

ly competitive search for converts.

Sometimes the Church's involvement,

he said, may lead to more serious situ-

ations, such as the action of the Catho-

lic Church in Vietnam. Here, the

Church strengthened the political posi-

tion of Catholics in Saigon and financed

the Diem government. Such action

made the Catholic Church a major

accomplice of the tragedy in Vietnam

today.

Such foreign action reduces the ca-

pacity of local institutions for inde-

pendence and growth. Furthermore,

poverty in the Third World is tied in

with violence and revolution, which is

not a situation generally met with in

Canada. Mr. Sismondo stated that, in

his view, it is not morally justifiable

for foreigners to participate in vio-

lence abroad, and such participation

might undermine the natural revolu-

tion of the country. Another case

against humanitarian tourism is that

generally foreigners are simply not

wanted, and are often told to go back

home and change their own society.

Finally, there is the entire question of

the moral ambiguity of intervention. A

certain consistency of argument is

needed — how can one be against the

American intervention in Vietnam and

in favour of missionaries or CUSO?
The second alternative for action is

the private welfare system, such as

the United Appeal, a movement Mr.

Sismondo largely rejected. These

agencies tend to treat the poor as

guilty or psychologically sick. In his

view, it is the institutions of private

welfare that need psychiatric treat-

ment, rather than the poor. Most social

workers are perfectly incompetent

amateur psychiatrists, very often de-

stroying families under the pretext

that the people they are working with

are sick and therefore poor, rather

than the other way around. To audi-

ence applause, Mr. Sismondo called

such private welfare action a mere
band-aid against the cancer of poverty.

The third alternative is an ideologi-

cal battle against capitalism, which

can be carried out within the context of

the universities, books, magazines,

etc. The problem with such anti-pov-

erty work is the conflict between long-

term and short-term aims. The prob-

lems of the poor are much too urgent

to treat them by means of some total

political solution which might take

generations. However, ideological agi-

tation for particular anti-poverty pro-

grams does help the poor, such as med-

icare.

The fourth alternative for action is
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government welfare as a whole. Thisi
much better than private welfare

for
several reasons. The motivation

of
government is more honest than that

of private enterprise. There is no room
in capitalism for handouts, and the
government's accounting system is not
dollars but votes. Secon'dly, govern-
ment programs are better-funded,

ah •

lowing for higher salaries for social

workers and more diversified
pro-

grams. Thirdly, governments do not
proceed on the charity basis of a
"treat-the-patient" ideology but rath-

er of changing structures, for example
"educating the RCMP how not to be

racist with Indians rather than educat-

ing Indians on how to deal with the rac-

ist RCMP.'' Fourthly, governments
are interested in research, and reports

of social workers can and do influence

policies. The government can be influ-

enced by a community far more than a

corporation.

But Mr. Sismondo did not give the

government a straight "A" report

card. Because of their bureaucratic

nature, governments are slow in re-

sponse to the needs of the community.

Government anti-poverty action is of-

ten unjust and arbitrary, leaving out

whole sections of those who need it.

The fifth alternative for action to

combat poverty outlined by Mr. Sis-

mondo was that of academic research,

on such varied topics as new develop-

ments in agriculture, medicine and

ecology. Knowledge can be and is in-

valuable in the fight against poverty.

Academic research can evaluate and

criticize government programs, which

action is of great benefit.

Answer to unemployment -

employment
John W. Eleen. Research Director

of the Ontario Federation of Labour,

called for "a mobilized, concerned

majority" to eliminate poverty. He
began by accusing the government of a

"deliberate and callous policy of creat-

ing large pools of unemployed" and

"loading the results of their misguided

monetary and fiscal policies onto the

backs of the workers, thus creating

more poverty." He credited workers'

unions with any advances that have

been made in the struggle against pov-

erty but pointed out the workers' fight

is hindered because a majority of

workers are not organized and live off

incomes which are below the "poverty

line".

He discussed "privation" — want of

comforts or necessities of life. Eleen

defined privation as a slate of being

"near poor" rather than poverty

stricken. The income level of a family

of four or five at the privation level is

approximately $6,000. The media tend

to create an aura of "the good life",

raising expectations of the poor in "a

society of relative affluence" As

Eleen stated, "there is a very thin line

between wants and needs today'

Families living on $6,000 income, even

by juggling their dollars very careful-

ly, remain deprived of some things,

according to today's standard of living

as long as the breadwinner is steadily

employed. Public assistance programs

which are geared to providing mini-

mum standards of living perpetuate

the state of privation

Eleen spoke .then of the "unem-

ployed and unemployable", referring

to the psychological deprivation that

occurs when a man cannot provide his

family with the necessities for living.

He concluded that "the only answer to

unemployment is employment".

have you visited

THE ROOM UPSTAIRS

264 KING ST. E

KINGSTON, ONT.

613-548-7801

MARY LOU BROWN
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An
,pen letter to Marv Bioos et al.

In reply to your open letter, may I state the following:

The A. M.S. early recognized the need to inform Queen's sui-

ts of the situation in Quebec. As a result, our first Teach-in

<U> be hel<i on 0ctober 7
'

8
'

and 9
- " was t0 dea ' w'th the eco-

"a
LiC historical and political situation in Quebec. Commencing

"March literally scores of hours were spent endeavouring to get

ding
people such as Claude Ryan, Rene Levesque, Jacques

rzeau and Jean Guy Cardinal from Quebec to come to Queen's

twelve to fourteen people were invited; we had answers

three and an acceptance from Monsieur Parizeau.

We could not get Quebecois interested, so we dropped the

i
all

from

'toAfter recent events in Quebec a large number of informal, but

! widely
publicized, events were held by a number of groups in

"Vr to discuss the situation in Quebec and the implementation of

jje War
Measures Act.

.The A. M.S. helped to sponsor an address given by Miss Penny

Simps0"'
one of the first persons to be arrested in Quebec under

tie War
Measures Act.

{d)The A.M.S. continues to desire to inform Queen's students with

respect to this matter.

(e )I
will move at the A.M.S. meeting tonight that the authors of

the open letter to the A.M.S. be granted financial and administra-

te assistance in order that they may organize for the A.M.S., an

open forum on this question,

(f )I hope that you will see fit to take up this offer.

Yours truly,

Rod Follwell,

President,

Alma Mater Society.
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CAREER PROBLEMS?

A.C.T. NOW!
The alumni counselling team or A.C.T. is a group of alumni

in locations across Canada who are available to discuss with

students voational questions. This is an opportunity to

talk to some of the top people about a career in their Held.

Students who feel they would benefit from such a meeting

should contact the Student Employment Service at 72

Queen's Crescent where a directory of participating alumni

is maintained.

THURSDAY NOV. 19, 70

APPLIED SCIENCE 74

SMOKER
SECTIONS: 5-6-7-8
HOTEL FRONTEN AC

.75* ADMISSION

ALL THE DRAFT YOU CAN DRINK

8:30 - 12:00 p.m.

I.D. REQUIRED
FOR ENGINEERS ONLY

off the record by Dick Loney

Metamorphosis has long been an integral part of
the fortunes of a rock and roll idol: the name of the
game has usually been adapt, or be relegated to stag-
nation or fading into obscurity. Fellows like Chuck
Berry and Elvis Presley maintained the show biz
vitality of Leaders by molding their material to the
times. But today who recalls Pat Boone? — the
name itself has that "bubble-gum" ring to it, and we
are apt to forget that Boone was once an influential
name in early rock. Failing to blend his style with
changes in record tastes, Pat Boone as a recording
artist failed to enter the decade of the sixties!
Today as the revival of "good old rock n'roll"

looks in retrospect at initial creators of pop styles —
the Little Richard, Jerry Lee Lewis, Berry and Pres-
ley Era — the memories of Rick Nelson are coupled
with the fact that this artist has at once retained the
individuality that gave him a large share of the pop
kingdom. At the same time Nelson was perfecting a
style that is as topical and popular as the Band, the
Byrds and the late Beatles.

Rick Nelson's second Decca album is titled "Rick
Sings Nelson", and it contains ballads and country
rock melodies that could well cause your copy of the
record to take on that grey-white faded quality that
Side Two of everyone's Abbey Road l.p. displays.

All the t,unes were penned by Rick and they run the
spectrum from average to excellent in quality, but
they are all greatly enhanced by the superb musi-
cianship of the aggregation Nelson calls "the Stone
Canyon Band".
The personnel report on this tight, polished gath-

ering reads as follows: on drums, Pat Shanahan;
steel guitar featuring Tom Brumely; on bass and
aiding on vocals, Tim Cetera; lead guitarist and
vocal assistance — Allen Kemp. Rick himself has
always been more than adequate on rhythm guitar,

but on this offering he displays a piano styling of
remarkable sensititivity and fullness in light of the

fact that this talent of Rick's had not previously
found its way onto any recording "masters".

Musicianship on the entire album is finely fracted
— listen to the pianissimo deftness of Tom Brum-
ley's electric steel guitar and its flavouring of the

very beautiful tune "How Long": the lightness of his

touch maintains the mood of the gentle acoustic gui-

tar opening and almost allows the song to win the

vote as top song on this Decca-set. -

Almost — because without a doubt the prettiest

song is the ballad "The Reason Why" which show-

cases Rick's keyboard tendencies to such a degree

that without benefit of the cover credits it might
have led the writer to believe that Larry Knechtel

was being featured on piano — its truly that smooth!

The album is far from being a mere display of

Nelson's ballad-writing talents: witness is brought

forth in the shape of a number of excellent country-

oriented rock numbers. The versatility of rock music
in being able to assimilate other musical genres is

perfectly displayed by the two-part number "My
Woman". As the first part of the song concludes, the

electric bass leads a slide trombone into a melody
that at once retains its rock character but gradually

brings into focus a high clarinet, some really sweet
cornet wails, a rippling piano riff, plus spirited hand
clapping — many of the trappings of Dixieland jazz!

If those elements sound discordant, you only have to

hear this cut once to dispel any reticence that your

musical tastes might dictate.

The medium-paced rocker that opens side one, ti-

tled "We've Got A Long Way To Go" was recently

Nelson's hit parade item, and it features an echo-like

"pick and answer" exchange between lead and steel

guitar, plus some fine harmony by "the boys in the

band". The side is rounded out with several other up-

tempo things — "California", "Sweet Mary" and
"Down Along The Bayou Country".

Perhaps it wouldn't be unfair to Rick to add that

the song "Anytime" shows him to have that turn of

phrase and ear for unorthodox, while pleasing, chord

progressions which distinguish the work of Stephen

Stills (when he was a Buffalo Springfield, or now
that he's such a unique part of C.S.N. & Y.) Rick
Nelson has certainly arrived as a song writer and

this album amply displays a welcome surprise from

one of rock's elder statesmen in seniority.

The album is attractively packaged in a plain

beige cover with the centre removed to allow sight

of the record label, which features a very colourful

melange of inscriptions. Included is a very attrac-

tive, large poster of Rick — one that would go for at

least two bills in most pop shops. You'll find this l.p.

at Morton's Record Bar — just ask for "Rick Sings

Nelson", a Decca recording: DL 75236.

Downtown at 109 Princess Street

Uptown at the Shopping Centre.

Relevance

^poken

"Why, my dear, fee been

piloting for years by the sea

of my pants."

LEES - LEVIS and the

best of the rest . . .

denims, corduroys, twists,

plains, stripes and fancies.

We've got them in flares,

and trims too if you

like them straight. Jams,

fastbacksand dressy ones.

Drop in and see for your-

self.
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"I thank thee, O Lord, that thou hast not created me a woman."

Daily Orthodox Jewish Prayer

Susie-Q — an exercise in reverse chauvinism?

INS Girli Militia of DPF, Jordan.

by Carol Rogers

Here I sit writing notes on an essay with its basic premise

being that the North American woman is conditioned into a role

of passivity, of second class status. There is no reason within

reason why "she" cannot do the same as man ie. go out and work
and return home and return home when finished — guide herself

rationally and intelligently. But am 1 not a fine example of this

role? bullied into a daughter role by well loving parents — a rath-

er suffocating box; intimidated by the articulate politically ori-

ented intellegentsia of the university only because I lack the self

created courage or well trained mind to express myself; fulfill-

ing a mother or sister or housekeeper role well and being pleased

that I am given and can keep the role; being passive in the hands

and mind of the one 1 love although I fear domination and misin-

terpretation of my phasic silence, I allow myself to be told what

to do, to give in the traditional meaning, to become blank like a

dart board, for ideas he seeks criticism for or discussion of; I

endure the paradox of my being — the present passivity that has

risen into the unconscious from the unconscious.

What Blasphemey — in theory I condemn woman's accept-

ance of her role and her lack of will to make changes in her fa-

vour; in practice I am such a woman.

The Republic of Plato

"The next thing will be to ask our opponent to name any

profession or occupation in civic life for the purpose of which

woman's nature is different from man's.

That is a fair question.

He might reply, as you did just now, that it is not easy to

find a satisfactory answer on the spur of the moment, but that

there would be no difficulty after a little reflection.

Perhaps.

Suppose, then, we invite him to follow us and see if we can

convince him that there is no occupation concerned with the

management of social affairs that is peculiar to women. We will

confront him with a question: When you speak of a man having

a natural talent for something, do you mean that he finds it easy

to learn, and after a little instruction can find out much more

for himself; whereas a man who is not so gifted learns with

difficulty and no amount of instruction and practice will make
him even remember what he has been taught? Is the talented

man one whose bodily powers are readily at the service of his

mind, instead of being a hindrance? Are not these the marks by

which you distinguish the presence of a natural gift for any pur-

suit?

Yes, precisely.

Now do you know of any human occupation in which the

male sex is not superior to the female in all these respects?

Need I waste time over exceptions like weaving and watching

over saucepans and batches of cakes, though women are sup-

posed to be good at such things and get laughed at when a man
does them better?

It is true, he replied, in almost everything one sex is easily

beaten by the other. No doubt many women are better at many
things than many men ; but taking the sexes as a whole, it is as

you say.

To conclude, then, there is no occupation concerned with

the management of social affairs which belongs either to wom-
an or man, as such. Natural gifts are to be found here and there

in both creatures alike; and every occupation is open to both, so

far as their natures are concerned, though woman is for all pur-

poses the weaker.

Certainly.

From The Communist Manifesto

by Karl Marx
The less the skill and exertion of strength implied in man-

ual labour, in other words, the more modern industry becomes
developed, the more is the labour of men superseded by that of

women. Differences of age and sex have no longer any distinc-

tive social validity for the working class. All are instruments of

labour, more or less expensive' to use, according to their age
and sex.

Reprinted
frrjT
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"Do not trust a good woman, and keep away from a bad one.'

Portugese proverb

"'r'/rom IToiWs

Susie-Q Week:

Anomalous Predatory Behaviour

in the Female Student

Late in the year there can be observed around campus a pe-

riod of intensively aggressive behaviour on the part of the female
students. This period, known in the vernacular as Suzie-Q Week,
is an annual phenomenon and perhaps has something to do with

cyclic glandular inbalance.

The symptoms are most acute in the Womens' Residences,

those large blocks of cells maintained by the University for the

storage of neophyte female students. Here fever mounts to a high

pitch as the inhabitants vie with one another in the compilation of

"Suzie-Q Hustle Lists" of maximum length. These lists of males-

to-be-propositioned are drawn up well in advance from such di-

verse sources as Who's Where, friends of friends, well-knowns

mentioned in the Journal, and likely-looking quarries in classes.

Quality of prospects is as important as the length of the list;

ideally it should include more medsmen and fourth year engi-

neers than first year artsmen. The majority of candidates should

be rich and good-looking and have cars. There are not many of

these, and males that meet all of these criteria do not remain

unattached for long. Most of the availables lack at least one,

more likely two or all three of these attributes. Occasionally, if a

female is both lucky and observant, she might be able to get a

prize catch on the rebound. But the chances of a break-up occur-

ring at a convenient time such as Suzie-Q Week are slim, and

there is still the Ex- to cope with.

Suzie-Q Week is an Opportunity for the female with little to

offer. These losers might otherwise wait inordinately long

lengths of time to be asked out at all. In extreme cases, these

types may discover to their sorrow that they will simply not be

able to interest any males in a Suzie-Q date. If there is reason to

fear this, it may be better not to try at all than to risk uncovering

this unpleasant truth.

For females in higher years, Suzie-Q Week is often a time to

discharge obligations, by treating any some-time escorts. One is

expected to ask out one's steady. To some, Suzie-Q Week is useful

for the induction of jealousy in less-than-devoted boyfriends. It is

also an opportune time of year to test those ingenious and devious

schemes for wresting a secret heartthrob from the clutches of a

rival.

Males who feel threatened by the imminent onrush of preda-

tory females must take measures. They should ignore the phone

and skip all co-ed classes; and may in extreme cases be forced to

take refuge in the mens' room. Fortunately it is only for a week.

Anonymous Poem by a Seven-Year-Old Woman
A hen

is useful to men.
She lays eggs

between her legs.

expression

!
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TO CUM8 TO
THE TOP

IF I MfUI HAVE.
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OF FWPOSe

K^TWATK THEM ID

^HPfTf WITH ME

fivedays

envy IT THE S^TEM
WORK-

tuesday, oovember 17:

afternoon: 1:30 p.m.: civilization presents "man - the measure of all

things" at dunning auditorium,

evening: 8:30 p.m.: queen's drama department presents the john

brian way company in convocation hall.

8:30 p.m.: moscow trio at dunning hall presents by the di-

vision of concerts, the moscow trio's only concert in Cana-

da this season.

Wednesday, november 18:

afternoon: 1:30 p.m.: civilization "the hero as artist" at dunning audi-

torium.

evening: 7:00 and 9:00 p.m.: the kingston film society presents

"trouble in paradise" at ellis hall.

8:00 p.m.: medical variety show "gore" at K.C.V.I. audi-

torium, tickets at the anatomy department office.

8:30 p.m.: queen's drama department presents the brian

way company in convocation hall.

9:00 p.m.: quarry press poetry reading with len garparini,

david helwig, stuart mackinnon and gail fox at the agnes

etherington art centre

thursday, november 19:

afternoon: 1:30 p.m.: civilization "protest and communication at

dunning auditorium, admission 50c

3:30 p.m.: in ellis hall auditorium the music department is

presenting as one of its collegium musicum series miss

agnes walker, pianist, miss walker studied many years

with a pupil of liszt in whose music she has specialized, no

admission.

4:30 p.m.: dr. a paibio of the department of psychology

from the university of western Ontario, london. a collo-

quium on "short term memory codes".

7:00 and 10:00 p.m.: "grand prix" at dunning, admission

$1.00 per person.

7:30 p.m.: medical sciences lecture series presents "fluid

shifts in the pathogenesis" of shock, by dr. nickerson at

etherington hall auditorium.

8:00 p.m.: the english speaking union (kingston branch) is

having its first general meeting downstairs recreation

room, international centre, students memorial union

building, all are welcome!

at agnes etherington art centre
"the art of smoking in aborigj

na
,

north america", throughout th

month.
selections (paintings and gra „|,

ics) from the permanent collec
tion, mainly from the

older-

schools, will be in the small ga i[er
ies throughout the month,

november 17, 18 and 19: studio
workshop batik 7:30 to 10:00

p.m— doug snyder.

november 17 and 19: action-reac-

tion at 8:30 p.m. in the main
ga |.

lery.

november 18: poetry reading.

Quarry press at 9:00 p.m. Novenv
ber 20, 21 and 22: teen age group

drawing and painting from the live

model, registration fee for all

evenings for this studio, $7.00.

WALL
HANGINGS
an exhibition prepared by the Art Gallery of Ontario

continues until December 6

also selections from the Permanent Collection

SUPPORT
OUR

ADVERTISERS

NEWMAN'S EXPERT
TAILOR MEN'S SHOP

Suits made to measure & ready
to wear.
Alteration - all work guaranteed

also men's furnishings &
form al ren tal s.

2 14 Princess St. 546 -0110

art centre

DUPLICATE

BRIDGE

EVERY THURSDAY

7:00 P.M.

at

Mclaughlin room
(Student Union Building)

AFTERNOON
SHOWING

SIR KENNETH CLARK'S WIDELY ACCLAIMED
COLOUR FILM SERIES

CIVILIZATION
ONE HOUR OF THIS THIRTEEN HOUR SERIES WILL

BE SHOWN EACH TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND

THURSDAY AT 1:30 P.M.

•"MAN - THE MEASURE OF ALL THINGS"

- NOVEMBER 17TH

"THE HERO AS ARTIST"

- NOVEMBER 18TH

"PROTEST AND COMMUNICATION"
- NOVEMBER 19TH

DUNNING AUDITORIUM ADMISSION 50i

we regret to announce that

DUE TO UNAVOIDABLE

CIRCUMSTANCES
the public lecture

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

IN BRITISH ART

by Edward Lucie -Smith

scheduled for Friday, November 20

arranged by the Agnes Etherington Art Centre

in cooperation with the British Council

WILL NOT BE HELD

AUDITIONS

for by Murial Spark

BIGGEST LITTLE
BOOKSTORE

WIDE SELECTION OF
CHRISTMAS CARDS
AVAILABLE AT

OPEN: MON. TUBS. SAT.
9 until 6

WED. THURS. & FRI.
9 until 9

for

DANGER ZONE
directed by George Baszta

production in January

Wednesday, November 18th at 8:30

room 115, Old Arts Building

and Thursday, Nov. 19 at 7: 00

THE BACCHAE-EURIPIDIES
directed by Brian Wilson

production in March

Wednesday, Nov. 18 at 7:00

in room 115
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this is the way
the season starts

not with a bang

Simon says, play ball

Gaels Rick Hall moves in to check during exhibition action

Since the decision to place a

waterpolo team in the OQAA
league, "Simon says" has got-

ten to be a popular expression

in waterpolo circles here. Si-,

mon Beitler, the new coach,

has made the difference be-

tween the "talented mob" of

yesteryear, and the hard-

swimming, ball-conscious

team of today. Gone are the

days when the swimming team

did the honours — Queen's has

a team of her own!

This year's team is as loaded

with talent as any "scrub"
team the swim team was able

lo set up on short notice in the

past. Part of this is the fact

that five people in the first line

-GordHurd, "Little George"
Craig, Chris Offierski, Joe
Smillie, and Steve Patterson —

members of the swim
team, as well as having played

waterpolo for Queen's before.
Chris Whately, the right de-

lenseman is a new arrival at

Queen's who played for RMC
lor a year. Darko Sturman, the

igoslav wonder, comes to

Queen's with a wealth of

experience gained in the tough

competition of his native coun-
"7 He is also the captain of
the group. Eric Gossin, anoth-
er member of the team, comes
lo us with three years of

experience playing at Guelph.
">m Kennedy too expects to

get back into the line-up as

soon as he recovers from a

recent operation.

The team does not lack for

rookies either. Archie Nes-

bitt, Rob Paterson, Steve Mc-
Alister, and Pete Tyreman, all

fall into this category. Behind

all these men is a "B" team
organization which has a num-
ber of people coming along as

well. Obviously Simon is going

to have to make cuts in order

to send the best team possible

to the OQAA tournament at

McMaster on December 5, but

if he has been able to make up

his mind who will go — espe-

cially since the goalers posi-

tion is still uncertain — he isn't

talking about it.

Before the OQ's Simon has

two further opportunities to

see his team in action, The
first is when the team journeys

to Montreal to play the McGill

team on November 21. The
second is when the team hosts

the Queen's tournament here

on November 28, when several

teams from the OQAA circuit

will come down to give a pre-

view of the OQAA tournament.

Simon says for you all to

come out to the Queen's tour-

nament and watch the acrobat-

ic front line in action as they

score goals right and left.

Come out to watch the soon-to-

be-patented Queen's rushing

defence confuse and confound

the enemy on November 28.

St. Lawrence downed
In their first exhibition game

of the 1970-1 season, Queen's

varsity basketball team
shelled St. Lawrence College

to the tune of 94-40. The Gaels

had trouble with the slippery

St. Lawrence floor, and could

only manage a halftime score

of 43-23.

Brian MacKenzie, in first

year Law at Queen's after

three years at Simon Fraser,

led the Gaels attack with 29

points. Andy Daugulis had an-

other 20 before fouling out in

the fourth quarter. Team cap-

tain Ron Walsh, had eight as

did Bob Wright and Barry

Beale. Paul Howard and Dave

Wright each had seven.

For St. Lawrence, Ted
Batchelor was high with 17, fol-

lowed by Dave Wilson with

eight.

The Gaels next game is

against Oswego next Saturday

night at Queen's brand new
Bartlett Gym. Following that,

the powerful Simon Fraser

Clansmen are in town for a

Wednesday night game against

the Gaels, who have two play-

ers with Simon Fraser back-

grounds^

by Greg Thompson
On Friday night the hockey

Gaels opened their season with

a penalty ridden 7-7 tie. Before

I give a general assessment of

the game since that is all space

will allow. I will give a quick

rundown of the scoring. For
the Gaels, Mott got two. and
Gait, Douglas, Thompson,
Kennedy and Smith got singles.

The nicest goal was scored by

Douglas on a beautiful feed-

back pass from Mott as the two
broke in on net. Two players

supplied all the goals for Carle-

ton. Wayne Small getting 5 and
Derek Holmes scoring the oth-

er two.

I would have to say Carleton

was a better team which re-

sulted from their superior
skating and play making. The
Gaels with the exception of

Mott lacked finish around the

net missing many scoring op-

portunities arising from re-

bounds. Most of our offensive

pressure was provided by the

Mott, Loudon, Douglas line

since the other lines played

poorly, giving the puck away
foolishly and making wasted
passes. If the Gaels are to have

a winning year, they must get

the other two lines producing,

if not goals, at least a useful

defensive effort. Our defence,

although scoring a couple of

power play goals, failed some-

what in their primary task as

the score indicates. Normie
Douglas was helpless on al-

most all the goals as the Carle-

ton forwards skated past our

defense. We were happy to get

a tie since Carleton was the top

team in the league last year

and looked quite good again

this year.

continued from p. 1

first the Bisons seemed
[""tent to chew up the Gaels'
'ead, as they took two more
*lnfe in the third quarter to

™°P the score to 17-10. Howev-
the fourth quarter was all

,

ls°ns as the Gaels escaped
°m their own end only once.
»as only a matter of time

end
Kramer burst int0 tne

zone. The convert was

same
and with 4:45 left the

T
was tied — but not over,

tu

6e Bisons forced the Gaels

raif
Unt from tneir own 25

'

and
«? " right back into Gael ter-

0,
\y- This time it was the

|0r
defence who starred,

stt

cin
8 the Bisons to punt

bolrt'

8ht UP and leave tne Gaels

T
au

>g the ball on the 10.

((
" 'iie relief of the fans, the

thj
l 'me ran out, and at

\,.
end of the fourth quarter it

8ai
r

3 17-all ball game. The
It

e entered overtime — two

1>nute halves.
e Gaels again announced

their intentions to be national

champions as they dominated

the first half of overtime and

continued to gain momentum
in the second half. The Gaels

finished the first half with an-

other field goal by Cozac and

seemed to be capable of hold-

ing it.

Then the dusky sky turned

black. With only four minutes

left, the Gaels fumbled on their

own 42, and the Bisons fought

down the field and over the

goal line to take a 24-20 lead.

It was still hard to imagine

the gold machine losing. Roch-

ette threw ten straight passes,

mostly long bombs, completing

four of them, three on third

down attempts. But the game

and the season ended with the

Gaels stranded on the Manito-

ba 18.

In far and away the most

thrilling college game in years,

the Gaels bowed out of the

Vanier Cup by a score of 24-20.

The Golden Gaels are at least

number two . .

.

First downs
Yards rushing

Yards passing

Passes

Interceptions by

Fumbles by

Recovered by

Punting
Penalties

Official Game Statistics

Queen's

23

229

265

14 for 29

I Rochette

)

U (average 36.4

1

5 lor 60

Manitoba

398

57

4 lor 11

10 (average 35.1)

3 for 30

In Saturday's game the

Gaels took a commanding 6-1

lead by the 9:00 minute mark
of the second period but just

held on as McGill finished

strongly. Final score 7-6. The
team seemed to tire late in the

game. The tremendous play-

making of Morris Mott once

again made the hockey a plea-

sure to watch as he set up four

goals (3 of which were scored

by Colin Loudon) as well as

scoring two himself. The other

lines checked better in the ear-

ly part of Saturday's game.
The defense was good at times

but were again slow in getting

back especially as the game
progressed. Late in the third

period Normie Douglas saved

the win when he robbed Cros-

sley of a breakaway opportuni-

ty. The Gaels showed they

could play respectable hockey

in the first period and if they

can put three such periods to-

gether they should have little

trouble winning a few games
this year.

On Sunday the Gaels lost in

exhibition game to University

of Sherbrooke. The Gaels once

again started strongly. Dave
Fields got three goals from the

point which helped Queen's to

take a 5-2 lead before Sher-

brooke took over. Once again

we were outskated but this was
to be expected since the team
was bound to be tired from a

heavy weekend of hockey. It

was apparent also that much
work needs to be done on the

art of checking and clearing

the puck and in total a much
improved defensive effort is

necessary

Gaels hang in
In the second round of the

OQAA East volleyball compe-

tition, Queen's Gaels strength-

ened their hold on second place

with three easy wins over Uni-

versity de Montreal, Laval,

and Carleton, and kept even

with first place Ottawa Univer-

isty by virtue of a split match
with the Gee-Gee's.

Against the Ottawa Univer-

sity earn, Queen's won the first

game 15-12, and had leads of 12-

5 and 13-10 in the second game
before a series of mistakes

presented Ottawa with the

split.

This Saturday, Queen's can

catch Ottawa by beating the

Gee-Gee's in the third round of

the tournament, to be held at

the Queen's gymnasium start-

ing at 1:00 p.m. A large fan

turnout would be greatly ap-

preciated, as Queen's could

win its fourth OQAA East title.

Colonel Harland Sanders

says get

fried ^kktan ®
THREE LOCATIONS IN KINGSTON
* BATH ROAD AT LASALLE PARK
•PRINCESS STREET ONE MILE
WEST OF THE CIRCLE
(RESTAURANT TOO-LICENSEDI
•MONTREAL STREET-
NORTH OF PRINCESS

7oR TAKEOUT NEAREST TO
QUEEN'S DIAL 542-2773

MONTREAL STREET STORE

RESTAURAUTS
LICENSED
OF COURSE

PRINCESS WEST
OF THE CIRCLE
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Oh, happy day!

Quick spike during volleyball competition.

Yea r
hockey Gals

Three of our women's inter-

collegiate teams saw action in

exhibition games against

teams from Trent University

this past Saturday.

The Ice Hockey team won a

6-0 victory over the ill

equipped, but determined op-

ponents. The shutout went to

rooky goalie Cathy Wright who
was playing her first full

game. The scoring was led by

Debbie Gilmour with two goals

and one assist, followed closely

by Liz Twiddy with two goals,

Silvia Cameron and Jan Rog-
ers with one goal apiece, and
Karen Howatson with two as-

sists. This coming Saturday,

Nov. 21. the Golden Gaels trav-

el to Hamilton to face the

McMaster team, which ranked

second in the league last year,

in their first regular season
game.

Friday 13th proved to be a

very lucky day as the Queen's

Senior Women's Basketball

and Volleyball teams ended the

evening with victories.

The Senior Women's Basket-

ball team defeated the Ottawa

University team with a score

of 57 to 46'. Within the first few

minutes of the game Queen's

took the lead and never once

gave it up to the very aggres-

sive hard-checking but ineffec-

tive Ottawa team. Queen's

zone defense held the Ottawa

team throughout the game and

offensively she sidestepped the

man to man defence presented

by the opponents. A good game
for Queen's with a substantial

part accounted for by Maureen

Bouris who rallied for 25

points. Karen Carson and Pat

Pattison both newcomers to

the team counted for 8 points

and 6 points respectively. For

Ottawa University Liz Jeffry

was high scorer with 16 points

and Marilyn Yeates followed

with 12 points.

In Volleyball the Women's
Intercollegiate team won their

match against the Ottawa
University Team. In the

first of 4 games the score was
15-10 for Queen's, in the second

game the score was 17-15 for

Queen's in over time; the third

game went to Ottawa U with a

score of 15 to 8 but Queen's

came back with a victory in the

fourth game with a score of 15

to 13. Both the first and second

lines were very capable in de-

feating the Ottawa University

team.

On Saturday Nov. 14 the

Women's Intercollegiate Bas-

ketball team picked up its sec-

ond victory of the weekend by

defeating the Carlton Universi-

ty team with a score of 65-25.

A switch from the expected

zone defense to a close cheek-

ing man-to-man put the Carl-

ton team at a disadvantage

from the beginning and
Queen's picked up the lead in

the early part of the game and

never let go of it.

For the Queen's team it was
Karen Carson who led the indi-

vidual scoring sharts with a

total of 20 points.

Maureen Bouris added 12

points and another newcomer
to the Queen's team Jarmila
Kettnerova added 10 points.

For the Carlton team Vicki

Fulcher ended the afternoon

with 8 points and Judy Dey
another 5.

The Women's Intercolle-

back to take the next th
games 15-10, 15-11, and 15-;

e

This may be off the m a i

track but it was requested
1

be included as the bus carrv
the Volleyball and Baskefi
teams home from Ottawa Sa
urday night nearly did
make it.

not

and volleyball and

giate Volleyball team dropped

a victory to the Carlton team

on Saturday Nov. 14, with a

final result of 2 games out of 5

going to Queen's.

In the first game the score

was 9-15, in the second game
the score was 5-15 both Queen's

victories. Then Carlton came

sidelines
by John Mable

With a man like Dutch Dougall, there simply is no question

as to whether or not he can tell you what you need to know. As he

would probably say, well sure, sonny, as long as you've got the

time to listen.

Dutch has been looking after the athletes of Queen's Univer-

sity longer than most of them remember. If you think you re-

member somebody, odds are Dutch can tell you what he really

did.

Back in 1928, Dutch was telling me a couple of weeks ago,

Queen's and RMC co-sponsored a junior hockey team that was

one of the finest in Canada. In fact, they went to the finals of the

Memorial Cup. It was made up completely of local talent and

students from the two institutions. This team was so big, says

Dutch, they could field a starting lineup of six players, every one

of whom was over six feet tall. And remember, these were jun-

iors and it was over forty years ago they played.

The biggest problem these boys had, he says, was proving to

the other teams that none of these boys were over-age. The train-

er, 'Senator' Powell himself, used to carry all the boys' birth

certificates just so they could get the games started when they

were playing out of town.

They played the final that year out west and some upstart

club from Manitoba or somewhere beat them to take the Cup,

Dutch wasn't there but to this day he suspects that our boys may-

be got a little bit overconfident and tried to do some celebrating

the night before. They just shouldn't have lost that game.

Then there was the Queen's teams they used to field before

the war. They had prohibition in those days and there used to be a

fellow play goal here who was a bootlegger. He went to Queen's

for eleven years, Dutch said, and he never graduated but he was

one crackerjack of a goaltender. They finally expelled him a

month or so before final exams one year after somebody turned

him in for his bootlegging. After that the fellow went into the soft

drink business:

The old Jock Harty Arena was Dutch's private concern until

they tore it down a few years back. Since then he supervises the

stadium. Of course, they're going to tear that down now, too.

Dutch doesn't mind looking after football players. He's seen lots

of that played. Frank Tindall, says Dutch, is the finest coach he

has ever seen but he says that guy Ted Reeves was pretty good,

too.

That field in Richardson Stadium got to be pretty good over

the years. It's hard to keep it in good shape these days, they let so

many kids play on it. It gets torn up after a rain, you know. It

drains pretty good now but Dutch can tell you about the time the

drain got plugged and they had a rowboat in there.

My old man played hockey here over thirty years ago ana

Dutch remembers him, too. Yup, "Wilf Mable was the smoothest

hockey player I've ever seen," Dutch told me. "He never both-

ered anyone and he was all business." I agreed. After all, w" al

could I say? Like father like son? You might accuse Dutch ot

having a kind memory, unless you knew him.

But they asked me to turn out the lights on the fields this fait

Otherwise Dutch or somebody had to drive eighteen miles back

into town just to do it.

I finally forgot to turn out those lights two weeks ago. It wa

a bad press night and it just slipped my mind. Dutch had to tu

them off himself when he came in the next morning, Thursday-

He reminded me about it Friday. We both laughed.
,

I

The Intermediate Volleyball

team downed their green clad

opponents from Trent three

games straight with scores of

15-12, 15-10, and 15-10.

The Intermediate Basketball

team, having defeated St.

Lawrence College in an exhibi-

tion game Thursday led by the

scoring power of Dorothy
VanSyk, also faced a team
from Trent University. They
came out of Saturday's encoun-

ter with a close 24-18 score.

The high scorer for the Queen's

team was Chris Stewart, gain-

. ing a third of Queen's total

points.

even archery
Indoor Archery competition

will be held on November 23

and 24 from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.

Anyone interested in entering

should-contact Sharon Bedwell

at 544-8144.

The last Ringette Clinics

will be held on Nov. 18 and 25,

and Dec. 2 from 7:15 to 9:00

p.m. Competition in this event
will be held after Christmas, if

enough interest is shown at the

clinics. Come out and support a

new sport! Gals join for a quick and jubilant Oil Thigh after registering
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THE MY8TERY_0F THE JEWELS.

BY JANUAKY RKARLE.

Strang* children of the tlark Mia gloomy

mine I
, , ,

TtmdUnt jewels, briGht M Thalia e eyes,

Th»t llntne with colors of 3m:lipassi"«ato

dyes

Ai rainbows can not match nor sunset

•Vies,

Thtragk born of darkness where no sun can

shine 1

Like rast.1 virgins, in that mystic fire

Which is the source of your eilulgout

rays ,

You offered bnrniiB! sacrifice "f l>r=™

Through the long worship of your silent

Ere primel monsters in tho bloody mire,

Which, reeked with danijhtar, did each

other tear

;

Or all the ugly geologic dream.

Which like some nightmare in Uoti s

brain doth seem

Instinct with dreadful life, on earth had

boen, .

Or flying reptiles filled tho twilight air.

0 children of tho mysteries that dwell

In Union* caverns of tho secret earth,

Where thinking Nature brings to won-

drous birth

Iron and gold and metals of great worth,

What ohomic marrets could your dumb
tongues tell

!

bare the flora of tho central gloom,

Klowora of the gardens which no light

hare known,
Who had no spring, for whom no socd

was sown, ,

But, bom in Woesome, bloom with Cod

alone ,- • , i

In thodroad darknessof jonrlmng tomb

What mean your eyes, likewore all aflamel

Your aapphiie lustres, whore strange

socrcU hide,

As hides tho burning loto of eoiuo dark

bride . .

In her strong heart conoontrata in lis

pride,

Aral uurasolietl U lore bo but aname l

Doathloss as stars, which aro tlio floiiiirj

of heaven,

Ye flout the hoary centuries of time.

And shine immortal in your rocks sub-

lime,

Undimined by rusty ago or frosty rime,

In that wido realm which to your rule is

given.

Kin^softhoilarknoss ! makoraofthe lighi

!

A matchless urchimcso of colored sheen .

Gold, purplOi crimson, and comuiiiy

led ^rccn,

Az'ire and amber, burning all unseen,

Like Bomo cathedral window 111 the night.

What are ye, O yc mysteries of life I

Whence came ye I and I pray you tell

nie why
Your "lory can not fade, your beauty die

lint lists forever like the jewelled sly,

Though- carthorakos rend your places in

their strife i

Tho topaz hln/Aug liko doves' necks on fire,

Or Alpine glaciers in the sun nprist,

Wrrapped in the smoke of burning am-

ethyst,
'

And-diilmonds by the passionate light-

ning kissed,

And emeralds robed in Juno's bright green

attire !

will nnt think thatye were made for pride.'

Nor yet for vanity nor courtly shows,

Nor to enhance the beauty of the rose

Which, in warm gules, upon some fair

chueli glows

Of lovely maiden or voluptuous bride.

1 hold you dearer and for holier use

Than servitude toFushion's painted jays,

Or men or womau, ill their senseless

craze,

Such as the maddening danco or mask
displays,

When impure hands your holy light

abuso

—

Hands all on firo with flamea of loveless

lust,

Whoso touch doth quicken the unhal-

lowed brood
Of lawless passions in their burning

blood

No. 1.

itli In-'hWhich love colcattal

trust.

Vo arc tho MngR that rule .he inner earth,

A itvered brothcrhocl of ]» :n>t t .ms ft-.ult.

Which, while this bull ui jubilant music

roll**,
. , ,

Jicaving all morfcili to punt ..mil yeah.,

Shall shine symbolic of eternal birtli,

And whisper in tho ears of paHiug man

Tho mystic watch-word which unlocks

tho yato

Where rft* tU«.Ta«itnr nfTimo instate,

Ailtfie.it of days : to hail tho gm\ and

grcjil

,

\ n.l write clioii" names with his immortal

j
pen.

k.ud wrote Hia nocrcti Oil your burning

brows,
I And scaled them in the color* which Ho

yavo,

i\j ho truth's symbol in your voiceiesi

^ravo,
'

i
,

, ilc oi linns? which hare the

I
>in> or to BilVC.

\\'n i lived for Wo \\l,Lh froin the great

„. »il grutt'a.

MctUhiks I road youi' myntcries, and find

The inspiration ui your high avenue

Deseudiny on mysunt in latiyuiiyo plaiu.

Illuming all the cha->ibeni of my brain.

Like mighty wingu of tiro upon the wind.

Ye wore created for divine employ,

For holy worship with tho pritMta of
dawn,

O grand Atiuc-ilypao of jcwelal kohl
On Aaron's ephud ! glittering with tha

mom
With troths celestial which havo no alloy.

I hail ye, 0 my lover-! greet with love
The glory of your beauty ; and I know
That in your blood another lifu doth

How,
Which toWaa tho mystery of your part

below—
Your forma, the fable of tho lifo nbovo,

lu part at least : part of thu living dream
Which shuts us mtUa in t*on bl thu dark
Wliuru brutal shapes of matter, bald and

i.nvn'33 piuuiuiiB in meir uunuu^ Mark,
blood,

( (

And forum; celestial leave aliko their
Consuming all pure thought* ant) feel- 1 mark,

ingl good, I And nothing is which it to us doth beem.

KINGSTON,
OCTOBER 25, 1873.

PROSPECTUS,
The students of Queen's University and

College, believing that a Paper in connec-

tion therewith might be established with

advantage to Undergraduates, Graduates,

and all connected with the Institution,

have resolved to take such steps as may
best secure the accomplishment of this

object.

Various considerations induce them to

undertake this step, and to hope that it

will meet with the success which is antici-

pated. The want of a paper in which to

give expression to their opinions upon

questions of general and academic inter-

est, is much felt. It is believed that such

an organ would infuse a livelier interest

into their College life — would afford in-

formation upon subjects deeply interest-

ing to every Student — and would in an

eminent degree tend to strengthen the

bond which should ever unite Alumni to

their Alma Mater. The University is one

of the oldest in the Dominion, and has

upon its roll a large and respectable num-

ber of Graduates whose willing co-opera-

tion can be relied upon; it has also numer-

ous and influential friends warmly inter-

ested in its prosperity, who, it is hoped,

will regard the project with favour. These

facts afford ample ground to hope that it

will meet with that degree of public pa-

tronage which shall ensure its complete

success.

The paper will be called the "QUEEN'S
COLLEGE JOURNAL." It shall be issued

fortnightly at the rate of Fifty Cents for

the Academic year of seven months, paya-

ble in advance. The first number will ap-

pear on the 10th October next. Its object

shall be two-fold. Firstly— To foster a lit-

erary taste among the Students, and to

afford them an opportunity of giving ex-

pression to their opinions on the leading

topics of the day. It is also intended to

serve as a bond of union between the Uni-

versity and her Alumni, and to sustain the

interest of the latter in the prosperity of

their Alma Mater, after they have left her

halls,

Secondly — To furnish such information

upon Collegiate and other matters as will

be not only valuable to the Student, but it

is hoped, interesting to the intelligent pub-

lic generally. The "Journal," moreover,

is designed to supply the need, felt at pre-

sent, of instruction in the principles and

practice of Journalism, the great practi-

cal importance of which has been recog-

nized in several leading Universities in

the United States, by the establishment of

a Chair for instruction in this branch of

study. . .

.

The Editors promise to spare no pains

in making the columns of their Journal as

interesting and instructive as their time

and resources will allow; and it is hoped

that they will be seconded in their efforts

by an appreciative community, upon

whose liberal patronage the success of the

paper must in a great measure depend.

Such was the Prospectus issued by the

originators of this Journal at the close of

the last academic year. The editorial 'We'

now hasten to keep their plighted word,

and in this number make our bow to our

subscribers, and stand, caps in hand ready

to hear the remarks with which our first

public appearance will be greeted, and to

receive subscriptions — which are paya-

ble invariably in advance. Our aims and

objects are fully set out above, and to the

general public we would say that, if at

first we don't succeed in pleasing them,

we will follow the advice of Dr. Watts —
or some equally good poet, and "try, try

again. " To our critics we would say,

"Be to our virtues ever kind.

And to our faults a little blind.
'

'

To the Graduates and Under-graduates

of sister Universities in this glorious

young Dominion of ours and in the neigh-

bouring Republic we would say: "Read us

candidly, judge us fairly, try us sufficient-

ly, and then if proved unworthy, — reject

us." To the Alumni of Queen's University,

wherever they may be and in whatsoever

estate, we would cry "Rally around us:

assist us by your pens and by your

tongues: with your advice and with your

contributions — pecuniary and otherwise.

Help us for we seek to help our Alma Ma-
ter, to place her in the position which of

right pertains to her as the oldest of royal-

ly chartered Universities in the fair Prov-

ince of Ontario. Help us, for we wish to

make our Journal the medium by which

the souls of Graduates, far-scattered over

this mundane sphere, may hold converse

witb those dear ones with whom they

toiled across the "Pons Asinorura".
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Male Inducted into Into Levana

"I got lit with the frosh," Says Student

Who says female impersonation is

a lost art? In the following exclusive

report are some facts and impressions

from Catherine MacDonald. the only

boy who was ever made a member of

the Levana Society through participa-

tion in the induction ritual - the Lev-

ana Candlelighting ceremony.

"All the freshettes and I offi-

cially became members of the

Levana Society on Thursday eve-

ning in the traditional and beauti-

ful Candlelighting ceremony in

Grant Hall. Everyone filed into

the dimly lit hall under the watch-

ful eyes of Anne Horton, president

of Levana, Dr. Denyes, Honorary

president, Dean Bryce, Mrs.

Macintosh, and Eileen Borse,

president of Levana Council. But

me — I came in the side door

which, fortunately was not locked.

Imagine me trying to get in by

crawling through a window in a

dress and heels — garb that I, as a

red blooded Canadian male, am
not accustomed to!

"My senior warned me to be

careful about walking downstairs

in my high heels. In a moment of

forgetfulness, I dashed down the

stairs and promptly caught my
heel on the bottom step. This

caused great consternation among

us all. It was very unladylike of

me!

"This business of falling down

stairs must happen to girls quite

often as no one took any notice of

the rather ungainly entrance I

made. We quickly slipped into the

line of seniors and freshettes.

"My senior and I stood in this

line quietly talking to each other.

Periodically we were interrupted

by someone telling us to move on.

I happened to like where I was

standing and convinced my senior

to step out of line and let the oth-

ers go by. This was met by com-

ments like 'What's the big idea?

Stay in line!' Rude Levanites, if I

do say so myself!

"Anyway, there we were. I with

my candle clutched in sweaty

hands. The line slowly became a

star. The symbolism of this es-

caped us (the freshettes and I) but

we were later enlightened. It

stands for truth.

"Finally everyone had crowded

into Grant Hall and Anne Horton

read an impressive speech. I knew

she was reading it because every

once in a while she'd stop in the

middle of a sentence and would

pause for a very long time. She'd

lost her place. The flashbulbs of

the photographers flashing in her

eyes didn't help any.

"The speech filled us with a

feeling of loyalty to the Levana

Society and general purity of spir-

it, soul and body. I found it diffi-

cult at this time not to break into

coarse, masculine laughter. The

freshettes did not seem similarly

affected.

"At this point we knelt down

(and I might add that I was more

ladylike than a few others there)

and Miss Horton read out a pledge

where we swore eternal loyalty to

Levana, the AMS and to numerous

other traditions at Queen's. To

this vow, in my best boy soprano

voice I replied, 'I will!'

"Then we got up off the floor.

My senior was a bit worried that I

might catch my heel in one of my
crinolines and attempted to help

me up. But I shrugged her aside

and stood up in as ladylike fashion

as anyone else in the hall.

"Miss Horton told us that the

receiving of gowns was symbolic

of an ancient tradition at Queen's

whereby freshettes were not. al-

lowed to wear academic gowns

until they had undergone initia-

tions.

"My senior then took off her

gown and put it on me. I can't say I

was too impressed — the gown

was too darn short.

"Miss Horton continued reading

after the gowns stopped rustling. I

gathered that the candle signifies

the light of truth and wisdom so

we got lit. At this point I was get-

ting a bit concerned because the

heat from the candles was making

me perspire and the curl in my
hair was falling out from damp-

ness. The increasing illumination

in the hall was a trifle disconcert-

ing, not to me, but to a few others

present.

"Then we blew them out. This

proved difficult. I couldn't raise

the candle to my face for obvious

reasons. If I bent my head, my
swan-like neck was hidden from

public view. So I exhaled rather

forcibly in the general direction of

the candle and hoped for the best.

It worked.

"The ceremony was closed by a

chorus of 'Oil Thigh' which to me
was similar to closing a church

service with the 'Engineer's

Hymn'.
"For reasons again obvious, my

senior and I tripped gaily out the

same way we came in, before the

lights went on.

"The evening was entertaining

and informative but my one com-

plaint is that some jealous male

(or female) stole my candle dur-

ing celebrations later in the eve-

ning. This makes it impossible for

me to carry out the tradition of

burning my Levana candle the

night before my wedding wnen .

gather together with my
gj r

|

friends to drink champagne
and

'talk' over old conquests.

"Oh, well. Maybe next
year

when I am a senior, my freshett
will perhaps give me hers. I hop!
she's going to marry an Artsman
too!"

195J

Ban Righ Find Good-Night Kiss Permissible

Following a stormy session of

the Ban Righ House Council with

Norma MacRostie in the chair it

was decided that a good-night kiss

is a permissible liberty so far as a

co-ed living in residence is con-

cerned, providing the co-ed is

agreeable.

Test Case

The test case was tried follow-

ing a report submitted by Mrs.

Annand, night warden at Ban

Righ, which charged a freshette

with submitting to an athlete's

farewell osculation recently.

An eye witness of the embrace,

the careful warden was uncertain

just what to do. She referred the

matter to the House Council and

that body took up the question at

its regular meeting in the recep-

tion room at Ban Righ last Mon-

day noon.

House Council

There are a dozen girls on the

House Council and the majority

are proctors. There is a proctor on

each floor on each wing at Ban

Righ and one proctor in each of the

annexes. Anybody but a freshette

may be chosen a proctor at the

first meeting of the Levana execu-

tive each year. It is customary to

select rather quiet, unexcitable

girls to perform proctor's duties.

- Feb. 23, 1936

Freshman Physical Training
All male freshmen students under the age of 18 will take physical

training as a regular part of their curriculum. This class will not be in

connection with any work done in the COTC and freshmen in this age

class will be required to take two hours' physical training per week.

Attired in gymnasium costume (shorts, gym shoes, gym shirt) all fresh-

men under 18 will report in the main gymnasium to the Physical Direc-

tor at the following times:

Meds '46: Saturday, October 12, at 10 a.m.; Arts '44: Friday, Octo-

ber 11, at 3 p.m.; Science '44: Sections 5-8, Thursday, October 10, at 11

a.m. ; Sections 1-4, Thursday, October 10, at 4 p.m. - Sept. 27, 1940

Levana
Disapproves

of Formal
Necking

Members of Levana have unof-

ficially expressed themselves as

opposed to necking. This came as

a result of a heated discussion at

a meeting of the Levana Society

on Wednesday evening concern-

ing the "dark-room" which hith-

erto has been synonymous with

Faculty At-Homes in the Queen's

Gym.
It was agreed that the small

gym set aside for sitting-out

should be kept lighted throughout

all dances and that stygian dark-

ness reflects unfavorably on the

college as a whole. Levana con-

siders promiscuous love-making

taboo.
- Feb. 9, 1934

Watch Your

Step!
Games of chance, eg. "crap shoot-

ing", in the University Buildings

must cease at once. Offending

parties will be dealt with severly

by the Alma Mater Society Su-

preme Court. No further warning

will be issued.

By order,

D. Simmons
Chief Justice.

- Oct. 9, 1931

SALON 320

Hairstylists

Experts in razor cutting

320 King St. E.

548-8 111

YOUR QUESTIONS ON

ABORTION
1, How Quickly can artangements be

started?

2 How piomptly can surgery be
scheduled?

3. What are the qualifications ol

the surgeons?

4. Where will the abortion be per-

formed?

5. Will it be painful?

6 What abortion procedures are

commonly used at different

stages of pregnancy?

7. How much will it cost?

8. Are there residency requirements

?

9. What is New York's legal age for

abortion?

10, When would I need parental con.

sent?

H, Is a professional abortion service

taboo or does it perform legiti-

mate services?

12. How much does a referral cost?

CAN ONLY BE FULLY
ANSWERED BY

PROFESSIONALS
First three answers: 1, Immedi-
ately 2. Within 24 hours 3. Quali-

fied gynecologists or specially

trained surgeons. For more an-

swers, speak to a nurse, social

worker or psychologist at Pro-

fessional Scheduling Service.

(212) 490-3600
24 HOURS/365 DAYS

PROFESSIONAL
SCHEDULING SERVICE, Inc.

MS Filth Avenue. New York City 10017

SUPPORT THE J AYCEES SANTA CLAUS PARADE
BY PARTICIPATING

- WE NEED GALS & GUYS FOR CLOWNS ETC.

COME TO MEMORI AL II ALL (2nd Floor or City Hall)

TONIGHT (NOV. 20th) FOR YOUR COSTUMES.

PARADE NOV. 21st

F R ON TEN AC MAIL,
300 8 AT H ROAD, HIG

KINGSTON ONTARIO

MON. TOFRI. 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

GRADUATES!
Your choice of grad photo must be returned to

WALLACE BERRY STUDIOS

^0, NOVEMBER 25, 1970

if it is to be included in Tricolor '71

Chris Boon
Editor-in-Chief

®

Colonel Harland Sanders

says get

K«ntufkij

THREE LOCATIONS IN KINGSTON

•BATH ROAD AT LASALLE PARK

•PRINCESS STREET ONE MILE

WEST OF THE CIRCLE
(RESTAURANT TOO-LICENSEDI

•MONTREAL STREET -
NOR2HOF_PmNCESS _ -

Tor Takeout nearest to

queen's dial 542-2773

montreal street store _

_

BESTATJMITS
LICENSED
OF COURSE

PRINCESS WEST
OF THE CIRCLE
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Editorial Notes Nov. 18, 1912
Last year, owing to the de-

mands upon the space in the New

Arts building, the JOURNAL was

ousted from the quarters that it

had occupied tor some time. The

staff accepted this change grace-

fully but drew from the authorities

a promise that as early as possible

more room should be put at its

Freshettes
9

Marshmallow

Roast
On Friday afternoon, October

3rd, the annual marshmallow
roast for the freshettes took place

at Lake Ontario Park. For this

very enjoyable event, as well as

for the Freshmen's Reception,

which takes place on Thursday

night of this week, and for the

Freshette Teas, which are ar-

ranged for next week, the mem-
bers of Levana are indebted to the

Students' Christian Association.

The afternoon was a perfect one,

and at about one-thirty a splendid

turn-out of senior girls and their

freshettes left the New Arts build-

ing and travelled out by Union

Street.

Arriving at Lake Ontario Park,

a number of the girls took advan-

tage of the exceptionally warm
afternoon, and went in bathing.

Then the party journeyed on to

the well-known hollow, where two
huge bonfires were built, and the

real business of the afternoon was
begun — which, in all, meant the

consumption of huge quantities of

roarshamallows — either white
and fluffy, toasted, or burnt to a
cinder.

After a rather regretful licking

°f sticks the girls gave some lusty

Queen's songs and yells — several
in honour of Levana '28 — and the
,(>ng line started home.

- Fri. Oct. 10, 1924

disposal. It is not our intention to

agitate this matter or even to urge

that the promise be fulfilled. The
JOURNAL undoubtedly needs

larger and more commodious
quarters than those at present in

its possession. It is useless to deny

that those connected with the

JOURNAL resent relegation to

the western portion of a store-

house for odds and ends, to which,

it appears, a large number of stu-

dents have means of admission.

The property of the JOURNAL is

not of any great value: but to

leave it exposed and liable to de-

struction would be unbusinesslike

and involve lack of fidelity to the

trust of the Alma Mater Society.

The JOURNAL desires, to

escape the charge of instituting

agitations and propagandas. But

the difficulties recently experi-

enced by students in finding suita-

ble lodging places has demonstrat-

ed the need for dormitories under

Levana and

The Pea Nuts
At 5 p.m. Wednesday we heard of

a pea nut eat, taffy pull and con-

cert, which was given by the

members of the Levana Society.

After consuming somewhere in

the neighbourhood of a bushel of

pea nuts and several pounds of taf-

fy, the following programme was

given: Opening address by the

President, who proposed the

health of the university inpea mils,

to which Misses Murray and Odell

responded with plenty of taffy. A

song by Miss, Fouldes was admira-

bly rendered. Miss C. Rose gave a

very pathetic recitation which

moved the audience to tears and

they all rose and sang Auld Lang

Syne around the pea nut shells.

-Oct. 10, 1924

the control of the University.

Queen's has a number of problems
to face. When some of these have
been cleaned off the slate the

question of dormitories will de-

mand attention.

On Saturday evening, March
28th, a most enjoyable meeting

was held by the A. M. S. It was the

occasion of the President's annual

address, and this was served up

with a number of songs and recita-

tions. At 8 p.m. the chair was tak-

en, and after a song about some
"pretty little dark blue eyes,' by

Strachan, and a banjo solo by Por-

teous, Norman Carmichael deliv-

ered his address. It was upon the

Spectroscope, and was very inter-

esting and instructive. We hope

that next session Carmichael's

good example may be followed by

other science men. The address

was followed by a lively and well-

played violin solo by Beattie,

which was encored. Then followed

Strachan with the story about

Smith getting his hair cut, which

was of course well received. Lav-

ell then entertained the assembly

with a good song about a poor beg-

gar who fell overboard in the At-

lantic and was "marr-i-ed to a

mer-ma-id at the bottom of the

deep blue sea." Hugo sang in his

inimitable way a new and thrilling

song entitled "Down went Mc-

Ginty," and being encored sang

another of the same kind called

"Annie Rooney." Then Porteous

and Beattie each gave excellent

solos on the banjo and violin re-

spectively, which were both en-

cored, and Strachan ended the

programme by giving the boys

"The Tune the Old Cow Died on."

The meeting then adjourned.

We are sorry that so many
missed the meeting as it was a

good one and enjoyed immensely

by the select few who attended.

-Apr. 5, 1891

Proclamation
The Alma Mater Society execu-

tive has unanimously resolved that

any itudenl who wilfully incites

unrest between the soldiers in this

district and the under fraduate

body will be prosoculed in the AMS
Court, and the maximum penalty

of expulsion will be requested.

James M. Courtright,

President

-Nov. I, 1940

Gowns, Mortarboards Must Be Worn
The Senate has complied with

the request of Trustees, Universi-

ty Council, Graduates and Under-

graduates, and will hereafter

strictly enforce Regulation VI.

regarding the wearing of academ-
ic costume. Graduates and under-

graduates in Arts must attire

themselves in gown and mortar-

board when attending classes and

all college meetings.

Some trouble arose from the

manner in which the petition was

brought before the Senate; of this

we have nothing to say, because it

is a personal matter; but we have

always held that the wearing of

academic costume should be com-

pulsory. It should be to the student

what uniform is to the officer, who

on all regimental duties must be in

regimental dress. The cap and

gown also lends a dignity to its

wearer, and impresses the citi-

zens with a remembrance of the

institution, which does so much
for their intellectual and material

welfare.

It would surely be a mistake to

allow the ancient custom of gown-

wearing to become extinct. "Has
it not stood since the time of the

flood" or at least from the incep-

tion of academic institutions?

Does it not lend an academic air to

a college, helping to make the life

there more significant in a way,

more peculiarly academic? 1 think

that it is to quite an extent through

this atmosphere of a college, that

we become attached to it. Is not

the attachment we have for col-

lege buildings and for college cus-

toms a very important element in

our loyally to the college? I think

the answer is yes. For instance,

suppose we removed the Universi-

ty of Oxford to some other town

with only ordinary twentieth cen-

tury buildings, and at the same
time abolished the custom of

wearing academic clothing, along

with a few of her customs of long

standing, and what should we have

left? A mere every day university.

The Oxford life would have lost

half its significance and half its

attraction.

Mar. 3, 1912

Levana Society Executive 1903

Representatives of

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
OF CANADA, LIMITED

will visit the university to discuss career opportunities

at Copper Cliff and Port Colborne, Ontario, and

Thompson, Manitoba. Positions will be of interest to

graduating and post-graduate students in

ENGINEERING • mining metallurgical - chemical

electrical mechanical civil

CHEMISTRY, GEOLOGY and GEOPHYSICS

Also, interviews for Summer Employment will be held

with Geology and Geophysics students in 3rd, 4th and

post-graduate years.

December 1st, 2nd and 3rd
We invite you to arrange an interview through your

university placement office.

INTERNATIONAL NICKEL
The International Nickel Company of Canada, Limited
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Sacred Ban High Portals Open to Men Tomorrow Night

The portals of Levana's sanc-

tum sanctorum will be opened to

all male students of Queen's Uni-

versity tomorrow night from 8:30

to 10:30. Last year several suc-

cessful Sunday socials were held

in Ban Righ Common Room and

the interest already shown pres-

ages a enjoyable program for this

coming season.

New Informality

Long have the stalwart sons of

the University, and the college

cuties, too, we must admit, de-

sired some type of informal get-

together, where "Boy Meets Girl"

is no Utopian idea. At last it has

come- the opportunity for you to

meet that "honey of a gal" you've

been staring at in lectures.

Ping-pong, Bridge, Etc.

The new recreation room in the

basement of Ban Right has been

the most popular place in the Resi-

dence, ever since the girls found

out that the boys were coming to

take them on in ping-pong. And

frankly we shouldn't be a bit sur-

prised if some of the co-ed champs

have a slight edge on the mascu-

line performers. Moreover it has

been rumored that certain

Queen's men have a rather poor

opinion of Levana's bridge-playing

ability. The girls, of course, are

anxious to give lie to such base

infamy and with an eye to this are

setting up tables for the more in-

trepid card sharks.

For those who don't play table

tennis or cards, there will be

community games and singing in

the Common Room upstairs, and

even if you have broken your ankle

and never could sing, what's the

matter with a nice cosy chat with

a fascinating little Freshette?

Having now played four aces,

there is actually no need of going

further — but how can we resist

the temptation of throwing out the

highest trump? Women through

the centuries have known that-

whether men play cards or crib-

bage, sing or sulk, they're univer-

sally alike when it comes to eat-

ing. Levanites are as smart as

their Grandma's and so to top off a

grand and glorious evening and to

send their guests home with a well

fed feeling they are serving
re

freshments. What they are cannni
be divulged yet. but the Ban mJ.
kitchen has long been famous

for
the way it meets such special oc-
casions.

Finally, and perhaps most
im .

portant, the cost of the evening
to

those who enjoy it will be exactly
nothing (0). And if that hasn't con-
vinced you to come to Ban Rignt
tomorrow night, nothing will.

— Oct. 18, is),)

Freshman Regulations to Help Erring Frosh

What, Why,

Who Of Co-eds

Choice
In a Poll taken in the co-eds

seven residences, the following

questions were asked

:

1. Which do you consider to have

the better social manner, the Arts-

men or the Sciencemen?

2. Which would you sooner be at a

dance with?

3. Which would you sooner be

alone with?

The overall results are as fol-

lows, A denoting the Artsmen. S

the Sciencemen and U undecided.SUA
Question 1 43.5% 8.8% 47.7%

2 67.4% 2.2% 30.4%.

3 56.5% 10.9%. 32.6%

As indicated by these results,

the co-eds believe that the Arts-

man has a slight edge on the Sci-

enceman where social manners
are concerned but would much
rather go to dances or be alone

with the Scienceman, which is

somewhat of a paradox. It is also

interesting to note that the Sci-

enceman 's lead on the dance floor

is much better than his lead when

alone with a co-ed, proving per-

haps that college men are pretty

much the same when stripped of

superficialities.

Feb. 15, 1946

1. Tam and Ribbon. According to

noble Queen's Tradish, insignifi-

cant first-year men are required

to make themselves conspicuous

by covering their lush locks with a

tam and by wearing a large red

ribbon. These gems of gents' fur-

nishings can be acquired at the

Tech. Supplies (advt.) and must

be worn on all occasions except

Sunday.

2. Freshmen are required to wear

uniform identification cards sup-

plied by the vigilantes. In view of

the seriousness of the national sit-

uation, it has been considered ad-

visable to have all frosh stamped

and branded.

3. Red ties to be worn from 9 am to

5 pm, C.O.T.C. parades excepted.

There is no doubt that a fresh-

man's life is drab. A bit of colour

is not amiss.

4. Freshmen are not allowed in

beverage parlours. In past years,

the penalty for a violation of this

regulation has been to buy beer for

the upper-classman that appre-

hends the criminals. The regula-

tion has been devised to avoid

congestion, which has been consioS

erable of late due to the influx of

military men in the vicinity.

5. No fussing except at University

functions. The ratio of men to

women at Queen's is five to one.

These figures can be somewhat
influenced by throwing the nurses

of KGH and Hotel Dieu into the

balance. Nevertheless it has al-

ways been the policy of the vigi-

lantes to see that all members of

the fairer sex are reserved for

upper-year men. These worthy

men. in view of their experience

and superior social class, are

doubtless much more satisfactory

to their consorts.

6. Curfew, 11 pm until the Novem-

ber tests. 10 pm for those tht fail

more than one exam at November.

10 pm for those that fail more than

two exams at Christmas. Fresh-

men who carefully observe the

other regulations should have no

difficulty with this.

7. Freshmen are to bow in front of

Queen's

Arts, Science, Medicine,

Commerce

YEAR PINS

also

QUEEN'S RINGS

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

the Arts Building before entering.

The sad dearth of deference for

the venerable edifices of Queen's

must be remedied.

8. Freshmen are to say "sir" to all

sophomores. The sophomores —
has reached the stage of dignity

and wisdom to which respect must

be paid.

9. Freshmen must carry matches

for sophomores.

What with a war on, taxes, etc

this regulation will enable the
sophomore to balance his budget.

10. Freshmen are to know the
school yells and songs and must
render then at the request of a
sophomore. "Bring up a child in

the way he should go . ..."
— Oct. 1, 1940

Campus Profanity Alarming Padre
"God's name should not be used

in faculty or college yells," Padre

Laverty told the pep rally, assem-

bled at Leonard Field, the eve of

the Western game.

The initiative and spirit of this

year's freshman class revealed

itself in a rash of original faculty

yells, especially in Arts. "This",

admits the Padre, "is a healthy

sign", but he pointed out that the

liberal use of expletives employed

by the frosh poets should be dis-

couraged.

The Padre spoke to a shivering

but enthusiastic mob. huddled

around the huge bonfire. His talk

concluded many rounds of spirited

yells, an introduction to the Gaels

'52 football squad, and the colorful

spectacle of the Queen's Pipe

Band.
— Oct. 1952

Principal Fyfe's Views

on Dancing Announced

QUEBEC: an analysis

Gerald Godin - Associate ed-

itor of Quebec -Presse
a Universite' de Montreal stu-

dent

James Laxer- lecturer in His-

tory of French Canada
Waffle Movement, NDP

Monday, November 23,

8:00 p.m.

Dunning Auditorium

Principal Fyfe made a state-

ment this Spring that was pub-

lished in the "Kingston Whig-

Standard" and later appeared in

newspapers all over the Dominion.

This statement was as follows:

According to Dr. W. Hamilton

Fyfe, Principal of Queen's Univer-

sity, college football is less detri-

mental to study than the modern
dance craze. The athletes are bet-

ter students, he says. "It would be

a waste of words," Dr. Fyfe says,

"to deplore at length the excessive

demands of dancing upon the time

of some students. The number of

those seriously affected by the

epidemic is perhaps not large, and

since it is their own time they are

wasting, the results may teach

them a valuable lesson. The mo-

tion pictures also fill in a good

many hours with little profitable

result. Debating, drama, and

above all, music, might be culti-

vated more widely and more keen-

ly with wholly good results."

- Oct. 2, 1931.

Arts '15 has decided on it's yell;

Hi-a, Hi-o, Sut abum Si-a

Zum Zam Zeem
Queen's forever, Queen's (ore

Arts '15 — Nov. 17, I9M

THE KITCHEN SHOP
(upstairs)

Everything for people who like

to cook and people who like

to eat.

GOSTLIN
; jewellers

»* Prlncen Si. anil ot lh« Frc.rtt.nac Moll - Prion* 5<H 3-187 ft 548-«

»

8
mm
mm

1

DOMUS GIFT SHOP
(downstairs)

Handcrafts & Gifts from
around the world.

68 BROCK STREET
between King and Wellington

Eskimo Mukluks
reduced

at

CANADIAN SHOP
OF KINGSTON

219 Princess => 11
i

(next to Capitol rbe
*\\ b

Telephone o 1**

Crafts, toys and clothes by Eskimos, Indians and Frenc

Canadians, locals and other craftsmen. Also books nv

Canadians, printed by Canadian publishers.
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Science Formal Ends to Strains of Waltz "I Love You Truly"

Interior Of Gym Changed Into

Qlamourous City of the

Qorgeous East
uijth the strains of "I Love You

T „ly" still ringing in our ears

nother Science Formal is at an
a

j Hereafter follow the impres-

ts of yon" observer as he

danced in the middle of the floor

towards the end of this great par-

'^Another great dance is nearly

over, only a few more numbers

are left now, and then the Science

,

33 At Home will be merely a

Burning Beaver

Highlights Rally

The Tricolour's campaign

against Varsity opened officially

at 7:30 pm Friday, when the stu-

dent body assembled in pyjamas,

night-gowns and tarns before

Fleming Hall for the first postwar

pep-rally- Led by the student

cheer-leaders, the throng started a

lung-defying week-end with oft-

repeated "Oil thighs" and the

University song. When the cheer-

ing was at its peak, a mammoth
beaver, symbolizing Varsity's

might, constructed by Science '47,

was carried into the glare of the

surrounding searchlights, fresh-

ettes from each of the three facul-

ties seated on it back.

To the skirling of Queen's pipe

band, 23 strong, the crowd parad-

ed to Leonard Field, dragging the

doomed effigy. Here they gath-

ered around a huge fire, once

more compliments of Science '47,

and watched as the beaver, admist

much cheering, was thrown into

the blaze.

— Oct. 22, 1945

memory,memory. But what
perfect music, perfect crowd,
beautiful girls on all sides, paying
tribute to he halls of Science.

Congratulations 'Doc' Gray, and
likewise to all the other members
of the committee, who have ex-
celled themselves in making this

dance of all dances the high spot of

the college year.

A sell out from the start, dozens
have been turned away in the last

three days, but all to a good
cause. A good dance can be spoilt

by too large a crowd. And this

gang is neither too large nor too
small.

As is everything else, so are the

decorations — perfect. And once
again must we pay homage to

'Chuck' McKnight, the ace of dec-

orators, and to all his assistants,

who have successfully turned a

drab and dreary gym into a

charming city of the east.

We dance in the middle of this

city. All around are minarets,

towering o'er us, shafts of light of

ever changing color stream up
their silvery sides, back of them is

the inpenetrable blackness of a

desert at night.

From the inside of a minaret in

front of us, Billy Bisset and his

unbeatable orchestra send out

faultless rhythm, fox trots, waltz,

medleys, fast or slow, or what
have you, each piece better than

the one before. How long can he

keep this up? — for ever as far as

we're concerned!

Behind us, beneath the balcony,

the letters SC. '33 shine down on

us, keeping guard on their last

formal at Queen's.

-Feb. 11,1933

UNICEF X'MAS CARDS
- 3 designs -contributed by Canadian artists to aid United

Nations funds.

Also boxes of mixed cards including old UNICEF favour-

ites and selections from special children's drawings.

Also desk diaries, wall calendars, hasty notes and the

new mininotes.

COME AND BROWSE - 9:00 A.M TO 5:00 P.M.

INTERNATIONAL CENTRE OR CALL IRENE 547-2807

THE FIRST OF THE SHOCK ROCK!
"Russ Meyer promised to make the wildest, craziest, funniest,

the farthest out Musical-Horror-Sex-Comedy ever released.

He has succeeded." -l»a»ki« «*«m
Beyond

theValley
of theDolls

A Russ Meyer Production

J«"
» Cenluy-Fo, 5,„,„ DOLU REM ' CYNrHl* UTEBS ' HUM »C BR0OU <

^0 SUR1AH ' CoitvrcqEOY WILLIAMS ' tMnt rtOncMt,RUSS HEYER':

*i R06ER EBERIM RUSS MEYER /FUAVSOr Color by 0EIMF

JOHN tA Z»S ' MKHKEL 61006ETI

"NOW SHOWING"

THRU WEDNESDAY

Miami mannequins who will be featured at Meds '40 party.

UBC Prof. Ejects Co-eds From Class
Because an English professor

finds feminine pulchritude too

much of a distraction while he is

lecturing, about ten girls will be

forced to miss one English 2 lec-

ture per week.

Some twenty girls, who had

been deluded into believing that

they would hear an interesting lec-

ture, withered before the scathing

glance of Professor Wood recent-

ly-

"I am not accustomed to lectur-

ing to young women in this

course," Professor Wood an-

nounced in his usual stentorian

monotone. "Such young women
will therefore vacate the room at

once."

Strangely enough, not one wom-
an protested on the grounds that

she wished to be considered a

young lady. Instead, the girls

moved out en masse blushing and

accompanied by loud hisses and

boos from the roomful of males,

who were merely trying to hide

their heartbreak.

As during the last term, the

girls' English 2 lectures are given

on Mondays and Wednesdays, the

boys' on Wednesdays and Fridays.

The ten girls referred to above

find themselves in the unfortunate

position of having a lecture in

some other subject at 1:30 Monday
afternoon and are therefore pre-

vented from attending the girls'

lecture.

At present the young ladies are

too enraged to make any coherent

statements to the press but it is

feared Professor Wood may not

find it safe to walk across the

campus without a bodyguard if

some method is not found to ap-

pease their indignation.

-Jan. 31, 1941

I,OLLOW THE HOCKEY GAELS ON CFRC

HEAR AN EXCITING FRIDAY NIGHT GAME
AT 8:00 P.M. EVERY WEEK ON

QUEENSRADIO 1490

DECEMBER 4

GAELS vs MONTREAL

GEOLOGISTS
GEOPHYSICISTS

Hudson's Bay Oil and Gas
WILL HAVE REPRESENTATIVES ON CAMPUS

NOVEMBER 25
To interview for permanent positions in Geology and Geophysics.

Applicants must be bachelors or advanced degree candidates in

Honors Geology or Geophysics or a discipline providing equivalent

training.

Hudson's Bay Oil and Gasj
320 SEVENTH AVENUE S.W. CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA
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December 11, 1945

The National

Emergency Act
The Government's National Emergency Powers Act,

which last week received third reading in the House of Com-

mons and is therefore virtually law, is potentially one of the

most flagrant violations of individual rights that has ever been

struck in peace-time Canada. „.„,. • ,u ,

The measure, commonly referred to as Bill 15, is threat-

ening for two simple reasons: it assigns to the Governor-in-

Council (that is, to the Cabinet) powers of an almost uncondi-

tional nature, and it is a direct rebuke to influential sections of

public opinion.

When this act passes the Senate and receives the Gover-

nor-General's signature, - and there is no doubt that it will —

every Canadian will have in effect transfered to the Govern-

ment the right to rule autocratically in his name for an indefi-

nite period This even now threatens to become one of the

most significant pieces of legislation in our history; yet few

persons are acquainted with it in even the most cursory man-

ner -

Under the measure, the Governor-in-Council is given a

free hand concerning everything deemed "necessary or advis-

able for the security, defence, peace, order, and welfare of

Canada"; and these arbitrary powers, lasting at least one

year, can be extended "for a further period of one year" indef-

initely (always, of course, by Act of Parliament).

But to carry this absolutism in toto into the postwar era is

unjustified. Certainly, the emergency is not yet past; and the

Government is right in wishing to retain much wartime au-

thority. A firm hand will be needed if Canada is to steer clear

of the same shoals which emasculated her — and the entire

world — after the Great War.

However, this measure goes far beyond that. It will now

be legal for an oligarchy to rule almost unquestioned the desti-

ny of 12.000,000 Canadians. This is taking the matter to ex-

tremes, and may prove very unhealthful.

If Bill 15 had the approval of a substantial section of Cana-

dians, it would, of course, be quite tolerable. It could then be

argued validly that Canadians, cognizant of the troubled times

ahead, had seen fit to give the Governor-in-Council unrestrict-

ed jurisdiction over their affairs.

Such is not the case. Accounts of Parliamentary debate on

the matter were buried in the columns of the Big Press, which

decided to ignore the question almost entirely. The act was

given little publicity; and as a result, the man-in-the-street

even today has not heard of it or, if he has, is acquainted with

it only in a most superficial manner.

The one section of the press which did play it up — the

university section — was almost unanimously opposed to it.

Opposition did come from other quarters too, of course.

So when the Government chose to pass the bill, it did so de-

spite far-flung protests. Whatever public sentiment had crys-

tallized on the issue was almost wholly in favour of rejecting

the act. It was passed nevertheless.

There are two things despotic about Bill 15, then: the bill

itself, and the disregarding of public opinion evinced in pass-

ing it. The evidence therefore seems to point toward a possible

period of absolutism in Canada.

But no matter how conclusive this evidence, we cannot

honestly express deep anxiety for the future of Canadian de-

mocracy. It is all but inconceivable that any cabinet would

invoke the oppressive measures which it is empowered to do

so under the act.

Nevertheless, it could. Canada's elected representatives

have given it just such authority. And that is worth thinking

about.

(ipumi'a iUutrnal
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OUR NEXT SPORT ?

So you wanna work for the Journal

THIS COULD WELL BE THE SADDEST DAY
IN JOURNALISM

November 19, 1968

January 21, 1949

So you want to be an editor ... so you had

ideas before you came to college of being a for-

eign correspondent ... so you practice on the

Journal . . . and get to be editor . . .every

Wednesday and Sunday it's press night . . .

every Thursday and Monday there's the print-

ers .. . and on Tuesday, Friday and Saturday

you relax . . . yea? . . . you don't . . . you worry .

. . about what you're going to use on the other

days . . . and about the copy somebody threw

out . . . and the people who don't like the Steam-

shovel . . . and the people who don't like any-

thing but the Steamshovel . . . and those that

think the Lower Campus is funny . . . and those

that think that it stinks . . . and of course the

people that don't like the Journal . . . everybody

can do a better job than you . . . but they don't

.

. . they just complain . . . complain . . . com-

plain . . . that's all you hear down here . . . crab-

bing and griping . . . about the communists . . .

or the fascists ... or the good coach ... or the

lousy coach ... or the players on our teams . . .

or the players who should be on our teams . . .

or smoking in the classrooms ... or not smok-
ing ... or swearing ... or drinking ... or the

women at Queen's ... or the men at Queen's .

.

or the professors ... or the courses ... or

humans in general . . . and you get the worries

of the atomic bomb ... and the UNTD ... and

the COTC ... and the NFCUS ... and the IVCF
. . . CUP . . . ISS . . .SCM . . . AMS ... for or

against . . . building up or tearing down . . .

nobody ever just satisfied . . . nobody happy . .

.

oh, you learn a lot about journalism . . . that

unless you tell somebody their story is better

than Hemingway ... or Huxley . . ..they won't

write again ... if the stuff is off-colour and

unprintable then we are prudes with bourgeois

tastes ... if we do print it . . . we're obscene

and blasphemous . . . that people are quick with

criticism and slow wun uie congratulations .

that people only consider their own desires

no one else's . . . that last year's paper is al-

ways better . . . that every other college s

paper is always better ... and every editor

swears his Journal will be better . . . but it isn t

. . 'cause people are just the same . .

they

never change ... the clubs are always sure that

the other clubs are getting more coverage

that this activity is getting more publicity

that there isn't enough poetry on the featl
J™

page . . . that there is too much poetry on tne

feature page . . . that engineers are ignored •_

that medsmen are forgotten . . . that artsmen

are slandered ... and the letters come m •

but at twelve midnight you don't worry abou

those things ... you forget about training

journalism ... all you think about is ge"«'»

words, counted ... and stories measured

and pages made up . . . and heads . . •

ana '

lines ... and new type ... and how you «

going to put everything in that you Pvan"„ .

'cause if you don't somebody is sure to nolle -

and you think back to the first few ween

>

school ... and of all the budding writers ^
reporters and make-up artists that f'00

'J

e
"

aj|

office so that you didn't have work for thero^
d

. . . and you wonder where they all disappea
(

to . . . and you think that maybe you were
^

nice enough to them and killed genius .

(0

least dampened enthusiasm ... so you ta

them and beg and plead . . . but . .

sua"
g;

they remember that they have essays .

•

tests ... or exams ... and then it dawns o y

that you are here to get a degree too .
.

an i

have work to do . . . but there isn't a paw v

manent editor for the Journal so you stay

and every Sunday ... and every Wednesday

and every Monday ... and every Thursda

and the rest of the week you keep on worry

__ cyNlCA
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letters to the editor

Tues. Feb. 4, 1932

near Editor:

Believe it or not I am one "vox pop," who

eally has an altruistic motive in writing to

,he Editor.

I
should like to give you a few hints as to

ake up, style of heads, leads on news sto-

res editorials and features. And when I'm

through I'll take up a few other points.

Now in the first place the front page isn't

sensational enough. According to screen

authorities it should literally scream out

the news. A love interest story. An alimony

case. An abduction or a kidnapping case.

One of these should be spread all over the

front page. Particularly a good kidnapping

in which all but the editor is completely

baffled. Then in the last issue in April the

solution is disclosed.

Something after this style. "President's

daughter kidnapped by high powered col-

lege bandits in frantic attempt to force the

president's hand and get their degrees.

"While returning from a musicale Miss

Blank Blank, daughter of President Blank,

Was rudely attacked by two berserk young

men on Queen's Crescent. (This was con-

tributed by eye witnesses.) The- brutes

shoved the girl into a Ford touring car and

departed with exhaust wide open while a

crowd of helpless co-eds stood mouths

agape on the side walk.

"One of the girls turned in alarm to the

Kingston Fire Department which arrived

with hose and ladders, proceeded at once to

deluge Ban Righ but was interrupted just

before the water was turned on.

"A reporter on this paper was informed

that the president had received a call,

charges reversed, ordering him to grant

diplomas at once in return for his daughter.

No further developments in the case have

occurred."

That, Mr. Editor, would do for a start.

"A FRESHMAN"

Sir,

February 14, 1969

Certainly it is a functional and moral
responsibility of the student press to en-

courage, or to attempt to encourage, in-

volvement of students in their own activi-

ties. Accordingly, a short time ago, The
Journal recognized this responsibility by
publishing an editorial which advocated
greater participation by Queen's students
in campus politics.

However your editorial of Tuesday last

came as a violent and unwelcome surprise.
To have this editorial put before the student

body on the eve of the AMS presidential -
vice presidential election is nothing short of
a travesty of ordinary good taste and
amounts to a complete abdication of re-
sponsibility by the editor(s) of The Journal.
Furthermore the method which you saw

fit to employ in this perpetration was total-
ly disgusting and smacked of journalism at
its lowest ebb. Almost everyone is willing
to accept a valid criticism of his ideas and
political positions, however an attack di-
rected at an individual and his mannerisms
is totally unwarranted and unacceptable in
any media and particularly in a university
newspaper.

R.E. FOLLWELL
Law 71

Typist 5 Comment: This guy uses all the cliches

Nov. 1 1932.

The Editor,

The "Queen's Journal"

Dear Sir,

The new gymnasium is a building of

which we, the students of Queen's Universi-

ty, may be justly proud. Not the least are

we proud of our magnificent swimming-
pool, which is one of the finest in all of Can-
ada. Vet, may I enquire, what actual use is

being made of the pool? Last year we were
accustomed to see water-polo practices and
swimming and diving being undertaken by
some of the more ambitious students, who
saw in the pool an excellent and rare oppor-

tunity for encouraging these pursuits in the

university, if not entering Queen's
(eventually) in intercollegiate competition.

Yet what became of all the trouble taken?

Nothing. The pool remained simply an or-

nament. And an ornament it is going to

remain, unless something is done in the

near future to make the use of it that it de-

serves.

There are in this university many stu-

dents who are interested in the sport of

swimming. Frankly, it came as a very

great disappointment to them last year

when after all the practice they had under-

taken they were denied by the A.B. of C.

even the opportunity to use their own pool

to hold a meet, much less that of an out-of-

town meet. Now there is very little question

but that such a meet, if properly planned,

would pay for itself. Is it not possible, then,

that we be permitted sometime during the

academic year, to put the matter to the

test? There is evidence of ample support

among the student body. I should like to

suggest that the Athletic Board of Control

permit us, only if once.

1. To demonstrate to them that "all fi-

nery is a sign of littleness.
"

2. To let at least the City of Kingston
know that we have a pool, and are using it.

3. To show them that swimming is one of

the most interesting of sports, and that

enough interest would be shown by the stu-

dents of Queen's and the citizens of Kings-

ton to make a well-organized meet pay for

itself.

Yours faithfully,

"ARTS SENIOR"

Fri. Oct. 1, 1948

Dear Journal,

Appeal. . .

All my life I have heard about the lovely

bells in Grant Hall Tower. That is why I

came to Queen's. I haven't heard no bells

yet- Whv is this?

Frosh

October 29, 1940

Dear Sir:

I was very pleased to read an account of

the so-called "disgraceful performance"

which took place recently on the campus. I

refer, of course, to the Arts-Science brawl.

It warms the cockles of my heart to see

that the old fighting spirit of Queen's stu-

dents is not yet dead.

Don't let the old fogies deaden the place.

Yours truly,

AN OLD TORONTO ALUMNUS
'The above letter had to be toned down slightly.

Sorry, Alumnus - Ed.

)

October 11, 1957.

Editor, Journal:

The food in Wallace Hall now being

served students is atrocious. It is quite sur-

prising that nothing has been done in the

last three years to improve its quality.

At most cafeterias in other universities

there is always a wide choice of desserts

which includes whole fresh fruit and differ-

ent cuts of cakes and pies. There are also

side salad dishes and always fresh fruit sal-

ads as a main dish. Weeks pass in Wallace

Hall without fresh fruit on a plate.

Selection aside, the food served now is

itself badly prepared. The cooked vegeta-

bles are cold, the meat is tasteless, toast in

the morning is soggy wet, everything is

drab. Possibly nothing better can be done

with the present facilities but at least some
attempt should be made.

Indigestion.

— Tiicolor 1954

I see the Journal Editor is leaving town for the weekend.

Tuesday Oct. 1, 1968

A t first I thought, "I actually know nothing about

teaching", would be an ideal opening sentence. Then I

had my doubts. "I know nothing about teaching actual-

lv '\ seemed to suggest more of the arrogance and self-

assured pretention which makes for a competent teacher
0r a superior principal or a near-perfect head of a board
of education. But then I really don't know that much
at)out teaching. I spent only one year fumbling about with

young minds under the dismayed coaching of a dismayed
Principal.

1 remember one little 'we can work it you, you incom-
petent' sessions, in his inner office. He 'was tossing about
^e value of a professional teaching attitude in creating a

nealthy and work-oriented classroom atmosphere or
s°rne SUCh intellectual frisbee. I sat there rather sheep-
lst%, sitting on my hands which were sweating, and

J'aguely gauged the possibilities of getting hemorrhoids,

mind swayed from his droning and I privately re-

ewed this morning's class . .

.

,

4 Wick shoulder roll put me behind mv desk as the abusive

^'"nent sizzled through the air above my head. As I came out

I
lhe roll I Jreed mv automatic from its shoulder holster I

PUtnped all eight shots Hopadoppadopolis who howled in his

A Poke in

the fye

by 9111 Martin

silence seer,

malevolent-

toward the

Greek frustration. The second comment died with the breath

on his Hps.

Now I was infor it - An ugly class, an empty gun and three

•t awayfrom mv ammunition dump in my desk drawer. The

\ed deafening. Larry Greel. his eyes gleaming with

,
began to slide out from behind his desk. I inched

drawer. I knew I couldn't get to the ammunition

and set mv second clip into the automatic before Free! would

be on me. Think fast . . this is it... EYE CONTROL.'.'! that's

it
- O. C. E. had not been in win.

Slowly I raised myself on one knee, levelling my cold sinister

cow-brown eves at every one of them. I eyed the scene easily,

hut with a flitter behind my iris which spoke authority. There

were the desks strewn with paper darts, broken chalk and ob-

scene savings the complacentfaces ofthegirb. the hardfaces of

the bars; Hopadoppadopolis- bullet torn body heaped over his

desk and Greel slowly moving forward Ifound the drawer and

grabbed a clip ,
. . I blinked OH NOW With a blood

curdling cry. Greel hus in the air. Iron discipline prevented my

blood from curdling. I slammed the clip home. He was on me.

I snapped out my left palm, catching Greeljust under the nose

and stuffed the barrel of the gun into his gut. squeezed the

trigger Four shots. The second, third and fourth followed the

path of the first and ended up smashing, one-two-three into

Shirley Muttons left shoulder . . I pulled my automatic free

from under Greel's body.

Taking my third and final round out of my drawer, I faced

the remainder of the class. My voice, low, cool, without a hint

of compassion, broke the silence. "Twelve shots say I can con-

trol this class."

A hand went up. Jean Smith, a shy, timid girl, whispered

something about the back bulletin board. Sure enough. There

were seven bullet holes in it. I had destroyed schoolproperty. I

slumped into my chair in defeat. "Schoolproperty" , I moaned.

"I witlfullv destroyed school property How can I ever hope to

regain the respect of this class?" ....

I slowly came back, my eyes focusing on the leather

bound copy of How To Win Friends and Influence People

on his desk.

"... so you see my position, Mr. Martin."

I didn't know quite what to say, having missed the bulk

of his argument. His ingratiating smile and casual wink

assured me that I had just slept through a searing indict-

ment of my teaching abilities. 1 rose to go, but as I

reached the door I was stopped by his magnificent eye

control.

'Oh, Mr. Martin ..."

Sir?"

I turned. We faced each other for a moment and then

he winked again. I didn't say, You should do something

about that twitch, sir." I didn't say anything. Outside, in

the hall, I wished I had.
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Aerial photo taken by W. W. I ace Billy Bishop in 1919.

Queen's . . . 1857
from the Queen's Journal 1907

Oft have I, looking backward, mused

On all the changes I have seen

In thee, since first I trod thy halls.

A freshman, fifty years ago.

An infant then, a giant now
In size and strength thou hast become.

The massive piles that tower above

Thy Campus, where the liberal Arts

And Sciences their seats maintain.

Have all up-sprung within that time,

As if magician's wand had waved

Them into being. Thy modest home

In those far-vanished days, survives

Crowning the brow of Summerhill,

Transformed within for other use.

The mighty voices that awaked

The echoes of its walls, and moved
Unto their lowest deeps the hearts

Of eager and ambitious youth,

And kindled an unfading love

For what is True and Just and Good,

In silence are forever hushed.

But ne'er can be forgot the wise

And grave Professors, on whose words

We breathless hung, while they discussed

In eloquent and thrilling tones

The lofty truths by Sophocles,

Catullus, Homer, Virgil, sung;

By Berkeley, Reid, or subtle Hume,

Or by divinest Plato, taught;

Or on the properties of spheres,

Evolutes, and cones, and spirals,

Dilated with seductive charm.

And though they've passed behind the veil

That hides the unseen from the seen.

They rule us by th' esprit de corps

Which had its birth in their great souls.

Was fostered in the stress and strain,

The valiant struggle carried on

For life itself, with scanty means,

Through all the slowly-rolling years,

And gathered strength unto this hour,

Gives to our academic life

A character and tone unique,

Evokes a loyalty unmatched,

A sense of duty so supreme,

That all the world with deep surprise

Looks on, but cannot understand

The secret of this wondrous spell.

Just meed of honour let us pay

The rarely-gifted, great of old,

Who left to us this heritage

Which makes dear Queen's so truly rich.

Of those who heard and were beguiled

To tread the rugged path to heights

Whence the wide kingdom of the Truth

And all its wonders may be seen,

A goodly number have filled up

The measure of their life, and passed

To where their vision is full-orbed,

All mystery in a flood of light

Dissolved, and knowledge is complete.

Great men there were among them, men

Of lofty purpose, loving well

Their Alma Mater, keen to serve

Her, freely spending substance, thought,

And time and strength to make her great,

A beacon light to all the land.

Upon their hearts was deeply graved

The name of Queen's, that magic name
Which stirs the blood of all her sons,

Making the pulse beat fast and strong,

Nerving to self-denying deeds.

From toil and care set free, they rest,

The harvest of their golden prime

And riper years all gathered in,

The Master's gracious benison,

Well done, well done, has been pronounced.

But while our fathers founded Thee

To train their sons, and they alone

Were privileged to share the light

And culture which within They walls

Enrich and glorify the life,

Yet customs, manners, all things change,

The solid-seeming world itself

Is in a state of constant flux,

So, under growing sense of right,

And broad and generous sentiment,

They portals, to the gentle sex

Long bolted, were wide open flung.

At first they entered, twos and threes,

With faltering step and timid mien,

Scarce daring to look up; now scores

Come trooping in and take their place

Beside their brothers, there to seek

For truth, to cultivate their powers,

The fruits of latest learning reap.

And qualify to give the best,

The highest service to the world.

Ah me! what changes I have seen

In Thee since first I trod Thy halls!
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Tuesday Oct. 31, 1933

VOTE STRAIGHT

ANTI-FRATERNITY
VOTE FOR THESE

BERT WINNETT
FOR

PRESIDENT

NORAH McGINNIS

FOR

VICE-PRESIDENT

DON JAMES
FOR

TREASURER

JIM DAVIS
FOR

SECRETARY

DUNC McINTOSH
FOR

ALTHLETIC STICK

A VOTE CAST FOR THE ARTS-LEVANA-THEOLOGY PARTY IS A VOTE USED TO CRUSH FRATERNI-

TIES AT THIS UNIVERSITY. THERE IS NO ROOM FOR FRATERNITIES AT QUEEN'S. THEIR

INFLUENCE IS ALL TOWARDS CLOSED DOOIi ADMINISTRATION, POLITICAL BOSSING, INEF-

FICIENCY AND CORRUPTION. THE GROWTH OF FRATERNITIES HERE THREATENS TO DESTROY

THE SOCIAL LIFE OF THE UNIVERSITY AND TO UNDERMINE THE EXISTENCE OF A STRONG

QUEEN'S SPIRIT. THE ARTS-LEVANA-THEOLOGY PARTY STANDS FIRM UPON THIS VITAL DEC-

LARACTION OF POLICY: ITS CANDIDATES, IF ELECTED TO THE A.M.S. EXECUTIVE, ARE PLEDGED

TO USE THEIR AUTHORITY TO MAKE STUDENT GOVERNMENT A REALITY BY RESTORING AND

ENFORCING THE BAN ON FRATERNITIES AT QUEEN'S.

Save Queen's and the A.M.S. from

The Fraternity Menace!
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AttheTivoli:

Si. James'

Church
(Union and Barrie Streets)

9:00 a.m. - Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. - Morning Prayer

and Holy Baptism

7:30 p.m. - Evening Prayer

ALL WELCOME

The Phantom President

with George M. Cohan, Jimmy
Durante, and Claudette Colbert

Usually when a stage star de-

serts Broadway for the movies he

is given a perfectly deity-awful

vehicle in which to meet his new

public. In addition to this handicap

the actor is frequently so addled

by Hollywood technique that he

gives a very mediocre perform-

ance, This is not true, fortunately,

of George M. Cohan, in The Phan-

tom President.

Cohan, an actor, playwright and

composer had turned a deaf ear

for years to all overtures to invade

the realm of talkies. Finally he

was offered such an attractive

contract that he could not refuse

and thus we see a new screen

comedian. Not satisfied, apparent-

ly, with having Cohan signed on

the dotted line at last, his direc-

tors have him play a dual role in

his introductory picture. Cohan

makes good with vengeance and

The Phantom President is easily the

best comedy to visit Kingston in

some time.

With all due respect to the fa-

mous George, the spotlight is sto-

len by Jimmy "Schnozzle" Dur-

ante. For once in his hilarious car-

eer Durante is given a fat part and

how he comes through! He is a

natural from the first time he

appears to the fadeout. Funny at

all times, he has a couple of scenes

in this picture that should leave

you gasping in the aisles.

The Phantom President is an

excellent satire on political hokum

and coinciding, as it does, with the

presidential campaign across the

line, it is rendered doubly effec-

tive. Campaign speeches, election-

eering methods, conventions, and

radio blather are cleverly bur-

lesqued until wonders if a good

song-and-dance man in the White

House wouldn't make a hit with

the country.

Charming Claudette Colbert is

given very little to do. and it is a

pity too, for this petite young lady

is a distinct asset to any picture.

For real belly laughs do not fail

to see The Phantom President.

Ocl 22, 1932

I Married a Nazi

/ Married A Nazi, current attrac-

tion at the Capitol Theatre, is a

rather weak vehicle of Nazi in-

trigue and terrorism.

It is a story of the return home
from America of a German, who

brings to Berlin his American wife

and son. Here he is gradulally tak-

en in by Nazi propoganda and the

excitement of a nation with a lead-

er who has an unquenchable thirst

for power. The most interesting

aspect of the movie is the picture

of Nazi life which it presents. The

story is, however, ineffective and

the acting is forced an unnatural.

Joan Bennett plays the part of

the American wife and Francis

Lederer with his Austrian accent

tries to give realism to the part of

the converted Nazi. Otto Kruger,

Anna Sten and Lloyd Nolan are the

supporting cast.

A musical short, an Edgar Ken-

nedy comedy and the news are

also on the program.
Oct. 11. 1940

Six Day Bike Rider

with Joe E. Brown, Frank Mc-

Hugh, Maxine Doyle

Once more Joe E. Brown makes

good as the town boy who comes to

the big city. From a village choir

singer to the winner of a six day

bicycle race is the course of his

career.

Joe quarrels with his girl over a

vaudeville bicycle rider from the

city, performing in the home

Keep on dancing until Ihe night's

gone. Until your feel can't leel

the floor. If you love to dance,

why slop? Unless ot course it's

monlhly period time. Even then,

why stop? Or do you use uncom-

fortable, irritating sanitary pads?

You should know all about

Tampax tampons. Ihe sale. C9BEQ09

comlortable, convenient ffffffl

nternal sanitary prolec-|^H|

lion. They can't chafe or irritate.

In lacl you can't even leel one

when it's in place. Thai beals

pads and belts. Tampax tampons

will keep you cool, calm and Iree

even when the music's hoi. And

lhal beals Ihose pads and bells.

Just Iry Tampax tampons and

you'll discover many, many other

reasons lor using them.

CFRC WOULD LIKE TO THANK

THOSE PEOPLE WHOSE DONAT-

IONS TO THE CFRC FOOTBALL
FUND MADE IT POSSIBLE FOR

US TO FOLLOW THE GAELS TO

WINNIPEG.

CFRC QUEENSRADIO 1490

ATTENTION

GRADUATES

I TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY B \

AN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD.
BARRIE. ONTARIO

The Noranda Group of Companies offers a wide

range of opportunities to university graduates with

ability and initiative. Broad diversification promises

successful applicants unusual scope to develop skills

and gain experience in their fields of specialization.

The policy of the Group to select personnel from

within our companies to fill key positions as they

open up, makes it possible for a trainee to travel

widely and, over the years, to get exposure to a

great variety of job situations which will help

prepare him for supervisory and administrative

duties.

A Noranda Group representative will be on cam-

pus here November 24th to interview applicants

from among prospective graduates. Appointments

can be made in advance through the University

Placement Office 544-2890.

noranda

£v/erybody reads -rhe (Journal.

town. He leaves and on his way to

the city meets Frank McHugh
enroute to enter a six day bicycle

race. The two team up but shortly

before the race begins, Joe is put

in jail for disturbing the peace

along with the "trick cyclist".

McHugh rides alone but Joe's girl

succeeds in bailing him out.

When our "hero" enters the

vendome the fun begins. The scene

where he disrobes while riding are

particularly good. That famous
Brown mouth proves quite useful

in feeding Wilfred from the side-

lines. Frank McHugh provides the

usual dry humour and Maxine

Doyle manages to look exceeding-

ly "sweet and innocent" in the

scenes where she is present. If you

have any sense of humour at all,

you'll appreciate the way in which

Joe finally wins!

The news reel isn't much' Does

Mussolini ever do anything be-

sides review troops? There is,

however, a good short featuring

Irvin S. Cobb and his "southern

accent."
Jan. 5. 193!

AMEY'S
TAXI

546-1111 j

ATTENTION ALL LAW

SCHOOL APPLICANTS

extending the horizons of Canada - through natural resources

TAKE NOTICE OF LAW SCHOOL

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS!!!

Ontario law schools are anxious to receive applications early tnl*

year because of the increase in numbers of applicants. It is hope

that early receipt of applications will facilitate prompt admission

decisions. Candidates for admission to next year's classes are advise

to submit applications by January or February.

Law Schools at Queen's University, The University of Toronto, The

University of Western Ontario, University of Windsor and 0s
9°°f:p

Hall Law School (York University) require all applicants for tn

year 1971-72 to take the Law School Admission Test.

The test will be given at most Ontario university campuses 3f
Jjl!|

n

major Canadian cities on the following dates in 1970 and 19

December 19, 1970
February 13, 1971
April 17, 1971
July 31, 1971

Candidates must register at least three weeks in advance of eac

test date. The test originates from Educational Testing ^erv'g
d

'

Princeton, New Jersey, and is administered through-out the Urn'

States and Canada. Five Ontario law schools have adopted the ies *

e
a result of the growing number of applicants in recent years. I

'

purpose of the test is to provide the schools with addiu° n

information upon which admission decisions can be made.

Further information concerning admissions procedures can he

obtained from the Admissions Office of any of the above five

schools, and information regarding the Law School Adm 'S

q4 (i

Test can be obtained from Educational Testing Service, Box 9

Princeton, New Jersey 08540, USA. —
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Telephone

, sUccessful
experiment

*
ith the Telephone was

made at the termination of

pro f d: C. Bell's Lectures

before the Xmas vacation.

The wire connected a room
. principal Grant's resi-

lience with the Classical

Class Room. In the Class

Room several songs were

ung which were distinctly

heard at the other end of

the wire. Prof. Bell's ren-

dering of the "Cavalry

Charge at Balaklava"

sounded beautifully

through the telephone.

Networks Plan Visual Service
Professor Stewart Gives Inter-

view on Future of Television

In recent years, the public has
heard much of television, but few
realize that in two or three months
it will be put on a commercial ba-
sis. Unfortunately, the people to

whom television will be available

are those living in great metropol-
itan areas such as New York and
Los Angeles. This is because
transmission is limited to an
effective range of forty to fifty

miles.

The difficulties to be overcome,
in making television as common
as radio, are tremendous and at

the present time seem almost in-

surmountable. Telecasting re-

quires side band frequencies as

high as 3,500,000 cycles a second,

while ordinary broadcasting re-

quires only up to 10,000 cycles a

second. Ordinary telephone and

telegraph lines are used to link up
radio stations into a network The
high frequencies made necessary
in television cannot be conducted
by telegraph and telephone lines.

It is, however, possible to carry
this enormous number of impulses
by means of a hollow copper tube
inside of which is an insulated
copper wire. The installed cost of

this cable is about $5,000 a mile,

thus making it prohibitive for a
large network Another method
would be to set a chain of repeater
stations across the country, every
50 miles or so, to amplify the

waves and retransmit them. This
would also involve a tremendous
expenditure.

The cost of a good receiving set

will average from $200 to $300,

with sets as high as $1000. Trans-

mitters, on the other hand, involve

an outlay of $100,000 or more.

Television has to be practically

perfect because of the physiologi-

cal differences between the eye

and the ear. Music or speech may
be distorted to a considerable ex-

tent on the radio, and we will still

be able to make it out. This is not

the case when we are looking at a

picture. It must be clear and dis-

tinct, or else a considerable strain

is imposed on the eye.

Present methods of advertising

will have to be altered. Listening

to a commercial is quite a simple

matter; we do it subconsciously,

but then we have to look at a pic-

ture and listen at the same time, a

conscious effort is involved. Thus

much more subtle methods will

have to be used by the advertiser.

Then too, there is the matter of

staging and scenery. Present day

radio may be likened to the Shak-

espearean stage — scenery was

left to the imagination. Some set-

ting will be necessary. It is quite

easy to see why telecasting is at

least three times as expensive as

radio broadcasting.

The future of television in Cana-

da does not look very bright at

present. Cosmopolitan areas are

not large enough to make present

day telecasting economically pos-

sible. If large cities such as De-

troit and Buffalo, close to the Ca-

nadian border, have stations, a

few Canadians will be able to en-

joy it.

The future is not entirely black,

however. In considering the ad-

vances made by radio in the past

fifteen years, it seems quite rea-

sonable to suppose that Television

will make progress just as star-

tling.

Feb. 16, 1939

Hhetrickle
dowavc
armpifc.

our

Some things make us nervous.

Some things turn us into a kind of stranger to

ourselves. The old dryness of the mouth sets in.

The sweat starts down.

How about those job interviews, where all or

a sudden you've got to stand out very clearly from

the herd? Inside half an hour you'vegotto establish

yourself to a world you never made and may not

even like. .

,

Does the prospect make you just a little ner-

vous? No? You're lucky.

Oh, it does? Join the club. It gets us all, even

those over thirty.

You could write a book about being nervous

about interviews. As a matter of fact, we have

written a book. A little one: How to separate

yourself from the herd". It's packed with practical

tips on how to go to an interview on your own terms.

We wrote it because we've been there.

Without any modesty whatsoever we can tell you

we're a company whose very life depends on our

skill at coming face to face with strangers.

Our little book is tucked into a bigger one

:

The Employment Opportunities Handbook, a kind

of dictionary of the companies who are looking.

This brand new handbook is yours for the asking

at the placement office.

"How to separate yourself from the herd"

won't work any magic between now and your first

interview.

But it just might help.

OMXMLFE
InsuranceCompan^London/Canada
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Mass meeting of A.M.S. Ratifies

Constitutional Amendment Banning

Fraternities From College Campus

John Maclntyre, 1967

Queen's to remain Christian

Clauses Approved by the Private

Bills Committee This Morning

Fraternities were abolished at

Queen's at the mass meeting held

on Wednesday morning with the

passing of Section 1, Article XII of

the amendment to the constitution

proposed by the Alma Mater So-

ciety Executive. Section 1 makes

membership in a fraternity an in-

dictable offence and provides pen-

alties for violation of the regula-

tion.

Section 2, providing for the for-

mation of social associations un-

der control of the Alma Mater So-

ciety was passed with a two-thirds

majority, subject to recount. The

other amendments were held over

to the next open meeting.

Over a thousand students

thronged Grant Hall as fraternity

and anti-fraternity advocates put

their arguments before the stu-

dent body. At times there was

considerable confusion in the audi-

ence. A five-minute limit on

speeches was finally adopted in

favour of the proposed three-min-

ute limit. Standing votes were

taken after a majority of those

present expressed themselves in

A special despatch to the Whig at

noon today states that the Private

The Kingston "Daily Standard''

has recently given several of our

articles a wider publicity. We feel

duly honoured, except that the

Standard made no mention of the

fact that the articles were taken

from our columns.
- March 8, 1912

Bills Committee of the House of

Commons at Ottawa this morning

approved the bills respecting

Queen's University as they stand.

This means that Queen's will

remain "distinctly Christian ".

The Hebrew delegates renewed

their protest but to no avail.

-Feb. 23, 1912

NATIONAL SHAKESPEAREAN COMPANY

in

"HAMLET"
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 26, 8:00 P.M.

GRANT HALL

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT

UNION AND DIVISION OF CONCERTS OFFICE

STUDENTS SLOO
'

IN ADVANCE. ADULTS $2.00

GATHERING OF MUSICIANS

I

who wish to participate in

FESTIVAL 71

MEET I POLSON ROOM
TUESDAY NOV. 24 7:30 P.M.

— modern & classical

— groups & individuals

— peopte wishing to form groups.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL:

Robin Campbell 544-9534

or leave your name in our box in AMS Office.

favour of this method of voting.

Section 1 passed with one minor

change. "Secret" was added be-

fore the word "constitution" on a

motion by Jack Weir and Freeman

Waugh. The vote was 492 for and

210 against.

Section 2 was carried by a vote

of 369 to 183. Motion for a recount

was immediately made by Ar
Wright and Hill Clarkson. On a„amendment to this motion

bv
Freeman Waugh and Dune Mac
Intosh the recount was held av(t
to the next meeting. Section 2 was
therefore carried subject to re .

count.
- Friday, Feb. 9, 193,

Women's Dean Accuses Paper

Of Debasing Ideals of Co-eds

A letter received by the AMS
from A. V. Douglas, Dean of

Women, was read to the AMS ex-

ecutive meeting Tuesday night.

The letter was dated Feb. 5.

"Dear Sir:

I am gravely disturbed by the

number of times during the pre-

sent session when the Queen's

Journal has fallen far below the

standards of decency and good

taste which prevail in reputable

journalism.

There have appeared many an-

ecdotes, stories and drawings that

Workmen Solve Baffling Lib.

Mystery: Start At Roof

And Run Clues To Earth
Perhaps one of the most baffling

problems the University officials

have had to contend with in recent

years is the mysterious appear-

ance of dew drops and a thin film

of moisture on certain parts of the

walls of the Douglas Library.

For years a plausible cause and

remedy have been sought. It was

noticed that the walls enveloped

themselves with a filmy coating of

moisture during damp weather. It

was rightly feared that the walls

would gradually give way before

the onslaught of this new enemy
which did its work so unobtrusive-

ly yet so effectively. Here was a

problem, puzzling and challenging

in nature, and demanding immedi-

ate attention.

So, for the past few years at

every appearance of the mysteri-

ous film on the Library walls, a

Men More Useful

Than Flashlights

Last Monday night the Queen's

Debating Union by a vote of 31-0,

favoured the negative of the reso-

lution, "that a flashlight is of

more use to a girl on a dark night

than a man is."

-Feb. 7, 1971.

group of workmen was despatched

to make observations and repairs

to the Library roof. It was felt by

all concerned that the roof was
responsible for it all. So the work

went on. Every seam on the roof

was literally plastered with a leak

proof gummy substance. At last, it

was felt, the enemy had been

checked in its path of destruction.

The walls would no longer the

playground for rain drops.

But the moisture appeared

again at the next period of damp-

ness. Here was a rather embarass-

ing situation. Good money had

been spent to patch a roof which

apparently was in sound condition.

The game was too young to give

up hope, however. One could not

let the old spirit die. So another

group of men was set grimly to

work digging a deep ditch around

the Library.

It was believed that the draining

system was at fault and that the

root of the mystery had been

reached.

That is the story behind the

walls and ditches around the Li-

brary. Those trenches are not for

the Canadian Officers' Training

Corps.

— Fri. Oct. 7 '32

are insulting to the ideas of wom-
anhood. In fairness to a minority

group on this campus, the women
undergraduates, and in fairness to

the good name of Queen's Univer-

sity, may I suggest that the AMS i

consider the matter very seriously

and pass on to its successors some
recommendation which will pre-

vent this sort of thing recurring in

the future.

I have high admiration for a

great deal of work of the AMS and

realize something of the difficulty

of their task. I hope they will not

shirk this further responsibility."

Feb. 29, 1952,

We would call the special atten-

tion of the students to the Princi-

pal's Sunday-morning Bible Class,
\

held in Convocation Hall at 9.45

The kindness of the Principal in

taking up this additional work

should be appreciated by every

student, and this appreciation

shewn by punctual and regular

attendance. It is needless to say

that the class is most interesting

and instructive.

Nov. 20, 1890.

• outer space * bltndpig * oasis * caribean caravan * adventure cruise *

! "THE DANCE OF THE YEAR" ?

! WANDERLUST
|

\ (IRC SEMI-FORMAL) £

\ JAN. 15, 1971 LEONARD FIELD 9:00-1:00 1

I
FEATURING: *

I MOTHER TUCKERS YELLOW DUCK I

o THE CHAMPAGNE 4
' HONKY TONK PIANO

WEST INDIAN STEEL BAND
FOLK SINGER

LICENSED "PUB" FREE LUNCH LICENSED BAR
|

|
$6.00 PER COUPLE I

i ADVANCE TICKET SALE NOV. 30 - DEC. 15
jj

! FO H ONLY $1.00 i

! >
as;nJ3 3jn)UdApe . ucae^d ueaqijcs » siseo

.
<hdpu||q „ aaeds JOino

,

WINE
supplies and equip"16"'

CHEESE
from around the world

BEER hse
malts and supplies for tn»

who prefer the excelle" 1-

of home brew

GOURMET
foods from afar

GIFTS
nctio"

jvith a touch of disti

COOKE'S
OLD WORLD SHOP est- 1

59-61 Brock

Kingston, Ont-
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Kiss
Freshette - - -

Model

By a Mere-Male

erne come here for an M.A.

5°£me come here for a B.A.

, nne coy young Miss admit-
6» lite confidentially of

1

-e that she had come for

c mi A N Honestly fellows it

her
, a dream. They're real. With

many beauteous maidens
S°

ndering about the campus it

« ouite easy for your reporter

! think that he had indulged just

j^lt too much in Bacchanalian

re

ĥey must be smart. Hereto-

Page 1

3

strong, silent men with lean-

owan

been seen to stop, brush their[]fgs
Towards misogynism have

hands across their eyes, and

„,, e
Solomon in all his glory

°°

ver had beauty like this in his

harem.

Tradition played a great part

as the reason for the average

Freshette registering at

Queen s

tive or

Almost all had a rela-

two who in the past

claimed Queen's as the Alma

Mammy. The fact that it was a

small school influenced others as

tney believed that a small uni-

versity was best for the gentler

sex.

The Freshettes were not slow

and many times they turned the

tables and asked the questions

which would lead one to believe

that it is not only all the answers

that they know.

Not one young lady thought

that university was less than she

had expected. In most cases they

thought it just too thrilling and,

believe it or not, glamorous.

They also believed that Football

Players did not have the appeal

they are supposed to possess.

Thus they denied emphatically

that the boy had to be a football

hero, etc, etc ....
Very few of the gals wished to

form any entangling alliances at

present but as one of them sug-

gested, "you never can tell."

They do want the dances to start

and are eagerly looking forward

to the Frosh Reception. One
charmer said that on that night

her costume would include ski

boots as she needed her feet for a

while yet. Somebody has been
telling her things.

Mention of the 10.30 curfew
was the signal for groans. None
of the kids had ever been forced
to come in at that time at home
and they thought that such an
early hour was unnecessary
here.

The food at Ban Righ came in

for some bouquets, but one, they
said she was a farmerette, com-
plained that she didn't get
enough to eat.

A question that aroused a lot

°f
comment was, "In what way

did you prepare to enter univer-

I

sity?" Generally it had taken
each Freshette two months to
start the novel step. Fashion
magazines were read and re-
read, hashed and re-hashed to
see what the well-dressed girl
Wo'e to university. Haven't you
noticed, fellows? There are plen-
ty of gilded lilies around this
year. And 'ain't it grand? They
want Sadie Hawkins Back again!

Oct. 3, 1939

Towards a

Unified

Canada
A few days ago a Canadian

organization, in a brief which it

has prepared to submit to the

Rowell Commission, made the

suggestion that the Government
of Canada be decentralized by
abolishing the Dominion Parlia-

ment and making of the prov-

inces nine autonomous states. In

place of Parliament it is suggest-

ed that the premiers of the nine

provinces form a council which

will have "somewhat greater

power than the Dominion pre-

miers now have at Imperial Con-

ferences".

To begin with this seems to be

a pretty loose way in which to

define the authority of the suc-

cessor to the Federal Parlia-

ment. But even waiving this

objection the whole scheme
seems to us to border on the ri-

diculous. In the first place not

one of the nine provinces of Can-

ada is big enough either geo-

graphically or economically to

stand for more than a very short

time on its own two feet in the

world of today. Leading directly

from this fact is the conclusion

that what we want is not the

breaking up of confederation but

rather a closer integration of the

provinces of the Dominion.

Instead therefore of abolishing

the Federal Parliament why not

abolish the Provincial Parlia-

ments. They are an unnecessary

expense lor one thing and the

fact that different Provincial

Parliaments follow different pol-

icies leads to more intense pro-

vincial rivalry. By abolishing the

provincial governments both

these objectionable factors could

be overcome. Municipal councils

would look after local affairs

much the same as they do at pre-

sent except that the area over

which their powers would extend

might be enlarged. The govern-

ment at Ottawa would legislate

on all matters of more than local

interest. This system is in prac-

tice in England and has been

found to be exceptionally satis-

factory. The mere fact that Can-

ada is larger territorially than

Britain is no reason for suppos-

ing that the plan could not be

carried out successfully in this

country. It might be difficult to

convince the Provincial Parlia-

ments to pass an act abolishing

themselves but with some ener-

getic campaigning it could be

accomplished. The result would

be a greater degree of unity

among Canadians and hence a

stronger Canada.
-R.C.M.

Jan. 28, 1938

Laments of a Public Speaker
Curricular complaining among

college students usually can be
classed under two headings. One
exists as a sometimes justified
"gripe" at some course which is

an educational misfit, which
gives little or nothing to the stu-

dent in return for effort expend-
ed; and the other is a confirmed
habitual complaining about a
course which the student knows
quite well that he needs more
than anything else in the curricu-

lum.

There may be found an appre-
ciable number of each at Purdue,
but there is one which falls in the

latter category that strikes us as
having received far more than
its share of complaint, ft is the

course in public speaking,
through which all engineers
must pass before they receive

their diplomas.

It has been the writer's experi-

ence on innumerable occasions

to listen to some student's long

tale of woe concerning the utter

lack of justice in compelling a

free, bona fide student to take a

course in public speaking. Usual-

ly these sorrowful stories have

been unraveled on the night be-

fore the luckless victims were
scheduled to give a speech be-

fore the class.

Surely not one of these con-

firmed "gripers" of public

speaking, if he stopped for a

moment to consider the signifi-

cance of such training in his cho-

sen profession, could justify his

complaining on any reasonable

basis. The ability to convincingly

present a case to an audience,

large or small, is a precious tool

in the hands of a capable engi-

neer, and it often proves the dif-

ference between success and

failure to college graduate,

whether he be a Tau Bete from

the upper tenth or a plodder of

the lower ability to speak well is

even more important to the engi-

neer than it is to the politician,

for the engineer is usually given

a limited number of minutes to

say something, while the politi-

cian is granted unlimited hours

to say nothing.

Just why such psuedo-lament-

ing should exist is a puzzle. Prob-

ably the best explanation would

be to lay the blame upon that pa-

tient blame-receiver, human
nature, and epigramize that man
hates the worst what he needs

the most.
Jan. 20, 1933

College

Democracy

It needs very little attention to

the literature, newspapers, and
trend of feeling of the present

day to convince us that to-day. as

perhaps never before, democra-

cy is spreading fast, and is all

but dominant everywhere. Uni-

versities, popularly supposed to

be the home of conservatism,

are catching the spirit, and no-

where more than Queen's. The
gorge of to-day's freshman rises

as he thinks of what bygone
freshmen submitted to and he

girds himself with a firm resolve

to resist all imposition, and forti-

fies himself with the reflection

that "all men are born free and

equal." Doubtless this is good —
no one desires the return of the

days when the freshman had to

lift his hat to every senior and

was general messenger boy and

"supe" to the test of the college.

Neither would we tolerate the

brutalities which, under the

name of hazing, are in some
places inflicted on hapless vic-

tims, whose only crime is that

they are freshmen. But there

may be too much of any good

thing, and -the man who says

"Cm as good as you" may be

safely understood to imply, "and

a great deal better." For democ-

racy to the average man too of-

ten means equality with superi-

ors, superiority to inferiors.

Midshipman Easy was ready

enough to claim equality with his

captain, but was disgusted when

the ship's steward applied the

same doctrine to him. And the

Southerners were wont to care-

fully exclude the negroes before

they read the Declaration of In-

dependence, with its democratic

clauses. The great trouble with

democracy is its insusceptibility

to discipline, and that is the trou-

ble with Queen's.

STEAM SHOVEL

Writer Fighter, But Mart An Brighter

And did lowly Scribe notice th»t F»ire Maide had a look

3f hideous hate and deep concern on visage. For Marion had heard

of tablet in Jor-Nal of a few moons ago in which mo-Of-fat hid

stated that writings of Scribe were indecipherable and should there-

fore be removed from parchments of finest publication aa mo
would prefer reviewz of largest tabletz and shorter tabletz of origin-

al natur. Marion then said that She was not concerned over lack

of understanding advertised my mo-Of-fat for any being who applies

mind can decide in what numerous Trails and Cavs in land of kin

events are taking place. And did Marion decide that only persons

who like to think may enjoy writings of Scribe, as tablet* are des-

igned with view of differentiating between people with brains (and

humour), and people with emotions only. And did Scribe observe to

self that great fugues of J.S. have different appeal than nocturnes

of Clod of Bus. However did lowly Scribe know that he would not

try to eliminate fugues for self and others MERELY because HE
did not like and understand them, but would try to gain an appre-

ciation of same. But were thoughts of Scribe interrupted by voice of

Marion as Maide put into words thoughts of many at Queeni. For

Marion felt that mo-Of-fat should not show intolerance of things

others might like, but rather should try to see why they might

enjoy them and thus remove self from narow rut of limited under-

standing and large rut of trite literature. However did Marion feel

that mo-Of-fat had exhibited courage lacking in later writer of

tablet who unttred very weak echo of previously expressed senti-

ments and hid self behind superficially glorious signature. And did

Marion and lowly Scribe both feel that thoughts of nameless writers

of tabletz are meaningless and weightless and babblings of same

can be completely ignored.

And did hairy fox say. "GESUNDHEIT" and wish lazy dog *

joyous abedefghijk mnopqrstuvwxyz.

Tiles. Dec. 4, ISM

. PAOlO PQOGRAhA in

YOQK- BECAME
,N OVeCNlSMT

/' I '"j^f""
^ SUCC£SS VMS DCA VICTOR

JF£ pECOftpiNG ' Till the
END OF TIME" ESTABLISHED HIM

AS A TOP CROONEP

the staKS
A/WKfi^ hits Ane o/v - -

ftCA \j\CToR &CORPS
Nov, 30, 1941
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hockey — montreal at queen's in harty
friday, november 20

evening: 8:00 p.m.

arena.

8:00 p.m.: graduate student society presents "some

like it hot" in ellis hall auditorium.

8:30 p.m.: queen's drama department presents the

brian way company at convocation hall.

9:00 p.m.: "kafka's trial" at the domino theatre

Saturday, november 21

morning: 10:00 a.m.: women's intermediate volleyball, sir

george Williams at queen's.

10:30 a.m.: women's intermediate basketball, mac-

donald at queen's

afternoon: 1:00 p.m.: men's volleyball oqaa tournament at

queen's.

1:30 p.m.: women's basketball: sir george Williams

at queen's.

evening: 8:00p.m.: hockey: oswego at queen's in harty arena.

8:15 p.m.: basketball: queen's vs. oswego at bartlett

gym (j.v. gameat6:30).

8:30 p.m.: the brian way company at convocation

hall.

»:W p.m.: "the trial" at domino theatre.

Sunday, november 22

afternoon: 2:00 p.m.: the engineering society is sponsoring a

wine and cheese party reception to honour former

dean, dr. brown, in the main lounge of dark hall, all

staff and students are encouraged to stop in for an

interesting and different afternoon, shake hands

with a truly great guy.

8:00 p.m.: civilization IV. final showing — "the wor-

ship of nature", "the fallacies of hope", and "heroid

materialism", one showing only, dunning.

9:00 p.m.: kafka's "the trial" at the domino theatre.

tendays

ATTENTION -

CIVILIZATION VI -

(last three films of Sunday Series)

(See Ten Days)

ONE SHOWING ONLY
8:00 P.M. DUNNING
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 22ND

at the kingston theatres

capitol — "beyond the valley
0[

the dolls"

hyland — "mash"
odeon — "diary of a mad
housewife" starting sunday
"erotic" and "playmate"

at agnes etheri ngton art centre

"the art of smoking in aborigj.

nal north america", through,

out the month.

selections (paintings and
graphics) from the permanent
collection, mainly from the

older schools, will be in the

small galleries throughout the

month.
november 17 and 19: action-

reaction at i:30 p.m. in the

main gallery.

november 18: poetry reading:

quarry press at 9 : 00 p.m.

november 20,21 and 22: teen-

age group drawing and paint-

ing from the live model, regis-

tration fee for all evenings for

this studio. $7.00.

WALL
HANGINGS
an exhibition prepared by the Art Gallery of Ontario

continues until December 6

also selections from the Permanent Collection

art centre

Student Art Centre Red Room

monday, november 23

evening: 8:00 p.m.: quebec: an analysis — speakers gerald

codin (associate editor of quebec — presse), a univ-

ersite de montreal student, and jim laxer (lecturer

in history of french Canada, member of n.d.p. waffle

movement) will analyze the quebec situation, dun-

ning auditorium.

8:00 p.m.: "die winterreisse" at Chalmers united

church.

tuesday, november 24

afternoon: 1:3ft p.m

we regret to announce that

DUE TO UNAVOIDABLE

CIRCUMSTANCES
the public lecture

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

IN BRITISH ART

by Edward Lucie -Smith

scheduled for Friday, November 20

arranged by the Agnes Etherington Art Centre

in cooperation with the British Council

WILL NOT BE HELD

civilization: "grandeur and obedience",

dunning auditorium. 50e admission,

evening: 7:30 p.m.: chronicle VII. riders to the sea by j. m.

synge. in room 102 of the old arts building, tickets

are free but must be obtained in advance from the

department of drama.

8:00 p.m.: coloured cultural and documentary films

on austria in room 101, kingston hall.

8:30 p.m.: meeting in poison room of the union for

musicians interested in participating in festival '71.

Wednesday, november 25

afternoon: 1:30 p.m.: civilization "the light of experience",

dunning auditorium. 50s admission.

2:30 p.m.: department of biochemistry presents dr.

james ruse from the university of toronto speaking

on 16 alpha — hydroxylation of progesterone by rat

liver, in room 114 at earl hall,

evening: 7:30 p.m.: chronicles VII at studio theatre, see tues-

day.

8:00 p.m.: public meeting at central school

(Sydenham at colborne streets), all residents of the

city are invited and especially those residents who
live in st. lawrence ward, the guest speaker will be

former alderwoman joan kuyek. her topic will be

"who controls kingston?". sandra auger, candidate

for alderwoman in st. lawrence ward, will also

speak, her topic will be "who is the real enemy?".

8:00 p.m.: a public recital of andrei voznesensky's

poetry, this reading in russian will be given in wat-

son hall, room 517.

8:15 p.m.: a two day colloquiam to honour the 150th

anniversary of the birth of sir Oliver mowat. dr.

deutsch will chairman the meeting in convocation

hall.

Campus
Movies

THURS. NOV 26

AUNTIE MAME
WED. DEC. 2

THE PARTY
TUES. DEC. 8

Double Bill: ALICE IN WON-

DERLAND & THE LOVE BUG

— one show only starting at 7:00

p.m. — All colour show.

WED. JAN 13

I LOVE YOU, ALICE B TOK-

LAS
WED. JAN 20

BECKET
WED. JAN 27

THE MAGIC CHRISTIAN

THURS. FEB 4

WAIT UNTIL DARK
THURS. FEB 11

Orson Welles r WAR OF THb

WORLDS AND WHATEVER
HAPPENED TO BABY JANt

— one show only at 7:00 p.m.

WED. THURS FEB 17,18

ZABRISKIE POINT
TUES. MARCH 2

MADWOMAN OF CHAILLUl

TUES. MARCH 9 r0f.l

M.G.M's: FAR FROM THb

MADDING CROWD
THURS. MARCH 11

ROSEMARY'S BABY

MARCH 16, 17, 18

3 nights of M.G.M's 2001

SPACE ODYSSEY
WED. MARCH 24

PSYCHO
THURS. MARCH 25

HOTEL
MARCH 30 & 31

Triple Bill — ALL
Edgar Allen Poe.

APRIL 6, 7,8 ..

PROPOSED: Triple B»"
cH

CYCLE MOVIE -

-A

HORR° R!

PARTY
TRIP"

MOVIE -

TV, portable with Polaroid screen cover,

like new, only sixty-nine bucks (69

bucks) plus tax. 544-9450 evenings.

Vauxhall — snow tires (2) siie 5.50-12.

$10. 544-9265 or 544-9382.

THE TRIAL — KAFKA, presented by the

Oomino Theatre, 9 p.m. Fci./Sal./Sun.

Tickets $2.00 (students $1.50 on Sun-

days) from Mohoods or at the door.

Gerald Godin (associate editor of

Quebee-Presse), a Universite de Mon-
treal student, and James Laxer

(Queen's lecturer in history of French

Canada) will analyze the Quebec situa-

tion Monday Nov. 23, 8 p.m. Dunning
Auditorium.

Gold formal purse in blue paper bag last

seen in Oupuis Hall on Nov. 12 (Thurs.)

please contacl Cathy, 544-5989.

LOST: An Organic Chemistry Lab Report

notebook. If found, please notify 542-
3001.

Residence rooms available I

Hall after Jon. I. Both single-

8444 or 544-8768.

f«9"
"

Welcome home Roger! Don't

dishes.

Football is eve. - right? fM
'"J^f'

for something to do on the wf .

)?
*»

right? You're in Arts '73 - M ,(!>

then, here's your chance lo
, p

"

'73 SMOKER — Friday, Nov

in the Union.
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Fritz Seeks New Laurels
Feb. 1940 "south of the border." As it hap-

nne Friday night early in Feb- pened, this was just a beginning; a
<"»">• " week later he was back and this

time, not as second fiddle. In Bos-
ton, in the Hoilis 600 he led a high-
ly competitive field, to finish well
ahead of Wallace.

On the 18th of February he re-

turned to New York for the Buer-
neyer 500, a race closer to his dis-

tance. Once again Bill sped around
the wooden oval leading the finest

runners in America and finished
an easy first, only two-fifths of a
second behind the world's record.

Page 15

-rv' last year, a young man
r

r„ned quietly out of Kingston and
5"£ed for New York. There,

^ following night, Bill Fritz

Lnned his spikes and track suit

a before the excited eyes of

fhnusands of spectators pushed

wwley Wallace of Fordham on to

„ew'600yrd. indoor record.

This
remarkable feat by a Cana-

college student, training un-

f r the most adverse conditions,

aused not a little astonishment

Swim Team

Gael Cagers Rope
Mustangs 54 - 45

Come From Behind— Overtime Win

Bill Fritz whose Queen's track records still stand

Feb 28, 1950

Turning on a terrific last half

drive, Queen's Senior cage squad

came from behind to decisively

defeat the visiting Western Mus-
tangs 54 to 45 in overtime play at

the packed Queen's Gymnasium
Friday night. Led by veteran Jim

MacNiven, whose fanatical ball

hawking in the last 10 minutes
gave the Gaels possession time
and again, the Tri-color hoopsters

made up a nine point halftime def-

icit and outscored the Westerners

by nine counters in the five min-

utes extra play.

The nine point victory by the

Gaels proved to be the Mustangs
first loss in Canadian Intercolle-

giate play since 1948, and the first

drubbing of the Londoners by
Queen's since 1937. This gave the

Mustangs a record of five wins to

one defeat, while the Gaels placed

second with four victories and two

losses ....

Hockey Feb. 14, 1893
Queen's Victorious

The second match between R, M. C. and

Queen's last Wednesday resulted in a victo-

ry for Queen's by a score of 12 to 2. Very
little betting was indulged in as it seemed
to a foregone conclusion that our club would

win. As the clubs could not agree on a refer-

ee in the city, the union sent down W. Gil-

mour, of Toronto University, who made a

capital referee. The teams were the same
as played in the previous match. Goal em-

pires were H. Cartwright and R, Suther-

land. The R. M. C's defence all played well

and sustained their reputation in that par-

ticular. Queen's got in more combination
play than in previous matches — this is the

result of hard practice. To-night we play a

team from Winnipeg, which will no doubt

be a good match. Every loyal son of

Queen's is expected to be present.

Editorial-March 12, 1893
The newspaper accounts of last Satur-

day's hockey match have been the chief

topic of conversation this week. Of course a

fair report was not expected from the To-

ronto papers. According to their account no

Toronto team has ever been defeated at any
game except by bad luck or the referee.

While we most sincerely hope that the

Kingston papers will never imitate their

Toronto contemporaries in this, we think

they might show ordinary fairness to a

home team and mix a little truth in their

reports.

This time the News is innocent. Its ac-

count of the game is very fair and it makes
no reference to the little unpleasantness

with the Cadets. But the Whig seems incap-

able of giving Queen's the credit of an hon-

est victory. As it could not be doubted that

the goals were scored, and as the referee

was admittedly perfectly fair — although

the Whig could not refrain from throwing

out one insinuation to the contrary — the

result must be attributed to luck. Even a

moderate amount of consistency is not giv-

en to the story. We read of the marvellous

feats performed by Senkler in goal, but are

not told that Giles had much to do or that

Osgoode attacked Queen's goal very fre-

quently; still it was only by the purest luck

that Queen's scored these three goals, Why
cannot the Whig get a sporting reporter

with a few brains.

-Some of the Sports you

This Weekend's Sports
l^y. November 20th 1970

Hockey _ u. de Montreal at Queen's

1.1

(Harty Arena)

lU:ta
day

- November 21st 1970
"a.m. — Women's Intermediate Vol-

leyball Sir George Williams

|

I0'3q at Queen's
a m. — Women's Intermediate Bas-

ketball Sir George Williams

at Queen's
p -m

- - Men's OQAA Volleyball Tour-

nament Queen's, Ottawa U.,

Laval, Carleton, U. de Mon-

treal,

1-30 p m — Women's Senior Basketball

Sir George Williams at

Queen's

6 30 p.m. - Men's JV Basketball Queen's

JV's vs Castoffs

8:00 p.m. - Hockey - Exhibition Oswego

at Queen's

8:15 p.m. - Basketball Oswego vs.

Queen's

Co-ed Cheerleaders
Nov. 22, 1939

Last Tuesday evening the A. M.S. showed
their progressiveness by passing a proposal

to use co-ed cheerleaders at all Inter-colle-

giate football games. The members of Lev-

ana who will take their places before the

Queen's cheering sections this Saturday
are. Lois Tomkins and Lillian Gardner, two
of Queen's loveliest co-eds. This is the first

time that co-eds have been members of a

Queen's cheering corps and is the first

tangible evidence of co-ed support, other
than cheering from the stands, in male In-

tercollegiate competition.

The co-eds will be wearing white flannel

skirts with tri-colored stripes down the

seams and white wool sweaters. This outfit

will correspond with that of the male mem-
bers of the squad who will wear the usual

white ducks and white sweaters.
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ESKIMOS RETURN SORRIER
QUEEN'S BELATED RALLY NETS GREY CUP

Frank Tindall, 1939

Tyndall Guides

Destinies of Gridders

Through Thrill

Crammed Campaign

Wed. Mar. 20 '39

by Art Collins

As the athletic record books

are closed and the text books are

opened again, after another sea-

son of chasing championships,

the followers of the Tricolor can

look back on the efforts of at

least one Senior team without

wincing. In fact one and all can

stand right up and give out with

three lusty cheers for Professor

Frank "Tiger" Tyndall and his

class in Rugby Football 1939.

They didn't bring the Yates Tro-

phy back to its old familiar rest-

ing place, but they did prove to

be as stout a collection of Pugna-

cious Presbyterians as ever

committed assault and battery in

the fair name of Queen's.

POTSHOTS FROM
TORONTO

Nov. IS 1932

Howie Carter played a fine

game at Toronto. All agreed to

that. Hats off to Howie — a true

sportsman and a great rugby

player.

We hear that someone trjed to

hold up the Ticket Clerk at the

outer station. One of the two stu-

dents who remained in Kingston

must have run short of cash.

It did our hearts good to see

one of the local painted flivvers

parked among the sleek road-

sters in front of Hart House.

Seemed rather expressive.

Toronto had another good
laugh at the officious Queen's
freshman who ordered a taxi to

take him from the Union Station

to the Royal York Hotel. And lie

got it too.

The gang in Toronto left-right-

ed the portly policeman with

great gusto. When he stopped a

friendly voice enquired "Hey!
Where did you get the corpora-

tion?"

The Queen's Band made a bet-

ter showing at Varsity than ever

before. The two bands marched
through each other in mass for-

mation and a Queen's student

was heard to say, "Gee! I wish

the team could go through Var-

sity like that!"

One eminent authority de-

clares that the scenery in Toron-

to is marvellous . . . says he nev-

er saw so many pretty girls in his

life.

One student created quite an

effect when he tottered up to a

bell hop and declared pompous-

ly, "Boy. call us a street car."

About what happened at the

Royal York and elsewhere, we
feel that we can't be misquoted if

we say nothing.

The Police Force joined tiiv

Varsity parade. Looks as if To-

ronto citizens think Varsity stu-

dents are irresponsible, illogical

and dangerous when let loose

AFTER 27 YEARS
December 5, 1922.

The Senior rugby team

brought a very successful season

LAST HALF

to a successiui close by defeating

the Edmonton Elks by 13-1,

thereby winning the Dominion

Rugby Championship for the

first time since the days of hoop

skirts. The victory was expected

after their defeat of the Argo-

nauts last Saturday, and leaves

them in undisputed possession of

the title. This fact alone justifies

the heavy expense incurred in

bringing the western invaders to

Kingston.

This victory is the culmination

of a very serious movement to

get Queen's back on the football

map which has been under way
ever since the war. In 1919, Jack

Williams coached the team, but

lack of equipment and organiza-

tion caused his efforts to fail . .

Frank Tindall, 1948

COACH TINDALL

LEADS MUCH

IMPROVED GAELS
FRIDAY OCTOBER 1st, 1948.

The strongest Queen's football

squad of the post-war era stands

ready to launch the intercolle-

giate schedule in less than two

weeks against the Redmen of

McGill . .

.

The increase in playing

strength is not only in the playing

force but also in the coaching

staff. The new head man is

Frank Tindall. ex of Syracuse

University and Toronto Argo-

nauts. Frank is returning to the

job he vacated in 1939 when he

took a second rate Tricolor

squad and came within three

minutes of forcing a playoff with

the mighty Western Mustangs.

Frank modestly attributes the

'39 success to the marvellous

spirit of his team, a spirit which

he did much to instill

Frank Tindall, 1955

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
OUTLOOK

This year we are to be denied a

pleasure which was vouchsafed

on admitting masculine admir-

ers to the games played by the

ladies. Even the rights of the

press are not respected and the

sporting scribe is left out in the

cold.

LADIES COLUMN

Don Bayne led Queen's to the Vanier Cup in 1968. photo by Boon

TRICOLOR USES FORWARD

PASS IN EXHIBITION

November 26, 1898.

Madam Editor:

There are just a few things that I want to say about last Saturday's

football match, and I send them to your column because I am confi-

dent that all the ladies will agree with me.
1 have heard it called good, plucky, hard fought, in fact numerous

complimentary epithets have been used. Now. I am the last person in

the world to make unkind criticisms, but I can't agree with all this.

Why. in the first place, look at the uniforms. I dislike to use strong

language, but they were, well to put it mildly, exceedingly dingy.

What was worse, the wearers did not seem to take the slightest pains

to keep them clean. They scrimmaged (1 think that is the right word)

the ball just wherever they happened to be. instead of taking it to a

dry place, as they might easily have done, for there were several dry

places on the field. They did not even take the ordinary trouble to

appear with clean faces, but got themselves daubed with mud, and
one man actually had mud on his hair.

Moreover, I have been shocked to find no notice whatever taken of

another feature of the game. How could all the girls quietly look on
without a protest at the treatment given to the old gentleman who
was playing? I could not see him distinctly myself, but 1 heard him
being called "grandpa" and was told that he was being treated most
disrespectfully and cruelly by younger men.

Surely we cannot endure this. I call upon you, Madam Editor, by
that reverence for age which I hope we all possess (though I own I

doubt whether it is largely cultivated at Queen's) to use the influence

your column possesses to put all this down. I am sure that you will

onlv be voicing the sentiments of the girls if you do so.

FRESHETTE,

September 29, 1931.

Queen's Seniors kicked off.

The ball was run back and in the

subsequent downs the Brockville

squad found the line too strong.

On the first down. Queen's com-

pleted a forward pass for a big

gain. The Senior team met lil«|j

opposition from the visitors. and

tried the new pass on every occa-

sion, and surprisingly long gain5

were made by its use. ,

The Second team came on ai

half time, and found the going d

bit harder. However, the honou

were about even, the Tricolor

making long gains with the pas

Throughout the game, eigh

of fifteen passes were

by the Queen's teams

comp' et£

Frank Tindall, 1963

FOOT-BALL
by Art Collins

Jan. 14, 1S74

/ To the Queen 's College Journal. J

The good old Rugby game is

very popular here. It is played in

its perfection, and Princeton
"Foot-ball twenty" are champi-
ons. We were very glad to see
that Queen's College has intro-

duced the game to her sons.

There are no men in the world
who can display a better propor-

tioned and developed physique
than those men who come from
the English and Scotch Universi-

ties, and foot-ball has by no
means a small part to play in

producing that much desired ef-

fect. Frank Tindoll,''70
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Riley, Nickson

battle over QEA

St«v« McManus

Morris Silver's car came to a climactic halt Monday Nov. 16 against the Gordon-Brockington Residence after hurtling

down Stewart St. and across Leonard field with a stuck accelerator. He was unhurt after his mad attempt to enter the

residence.

Money for Quebec, none for Liberals
by Anne Smythe

Besides debating the QEA for

almost an hour Tuesday, the AMS
outer council discussed several

other subjects and made some

decisions:

Arts 72 president Marv Bloos

and his executive were granted

$100 to organize a forum or sym-

posium on the Quebec crisis,

scheduled for some time this week

or next. This decision, suggested

by president Rod Follwell, was in

response to an open letter from

Bloos and a group of Arts 72 lead-

ers scolding the AMS for failure to

acton the issue.

A Liberal Club spokesman re-

turned, still seeking AMS funds,

this time through the education

commission's budget for speak-

ers. He was turned down again, as

he was when club grants were dis-

cussed two weeks ago. Said Foil-

well, making the point that the

money was not needed: "Political

hacks bust their ass to get down
here — particularly Ben Benson."

The Queen's Band was given

$200 to help pay its way to Winni-

peg for last weekend's Western
Bowl game.
The National Shakespeare

Company, which didn't turn up to

put on Macbeth as scheduled last

year, is expected Thursday, the

26th, to present Hamlet in Grant

Hall, cimpus activities commis-
sioner Sandy Riley announced.

Communications commissioner

Trisha Jackson told the council,

which is administering an austeri-

ty budget this year, that the AMS
printing service is $500 behind so

far this year, but will break even

before the end of the year.

Chief Constable resigns
by Debra Barr

Asked about his resignation as

AMS chief constable, Mike Nolan

said, "It's not 9 rumour, it's a

fact." Nolan was quick to mention

that his resignation was not due to

any lack of co-operation, but be-

cause "the time demands of the

job are more than I am prepared

to handle." Nolan said that instead

of taking the job in name only and

letting others do the work, he

would let someone take ,the whole

responsibility.

Nolan did not feel that he was

leaving the constables "up in the

air". He said, "Most of the organi-

zation is complete* the rest will

just be following a format which

has already been laid down." No-

lan will retain his position on the

Judicial Commission and plans to

look at a procedures book for AMS
constables and AMS senior staff

and constitutional revision.

The election of the new AMS
chief constable, will follow regu-

lar procedures.

by Chris Redmond
A good old-fashioned personali-

ty clash, cleverly disguised as an

important minor issue, pitted the

Engineering Society against the

Queen's Entertainment Agency at

Tuesday night's AMS outer council

meeting. The QEA won on points.

EngSoc president Paul Nickson.

making a rare appearance at an

outer council meeting, scolded

Dave Merrick and Peter Raymont
of the QEA, blaming them for a

series of confusions which delayed

the Chuck Berry/Guess Who con-

cert November 6 so that it lasted

until past four a.m. and cost the

Science Formal Committee $800 in

overtime fees. The QEA also

mismanaged arrangements for

the Poor Man's Formal the same
night, Nickson said.

"The QEA is inefficient." Nick-

son declared, "and the QEA is

prejudiced against engineers."

Nickson announced that he

wanted to propose a constitutional

amendment — actually, a by-law

change — to limit the powers of

the QEA, which by AMS ruling has

a monopoly on bookings of live

entertainment for campus func-

tions.

One member asked whether this

amendment was the same one al-

ready on the agenda to be pro-

posed by campus activities com-
missioner Sandy Riley. Riley said

it wasn't. He also indicated that he

was not happy with anything Nick-

son had said.

Actually, Nickson had not even

filed his motion in time to be

placed on the agenda, and needed

permission from the council to

waive that rule. He asked for such

permission; while many specta-

tors wriggled in laughter, council

members debated whether a vote

could be held and, if so whether

it was debatable and, if not,

whether a two-thirds majority was

required. After many points of

procedure and information Nick-

son was allowed to make his pro-

posal, which was that the QEA
monopoly be abolished. He stated

the constitutional details careful-

ly, hampered by not having a copy

of the constitution (he said the

AMS office could not find one for

him).

Punctuated by comments from

Sandy Riley, who was so tense his

voice quivered, Raymont and then

Merrick outlined in detail their

versions of the events leading up

to the delays at the concert. Part

of the problem came from a deci-

sion by the Science Formal Com-

mittee — at the last minute — to

have Chuck Berry play first rather

than the Guess Who, Raymont

said. Berry had expected to play

starting at eight o'clock and was

not even in Kingston at seven,

when the concert was supposed to

begin.

Raymont also blamed Norm
Fritz and Bill Bell, officials of the

committee, for failing to have the

proper funds on hand to pay Berry

as his contract specified. Nickson

said the contract, which specified

both the payment and the per-

formance time, had been finalized

without committee or EngSoc

approval.

Riley made further remarks,

saying that Nickson's accusations

were "exaggerations" and "in

some cases lies". He said the

whole presentation was "a crude

attempt by the Science Formal

Committee to whitewash their

own irresponsibility". Raymont

said Fritz had wanted to attend

the meeting to give firsthand in-

formation and had been toll by

Nickson that he should stay away.

New Student Centre to replace, improve on union

After disappearing from view,
at least in the campus press, for

about nine months, the university
centre has emerged again. After
nin months of extensive research
and data gathering, the Queen's
University Centre Steering Com-
mittee has released a report of its

Past and present activities, with
recommendations for future

The Steering Committee was
formed in January, 1970 to under-
take the project, following the

establishment of a University
Centre Committee by the Alma
Mater Society in 1969.

The project originated over two
.vears ago when QUESSI and the

Engineering Society began to
study the feasibility of construct-
ln
g a similar complex for engi-

neering students. When word of
the engineers' undertaking
spread, a few conscientious stu-
dents in other faculties began to
tnink in broader terms, and
WESSI abandoned their project

the AMS established a "Student
Centre" committee. The obvious
inadequacies of the Students' Un-
10,1 Building as a centre of activity
n the campus gave impetus to the

°ornmittee.
During the summer of 1969, the

"dent Centre committee did pre-

'"ninary research, primarily at
'ner universities, and as their

"""king evolved, they began to

nvision a University Centre, pro-
"'ng facilities not only for stu-

Sti

dents, but also for faculty, admin-

istration and alumni. In the fall of

that year, the AMS, the Senate,

and the Board of Trustees voiced

approval for the concept of a Uni-

versity Centre:

"The basic purpose of the Univer-

sity Centre is not solely to provide

facilities. Rather by means of

appropriate and useful facilities,

it is hoped that a new attitude will

arise. This attitude involves a de-

sire to promote greater student-

faculty-alumni intercourse. The

function of this project should be

the promotion of a strong sense of

community within the Univers-

ity."

In order to involve all four seg-

ments of the University communi-

ty in the planning of such a centre,

a Steering Committee was estab-

lished in January, 1970, composed

of four students, two faculty

members, an alumni representa-

tive and a representative of the

principal. This committee carried

on the work Which had been initi-

ated by the AMS committee.

During this the first stage of the

project the committee has "(1)

defined the project with which il

was charged; (21 familiarized it-

self with the problems of planning

a university centre; (3) estab-

lished the principles of procedure;

(4) recommended the means of

continuing to Stage II."

The committee has held sixteen

formal meetings, plus three spe-

cial meetings with persons experi-

enced in this type of work, and ten

interviews with representatives of

architectural and planning firms.

Similar facilities at twenty-

three universities (across Canada

and in five states) have been visit-

ed and studied in an effort to gath-

er information which would be

helpful in tackling the Queen's

problem. Two surveys, one among

students and one among faculty,

have been carried out, in order to

obtain an indication of the view of

these two groups.

The Senate has approved the

recommendation of the Campus

Planning Committee that an area

west of University Avenue and

north of Union Street be reserved

for non-academic facilities. A uni-

versity centre could be located in

this area. The results of further

study, however, may indicate that

one central building is neither

necessary nor desirable, and the

committee is therefore consider-

ing "the development of a variety

of faciUties across campus.
"

The Centre will be operated by a

corporation whose Board of Direc-

tors will be selected from among

students, faculty, alumni, and

administration. A great deal of

work has been done in this area.

The first draft of a set of by-laws

has been drawn up for future con-

sideration by appropriate parties.

The cost of the University

Centre is estimated at between

three and a half and four million

dollars. The Alumni have set as

their goal one million dollars in

the form of contributions to the

Queen's Capital Fund Drive (now

being carried out by the universi-

ty). The University Centre has

been given priority in the allot-

ment of funds received in this

campaign. A large number of fac-

ulty and staff are also expected to

contribute to the campaign, in

which contributions can be given

for specific use in the University

Centre.

In a referendum held last

March, students agreed to a five-

dollar annual levy to help finance

the project. Over a number of

years, this student contribution

should total over five hundred

thousand dollars.

Stage II of the project will in-

volve the determination of space

requirements and the establishing

of a priority of facilities, to be

completed by the end of the spring

term. Existing facilities and pat-

terns of activity will be thoroughly

studied, and feasibility studies

carried out. After meeting with

ten firms, the committee selected

Parkin: Architects, Engineers and

Planners to work with the Campus
Planner, Graham Andrews, dur-

ing this planning stage.

In order to give guidance to

those working on the project, the

committee has also recommended

that a Planning Review Commit-

tee be established immediately,

composed of eighteen important

officials from the four major

segments of the University. The

existing Steering Committee will

continue to carry out the bulk of

the work.

Once the planning has been

completed, Stage III. design of the

appropriate facilities, will take

place, followed by Stage IV, con-

struction. Although it is difficult to

accurately estimate the timing of

the work, it is expected that con-

struction will begin in 1972.

The product of all this will be a

new centre (or centres) of campus

life at Queen's. It will hopefully

fill the gap which exists because of

the lack of adequate non-academic

facilities on the campus. The pre-

sent Students' Union Building is

too small and inefficient, and the

facilities housed within it are not

properly used.

The members of the present

Steering Committee are Rick Wil-

son. Val Traversy, Graham Tay-

lor, and Ray Herpers (students),

faculty members Dr. Grant Samp-

son (chairman) and Dr. B.W.

Wojciechowski, Alumni represent-

ative Bob Poole, Alumnae repre-

sentative Miss Diana Blake, and

J. A. Whitley from the University

administration.
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Last Post report

Lacked support in Quebec, Tnideau needed War Act
.1 j L !'_,.* Sin rtnrxi Hirflf>Mu

The following is a condensation

(written by Henry Laycock) of a

special edition of Last Post, a Mon-

treal magazine, which appeared

shortly after the declaration of the

War Measures Act by the Trudeau

Government.

Can the recent government

actions — the suspension of

civil liberties — the massive

police and troop actions in

Quebec — the dark stories of

revolution and coup d'etat —
really be understood as a re-

sponse to two kidnappings by a

small terrorist group? Increas-

ingly, the government re-

sponse seems out of all propor-

tion to the FLQ threat. How
then can it be explained? It is

instructive to look selectively

at the government's own ex-

planations.

Jean Marchand, a member
of the Trudeau Cabinet, made
it clear in a Vancouver speech

that it was not the terrorists

who were the object of the War
Measures Act; on the contra-

ry, it was the (previously quite

legitimate) separatist move-

ment as a whole. Marchand

states that, "It is not the indi-

vidual action we are worried

about now. It's this vast organ-

ization supported by other bona

fide organizations who are

supporting, indirectly at least,

the FLQ." He goes on to say

that "if it had been only an iso-

lated case of kidnapping, I

don't think we would have been

justified in invoking the War
Measures Act because the

Criminal Code would have

been enough to try and get

those men and punish them.

But there is a whole organiza-

tion and we have no instru-

ment, no instrument to get

those people and question

them." In short, the time had

come to confront the whole

separatist movement, not the

terrorists, head on. But why
just at this point? There had

been bomb blasts and kidnap-

ping attempts for years in

GATHERING OF MUSICIANS
who wish to participate in

FESTIVAL 71

MEET I POLSON ROOM
TUESDAY NOV. 24 7:30 P.M.

— modern & classical

— groups & individuals

— people wishing to form groups.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL:

Robin Campbell 544-9534

or leave your name in our box in AMS Office.

P+G
TONIGHT

PROGRESSIVE
CONSERVATIVE PARTY

PARTI PROGRESSISTE
GONSERVATEOR

OUR STAND ON:

- THE CRISIS IN QUEBEC

- WAR MEASURES AND OUR FREEDOM

- UNEMPLOYMENT

ELDON
WOOLLIAMS

M.P.

ELECTION OF '70/71 EXECUTIVE

LOWER LOUNGE,

INTERNATIONAL CENTRE

Quebec. Again the reasons are

not hard to find.

Bear in mind that the rapid

recent growth of the Parti

Quebecois had caused great

concern for the Trudeau Gov-

ernment. After the kidnapping

of Cross, Trudeau saw a

chance to rally support against

the FLQ in Quebec by standing

firm against their demands —
even to the point of risking the

death of Cross. But it quickly

became clear that this was a

miscalculation; Liberal MP
Marcel Prud'homme revealed

to an emergency meeting of

the Liberal caucus that "the

FLQ was appealing dangerous-

ly well to real grievances

among French Canadians and

that it would not stand for re-

pression." On the basis of a

poll of his constituency he was

shocked to find that the vast

majority of the young support-

ed what the FLQ did and that

older constituents condemned

the tactic but expressed sym-

pathy for the content of the

FLQ manifesto.

The FLQ manifesto was, of

course, broadcast by the CBC
(supposedly on the order of

Trudeau who felt that Que-

beckers would react against its

"extreme" language) and it

was published by the major

newspapers in Quebec. A CBC
poll of church goers then re-

vealed that over half of them

supported the spirit of the

manifesto and hot-line pro-

grammes pointed to the same
conclusion.

Trudeau became aware that

he was rapidly losing control of

public opinion in Quebec ; there

were large popular rallies

against the government and

widespread student strikes

supporting the goals if not the

tactics of the FLQ. Quebec

moderates were joining in the

attack on the government. •

Opposition snowballed and

Bourassa was virtually impo-

tent. Trudeau had to act and on

Thursday, Oct. 15, 7500 federal

troops moved into Montreal; at

four the next morning, the War
Measures Act appeared. In

order to justify the move and

conceal its real character,

rumours were leaked of a

planned insurrection. It is re-

ported that these derived from

Peter Newman, editor-in-chief

of the Toronto Daily Star, and

that Newman had obtained his

story directly from Trudeau
The Prime Minister had,

it

seemed, encouraged
the

spreading of these rumours
in

prder to effect a coup of his
own, the only real of the whole
affair. Initially, Trudeau had
attempted a policy that de-
pended on broad support in
Quebec, his policy of firm op.

position to the FLQ. The policy

failed because the support for

his policy did not exist. The
result was a new policy, a poli-

cy of obliterating any kind of
opposition in Quebec: radical

liberal, nationalist, even in

some cases conservative. The
instrument of this policy is the

War Measures Act and its suc-

cessor. The policy depends on
blind, uninformed support, this

time from English Canada,

whose people are the pawns in

Trudeau's destructive game.
Are we willing to be used in

this way?

Ed. Note: A poll by Omnifacts of

Toronto released Nov. 15 showed
that 80% of the population sup-

ports the PM's implementation of

the- War Measures Act. and only

10% felt it infringed in any way on

their personal civil liberties.

TONIGHT - 8:00
STIRLING D' - NATIVE CULTURE AND THE PROBLEMS FACING II

8:00 - "BALLAD OF CROWFOOT"
- "POW-WOW AT DUCKLAKE"
- "ELLIOT LAKE"

TOMORROW
-8:00

DUNNING - PANEL DISCUSSION

FRED KELLY - V-P

ONTARIO UNION OF INDIANS

RUSSELL MOSES -

DEPT. OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

MIKE MITCHELL - CHIEF OF

CORNWALL ISLAND

DELIA OPEKOKEN -

CANADIAN INDIAN CENTTRE,

TORONTO.

-AVEC LA BIER FROIDEM

FOR
BOOKS, CARDS
AND CANDLES.

LITTLE BIGGEST
BOOKSTORE

OPEN: MON. TUES. SAT.
9 until 6

WED. THURS. & FRI.
9 until 9

73 BROCK ST. 544-4144

AFTERNOON
SHOWING

SIR KENNETH CLARK'S WIDELY ACCLAIMED
COLOUR FILM SERIES

CIVILIZATION
ONE HOUR OF THIS THIRTEEN HOUR SERIES WILL

BE SHOWN EACH TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND

THURSDAY. AT 1:30 P.M.

"GRANDEUR AND OBEDIENCE'
- NOVEMBER 24th
"THE LIGHT OF EXPERIENCE"
- NOVEMBER 25th
"THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS"
—NOVEMBER 26th
"THE SMILE OF REASON"
- OECEMBER 1st

"THE WORSHIP OF NATURE
-DECEMBER 2nd
"THE FALLACIES OF HOPE .

—DECEMBER 3rd
"HEROIC MATERIALISM
- DECEMBER 8th

DUNNING AUDITORIUM
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part-time job plan organized

Page3

by Jackie Snyder

n„een's has a new student em-

ment organization. Marcia

P'°.
y
her has been appointed direc-

, tne Queen's Student Agency
l°r

h£ aMS. The purpose of the
bJ

ncV > s t0 act as a clearinB
ge

e for casual work based on the

'""a of students helping them-

ITfour member student advi-

immittee will be formed

rt
expanded to include four non-

an members, including Mr.

director of the Student

to operate throughout the sum-
mer.
As a clearing house, the agency

will co-ordinate local demands for
part-time student labour with
unemployed students. Through the
agency, a student may be able to

get several part-time jobs which,
in effect, amount to full-time em-
ployment. This service should
complement the work done by the
Student Employment Service.
Last year, more than two hundred

calls were received from Kingston
residents who wanted students for
part-time work; the Student Em-
ployment Service did not have the
time to co-ordinate these demands
with the students. The Queen's
Student Agency hopes to provide
lists of available students to meet
such demands. For example, next
spring, if sufficient student inter-
est is shown, there will be tutoring
jobs available for Queen's stu-
dents.

U'roe

fmplioyment
Service. Similar pro-

mts at o'her universities, such as

EjcGiU, w' 11 be studied
-
Hopefully.

tie agency will be operational in

SCM,s "radica ' bookroom

January
and ready for use in May

by Bill Johnston

Two guys were standing reading

the door of the SCM bookroom just

inside the University Ave. en-

Dept- of Univ. Affairs

Statements prove false
by Bill Johnston

"The Ontario Department of University Affairs is anxious to show

that the university is no longer the preserve of the rich and the mid-

dle class." (quoted from the November 1970 issue of University Af-

fairs, which is put out by the Association of Universities and Colleges

of Canada <AUCC ). Perhaps their anxiety got the best of them in the

recent study that the Department made of accessibility to post-sec-

ondary education, to the extent that the accuracy of their facts suf-

fered. So it seems, anyway, from the table in the report comparing

the percentage distribution of family income of Ontario post-second-

ary student population with the percentage distribution of Ontario

families by income.

The Department found a quite close correlation between the distri-

bution of family incomes of university students and the distribution of

family incomes for the whole province. Unfortunately, they did not

acknowledge the source of the second distribution which appeared to

be incorrect. Their results are as follows, and are compared with the

distribution found in the Dominion Bureau of Statistics report of In-

come Distribution in 1968 for the year 1965.

Income in thousands of dollars

6-7 7-10

11.8 26.4

3 3-5 5-6

Percentage 6.9 10.6 9.3

of Ontario

post secondary 26.8

students

population

% of Ontario 8.1 10.4 8.8

families by

income 27.3

groups-AUCC

report

% of Ontario 12.7 19.9 14.9

families by
income group-

DBS report 47.5

10+
35

73.2

U appears from the above figures, using the DBS report, that in

fact the universities still are the preserves of the rich and middle

class and that those making more than $10,000 are over represented

at universities by some two and one half times, while those earning

less than $6,000 are under represented by about half.

264 KING ST. E.

KINGSTON. ONT.

613-548-7801

MARY LOU BROWN

trance to the basement of the Un-
ion. One of them got quite irate
reading the list of information
which the SCM supplies, including
information on the oppression of

women, birth control, China (Red,
of course), criticism of various
academic disciplines, Vietnam,
poverty, Africa and other assorted
things including free coffee, and
demanded of his companion just
what the hell SCM was anyway.
His friend could only guess that it

was another,of "those fucking so-

cialist groups" and mumbled
something about maybe there
should be a right wing reading
room somewhere on campus.
SCM is the Student Christian

Movement, founded about fifty

years ago mainly for the purpose
of generating discussion about
how Christianity should be affect-

ing the events of the day. Basical-
ly, their view is that Christianity,

rather than being the dormant
supporter of the status quo or
some sort of pacifier for op-
pressed people, as the Christian
Churches have made it, should be
a progressive force, leading opin-

ion about moral issues (and what
issues aren't) in the same way
that Christ led opinion originally.

Hence, the SCM bookroom. It is

hard to lead opinion if you are not

informed but books "on many im-

portant subjects are quite hard to

find. The bookroom has literature

on many of the subjects mentioned

above, much of which is unavaila-

ble elsewhere, to lend out to any-

one who is interested. The book-

room also provides a place for dis-

cussion of the issues that are

raised by the literature. The office

is open everyday, Monday to Fri-

day from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., to any-

one who wants to drop in, even in-

cluding right wing door readers.

J & B

STAMPS & COINS

280 MONTREAL ST.

KINGSTON, ONT'

HOURS' 10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

TUES. THURS. FRI.& SAT.

WED. - 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

COLLECTIONS BOUGHT AND
SOLD. HIGHEST PRICES PAID

. All the latest stylos V
• ^sunglasses t
• Repairs • Magnifiers a
• Custom made glasses *

Contact Lenses^,/

SsptMiilH b riff mine Of

f in Docrtwi' nisainiOHSf in Docrtws' ptturtu

» ~—' UrUvlMM JiV 262 Ktrtfl St. E. 542-1747/

by Dave Powles

Last Wednesday night the Cana-

dian Geophysical lab recorded a

shock wave of 7.6 on the Richter

scale emanating from the vicinity

of the KCVI auditorium. A rapid

investigation revealed that the

tremor was caused by the unbri-

dled laughter of several hundred
discerning patrons of GORE, the

variety show of the faculty of med-

icine.

The intensity of the shock was
unanticipated, as the producers of

the year's show had decided to

forsake the time-honoured tradi-

tions of obscenity and bad taste

and to gamble on the theory that

an audience can comprehend en-

tertainment on a coetical level.

This rather tenuous assumption

was borne out in a tightly pro-

duced and well balanced melange,

which featured music from Gersh-

win to Rubber Ducky, humour
from ridiculous to sublime, and
choreography from right to left

and vice versa.

The audience was visibly

pleased. One well-known physi-

cian calmly stomped his Page-

master when it began to beep. The
entire biochemistry department
rushed the stage during the finale.

Several people received oxygen

therapy following acute parox-

ysms of glee.

The future of the show looks

bright. The admissions committee

in nursing has added a 'talents'

requirement, while the Kingston

hospitals are developing a scheme
for routing all admissions to Napa-

nee during next year's show, in

order to free all staff for what is

certainly becoming a must in

Kingston's cultural calendar.

SPEARNS
For the Greatest Choice of

.

(Sifts

OUTSTANDING

CHRISTMAS— OVER 100 DIFFERENT ROYAL DOULTON FIGURES —

OVER 10 DIFFERENT FONDUE SETS

OVER 170 DINNERWARE PATTERNS

WATERFORD, VAL STE. LAMBERT,
ENGLISH AND EUROPEAN STEMWARE

UNUSUAL AND BEAUTIFUL PIECES OF
DECORATED BOHEMIAN CRYSTAL

DISTINCTIVE LAMPS AND THE NEW POLI-OPTICS
(The new fibre optic accent lighting)

UNUSUAL BAR ACCESSORIES, SILVER, WEDGWOOD,
JEWELRY, ROYAL COPENHAGEN, CRYSTAL GIFTWARE

And of course - The Complete Line of

EST EE LAUDER COSMETICS
See Their Beautiful Gift Sets

ALL THESE AND MUCH MORE TO MAKE
YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING EASY AT

SPEARNS
OF KINGSTON

"THE GIFT CENTRE, 330 PRINCESS STREET
SPEARNS - IS THE PLACE
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The Guy
Lombardo

Editorial
Contrary to some popular belief, every article,

and some of the ads. of last Friday's paper was

taken from past Journals. Some individuals found

it hard to believe that anyone could do such stupid

things.

One wonders whether or not they have walked

around campus lately . .

.

Well gang, here we are writing what must be the

Journal's two hundredth editorial on involvement.

"Argh" you say, and well said it was, for what

else, you ask, might there be to say, you demand?
However we are ashamed to mention this sub-

ject again. But D.S.C. reps are still reporting the

same ideas they were two years ago, and not be-

cause they are in 'nothing' posts but because they

are talking at 'nothing' students back in their

ClSSSGS

The level of interest is truly amazing. The dedi-

cated group involved in formulating these ideas

keep talking, and the students keep ignoring. It

used to be said that all the students at this universi-

ty were concerned with was the monetary value of

their degrees — even that pre-occupation has van-

ished.

It warms the heart to see these lemmings trudg-

ing to and from classes for three, maybe even four,

years without thinking one original thought, with-

out ever reading more than the minimum from
their texts, and without hearing anything but the

voice of their professor and their girlfr-

iend/boyfriend. "I think therefore I am." We just

wiped out half the campus.

Some members of society believe that unless
you are a Marxist spouting, red flag waving, pot

loving, long-haired, hippie, wierdo freak, then you
must be a right-wing, conservative, helmeted, fas-

cistic, Guy Lombardo loving, nut.

Let's get one thing straight. No one on this staff

likes Guy Lombardo.

The Indians' Answer

(ipuppn'a Slmtrnal
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There has always been a disturbing contra-

diction in the way which Jean Chretien, Minis-

ter of Indian Affairs and Northern Develop-

ment, has approached the Government's new
Indian policy. It lies in his attitude toward the

implementation. Understandably, it has left

Indians skeptical about Government assur-

ances that the policy would not be forced upon

them.
The contradiction was explicit in an article

written for The Globe and Mail by Mr. Chretien

last July, a few weeks after he had unveiled the

proposed policy. "We will not push anything

down anyone's throat . .
." he said. "What the

final outcome will be is up to the Indian people,

up to the provinces, and up to the Canadian pub-

lic ..." But earlier in the article he claimed he

was undeterred by charges that the Govern-

ment was trying to move too quickly. "It seems

to me that gradualism is the ultimate indignity

and I am convinced that those who call our pro-

posals precipitous now would be the first to

complain if the Government continued on its

past course."

The policy is based on establishing equality

between Indians and non-Indians — a splendid

principle. But equality can be a curse to those

unprepared for it, as many were quick to point

out. The federal policy would end the special

status of Indians as wards of Ottawa within five

years and convert them into full citizens with-

out federal guarantees to protect their lands or

identity. The Indian Affairs Branch would be

abolished, special programs for Indians termi-

nated and the provinces would be expected to

treat Indians in exactly the same way as other

citizens.

Last week and important Indian reply — a

red paper — was presented to the Cabinet. It

was drafted by the Indian Association of Alber-

ta and has the unanimous backing of the Na-

tional Indian Brotherhood. And it proposes the

kind of gradualism that Mr. Chretien seems so

determined to forestall. Perhaps that's why his

reaction to the red paper appears to be so unen-

thusiastic.

The red paper opposes a federal pullout. The
federal policy offers despair instead of hope
and would probably result in Indians losing

their land and being "condemned to the despair

and ugly spectre of urban poverty in ghettos",

it says. Instead, special rights should be main-

tained and in the meantime a long-range pro-

gram aimed at self-rule should be initiated.

It finds a pattern for development in AIDS

(the Alberta Indian Development System con-

ceived by the Indian Association of Alberta)

As a first step strong tribal government on the

reserves would be established with the gradual

takeover of services handled by municipalities.

For economic development, the red paper siuj

gests that two non-profit corporations be creat

ed. One would be controlled by reserve resi-

dents and would be responsible for setting goals

and priorities and for the daily management of

projects. The other would be composed of busi-

ness leaders from the highest ranks of "non-

native corporate power." It would advise, as-

sist and seek private investment.

Together they would work to develop pro-

grams that Indians could run, to provide capital

for creating jobs and business opportunities

and to motivate Indians and supply a resource

pool of experts upon which Indians could draw

It's the kind of program which, because of we

co-operative spirit required should help

non-Indian community as well as the Indian

themselves
sany
dual

The Indian community is a diverse a;

other and this is why the red paper's gra>

approach, as opposed to Mr. Chretien's imnw

diacy, deserves special study. Certainly tne

are Indians that could handle the new respons

bility envisaged by Ottawa. But for others u

years may be far too short a time to change

patterns of lifetimes and generations.

Since the days when Indians ran their o

affairs in dignity and freedom whole new

tural patterns have evolved. The old patt*

were destroyed in conquest. The ultimat

dignity - Mr. Chretien keeps talking in ter

^

of indignities — would be to destroy the nevv.^

matter how unsavory they may be, and lea

i

vacuum. As the red paper says, "The Pr0' .

to help us help ourselves was an impor

promise and one still largely unfulfilled-
lt

Federal administrators face the al11 '

„

problem of ensuring that those Indians wn°
g

speak for themselves are allowed a si ^
voice in determining their future cou

Jprote

e£

sured Indians that, "We won't force_any

YyiLt 141 Lllllllllg i-iiv. 11

that those who are dependent and need

tion get it. Prime Minister Pierre Trudea ^

tion on you." It has a familiar ring. Too ^
iar for many Indians. But Mr. Trudeau na

yet exhibited Mr. Chretien's contradict^ 1
-

perhaps he can cure Mr. Chretien of the 1 "-
.ja

The Globe S «•
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letters to

the editor

Dear Sir;

Please allow me this oppor-
tunity to apologize to Linda
Johnson and any other resi-

dents of Vic, who might feel

they have been inconvenienced
by the Leonard Field residents
who became over-enthusiastic
jn their efforts on behalf of

"Wanderlust" the Inter-Resi-
dence Semi-Formal Dance.
As one of those involved was

a prominent and well-known
figure on Leonard Field, it was
assumed that this part of our
Programme would be carried
°ut in a discreet, responsible
manner.

On behalf of the IRC and the

Wanderlust" Dance Commit-
tee, please accept my humble
apology for any inconvenience
y°u may have experienced
°ver this episode.
Lyle Stevenson
Chairman

^Wanderlust" Dance
Committee.

°ear Sir,

This is a plea from a con-
cerned student. In the past

fhree years in estranglement
'n sixteen courses. I have found
'hat the majority of professors
are seriously neglecting their

j*
uty as 'guiding instructors.' I

"id that most classes are un-

"eeessarily boring and simply

timefilling. Too many profes-

sors rely on reiteration of text-

books or 'fill in' an hour with

what chould easily be said in

fifteen minutes. This is not

only a waste of time but an

insult to the students capabili-

ties. Perhaps this is an inher-

ent weakness of the lecture

system, which could be done

away with. Perhaps under-

graduates should opt-out and

solely read instead of attending

classes when they become
unbearably boring but this is at

the risk of being victimized by

the professor.

No, I do not expect to be 'en-

tertained' for an hour by a wit-

ty professor but I do expect a

professor to have enough confi-

dence in the intelligence of the

student that he can find inter-

esting ways of presenting a

lecture without reiterating the

textbook.

Does undergraduate work

have to be synonomous with

boring? Or should university

be a private enterprise and

supply and demand would

rule?

Ann Lancaster

Arts 72

Dear Sir:

It might be pointed out to

Miss Fulton (Journal. Feed-

back, Nov. 13) and the "over-

whelming majority on this

campus" who were disgusted

and embarrassed by the con-

tents of certain articles in GW,

Nov. 5, that they were not obli-

gated to read the articles, and

when they realized that the ar-

ticle was, in their opinion, in

bad taste, it would have taken

little effort to refrain from

reading the rest of the article.

IF and when there is an obliga-

tion for you to read any arti-

cle that is in bad taste then.

and ONLY then, may you com-
plain. Remember this is one of

the few countries with true

freedom of the press (under

normal circumstances) and
when we start censoring the

press without special reason,

we forget what Remembrance
Day means, if we ever knew !

!

J. S. Howard
SC 73.

Letter to the Editor:

Re: a letter on the Ryerson
Press sale

In his letter in the Globe and

Mail (Tuesday, Nov. 17),

James Taylor (Editor, United

Church Observer) castigates

the media for its lack of

perspective on the Ryerson

Press sale. Anti-American
chauvinism runs rampant, he

contends, to such a degree that

the real reasons for the sale

are overlooked. And emmi-
nently respectable reasons

they are too: such as the U.C.'s

wish to dissociate itself from

the corrupting evils of big busi-

ness — it's not enough to sim-

ply abstain from making mon-

ey, even such alternatives as

breaking even or running at a

loss are to be shunned as mor-

tal sins. The only ethical thing

to do is to sell out (to

the highest bidder?

)

Commendable piety but

strangely myopic; for in the

very act of washing its hands

clean, the United Church soils

them further (by selling future

generations of both Canadian

writers and readers down the

river.)

But wait! .... The tale is

strangely familiar. Have we
not heard this theme before?

The story of Pontius Pilate

2000 years ago.

David Riddell

Arts 72

Zen and
the theatre

by Morison Bock

The Queen's Department of Drama has always been

staffed by people who believe that sham and hypocricy have

no place in the theatre. Sincerity has always been the key-

note of any dramatic production presented by the depart-

ment, and those who study at Queen's cannot fail to be im-

pressed by the importance placed on this element. Whether

or not they ultimately accept it as a guiding principle de-

pends on the success with which productions and courses

manage to reflect and demonstrate this belief, and on the

whole the attempt has succeeded. But the range of influ-

ence from courses and productions is necessarily limited.

This is why the arrival at Queen's last September of Mr.

David Kemp — an accomplished actor and teacher who is a

specialist in the field of "creative drama" — was an event

of considerable significance, not only for the drama depart-

ment (he is also a member of staff at MacArthur College)

but for the entire community. Mr. Kemp is a man whose
influence on theatre is bound to be felt, because his mes-

sage — as well as his medium — is irresistible.

What exactly is his message? To those who have been

exposed to his creative drama courses, it is clear — and
inexpressible. It is this word "inexpressible" which ac-

counts for our title: in trying to understand the message of

Zen Buddhism we encounter a similar difficulty — grasping

the ineffable. By referring to Zen, I hope to be able to at

least point to the meat of the "Kemp experience ', as well

as to indicate its wealth of implications.

For those not familiar with the basic principle of Zen, it

is this: a state of enlightenment or knowledge of one's own
nature (satori) — and ultimately, the nature of reality —
may be induced by one of several methods. The one which
illustrates the point most clearly is the question-and-answer

method — the student asks the master a question concern-

ing the ultimate nature of Truth, or the meaning of the uni-

verse. In answer, he receives a slap, or a cup of tea, or a

flower. Often this is merely confusing to the student, but in

cases where he is properly prepared — that is, in the right

mental state — saiori is immediately induced : the student

understands the gesture perfectly, and hence, the "mean-
ing" he sought. From then on he has no need for the master,

or indeed for Zen. He "knows" what life is all about. If one

were to ask him what it is that he "knows", he would very

likely respond with a slap, or a rose. But the point is, his

answer would be a gesture; he would deny utterly the possi-

bility of expressing in words what he understands.

In the same way, theatre must contain within it the ges-

ture which renders it intelligible — directly intelligible.

Theatre can never be essentially intellectual, for it employs

image, and the reason the author chose to write a play rath-

er than a dissertation has to do with that image. It is as

direct as a slap. So it must be with teaching, and although

Mr. Kemp would probably deny that he has any intention of

using principles of Zen to teach drama, he does just that.

His method is simple — and direct. For example, he sug-

gests to a class that they are attending an evening party —
escorted by folding chairs. One does not quibble — one se-

lects an attractive chair and "attends" the party. What
happens during this unlikely sounding entertainment is dif-

ficult to describe, but somehow the situation never seems

ridiculous — to many, it is a social success. By accepting

his terms and invoking the "willing suspension of disbelief

for the moment that constitutes poetic faith" — and dra-

matic faith — the students undergo an experience of consid-

erable intensity, an experience which demonstrates the pow-

er of belief and the magic of make-believe which are so

essential to meaningful theatre. Any attempt to intellecu-

talize at this stage of the proceedings is discouraged . . .

what happened? — the answer comes: "All right, now I

want everybody to be an object of some kind . . ."And so it

goes.

So what? What is the upshot — not to mention the point —
of this panegyric? Simply this: for anyone who cares about

theatre, the implications of David Kemp's technique for

realization are as significant as are those of the techniques

of the Zen master to the man who cares about his immortal

soul. Both warrant serious consideration. Unfortunately

Mr. Kemp is not a limited-production robot — we can't all

experience his particular form of presentation. But the

principle may be grasped — one need only study Zen, and

use a little imagination. (Actually, the process works both

ways: Kemp is as helpful to an understanding of Zen as is

Zen to an understanding of Kemp. ) For those who are famil-

iar with both, the point will be clear.

It remains now to extend this pricniple to theatre in gen-

eral, to recognize that "honesty'' and sincerity" are merely
words which attempt to describe something indescribable

— and essential — about the experience of theatre. All of us

— and this is the crux of the matter — know intuitively the

difference between sincerity and bullshit*. We must not

forget that we possess this intuition, not the important dif-

ference it makes to our response to anything, not just thea-

tre. Above all, we must learn to trust. By exercising this

faculty, this capacity forjudgment — as opposed to opinion

— we shall be able to develop the kind of sensibility which

will make us more intelligent theatre-goers, as well as ac-

tors or directors. All elements of theatre will benefit.



INJUNS
John Blakney

"I do not vote. I am an Indian. I

do not want to be turned down a

white man. I want to remain an

Indian until the end of the world."

— an Indian.

There is an underlying fear

among our people that at some
future date, there is always the

danger that an unscrupulous or

thoughtless government might

again betray us." — a Blackfoot.

from "Reservations are for Indi-

ans" by Heather Robertson.

On June 25, 1969 the Trudeau

government proudly presented

before Parliament and the Cana-

dian people a White Paper attest-

ing to the Government's revela-

tion that it had. in fact, discov-

ered an "Indian problem". In a

flood of sympathy and humanitar-

ian zeal, the document began:

"To be an Indian is to be a man,
with all a man's needs and abili-

ties. To be an Indian is also to be

different. It is to speak different

languages, draw different pic-

tures, tell different tales, and rely

on a set of values developed in a

different world.

Canada is richer for its Indian

component, although there have
been times when diversity

seemed of little value to many
Canadians.

But to be a Canadian today is to

be someone different in another

way. It is to be someone apart —
apart in law, apart in provision of

government services and, too of-

ten, apart in social contacts.

To be an Indian is to lack power —
the power to act as own-
er of your lands, the power to

spend your own money and, too

often, the power to change your

own condition.

Not always, but too often, to be

an Indian is to be without — with-

out a job, a good house, or running

water; without knowledge, train-

ing or technical skill and, above

all, without those feelings of dig-

nity and self-confidence that a

man must have to walk with his

head held high.

Special treatment has made of

the Indians a community disad-

vantaged and apart.

Obviously the course of history

must be changed.

To be an Indian must be to be

free — free to develop Indian cul-

tures in an environment of legal,

social and economic equality with

other Canadians.

How then is the Indian to

achieve full and equal participa-

tion in Canadian society? The
government suggests the follow-

ing framework.
1) the legislative and constitu-

tional basis of discrimination

should be removed.
2) there should be positive recog-

nition by everyone of the

unique contribution of Indian

culture to Canadian life.

3) services ought to come
through the same channels and

from the same government
services for all Canadians.

4) those further behind must be

helped the most.

5) lawful obligation must be rec-

ognized.

6) control of Indian lands should

be transferred to the Indian

people.

Sweeping changes in adminis-
tration would have to be made to

"My folks My at least we'ie not at bad off at the Indian*. Wonder what Indian

folks tell their kids?"

implement the policy. The gov-

ernment stated it was prepared to

repeal the Indian Act and take

such legislative steps as neces-

sary to enable Indians to control

their land. It proposed that the

provinces take over the same
responsibility for Indians as for

other citizens and that substantial

funds would be made available

for economic development as an

interim measure. Such a policy

would necessarily make the De-

partment of Indian Affairs quite

useless so the government said it

would get rid of it and, in its

place, it suggested a Commission

to consult with Indians and rec-

ommend acceptable procedures

for the adjudication of claims.

But it seemed to many Indians

themselves, that the great father

in Ottawa was again setting them
up for a diplomatic kill. Why the

sudden change of heart? Why the

benevolence? Does the govern-

ment really care now 102 years

after the BNA Act gave it the re-

sponsibility for treaty mainte-

nance?
Suspicion gave way to hard

thinking and in June 1970, the In-

dian Association of Alberta with

the backing of the National Indian

Brotherhood presented "Citizen's

Plus", their answer to the White

Paper, a Red Paper. Before the

Cabinet on June 2, Chief John
Snow rebutted each of the points

in the government's framework
in order:

1) "Our Red Paper says, the leg-

islative and constitutional basis

for Indian status and rights

should be maintained until such
time as Indian people are pre-

pared and willing to renegotiate

them."

2) "Our Red Paper says these are
nice sounding words which are
intended to mislead everybody.
The only way to maintain our cul-

ture is for us to remain as Indi-

ans."

3) "Our Red Paper says, Indians

have a right of access to the same
services as are available to all

Canadians plus additional rights

and priviliges which were estab-

lished by the BNA Act and by sub-

sequent treaties and legislation."

4) "Our Red Paper says, these

promises are bait to catch us into

the rest of the policy. The Federal

Government is trying to divide us

Indian people so it can conquer us

by saying that the poorer re-

serves will be helped most. Indian

people and the organizations they

support should be given the re-

sponsibility to determine their

own priorities and future lines of

development."

5) "Our Red Paper says, if the

government meant what it says

we would be happy. But it is ob-

vious that the government has
never bothered to learn what the

treaties are and has a distorted

picture of them. The government

shows that it is willfully ignorant

of the bargains that were made.

Lawful obligations, including

those concerned with aboriginal

rights, unfulfilled promises, and
treaty provisions should be recog-

nized."

6) "Our Red Paper says, we
agree with this intent but we find

that the government is ignorant

of two basic points. The govern-

ment wrongly thinks that the Indi-

an Reserve Lands are owned by

the Crown. These lands are

"held" by the Crown but they are

Indian lands. The second error

the government commits is mak-
ing the assumption that Indians

can have control of the land only

if they take ownership in the way
that ordinary property is owned.
Control of Indian lands should be

maintained by the Indian people,

respecting their historical and
legal rights as Indians."

Indian criticisms of the White
Paper stem from two fundamen-
tal differences: 1) To make the

Indian a full participant in Cana-

dian society it is really necessary

to destroy his Indianess. Harold
Cardinal says, "For the Indian to

survive, says the government in

effect, he must be a good little

brown white man" and that the

Minister Chretien believes "the
only good Indian is a non-Indian."

The White Man's form of libera-

tion to them is best summarized
by Scott Young, writing in the

Globe and Mail: "What the Indi-

ans need is to be kicked off the

reserves and told to root or die.

Half of the adults would wind up
on welfare or in jail, but that's a

risk we'd have to take. The next

generation would learn how to

compete and survive." 2) Indians

place great importance upon the

maintenance of their native and
ancestral rights through the Indi-

an Act and treaties. By repealing

the Indian Act the government
would be abandoning its responsi-

bilities to the Indian and remov-
ing the only legal protection he
has from outright assimilation

into white society. As Fred Plain,

President of the Union of Ontario

Indians says: "Indian Affairs

Minister Jean Chretien and other

white liberals seem to think the

special estates of Indians, as en-

shrined in the Indian Act, is one of

the root causes of the present

problem of Indians, but it is not

the law that is bad, it is the way
that the government has used it."

The Indian feels that he must
decide where, when and how gov-

ernment policy is to be changed.

He must be master of his own
destiny. One thing he makes pain-

fully obvious is that he must have
equality.

But what sort of equality? We

can easily understand
th,

for self-determination,

eminent has a perfect
i

over a hundred years ot

in dealing with Indians,

to many whites that derm

free medical services al

beyond those given to ot

zens and claims for tren

increases in education

while maintaining the pn

of the Indian Act amoiin

equality but to a special

ship status. The words

Young strike home to

suspicious Canadian who

degree feels that Indian

seek a good life of living

new-found guilt feeling

rest of the nation.

If there is to be a recom

it will have to come with

tual resolution of the di

The Indian feels he mus

tain his cultural auton

preserve any dignity in

but to do so would mean

an could not become a tru

white (Canadian) society

ly participate". But only

participation in society

Indian ever be able to up

self economically. In

"

Society, Harold Cardina

both of the Indians dist

welfare and of his distast

social values he sees aro

But he offers no solutii

from the necessity to de

"Indian identity", a s

sorts to protect him from

side world as he makes

steps into it. "No genu»

participation in the win

can be expected until the

accepted by himself a"

non-Indian as an India;

with an Indian identity

can take our place in a

ciety, we must rega"

self confidence and sen '

Is an Indian identity

tion? Perhaps it is not 3

tory one but it migW w

only solution left 1W
\

the problem should i

seen. White society

ent and the Indian s t

physical survival are

side it. The govermf
least made a step »

direction but it did no'

fully enough that the

somehow remain bo

and physically apar'
(

2

society. In this sense,

ma will probably neve

Rather history

course and choose

similation or elimina

we ourselves do not

that without the

Canada would be

India"

the P°

for the Indian cult*

pay a price. It is not'

for us. There is.
,„

points out. the case o'

ing crane.
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Here's to

Christmas!
by Bill Johnstone

Tt,e
Christmas season officially began in Kingston Satur-

day thirty four days before Christmas day but a full two
°

ee'lts later than in Toronto. Designed (supposedly, one

Luld like to believe) as something of a celebration of the

approach of one of the happiest times of the year, the domi-

nant
impression I got from the Santa Claus parade that

marched by under my window was of a massive ad announc-

ing that there are only about thirty shopping days till Christ-

""its almost sad to note the large number of kids that lined

Princess St.to watch this pagan devotion to thealmighty pow-

er of capitalism but even sadder to see their parents point-

ing out all the great things that they should "want" for

Christmas. For a successful consumer economy, it is neces-

sary to start this indoctrination into the spending game early

and Christmas is the ideal time since parents so completely

enjoy being the willing dupes of the toy stores and manufac-

turers in teaching their kids to demand "things".

A couple of floats highlighted an otherwise dismal specta-

cle. One was the St. John's Ambulance float which featured a

snowmobile crashed into a fence and supposedly a near dead

driver being helped in a first aid tent behind, thus possibly

reminding a few people of just where the bigger, faster,

more powerful fixation that seems to dominate every busi-

ness that produces motor vehicles leads. The second was the

pollution probe float, which gave a glimpse of where we'll be

in five years if our emphasis stays on things, ie, if Santa

Claus parades really succeed. The emphasis, of course, of

this float was on garbage, which also gets its day of celebra-

tion on Boxing Day. When you start to think of wrapping all

those things nobody needs in miles of tissue paper, ribbon,

and wrapping paper, you might try to imagine a whole world

looking like the day after Christmas.

Ho, Ho, Ho
by Pierre Leicher

What does Xmas mean to you?
To me, at first, it used to mean Papa Noel; then it was just

presents; for a while it meant a late walk to from a church
amongst the snowflakes; then there was nothing. But finally

university has placed it again in my heart. Here comes Xmas
and exam time.
Once again my ulcer lights up along with the neon and the

decorations in the shop windows. It burrows itself deeper and
deeper to the tune of Xmas carols. It feasts on my acid as the

night of Xmas dinner approaches.
Now let's see whose fault this really is, I can't believe that

god actually planned Xmas to be the time for the birth of

ulcers in all the little stomachs of university students. Then
whose fiendish plot is this? Who is it that imposes this sched-

ule on us? Who is it that devises these little tortures for our

little bodies. Who revels in our suffering. Who feasts on our

sweat? For Heaven's sake, who is in league with my ulcer!

You all know, of course, by now. It is our little professors,

sweet, pious teachers of our minds. It is they who have
•aught us the values and beauties of Xmas ever since kinder-

garten, that now, year after year, program us to fear this

i°yous time of the year.
The possible solutions are simple. Abolish exams, abolish

™as, or give all exams before Xmas. Which solution is best
ls obvious, but there is little hope for fast change. So let's

start doing something about it, and, until then, Merry Xmas
and Best Wishes to your ulcer.

Krni
by Pierre Leichner

as is here again.
" is time for most of us to retreat to our families and for

s°me of us time to make best of this forced togetherness.

.
" »s strange to me that it is these same people that fought

"*° world wars to give us this semi-freedom of psuedo-de-

,
°°racy that now label us as irresponsible, unrealistic

reaks for wanting the same things that they fought for.

aM then isn't this gap part of the normal evolutionary pro-

j!
Ss of mankind. How could it be possible for brains pro-

^arnrned 25 years ago to understand our emotions.

Maybe we will pull through this crisis but the danger lies

°ead in us trying to understand the incomprehensible new
s

,

neration that shall be our sons and daughters.
" there are to be many more Xmas's then let's start ac-

ujj

pt,ng the frustration of the lack of understanding between
• °ur parents and our children.
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For some reason, perhaps sinister, the

and continuing attack by an odd assort-

characters: some TV news commentators

and Yippies; extremists representing no one

of tar ietl magazines and newspapers who

Also, a few "intellectuals" whose allegiance

questioned. For our dough, cops are great,

stands between you and complete anarchy in

reason your home hasn't been burned, your wile

Dare you think ol what would have happened it the

ot any of the well-planned and over-publicized

the Lord you've got a police department that can take

upon them by the professional agitators. If you were

slobs. G Our cops are good—because they've got

They're tough—because in today's jungle they've got

better be glad they are.

nation's police have been under severe

ment of unimportant but loud-mouthed

certain politicians; so-called hippies

but themselves; misguided readers

can't tell a slant when they read one.

to the United States might well be

They are the only thing that

this country. They are the prime

raped, your business looted,

cops hadn't been on the scene

demonstrations"? Thank

the provoking abuse heaped

a cop you'd have shot the

to be good these days,

to be tough. And you

(SPONSOHED »Y CONCERNED CITIZENS)
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tuesday, november 24

afternoon: 1:30 p.m.: civilization: "grandeur and obedience . dun-

ning auditorium. 50c admission,

evening: 7:30 p.m.: chronicle VII. riders to the sea by j. m. synge. in

room 102 of the old arts building, tickets are free but must

be obtained in advance from the department of drama.

7:30 p.m.: meeting in poison room of the union for musi-

cians interested in participating in festival '71.

8:00 p.m.: coloured cultural and documentary films on

austria in room 101. kingston hall.

Wednesday, november25
afternoon: 1:30 p.m.: civilization "the light of experience dunning

auditorium. 50c admission.

2:30 p.m.: department of biochemistry presents dr. james

ruse from the university of toronto speaking on 16 alpha —
hydroxylation of progesterone by rat liver, in room 114 at

earl hall.

3:30 p.m.: professor m. d. pedman will be speaking on

"strong consistency of approximate maximum — likeli-

hood estimators" in jeffrey hall, room 115.

4:00 p.m.: the psychiatry department features dr. leon

salzman from new Orleans speaking on the "obsessional

states" at etherington hall auditorium,

evening: 7:30 p.m.: chronicles VII at studio theatre, see tuesday.

8:00 p.m.: public meeting at central school (Sydenham at

colborne streets), all residents of the city are invited and

especially those residents who live in st. lawrence ward,

the guest speaker will be former alderwoman joan kuyek.

her topic will be "who controls kingston?". sandra auger,

candidate for alderwoman in st. lawrence ward, will also

speak, her topic will be "who is the real enemy?".

8:00 p.m.: a public recital of andrei voznesensky's poetry,

this reading in russian will be given in watson hall, room

517.

8:15 p.m.: a two day colloquiam to honour the 150 th anni-

versary of the birth of sir Oliver mowat. dr. deutsch will

chairman the meeting in convocation hall.

tbursday, november 26

afternoon: 1:30 p.m.: civilization presents "the pursuit of happiness"

in dunning auditorium.

3:30 p.m.: in ellis hall auditorium the music department

will present dr. peggie Sampson, no admission charged.

7:30 and 9:00 p.m.: chronicles VII at the studio theatre,

see tuesday.

7:30 p.m.: first general meeting of the ukranian club in the

international student centre downstairs lounge, all inter-

ested please attend.

7:30 p.m.: medical sciences lecture series presents a pan-

el discussion on current concepts of adrenal steroid endo-

fivedays

at the kingston theatres

capitol — "beyond the valley of

the dolls"

hyland — "mash"
odeon — "playmate" and "erotic"

"the art of smoking in aboriginal

north america". throughout the

month.

selections (paintings and graph-

ics) from the permanent collec-

tion, mainly from the older

schools, will be in the small galler-

ies throughout the month,

workshop seminar: a world for

children on november 24 and 25.

studio workshop: design in a nut-

shell, john elphick in the art

centre: november 27, 28, and 29,

wall hangings: traditional and

experimental until december 6.

SENSITIVITY TRAINING
GROUPS ^

T-GROUPS
January 6-8 1971

Camp Iawah (north
Kingston)

Four groups will be formed
(4o

people) cost $15.

Application forms at Alls
office until Dec. 4 sponsored
through AMS Education Com-

of

Lost 5 month old male black and whiii I

kitten. Missing since Wednesday

crinologv at etherington hall auditorium. November 18, from the vicinity er

I

8:00 p.m.: "hamlet" by the national Shakespearean com- Johnson and College. Please contatj

m„„x 544-4748 with any information.
pany in grant nail. *

friday, november 27

afternoon: 2:30 p.m.: professor c. r. blythe on "inequalities of cramer
— road type" in jeffrey hall, room 126.

evening 7:30 p.m.: chronicles VII at studio theatre see tuesday.

9:00 p.m. : chronicles VII at studio theatre see tuesday.

9:00 p.m.: arts 73 smoker in the union, please bring pic-

tured queen's i.d. card to determine that you are arts '73.

Sunday, november 29

afternoon: 1:30 p.m.: "the battle of algiers" presented by the kings-

ton film society, at the odeon theatre. .

evening: 7:30 p.m.: vaghy quartet anti-concert in ellis hall.

The Ukranian Club will hold its lit I

general meeting at the International I

Centre, in the downstairs lounge o

Nov. 26, 1970 at 7:30 p.m. Guetl I

speaker will be Marusia Kucha ryshyn,
[

President of the Unkranian Canadian I

University Student's Union.

An interesting discussion on "Italy and I

the Catholic Church" will be held on I

Tues. Nov. 24 at 8:30 p.m. in th* |

International Centre. Everyone

welcome.

WALL
HANGINGS
an exhibition prepared by the Art Gallery of Ontario

continues until December 6

also selections from the Permanent Collection

art centre

ARTS 73

WW'

SMOKER
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 27th

9:00 - 12:00 P.M.

at

The PUB, Students' Union

50c with yearcard only (on sale at the door)

Please bring pictured Queen's t.D. card to determine that

you are in Arts '73.

VAN'S
GIFTS & BOOKS LTD.

2b3 Princess Street

542-6676

We have the Largest Selection in HANDCRAFTED
"TRYPIS" & BRIAR PIPES. Bowl has 1-year full guarantee

not to burn out or split.

Competition prices from 8.95 to 24.95

VAN'S: Low, Low prices from $5.95 to $19.95

Huge Assortment of posters to brighten your castle?!?

OPEN 7 DAYS till 11 p.m.

GOSTLIN
j ewelle is.

LONGISES/ W1TTNAUF.R watci

lift Princess St. and al the FrontMtac MaR — Phone 548-3487 ft 548-893*

Colonel Harland Sanders

says get

Kintuikij

fried C^ktn ®
THREE LOCATIONS IN KINGSTON

•BATH ROAD AT LASALLE PARK
PRINCESS STREET ONE MILE
WEST OF THE CIRCLE
(RESTAURANT TOO-LICENSEDl
•MONTREAL STREET -
NORTHOF_PRJNCESS

FOR TAKEOUT NEAREST TO
QUEEN'S DIAL 542-2773

MONTREAL STREET STORE

Anyone wishing to direct the Snowball I

Variety night, next term, please contact I

Sandy Taylor at 546-0810.

Stereo Components: call Terry Wood I

546-4828.

PROGRAMMER WANTED: Preferably o

very competent undergraduate v/h»|

will be in Kingston over the holidays. I

Write: Personnel, P.O.B. 945, Kingston, I

Ontario, giving name, phone number, I

address, and other relevant information, f

ARTSCI 74! Buy your yearcords now ot|

new cheaper rales. Good for all tw'|

years at the price of two dollars (»»»

25? annual renewal fee). Avoilob'rnj

the Leonard and Ban Righ m»M _"l
Wed. supper, outside the Union CoftHl

Shop Wed. lunch, and from Virgin"!

Morse, 44 Ban Righ, or Bruce ChoOT.l

501 leonard (Annex). Any quoiwn

phone Bruce at 544-7443. G.I r»»'|

yearcard now!

So your missed the last Arts '73 srnol*!

and heard it was a "real pisser"7 NW
you. chance! This Friday at »:00 P " ' I

Ihe union - yearcard W»"Jt
(available at the door) and O"* I

pictured I.D. to be sure that you're w
'73.

NEWMAN'S EXPERT
TAILOR MEN'S SHOP
s madetomeasure &

Suits madeto
to wear
Alteration -all work guar*

also men's furnishings °-

formal rentals.
fl
||oJ

14 Princess St^__54°-

DUPLICATE

BRIDGE

EVERY THURSDAY

7:00 P.M.

at

Mclaughlin room

(Student Union Building)
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by Dick Loney

by Dick Loney

n's strange that one of the

most underground of all rock

roups continues today to have

such a cogent effect on the

Lections of pop music. The

eregate talent of Buffalo

Xngfield was a semi-dor-

mant force that never quite

received popular acclaim.

They were a "group's group"

every rock group that had an

^ r for close harmony and

rich,
unique guitar blends

knew that the Springfield were

imitated but never duplicated.

But with the exception of "For

What It's Worth", and to a

lesser extent, "Bluebird",

their sound remained on the

periphery of the circle of su-

pergroups.

In retrospect, everyone is

quick to chime in and admit

that "they" knew the Spring-

field were where it's at — but

to come right down to it, the

group never quite made it into

universal popularity. Not that

individual talent was lacking —
with Neil Young as lead guitar-

ist, Stephen Stills as 2nd lead

(and writing along with Neil

most of their early stuff), the

quintet was filled with Richie

Furay on rhythm guitar, and

Bruce Palmer on bass, with

Dewey Martin as drummer.
Most of whom are gainfully

employed today and making
contributions to Crosby, Stills,

Nash and Young, or to Poco, or

as we'll see, offering solo l.p.'s

to the rock markets.

Stephen Stills, whose song-
writing talents are up there in
that hallowed ground with John
and Paul, has been at work on
a solo effort for some months
now, and every C.S. N. & Y.
fan in the world is on tenter-
hooks awaiting that one.

Meanwhile two ex-Spring-
fielders have hit the market
with albums that are not of
equal merit, but equally worth
listening to for the Springfield
nostalgia alone. Neil Young
made the scene with Crazy
Horse for some time before
hooking up with Dave Crosby,
Steve Stills, and ex-Hollie Gra-
ham Nash, and now in his

third solo l.p. called "AFTER
THE GOLD RUSH" (Reprise
6383) he's laying down some
pretty sounds once again. Al-

ready one of the songs culled

from this album is receiving
more than ample Top Forty
exposure — it's one of the fin-

est things on the set, called

"Only Love Can Break Your
Heart". Save your coin for the

l.p. and avoid the exasperation
of spending a buck on a single

and getting it on a subsequent
album purchase.

'Till The Morning Comes" is

not only one of the shortest

numbers of GOLD RUSH, but

one of the catchiest melodical-

ly as well. Crazy Horse shines

on songs like "Tell Me Why",
and in particular on the gutsy

"Southern Man". Crazy Horse

is given quite exceptional in-

strumental aid on this album,

with Stephen Stills on guitars

with Neil, and Nils Lofgren
playing a smooth piano over
the bass of Greg Reeves and
Ralph Molina's drumming.
The old Don Gibson coun-

try/pop hit "Oh Lonesome
Me" is given a fresh treatment
by Neil, as he slows it down
and exploits the simple D-to-G-
toA7th chord alignment by
vocally making the harmonic
changes stretch into almost
choir-like progressions.

The very pretty "Birds"
highlights the piano of Lofgren
and the harmonies of the capa-
ble Crazy Horse choral back-
ing. With the up-tempo number
Neil calls "When You Dance I

Can Really Love", the lead line

of the guitar is very reminis-
cent of the Beatle's REVOLV-
ER cut, "She Said, She Said".

But then a tune like "I Believe

In You" is pure Young, with its

neat interspersions of acoustic,

(almost country), picking with

the piano chord structures. The
"Crippled Creek Ferry" closes

the album on a slowed down
Bluegrass note as a departure

from the country and rock

sounds that make this album,
AFTER THE GOLD RUSH the

best by far of the Crazy Horse

offerings to date. Until the new
C.S.N. & Y. live album at Chi-

cago concerts and Fillmore

East dates is released (it's

being mixed by Neil and Steve

just now), we'll at least have

this Neil Young statement.

The other album by ex-

Springfielder Dewey Martin is

perhaps handicapped in not

having a Stills or Lofgren in

the session, but just the same
Dewey recruited some pretty

fair folks to put together the

thing he calls DEWEY MAR-
TIN AND MEDICINE BALL
(UNI 73088). On guitar there is

Bill Darnell; on piano, organ,

guitar and vocals is Pete Brad-

street; and on steel guitar is

Buddy Emmons (who has
helped on the John Sebastian
solo album), the rest of the

personnel, while not distin-

guished "names" do a very
good job.

Dewey of course usually

lists Ottawa as his home base
(as Neil designates Toronto
his, being son of Tely Sports

scribe and hockey biographer
Scott Young), but we who once
infiltrated the smoke-shrouded
billiards emporium in Smiths
Falls knew a kid named Dewey
Midkiff who played drums all

over the place — one of the

weirdest places he was seen
was drumming in front of a gir-

lie strip show at the Central

Canada Exhibition — but may-
be that's where he learned to

play such solid drum backing

for the Springfield, and on this

solo album.
One of the catchiest tunes on

Dewey's release is "The Devil

And Me", with its switches in

tempo as the speeded-up cho-

rus tells that "The devil and
me we both agree, there ain't

no apple and there ain't no ap-

ple tree". Buddy Holly's

"Maybe Baby" is covered here

by Dewey and his group, and
its the type of old rock n' roll

standard that gets lost in the

shuffle when Million Dollar

Weekends draw out the old 78

wax — Holly did more than

"Peggy Sue", and "That'll Be

The Day", and its certainly

nice to hear a group revive one

of his better efforts here.

The pedal fuzz steel guitar of

Buddy Emmons gets a workout

on "Race Me On Down", which

was written by Pete Brad-

street. He's not too fast on this

medium-paced country/rock

tune, but the nomination of

Emmons as "Musketa" gives

one some idea of his skill and

steel guitar virtuosity.

There are two numbers on

the set that were written by the

Kink's Ray Davies, and the one

on side two — "Change" — is

replete with an orchestrated

strings segment that adds a

great deal of class to the

collection. The other Davies

song is "Silent Song Thru The
Land", and it's a ballad offer-

ing that suits Dewey's raw
vocal stylings.

Many of the songs have that

piano flavour of the Band, and

ihe general effect of that

"Cripple Creek" harmony.

Listen to "Right Now Train",

and then play the Band's sec-

ond album again and you'll see

the effect at work.

Music is of course as subjec-

tive as parting your hair, and

you may dislike both Young
and Martin's releases, but if

you have a nostalgic yearning

for a return to the old Buffalo

Springfield magic, these two

albums will ease your journey.

The biggest Trojan camel in the world.
by Chris Redmond

Tradition says that a camel is a horse built by a

committee. (Tradition, or Kipling, also says that a

camel's hump is a punishment for laziness, inflicted

by a djinn; but let that pass.) Certainly, committees

produce some curious amalgams and monsters — a

committee wrote the arts and science degree regula-

tions, and a committee probably writes the Ban Righ

menus. The committee is the democratic alternative

to the efficient, but elitist, statement that the only

way to get anything done right is to do it yourself.

John Fischer has said, correctly, that the average

college professor cannot administer his way out of a

paper bag. Neither, of course, can the average col-

lege student, whose only interest in a paper bag is to

see whether it comes from the LCBO and, if so,

whether it contains a twenty-sixer. It is to fill this

administrative gap that the committee exists, appar-

ently in the belief that when half a dozen uninterested

and incompetent people are put together, they magi-

eally become capable. The product of two negative

numbers is positive . . . that seems to be the idea.

Committees, as everyone knows, and as C. North-

cote Parkinson (of Parkinson's Law) has pointed

ou
', grow like plants, rather than working in logical

Progression like machines. Like triffids, they devour

and encumber men, and their life is subject to its

°wn peculiar laws. Parkinson has pointed out several

of these Notably he has discovered a critical point

at which a committee suddenly grows too large, and

">e three original members pass each other notes

^ying "Lunch with me tomorrow - we'll figure it

out then." A new committee is born.

Parkinson did not attempt to state a limit for this

Process, but it has one nevertheless. The process

continues — nothing whatsoever can stop it - unti

'nere is one committee in existence per individual

Member available. In a university of eight thousand

tl, at is, committees will proliferate willy-nilly until

"•ere are eight thousand of them. Then the process

Will

I should like to demonstrate that this limit has just

°een reached at Queen's University. A technical

Problem prevents me from doing so: in order to pro-

vide statistical proof, 1 would need to set up a Re-

search Committee, and if it is possible to set up an-

other committee, then my thesis is disproved. So

take it on faith that the limit of eight thousand com-

mittees has now been reached. I admit that, without

the technical assistance already mentioned, I cannot

account for all eight thousand; but I can list many of

them, as follows.

One Board of Trustees with six Committees: 7.

One Senate with fifteen committees, each with about

three subcommittees: 61. One University Council

with three committees: 4. One Faculty of Arts and

Science, with four committees, each with about

three subcommittees: 17. Twelve other faculties and

schools, each with at least as many committees; 204.

One AMS, with an outer and inner council and seven

commissions, each having about four committees:

37. One ASUS with an executive and ten committees:

11. Nine other faculty societies with about the same:

99. PHESA and, say, three committees: 4. Four arts

years, each with an executive and five committees:

24. Four science years, six meds years, four com-

merce years, two nursing years, three rehab years,

three law years, three theologv vears, four phys ed

years, all with about the same: 174. Two resi-

dence councils with three committees apiece: 8. Fif-

ty academic departments with three committees

apiece- 200. Thirty DSC's with two committees

apiece: 90. Employees' unions: 2. Thirty clubs, each

with an executive and at least one other committee:

90. Half a dozen divisions of the band: 6. Intercolle-

giate athletic teams: 25. Intramural divisions, twen-

ty-nine, each with half a dozen or more teams: 203.

This makes a conservative total of 1266 commit-

tees all of them meeting at least once a month for at

least two hours. That is 2532 hours of meeting per

720-hour month, or 3% committees meeting all the

time around the clock. But no committee meets

between midnight and 9 a.m., or on Sundays, Satur-

days Friday nights, or (we hope I Monday mornings

;

and there is no allowance for meetings which must

be held during the academic year so people do not

have to stay around in the summer. These parame-

ters force doubling up. to the point that there are

about 15 committees meeting at any given time dur-

ing reasonable hours.

Matters would not be serious if every one of the

eight thousand individuals shared the committee

load equally. As it is, it seems likely that only about

1266, or one per proven committee, sits on any at all,

and if the average committee membership is a pal-

try dozen, that still means every person has twelve

meetings to go to each month — six meeting hours,

minimum, a week. Now assume that the distribution

of meeting times is purely random, which it is, and

that in any five-day week an individual has meals,

classes, dates and other assorted conflicts for 30

weekday daytime hours. Some of his meetings are

bound to conflict with this 30-hour load, which for the

sake of his health may be just as well. It ought to be

possible, given a Research Committee, to calculate

the chances that he will be able to get to any of his

meetings at all. They are actually quite small, but I

do not really feel like trying to produce the precise

figure, especially when so many of the necessary

variables can only be approximated.

Those are the direct effects. Indirect effects are

just as serious — overload on meeting rooms, for

example; nervous strain on coordinators, projection-

ists, manufacturers of gavels ; frustration on the part

of participants' deserted wives and girl friends.

Finally, one begins to wonder where the 1266 cam-
els are which these committees have been building.

Where will they graze, now that the Department of

Landscape Destruction has paved over virtually

every square foot of grass? With the housing short-

age so acute, where are they to be stabled without

depriving Kingston residents of shelter? What will

we use them for? What, indeed, are these commit-
tees doing?

One by one, the answers become evident. The sub-

version is more serious than you thought. All that

lumber is not going for repairs to wooden heads.

That noise of sawing wood is not snoring, as you

thought; wood is really being sawn. Constructive ac-

tion is, indeed, going on in those committee meet-

ings. The 1266 (at least) committees on this campus

are. without the slightest consultation or cooperation

with one another, proceeding at breakneck pace to

build the biggest Trojan camel in the world.
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Women victorious at

basketball and other things
Both Women's Basketball

teams — intermediate and sen-

ior — saw action this weekend

in the Ross Gymnasium and

came out with victories.

In their first game of the

regular season the girls on the

Intermediate team played

against the Macdonald College

team from Montreal and de-

feated them 45-27. At half time

the score was tied 15-15, but

the Queen's team pulled up

their socks and more than dou-

bled the score. Scoring for

Queen's was Dorothy Van Eyk
with 11 points, Lauri Mastron-

ardi with 9 and Camie McNab
with 7. For the Macdonald
team Sandi Phillips and Andre

McGibbon both counted for 7

points each.

The Women's Senior Basket-

ball Team faced the opposition

of a new member in the Wom-
en's Intercollegiate Two-Con-
ference Association — the Sir

George Williams University

team but Queen's was again

the victor, coming out on top

with a score of 74-32 — the

The Women's Intermediate

Volleyball team defeated the

Sir George William's team in

it's first official game played

at Queen's this past weekend
by three games to one. The
Queen's team took the first,

third and fourth game of a 4

game match with scores of 15-

2, 15-2, and 15-9.

Next weekend the Senior

Basketball team goes to Toron-

to to play U. of Toronto and

York in exhibition games.
The Intermediate Basketball

team will be facing opposition

from Loyola at Queen's on Fri-

day night and then will play

McGill in Montreal on Satur-

day.

team's third victory of the sea-

son. The Queen's team proved
to be the faster on the basket-

ball court and effectively used

a man to man press to upset
the Sir George team's offen-

sive moves.
Top scorer for Queen's was

Karen Carson, whose now fa-

miliar "Karen" shots contrib-

uted to her total of 17 points.

Maureen Bouris followed

closely behind with 15 points,

and Diana Toelly added anoth-

er 13.

For the Sir George Williams'

team Allison Mordell was top

scorer with 11 points, followed

by Edina Bayle and Val Pelle-

tier each with 5 points.

The Intermediate Volleyball

team travels to Montreal too,

to play against McGill in Satur-

day.

The Senior Volleyball team
takes part in the Tri-Meet at

Queen's University.

Volleyball

This past weekend the Wom-
en's Senior Volleyball team
competed on a Senior A' invi-

tational meet at the University

of Waterloo. This was a qualifi-

cation meet for the All Ontario

Women's Finals. The first

place team was sponsored by
Toronto Aircraft Appliances
and Electrical Equipment and
the second was The Ukranian
Youth of Toronto. The ten

teams competed in two leagues

and Queen's is not sure of their

standing yet. The Gals won two
of their five matches during

the meet.

Ice Hockey
The ice hockey team faced top

ranking McMaster on their

home ice Saturday. The Mc-

Master girls dealt out a 9-1

defeat to the Queen's team but

most of their scoring was in

the first part of the game. This

was the first season game the

Gals have played and their

only other competition was
against Trent University. This

weekend Queen's will play

Loyola and McGill here on

Friday and Saturday respec-

tively.

Intramurals

Bring your skates back after

Christmas and help support

this sport.

Intramurals

Basketball tuesday, November
24.

7:00 73A vs. 72ACOMA vs.

MCGB
7:30 74Dvs. 73B PHECvs. 72C

8:00 74C vs. PHE C Reh B vs.

72B
8:30 74B vs. PHEB PHEA vs.

MCEA
The finals will be held Thurs-

day, November 26 between
seven and nine p.m. The first

place teams from each league

will compete for the champion-

ship.

Archery

The second half of the intra-

mural archery competition

will be held Tuesday Novem-
ber 24 from seven to nine p.m.

Ringette

There will be no Ringette clin-

ic this week but the final clinic

will be held on Dec. 2. Anyone
who is interested but has been

unable to attend the clinics

should come out and tell the

organizors or phone Debbie
Gilmour at 546-3956. Forty
people are needed to form a

league after Christmas.

Queen's is the first University

to introduce this new sport and

it would be a shame to have to

drop it due to a lack of interest.

Bring your skates back after

and help support this sport.

(continued from p. 12)

Rugger will play once around the conference, as only nine

schools play rugger. They are Queen's. McMaster, Guelph,
Toronto, Waterloo, Trent, Western. Laurentian, and York.
Waterpolo has a triple roundrobin within the Eastern Section
with Toronto and York.

Individual sports are divided into East and West sections,

but the composition of these sections is not known yet, and the

host schools and dates will be decided at the nex' OAA meeting
in January.

Proponents of this league system were, of course. .the weak-
er schools, who say "How can you expect us to get any better

if you don't let us play against you?" There are some meritous
points to this argument, but — there are limits. Ail arguments
to the side, how can one devise a better realignment? Queen's
is going to get pulled down in one way or other. If the Queen's
Athletic Program can put up with this rip-off and still continue
a viable intercollegiate program, then we may yet come out

ahead.

Queen's Karen Carton gees in for a lovely driving shot, (should have

played against Oswego)

Swimming points, PHE 21, Meds 19, N.Sc.

The swim meet held Nov. ninth 15, and MCE 1 point. The indi-

was won by Arts '73 with 72 vidual winners were: Jan
points. Arts '72 earned 40 Neuman (Arts 73) with 21

points, Nancy Grant (Meds)

with 14, Debbie Gibson (Arts

72) with 12, and Sue Brown
(Arts 72) with 11.

Queen's wrestlers off to

slow start etcetera
by Rob Prince

After several weeks of practice the Queen's
wrestling team has come out to meet its oppo-

nents.

By carefully combining the ingredients of

learning, through practice and learning

through actual competition, our wrestlers will

try to capture the OQAA honours late in Feb-
ruary.

On Friday the team travelled to Oswego,
New York State. They listened, learned, tried

and practised the moves that Olympic compe-
tition wrestler Jim Howard had used success-

fully in his matches.
Saturday the Queen's team travelled back

to Kingston and met the Potsdam University

team in our gym. Our boys were rained under
— we lost all our matches. John Hayman, our

lightweight, couldn't handle his opponent.

Similiarly John Harvey had to bow to his rival

by a decision.

There were two fine matches. Danny
Thompson, a Queen's wrestler, showed great

promise as he was moving his match around.

In the second period the Potsdam wrestler

received a jar which really shook him up. The

match was stopped. But the Potsdammer

courageously got up and wished to continue.

He continued in such fine fashion that ne

pinned the Queen's man.
Rob Beamish was outfoxed during his bour

Rob lost by a decision. However he scramble,

aggressively in the first round and for ttia

matter he probably was one of the re

Queen's wrestlers who really moved. In '"^

second round Rob reversed his man but «a

fiercely out manoeuvred and outscored.

The team is thinking much more t°war°

Olympic style rules. Under Olympic rules y

must expose the man's shoulders to the ma

score pointa. If the wrestlers are tied up

the match, the referee blows the whistle, an

starts both wrestlers standing.

These rules encourage the defensive wre

tier to hold his ground, which is what t

Queen's men did on Saturday. But for this10

time in the year they fought under NLft^

rules to please the Americans. Thus they w

penalized for thinking in terms of OlyfW

Rules. .„.„.

Bob Cazes, Mike Divhytie and Gary v
neau also represented Queen's. But we los •
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sports in brief

'°E*w"eks volleyball scores

?a familiar ring: easy vic-

'

s over
Laval, Carleton and

°
rie

, Montreal, and a split
'

°

h with Ottawa U. But the

i"
3

,s a t least made the play-

they travel to Ottawa

%t weekend for the OQAA

Is
with the Gee-Gees and

^western division teams.

The split game with Ottawa

lin.ed some of the best vol-

Jhall ever at- Queen
'

s
-
The

hels f°uSht off six game

ints in the first Same as they

me back from 9-14 to tie at 14

oniy to lose 16-14. The sec-

ond game was a runaway; 15-4

;or
the Gaels.

First Meet

Queen s 1970-71 gymnastics

•jam will make its debut here

Saturday,
hosting the annual

Queen's Invitational Meet.

Competing schools will be Ot-

lj ff
a. Y°rk .

Tren t. Toronto,

KMC and Queen's. York is

expected to have a very strong

team, while Queen's will field

several strong individuals.

In women's gymnastics,

Vivian Simonton of Queen's

placed 3rd all round in the jun-

ior division of the U. of Ottawa

,eet last weekend. Her best

single event was a second

place in the floor exercise:

Anne Barrett of Queen's was
Ith in this event.

Potsdam Dumps Queens

Swimming and Wrestling

In dual meets this weekend,

[he swimming and wrestling

Queen's at McGill (JV game
also)

These two games will likely

show the trends for the 1970-71

Basketball Gaels.

Volleyball

Saturday. Nov. 28 — Queen's at

Ottawa — OQAA Finals

This weekend the 2nd place fin-

ishers of the East will meet the

Western winners in the OQAA
Finals held at Ottawa U.

Hockey

.

Friday, Nov. 27 at 8 p.m. —
Queen's at McGill
Saturday, Nov. 28 at 2 p.m. —
Ryerson at Queen's

The hockey Gaels can improve
on their .500 percentage- in

league play by a win over Mc-
Gill Friday night.

Waterpolo

Saturday. Nov. 28 — Tourna-
ment at Queen's

Queen's will try to rebound
from losses to McGill and To-

ronto last weekend.

Squash

Saturday, Nov. 28

at Queen's

Ryerson

Wrestling

Saturday, Nov. 28 — Ryerson
at Queen's

teams of Potsdam University
trounced both their Queen's
counterparts. In the pool, it

was Potsdam 75, Queen's 37;

on the mats, Potsdam 37,

Queen's 0.

For the swim team, the

Queen's team of Paul Lucas,

Rob Herman, Chris Offierski

and George Craig took the 400

medley relay, with Herman
also taking first in the 100

freestyle and Lucas first in the

200 backstroke. Doug Noakes
won the 200 breast stroke with

Craig second, and Stu Camp-
bell took second behind Her-

man in the freestyle.

Queen's wrestlers were
hampered both by a tiring

scrimmage against Oswego on
Friday night, and by having to

fight according the NCAA
rules. This weekend they will

host Ryerson in a dual meet
Saturday afternoon.

This Week in Sports —
at Queens

Basketball

Wednesday, November 25 at 8:

15 p.m. — Queen's vs. Simon
Fraser
Friday, November 27th —

We're caught with too much Merchandise

SURPLUS STOCK

LIQUIDATION
Entire Stock on Sale

Coats - Suits - Dresses - Sportswear.

DORETA APPAREL SHOPS
2 Locations at Downtown and Kingston Shopping Centre

GRAD FALL BALL
THURS. DEC. 3RD.

AUSTRIAN CLUB

8:00 p.m. - Free Sherry Party

10:00 p.m. - Dinner

Band - Music Makers

Drinks - 50c

TICKETS - $10.00 per couple, from

Bob Buchan - Room 102A, Gym.

ALAN KUTTNER - Grad. House

Geoff Hudson - Miller Hall, Room 100B

OR AT T.G.I. F.

6.S.S.

SOCIAL WELFARE

KINGSTON
Interviews With

N. DREW

pETER BURBIDGE

stella buck

"wis christe

robertpyke

Alderman meister

"ev. klassen

Betty deroches

s0b8y spark

j£sse morris

REGIONAL ADMINIST-
RATOR FOR ONTARIO
SUPERVISOR VOCAT-
IONAL REHABILITATION
ADMINISTRATOR SOC-

IAL SERVICES IN KINGSTON
LAW PROFESSOR AT

QUEEN'S
ACTING HEAD OF SOC-

IOLOGY AT QUEEN'S
CHAIRMAN OF KING—
STONS SOCIAL SERV-

ICES COMMITTEE
CHAIRMAN OF KING-

STON SOCIAL PLANNING

COUNCIL
THE SINGLE PARENT
FAMILY ON WELFARE
THE SINGLE PARENT
FAMILY - ANOTHER
VIEW
OLDER PEOPLE ON
WELFARE

in I5SUES tt7
u ,abieat

nonesuch book sellers

LEE

FASTBACK

FLARE
Lee s exclusive Fastback" styling is

learned with the contemporary Mare

Innk In in.iko DffiitiflR pnnK th.il art;

j must lor t ho young man ol lashion

LeePresf for no-iron neatness.

Many colors, patterns and fabrics

Downtown at 109 Princess St.

Uptown at the Shopping Centre
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Gaels bad in opener:

Simon Fraser tomorrow
In an unimpressive opening

performance at Queen's, the

basketball Gaels went down 69-

60 to Oswego State University

of New York. The Gaels fell

behind 8-1 at the start of the

game, and never caught up.

The deficit was twice nar-

rowed to one point, but the half

time score was 36-29, and Os-

wego hung on for the nine point

victory.

Oswego's Larry Miller sunk

nineteen for the winners, but

the crowd (which varied be-

tween 1000 and 700 according to

the progress of the hockey
game) was most impressed

with the passing of Mai Dun-

can, Oswego's version of Cal-

vin Murphy, and who fooled

everybody in the gym with one

sensational behind the back

pass to set up a fast break. In

something which has become a

standard team joke. Ron
Walsh, the Gaels captain, sev-

eral times hit the hands of the

other Gaels with rather unex-

pected passes: in fact some of

them bounced right off.

For Queen's. Ron Walsh led

all scorers with 20 points,

while Brian MacKenzie had

fourteen and Andy Daugulis

nine. Queen's shot a mediocre
32%. from the floor, and 20 of 26

from the foul line. The Gaels
continue to be bothered by a

string of injuries. Bob Wright's

ankle has been slow in healing

and he did not dress last Satur-

day; Brian MacKenzie broke a

finger on his left hand in prac-

tice last week, and Peter Gor-

don has had a recurrent ankle

sprain.

The Simon Fraser game at

the Bartlett Gym Wednesday
night will probably have the

biggest crowd ever to watch a

basketball game at Queen's.

The Gaels will really be up for

this one: although Simon Fras-

er should win handily, they will

have a tougher battle than they

expect.

Friday night, Queen's will

meet the McGill Redmen at

McGill in a game that will be

broadcasted in Kingston by

CFRC. Last year's game at Queen's J. V.'s will also go with

McGill ended in a 98-97 defeat the Gaels on this trip: last year

for the Gaels, spoiling their they handed McGill J. V.'s a

undefeated regular season, convincing 45 point defeat.

0.Q.A.A1I.P.
by Neil Longhurst

There are ten very satisfied schools after the OQAA Athletic

Directors meeting last week. There are also two rather upset

schools — Queen's and Toronto — for the gates to the presti-

gious OQAA conference have finally crumbled with the demise

of the McGill athletic program.

Next year, Queen's Golden Gaels will be thrown in with such

traditional powers as Laurentian and York, not to mention

Ottawa and Carleton. The only redeeming feature about the

new schedule is the retention of the home-and-home series

with Toronto; at least we have a Tor cnlo weekend.

Queen's will also play home and home in football against

Carleton, and will play single games against Ottawa, York,

and Laurentian, plus a yet-unknown Western section school,

probably Waterloo Lutheran. The winners of each of the four

three-team groupings will then play a semi-final and a final,

the winner of which will have earned the right to go to one of

the semi-final bowl games.
To complete this schedule, the Ontario Athletic Conference

winner will have to play twelve games. This will mean start-

ing September 11th, before most people are even back at

school, and playing every weekend until November 20th — plus

amid-week game somewhere along the line. Sounds like a

piece of shit ? You're right! But listen up, sports fans. . The
OAA now has twelve teams, of which a certain percentage are

not good football schools. But the best of this league may then

have the dubious honour of competing in a semi-final bowl
with the winner of the Quebec conference — Bishops, Loyola,

RMC, CMR, Montreal. Sir George Williams, Rimouski, Ri-

viere du Loup, and God knows who else.

But wait. If McGill can somehow scrape together enough
money to have a football team next year, we can put off this

evil for one more year by retaining the past schedule. The final

decision will be known December 20th.

The outlook in the other sports is slightly better. The hockey
team is in a division with Toronto, Carleton, Ottawa, Luther-
an, York, Trent and Ryerson, with whom they will play home-
and-home series, plus they will play single games against the

schools of the Western Division. The soccer Gaels will play
home-and-home with Ottawa, Carleton, and Trent, and then
there will be a semi-final playoff with the Central division
winner and a final against the Western Division winner.

Basketball still doesn't get to play Waterloo. Western, Mac,
or Windsor, but at least they play Toronto. The other teams in

the Eastern Division basketball are Ottawa, Carleton, Lauren-
tian, York, Trent, and Ryerson. In the ear again,

(continued on p. 10)

Goals Ron Walsh looks somewhat harassed as he waits (and waits) Ik

some breaking teammates. Too bad about the game. Those new uniform*
|

looked so nice.

a bad split

Queen's goalie tenders a toe at the loose puck while
the Gaels defense prepares to clear, all against U de

M on Friday. Next action will be Friday when the
Gaels go to Montreal to take on McGill.

by Greg Thompson
The hockey Gaels split over

the weekend but they split the

wrong way losing their league

game to University of Mon-
treal 4-3 in a rather dull close

checking contest while beating

Oswego State University 3-1 in

a rough house exhibition affair.

The Gaels didn't put in a full

effort Friday night in my esti-

mation and therefore lost to a

somewhat inferior team.
Queen's went ahead 1-0 in

the first period when Douglas
scored during a scramble in

front of the net. Unfortunately

it was the only one he put in out

of several opportunities during

the night. The Gaels had nu-

merous chances during the

first period while U. of M. was
completely ineffective, taking

most of their shots from out-

side the blue line and having
many rushes terminated by
offsides. Jacques Blais was
shadowning Mott. and contin-

ued to do so quite effectively

for the entire game. This is

something we are sure to see

more of during the season; the

rest of the team will have to

lake up the offensive slack.

Early in the second period

Fields made an excellent move

to avoid a poke check then ri-

fled a low drive into the net for
|

Queen's second goal while U.

of M. were a man short. Tne

second period started a lit"'

faster but soon slowed to firs'

period proportions. Montreal

first goal resulted from faulty I

clearing and their second goal
I

came from a seemingly wea*
}

shot from the point but Doug-

las was partially screened. l»

Gaels went ahead 3-2 near U»

end of the period when Pete

Kennedy finally passed an

Stan Gait banged the puck pas

Luc St. Jean. , *i

In the final period U. o' ,'

.

scored two unanswered g°

to win the game. The U. "t

|

goalie came up with some 6

saves to help keep the Gae s
.

.

the scoreboard. The Gaels <

about seven minutes to t^ .

0,t
I

gain a tie but a penalty to l I

followed closely by a

resulting from a rather iai

and untimely move by o

Wiekham secured the vici

forU. ofM.
iJlVe

<ll

I thought Dave Field pw
y

a good game and that d

Kindon put in an improv' 1
1

^

formance. Let's hope "
t

just a bad game for our

or it could be a long season



Association of Meds students

collapses, may be replaced

by Douglas Gibson

CAMS is dead. The Canadian

.^ociation of Medical Stu-

l„ts was dissolved on Novem-

h r 21 by the CAMS Executive

remittee in view of a severe

lack of funds and a more se-

vere frustration based on its

inadequacy. Difficulty in rais-

'« funds for the various

Committee meetings and in

nroviding services cheaply on

a
nationwide basis have forced

CAMS out of existence.

In the Conference, however,

we have produced a viable and

effective alternative. The 5

Ontario medical schools will

shortly submit proposals to the

Ontario Medical Association

towards the establishment of

an Ontario Association of Med-

ical Students. The CMA has

indicated that such a body

would be given the rights to

hold meetings and to partici-

pate in the reasonable OMA
insurance scheme. As mem-
bers of the provincial body, we

would be associate members of

the OMA and therefore of the
CMA. The CMA has agreed to a
loose national association of
medical students whose meet-
ings would be called by the
students and financed by the
CMA. They have agreed that
we would have autonomy of
expression. They ha' further
agreed to finance a s ;retariat
for this organization in Ottawa
to handle our correspondence
and to provide the CMA Jour-
nal to 3rd and 4th year stu-
dents. What's the catch? As
associates of the CMA we can't
expect as much autonomy —
we can however, rely on funds
for discussions of medical edu-
cation, family practice, abor-
tion or pollution and should a
national medical student voice
be required in some issue, it

would be available. These
plans are tentative, but if the
OMA agrees to an autonomous
student organization working
within its framework, they
should be finalized by Febru-
ary.

Students to drive drinkers

home New Year's Eve Who the hetl was bitching about the RAIN?

by Brian Yealland

Each year on New Year's

Eve, we engage in a wide-

spread tribal ritual. Most of it

is good harmless fun. The
noisemakers, hats and Auld

Lang Syne are examples of this

and there is even the New
Year's Resolution which, if

seldom realized, at least has

good intentions.

However, there is a problem
with New Year's Eve, and the

External Affairs Commission
of the A. M.S. has set up a pro-

gram in order to deal with it.

We will be operating a "Drive-
U-Home Service", to help peo-
ple get home safely.

This is a non-profit service
and will be run by volunteers
using their own vehicles. We
will hold a non-alcoholic party

(nothing against drinking but it

would be advantageous for us

all to be sober) and people will

go out in couples to drive peo-

ple home as the calls come in.

We will be available all night

long New Year's Eve.

So if you are having a party

or going to one, post our num-
ber by your phone or take it

with you to your party and use

it rather than take chances.

Phone 542-8546

If you are interested in par-

ticipating in this project, call

542-8546. We plan to have an

equal number of guys and girls

involved so that the social as-

pect of the evening will be en-

joyable. If people volunteer in

couples it would help.

The A. M.S. and the City

Council have each donated $40.

so your gas will be paid for.
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Meds Complex hassle resolved
The question of how much

land the Medical Science Com-
plex will have for its use was

finally resolved at the City

Council meeting last Monday,
with the University getting its

wishes.

The original problem blew

up when the Council passed an

amendment to the Official

Plan on Oct. 9 which limited

the Complex to the land north

of the property lines of houses

on the north side of King St.

between Alfred and Lower
University. In a somewhat
confused discussion, in which

Alerman Vosper found him-

self voting against his own
motion, this amendment was
rescinded, and it was decided

that the Complex could make
use of the land now occupied b

houses on the north side of

King St. when it found that this

land is essential Alderman
Meister, in presenting his op-

position to the change, noted

that it could be said that

Queen's and the City of Kings-

ton were married, and that at

times he felt like an unwilling

bride but was sure that the

marriage had already been
consummated.

Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee

30 years of singing about the 'real people'
by Paul Burke

Sonny and Brownie should
Prove to be a substantial and
well-needed change of pace for
the Queen's music scene. They
nave been playing folk blues on

the circuit together for over 30

years. These two grizzled ne-

groes, hailing from the deep

south, are getting on for 60

years old. They are an amazing

pair: one is blind, the other

lame, but as Sonny says: "We

couldn't keep on travelling like

this if we didn't like singing the

blues so much.

"

Their songs, about whiskey,

women, chain gangs, jail,

money (and the lack of it) are

composed from their own
experiences. Their style is de-

rived mainly from the gospel

songs, jazz and folk music they

knew in their childhood. "Son-

ny's virtuoso harmonica,

breaking into jigs or mournful

railway hoots, and his aban-

doned whoops and cries, blend

with Brownie's rhythmic gui-

tar and lighter voice to pro-

duce a magnetically lively kind

of blues". (M. Landsberg.

Globe and Mail. 1963).

But enough of analysis, let

Brownie talk:

"When you have been doing

the same things for thirty

years, not many things bother

you. We've merely substantiat-

ed things we have been doing

all this time. We've been play-

ing them longer, but liking

them better all the time.

"You could write down and

read our music, but you

couldn't play it. Not everyone

can play the blues. They are a

true story and sometimes I get

so involved I break down and

cry, but I don't like doing that.

"But I don't mind the young-

er singers changing our stuff.

There is no harm in using elec-

trified guitars — people have

to keep up with time. Our mu-
sic is for the people to use, if

they know how to use it.

"They have to follow some-

body and I don't mind them fol-

lowing me. But do they know
what we are doing? Do they

understand our rhythm? Do
they know the blues stories?

"Although they use our mus-

ical form for their rhythm and

blues, their content is much
different. Things have changed

and the younger kids don't

know what it is like to pick cot-

tonand chop corn."

"We just sing about the real

people. People can talk to us.

We don't wear no white col-

lars."

"Some people think a song

has to be 300 years old before

its a folk song. Man, I'll be

dead a long time before I'm a

folk."

"Most blues melodies don't

vary too much; its all the same

basic 12-bar progression. But
the words I sing have got to tell

about something I've experi-

enced."

Their concerts depend on the

nature of the audience. Brown-

ie again: "We never plan what
we're going to sing. That would

be dead. We feel how the audi-

ence is reacting, we watch real

close and we sing for them. If

we don't have them on our

side, we win them over."

Sonny and Brownie will be

singing in Grant Hall, Friday,

December 4 at 8:30 p.m. If the

people there get into the swing

of the music, they might play

all night. To keep it all infor-

mal no chairs will be placed on

the floor of the hall, so bring

something comfy to sit on and

meet the blues at its gutsy

best. This won't be an artifi-

cial, "entertaining" evening —
nor will it be depressingly seri-

ous or self-pitying — just real

Ufe.

Sonny and Brownie are just

back from a tour in Europe.
Welcome them!

!

Tickets $2.00 at the Division of

Concerts in the Theology
Building.
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YOUR QUESTIONS ON

ABORTION
1. How quickly can arrangements be

started 1

2. How promptly can surgery be
scheduled?"

3. What are the qualifications of

the surgeons?

4. Where will the abortion be per-

formed?

5 Will it be painful?

6. What abortion procedures are

commonly used at different

stages of pregnancy?

7 How much will it cost?

8. Are there residency requirements?

9. What is New York's legal age for

abortion?

10. When would I need parental con-

sent?

11 Is a professional aborlion service

taboo or does it perform legiti-

mate services?

12 How much does a referral cost?

CAN ONLY BE FULLY
ANSWERED BY

PROFESSIONALS
First three answers: 1. Immedi-
ately 2. Within 24 hours 3. Quali-

fied gynecologists or specially

trained surgeons. For more an-

swers, speak to a nurse, social

worker or psychologist at Pro-

fessional Scheduling Service.

(212) 490-3600
24 HOURS/365 DAYS

PROFESSIONAL
SCHEDULING SERVICE, Inc.

545 Fifth Avinue, New York City 10017

War Measures Act used as a political tool

by Mary O'Rourke

The War Measures Act came
under fire in a panel discussion

on the Quebec situation, Mon-

day night. Gerald Godin, asso-

ciate editor of the radical Mon-

treal newspaper, "Quebec
Presse", and Marie-Claire

Pommez, a sociologist from
the University of Montreal,

represented the Quebec view-

point, James Laxer, a Queen's

PIMPLES
Ugly skin blemishes on (ace or body.

Eczema, Pimples. Red Scaly Itching

Skin and Athlete's Foot are quickly

relieved by NIXODERM. Antiseptic

action heals, helps make skin softer,

smoother, clearer, Ask your druggist

for NIXODERM ointment and soap.

Help clean, clear and revitalize your
skin. Look better fast.

OPTICAL

FflONItNAC MALI.
300 BATH ROAD. HIGHWAY 33

KINGSTON, ONTARIO • 546-7423

MOW. TO FRI. 10 A.M. io 10 P.M.

THE A.S.U.S. PRESENTS

SONNY TERRY
and

BROWNIE McGHEE

FRIDAY DEC. 4, 8:30 P.M.

GRANT HALL

Take a break, see some of the greatest artists of all

time.

Bring something to squat on and gather around.

TICKETS $2.00, on sale at the Division of Concerts

(Theology building), and at the door.

lecturer in History, made up

the panel chaired by Pat
Smart.

Godin, speaking first, out-

lined Jean Drapeau, Bourassa,

and Trudeau's roles in the act's

implementation. Drapeau, he

said, used the act to his advan-

tage in the municipal elections

held October 25, nine days af-

ter it came into effect. His

first real opposition, a citizen's

group called the Front d'-

Action Politizue, (FRAP), was
considerably weakened when
organizers and two FRAP can-

didates were arrested under

the WMA. No FLQ members
were arrested, according to

Mr. Godin, but much informa-

tion on radical members was
made available to police

through use of the WMA.
Furthermore, Trudeau used

the act in an attempt to win
favour with English Canada, as

well as to calm Premier Bour-

assa who was allegedly in-

St. James' Church

(Union and Barrie Streets)

ADVENT SUNDAY
9:00 a.m. - Holy Communion
11:00 a.m. - White Gift Ser-

vice

7:30 p.m. - Evening Prayer

All are welcome

PANGNIRTUNG
OOLASEE AKCKLUKVUK
IS A WEAVER
SO IS PEEA NOWLALIK
AND MEEKA ANGNAKAK.
AND VERY GOOD WEAVERS
THEY ARE TOO ..',..

THEY LIVE IN PAGNIR-
TUNG, N.W.T. AND THEY
ARE THE FIRST ESKIMOS
TO BE TAUGHT WEAVING
BY EXPERTS FROM KA-
REN BULOW WEAVERS IN

MONTREAL. THEIR WORK
HAS JUST ARRIVED AND
IS ON DISPLAY AT

)OMUS H

in turn diversifies and resultsformed by Drapeau that his

name was first on one of the

FLQ's victim lists, seized un-

der the act. Godin said Tru-

deau felt he was doing some-

thing "impressive" in institut-

ing the War Measures Act.

Laxer suggested that apart

from immediate pressure put

on Trudeau, the WMA was sig-

nificant in the larger context of

Canadian nationalism. He said

the act was used to defuse

Quebec as a threat to Canadian

unity, to put Quebec dissenters

in their place, and to label any-

one speaking out against the

government as "terrorists".

The' actual problem, said Lax-

er, lies in the fact that Canada
is really two nations, with Eng-

lish and French played off

against one another.

Conditions, particularly

economic, in French Canada
give rise naturally to a growing

nationalist movement, which

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••M*

in the appearance of terrorist
groups. Laxer stated that th
unity of Canada is a facade

6

there are many real problems
including economic ones, the
threat of Americanization
housing problems and uner^
ployment. Such social reali!

ties, created in an atmosphere
of fear, endorse the one partv
government in Montreal.

Miss Pommez concluded
saying that an effort should be
made in English Canada

to

understand what Trudeau
i s

really doing under the name of

federalism: he is selling the

country to the financial bour-

geoisie, not to the people
Quebec, however, shows will-

ingness to change. Things have

to change, she said, and this is

what Trudeau is hiding. The
people in revolt are not terror-

ist, but working class: their

fight is a fight that should go on

over the world.

BOO H00 WANTS

Y0U1
FOR SNOWBALL 71

VARIETY NIGHT

FOR ANYONE WISHING TO PARTICIPATE IN

THE BIGGEST VARIETY SHOW ON CAMPUS,

AUDITIONS WILL BE HELD ON THURSDAY
DEC. 3, at 7:00 P.M. IN JEFFREY HALL
ROOM 127. HERE'S YOUR CH ANCE TO SHOW
YOUR TALENTS TO THE WORLD.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CALL SANDY TAYLOR 546-0810
OR GRANT HUTCHINSON 544-7602

Representatives of

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
OF CANADA, LIMITED

will visit the university to discuss career opportunities

at Copper Cliff and Port Colborne, Ontario, and

Thompson, Manitoba. Positions will be of interest to

graduating and post-graduate students in

ENGINEERING mining metallurgical chemical

electrical mechanical civil

CHEMISTRY, GEOLOGY and GEOPHYSICS

Also, interviews for Summer Employment will be held

with Geology and Geophysics students in 3rd, 4th and

post-graduate years.

December 1st, 2nd and 3rd
We invite you to arrange an interview through your

university placement office.

INTERNATIONAL NICKEL
The Internationa! Nickel Company of Canada, Limited
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Sensitivity training-developing human potential
by George Stinson

Most people in the North

American continent have by

„ow heard something of senso-

rV
awakening, T-groups, or

encounter therapy, be it

through Time magazine,

friends, "Bob and Carol and

Ted and Alice", or personal

experience.

These groups, therapeutic

exercises and meditative re-

treats have come to be assem-

bled, in recent years, under the

title of the human potentials

movement. This movement is

concerned with finding real

answers to the big questions —
what is this creature, man, and

what is he capable of becoming

as a human being? In group
settings under experienced
leadership, people are con-
fronting these questions per-
sonally, and are learning and
growing as a result of these
experiences.

Sensitivity training groups
(T-groups) are lab sessions
providing an opportunity for
people to explore ways of inter-

acting with others that they
might not attempt ordinarily.
The T-group is composed of a
trainer (leader) and a maxi-
mum of twelve other people
who examine the interpersonal
relationships that develop in

the group. Such examination
and experimentation in rela-

Sensitivity Training

Workshop

Jan.6to8 Camp lawah

4 groups-

10 people each

Apply AMS office by Dec. 4

AMEY'S
TAXI

546-1111

Export'A"

APPLICATIONS
FOR

CHIEF CONSTABLE

- APPLY TO THE AMS OFFICE NO LATER THAN
5:00 P.M. TUESDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1970.

tionships facilitates expanding
awareness, and exhilarates the
feeling of being alive.

In sensitivity training
groups, the people relate to
each other very honestly, open-
ly and sincerely. The members
of the group force each other to

say what they really feel, to

get to the roots of their experi-
ences, and to confront one an-
other. When people truly en-
counter each other with no
barriers or feelings of shame,
then real human interaction
takes place. Such intimate con-

tact frees people, and gives
them a confidence and a joy
that they belong and are loved.

Once free, in this respect, peo-

ple discover new aspects of

their personality that previous-

ly they had never actualized.

Creativity, spontaneity and
deep emotion are often real-

ized.

The human potentials move-
ment is an outgrowth of the

general existential movement
of the western world and the

slow infiltration into our cul-

ture of eastern thought and

experience. There is an em-
phasis on living in the here and

now and a seemingly paradoxi-

cal belief of coming to grips

with your being by allowing it

to be. The cliches that say man
has lost contact with himself,

that life is meaningless, are

very real to many people.

Many can only see themselves

and others as economic com-
modities, as tools, and have no

concept of man as an organic

whole.

Under the conditions of trust

that may be found in such a

group, many people have come
to realize that their neighbours

are just as humanly uncertain

as they are, and in the act of

sharing these subjective

experiences, they have found a

reality in life that is an affir-

mation in itself.

Sensitivity training, the say-

ing goes, is designed to make
good people better, and not to

help mixed up people. There is

real truth in the statement, for

the personal demands placed

on participants are emotional-

ly trying, and the psychologi-

cally disturbed person may be

unable to cope. Precautions

are taken to assure that partic-

ipants are stable enough to

benefit from the group experi-

ence, rather than having their

egos shattered.

And how is this relevant to

you? The AMS Education
Commission is helping to spon-

sor several groups for students

during the Christmas holidays.

Experienced leaders have been

enlisted, and on January 6-8,

1971. a retreat for 40 people

will be held at Camp lawah.
Interested people should apply

to the AMS office before De-

cember 4.

Colonel Harland Sanders

says get

Kentucky

fried Chlcfon?
THREE LOCATIONS IN KINGSTON

•BATH ROAD AT LASALLE PARK
•PRINCESS STREET ONE MILE
WEST OF THE CIRCLE
(RESTAURANT TOO-LICENSEDI
•MONTREAL STREET

-

NORTH_OFPR_INCESS

FOR TAKEOUT NEAREST TO
QUEEN'S DIAL 542-2773

MONTREAL STREET STORE

MSTIMVZ
BESTAURAITS

LICENSED
OF COURSE

PRINCESS WEST
OF THE CIRCLE

r

MAKE HER HOLIDAYS BRIGHT

WITH A WHITE CHRISTMAS DIAMOND

Come snow or come sun, the certain

way to a bright Christmas is a gleaming

diamond gift and it needn't cost a fortune,

A ring, pin, necklace will cleam wilh icy fire.

And burn bright for all the Christmases to come.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 PRINCESS STREET,

KINGSTON. ONTARIO
CANADA

GOBLIN

If that Halloween mask
happens to reflect the way you
feel, the reason might be as

simple as the wrong sanitary

protection. Maybe you're just

suffering from a case of an un-

comfortable sanitary pad and

belt.

The remedy is a simple one:

internally worn Tampax tam-

pons. They can't give you that

ugly feeling because, very
simply, you can't feel fffifjrn

you're wearing them. fflJflS

And they don't show. LLUIIJ

In fact, there's nothing WSSm

to cause you discomfort or em-

barrassment. No matter what

your costume is.

Tampax tampons are easy

to carry in your pocket or purse.

Easy to use. Easy to dispose of.

And very easy to get used to.

TAMPONS ARE
M TAMPAX CORPORATION
BARRIE. ONTARIO
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Patient

Communication

R£DBB

Superman, here we come
by Pierre Leichner

Ever since the first baboon,

primates have always aimed at

improving their lots. The gen-

eration of our parents fought

two world wars to give us this

system of semi-democracy.
Because of them most of us are

fortunate enough never to have

seen the atrocities of war. Our
frames of reference as to what
is good living are of course
shifted a step ahead, so to

speak. It is within this very
simple evolutionary step that

lie all the gaps and problems.

As the number of students
increase, more and more
youths renounce prejudice and
hate. This tendency for unsel-

fishness and for denial of mate-
rial possessions outside the

framework of the church is

completely strange and not

understandable according to

the frames of reference by
which our parent's generation

was programmed.

The hope for peace lies in

our hands, not by preventing an
inevitable gap between us and
our children but by accepting
Mr lack of comprehension of

the coming ways of life without

frustration.

SUPERMAN, here we come.

Doctor-patient (or nurse-

patient) communication in

the hospital setting involves

both cognition (logical

thought) and affect

(emotional feeling states).

Each of these can be trans-

mitted either verbally, or

non-verbally (e.g. facial ex-

pression). Lack of what they

consider "adequate" commu-
nication with therapeutic

personnel is a common and
universal complaint of hospi-

talized patients. They desire

communication both as a

means of obtaining informa-

tion, and as a source of inter-

personal contact.

A number of obstacles to

effective communication ex-

ist. One of these has roots in

the intrinsic organization of

the hospital itself, i.e. the

modern hospital may not be
structured to meet the pa-

tient's need for communica-
tion. The patient is the core of

the therapeutic process yet
he may be formally excluded
from communication chan-
nels. The necessary action-

oriented goals of physical

care and cure of the patient

may obscure the physicians

perception of the patient's

psychological and social need

for communication. Many
doctors are aware of, and
accordingly nurture, this

need; however, some others

are prone to overlook it.

Staff may, of course, argue
that release of pertinent in-

formation to the patient may
cause emotional stress which
could modify care and cure
not for the better. This meth-
od of reasoning is, in some
cases, justified. However, it

must be remembered that a

degree of anxiety concerning

Steve Rose — LNS

by Kent McKinnon

the nature and extent of his
illness is normal for any pa .

tient. Since fear of the un-
known is most times greater
than fear of the known it i s

not uncommon that lack of

reliable information about his

situation causes the patient's

anxiety to increase. It is not

easy to 'trick' someone who is

acutely aware of his own
well-being into thinking that
his sickness is mild when, in

fact, it is severe. Increased
patient self-concern vastly

facilitates his perception of

unconscious cues transmitted
by doctors and nurses in their

'masking' efforts to hide seri-

ous or incurable diseases.

This power of the patient is

most times understandably
underrated by physicians; the

patient asks "What are they

hiding?" and his fears multi-

ply. Generally, when patients

secure a reasonable explana-

tion of their illness their ten-

sion decreases and they are

better able to make a more
realistic and rational apprais-

al of their situation.

A further cause for reti-

cence involves the social dis-

tance existing between many
patients and the doctor. The

physician occupies an exalted

position in society as well as

in the hospital. Consequently,

although patients respect and

admire them, they are also

sometimes afraid of them.

This awe, unfortunately, can

restrict the patient's ability

to be an effective participant

in the communication pro-

cess. A typical patient com-

ment: "I had lots of questions

I wanted to ask the doc when

he came in to see me but

.... I was so scared of him I

just couldn't get them out".

Effective communication

between patient and the med-

ical professional can also be

subverted when the physician

takes words at face value,

failing to note the non-verbal

cues which the patient is pro-

jecting. Many times non-ver-

bal communication on the

affective (emotional) level

may supercede any validity

given by verbal communica-

tion on the gocnitive (logical)

level.

A further barrier to com-

munication involves semantic

difficulties. Physicians may

offer explanations, even sim-

ple ones, to some patients but

still the message does not ge

through because of patien

confusion with meanings 0

medical terms and medical

vocabulary in general. A

study done at one hospiW

gathered patient's definitions

of 50 frequently used medical

words (e.g. abdomen, gerrnb
'

intern, nerve). Of the 6,2b"

responses only 57.7% were

judged adequate for effective

clinical communication. A

an example, the simple tern

"germs" was variously de

fined as "dirt; cells not fun£

tioning; something in "'

body; something bad; thing-1

you can't hardly see: vai-

mints that grow in the stom

ach"!
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Let us refute the Queen's Entertainment Agency
by Norm Fritz

Science Formal Convenor

faood old fashioned person-

opinion cleverly disguised as

nbiased news report pitted

tions such as ours, from being
taken advantage of by agents
and entertainers themselves,
with whom we deal.

As stated in the JOURNAL

times of the shows, before
writing the contracts. Ray-
mont also stated that Bill Rell

and I failed to have the money
to pay Chuck Berry at 7:30 pm.
But, Bill Bell was there at 6:00
pm., the expected time of
Berry's arrival.

This confusion was created
by the lack of communications
between the Science Formal
Committee and the QEA. Since
the QEA has the MONOPOLY
for handling entertainers' con-
tracts on campus, I hold them
responsible for the confusion

concert fees, plus a potential of also failed to point out that the that evening. Because the con-

S900 lost on the Poor Man's Guess Who's contract did not tracts were so poorly made up

Formal, due to poor manage- start until 8:00 pm., which

lent lack of efficiency, and a made our starting time of 7:00

lack of professionalism on its pm. physically impossible. At
'

t
this point I might add that at no

The QEA was formed with time did Peter Raymont or

the sole purpose of preventing anyone else from the QEA con-

rhris Redmond
and the AMS on Tuesday, the problem with

„ainst the Engineering Soci- the Chuck Berry-Guess Who

,v and the Science Formal concert arose because of the

'rommittee, in Nov. 24 JOUR- starting time of the concert,

r.. , Peter Raymont cleverly point-

In this article I challenge the ed out that Chuck Berry was

oEA to refute any of my fol- not to start his show until 8:00

Ling points. Pm,., but he failed to point out

It is my contention that the that Berry was due in Kingston

;0st the Science Formal for a rehearsal at 6:00 pm.,

ittee $800 in additional according to his contract. He
QEA <

Comm

and both groups were to start

at 8:00 pm., my "last minute
decision", as quoted by Ray-

mont in the JOURNAL, was
made out of necessity due to

the QEA's inefficiency. It

should also be noted that it is

impossible to fit two, two hour

concerts, plus a one hour
change-over break into a four

hour contract, such as the one

supplied by the QEA.
These initial delays and con-

fusion caused Berry to have to

play the second show after his

contract time had expired,

thus costing the Science For-

mal Committee an additional

$800.

My next point concerning the

loss of potential revenue
amounting to $900 at the Poor
Man's Formal, Nov. 6, con-

cerns the head of the QEA,

groups and student organiza- suit us concerning the starting Liberation quotes

CHARLATANS

from Liberation News Service

Numbers for thought

There are over three million

craters in South Vietnam
caused by American 750 pound
bombs. The craters measure 45

feet in diameter by 30 feet

deep. A little math reveals that

that's a 30 foot deep hole of

approximately 520 square

miles of area.

In the past four years, ten

million gallons of herbicides

and defoliants have been

sprayed over Vietnam. The
National Cancer Institute indi-

cates that some of these may
cause serious birth defects.

The South Vietnamese press

has recently reported numer-
ous birth defects, with num-
bers rising rapidly.

A philosophizing ass
The following is an extract

from Fyodor Dostoyevsky's
"The Brothers Karamazov",
which was written in 1880. It is

the devil's answer (Ivan's hal-

lucination) to Ivan's outburst,
'Don't philosophize, you ass!

'

'How can you expect me to

philosophize when the whole of

m .v right side is numb and I'm
moaning and groaning. I've
consulted all sorts of doctors:
they can diagnose excellently,
"ley will tell you all your
symptoms, they have your ill-

ness at their finger-tips, but
they've no idea how to cure
J0". I happened to come across
a very enthusiastic little medi-
cal student. "You may die," he
t0 'd me, "but at least you'll
Save a very good idea of what
illness

"l
e" again, the "way they have

°t sending you to specialists.
We ca

disease,

l^'^r go to such "and such a
Peciahst and he'll be sure to

" ure you." I tell you the old-
asiuoned doctor who used to
"!e you of all illnesses has

T e disappeared. Now there

a,,

only specialists and they

the ,

Vertise in the papers. If

1

,

0

re s something wrong with

pa

ur nose, they will send you to

cial!« ll!

ere
'

s a Eur°Pean spe-

Vou
nere who cures noses.

Voi
g0 '° Paris, he examines

«t nose. "I'm sorry," he

rish/
ou

'
' can on'y cure vour

,811 nostril, for I don't cure

c|
nostrils, it's not my spe-

enna
y
Ty°

u '<i better go to Vi-

«ss you're dying of!" And,

e can only diagnose your
" they tell you. "You'd

There you'll find a spe-

cialist who will cure

your left nostril." What are

you to do? I tried popular rem-

edies. A German doctor ad-

vised me to rub myself with

honey and salt, on a shelf in a

bath-house. I went just to get

an extra bath: got myself cov-

ered all over with honey and

salt, but it was no good at all.

In despair I wrote to Count

Mattei in Milan. He sent me a

book and some drops — oh

well, I don't blame him! And,

just imagine, Hoff's malt ex-

tract cured me! I bought it by

accident, drank a bottle and a

half of it, and I was as fit as a

fiddle — I could even dance if I

wanted to! I made up my mind

to publish my "thank you" to

him in a letter to the press, my
feeling of gratitude urged me

to do it. And, well, you know,

not a single newspaper would

publish it and for quite an ex-

traordinary reason! "It would

be very reactionary," they

said. "No one will believe it.

Le diable n'existe point. You'd

better publish it anonymous-

ly," they advised me. But what

kind of "thank you" is it. if it's

anonymous? I had a good laugh

with the clerks at the newspa-

per office. "Why," I said to

them, "it's reactionary to be-

lieve in God in our age. But I'm

the devil. You can believe in

me " "Quite right," they said,

-who doesn't believe in the

devil' But it can't be done all

the same. It might harm the

political tendency of our paper

You wouldn't like to publish l

as a joke, would you?" Well. I

didn't think it would be very

witty to publish it as a joke. So

it was not printed. And, you

know, I still feel upset about it.

My best feelings, gratitude, for

instance, are formally denied

me simply because of my so-

cial position.'

"Not a grave of the murdered
for freedom but grows seed

for freedom, in its turn to

bear seed

Which the winds carry afar and

re-sow, and the rains and
the snows nourish.

"

Walt Whitman, from Leaves

of Grass

New death statistics out

WASHINGTON, DC. The
overall death toll for the Indo-

china war now stands at 840,-

057, according to the latest

U.S. Department of Defense

figures. American lives lost in

the Southeast Asian conflict

number 43,622 "resulting from

action from hostile forces",

and 8,521 from other war-re-

lated causes.

Saigon government casual-

ties are listed as 114,337 in ad-

dition to 4,072 deaths among
U.S. allied troops. The North

and NLF of the South have

supposedly lost 670.505 soldiers

since its death toll tabulation

began in January, 1961. It does

not include losses among
Southeast Asian civilians and

numerous troops in Laos or

Cambodia.

Dave Merrick.

The Science Formal Com-
mittee approached Merrick a

number of times with sugges-

tions for rock groups to play at

the PMF. Merrick was explic-

itly asked to look into these

groups and report his findings.

He was so slow in responding

that we lost our first and sec-

ond choices of groups due to

previous bookings. This put us

in the position of being forced

to accept a virtually unknown
group for the PMF. This deft

nite lack of action on Merrick's

part ate up virtually all of our

valuable advertising time,

which contributed greatly to

the sustained loss of revenue
for this event.

The QEA has the MONOPO-
LY of arranging performer's

contracts for this university.

The designed purpose of this

monopoly is to protect student

organizations from the type of

events which happened the

night of our concert, and for-

mal weekend. Thus the obvious

inefficiency of the QEA comes
to light, in their failure to meet
their designed purpose for ex-

istence.

The QEA is an appointed,

one-man, committee (?) of the

AMS. Since its usefulness can

be debated, it is my contention

that working through the QEA
should be an OPTION rather

than a REQUIREMENT
Since the concept of the QEA

does have some merit, I sug-

gest a professional person sup-

ply the professional service

required. I am sure such an
arrangement can be made by

the AMS with a professional

agent.

Since the QEA is a one-man
committee the question of per-

sonal outside interests must be

considered. As anyone who has

had dealings with the QEA (i.e.

Dave Merrick) will realize

that the interests of the student

body in general, are not always
first and foremost on his mind



friday november 27

afternoon: 2:36 p.m.: professor c.r. blyth will lecture on "inequalities

of cramer-rao type" in jeffry hall, room 126.

evening: 7:30 and 9:00 p.m.: chronicles VII presents "riders to the

sea" at room 102, old arts building, tickets are free, but

must be obtained in advance from the department of dra-

ma.
8:00 p.m.: c.l.s. sponsers a slide show featuring "a short

tour in city of peking — capitol of china" will be held at the

international centre lower lounge, admission is free,

everybody welcome.

9:00 p.m.: arts 73 smoker at the union, please bring pic-

tured queen's i.d. card to determine that you're in arts '73.

Sunday november 29

afternoon: 1:30 p.m.: the kingston film society presents "the battle of

algiers", at the odeon theatre.

2:30 p.m.: international centre lounge, discussion with

jack lakavich, just returned from 3 years at the university

of the south pacific in fiji.

3:30 p.m.: the vaghy quartet anti-concert at ellis hall audi-

torium.

monday november 30

evening: 8:00 p.m.: queen's ski club general meeting where plans

for tremblant weekend will be formulated, in Stirling d.

8:00 p.m.: pollution probe meeting at st. james church

hall, union and barrie street, kingston city council candi-

dates will discuss pollution and answer questions, every-

one invited.

8:00 p.m.: first meeting of queen's german club in the red

room of kingston hall, everyone is welcome.

8:30 p.m.: renowned guitarist Christopher parkening will

perform in grant hail, tickets: $3.00 and $4.00 at the divi-

sion of concerts.

tuesday december 1

afternoon: 1:30 p.m.: civilization presents "the smile of reason" at

dunning auditorium.

8:30 p.m.: the queen's wind and choral ensemble in recit-

al, no admission charge.

Christopher Parkening in Grant Hall Monday at 8:30 p.m.

AIL ST. F. X. GRADUATES: Call Jim at

369-4633 (after 6 pm.), Mike at 542-
1721{after S pm.)or Brian at 544-7756
tor information on an upcoming "Gath-
ering".

Available, after January 1, 1971, two
(2) single rooms in Women's Residence.

Contact 544-8 1 89 or 544-61 88.

tendays
Wednesday december 2

afternoon: 1:30 p.m.: civilization presents "the worship of nature" at

dunning auditorium.

2:30 p.m.: dr. tanastassiades will lecture on a metabolic

site of action of cortisone on hexosamine metabolism in

room 4, earl hall.

8:00 p.m.: a lecture on "esperante" the world language"

will be given in the international centre, student's union by

mr. paul ronald, national secretary of the Canadian esper-

anto association.

thursday, december 3

afternoon: 1:30 p.m.: civilization presents "the fallacies of hope" at

dunning auditorium.

4:30 p.m.: room 102, humphrey hall presents dr. bernard

friedlander lecturing on "listening, language and early

development of children."

evening: 7:30 p.m.: medical lecture series presents "cardiomy-
opathies, clinical and pathological correlations" at ether-

ington hall.

friday, december 4

evening: 8:00 p.m.: the graduate student society presents the film

"viridiana" in ellis hall auditorium.

8:30 p.m.: sonny terry and brownie mcghee, old-time

blues artists in an informal concert in grant hall — all tick-

ets $2.00 at the division of concerts and at the door.

at the kingston theatres

capitol — beyond the valley 0 r

dolls"
y 1 1!*

hyland — the damned"
odeon — "doctor in trouble'

0{

on friday "raising the wind"
at the agnes etherington art cent-
"the art of smoking in aborted
north america" throughout th

month. Be

selections (paintings and granri
ics) from the permanent

colle
tion, mainly from the 0Jp

C"

schools, will be in the small galle
ies throughout the month,
workshop seminar; a world fo
children on november-24 and 25

f

studio workshop: design in a m
shell, john elphick in the an
centre: november 27, 28, and 29
wall hangings: traditional ay
fvnprimental until december 6

ityimns dloitntal
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Sonny Terry and Brownie MeGtiee

at Grant Hall, Friday The 4th. at 8:

30 p.m.
.

Would the Gael who borrowed a bound
edition of last year's Journals from U5I

during slave day, please return it to ei-

ther the Tricolor or Journal Office.

More to same above: also return the

tensor bandages! My Icnees need them
badly. Return to same place with pro-

fuse and sobbing apologies,

MUSICIANS-IN-RESIDENCE AT QUEEN'S1
THE VAGHY QUARTET

ANTI-CONCERT

"WITH ME OR AGAINST ME?"

(DEVELOPING THE ENSEMBLE)

SUNDAY -

NOVEMBER 29 - 3:30 P.M.

ELLIS HALL AUDITORIUM

ADMISSION FREE

LECTURE-DEMONSTRATION OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS

WINE
supplies and equipment

CHEESE
from around the world

BEER
malts and supplies for those

who prefer the excellence

of home brew

GOURMET
foods from afar

GIFTS
with a touch of distinction

COOKE'S
OLD WORLD SHOP est. 1868

59-61 Brock

Kingston, Ont.

CONCERT

WEDNESDAY - DECEMBER 2ND - 8:30 P.M.

GRANT HALL
-ADMISSION FREE —

r pai

CHRISTOPHER

PARKENING

J

'exciting young guitarist"

Tickets: $3 and $4

at Division of Concerts

Monday 30 November

GRANT HALL
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WALL
HANGINGS
an exhibition prepared by the Art Gallery of Ontario

continues until December 6

also selections from the Permanent Collection

fcl art centre

briefs
Wrapping up the Season

At the Queen's Rugger Gen-
eral Meeting, Andy Page was
elected Captain and Peter
Grozelle vice-captain for the
coming season.

All players extend warmest
thanks to Tabby and the stad-
ium equipment organizers,
Wayne Lillico of CFRC, and to
those hardy spectators who
stood through rain and shine.

Allan Jefferies, the lone man
of the backfield, (fullback)
was named Most Valuable
Player of the Year, and Dave
Martin Rookie of the Year.
John Mabel was awarded an
engraved analgesic jock-strap
for his contributions to the
promulgation on Rugby on
campus.

Thanks,

Jeff Simpson

The Editor
Queen's Journal
Dear Sir:

Queen's students to attend all home basketball and
hockey events must present at admittance to the facil-

ity area their BLUE identification card. There will be
no charge for Queen's students for any athletic events

on the presentation of this card.

Sincerely,

E. J. Deans,
Athletics Events Manager

Hockey Statistics
League Standings Up to November 21st, 1970

EASTERN DIVISION GP W L T GF GA TP
Montreal 2 2 0 0 10 2 4

Queen's 3 1 1 17 17 3

Laval 3 1 1 1 15 15 3

Carleton 2 0 0 2 12 12 2

McGilf 0 1 0 . 6 8 0

Ottawa 1 0 1 0 4 10 0

WESTERN DIVISION GP W L T GF GA TP
Windsor 1 1 0 0 4 3 2

Waterloo 1 1 0 0 8 1 2

Toronto 1 1 0 0 8 3 2

Guelph 2 0 2 0 5 15 0

McMaster 2 1 1 0 10 8 2

Western 1 0 1 0 3 8 0

At Queen's December 3

We mean it. .

Even if you have no idea of comins with us,

sign up for an interview.

Come in and rehearse.

Do it on a company whose very life depends

on its ability to come face to face with strangers.

You won't waste our time.We have a number

of surprises about the insurance business in general

and ours in particular. So if there s a latent res-

ponse in you, we're confident we can trigger it.

Besides, we're perfectly willing to take the risk

If you can't make an interview, take a look at

"How to separate yourself from the herd." An
eight page booklet on how to go to an interview

on your terms. What to do about nervousness.

About money. How to turn an interview around.

When to get up and walk out. Things like that.

Our booklet is tucked into the new Employ-

ment Opportunities Handbook. The handbook

is yours for the asking at the placement office.

"How to separate yourself from the herd"

won't change the world for you.

But it just might help.

IONDON LIFE
InsuranceCompanyLondon/Canada
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How do you beat a man called Kootnekoff?
by Neil Longhurst

basketball

In what John Kootnekoff

termed an historic occasion in

Canadian basketball, Simon
Fraser Clansmen came to

Queen's Wednesday night, and

walked out of the Bartlett Gym
with a 81-57 win over the Gaels.

Kootnekoff, the Simon Fras-

er coach was tremendously
impressed by Queen's hospital-

ity — and the Gaels showed
their hospitality by allowing

the Clan 56 rebounds to the

Gaels' 43, and by picking up the

tab for 17 fouls to the Clan's 10,

and incidentally, by allowing 81

points. To tell the truth,

though, Queen's did not pre-

sent the western team with

anything; the huge forwards

simply outjumped and over-

powered Barry Beale, Paul

Howard, and whoever else the

Gaels could throw out.

Queen's had thought that

they might have a slight advan-

tage in shooting, but in the first

half it was the Clan who shot

53%. Kootnekoff couldn't even

give his players hell for not

crashing the boards — no-one

had even missed enough shots

to make rebounding worth-

while. At the half, Queen's
trailed 39-27, and yet they

played well. Come to think of it

the Gaels played great — for

the whole game. We even have

a few capable substitutes this

year — the whole bench full.

Peter Gordon, coming in for

the second half to replace Ron
Walsh, proceeded to pump in

four baskets in six shots. Al

Millman sunk one basket, a

beautiful fallaway jump shot

as 6'6" Larry Clark towered
over him. Dave Wright did get

one shot crammed almost
down his throat, but he made
another and also played pretty

good defence. Dave Smith, Bill

Langley and Tom Schultz also

played most of the second half

and suddenly we have a twelve

man team, instead of five

starters and a corps of hang-
ers-on.

For the Gaels, ex-Clansman
Brian MacKenzie hit for four-

teen points. Andy Daugulis
sunk eleven more. Peter Gor-
don had his eight, and Ron
Walsh, Paul Howard, and Bar-
ry Beale each had six. Six

points for Ron Walsh, you
complain? No, he didn't have a

bad night, it was just too much
defence. Ron couldn't even see
the basket most of the time,
because of the forwards pick-

ing him up when he got around
Bill Robinson. Six points for

Paul Howard? Paul had three

bigger, taller, stronger men to

fight for rebounds against. He
got a very creditable nine re-

bounds playing slightly more
than half the game.

Tonight the Gaels will be at

McGill for their league opener
and their last game in Mon-
treal. Unless McGill can pull

some big surprises in the shape
of Lew Alcindor or Wilt Cham-
berlain, the Gaels should win
handily. If you can stand the

misery, a rebroadcast of the
Simon Fraser game will be
heard in place of the McGill
game on CFRC, as the McGill
Gymnasium has no facilities

for the radio. Next home game
is Wednesday against Jeffer-

son College.

moonlighting

by Michael Williams

Have you ever noticed how
referee's are saddled with th
same costume at the tradition
al Buster Keaton prison gUa

"

d
uniform? They are discrimi
nated against right from

the
start. Not only are they t„ e
automatic black and white
stripped bad guys but they are
painted to be as incompetent
as the silent movie slapstick
comedians.

!

Nothing they do is right and
they can also be the best scape-

goat a player or team can find

If a ref spots a blatent holding

penalty on the line and calls it

while the halfback is rambling
for a game winning T. D. only

to be nullified by the penalty il

is the ref who receives the

warm adulations of hate from

players and fans alike. The of-

fensive lineman meanwhile
gets away from the embar-
rassment he deserves for ruin-

ing the play!

So if the position of referee

is such a thankless job why do

people take on this much-ma-
ligned position? In professional

ranks money must run high as

a motive but it obviously isn't

the only one. Perhaps a power

trip is taken by these egotists,

Or maybe its just a lousy ath-

lete that couldn't make a legiti-

mate career on the field as a

player. Or maybe its just a

person with a fantastic sense

of justice who wants to see il

enforced. — in the immortal

words of a Kingston sports-

writer-broadcaster — and all-

round-sports know-it-all —
you can't play a sport, be one."

. . . congratulations to Com-

merce '71-'72 for their Bews 1

football victory and to Law for

the faculty championships. . I

Meds and Law II look good for
|

hockey.

Clansman La

Gaels to this

rry Clark (23) beats prominant local

rebound as packed onlookers rant in

expectation. They learned to expect it.

sidelines
by John Mable

"Afterward, sweat beaded on his head, Frazier conceded
that he pounded Anderson's body as hard as he could with the 16

ounce gloves. 'It's not good for him,' he said. 'Sooner or later it's

going to hurt his kidneys, and when the kidneys go, the legs are

next.'"

I did not write the above. It is quoted from Sports Illustrat-

ed. It is about Joe Frazier, a non-college athlete.

This man was found working in a slaughterhouse. He swung
a sledgehammer and killed cattle. People now say he can beat

Muhammed Ali. Think of that.

Think of athletes, college, pro, any variety. Why do they
play? Or is it work? Or what is it an athlete does? That is, what
makes an athlete different from others? What others? Who am I

talking to?

I don't think Frazier will beat Ali. But then I don't think

Montreal will beat Calgary. I watched Calgary beat Saskatche-
wan. I watched Clay beat Liston. Who is Clay?

Joe Frazier one day walked into a gym because he thought
he was too fat. No pretentions. Now somebody has him stuffed

into a ring trying to maim people before they can maim him. And
this man worked in a slaughter house.

Boxing is not considered family entertainment. It is also not
college sport at Queen's. These two facts are not necessarily re-

lated except that it must also be true that someone decided that
they didn't want their children playing with boxing gloves. Shoul-
der pads will do.

Joe Frazier is an athlete. So is Heino Lilies. So is Karen
Carson. To the best of my knowledge, Karen Carson never
worked in a slaughter house. Why does Karen play basketball?
Why does she play for Queen's? Why does she play so well ?

What made Paul Hand endure the agony of three years
weight training for the privilege of weighing 210 pounds, being
able to bench press almost three hundred pounds, and playing
second string center for the Queen's Golden Gaels?

On the other hand, why does Brian McKenzie play basketball

for Queen's when it so obviously bores him. McKenzie was no

bored playing against Simon Frazer, who beat Queen's. But when

playing alone with his teammates he is bored. Justly, I mly
add. Why does Morris Mott think twice before playing hockey for

Queen's at all? Indeed, why hasn't Canada thought more than

once about playing the Russians? Not beating them. PlaS" n6

them. As of yet, we don't come near. il

Joe Frazier will be playing Cassius Who soon, for milli°ns

dollars. "I paid $2,500 for it," he said, "but I chromed it up an

fixed it up and it must be worth $4,500 now. A hand tooled box™

glove surmounts each of its saddlebags. A Harley-Davidsori

quote from Sports Illustrated again, which belongs to Joe t

zier. Joe's manager, or coach to college trained sports fans, K

parently doesn't mind Frazier riding his motorcycle "thoug
,j

j

accident on it would ruin what promises to be a first-rate ga

quote Sports Illustrated. . . s

Why does Frazier want to play Ali? Why does Fraz le

manager want to play Ali? Speaking of Bob Foster belo'e

n <jo

beat him, Frazier's manager said, "we don't know how he ^
against our animal," among other things. Whose animal? °^ lte

is animal? Frazier said "the reason we don't have any
^

sparring partners in camp is that the white fellows don t sta
(

to the punishment. I'd just as soon have them. It doesn
^

any difference to me, one way or another, whether they ar*
h
„ ne

or white." "Foster is a good person," said Frazier, "but

wants to take me on, I don't know.' the

"Frazier's plans for the future include a final solution -
|s

Muhammed Ali problem and instant retirement," says V

Illustrated. It also includes a house. "It has a six car gar

'a basement, a recreation room for the kids ^says Frazier, "a Dasemem, a recreation room iui n«
nw

entertainment room, all on 2V2 acres. It's all Stone and its

^
years old." Frazier plans to retire. No more fighting. N you I

fighting. He has simply to retire and say no more figjjl ' n
^, s n»

think his manager won't let him. Sports Illustrated say
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^ivvpost grad programmes
by Bill Johnston

, „umber of new post-graduate
*
rammes will probably appear

f'lhe next two or three years at

W
'g Reports on proposals for

faster of Education degree, a

f««ter of Sociology degree, a Ph.

K Geography, and a Ph.D. in

"
,'jness were received by the

elate Thursday and final approv-

i or the M.Ed, programme will

probably be given at the Decem-

The M. Ed- programme will

_mence in the summer of 1971

f„d wil" be headed by Dr. D «
the Co-ordinator

rraduate Studies and Research.

The emphasis in this programme
*

in be on "developing initiative

Id imaginative leadership in

teachers and administrators," and

on getting teachers "to participate

more creatively and responsibly in

the process of learning." (quoted

from the report presented to Sen-

^The programmes which will

begin next summer will be in Cur-

riculum Development and Educa-

tional Administration. Further

programmes in Educational Tech-

nology and School Guidance and

Counselling are planned to begin

the following summer.

A special feature of the M.Ed,

programme is that it is expected

that the majority of students will

be part time students, although

the programme is open to both full

and part time students.

To enter the programme, a per-

son must hold a four year Honours

Bachelor's degree with first or

second class standing, and a B.Ed,

degree, as well as have a mini-

mum of two years of successful

teaching experience. To complete

the requirements for the M.Ed,
degree, a person must take eight

semester units (equivalent to one

half term course each,), of which

four must be in the area of his spe-

cial interest. The minimum time

for completion of the programme
is two calendar years, and the

maximum time will be six calen-

dar years.

Projected enrollment for the
first year is 28 students.

M.A. in Sociology
The M.A. programme in Sociol-

ogy is planned to begin in Septem-
ber of 1972, in line with SCAD poli-

cy of a 24 month cycle in develop-
ing new programmes. It is expect-
ed to begin with about five stu-
dents in the first year, which en-
rollment will grow to twenty five
bV the fifth year of the pro-
gramme.

The programme is planned to
prepare students for academic
careers, secondary school teach-
ing, and for government, industry,
and private and public agencies'
Areas of specialization will be in
Theory and Methodology, Social
Processes, Social Institutions and
Organizations, and Knowledge and
Culture.

It was felt that an M.A. pro-
gramme was necessary at Queen's
because of the great amount of
interest in sociology that has been
shown here. The number of stu-
dents enrolled in sociology courses
has increased from 1200 in 1968-69,
to about 2000 this year, and the
number of honours students en-
rolled in either sociology majors
or minors has gone from 90 two
years ago to 230 this year. The
report to Senate notes that even
more important than numbers of
students is the quality of the stu-

dents. Of the 26 who have graduat-
ed with a major or minor in sociol-

ogy, 11 received scholarships for
post-graduate work.
The proposed admissions re-

quirement would be an Honours
BA in sociology with not less than
second class standing, although
students with degrees in other
subjects could be considered as
preparatory students; ie, they
would have to take such prerequis-

ite courses as was felt necessary.

The minimum time for completion
of the programme would be one
academic year and a Masters the-

sis would have to be written and
defended in order to graduate.

Ph.D. in Geography
The Ph.D. programme in Geog-

raphy is hoped to begin in Septem-

ber of 1971. There would be an
enrollment of four students at that

time and it is expected that by the

fifth year this would grow to six-

teen.

The areas of specialization

would be those that are strengths

of the department; namely, loca-

tional analysis, geomorphic and

pedologic processes in physical

geography, and cartography. This

last programme would be one of

the few in Canada.

The admissions requirement

would be an M.A. or equivalent

and students would be required to

complete a minimum of six gradu-

ate term courses, as well as writ-

ing a comprehensive exam and

writing a thesis which would have

to be defended.

The proposal for a Ph.D in Busi-

ness has not yet reached the plan-

ning stage.
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Res. Board a Senate Committee

A single Residences Board has

been created as a committee of

Senate, on the basis of a motion

passed last Thursday. The Men's

Residence Board and the Ban Righ

Summer job hunting already
by Alan Broadbent

Early December may seem like
1 '"my time to be looking for a
summer job, but according to
David Wroe, Director of the Stu-
™nt Employment Service, it is
lhe right time.
Mr. Wroe says that according to

.

5urvey of employers and job-
"™"ig personnel, the summer job
Ration in 1971 will not be any
°ew" than that in 1970. While
|"
an

S' employers will not make
eir final decisions about sum-

stf!i
ng until March or APril -

'"oents who get their applica-

b°?
"i the earliest will stand the

J

1 chance of getting jobs.

hint
' ^roe's opinion, "this is a

™ai0n of the end of a recession

yea h
Many firms were hurt last

too
' c°mmitting themselves

b
.

car
'y, and as a result they are

e'n
6 cautious."

vice l

Student Employment Ser-

o»er .
' year

'
in its first year of

gave 275 students direct

joDS ,,

nce getting summer
iter,!

Provided another 475 stu-

in o

S

,

w'"1 middleman assistance

v
'din

'obs '
Tnis involved pro-

accef^
job leads, information, and

The<if
*° application channels.

tudent
V 'C

-

e a 'S° helped anotner 70

"hpl
find short term local

"yment, filling some 200 jobs.

According to a survey conduct-

ed during registration week, 76%

of the student body obtained some

kind of summer job last year. Not

all of these were full-time jobs,

and not all covered students ex-

penses for the acadmic year.

To date, around 500 students

have visited the Student Employ-

ment Service for help in finding

summer jobs for 1971. Results

from a survey indicating the year,

program, geographical location of

jobs, and the type of employment

are available at the Service office

at 72 Queen's Crescent.

Mr. Wroe suggests that those

interested in summer employment

start looking now.

"Plan your approach, formulate

a strategy," he suggests. "Com-

pare yourself to the general public

and find out what you can do that

others cannot. This kind of self-

analysis is good. Ask yourself

what you can do, and what is the

market like for this kind of skill.

Concentrate on areas in which you

have knowledge or access to

knowledge. If you are a philosophy

student from Niagara Falls, for

instance, then don't look for a job

in exploration in the Northwest

Territories."

When you have decided what

you can do, Mr. Wroe suggests

that the face-to-face interview is

the best way to get the job. This

can be set up by telephone or by

writing a letter requesting an in-

terview. A visit to the employer is

the best method.

In letter writing, Mr. Wroe says

that the emphasis should be on

showing the student's ability and

his knowledge of the company he

is applying to. Some research on

the company is necessary. A'bove

all, the student should concentrate

on avoiding having the letter look

like a form letter.

The Student Employment Ser-

vice will help any student in any

phase of the job seeking process.

The Service has on file informa-

tion on most major Canadian em-

ployers. Mr. Wroe also suggests

that family and friends can be

helpful in finding jobs.

Students can drop in to the Stu-

dent Employment Service any

week-day and talk to Dave Wroe,

Janis James, or Karen McGowan

about summer employment.

Board will cease to report to the

Board of Trustees and in future

will report to the Residences

Board.

The single Board has been cre-

ated because it was felt that effi-

ciency of operation, planning,

management and financing would

be promoted and advanced
through a higher degree of inte-

grated responsibility" (quoted

from the report given to Senate. I

This Board will have responsibili-

ty over all matters relating to res-

idences at Queen's except finance.

In other business of Senate, Mr.

Campbell reported on the most
recent meeting of the Association

of Universities and Colleges of

Canada (AUCCI. For the first

time in the history of that body,

students were elected to the Board
of Directors. Three were chosen,

two undergraduates and the other

a grad. Also in view of the fact

that the present financial arrange-

ments with the federal govern-

ment are nearly at an end, the

AUCC presented a brief to the

government, outlining the Uni-

versities position on finance ar-

rangements. The brief stressed

their belief that the federal gov-

ernment should continue to play a

direct part in financing of col-

leges, and also recommended that

the exact method to be used should

be studied but that until such time

as a new method could be created,

the present method should be ex-

tended for the next two years.

The report of the Budget Com-
mittee outlined the amounts of

money that it takes to keep this

institution running. The amount of

budgeted expenditures for this

year is $28,738,000, of which 81 per

cent is allotted for academic ex-

penditures. Revenues were budg-

eted at $28,637,000 for the year.

For last year, the university made
a net profit of about $11,000.

Laxer seeks NDP leadership

There will be only one issue of

the Journal this week and next

week due to approaching

exams and the staff's desire to

pass them.

James Laxer, a visiting lecturer

teaching Canadian history at

Queen's, has announced that he is

running for the leadership of the

national NDP. He hopes to suc-

ceed Tommy Douglas at the NDP
convention in Ottawa. April 21 to

24.

Mr. Laxer was in Toronto this

weekend to gain the endorsement
of the Waffle group of the NDP, as

that group met to discuss this and
other matters, including the reso-

lution which they will present to

the convention.

Citing one of the main problems

of the NDP as the fact that the

party only comes alive just before

elections, he emphasized that rid-

ing associations must be trans-

formed to give them a continuing

involvement in the leadership of

the party.

At present, only two other can-

didates have announced that they

are running, John Harney, former

secretary of the Ontario NDP, and

Ed Broadbent. the member of

Parliament for Oshawa-Whitby.
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New from Quebec
at

CANADIAN SHOP
OF KINGSTON

219 Princess Street

(next to Capitol Theatre)

Telephone 542 1 115

SVATINA HANDWOVEN EVENING SKIRTS (3 ONLY),

ESKIMO CARVINGS, WOOD SCULPTURES, WROUGHT
IRON CANDLESTICKS, COPPER ENAMEL DISHES AND
OTHER ITEMS.

VOTE

TETT
HE CARES
ABOUT

PEOPLE
AND THE

ENVIRONMENT

VICTORIA WARD

ON DECEMBER 7

Queen's, KGH most powerful

institutions in Kingston

SPEARNS
For the Greatest Choice of . . . OUTSTANDING

CHRISTMAS Cl3lft$
OVER 100 DIFFERENT ROYAL DOULTON FIGURES

OVER 10 DIFFERENT FONDUE SETS

OVER 170 DINNERWARE PATTERNS

WATERFORD, VALSTE. LAMBERT,
ENGLISH AND EUROPEAN STEMWARE

UNUSUAL AND BEAUTIFUL PIECES OF
DECORATED BOHEMIAN CRYSTAL

DISTINCTIVE LAMPS AND THE NEW POLI-OPTICS
(The new fibre optic accent lighting)

UNUSUAL BAR ACCESSORIES. SILVER, WEDGWOOD,
JEWELRY, ROYAL COPENHAGEN, CRYSTAL GIFTWARE

And of course — The Complete Line of

ESTEE LAUDER COSMETICS
See Their Beautiful Gift Sets

SPEARNS
OF KINGSTON

"THE GIFT CENTRE, 330 PRINCESS STREET
SPEARNS - IS THE PLACE

by Ka thy VVeekes

Jean Kuyek, former alderwoman in

St. Lawrence ward, outlined last

Wednesday her ideas on "Who
Controls Kingston" at a meeting at

Central School. Basicly, this speech

was a condensation of a paper she

wrote on the same subject.

To Mrs. Kuyek, power is a

function of the "amount of

money, land or persons that

any person or institution con-

trols." Decision making takes

place in a pyramidal structure

with the "men in the commit-
tee rooms making our deci-

sions for us" and lesser deci-

sions being made by those fur-

ther down the pyramid. Many
of the important decisions

which affect our lives are not

even made in this country but

are made in the board rooms of

the international elite which
runs companies like Alcan,

Dupont and Millhaven Fibres.

These men make decisions in

their own self interest, which
is the maximum accumulation

of profit over the maximum
length of time. "Systems of

taxation and methods of pro-

duction are decided by the cor-

porate elite and are ratified by

the government."
Kingston is not a powerful

city in the power structure.

This is shown by the fact that

its three main functions are:

the training of people at insti-

tutions like Queen's and the

Kingston General Hospital;

the provision of land and la-

bour for American companies
like Alcan and Dupont; and
catering to the tourist industry

by providing services, land,

personnel and entertainment.

The power that is to be found

in Kingston lies in seven main
areas. The most powerful insti-

tutions are Queen's University

and the Kingston General Hos-
pital. Their power derives
from the importance of the

function they fulfill. Queen's
exerts power over many people

by the mere fact that 7880 stu-

dents attend the university.

Moreover, the university re-

ceives large grants from the

government, totalling 73.7 per
cent of the university's in-

come. Power is also represent-'

ed in the real estate value of

RE-EIECT 1

ALDERMAN GEORGE

VOSPER
- President Science '53

8 years Alderman

14 years of unbroken Municipal service mmRespectfully solicits your support for

RE-ELECTION ON DECEMBER 7

For information call 542-1 122

the buildings and the land

which the university has and in

the fact that the university

employs some three thousand

people. KGH employs about

two thousand people and is also

substantially supported by the

government.

The Trustees and senior

administrators of Queen's are

some of the most influential

men in Kingston. Most of them
had risen far in various compa-
nies before becoming involved

with the university. Mrs. Ku-
yek claims that these men,

with such backgrounds, will

encourage the students to be

trained in such a way as to

support the corporate elite.

Similar men, as well as the

mayor, the wardens and the

judges, who are on because of

their offices, make up the

Board of directors of KGH.
The second most powerful

forces in Kingston are the

largely American owned com-
panies of Alcan, Dupont and
Millhaven Fibres. During the

Second World War, Alcan and
Dupont were established to

produce war materials. Fol-

lowing the end of the war,

Dupont produced non-war

materials while Alcan is still

producing war materials which

are sold to the American gov-

ernment. These companies
have a large effect on Kingston

life because of the large num-
bers of people that they em-
ploy. Dupont employs about

2000 workers, Alcan 1700, and
Millhaven Fibres 1400. In re-

sponse to a question about why
Dupont is letting some of its

workers go, Mrs. Kuyek re-

plied that the competition from
Japanese firms is forcing Du-
pont to do it. However, she

added that the Japanese firms

are apparently connected with

Dupont and that Dupont is

phasing out production in

Kingston in order to build it up
in places like Japan. Mrs.
Kuyek also added that the un-

ions in the Dupont plants have
never effectively challenged
lay-offs or plant closings be-

cause they are not supported
by the Kingston community.
The Civil Service and the

military are claimed to be th
third level of power in Kin„.

f

ton. Kingston has been a iJ civil
service suburb of Ottawa

[0
years, and in fact owes its ex

'

istence largely to the presence
of such institutions as the un j

versity, the penitentiaries,
the

national defense college,
and

the post office. One of a iar»e
number of prominent Kinss .

tonians who rose through the
civil service is Principal John
Deutsch.

The fourth level in the power
hierarchy is made up of the

capitalists, who are, to Mrs
Kuyek, those people or institu-

tions which give money to help

launch projects and firms. The
capitalists include such organi.

zations as the Empire Life In-

surance Board as well as those

people who are privately

wealthy, like A. L. Davies

(owner of the Whig Standard

and a member of the Board ol

Trustees of the University) or

D. G. Cunningham (lawyer tor

Queen's, Alcan, the Whig Stan-

dard andthePUC).
Just below the capitalists

are the landowners, followed

by employers of large numbers

of people have a certain

amount of power. Examples

are Brookside Prices Dairy,

Wilmot's Dairy, K. D. Manu-

facturing, the Davis Tannery

and the Whig Standard.

The final level in the power

structure are the media, the

two radio stations, the TV sta-

tion and the Whig Standard.

CKWS (KWS is short for

Kingston Whig Standard) was

until 1969, owned by A. L. Dav-

ies, who also owns the Whig

Standard.

It is important to note in all

of the above that, though a few

people's names keep reappear-

ing as holders of power, the

power that exists in Kingston

is only "Caretaker power.'

since none of Kingston's most

influential people or institu-

tions have the power to change

the existing way of life drasti-

cally. However, they do have

enough influence "to work m

their own interest of retaining

their power and of making a

profit."

ARTS FESTIVAL 71

JANUARY 22, 23, 24

ALL THOSE INTERESTED IN PAR-
TICIPATING IN ART OR MUSIC FOR
THE ARTS FESTIVAL, COME TO THE

POLSON ROOM

THURSDAY DECEMBER 3rd

AT 7:30 P.M.
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Campus job recruiting being studied
by Bill Johnston

a peculiar sort of mating

Jme takes place every year in

fhp fall and winter on college

'"puses all over Canada and
C

,L US All kinds of companies

Ascend on job-seeking gradu-

tes to attempt to win the ser-

ies of the graduate of their

lioice in a ritual known as col-

Le graduate recruiting. This

nrocess is now being studied by

I group of seven MBA students

^Recently, recruiting of grad-

ates from colleges has be-

come a very big investment for

companies, both in time and

money, as well as being a cru-

cial step for the graduates.

However, most of the effort

put into this process is based

more on what the competition

is doing than on any rational

and well thought-out study of

the efficiency or usefulness for

both parties of these methods.

The MBA study is designed to

provide this necessary analysis

through interviews and ques-

tionnaires with students, com-

pany recruiters, and personnel

executives in recruiting com-
panies.

The first step of this process

has been the mailing of 441

questionnaires to a random
sample of last year Arts and

Engineering students and all

last year Commerce and MBA
students to determine what
students think about recruiting

methods and how they are

going about the business of

choosing the work they will do

after graduating. A second
questionnaire will be sent to

these students about mid-Jan-

uary to see if any changes in

perception occur after the stu-

dent has taken part in some
employment interviews.

A similar questioning pro-

cess is being directed at the

recruiters on campus and at

the companies which are re-
cruiting, to find out why some
universities are chosen over
others, how well students pre-
pare for interviews and how
students are evaluated for hir-
ing. Placement services will
be examined, both here and at
U of T and Western, to see how

effective they are.
To broaden the scope of the

study, questionnaires will also
be sent to graduating students
at U of T and Western and the
effectiveness of private place-
ment services and Manpower
in finding jobs for graduates
will also be studied. The final

report, besides being the basis

for a mark on a research
course for the seven students,

could receive wider publica-

tion in the hopes that suggested
improvements in recruiting

will be utilized for the benefit

of both the companies and the

graduating students.

Artsci orientation plans released
Arts and science orientation

'71 will begin on Sunday at 12:

00 noon and end with Sobriety
the following Friday night. A
multi-faculty emphasis will be
stressed more than in previous
years. The Engineers and
Commercemen have different

goals set out in their orienta-
tion programs but they are
anxious to participate with
arts and science orientation in

some activities. Rehab, Nurs-

ing, and PHE will take part in

Arts orientation and will be
eligible for gael positions.

To help group gaels fulfill

their purpose, the Orientation
Committee feels the need for
about 20 rover gaels strictly

concerned with organization.

Hazing will be essentially
the same as last year, confined
to group oil thighs. Tarns
which were used for the pur-
pose of identifying frosh will no

THE A.S.U.S. PRESENTS

SONNY TERRY
and

BROWNIE McGHEE

FRIDAY DEC. 4, 8:30 P.M.

GRANT HALL

TICKETS $2.00 on sale at the Division

of Concert (Theology Bldg. ) Daily, and

at the door. Also at the Students' Union

T. BARNHAM BAGLEY

PRESENTS

iSNOWBALL! 71
DANCING
SKATING
CONCERTS
PARADES

AND!?t
(unbelievaboble)

SNOW SCULPTURES
(see and believe)

FERRIS WHEELS

BALLOONS
(and entertainment for the kiddies)

FUN FOR ALL

ALL FOR FUN (00G!)

longer be an instrument of haz-

ing but they will be issued, al-

though wearing is optional.

The aim is to achieve a more
congenial relationship between
the gaels and freshmen.

The twenty fifth annual

University Carol Service, spon-

sored by the Engineering Socie-

ty, will be held in Grant Hall at

8:30 p.m. this Sunday, the

sixth of December.

A tall tree topped by a star

and decorated in shimmering
aluminum foil will share the

platform with a huge screen on

which the carols wilt be pro-

jected.

Candles against aluminum
brackets attached to the pillars

of Grant Hall will provide soft

and appropriate lighting.

The ten traditional lessons

will be read by members of the

AMS. Lynn Scott will be the

organist. The hall is always
filled so be there early.

WALL
HANGINGS
exhibition of tapestries

organized by the Art Gallery of Ontario

until December. 6

also selections from the permanent collection

art centre

GRAD FALL BALL
THURS. DEC. 3RD.

AUSTRIAN CLUB

8:00 p.m. - Free Sherry Party

10:00 p.m. - Dinner

Band - Music Makers

Drinks - 50c

TICKETS - $10.00 per couple, from

Bob Buchan - Room 102A, Gym.

ALAN KUTTNER Grad. House

Geoff Hudson • Miller Hall, Room 10OB

OR AT T.G.I. F.

G.S.S.

tonight at 8:30

IN THE ART CENTRE

an illustrated talk with

HELEN GREGOR

Head of Textiles, Ontario College of Art

TAPESTRY TODAY
admission is free: sponsored by the Gallery Association

Wall Hangings exhibition continues to Sunday only.
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Municipal Election, Dec. 7

Victoria Ward
John K Tett is a real estate salesman who has resided in Kingston all his life. He was

the former recreation director of Kingston, the Leadership Training director RCAF and

also conceived the 5BX Plan. He has been an executive member of the Rideau Action

Group and was voted "Man of the Year" by the Parks and Recreation Society of Canada.

He would like to see a reduction in the "waste talk" in Council. He will push for more

realism in grants by the Senior Government, co-operation for parks and conservation

areas, maximum use of Kingston Shore line, and the development of King Street as an

active cultural centre.
. , v - , t„ «,„

Kenneth Keyes is 40 and a public school principal and a resident of Kingston for the

past 18 years He served on Council for three terms and has acted as Deputy Mayor, Vice

Chairman of Finance Committee and Airport Commission Chairman. His approach is, I

believe in my own ability to make intelligent decisions in the best interests of the majority

of the citizens and the City of Kingston" and he is allowing his ward to judge from his

record He has stated that he has made no promises at election time but has confronted

issues to the best of his ability as they arose in Council. His slogan is "Aggressive Efficient

Leadership." . . .

George Speal, an incumbent (five years on council), is a Kingston lawyer who gradu-

ated from Queen's (B. Comm) in 1954 and has lived in Kingston all his 39 years. He is a

Past President of North Kingston Kiwanis and is on the Board of KGH. He has served on

all but one standing committee of council and has been chairman of the Airport Commis-

sion Fire and Legislation, Traffic and Streets and Finance Committees. The most lmpor-

tant'things to Mr. Speal which will concern council over the next years will be the imple-

mentation of the Official Plan, the analysis and implementation of the garbage studies and

the building of homes for senior citizens which will be on the periphery of the downtown

area, not the periphery of the city where they can be ignored.

The Cily of Kingston Municipal Elections occurs on Dec. 7, 1 970. There are seven words

ore represented by two Aldermen per ward. The Mayorality is an at-large election
but

year Mayor Swain has been acclaimed due to lack of any opposition. Without a moyoto
,""

race, this election will be low stimulus and thus a low turnout at the polls is expeC|6d
"V

effect of this is thot Queen's students will potentially have a greater influence in the ouiWl?
in this election than usual. Below are the results of some research which has been doneT'

Dave Boulton in order to give an objective inclusive description of each candidate. Becau,
e \

the lack of lime, the lack of co-operation on the part of some candidates we perhaps ore n
"

inclusive on the description of some candidates than others and also have had to limi ,

«

study to four wards including the areas of high density student population.

Ontario Ward

Want to work?

Want to travel?

Here's how

PTH^V RECRUITING
^

HOW AND WHERE TO
GET A BETTER JOB

2000 employers at your finger tips •

Summer jobs • How to write a resume •

Application letters •Travel* U.K., Europe,

Canada, U.S.A. • Business outlook •

Women in business • Personal budgeting
• All for less than two bucks at your

bookstore • NOW!

D J Travers is a 43 year old radio technician who is seeking another term on Council

He has served for three years on the Kingston Township Council. Mr. Travers has been

Vice Chairman of Parks and Recreation and was a member of the Traffic and streets

Committee. He is concerned principally with housing and notes the need for a "lot and an

kinds" of housing in Kingston. He would like to see an improvement in the recreational

facilities in his ward and expressed his concern for the pensioners and the rising taxes. Mr

Travers lives at 226 Victoria Street and has resided in Kingston for 21 years.

Lome McDougall is a retired business professor at Queen's of 35 years serivce. He has

been an economic consultant to various businesses and Royal Commissions. If elected he

will attempt to make sure that every dollar will bring back full value to the citizens. He

will also try to rectify the inequalities created by the tax exemptions and push for recla-

mation of garbage. Mr. McDougall lives at 253 Albert Street.

Larry Dubenofsky, a native Kingstonian, is a 50 year old car rental Manager. The

focus of his campaign is one of responsible representation and is principally directing
his

attack against the East-West Expressway. He believes that there is a need for more in.

dustrial land and that the industrial land bank is a good idea. He is vehemently opposed to

Pressure Groups and the act of some aldermen walking out and being absent from Council

Meetings. Mr. Dubenofsky resides at 32 Mohawk Street.

John Meister 38, is presently employed as the senior press operator at CIL. He had

been chief steward in his own local area and an executive member of Kingston and District

Labour Council. Meister was a founding member of Kingston's Day Care Centre and a

member on the local Employment Committee of Canada Manpower Services. He has been

on Council for two terms and has served as the chairman of the Negotiating and Grievance

Committee of the Social Services Committee. Meister believes that the important things

for him are the recognition of the needs of enough houses and apartments for all Kingston-

ans at reasonable prices, safety on the streets and in the parks, anti-pollution and the drug

problem.

Ronald Street is a 40 year old employee of Alcan who now resides at 330 Albert Street

Areas which he feels should be looked into are stabilization of taxes, urban renewal ac-

cording to the needs and consideration of the house owners, public housing in already

available land, bus stop snow removal by the city, and a massive clean up in the spring to

collect the winter accumulation of rubbish. He feels that his ward has not been properly

represented in the past four years and he wants to represent their needs and desires.

Next Tuesday's issue is

the last one for the term

The

VAGHY

STRING

QUARTET

FINEST » AVAIlABtt

GLASSES
OUR EXPERIENCED

DISPENSERS WILL GLADLY
ASSIST WITH YOUR

SELECTION

for Frontenac County

Board of Education

re-elect

R. Bruce

WARMINGT0N
(arts '49)

Wednesday 9 December

DUNNING HALL

NEWMAN'S EXPERT
TAILOR MEN'S SHOP

Suits made to measure & ready

wear.
Alteration - all worW guaranteed

also men's furnishings &
form al ren tal s.

2 14 Princess St. 546 -0110

Tickets: S2.50

at Division of I Concerts

J & B

STAMPS & COINS
280 MONTREAL ST.
KINGSTON, ONT'

HOURS' 10:00 a.m. • 9:00 p.m.

TUES. THURS. FRI.& SAT.
WED. • 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

COLLECTIONS BOUGHT AND
SOLD. HIGHEST PRICES PAID

UNWANTED PREGNANCY/
Complete Confidential Abortion Servicey-

A pregnancy of up to 24 weeks can be terminated. An

early abortion is the safest, and we can help \mme9jgs»i

The Abortion Advisory Service will act in your

behalf lo arrange an immediate, safe and legal abc rtic

in a recognized and accredited New York hospital

or affiliated clinic ... and the cost is now reasonable.

Absolutely No Delays ... No Waiting

New York State Residency Is Not Required

If you have any questions or problems, call us.
(i
_ii

v

You'll be answered quickly, thoroughly and confidents

THE ABORTION ADVISORY SERVICE OIV.

SPS CONSULTANTS, INC.

56S FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK, NEW YORK 1 001

212 •490-2190 ,„,e i<

7 DAYS A WEt^
10 A.M. to 10 P.M.
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gjdeau Ward
lean Schwenger

is a homeowner at 11 Elizabeth Ave. She boasts that she has attended

^Council meeting in the past three years and that she has read all Committee minutes
6

M„hle to the P"blic she nas been actlve in such organizations as the United Fund and
>V
"Sneer Society. She is Vice-President of the Associations of Women Electors Her

ll'e ign is a personal one of involvement and community service.
ca<T1

rordon Travers is a 47 year old store owner who resides at 16 Mohawk Road He ran

Alderman in the last election and lost by a very few votes. He was formerly a manager

""i /.hlaws
Groceteria on Princess Street. His main concern in his campaign is the housing

a
»tion He believes that the city should build all. types of housing evenly distributed

s

d the city to meet the ever growing need.
ar01

Edwin Watts is a 69 year old, retired Alcan employee. He is a former Kingston Cen-

ial
Commissioner, Jaycee, Man of the Year, and Vice Chairman of the Rideau Crest

ume for the Aged and S°Cial Family Services - If re-elected he would push for OHC Hous-

Units spread across the city, correction of pollution, a senior citizens home, a garbage

If

8
nosals system etc. He would also try to press the Provincial Government for increased

ts and to initiate housing geared to income in Kingston.

6
ran

James R. Keenleyside is a 46 year old real estate salesman living at 159 Seaforthe

o a d He has served on Council for four years and his platform is based on his past experi-

re He was also a member of the Industrial Commission, the Airport Commission, and

the
International Bridge Committee. Keenleyside is anti-expressway and will push for low

^vidend housing, a Recreation Centre in Rideau Ward, equitable Industrial Assessment

integrated throughout the city. The encouragement of new industries is most desirable

according to Mr. Cook. His last suggestion is the expansion of the summer works pro-

gramme for deserving young people.

Mrs. Phipps Walker is a housewife who resides at 60 Earl Street and has lived in

Kingston for 17 years. She has been the President of the Kingston Branch of The Victorian

Order of Nurses and the IODE past municipal regent. She will run in order to deal with the

problems of the ward "both large and small. " The large problems for her are access to the

waterfront, housing and some way of limiting the rents. The ever-expanding University

presents and will present more problems which she will look into in a realistic way.

John Smart, 31 . of 228 Jolinson Street is a Graduate student of Queen's and the Presi-

dent of the NDP Kingston Riding Association. Mr. Smart is endorsed by ATAK
(Association of Tenants Action Kingstonl. He is pushing for a Ward Council and urban

renewal. He would like to see a redistribution of power, rent control and Council open to

delegations and petitions. Mr. Smart has been a member of the Planning Board and during

the summer worked for public ownership of the Waterfront.

George Vosper, a Kingston business man, living at 167 Earl Street is seeking another

term on City Council. He has served on Council from 1957-61 and 1968-70. He was chairman

of the Kingston Planning Board, a member of the Suburban Road Commission and a mem-

ber of the Cataraqui Conservation Authority He feels that zoning is most important in the

city in the implementation of the Official Plan. He will push for the improvement of air-

port facilities, a solution to garbage disposal and a bridge to Wolfe Island.

and favors the Industrial Land Banks concept.

Brenden McConnell is a 35 year old partner in an Insurance Co. He has run as a

ndidate of the NDP in a federal election and as a candidate for the PUC in 1968. He is a
ca

t
president of the Social Planners Council, a Member of the Kingston Planning Board,

and a member of . the Chamber of Commerce. If elected he will try to ease the tax load, to

make the Provinces listen to the city's needs, to increase all types of housing and to push

for
re-cycling of garbage. He is against delegations coming directly to council. He will

attempt to promote recreational facilities. Mr. McConnell's slogan is "Ability, Integrity,

and
Determination"

.

Sydenham Ward
W T Jim Cook who lives at 34 Barrie Street is looking for his third term on Council. He

has six years of experience behind him and has sat on eleven committees. He is a Civil

Servant and has business experience behind him. He will, if re-elected, do all within his

power to control pollution. He believes that parks and recreation are becoming of greater

importance and must be dealt with. He feels that housing geared to income should be

y HAt-t-

W><>

{and (ov<l&,

busies*

FORD OF CANADA

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

We are pleased to advise our many interested

friends that arrangements for interviews are

being made for early in the new year.

Please watch this paper and your placement of-

fice bulletin board for scheduled dates.

May we offer our best wishes for success at mid-

term and for a happy holiday season.

THE CANADIAN MINERAL INDUSTRY

EDUCATION FOUNDATION

offers

POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
in

MINING ENGINEERING
to GRADUATES in any branch of

ENGINEERING or APPLIED SCIENCE

$4500—9 months
PLUS Planned Summer Employment

For information contact:

The Chairman,

Dept. of Mining Eng. & Applied Geophysics,

McGill University. Montreal 110, P.O.

CLOSING DATE 12 FEBRUARY, 1971

a feature length film on

MICHELANGELO
in colour

English commentary

Sunday, December 6, 1970 at 8:30 p.m.

Stirling Hall D

Open to Gallery Association members only

Annual memberships available at the door from 8 p.m.

or anytime at the Agnes Etherington Art Centre

Students annual membership $1.00

The film has been made available through the cour-

tesy of the Embassy of Italy in co-operation with the

Canadian Centre for Films on Art.
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here it is,

what you've a

been waiting for

For the last time let us make a statement regarding

the purpose and format of this year's Queen's Journal.

The purpose of this newspaper is three-fold.

(1) The Information function: This involves specifically

the News, Sports and Tendays departments. Their pri-

mary function is to try to report or pass on events, hap-

penings, or topics of interest on the campus — past, pre-

sent and future. In keeping with this idea we have gone

out of our way to provide the low rate for campus adver-

tising. Twelve dollars for 8 column inches is almost not

worth it from a financial point of view — but it was an

attempt to provide a low cost for advertising for campus

groups that were short of money. In fact, in almost any

given issue, almost half the ads are campus ads. And yet

some of the people complaining about too many ads are

members of the organizations which are benefiting di-

rectly from this policy.

(2) Regarding the second function, that of Opinion and

Features is an obvious function. Where it gets interesting

is when people start demanding editorials claiming that

the Journal must start taking stands. It is not the func-

tion of any editor to go on a six month ego trip of con-

stantly publishing his own material. We are here rather

to provide a place for others to debate. We feel no need to

comment upon the "Great Social Issues of Our Time"

except when we consider ourselves sufficiently grounded

in that subject to make a statement of interest. To use

one example quoted on the opposite page (although it is

simply a convenient choice and not directed at the au-

thors' of that letter at all), the recent renewal of the

bombing of North Vietnam is but another example of the

insanity gripping the United States. Of course it is! Yet

we assume that the people of this campus are sufficiently

aware of Vietnam, of the atrocity of that war, and of the

hard line policy which Nixon verbally refutes yet physi-

cally upholds. Surely all of this is obvious! Surely you can

see who the aggressor is in South Vietnam! If not, then

surely you agree that this vicious war must be ended!

Surely you have that much intelligence. Surely you do not

need a cliche ridden editorial on the subject saying it all

over again.

(3) We are trying to provide an artistic outlet for the

campus through "sweven" which runs ad-free and hence

draws some revenue and resources from the regular

Journal. Yet we feel "sweven" fulfills a valid and sepa-

rate function in that its different format and style allow

for different kinds of articles to be presented which
would either have no place in a newspaper format or

would appear totally incongruous. It is a different kind of

publication in the way that the "Globe Magazine" is sep-

arate from the "Globe and Mail" newspaper.

Coupled with all this may we state that we have at-

tempted to broaden our local base so far this year. Jour-

nals are delivered to St. Lawrence College and R.M.C.
and we are now covering the City Council meetings and
trying to emphasize the events of importance to students

being discussed there. We have joined with the staff of

the Aesculapian Reporter in an attempt to better repre-

sent the viewpoints of the medical students on campus.
This, by the way, is not meant as a defence of the

Journal but rather as a statement of our priorities. We
feel no need to apologize for or further rationalize the

ideas behind this newspaper. If you disagree, please feel

free to come in and help us — we'll print it — the nine or

ten of us get tired of 4 a.m. mornings and would appre-

ciate the help.

(Jhtmi'a Smtrnal
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by Alan Broadbent

I was intrigued the other day when one of

my friends told me that some chap in Eng-

land had invented a toilet that is built so low

to the ground that one must assume a squat

position to use it.

As you may know, the squat position is a

very popular one in the realm of self relief.

If one were to take a look at the various defe-

cation customs around the world, the facts

would tell that indeed this is the most popu-

lar method. We don't do too much of it here

in North America, except for the odd sou-

journ to the summer camp or the mountains,

but in France, the Mediteranean Countries,

the east, and Russia, the squat position is the

way to get it all out.

As everyone is aware of, most toilets are

just a little bit lower than the average chair,

and are quite comfortable to sit in. As the

urge to void the bowels is not always that

predictable, it is sometimes necessary to

spend some time waiting in the toilet for the

appropriate moment. There are few of us

who have the time to spend in other places of

our house awaiting that moment, who have
not at one time or another been forced to

practice constriction during a meeting or

concert in order to maintain our social self-

respect.

This is, of course, a function of our highly

ordered society, a society which has a time-

table for work and leisure. We can not knock
off at any time for purposes of biological

function, and therefore it is necessary to

have toilets upon which one can sit comfort-

ably and encourage nature to do its duty
close to the time of our need. In societies

which are not so highly ordered, in which
work and leisure time often seem to have
rather blurred margins, one can let nature

give her signal, and then go in and assume
that squat position. In other words, the squat

position is the method of immediacy, while

the sitting position is the method of expe-

diency. The former demands an open or at

least flexible schedule, while the latter is

dictated by a tight schedule.

The invention of the new low-profile must
therefore be a blow at our society. By the

proliferation of this toilet design, western
culture, at least North American culture,

will be forced to assume the squat position.

The english chap whose brain-child this is

must be one of those subtle British revolu-

tionaries, bent, as it were, on the destruction

of our way of life.

His toilet design is aimed at two of the

major institutions in our culture, the depart-

ment store and the university. Apparently by

eliminating these two bastions of our cul-

ture, he hopes to create a critical imbalance

which will cause our whole social structure

to implode.

This is based on the fact that the major

pre-occupation of people who sit on toilets is

reading. There are few private bathrooms

which do not have some kind of reading ma-

terial placed on the toilet-box. While the in-

dividual is waiting for his body to do some

exercising, volumes may be consumed in

peace and comfort. Certainly this is the ideal

time to read, without the possibility of some-

one dropping by to chat, as happens in the

library, or interruptions such as the phone.

Things like the phone don't matter when one

is on the toilet, for somehow the mind is laid

at rest, the conscience stilled, when such a

basic and necessary function is being enter-

tained.

The way in which this will hurt the univer-

sity is obvious. Was it not Eric Mann who

said that the basic concept of the university

is that truth is found in books. And what is a

university if not an institution in search of

truth. But what will happen when the read-

ing time of the members of the university is

severely diminished. Who can read while in

the squat position? I bet even Bill Buckley

can't. This will then result in a lowering m

quality of the average university graduate,

and a necessary slowdown in the advance o

knowledge and therefore our progress-ori-

ented society. The intellectual class win

slowly perish.

The next to go will be the department

stores. When will the average person fino

time to read their Eatons, Simpsons, or eve

Canadian Tire catalogues. It is a fact tna

the non-intellectual classes are less inclm

to read in the first place, and surely the e

tra effort that the squat position will deman

will wipe out the catalogue reading c 'a *

m
The catalogue will slowly disappear fro

the bathrooms of the nation, and the dep*»

ment stores will suffer a decrease in pr°

from mail-orders. This will cause the derm

of the department store. .
{

Yes, the clever British have plied tne

subtle revolutions on us to destroy our so

ty. The only hope is a conscious effort on

part of all of us to scorn the squat, to s

dardize sitting.



Dear Sir,

We do not wish to enter into the de-

hate over the responsibility for the

confusion of the Guess Who concert,

hut we would like to say at this time

that in all our past dealings with Dave

Merrick, the head of the Q.E.A., we

have had no problems in terms of both

his personal help and advice, and his

fullfiilment of official responsibilities

head of the Q.E.A. The success of

the Leonard Cohen concert in terms of

management is one example of the

result of his fine co-operation. We
therefore suggest that the engineers

perhaps reconsider their allegations

against Dave Merrick, as his pastper-

tormance does not in any way indicate

that he could be capable of such incre-

dible incompetence.

Yours Sincerely,

A S U S, Concerts Committee

Paul Burke

Dan Lang

Dear Editor,

A funny thing happened to me on my
way to graduation.

I decided to do my weekly essay for

Professor John Q. Slavedriver be-

cause, like a number of students here,

I realized that I would like to pass his

course so I can graduate and start pay-

ing back those student loans I have
been accumulating these past years.

Not being a football start, I can't real-

ly expect to prolong my university

career indefinitely.

My first mistake was my visit to

Tech Supplies. Unable to find the book
I was after. I boldly approached the
girl behind the counter. "Do you have
biography of Le Chevalier D'Eon, by
M. Fagg?", I asked. I was greeted

by a blank stare. "It has a mauve col-

our and is supposed to be under History

I added. "Never heard" of it."

"Is it on order?"
"No."

"Professor Slavedriver ordered it

especially for History 99?"
"No."

Undaunted, I went to the Reserve
Room of the Douglas Library. Copying
the call number on a slip of paper I

handed it over to the student behind
the desk.

"Is this listed in the catalogue at the
"gluT'she demanded.
"Yes."

"Are you sure?"
"Yes."

"It isn't here."
Professor Slavedriver put the one

existing copy on reserve."
^'We don't have it."
"Will you check the cards?"
N». it isn't here. Thirteen other

stents fr°ni History 99 have already
askedforit."

So I dropped over to see Professor

lem
dr 'Ver and described the Prob

~

tn S0
'

1 get the book eh? Have y°u

th k
e liDrary ?

. tech supplies and all
ne bookstores in town? You have and

•S?
n

'

tget it? Toueh! '"-
u 'd I (a) borrow your copy?

(b) hand the assignment in

late?

|(>
(c) use another book?"

Le rt
ft and to tnis dav have not read

cot,
*,
eva"er d,Eon by r - M -

Fa ee- 1

bul
ldered complaining to the D.S.C.

pm:

real 'zing they are pondering the

exkr
of P°sterity and ignoring the

,

ln
8 situation. I trashed that idea.

c°nsidered the possibilities and
do nothing, comforting

°n wJff
With me thought"that, when I go

John A after flunking out tnis vear '

SirnJ ;
Slavedriver's taxes will help to

t^P0r t me; that'0,heUSA

fcereI
y yours,

11 P Keener.

, unless he returns

Dear Sir:

In regard to "Quebec, an analysis"
with James Laxer. Gerald Godin, and
Co., presented on Monday. November
third:

An analysis, by definition, is a "trac-
ing of things to their sources" or a
"discovery of general principles un-
derlying concrete phenomena". The
term "analysis" used in describing the
session which took place on Monday is,

to say the least, incorrect.

The
.
views presented were, in a

word, slanted, and many statements
degrading to the police forces and the
government were made. A group of
like-minded individuals, provoked to
making these institutions the objects
of their laughter, does not constitute
an analysis.

I would hope that a presentation of
biased views and attempts to make our
governmental system appear ludicrous

not be, in the future, misleadingly pub-
licised.

Yours Truly,

Roger Young
Arts 73.

Dear Sir:

The Friday, November 27th edition

of the "Queen's Journal" was an
amazingly bad newspaper. I wish to

call attention to two aspects of that
issue that represent a lapse in editorial

policy rather than condemn those who
made valuable individual contributions

to the paper.

Firstly, the piece by Norm Fritz was
in very dubious taste and in places
verged on personal slander. To include

it at all was indiscreet, but to give it

the status of a feature article rather
than a personal opinion or a 'letter to

the editor' was editorial negligence.

While I do not suggest censorship of

submissions. I find it apalling that the

editor could be in such ignorance with

regards to the problems between the

Science Formal Committee and the

QEA (which were aired at an AMS
meeting the week previous) to allow

the publication of an article which
smacks of tabloid sensationalism. No
amount of rebuttal can reverse the ef-

fects of such slander by innuendo.

Second, the large volume of adver-

tising space relative to news and fea-

ture items makes one question wheth-

er the "Journal" is a newspaper or a

student placement service in print.

One gets a somewhat empty feeling

when one can read the university paper

in its entirety in less than 10 minutes.

True, "sweven" costs a lot and runs no

adds, but is it fair to the student body

to sacrifice six issues of the "Journal"

for every one issue of "Sweven"? I

would assert, Mr. Editor, that your

priorities are far out of step with a

student body that pays $3.00 of its "Stu-

dent Interest Fee" to you and expects

a newspaper of quality in return.

John Blakney.

WHAT DO YOU WANT,
GOOD GRAMMAR OR . . . PAUL

BARRON?
The other evening, just before din-

ner, I sat at the table and idly scanned

the November 20th., 1970 issue of the

Queen's Journal, giving to it the kind of

mindless attention which its content

and the quality of its expression usual-

ly deserves. As I sat leafing through

the pages I had the vague, somewhat

disconcerting apprehension that all

was not as it should be; something was

different. And then suddenly I had it.

"Hey Charles," I shouted, "the arti-

cles in Ms Journal are grammatically

correct and understandable!

"

"Let me have a look at that."

gasped Charles, his face a distorted

mask of dazed and bewildered incre-

dulity. "Christ!" he exclaimed,

"you're right!"

Totally nonplussed we began going

through the pages together. Sure

enough each sentence had a subject, a

verb and (wherever applicable! an

object; and subordinate clauses were

neatly disposed in concordance with

basic rules of syntax, clearly reflect-

ing the coherent, logical thought pro-

cesses of the articles' respective au-

thors. ; ...

"I didn't hear anything about the

Journal getting a new editor," I said,

unable to account for the unusual clari-

ty of the prose before me.

"Neither did I," said Charles, but

then again I soon gave up reading the

Journal, anyway, after Baron became

editor." ,„ „ . .

.

Then Charles saw it. "Hey. he said,

"Otis Journal is nothing but a collection

of past articles from old Queen s Jour-

nals 1."
, M„t„

Things suddenly made sense. Natu-

rally the Queen's Journal had never be-

fore had an editor totally lacking the

ability to write an intelligible sen-

te

NeUher one of us was embarrassed

by the mistake, despite the fact that
the content was quite obviously no-
thing to do with issues affecting the
contemporary world or things of im-
port currently going on amund
Queen's. All this seemed quite con-
comitant with our regular Journal. Af-
ter alt, during the week immediately
preceding the Journal of November 24,

1970, for example, there had only been
The Public Order Act oj 1970 to discuss;
The National Convention of the Liberal
Party; renewed American bombing of

Hanoi; Consolidation and growing
strength of The Waffle Movement on
campus. So it was perfectly natural
and understandable that in the Journal
of November 24, Mr. Barron should
offer for our amusement and intellec-

tual enlightenment, an editorial

(stylistically scintillating as ever)
based on an analogy to that charismat-
ic and controversial figure, Guy Lom-
bardo. We can only hope that rumour is

indeed correct that next week we are
to learn all about the beautiful and
inimical Lennon sisters, those perenni-

al favourites who for so many years
have graced the screen with Lawrence
Welk and brought so much joy and
happiness into the lives of Canadians

and Americans alike.

And Nero kept on playing while

Rome burned to the ground . .

.

M. George Bowden
Charles K.Kelly

Dear Sir;

Yesterday's Journal contained not

only a complaint from Ann Lancaster

concerning boring lectures, but an edi-

torial blasting 'nothing' students who
don't give the D.S.C. reps anything

new to talk about.

I have news for Miss Lancaster, the

seminar courses aren't much better

than the lecture ones. The only differ-

ence is that, instead of one person rei-

terating the textbook for half an hour,

there are about fifteen students who
have read nothing chatting aimlessly

with a professor who is unable or un-

willing to direct the discussion so that

the salient points come to the surface.

Again, maybe students should stay

away and read but again, if they do so

they miss the next list of readings to

read for the next pointless discussion,

and maybe the next essay assignment,

to be sloppily marked and hastily

commented upon by the prof.

What does a concerned student do

under such circumstances? After

complaining to one individual prof

about such matters as non-existent

books for the weekly assignments, to

no avail, several of us took our com-

plaints to the D.S.C. rep. She refused

to discuss any course of action because

she "sorla likes the way he is run-

ning!?) things." Besides, she and the

other D.S.C. reps are having fun talk-

ing about course requirements for fu-

ture students at Queen's. I ask. why
should I be concerned about posterity?

What has posterity done for me?
Yours Truly,

One who isn't dumb enough to sign

this.

Dear Sir:

If it's permissible for a non-student

to contribute a letter to the Journal

Editor, perhaps I can add a few things

to the current hassle between Norm
Fritz and David Merrick. I'll willingly

admit that I've spoken with Norm on

only two occasions, while Dave has

been a friend for years, so my thoughts

are undoubtedly prejudiced, but I'll

attempt to accurately lay out a few

facts about what went down during,

the prior to, the Guess Who-Chuck
Berry concert.

A few weeks before the concert 1

phoned Norm Fritz to inquire about the

possibility of getting CKLC involved in

the event, whether to provide paid or

free advertising, contribute an emcee,

run ticket giveaways on the air. or

whatever was possible. Norm told me
that it was far too late for any such

considerations since he had already

worked out an exclusive agreement

with Greg Stewart of CKWS; and Greg

had been clever enough to sign him to

an exclusivity contract. This was ex-

tremely disappointing, not only be-

cause the Guess Who are long time

friends of mine, but because CKLC has

always had such excellent relations

with Queen's, particularly in the field

of concerts and dances and such. We
have helped Queen's on countless occa-

sions with advice, advertising, and

various forms of assistance, most of

which we have contributed free.

On one particular occasion after the

organizers of a Queen's folk concert

had bought advertising on CKWS. they

still had sold virtually no tickets a few

days prior to the concert and had no

money left to spend with CKLC. I then

agreed, regardless of, that, .to promote

the concert on C*KLC, free of charge,

to attempt to bail them out of what

looked like a financial disaster. It

turned out to be quite successful with

nearly a full house.

All we got out of it were two free

tickets, but we were glad to help re-

gardless; we just requested that the

next time they come and see us ear-

lier, and perhaps give us a share of

whatever advertising budget they had.

However, this was just one incident.

We have always freely contributed uur

time and assistance, whether it was in

the form of free plugs, advice on book-

ing or promoting gigs, giving free re-

feedback
continued p. 11

By a technical error, the following three paragraphs were omitted from the

end of Norm Fritz's article which appeared on this page in last Friday's Jour-

nal.

With the expanded facilities for concerts at Queen's, the problems and

costs have also expanded proportionately. I don't feel that any student is qual-

ified to handle such responsibility for OTHERS. The budget for our concert

was on the order of $15,000. A student-run facility such as the QEA has new

personnel about every two years, and I don't feel a greenhorn should be given

this responsibility at the MAGNITUDE of the possible expense to others.

As for Sandy Riley's emotional outbursts at the last AMS meeting. I feel

there comes a point in a discussion where the FACTS are obscured by emo-

tion Therefore rather than defending the actions of the QEA on an emotional

basis, I suggest he consider the facts.

Also. I at no time was TOLD by Paul Nickson to stay away from the last

AMS meeting. I decided to stay away to prevent emotional outbursts such as

Riley's, so that the facts could be discussed intelligently.

answering

Norm Fritz

by David Merrick

In answering Mr. Fritz challenge placed in the last

Journal, I must first state that I object to his method of

airing his objections. Why was he not at the AMS Outer

Council meeting on November 17? Apparently he was told

not to come by members of the Engineering Society Execu-

tive. If he had been present at that time, the inaccuracies

and untruths of his article would have been cleared up. Fur-

thermore, why is Norm Fritz making all these allegations

when my contact was primarily with Bill Bell who was

supposed to be in charge of entertainment for the weekend'

In April of this year, Peter Raymont met with both Bill

Bell and Norm Fritz to discuss entertainment for the Sci-

ence Formal Concert. At this time, the groups were decid-

ed upon as well as the times for the concerts. When Peter

received the contracts, he made copies of them and sent

these to both Bill Bell and Norm Fritz pointing out the rele-

vant details, including the additional requirements ot

Chuck Berry's contract including the fact that Chuck Berry

was to close the show. Up until the day of the concert, this

was alright with the Science Formal Committee because

thev wanted Berry to be on last anyway. The Guess Who s

contract started at 7:00 p.m. contrary to Mr. Fritz asser-

tion that it did not start until 8:00 p.m. On the day of the

concert, it was decided by the Science Formal committee

members that Chuck Berry was to go on first rather than

the Guess Who. If the original plan had been adhered to

then there would have been no problem.

Mv next point concerns the payment of the entertain-

ment for the concert and the week-end. Mr. Fritz states

that "Bill Bell was there at 6:00 p.m.. the expected time of

Berry's arrival.
" Even so, Mr. Bell did not have themoney

with him at that lime to pay Chuck Berry. On the Tuesday

ot the week of the concert, I sat down with Bill Bel and

went over the amounts and method of payment for all en-

tertainment for the Science Formal week-end. 1 particular-

Iv went over Chuck Berry's contract because he was to be

paid the balance of his fee in cash in U.S. currency prior to

PZ first show. This was noted because ,t dl«fer«t

from the normal method of payment as outlined in the olh-

er entertainer's contracts.

Suing. Mr. Fritz discusses the Poor Man s Formal

with assertions that are both untrue and inaccurate To-

ds "the end of August, I received a letter from Norm

Fr,l7 outlining Ihc group he wanted for the Poor Man s

Formal and the price which he wanted to pay. This group s

prire was more than he wanted to spend and I suggested

fiat we book Crowbar. 1 acted on Crowbar and had a con-

™ot ready to be signed when Mr Fritz and Mr. Bell re-

lurned to Kingston nr September. They decided that they

would like Crowbar, so I signed and sent the contract back

to Toronto for the signature of the group leader. I might

add that it takes quite some time for contracts to be re-

turned, because the groups may have other offers or other

plans coming up for the same date. It turned out that this

was the case in this instance. About three weeks after

sending back the contract, I received word from Toronto

that the group had accepted another date. N.P. — I certain-

ly cannot be held responsible for these events — it is simply

a hazard in the entertainment field which you must live

with, I immediately informed Bill Bell and obtained a list

of available acts. After a few days waiting while the Sci-

ence Formal Committee made up its mind. I received word

that they had decided on a Toronto group and a Kingston

group. They were in no way "forced" to accept these

groups. In order to wind up the contracts for these groups I

had the agency in Toronto send a telegram confirming the

booking. This was received on October 21 — over two weeks

before the Poor Man's Formal! Since the A. M.S. states

that advertising on campus cannot start earlier than two

weeks before an event, I cannot see where "valuable adver-

tising time" was lost.

The last point of Mr. Fritz's article to be discussed is

the personal allegation that "the interes of the student body

in general, are not always first and foremost on (my)

mind." Mr. Fritz is certainly not speaking for people who I

have worked with on other events when he makes this

statement. People on the Arts and Science Concerts Com-

mittee, the Homecoming Committee and Suzie-Q Commit-

tee have been most pleased with the work of the Q.E.A. in

the past.

Mr. Fritz's reference to personal outside interests origi-

nates from my relationship with the local radio stations

and in particular CKLC. It is my belief that a working rela-

tionship with the radio press and disk jockeys is essential to

the operation of concerts and the Queen's Entertainment

Agency. Through my efforts. Mr. Gary Parr of CKLC was

invited to the concert. This action was taken to make up for

the fact that the Science Formal Committee had signed an

exclusive advertising contract with CKWS. In a city of this

&ize. actions such as this could have nothing but an adverse

effect on relations with CKLC which I might add are most

important to Queen's University as a whole Not only does

CKLC advertise in the Queen's Journal, Who's Where and

Golden Words, but it has helped in concerts in past years by

giving a large amount of free advertising when preliminary

sales for events have been discouraging. This kind of assist-

ance is invaluable to the university community. Mr. Fritz

was completely ignorant of this fact even after I went to

great lengths to inform him of it.

To conclude, the Queen's Entertainment Agency did

everything in its power to ensure that the Science Formal

Committee received all relevant information concerning

entertainment for their week-end. Furthermore, it seems

that Mr. Fritz's attempt to blame the QEA for all his trou-

. bles reflects on the irresponsibility of the Science Formal

Committee for which Mr. Fritz must ultimately take the

blame.

Dave Merrick,

I lirector, Queen's Entertainment Agency.
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The present 'solution' of foreign aid is ridiculous

by Leslie Kaye
It is interesting, and unfor-

tunate, to note that the "hu-

manitarianism" of developed

countries, however their for-

eign aid systems are linked in

with potential economic self-

gain through the usual

"strings-attached" policies

accompanying these aid pro-

grammes, has increased the

speed with which underdevel-

oped countries are rushing

towards ecological disaster. As

Paul Ehrlich says in Popula-

tionI Resources/Environmen f ,
"A

dramatic decline in death rates

occurred in the underdevel-

oped countries . . . This decline

was caused primarily by the

rapid export of modern drugs

and public health measures
from the developed countries

to the underdeveloped coun-

tries. This consequent 'death

control' produced the most
rapid, wide-spread change

known in the history of human
population dynamics."

Unfortunately, with all the

improved medical care, it was
still not enough to cut down to

a reasonable level the number
of neo-natal and child mortali-

ty rates. Sweden's level — the

lowest in the world — is 14.2

deaths per 1,000 live births,

Canada's (about 17th on the

list) is 24.7, while Portugal's is

69, the Phillipines', 70.5, Peru,

83, Guatemala, 87, Chile, 108,

and the U.A.R., 117.3, for in-

fant mortalities. Child mortali-

ty rates are generally higher,

because the child is weaned,

and therefore cut off from his

mother's milk, which is his

most nutritional and parasite-

free food supply available,

however inadequate that sup-

ply may be. Rates are in rates

per 1000 children (ages 1-4) per

year: Sweden, .08, Canada, 1.1,

Portugal, 8.0, the Phillipines,

8.4, Peru, 17.4, Guatemala,

32.7, Chile, 8.0. U.A.R., 37.9.

(From U.N. Demographic
Year Book.

)

Children in agrarian socie-

ties are usually considered to

be benefits. They will be extra

hands on the farm, as well as

old-age insurance for their

parents, therefore people in

agrarian (and usually underde-

veloped) societies perceive a

need to produce many chil-

dren. Because of the high rates

of child and infant mortality

many children must be pro-

duced to have even a few sur-

vive. Some die immediately,

while others live just long

enough to drain the family's

resources. And, even with high

death rates, medical aid in-

sures that the birth rate ex-

ceeds the death rate.

There is a cyclical problem
involved in the need to have
children. Poor living standards

lead to increases in infant and
child mortality which lead to

an increased number of births

which leads to an increase in

the growth rate which leads to

a large proportion of persons

under the productivity age lev-

el (or a high dependent popula-

tion) which leads to a low per

capita income and low stan-

dards of living. This cycle is

unbreakable at this time ex-

cept through arbitrary pro-

grammes of enforced steriliza-

tion and the like. Such pro-

grammes are difficult to im-

plement at a mass level and in

isolated areas.

Another block facing the

control of ecological problems,

especially in South America,
has been the taboo on discuss-

ing such things as sex and birth

control. Here the person who

may have do„ebreak throueh a 1,1

the Pope, with

l

h

hls

Humanae Vi tl ls

writing on theL
sanctioned dA
started the u|>
This may bethel'
breakthrough

f3
nation of sex m "
(as well as the S0Jjcaused by the re
flicts).

e"

Perhaps, i„

most humanitari,.
developed

countri
apparently the u,
tarian. The deve|,

tries should
ceaj

medical aid, etc
t

veloped countries,

allows these
countri,

tain a declining
rale

ence — until
tli]

climbing death r«

elled off the gro»(

then rush in a mas
tional, medical and

trol programme thai

the underdeveloped

to raise themselves

ease, malnutrition

by starvation,

'solution' of foreig

diculous.

Why do they hove the gold Marat we re poor and the poot stay p oor

Why do they have all the power Moral don't make us wart any more

Why do they have friends ot the top We want our rightsand we don't car » how

Why do they have jobs at the top We want our revolution NOW
We ve got nothing always had noth ng from The Persecution ond Assassinat on

nothing but holes and millions of th m of Marot as Performed by the In mates

Living in holes of the Asylum of Charenton un<ler

Dying in holes 'he Direction of the Marquis de mHoles in our bellies

and holes in our clothes by Peter Weiss

this self defeating attitude.

.

The cat situation in Colombia is

both ironical and frightening. When
people are confronted by the day-
to-day facts of the disturbance of

the balance of nature in the world
they are unlikely to think of cats as

being a part of nature in that sense.

But cats are predators. They prey

on rodents and every farm, many
factories and warehouses, and all

ships, have cats which are, in a

very real sense, on the payroll and
perform a vital function.

In Colombia the cat population

has declined seriously because of

the careless use of pesticides. In

the tropical lowlands, particularly,

there is now a disproportionate
increase in rats, mice and other

rodents which, for some reason,

have not been affected by pesti-

cides. People are being increasing-

ly bitten by rodents and the diseas-

es carried by these creatures are

causing concern.

Sanitation experts in the govern-

ment claim that the pesticide and
fumigation chemicals used on gar-

bage in Colombia seem to have lit-

tle effect on rodents but are deadly

to dogs and cats. Efforts are now
being made to learn more about
breeding cats since little in the

country is known about the subject.

The government of Colombia
seems to have succumbed, howev-
er, to the bromides passed out by
the chemical companies concern-
ing pesticides. It has been decided

that it would be too difficult to con-

trol the use of the offending pesti-

cides concerned in this crisis and
instead attention is to be paid to

breeding more cats.

This seems a self-defeating atti-

tude. The more cats bred, the more
cats will become victims of pesti-

cides. Even breeding will not be

enough, it has been decided. Cats

will henceforth be imported in an
effort to restore the balance.

This, in essence, is an illustra-

tion of the futility of leaving the

root cause alone and simply atten-

ding to symptoms. Pesticides

threaten man through the impair-

ment of the environment. They are

the root cause, and nothing short of

eliminating them will do any good.

There are other and better ways of

controlling pests — harmless com-
pounds, and natural methods. The
big chemical lobbies have for far

too long been able to talk govern-

ments out of taking this simple
formula to heart.

Restoring the balance

by Doug Shane

HELP NEEDED NOW FOR
COLUMBIAN CAT

EMERGENCY RELIEF FUND
In a special telephone interview. Colonel Jo

Manana, the Receiver-General for the ColornDi-

an Cat Emergency Relief Fund, stressed th

gravity of his nation's crisis. Colonel Manania,

whose last post was as Director of the Colombia

Defloridation Task Force, said he was certa'

that if the peoples of the world sent their exee

cat populations to his country, the current rone

threat would be crushed.
u

Interviewer: Colonel Manana, what have y

done to inform the world of L

ombia's current situation. .

Our ambassador to the Unl
j 1)(

,

Nations has appealed to t

General Assembly for inter"

c
.
t

tional assistance. We exP

that the World Health Orga" 1-^

tion may be instrumental

shipping cats to Colombia.

What else is being done, c°

As a member-nation of the ft

ance for Progress we are as»

Col. Manana:

Interviewer:

Col. Manana:

i:
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100 US Companies Freak Out

New York (LNS) "A catastrophe," said one New York busi-
nessman. "We are going to be blamed for anything that goes wrong
in Chile," sobbed an Administration official. "A defeat for the US,"
grumbled Business Week, the capitalist's weekly newsmagazine.

The Chilean people had picked a Marxist for president in their
September 4 elections. And it looks like closing time for the $700
million a year rip-off that American corporations have been staging
in Chile. Dr. Salvador Allende may soon be sending home compa-
nies ranging from Dow Chemical, Ford, Xerox, and Firestone to

Coca-Cola, RCA, Bank of America, and Bethelham Steel. And in

particular, Chile's vast copper mines may soon be running for the
Chilean people and not for the huge US firms — Kennecott, Cerro
and Anaconda.

The US government would have loved to please the 100 US cor-

porations operating in Chile by preventing Salvador Allende from
taking office in November. Naturally. But if the CIA succeeded in

budging the Chilean military from its neutral attitude towards the

election, the news didn't leak out to the press. And right-wing .ef-

forts to deny Allende legislative approval on October 24 failed. The
Chilean people would have met any force from the military or the

US with bitter opposition.

"If they try to take his triumph away from him, the blood will

run," vowed Josefina Pizarra among tens of thousands of Allende
supporters at a mid-September rally in Santiago. She is a 29 year-old

unwed mother of two living in a tent city on the outskirts of Santiago

that was set up by the Socialist Party on seized land.

And the US knows she echoes the sentiments of many common
people in Chile, who have never had a real stake in the US-backed
governments of the past. If there had been any interference with his

inaugeration as Chile's new president, Dr. Allende would have
called for workers to occupy their factories, peasants to occupy
their land, and civil servants to occupy their offices as a first mea-
sure.

Palestine

al1 of the other members to con-
tribute as best they can.
1 understand that you have been
in touch with the Red Cross. .

J^s. The Swiss representatives
nave agreed to sponsor a cat
round-up in Biafra. Fortunately
the People there are starving
and their rodents are needed by
ne refugee population. Thus

'ney do not need their cats. I

™Ve also appealed to the Vati-
an

- Rome, it seems, has many
™anV'cats. If we can persuade

>s th

ope.

ere anything being done
"out the pesticides and fumiga-
™« chemicals that caused the

ty's's in Colombia?
. let me say this about that,
would like to make it perfectly
ear that the Colombian gov-
nnient is doing everything in

Power to increase the r.eprod-

! capacities of Colombian
ttctj

cats

How are you going about that?
e are studying the overly suc-

Interviewer:

Col. Manana

Interviewer:

Col. Manana:

Interviewer:

Col. Manana

cessful reproductive processes

of our people.

But then you will have too many

cats.

Then we will introduce more

pesticide.

But what about the ecological

havoc that Colombia is threat-

ened with?

We are a strong and valiant peo-

ple. The scientists of the chemi-

cal companies have assured us

that the percentage of chemical

impurities in the environment

has not yet reached a fatal level

for human beings. So you see. it

is not exactly the pesticides that

are causing the problem. We
must strengthen our cats. We

must, with the other Peace and

Freedom loving peoples of the

world, make a stand in Colom-

bia.

Thank you, Colonel.

Thank you. My people will be

most grateful for any contribu-

tions to the Colombian Cat

Emergency Relief Fund.

/
4**

yfr
xHA^-

S
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Quit bitching, people

by Brian Rogers

Students have been bitching about their lot for ages; it is doubtful that

even Socrates escaped criticism — however, most of this bitching has been no

more than that, a behind-the-teacher's-back game of one-upmanship. Unfor-

tunately, the cathartic effect of bitching does little more than soothe one's

feelings; the apparent cause of the criticism is left untouched, and people con-

tinue on their merry, circular way. No doubt, in time, the object of scorn and

complaint is removed or covered over, either in the gradual process of hierar-

chical gamesmanship or via the decease. of the person most directly con-

cerned. Needless to say. this somewhat slow pattern of change isn't quite good

enough now with the spreading effects of rapidly changing technology. The

members of the university community must put aside their apparently apoliti-

cal natures and tackle the problem of internal, as well as external, change.

Students have the most crucial role in this ongoing process of internal

change: they are the most affected and largest in number; they are the closest

to the new patterns of the time and the basic societal changes; they are those

most free from conservative pressures and can best undertake the task of cre-

ative change. Students must stop being content with merrily bitching to each

other; they must jump into the "governing game" and convert their criticisms

into constructive proposals.

There can be no doubt that the most crucial area of concern within the

university, especially for students, is that of educational policy. While learning

is something that happens inside one's head, the conditions in which one learns

and the material one has to learn are fundamental to the possibility of having

anything happen inside one's head. The objective framework in which one ap-

plies one's personal capacity can be adjusted or replaced. This is why the re-

port of the Arts and Science Curriculum Committee, as outlined elsewhere on

this page, is so important and so interesting. The myriad of academic regula-

tions which the committee tries to rationalize and reform is an all-too-impor-

tant factor in making education at Queen's possible or impossible. While the

actual proposals of the report lend themselves to close discussion, my concern

here will be delineating the process of academic reform which is revealed by

the career of these proposals.

Change is induced in an institutional mode of government both within the

institutional apparatus by new recruits and ideas and from the environment in

which the institutions exist. An atmosphere for change may be created but

constructive institutional application is required before the change can actual-

ly take place. Professions of radical inclination must be matched by a radical

life-style, if reality is taken to be something more than words. Students do

much to create an atmosphere conducive to and insistent on change, even

bitching can help to achieve this, but their role in the constructive process of

change has been negligible until very recently, and even now the structures

and personnel are too new and too little understood for student representation

to be much more than token. A careful examination of the path of the Curricu-

lum Committee's Report should significantly aid students in learning how to

apply themselves best in order to bring about creative change within the insti-

tutional process of which they are now a part.

In the fall of 1967, the Curriculum Committee was asked to examine the

problem of supplemental examinations; this piece-by-piece approach to re-

form was the standard approach at Queen's and in 1965-66 a number of rather

minimal reforms had been introduced on this basis — including, for example,

the formation of model first year programs. The University of Toronto had just

received the MacPherson Report on the undergraduate arts and science cur-

riculum, but Queen's was concentrating its energies for reform on the Duff-

Berdahl report. Education had been of little concern to those in student poli-

tics, and certainly the exciting discussions on university governmet assumed
centre stage in 1967-68. The Curriculum Committee soon discovered that the

question of "supp's" involved the whole scope of the educational structure at

Queen's: coinciding with this discovery was the election of Edwards and Lich-

ty in the first campus-wide election of AMS President and Vice-President —
their primary campaign promise (other than "action") was to assert student

interest in the educational process and to institute "counter-courses". At the

same time, a proposal was being formulated by a Study Commission on Educa-

tion at Queen's (Associate Dean Fell was one of the members) under the wing

of the SCM to develop a core or Arts I program, such as had just been set up at

UBC, and plans were being made for Queen's first teach-in, ORGAZM.
This atmosphere fostered the interest of the Curriculum Committee in

tackling the reformation of the whole academic structure of the Faculty of

Arts and Science, and. at the same time, the new Principal, Dr. Deustch,

formed the Principal's Committee on Teaching and Learning (PCTL). The
PCTL included four students in its membership of nine, both graduate and
undergraduate students represented, and its terms of reference were as broad

as possible. The exact role that the PCTL was expected to play in the process

of academic reform has never been explicit; the Principal made clear its sub-

servience to the "normal procedures" of the Faculty Board and Senate but

didn't offer any direct means of integrating the PCTL report into those proce-

dures. However, one may conjecture that the real purpose of the

PCTL was one of affecting the atmosphere for change. There were no students

on the Faculty Board at that time, and the tone of the Board's committees was
one of the introspective debate in closed meetings. The PCTL could be more
representative of the university community, and it was asked to receive briefs

and presentation in open meetings from all parts of the community. Indeed,

the Opinion Conference, held in May, 1969, could have no function other than to

get a broad cross-section of the university concerned about educational re-

form, and to have the whole range of attitudes confront and understand each

other.

The suggestion that the benefits of the PCTL were external rather than

intrinsic is well born out by the report that was finally published last fall.

Committee members had apparently met each other head on and the compro-

mise that became the report managed to avoid internal dissidence by saying as

little as possible. The most crucial areas of concern were ignored, and rhetoric

replaced constructive proposals in other areas. But the medium of the commit-

Faculty of Arts and Science

Curriculum Committee - - - proposals before the Faculty Board

1. general B. A. (three years)

-15 courses, 5 in one subject

-an overall average of 60%

2. honours B.A. (four years)

-19 courses

a) major-10 courses in one subject

b) 2 medials-7 courses in each of two subjects

b) 2 medials — 7 courses in each of two subjects

c) special field — 14 courses in two or more subjects organized around a

problem, a period, a culture or discipline area.

-extensive flexibility in the 4th year

-overall average of 60% with 60% in the field of concentration

3. B. Sc. honours general (four years)

(maths and natural sciences)

-19 courses

a ) major— 10 courses and possibly 2 prerequisites

b) grouping of 14 courses, all in maths and natural sciences, including all

prerequisites

-an overall average of 60% with 60% in the field of concentration

4. B. Sc. honours (four years)

(maths and natural sciences)

-22 courses, with a concentration of not more than 18 courses in a program

specified by one or more departments in maths and natural sciences

-an overall average of 60% with 60% in the field of concentration

5. interdisciplinary courses and progams —
-up to the departments and associate deans to organize but the curriculum

committee makes room for them in the regulations.

6. extension and summer school work

-all course work, intra-or extra-mural should count for the same, requiring

however, at least one year of intramural study.

7. classes of degrees

-first (80-100), upper second (75-79), second (65-74), third (60-65)

-to be determined by an average of the 10 best courses fulfilling various

requirements.

tee carried its message, with concern for academic reform achieving almost

as central a position as the great "Edwards affair" of last winter. At the same

time, Glenn MacDonell became the first "real" Education Commissioner, in-

troducing a wide range of educational projects; however, as usual, student

politicians were more interested, in political procedures and vigorous in-

fighting. Student government response to the PCTL report was minimal, ex-

tending no further than a rhetorical "preliminary reply".

Throughout this time the Curriculum committee went its merry way. The

only tangible link with the PCTL was Fred Euringer who sat on both commit-

tees (God bless the poor man! ), although they did squeeze in one joint lunch-

eon. The DSC representatives quietly took their places last year; seven stu-

dents sat on the Curriculum Committee with eight faculty plus ex-officio

members. However, most of the students said little; Paul Burke, now a Sena-

tor, was one of the most vocal of those that did say something. The PCTL

report was given full debate in two meetings of the Faculty Board, and the

Curriculum Committee, with its chairmanship passing from Norman Brown to

Jock Gunn, began to put together its report, while the "Carsch Affair" occu-

pied most of the faculty's imaginations. The Fair Share report had received

the spotlight in student politics (next to the ubiquitous Edward case, of course),

and Glen MacDonnell had had to cut back on his ambitious schemes for edu-

cational innovation. Patrick Riley, his successor, took his cue, and concentrat-

ed on the concerns of academic pop which had come to share social promin-

ence with football games and dances. Symposiums, however, all too often lea

students to ignore the stateness of their "required" academic life.

The first proposals of the Curriculum Committee were accepted by the

Faculty Board in June, 1970. The minor was abolished, as were distribution

requirements for a 5/4 General B.A., but there weren't many students aroun

in June. The final drafting of the report was undertaken by Professor Gunn tni

fall, and the report, with committee approval, awaits the decision of the Facu

ty Board.
t

This rather long general history of the process of academic reform

Queen's in recent years gives one a better perspective, not only to view
^

present report of the Curriculum Committee, but to pattern future actions

achieving academic change at Queen's. There has been a marked rise in

interest of the community overall in educational reform, achieved by the f

cipal's Committee in its public function and in the formation of an Educa

Commission, despite its primary interest in "bread and circuses ". This is

to suggest that academic reform has achieved a primary position; "^"j nts

too many more sensational events to allow for that. At the same time stu

are becoming a part of the institutional hierarchy that converts "atmosp

ics" into "specifics ". The problem thus far seems to be two-fold: on the

hand diversions like the PCTL, and the symposiums and counter-courses ^
taking too great a chunk of students attentions; and on the other, the stu

who are absorbed into the institutional apparatus that legislates unive
(e

policy are less interested in radical academic change than might be <*esl
.

r '

(
jgc— "more political" issues seem more attractive, and they lack the know

and expertise of the administrators and faculty who still control the appara

If more people had spent more time on the proceedings of the Curnc

Committee, we might have something more than the sleek rationalizatio ^
report presents. Let's be ready for the next step when the departments an

^
administration slowly, ever so slowly, bring in the changes that the Cu

e

lum Committee's proposals allow for. Let's make sure that these reforn
len ts,

carried to their furthest limit — and that can only happen if we, as stuo

get involved in the nitty-gritty of putting theory into practice.
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Feedback cont'd

from pc«9e7

for dances and parties, providing

mcee or whatever was necessary.
aI

Mv point here is only that we have

- led friendly cooperative relations

e
°K Queen's at all times, and ex-

ed tnis to Norm 00 tne Pnone >

p,a

l
"mentioned that I was more than a

a
!tie hurt that he would ignore all this,

d siKn sucn an exclusive agreement
a
"th Greg, without even having the

sideration to talk to us beforehand.

u°= only excuse was that he had ar-

oed for someone on his committee

come and see us, but obviously that
10

gterious
person hadn't, and he had

^mehow forgotten to follow up on it.

When I
mentioned that something like

!L could certainly do no good to fu-

ture
relations between CKLC and other

people at Queen's who would follow

he said that he realized that he

had'probably made a mistake, and that

Jome others at Queen's were a little

untight about it too, but he couldn't see

anv way to change it now. I suggested

ext time he at least come and talk to

Is first, thanked him and hung up.

Dave Merrick, realizing what had

gone down, did his best to smooth

things over, and invited me to be his

guest at the concert. I assured him

that we weren't going to hold a grudge

against the entire student body be-

cause of one person; I also accepted

his offer to attend the show, since I

wouldn't have missed it in any event.

So, while Chuck Berry was doing his

first show the night of the concert, I

was sitting with the Guess Who in their

dressing room (reading the Queen's

Journal as a matter of fact) when Mr.

Fritz arrived. Dave Merrick intro-

duced us, and I shook Norm's hand and

said 1 was happy to meet him. What

happened next none of us was ready

for. Norm seemed aghast that I was

even there, and attempted to actually

throw me out. (It should be understood

that (1) I'm a member of the press;

(2i was there as an invited guest, and

(3) an old friend of the group.) Norm
couldn't give me an answer as to why I

shouldn't be there. It was all very

strange. The result of all this was that

Norm Fritz instead was evicted from

the dressing room, and those in charge

were told by the Guess Who's manag-
er, Don Hunter, that Fritz was not to
be allowed in the dressing room again,
under any circumstances. The whole
thing was embarassing, unpleasant,
and extremely unnecessary. Norm
apparently then blamed Dave Merrick
for the whole thing — an absurd, rude
shocking situation, which Norm had
created

;
for what, nobody knows yet —

I'm still in the dark for sure. It was a
bit unreal.

Had it not been for that incident, the
Guess Who would have consented to
close the second show, even though
they had opened the first show, and
were anxious to get back to Toronto. If

that had happened, much time moving
equipment would have been saved, and
it wouldn't have been necessary to pay
Chuck Berry extra money to go on last,

after his contract time. But after
Norm Fritz's display, Don Hunter said
'Forget it man; after that hassle,
we're not doing any favours around
here. We are going on first and getting
out of here."

Since then, Norm has apparently
launched some personal vendetta
against Dave Merrick and Peter Ray-
mont, both of whom seemed to be
doing their jobs very capably that
night, as they have done in any past
dealings I've had with them.
To conclude, I'd just like to suggest

that no one take Mr. Fritz's tirade rav-

ings too seriously. Norman is on a very
strange trip.

Peace,

Gary Parr
Program Supervisor

CKLC Radio.

TO THE EDITOR
This letter has been written to clear

up a few of the facts which either wer-

en't brought out or which were misin-

terpreted in the recent articles about

the Q.E.A. written by Chris Redmond
and Norm Fritz.

Firstly, as to why we have a compul-

sory block booking agency at Queens

there are several reasons. The Q.E.A.

was set up about 3 years ago in re-

sponse to the increasing complaints of

various groups who had paid high

prices for the services of inferior

bands, who lacked the experience and

knowledge necessary when dealing
with musical agencies and with the
groups and or who had hired bands
which had failed to fulfill their con-
tractual obligations. The Q.E.A. was
designed to correct these problems, in
that a block booking agency collects
the total financial power of groups
demanding the services of bands under
one wing. As has happened with QEA,
agents soon realize the value (almost
$150,000 in our caset of gaining a good
repualion with the Agency. The agent
therefore, to insure continuing busi-
ness, doesn't charge exorbitant rates
for bands, and makes sure that bands
perform properly. The Q.E.A., with
it's great and continuing purchasing
power, has a strong bargaining posi-
tion.

As far as dealing with groups and
agents, a great deal of expertise and
knowledge is required. As exemplified
by the Science Formal, when someone
who lacks these qualities tries to deal
with these parties, they very often get
burned. The director of the Q.E.A. is,

because of his constant contacts, able
to deal firmly with the groups in-

volved. He also, as mentioned earlier,

has his supportive booking powers.
Recently proposed constitutional

changes (alluded to but not described
by Redmond) have clarified the Agen-
cy's role in this field of band relations.

At this point, I should emphasize
that the Q.E.A. acts only at the request

of the interested groups on campus.
The bands that are obtained are chosen
by the group putting on the event, and
while the Q.E.A. director is often

asked for an opinion, all he does is ob-

tain the band. He doesn't have dicta-

torial powers.

The Agency is compulsory, however,

for everyone's benefit. If one group,
eg. the Science Formal Committee, is

able to book separately, the power of

the Agency is decreased. Agents,

seeing this chink in the agency's pow-
er, will exploit it. Every year society,

formal organization, etc., has its own
hot shot who has organized a high

school dance and who thinks he can get

bands for a great price. If people like

this are allowed to book bands sepa-

rate from the rest of the campus, not

only are they going to get burned, but

so will the rest of the campus. Block

booking on this campus has to be all or

-mi i i tt it liiiiimii mi if ji mi iri>i#itiiiritn if liif^if i ir f jiiiim^
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B'NAI B'RITH HILLEL FOUNDATION

ANNOUNCES
THE FIRST IN A SERIES:

DIALOGUES IN JUDIASM

REV. DR. SAMSON R. WEISS, EXECUTIVE VICE-

PRESIDENT UNION OF THE ORTHODOX JEWISH

CONGREGATIONS OF AMERICA.

DR. WEISS, ONE OF THE LEADING EXPONENTS

OF ORTHODOX JUDIASM IN NORTH AMERICA WILL

SPEAK ON WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2nd AT

8:30 P.M. AT BETH ISRAEL COMMUNITY OR

'16 CENTRE STREET.

EVERYBODY WELCOME

WINE
supplies and equipment

CHEESE
from around the world

BEER
malts and supplies for those

who prefer the excellence

of home brew

GOURMET
foods from afar

GIFTS
with a touch of distinction

COOKE'S
OLD WORLD SHOP est. 1868

59-61 Brock

Kingston, Ont.

Send your
Holiday Greetings

with flowers.

nothing.

Fritz's suggestion of a professional

agent handling the Queen's account is

ludicrous. Can you see the agent's fees
we'd be forced to pay? At present, the

Q.E.A. director receives no salary and
requires only 1200 operating expenses
(paid for by the AMS).

In conclusion, the Q.E.A. has in real-

ity obtained lower rates for bands,

than in past years. David Merrick,
contrary to Fritz's rather questionable

innuendoes, has done an excellent job

this year. This furor has caused us to

refine and redevelop our concept of the

Q.E.A. and I hope that the personality

clash which Mr, Fritz has so ably ex-

emplified and Mr. Redmond has at-

tempted to develop will not affect the

continued effective operation of the

Q.E.A.

Sandy Riley,

A.M.S. CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
COMMISSIONER.

THE CANADIAN MINERAL INDUSTRY

EDUCATION FOUNDATION
offers

UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS

MINING ENGINEERING

$1,500- 9 months
Educational Summer Employment Arranged

to students wishing to enter the first or

subsequent professional year of a de-

gree course in Mining Engineering.

For applications contact:

The Secretary

Canadian Mineral Industry Education Foundation
' 1600 - 44 King Street West Toronto

or

The Dean of Engineering/Applied Science

CLOSING DATE 12 FEBRUARY 1971

BLUES!

SONNY TERRY
AND

BROWNIE

McGHEE
Direct from their tour of Europe This could

be one of your fear chances to see these two

(count them - SI!) famoit* blues musicians Get

your tickets NOW I At the Division of Concerts

A THIRD OF A CENTURY ON THE CIRCUIT.

GRANT HALL 8=30 P.M.

Friday Dec. 4
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In defence of Rock
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some cases the drumming segments at the tapi n
of his own songs — suggesting more the

genujjj*

Circa 1970

(Erosbg, Stills, !Xash & "\)oung

Dallas tLuulnr &• Q-OTfi^prure

by Dick Loney

concern of the creator in guiding a product of

A recent Life magazine music review offered the

following summation of 1970 as — "the Year of the

Bomb in the music business". Citing the figurative

death of the Beatles and the actual tragic fates of

drug-dependent Jimi Hendrix and Janis Joplin as

verification that rock is on the way out, the author

makes an assertion that the new directions epito-

mized by the Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young aggre-

gations are doomed to "lead rock down the drain

that has already swallowed the sitar, the swami

and the sounds of LSD' '

.

Astute as this article would like to be, (with its

tongue-in-cheek smugness that dismisses Paul

McCartney's first solo album as a travesty of tal-

ent), it exhibits very blatantly the type of tone-deaf

idiocy that sees rock being directed by the "sophis-

ticated purveyors of soul, pop electric and talking

blues" — the identical incomprehensiveness that

would search in the sordid wasteland that spawns

such garbage-groups as Country Funk and Straw-

berry Alarm Clock and other nonentities, while

disparagingly dismissing albums exhibiting a crea-

tive achievement such as Neil Young's third solo

effort, or the latest releases by the Guess Who or

Moody Blues

!

These musical mutes appear to be mistaking the

symptom for the disease as it were — to be sure,

such sidetracks from the mainline of rock as the

psychedelic or acid rock movements were indeed

shortlived. The basic elements of rock remain —
nebulous, as they are; avoiding definition as they

do, suffice it to say for these purposes that the

"good" rock combines instrumental proficiency on

all manner of guitars and keyboards (orchestration

added, if preferred), with solid percussion backing

and of course the sticker — vocal precision which

separates the pretenders from the genuine article

immediately.

With such criteria as a guideline, one need only

look back on L.P. releases of 1970 to refute the hy-

pothesis that this has been the "Year of the Bomb"
— to the contrary, there was an encouraging spate

of rock offerings from established names in the

trade, in conjunction with several welcome addi-

tions that could herald only tasteful, talented pro-

gress as rock luxuriates in its sixteenth year of

being.

Surely the winter of 1969-70 spawned some of

rock's most memorable sessions, leading to the

release of such a classic as Simon and Garfunkle's

BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATERS (Columbia

KCS 9914) in February — an album that had been

awaited by most with a keen sense on anticipation.

How anyone could pass over such a heavyweight

album in dismissing 1970 as an unfruitful year is

beyond comprehension. With the Royal Family of

studio men providing the richly textured back-

ground for the voices of Paul Simon and Art Gar-

funkel, this collection is a hallmark par excel-

lace: they were all on this one; the guitar of Fred
Carter Jr. added to that of Simon; the percussion

artistry of Hal Blaine; the intricate bass patterns

of Joe Osborne; while on keyboard was the hottest

pianist in the rock business today {along with Leon
Russell), Mr. Larry Knechtel; while all of the

above instrumentalists were augmented by the

string arrangements of Jimmy Haskell and Ernie
Freeman.
Simon and Garfunkel ran the gamut from pure

folk with "El Condor Pasa", to the full rock power
of "Baby Driver and "Why Don't You Write

Me". Beautiful melodies shone forth from this ul-

tra-classy album as the title tune (that was cov-

ered by everyone from Peggy Lee to Big Frank)
blended in with the haunting melodies of "Song For
The Asking" and the cute lyrics of "So Long Frank
Lloyd Wright".

If every song on the album had appeal for a mul-

tiplicity of musical tastes, at least a few had the

popularity to make the Top Forty in the shape of

"Cecilia" and "The Boxer".
"Keep The Customer Satisfied", and "The Only

Living Boy in New York" were standard S & G
fare, but the concert sound of "Bye Bye Love"
made one pause and check the jacket to see how
the hell the Everly Brothers had slyly slipped in

with a guest shot! The phrasing, craftsmanship and
patience that took the material on this album
through the long, slow, process culminating in set-

ting these musical gems onto the master-tapes to

be later transcribed onto disc or tape cartridges,

gives us hope that even now Paul Simon and Art

Garfunkel are ensconced in some gilt-lined garret
in New York, penning the tunes that will transform
our moments of solace with the record machine
into memorable experiences in 1971.

The Life reviewer's contention that Paul Mc-
Cartney's initial release 'sans Beatles' seemed to

be flaunting the mere power of his name, while
making an "I'll show you" gesture, seems unwar-
ranted in view of the facts. To be sure, the last

three Beatle albums lacked that comraderie in

production that had to be subtly restrained by
George Martin in earlier more amiable sessions.

Paul usually dubbed the lead, bass and even in

musj.
cal genius to completion, than the ego problem
that had been hinted at by skeptical critics, gy?

8

John preferred toward the end to master-mind
fl-

own stuff.
ls

The recent bizarre murder trial in Los Angeip
of Charles Manson provides an amusing aside

in

this controversy over who wrote what for the Liv
erpudlians — generally it was found that Mc
Cartney penned the ballads while Lennon assumed
responsibility for the wild raucous things. Proceed
ing on this hypothesis, the lawyers in the Manson
case found a cryptic note of prophecy in the s0ne
"Helter-Skelter", and sought to subpoena John
Lennon (holidaying near L. A. ) to have him account

for his lyrics suggestive of racial warfare, holo-

caust, genocide etc! A rather baffled Apple Re.

cords spokesman found the whole thing rather
hi-

larious, in that it was clean-living Paul (family

man, farmer from north Britain now, with his

"Lovely Linda" and daughters) who had written

the lyric and the music to "Helter-Skelter"; Len-

non, accused of bizarre exploits ranging from nudi-

ty to sleep-ins-for-peace, must have been mystified

by the entire mess!

Paul's solo effort then was nothing new in that

context, but it never approximated any "travesty

of talent"! "Maybe I'm Amazed" takes its place

with other gems like "Yesterday" and "Michelle",

or "Let It Be" in the circle of standards with

"Stardust", "April Showers" and all the rest. The

album was indeed deep in the Beatle tradition, and

"Junk", as well as "Every Night", offered melodic

counterparts to the hard rock oriented songs such

as "That Would Be Something" (with its playful

Elvis impersonation), or the instrumentals, "Val-

entine Day", and "Momma Miss America."

The tune "Teddy Boy" was to have found its way

onto the last Beatle l.p. and was featured as part of

the sound track in the film, but it was cut and in-

stead became part of this album called appropri-

ately enough McCARTNEY, (Apple 3363), and if

you are a Beatle fan or merely enjoy good rock it's

a must in 1970.

The Life article showed perception in at least

one area when it called Bob Dylan's SELF-POR-

TRAIT album simply "self-caricature". Certainly

this album was really a bomb of sorts, and while

most competent reviewers (except a Columbia

Press Agent in Rolling Stone) seem to be unim-

pressed with Dylan's latest album, calling it a rath-

er mundane offering from a truly great talent, the

whole idea of a former folk idol being accepted into

the general 'genre' of rock brings up a point of clar-

ification.

Rock has come to be a catchword upon which you

can hang any type of musical taste at all — and

that's as it should be. The spectrum of pop music in

1970 included some very fine folk talent — Cana-

da's Gord Lightfoot, not to be left out, came forth

with a label change, an image shot-in-the-arm, and

one of the greatest albums of the year! SIT DOWN
YOUNG STRANGER (Reprise 6392) represents

Gord's finest achievement on disc to date, and

showcases the mature talent of his inimitable song-

writing genius. Red Shea is still there interspersing

lightning licks on his mellow-voiced Martin (or

Gibson?) while the bass playing of Rick Haynes

maintains the bottom end that enhances the six or

twelve string rhythm guitar of "the man" while he

spins his folky webs of poetry and harmony. Listen

to "Your Love's Return" (Song for Stephen Fos-

ter), and you'll hear one of the most poignant of

melodies infusing the soft lyric with that Lightfoot

magic: flip the record over and you have Gordon s

version of Kris Kristofferson's "Me and Bobby

McGee", with Ry Cooder's Delta-style bottleneck

guitar showing why this session-man has been sit-

ting in with the Stones and Randy Newman on their

sessions. And while the "hit" version of the tune

sounds like the lead parts by Red Shea were re-

dubbed, this album version remains a fitting P re^"

ude to the many other fine Lightfoot rendering

Most notable are "Approaching Lavender if

You Could Read My Mind", and at last, the concert

favourite that's been in Gord's "live" repertoire

for quite a few concerts, while never finding »

way onto an album, "ThePonyMan".
,

The list of arrangers and side-men on Light'00

first Reprise album reads like a "Who's Who o

West Coast pop music — Randy Newman arrang-

ing strings; Cooder on bottleneck and mandou »

auto harp, electric guitar and harmonica by J°

B. Sebastian (of Spoonfull fame) ; Van Dyke Par*

on harmonium; with Nick De Caro arranging

rest of the strings. Production on the album \

done by Joe Wissert, and Lenny Warr02l
r
.

(responsible for so much that was terrific by H
^

per's Bizzare). Quite an impressive album, and

that brightened considerably the summer of 197

The earlier inference that groups such as t

by. Stills, Nash and Young would lead rock
" d°

bjl

the drain", can only (with-any allusions to sens!

i

ity) be refuted by postulating the exact opPoS' ,

declaration — groups of this ilk that are dismis^^

by the Life article as representing a
" DU(

;

0'lC

cer
-

acoustic beat", will surely be the salvation. .

tainly not the toll of doom for rock music. Cow
^

nations of harmonies, worked to an intensi

crispness that tell-tale the fact that you are hea

C. S.N. & Y. (the Woodstock album excepted)*

really only half of the story. The other half b

jJdy
with the creativity that spawned "Suite:
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c-ves" and transformed a rock melody from
glues w

c0

'

n[ine(i limits of three to four minutes

the
strlc

,'ime t0 proportions approximating an

P
lay

"I
e
m-eoodness classical suite!

hones',
w 6

ibum CR0SBYi STILLS AND NASH
If

i r SD 8229) created a minor revolution in
(Atlantic

^ release in October of 1969 (a lot of

mUS' C
happening before the dawn of 1970 had con-

thi°
gS

ble impact on the year to come) then the

s'ie'\ of 1970 were Partia"y eased °y tne AP ril

eS
-„e of one of the most back-ordered, selling-

pressine^ DEJA vu (Atlantic SD 7200) was
est

ated by everyone connected with the record-
antip'P

as they wondered what the amalgam-
in
? of Still's fellow ex-Spring-fielder Neil Young

''.""the group would do to the sound. One playing

led that the group had succeeded in expand-
reVe

their vocal and instrumental horizons with

Young's
employment as fourth voice and deft lead

^WittiDEJA VU, the individual idiosyncratic pat-

to their composing talents became sharply

'/tiled as one could pick out a "Crosby song", a

Young ballad", or one of Steve Stills' finely-

fted "pieces, or even one of Graham Nash's

"itnant b | eod of folk/country/rock expressions.

To choose only one song from each artist doesn't

really do justice t0 this exce'len' "lend of si"g-

.musicians, but perhaps Stills' "Carry On" would

.
the nod as his most inspired contribution on this

!et And if you can find tighter harmony in any

.roup on the market, it would be a pleasure to

hear 1 Graham Nash's taste runs to the softer

things like "Our House", which along with his oth-

er hit-parader,
"Teach Your Children", kept the

C S N. and Y. name high on the valuable chartings

thru 1970.

Dave Crosby's most prolific addition to the

collection is of course the song chosen as the title

tune. From its opening that takes you back to the

foreign-tongued mutterings that got "Marrakesh

Express" off and rolling, it's a song that is catchy

and well done, as is everything on the album.

Neil Young's trilogy on side two shows how well

he performs with old buddy Stills, and we're the

recipients of the subtle harmonies and workman-

ship that this duo puts forth. The main title of the

triad is "Country Girl", and its divided into "Whis-

ky Boot Hill", "Down, Down, Down", and lastly,

"Country Girl" (1 Think You're Pretty). For a

closer look at this dual magic of Stills and Young

we can merely refer you to the last cut on side two:

lor "Everybody I Love You" is as structurally

closely-knit as anything this exciting quartet has

produced. It's safe to say that the Spring of 1970

can always be recalled as the release-date of the

"second" album by America's (with one-half com-

posed of a Briton and a Canadian! ) most obvious

pretenders to the Beatle's recently abdicated

throne.
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Rock in 1970 surely expanded its criteria of ac-
ceptibility if it grew in no other way. Perhaps the
recording of the rock-opera TOMMY, while it pre-
dates 1970 in production, is to have momentous
repercussions on new directions in rock. Anything
as ambitious as an "opera" of rock sounds, having
any theme sustained throughout a narrative in
music was only hinted at by the conceptual SGT.
PEPPER album. Peter Townshend and the Who
had approximated such a concept with TOMMY
and it was only in 1970 that the performance of the
opera in New York City brought the record the
prominence it so rightly deserves.
From the opening chords of the "Overture" this

album is a "grabber". The Who manage to com-
bine acoustic guitars with the excitement of the
electric sound that trademarked such Who stan-
dards as "My Generation" and "Magic Bus", at
the same time subduing them into something you
might not have expected — what has to be called a
progressive-rock blend, one repeating strains of
melody in a symphonic effect bearing remarkable
resemblance to (forgive the .'classical' allusion) a
Chopin Ballad. No pretension as to comparison
with the stature of classical masterpieces is even
for a moment hinted at here, but the "Overture" to

TOMMY is the first piece of music within the rock
'genre' which forecasts the themes and strains
which permeate the musical thread which is woven
into this album's fabric. The "See Me, Feel Me"
segment (called "We're Not Going To Take It" on
the album) that is getting maximum airplay lately

allows a casual listener to acquire a portion of the

"feel" needed to let one get into this album.
"Pinball Wizard" was a minor classic when it

soared to the top of pop charts well over a year ago,

and no matter how flimsy the plot-line of the narra-

tive section of this opera is, the album allows one
to understand the full implications surrounding the

life of Tommy, who "ain't got no distract-

ions/Can't hear those buzzers and bells/Don't see

lights a 'flashin'/Plays by sense of smell". All be-

comes clear as the rock-opera unfolds this story of

a deaf and dumb teenager who gains his senses

physically and spiritually through a redemption
inspired by — of course — love! TOMMY (Decca

DXSW 7205) has aiso inspired the newest rock-op-

era, JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR, and it remains

to be seen how far it will take this foray by rock

into unchartered regions so foreign to its three-

chord beginnings.

No, Mr. Life-Magazine Music Reviewer, to

agree with your supposition that rock is dead, and

that 1970 was the "Year of the Bomb" would re-

quire ignoring many priceless albums that became
part of the heritage of 1970. True, Joplin and Hen-

drix are gone, but their fate reflects not the for-

tunes of their music: rather, it reflects the inevita-

ble result of life based on unreality and escape!

There's no escaping the fact that 1970 was a good

year for rock, despite the "Life" contention.

CAROL SERVICE
Grant Hall 8:30 pan. Dec. 6

sponsored by the Engineering Society

GAELS
The Orientation '71 pro-

gramme will require people
to act as Gaels in one of
two roles; event organi-
2e rs and group leaders. As
the role of group leader
this year requires that
much more time be spent
w, th the group, there is a
need for a group of compe-
tent organizers to stage
"laior events such as So-
briety, sectioning and re-

S'stration and signing-in.
" you are willing to commit
yourself 100% to this pro-
gramme, please pick up an
^"Plication form in the
A

' M. S. Outer Office and
return it to the Orientation
B °x in the same office be-
'°re Dec.

I I. Interviews
W

!

be8in Jan. 12 and you
*"'l be notified Jan. I I of
he time and location of
'our interview,
'hose eligible to be a
^ael are students in: Pre-
™eQ, s (years one and two),

p
ds (year one). Nursing,

^
eha°.. Phys. Ed., B.A.E.

^"rsing. Arts and Science.
"Pplications will be avail-

_°""e after Thurs. Dec. 4.

SYDENHAM WARD VOTERS
RE-ELECT

|WT JIM COOKTx]
• 6 YEARS EXPERIENCE

• RESIDENT IN WARD

• TAXPAYER IN WARD

• FEDERAL CIVIL
SERVANT

• NO POLITICAL
AFFILIATION

JIM COOK
A TRUE REPRESENTATIVE

OF ALL THE PEOPLE

in SYDENHAM WARD

^ctCOOK-DEC.7

FOR INFORMATION.
TRANSPORTATION PHONE

542-6827

Sensitivity Training

Workshop

Jan.6to8 Camp lawah

4 groups-

10 people each

Apply AMS office by Dec. 4

Colonel Harland Sanders

says get

K«ntuikij

THREE LOCATIONS IN KINGSTON

•BATH ROAD AT LASALLE PARK
"PRINCESS STREET ONE MILE
WEST OF THE CIRCLE
(RESTAURANT TOO-LICENSED)
•MONTREAL STREET -

' NORTH OF PRJNCESS

FOR TAKEOUT NEAREST TO
QUEEN'S DIAL 542-2773

MONTREAL STREET STORE

MBWtlMVt
BESTABRAITS

LICENSED
OF COURSE

PRINCESS WEST
OF THE CIRCLE

REMINDER

W4

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

PARKING REGULATIONS

Snow removal operations on Campus Parking

lots will be carried out on an as required basis

between 12 midnight and 7:00 a.m. during the

period December IS. 1970 to March 31, 1971.

Faculty, staff and students are reminded that ve-

hicles parked on these lots may be towed away

at the owner's expense, if they IMPEDE snow

clearing equipment.

QUEEN'S

University

Wind

And . CONCERT

Choral

Ensemble

WEDNESDAY - DECEMBER 2ND - 8:30 P.M.

GRANT HALL
-ADMISSION FREE-
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SENSITIVITY TRAINING
GROUPS
T-GROUPS

January 6-8 1971

Camp Iawah

(north of Kingston)

Four groups will be formed (40

people) cost $15.

Application forms at AMS of-

fice until Dec. 4. Sponsored

through AMS Education Com-
mission.

tendays

Thursdoy Dec. 3 meeting for all those

interested in participating in art or mu-

sic for the Arts festival '71 , at the Poison'

Room, 7:30.

Lost: one fur glove for which I freeze.

Compassion! Call Maureen, 542-9590.

LOST: Brown leather wallet on Nov. 23,

with student cards, insurance, licences,

etc. of de Laey W. Robinson. Please call

544-7 1 24 lo negotiate return of some of

these.

Girl wanted to share 2 bedroom apart-

ment from January lo May. Call 542-

6727, around 6 pm.

Congratulations to Dan and Gwen on

the early arrival of Balls Jr. (Chad) —
The Red Alley Cat

You'll never guess what that rot

wished, MAK, and don't think I'll ever

say: Super Quacker.

I lost a small part of my motorcycle,

Sunday 6:30 - 5 min. pm., along Univer-

sity Ave. between the Library and John-

son St.. If you found it please call 544-

6614. $2 reward.

The Sociology Department, or anyone

knowing its whereabouts, please con-

tact J.J. Deulsch about an urgent family

matter.

Brownie and McGhee in Grant Hall

tuesday december 1

afternoon: 1:30 p.m.: civilization presents "the smile of reason" at

dunning auditorium,

evening: 8:30 p.m.: the queen's wind and choral ensemble in recital,

no admission charge.

. .Wednesday december 2

afternoon: 1:30 p.m.. civilization presents "the workshop of nature"

at dunning auditorium.

2:30 p.m.. dr. tanastaissiades will lecture on a metabolic

site of action of cortisone on hexosamine metabolism in

room 4, earl hall.

evening: 8:00 p.m.. a lecture on "esperanto" the world language"

will be given in the international centre, student's union by

mr. paul ronald, nationanal secretary of the Canadian es-

peranto association.

8:30 p.m.: the queen's music department wind-choral en-

semble in grant hall, admission is free.

thursda y , december 3

afternoon: 1:30 p.m.: civilization presents "the fallacies of hope" at

dunning auditorium.

4:30 p.m.. room 102, humphrey hall presents dr. bernard
friedlander lecturing on "listening, language and earl!
development of children.

'

'

evening: 7:30 p.m.: medical lecture series presents "cardiomy
opathies, clinical and pathological correlations" at ether'

ingtonhall.

friday, december 4

morning: 8:15 a.m.: vittaria mass "o quam gloriosum" handel;
te

deum in d at chalmers church,

evening: 8:00 p.m.: the graduate student society presents the fiim
"viridiana" in ellis hall auditorium.

8:30 p.m.: sonny terry and brownie mcghee, old-tirne

blues artists in an informal concert in grant hall — all tick-

ets $2.00 at the division of concerts and at the door.

monday, december 7

evening: 7:30 p.m.: the medical film festival brings four interesting

films: "the inner world of aphasia", "the emergency
treatment of head injuries", "evaluation of the neuro-oto-

logical patient" and "momenta clinica III cerebellar syn-

drome" in etherington hall auditorium.

ALL ST. F.X. GRADUATES — Call Jim at

389-4633 (after 6pm.), Mike at 542-

172) (after 5 pm.), or Brian at 544-

7758 for information on an upcoming

"Gathering".

From time to time, Queen's Computing Centre has

need for experienced keypunch operators to work on

casual basis. Students or any other interested persons

may submit their name and phone number to Mr.

Farmiloe (Supervisor, User Services) at 547-3270.
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by John Mable
Rugger players on eampus|

will be glad to know that Sun-

day past I took advantage of an|

opportunity to play Sir Lance-

lot.

A nine year old Princess in]

distress walked by my post as I

was guarding an entrance to

Harty Castle. Barbara Ferrie

couldn't find her father, Major

|R. F. Ferrie of Applied Sci
|ence.

Barbara and her friend hadl
Ibeen dropped off to go swim-[
Iming in the new pool in the fortl

Iduring the family swimheldforl
staff and families on Sunday]
lafternoons. An alert guard atl
that end of the complex suc-[
|cessfully denied these twol
'ruffians' access to our beauti-[

Iful new pool which is, of|
jcourse, reserved at the timel
Ifor the use of staff and theirl
Ifamilies. Barbara eouldn'tl
Iproduce the necessary identifi-|

|cation.

Charmed by her smile, I hadl
Iswallowed her original storyl
land, as would any trustworthy!
knight, I decided to escort herl

Ipast this menace. Having donel
Iso I pursued the dastardly cul-|

Iprit who had perpetrated thisl

levil, which I myself _was re-[

[quired to wreck upon unwary!
[children in the arena, and set!

loff in search of pool supervisor!

Simon Bietler. He was not to|

|be found.

A stalwart assistant accost-l

led me in my street clothes andl
Iboots as I courageously strodel

•through the (mens) lockerl

(room into the pool. Here il

found the second test. I wasl
told that, despite my clever-l

ness, Barbara could not swiml
in the Queen's pool. She was!
lot accompanied by an adult.

[

Aghast, I Derated the villain.

I

Sarbara had learned to swiml
lat the age of four. She had herl

(senior certificate, or some-f
Ithing. Besides that, there werel

lifeguards such as the black-f

Iguard facing me on duty. Whol
Jared stand before me? Nol
lan. Simply the rules. No parf

ent, no swimming.
Barbara entered the pool atl

his point. Immediately, she
spotted her father waiting for

ler in the gallery above the|
iooI. As the ruffian in charge
nsisted that the two girls

rould have to wait beside the
iooI I took off in pursuit of the

'ajor. After assaulting the|

eights I councilled with the

lentleman explaining the situ-!

ition. He very kindly explained!

Ithat having had a tooth ex-T

|tracted he was, understanda-
dy, not thinking of going
Iswimming that day.

Seizing my opportunity,
;raciously offered my services

is escort and changed into suit,]

[thus fulfilling my role as

guardian against ragamuffins|
who commit dastardly acts,

had saved the building. And tht

|water was fine.

Barbara, not at all to mj

[sidelines

surprise, turned out to be an

excellent swimmer. She even

dived twice off the high

board,her first time she told

[me. A fine gesture, I thought

to spite the Vice Admiral in

charge of Budget and Other

IVices. It is by decree of this

man that one of the finest rec

|reation facilities in Canada is

ieing turned into Fortress

ueen's. The assistant poo

[supervisor, or whatever he

'as, told me that all these pet-

y devices were being used in

:he interest of the students. 1

lolitely insisted that, bullshit

it's being done to save money
""hey are paying police, stu

[dents no less, to guard againsi

|the prospect of Kingston town
children breaking into and us

ng the place.

As a student, sportswriter

'ormer member of the AMS
Commission on Secondary Ath-

letics, the Principal's Advisory

Committee & Athletics and
former captain of the Interme-

diate Basketball team, I pro-

test. This nonsense is being

perpetrated in the name of

students without their knowl-

edge, a typically bureaucratic

type of smokescreen. This is

pathetic. No administrator has

the right to function in the

name of the student body,

when, in fact, the sole concern

is university property.

Faculty traditionally have
scoffed when students have
insisted to them that their's is

a nigger's status on campus. I

wish to congratulate them on

their trusting natures. Their

children have now joined the

club.

SPORTS ACTIVITIES FOR WEEK OF NOV. 30 — DEC. 6

BASKETBALL — Wed. Dec. 2 - Jefferson

Comm. Coll. at Queen's — 8:15

Sat. Dec. 5 — Guelph at Queen's

HOCKEY - Fri. Dec. 4 - University of

Buffalo at Queen's
— 8:00 p.m.
— Sat. Dec. 5 — Queen's Old Boys vs.

Queen's
— 8:00 p.m.

WATERPOLO — Fri. Dec. 4 - Queen's at

Toronto
— Sat. Dec. 5 — OQAA Tournament at

McMaster

SWIMMING — Sat. Dec. 5 - Queen's at

McMaster, Relays

FENCING — Sat. Dec. 5 — Queen's Invita-

tional Tournament

Women's Sports

SENIOR BASKETBALL — Fri. Dec. 4 —
U. de Montreal at Queen's
— 8:00 p.m.
— Sat. Dec. 5 — McGill at Queen's —
5:00 p.m.

SENIOR VOLLEYBALL - Fri. Dec. 4 -
U. de Montreal at Queen's
— 6:15 p.m.
— Sat. Dec. 5 — McGill at Queen's —
5:00 p.m.

INTERMEDIATE BASKETBALL - Sat.

Dec. 5 — Queen's at Toronto

INTERMEDIATE VOLLEYBALL — Fri.

Dec. 4 — Queen's at Ryerson
— Sat. Dee. 5 — Queen's at Toronto

SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING — Fri.

Dee. 4 — Queen's at Western
— WIAU meet

BADMINTON — Sat. Dec. 5 - McGill at

Queen's

look how briefly

QUEEN'S SWIMMERS
EDGE McMASTER
TO WIN DOUBLE

The Gaels 400 yard freestyle
''lay team out-touched Mc-
Master in an exciting finish to
clinch a double win in a double-
dial swim meet with Mc-
Master and Ryerson. In this
mwt each team is allowed
°ily two swimmers in each
event.

Queen's swam strongly
woughout the meet. The team
°f paul Lucas, George Craig,
t-nns Offierski and Stu Camp-
bell won the 400 yard medley
'''ay while McMaster tried to

inn
Se the SaP witn a win in tne
w yard free-style. However
the Gael:
"igh

s continued to count
- .points in the 200 yard

'reestyle, (Joe Smillie 1st, Rob
Lars

(Ste-

rson 2nd), 50 freestyle,
'eve Patterson 2nd), the 200

i
ara

individual medley (Rob

2n
rman 1st, George Craig

The Gael divers fared well in

meet as Jerry Flanigan
tbj

9»dGr,eg Stanners took second
° '"ird in the 1 meter event,

(k
"' Gaels failed to place in

Mrtu
yard butterfly and

piaster pulled within five

from New York, took 1st in the

200 yard backstroke. Places in

the 500 yard freestyle (Erik

Bjornestad 2nd, Brian Evern-

den 3rd) and 200 yard breas-

troke (Doug Noakes 2nd and

George Craig 3rd) made the

score 51- 42 for Queen's.

McMaster placed 1st and 2nd

in the 3 meter diving and re-

duced Queen's lead to a two

point margin of 52-50.

The 400 yard freestyle relay

was the deciding event as re-

lays counted 7 - 0. It looked like

McMaster's race at the half-

way mark but the Gaels closed

the distance to touch with

McMaster in what appeared to

be a dead heat.

The judge's decision gave

the win to Queen's and the final

score was Queen's 59 — Mc-

Master 50 — Queen's 84 —
Ryerson 25.

Saturday, December 5th, the

Swimming Gaels travel to

compete against the other

OQAA teams at the McMaster

relay meet. This will be their

last meet until the new year.

''s But the next four events

lb.,

n freestyle sprinters, Rob

|ooki
an

'
and Stu CamPbe"

'he inn'
and 3rd respectively in

rookie backstroker"'as.

QUEEN'S WRESTLING RESULTS

THE Ryerson wrestling learn was a

little late in arriving to lace the

Queen's wrestler s in a dual meet las

Saturday November 28. The pom

should be made that they were sent

home very quickly, as the Queer
i

s

wrestlers concisely scored wins in all

their matches.

If last week's meet against Pots

Statistics:

Weight Queen's

118 J, Hayman
126 J. Hayman
134 J. Harvey

142 R. Beamish

ISO N. Staples

158 M. Whytie

167 B. Cazes

177 B. Lackovic

heavy
weight R Cotitts

Ryerson

McNeill

Petit

Copier
Stackhouse

Lyons
Frederickson

Clattenborg

Lock ton

A.B.S

Winner
Queen's (pirn

" (decision)
" (decision)
" (decision)
" (decision)
" (pin)
" (pin)
" (pin)

" (decision)

Dam was a lesson, this week's meet
should have taught our wrestling Gaels

to keep up the good spirit, that there is

still lots to learn, and that at least the

team has some of that winning talent.

Without a doubt, the small number
of fans (-1 want to say more about this

later) and the wrestlers were pleased

to see Branko Lackovic start the first

match. With a series of short, snappy

moves Lackovic pitined his man. Un-

doubtedly he set the tone of the after-

noon. His chatter, leadership and ad-

vice kept the team rolling to accumu-
late ten wins.

Several of our men actually smiled

in between periods.^ As they rested,

they were rubbed, loosened up, fanned

and talked to. With a little good advice,

they continued the bout with a smile on

their face. This indicated the enjoy-

ment that they were having Norm Sta-

ples is developing a good single leg

takedown series. This will be valuable

as he learns how to apply it in many
different situations.

Mike Dwytie, who to me seems to

move slowly, showed good balance and

excellent thinking as he pinned his

opponent, all the time being urged on

by his team mates.

The team would love to receive

some more support from fans. Notices

about the meets are posted in the main
foyer and meets are held in the Bews
gym or in the combatives area. So

come on out.

The next meet is January 9, 1971.

Top wrestlers from Guelph. Toronto

and New York State will compete in

the Queen's invitational. There cer-

tainly will be good wrestling. And
everyone is sincerely invited.

The Queen's wrestling team contin-

ues to work out from 5:30 - 7:00 each

night. New wrestlers are still very

welcome to come out in January. Drop

in to a practice or speak to John Albin-

son (Phys. Educ. Staff), tthe coach of

the team).

Again congratulations to the wres-

tlers and good luck in 1971.
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McGill looks hot again

Nasko gone but Walsh not back

by Neil Longhurst

Recovering from their deci-

sive defeat at the hands of the

Simon Fraser Clansmen last

Wednesday, the basketball

Gaels took a 95-86 decision

from the McGill Redmen on

Friday night, in their first

league game of the 1970-71 sea-

son.

Queen's jumped to a 9-0 lead

against the Redmen, and built

this as high as nineteen points

en route to a 53-40 lead at the

half. McGill started the second

half with a surge and narrowed

the lead to one point, 68-67,

midway through the half.

Queen's then hit for six

straight foul shots by Bill Lan-

gley and Bob Wright, and they

managed to hold on to a seven

point lead until the final began.

McGill used a full court zone

press the whole game, but

Queen's had little trouble with

the pressure. They did have

trouble with rebounding, as the

McGill forwards creshed the

boards for 64 rebounds against

only 52 for the Gaels. Queen's

outshot the Redmen with 32 of

58 from the floor, a 55% aver-

age, and also collected 31

points from the foul line, as

McGill had 33 fouls against

only 16 for the Gaels. The Tri-

colour's man-to-man defence

was switched to a zone, with

some success, for the last few

minutes of the game.
Bob Wright has apparently

recovered from his ankle inju-

ry, although he cannot yet run

at top speed, and he hit for 24

points for the Gaels. Ron
Walsh followed with 23 more,

and Brian MacKenzie had 20

before fouling out midway
through the final quarter. Andy
Daugulis had eight points, and

Bill Langley and Paul Howard
seven each. Langley played an

excellent game, hitting five of

six foul throws as well as his

only shot from the floor, and

covering very well defensively.

For the Redmen, Chad Gaf-

field and Henry Janssen col-

lected seventeen points each,

with Steve Fraid getting

twelve more.

The Gaels next contest will

be tomorrow night at the

Queen's Gym as Jefferson

Community College comes in

from Watertown. Jefferson

hammered the Gaels 101-60

last year; this years game
should be a good one, as the

Gaels are much improved.
Game time is 8:15.

Saturday night, the Guelph

Gryphons visit Queen's for an

early evening game at 6:30 The

Gryphons, coached by Garney

Henley, are a quick, run-and-

run team that likes wide open

basketball.

In Junior Varsity basketball,

the Queen's JV's defeated the

McGill Indians last Friday 94-

69. Rich Alguire had 19 points

and Derek Swinnard eighteen

for Queen's. The JV's are un-

defeated in both City League
and exhibition play: their over-

all record is now 7-0. This Sat-

urday, they go up against the

tough Centennial team, led by

Geoff Smith and Charlie Pes-

ter.

We retract the suggestion that Brian McKenzie wasn't

against his old teammates. We could hear the anvil chorus.

riewoury

bored ploying

Look how quickly

It takes two. Queen's Rob Beamish tries to pin the other shoulder (story

inside).

WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY

This weekend the Women's
Ice Hockey team played two
games on home .ice. In Fri-

day's game against Loyola,

Queen's outshot their oppo-

nents 37-2 to come up with a 14-

0 victory. Queen's goals were
scored by Karen Howatson and

Debby Gilmour, with 4 apiece;

Arlene Maclntyre, who put in

two; and Liz Twiddy, Helen
Walko, Nancy Mcintosh, and
Cathy Collins, who each count-

ed for 1 goal. In a much rough-

er and closer game on Satur-

day, the Golden Gals outshot

McGill 23-20, but could not get

the goals they needed. At the

end of the second period the

score was 1-0 for McGill on a

goal by Ann Smith. However,
early in the third period they

got two quick goals from Pat
and Joyce Johanson. Queen's
rallied and got one goal by Ar-

lene Maclntyre from Debby
Gilmour, but could not come
up with the extra goals they

needed for the win. The Hock-

ey Gals will not play again un-

til after Christmas.

WOMEN'S Intercollegiate

Speed Swimming and
Diving Championships

This Women's Intercolle-

giate Athletic Union tourna-

ment was held at the Universi-

ty of Western Ontario this past

weekend. The order of team
standings was: Toronto, West-

ern, McGill, McMaster,
Guelph, and Queen's. While the

Queen's girls did well individu-

ally, there were only six of '

them representing us. To get

the points necessary for a good

team standing, more swim-
mers are needed. Girls are
encouraged to go out for the

team which holds practices

Monday to Thursday from 7-8

p.m. If you are interested talk

to the team coach Kathy Hoff-

man.

The top competitor was
Cathy Brace. She placed sec-

ond to a U of T competitor by

WIN ONE, LOSE ONE

In an exhibition game

against the University of To-

ronto Friday night the Wom-
en's Intercollegiate Basketball

team was defeated by a score

of 43 to 39. The Queen's girls

could not match the re-bound-

ing of the Toronto team and

suffered costly lapses in their

man-to-man press. Realizing

that they were capable of bet-

ter play, they came back near

the end of the game to threaten

Toronto but official time ran

out.

Scoring for Queen's was

Joan Ashlee with 9 points,

Karen Carson with 8 points and

Maureen Bouris with 7 points.

For Toronto the top scorers

were Cathy Cullis with 13

points, Joanne Petzel with 11

points and Violet Shadd with 9

points.

Saturday morning
Queen's basketball team

the

met

nother

Near the boards

4 seconds in the 100 yard free-

style, and tied for first with a

McGill competitor, but was
given second due to a judge's

decision, in the 50-yard free-

style. Cathy Clarke placed a

close third to U of T. and
Guelph competitors in the 50

yard back stroke; and third to

Guelph and U of T. in the 100

yard backstroke.

York University in a

exhibition game and this time

Queen's came away with a vic-

tory. It appeared to be anotne

close game until the last q"ar

ter when the Queen's g««»

pulled ahead to establish w

lead they held until the conciu

sion of the game with a scor

of 58-48. High scorers m t"

game were Maureen Bour

with 13 points, Joan Ash'

with 10 points and Charlo"

Bigelow with 9 points. p

York the top scorers we

Marlene Wigston with 14 p°'
•

and Eva Hill and Shern R05

both adding 8 points.

This weekend the Wonie" *

Senior Basketball team me

competition from the Uniy*
j.

ty of Montreal and McGil' v

versity so come out and

port the team for these iml

tant games.
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Queen's tells government its plans

ANYONE WHO HAS NOT
PICKED UP HIS COPY OF

TRICOLOR TO
MUST DO SO BEFORE

FRIDAY

JANUARY 29th 1971

After that, all remainiag

copies will be sold for cash,

first come, first served.

TEACHING AS

A CAREER

Representatives of McArlhur College will

hold a meeting in Dunning Hall Auditorium

on Wednesday, January 20th, 1971, at

3:30 p.m. to outline the programme for the

1971-72 academic session.

MOST
CO-EDSTAKE

THE
CAPSULE.

CONTACCl

u
HOUR RELIEF

I

i 0

A delegation from Queen's

sat down in Ottawa yesterday

to tell the Ontario government

what the university plans for

the future.

There were very few sur-

prises.

Most of the report, present-

ed to the Ontario legislature's

Committee on University Af-

fairs, was an update of the

"capital development plan'' —
an outline of what buildings are

to be built and what they will

cost.

Largest on the Queen's list,

of course, was "the arts and so-

cial sciences complex which

will rise, beginning next year,

where the stadium now stands,

joining the buildings which

surround it.

Some academic matters

were also discussed in the re-

port, including new pro-

grammes which Queen's plans.

An MA programme in sociolo-

gy and a PhD in geography

have already been approved by

the university senate. Men-
tioned in the report were a pos-

sible doctoral degree in busi-

ness administration; MA work

in exercise physiology and ki-

nesiology; and a Bachelor of

Social Work programme.
None of these could start

before 1972, the report said.

Farthest advanced in plan-

ning is the exercise physiology

and kinesiology graduate work,

for which the new Physical

Education Centre contains fine

facilities, the report said.

The social work programme
is still only a possibility, it

said, because of conflicting

information on whether more
trained social workers are

really needed in Ontario.

The programme, which
could begin in the fall of 197?,

would be a one-year period of

study in social work after a

student had received a general

BA, normally in sociology,

psychology, politics or some
combination of those.

Queen's may be in financial

trouble because of the liberal-

ized regulations now being

considered in arts and science,

the report hinted.

Counselling — which is re-

quired far more if there are

few regulations and choice is

left to the student — is expen-

sive.

And it will be difficult, be-

cause of flexible programmes,

to predict more than a year in

advance which courses and

subjects will be most popular.

The report pointed out that

there was a strong trend to-

ward the natural sciences in

this year's artsci freshman

class — contradicting the trend

toward social sciences seen

over the past few years.

A further financial problem

would be a proposed new policv
under which science students
would be worth the same
amount in government grants
to the university as arts stu-

dents.

At present, the government
gives the university more

per
student for science students.

The Queen's delegation
t0

the annual session with the
CUA, headed by principal John
J. Deutsch, included a dozen
vice-principals and deans, sev-

eral faculty members and
administrators, and two stu-

dents, arts senator Paul Burke
and law senator Brian Scully.

Students making campus film

Three students, with the help

of the Film Department, have

been going about campus all

fall, taking movie shots or tape

recording campus sounds. The
result will be a film for the

Public Relations Department,

the basic aim of which is to

appeal to the generosity of

Queen's alumni and to their

concern for the needs of the

University Building Fund.

Several such films have been

made before. The one which
Allan Martel, Sandy Town-
send, and Gord McClellan are

now working on, with the help

of Professor Harcourt and oth-

News briefly.

Dean Bryce is retiring. Her
term of office ends on the 31st

of August, 1971. A committee
has been organized to choose

her successor as it was felt

that the role that she fulfilled

was essential. A successor will

be chosen by March 1. Dean
Bryce will continue to teach

English next fall.

A new AMS chief constable

was chosen at the last AMS
meeting. He is Laurie Camer-
on, a fourth year Arts student

who has served for three years

as' an AMS cop. He replaces

Mile Nolan, who resigned three

ers, is different in that it is a

student film. Previous profes-

sionally-directed films have
presented a standard campus
tour. The new film, which will

be finished after Christmas,

has a different emphasis.

Rather than showing labs,

buildings, classrooms, and so

on, it will convey the atmos-

phere of Queen's to-day from a

student viewpoint, progressing

from frosh week to graduation.

It is hoped that, when the

film is available, a campus
showing will be organized, in-

cluding past professional films

as well as the new feature.

Contac-C gives 12 hours of relief from a cold.

ATTENTION STUDENTS and STAFF

JOIN THE

BANFF SKI

CHARTER
during Reading (ski) Week.

$235 includes

— Jet air transportation from Trenton

— seven nights twin accommodation at Banff's

Mount Royal Hotel

— seven breakfasts

— six days all area lift ticket

— six days transportation to ski area of choice

Lake Louise, Sunshine Village, Mt. Norquay.

— space is limited

CONTACT HUGH FINLAY at 548-8255

weeks ago, for the rest of this

academic year.

The student counselling pilot

project will commence opera-

tion in January. The project

will run for one year to see how

well it meets the needs of stu-

dents for counselling for such

things as personal problems,

course hang-ups, and career

advice.

The Industrial Relations

Centre has received a bequest

of $100,000, to be used at a rate

of $10,000 annually. This money

comes shortly after director

Dr. Wood had complained in a

report on the Centre's activi-

ties about the "dearth of finan-

cial support for research

centres in the social sciences.

1971 license plates for cars

and trucks are on sale now all

across the province and will be

until Feb. 27.

GIFTS, HANDCRAFTS.
PFIACTICAL KITCHEN
COOKERY GADGETS,
FRIVOLOUS HAND-MADE

JEWELLERY AND SCAR^

AND INCENSE AND
ATMOSPHERE AND
FREE JELLY BEANS^^^j

68 BROCK 542-8941,-
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AMS spends- for Journal, GW, Frontier College
by Bill Johnston

Probably overcome with

Jrfstmas spirit, the AMS ex-

live
waxed munificent in its

nHing a' its meeting last

Say. approving $947 in

enses
or loans. Most promi-

nent
among the recipients was

nne hundred and fifty dol-

was granted to the Journal

,„ be used to help pay to pub-

"h a special issue of sweven

1,'aopear just prior to the Arts

Festival, Jan. 21 to 23. The
'

oney will be used to partly

Lfray the costs of the special

edition
which will be devoted

entirely to pictures (including

colour), poetry and other art-
work. The money also repre-
sented a token of support for
the sweven magazine concept.

Golden Words will be given
$75 for the cost of publishing
the report of the Queen's Engi-
neering Society to the Con-
gress of Canadian Student En-
gineers in the Jan. 14 issue of
GW. The subject of the confer-
ence is "Canadian Mobility and
Where It's Going."

Frontier College was given a
donation of $300 in order to

help keep that project alive. It

involves university students
working in northern communi-
ties and teaching the people
with whom they work. It was
suptrested th?* the AMS send a

letter to the relevant govern-
ment department to criticize
the cuting in half of the govern-
ment's support for the college.

Sensitivity training work-
shops, being organized by
George Stinson, for the second
weekend of January, were
loaned $125. Patrick Riley not-
ed that George "believes in

sensitivity and all that stuff ."

The possibility of establish-
ing an ombudsman on campus,
to listen to and try to correct
any problems which students
may have, (and also to reduce
the number of complaints di-

rected- to the president and
vice-president of the AMS),
will be examined. Twenty five

dollars was allotted for re-

Population growth must end
by Carol Rogers

Many Canadians have faith

in the seeming endlessness of

our natural resources and be-

lieve that with a largely unin-

habited country, an expanding

population is needed. Yet Can-

ada is already experiencing the.

results of overpopulation, of

which pollution is only one.

Other results, like starvation

and malnutrition, are much
iess visible.

It is the aim of an interna-

tional organization called Zero
Population Growth or ZPG to

convince Canadians (and the

rest of the world) that the pop-

ulation must be controlled to

the point where the birth rate

equals the death rate. Canada
cannot ignore this or try to

remove itself from the world
context re population. If the
imbalances in food consump-

tion were to be removed, all

humans everywhere would be
undernourished. If world popu-

lation continues to expand,
with its doubling rate of eigh-

teen years, the effects are ob-

vious. Two thirds of the world
starves now; twenty million

die of starvation every year.

With an exhorbitant consumer
rate and pollution corrupting

their soil and atmosphere, it is

an understatement to say that

North Americans should be

concerned with population con-

trol.

It is essential to inform the

educated, well-fed Canadians
that population growth must
stop. At present Canada faces

a substantial baby boom with

the greatest number of baby

producers in our history. If

population cannot be con-

trolled in developed nations, it

is impossible for North Ameri-
cans to expect underdeveloped
countries to attempt to control

their populations.

Propagandizing and discus-

sion are not the means ZPG
relies on. It is working for ac-

tion now through the existing

political, educational and
communications systems by
lobbying politicians, encourag-

ing the development of sex

education in schools, and by

providing information on birth

control and the availability of

contraceptives. ZPG does not

hate babies — it is trying to

ensure their survival in the

next generation.

A ZPG chapter has recently

been organized on campus.
Their first meeting was held

two weeks ago and another will

be held Thursday, Dec. 10 in

Earl Hall, Room 114 at 8 p.m.

ADVANCE ADVANCE ADVANCE

«v NOTICE !!

search about such a function.

Two hundred dollars was
also released for Arts Festival

expenses and seventy two dol-

lars was paid out for repairs to

a movie camera which, ac-

cording to Peter Raymont,
"just sort of broke" while

being used to shoot the movie
"Have You Ever Been North of

Princess Street" which was
shown at the Poverty Teach-in.

Students' summers spent

in Africa, India, W. Indies

by Bill Johnston

Every summer about 225

North American students and
young professionals forego the

chance to make money in the

summer and pay out some $500

of their own to work with Cana-
dian Crossroads International.

This programme was original-

ly called Crossroads Africa

and centred on projects in that

continent but has expanded as
of last year to include pro-

grammes in India, and the
West Indies as well.

Much of the activity involves

a work camp situation, in

which the volunteers live in a

village with the natives of the

country and work along with

them on some project, often a

construction project such as

building a school. The purpose

is not for the volunteers to run

the project but rather for the

two groups to learn about each

other in the process of working
toward some common goal.

Frequently, the volunteers feel

that they learned much more
from the experience than they

expect the natives could have

learned from them.

With the expansion of the

areas involved, there has also

been an expansion in the types

of projects that are carried

out, besides just the work
camp situations. Groups of

nurses and doctors have car-

ried out programmes of mea-
sles innoculation. Some volun-

teers have been hired as
French teachers. Physical

education projects and recrea-

tional organizations have been
run or partially staffed by vol-

unteers. A new idea in India

will be for Canadian students

to come and study at an Indian

University, while living in resi-

dence there.

Queen's students have
played a fairly active part in

the work of Crossroads Inter-

national. Since 1962, thirty four

Queen's students have taken

part, with four having gone to

Africa last year. For this com-
ing summer, seven or eight

people have applied from
Queen's. Final selection will be

made in mid-January and a

total of seventy five students

will be sent from across Cana-

da.

ATTENTION

SKIERS
Calabogie Peaks

Film and Information Regarding

targe New Ski Developement fess Than

100 Miles From Kingston

at KCVI Auditorium

Free Admission. 8:00 p.m.

December 9th, 1970. Wednesday.

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES

COMMISSION

Anyone interested in serving on any of

the Senate's Athletic Committees, see

Jon Tondeur or Sandy Riley, before the

end of term at c/o A.M.S. Office for

details
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Bah, humbug
Our last issue before Christmas. For some time

now we have been exposed to the crass commer-

cialism of the festival, and, for almost the same

length of time, exposed to the reantings and rav-

ings of columnists, reporters, and commentators

over just this situation.

But when all is said and done Christmas some-

how staggers on as a time of people being friendly

to one another. It may not last all year to be sure.

It is possibly hypocritical and certainly restricted

to the upper classes (or parts of it are restricted

— anyone can say "Merry Christmas"

)

Yet at least it happens, as a mood or feeling, at

least once a year. Maybe Parliament could ex-

tend it sometime. And those who try to be cheer-

ful are a lot better off than those who walk about

muttering "We are not amused" or "We are not

happy" (or better still "Bah, humbug"). Any-

thing that can stop a war for forty-eight hours has

great potential.

The mood, however brief, exists — build from

it.

Merry Christmas
from the staff of the Queen's Journal

IOC

(Shtmt'a Quintal
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Edtiut Paul Sonon
Aiioc.me Ertloi Plena Leichnei

Buiwim Manage! — Vmea Teng
M- I - John Solinan

Foaiuivs - LeihD Kayo
Tandays - O.anne EllKHI

Phoio DiikIoi — Cnn* ClBtk

a short drama
The Scene:

A deserted newspaper office in an obscure town in south-east-

ern Ontario — it is sparsely furnished and masses of paper lit-

ter the floor as if after some gigantic battle.

(enter the editor)
|

Editor:

Alas and Awoe is me. Where have all my loyal staff whence to?

Wherest art my loyal typists and my stedfast layout men?

Whitherest they forth? And why into my bleak night do they

admit impediment?
(enter Chorus of Layout and Typing Eiders)

|

Chorus:

Here we came in answer to your call

Which swifter than the American eagle,

Faster than a speeding bullet,

Stronger than the most powerful locomotive

(Able to leap tall buildings with a single bound??

)

Came to us.

And so we returned

Anxious to do your bidding

Anxious to perform our tasks

As you bid us oh Barron, son of Mable
Begat of Martin, born of Day,
Son of Maeots, and descendant of Rea.

Editor:

But wait, what person through yonder door breaks?
Ah, it is my Features Editor with her pages.

Features Editor:

Here lam, come to bring you tidings of great joy . . .

For lo, unto the Journal is born a magazine and ye
shall call it "sweven" j|
And the editor looked down about him and saw that it was go"

(Enter Messenger disguised as o^-

Messenger:
. J

I await your bidding to take this fair prize to the noble print^'
j

and ere dawn has two weeks minus six days less an hour, n

shall I then henceforth return it (this fair prize that not un \

Jason's quest for that fabled wool of lamb gilded spun; s

sought by the long suffering many splendored men of QueC

So shall I return like fleet footed Philoctetes.

Ins M,mi and Bill Tt»

All:

Fare the well fair Voyageur Colonial and all speed.
(S

And they did return severally to their HO

sweven appeareth tomorrow.
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FEED^

letters to

the
editor

near Sir:

phe International Dinner

sponsored by the International

Club and International Centre

in
Hie basement lounge of the

International Centre on Sun-

day.
November 29th, was a

complete flop. It wasn't up to

par with previous International

Dinners that have been organ-

ized. The dinner was highly

publicized, with promise of

serving oriental and tasty con-

tinental dishes. People turned

out in large numbers with a big

hope of tasting something dif-

ferent than the usual meals of

Wallace Hall. The food was not

only inadequate, but badly

cooked and ill organized. Some
people managed to grab some-

thing of that crummy food to

eat, while others satisfied

themselves by claiming a re-

fund and left in disgust. The
remaining few who felt bitter

and disappointed, were con-

soled by providing ordered
Chinese food. The dinner ended
in confusion and mess.

We are left with the impres-

sion that the persons in charge
of organizing such an event
didn't feel responsible enough
to live up to their promise.
Damn little of it filtered back
to the people who paid for it.

Yours truly.

International Students

I

Dear Sir:

In recent issues of the-

Queen's Journal, John Mable
"as consistently written arti-

cles apparently deliberately
^signed to provoke a minor
luror on campus. Having re-

lucted upon the arguments in

'bo article, "sidelines", print-

ed on page fifteen of the De-
cember 1 edition, I must con-
clude that Mr. Mable intends to
continue his practice of writing
inflammatory essays based on
very little thought.

Having been a lifeguard at
the Queen's pool, both past and
present, for some two and one-
half years, I must take excep-
tion to Mr. Mable's condemna-
tion of those dastardly
"rules". In his article, Mr.
Mable makes the implicit as-
sumption that Barbara is typi-

cal of most children utilizing

the facilities of the Physical
Education Centre on Sunday
afternoons. One must be very
naive indeed to accept this

premise without cringing just

a little.

Perhaps John Mable has
never experienced the utter
mayhem and sense of impend-
ing disaster associated with a

lifeguard's duties at public
swimming pool. Nevertheless,
let me inform him that one of

the primary reasons for the

rule that each child must be
accompanied by an adult is a
desire to bring some sembl-
ance of order out of confusion.

Children using the pool facili-

ties tend to act much more
responsibly and safely in the

company of a supervising adult

than they ordinarily do in pub-

lic pools where their parents
often allow them to swim alone

in the midst of a veritable wa-
ter riot of their peers — fre-

quently I suspect because the

parents appreciate the cheap
babysitting services provided
by the lifeguard.

The presence of an accompa-
ny adult also ensures that the

child will have a mature "bud-

dy" who may assist the life-

guard in maintaining his vigil

by periodically checking on the

whereabouts of the child. Many
children have drowned in pub-

lic pools simply because the

lifeguards could not provide

sufficiently complete supervi-

sion of their activities which,

because of the very curiosity

and adventuresomeness of

children, tend at times to be

rather perilous and foolhardy.

Among the most prominent

danger areas at the present

Queen's Pool are the diving

area and the boom separating

the diving and swimming
areas.

In order that the lifeguards

may more effectively devote

their energies towards the ob-
ject of deterring major cata-
strophes at the Queen's Pool, it

is imperative that an adult
accompany each child to per-
form the babysitting function.
The use of highly trained per-
sonnel to chase children and
remind them to observe basic
rules would, I believe, consti-
tute a very inefficient alloca-
tion of available resources, and
might quite possibly result in a
neglect by the lifeguards of
their primary function of pre-
venting loss of human life.

Secondly, I am incredulous
at Mr. Mable's hyperbole,
which borders on childishness.
He seems to have allowed his

concern with "spiting the Vice
Admiral in charge of Budget
and Other Vices" to override
the exercise of his judgment.
The thought of posting guards
to prevent the entrance of chil-

dren unaccompanied by an
adult into the gymnasium
complex seems revolting ini-

tially, but upon closer exam-
ination one discovers a rather
convincing rationale.

1. One of the most popular
areas of the complex for

children has proven to be
the gymnastics area. Unfor-

tunately, supervision by
competent persons cannot
be maintained in this area

at all times. Consequently,

children tend to use the

equipment in a very danger-

ous manner which has, on at

least one occasion, led to a

near-accident. Even experi-

enced gymnasts who know
how to fall relatively safely

are injured periodically. In

this sense, at least, the stu-

dent police of whom Mr.

Mable speaks in such a de-

rogatory manner are guard-

ing against the prospect of

Kingston town children

breaking their bones.

2. A large amount of expensive

equipment is located in the

gymnastics area of the new
complex. Furthermore, it is

very susceptible to acciden-

tial damage. Consequently,

the improper use of and

adjustment of equipment by

children may cause serious

injury to experienced gym-

nasts using the apparatus in

the recommended manner.

In conclusion, I find Mr.

Mable's article to be a pathetic

attempt to stir up another

tempest in a teapot on campus.

The rules at the Physical Edu-
cation Centre appear to have
been created in the interest of

safety of those persons using

the facilities. To attempt to

convey the impression that this

university, in its operation of

the Centre, is engaged in re-

pression of the children of fac-

ulty members is certainly a

grave distortion of the facts.

In condemnation of ill-con-

sidered articles and irresponsi-

ble journalism.

Yours sincerely,

Chris Woods.

Dear Sir:

I recently viewed the televi-

sion program University Chal-

lenge, No. 29 in the Toronto

area, on which teams from
McGill University and Queen's

University took part. As a re-

cent graduate of an Honours
Program at Queen's Universi-

ty and as an interested alum-

nus, I must advance a voice of

complete disgust and dissatis-

faction with the performance
given by the Queen's team. The
team was boisterous, rash and

almost entirely unattentive;

hardly in keeping with an aca-

demic competition.

With the exception of one

Queen's member. Mr. Bennett.

I maintain the selection of the

participants was at fault. Hav-
ing been at Queen's during the

past four years, I have become
acquainted, fortunately or un-

fortunately as it may be, with
most of the Queen's team, Mr.
Rogers more than others. If

Mr. Rogers' academic capabil-

ities were the best to be found
for such a competition, there
must have been a serious lack

of intelligent scrutiny on the

part of the team coach a.nd

those responsible for team
member selection.

ft is sincerely hoped that in

future, a better effort will be

displayed by all those con-

cerned as it obviously wasn't

this time.

This letter speaks for cer-

tainly many more viewing

alumni than just myself and
consequently I feel it appropri-

ate to remain unnamed.
Yours respectfully.

An Irate Alumnus

Dear Editor:

We wish to inquire about the

necessity of the printed battle

between the QEA and the Engi-

neering Society over the Guess
Who concert. The issue, rather

than being an objective debate
in print, seems to have turned

feedback cont'd on p. 7

by Alan Broadbent

There was a rather interesting article in Time
Magazine this week about the mayoralty election in

Vancouver. Being an old Vancouver boy, I found

'heir thought that Vancouver's present mayor, Tom
'Terrific) Campbell, is a triumph of the politics of

style over the politics of substance to be illuminat-

ing.

Most of the young in Vancouver probably agree

with Time's analysis, in that Campbell is noted for

being a loudmouth with nothing to his credit. He is a

winner because in the dim arena of civic politics he

?rabs at the best lit issues and finds the popular

formula. The electoral balance is in the front of his

mi "id, while the good of the city is only dealt with

'f the mechanisms of progress are flashy and neon-

lit.

This article in Time was in my mind in the last

'ew days of the Kingston civic election campaign.

doing my own private analysis of what was being

Said by whom. I came to the conclusion that both

'"c politics of style and the politics of substance

Were absent. In their place were the politics of ob-

' Uscation and fence-sitting, along with a heavy dose
or 'he politics of old age.

The Kingston Whig-Standard last week included

ln 'Is pages comments by all of the candidates who

wished to reply on various questions which to some
extent highlighted the major issues that Kingston

faces as a city. There were questions concerning

housing, rent-control, the waterfront development,

the expressway (traffic-flow east and west in the

city), the structure of civic government, and the

relationship between the city and Queen's. Each

candidate for alderman was invited to answer the

questions, and the answers were printed up in chart

form, enabling the voters to size up who stands for

what in their ward.

The initiative taken by the Whig in this matter

would have been good if any of the candidates had

anything to say. To be fair, the odd one committed

himself, or herself, but these were mainly the chal-

lengers, not the incumbents.

tine of the more interesting questions posed by

the Whig was to what extent the city should co-op-

erate with the University with particular regard to

nsion and parking. The typical answer was of

ves we should co-operate but then again we

should keep an eye on them " variety. One ot the

Favorite replies was "we should co-operate with

them just as we do with any other industry", but

there was never any indication of whether this

meant yes or no or even maybe.

A much used ploy in .nswer to whether or not

exp
the

there should be rent control and on the question of

public housing was to use the famed lateral volley

combined with the lift shot. In effect, this approach

demands that the candidate's concern be shown,

but that he indicate that this is unfortunately not his

problem but that of the provincial or federal gov-

ernment. The answer thereby avoids being an an-

swer, and the candidate proceeds to the next

square.

The expressway is sort of an old issue, and the

people could come out with something concrete, or

apparently so. There were a few "Yes!" or "No!"
replies, but really not much intelligent ones.

Queen's student John Smart was one of the few who
gave it much thought, and he recommended an al-

ternative, that of more effective public transit. The
rest of the candidates answers were deceptive,

however, because the expressway is a safe issue.

Not many people really care if there is or is not an

expressway, and are probably more concerned with

housing and rents. The waterfront issue is also

somewhat vacuous, most people having been
sucked in by the whole utopian-pleasure-palace
aura of the place ("it's gonna look like the model
we saw in the paper )

.

So the elections are over now. some won and

some lost, and there is still snow around, and it is

winter, and Christmas season is still ahead, but

God I wish one of our civic leaders had three ears.
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WHERE

IS

THE

WAR

an interview with

Reverend C.H. Parker

by Marg Campbell

Reverend C. H. Parker, a professor in the

Theology Department at Queen's, spent three

weeks during the month of September touring

in the Middle East.

Journal: To begin with, what were the circum-

stances behind the trip?

Rev. Parker: Well, the Canadian Council of

Churches has a committee of international af-

fairs which tries to keep informed of various

trouble spots in the world by making trips. This

particular trip was sponsored by the Council

and there were 19 of us from 6 different denom-

inations. We went out specifically to try and

become acquainted with the various problems

first hand.

I think you should understand from the outset

that we did not go as experts but rather as stu-

dents. Now, we did our homework before we

departed. We read up on all the materials we

could get our hands on. Various church bodies

have compiled material — particularly the

Friends who have done an excellent analysis of

the situation. We also read official governmen-

tal publications, both Israeli and Arab and gen-

erally tried to be as well-informed as we could.

But there was no preparation for actually

seeing and talking to the people.

Journal: What was your itinerary?

Rev. Parker: We left Canada the 2nd of Sep-

tember and landed in Geneva where we talked

to the officials of the World Council of Church-

es. They were able to tell us something of the

positive efforts that they were making as a

body representing the major Protestant, Ortho-

dox and Episcopal churches of the world. We
then went on to Rome where we spoke with the

Vatican authorities. So we got a predominantly

church orientation.

Following this, our plans were to go to four

Arab countries and Israel. We went to Egypt

first and they warned us when we arrived that .

we probably wouldn't be able to get into Jordan

because of the pending war and trouble. We
spent three or four days in Egypt. We did some
touring of the countryside, viewing agricultural

endeavours and the style of living as well as the

sights. This kind of subjective impression was
every bit as important as talking to the govern-

ment and church experts.

We got sort of a composite picture of the

people in a very short period. I was really quite

amazed. You know how you've heard of these

three-week experts that go out and come back.

Well, we discovered that we were probably in

the same category as newsmen who may move
freely between the Arab countries and Isreael.

There are very few people who can actually see

both sides so we were in a very unique position

being able to get a very quick overview — and

we really worked at it. We were going from
early morning until late night every day for

three weeks.

Journal: Did you talk to many newsmen?
Rev. Parker: The only newsmen we talked to

was editor of the Jerusalem Post but we had

several newsmen in our party. Doug Fisher

who writes for the Telegram knew the situation

from a news point of view extremely well and

he helped us greatly sorting our political de-

tails.

Journal: Did you visit a refugee camp?
Rev. Parker: We went to one camp in Beirut

which was probably the highlight of our trip. A
year ago October, the Palestinians gained con-

trol of their camps from Lebanon so now they

run their own show. Their camps are literally

states within the state. — they have their own
police, some of their own medical sources and
independent educational sources in part too.

The camp we visited was a FATEH camp of

about 20.000 people just outside Beirut. We
were greeted by university-aged men who were
not exactly hostile but certainly tense about let-

ting a bunch of church people much around in

their camp. Presumably they've had some bad
experiences with visitors. But after we ex-

plained ourselves and particularly when we
started asking some questions, they gradually

simmered down and within half an hour we had
entered, remarkably, into a close firiendship.

We asked things like "What do you hope to

gain by warfare against the Israelis when they

are so powerful?" And their answer was, "We
know at the moment we can only wage guerilla

warfare, but someday — it might take us 10

years, 20 years. 50 years — someday we'll be in

a position to fight the Israeli war." And they
didn't care how long it took. Another question

was, "Why don't you be more practical and.
emigrate? Palestinians are probably the best-

educated Arab." No sir. There's no emigration
for these people. We discovered that they were
pretty well single-tracked in their minds as to

what their-future was. That future, which

every one of them reaffirmed was that th

arriv'J
would never be content until they had

;

home in their own country, in a new secul
state where, they say, Jew and Arab can n!

r

together in peace. We would suggest that ne
haps this was a wild dream and they

agree — but they are determined to go after it

I think at this point we found ourselves
buck

ing a group of visionaries who had begun to feel
their own power and who had achieved a mea
sure of self-respect and a measure of dignity
The camp's name was Camp Dignity,

young men told us that before the formation
of

the Palestinian Liberation Organization, he and
other refugees had felt like animals. But now
with leaders like Arafat, they had achieved a

new dignity and a real purpose — to liberate

Palestine.

Journal: How do you feel about the Palestinian

people?

Rev. Parker: Well, my feelings would be North
American.
As far as people are concerned, I think proba-

bly they are the most marvellous people in the

world. Their hospitality is overwhelming. They
gave us a magnificent lunch during which we
watched their youngsters go through their jun-

ior commando practices. They were roughly 8-

12 years of age. They play with grenades and

learn to use submachine guns. It was a bit of a

shock to be greeted at the entrance to the train-

ing ground by two stern-looking, machine-gun

toting 9 year olds. Doug Fisher and I couldn't

help thinking of. Hitler's Youth but there is no

comparison. These kids, indoctrinated as they

were, had been taught very carefully. I asked

one who spoke English what he thought about

the Jews and he asked me if I meant Zionist or

Non-Zionist Jews. They are teaching them in a

fairly responsible way.

Byt my own personal reaction was to ask

why they were using these kids who have never

even seen Palestine and will probably die fight-

ing for it.

Journal: Could you comment on the camp as a

physical entity?

Rev. Parker: Although it was extremely

cramped, it was as sanitary and clean as any

camp you'd likely find. They lived mainly in

one room concrete houses — quite an improve-

ment over the tin shacks and tents they started

with. They have established their own medical

clinic with their own nurses and a visiting doc-

tor under the auspices of the Red Crescent So-

ciety (equivalent of the Red Cross). They also

have supplemented their Lebanese-based edu-

cational system to cope with the increasing

numbers of school-age children — and to do a

little indoctrinating on the side.

All in all, it was a group of people with clear

objectives in mind.

Journal: How unified is the Liberation of Pales-

tine Organization?

Rev. Parker: There are 11-13 groups under the

one umbrella. The Fateh group is the largest

and is a moderate group which impressed us as

being an extremely intelligent group. They are

not particularly well-liked by the leftist group

under George Habash.
Journal: Were you impressed by evidence ot a

war-like atmosphere?
Rev. Parker: When I got home, my wife was

very worried and I couldn't understand why

until I read the newspapers. I think the Nortn

American newspapers are irresponsible in

many respects in throwing scary headlines
•••

like the cholera epidemic scare. When you ar-

rive there, you find that there are a compare

tively small number of cases which are con-

fined by and large to one particular quarterr of
I

Jerusalem where fairly recent immigran s

from North Africa are living under unhyge™

conditions. But the way the newspapers tnr

it at you, you'd think the whole country wa

under quarantine.
n£j

In Egypt we saw soldiers wandering aro»

but there was certainly no war mood any*

"

e'

'

We saw lots of soldiers in Damascus but tn

was an international fair going on and
^

were all having a good time. Furthermore.
^

military attache in the Canadian Embassy
j

Cairo told me that as far as he was concer

•

his 17-year-old daughter could go anywne
j

anytime of the day or night in Cairo DecaU
?

otl |

Arab morality. They are very careful a"

their women. _aS, I

The question we kept asking ourselves

"Where is the war?" thathe
Reverend Parker unhesitatingly agreed tna

.

would gladly take his family to live in the

die East. He looks forward to a return trip, F.^

ferably for a much longer period of time d

which he could hopefully get to know the Pe

much-tretter
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nto a personal vendetta to see

Jvho can insult the most people

most subtle way.

It has been over a month

since the concert, yet there is

still an emotional battle. We

are unaware of the extent of

Mr. Riley's emotionalism but

jjr Fritz should re-read his

oWn letter as an example of

emotional outburst. Surely

both the QEA and the Engi-

neering Society could put their

time to better use by letting

the issue go.

Lizza Fawcett

Martha Lytle

Arts 74

Page 7

J & B

STAMPS & COINS
280 MONTREAL ST.

KINGSTON, ONT
HOURS' 10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

TUES. THURS. FRI.& SAT.
WED. - 10:00 a.m. • 6:00 p.m.

COLLECTIONS BOUGHT AND
SOLD. HIGHEST PRICES PAID

Dear Sir,

Re: "In Defence of Rock".
Tues. Dec. 1st. Journal. Per-
haps I'm quibbling on a minor
point but Ry Cooder plays
mandolin not bottleneck gui-
tar. This suggests a couple of
possibilities: that Dick Loney
can't read album credits, he
has no ear for music, or he's
relying on secondary sources
for his opinions. Listing an
impressive array of session
men doesn't really prove his
point. These people have been
around for five or six years
producing synthetic rock and
will probably continue to do so
in the future. So what, that
suggest to me that the fresh
blood moving into the field

have failed to make any pro-
gress in the last year.

"Deja vu" is indeed an apt
title for CSNY's last album.
I'm giving my copy to my kid

brother; he hasn't seen it all

yet. I have.

Scott Heatherington

Arts 70

P.S. George Harrison's 3 al-

bum set is the exception to the

rule.

NOTICE
CHANGE IN PERIODICALS ROOM SCHEDULE

DOUGLAS LIBRARY
Effective Monday, January 11, 1971, the schedule of the

Periodicals Room, Douglas Library will be as follows:

Monday - Thursday: 8:45 AM — 1 1 PM
Friday: 8:45 AM — 5 PM
Saturday: 9:00 AM - 5 PM
Sunday: Noon - 11 PM

Colonel Harland Sanders

says get

K«ntiivky

fried ^kkkeit®
THrIe"lOCATIONS IN KINGSTON

•BATH ROAD AT LASALLE PARK
•PRINCESS STREET ONE MILE

WEST OF THE CIRCLE
(RESTAURANT TOO-LICENSED)

"MONTREAL STREET-
NORTH OFPFUNCESS

Tort "takeout nearest to
QUEEN'S DIAL 542-2773

MONTREAL STREET STORE

row
BESTAURAITS

LICENSED
OF COURSE

PRINCESS WEST
OF THE CIRCLE

Dear Sir,

We have just come from a
very joyful and inspiring event
— the annual carol service held
in Grant Hall. A warming spir-

it filled the air as a large con-
gregation sang Christmas car-
ols which are so familiar and
beloved. Today, so often cold
logic and cynical skepticism
pervade the university atmos-
phere. Tonight a different spir-

it filled those in Grant Hall. As
we made our way home il

came to us that Santa Claus is

not really dead. Commercial-
ism is with us to be sure at

Christmas, but the spirit of

joy, fellowship, and giving
which Santa symbolizes is here
too. It was with us tonight.

People smiled, and felt a

strange warmth as they raised

a joyful noise together.

We say thank you to all who
participated. If this fantastic

evening brought Christmas to

some of you as it did to us —
Hallelujah!

Who said God is dead?
Merry Christmas to all.

Lanny, Dave, Judy, and
Scrooge

QUEEN'S SKI CLUB

TREMBLANT
WEEKEND

Fri. March 5th .

for 120 skiers

. Sat. March 6th . . Sun. March 7th

Cost: $36.00
including bus fare, tow tickets, 2 nights accommodation

2 breakfasts, 1 dinner

TICKETS GO ON SALE

TUESDAY, JANUARY 19th at 7:00 p.m.

in the Union

FULL PAYMENT REQUIRED

First-come first-served basis

NEWMAN'S EXPERT
TAILOR MEN'S SHOP

Suits m ade to measure & ready
to wear.
Alteration - al I work guaranteec

also men's furnishings &
form al rentals.

2 14 Princess St. 540-0 110

REMINDER

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

PARKING REGULATIONS

Snow removal operations on Campus Parking

lots will be carried out on an as required basis

between 12 midnight and 7:00 a.m. during the

period December 15, 1970 to March 31, 197 1.

Faculty, staff and students are reminded that ve-

hicles parked on these lots may be towed away

at the owner's expense, if they IMPEDE snow

clearing equipment.

Accountant?
vvrjtin g?

nursing?

Travel?

Fashion?

Can't

find the

right

job?

No malter whai

career you choose

...do yourself a

favour. Combine
practical business

training with

academic qualifi-

cations. Be sure

of a job. ..be sure

of success!

A SHAW
'Mini Course'

could make |*

the *

difference

, DROP IN THE WAIL

; RUSH me mora details about

! your "Mini Courses"

, SHAW COLLEGES
2436 YONGE STREET I

TORONTO 31S, ONTARIO
;

' -181-6477

3 Colleges in metro 1255;
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Student Learning Groups
by Brian Rogers

Next term, a number of "student learning groups" will be set up

on an experimental basis in the Faculty of Arts and Science. The

"groups" will consist of ten first-year students, who have three cours-

es in common, and three or four faculty members of different discip-

lines. Their purpose is to attempt to over come the impersonality of

one's first academic year — large classes and harried professors —
and to help organize and integrate the all-too-fragmented knowledge

presented in first year.

Faculty members were approached by Associate Dean Lougheed

in mid-October, and were asked to organize on their own with other

interested professors. It appears that five learning groups will be es-

tablished, three in social sciences/ humanities, one in English mus-

ic/economics, and one in the natural sciences ; each group is allowed to

employ a graduate student as an organizer with an overal budget of up

to $2,000.00. The students will be selected with the aid of the computer

(to determine those with three common courses), more or less at ran-

dom. The structure or syllabus for each is largely undefined; the in-

structors may have certain ideas and an overall approach, but the

course of the discussions is to be determined in conjunction with the

students in each group. However, one group, led by Professors Franks.

Erdahl, and Laycock has developed a rough curriculum with the tin

"Futurology I" ; Alan Broadbent is to be its graduate student leader

The idea of learning groups was first put forth by the Principal

Committee on Teaching and Learning: in its view. The groups vvonu

serve not only to overcome the impersonality and fragmentation
or

first year academic life, but also to help realign resources from
t n

senior years. Some people have also seen the possibility of using

learning-group organization to introduce interdisciplinary studies 1
an Arts I basis, with the groups accredited as one or two courses. Rw
ommendation II of the Principle's Committee's report calls for deve)

oping "an inclusive system" of student learning groups as soon as
p0& .

The Development Sub-committee of the Committee of Depart

ments of the Faculty Board, which introduced the proposals bringjn ,

about the current experiment, appears to take a fairly negative
ap

proach to the idea; it doubts the desirability of any "inclusive system

of learning groups suggesting that: "in principle there is insufficj
eni

ground to pass over Recommendations II without a trial". In any case

the results of next terms groups will be closely evaluated in Apn|l

1971, and if the experiment is "successful", a broader program
oi

learning groups may be introduced the following year.

kips cam£auw6-
X THOUGHT I bM> L-5FT.

omi rue hw school
KIVS CAME ALOW6.

-THCWT I WAS L6FT.
m0OL KIPS CAMS
M-0M&.

Is the United States

a planetary disease?

i

by Noel Mclnnis
LIBERATION News Service

Imagine that we could compress the world's present population of

over three billion persons into one town of 1,000 persons, in exactly the

same proportions. In such a town of 1,000 persons there would be only

70 (U.S.) Americans. These 70 American's — a mere 7% of the town's

population — would receive half of the town's income. This would be

the direct result of their monopolizing over half of the town's available

material resources. Correspondingly, the 70 Americans would have fif-

teen times as many possessions per person as the remainder of the

townspeople.

The 1% Americans would have an average life expectancy of 70

years. The other 930 would average less than 40 years. The lowest in-

come group among the Americans, even though it included a few peo-

ple who were hungry much of the time, would be better off by far than

the average of the other townspeople. The 70 Americans and about 200

others representing Western Europe, and a few classes in South Amer-
ica. South Africa. Australia, and Japan would be well off by compari-
son with the rest.

Could such a town, in which the 930 non-Americans were quite

aware of both the fact and means of the Americans' advantages, sur-

vive? Could the 70 Americans continue to extract the majority of the

raw materials essential to their standard of living from the property of

the other 930 inhabitants? While doing so, could they convince the ot

er 930 inhabitants to limit their population growth on the tne?"
s

resources are limited? How many of the 70 Americans would ha '

become soldiers? How much of their material and human res0"
(

would have to be devoted to military efforts in order to keep the re-

the town at its present disadvantage?

Chances are the 70 Americans would have to organize into a

tary camp in order to maintain their material dominance of It*

mainder of the town. Chances are most of the Americans wouu>

insecure or guilty about their situation to enjoy their domi"

Chances are this guilt and insecurity would lead some °r'
ne

,^a t'

cans to protest the situation and call for a change. Chances are um

protesting Americans would find themselves subjected to varia

the same repressive forces being used to subdue the other 930 to*

people. Chances are the military camp would also be a police ca " ^
The most regretful thing about the situation you have been a

to imagine is that it is not imaginary. For such is the present n)

relationship and incipient political relationship of the United s
t

the rest of the world. The material relationship is very cle
a

^

United States is systematically plundering the planet's Pn5^'
ney

sources. And if the political conclusions drawn are not yet so,

rapidly becoming so. The logical complement of a nation of P lu

is a nation of police.
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Suicide is painless
by Kathy Kobor

Can't you let a man die as comfortably as he can without calling him names?"
[You're not going to die."

'Don't be silly, I am dying now. Ask those bastards.
'

'

ie looked over to where the huge, filthy birds sat, their naked heads sunk in the hunched

fathers. A fourth planed down, to run quick-legged and then waddle slowly toward the

fibers.

Ernest Hemingway
from: The Snows of Kilimanjaro

The tragic act of suicide claims about 8 lives per 100,000 each year in Canada. Suicide

isa specifically human tragedy. Our acquaintance with other species tells us that man is

•tone in the ability to will his own death and carry out this wish.

The influential psychoanalytic theorists claim that suicide is the function of an exces-

sively strict and punishing super-ego which prohibits an outward expression and forces it

*»the self. This is a typical Psychoanalytic Webster's Dictionary definition which is

ttfieult to translate into layman's language and leads us off the track of the basic gut

^ue; why, yes, why on earth do people take or attempt to take their own lives?

One sidestepping question which has contributed to our understanding is: "Who com-
ets suicide?"

The epidemiological study, which approaches the problem by studying the incidence

^ suicide in massive populations by grouping suicidal individuals along a variety of para-

meters such as socio-economic status, education, age, sex, occupation and area of resi-

de has contributed invaluable information concerning the life styles of suicides. We
^ know that the old, who no longer work, whose spouses may have died and family

Joved away, and who spend many of their waking hours in solitude are the group having

^ the highest suicide rates during the first half of this century. We also know that twice

f
many males as females die bv suicide while, on the other hand, four times as many

[toales as males inflict injury upon themselves of a suicidal nature but do not "succeed"

Hilling themselves. Durkhei'm has suggested that inferior social status provides immuni-
from suicide. By this he refers to the low suicide rates among the poor which indicate

suicide is the wealthy man's illness.

K
Much of these statistics, based on an overview of the first fifty years of this century

^ still true. However, as society changes suicide patterns which closely reflect the un-

less and dissatisfaction of the population, have taken an even more serious turn. *lo-

7 suicide is not so easily labeled the illness of the rich or of lonely old people. Recent

Fstics show that suicide is on the rise among the young, among females and among at

y\ classes. The gradual suicide of the narcotics addict is an explosive phenomenon of

Jr time. It is often difficult to establish whether deaths from O.D. is accidentia or sub-

^cious or deliberate suicide. If self-inflicted injury can be accepted as suicidal benav-

%
' them drug addiction should be added to the long gruesome list of methods used.

E Durkheim himself could have predicted an increased suicide rate in our time oy noi-

* 'he disturbing trend toward alienation of the individual from society, which he labelled

«nornie-. Today as the world s population hits newer and newer heights, straining our

resources, piling human beings on top of one another with hardly enough room to

I>e, we are deprived of our privacy, thrust into relatively meaningless encounte.s

J
tf
> hundreds of people each day. all of which impedes the formation of binding relaUon-

&• Merchandize, which is rapidly produced and ever available, clutters our environ-

N Advertisements pressure us, urge us to take notice, fight for our attention, bom-

bing our eyes and ears with the command to partake, buy, consume. Our senses are

It is small wonder that the man on the street is alienated. Reaching out for under-

standing, he finds an unsympathetic, competitive environment trying to placate him with

its tempting produce which can not satisfy his needs. Enraged by what he finds, the ideal-

ist attempts to work toward change, to get involved, to assert his right. He is rebuffed. At
first incensured, but on repeated failures to make a dent in the iron wall of establishment,

he is frustrated, confused and ultimately withdraws his frustration within himself. Such a

state of mind results, more often than not in what we have learned to call mental illness.

Psychiatric Studies have repeatedly linked suicide with manic depressive psychoses,

alcoholism, and other depressive syndromes. Fifteen percent of mentally ill persons diag-

nosed depressed commit suicide. This is seven times the suicidal rate of the general popu-

lation. Many researchers have found that almost all of those persons who kill themselves

were psychiatrically ill prior to death. Robins et al found these to be 94% with the large

majority being depressives and/or alcoholics. Sainsbury concludes that adverse social

factors such as isolation, alienation and frustration are closely related to the incidence of

suicide and depression in the community.
Such a close correlation between suicide and depression are even more disturbing

when one considers how expensive psychiatric care can be, especially in the form of psy-

chotherapy sessions which can last for years and have up to now been the exclusive privi-

lege of the well educated and wealthy upper-middle class. The impact of medicare on

psychotherapy remains to be seen.

If one observes the reaction of persons in the environment of a suicide, its appeal

function becomes obvious. The act creates grief and regret among the survivors, coupled

with a sense of guilt that they did not prevent the tragedy. It has repeatedly been said

about "lukewarm" attempts that far from wanting to die, these persons were desperately

trying to get the attention of a loved one or were using blackmail against him.

Because of these effects on other people, the "threat of suicide" acts as a regulator of

human relations. The only way to deprive it of its appeak effect is to make the appeal

unnecessary. This involves taking the individual's needs seriously, so he will not have to

resort to this sick method of attention seeking. To accomplish this, society must become
people centred rather than profit centred. Right now, our methods of coping with mental

illness, narcotic addiction and other problems specific to the slum or ghetto entail contain-

ment measures. Until we start to radicalize our approach to these individuals in trouble,

suicide will remain, and there are signs that it is on the rise. Only active programs geared

at the emotionally and culturally deprived under the carpet. When will this carpet's capac-

ity be exhausted?

deprived. We become discontent. The me-
*,

ed with overstimulation, while our psche is d^.
^ has become the message, but can not satisfy man who strives tor meaning and

l Along with this pollution of opulence, is the sickening realization that the "dividual

* ' <» little power over the course of his future. The American P°l't <?
j
SC

,

e"ejT.
Ne an incredibly complex machine, operating in devious ways impossible tor most

Pie to understand; even if they did know the facts. Participation and involvement o ftfte

>idua] citizen has become virtually impossible. We have little choice but agree with

ls 'ons handed down from above.

And when I am dead,

I want them to bury me
naked beneath a tree.

So that for sure, I will be
And as the seasons pass,

people passing by, will say

Look at Pierre,

in the tree.

P. Leichner
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tuesday december 8

afternoon: 1:30 p.m "heroic materialism"civilization presents
'

dunning auditorium,

evening: 7:00 p.m.: general meeting of artsci students to discuss

curriculum committee report in Stirling d.

7:00 p.m.: campus movies presents wait disney's "alice in

wonderland and the love bug", one show only in dunning

hall auditorium, admission $1.00 per person.

8:00 p.m.: department of obstetrics and gynaecology on

"management of micro-invasion and early stage I carci-

noma of the cervix' at etherington hall auditorium.

9:00 p.m.: last in american screen masters series: "Sulli-

van's travels at ellis auditorium.

Wednesday december 9

afternoon: 2:30 p.m.: department of biochemistry seminar on "n-

methylation of 'n-protected' amino groups, a new synthes-

is of n-methylamino acids and their peptides" in room 114

earl hall.

4:30 p.m.: "the migration of man" in earl hall room HI.

evening: 7:00 and 9:00 p.m.: kingston film society presents "tokyo

olympiad" in ellis hall.

8:30 p.m.: vaghy string quartet concert at dunning hall.

thursday december 10

evening: 7:30 p.m. : department of medicine presents a panel on

hypertension in etherington hall auditorium.

8:00 p.m.: meeting of zero population growth in earl hall

room 114 to tell what they have done, what there is to do,

and how people can help.

tendays
Saturday december 12

8: 3 p.m.: journal staff pre-christmas, post-halloween

bash, in journal office, usi invited, uncle paul "red' bar-

ron may also come.

Saturday december 19

evening: 8:30p.m.: oil thigh on skates at toronto city hall,

friday december 25

morning: 9:30 a.m. proceed to tree and unwrap presents

evening: 8:30 p.m.: eat dinner, but first drink!

Saturday december 26

all day: barron's birthday, day of general mourning.

monday december 28

evening: 9:00 p.m.: all calgarians meet in tavern of summit hotel.

4th avenue and 1st street s.w. oil thigh party.

thursday, december 31

if you don"t know forget it. you're in sad shape

Start the Revolution With
Me! at the Hyland Theatre

^
A Very Funny Movie

nging.

at agnes etherington art centre
wall hangings: traditional

experimental- all wall hai

are by contempory Canadian
art

ists and have been brought togeth
er by the art gallery of Ontario"
continuing throughout the month
selections from the permanent
collection of paintings and graph
ics will be shown throughout

the
month.

the art of smoking in aboriginal

north america. throughout
the

month.

leonardo da vinci: artist and engi-

neer, an exhibition of his designs

of inventions for the future, until

december 30.

studio workshop: egg tempera
painting, on december 11, 12, and

13.

scultura italiana. sixty pieces of

Italian sculpture until January 17,

1971. starting december 22.

during the Christmas holidays the

art centre will be closed on de

cember 24, 25, 26. 28. 31 and jami

ary 1 and 2.

Ten Horses, bronze from "Scultura Italiana" at Agnes Etherington Art Centre

Make my Christmas merry! I need a ride

to McMaster University between Dec.

15-18 (preferably Dec. 18). As an alter-

native I'd accept a ride to Toronto Dec.

18. K you can help please phone 544-

8954.

Stereo Components: call Terty Wood,
546-4828.

For Sale: 2 one season 7.35 x 14 snow
tires and/or set of MGB brake shoes.

Phone 544-6868 and ask for Bob Leav-

Liz would like to thank all the wonderful

friends (especially suite net. 201) for the

'lush extravaganza'. Special thanks for

Orphee to Brian H..

Thomas Mann, where are you?

The Journal Sloff Post-Halloween, Pre-

Christmos Patty Special, Saturday, the

12th of December, at 8:03 p.m. USI also

invited. At Journal Office,

FOUND at the Art's '73 Smoker Novem-
ber 27, two pairs of gloves. Call Derek

McLean at 544-7238. (Thanks to all

who made it another Chubby Browny
Success.)

The Marathon Dance is now less than

two months awoy! Friday, February 5, 8

p.m. to 8 a.m. Aim is to raise money for

Camp Outlook. Further information —
call Derek McLean 544-7238 Practice

over the holidays.

Exhibitionists! Be prepared! Come out

and join in the Snowball kick-off parade
'71 on January 25, 1971, 5:30 in front

of Douglas Library.

Yoo Hoo! Boo Hoo says plan ahead.
Snowball sculpturing starts Monday
January 25, 1 971 . Kickoff parade needs
your floats and spirit. START PLANNING
NOW!!!

EVENT : JOURNAL POST-HALLOWE'EN,

PRE-CHRISTMAS, STAFF PARTY.
SETTING: BEAUTIFUL

DOWNSTAIRS UNION, i.e. THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

PURPOSE: TO FORGET

THE PAST THREE MONTHS IN THE BEST POSSIBLE WAY.
WHO: ALL

SLAVES OF THE CELEBRATED AND FAMOUS,WITTY AND

INNOCUOUS, ARTISTIC AND BLAND, QUEEN'S JOURNAL

TIME: 8:03 P.M. SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12. B.Y.O.B.

OTOS2
OIL THIGHS ON SKATES!

2nd Annual

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 19

8:30 P.M.

TORONTO

NATHAN PHILLIPS SQUARE

SKATING RINK

(TO. CITY HALL)

QUEEN'SMEN ICE-SKATING

HAPPENING

ARRANGE PRE/POST SKATING

ACTIVITIES

MARATHON DANCE
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1971

8 P.M. — 8 A.M.

GRANT HALL

SPONSORSHIP ALONG LINES OF

'MILES for MILLIONS'

TO RAISE MONEY FOR

CAMP OUTLOOK

FOR MORE DETAILS CALL:
DEREK (ARTSCI '73) McLEAN

AT 544-7238
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The

Community

Health

Agency

- an

emerging

ideal

by Mary Campbell

Page 1

1

We arrived just before seven to

unlock the front door. It was a white,

clapboard house at 200 Montreal

Street. There were a couple of fellows

waiting outside — one in a white clin-

ic coat, the other in a heavy knitted

sweater.

Inside the door and to the right was
a large waiting area complete with

wooden benches, chairs and a stack of

magazines. The boy in the sweater sat

down to read. A few minutes later, a

man and his young daughter came in

and joined him.
There was a large desk further in-

side the room. It was covered with
correspondence, books and files. The
receptionist hadn't arrived yet.

Off from this area there was a con-

sulting room containing a bed, two
dentist chairs and a green garbage
bag filled with drug samples donated
by Kingston doctors.

At the rear of the house, we found a

laboratory with well used, well main-
tained equipment.
We walked back through the wait-

ing room. The man and the little girl

continued to sit. They didn't read the

magazines. They were told that some-
one would look after them and they
nodded in agreement.
Upstairs we found several more

rooms. One held one cot, another two
a°d another was chiefly for pediatric
oases. There were framed pictures on
'be walls with titles like "The Sun-
rise" and "Standing on my Head Rak-
'n
g the Leaves". They were painted

by members of a grade two class at
st John's School. Between two of the
oonsulting rooms, the Legal Aid Of-
llce was just opening its door. Walk-
ing down the back hallway, we passed
jne bathroom and arrived in a lounge.

J*
e hung our coats in an old tin cup-

board that rattled alarmingly and
*nk into deep comfy old chairs. The
"'tie table next to the brick-and-board
Selves filled with musty medical
'OMbooks, yielded the makings for a

['yrofoam cup of coffee. We settled
bacl

< to talk.

_

Allen McBride is a 3rd year medi-
al student and is the current chair-

man of a corporation called the

^munity Health Agency. He states
™lth a certain modest pride that the

Ipncy is a year old this November
th and presently involves approxi-

mately 80 medical students, 30-35 doc-

l?

rs. and a group of student nurses at

jj

GH and Hotel Dieu Hospitals.
Vf,ryone works voluntarily.

Wow and why was the idea of a vol-

unteer health agency conceived? As
edical students in their graduate

year, 1969, Bruce Killbank and Brian
O'Brien had ample opportunity to

witness the action at Out Patients in

the Kingston hospitals. They saw first

hand endless cases of people who un-

consciously practise what is con-

sciously termed "crisis medicine".
Rather than adhering to the ounce of

preservation — pound of cure maxim,
many people wait until they are in

unbearable pain or a completely hope-

less condition before they seek medi-

cal help. Bruce and Brian decided to

launch a program to provide such
people, usually from the Montreal
Street area north and east of Princess

Street, with their own health centre.

They were able to locate the large

house at 200 Montreal Street and a

feverish program of fixing, painting,

providing equipment, settling admin-

istrative details and above all financ-

ing began in earnest.

After one year, Allen McBride feels

that the project has been moderately

successful.

"I say moderately successful chiefly

because of the nature of the Agency.

As a volunteer organization, it de-

mands odd hours from busy people.

This leads to administrative problems

and more than this, there is a disturb-

ing lack' of continuity. A guy may
come on a Tuesday night and is asked

to return again the following Monday.

He sees completely different faces

when he comes hack, — different

nurses, students, doctors — and this

can't help but be a rather unsettling

experience."

As a medical student, Allen's chief

interest is in clinical work and he

feels that the experience in setting up

and working in the clinic is extremely

valuable. The greatest rewards are in

the contact with patients who invaria-

bly have problems that reach far be-

yond the actually physical ailment.

"The people who come to the Agen-

cy are seeking the ears to listen to

their hang-ups as much as they are

seeking medical aid. The people at

Out Patients in the hospitals haven't

got the time to sit down and hear

about messed up families, incompre-

hensible situations and all kinds of

personal problems.

The premise for a clinic to ofler

medical aid to people who apparently

have no access to a doctor is perhaps

not entirely valid. With Medicare and

a hospital within walking distance

you would have to question the need

for a volunteer clinic in this area and

yet we have 500 files on patients who

"have come here. I feel the validity O

the Agency is in the social needs that

it must attempt to fulfill. Social

awareness is hopefully a continually

growing thing among medical stu-

dents and we must orient ourselves

socially in our work."

We were interrupted by one of the

receptionists downstairs. A woman,
high on acid, had called seeking help.

One of the students on duty left to talk

with her. House calls from the clinic

are frequent.

Allen continued. "The Community
Health Agency is physically estab-

lished in the community but we are

not reaching that whole community,

mainly because we haven't got a so-

cial follow-up to the work we're

doing. This is where we must place

the emphasis — on a personal com-
mitment of time and energy to really

work with these people.

"The history of these programs in

the States shows that after about two
years, the project folds. Its sort or

like a MECCANO toy—once the ex-
citement and novelty of actually

building the thing is over, its put in a

corner and forgotten. We've got to

realize that while it's lovely to visual-

ize oneself laying on hands and saving
lives, the more mundane problems of

buying lightbulbs, cutting the lawn
and seeking out financial aid are what
ultimately must determine the suc-

cess or failure of the program."
Financially, the project has man-

aged to keep its head above water.
Almost all the equipment in the clinic

has been donated by Queen's and by
individual physicians. The Physicians

Services Incorporated Charitable
Foundation has just provided a sizea-

ble donation which the Agency hopes
can be used towards hiring a woman
full time to co-ordinate the activities

of the Agency. A constant personality

in the clinic would be a big step to-

wards providing that necessary conti-

nuity for the program.
Throughout the time we talked we

were interrupted at various intervals

by the student nurses on duty seeking

such things as fresh sheets, a clean

fhermometer and a flashlight. There
was a prevailing spirit of friendly co-

operation and a very real enthou-

siasm for what they were doing.

"Thetrick is toleaveenoughundone
when you leave the project so that the

new ideas and new commitments
find a spring board to take us on to

more real and satisfying goals."
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off the record by Dick Loney

In the Sixties, 'surfing", get-

ting "shut down", feeling those

"good vibrations", and countless

other colloquial expressions be-

came synonomous with the music

of the Beach Boys. The Wilson

brothers and their sundry pals set

all kinds of trends within the

structure of pop culture as it per-

tained to the teen generation and

the "young moderns" who drifted

from soft-drink commercials to

cigarette-'ads', all the while ca-

vorting under the relentless Cali-

fornia sun. That the music of the

"Beachies" was a predominating

force in the past decade is reflect-

ed by the frequency with which

their hits recurr on radio flash-

backs as they forge the mind into

retrospection with yet another

"oldie but a goody".

Perhaps the highest compli-

ment paid the group was that of

imitation, as the Beatles chose to

duplicate their trademark of high-

pitched wails, low-keyed "oo-

mow-mows'
' ,
blending into a tight-

ly harmonized lead vocal line in

the opening number on their dou-

ble BEATLES album, titled

"BacklnTheU.S.S.R."

The very professional, multi-

tracked vocalizing of the Beach

Boys became the standard for any

group wishing for proficiency in

their singing, and that standard

holds true today in the first gasps

of the Seventies.

After their ill-fated tour with

the Maharishi diminished their

prestige, and following the inter-

nal friction which was reconciled

with their FRIENDS album, the

Beach Boys have erupted from

their semi-obscurity with an al-

bum release through their newly-

formed Brother-Reprise distribu-

torship - its called SUNFLOWER
Reprise 6382. It looks like a long

and successful partnership be-

cause this album features some

stereophonic innovations that

must place the group in the front

rank of today's vocal-oriented

recording aggregations. The most

frank description of this technique

is etched on the jacket of the re-

cord. "The songs on this record

were recorded in true stereophon-

ic sound: they are not 16 mono-

phonic signals placed somewhere

between right and left speakers

blended together with echo, but

rather total stereo capturing the

ambiance of the room and the

sound in perspective as heard nat-

urally by the ear".

Your first playing of this record

will reveal that it has response

that is sorely lacking on a lot of

socalled "stereo" records today —
(was Dylan's latest really record-

ed in somebody's bathrub?

)

The Beach Boys, all six of them,

including newest addition Bruce

Johnston, and the other two non-

Wilsons, Al Jardine and Mike

Love, have written everything on

this twelve-cut album, and its all

terrific stuff. Songs like "Add
Some Music To Your Day", and

"Slip On Through" combine that

sixteen-track sound that utilizes

every note of range that the rock

singers voice can hit — hear Brian

Wilson's "This Whole World", or

brother Dennis's "Got to Know
The Woman", with its chord-

climbing from key to key, and it's

clear that the Beach Boys harmo-

nies are going to be as relevant to

the Seventies as their surfing ex-

ploits were to the Sixties. . .

.

The name Reg Dwight or Elton

John may not mean much to pop

music fans just now, but if some of

the piano-oriented songs on his

album ELTON JOHN, (UNI 73090)

are any indication, then Elton may
soon be making extremely talent-

ed contributions to pop. Heralded

as a new Jerry Lee Lewis (of Jer-

ry Lee, Elvis and Bill Haley he

was the avidest fan) because of

flamboyant performing on the

piano, an instrument he masters

on this l.p.. Elton John's album
shows us the more subdued side of

this British talent. Born in Pinner,

Middlesex, England some twenty-

three years ago, Elton John has a

plaintive voice that at times re-

sembles that of Jose Feliciano,

while the songs co-authored with

pal Bernie Taupin have a quality

entirely unique!

The arranging by Paul Buck-

master transforms the ten songs

on the album into poetic state-

ments at once individual, yet

equally charged with that nebu-

lous quality which evokes from a

listener an emphatic "I like that".

Most of the material is in the bal-

lad category, but there are two

tunes that have a lively, spirited,

*gospel quality — "The Cage" and

"Take Me To The Pilot". (Proof

that gospel, religio-based things

are currently "in" is demonstrat-

ed by George Harrison's newest,

"My Sweet Lord".)

One of Elton's songs was cov-

ered by Three Dog Night — it's a

beautiful thing called "Your
Song", describing the wishes of

the author to present his girl with

something special.

If I was a sculptor, but then again

no,

Or a man who makes potions in a

travelling show,

I know it's not much, but it's the

best I can do

some working models of inventions by

LEONARDO DA VINCI
from IBM Canada until December 30

SCULTURA ITALIANA
December 22 to January 17

art centre

My gift is my song and this one's

for you.

The melody line in this, as in all

the songs on the album, enhanced

by Elton's piano and harpsichord,

as well as harp, suitable guitars,

percussion and even cello solos

and moog synthesizer, is a perfect

compliment to the thought-pro-

voking lyrics.

"First Episode at Hienton".

"The Greatest Discovery" and

"The King Must Die" all exhibit

that symphonic effect that has at

last allowed rock to enter the

domain formerly inhabited solely

by light classics. The second al-

bum from Elton John promises to

be an abrupt departure in style

from this one — its already been

titled TUMBLEWEED CONNEC-
TION and it will supposedly ex-

plore the country/rock element

that is so relevant to today's mar-

ket. . .

.

Speaking of 2nd albums, that

West Coast group recording out of

Hollywood, calling themselves

Bread (and they must be making

lots of it! ) has released an album
that is everything that their first

Elektra release seemed to fore-

cast. BREAD ON THE WATERS
(Elektra EKS-74076,) includes

their first international hit "Make
It With You", but its relegated to

mere bonus proportions as the

other 11 David Gates, and Griffin-

Royer compositions illustrate the

neatest recording tricks in the

trade.

How these three writers can

turn out a total of twenty-four

tunes (two albums worth) that

never once fall into the pitfall of

duplicating chord patterns

(remember the Byrds "D-Peri-

od"?) is a question answered only

Send your
Holiday Greetings

with flowers.

SPEARNS
For the Greatest Choice of . . . OUTSTANDING

CHRISTMAS V3ll tS
OVER 100 DIFFERENT ROYAL DOULTON FIGURES

OVER 10 DIFFERENT FONDUE SETS

OVER 170 DINNERWARE PATTERNS

WATERFORD, VAL STE. LAMBERT,
ENGLISH AND EUROPEAN STEMWARE

UNUSUAL AND BEAUTIFUL PIECES OF
DECORATED BOHEMIAN CRYSTAL

DISTINCTIVE LAMPS AND THE NEW POLI-OPTICS
(The new fibre optic accent lighting)

UNUSUAL BAR ACCESSORIES, SILVER, WEDGWOOD,
JEWELRY, ROYAL COPENHAGEN, CRYSTAL GIFTWARE

And of course - The Complete Line of

ESTEE LAUDER COSMETICS
See Their Beautiful Gift Sets

SPEARNS
OF KINGSTON

"THE GIFT CENTRE, 330 PRINCESS STREET
SPEARNS - IS THE PLACE

WINE
supplies and equipment

CHEESE
from around the world

BEER
malts and supplies for those

who prefer the excellence

of home brew

GOURMET
foods from afar

GIFTS
with a touch of distinction

COOKE'S
OLD WORLD SHOP est. 1868

59-61 Brock

Kingston, Ont.

by reflecting that it was such siu
tained individuality that kept th
Beatle tunes out of the rut of pr

e

dictability, and spelled popularif
for seven years-plus on this conn
nent for them.

Here, on Bread's second
1 p

song like "I Want You With Me' ;

3

as different structurally from ^
other eleven numbers as night k
from day. Even the longer efforts

like "Call On Me", and "Been Too
Long On The Road'" are not mere-
ly elongated two minute phrases
that are filled but with several
solos and repetition. Bread has a
tendency for integrating

subtle
chord blends, changing keys, and
drifting from minor to major kevs
(as with I Want You With Me").
They can rock too — listen to

the fuzz
:
tone guitar on "Why Do

You Keep Me Waiting" which fea-

tures the kind of hand-clapping

that could be detected on most
early Beatle hits. It's easy to see

that their hit "Make It With You"
was merely one of a dozen songs

that Could equally have been cho-

sen for single release from this set

— it could well have been "Blue

Satin Pillow" that rocketed to the

top, or it could have been "Look
What You've Done". The latter is

one of the few songs that utilizes a

simplified chord structure, yet the

harmony, and the lyric provide

only the opening to a typical Bread

change of tempo to an up-beat tune

that really gets moving. It's not

indicated on the jacket as to who is

doing the guitar work, but it must

be noted that the lead work is of a

crispness comparable to anything

being put down by any group to-

day. They're quite a group — Dav-

id Gates, James Griffin, and Robb

Royer — collectively known as

Bread!

r
COSTLIN
Jewellers
iOi^GhNES/ WITTNAUfek WcHft

W* Princes* St. and at iW Fronlwiac Molt — Phon* 548-3487 « 548-8?»

FOR CHRISTMAS & X'MAS CARDS

YOUR OWN PERSONALIZED RUBBER STAMP
3 lines, 3 inch width limit

$1.75

OVERNITE SERVICE

CAPILANO
MARKING DEVICES

423 Princess St. 544-6138
MM****

The

VAGHY

STRING

QUARTET

Wednesday 9 December

DUNNING HALL

Tickets: S2.50

al Division of Cone - :rl s
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soundings by Steve Winnett

and Scott Sherman

„i77A AND CRABS, Pizza and

Crabs
* (Primordial PR 2)

•This is a concept album,"

nmments the mysterious

hSracter called Crabs half-

lav through Side 2, which is to

hp played first. (Side 1 is to be

„i„ved second). Yes, remarks£a -A concept of total ab-

surdity."
It's eclectic and

freaky and rather profound in

its own ignorant way. It's not

„0ing to be played on your

\m radio, and as Zappa would

sav it has very little commer-

cial
potential. It reminds us of

t„e work of the Firesign Thea-

tre
— a multi-faceted view of

Ihe way in which two thinking

ca ts watch what's going down

around them. The strange ti-

tles of some of the album's

cuts merely provide an ironic

backdrop to its weighty com-

ments on many of the plea-

sures and displeasures of life.

(Mainly this is an album of illu-

minating raps. I

The listener will at first be

thrown off by the wild, free

style of "the boys" — at first it

seems that they got carried

away by the thrill of being in a

recording studio. Thus the

sound quality of Side 2 (play

this side first) tends to be infe-

rior to that of Side 1 (play this

side second), perhaps due to

the presence of bewildered

recording engineers who had

never experienced the con-

trolled insanity of Pizza and

Crabs. But the listener, if he

perseveres, will be rewarded
for his efforts, because he will

discover much that is relevant

in the group's comments on

university education today,
and things in general.

Pizza and Crabs are the hot-
test thing to hit the Canadian
comedy scene since Wayne and
Shuster. Whether they will be
as widely accepted remains to

be seen. Frankly, it is unlikely
that such will be the case, be-
cause of their telling com-
ments on Canadian life which
cannot be absorbed comforta-
bly by the common denomina-
tor medium of television. In

other words, Pizza and Crabs
not only make you laugh at
what's happening to you here,

they make you feel exceeding-
ly uncomfortable. (You cannot
study to this record, it destroys
your mind.)

There are so many cuts on
the album, most of them very
short and to the point, that it is

futile for us to outline each
here. The reader can get a feel-

ing for the zaniness of the al-

bum by reading the list of cuts

appended to this review as a

necessary guide — they will

slip rapidly past him while he

is listening, so that this album
demands several attentive lis-

tenings in order to comprehend
what's going on.

A plot line can be detected
on Side 2 (play this side first),

and the evolution of this plot

line serves to explode the myth
of the serious student. What we
are presented with here is a

case of laziness and frivolity

which is all too typical of what

it means to go through college.

Sometimes the whole academ-
ic experience becomes so tir-

ing and frustrating that one is

forced to seek other outlets for

relief. Side 2 (play this side
first I demonstrates just such a
longing to get away from "All
This", (Side 2, Cut 21) - and
also its real failure to do so.

We give points to Pizza and
Crabs for their ability to recap-
ture in the recording studio, in

their formally informal man-
ner, such experiences. This is

why this album must be
viewed, not as a frivolity, but
as a work of art, because it is

an illustration of its creators'
experience. Their stimulating
raps are skillfully blended with
a carefully structured musical
background. They give their

cogent views on apathy, poli-

tics, education, music, sex,

pizza, faith, suicide, literature,

war, squids, meat — in short, a
wide range of topics.

The typical album these
days, as has been noted by an
enlightened observer, contains

only ten cuts. This album, as
can be seen from the accompa-
nying charts, contains 72.

Clearly, we have a very impor-
tant album here, one that de-

serves our serious and close

attention.

There's a lot of bad stuff

going down these days, and our

best weapons against this are

music and laughter and all the

arts. Hoarse political shouts

won't do any good. Ralph Glea-

son of Rolling Stone magazine
has written that you can't fight

an irrational society with ra-

tional political schemes, but

rather with art. Pizza and Crabs

is an album that bitingly illus-

trates this view. It will be well

worth your time to pick up on

it.

Contents

PIZZA AND CRABS

SIDE 1 (play this side second)
1. Imperial Blues No. 2 (including Short Raps and

Bootleg Mystery)
2

- Alma 31 No Answer
3. Imperial Blues (reprise) and Pearls and Pines

* SUICIDE Pizza
5 Thanks. Boys

Digestion and Times
< The Name Rap and Who's the Father, Grace?
°- Faiih Interrupted and Ulysses Revisited
9. Alma 4/ No Luck

I'
Philosophy Lecture and Ulysses Revisited

tome on, San Francisco! and Books and Grass

Winter and Wuthering Heights
4lma 513

14 Alma 6: Success! (at this point the session was
interrupted by a flood in the studio)

5 Interlude

Words and Music
Late Sports

Personnel

The Bomber Variations
Turning the Leaves of the Past
The War Bag
Rap Rap No. 2
A Short Period oj Despair
A Constitution is Just Plain . .

Filler

And Time Goes On . . .

Organ

That's a Long War. Dick
The Magic Maker
Thanksfor the Camel
Lerol and Ringo Gel It On
''alia Blues No. I

''alia Blues No. 2
''"Ha Blues No. J-
'lalia Blues No. 4
'•alia Blues No. 5
Alma I

38. Horniness and Hunger

39. Alma 2

40. Wrong Number or The Case oj the Disappearing

Pizza

41. Cover Photography

SIDE 2 (play this side first)

1. Imperial Blues No. I

2. Hall Rap
3. RAP Rap No. I (including Socialization I

4. The Fun House (Take 3)

5. IsJohn Toking?

6. Introduction

7. Pizza Paranoia

8. Rip-ojjs

9. The Recording Business

10. Wailing, Wailing. . .

11. My Body and the Things I need

12

13

14

15

16

17

The Wonders of Modern Technology

Money, Banking and Rewards

How Much Can You Take?

Frustration I Free Delivery

A Bit Greasy

The BSC. (Why Don i You Resign') (with

orchestra)

18 Happy Birthday Bill

19. The Great Pizza Sajari

20. Cam On: The Students' Anthem and Bob Dylan

on Broadway

21. All This (And Talent Toot

22. Subtle Search/or Solace: Onea.m.

23. Further Plans

24. Dink v Toy Road Rights

26. The Crimson King and Ulysses No. 3

27. Comparative Absurdity

28. Apathv and Awakening

29. What Is Real and What Is Not

30. A Capella Rap: Politics 'n Things

Freakrap

Talk About It Like Friends

Greenwich Mean Time IAlternatives I

Oihersviews

31. Epilogue: Magic. Musicand Hope

Christmas presents for all ages

at

CANADIAN SHOP
OF KINGSTON

219 Princess Street

(next to Capitol Theatre)

Telephone 542-1 115

Toys, Fine Crafts, books and clothes.

KEYPUNCH

OPERATORS

WANTED
From time to time, Queen's Computing Centre has

need for experienced keypunch operators to work on a

casual basis. Students or any other interested persons

may submit their name and phone number to Mr. D.

Farmiloe (Supervisor, User Services) at 547-3270.

PAKISTAN RELIEF FUND
under the auspices

of the

INTERNATIONAL CLUB

ISLAMIC SOCIETY
with the

INTERNATIONAL CENTRE

- beer mug sale, $3.00 apiece

- contributions accepted at the Centre —
by mail or in person

- (receipts upon request)

- make cheques payable to the Canadian
Red Cross Society

- campaign ends December 18th, 1970

THE CANADIAN MINERAL INDUSTRY

EDUCATION FOUNDATION

POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
in

MINING ENGINEERING
to GRADUATES in any branch of

ENGINEERING or APPLIED SCIENCE

$4500—9 months
PLUS Planned Summer Employment

For information contact:

The Chairman,

Dept. of Mining Eng. & Applied Geophysics,

McGtll University. Montreal 110, P.Q.

CLOSING DATE 12 FEBRUARY, 1971
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What were your first

thoughts when you saw the pic-

ture? Some of you probably

thought "Looks easy, bet I

could do that no sweat." Oth-

ers, "No way would I ever

jump out of a plane!", or "I

wonder if I'd have the guts to

do it?"

This fall twenty-one stu-

dents, sound of mind and body,

and every bit as ordinary as

the people reading this,

jumped out of a Cessna 172 at

3,000 feet above ground level.

And no matter what our feel-

ings were when we joined the

club, we all felt exactly the

same way the first time we let

go of that wing strut — scared

shitless! But we did it! Not one

person landed with the plane

because we knew we could

handle any situation and we
had absolute confidence in both

the instructors and the equip-

ment. All the training, the

bruised hips (from ground

practice I . the weather delays

are forgotten in the ecstasy of

that first jump. Your heartbeat

jumps to twice the normal,

your blood seems to be pure

adrenalin, and feeling disap-

pears. You would have to have

the experience of jumping to

fully comprehend what I'm

saying.

But of course there is more
to any sport than just the thrill

of actual participation. There

are days when you stand at the

airport doing nothing but wait-

ing for the winds to die

(Kingston weather hates us).

There are chutes to be packed

walk, a car jumped the curt,
and missed me by about

S jv
'inches. Of course there is som
danger, but both training

p rQ

e

cedures and equipment hav
been advanced to a point wher

?

the danger is minimal. And
jf

the little danger that there h
frightens you, may you live in
Morris or Victoria Hall forev-

payitig

while the cold numbs your fin-

gers. There are fifteen minute

walks carrying a heavy pack if

you are off target. But these

are a small price to pay for the

opportunity of jumping.

This year four Queen'smen
who were experienced jump-

ers, took the time and effort to

obtain a club licence from
Canadian Sport , Parachute
Association (C.S.P.A.), set up

a university club under A. M.S.

regulations, and recruit and

train twenty-eight students

(three of them female). It was
never easy, the training ses-

sions went late into the night,

practice exits and landings

were performed until our mus-

cles ached and instructors

seemed impossible to please.

But we've made it! We are a

firmly established, independ-

ent sport parachute club that

within a year will be able to

compete with any college club

in Canada.
Is it expensive? If you call

fifty dollars for top notch in-

struction, C.S.P.A. member-
ship, the use of excellent equip-

ment and an opportunity to

learn a sport that you can par-

ticipate in for the next forty

years expensive, then I guess it

is.

Isn't it dangerous? A month
ago I was walking down a side-

Is it worth it? After

fifty dollars and enduring
a

that training one jump is not
worth it. But 20 jumps —

4q
jumps — 100 jumps are. The
knowledge that you are partici-

pating in an exciting and diffj.

cult sport, the satisfaction of

watching yourself improve, the
ecstasy of the first free fan
the realization that you aren't

afraid any more — that's what
makes jumping the sport of

over 2,000 Canadians.

What do you do to join?

Watch for posters or call me.
There is a training class for a

limited number scheduled in

January. Those of us under
twenty-one, found that the

hardest part of the whole
experience was getting our

parents to sign a waiver. (But

there are ways to convince

them )

.

So look out and — LOOK UP
— the Queen's University Sky-

diving Club is here ! This

year's executive includes Glen

Wolgemuth, Public Relations,

Joe Chow, Club Safety Officer,

Helen Reynolds, Secretary,

Brian Smith, Treasurer, and

Brian Magee on assignment in

Florida.

but a team
can't scrimmage

with itself
by Neil Longhurst

Queen's seems to have two
different Varsity basketball

teams. One of them got

skinned, 91-66, by Jefferson

Community College last

Wednesday. The other, al-

though it seemed to have the

same personnel, came from
behind to defeat Guelph Gry-
phons 78-69 on Saturday night.

Against Jefferson, the Gaels

were a group of individuals

who happened to have the

same coloured uniforms. Down
by nine at half-time, Queen's
pulled further and further back
as Jefferson went its merry
way to a twenty-five point win.

Queen's took just two offensive

rebounds in the second half,

and generally acted as if they

had never heard of shooting

when rebounders were availa-

ble, or of boxing out on de-

fense, or of pressuring an of-

fensive man, Brian MacKenzie
had 19 Ron Walsh 15. and Andy
Daugulis 13 for the Gaels;
Dave Spencer 27 for Jefferson.

Sometime between Wednes-
day and Saturday, the Gaels
decided that they were a team.
Against Guelph they again fell

behind nine points in the first

half, after a series of turnovers

against a full court press. But

they in turn forced the play,

and by the half trailed by only

three. 35-32,

Three quick baskets at the

start of the second half gave
the Gaels a 38-35 lead, and the

lead see-sawed back and forth

until with three minutes left

Ron Walsh's driving three

point play gave Queen's a 68-66

lead. Guelph tied it up at 68-68,

but Walsh's next drive resulted

in a foul shot to put the Gael's

ahead to stay. Walsh fed Paul

Howard for an easy layup; and

then collected two more foul

shots. Howard's offensive re-

bound basket gave the Gaels a
76-68 edge. With 36 seconds
left, Walsh fouled out, and he

was followed twenty seconds
later by Mark Walton,

Guelph's top player. Andy
Daugulis collected two more
foul shots to make the final

score 78-69.

Brian MacKenzie's 21 points

led the Gael scoring, and Brian

did a great defensive job on
Walton. Even so, Walton led

Guelph with 25 points. Ron
Walsh and Andy Daugulis had
twenty each for Queen's, who
outrebounded the Gryphons 54-

30, led by Paul Howard's 13

bounds and Barry Beale's 12.

Next games for the Gaels
will be in the Carleton Tourna-

ment at Christmas, following

which they will open the New
Year with two exhibition

games, against American col-

leges on January 8th and 9th.

It seems that the Queen's
JV's underwent a transition

after dropping a poorly played
46-41 decision in City League
on Wednesday. Saturday they

came out and blasted St. Law-
rence College Big Blue, 96-61,

putting seven players into dou-

ble figures, and incidentally,

scoring more points than the

Varsity had in their 94-40 win
earlier in the year. Joe David-

son led JV scoring with 15

points.

SCHEDULE

Dec. 28-29 Queen's

Hockey Tournament

Dec 29-30

Queen's at Carleton

Basketball

Tournament

(Ottawa)

Jan. 8

Utica at Queen's

basketball

Jan. 9 Queen's

at St. John Fisher

basketball

Queen's at York

hockey

Recreation

Registration for the

recreational skills

struction programs to

the post-Christmas ses-

sion was held December
- 4 from 1-4 p.m. at tne

Phys. Ed. Centre. Tr>'->

program is available

all students, faculty, a"

staff, and instruction'

provided by qualify

physical education sta

For further informal'
0

call Mr. Howard Pear^'

Recreation Co-ordinat"

at 547-2713.
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if you think

falling is hard

BADMINTON
In a dual meet with McMaster the Queen's badminton team
s»ept all the singles matches and lost only one doubles match.
Leony San took the individual championship with James Lim in

second position. Lim combined with Henry Fei in doubles tor two
™°re wins, while Glenn Conlan and Dave Howard split their dou-

ses matches. The final score was Queen's 23, McMaster 2.

MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE VOLLEYBALL
y» Saturday, November 28. 1970. Queen's Men's Volleyball Team
'ravelled to Ottawa to compete in the OQAA Volleyball Tourna-

""ent. The other 3 teams competing there were University of

"oronto, Ottawa University and University of Western Ontario.

ta efi of the teams played two games against each opponent gain-

"!? 1 point for each win. The first and second place teams played

°" for the OQAA championships. At the end of the semi-fmal
6ames, the standings were as follows:

Western 4 points.

Ottawa 3 points.

Queen's 3 points,

o Toronto 2 points. ..

°«ause Ottawa had 1 less point scored against them than

fi
™"! s they then advanced to the finals with Western. In the

;?,
a ' s Western beat Ottawa to capture the OQAA championship.

' Hough Queen's finished third, it has a good nucleus for next
ar steam which we hope, will go all the way to the top.

0„„ MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE GYMNASTICS

^ Saturday, November 28, 1970, Queen's hosted her first Inw-

p>al Men's Gymnastics Meet of the 1970-71 season The com-

Que
rs were from York, R.M.C., Ottawa, Carleton University

qui!"
8 a"d University of Toronto. Individually Queen s did

Ar
well with our gymnasts placing 10th, D. Strickland, 12th J.

T
bal

>. »th D. Ross and 18 L. Bencze. out of 28 competitors
,ieSe

0rk
standings gave Queen's third place in team total behind

this
Who was first and second place University of Ottawa. With

lis If0* showing this early in the season, Queen s newly estab-

ler gymnastics team can be expected to go to bigger and bei-

ngs.

GIRLS'SENIOR
VOLLEYBALL

On Friday and Saturday
evenings, the girls senior vol-

leyball team played their first

league games against the
teams from the University of

Montreal and McGill. Against
the strong team from the U. of

M., Queen's girls easily won
the first two games — but then

the U. of M. girls bounced back
to win the next two games. As
a best-out-of-five-league

match, our girls had to pull this

last game out of the clutch and
did so winning the last game
15-7. On Saturday evening, the

girls beat McGill three games
straight: 15-4, 15-6, 15-3. This
will be all the league games
played before Christmas —
starting again on the 22nd and
23rd of January in the new
year.

VICTORIOUS!
The Women's Senior Basket-

ball team came away with two

victories this weekend at the

hands of the University of

Montreal and McGill Universi-

ty.

In a game played Friday

night in the Bartlett gym, the

University of Montreal team
was defeated by a score of 55-

43. What the Montreal team
lacked injieight they made up

for in speed but the Queen's

girls outplayed them and so

ended up with the victory.

Scoring for Queen's were
Karen Carson with 16 points.

Maureen Bouris with 12 points

and Joan Ashlee with 8 points.

For the University of Mon-

treal it was M. Thivierge who
counted for 21 points and I.

Cayouette with 11 points.

On Saturday afternoon the

McGill team was defeated by a

score of 46-29. Early in the

game it appeared that McGill

might add another victory to

their undefeated record but the

Queen's girls tightened their

defence and once again came
away with a win.

Top scorers in this game
were Charlotte Bigelow with 9

points and Karen Carson with 7

points.

Scoring for McGill were Sue

Allister with 6 points and Bar-

lara Carson with 5 points.

The basketball team does

not see action again till Janu-

ary.

JOURNEY TO TORONTO
The Women's Intermediate

Basketball team played in

Toronto on Saturday and

brought back another victory

by defeating the University of

Toronto by a score of 36-28. Top

scorer in this game was Chris

Stewart with 11 points.

The Intermediate Volleyball

team played away against

Ryerson Friday night and U. of

T. Saturday. They won both

matches three games straight.

Synchronized Swimming

The Queen's synchronized

swimming team competed

against teams from U of T,

Western, McGill, McMaster
and Guelph this weekend in an

away meet at Western. In the

team routine Queen's placed

first, they came second to U of

T in the solo competition, third

in strokes and fifth in figures.

In the over all team standings.

Queen's placed second toU.ofT

Fencing

The Women's fencing team
competed against McGill
Brock, and McMaster here this

weekend, defeating them all in

that order. A competitor from
McGill had the highest individ-

ual score: Lorraine Gorman of

Queen's was second individual-

ly-

W.I.T.C.A. BADMINTON
Queen's participated in

Women's Intercollegiate Two
Conference Association Bad-

minton against McGill here

this weekend. Neelauthi Kan-
nangara of McGill defeated

Dianne Lougheed in first sin-

gles competition, but Queen's
Jane McMichael downed Debo-

rah Meridith in second singles.

The first doubles was taken by

Margaret Crombie and Bee
Hong Lim of McGill over Anne
Foster and Rachael Edwards,

while Cathy McNally and Wen-
dy Youens of Queen's defeated

Bora Brown and Tatiana Mil-

oradovitch.

ARCHERY VICTORY!!!
The Queen's Women's Arch-

ery team came out triumphant

in a meet against McGill this

weekend. The high scorer of

the meet was Janet Spence of

Queen's, who shot two perfect

ends, with a score of 257. Anna
Demanis of McGill. shooting

one perfect end. was second

with 251 points, Susanne Wood-
man was second highest scorer

for Queen's with 222. followed

closely by Marilyn Wheeler
with 196 and Lynne Wilson at

190. Lorna Telfer of McGill
shot two perfect ends. Queen's

total score was 865, defeating

McGill, at 858. by 7 points.

Women's Intramural

Competition

The only Intramural activity

until after Christmas is the

Ringette Clinic to be held from
7-9 p.m. Wednesday December
2 at the arena.

Registration for three intra-

mural competitions to be held

after Christmas is now in pro-

gress. A December 2 deadline

has been set for those interest-

ed in playing Volleyball

(contact Marie Johnston).

Ringette (contact Debby Gil-

mour). and Broomball
(contact Laura Scott). Early
registration is required so that

the schedules of competition

can be made up to allow com-
petition to begin as soon as

possible after the holiday's. If

you are interested in Ringette

but do not have your skates

here, please indicate your in-

terest, as at least 40 people are

required to make a league. If

enough interest is not shown
this sport will have to be elimi-

nated from intramural compe-
tition. This is the only skating

sport offered intramurally.





frplaitotion of Kingston labour charged

Unions, company battle over Elrond work
by Bill Johnston

a war of words has erupted

C,
ic iy over the building of

ffond College since Alderman

ilmes Cook first accused offi-

i s of student residence

''fflnlex, as well as Queen's

Cversity and Vroom Con-

traction of Toronto (the gen-
s

'l contractors in charge of

instructing the building) of

outright
"exploitation" of the

Kingston labour market at a

p ty Council meeting Decem-

be
pickets, with signs demand-

ing
work for local people, have

Deen stationed around the site

(
Elrond College since De-

cember 21 and charges and

counter charges of contraven-

ing the Labour Relations Act

have been tossed back and

forth between Vroom Con-

struction, and two local labour

unions, the carpenters union

and the labourers union. The

most recent outgrowth of the

dispute has been a charge in

provincial court against the

two unions for refusing to bar-

gain with Vroom in good faith,

and to reach a collective agree-

ment.

The essence of the conflict is

Ihe claim by Alderman Cook

and the two unions that Vroom
has brought not only its super-

visors but also the majority

(90% according to Alderman
Cook) of its workers from out-

of-town and also that Vroom
purchases the majority of its

supplies from outside of Kings-

ton. Alderman Cook told City

Council that it is discouraging

to see this exploitation of the

Kingston labour force at a time

when there exists such a criti-

cal shortage of jobs for Kings-

ton men." The President of

Elrond College, Dave Peters,

denied these allegations in a

letter to the Whit-Standard and
claimed that the Elrond pro-

ject was in fact "helping
Kingston labour, not 'exploit-

ing' it" because "Vroom took
the job when no one else
would," and thus created jobs
where there otherwise would
have been none. Erwin Mattu-
tat. Vroom superintendent at
Ihe Elrond site, claimed that
about half the workers on the
site were local though he told
the Whig that "We're a Toron-
to firm and the key men have
to come from Toronto. We
"ere the lowest tender and we
have to build it." He also
claimed that he had a list of at
'east 20 Kingston suppliers

from whom Vroom purchases
and that most of the subcon-
tracted are from the Kingston
area, and hire through local
union shops "for all shop
trades." They have never hired
through the carpenters union
or the labourers union, howev-
er, which is the key to the pre-

.

sent disputes.

Discrimination
The first conflict between

the two local unions and Vroom
Construction began before the

digging on the construction site

had even begun. Five union
men were hired through the

Canada Manpower Centre
(rather than following normal
procedure of approaching the

local unions and business
agents for workers) to build

the board walk and fencing

around the site. The carpenters

union applied to the Ontario
Labour Relations Board for

certification as the bargaining

agent for "all carpenters and
carpenters apprentices in the

employ of Vroom Construction

Ltd", which was granted, Oc-

tober 19, by the O.L.R.B. The
five workers were dismissed,

however, after the application

for certification and before the

fence was finished. Angus
Froats, business agent for the

carpenters union, immediately

filed charges against Vroom of

disciminatory firing with the

O.L.R.B. and claimed that the

men were entitled to the pay

they lost because of their pre-

mature dismissal. Vroom set-

tled with union out of court,
paying the lost wages (and in
effect admitting their guilt)
and the charge was withdrawn.
On October 28 the union and

company first met to bargain
in order to establish an agree-
ment. The union wished to es-

tablish the same agreement
which they sign with all mem-
bers of the Kingston Builder's

Exchange, which stipulates
that general contractors build-

ing in Kingston should hire
from the local labour market.
Vroom insisted that to do so
would require them to break a

contract they had already
signed with their subcontrac-
tor (for concrete and forming
work). 238-058 Construction
Ltd. This sub-contractor has an
agreement with the Toronto
based union, the Canadian Un-
ion of Construction Workers.
Alderman Cook claims that

Vroom was using the subcon-

tract as an excuse to get an
agreement "different from
everyone else in the city" and

that this is not the first time or

place that a problem has ari-

sen with Vroom over their re-

(continued on page 2)

Members of local carpenters union picket lite of Elrond College, proloiling tho con-

struction companies failure to hire local labour.
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Three semesters, 10 month year suggested
by Bill Johnston

The government is becoming

increasingly concerned about

the high cost of education, par-

ticularly university education.

Principal Deutch reported to

the Senate in December that

this concern dominated the

most recent meeting between

the Committee of University

Presidents of Ontario (CUPO)

and the Committee of Univer-

sity Affairs and that a number

of cost reducing ideas were

suggested by the government.

Among ideas suggested to

help universities make optimal

use of their finances were the

following: have a longer school

year, so that university facili-

ties would be used longer; re-

duce four year programmes to

three years, and three year

programmes to two; adopt a

tri-semester system; or have

two semesters but make them

six months long.

Although they acknowledged

the need for reducing costs, the

University presidents reacted

unfavorably to all the above

ideas.

The government Committee

on University Affairs also ex-

pressed concern about the very

rapid growth of the graduate

schools, and especially the

very rapid increase in the

numbers of foreign students in

Canadian graduate schools. In

light of increasing costs and

also of increasing unemploy-

ment among those with post-

graduate degrees, the govern-

ment asked the universities to

consider ways of limiting the

expansion of the number of

graduate students, particularly

foreign students, although cau-

tion was suggested in the latter

to avoid arbitrary actions.

Improvements for teaching suggested

The Whig blew it
An example of how the news

™edia can twist or misinter-
pret facts and statements was
Provided by the coverage of the

""ember meeting of the
*>een's Senate and the discus-
on of the government's
JBgestions to the Committee

versity Presidents of
o

Uni

tip
0 f°r reducing universi-

H
es costs, according to Miss
°°ey, secretary of the Sen-

th t

e Whig-Standard stated
at Dr. Deutsch said that uni-

ado
l,,es may be forcetl t0

in ,

p ' a tri-semester system
that the Principal "sug-

t(3n

'e<l 'he possibility of ex-

Ve

"

a

u 'n6 the college school

Pon * Toronto paper in re-
ln8 on the meeting must

have used the Whig as its

source of information, as it

stated that the proposal for the

adoption of a tri-semester sys-

tem was a proposal of the

Committee of University Pres-

idents of Ontario. The actual

facts, as reported to Senate,

are that the idea of a tri-se-

mester system (and of extend-

ing the school year) was a

suggestion presented by the

government to the CUPO and

that the university presidents

rejected the proposal.

The reaction to the newspa-

per reports is also interesting.

Apparently most people came

out in favour of a tri-semester

system.

Methods of improving teach-

ing at Queen's were outlined in

reports from the Faculty

Boards of Arts and Science,

Applied Science, MacArthur

College, Medicine and Nursing

to the Senate at its December

meeting. The original request

for such consideration was

made to Senate by the AMS
last April and was referred by

Senate to the Faculty Boards.

In particular, the AMS request-

ed that consideration be given

to a number of the proposals

presented by the Principals

Committee on Teaching and

Learning.

While all of the faculties

involved emphasized the im-

portance attached to teaching

abililv within their depart-

ment.' and suggested that con-

sideration is always given to

teaching ability, the Faculty of

Arts and Science went the fur-

thest in outlining specific steps

that are planned or have been

undertaken to improve condi-

tions.

The Harrower Report had

suggested that for large cours-

es, students should be given

"subsidized packages of refer-

ence material in much the

same way that the science

departments provide students

with laboratory materials."

The Arts Committee of De-

partments has recommended
that this be done for some
large classes on a trial basis

next year.

The Harrower Report

suggestion that experimental

Student Learning Groups be

encouraged has already been

acted upon, and pilot projects

have been approved for the

present term. These projects

will be evaluated to decide

whether or not they warrant

continuation for the 1971/72

session.

The Committee of Depart-

ments has recommended that

budgetary provisions be made
for promising experimental

teaching projects and that the

Dean of Arts annually write to

all members of the Faculty

Board to invite them to submit

specific proposals for new
courses or other innovations. It

was also recommended that

staff and students in each de-

partment undertake periodic

assessment of the teaching of

its discipline and that faculty

wide biennial conferences of

students and staff be held to

discuss problems and methods

of teaching, the first to be held

hopefully in 1971 or early 1972.

All of the above recommen-
dations were adopted by the

Arts and Science Faculty
Board.

MacDonald
heads Canada
Committee

Flora MacDonald. an admin-

istrative assistant in the

Queen's department of politi-

cal studies, has been appointed

the first director of the Com-
mittee for an Independent

Canada. Miss MacDonald, who
has been a party organizer for

the Conservative Party for a

long time, hopes to arrange to

get a two month leave of ab-

sence from Queen's to take op

the position.

The committee was formed

in September by, among oth-

ers, Peter Newman, Claude

Ryan and Walter Gordon be-

cause of the concern among
some businessmen about the

influx of American control of

the Canadian economy. They

are organizing a membership
drive for the month of Febru-

ary and hope to enlist 100,000

members.
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VAN'S
Gifts & Books Ltd.

253 Princess St.

;42-6676

At our MEW location

iust below Atramsky's

WELCOME to all students with

an ADULT TASTE & HUMOUR
Largest selection of ADULT BOOKS
& MAGAZINES - FILMS - CARDS - POSTERS

OPEN 7 DAYS till I I p.m.

Union, company battle over Elrond
(continued from page 1)

fusal to hire local people.

No deal

Vroom offered to make a

deal with the two local unions

whereby the local men would

do the inside work when the

outside of the building was
completed. Mr. Froats re-

fused. "How could I go to my
men and tell them they'll do

the inside work later, when
they need work now and can

DOYOU ENJOY A CHALLENGE?
OLD FORT HENRY OFFERS CHALLENGING, WELL PAID OPENINGS IN THE

FORT HENRY GUARD. AS A MEMBER OF THE DRILL SQUAD OR THE

FIFE & DRUM BAND, RELIVE THE PAST.

FOR 33 YEARS THE GUARD HAS BEEN A SOURCE OF SUMMER EM-

PLOYMENT FOR MANY OUTSTANDING QUEENSMEN.

INQUIRE TO-DAY AT THE STUDENT HOUSING & PLACEMENT

OFFICE - CLARK HALL

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20th THERE WILL BE A SHOWING

OF GUARD FILMS IN THE GYMNASIUM LECTURE THEATRE

BETWEEN 7 AND 9 P.M.

COME AND MEET A QUEEN'S GUARDSMAN

JEANS on her mind

And LEE'S or LEVI'S on his body.

In denims, stripes and patterns.

Flared with the look she likes . . . and you like

to wear.

LEE'S and LEVI'S and

DOWNTOWN
109 Princess Street

UPTOWN
The Shopping Centre

see that work is being done?",

he remarked. (At present 60

carpenters (of a union mem-
bership of about 300) and 250 to

300 labourers are unemp-
loyed. )

Conciliation was requested

by the union but the labour

department official sent to

Kingston was unable to get the

union and company to come to

an agreement. Late in Novem-
ber, he submitted to the Minis-

ter of Labour a "no board"

report, which said that these

appeared to be no use in setting

up a conciliation board to at-

tempt to resolve the dispute.

This "no board" report al-

lowed the two unions to begin a

legal strike, which they began

December 21. The Kingston

and District Labour Council

has pledged to support the

strike action, the local plumb-

ers union has stated that its

members will not cross the

picket line set up around the

site, and, according to Mr.

Froats, some cement truck

drivers have refused to cross

the picket line to deliver their

cement to the site.

Union charged

When conciliation failed, and

after the unions had rejected

the company proposal to do the

inside work Vroom asked the

OLRB for permission to prose-

cute the unions for refusing to

bargain in good faith and on

December 22 the OLRB stated

that the unions "did refuse to

bargain in good faith and make
every reasonable effort to

make a collective agreement",

in contravention of section 12

of the Labour Relation Act arm
granted Vroom permission "i

institute prosecution",

alleged offences began Octob/
26 for the labourers and Octo'
ber 30 for the carpenters union
The maximum fine upon con
viction is $1000 a day as long

a
the offence continues.

s

A summons was served on
Angus Froats for the charge

or
refusing to bargain in

g00d
faith on January 6 and charg

es

read in city court the next day
However, because the sunv
mons should have been served
on the union rather than the
business agent, the case was
remanded until January 21. (^
summons was unable to be
served on Howard Allport

business agent of the labourers

union but will be.)

Alderman Cook was upset by

the charge. He said that the

company asked for a special

deal, different than anyone
else in the city, and then when
the unions logically refused to

agree to it, the company
charged the union with not bar-

gaining in good faith. Angus
Froats maintained that the

union did bargain in good faith

but noted that acceptance of

the company terms would have

effectively meant the end of

the union as a true bargaining

agent. Robert Taylor, project

manager for Vroom says the

union position refuses to recog-

nize Vroom 's pre-existing con-

tract with the subcontractor,

and places Vroom in the posi-

tion of either violating the un-

ion agreement or the subcon-

tracting agreement.

THE CANADIAN MINERAL INDUSTRY

EDUCATION FOUNDATION

POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
in

MINING ENGINEERING
to GRADUATES in any branch of

ENGINEERING or APPLIED SCIENCE

$4500—9 months
PLUS Planned Summer Employment

For information contact:

The Chairman,

Dept. of Mining Eng. & Applied Geophysics,
McGill University, Montreal I 10, P.Q.

CLOSING DATE 12 FEBRUARY, 1971

TEACHING AS
A CAREER

Representatives oi McArthur College will

hold a meeting in Dunning Hall Auditorium

on Wednesday, January 20th, 1971, at

3:30 p.m. to outline the programme for the

1971-72 academic session.
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William Mackintosh
pf«^_—

former student, principal dies
by Herb Hamilton

-.„„ first Queen's graduate to

Lo Principal and Vice-Chan-
6e
f,Tof the University. Dr. Wil-

ce"
A Mackintosh, C.M.G.,

I""1

Ph D LL.D, died in Rings-

f'„ December
29.

'

nr Mackintosh was connected

!h Queen's for more than half a

„ tury as student, professor,

«„«n Vice-Principal, Principal

H
Vice-Chancellor. He held the

<ter two posts 1951-61 and contin-

ued on as Vice-Chancellor until

"as a scholar, economist and

administrator, Dr. Mackintosh

i,
s
well-known throughout the

l

En»lish-speaking
world. He held

honorary degrees from a dozen

universities. He was honoured by

the King with the C.M.G. for his

services to the Canadian govern-

ment during World War II. He was

one of the first to be named a

Companion of the Order of Canada

and he was awarded a Canada

Council Medal.

During his long and distin-

guished career at Queen's Dr.

Mackintosh had a parallel distin-

guished record with the federal

government, starting back in the

twenties as a member of the Staff

Advisory Board of Tariff and Tax-

ation. He was associated with the

late Arthur Davis on the National

Employment Commission and

played a prominent part in the

work of the Rowell-Sirois Com-
mission — he wrote what was said

to be the ablest of the economic

studies, published as an appendix

to the report. He was a leading

figure in the negotiations which

resulted in the Bretton Woods
agreements, being one of the Ca-

nadian delegates to, and the chair-

man of, the most important com-

mittee of the conference.

The negotiations which resulted

in Canada's wartime loans to the

United Kingdom, later, the aid to

Britain loans and in the financing

of the Allies generally, were large-

ly in his hands.

He was a member of the War-
time Prices and Trade Board and
played a key part therein with
regard to policy.

He was chairman of the Canadi-
an section of -the joint United
States-Canada overall economic
committee.

In the early stages of World
War II he had much to do with the
development of policies dealing
win the mobilization of labour. He
"as influential throughout the war
"i framing wheat policy.
Grant Dexter, writing in the

Winnipeg Free Press, said:
™«e was, in fact, no aspect of

our wartime economic policies in
*«ich he was not actively consult-M and in which his judgment as a
ru |e was not decisive.

Dr. Mackintosh's great ser-
ies were made possible by a

'*K blending of knowledge, judg-
ment and personality. His vast
•nowiedge of this and other coun-
tries a

Wicy

He always liked dealing with
students and he welcomed and
encouraged friendly chats and
stimulating exchanges of ideas.
He had an alert and discriminat-
ing mind. Noted for waiting until

the end of a meeting or conference
to speak, he then offered a solution
quickly and lucidly. It was once
said that if Dr. Mackintosh would
speak first instead of last there
would be no argument.

Highly significant were the
comments of his colleagues at var-
ious stages in his career. The late

Dr. W. E. McNeill, a great man in

the history of Queen's, once said:

"Dr. Mackintosh is a great econo-
mist because he is so much more.
He has humour in his heart and
poetry in his soul."

Dr. R. C. Wallace, who preced-
ed him as Principal said: "Dr.
Mackintosh has won his place, not
by assertiveness — for he is a

modest man — but by sheer ability

and by qualities of personality.

There is a saneness and a wisdom
on which one feels one can rely, no
matter how difficult may be the

issue of the moment."
When Dr. Mackintosh retired as

Principal in 1961, the tributed

were spontaneous and heart-

warming.
"Dr. Mackintosh's term of of-

fice coincided with the most ac-

tive years of expansion in the Uni-

versity's history. Queen's was for-

tunate to have as its head during

that time a man whose whole car-

eer had been identified with the

University." — Chancellor J. B.

Stirling.

"The record of Dr. Mackintosh

has been unique in our history. As

an undergraduate, one of our most
brilliant graduates, as professor,

as Vice-Principal, and as Princi-

pal, he who has with such distinc-

tion enriched the life of the Uni-

versity in so many fields is in very

truth the ideal Queen's man." —
Dr. L. W. Brockington. Rector.

From Quebec craftsmen luscious

candles, openwork pottery candle-

holders, wrought iron work;, leather

belts, copper enamel dishes, jewel-

lery. Also new. sample sheepskin

fi( It

wiipt

lion "
freest kind of collabora "

His

"His most endearing quality
has been his approachability. Any
member of faculty who wishes
advice or privilege is received
with courtesy and friendliness,
heard with patience and under-
standing, and dismissed with the
assurance of careful considera-
tion." - Dr. G. H. Ettinger, Dean
of Medicine.

The history of Queen's is embla-
zoned with the stories of great
men who devoted their lives and
their talents to the welfare of the
institution. Dr. Mackintosh is tru-

ly one of the Greats. Principal
John J. Deutsch has said it for all

of us:

"Dr. Mackintosh was a wise
and dedicated servant of his fel-

lowmen. His whole life was devot-
ed to public service in the widest
sense. He held high public office in

the government of the country
during a critical period of our his-

tory. He gave counsel and leader-

ship on many bodies concerned
with the promotion of the public
interest. He contributed signifi-

cantly to the fund of human knowl-
edge through his distinguished
scholarship in the field of econom-
ics. He served many generations
of young Canadians through his

great services to Queen's Univer-
sity over a period of fifty years —
as teacher, scholar, administra-
tor, Principal, Vice-Chancellor
and Trustee. Queen's University

and the young people who came
into its halls were his greatest and
his primary devotion. The path of

duty which he chose to guide his

life work always led him back to

this place. History is sure to in-

clude him among the few who will

rank as the great builders of this

university. Above all. through his

understanding, his integrity and

his ever-present sense of humor,
he established an endearing rela-

tionship with countless friends and

colleagues who will miss him
greatly."

CANADIAN SHOP
I, reasonably priced;orders taken.

OF KINGSTON

219 Princess Street

(next to Capitol Theatre)

Telephone 542-1 1 15

Toys, Fine Crafts, books and clothes.

FINAL YEAR
STUDENTS

Today, Ihe Chartered Accountant plays one of (he

most exciting roles in business management. He tocRtes

complex and fascinaling problems. For the

professionally-trained man the scope is limitless.

Discuss career opportunities with Clarlcson, Gordon

representat ; ves, on campus

January 20th and 21st.

Appointments should be made through the Student

Placement Office.

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

HolifoK Saint John Quebec Montreol • Ottawa Toronto

Homilton . Kilchener . london - Windsor Thu.ider Bay • Winnipeg

Regina • Calgary - Edmonron • Vancouver Victoria

Introducingan unbelievable new product:

Student-Railpass.
(Would you believe two whole months of

unlimited rail travel throughout thirteen

European countries* for amodest $125?

)

Our brand-new Student-Railpass gives you all

that Second Class rail travel on the over 100,000 mile

railroad systems of Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France,

Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal,

Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. You'll discover that

there's very little second class about Second Class. You

can sleep in a Couchette for only $4.50 a night, and eat

in inexpensive cafeteria-type Dining Cars.

If you haven't got two months, or you prefer the

luxury of First Class, there's our regular Eurailpass. The

three week Eurailpass costs $110, one month $140, two

months $200, three months $230. But remember—you

can't get Student-Railpass or Eurailpass in Europe. You

must buy one before you leave, so see your Travel Agent.

Meanwhile, send in the coupon below for your free

Student-Railpass or Eurailpass folder.

Prices quoted fn U.S. Dollars.

^ and his mastery of economic
'"" never impeded or made dif-

j STUDENT*RAILPASS The way to see Europe without feeling like a tourist.

j
^^hwndbl Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal, Spain,

I Sweden and Switzerland.

'
Euraiinass Box 2168, Toronto 1, Ontario.

PteasesendmeyourireeEurailpassfolderwith railroad map. Or your free S.udent-Ra.lpass folder order form.
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- association with Queen's
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as an undergraduate in 1912.
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UP YOUR

IVORY TOWER

Those of you reading the Toronto "Globe and Mail" over

the holidays were treated with a rare opportunity to watch an

interesting tempest-in-the-teapot.

It all started with an article by Dean Phillip Deane of Bish-

op's University in the weekend "Globe magazine" who com-

plained about the present university structure and singled out

tenure as one possible reason for many of the problems.

The article was comparatively bland by many standards

and was certainly not a "radical manifesto." His argument

simply included the belief that while tenure fulfilled a worth-

while function in protecting professors from attack because of

any unpopular or unorthodox politics, it still enabled a lot of

dead-wood and incompetent personnel to retain their jobs with-

out fear of dismissal. And tenure he maintained was only one of

the problems.

But we had not taken the vested interest into considera-

tion. There was an immediate and indignant flurry of letters to

the editor castigating poor Dr. Deane. Apparently Dr. Deane

was considered a threat to these professors existence and rep-

resented the vanguard of a new movement within their ranks

which would destroy not only the university, but free men
everywhere.

It began to look like a crusade to save the Holy Land as

professor after professor maintained that he had been teaching

for ten (count them — TEN) years, and therefore he most cer-

tainly knew what he was talking about when he said that tenure

was essential to the university and that he didn't know what Dr.

Deane meant when he said that some professors didn't commu-
nicate with their students — why just the other day when he

was talking to a student in the hall about that liberal, Wendell

Wilkie . .

.

Actually the reaction was frightening. The letters suggest-

ed a blind acceptance of a situation and denied the need for

even so much as a discussion of the university concept or its

structure.

Dr. Deane was not so foolish as to suggest that the universi-

ty could be saved from a fate worse than death by abolishing

tenure, nor did he claim that all professors became ivory tower

recluses after their appointment. He merely stated that tenure

may have outlived its usefulness and may now be more of a

hindrance than a help.

Tenure works both ways. But once you have it you are

comparatively safe. If you don't have it, everyone wonders why
not. Tenure may protect a professor if he develops any unpopu-

lar philosophy after his appointment but pity the professor

whose politics are already unpopular as he comes up for ten-

ure.

But this really is a side issue. The point is this: the reac-

tion to a rather reasonable (although not very original) request

for change met a comparatively violent reaction that illustrat-

ed all too well the problems in today's universities. The tradi-

tionalists raised their towers a little further and refused to

even discuss reform, University professors are allowed to dis-

cuss anything except university professors.
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letters to

the editor

Dear Sir:

We wish to take this occasion to

condemn the conditions prevailing

during the writing of examinations

in Grant Hall on the afternoon of

December 16th. We are particu-

larly incensed about the inadequa-

cy of the room itself and the lack

of any rules governing the behav-

ior of academic personnel em-

ployed by the university during the

writing of examinations.

Having never written a final

examination at Christmas before,

we were somewhat amazed to find

that the radiators in the building

emitted a percussive clangor

every ten minutes in what ap-

peared to be the results of an ef-

fort to heat the building. Needless

to say, this periodic hammering of

the pipes proved intensely disturb-

ing and irritating to those attempt-

ing to concentrate on the subject

at hand. It seems paradoxical that

those same radiators can be so

blissfully silent during the rendi-

tions of musical groups in the

Grant Hall Series and yet must be

so incessantly noisy during exam-
inations. Perhaps Grant Sampson
has co-operative friends at the

Queen's heating plant; we're sure

the Chief Examination Proctor
hasn't.

Speaking of the Chief Examina-
tion Proctor, it is a great pity he
wasn't able to attend the grand
ceremonies conducted by one pro-

fessor of the Computing and Infor-

mation Sciences Department, Mr.
S. D. Baxter, in Grant Hall on that

all too memorable afternoon.
While examination proctors stood
by exchanging bemused glances,
apparently unable to decide how to

deal with the situation, Mr. Baxter
demonstrated in a number of ways
that he was more nervous about
the examination he had set than
his students were. On three sepa-
rate occasions, the venerable pro-
fessor gave instructions aloud to
his students; once he corrected an
error on the question sheet, then
be implored his students not to use

slide rules, and finally telling
them that they could have a few
minutes extra during which to
complete their examination
papers. And well they deserved
those additional minutes, for dur-
ing the three hours of the exam-
ination, Mr. Baxter never ceased
to pace up and down the rows of
the hall, whispering advice to each
student a number of times. The
disturbance was very annoying for
us; it must have detracted greatly
from the attention which they
could give to the examination it-

self. We personally feel somewhat
uneasy chastising professional
academics in this manner, but if

the lack of prudence which this

professor manifested becomes
general among the faculty mem-
bers, the writing of final examina-
tions would become almost impos-
sible. Consequently, we feel that it

is necessary to call the matter to

the attention of responsible au-
thorities in the administration of
this university.

Since we are periodically re-

quired to endure the traumatic
experience of formal examination,
we feel that the least the universi-,

ty can do to ease our pain and grief

is to ensure that conditions are as

nearly as possible ideal during the

examination period in the halls

provided. Consequently, we wish

to make two proposals concerning

the control of noise in examination

halls in the future. First, we sug-

gest that the Chief Examination
Proctor in future endeavour to

arrange that the radiators should

be silenced during examinations.

Secondly, we recommend that the

Chief Examination Proctor hence-

forth require professors to limit

the length of their visits to exam-
ination halls to a maximum of fif-

teen minutes and that all persons

except examination proctors be

prohibited from making announce-

ments during the writing of exam-

inations. We sincerely hope that

the disturbances which we en-

dured on December 16th will be

minimized by April.

Yours sincerely,

Stewart Kronberg
Chris Woods

To the Editor,

Queen's Journal.

Re: An article by your Neil Lon-

ghurst of Tuesday, November 24,

1970.

Dear Sir,

I was sorry to see that Mr. Lon-

ghurst feels that the "gates of the

prestigious OQAA conference

have finally crumbled." Being a
resident of Toronto I have been a
long time fan of the Blues and en-
joyed the clashes on the gridiron
between the Blues and the Gaels.
But now that I am a student at

Carleton I have transferred my
loyalties to a different team and
root as strongly for my new team.
I must admit that I have a creep-
ing respect for the oldline schools
such as Queens but irresponsible
comments such as those of Mr.
Longhurst don't strengthen my
respect for Queen's or its sport's

writers in particular. Its true that

we are a younger school but I don't
see how that would hurt your
school's athletic program, unless

possible losses to smaller schools
is what Mr. Longhurst is alluding

to in his article.

If I am not correct, the vaunted
Gaels have played the Carleton
Ravens several times and have
generally done very well against
them. But, this past season there

was a game between the two and
we at this school feel that Queens
were lucky to get away with a vic-

tory. The game wasn't decided in

the first quarter which it seems
Mr. Longhurst would imply. There
will be a high level of competition

in the newly aligned league and I

only hope Queens can keep up her

end of the competition. We're
quite accustomed to defeating

Queens in hockey* basketball, ten-

nis, etc. and could probably take

either defeat or victory over the

Gaels in stride. I only hope that

when we meet on the football field

you will be modest enough to take

the defeats with the victories.

Yours truly,

Michael Kelly, Arts 4

Carleton University.

Dear Mr. Editor:

When one aspires to the role of a

fledgling scribe, constructive crit-

icism is welcomed humbly. Such

carping, bone-headed criticism as

that from musical nonentity S.

Heatherington (Queen's Journal

Dec. 8th, 1970) shall never escape

quill thrusts delivered in memory
of old pal Alex. Pope. With much

asperity I take umbrage with each

and every statement in S.H.'s tes-

tament to his musical, literary

and general ignorance and critical

small-mindedness.

Being criticized for doing some-

thing that a detractor is obviously

doing with his very stating of that

erroneous quibble, is indeed upset-

ting. Gazing upon one of your two

albums (you really should get

"Deja Vu" back) S.H., you ob-

viously read on your "Let It

Bleed" linernotes - "Ry Cooder:

Mandolin, on the song "Love In

Vain". A little knowledge is surely

a dangerous thing. Basing your

smug detraction on this snippet of

fact, you transposed the flappings

of your fat mouth into the medium
of the written word and claimed

several suggestions: that I can't

read album credits; that I have no

ear for music; or that I am relying

on secondary sources for my opin-

ions.

Let me say this about that, S.H.

— I do read album credits, and
recommend you read the ones on

the Lightfoot album, and on "Ran-
dy Newman 12 Songs". As to an

ear for music, well perhaps my
ears were battered with five years

of playing rhythm guitar and bass,

doing lead and background vocals

in a rock band; and a subsequqnt

four years of playing folk and pop

guitar in Canada and in Boston and

Cape Cod — what can you play,

S.H. besides your Rolling Stones

album? Perhaps you should read a

few secondary sources — I suggest

"Rolling Stone" Mags' Oct. 29th,

article on Ry Cooder, singer,

mandolin and bottleneck-guitar

player — but you seem so far out

of it that you'll never make it back

to reality!

As to synthetic rock — the stuff

you obviously listen to — that of

the Monkees was for a long while

played by just such Studio men as

I mentioned. (Whatever happened

to that "Traffic" l.p. you "re-

viewed"? Maybe you can trade

that hunk of garbage for "Deja
Vu", but surely your brother's

mentality exceeds yours!

)

One last suggestion to you S.H.

— in any further letters to the Edi-

tor, if you would kindly place the

letters "i" and "t" after your ini-

tials, we would all have a clear

idea of just what seems to be on

your "mind".
Sincerely,

Dick Loney,

Arts 70.

P.S. To which "rule" is George
Harrison's album the exception?

Your ambiguity almost exceeds

your imbecility!

by Allan Broadbent
I read several articles over the Christmas holidays on

the rise in popularity of health foods. I had been ignorant

°f the whole health food movement, my only familiarity

coming from the slogan "You are what you eat".

My exposure to these articles really started me think-

lng about health foods and my diet, and I began to see the

truth in the slogan, I noticed that at certain times I had

indeed felt like a can of beans or an omelette, and I dis-

tinctly remembered during the summer having felt just

llke an anchovy pizza, three bottles of beer, and a coconut

donut.

fieing rather fed up with my regular diet, and not feei-

ng Particularly healthy, I decided that I could try out one
of the health food diets and after some research I decided

?° l"e one outlined in a book by T. Y. Rhyngh, "Eating
L*ea Brain Might".

(

The forward of the book said that the diets contained in

th

L
e book had been tried and proven by a Pakistani sect

wtllch had never reported a case of indigestion or choles-

'er°l poisoning. The author claimed to have been on the

d,e t since childhood, and how had reached the age of 167

Ending all of this to be rather encouraging, I hastened
a°wn to the local health food store and bought the sup-

Phes suggested in the book. With good health staring me

in the face, I went to bed that night, barely being able to

sleep in my anticipation of my first breakfast.

After sleeping just several winks, I arose to a break-

fast loaded with nourishment. There was a glass of maple

juice to start things off. This is made by passing a cup of

rain water through some crushed-up maple leaves. This

was followed by some delicious hot cereal made from

decomposed corn-flake boxtops mixed in with a parafin

^Feeling fit and full. I ran out to do the morning chores.

Around lunch time, I slipped into the Union to have a

meal with some friends. Having learned through the arti-

cles 1 had read that it is difficult to find health food out-

side of the home, I had packed my own lunch. While they

eourged themselves on hamburgers, meat, vegetables

cooked beyond recognition or value, and gravy, 1 smugly

munched on three cherry pits, a piece of kelp, a chunk of

oak root and for desert, a cup of tea made with the laces

from my sneakers. Bursting with energy, I leapt up from

the table, roared the pleasure of my physical liberation

and sprinted from the dining hall. Those poor dev, s, I

thought as 1 noticed the gaping faces flashing past, they

are doomed to a short life span.

With the images of dinner delights compelling my

thoughts during the afternoon, I was barely able to con-

centrate on my work.

I found that there was absolutely no temptation to try

any "straight" food during the afternoon. I scorned the

others who had to run out for cookies or a hamburger and

when the hunger pangs did arise, I '.ound that there were

easily assuaged by sucking on the natural leather buttons

on my coat.

On arriving ho.e I found my house-mate had prepared a

dinner of chops, potatoes, frozen peas, with a fruit salad

for desert. After giving a sympathetic pat on the shoul-

der, I set about crushing nasturtium roots with a ham-

mer, and into the resulting pulp, I mixed orange peels

and banana tips. Topping this off with tea made from the

editorial page of the Globe and Mail and fresh fallen

snow. I settled in for an evening of energetic reading

My diet is still going well. When invited out to friends

for dinner I take along my own bag of health foods. And I

find that I really can be what I eat. For instance, before a

discussion of urban problems lately, I ate a copy of copy

of Banfields "Urban Government", and I astounded

everyone. Before a recent basketball game. I ate a Voit

basketball and a pair of shorts, and I was brilliant.

Yes, these health foods are here to stay, and I look

forward to another 125 years of energy packed, nutrilous

life.
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James Laser is a visiting professor of History at Queen's and

is running for the national leadership of the New Democratic

Party as the representative of the Waffle group. He is presi-

dent of the Waffle and was one of the co-authors of the Waffle

Manifesto that outlines the platform of the Waffle.

A few weeks ago. there were talks held in Ottawa between

J. J. Greene and Walter Hickle and it appears that the US is

going to open up its oil market to Canada, that there may be a

free oil market for Canada and the US. This follows the sale at

the end of September of 6,3 trillion cubic feet of Canadian nat-

ural gas to the US worth about three billion dollars over the

next 15 to 20 years. These are the first two steps in the energy

deal. J. J. Greene always denies that there is such a thing as

an energy deal. He says that these were piecemeal steps, that

they had nothing to do with each other. Walter Hickle in all of

these press conferences always follows Greene and says "Well

of course there is an energy deal ; that is what the policy of the

US government is and that is what we are working towards."

Most people say, "Okay, what's wrong with these sales?"

What is wrong with these sales is that there are very few bene-

fits to Canada from these sales. First of all, 99.9 per cent of all

the mining in Canada is foreign owned, and 82.6 per cent of the

oil and gas wells industry is foreign owned, so that the profits

go out of the country. Second, the mining companies in Canada
pay only one third the taxes of other corporations in the econo-
my because of the depletion allowances that they get. Mining
companies make 12 per cent of the corporate profits and pay 4

per cent of the corporate taxes, so we get very few benefits in

the way of taxes out of this kind of arrangement. Third, in the

form of jobs, mining companies at the extractive level hire

For every new dollar that is put into get-
ting oil out of Canada to the US, 71 cents
will return to the US in the first year in the
form of profits or purchases.

very few people which means that at present the figures are
these: in manufacturing ten times as many dollars are paid

into the Canadian economy as in mining each year, so that the

energy deal means that more and more. Canada becomes an
extractive economy. In return for the oil sale, for opening up
the oil market. Mitchell Sharp was quoted in Time magazine a

couple of weeks ago as saying. "Now that they're opening up
the oil market for us, we should consider getting rid of the last

protective clauses in the auto pact", the last protective claus-

es for Canada, which means that everytime they take a step in

opening their market in raw materials we are expected to take
a counter step in opening up our mar ket in terms of manufac-
turing.

The Schulz Repurt which was a US study done on oil secu-

rity for the US made the following estimates about Canada.

Socialism must befit

about the investment of money in getting oil out of Canada:

they estimated that for every new dollar that is put into get-

ting oil out of Canada to the US, 71 Cents will return to the US
in the first year in the form of profits or purchases. So that is

the kind of arrangement that the energy deal adds up to. I

think the next step and the final step, is the export of Canadian

water to the US. If one looks at US needs to the end of this

decade, the US Southwest will need Canadian water, or else

sea water which can be transformed into fresh water as a

source of supply and at the moment, conversion of sea water

to fresh water is not practicable. So we will be in a position

where there is going to be great pressure on us to sell water

and the Canadian government at the moment has a very weak

position on that question. They can't keep their lines straight

on it from one day to the next. On the same day of February

this year. J.J. Greene told the House of Commons that we are

not going to sell water to the US, and the Prime Minister goes

on the Under Attack programme at Carleton University and in

reply to a question from a student who asked, "Will we sell

water to the US?" the Prime Minister said "If we have a sur-

plus why not sell it for good hard cash?"

I think Canadians are going to have to make it absolutely

clear to the Americans that we are not going to export Canadi-

an water. The Canadian government hasn't done this up until

now.

As far as the general solution to the energy problem is

concerned, I would be in favour of public ownership of energy

resource industries, using the profits of these industries to

reinvest to develop manufacturing and processing in those

areas of the country which now depend on a very narrow base

of resource extraction. I think this is one of the key avenues

both to giving Canadian people control of their own economy
and also in repatriating the Canadian economy from American
ownership.

We are now in a situation where we are such an important

strategic source of raw materials for the US. as well as being

a market and a source of profits, that it would be very very

difficult (to nationalize any resource industries.) The Ameri-

cans regard it as a very serious threat to their interests to

carry out the programme I'm talking about, of public owner-

ship and I would recognize that in order to carry out this pro-

gramme we woul be engaged in a very serious struggle against

the American government and the American corporations. I

think we can win that because first of all I think that if the

Canadian people were organized behind that demad that they

would be very powerful in putting forward that demand. But

also there are a lot of people in the US who would support us:

the same movement that opposes the Vietnam war would also

oppose any kind of adventurous policy towards Canada by the

US. The Americans are also dealing with countries all over the

world that are getting tired of American domination. It's not

simply a matter of Canada and the US, it's a matter of the

American Empire and the pressures on it in Latin America,
the pressures on it in Africa, the pressures on it in Asia, f

assume that a lot of other countries are going to get to the

programme I'm talking about faster than we will and I count

on this international aspect of the struggle as being very im-
portant in allowing Canada to be more independent as a coun-

try, to pursue the kind of goals that I'm talking about. You
know, if there were only two countries, the US and Canada and

they wanted to remain capitalist and we wanted to become
socialist, we wouldn't have a chance. But in a world wide
struggle against the American Empire we do have a chance.

At the moment this (the idea that nationalization is the

best policy) is obviously a very small minoritarian view but

the Canadian people are already very much aware of the

American domination and they already want to do something

about it. The question is what. I think as time goes by and as
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The prediction is that by 1975, only 50 per cent of PhD's
are going to get jobs in Canada. When we create a mass, highly

educated group of people who are unemployed, then they will

become politically conscious and they will then become a very

important force for the left in the country. I think people are

now getting to the point where they realize that having a BA is

not much of a guarantee of anything and if you get an MA or

PhD you are probably worse off because then you are de-

scribed as over educated and you are too qualified for any job,

and the jobs you are qualified for, there aren't enough of. So

the more education you get, the worse off you are in the coun-

try now.

The reason that the Waffle group decided to run a candi-

date for the leadership is that we felt that if we really want to

transform the NDP into a socialist party and transform it

along the lines of the programme that we are talking about,

that we have to be willing not only to talk about programme

that we present to the party but also to talk about new leader-

ship people for the party.

I think that any observor would say that the odds against

me winning (the NDP leadership) are rather heavy. However,

I think we will do better than most people think we will do. We

will certainly come quite well up in the race of four people,

perhaps as high as second. What we are trying to do in this

leadership race is to prepare the ground for changing the par-

ty. We are serious about transforming the party along the lines

that we are talking about, and we see this as a step in the

direction of doing that. I think a strong showing for my candi-

dacy at this convention will be interpreted as meaning support

for those positions and it will strengthen our hand in moving

the party in this direction, in provincial conventions in the fu-

ture and at the next choosing of a federal leader. If one makes

the assumption that David Lewis is going to win this time then

I think that we would be in a strong position to win the leader-

ship the next time, which will be in four to six years.

I think the basic strength of the Waffle comes from link-

ing together the question of Canadian independence and the

question of socialism. That's where the strength, the vitality

We will certainly come quite well up in the

race of four people, perhaps as high as

second.

of the Waffle came from, from that linking of those ideas to-

gether. The Committee for an Independent Canada, as far as I

am concerned, is a group that does very little more than say

that we want to have an independent Canada but they don't say

how. They talk about a Canadian Development Corporation in

rather vague terms. They don't talk about what percentage of

the economy this would deal with. They have no programme
on Quebec. They don't really give you any reasons for main-

taining an independent Canada, they don't talk about the kind

of values that should exist in Canadian society. What it is is

what I would describe as a sterile kind of status quo national-

ism that really can't go anywhere. To the extent that they

raise expectations in the country about the possibility of an

independent Canada, they are doing a good thing, but to the

extent that they do that, all they are going to do is to convince

more people that they need to move in the direction that the

Waffle group is talking about. because I think that if they are

serious about independence, then the first thing on their agen-

da should be how they are going to repatriate the Canadian

economy. The solution that we talk about is public ownership

of large corporations. Everybody admits that that is a way of

doing it, and the Committee for an independent Canada cer-

tainly hasn't. So until they do come up with a serious pro-

gramme for repatriating the Canadian economy, I think all

they are doing is waving a flag.
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CONTINUING EDUCATION

EVENING INTEREST COURSES

WINTER SEMESTER 1971

(JANUARY - APRIL)

StLAWRENCE
COLLEGE
KINGSTON CAMPUS

PORTSMOUTH AVE. AT KING ST. WEST

RO. BOX 6000, KINGSTON, ONTARIO

(613) 544-5400

"An Ontario Community College"

CEOl EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
- introduction of Media (slides, tilmstrips, tapes, disc recordinfjs,

television! into lesson planning. Emphasis is on the creative use

of media by the teacher to produce his own instructional

material. Technical aspects are kept to a minimum.

Tuesday & Thursday, 8:30- 10:30 P.M. $25.00

CE02 HISPANOAMERICA - LATIN AMERICA
- an introduction to the language, traditions and culture of Latin

America, with special attention to the historical and contemporary

aspects through films, slides and music.

- Tuesdays, 6:30 - 8:30 P.M. $25.00

CE03 QUEBEC 71

- a lively, practical introduction to French Culture in Canada today

- music, cinema, language and literature. No previous knowledge

of french is necessary.
- Monday. 6:30 - 8:30 P.M. $25.00

CE04 CANADIAN FOREIGN POLICY
- Canadian contacts with other countries in their political, legal,

historical, economic, social and cultural aspects.

- to include stimulating speakers on current political issues.

- Thursday, 8:30 - 10:30 P.M. $25.00

LS56 CANADA: CONTINENTALISM or

INTERNATIONALISM
(Economic Geographical Study)

- analysis of the official external policy of the Canadian Government

and Canada's bilateral and multi-lateral policies, trade agreements

and overseas programs in relation to major world regions.

- Monday & Wednesday, 6:30 - 8:30 P.M. $15.00

LS69 WRITING WORKSHOP IN PROSE AND
DRAMA

- instruction in techniques of writing short stories, feature articles

and radio and television dramas. Admission requirement: sub-

mission of manuscript.
- Tuesday & Thursday, 6:30 — 8:30 P.M. $15.00

LS80FILM VIEWING
- a study of the film's growth, from the silent picture to a major

art form and the most influential medium of the twentieth century

(list of films is available).

- Tuesday, 7:00 -10:00 P.M. $15.00

RTOl RADIO AND T.V. ARTS 1

- introduction to production techniques including: various formats,

directing, lighting, VTR operation, audio, graphics and special

effects.

- Monday & Thursday, 6:30 - 8:30 P.M. $15.00

RT02 RADIO AND T.V. ARTS 1 1:

- prerequisite: RTOl
- color techniques
- Monday & Thursday, 8:30 - 10:30 P.M. $15.00

RT03 PERFORMING FOR RADIO AND T.V.

- announcing and acting including microphone technique and

mime.
- commentating
- Wednesday, 7:00 - 10:00 P.M. $15.00

CR11 COPPER ENAMELLING
- workshop devoted to exercise in design, cutting and polishing

copper, preparation for enamelling, applying enamel and use of

the kiln. Students will be encouraged to develop their own
designs, and will be required to buy some materials.

- Monday, 7:00 -10:00 P.M. $25.00

CR12 JEWELRY MAKING
— Practical workshop in the manufacture of jewelry using gold,

silver and copper. Students will be required to purchase some
tools and metals.

- Wednesday, 7:00 — 10:00 P.M. $25.00

tendays
Wednesday January 13

evening: 7 and 10 p.m.: dunning hall movie — " i love you

alieeb. toklas."

8:30 p.m.: the queen's drama guild presents "danger

zone" in the studio theatre, theological hall, students

— 50c
thursday January 14

afternoon: 3:30p.m.: vaghy quartet anti-concert in elhs hall

evening: 7:15 and 9:15 p.m.: the Chinese literature society

presents "the tunnel warfare" (drama) in ellis hall,

admission 50c, members free, tickets on sale now at

the international center

7:30 p.m.: the medical sciences lecture series pre-

sents a film and panel discussion on "depression —
the commonest psychiatric syndrome in medical

practice", in etherington hall auditorium.

8:30 p.m.: the queen's drama guild presents "danger

zone" in the studio theatre, theological hall, students

50c.
friday january 15

evening: 7:20 p.m.: sleigh ride on wolfe island, tickets at

newman house, 164 university, $1.25 per person, we

are catching the 7:20 ferry.

8:30 p.m.: the queen's drama guild presents "danger

zone" in the studio theatre, theological hall, students

50c
10:30 p.m.: professor jean sareil of Columbia univer-

sity will give a lecture on "candide, un chef d'oeuvre

litteraire", in room 101, kingston hall, all are wel-

come.
Saturday january 16

evening: 8:30 p.m.: the queen's drama guild presents "danger

zone" in the studio theatre in theological hall, stu-

dents — 50c
Sunday january 17

evening: 8:30 p.m.: the queen's drama guild presents "danger

zone" in the studio theatre, theological hall, students

50c
Wednesday january 20

afternoon: 4:30 p.m.: dr. brock fenton from carleton university

will give a seminar on aspects of bat ecology, in earl

hall, room 111

Part-time students may register at any time, day or evening

by dropping in to Student Services in the main building on

campus.

For further information call 544-5400 local 117.

HILLEL HAPPENINGS
ALL WELCOME

1. SUNDAY JANUARY 17th, 8 p.m. P.M.
HILLEL HOUSE,

26 Barrie Street.

Dr. Irving Bloch, Professor of Philosophy, University of Western Ontario and Dr. E.

Wlendelson, Sir George Williams University, will discuss "Chassidism - an Approach

to a Philosophy and Reality in Judaism" with members of the Chabbad Chassidic

movement.

2. WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20th, 8 p.m. P.M.
BETH ISRIEAL

SYNAGOGUE, 1 16 Centre Street

Rabbi David Powell, Director of the Union of American Hebrew Congregation,

Canadian Region, will discuss Reform Judaism's philosophy and practicality. This

is the second in the series, DIALOGUE IN JUDAISM.

3. WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 27th, 8 p.m. P.M.
ELLIS HALL.

Admission $1.00. "THE PAWNBROKER" starring Rod Steiger

The Hillel Dining Club offers full course kosher meat meals Monday - Friday,

between 5:30 - 6:30 p.m. at $2 per meal or five meals for $8. Call 542-1 120 for

reservations. Cold cut buffet dinners are served every Sunday, 5:30 - 6:30 p.m..

$1.50 per person.

Classes in Conversational and Elementary Hebrew, Monday evenings, 8:30 p-f-

in Room 111, MacDonald Hall (Law School).
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off the record By Dick L,lOBey

In the latter three years of the

musical decade of the Sixties, it

became de rigueur to speak of a

certain phase in the development

of Rock as "psychedelic", or

"acid" music. And if you really

were into this type of sound your

tastes generally dictated extreme

doses of Cream, Jefferson Air-

plane. Big Brother and the Hold-

ing Company, Hendrix and a host

of lesser lights. Today, in the Sev-

enties, if you find yourself in the

"heavy" bag, you groove on the

wild stuff of the late Hendrix, the

Afro-rock of Santana, or the tough

British sound of Townshend and

the Who.
Rock music has continued in its

all-encompassing ability to extend

its influences into areas which, in

the mid-fifties, would have

seemed entirely alien and forbid-

ding to any rock 'n' roll star who

knew his Strato-caster from a hole

in the ground. One of the largest

selling albums in 1970 was one

which perfected the synthesis of

rock into the jazz mode — the

grey-covered Chicago l.p.

(Columbia KGP 24. It's an impor-

tant rock album, and if you ask a

friend what he thinks about it,

he'll inevitably respond with

"heavy, man!

"

Perhaps he alluded to the inte-

gration of guitar and other stan-

dard rock accoutrements with the

brightest brass section in the jazz-

rock bag, and the close harmonies

in the vocal efforts: perhaps he

referred to the inclusion of Chica-

go's biggest pair of hits, "Make
Me Smile", and "25 or 6 to 4" and

a few other gems. Ah well, suffice

it to say that you know it's "heav-

y", and even though it was con-

ceived in January 1970, its reper-

cussions in rock reverberate even

into January one year hence.

The original proponents of the

genre (jazz-rock), with their Chur-

chillian appellation. Blood Sweat

& Tears", closed the year 1970

with their third album titled natu-

rally enough — "3" (Columbia KC
30090). Led by the vocal stylings of

David Clayton Thomas they offer

the old Cab Callaway standard "Hi

De Ho"; the James Taylor hit,

"Fire and Rain", "Lonesome Su-

zie", and a symphonic version of

the Stone's "Sympathy For The

Devi!". If imitation remains the

highest form of compliment, then

B.S. & Tears should be flattered

indeed, having spawned the likes

of Chicago, If, and Canada's Light-

house.

The essence of the purely

"heavy" sound in rock today fairly

oozes from a group known as Deep

Purple. Their latest album "Deep

Purple In Rock" (Warner Bros.

1877) reveals a group that is firm-

ly rooted in early rock, yet one

that utilizes both the jargon and

sound sophistication that trade-

marks the heavy group today.

Take the first verse of their song

"Speed King" — steeped as it is in

the legendary Little Richard's

material:

Good Golly said little Miss Mol-

ly when she was rockin in the

house of blue light

Tutti Frutti was oh so rooty

when she was rockin to the east

and the west
Lucille was oh so real when she

didn't do her daddies will Come on

baby drive me crazy do it do it.

This lyrical association with the

past is all but obliterated by long-

er cuts such as "Child In Time",

with its dominance of organ flights

Have you
considered this

Leadership Profession?

The qualities of leadership show up in men

who have chosen Chartered Accountancy as

theirprofession,sincethosewhoare resource-

ful, have a keen analytical sense, enjoy meet-

ing and working with people and can stand

strong on their convictions, are the business

leaders of today. As a Chartered Accountant

you may apply your talents in a public ac-

counting practice, in industry, education, or

government. Each avenue provides rich re-

Price Waterhouse & Co.

Recruiting for all Canadian offices

Dunwoody & Company
We offer careers in public accounting across

Canada. For more information see our brochure

wards for the diligent, for the Chartered

Accountant is a key-man in today's business

and financial world.

Among the many firms of Chartered Accoun-

tants who employ CA students are those

participating in thisadvertisement.Thesefirms

and others are interviewing on your campus.

The names of most local CA firms are listed

in your yellow pages under the heading,

Accountants—Public.

Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.

Openings in 19 offices coast to coast in Canada

Thorne, Gunn, Helliwell & Christenson

with 43 offices across Canada and the Caribbean

England, Leonard, MacPherson & Co.

Kingston, Ontario

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

Jan. 14 - Jan. 28

Check with placement office for specific

requirements of each firm.

Whether you have decided on your future or not, this

is an excellent opportunity to find out more about

Chartered Accountancy as a career. Visit the on-

campus recruiters, a local firm of CA's, ask your

placement officer, or write directly to

:

The Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Ontario

69 Bloor Street East, Toronto, Ont.

of fantasy and changing teir™*
and "Flight of The Rat", WS
incorporates most of the "heavy"
paraphanalia (drum solo and alh
that the "heavy" - fan demand,
from today's market.
The "heavyweights" are not

without several offerings in th
"live" album category _ one

'

the most controversial of these is
the "Absolutely Live" album bv
Jim Morrison and the Door*
(Elektra EKS 9002). This double
record set offers an in depth earful
of the group whose concert tour
resulted in several embarrasing
law suits against their sexually
demonstrative lead singer. All of
the crowd control pleadings and
precautions are on the l.p. but
musically it lets you into a Doors
concert by way of four sides filled

with the Doors performing to ec-

static patrons.

The mobile studios of Wally
Heider capture Morrison, Ray
Manzarek, Rob Kreiger and John
Densmore performing solid things

such as "Who Do You Love",

"Close To You", and "Universal
Mind". The quality of the record-

ing is better than the usual on-

stage recording, and if you're a

Doors fan this set is indispensable.

If you've been teetering on the

brink of making a leap into the

seeming abyss of pop rock that is

deemed the "heavy" segment by

teen-bopper and connoisseur alike,

this quartet of stylists will form a

nucleus for your future acquisi-

tions — they're "heavy man!".

THE BOOK STORE

WITH IDEAS

FIND US AT

73 BROCK STREET

BOSWELL'S book

BELL & CANDLE

• ^sunglasses ft

• Repairs • Magnify J
• Custom made glass"?

Contact Lenses,,'
• ^^ m m* -W

V.262 King Sf. E. 5*2-W*lf
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Gaels win Carleton tournament
L . M„:i ¥ 1 *by Neil Longhurst

Queen's basketball Gaels captured their first tournament

in many years with victories over York and Carleton in the

"Jjristmas
tournament at Carleton, but then started the New

r with two resounding losses to Utica College and St. John

Fisher last Friday and Saturday

In the torunament wins, it was the spectacular shooting of

nrian
Mackenzie and the steadiness of Andy Daugulis that car-

pH the Gaels through. Mackenzie had 26 points in each game,
'

hile
Daugulis hit 12 of 16 shots from the floor and added nine

1 ul shots to pace the Gaels to a 93-83 opening night win over

Vork
Queen's had stretched a 44-35 halftime lead to seventeen

IV in the second half, but York roared back to within one point

Sandy Nixon got a hot hand for a while. But Mackenzie just

b!„t throwing the key baskets in, and Queen's spent the last five

minutes nursing an eight or ten point lead.

Gael captain Ron Walsh picked up a charley horse and a

trained ankle against York, but failed to get any sympathy at all

from the Carleton fans the next night in the tournament final.

Walsh did not start, feeling that the legs weren't going to hold out

long
but by the second quarter, with Carleton up nine points, he

came on to a solid round of abuse from the fans. Carleton fin-

ished the half with a 46-35 lead.

The second half was a different story. The Tricolor defense

stiffened, holding the Ravens to one point in seven minutes.

Mackenzie started to hit — rattled off eight straight points — and

the Gaels suddenly led 49-47. For the next ten minutes it was back

and forth, with Carleton up 56-52, and then the Gaels back on top

60-57. as the big M hit another string of eight. 64-64, with 1 :41 left.

Walsh drove past his check for a wide open layup. Hugh Reid

made two foul shots to tie the game 66-66. Walsh dribbles back,

and made a fifteen footer that hardly rippled the cord. And the

Ravens threw the ball away.

Now most teams, with a two point lead and one minute left,

would play for a close-in shot. Not Queen's. Walsh took about

Ihree steps over centrecourt, and shot from thirty feet. It went

right in. The Ravens came back, shot, and Walsh took a rebound

away from 6'5" Tom Ryan, and passed to Andy Daugulis, who

was fouled. Ron then walked over to the bench, and said in a loud

voice, "Hey, Frank, see that rebound!" The fans just about

lynched him.

Daugulis made two fouls shots for his twenty point evening,

and the final score was 74-68. Mackenzie had complete control of

the boards in the second half, and this, along with 52 points in two

games, several clutch steals, and good defense, gave him the

tournament MVP trophy.

So now we have four straight wins over Canadian universi-

ties. Why can't the Gaels win against the Yanks? Last Friday

Utica scored 55 points in the first half, to lead by nineteen, and

then hung on for an 86-79 win. Mackenzie had 28 for the Gaels,

with Bob Wright and Andy Daugulis getting sixteen each. Utica's

fast break and half-court press caused the Tricolor no end of

grief, but the Gaels should be able to break through. Saturday St.

John Fisher ran the Gaels right out of the gym at Rochester for a

102-70 victory. Fisher had a 56-26 halftime lead, but were played

almost to a standoff in the second half. Once again the Gaels

were badly outrebounded and this time, outshot as well. Fisher

shot 60% from the floor, as the Gaels had a bad night and could

manage only 43%. Mackeznie went 7 for 25, finishing with 14

points. Daugulis had 19, and Bob Wight 17.

About the only redeeming feature of this weekend's games
was the return to form of Wright, who on Friday night surprised

everybody by chasing the ball around, hustling well for the first

lime since his ankle injury, as the Gaels put on a press late in the

game and almost caught Utica.
This Friday the Gaels take on the McGill Redmen for the

last time in the Queen's gym at 8:15. Saturday, a rematch with

Vork in Toronto.

At this Tuesday's AMS meeting, student athletics, and the op-

eration of the new gym complex in particular will be discussed.

Dr. Macintosh of the Pys. Ed. Dept. and Jon Tondeur will be at

the meeting to answer any questions and field any complaints. 7:00

p.m. Mclaughlin Room. Students Union.

WORLD CINEMA CLASSICS
films from Italy, Canada, Japan

by men like Fellini, Antonioni, Gilles Carle, Mizoguchi

films like Sajvajoiejiiujjano, II Grido, The Ernie Game
Tuesday evenings, 9 p.m., in Ellis Hall

Ti«kets: 12 films, $5.00 students, $3.00

Titkets & information from the Film Department,

154 S,uart street, Room 4, in the mornings; or in Ellis Hall on Tuesday evening
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Allan Lawrence, Ontario's Minis-

ter of Mines and Northern Affairs,

and Tory leadership hopeful an-

nounced last week that he would cut

provincial spending on education by

25% if elected.

He plans to cut the present budget

estimates for next year down from

their $1.5 billion (or 43% of the prov.

budget) to 33% of the budget in the

belief that no more "than a third of

the budget should be spent on any

one activity."

The federal government has be-

fore it a number of proposals for an

expanded "youth assistance pro-

grammme" which could cost as

much as 50 million dollars. The
ideas include chartering 25 buses to

provide free transportation around

the country, a "youth village" out-

side Ottawa, and tens of thousands

of jobs (at $10/day) planting trees,

improving spawning streams and
cleaning parks.

The Defense Dept. is expected to

re-open the armories as hostels and

renew the militia training scheme.

None of the proposals have Cabi-

net approval but there appears to be

some concern over the problem of

more than a quarter of a million

unemployed students.

BACK PAGE

One of the most important aspects

of the recent trouble in Kingston

Penitentiary was that of the prob-

lems of the Indians in Canada. An-

thony Jack, an Indian from Kenora,

stated that he wanted to be trans-

ferred to a Saskatchewan prison

where he could be closer to his own
people. Two other Indians apparent-

ly talked of starting "a club" of one

kind or another.

Meanwhile, in Calgary, an Indian

spokesman said that Canada's Indi-

ans "need counselling rather than

ineffective punishment behind

bars." Russell Smith, an Ojibway,
spoke of the need for rehabilitation

as opposed to imprisonment espe-

cially as so many of the Indian of-

fenders could trace their problems
back to alcohol.

The Kingston "Whig-Standard"
has raised its price to 12 cents / a

single copy, or 70 cents per week.

New York State researchers have

found mercury contamination levels

in a number of preserved fish to be

double that which now bar fish from

the market. The fish studied includ-

ed specimens caught up to 44 years

ago.

A spokesman made no claims as

to whether the higher mercury lev-

els may have affected anyone. Some
ecologists used the findings as an-

other base on which to blast the

American Food and Drug Adminis-

tration feeling that even the present

"safe" level of 0.5 parts per million

are too high and that the FDA is

minimizing the hazard of mercury
pollution.

U.S. Secretary of Defense, Melvin

Laird announced last week that the

U.S. would end its "combat respon-

sibilitity" by midsummer in South

Vietnam. However the U.S. will

remain in a "logistic role" and an

"air support role".

Troop strength will be down to

BACK PAGE is a new idea for

the Journal. Every issue we
shall try to present a collection

of material from various
sources that we feel may be of
interest to the university.

It is, if you like, a collection of
news stories and opinions that
we feel somehow reflect on this

university or its interests.

about 280,000 from the high of 550 -

000.

Meanwhile Time magazine re-

ports that many of the south-east
Asian countries now find themselves
in financial difficulties as the Amer-
icans pull out of their bases, taking

the money that created and kept
alive many of the businesses in near-

by towns.

ATTENTION! Gael applications available in AAAS outer office until Fri. Jan. 15

The Queen's Drama Guild presents

DANGER ZONE
This Wed. through Sunday

at theStudio Theatre-Old Arts Bldg.

Tickets $1.00 - Students 50«

'government with
Ontario's public service

On campus interviews February 4, 5, 1971

To learn more about us and our requirements
see our brochure at your placement office.

To register for an on campus interview

—

1
.

Complete a personal information form
available at your placement office.

2 These forms must be returned to your
placement office no later than two
weeks prior to the on campus date.

3. Check your placement office for

application deadline dates.

(V) ONTARIO
K^LS PROVINCE OF OPPORTUNITY

SCULTURA ITALIANA
from the Rothmans collection

continues until January 17th

CANADIAN WATERCOLOURS

OF THE 19th CENTURY
from the National Gallery of Canada

continues until January 31st

art centre

YAGHY QUARTET

ANTI CONCERT

IMPRESSIONISM"

THURSDAY, 14 JANUARY, 1971 AT 3:30 p.m.

ELLIS HALL AUDITORIUM

NO ADMISSION CHARGE
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As much os $120

Residence fees up . . • again
by Bill Johnston

Residence fees will be up again
next year, if the recommendations
of the residence boards are ac-
cepted by the Vice-Principal
(Finance), according to Doug
Romans, President, Inter-resi-
dence council. Fee increases will
apply to all residences for the next
two years and range from $17.50 to
$120.

The largest percentage increase
is for rooms in the graduate stu-
dents residence, where an in-

crease from $67 to $84.50 repre-
sents a 26% rise. Graduate stu-

dents are presently negotiating, to

cut down janitorial services in an
effort to reduce the costs.

The major reason for the in-

crease in Grad. residence fees in

the cancellation of the Bell Cana-
da contract whereby Bell trained a
number of Engineers and also
subsidized the residence by paying
a much larger amount for accom-

Thrasher, Martin

Local Ministers lose jobs
by Mary Campbell

The two ministers employed by
Kingston's North Kingston Parish
nave been removed from their
Positions, and one of them, the
Rev. Brian Thrasher, is appealing
foe decision.

Many Queen's student take an
active interest in the parish, espe-
Cl% through the Student Volun-
teer Bureau work in youth organi-
zations there.
The Parish was established five

years ago bv combining three
un'ted Churches - St. Matthews,

yary and Zion. Rev. Harry
r, 'n. minister at St. Matthews,

* nd Thrasher, minister of the oth-
r two churches, have been shar-
i the duties overseen by a super-

Vls°ry committee.

p
At the request of the Kingston

stud -

tery °f the United Church -

. , y of the Parish was under-

p,
Keri by David R. Stone, a United

i

"urch research officer. Follow-
6 the publication of his report, a

bvS
n,ittee of the Kingston Pres-

[i
ery recommended that the par-

ti n
'^structured and that Mar-

nw nd Thrasher be replaced as a

j
ls,t'rial team by June 1971. At

lei v

elm§ Decernber 2, Presby-

tion
accePted the recommenda-

fte R
January 7. the executive of

to h

ay °* Qu 'n *e Conference went

by Hi
3 ^orrna I appeal prepared

Zion (,
board of elders of Calvarv '

by ^
n'ted Church and presented

]3 r(j

arQ secretary James Pol-

T^ra h
^°"ar d. speaking for

sher's two churches, said it

would be disastrous to remove the

somewhat unconventional minis-

ter. It would be a betrayal to the

parish he said and Pollard predict-

ed a sizable reduction in church

membership and in public interest

if Thrasher should leave.

Pollard was vehement in criti-

cism of Stone's report, saying it

was ambiguous and openended and

was based on a too selective sam-

pling of public opinions.

Pollard went on to say that rela-

tions between Calvary-Zion and St.

Matthews were outwardly cordial

but that in fact cooperation was

lacking. He claimed Calvary-Zion

had received too small a share of a

$23,000 denominational grant, that

the churches had been misrepre-

sented to the Presbytery, and that

Calvary-Zion would benefit from a

separation from St. Mathews.

Martin said he was shocked at

Pollard's statement, and suggest-

ed that Calvary-Zion's self-suffi-

ciency and selfishness indicated

"a basic sickness" in the parish.

He accused Thrasher of "lone-

wolfing ' and working against the

parishes. Thrasher remained si-

lent throughout the six-hour meet-

ing except to answer factural

questions.

The conference executive post-

poned a final decision until after a

public meeting called of 10 a.m.

January IS in Princess Street

United Church. If a further appeal

is made, the matter will be taken

to the United Church General

Council January 25 in Niagara

Falls.

modation than did normal resi-

dents.

Womens residence fees will in-

crease from $870 to $956 for sin-

gles and from $830 to $916 for dou-

bles.

Men's fees will vary for faculty

and year. For first year Arts and

Commerce students, single room
fees will be $1078 (up $79 from last

year) and $1016 for doubles (up $80

from last year). First year sci-

ence students (with a shorter

year) will pay $976 for single and
$919 for doubles (both up $72 from
last year).

Upper year Arts students fees

will go from $981 to $1059 for sin-

gles and from $919 for doubles.

Upper year Science Students will

pay $1006 (instead of $932) for sin-

gles and $948 tup from $874) for

doubles. Upper year Commerce
students fees will increase $790 to

$1078 for singles and $80 to $1016

for doubles.

Second year premeds students

(the last premeds year) will pay

$1059 for singles ($981 this year)

and $997 for doubles ($919 this

year). Meds students fees will in-

crease from $1164 to $1257.

Fees for the Earl Street resi-

dence will go from $582 to $701 for

Law students (up $119), from $497

to $599 for Arts students (thirds

and fourth year), and from $472 to

$568 for third and fourth year Sci-

ence students. Commerce stu-

dents (third and fourth year) will

pay $610 (up $104) and Meds stu-

dents will pay $709 (up $120 from

this year).

MacArthur students will pay
$604 next year for room only.

The board also announced that

one floor in the Graduate students'

residences will be reserved for 24

female students in Grads and

MBA. The spaces have been creat-

ed by the cancellation of the Bell

Contract.

Financial squeeze on Queen's
by Chris Redmond

Queen's is in serious financial

Inuble this year, with its expen-

ses rising much faster than in-

come. The university budget

shows a deficit this year of $101,-

000, and belt-tightening is going on

everywhere in the university.

In past years, the budget has
been at the break-even point or

shown a slight profit. The deficit

represents only about one-third of

one percent of the total operating

budget (about $28.7 million this

year, according to Dr. C. H. R.

Campling, chairman of the Senate

budget committee), but it indi-

cates a continued shortage of

money.

Unlike a business, the universi-

ty cannot save money by cutting

down slightly in size, because its

income ( fees and government
grants) is directly proportional to

enrollment. Reduced enrollment

would only save if it resulted in

lower costs; and the tenure sys-

tem means faculty members can-

not be asked to leave their jobs

even if the student load is lighter.

In fact, raising the enrollment

will ease the university's financial

troubles as long as the faculty is

not increased proportionally. So
far the university has resisted put-

Universify Centre

ting new emphasis on science stu-

dents, who get higher grants than

arts students. (Graduate students

also receive higher government
allotments, but often raise costs

considerably too.

)

The university is hiring as few
new faculty members as possible,

however. Arts and science dean
Dr. Ron Watts told a recent facul-

ty meeting that only eight new
professors would be hired in arts

and science for 1971-72. And, he
said, the arts and science faculty

had adopted a policy that a profes-

sor who leaves will not automati-

cally be replaced if another de-

partment needs a staff addition

more urgently.

Other economies are being

made throughout the university.

The arts and science office is be-

ginning its third year without the

appointment of an associate dean

for social sciences; the financial

shortage is partly to blame there.

The administrative officers

have done nothing to follow up the

recommendation made last sum-
mer by a senate committee that

the university should appoint a

senior officer to coordinate graph-

ics and printing.

Some secretarial positions are

not being filled.

University calendars will proba-

bly be reduced in size.

The library, anxious to devote

as much money as possible to book

purchases, has made some reduc-

tions in service, such as closing

the periodicals room most eve-

nings.

The financial pinch is expected

to continue indefinitely. Long-

term planning reports, such as the

curriculum proposals which the

arts and science faculty now is

considering, make increasing

mention of the need to save money
— by teaching minor courses only

in alternate years, for instance.

Funds available for new build-

ings are not directly affected by

the shortage because they do not

come out of the same budget and

grants. But the government is cut-

ting down on these "capital funds"

as well; their current amount is

now known, but two years ago the

government gave about $12 million

of the $15 million spent for new
buildings.

This reduction partly explains

the university's emphasis on its

current $6 million capital cam-
paign, an attempt to induce contri-

butions from graduates and
friends to pay for buildings the

government cannot afford or is not

legally allowed to pay for (such as

the new university centre).

AMS agrees on advisory committee
by Debra Barr

AMS president Rod Folwell and

assistant to the principal Dr. Jim
Whitley clashed at Tuesday
night's AMS meeting when Foil-

well asked the outer council for a

flat rejection of the proposed

structure for the new University

Centre advisory committee. Vice-

principal (administration) R. J.

Kennedy had proposed that the

committee would submit a report

which would guide the committee

on campus planning in recom-
mending a site for the first stage

of a university centre, and provide

the university centre users' com-
mittee with a framework for fur-

ther detailed work in the design

stage of the project.

The Committee would consist of

ten members; three students, two

alumni, one nominee of the Facul-

ty Association, three members at

large, and a chairman Opinions

expressed by this committee
would be the individual's and not

representative of the groups from

wlich the members were drawn.

The report would be transmitted

to the Principal for presentation to

the planning committee, the sen-

ate, and the board of trustees.

Folwell's complaint was lack of

student authority. There would be

no means available for the AMS to

block ideas it found unacceptable.

The fact that this would be a

"principal's committee" implies

that there could be no recourse if

disagreement occurred, Follwell

said. The report would not be

submitted to the AMS for consid-

eration, and committee members
representing the AMS would ex-

press their views as individuals,

not as representatives.

Under Attack at Queen's
Under Attack returns to Queen's

February 3 and 4 with five contro-

versial figures. The discussion

will be taped and later broadcast

on CBC TV.
John Turner, the federal Justice

Minister will be here to discuss

the War Measures and the Public-

Order Acts, on February 3, and

Vince McCauley. the lawyer for

Paul Meadlow for the My Lai

trial, will discuss the whole area

of soldier's responsibility for his

actions in War.

On the fourth of February,

Bryce Machasey. the federal Min-

ister of Labour, will discuss the

unemployment situation, and
W.H. Kelly, the former director of

the security and intelligence

branch of the RCMP. will discuss

his views of university campuses
as breeding grounds for radicals.

There will be a fifth person in-

volved but as yet no name has
been confirmed. Invitations have
been sent to Ted Kennedy and Jer-

ry Lewis, among others.

Interlibrary loans available

Interlibrary loans are now
available to undergraduate stu-

dents. Library materials may be

borrowed from any of the fourteen

Ontario university libraries for

undergraduate use, the library has

announced. Borrowed materials

must be used in the reference

room of Douglas Library. Materi-

al can not be borrowed if it is al-

ready available anywhere on the

Queen's campus.

Detailed regulations under

which undergraduates may re-

quest interlibrary loans are avail-

able in the Interlibrary Loan Of-

fice of Douglas Library, and at the

Health Sciences and Law Librar-

ies. Information is available by

phone from the Interlibrary Loan

Office. 547 5538.
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St. James'
Church

(Union and Barrie Streets)

9:00 a.m. - Holy

Communion

II :00 a.m. - Morning Prayer

7:30 p.m. - Evening Prayer

Ail are welcome

Pizza Pickup
286 Montreal Street

Med. 160 FREE
Large 2.60 DELIVERY
Super 3.60 IN 60i ZONE
(CHOICE OF 6 TOPPINGS)

NO EXTRA CHARGE
PICKUP PIZZA AND SAVE
PICKUP DISCOUNT AVAILABLE

DIAL 544-1221
Open Tues.ThroughSat.4-1

Sun. 12 - 9

CAREER AS MARKETING

SERVICES ASSISTANT

Of Particular Interest

to Female Graduates

in Economics, or Mathematics

Position involves p r o v i d i n g technical and service

assistance lo members of Group Marketing team on
pension and other Financial Services. Candidate must
have ability to work with people and some mathema-
tical aptitude essential. Initial salary during training

period, $5,500 (six months to one year) after training

Representative of the Excelsior Life Insurance

Company will be on campus - January 20th, 197

L

12 HOURS
OF RELIEF IS

NOTHING TO
SNEEZE AT.

CONTACC
12

HOUR RELIEF

Contac-C cold capsules

context
by Chris Redmond

The snow gently falls and the

library windows are dark, and
only CFRC still calls forlornly to

show that the campus still stands

. . . well anyway, not much hap-

pens at Queen s over Christmas.

Not much that's visible to the na-

ked eye, at least. The biggest

event of the holidays was the great

snowfall just before Christmas —
it took them three days even to

clear the sidewalks.

As usual, the university govern-

ment got down to brass tacks as

soon as the mass of students had

left. The faculty board of arts and

science met three times in less

than two weeks, grimly working
through its curriculum commit-
tee's far-reaching proposals for

reform. When they adjourned

December 18, agreeing to take it

easy until January, they had creat-

ed a new degree (calling it the

Honours B.Sc. not to be confused

with the Honours B.Sc.

i Chemistry), which is the degree
now called the Honours B.Sc).
They had changed the require-

ments for a general B.A. to fifteen

courses with at least five in a sin-

gle subject. They had approved
various other principles, rules,

exceptions and details making it

literally true that the regulations

cannot be summarized in any way
— they are different for every in-

dividual who comes to them. Work
resumes on this colossal reform
next week.

Some students were still

around, thinking about those cur-

riculum proposals. (There are
thirty students on the Faculty

Board, one from each DSC; about

half of them go to the meetings. )

Other students with nothing better

to do were looking into the more
immediate future, turning their

minds to the student government

elections to be held in mid-Febru-

ary. Prospects are not very excit-

ing, for in this year of active

DSC's, blossoming volunteer

work, and keen awareness that

hard academic work is necessary

for a degree and a chance at a job

in a recession economy, none of

the big student governments are

attracting much interest. It is so

bad that, with three weeks to go

till nominations are due. there are

a great many student government
positions, including the AMS presi-

dency and vice-presidency, for

which no candidates are in sight.

Last year the AMS. newly big

and important with student sena-

torships and rectorship and El-

rond and Fair Share, seemed like

a permanent happy floor party.

This year the effect is as of a

manufacturer about to file for

bankruptcy. There is no enthusi-

asm even at the centre, there is no
crowd of newcomers ready to take

over. The whole student govern-

ment aura is a bitgrim.

Tuesday the AMS outer council

was presented with a restructur-

ing proposal which comes from a

committee headed by vice-presi-

dent Janet Rogers. The AMS will

probably be committed to making
changes something like those Miss
Rogers suggests, on the principle

that it couldn't be worse than what
we have now. Recognizing that

few students want to devote th
energy to centralized adminis^
tion. she asks fora smalle
AMS body which does very

I

but coordinate and finance

r central

ttle

er groups like DSC's. clubs^h'"
Student Volunteer Bureau p0 i

tion Probe, the art festival' and?!
hoc groups of whatever kind

stii

dents really want to run. impos
Uss structure, is the idea. It wm
mean a real change in the atrncK
phere around the AMS itself
wlich will have to be efficiem
rather than political. If the bie
change to efficiency is made the
argument for "equality of rep re
sentation" - which means, thirtv
times as many arts votes as nurs
ing votes - would disappear and
the AMS will have some chance of
getting its work done. With a half-

million-dollar budget, they really
cannot afford to play petty polj.
tics.

In a number of ways, then the
running of the university has been
very much affected by what hap-
pened while the students were
away for a month snowmobihng
and overeating. There wasn t an
oil thigh heard on the campus (not

true of Nathan Phillips Square, of

course), but what two normally
dull governing bodies did do will

have its effect on scarf-wearing
Susie Q. Student. She can take dif-

ferent courses and must meet dif-

ferent requirements with them, as

a result of what the faculty board

did; her non-academic fee, as a

result of what the AMS has been

doing, may be spent in very differ-

ent ways.

Student learning group to study future
by Alan Broadbent

Five learning groups, under the

auspices of the Faculty of Arts and
Science, will begin meetings with-

in several weeks for the spring
term.

The learning groups, which will

be inter-disciplinary, were pro-
posed in the Harrower Report,
which resulted from a study done
by a Principal's Committee on
Teaching and Learning last year.
They will bring together a group of
faculty and students from various
academic disciplines within the

Faculty to meet and discuss cer-

tain themes. The courses will be
non-credit and for first year stu-

dents, and will provide students
involved with an opportunity for

intimate intellectual discussion, a
feature that is sometimes difficult

to encounter in over-populated
first year courses.

The first course to get under
way will be "Futurology I". Pro-
fessors Ned Franks (Political

Studies), Henry Laycock (Philo-

sophy), and Bob Erdahl
(Mathematics), and student Alan

JUST ARRIVED!
NEW SHIPMENTS OF

SABRE SLIMS
LATEST STYLES, FABRICS AND COLOURS

DORETA'S
TEEN TOWN
206 PRINCESS ST.

Broadbent will be faculty involved

in this course. The group will take

as a unifying thread for its studies

a discussion of the future. They

see a study of the future as being a

unique intellectual exercise, as

well as a valid approach to the

understanding of the present.

The enrollment of "Futurology

I" will be about 15 students, and

the faculty personnel hope that

applicants will have a solid inter-

est in the concept of the future. It

is expected that the work load will

not be heavy, perhaps reading

several books and some articles,

and feedback will be expected in

the form of a paper, project, or the

delivery of a seminar. The group

will meet one night a week in a

fairly informal manner.
Students interested in "Futurol-

ogy I" should contact one of the

four faculty personnel in their

departmental offices for further

information and to apply 11 lS

expected that the other groups will

be organized within a few weeks,

and publication of their themes

and particulars of application will

be made available.

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
THE WAFFLE MOVEMENT IN THE NDP

TUESDAY JANUARY 19

8:00 P.M.

SECOND FLOOR LOUNGE - STUDENTS' UNION
Professor Laxerof the Department of History is run-

ning for the federal leadership of the NDP as the
Waffle group's representative. If you are interested
in becoming active in the campaign or in the Waffle
generally, come lo this meeting.

For more information: Pat or John Smart 512-4268
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petering out

Hell„.
We thought that we might

"
te

something about apathy, but

n realized that probably no one

Sd ^ interested.

Instead, we feel bound to ration-

the existence of these words

I'd the space they occupy.

#e feel that in the hustle and

t le of today's impersonal uni-

versity

rations

whirl, the needs and aspi-

of many of us have been

discarded and forgotten. Plastic

figures say plastic things in a plas-

:J way. The real story, expen-

ded by you and I has been for-

gotten by those who attempt to

nterpret ourselves to each other

L the media, and especially this

j^per, the Queen's Journal.

The day to day occurances that

really
matter to all of us are tak-

ing
place now in the streets, within

families* in beds, beneath the sea,

in Morris Hall, and most impor-

tant of all, inside people's heads.

But because these exciting devel-

opments don't immediately gener-

ate "events", they tend to be ig-

nored or — what is worse — dis-

torted by the archaic perceptions

of cop-shop journalism, the child

of a crisis oriented society.

We shall attempt to reach out

across the abyss, to share with you

those little hidden promises, those

special but common happenings

which we all experience but sel-

dom realize. There are many of us

- stalwart, sincere students

trapped within this surreptitious

society.

Every Tuesday, in this space we
shall present some of these people

people. Each Tuesday, another
link in this organic entity, another

vertibrae which together form the

backbone of stability and strength

necessary to support all that is

good and just within our Queen's

community will speak to you from
this newsprint. You will meet the
People in Power at Queen's.

In Friday's Journal, in this

space, we shall present the aspira-
tions of you, the sincere students.
The column will be called Peters'
Predictions and we shall often call

upon our Board of Local Experts;
Stirrup Poles, (bilingual politi-

cal analyst) has his finger on the
pulse of our feelings.

Max Meed, the reputable sociol-

ogist has just returned from Twig
Township, Anarctica to rejoin the
urban orgy, and study means, mo-

'

tivations, mores, and manners
here at old Queen's.

Zoom Lenz. Hollywood corres-
pondant, is really into the cine
scene. Along with her mother,
Fish Eye, and sister Telephoto.

by Peters - Adams and Raymont =

she will keep us abreast of all
Academy Award nominations.
Red Herring, flown nonstop

from the east coast, is pickled to
death to bring you the jock jargon
from our athletic armpit.
We shall predict everything -

trom Horoscopes to weather re-
ports, from obscure AMS elec-
tions, to down to earth moon shots.
We promise to be sincere, ra-

tional, concerned, humorous, and
most important of all — personal.
We hope that we can help you to
laugh at yourself.

We invite you to sit back, seek
out your favourite toilet seat, ease
yourself down, and allow us to
plop a pinch of prosaic promise
into your hands.

Goodbye until Tuesday, and God
bless.

ailllllllllilllllll Ml iiiillllllllllllllllllllllllflllllflllllflllllilllllllllllilfllllllillllllllllllllllE

Tuesday, January 19th, Arts '72 is

hosting Homey II for mixed couples

only. Refreshments ore 10c a pint.

Admission $1.00 per couple in the

Queen's Pub, House of Commons
from 8-1 a.m. A honkey piano
player will play if a piano and
player can be found. A Homey
time will be had by all.

Wanted:
Waitresses and waiters for Mon-
day, January 25 of snowball week
for snow drop-inn in Union. Please

contact 544-75 1 5 or 544-8404.

The Snowball Semi-formal
(January 30) needs doormen,
coat-checkers and liquor ticket sell-

ers. Inquire and apply by calling

544-0484.

(fpitmt'a iountal

Features — Leslie Kayo
Tendays — Oianna Elliott

Photo director — Chrrs Clark

Published twice a week during the a
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necessarily of the Alma Mater Sociei
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MNG',TON ONTARIO
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AMS NOTICE

NOMINATIONS FOR PRESIDENT AND

VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY

MUST BE RECEIVED IN THE A.M.S. OFFICE BY

5 P.M. ON JANUARY 29, 1971. NOMINATIONS

MUST HAVE AT LEAST 200 SIGNATURES OF AMS

MEMBERS AND MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY

A LETTER OF ACCEPTENCE OF NOMINATION

FROM THE CANDIDATES. THE ELECTION WILL

BE HELD ON FEBRUARY 15, 1971.

20% OFF
EVERYTHING

STARTING SAT.

JANUARY 16.

I
1mm

homus

1
BROCK ST.

[$1.00 $ 1.00
THIS

COUPON IS WORTH

ONE DOLLAR TOWARDS THE PURCHASE

OF A $3.98 OR HIGHER PRICED RECORD

OR SET AT

MORTON'S
RECORD BARS

244 PRINCESS ST.

$ 1.00
1 COUPON

PER RECORD $ 1.00

WINE
supplies and equipment

CHEESE
from around the world

BEER
malts and supplies for those

who prefer the excellence

of home brew

GOURMET
foods from afar

GIFTS
with a touch of distinction

COOKE'S
OLD WORLD SHOP est. 181

59-61 Brock

Kingston, Ont.

MODERN
TAXI

546-2222
fast, Courteous Service

everywhere-espet/affv the train

= s
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QUEEN'S DRAMA GUILD

©anger

by Muriel Spark

date. January 15, 16 and 17

time: 8:30 p.m.

place: Studio Theatre-Queen's (Theology 102)

Non-Students ($1.00) Students (50<)

ANYONE WHO HAS NOT
PICKED UP HIS COPY OF

TRICOLOR 70
MUST DO SO BEFORE

FRIDAY

JANUARY 29th 1971

After that, all remaining

copies will be sold for cash,

first come, first served.

REMINDER

IkY<»

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

PARKING REGULATIONS
Snow removal operations on Campus Parking

lots will be carried out on an as required basis

between 12 midnight and 7:00 a.m. during the

period December 15, 1970 to March 31, 1971.

Faculty, staff and students are reminded that ve-

hicles parked on these lots may be towed away

at the owner's expense, if they IMPEDE snow

clearing equipment.
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AMS restructuring before elections

CAREER IN GROUP

INSURANCE MARKETING

Of Particular Interest to Male Graduates in Econo-

mics, Mathematics, or Business.

Position involves working with consulting firms on

the design, installation and servicing of pension

programmes and other Financial Services for em-

ployees of large Companies. Candidate for position

must have good academic record and demonstrated

leadership qualities. Initial salary during three month

training course, $8,000, increased to $8,500 on grad-

uation.

Representative of The Excelsior Life Insurance Com-
pany will be on campus - January 20th, 1971.

FINAL YEAR
STUDENTS

Todoy, the Chartered Accountant plays one of the

most exciting roles in business management. He tackles

complex and foscinoling problems. For the

prolessionolly-trained man the scope is limitless.

Discuss coreer opportunities with Clarkson, Gordon
representatives, on campus

January 20th and 21st.

Appointments should be made through the Student

Placement Office.

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Holilox Solnl John • Quebec Monlreol - Ollowo Toronto
Homillon - Kitchener . London . Windior Thunder Boy Winnipeg

Serjino Calgary • Edmonton • Vancouver Victoria

Drastic proposals for reorganiz-

ing student government at

Queen's were presented to the

AMS outer council Tuesday night

and will be debated starting Janu-

ary 26.

Janet Rogers. AMS vice-presi-

dent, who wrote the restructuring

report, told the council she wanted

the proposals, or some modifica-

tion of them, put into effect in

time for the February 15 AMS el-

ection. Most of the reforms re-

quire only outer council approval;

a student referendum may be held

on some points.

Miss Rogers based her sugges-

tions on four factors.: the in-

creased size of the university;

greater diversity in courses of-

fered; the achievement of student

representatives on the university

senate, the faculty boards, and

most other governing bodies, and

increased relations between
Queen's and Kingston.

Such developments make the

traditional role of the AMS open to

question, she said. A role in aca-

demics is no longer essential be-

cause there are direct student

representatives to handle such
matters; student services, once
fairly simple, have become com-
plex matters like the proposal for

a university centre in which non-

academic facilities would be clus-

tered.

But the AMS should not totally

phase itself out of academics, she

added. "The AMS still has some
responsibility to be concerned
about the quality of education at

Queen's."

Miss Rogers placed stress on a

structure which would provide a

channel for the views of particular

student groups, such as the faculty

societies (artsci, meds, and so on)

without giving them a chance to

paralyze the whole organization.

The one essential proposal, she
said, is the hiring of a full-time

"executive assistant'' to do much
of the central work of the AMS.
The appointment of an executive
assistant has been suggested be-

fore, most recently by current
president Rod Follwell when he
and Miss Rogers ran for election

last February. But the defeat of a

proposal to increase AMS fees

made it impossible for this year.

Excerpts from the proposals
follow:

1. The President and Vice-Presi-

dent should continue to be elect-

ed on a campus-wide basis, tak-

ing office on March 1st.

Representation on the execu-

tive should be according to fac-

ulty societies, with one repre-

sentative from residence gov-

ernment, and the addition of

two "first-year" representa-

tives. These first year reps,

would be appointed in October

by the President and Vice-

President after they had adver-

tised for applications from any-

one in the first year of a pro-

gramme and in their first year

at Queen's. Allotment of reps:

(present figure in brackets):

Arts and Science - 4 (10); Ap-

plied Science - 2 (5); Graduate

Studies - 2 (4); McArthur Col-

lege - 2 (3); Commerce - 2 (3);

Law -2(3); Medicine and Nurs-

ing - 2 (5); Theology - 1 (1);

Residences - 1 (2); and first

year reps - 2 (0).

The system proposed is ob-

viously not based on strict rep-

resentation by population prin-

ciples, but I have attempted to

assign seats without depriving

small, but important groups,

such as professional schools, of

an effective voice on the coun-

cil.

, After much debate about it, 1

would suggest that faculty pres-

idents be considered ineligible

for A.M.S. executive seats.

Otherwise, the faculty societies

should be free to determine
whether A.M.S. representa-

tives must sit on faculty society

executives and the method of

election. But these representa-

tives should not be forced to

vote on the direction of the fac-

ulty society. The A.M.S. must
be similar to the Senate in

drawing upon faculties for rep-

resentation, but expecting peo-

ple to put the interests of the

university as a whole first.

Inner Council should be discon-

tinued, in the hope that the ex-

ecutive is small enough to work
efficiently.

The commission system should
be modified to reduce the num-
ber of commissioners to four:

Internal Affairs. External
Affairs, Activities, and Ser-

vices.

The responsibilities of these
commissions would be roughly
as follows:

a) "Internal Affairs$$ would
involve the actual administra-
tion of the A.M.S., office man-
agement, budget affairs, adver-

tising, the constitution, and
possibly the A.M.S. court.

b) "External Affairs" Wo.i
remain essentially the satn
it is now.

e as

Hit

c) Activities would include
present campus activities
education commissions'

r'"
1

ponsibilities, the major
?S

quirements being co-ordinatj?"
and distribution of funds to v
ious groups on campus. If

appears to be a tack in any aJ
e

of campus life, they might tak«
the initiative in correcting

it

d) Services would remai
largely the same as it i s nol
with the added responsibiii tv
for the Journal, Tricolor, Who'
Where, the Printing Service
and the A.M.S. constable svs
tern. (This commission should
be largely decentralized, with a
particularly capable person in
command).

6. -Commissioners should be elect-
ed by the executive from
among themselves. The Presi

dent and Vice-President win
probably still nominate a slate
of four people, but other nomi-
nations should be allowed from
the floor.

7. Every member of the executive
should be required to join a
commission and to take on res-

ponsibilities in it. The make-up
of various committees should
remain basically the same
with adjustments made for the

shuffling of responsibilities

8. A full-time person should be
hired to work largely on the
services commission and to

assist in administration. As I

have said, without the addition

of such a person to the staff,

many of my suggestions will be

useless. The best way to fi-

nance this is through a referen-

dum requesting an additional

$1.00 per student in the A.M.S,

fee.

Queen's admissions

policy to be studied

. . . see page 5
A university study committee

on admissions policy is asking for

student and faculty opinions. The

committee's purpose is "to advise

the university on the admissions

policy for Queen's in relation to

the future development of the uni-

versity and its obligations to socie-

ty."

The group has been meeting

since last January and has looked

at admissions policies here and at

other universities. One special

concern has been equality of ac-

cess.

The committee now wants the

views of any interested members

of the Queen's community. Those

concerned with Queen's admission

policy are asked to come to the

open meeting in the Collins Room

of Richardson Hall on Friday.

January 22 at 10 a.m. Any formal

submissions should be sent to the

Secretary, Miss Ida Smith. Office

of Academic Planning by January

20.
,

WORLD CINEMA CLASSICS
films from Italy, Canada, Japan

by men like Fellini, Antonioni, Gilles Carle, Mizoguchi

films like Salvatore Giuliano, 11 Grido, The Ernie Game
Tuesday evenings, 9 p.m., in Ellis Hall

Tickets: 12 films, $5.00 - students, $3.00

Tickets & information from the Film Department,
'

154 Stuart Street, Room 4, in the mornings; or in Ellis Hall on Tuesday evenings.
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flte following report is condensed, from the chapter on educa-

tion in "Patterns of Growth", the seventh annual review of the

gconomic Council of Canada. See also, the sections on Educa-

tion and Poverty in the sixth annual review, "Perspective

1975."

Over the past decade, tremendous efforts have been devoted

lo achieving a massive expansion of higher education, in part

reflecting a catching-up process from an unsatisfactory level in

ihe earlier postwar period. These efforts have resulted in a huge

enlargment of educational plant and equipment (including the

establishment of a substantial number of new institutions); the

enhancement and improvement of facilities available lo stu-

dents and staff, and extraordinarily large growth in staff, many
of whom have had to be recruited and retained under the diffi-

cult circumstances of severe shortages of professional manpow-

er in many fields; and dynamic growth and change in the scope

and content of higher education at a time of accelerating expan-

sion of knowledge.

During this decade, extraordinary progress was made in pro-

viding a more up-to-date and sophisticated system of higher

education in Canada. In part, the catching-up process involved

quality improvements. In general, these provided more and bet-

ler education services, but did not result in cost reductions.

Large salary increases also occurred in institutions of higher

learning during the I960*s, in part reflecting adjustments to

bring these more in line with comparable professional incomes,

and in part reflecting the severe shortages of professional man-
power.

It is our purpose to encourage still wider awareness and more
deliberate and urgent attention to the basic question of achiev-

ing more economical use of resources in postsecondary educa-

tion. As already emphasized, higher education has been claim-

ing a growing share of the nation's productive resources, both

in terms of capital and in terms of its most valuable manpower.
Moreover, despite the prospective moderation in the rate oj
increase of student enrolment in institutions of higher learning

during the 1970\ very large continuing increases in numbers
are in prospect. These institutions, therefore, may continue to

claim a growing share of the nation's productive resources for

some years to come. Against the background of high and rising

wants and aspirations of Canadians in many different fields,

and of inadequate economic resources to satisfy all of these

wants and needs, strong growth in postsecondary education can
only be accommodated by slower growth than would otherwise

be possible in the use of resources to serve other purposes.

Are resources being efficiently allocated?
The fact that university operating costs and capital spending

have been growing at twice the rale of enrolment and degrees

granted raises the question as to whether resources are being
Us«l as effectively as they could be. The clarification of socie-

'V s goals and objectives for higher education is almost a prere-

quisite io any meaningful assessment of this matter. This is

CNr*u ally so because education is a long-term process. ' Yet the

specification of goals and objectives for higher education is a

y**> difficult task. It is urgent that strong and continuing efforts

^ made to define and clarify the aims and objectives of post-

j^Mndary education - both of particular institutions and of the
ajger systems in which they operate. The institutions them-

^
,ves should play a major role in these efforts, but in any event,

"e community at large, through its elected representatives, will

""doiibtedly press for clarification.

The difficulties in clarifying goals do not obviate the need for

PUrsu'ng efficient use of resources in postsecondary education

J

n lhe light of existing objectives. What is needed most is an
Creased consciousness on the part of all those who have re-

!P°nsibiHties affecting the commitment of resources in this field

'"eluding, incidentally, many decision-makers who do not
hav. any responsibility for raising such resources) that the

^"'cvement of efficiencies and economies must stand near the

of considerations brought to bear on the decisions the)

0j

e
- The fundamental issues concern the efficient utilization

. Manpower, economies in the use of capital and other materi-

and services, and the mobilization of productive resources to

jm
atlvantaSe - In mis context, there must be adequate scope

k
Authority for administrative decision-making at various

n!* ? This has relevance both to wider decisions relating to the

The &> h, c's of

university money
Two reports which explain the background of university

financing - - and a summary of the Queen's University budget.

At the aggregate level, the rapid expansion of higher educa-
tion has forced provincial governments to develop new financ-

ing policies. Perhaps the most striking innovation has been the

introduction of "formula grants" in an attempt to deal equita-

bly with universities.

dcvH

Ihc
"Se of resources within particular institutions.

Formula grants pose problems.

Although formula grants have much to be said for them,
especially on grounds of equity, they may also pose economic
problems. A formula makes adjustments by attaching different

weights to student programs - weights that are intended to re-

flect relative student costs. A problem emerges, however, if

these weights are unintentionally out of line with actual unit

costs, or if there is a substantia! difference between average and
incremental costs. In such a situation, the universities may tend

to stress those programs which are overweighted in order to get

extra money.

It is occasionally argued that such formulas can provide a

means of curbing the rise in education expenditure. This claim

appears to be unfounded. Formulas are designed lo ration out

government grants to universities on the basis of the number of

students enrolled in approved programs. As long as the number
of students keeps increasing, and unless quality and price in-

creases of inputs are offset by improvements in productivity

(which does not appear to have been the case during the I960's),

total expenditures on higher education will continue to rise.

Postsecondary education is a sector of the economy in which

the proportion of private financing has declined very considera-

bly, while the degree of public support has grown substantially.

The major driving force behind this shift has clearly been to

remove financial barriers impeding access to higher education,

and to help to assure that all young Canadians can have an

opportunity to go on to higher education if they have the ability

and will to do so. But this large shift to government financing is

giving rise to a growing array of questions about its implica-

tions for our society for example, implications about its distri-

butional effects (upon different income groups, different ie-

gions of the country, and especially between generations), and

even about its possible implications for effective use of re-

sources within postsecondary institutions.

Some curtailment of the growth of public expenditure on

higher education might be accomplished without any significant

adverse effects on the quantity and quality of higher education

by reversing the trend towards a declining proportion of ex-

penditure covered by student fees. But under any arrangements

that might be adopted to this end, it would be essential to make

sure that no young person who has the ability and motivation

for higher education should, as a result of inadequate current

access to financial resources, be deprived of an opportunity to

proceed with higher education. A number of such arrangements

for replacing some public financing with larger private financ-

ing have been proposed and discussed in recent years.

Possibilities also exist for increasing efficiency in the systems

of postsecondary education. For example, while there should be

appropriate competition between postsecondary institutions

(not dissimilar lo the kind of healthy competition that needs to

be encouraged between firms in the same industry as a means

of spurring efficient resource use for the benefit of consumers),

there is also the danger of rivalry among institutions that could

result in unnecessary duplication of specialized programs. The

possibilities for specialization and co-ordination between insti-

tutions in various regional groupings should therefore be kept

under constant review - preferably, as has already emerged in

some regions, on the basis of co-operative arrangements among

the institutions themselves.

Although there are indications that community colleges and

universities have catered to somewhat different socio-economic

levels of the population, a question that deserves more careful

exploration is whether there may be additional possibilities fur

the community colleges to provide, at least equally effectively,

and perhaps at lower cost, some of the educational programs

previously available only at universities. \s the community col-

leges develop and a more adequate basis emerges for assess-

ment of their activities, there may also be the opposite question

whether universities could more effectively provide programs

initially developed in the community colleges. More generally,

there is obvious!) a need for closelj co-ordinated development

between the university and non-university institutions in the in-

terests of making the most effective use of all of the productive

resources in higher education.

Turning now to resource use within postsecondary institu-

tions, we believe that, as in health care, the role of management
requires up-grading. Methods of administration require mod-
ernization and adaptation to new needs. In contrast with the

United States, where there are a considerable number of educa-

tional programs for training university administrators, no such

programs have apprently yet been established in Canada. Such
programs are needed in Canada to train and develop a much
larger number of administrators for postsecondary institutions.

High degrees of administrative skills and competence are now

essential for effective operation of these very large and complex

institutions. The special training, moreover, should be provided

in faculties of administrative studies.

Average class size and leaching loads are key factors affect-

ing expenditures per student. When quality considerations are

also taken into account, however, it is possible that the most

effective utilization ma\ nut always be pusitiveh associated

with relatively large sizes of classes or heavy teaching loads.

More widely used team teaching with the aid of student assist-

ants may offer possibilities for some economies. But good in-

formation about, and continuing objective scrutiny of, such

matters is needed. Average leaching loads vary considerably

among institutions, but appear lo have been light in emerging

institutions, and declining generally (apparently reflecting

many factors, including a trend in universities to increased re-

search activities in relation lo instruction, and the relative

growth of graduate studies for which more lecture preparation

may be required).

Also, there has been a noticeable tendency towards prolifera-

tion of new courses and resistance to discarding old courses

whose relevance to changed conditions may be increasingly

questioned. Tighter evaluation of program priorities is needed.

It is unrealistic and yvasteful for each institution to try to devel-

op programs in all, or even most, fields of sludy or training.

Two other matters which deserve attention are the possibility of

alternating course offerings from year to year and a careful

monitoring and evaluation of the costs and benefits of auxiliary

services.

Towards a new technology.

It has been said that the last great educational breakthrough

was the printed book. More recent efforts to economize on such

expensive inputs as teachers by introducing modern technology

have been largely a matter of trial and error. Closed-circuit TV
appears to work well for specialized technical instruction, but

requires further development to be effective for large basic

classes. The cost-effectiveness of TV and other forms of audio-

visual instruction in higher education needs' further study I k-

pensive computer services should be "priced" or otherwise ra-

tioned to users. More generally, the impact of technology on

cost merits analysis by major items as an integral part of the

decision-making process.

Objective standards or incentives to encourage more eco-

nomical construction and utilization of buildings appear to be

needed. Also, we believe that greater attention should be paid

to the design of buildings in such a way as to permit great

flexibility for unpredictable future uses.

Although a few universities and several community colleges

ma> not have reached their mosl economical size, in general,

further significant growth in ihe size of mosl postsecondary in-

stitutions does not appear lo offer a promising source of econ-

omies. As in the case of health care, ihe alternative of transpor-

tation subsidies (for students) merits study. Preliminary steps

are being taken to centralize specialized library facilities on a

regional basis with efficient interlibrary loan arrangements, and
this developmenl should be more widely extended and strength-

ened.

Part-time study and summer sessions have important impli-

cations for ihe efficient use of plant and buildings. Most part-

time students attend classes in off-hours (evenings and week-

ends) when buildings might otherwise be empty. Summer ses-

sions lake place after the regular semester has come to an end.

Thus bolh types of programs facilitate fuller and more efficient

use of the invested capital. In addition, because training and

knowledge can become obsolete, it is desirable lo offer people

who are already part of ihe labour force an opportunity to con-

tinue, complete, or update their studies on a part-time basis.

In more general terms, postsecondary education - in fact, all

education must be responsive to basic social needs. One of

ihese needs is to provide education more economically, so that

other needs in our society may be more adequately met.



Following are excerpts from the 1970 Report of the Ontario

fovcrnment's Committee on University Affairs.

Most of the report deals with the arrangements for gou»m-

men! financing of Ontario's fourteen universities. Such financing

Is based on a grant system based on the Basic Income Unit (BIU)

, $1530 this year. A student counts as anywhere from one to six

BID's depending on his field and level of study.

The report indicates future government policy towards the uni-

versities for which it is the principal means of support.

Il is nol very long since ihe Province of Ontario and ils universities

operated strictly from year lo year. Obligations were frequently

undertaken without any anticipation of (heir consequences so-

called "fool in the door" budgeting. The annual cycle of determina-

tion of Governmental commitment was part of the reason for that

pattern, and remains a constraint that cannot be dented. Neverthe-

less, in ihe past two years the Committee on University Affairs,

with the assistance and co-operation of universities, has been able lo

prepare recommendations rcllecting the five-year term. Capital al-

locations are still made on an annual basis but are developed within

a context of a five-year building program which reflects in turn

enrolment projections and related factors.

Enrolment projections employed by the Committee on Universi-

ty Af rair> reflect the agyregalion of the projections of the individual

institutions. Up to the present at least, such projections have tended

to fit, reasonably well, projections made for the system in total ,

and have in fact been confirmed fairly closely in experience.

Itul there should be no question that such precision may be only

an illusion: education is a social process which must respond to

chaging needs. It is of course implicit in all this that the policy of the

Government of Ontario, established some years ago, whereby it

undertook to provide facilities .ind opportunities lor all qualified

young people lo pursue higher education who were desirous of

doing bo, will continue to stand.

Undergraduate Studies

Undergraduate enrolment trends reflect ihe demographic factor

ol .1 rapidly growing population of university age. compounded with

an increasing rate of participation in university study. Ii is interest-

ing (0 note the even more rapid rate of increase of part-time attend-

ance,
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The Committee on Universal) Affairs is naiurally still concerned

with the planning of future graduate enrolment in ihe Ontario uni-

versities. While sonic change in the character of graduale programs

may be needed, il seems improbable that in lotal too many people

are now graduating with higher degrees. Rul ihe further growlh ot

graduale enrolment projected in Table I mighl indeed constitute

overenpansion.

In the fall of 1970 ihe Commitlee on Universit> Affairs intends

to discuss wilh each universil) Us plans [or the development of grad-

uate studies, f rom these discussions il ma) be possible lo determine

whelher the projections suhmiiled h\ Ihe universities in the fail of

1969 were indeed loo large. In general, il seems reasonable lo anlic-

ipate some abalemenl in ihe rale of growlh in graduale enrolmenl

in some already popular disciplines.

Education

The MacLeod Commillee on the training of elementary school

teachers recommended thai educational requirements for primary

school teachers should be raised to degree- level Shortly thereafter

the Minister of Education announced thai teachers' colleges would

become intcgraled wilh universities lo provide for the implementa-

tion of the MacLeod Commitlee recommcndalions.

The integration of teacher education and preparation into Ihe

universities seems to be proceeding relatively well. Difficult prob-

lems may arise however before the process is completed. The De-

partment of Education has indicated its preference for Ihe establish-

ment of faculties of education in universilies. To be academically

effective and economically viable, a faculty of education must have

a certain minimum size. Il seems likely that the minimuo size will

indeed be such that the numbers of faculties of education required in

ihe Province will be less than ihe numbers of teachers' colleges that

have operated in Ihe past.

Engineering

In ihe 1967 report of the Commillee on Univesity Affairs il was

acknowledged lhal ihe great concern for technical manpower that

arose in ihe post-sputnik years of the late fifties, led six universities

in Ontario (Carleion, McMasler, Ottawa. Waterloo. Western,

Windsor! to inaugurate new full undergraduate programs in engi-

neering lo add lo those long established at Queen's and Toronto.

More recently, Lakehead and Lauren I ian Universities have intro-

duced engineering programs to second year level, and other univers-

ities have expressed interest in inaugurating programs in applied

science and engineering.

Faced with requests for recommendations to support such new
programs, ihe Committee on University Affairs had questioned

whelher ihe eight existing programs mighl already be more than

Ontario needs at the present time. Dr. Philip A. Lapp was appoint-

ed to direct such a study in the fall of 1969. The report of the

findings and conclusions of ihe sludy are cxpecled lo be published

before Ihe end of 1970.

Health Sciences

Since the eompleiion of the planning lhal led in 1964 lo Ihe

decision lo inaugurate a new Faculty of Medicine al McMasler
University and to enlarge ihe other schools at Toronto, Ottawa,

Queen's and Western, the Commillee on University Affairs has nol

been closely concerned wilh planning in ihe Health Sciences.

The quesiion of ihe possible inauguration of a sixth medical
school in Ontario has recently been raised by several universities. It

is Ihe opinion of the Commitlee on Universily Affairs that much
careful study will be needed before any such step is undertaken,

involving as il will a capital expenditure of the best part of S 100

million. The Committee is further of the opinion thai such sludy

may possibly show thai no new school, as presently conceived, will

in facl be needed.

These are two principal reasons for this opinion. First, Ihe re-

cently developed plans of the five present medical schools in the

Province show ihe development of resources in each school to be

sufficient lo provide for quite large numbers of people doing post-

graduate work in medical specialty training and for large numbers
of people doing work for postgraduate research degrees.

The second reason for caution in considering a sixth medical
school in Ontario is that current studies concerning the delivery of

health care seem lo be leading lo the definition of requirements for

more paramedical personnel - professionals of many kinds - to

provide ihe highest level of healing skills and art to all people in

need of health care.
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The Formula

The Ontario operating grants formula was used for the ihird

time in 1969-70. Experience seems lo confirm lhal all of the intend-
ed objectives of the formula system and policy have been realised.

Certain problems have arisen wilh the formula, some of which were
foreseeable. Il remains ihe opinion of ihe Committee on University

doubi
l perfe.

.nlable

ormula policy

the dislributioi

The < i Ui \ Affairs is, however, concerned
lanagemenl that relate directly lo

ir resources wilhin individual insli-

: lo apply ihe formula for internal

1 intended lo be employed in this

emenl certainly requires ihe most
Uluiional pnorilics must lake pre-

ceaence over simple number in ihe final budgeling process. The
Commillee on University Affairs also feels that the universities
have not seized as fully as possible upon available opporiumlies for
improvements in cosi effectiveness. The tendency to course prolifer-

ihe formula. First, competition

tuuons seems to be leading soi

budgeling. The formula was r

fashion. While university man;
careful scrutiny of unit costs, ii

• has cenaihlj

: requirements

alion is suit strong; ihere has been some noticeable tendency to put

aggrandi/cmenl in such areas as computer facilities ahead of econo-

my; and libra r\ management and library services still do nol reflect

the underslandings and possible improvements in service which

probably could come fairly readily from operational analysis.

Formula Multiplier ( Basic Income Unit)

For 1969-70. the value of the formula multiplier, the basic in-

come unit, was $1,556. This represented a 5.5 per cenl increase

from the value of $ 1 .450 used in 1 968-69.

After careful review and much debale, and mindful of probable

irends in inflation in the Canadian economy, ihe Commillee on
University ATfairs recommended an increment of just over 1 1 per

cenl for ihe next two years, to be divided 6 percent for 1970-71,

and 5 per cenl Tor 1971-72. lo values of 51,650 and $1 ,730 res'pec-

lively

.

In view of Ihe relatively high rates of inflation thai have prevailed

recently il can be seen thai Ihe increments proposed provide very

liule allowance (or improvement. This reflects ihe conviction of Ihe

Commillee on Universily Affairs lhal present absolute levels of

support are reasonable and do not need special correction.

Education

As noled in ihe section of this report dealing wilh planning, [he

change in patterns of financing universily programs in education in

1 969 led ihe Commitlee on University Affairs lo become concerned

with recommending grant levels for such programs. The report of

ihe general sludy on financing leacher education programs is ex-

pected lo be publsished early in 197 1

.

When the formula was introduced in 1967 il was anticipated lhal

a major cosl sludy already in hand under the auspices of the Asso-

ciation of Universities and Colleges of Canada would be completed

by 1969 and lhal, accordingly, wilhin ihree years of the inaugura-

tion of the Ontario grants formula, evidence would be available on
which revisions could be based. Regrettably, ihe AUCC cosl sludy

has been delayed and il seems now unlikely to provide a sufficient

weight of evidence to lead lo changes in ihe present formula policy

as used in Ontario.

Since the formula was introduced in 1967, the Committee on

University Affairs has heard arguments in favour of increasing, re-

latively, weighting numbers in virtually every enrolmenl category.

Il has been suggesled that this experience probably confirms Ihe

reasonableness of the original scale of weights. Undoubtedly more
money could be well spent on any area of activity. Bui until some
quite compelling evidence becomes available, the Commitlee on
Universily Affairs is hesitant aboul tinkering with the weights es-

tablished under the formula policy for individual programs.

New Programs at the University of Toronto
As a result of the recommendations of Ihe Macpherson Commit-

lee on Studies in the Faculty of Arts and Science of ihe University

of Toronto , ihe Universily of Toronto moved in 1968 and 1969 lo

a restructuring of programs in Arts and Science which had ihe ef-

recl of blurring the previously precisely marked distinclion between

the general course and honours courses. As a direct result, il be-

came impossible to distinguish between the different classes of stu-

dents for formula purposes. The Committee on Universily Affairs

acknowledged that such academic reform should not be inhibited by

the siructure of the formula, and recommended that the University

of Toronto should receive support under the formula according lo a

weight that reflected the previous average effective weighl for stu-

dents in honours and general courses combined. This turned out lo

be 1 .20.

With other universities changing and a further blurring of the

distinctions between honours and general and arls and science

courses, ihe Joint Subcommittee on Finance attempted lo find a

new average weighting lo apply to all such programs in all universi-

ties thai would permit each institution lo maintain Ihe previous
structure or lo move to new structures that seemed academically
approporale. After very extensive work, including computer simu-
lation of many alternative patterns of weighting, il proved lo be
impossible lo find a new structure of weights lhal did not produce
distortions in granl allocations that were beyond an acceptable lev-

el. It ihus seems unlikely thai any several formula revisions to re-

flect changing patterns of arts and science programs can be made
before Ihe more comprehensive studies outlined in ihe section of this

report dealing with formula revisions have been completed.

Student Aid

The Canada Studenl Loans Plan, introduced in 1964-65, and
subsequently integrated wilh ihe Ontario Student Awards Pro-
gram, which has been in operation since the 1966-67 academic
year, has undoubtedly been effective in improving acoessibilily to

higher education for sludenls of modes! means.
In view of the rapidly increasing costs of the Ontario Student

Awards Program (S29.4 millionan 1969-70 and an estimated $33.

5

million in 1970-71) and ihe awareness lhal significant benefiis ac-

crue to Ihe individual as a resull of universily sludv, proposals lor

reslrucluring assistance programs have been considered which
would have the effect of reducing the bursary portion and increasing

Ihe loan portion of the award, making the repayment of the loan

portion contingent upon fulure earnings. Through this, graduates
would be excused repayment of loans if iheir income fell below a

certain level.

The continued rapid growth of universily enrolmenl coupled wilh

ihe need lo renovale old and obsolete facilities necessilales a con-

linuing high rale of eapilal inveslmenl in university physical re-

source development.

Under 1964 eapilal granls were made annually on an uneondi-
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Summary ofoperating grams for the provineiaUv tustsud uniwnitie\
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cording toformula categories forjixcal i-
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(formula tricbmc
Wright

i.Mu
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20 Wit

S.80B

a system of individual project approv-

r-orimenl of University Affairs.

urjnis formula is quite simple. Capital

iLl and quality of existing physical re-

0[ use),
should reflect certain general

tv to aJI
institutions, should control dol-

tensiniction,
should leave the universities

nd
resource allocation decisions on their

!n
indication that private support would

foiiiuie for public support.

loping
lhL' CJ P' ,a '

f°rmu 'a
'
l was nece-s-

e inventory
of all the physical resources

While aggregated data on assignable

Lj become available by early 1969, the

«ntory. including quality profiles and the

£fote late 1970. An interim capital for-

CommiUeeon Universily Affairs in 1969

--criteria for capital allocations for fiscal

Uterim capital formula was simply that

university (exclusive of residences and,

[for
health and veterinary sciences) would

ussignable square feel and derived

"is [or different categories of students in a

wihc weighting system for the operating

en and weights are set out below.

Total net Total ordinary

area per capital funding

ting student per student place

I 96 sq. ft.

1.5 144

288

192

384

S 5,280

S 7,920

SI 5,840

$10,560

$21,120

« area, excluding corridors
'wnical service area, walls, janitor's clos-

i. of course, be determined year by
and it is thus easy to construct a

i??' horizon. A basic allocation inventory
'* amply ihe inventory of space available

Potion, as of September I. 1969. All
1 da 'e are determined as the difference

according to the formula and the
Pted by ihe average unit cost of space.
Pied by the average unit cost of space.

^ projects undertaken by Ontario uni-

i University Affairs recommended early™
lla r allowance per net assignable square

'^'"ee on University Affairs has recom-
"cx be maintained, not-withstanding
' mdicaiesasa result of inflation.

• which provides for the total costs of

.
j are squired for other purposes

-k.
c'°pmenl. It seems impossible to

J rev"ew of individual requests, and the

.

does this with the assistance of the

In 1970-71. recommendations
n°n-formula capital projects totalled

' 'he interim capital formula would
ral 'east, in 1970-71, the Committee

10 arguments put forward in scv->

lt|

td
that amendments should be made

... "Jd not been addressed originally.

»n-linie students, for trimester en-
m [oi the age and quality of build-

Ito,

hf«|
C Onlario Student Housing Corpo-

V„f
"on of De» and more economic

len |.

,||Jdent housing, the Committee onO Vlcw ,h;,t ihe developocni of siu-

Nij »
nd. subject on!) 10 the general

fc»ta,.
no direct subsid, of such housing.

9% '"'"ugh rental charges. This system
'"dicaied bj the following tabula-

TABLEXV
Student housing development 1964-1969

Year
Total value Single Married

of loans approved beds unils

1964 $ 11,970.000 2,117
1965 $ 21.055,000 3,872

1965 S 21,055.000 3,872
1966 $ 10,155.000 2,372
1966 $ 10,155.000 2.372 96
1967 $ 43.348.000 4.878 1.108
1968 $ 42,975,000 7.174 775
1969 S 31,752,000 3,308 1.193

1964-69 $161,255,000 23,722 -4.785

At the end of 1969 the availability of mortgage funds for student

housing from the Central Mortgage and Houusing Corporation of

thche Government of Canada became severely restricted with only

SI0 million provided for Ontario for 1970. The Committee on
University Affairs was asked to advise on the allocation of mort-
gage funds.

Initial allocations for 1970 were made after a review of projects

proposed by Ihe universities. In this review it became evident thai

very tittle information was availableon which to base such judg-

ments. Accordingly, the Committee on University Affairs request-

ed that a study be carried out to determine what planning factors

must be considered. The results of this study may be available be-

foretheendof 1970.

Numbers of other questions perhaps may need to be asked about

universily student housing. There seems to be a good deal of ev-

idence that traditional university student housing with students liv-

ing two or even more to a room, in buildings with large common
rooms and dining halls (with room and board usually sold as an

inseparable package) and continuing vestigaes of in loco parentis

does not represent what many young people seem. More critical

still is the general question: why provide student housing at all,

except perhaps in some very special circumstances'.1 Mighl it nol be

more resonable to see only the problem of the provision of housing^

in general? Should students be in separate, special communities on

campus, or should they be living in ihe community that sustains ihe

university?

In 1969-70, there were 26.260 units of institutional student

housing for 98,200 full-lime university students. On some campus-

es, at least, a large proporlion of student growth must be provided

with some kind or housing. If 50 per cenl of the full-time siudeni

growth needs to be provided with housing ihere must be added

every year over 4,800 student beds for an annual average capital

investment of the order of $29 million.

As we near the end of 1970. we find ourselves in a significantly

different educational climate. Somewhat tarnished are some of the

myths and promises of ihe past. We are beginning to question high-

er and higher and more and more educational degrees as an open

sesame to greater riches, happiness and a life of quality. General

rising costs in a somewhat decelerated economy are generating anx-

iety and discomfort in increasing numbers of young and old. Polar-

ized American rhetoric flowing northward with increasing intensity

could possibly rind an accepting audience in some sectors of the

public too easily persuaded thai universities arc the centres of sedi-

:ion and the basic cause Of unrest.

The challenge before us is a great one. Aga

the "Statement of Issues"' prepared by the C
Secondary Edualion we may he called upon to

derstand, interpret and justify the university

much broader spectrum ol educational sen ices

a far larger, more diverse proportion of our society, we may ue

forced to re-define the role of the university as an integral part of

sbtietv. which has not only to cherish, preserve, communicate, cre-

Ihc backdrop of

mission on Posi-

obe in depth, un-

ICrience within a

ilieei ihe need- ol

and ii r kno

ble solutions lo human problems pounding

The major challenge for ihe total univ.

in assuming a statesman-like, positive, k

wardine ofl and absorbing scapegoat an

I L'h t I

IL'lll I

ad i :ek bethink, to dissent, to <

underestimated or taken for granted,

though it may sound for all centres

those pursuits which liberalize, civili/e and

tomorrow wilt nol be a return to the jung

pro\ iding a feeding ground for man - innui

hul will oiler instead an opportunity lor eoi

struggle 10 elevate ihe human condition.

learn

in i. mi , cannot be-

ll rust, traditional

nil) indeed lie in

re people, so that

l> his fellow man.

ii and hope in the

Operating Revenue

Actual

ll.OOOl

or

Budget
Revenue
I9S3-70

11.0001

ol

Budget
Revenue
1970-71

ll.OOOl

of

Total

slufjen t At ;i i li ! n ir ( ,
'i

-

Winter Intramural
Professional and Exec Courses
Extension Department

3.329

502

481

15-6

2 4

2 i

3.650

509

516

14.4

2.0

2.0

3.803

415

603

13 3

1.4

2.1

SUBTOTAL 4.312 20.3 4.675 18.4 4.821 16.8

Endowment Income Applied

Unrestricted
Restricted 46 02

200

43

0.8

0.1

138

43

0.5

0.1

SUBTOTAL 46 0.2 243 11 9 181 0.6

Government Grants

Ontario — Operating
— Computing

16.206

329

75.9

1.5

19,569

352

77 1

14
23.094 80.6

SUBTOTAL 16.535 77 4 19.921 78 5 23.094 80 6

Giftsand Giants 291 14 342 1.3 388 1.4

Sale ot Services 22 0.1 18 0.1 19 0.1

Miscellaneous - 137 - 0.6 197 08 134 0.5

TOTAL Operating Revenue 21.343 100.0 25.396 100 0 28.637 100.0

TOTAL Operating Expenditures
i see Table 2

1

21.277 25.426 28.738

Surplus iDeliciti 66 1301 101 i

The budget tables above and below

show how Queen's spends its money

and where the money comes from.

More of it goes than conies, and in

presenting these figures to the univer-

sity senate in November, the budget

committee warned that caution is

needed more and more.

The committee also criticized the

government's policy of basing its

grant to universities on a "basic in-

come unil" per student minus a .stan-

dard tuition lee. Ihe committee's re-

port suggested that lees not be taken

into consideration, so that a university

could charge whatever fees il wanted;

and the present si/e ol the BIU was

criticized as too small.

Operating Expenditures

1
Actual

Expenditure,
IKS-C9
ll.OOOl

ol

Total

Budget
Expenditure.

IS69.70

is mini

ot

Total

Budget
Expenditures

1970-71

ll.OOOl

ol
Tolat

Faculties and Schools

Arts and Science
Business
Medicine
Applied Science
Law
Nursing
Department ot Extension

Public Administration

Urban and Regional Planning

7.165

714

2.473

2.289

564
78

363

33.7

3.3

11 6

10 8

26
0.4

1.7

9.274

1.023

3.022

2.438

661

128

457

365
4 0

11 9

9 6

26
0.5

1.8

10. 159

1.073

3.338

2.657

754

146

527

69

72

35.4

3 7

II b

9.3

2.6

0.5

1.8

0.2

0 3

SUBTOTAL 13.646 64 1 17.003 H6.9 IH 7S-5 h.i I

Central Academic Services

Library
Computing Centre
Sundry Academic

1.713

887

930

8.0

4 2

4 4

2.022

1.188

831

7.9

4.7

3.2

2.252

1.308

1.135

7.8

4.6

40

SUBTOTAL 3.3JU 16 b 4.041 15 8 4by5 16.4

TOTAL Academic Expenditures 17.176 80.7 21,044 82.7 23.490 81 8

Central Vonncademic Services

Administration
Physical Plant
Miscellaneous

1.231

2.476

394

5.8

11.6

1 S

1.566

2.546

270

6.2

10.0

LI

1.776

3.035

437

6.2

10.5

1.5

SUBTOTAL 4,101 19.3 4.382 17 3 5.248 18 2

TOTAL Operating Expenditures '1.277 100 0 25.426 ittO.O 28.738 100.0
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CAMPUS MOVIES

presented by Queen's University Cineguild

in Dunning Hall Auditorium - 7 ond 10 p.m.

admission: $1.00 per person

WED. JAN. 20

BECKET frith Peter O'Toole and Richard Burton

I WED. JAN. 27
t-

o TIM-; MAGIC CHRISTIAN (If you want it, come

5 and pot ill - Peter Sellers and Ringo Starr-

THURS. FEB. 4

WAIT UNTIL DARK with Audrey Hepburn, Alan

Arkin

THURS. FEB. U

Orson Welles: WAR OF THE WORLDS AND
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO BABY J AN E- one

show only at 7:00 p.m.

WED. THURS. 17, 18

Michelangelo Antonioni's ZABRISKIE POINT

TUES. MARCH 2

MADWOMAN OF C11A1LLOT with Katherine

Hepburn, Danny Kaye, Yul Brynner, Charles Boyer.

TUES. MARCH 9

M. G. M's FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD
with Julie Christie

THURS. MARCH 11

ROSEMARY'S BABY with Mia Farrow, J.

Cassavetes

MARCH 16, 17, 18

:S nights of M. G. M's 200 1
- A SPACE ODYSSEY

WED. MARCH 24

Alfred Hitc hcock's PSYCHO - complete and uncut

a THURS. MARCH 25

* HOTEL-Rod Taylor, Catharine Spaak, Richard

3 Conte, Michael Renffie

MARCH 30, 31

WEST SIDE STORY

APRIL 6, 7

DOUBLE BILL both nights featuring: BUTCH
CASSIDY AND THE SUNDANCE KID and
E \SY RIDER.

APRIL 8

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL TR1PLEBILL!
GHOST IN THE INVISIBLE BIKINI, and TAMI
SHOW (widl Beach Boys, Chuck Berry, Rolling

Stones, etc.) and THE WILD ANGELS (Peter
Fonda, Nancy Sinatra)

tendays

Douglas McArrhur appearing at Bitter Grounds this weekend.

friday, January 15

evening: 7:15 and 9:15 p.m.: the Chinese literature society presents "the tunnel warfare" in ellis hall,

admission 50c. members free, tickets on sale now at the international centre.

7:20 p.m.: sleigh ride on wolfe island, tickets at newman house, 164 university. $1.25 per person,

catch the 7:20 ferry.

8:30 p.m.: queen's drama guild presents "danger zone" in the studio theatre, theological hall,

students — 50c
10:30 p.m. : professor jean sareil of Columbia university will give a lecture on "candide, un chef

d'oeuvre litteraire", in room 101, kingston hall, all are welcome.
Saturday, january 16

evening: 8:30 p.m.: the queen's drama guild presents "danger zone" in the studio theatre in theological

hall, students 50c.

Sunday, january 17

afternoon: 2:30 p.m.: kingston symphony society "a" series concert in grand theatre. 60-piece symphony
orchestra and 80-voice choral society,

evening: 8:30 p.m.: "danger zone" in the studio theatre, theological hall. 50c.

monday, january 18

evening: 8:00 p.m.: the kingston and district branch of the english speaking union of the commonwealth in

Canada presents "Singapore bastion of the east" an illustrated lecture by professor s. lazier of

civil engineering faculty in the international centre lounge,

tuesday, january 19

evening: 8:00 p.m.: arts '72 horney II for mixed couples only, refreshments 10c a pint, admission $1.00 per

couple in the queen's pub. honkey tonk piano player.

Wednesday, january 20

afternoon: 4:30 p.m.: dr. brock fenton from carleton university will give a seminar on aspects of bat ecolo-

gy in earl hall, room 111.

evening: 7:00 and 10:00 p.m.: "becket" at dunning hall auditorium, admission $1.00 per person,
thursday, january 21

afternoon: 3:30 p.m.: the music department presents the van acker — podolski recital in ellis hall, admis-

sion is free,

evening: 8:00 p.m.: festival '71 in the student's union, campus films — basement of the international

centre; music — 2nd floor common room, art — 2nd floor union creative drama — poison room,

poetry reading in the 2nd floor union, "no exist" — a noise room in the mcglauchlin room.

at agnes etherington art centre

until january 17 — scultura italiana

until january 31 — Canadian water-colours of the 19th
century

all month — the art of smoking in aboriginal north

at the kingston theatres

capitol — catch 22

hyland — the owl and the pussycat

odeon — five easy pieces

The Kingston Symphony Association's January 17 "A" Series concert will combine the Choral Socie-

ty, the Symphony Orchestra, and a quartet of vocal soloists under the direction of Dr. F. R. C. Clarke in a

performance of Mozart's "Great" Mass in C Minor.
This masterpiece was written in Vienna during the years 1782 and '83 after Mozart left the employ of

the Archbishop of Salzburg and was thus free of restrictions imposed by the Prelate.
The "Great" mass was started as a thank offering for the recovery from illness of the composer's

bride. Constanze.

Soloists for the performance will be Rhoda Pendleton (soprano). Lynda Culham-Kurylo (mezzo so-

prano l
,
Wilbur Maust ( tenor ) and Randall Marsh ( bass )

.

The Drama Guild presents "Danger Zone" in Theological Hall.

I CUT OUT & KEEP
1
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soundings

by Steve Winnett

"(OTHffiS _
i.inon Aem

WEASELS RIPPED MY FLESH,
The Mothers of Invention.

(Bizarre/Reprise MS 2028)

Bushing off to work, our hero
pauses to shave with his weasel.

"Rzzzz!"

Weasels Ripped My Flesh is an
incoherent collection of tracks

recorded by the Mothers both live

and in the studio between 1967 and

1969. If you don't try to take it seri-

ously, listening to it can become
an amusing experience. I have
watched one person fidget through

the music, waiting for the jokes,

while another was listening intent-

ly to some of the jazz passages in

the music. If you're willing to

bend your ear and your mind a lit-

tle, I think you'll be able to dig the

album both ways.

Weasels opens with a live cut, a

hot little number called "Didja
Get Any Onya?". which sounds
like a runaway elephant interrupt-

ed at intervals by a strange Lowell
George (Who is he, anyways?)
vocal: "More, more." There is

some interesting saxophone here,

if you're willing to listen. Suddenly
a voice emerges from the right
speaker, "Years ago in Germany
when I was a very small boy . .

.",

while someone else moans in the
left speaker. These moanings be-

come almost operative, shifting

Irom a solo to a whole chorus, and
finally a stretched out, "Didja get
any onya?", to the accompani-
ment of clown's horns. It's a joke,

right, Frank?
Next is a Little Richard compo-

sition, 'Directly From My Heart
to You", which is just fantastic,

with superb commercial potential

as a single. Don "Sugar Cane"
Harris does the lead vocal here,
with feeling, and the song really
moves under his electric violin —
his work was featured on Hot Rats,
and he has now recorded a solo
album for Epic Records.

"Prelude to the Afternoon of a
Sexually Aroused Gas Mask", af-

ter a carefully constructed "Goth-
ic" beginning, which at first lis-

tening is mere electronic noise,

dissolves into a thumping jazz
rhythm, which is in turn supplant-

ed by moaning and wild, high-
pitched laughter. The audience
does not catch on. The laughter is

followed by growling and barking,

Zappa notes, "Blow your harmoni-
ca, son," while Don Preston pro-

vides a soap opera riff.

"Toads of the Short Forest"
begins as a light, pleasant little
tune which you can hum for a
while — until we go from study
harmony to live chaos "At this
moment, " Zappa informs us. "We
have drummer A plaving in 7 8,

drummer b in 3/4, the bass ij 3/4,
the organ in 5/8, and the alto sax
blowing his nose."

"Getting hot, so I figured I'd rip
off her drawers and get a little,

"introduces the last track on Side
I, "Get A little", which is actually
an instrumental featuring some
fine guitar work by Mr. Zappa. It

would make a great B-side to "Di-
rectly From My Heart to You."

Side 2 opens with a tribute of
sorts to the late Eric Dolphy, a
"Memorial Barbecue", which
opens with some xylophone by Ar-
tie Tripp but soon breaks down
into "Gas Mask" type laughter.
Short drum solos attempt to link
the disparate parts of this piece
together, but the result is a
botched job, with saxophones
struggling to emerge from a chaos
of sound. Suddenly, we are into
another pleasant Zappa tune,
"Dwarf Nebula Processional
March", which however quickly
breaks down into the feedback and
other electronic babbling of
"Dwarf Nebula".

"My Guitar Wants to Kill Your
Mama" is also good Top Forty
material, a classic lament of long-
haired, misunderstood rock musi-
cians. This number is followed by
"Oh No", which is a gas. The lyr-

ics recall We're Only In It For the

Money:

"Oh no, I don't believe it

You say that you know the mean-
ing of love.

You say that with your love
You could change
All of the fools, all of the hate
I think that you're probably out to

lunch."

Thanks, Frank. Very bulbous.

This song flows naturally into

uper Sale
The Room Upstairs

FESTIVAL 71
January 21,22,23. 8pm.
from queen's
music,
drama.,
creative writing,
artwork.

an a.m.s. event
no admission charge

for general information

-646-4570

"The Orange County Lumber
Truck", whose "easy listening"

rhythm abruptly changes into a

harder sound under Zappa's lead

guitar. The track breaks off with

the sudden sheer noise of "Wea-
sels Ripped My Flesh", two min-

utes of solid electronic bullshit.

Then good ol' Frank comes on

stage. "Good night, boys and girls.

Thank you for coming to our con-

cert."

You won't really need this al-

bum to survive. I suppose. If you
really hate it. you can at least

hang the cover on your wall, I

think it's a lot of fun — not the

greatest thing Zappa's ever done,

but not the worst either. It has its

moments — what more can I say?

RESTAUR!IT

LICENSED — OF COURSE

PRINCESS WEST OF
THE CIRCLE

START THE NEW YEAR WITH
OUR STEAK SPECIAL

*1 .99

JUICY BUTTERFLY TENDERLOIN STEAK

CHOICE OF POTATO - VEGETABLE

ALSO ROLLS AND BUTTER

SEAFOODS - KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN - PIZZA

P.S.—HARVEY WALLBANCER

IS HERE NOW ! AND WELCOMES
ALL HIS OLD CUSTOMERS.

Queen's Drama Guild

presents

DANGER ZONE
by Muriel Spark

Tlits Friday, Saturday and Sunday

at 8:30 p.m. at the Studio Theatre,

Old Arts Building

Tickets S 1.00 Students 504

We still welcome musicians and artists to participate, if you hurry

SUCCESS
in our profession

depends upon

LEADERS
MOTIVATORS
THINKERS
COMMUNICATORS

Where do you fit in?

Discuss your future with our

representatives who will

be on campus

THURSDAY, JANUARY 21

tf you are unable to make an appointment

please contact Mr. Buss Disney of

our Toronto Office at (41 6) 336-6521

TOUCHE ROSS & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

HALIFAX. SAINT JOHN. QUEBEC. MONTREAL. OTTAWA, TORONTO
HAMILTON. KITCHENER, LONDON. WINNIPEG. REGINA. SASKATOON
NORTH 8ATTLEFORO. CALGARY. EOMONTON. VANCOUVER. VICTORIA
BERMUDA. NASSAU AND FHEEPORT. BAHAMA ISLANDS
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SALES
TRAINEE

TORONTO STOCKSTOCKER REQUIRES SALES

TRAINEE FOR ITS KINGSTON BRANCH.

MUST BE 21 YEARS OF AGE.

CONTACT MR. CHALMERS AT 544-3300

JOYCE & COMPANY
presents

Samuel Beckett's

Waiting for

GODOT
Directed by

MORISON BOCK
with

Daniel Buccos, Stephen Hair,

Rick Johnson, Tony Abrams
& Mickael Rhoades

GRAND THEATRE
JANUARY 20, 21, 22 & 23

8:30 P.M.

Tickets ($2.00) from GRAND THEATRE or

NONESUCH BOOKSELLERS
GROUP RATES ON APPLICATION

BOTH OF THESE DIAMOND? WEIGH JUST 1 CARAT!

WHICH ONE WOULD YOU CHOOSE?

You probably couldn't tell by just looking

which diamond was worth more. Even though

they both weigh 1 carat, one is worth
a lot more. It takes an expert to know the

difference. Whether you're spending

$50 or $5,000 on a diamond ... we can help you
make the right choice. Come in and

let us show you.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

168 princess street.
KINCSTON, ONTARIO

CANADA

AMERICANS DOMINATE

WRESTLING TOURNEY

In the Queen's invitational wrestling tourna-

ment this weekend, two American schools dom-
inated, as St. Lawrence College and St. John
Fisher left other schools far behind. Queen's
finished fourth, behind Guelph. in third place.

The Gaels only winner was Branko Lakovic.
with Rob Beamish and Bruce McGill had third

places.

DON'T FORGET THE O.Q.A.A.
SWIMMING AND WRESTLING CHAMPION-

SHIPS
TO BE HELD HERE at Queen's Friday.

February 19 and Saturday February 20th.

Competitors from 10 universities in both
sports will be wing for the Ontario-Quebec ti-

tle.

The event promises exciting action as both
events have internationally ranked swimmers
and wrestlers.

REDMEN HERE FOR

CRUCIAL CONTEST
Tonight at 8:15 the Gaels basketball team

takes on the McGill Redmen for the last reeu
lar season meeting. It is a crucial one, as th
Gaels must win to maintain their hold on fjr«
place, and the Redmen need a victory to stav
ahead of Carleton. In earlier meetings. Queen
pulled out a 95-86 win over the Redmen, wh!
then dumped the Ravens 88-85 on two baskets in

the last fifteen seconds. Queen's beat the Rav .

ens 74-68 in the Carleton tournament.

The Redmen, under Coach Tom Mooney run
a fast-break attack and a fullcourt zone pres
defence. As a consequence, their games are not
usually low scoring affairs. They have no one
standout; Mooney uses ten men by substituting
freely. Bill Holt (6'4"and Henry Janssen (67";
are the big men, although 6T0" Kit Kennard is
also available but not very useful. Mike R eid
and Chad Gaffield are the guards.

- snowball 71 !
snowball '71! snowball '71 ! snowball '71! snowball '71 ! snowball '71!

j Programmes
I &
1 Tickets
\ 4 the

j Concert - Jan. 29 - featuring

l the GRASS ROOTS AND
? Mike Nesmith & the First Nat'l Band

J and the

| Semi Formal-Jan. 30- thedance of the year

« snowball '71

!

snowball '71! snowball '71! snowball '71! snowball '71! snowball 71
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INDOOR TRACK

SEASON STARTS
MKIN LEADS

WITH WIN
The Queen's track team

-bowed that they will be a

/orce on the indoor circuit this

SPORTS SCHEDULE

year, as they entered their

rst meet just before Christ-

mas. I" a Toronto meet against

some of the country's best,

Brian Aikin came away with a

smashing victory in the 800

meters, in a time of 1:58.8. The

learn went on to record a se-

ries of impressive placings and

best times. Dave Jarvis and

Gord Ellis tied for third in the

50 yd sprint (6.0), a tenth

ahead of Don Price in 6.1. Tony

Verhoeven was second in his

440 heat with a personal best of

54. 6, Captain Bob Milne was
6th in the 1500 meter run, and

Brian MacDonald was headed

for a third in the same race

until he slipped and fell with

only one lap to go. Keith Berri-

man was another victim of the

extremely slippery track,

which caused problems on t\te

corners for most runners. Ber-

riman, however, managed to

regain his feet, and finished a

creditable third in his 440.

The Queen's team will be
competing against top flight

competition this year, in both

the US and Canada. This week-
end the Telegram Games
Trials will find Queen's ath-

letes attempting to qualify for

the Tely Games, Canada's top
indoor meet.

Just before Christmas, The
Journal printed a photo with
credit which has caused a
small identity crisis on the
Women's Senior Basketball
team. An action shot of Joan
Ashlee was labelled with Kar-
en Carson's name. Ever since
we hear that Karen has been
looking in the mirror and com-
paring with her Student ID
card. This picture should
straighten it out for her and
others; our apologies, Karen.

WARRIORS
WIN, BUT . .

.

by Greg Thompson

Over the Christmas holidays, Queen's
Played host to five other universities in

H>
e first annual Queen's Holiday Hockey

tournament. The University of Water-
100 Warriors took home the Dutch Dou-

Cup, which was named for Roy
uutch" Dougall, who has been asso-

ciated with Queen's hockey since 1926.
""ten managed the original Jock Harty
Jrena until it was destroyed by fire, and
"en moved to the "new" arena until its
°e<nolition in 1957. The cup was donated
°Hhe Queen's Old Boys Hockey Club.
Queen's made a fine showing in its

.'rst tournament, upsetting Waterloo 5-4

(

'he opening round, and then rolling
Ve r Ottawa U. 11-1, before dropping a 5-

' decision to Carleton Ravens. The lead-

j6 scorers for the Gaels were Morris
' °tt with eight points including six
g^'s, Peter Kennedy with six, and Stan
a 't and Colin Loudon with five each.

f,

Against Carleton, Andy Molino. the
l^ven goalie, played key role, repeated-

stifling Queen's power play efforts. Bruce Wickhom, . . great form

BASKETBALL
Fri. Jan. 15th - McGill at

Queen's (8: 15 p.m. I

Sat. Jan 16th — Queen's at

McGill

HOCKEY
Fri. Jan. 15 — Queen's at Mon-
treal

Sat. Jan. 16 — Queen's at Laval

SWIMMING
Sat. Jan. 16 - Queen's at Wat-
erloo I Dual)

WRESTLING
Sat. Jan 16 - Queen's at RMC
(Tri-meet with Ryerson &
RMC I

WOMEN'S SPORTS

SENIOR BASKETBALL
Sat. Jan. 16th — Queen's at Sir

George Williams

INTERMEDIATE BASKET-
BALL
Sat. Jan. 16th — Queen's at

MacDonald College

SENIOR VOLLEYBALL
Jan. 15th & 16th — Tournament
at Waterloo

INT. VOLLEYBALL
Sat. Jan. 16th — Queen's at Sir

George Williams

SYNCHRONIZED SWIM-
MING
Sat. Jan. 16th - WITCA Meet
at McGill

FENCING
Sat. Jan. 16th — Queen's at
Ottawa

SWIMMING & DIVING
Sat. Jan. 16 - U of T, Mc-
Master at Queen's pool 2:00

p.m.

ICE HOCKEY
Sat. Jan. 16 — Exhibition
Game at Queen's arena 2.00

p.m.

. . GAELS

SHOW
PROMISE

The Warriors went on from their open-
ing round loss to Queen's and defeated
Guelph 5-1 and Windsor 8-2 to reach the
finals where they scored three unan-
swered goals in the third period to dump
the Ravens 6-3.

The performances of Pete Kennedy
and Stan Gait showed that Queen's is

developing a second line with scoring
punch; with a strong defensive effort
they could yet win the league champion-
ship. All the teams that Queen's played
in this tournament were ranked in the
top fifteen Canadian schools at the be-
ginning of the year, with Waterloo being
the highest at No. 6. Right now the Gaels
are near the bottom of the Eastern
OQAA, but two wins this weekend
against first place U de Montreal and
Laval would put them right back in the
thick of it. They leave Friday afternoon
for a date with the Carabins on Friday
night, and the Rouge et Or on Saturday.
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Dalhousie university of Halifax, Nova

Scotia, announced Tuesday it was starting

its own newspaper to improve public rela-

tions and communications. University
president Dr. Henry Hicks explained he
was not criticizing the Dalhousie Gazette,

the student paper, but added that the stu-

dent press in Canada is falling apart —
ninety percent of its material is advertis-

ing or syndicated features, he said.

In its last three issues the Journal has
carried a total of 32% advertising and
syndicated features. Queen's has never
had an administration newspaper, though
the public relations department publishes

a monthly bulletin. Campus 1971, and a

weekly newsletter, the Queen's Gazette.

Because of the small percentage of

our population attending university
(approximately 10%) Canadians should
take careful notice of an experiment oc-
curring in Great Britain, In an attempt to

make university degrees available to the
masses, open University began operation
last Sunday. An estimated 25,000 students
will be following the TV and radio courses
for credit.

Open University is offering basic cours-
es, each of which is an hour per week on
both television and radio. Most partici-
pants will be able to take their degrees
after four or five years.

Tuition is $60 per year.

Students bagged down with essays might
well lake notice oj the Jollowing article taken

from Wednesdays Globe and Mail.

OTTAWA (CP) - The Canadian Stu-
dent Liberals have established an essay
bank to serve Liberal university students
and enable them to cheat more cheaply.
The Student Liberals said in a release

yesterday that the essays, written by
well-known academics as well as stu-

dents, would be available free to all

members, lor whom writing their own
essays "is almost always a complete and
utter waste of time."

In an interview. Student Liberal presi-

dent John Varley said users would be ex-

pected to sign a statement saying they
would give proper footnote credit for es-

says from the bank. But he said the bank
could not control how students use the
essays, and he would not be concerned if

students simply submitted the work to

professors as their own.
Essays are available to students at

most universities through fraternities or
residence organizations — but usually at a
price.

"With the essay bank, we will be bring-
ing into the open procedure which has
always existed behind the backs of profes-
sors and teaching assistants. It will also
allow the students more time for engaging
in what is far more educative — direct
political involvement."

Conveniently classified by subject mat-
ter, essays now on deposit with the bank
have been written by Energy Minister J.
J. Greene, Edmonton publisher Mel Hur-
tig, Carleton University president David-
son Dunton. Senator Richard Stanbury,
and several Canadian economists and pol-
itical scientists.

The Committee on University Affairs
(the Ontario government body which
looks after universities) released its re-

port Tuesday, giving statistics predicting

that within five years Ontario university
enrollment will go from 100.000 to 150.000.

Government subsidy per general arts
student this year is $1650. the report says,

and will go up to $1730 for 1971-72. This
means subsidies next year of $2595 per
honours student; $3460 per engineer: $8650

per meds student, and so on.

General comments in the report em-
phasize planning, which, it says, can no
longer be haphazard. "There seem to be
contradictions, almost a kind of schizo-

phrenia, in attitudes toward higher educa-
tion." the introduction says, and suggests

that flexibility is important in order to

deal with them.

The report boils down to generalities

and numbers various evident trends in

universities — what many students "per-
ceive as irrelevance"; an increase in the

number of American academics in Cana-
da ; discontent with residence buildings.

Over the next five years, its statistics

say. Queen's will grow more slowly than
any other Ontario universities with the
exceptions of Toronto. Ottawa and Water-
loo.

A new academic discipline, Woman
Studies, is rising in over sixty colleges and
universities in the U.S. The trend, to-
wards woman studies courses, generated
not only by the Women's Liberation Move-
ment, but also by pressure from students,
faculty and alumnae believing women to
be academically mistreated, however, is

opposed by those who feel the courses are
divisive and academically unsound.
The courses treat women as a group

with its own history, a unique role in so-
ciety and special problems. Course con-
tent includes contributions of women to
science, history, literature and politics,
discrimination against women, and treat-
ment of women in different societies.

On the final day of the first national
Poor People's Conferences, last Monday,
the delegates hastily passed seventy res-
olutions in less than two hours. Among
these were: the declaration of January 25
as a day of national protest by welfare
recipients (to coincide with a meeting of
federal and provincial welfare ministers
in Ottawa ) ;

the establishment of a nation-
al co-ordinating committee of poor peo-
ple's groups, to starting a national news-
paper to link these groups; and several
other proposals concerning housing and
unemployment. It was also resolved to
send a telegram to President Nixon de-
manding the release from prison of Ange-
la Davis.

The four day conference was financed
by $68,500 in federal grants.

In New Delhi, Tuesday, Prime Minister
Trudeau hinted that Canada might be
forced to withdraw from the Common-
wealth. Speaking to New Delhi university

students, he said that if some of the 31

Commonwealth States withdrew over the
issue of the projected arms sale .to South
Africa, a chain reaction might set in. If

this occurred, Canada might "want to be
as pure as the others".

Wanted: Males or females for employ,
ment in heavy construction.

You all remember 'Uvalde'? The Science Formal oj theJail oj 1969? And we all know that
formats arefun, enjoyable, and thoroughly upper class. Right? Right.

Thefollowing isfrom "Newsweek". June 29. 1970.

Drive 85 miles west from San Antonio along U.S. 90, through the cactus-clumped hills of
Edwards Plateau country, past road signs that say things like "This is God's country "

and you'll come to Uvalde, a drowsy, churchgoing town of 10,400 that can stand as a
metaphor for America as the chicano knows it. For more than anything else, the story of
Uvalde is a tale of two cultures that live side by side — and a world apart.

Slightly fewer than half the people in Uvalde are Anglo — and their town has all the
marks of Middle America: fadingly elegant houses Lone of which was the home of
FDR's first Vice President, the late John Nance Garner) set back from graceful
streets, Rotarians. Lions, Kiwanians, a riding club called the Sheriff's Posse, a country
club, a new civic center and an atmosphere of belonging.

For the Mexican-Americans in Uvalde, life is a perpetual struggle. With few excep-
tions, even the very few who have managed to accumulate money live in the barrios,
clusters of shacks, assembled piece by salvaged piece amid unpaved, potholed roads
that raise dust clouds during a dry spell and turn to mud after the first good rain. Manv
of the chicanos in the barrios live without sanitation, electricity, running water or heal;
come winter, one family of seven moves into a covered trench for warmth.

Thirsty. At one corner of Uvalde is the "barrio of the thirsty ones." The municipal
authorities do not supply water to this area because, as a technical matter, the section
is just outside the city limits. Mrs. Juanita Gonzales, her husband. Daniel, and their
five children are among the thirsty ones. Mrs. Gonzales — who is 48 but looks 68 - and
her family live in a tar-paper and sheet-metal shack with a dirt floor on which strips of
linoleum have been laid,

A few steps from the house is the "casita" — the outdoor toilet. Open barrels are
scattered around the yard to catch any rainfall. Daniel Gonzales, 58, builds fences on
nearby ranches. He earns $10 a day when he works, but gets work only half the time
When it rains, the family has water — but Gonzales earns nothing.

Three times a week Mrs. Gonzales loads a 10-gallon can onto a jerry-built wheel-
barrow and trundles it down the ruts of Laredo Street to the Uvalde city cemetery. She
drags the can through an opening in the shrubs, fills it quickly from a garden hose, then
manhandles the can back through the bushes and rolls it home. Once Mrs. Gonzales
encountered an Anglo woman visiting a grave. The woman told her not to get water
from the cemetery any more. So now Mrs. Gonzales tries to go when nobody is around.

Wells: The thirsty ones survive by stealing water from the dead, but at least the
water is pure. A few blocks farther on is another chicano barrio called the Burns Addi
tion. People in this area - which is dotted with casitas — get their water from private
wells. A few months ago. Texas Department of Health experts tested these wells and
found cob form organisms, indicating the presence of human or animal fecal matter
John Burns, a wealthy Anglo who developed the tract and sells the water to the tenants
lor $3 a month, claims that the water is "the finest in the world." He puts chlorine in il

sometimes, "and says that he is ordering two chlorinators for the system
, ,

Th
.
e
,^

ngl° Establishment in town centers around County Judge Leo Darley the
head of the county commissioners. Some white leaders deny that Uvalde suffers from
nunger. malnutrition or substandard housing. And. thus far, the county fathers - who
never made a uss about the $1,183,000 in agriculture subsidies that the Federal govern-ment paid out to landowners in the county last year - have refused offers from VISTA

fL.h f L a"!?S and resisted Federal f°°d-stamp programs. Recently, they
forced Jack Bubba Hays, who directs Head Start, Neighborhood Youth Corps and3

™

m
f /

n th
f
area and has championed chicano causes, to move his headquar

ters out of Uvalde as the price of keeping his programs intact
Boycott: The chicano movement in Uvalde is just beginning to stir There have

been a few protest marches down the dusty barrio streets, and in April about half the
S
i .

Wa
',
ked 0Ut of classes in a six-week school boycott. The demonstration

ended withou a single concession from the Anglo school board and with all the boycot
ters being left back. But the Mexican-American activists in the community remain

t7.h
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,
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,
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r

a
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d
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e iS e°ing t0 be an '"'nesting place to keep our eves on." Gabe
iatoila. 27, a former Uvalde schoolteacher, told NEWSWEEK'S Kent Bi'ffle "I might

^hZT',™
5

r
C

'

"Ut
'
jUSt have t0 be this wa* or 1 *ould stop functioning. I feel

certa n that in live years, we will control the town.' He shrugged "Hell
" he added

quickly, "we can t be worse off."

WHY AREN T

YOU
WORKING

on Queens journal staff

Call Vince Tang
at the journal office

564-5730

and he will tell you
why you should

ATTENTION ARTISTS
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO REPLACE THAT MURAL
AT THE NORTH END OF THE COFFEE SHOP. THE

UNION PROGRAMME COMMITTEE AN0UNCES AN

EXTENTION IN THE DEADLINE OF X-MAS ART

CONTEST TO JANUARY 18, 1971.

THEME: YOUR IMPRESSIONS OF MODERN
SOCIETY

PRIZES: FIRST $75.00

2 SECONDS - $40.00 EACH

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL

DOUG BULLOCK 544-5741.

AMS NOTICE
NOMINATIONS FOR ADMISSION TO THE

TRICOLOUR SOCIETY MUST BE IN THE

AMS OFFICE BY JANUARY THE 25fh r 5 P.M.

ADMISSION IS AWARDED TO STUDENTS IN THEIR

FINAL YEAR FOR VALUABLE SERVICE TO THE

UNIVERSITY IN NON-ATHLETIC EXTRA-

CURRICULUM ACTIVITIES. PLEASE SUBMIT A LIST

OF ACTIVITIES IN WHICH THE NOMINEE HAS

BEEN INVOLVED ALONG WITH THE NOMINATION.

FOR INFORMATION - INQUIRE AT AMS OFFICE
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Uri D EADII AHELP FORM A

FRENCH SOCIETY

AT QUEEN'S

DATE: Friday, January 22nd

PLACE: Red Room of Kingston Hall

TIME: 7:30 p.m.

VAN'S
GIFTS & BOOKS LTD.
253 PRINCESS ST.

KINGSTON 542-6676

WE ARE PREPARED FOR CHRISTMAS WITH A WIDE
VARIETY OF GIFTS AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD.
GIFT WRAP-BOWS & CARDS, NICE ASSORTMENT
OF JEWELLERY-LIGHTERS "TRYPIS" ANDCRAFTED
PIPES - "MEDICO" - "HILSON" ALSO: SOUVENIRS
FROM KINGSTON MADE BY BLIND PEOPLE THE ART
OF GIVING IS A MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING. OPEN
7 DAY'S TILL 1 1:00 p.m.

abetter
answer?

tn SOLVIHG TIME PROBLEMS

FM FUMING FODR STDBIES

nt nut i STUDENTS TIME DIARY

FOR BETTER CONTROL UNO MANAGEMENT OF

YOUR TIME!

AVAILABLE AT TOIiR BOOKSTORE

REMINDER
The second installment of fees due
by January 31, 1971, can be paid in

person at the Accountants' Office,

Richardson Hall.

If you find it more convenient to

mail your cheque to the Accountants'

Office, please record your student

number on the face of your cheque.

JOYCE & COMPANY
presents

Samuel Beckett's

Waiting for

GODOT
Directed by

MORISON BOCK
with

Daniel Buccos, Stephen Hair,

Rick Johnson, Tony Abrams
& Mickael Rhoades

GRAND THEATRE
WED.,THUR., FRI., SAT.

8:30 P.M.

Tickets ($2.00) from GRAND THEATRIC or

NONESgCH BOOKSELLERS
£HQ1 r n vi ES OCj

1 u'Im.k \tion

context
There are some professors who

really should be in some other job.

A man can be a fine fellow, and
even a talented scholar or scientist,

without knowing how to teach —
and then there are the occasional

unpleasant and ignorant instructors

as well. Students have always
known this (who could know bet-

ter?), and a couple of things are

happening in student-government

circles which may possibly help the

situation a bit.

One is the imminent appearance

(if January 28 is imminent) of the

long-awaited first Report of the

Special Com mitt e on Grievance,

Discipline and Related Matters. This

committee ( half students, half

staff) was appointed by the univer-

sity senate; it is chaired by arts and
science dean Or. Ron Watts. It was
a byproduct of last year's Great

Chuck Edwards Screwup, in which

a graduate student claimed he was
being mistreated and politically

repressed by a chemical engineer-

ing professor.

That's what's meant by "griev-

ance". "Discipline" is, depending

on what the committee has decided

to talk about, mostly a student-ori-

ented question. "Related matters"

probably include the most sensitive

question of all — promotion and
tenure of staff members.
Tenure means immunity from

being fired, except for flagrant in-

competence or misbehavior, so

flagrant that nobody ever tries to

claim it exists. At Queen's the most

powerful individual in a tenure de-

cision is the department head.

When an instructor has been at

Queen's a couple of years, tenure is

recommended and granted, or the

instructor is asked to leave (or a

decision either way can be post-

poned on a year-to-year basis). In a

few departments, students are

asked for confidential letters giving

their opinions on whether a profes-

sor should get tenure. Aside from

that, it's the senior university staff

who decide.

The whole touchy question of

tenure will be affected by whatever

the committee suggests, even if it

has avoided tackling the subject

directly. The principle of tenure has

been under attack widely in the

past year and this particular com-

mittee may well have decided to

pass up the chance to join the fight.

But the report is being kept very,

very confidential until the senate

sees it next week.

The other development that may
make it less likely for a student to

be stuck with a poor professor is the

arts and science course evaluation

guide, to be published by the artsci

student government next summer
at a cost of, if they can afford it,

several thousand dollars. At tomor-

row night's ASUS executive meet-

ing a definite decision probably will

be made to ask for an increase in

the student nonacademic fee to pay
for a set of books and booklets of-

fering course evaluations for most
undergraduate artsci courses. These

would be based on comments by
class members and on the tabulat-

ed results of questionnaires which
would be distributed to all class

members some time in March.

ASUS asked the university to pay
part of the book's cost, but with the

current austerity programme it is at

least doubtful that that kind of

support will be available. This at

least means that students can be as

caustic as they want; restraint will

have to come from student respon-

sibility, not from any censorship.

There is some faculty opposition

to the very principle of the course

by Chris Redmond

guide, based on fears or irresp0n
ble nitpicking or perhaps the veri J

ing of personal grievances.
iVi 0

surprisingly, leaders of some o'*
partmental Student Council*

. .
s Org

expressing reservations, apporent
|

based on solidity with faculty
j

profession-oriented fields like th"
sciences, and on a strong suspi c i6n
that the ASUS is trying to imping

"

on the independence of the DSC
Nevertheless, it seems likely thQ j

the course guides will appear,
gj v

ing a student information about
professors and a chance to improve
the quality of his own instructors

Dr. Robert Uffen was appointed Dean of

(he Faculty of Science at Queen's. He

has been Chief Science Advisor to the

Federal Cabinet as well as the first Dean

of the College of Science at Western. Or,

Uffen, who will assume his duties os

Dean on July first, received an Honorary

Doctor of Science degree from Queen's,

and is a fellow of the Royal Society of

Canada.

DOYOU ENJOY A CHALLENGE?
OLD FORT HENRY OFFERS CHALLENGING, WELL PAID OPENINGS IN THE
FORT HENRY GUARD. AS A MEMBER OF THE DRILL SQUAD OR THE
FIFE & DRUM BAND, RELIVE THE PAST.

FOR 33 YEARS THE GUARD HAS BEEN A SOURCE OF SUMMER EM-
PLOYMENT FOR MANY OUTSTANDING QUEENSMEN.

INQUIRE TO-DAY AT THE STUDENT HOUSING & PLACEMENT

OFFICE • CLARK HALL

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20th THERE WILL BE A LECTURE AND
A SHOWING OF GUARD FILMS IN THE GYMNASIUM LECTURE

THEATRE „ , p „

COME AND MEET A QUEEN'S GUARDSMAN

DO YOU WANT TO
LEARN HOW TO SAIL?

FREE ,ns,ruc,ion in basic sa'l'n9 and racing tactics for all

interested, plus film

QUEEN'S SAILING CLUB

MEETING - STERLING B

TUES. JAN. 19 7:30 p.m.
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r summer work

Law students may be cops People in Power
by Mary O'Rourke

The
Queen's Law Faculty is making

nS to have some of its students

4udy laW "on tne Deat — as summer

lice
men .with the Kingston Police

Force

Tlje
idea was first suggested to

frirnina' Law Proffessor R.R. Price

hi
Kingston's Crown Attorney, Mr.

Samps°n ' m November. Law students

Victoria last summer initiated this

idea

There was considerable student re-

inse concerning a similar program

Kingston, and Kingston Police

Chief
Nesbitt was a;lso in favor of the

idea. Impressed by the City's interest
in this summer-employment pro-
gramme, Professor Price contacted
Police Chief Gregory of Victoria and
received further details about the
merchanics of the programme. These
will be considered by the Police Com-
mission at its February meeting.
Though there are a number of con-

siderations to be remembered includ-

ing the police budget for temporary
employees, and student relationships
with the Police Department, Prof.
Price is optimistic that if it is initiat-

ed, the programme will be mutually
successful for both the Queen's Law
students and Kingston police.

AMS in housing business
Relief for the housing problem

may be expected soon from the

AMS housing Committee in the

form of more houses for rent,

presently three houses are availa-

ble and plans are being made for

as many as twenty more by Sep-

tember. The houses are leased to

the AMS by the university as it

acquires them in its expansion.

The housing committee in turn

sublets to students on a standard

one-year lease.

All business of renting to stu-

dents will be handled completely

by the housing committee. Since

this is a non-profit organization,

the rents^which include heating,

will be aimed at $500 per year per

student.

Students who wish to apply for

houses should register at the AMS
office. The applicants will be
treated on a first come first

served policy. Mature, responsible

students will be preferred and stu-

dents who apply as a group ready
to occupy immediately will be
given priority over speculators. It

is also hoped to make an equal
number of houses open to girls.

The committee office work will

be great practical experience to

anyone interested in real estate

and landlord and tenant problems.

Students who wish to work on the

committee should notify the AMS
secretary.

Tricolor 70 shows profit
by Debra Barr

At last week's AMS meeting, Trico-

lor 70 presented its budget. They
showed a surplus for the first time in

years - of $17. 15. The Tricolor '69 defi-

cit was $3,320. The creation and use of

a budget might have been the reason

for (he surplus.

It was then debated whether the

question of continuing the $4.00 levy

for Tricolor in the non-academic fee or

the selling of it for $6.00 should be de-

cided by a referendum. After much
amending to the*notion, it was defeat-

ed on the grounds that a similar refer-

endum was presented last year.

It was moved that a referendum be
held to determine who should pay the

$1.50 charged for each graduating stu-

dent whose picture appears in Trico-

lor. This charge was previously paid by

the faculty societies but it was ques-

tioned whether the faculty society, all

students (by an increased Tricolor fee),

or the graduating student involved,

should pay this levy. The motion for a

referendum, however, was defeated on

the grounds that both issues were mat-
ters of financing and budgets, not for

referendum.
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LICENSED — OF COURSE

PRINCESS WEST OF
THE CIRCLE

START THE NEW YEAR WITH
OUR STEAK SPECIAL

$f99
JUICY BUTTERFLY TENDERLOIN STEAK

CHOICE OF POTATO - VEGETABLE

ALSO ROLLS AND BUTTER

SEAFOODS - KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN - PIZZA

"
P.S.—HARVEY WALLBANCER

IS HERE NOW ! AND WELCOMES

ALL HIS OLD CUSTOMERS.

See wide selection of

Canadian Books

at

CANADIAN SHOP
OF KINGSTON

219 Princess Street

(next to Capitol Theatre)

Telephone 542-1115

Last of Khadejah materials;

and many new craft items.

This is the first in a series of inter-
views that we sball be holding with
various personalities around Queen's.
You will meet the people that keep this
community a community; the people
that do all those important little jobs
that we have come to accept as a nec-
essary part of our everyday life. Peo-
ple like heating plant operators, sani-
tary engineers and secretaries. The
backbone of every society, the but-
tresses of our limestone life here at old
Queen's.

This week we talk with Karl Duttle,
Superintendant of Grounds, in his of-
fice on Stuart Street. Karl, ["I spell it

with a 'k', but America with a 'c'
"

) sat
back in his little chair, cap perched
upon his head, and rambled on with us
for about an hour.

Born in Switzerland — first worked
in Canada on a farm — worked two
years in northern Alberta — worked
for a Tree Company in Toronto — fin-

ished High School — attended Kent
State University for one year ("I was
more interested in having a good time
than social issues") — attended
Guelph College and received his Horti-
culture Diploma while working as
Parks Foreman on Centre Island, To-
ronto — came to Queen's as Grounds
Superintendant in 1967.

Karl hardly fits your stereotyped
image of a Grounds Superintendant.
Articulate, perceptive, concerned with
society's freedoms. Karl Duttle's

words speak for themselves —
On his staff "Twenty-nine men work
for me in the summertime. I can put
someone out there (West campus) and
say, 'That's your baby'. You get a bet-

ter job if you let a man use his brains

and not tell him all the time what to

, do."

On noisy students "I live right

amongst the students on Earl Street.

High School students are really more
noisy throughout the year than Queen's
students. I just wait for the students to

'

go to bed and then I go to bed."

In concrete terms "I really do think we
have too much concrete around. This

area between Grant Hall and Ontario

Hall; they could have done
something . .

."

On Parking policy "The janitor and the

principal both have to pay, but perhaps

you could propose that those who make
less money could pay less. The new
system improved the parking around
the university quite a bit. It disciplined

some people who live two blocks away
a nd used to take their car.

'

' -

THE BOOK STORE

WITH IDEAS

FIND US AT

73 BROCK STREET

BOSWELL'S book
BELL & CANDLE

On girl watching "'I like it better in the

summertime."
On garbage cans "You have to make a

conscious effort to use garbage pails,

and most students don't have it. The
bigger job is to keep them from stink-

ing. You throw a can of milk in or a

sandwich or something — they have to

be cleaned every day in the summer-
time or they attract flies."

On Queen's Expansion "I think bigness

is something we must guard against

We've seen what big business does and
big universities do the same thing. You
loose touch with your fellow man.

It would make sense to start another
university somewhere else rather than

expand Queen's. I think this is all that

the city of Kingston can absorb."

On Grant Hall and its Heating System
"The only thing that you can do with

Grant Hall is make a museum out of it

The floor is about the worse there is.

Grads have proud memories of the

place, its part of Queen's tradition, so

you really can't do much with it. It's no
good for concerts."

On students paying for their education

"It's just another idea to keep the sta-

tus quo, status quo. Education should

be a right and not a phviledge. It's

much more difficult for lower class
npnnlp in nnt in university. Education

by Peters Adams and Raymont

has to be subsidized. This is a necessi-

ty. I worked for so many years and no
one subsidized me."
On Technical schools "I think there

are cheaper ways to teach a person
technical skills than at a university. I

still have the idea that the university is

strictly an academic institution. Stu-

dents get out of university and they

still don't know anything. Industry and
business should hire these people

(students interested in technical train-

ing) on a part time basis and send
[hem to technical school. It could be

done in a cheaper- way."
On the War Measures Act "I think

what the Liberal Government has done

in Quebec is absolutely wrong. We
have such few freedoms — those we
have we should guard very jealously.

We say 'Goodie, goodie', instead of

complaining like hell that they're

(soldiers) put there. But there are
many educated people that would ap-

plaud the soldiers in the streets."

After work "Personally, when I get

away from work, I like to mix with

people 1 don't mix with during working

hours, for many reasons."

A workman shuffled into the office,

and Karl rose, "Say John, could you
take some snow away for me from be-

hind 82 and 84 Barrie ..."

CANADIAN
WATERCOLOURS OF THE

19th CENTURY

from the National Gallery of Canada

continues until January 31

Selections from the Permanent Collection

until February 4

El art centre

uper Sale
The Room Upstairs

613-548-7891

MARY LOU BROV

JANUARY 21st, 22nd, 23rd
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The "d"s of

university

money
And you thought we were kidding when we presented three

pages on university money. . . . The chairman of the Economic
Council of Canada, stated last week that a raise in student fees

was the best way of financing the universities and that cuts in

spending could come from ideas such as more team teaching
with student help, and an end to course duplication.

Meanwhile, Bert Lawrence, running for the provincial Con-
servative leadership, said that he felt the government should
subsidize those who wish to return to the educational system at

any age. He thought that the resulting increase in taxes such an
individual would pay would more than reimburse the govern-
ment.

And finally the Committee of Presidents of Universities of

Ontario has issued a report saying that various universities
should drop their engineering courses, others should continue
only certain aspects of them, while others should increase
theirs.

The reasoning behind all these attitudes is based on money.
And the attitudes reflect the belief that the university is a

training ground for higher income tax bracket people.

The Economic Council chairman maintained that one
should not bar students simply because of lack of money and
suggested that they could repay their costs through a special tax
after their graduation.

It is obvious that higher fees would further discourage all

but the upper classes from a university education, especially as
it is increasingly difficult for university graduates to find these

"higher paying jobs". What we should be moving toward is free
universities where one enters in the interests of learning some-
thing. Free universities would allow any qualified person to en-

ter and would remove this emphasis on money to provide an
education. Free universities would finally make society realize

that education is a right, not a priviledge extended to an econom-
ic elite.

Universities should not be designed to gear people up to join

an economic system. The idea behind universities has always
been that they are a place where an individual can find himself
surrounded by a variety of ideas and intellects, and thus where

he can discover and develop his own interests and talents. Such
an objective cannot coexist with the idea of the university as the

first stage to a higher income.
Taking the chairman on one level; through an over-zealous

attitude towards limiting the choice of courses in universities,

we face the danger of sharply reducing the scope of the universi-

ty and thus negating one of the basic premises of the university

itself.

But even more basic is this whole attitude tying the whole
university/educational system to the money/capitalist theme.
Students are here to learn certain skills towards certain voca-

tions (especially in the "professional" faculties) but this cannot
be its major purpose.

Education should apply to a broader experience — a social

and intellectual experience. It should be opened to everyone
rather than those who can afford the tuition and living costs. It

must remain flexible (yet this last will prove to be the most
difficult, for governments are traditionally and obviously "sta-

tus quo", and thai is where universities get their money)

.

Instead of better taxpayers we should be attempting to cre-

ate more progressive and better human beings.
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FEED^

letters to

the editor

Dear Sir:

Elrond College has been the

source of many News Reports

over the last six months both in

the Journal, the Whig Standard

and the Broadcast Media. Often

we have been victimized and often

we have been given fair coverage.

The Story in the Journal Tues-

day, January 12, was by far the

best coverage I have seen to date

of a very complex issue. The facts

were accurately summerized and

amazingly {considering the nature

of the issue) Johnston avoided

making any misleading or slanted

statements.

A first class piece of reporting!

Yours sincerely,

D. C. Peters,

President,

Elrond College Inc.

Dear Sir
;

I would like to take this oppor-

tunity to thank all those here at

Queens, who came out to make
Wanderlust the success that it

is.

It was particularly gratifying to

see the large number of faculty

members that came out to join us

one of the finest social events of

the year.

I would like to thank the Queens

Entertainment Service for the fine

job they did in securing top flight

entertainment for this event.

As this dance was a Leonard
field effort with each residence

participating in varrying degrees,

it would be an arduous task to

thank the many people who put

forth a real effort and gave so

freely of their time to make this

dance such a success, however I

would like to thank Larry Schru-

der of Brockington House who
stepped in in December to head
the committee, when I was re-

quired to step down for personal
reasons.

Lyle Stevenson

Dear Cousin,

Your welcome letter received
and me and your Aunt Bridget
thank you for the money you sent

us. We have had nine masses said

for your Grandmother and your
Grandfather, God rest their souls.

You have gone to high places in

America, God bless you; 1 hope
you'll not be putting on airs and
forgetting your native land.

Your cousin Hugh O'Toole was
hanged in Londonderry last week
for killing a policeman. May God
rest his soul and may God's curse

be on Jimmy Callaghan, the in-

former, may he burn in hell. God
forgive me.
Times are not as bad as they

might be. The herrings are back
and nearly everyone has a hard
time to make ends meet. The price

of fish is good. Thanks be to God.

We had a grand time at Pat

Mujdoon's wake. He was a blath-

erkite and it looked good to see

him stretched out with his big

mouth shut. He is better off dead

and he'll burn until that damned
place freezes over. He had too

many friends among the Orange-

men. The devil can have the lot of

them. Bless your heart I forgot to

tell you, Uncle Danny took a pot

shot at a turncoat from back of a

hedge, but he had too much of the

drink and missed — a curse on the

dirty drink. I hope this letter finds

you in good health and may the

angels remind you to send the

money.
Your cousin Mollie had a baby.

One of them limey officers in fan-

cy uniform took advantage of her.

He offered to marry her but her

father said No — better to have a

bastard in the family than a bloody

Englishman. God bless him and

may the child never know!

Father O'Flaherty, God bless

his soul, who baptized you is feeble

minded; he sends his blessing.

Maggy O'Reilly, the brat you

went to school with, has married

an Englishman. They'll have no

luck.

God take care of the lot of you

and keep you from sudden death.

Things look bright again. Every

police barracks and Protestant

Church in County Cork has burned

to the ground. Thanks be to God.

Keep sending the money.

Your loving cousin,

by Bill Johnston

That the government is run by
and for businessmen is hardly a

revelation. Yet. for the govern-
ment to respond efficiently to the
needs of businesses, it is essential
that it know what these needs are.

Thus, free flow of key men be-

tween executive positions and
government posts is essential.

This process is often hampered,
however, because senior company
men, who know best what legisla-

tion a business needs and who
don't have the attachment that

some younger executives might
have to foggy and impractical no-

tions like "public good" or "gov-

ernment for all the people", are

Better
Leverage
often loath to leave a company
position because that would mean
giving up some of their claims to

company pension benefits.

Businessmen will thus greet

with a great deal of satisfaction

the news that Lever Brothers Ltd.

and the Treasury Board have re-

cently signed a reciprocal pension

transfer agreement, whereby a

Lever Brothers man who takes an

Ottawa job will obtain full credit

for all his previous pensionable

service. The same applies to a

government man who goes to Le-

ver Brothers. This is the first such

agreement signed between indus-

try and government (although

Ottawa has already negotiated 39

similar agreements with various

educational and other government

institutions!, and, as Financial

Post enthusiastically exclaimed,

"this is a breakthrough with indus-

try and one that obviously paves

the way for a larger two-way
flow" (of personnel between gov-

ernment and industry).

Thus, you can be sure that it will

be even easier in the future for

businessmen, who have proven

their worth by rising to the top in

the business world, to present

their case to the government
(which after all will be them) with

greater urgency and chance of

acceptance than such amateurish

and frankly uncouth groups as un-

ions, consumers, anti-pollution

committees, welfare recipients,

poor people. Indians, the

unemployed, . .

"

tif* Sternum**

by Alan Broadbent

The useful yield from the vast amount of printed mate-

rial that passes before one's eyes during the course of the

average week is frightfully tiny, but last week I saw two

things that have made their mark on me.
The first of these things appeared in an issue of the

paper you may be perusing now, in an interview with

NDP-Waffle-history lecturer-potential Prime Minister

Jim Laxer. Mr. Laxer stated that he considered students

to be the least serious political audience that one can talk

to. I haven't talked to too many political audiences and so

1 can't really dispute this, although I do remember one

night, in the waning stages of a party, having addressed a

8roup of goldfish on the merits of the guaranteed annual

income and having received a particularly disinterested,

even frivolous, response. However, fish do travel in

schools.

I would quibble with Mr. Laxer's implication that a

'aek of serious interest in politics, or in the message of

the Waffle movement, is something to be faulted for. I

may be misinterpreting Mr. Laxer's statements, but it

seems that he is somewhat "down" on students for their

failure to mobilize and sweep great political forces into

the jet-stream of national power.

It seems a little pretentious to not think that many stu-

dents see all politicians in any politician, that their lack

of sophistication may stem from their anticipation of

nothing personal from a political bureaucracy I think the

seriousness is there, either in the form of a serious dis-

affection with politics, a serious revolutionary stance, a

serious search for answers and meanings that politics

has failed to illuminate. There are a lot of very good peo-

ple trying to find the road home again, just trying to find

some people to make it with, who have no use for the

divisiveness of power grabbing. Lots of people have read

Marx or Adam Smith and have found another set of rules.

The other item that attracted my attention was in the

Globe and Mail, our national newpaper. which told that

the Young Liberals had formed an essay bank so that

members of the party could cheat better. The idea is silly

enough anyway, that any member of the party has access

to essays written by other members so that he can pla-

garize from them, and the Young Liberals have shown

that they have the system beat with organizational cheat

ing. But it seems to me that they have really missed the

point.

Oneof the reasons that they established this essay bank

is to free members for active participation in politics if

the members of the party want to be free to do this sort of

thing, then that is fine, but what they should have done is

established a policy which would give them degrees for

political participation. If they really see university at-

tendance as a game, a set of rules to gel around, and if

they are still intent on coming to universities, then they

shouldn't have taken such half-measures.

With their parent group in power in Ottawa, the Young

Liberals should have pressed for legislation dictating

that any member of the party could, on presentation of

their party card, received a degree for a mere residence

requirement of one year. Obviously they think that the

educational objectives of the academy are farcical, that

it is a far far better thing for Young Liberals to get out on

the stump, so why diddle with such small time stuff as

organized cheating. Why not legitimize their politicking

as an academic exercise and get degrees for it.

With these two articles under my mind's belt. I see the

id i

J I"

lyptic day of "the ultimate legislation", however. I think

I will.continue to wile away my time in the Frivolity and

intemperateness of living in sight of what is around me.
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Queen's University campus is not

one in which the arts play a very

major role. Traditionally, Queen's

has been a place devoted to aca-

demic excellence in recognized

areas of intellectual seriousness- The

day to day life here has not been illu

minated by the spontaneity and

creativity of the arts. The Agnes

Etherington Art Centre is seldom

crowded or busy, the departments of

art history, drama, and music are

relatively new, there is no depart-

ment of creative writing. The popu-

lar demand seems to be for enter-

tainment, with enlightenment run-

ning a stolid second-

Festival '71 is an attempt to

change this. It is an attempt to gath

er all the people who are interested

in creating, in any medium, together

to display their work. So far, the fes-

tival has been the work of a few

people who wanted to follow up on

last year's festival. They have been

granted S1500 from the Alma Mater

Society to aid participating artists in

financing their work, but the hope

for future festivals is that people will

dimply display the work they do

anyway. Festival '71 is an attempt to

et artists let others know what they

are doing, and to create a conscious-

ness of the arts on campus.

The Union has been turned into a

gallary-happening during the days of

January 21 .22.23 to accommodate
various arts from painting and sculp-

ture through to creative dance and

iensitivtty sessions. It is hoped that

Festival '71 will provide another

perspective to life at Queen's Uni-

versity, and will encourage an as yet

underdeveloped area of activity to

flourish in full view of those who
want to participate.
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The Branko Krsmanovich Cho-

rus of Yugoslavia will be in

Grant Hall on Thursday. 28

January at 8: 30 PM. This is a

continuation of the famed Obil-

ich Choir which was founded in

1884. Its personnel numbers 40

men and 40 women aged ap-

proximately 18-30 who are

undergraduate and graduate

students in the fields of arts,

science and medicine when
they are not on tour.

Often called "the land of

contrasts", the culture is

immediately reflected in the

wide range of colours, textures

and designs of the native cos-

tumes to be seen here. Further

information and tickets are

available from the Division of

Concerts.

WANTED: SONY 630-D PROFESSION-

AL TAPE DECK 7)4 ., 3*. 1 "* ip». 20-

22000, 17,000, 10,000 Hi, response -

3 d.b., large VU meters, instant

slop pause, control, 4 inputs, auto-

mafic shut off, sound on sound, echo,

etc. Bought December 11, 1970. 544-

4129 542-3871

WANTED: STEREO Must have auto-

matic changer and good speakers.

With or without AM-FM receiver, with

or without tape deck (not cassette

type), with or without headphones.

544-7221

WANTED: Vole and bloat with Arts

73 year elections of February 16th fol-

lowed by Smoker. Come one and all!

WANTED: LAND CO-OP pe , S)

esled in buying bush or farm
a retreat. Must be willing

financial and or other resouri

542-2432

Reward: I have lost a go/d signel
r

-

engraved with a boar's head. G t

9

personal value. (Earl Hall, Ban p/?'

Agnes £., Victoria Hall). Coll s|,
7517,

Wanted: Ride to Ottawa F r
;j

Phone 544-8344. °>

ON SALE

in UNION BASEMENT; LEONARD HALL; BAN RICH HALL.

FOR THE CONCERT- JANUARY 29

&SEMI FORMAL JANUARY 30

SNOWBALL 71!

M0N. JAN. 25

TUES. JAN. 26

WED. JAN. 27

THURS. JAN. 28

FRI. JAN. 29

SAT. JAN. 30

SCHEDULE FOR THE WEEK

PARADE 5:30

SNOW SCULPTURES 7:00

SNOW DROP INN (WALLACE HALL, UNION) 8:30

VARIETY NIGHT (GRANT HALL) 8:00

ATHLETIC DAY 3-11

SKATING PARTY: SADIE HAWKINS COSTUME (HARTY ARENA) 8:00

CONCERT: MIKE MIKE NESMITH & THE GRASS ROOTS (HARTY ARENA) 8:00
WINE & CHEESE PARTY (GRANT HALL) 8:00 10:00

TOILET BOWL (LOWER CAMPUS) 11:00 A.M.
WINTER GAMES (LOWER CAMPUS) 2:00
POOL TOURNEMENT FINALS (UNION) 3:00
"ROLL OVER BEETHOVEN" SEMI FORMAL (UNION) 9:00

SUN. JAN. 31 TRICOLOR AUTOSPORT RACE

BUTTONS WILL BE ON SALE

STARTING JANUARY 25

IN THE UNION



off the record
by Dick Loney

roUNTRV-ROCK: The release of the Byrds latest album comes at a

. af. when Country-Rock is having a strong resurgence in pop music.

L s double album (half studio, half live-on-stage material) displays

the
inventive resources of the West Coast group led by the genius of

Roger McGuinn, while it simultaneously reveals that the Byrds are

hack to being a tight, balanced outfit with an identity all their own.

For a time, the Byrds seemed to be processions of "McGuinn

ins various sidemen" — now with Clarence White on lead guitar,

Snd featured vocally on "Truck Stop Girl" and "Take A Whiff", the

group seems to have reverted to a position of leadership which they

cll
joyed in the mid-Sixties.

Gene Parsons is an exceptional drummer whose virtuosity is

evidenced in his being chosen as session percussionist on Randy

Newman's TWELVE SONGS recording. On this set (UNTITLED-
Columbia G 30127) Parsons adds a harmonica part to the song he

sings called "Yesterday's Train", in addition to his countrified drum

licks. To round out the complete virtuosity. Skip Battin sings lead on

"Well Come Back Home", as well as laying down the bass line sup-

porting the six and twelve string guitars of White and McGuinn.

The "live" sides of the package capture a jam-session version of

Eight Miles High" that rocks on for one entire side, with the flip

devoted to Byrd trademark material — "Tambourine Man", "Mr.

Spaceman", and "So You Want To Be A Rock 'N Roll Star", to name

but three of the six stage renditions.

UNTITLED is an album which presents many of the sides of the

Byrds while documenting that Country-Rock has journeyed quite a

piece since Dylan shook the unscrubbed folk world by daring to lay

down his flat-top in'favour of an electric qui tar.

Newest of the country-oriented groups is a six-man aggregation

calling itself Cowboy, and their album REACH FOR THE SKY ( Atco

SD 33-351) seems ample indication they're going to be heard from in

the future. With a vocal blend that is as subtle and close as the upper-

register harmony of Poco, Cowboy has put together some of the

prettiest tunes to ever come out of the Capricorn Studios of Macon
Georgia.

Guitar work, acoustic and electrified, highlites the album, while

songs like "Stick Together" work the country lead riffs around the

piano of Bill Pillmore in "good-time" style with a couple of real nov-

elty things thrown in like "Pick Your Nose" and "Amelia's Hear-

tache", a take-off on the old ballads of Second World War vintage.

You won't have to get very far into this album by Cowboy before

discovering that this sextet has surely done diligent homework with

their three Buffalo Springfield albums — the song "It's Time" sounds

like a veritable reincarnation of that influential group's characteris-

tic brand of country-rock. Other Cowboy songs have a uniqueness that

is proof that their writing is going to play a major part in their contri-

bution to the country-rock idiom — you're sure to be hearing about

Cowboy soon.

The Grateful Dead have a new l.p. which shows they are an inte-

gral part of the hierarchy of country-oriented rock n' roll. AMERI-
CAN BEAUTY (Warner Brothers WS1893) is the Dead's freshest af-

firmation of the position they deserve in today's pop music panora

ma. The ten songs on the set were recorded at the very tried and

tested studios of San Francisco's Wally Heider — a studio which
hosts such groups as the Beach Boys, Big Brother & The Holding Co.

and the Doors.

The resemblance of "Friend of the Devil" to some of the cuts on
the Byrd's album tells you the direction that Grateful Dead is headed.

Other songs which have a decided country flavour of their own are

"Box Of Rain" and "Candyman", with its 6:12 of playing lime that

blends piano, acoustic, lead and pedal-steel guitars, with singing that

features the voices of Jerry Garcia, Phil Lesh, Bob Weir and Ron
McKernan. Vocal work and backgrounds are particularly classy on

"Box Of Rain" which leads off side one of AMERICAN BEAUTY,
and on "Operator", at 2:21 the shortest of the songs among the ten on
'he record.

The Dead are one of the groups which have lifted country music
ou ' of its Nashville setting and shaped it through talent and a fresh-

ness of approach and musicianship into one of the most viable forms
of rock music on the market.

Speaking of Nashville, the fellow who really started all of the

recent fervor for country sounds as long ago as 1956, with his "I Walk
The Line", continues to offer good albums from that hotbed of coun-

ty solidarity. Johnny Cash's latest album, a live recording titled

rHE JOHNNY CASH SHOW (Columbia KC 30100) features segments
h's T.V. Show format, as well as Kris Kristofferson's "Sunday

Morning Coming Down". Cash's show continues to be the main show-
ease for rock and country music from the Stage of the Grand Ole

"Pry House in Nashville Tennessee — recent weeks have seen Rick

"elson, Kristofferson, and Eric Clapton's Derek and the Dominoes as

^ests. Backed by his T.V. crew including the Tennessee Three, and
»e Sutler Brothers and Carter Family, Cash's album is an expertly

™8ineered presentation of the Cash brand of expertly engineered

Presentation of the Cash brand of country music backed by Bill Walk-
er s orchestra.

The "Come Along And Ride This Train" medly allows Johnny to

tribute to the trucking industry, with songs like "Six Days On The
"°ad" and "There Ain't No Easy Run".
,. Johnny Cash's ability to transcend the once strictly guarded con-

"les of "country" mus'ic, and continually place songs on the pop
"arts has to be viewed as one of the many influences which served

Z '."sP'ra'ion for the melding of that Nashville sound with the hard

h

°ck guitar of big city Los Angeles and New York - a blend that has
en

identified as Country-Rock.

Fisher Boys of Hastings by Daniel Fowler in Agnes Etherington Art Centre.

tendays
tuesday, January 19

evening: 7.30 p.m.: meeting of the sailing club in sterling "b".

8:00 p.m.: arts '72 horney II for mixed couples only, refreshments L0( a pint, admission $1.00

per couple in the queen's pub, honkey tonk piano player.

wedensday, January 20

afternoon: 4:30 p.m.: dr. brock fenton from carleton university will give a seminar on aspects of bar

ecology in earl hall, room 111.

evening: 7:00 p.m.: a.s.u.s. executive meeting in the red room.

7:00 and 10:00 p.m.: campus movie presents 'becket' at dunning hall auditorium, admission

$1,00 per person.

8:00 p.m.: phesa presents " the future of physical education in Canada at ellis auditorium,

thursday, january 21

afternoon: 3:30 p.m.: the music department presents the van acker — podulski recital in ellis hall, admis-

sion is free.

evening: 8:00 p.m.: festival '71 is the queen's student union, period place: readings in the east secmid

floor common room between 9 and 11 p.m. creative drama: members or the queen's drama
department will arrange dramatic activities in the mcglaughin room, art and photography

displays: in second floor small common room, music chamber: second floor large common
room, jazz, folk and blue presentations, students are invited to jam on available equipment

film: international centre. 10 students made films, complete showings from 8 and 10:30 p.m.

media motivations: poison room, sights and sounds in a moving atmosphere, noisy things no

exit" : in international centre common room.

friday, january 22

evening: 7:30 p.m.: there will be a meeting in the red room of students interested in forming a french

society at queen's.

8:00 p.m.: the graduate student society presents " this spurting lite in ellis hall auditorium.

8:00 p.m.: festival 71 in the student union, see thursday.

8:00 p.m.: the Chinese literature society presents the documentary the 20th national day

celebration of the people s republic of china " (colour) at dunning hall auditorium, admission

50c per person.

Saturday, january 23

evening: 8:00 p.m.: the international club is having a party at the international centre i downstairs),

admission 50<i\ all welcome.

8:00 p.m.: festival "71 in the student's union see thursday.

sunday, january 24

afternoon: 4:00 p.m.: women's intermural badminton tournament at the gym. all interested please sign up

in the locker room, the union, or residence.

Wednesday, january 27

evening: 7:00 and 10:00 p.m.: campus movies presents "the magic christian in dunning hall audito-

rium, admission $1.00 per person.

thursday, january 28

evening: 8:30 p.m.: the division of concerts presents the branko krsmanovic chorus in grant hall, tickets

are $3.00 and $4.00. this eighty-voice chorus will be singing classical and contemporary music.

at agues etherington art centre

january 20: selections from the permanent
collection in the main gallery until february 4

january 22,23 and 24: studio workshop "batik"

doug snyder at the art centre

:

january 25: kingston music club will present a

recital by first and second year students from

the department of music at queen's university

at 8:30 p.m. in the main gallery.

at the kingston theatres

capital: "dirty dingus mcgee"
hyland: "the owl and the pussycat"
odeon: "five easy pieces"
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UNEMPLOYMENT

National Day of Protest

Mon. Jan. 25

12:30

In front of Benson's Office

on Wellington Street

AMS NOTICE

NOMINATIONS FOR PRESIDENT AND

VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY

MUST BE RECEIVED IN THE A.M.S. OFFICE BY

5 P.M. ON JANUARY 29, 1971. NOMINATIONS

MUST HAVE AT LEAST 200 SIGNATURES OF AMS

MEMBERS AND MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY

A LETTER OF ACCEPTENCE OF NOMINATION

FROM THE CANDIDATES. THE ELECTION WILL

BE HELD ON FEBRUARY 15. 1971.

GLASSES
OUR EXPERIENCED

DISPENSERS WILL GLADLY
ASSIST WITH YOUR

SELECTION

Pizza Pickup
286 Montreal Street

Med. 160 FREE
Large 2.60 DELIVERY
Super 3.60 IN60t!ZONE
(CHOICE OF 6 TOPPINGS)

NO EXTRA CHARGE
PICKUP PIZZA AND SAVE
PICKUP DISCOUNT AVAILABLE

DIAL 544-1221
Open Tues.Through Sat.4-1

Sun. 12 9

mm

ANYONE WHO HAS NOT
PICKED UP HIS COPY OF

TRICOLOR '70

MUST DO SO BEFORE

FRIDAY

JANUARY 29th 1971

After that, all remaining

copies will be sold for cash,

first come, first served.

Funny little Men
on Toothpicks
January 1 saw Queen's "Funny Little Men

on Toothpick Skis" in action at the Viking Ski

Club North of Montreal. In the junior men's

5km race Charles A. Hazen placed second for

Queen's. Reid McLaughlin and Chris Gilliatt

of Queen's stood 15th and 18th respectively out

of a field of 30 racers. In the senior 10 km race

Rick Lake, Pete Cook, and Dave Campbell

stood 11th, 14th, and 15th respectively.

On January 2 Queen's junior relay team
(McLaughlin, Gilliatt, and Hazen) came 5th

out of the 10 teams entered. January 3 Queen's

teams took 6th and 10th places in the senior

men's relay. The only senior relay team from

another university to eclipse Queen's first

team performance, the Carleton team, did so

because of the efforts of Mike Wittington, a

prof, who is not eligible to compete in the

O.Q.A.A. on February 6 and 7.

January 10 Queen's took part in the Musko-

ka Lopet at Huntsville, Ontario. Charles Ha-

zen was 4th in the junior men's 15 km. Other

junior racers from Queen's did well although

final results are not available. In the senior

men's 25 km race, Lake, Campbell, and Cook

came 13th, 16th and 19th respectively. Both

Campbell and Lake beat Rob Hazen, a former

Queen's racer.

Queen's nordic team will be in Ottawa at

Camp Fortune racing this weekend.

Squash-Queen's

Newest Sport

Squash, the newest sport at Queen's h
enjoyed enormous popularity in its first v
One must now book courts at least a dav'
advance, and there is talk that the "fuh,"

1

activity area" in the new Phys Ed. Comn)
should be given to squash courts. The recr
tional instruction programs have been y%
attended, and the intercollegiate team h
finally been selected

Under volunteer coach Don Shiner team
members Nick Gudewill, Greg Thomp

S0I.

Greg Young, Geordie Fallis and Jeff Sirnp
so

'

are now preparing for a schedule of four dual
meets and three large tournaments. The

firs
of the major events will be this Friday

and
Saturday at the Waterloo Invitational

with
five other teams. Queen's does not expect
many titles this year, especially against such
players as McGill's Peter Martin, Canadian
Champion in "A" Class. The first year

goa |

will be as high a team finish as possible.

At the last regular meeting of the Recrea-
tional Services Committee a new policy re.

garding squash rackets was approved. Rack-

ets will be available for issue on a 25c rental

basis, effective January 20, 1971. Tickets may
be purchased at the Athletics Office and in

turn must be submitted to the Equipment
Control Centre for the racket issue.

. . . and over he goef. Queen's Bob Cazes prepares to flip an RMC wrestler en route TO a pin.

York Wins Queen's Gymnastics Meet, But

Gaels Are Much Improved
York University once again

reasserted its superiority in

Men's Intercollegiate Gymnas-
tics on Saturday when it

emerged victorious in the an-
nual Queen's Invitational

meet. With a total score of

120.8 points, York, under coach
Tom Zivic, just edged out
Universite d'Ottawa team,
which accumulated 116.0

points during the meet.

Queen's, the host of the tourna-

ment, placed a respectable
third, with 96.0 points. Other
teams competing were from
Carleton University and Uni-
versity of Guelph.

The pacesetter of the
Queen's team was freshman
Drew Strickland, a native of

Kingston. Strickland won the
Parallel Bars event with 7.6

points, in a very impressive

performance of a new routine-

In Floor Exercises, he earned

a third place tie with Carleton

gymnast Greg Miall, an

excellent competitor who re-

cently finished in a tie for first

place at the Ontario Winter

Games Junior competition in

the same event. Showing g
eat

Wrestlers Lose Only Two in

Tri-Meet
Queen's wrestlers displayed

real confidence and superiority

as they lost only two bouts in

the tri-school wrestling meet
held at RMC Saturday. Janu-
ary 16.

Bob Cazes, who was invited

to work out with the Canadian
National team, in his usual
casual manner, pinned his men
RESULTS Queen's 25 Ryerson 13

Wrestler

easily. A real spark came from
Mike Dwhytie as he slowly tied
his opponents in knots, pinning
them both in the first round.
We will expect to see more

such results as the OQAA fi-

nals come nearer. The team
would like to have newcomers.
Workouts are every day at 5:

30. John Albinson is the coach.

Wt.

118

126

134

142

150

158

167

177

190

HWT

Hayman
Harvey
McGill

Staples

Dwightie
Cazes

VsRMC
Winner
Queens pin

Queen's decision

RMC pin

Queen's decision

Queen's pin

Queen's pin

RMC 25 Queen's 21

Vs Ryerson
Winner
Queen's default

RMC decision

Queen's pin

Queen's default

Queen's pin

Queen's pin

consistency, Strickland also

led the Queen's team in Vault-

ing, with 7.75 points. Horizon-

tal Bar, with 6.5 points, and m

Rings with 5.0 points.

The winners of the otn«

events were as follows: Lam

Bilogrecki, York Universit.;

8.0 points in Floor Exerciser

David Hunter, York Universi

ty, Vaulting, 8.0 points for

handspring; Chris Yull, Can

ton University, 6.1 poin ' s
?
d

Side Horse; and, again, Da"

Hunter, with 7.35 points in H°

izontal Bar and 6.75 P<"
n
j
s

nt
.

Rings for the York team.

er, with three individual ev
^

victories, also took the v

Medal awarded for the best

Around Gymnast hotne

him to York University
vinB

de Mers, a rapidly impr°
^

competitor from Ottawa^
won a second place Posl i

tver

Floor Exercises and the a"

Medal in the All Around c

test.
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Volleyball Third in

Waterloo Tournament
This past weekend. Queen's senior women's volleyball team

rticipated in the fourth annual Invitational Tournament hosted
fJ

the
University of Waterloo^ Elven teams representing various

^nts in Ontario; and a team from Cortland, New York began

'tv at noon on Friday. Each team played at least eight matches
p

tJ,e
course of the two day event.

"
The Queen's team did well, earning 11 of a possible 16 points

match play to finish in third place. In the semi-finals. Queen's

jj sl
a well played match to the University of Waterloo, while

Western, who edged out York to finish in fourth place, lost a close

patch to Torpnto. Toronto defeated Waterloo in the finals to finish

in
first place without having lost any games. This is the third con-

secutive year that Toronto has won this championship. In the final

standings Waterloo stood second. Queen's finished third, and West-

ern finished
in fourth place.

Next weekend the team will see action against the Universi-

ty of
Montreal and McGill in Montreal in regular league play.

The Intermediate Volleyball team; however, did not get a

cnance to display their skills. After travelling to Sir George Wil-

liams they found that there were no referees for the game, and

there was no competition held.

Basketball Ups

Record to 6-0
Both the Senior and Intermediate basketball teams travelled

to Montreal this past weekend to resume competition after six

weeks.

The Senior team played Sir George Williams University and

came away with a 57-25 victory. This leaves the Senior team un-

defeated in regular season play. Scoring for Queen's were Pat Pat-

terson with 12 points, Charlotte Bigelow with 8 points and Heath-

er Dean with 7 points.

The Senior team will play again in Montreal this coming
weekend, Friday night against the University and Saturday night

against McGill University.

The Intermediate team dropped the victory to the Macdonald
College team by 7 points. The final score was 56 for Macdonald
and 49 for the Queen's team. Scoring for Queen's was Dorothy
Van Eyk with 12 points and Camie McNab with 9.

The Intermediate team travels again to Montreal this week-
end to play against Loyola.

Fencers Cleanup
in Semi-Finals

Fencers from Queen's fared excellently in the WITCA
Women's Intercollegiate Two Conference Association) Eastern
Fencing Semifinals. In competition against McGill, Ottawa and
Carleton Universities, Queen's took first place with the others

finishing in that order. Larraine Gorman and Kaiva Celdoma of

ween s earned first and second places respectively in individual

"^petition.

Swimmers Host First

Event in New Pool
Q

Queen's placed third with 59 points in a trimeet held in the

*een s pool this Saturday. They swam against competitors from
*Master (129 points) and Toronto (126 points). Cathy Clarke
as the strongest competitor for Queen's with seconds in the 50

,?
tl WO yard backstroke and a third in the 100 yard Individual

"led!
Other competitors for Queen's were Brenda-Marie Pro-

™yak, Patricia Parr and Beverley McFarlane. Debbie Peppier

Queen's came sixth in the one metre diving, and Joan Watson
%<1 in the same event.

Synchronized Swimmers
Win Team Event
H

ln an invitation meet at McGill this weekend the synchro-

l
..

etl swimming team did well although only placing 4th of 5

,

/"hs. McGill won first place overall with a win in duet competi-

•fk
a "d a second in solo competition. U. of T. won the solo event.

(C Queen's girls, however, took the team swim event and should
'

in their next event in February with the extra practice

Basketball Gaels

Swamp Redmen

102-75
Queen's basketball Gaels hit the century

mark for the first time in many years against
a good team as they swamped McGill Redmen
102-75 last Friday night before a crowd of 2000
at the Bartlett Gym. And judging from this

game, the Gaels may be up there again before
the end of the season. Queen's now leads the
OQAA East with a 2-0 record.

Brian Mackenzie again led the Gaels with
25 points, although the Big M played just over
half the game. Ron Walsh had 19, Andy Doug-
ulis 13, Bob Wright 12, Paul Howard 10, and
Peter Gordon 10. The crowd was most appre-
ciative of Gordon's performance, as he scored
all his points in the second half, including the

99th and 100th points on foul shots; pulled
down five rebounds; and set up Tom Schultz
and Dave Smith for two lovely scoring plays.

Paul Howard had one of his best games of the

year, blocking six shots, and scoring on some
lovely inside moves.

Queen's led all the way in this game, 49-38

at the half, and stretching it out to as much as
32 points in the second half. The next Gael
game will be an away contest with Ottawa U.
this Friday.

Queen's Junior Varsity basketball team
slipped from first place in city league compe-
tition last Friday as they absorbed a 74-54

pounding at the hands (and elbows) of Geoff

Smith, Charlie Pester and the rest of the Cen-
tennials. Smith, a history prof at Queen's, had
31 points for the Centennials.

Saturday's basketball games with York
were posponed until February 5th as York had
a schedule mixup and found that they were
supposed to be playing Trent in a league en-

counter the same night.

Basketball Standings

GP W L F A Pts

Queen's 2 2 0 197 161 4

McGill 3 1 2 249 282 2

Carleton 1 0 1 85 88 0

Ottawa 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hockeyists Bombed

9-0 (but it was

only exhibition)
This Saturday the Women's Ice Hockey

team suffered a 9-0 defeat at the hands of a

Women's team from Lambton, in an exhibi-

tion game. Next weekend they travel to West-

ern and Guelph for league games.

"tie

Hockey Gaels

Scramble to Ties
London Ties Laval at 19:54

On Friday night Queen's took on U of M and

played to a 2-2- tie. All the scoring occurred in

the first period. The marksmen for the Gaels

were Stan Gait and Morris Mott. Clyde Harris

was outstanding in the nets as he continually

stifled U of M s scoring attempts.

The Gaels scored five goals against Laval

on Saturday, which again earned a tie. Our

final goal came with only ten seconds remain-

ing in the game as our goalie was replaced by

a sixth attacker. Matt took a shot from the

point which was directed into the net by Colin

Loudon. The other Queen's goals were scored

by Murray Douglas, with two. Bruce Wick-

ham and Frank Caffey with one each.

Next weekend we play host to the same two

teams and wins are necessary if we are to

climb to the top
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Dr. Philip London, who was dismissed

from the University of Windsor for what

was called gross and wilful neglect of

duty, will not be reinstated. The neglect of

duty was in reference to the professor's

decision to abide by whatever marking

system his students decided upon. The
students decided on all A's. Dr. London

agreed and said there was more learning

in that year than in any of his three pre-

vious years he had taught in Windsor.

Arthur Smith, Chairman of the Eco-
nomic Council of Canada, told the Ontario

Institute for Studies in Education that the

poor may be subsidizing the rich in giving

students a college education. Govern-

ments are increasingly using tax revenues

to finance higher education. Smith said

that as much as two-thirds of all tax reve-

nue available for financing post secondary

education may come from households

with gross incomes of less than $10,000 per

annum, and in this way higher education

may be tending to become a mechanism
for transferring income from poor fami-

lies to rich families. He went on to say

university students will have to pay for an

increasing proportion of the cost of educa-

tion through tuition fees, but that increas-

es would have to be tied to a system which

insured greater access to the money need-

ed for university entrance, such as the

idea of an Educational Opportunity Bank

(where students could get long term

loans, to be paid back on basis of future

earning power.

)

There might also be more emphasis on

non-university employment. "The aspira-

tions of some of the university graduates

need to be tempered by job market reali-

ties," said Smith.

The first university courses in Canada's
north may be offered as soon as Septem-
ber 1972. A charter was issued this week
to a group of leaders from the Yukon and
the Northwest Territories who will try to

organize the University of the North in

time to begin some operation by that

time.

The University of the North, it is

planned, will eventually have three col-

leges — at Yellowknife, N.W.T.; Inuvik.

N.W.T.; and Whitehorse, Yukon.

According to a recent Music research

Bureau survey, the Beatles, although now
divided, had the world record in sales ni

LP's. Sales of Beatle albums totalled 56

million copies, with their nearest rival

Herb Albert was third with 30 million, and
Elvis Presley and Frank Sinatra were tied

for fourth with 25 million each.

Of 106 Canadian daily newspapers, at

the end of 1970, five were selling at 15

cents a copy. 95 were selling at ten cents a

copy, four sold for five cents, one sold for

eight cents, and one sold for seven cents.

Since the end of 1970, the Kingston

Whig-Standard has left the group of ten

cent dailies and now sells for twelve cents

a copy.

The Queen's Journal costs students 7 1 a

cents per issue whether they pick it up or

not.

The International Joint Commission
last Thursday reported that pollution on

the Lower Great Lakes and international

section of the St. Lawrence River has

reached the stage where it is harmful to

the health and property of the residents in

Canada and the United States.

The Canadian delegation at an interna-

tional conference on pollution held in

Washington last week said that Canada
cannot slow economic growth in chosen

sectors to combat pollution because all

out growth is needed to supply jobs for a

labour force that is expanding dramatical-

ly-.

The present surplus of Ph.D.'s in Cana-

da may be changed in the near future by

government policy into a deficit accord-

ing to the Committee on University Af-

fairs.

Its annual report says that the federal

government is engaged in a major review

of science policy. Quoting the report: "If,

as seems fairly probable, Canada should

determine to take a more agressive line in

research (urban development, housing,

the North) ... we could possibly find our-

selves endeavoring to force the expansion

of graduate enrolment.

The law cannot help the poor in Canada
until a decent standard of living is seen as
a legal right, Mr Justice Emmett Hall of

the Supreme Court of Canada said last

Friday.

"The law, if properly used, ameliorates

somewhat the harshness of poverty, but it

cannot really deal with it," he told a U. of
T, sponsored forum of Ontario law stu-
dents. "Where there is want, there is no
real freedom. The other freedoms are in-

effective."

The recent layoffs of 170 workers at the

DuPont plant in Kingston raises the total

number laid-off to 600.

fiom (he Globoid Mail

This is part of a letter written to the Globe and Mail by J. J.
Greene. Minister of Mines, Energy, and Resources:

Your Dec. 5 edition published a letter written by two
graduate students from the Department of Geology, Uni-
versity of Western Ontario, concerning energy policy.

Government policies in any field should certainly not be
immune to criticism, particularly in the area of energy
resource policy where there is a great deal of room for

differences of opinion. However, there is an alarming
tendency on the part of some academics to rush into print

with criticisms that are not always based on an accurate
or complete appreciation of the facts.

It is sheer nonsense to state that I have "been giving
away our resources for a pittance". Canadian oil and natu-
ral gas are sold to the United States at the prevailing
prices for these commodities in that high-price market.
The sales contracts are negotiated at the industry level on
a "willing seller — willing buyer" basis without interven-
tion or participation by myself or by the Canadian Govern-
ment.

In the case of oil ex|

in that under the Uni
recently modified we
UnitedStates about a

facilities are capable

the general world pi ii

oil in competition will

Africa if il were not

far from being a give-

I
<

' 1 1 L' .111.1 Ullljl'lllt IH-l

for otherwise unsaleat

In the case of natural gas exports, the National Energy
Board, an independent judicial tribunal, must satisfy itself

that the price to be charged for the natural gas to be ex-
ported is just and reasonable in relation to the public inter-
est. It is only after the Energy Board has certified, among
other things, that the price is proper that the Government
has the opportunity to accept or disagree with the Energy
Board's recommendation. If the Energy Board decides the
export price is not satisfactory, the export application
does not come before the Government for consideration

I cannot agree with your statement that the Canadian
Government and I accept the concept of a common energy
policy with the United States. A major tenet of our energy
policy has always been and remains that we advocate the
export of our surplus energy. The objective is to improve
our balance of trade and our opportunities to carry on and
even to accelerate our exploration programs. II is a fact
that the United States is the only practicable export naar-

I

11

al p]

;ed position.
3rogram as
sport to the

nt pipe line

much above
for oil. We could not export any
leap oil from the Middle East and
this special relationship which,

ay. has been the fruitful result of
ations to provide market outlets

kel for our surplus oil and gas, and a key market for our
uranium, but it would be a curious logic indeed that would
argue that because the United States is the buyer we
should sit on our surpluses. As you know, we have recently
been able to compete in a quite substantial way in the Jap-
anese market for coal, and it may be over time that other
overseas markets will open up for our surplus energy
commodities. Until they do. it seems to me to be folly to

refuse to sell to the United States such energy as may be
surplus to our requirements, if the price is right and if we
avoid commitments which extend beyond the reasonably
foreseeable future. I am sure you are aware of the cost of
carrying unnecessarily large inventories of any commodi-
ty. The Canadian Petroleum Association, as an example,
has estimated that it costs ?3-million to carry one trillion
cubic feet of gas in inventory for one year.

Having stated that a common energy policy is not an
objective of the Canadian Government. I would agree with
you that the major disadvantage of a common energy poli-
cy would be a potential diminution of sovereignty. The
United States is a major factor in world oil and gas trade
and it has many foreign policy concerns would involve
diminution of Canada's sovereignty.

You claim that future Canadian consumers will have to
pay higher prices for petroleum products in order to fi-

nance new exploration, as well as pay larger transport
costs as the closer sources of supply become more rapidly
depleted. There is just enough truth in this to make it trou-
blesome to me. as it obviously is to you. The degree of
merit in the point depends on the stage of development al
which you apply the argument. In the late 1940s and the
1950s, the only ways to get gas service at any price for
Canadians outside of Alberta were either to import United
States gas, or to encourage the discovery and development
in Canada of reserves large enough to support major pipe-
line installations.

The former alternative would have left us dependent on
the United States for gas supplies for Central Canada and
for British Columbia, which might initially have been
cheaper but now would be neither cheap nor! considering
the present United States energy situation, permanently
reliable The second alternative required that, in order to
gel the anil eost for service to Canadians within competi-
tive parameters, it was necessary to provide for substan-
tial export sales Similarly, in order to move Canadian oil

economically to refineries in British Columbia and Ontar-
io, it was necessary to establish substantial export mar-
kets.

At this stage it is easy to forget what has gone before,

and complain that the Canadian consumer may have to pay

more for Arctic gas than he does for gas from the southern

Alberta plains. True. And in the short run we could proba-

bly protect the Canadian consumer of oil and gas against

increases in the field price of oil and gas by refusing to

export any more of these commodities. But before very

long, since no additional capital would move into explora-

tion and development, the growth of our own requirements

would put pressure on the price for the remaining proved

reserves, and we would be in the same position in which

the United States now finds itself.

To me, the better course is to continue to encourage the

development and use of our resources, which potentially

are very large indeed in relation to our prospective re-

quirements, but are worthless until proven, developed and

sold. This cannot be achieved without access to foreign

markets. The price of holding these resources in Canada

would, in the long run. have to be borne by Canadian con-

sumers through much higher prices later and a decrease in

additions to reserves because of reduced cash flow to pro°"

ucers and explorers.

You state that our foreign-owned oil industry will make

more profit. Well. I don't think profit is an altogether ban

thing. This industry pays taxes, it pays royalties on l»

production, it provides jobs — a great many of them. y°"

contrary view notwithstanding — and it contributes to tn

^
well-being of Canada in countless other ways. Not least o

these other ways is the encouragement of secondary ind 1*5
'

try: have you considered the number of pipe mills, and

jobs in manufacturing and servicing other forms of equ'P'

ment. that have developed from the growth of the oil an

gas industries in Canada?.
. . .Your last point is that the "already embarrassing

balance of payments surplus'' with the United States tf>

be increased. I would be inclined to be much more co

cerned about a balance of payments deficit. 1969 was

firs! year in which the revenue from Canada's exports

energy exceeded the cost of Canada's imports of energy

the last 10 years Canada's deficit on energy trade has
'

tailed some $l,564-mi!lion. The United Slates and Canao

both have balance of payments problems, though they a

' rather different problems, but I cannot share your

that the United States will, because of the cost of btiyi

SI.'""energy from us. restrict our access to the United

market for other goods with which we are able to eomP
in that market.

J. J. Greene
Energy. Mines and
Resources Minister
Ottawa
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Phys-ed complex fees

may be increased

Hello fun seekers in soup kitchens throughout Canada. Science '44 Co-op opens its doors on January 23 for an

open house for all those interested in living in them, or in how they run. 314 William st will be open in the

morning between 10 and 12. 208 Bagot St. and 307 University will be open from 2 to 5 p.m.

Few students were present at
last week's AMS meeting to vent
complaints or questions about the

new Phys Ed complex and its op-

erations to Dr. Macintosh, direc-

tor of the School of Physical and
Health Education. Dr. Macintosh
expressed a concern about the
number of people using the facili-

ties. Apparently everyone and his

brother thinks they can use the
complex — including people who
worked at the university last

summer for the short time. Such
people will have to pay a usage fee

next year, Macintosh said. He also
said part-time students will be
asked to pay a recreational fee

next year to help cover the costs of

their use of the complex.
An increase probably will also

be made in the laundry fee. The
present fee only covers 40% of the

expense, Macintosh said.

The lack of medical services at

Dr. of Business program to start in 1972
A Doctor of Business pro-

gramme will be offered at Queen's

to begin in 1972/73. The basic out-

line of the programme was ap-

proved in principle by the Queen's

Senate at its December meeting.

The programme is intended to

extend and complement the exist-

ing programme in the School of

Business, and the emphasis will be

on applied problem solving, as in

the existing M.B.A. courses.

Only three universities in Cana-

da now offer doctorate pro-

grammes in business (Toronto,

UBC and Western) and in 1969-70,

when 150 new staff were hired by
Canadian business schools, the

total domestic supply of Ph.D.
grads was two. The enrollment in

the Queen's programme is not in-

tended to exceed 20 (and will be

only 7 in the first year of opera-

tion) and thus will make only a

slight contribution to this short-

age. Studies by the Economic
Council of Canada indicate that

the demand for Ph. D.'s in busi-

ness will be sufficient to absorb
the graduates of all existing and
potential Ph.D. programmes.

The approach of the programme
will be multi-disciplinary (or anti-

disciplinary) and will draw on the

knowledge and techniques of many
different functional areas. Where
possible, practical problem solv-

ing will be carried on in actual

organizations which have agreed

to allow members of the business

school to analyze them for periods

of several months.

The minimum requirement for

entry to the programme will be an

honours bachelor degree. Such
persons will spend one year on a

programme similar to first year
MBA and will need an A average

to proceed. MBA graduates would

need to take a set of examinations

and pass with an A average. Nor-

mal course work would end after

two years, a comprehensive exam
would then be written, and finally,

the student would prepare and
then defend a doctoral thesis.

Music recording free
Would be recording musicians

will get a chance to make demo
tapes of their works in a mobile
recording studio next week, free

of charge. The studio is housed in

an office trailer which is complete

with tape recorders, a mixing
board with reverb, echo and equal-

izing facilities and top quality

mikes and playback systems, and

will be stationed behind Grant

Hall from January 26 to 29.

The finished tapes are for the

use of the artists and copies can be

made for their use. The project is

financed by the Ontario Arts Coun-

cil to encourage and promote in-

terest in Canadian talent. The free

recording is not a talent contest of

any type and all the material

heard will be kept in strict confi-

dence.

the new gym complex was men-
tioned, by one council member. At

present, there is only first aid ser-

vice — what about prevention, like

bandaging a bad ankle? Macintosh

said that, because of the numbers
involved, it would be impossible
for the complex to have its own
medical services, especially with

the Student Health Center in oper-

ation as well.

National

protest

over

unemployment
A national day of protest will be

held Monday, January 25, to dram-
atize the problems of unemploy-
ment. In Kingston, an ad hoc
group of citizens will gather at 12:

30 outside the office of Mr. Ben-
son, the Minister of Finance, on
Clarence. The aim here is to dem-
onstrate the intense concern of the

demonstrators over Mr. Benson's
policies of curbing inflation, with
the resultant cost of massive
unemployment, and the hesitation

of the government to act on the
problem.

From Benson's office, the dem-
onstrators will move to the Man-
power Office on upper Princess
St., where large numbers of regis-

tration forms will be filled out in

hopes of clogging the system to
demonstrate Manpowers inability

to handle large numbers unem-
ployed people.

The organizers hope that large

numbers of students who are con-

cerned about unemployment will

take an boor off and join in the

meeting.

The privileged place of the earth in the universe
By "Granite Head" Armstrong

From "The Pained Truth"

Today's scientific thinking relegates
toe Earth to the BACKYARD of the uni-

verse — a MINOR planet circling an IN-

SIGNIFICANT sun at the fringes of ONE
galaxy in BILLIONS. Scientists attempt
to explain the apparent MOTION of the
Sun and the stars by the notion that the

Earth ROTATES daily about its axis. But
the physical existence of this axis has
NEVER been verified.

The ancients believed the Earth to be at
the CENTRE of the Universe, with the
Sun. all the other planets, and the stars,
IN MOTION AROUND THE EARTH. It is

only a few centuries ago that the HERE-
SIES that DISPLACED the Earth from
"lis RIGHTFUL position, were formulat-
ed. Copernicus in the sixteenth century
advanced a SUN-CENTERED model of
toe cosmos; and Galileo in 1609 found four
MOONS apparently CIRCLING the planet
JUPITER! These MYTHS, and further
ones considerably more COMPLEX, are
WIDELY believed today, as is the myth of
evolution.

How UNFORTUNATE it is that scien-
tists seek the MOST COMPLICATED pos-
sible explanations for their observations
°f the Universe, INSTEAD of turning to

"at Source, which contains the TRUTH
about our AWESOME Universe, as set out
°y the One in the Best position to know
a«>ut it! How much SIMPLER their task
"ould be if they did not feel the NEED to

Jjnd EXPLANATIONS that do not RE-
QUIRE the presence of a CREATOR

!

The EARTH IS the CENTRE of the

Universe! ALL other theories, such as the

ROTATION of the Earth, the SUN-cen-

tered model, the notion that STARS are

SUNS like our own, and evolution, are

FALSE! And this article PROVES it

!

The Michaelson-Morley experiment set

out, in 1887, to prove the EXISTENCE of

the "ether", a SUBSTANCE that per-

meated ALL space, that was supposed to

be the MEDIUM for the TRANSMISSION

of light waves. We won't bore you with the

details, but the idea was to detect a DIF-

FERENCE in the speed of LIGHT as the

waves travelled parallel or crosswise

with respect to this ether "wind". NO dif-

ference was found. TYPICALLY,
scientists of that time set out to DEVISE

all sorts of ingenious explanations to

SAVE the "ether" theory; and later on

they discarded the theory altogether.

But they MISSED the OBVIOUS
explanation: "The Earth DOESN'T
MOVE!" (Martin Gardner. "Relativity

for the Million") 1

But we know WELL how scientists like

to TWIST facts to FIT their pet theories.

So we go to the Book of Books. Here is

PROOF (Joshua 10, 12-M) that the SUN

moves AROUND the EARTH, and that

proof is the word of God.

Science admits it has NO SATISFAC-

TORY EXPLANATION for the ORIGIN

of the Universe. But again they ingnore

the one AUTHENTIC Source of the

TRUTH about their world and seek to ex-

plain it by such MYTHS and HERESIES

as the steady-state theory, the Big Bang,

and evolution. But NONE of these can

SATISFACTORILY ACCOUNT for the

existence of the DIFFERENT chemical

elements, to say NOTHING of the diversi-

ty of life 'on Earth. The FANTASIES sci-

entists INVENT concerning stars like the

Sun, only more distant, and galaxies like

our own, again only more distant, are

EVERY BIT as RIDUCULOUS as the

MYTH that MAN descended from the

LOWER ANIMALS.
And yet scientists REFUSE to believe

they can get the ANSWERS to ALL their

cosmological problems from the Word of

our Almighty God.

"In the beginning God created the heav-

ens and the Earth" (Genesis 1,1). Right

away, in the FIRST verse of the Bible, it

is CLEAR that the Earth was created

FIRST and that the Universe had a FI-

NITE beginning, spelling DOOM for such

heresies as the Steady-state model, and

evolution. And, as "darkness was upon the

face of the waters" (Genesis 1,2) OB-
VIOUSLY the SUN was NOT YET IN

EXISTENCE!
And it was only on the FOURTH day

that God created the SUN and the STARS!
(Genesis 1,14-19). OBVIOUSLY, since it

was the FIRST thing the Almighty God
created, the Earth is »e CENTER of the

Universe.

It is a sad travesty indeed that scien-

tists REFUSE to recognize the PRIVI-

LEGED position of our Earth in the Uni-

verse and instead relegate it to the back

ranks, just as they choose to despoil

man's creation by heresies, as evolution.

The galaxies, IMAGINED by astrono-

mers to be SIMILAR to the group of stars

in which we find ourselves, are thought to

speed AWAY from us in ALL directions.

This motion causes their light to be shift-

ed towards the red end of the spectrum,

the amount of shift proportional to their

speed. Now it is found that ALL galaxies

are moving AWAY with the SAME speed

in ALL DIRECTIONS!
"An observer. . .will see. . .that he is

at the center of expansion." (George
Gamow, "The Creation of the Universe")'

So, you see, further PROOF that the

Earth lies at tile CENTER of the Uni-

verse.

The PROOF of the Earth's UNIQUE
PRIVELEGED position in the cosmos is

SO OVERWHELMING that it is indeed

saddening to see God's truth set aside for

such HERESIES as current cosmological

theories and evolution.

Footnotes

Quotes from the text, in context:

1) ".
. .if the experiment had been performed

a few centuries earlier. . .a very simple
explanation would immediately nave oc-

curred to everyone: The Earth doesn't

move!

"

Martin Gardner, "Relativity for the Mil-

lion"

2) "An observer located in oiy one of these

model galaxies will see that all the others

run away from him and he may be inclined

to believe (incorrectly that he is at the cen-

ter of expansion."
George Gamow, "The Creation of the Uni-

verse"
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Reorganization of law

student's legal aid society Peter's Predictions by Peters Adams and Raym
0llt

by Don McDougall

The Queen's legal aid socie-

ty has been attempting to cut

red tape and overcome prob-

lems in office managing and
lack of continuity. A major
reshuffling of members into

ten "cells", each with seven
students representing all

years, should increase efficien-

cy at the students' community
legal aid office at 200 Montreal

St.

Each cell will be responsible

for manning the office for two

A time
to

decide
Pari ol growing up is choosing the

right steps to lake. The day you

walk away trorri your old oxfords

n a new pair ol heels probably

comes around the lime you lace

an important question: how to lake

Ihe problems out ol ttiose problem

clays that happen every month.

Consider whal Tampax lampons

can do lor you. Worn internally,

Ihey do away with bulky pin-pad-

belt contraptions. A silken-smooth

pontainer-applicator makes them

easy to insert. Once Ihey're prop

erly in place, you can'l even feel

you're wearing them. And both

the applicalor and tampon arc-

readily disposable. You simply

Hush thorn away.

Why nol make Ihe decision mil

lions ol gills in 1 18 countries havi

already made? Tampax tampons

They're definitely a giant slep ir

Ihe right direction ol becoming <

woman.

IPAX TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY BY
AOIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD
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days each month and will han-

dle all cases brought in during

those days. In addition, third

year students will act as duty

counsel in Division Court.

The referal system has also

been criticized because of the

number of cases brought to the

students. Under the present

procedure, all clients must be

referred to the Ontario Legal
Aid Office at 34 Clarence St.

The area director, Kingston

lawyer D.G. Cunningham, with

the help of a welfare officer,

determines the need of the ap-

plicant based on his or her in-

come capital assets and expen-

ses. Mr. Cunningham refers to

the students cases which do not

come under the Legal Aid Plan

or are too minor for the city

lawyers to take. These consist

mostly of careless driving off-

ences small debt claims, and
landlord tenant disputes.

The inconvenience to clients

who must apply in person dur-

ing the early morning hours set

aside for legal aid cases down-
town, has inspired the students

to propose a system which
would allow them to immedi-
ately handle those types of
cases usually referred back to

the students' office.

A full time social worker
employed by the Queen's Medi-
cal Students' Community
Health Agency which shares
the Montreal St. office, may be
used to help the law students
with some of their cases. For
instance, a recent case of a
mother's complaint that her
seven-year-old son was not
promoted to grade 2 was found
to be more of a social than a
legal problem.

Hello. This is the first in a

series of articles which will

attempt to predict tbe future of

various aspects of our lime-
stone life here at old Queen's.

We offer you the opportunity to

relax, escape from your relent-

less routine and share with us

some titilating tidbits of temp-
tation. An inquisitive insight

into:

Food and Politics Our net-

work of correspondents have
uncovered a dastardly plot to

take over our world. Mr. Under
Grounds, coffee shop corre-

spondent reports that Beaver
Foods Incorporated (the com-
pany that selects, prepares and
serves out food in the Union
and Residences! has been plot-

ting their quiet coup for some
time.

The Beavers have decided to

begin their master scheme on
a smaller scale here at dear
old Queen's University. The
Union coffee shop pollution

index is rising daily and contin-

ually establishes new records
when they are baking bread or

cutting cheese.

The Beavers have been pro-

curing their donuts from Tim
Horton (has-been hockey hero)

. However, not to be outdone,

local politician and Hall of
Famer, Syl Apps, has count-
ered with the Hat Trick Spe-
cial' (three stale circles of
sugar-coated dough camou-
flaged in saran wrap). Syl's
Hat Trick Special is definitely

the best deal in the coffee shop
in this age of ever-spiralling
prices.

Pizza Pickup
286 Montreal Street

Med. 160 FREE
Large 2.60 DELIVERY
Super 3.60 IN 60d ZONE
(CHOICE OF 6 TOPPINGS)

NO EXTRA CHARGE
PICKUP PIZZA AND SAVE
PICKUP DISCOUNT AVAILABLE

DIAL 544-1221
Open Tues.Through Sat.4-1

Sun. 12-9

SQUASH

"THE
SLAZENGER"

SQUASH RACKETS
and ADIDAS SHOES
— 20% OFF

R.W.ALF0RD& CO. LTD

121 PRINCESS ST.

JOYCE & COMPANY
presenls

Samuel Beckett's

Waiting for

GODOT
Directed by

M0RIS0N BOCK
with

Daniel Buccos, Stephen Hair,
Rick Johnson, Tony Abrams

& Mickael Rhoades

GRAND THEATRE
TONIGHT & SATURDAY

8:30 P.M.
Tickets ($2.00) From GRAND THEATRE or
NONESUCH BOOKSELLERS
GROUP RATES ON VPPLIl \TION

However, there are two
more prominent indications of

the Beavers' plot to take over
our world through its digestive

system:

Red Herring, our slick

sports analyst notes that a

Beaver has infiltrated the
Queen's Basketball Gaels.

Known simply as Dave Smith,

the 101 and 102 point scoring

giant is really a Beaver spy.

Stirrup Poles, political ana-
lyst, who has never taken a

wooden nickel, reports that, as
the AMS elections approach,
the only serious candidate
seems to be an apathetic an-
archist known as Nick le Bea-
ver. Mr. le Beaver, who has
been nominated for the AMS
Presidency, is accompanied by
the most alluring Suzanne Ot-
ter as his Vice-President. The
strategy is devious and damna-
ble, although Stirrup Poles still

feels that its a toss up (heads
or tails) and our computer's
only remark is 'Too close to

call'.

Mr. le Beaver swims into the
political scene at Queen's in a
specially dull political year.
We can only hope that Nick
will be able to keep his head
out of hot water and avoid the
large blobs of pollution which
invariably confront any aspir-
ing campus politico in mid
stream. Rumour has it that
Nick will probably wrap up the
jock vote as he is currently
number one on the paddle ball

ladder.

Mr. le Beaver has a hectic
history as a shrewd operator.
Master of the cutting remark

(gained through years
chopping block as Beav
Cleaver) we can only leave ^'
with the question: 'To Bea
or not to Beaver?' aVer

The Cine Scene — ^0
Lenz, our Hollywood corr"
spondent, predicts that J a ,t
Nicholson's T-shirt (Five Ea
Pieces) will be .nominated $
an academy award as the sZ
Supporting T-Shirt. '

Miss Lenz also offers
weekly puzzle. Answers will h!
found in next Tuesday's clas*
fied ads. This week's puzzu
'In what film did Gig Youn.
make his debut? What charac
ter did he play? Name one oth
er actor/actress in the same
film.

Sports — Red Herring, our
sports correspondent, is at
tempting to establish his repu
tation as a reliable analyst
For this reason, Red will con
centrate on and limit himsel
to fairly safe predictions.

After weighing all the var-

ious factors, Red predicts
(drum roll please) : The Balti-

more Colts will win Super
Bowl V in the last ten seconds

of the game, probably by a

field goal. But we wouldn't bet

on it.

Arts — See you at the Festi-

val!

Next week, People in Power
introduces you to another busy

bureaucrat. Good bye until

then and remember. Big Bea-

ver is watching you.

DUNNING HALL MOVIES

TIME CHANGE
PLEASE NOTE THAT, EFFECTIVE
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20, 1971,

SHOW TIMES WILL BE:

7:00 P.M. AND 9:20 P.M.

UP AND COMING:

WED. JAN. 20 - BECKET

WED. JAN. 27 - THE MAGIC CHRISTIAN

SKI-ING VACATION IN SWITZERLAND
EASTER

Depart New York April 7th Return April 15th or
Depart New York April 9th Return April 17th.
8 Days only 298.00

Round trip by comfortable Boeing 707 jet.

Lodging at either ihe Posthotel Garni or the Mothotel Sommerau
both in Chur. Twin-bedded rooms with private bath or shower and

Ski Lifts. Special Group Rates are being negotiated for Ski Lifts

and we expect to be able to offer day passes at a 50% discount.
Transfers. Kloten Airport (Zurich) - Chur - Kloten Airport with
full services of couriers and all porterage.

Twin 1 edded room at NO EXTRA cost, plus full Continental
Breakfast and Dinner throughout. Also included are all Foreign
and American taxes and service charges. The price also includes
membership to the Anglo America Association for one year-
Eligibility for this and other trips run by the Anglo America
Association are limited to Students, Staff, Faculty and then
immediate Family.

MEMBERS OF THE ANGLO AMERICA ASSOCIATION are
offered various charter flights from most major points in the
United States to London during the summer as well as Student
flights withm Europe. Employment opportunities Discounts, Car
Hire Facilities. Hotel Finders Service, Travel Department,
For more information on Ski ing vacations or membership please
write us at Head Office.

ANGLO-AMERICA ASSOCIATION
60A,PyleSt.,
Newport, I.W.,

HAMPSHIRE/ENGLAND. ,



Though** from HlacArthur

Learning centred - not teaching centred - education
by Nick Power

Riki,
tavi is a mong°ose

who kills snakes and when i

was a young man i was led to

believe there were organiza-

tions to kill my snakes for me

ie .
the church

ie.
the government

;e the school

but when i got a little older

i
learned i had to kill them

myself

LOST AND FOUND: A change purse

containing a sum of money was found

in front of Richardson Hall, on Tues.

Jon. 15/ 1971. Owner may claim at

Student's Memorial Union Business

Office.

WANTED: Ushers for Snowball Concert

. , [ee tickets. People to set up chairs

on Friday afternoon — free beer,

phone Keifh Merritt, 544-4268 or Pe-

„, Andrews, 548-7153.

The Student Volunteer Bureau needs

people:

contact the Bureau if you are interest-

ed in any of these jobs: (Monday,

Tuesday, Wednesday 2:30 to 4:30)

1. First Baptist tutorial program needs
volunteers for Wed. night 6:30-7:30.

2. Blind residence on Union St. —
reading to patients and helping to

write letters. Needed Tues., Wed., or

Fri. from 7:00-9:00 and anytime on
the weekend.

3. Mother needs a student to spend 1

or 2 afternoons per week (3:30-5:30)

or evenings with a 5 year old retarded

boy. This is to give her time for the

other children.

4. Helen Tufts nursery school

(children 3, 4, 5 years) needs volun-

teers Tues. and Thurs. anytime from 6:

30-12:00 am. The children are from
underprivileged homes and the pro-

gram is designed fo prepare them for

a kindergarten program. Program is

held at First Baptist Church on Syden-
ham.

5. Swimming program for mentally
retarded children on Tues. from 1-2 on
Tues. I girl and 2 boys.

Anyone interested in helping to organ-
ise a float or sculpture for Arts' 72
phone Steve Himter 544-4404 or Marv
Bloor 544-0727.

Dinosaur? February 13th in Grant
Hall.

Wonted: lead guitarist, rock. Phone
547-3040 or 546-3316.

Marathon Dance
Friday February 5th

Dance 'til you Drop
in Grant Hall

from 8:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m.
proceeds to Camp Outlook

pledge cards found in Snowball Hand-
book

Arts and Science '73

Snowball float

all loyal
ertsci '73 members come out to be a
Part of the 'PEOPLE' float meet behind
Stirling Hall between 5:00 and 5:15
P m. Monday, January 25, 1970.

riki, tiki, tavi mongoose is

gone.

Donovan Open Road
This articles is about learn-

ing-centered education. Much
of what happens in schools in
Ontario is teaching-centered.
Its concern is basically for the
subject matter and its present-
ation; what the teacher, the
textbook, the department
head, the government wants
learned is what is taught. Oth-
er learning is accidental —
nice, but not critical to the
learning process. Concentra-
tion on the teaching aspect of

the education process has
many unfortunate effects.

Primarily, the activity in the
classroom becomes centered
at the front of the room on the
teacher; it is not in the group
of people in the room. John
Dewey comments on the con-
cept of "keeping order" in the

classroom. He says the teacher
kept it because order was in

the teacher's keeping instead

of residing in the shared work

being done. Here, the subject
is truly at the center with con-
siderably less strain on the
teacher to put it there.

When the educative process
is "ours" — not "theirs" or
"mine" — the activity of the
class can have a more natural
rhythm of work, play-work,
sheer play, or whatever the
needs of the group are in this

context of a share learning
experience; "teacher" is not
on the spot to avoid errors; the
questions he asks are not ones
he knows the answers to. The
teaching function is not with-
held, it is integral with the
needs and demands of the
group. In fact, the schools
could benefit from more di-

verse teaching activity includ-

ing adults with whom interac-

tion is sought by young people.
The role of teacher becomes
that of coordinator both of en-

vironments and of experiences
relevant to the group.

Special reference to Mc-
Arthur College: Much is being

MALE HELP
WANTED

TO JOIN THf SINGING CREW OF THE
KINGSTON MEISTERSINGERS

BOAT
Music by JEROME KERN

Boole end lyrics by OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN 2nd

QUALIFICATION: Mole-Singer

STARTING SALARY: Meet New Friends

PAY INCREASES: As Mony as You Wont
FRINGE BENEFITS: 100% Enjoyment

Apply to . . .

Kothy Roberts — 542-4650
or Ernie Whyman — 542-0614

Sponsored by the Rotory Club

of Kingston

done to re-center the education

process, though, often the feel-

ing is merely of liberalizing the

"teaching" function. There is

opportunity this term for

trying out the attitude de-

scribed in this article. It needs

the first week of the two-week
practice teaching session free

of the presence of the associate

(however gracious) — a

chance for "learning teacher"

to concentrate on experiment-

ing with his style rather than

on his performance.

better get into what you got to

get into

better get into it now no slack-

ing please

(ipnmt fl dJmtntal
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Etjvoi Paul Bacon
Atiocitti EAIor Piaire Lerchna'
Bull n ess Manager — Vmce Tang

Manaainy Editor - John 5olman

Publrihed twice a weak during (ha academic yea' by Ihe Alma Malar SociatY of Outran 'i UnivefiilY Fotmda

in 1873 Editorial opuiioni a<o lho»e ol the editor and not neceasanty ol tha Alma Maior Society of th

Unrveniry Member ofihe Liberation News Serv.ee Punted by WEB Offset. Toronto Ontario

A THINKING
MAN'S MESSAGE
about Diamonds

Buying a diamond soon? Confused about diamond

pricing? We wouldn't blame you a bit. A Va carat dia-

mond may cost a variety of prices. The size may remain

the same, but the quality of every diamond differs

slightly from that of every other stone mined. Dia-

monds are a unique gem that require specialized

knowledge on the part of a jeweler. As members of the

American Gem Society, you may depend on our dia-

mond specialists to properly explain the subtle differ-

ences. Come in soon and see for yourself.

UEMBCR AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY _S

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
j lWI LL SB'S

108 PRINCI'-SS STRKRT,
KINGSTON, ON'I'AKIO

CANADA

AuiT leers
RESTAURANT

LICENSED — OF COURSE

PRINCESS WEST OF
THE CIRCLE

START THE NEW YEAR WITH
OUR STEAK SPECIAL

$|-99

JUICY BUTTERFLY TENDERLOIN STEAK

CHOICE OF POTATO - VEGETABLE

ALSO ROLLS AND BUTTER

SEAFOODS - KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN - PIZZA

"
P.S.—HARVEY WALLBANCER

IS HERE NOW ! AND WELCOMES

ALL HIS OLD CUSTOMERS.

JAN. 30 - FEB. 7

INTERNATIONAL WEEK
will soon be upon you, each national club presenting their

night of ethnis entertainment.

Jan. 30 - Snowball Union

Jan. 31 - India Night - Dunning

Feb. 3 - International Night - Wallace

Feb. 4 - ClISO Night - International Centre

Feb. 5 - African Night - International Centre

Feb. 6 - Chinese Night - Grant Hall

Feb. 7 - West Indian Night - Grant Hall

COME, PARTICIPATE AND ENJOY YOURSELF
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North Kingston ministers may stay in Kingston

by Mary Campbell
Feeling ran high during dis-

cussions on the appeal made by

Calvary-Zion United Churches
against the decision to replace

the two ministers of North
Kingston, Rev. Brien Thrasher
and Rev. Harry Martin. The
recommendation was proposed
by the Bay of Quinte Confer-
ence last Saturday.

The conference offered a
number of recommendations
to be considered by the Kings-

ton Presbytery. These recom-
mendations were clearly an
effort to reach some compro-
mise situation. They have pro-

posed that Rev. Martin be ap-

pointed the Senior Minister in

the North Kingston Pastoral

Charge, and that Rev. Thrash-
er be appointed a free-lance

pastor and social worker with

the youth in Kingston. The
Presbytery meets Feb. 17 to

consider these recommenda-
tions.

direct from Yugoslavia

the famous

BRANKO KRSMANOYICH CHORUS

80-voice chorus

lavishly costumed

folk and classical music

"Tremendously exciting" — Washington

"Sensational' — Detroit

"Unparalleled brilliance" - New York

THURSDAY
28 JANUARY-GRANT HALL
Tickets: $3.00 and $4.00

from Division of Concerts, 547-6194

GRAD. STUDENT SOCIETY

ELECTIONS
Nominations are invited for the following positions:

PRESIDENT

VICE-PRESIDENT

SECRETARY

TREASURER

A.M.S. REPS (3)

Nominations close at the A.G.M. on February 2nd
(Stirling "D" 7:30 P.M.) and should be given to
Ian Boug, Chemical Engineering (local 5579).

0. U. S. CONFERENCE.
The Ontario Union of Students is joining a conference on
Jan. 28-3 I. The topics for discussion will be:
Who does the University serve?
The classroom. Cultural reinforcement.
Course content.

The Canadian University: a colonial institution.

Financing of higher education.

Queen's would like to send five delegates. If you are
interested in going, please leave your name and phone
no. at the A.M.S. office or contact Brian Yealland
542-8546 no later than Sunday Jan. 24.

W. U. S. C. CONFERENCE.
The World University Service of Canada is holding a
conference on financing of higher education, on Feb. 26
and 27. The A.M.S. will be sponsoring two students to
this conference. If you are interested in applying to go to
this conference, please leave your name in the A.M.S.
office no later than Monday, Feb. 1st. For information
call Brian Yealland at 542-8546.

In the meantime. Calvary-
Zion United Churches are not

content to sit quietly and await
what they are realistically cer-

tain will be not only the loss of

their minister but also the loss

of their voice as a congregation

against the decisions of the
higher church courts.

At the congregational meet-
ing, attended by about 120 pari-

shioners and interested observ-

ers, Rev. Thrasher attempted
to conduct discussion, dealing
with the situation as two dis-

tinct issues.

1. The will of the people re-

garding their sister churches,
Calvary and Zion, and the role

they play in the North Kingston
Parish.

2. The loss of Rev. Brien
Thrasher as their minister.

According to Rev. Thrasher
and the majority of his congre-

gation, amalgamation of Cal-

vary-Zion pastoral charge and
St. Matthew pastoral charge is

neither practical nor desirable.

Calvary-Zion's outreach work
has been conducted both out-

side the city and within the
bounds of a known community.
St. Matthews has had little

connection or involvement
with the problems and solu-

tions of the area immediately
surrounding these two church-
es. By the same token, the

needs of the area within St.

Matthews immediate reach
are unique and likewise de-
mand separate consideration.

While Calvary-Zion does
receive grants from the United
Church of Canada as an indi-

vidual pastoral charge, they

still cannot stand independent

of the superstructure called

North Kingston Parish. It is

this imposed dependence that

the people of Calvary-Zion
Churches feel is the essence of

the curtailment of their free-

dom as a congregation to be a

congregation on the terms they
want.

Rev. Thrasher is convinced
that the plight of Calvary-Zion

is another example of the big

guy's refusal to listen to the lit-

tle guy — an attitude that is

breeding the disease of revolu-

tion in our country.

"If you haven't got the mon-
ey, shut up," is, according to

Thrasher, the articulation of

the problem.

He summoned up this idea

by declaring that the United
Church has a law for the rich

and a law for the poor.

"You've got a really good
case here — the violation of

your rights and privileges as a
congregation."

It was difficult if not impos-
sible to divorce the second is-

sue, that of Rev. Thrasher's
future position, from the dis-

cussion. It is the dismissal of

their minister that has caused
the congregations to carry
their outraged indignation
through to the issue of their
rights and privileges. To an
outside observer, many pari-

shioners seem to have an al-

most fanatical devotion to

Brien Thrasher and they don't

hesitate to declare that a new
minister in their churches will

WINE
supplies and equipment

CHEESE
from around the world

BEER
malts and supplies for those
who prefer the excellence

of home brew

GOURMET
foods from afar

GIFTS
with a touch of distinction

COOKE'S
OLD WORLD SHOP est. 1868

59-61 Brock

Kingston, Ont.

have to prove himself to h
someone quite thoroughly^
ceptional. When one member
rose to say that if and when
Brien leaves, the best possible
tribute they could pay him
would be their continued
strong support of the churches
he was met with cries of "ft,!
way! We don't need a minister
for Calvary-Zion if Brien goes
'cause there won't be anyone
here."

Rev. Thrasher appealed to
them to trust in what they had
learned as a congregation

in
believing with him.
"You have to be hung up on

Jesus, not on Brien Thrasher."
He went on to say that the

position he has been offered as
a freelance minister and social
worker with the youth is a good
compromise and a position
that many ministers would
give their eye teeth to have. He
would be able to continue his

unorthodox work in Kingston
"meeting people where they
are."

He went on to declare that
he felt that a great many of the
things he had been called by
God to do had been accom-
plished.

"I came to you and helped
you become what you are to-

day — stronger and more pow-
erful." He appealed to them to

continue the fight for a strong-

er voice.

The meeting concluded with

the adoption of a motion to in-

vite the supervisory commit-
tee of the Kingston Presbytery
to a meeting with the Calvary-

Zion congregations.

THE ARTS AND SCIENCE UNDERGRADUATE
SOCIETY OF QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

ELECTION
will be held Wednesday, February 10, 1971. Until

constitutional amendments are completed, a final list

of positions to be elected cannot be presented, but at

present the following positions would be open:

President and Vice-President (team)

Secretary

Treasurer

Senior Representative

Junior Representative

Social Commissioner

Academic Commissioner

7 AMS Representatives-at-Large

Nominations will be due February 3, and must be signed

by 25 members of the ASUS (undergraduate artsci students)

and accompanied by the proper publicity material. Details

will be announced later. For information call Chris

Redmond, 542-8689, or Joce Cote, 544-0484.

m HOCKEY
ON

CFRC
QUEEN'S vs U OF MONTREAL

8:00 P.M. FRIDAY

Queensradio CFRC 1490
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Festival 71

Pensee
upon the road

snow
traces a trembling pattern

of shifting winds
which shuffled unseen
all summer

Waiting
birds hollowed to the air

having appeared suddenly

suspended in the storm
melt into the cedars
and darker pines

soundless ... on wings of snow
drawing the failing day

and me into deeper



The fire dance Festival 1
i

Now wrap up your silver loins

where the forest flower grew;
shroud your body in moon blood

dripping moist with thunder's dew.

Drink raw mad angel broth

and strike the flint spark blue,

spin torch pulse to melt earth

:

mud-flame rush in red hue.

Weave candles in your hair my love,

scatter flax petal drops of gold,

as I drown burnt to water ash
in blast furnace of god carved mould.

4

This fire brings us to the water
and we touch the welded zone,
which binds the parted scars of flesh

with the gold rust of charred bone.

— by Patrick Crean

Venus in the laundromat,

Looking in,

the fat lady grinned
as her shivering body broke and fell

in the dripping orifice of throbbing wash.

Her eye slowly

stoked a sagging gut
as my oral fixation slid into the slot machine
exchanged for burning silver passion.

At once
holding her finger crooked
her ungirdled flesh shook loose

as her cocked head jerked defenceless.

Looking in,

the naked orgasm •

wallowed in her soaked flanks

washed as Aphrodite washed her loins

at the fountain of my lady's lepers.

— by Patrick Crean

fat morning and you

and i tasted you
sweetness in the morning
beneath the dawning sun
moving near me
a supple warmth in the skin
a fragrance of living

the hue of happiness
the soft light

giving flesh shadows
your lips so near
and the sense of joining
lasts beyond the time
the smile so free and deep
the honesty of simple love
only the two of us together
our minds and bodies meshed
in our love

and you touch my face
faint but above all else
the soft fire in your eyes
melting me to only smile
your softness in my hands
to have and hold so close
and you dancing in me
you are my world
through the day and into night
the rest need not exist

when you are with me
the kiss and the feeling more
of me in you and the warmth
almost pain in its delight
beyond the wordless bounds
of seasoned invitation

then it subsides
to leave us alone together
to find some time again
in which to meet and love

by k. van koughnett
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tickets for the —

CONCERT!
- (Jan. 29 - 8:00 P.M.)

with THE GRASSROOTS
AND

MIKE NESMITH & 1st NAT1 BAND
ON SALE IN THE UNION
BUY YOURS NOW

- athletic night -

— Wednesday, January 27 —

FREE!
(with Snowball Button)

FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF THE TIMES
OF THE VARIOUS EVENTS

BUY YOUR

PROGRAMME!

MAKE SURE YOU BRING YOUR STUDENT'S CARD (the one with the

picture on it) TO THOSE EVENTS WHERE LIQUOR WILL BE SERVED.
(REASON: only so that there will be no doubt that you are a Queen's student.)

BUTTONS:
&

PROGRAMMES:

ON SALE IN THE UNION STARTING MONDAY 25.

WITH YOUR BUTTON YOU GET INTO THE EVENTS
FROM MON- THROUGH -THURS- FREE!!

ICY BLAST
LEONARD CAFETERIA

WEDNESDAY 27th

9:00 - 1:00

WITH "OCEAN' &
"BELBUEKUS"

PARADE ROUTE: MON. JAN. 25

assemble at corner of Union & University (outside Douglas Library) at 5:30 p.m.

WINE

AND
CHEESE

FRIDAY JANUARY 29

10 P.M.

- CONCERT -

Price $3.00

A Couple

WINE - 1 CHEESE !

CRACKERS - 1 - AND -

!

ENTERTAINMENT

included in the admission price.
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soundings
by Scott Sherman

..UNION, John Mayall ( Polydor 2425 020)

'^w MAYALL: Vocals, Guitar, Keyboards, Harp
RRIS: Violin

J^RRV
TAYLOR: Bass

'oNHARRIS: Violin

»RRY TAYLOR: Bai

KpVEY MANDEL: Lead Guitar

gill the Wizard, just in from the midnight train, shuffled

«n the dusty street towards the light he could see leaking

torn a
building about two blocks away. This was a small town

,

j jt was getting late, but Bill could hear music as he ap-

roached the light. "And music means people," thought he, as

L headed in that direction. A small all-night dinner it turned

, w be, housing for the time being the night people: lonely

°eople,
travellers on their way through (Bill could recognize

[jese
easily), and, in the greatest concentration, a group of

Sell 'n roll and blues freaks in the corner. Old rock 'n roll, and

y
kind of blues — urban, country, electric, happy, lonesome,

J, old — passed over their shared turntable, and as Bill took

.scat, the electric energy of a Muddy Waters album was just

fathering to a peak: then, the final chord, and silence.

The bluesies, exhausted from a long night at it, decided to

change the pace, and slipped on John Mayall's latest release,

VSA-UNION.
Bill's ears perked up immediately. He'd heard a lot of blues

-some he'd liked, some he'd scorned, some had left him cold.

But here was something different — some cat singing in as

whiney a voice as could be stood, a blues about pollution! Now
Bill could've figured from some of the smells he'd caught a

(jiff of during his travels that the country wasn't as clean as

it
once was, but now the blues singers have noticed, he

thought, "it must be gettin' pretty horrible." (This thought

vanished in a minute, however, as Bill's attention became

glued to. the music.) "Something strange here; hmm, electric

blues, sounds like, but . . . Shit! that's it! no drums. Hey, that's

great — keep the balance right with less hassle, right?" But

(here were more surprises in store for Bill, who had never

before heard any Mayall. Right in the middle of the next song

(something he figured must have been called "You Must Be

Crazy") the music came to a dead stop, and the break was

filled by the strangest-sounding instrument, scraping out the

blues, hard and painful. "No." thought the Wizard, "not a vio-

lin!
" Bill tapped the cat next to him, and with a quizzical look,

asked, "Hey — 's'at a violin?"

The cat just nodded: "Sugarcane Harris — too much!"

God! Violin! And it sounded damn GOOD!
Through the rest of the side, Bill found it easy to lose him-

self in the music: "Night Flyer" and "Off the Road" — oppos-

ites — one lonely, one content

:

Lying awake in the darkness
Your voice is sad in my ear
Now that I've just put the phone down
How do you expect me to sleep with you so far away?
then:

Found a great love I was looking for

Two people now are one
Her clothes in the closet and her with me
Everything is always fun.
- both easy to listen to, and well-done musically.

"Possessive Emotions" ended the side with a good strong
»eat, and Bill went for a beer. ("Is it wrong to feel this way?
/Jealousy go away' '

)

The easygoing shuffle "Where Did My Legs Go?", the story
of the "lunatic wino" slipped past Bill at the beginning of the
second side, as he swallowed his beer. But "Took The Car"
jook him right up to the level of enthusiasm he could see in the
"lues freaks around him (whom he had quite forgotten, being
»st in his own thoughts and recollections). There was life in

Ms music, the harp driving straight down the middle just like
a car barrelling along the highway in the dead of night, the

"and-clapping accompanying guitar and harp with no bass
reminiscent of many nights in many bars listening to jazz and
°'ues as the morning came on.
And then "Crying" — this Sugarcane cat again, and how!

r™t violin said everything about crying — it cried itself, pretty

l^r, and wove in and out of the vocal and the bass lines just as
" 't were crying for attention and sympathy. The Wizard
couldn't stop his mind at this point — it ranged back over
""K* of his life on the road and on the rails, memories brought
°«k by these new blues. "My pretty girl, sitting in her room
of red. . ."; for each verse. Bill saw a different girl — the last
on<!

. the one before, some he hadn't thought of for years. And,
as lt in answer to his thoughts, as he got further and further

J
Wa y, came the piano and echoing melody of "Deep Blue

Sea''
:

p
ake out a boat and paddle it around the bay
essures from the world seem to fade away
nyday

™ e can play
filing on the deep blue sea
'PPy now that we are free

is how it ought to be
* are on our own
'he diner hadn't closed, but few people remained; the pen-

"j'ess travellers and the lonely people with nowhere to go. Bill

t
111 sat, as the grey of the morning appeared. He was tired, he

*J thought much, and many sad thoughts had come to him,

""h happy ones as well. But now it was morning — no more
°'6ht people, no more night music. Bill groaned to his feet, and
™alk,ed. Happy.

tendays
friday, January 22

evening: 7:30 p.m.: dr. werner arnet, evering consultant from toronto will give a lecture on "gestalt

psychotherapy' ' in humphrey hall, room 102.

7:30 p.m.: there will be a meeting in the red room of students interested in forming a french

society at queen's.

8:00 p.m.: the graduate student society presents "this sporting life" in ellis hall auditorium.

8:00 p.m.: festival '71. see below.

8:00 p.m.: the Chinese literature society presents the documentary "the 20th national day
celebration of the people's republic of china" (colour) at dunning hall auditorium, admission

50c per person.

9:00 p.m.: William gibson's "two for a seesaw" at the waterfront theatre tickets are available

from mahood's and on Sunday evenings special student tickets are available at the door.
Saturday, January 23

evening: 8:00 p.m.: festival '71 (see below)
8:00 p.m.: the international club is having a dance at the international centre (downstairs),

admission 50c. all welcome.
9:00 p.m.: "two for the seesaw" at the waterfront theatre, see friday.

Sunday, january 24

afternoon: 4:00 p.m.: women's intermural badminton tournament at the gym. all interested please sign up
in the locker room, the union, or residence,

evening: 9:00 p.m.: "two for the seesaw" at waterfront theatre, see friday.
monday, January 25

evening: 5:30 p.m.: modern dance class in the dance studio on the third floor of the gym. all students

welcome, no experience necessary.

8:30 p.m.: kingston music club recital at etherington art centre,

tuesday, January 26

evening: 8:00 p.m.: the german film slub presents "elf jahreundein tag" in room 101, kingston hall.

Wednesday, January 27

afternoon: 4:30 p.m.: the biology department presents a lecture on "phosphates and the control of eutro-

phication" by dr. j. r. vailentyne, from the fisheries research board in room 111, at earl hall.

snowball '71

monday, januar y 25

5:30p.m.: parade

7:00 p.m.: sculpturing

8:30 p.m.: snow drop inn at Wallace hall, beer

4 for $1

'

tuesday, January 26

8:00p.m.: snowball variety night

Wednesday, January 27

queen's — r.m.c. athletic night

3:00: road race

3:00: ski race

6:00: swimming
6:00: badminton
6:00: basketball

6:00: wrestling

7:00: fencing

7:00: judo

7:00: squash

8:00: hockey
8:00: gymnastics demonstration

8:00: volleyball

8:15: synchronized swimming
8:30: gymnastics

8:45: water polo

9:00: icy blast in leonard with crowbar

thursday. January 28

8:00p.m.: skatingparty

friday, January 29

8:00 p.m. : grass roots and michael nesmith

Saturday, January 30

11:00a.m.: toiletbowl

1 : 30 p.m. : winter games-lower campus
8:15 p.m.: basketball game
9:00p.m.: semi-formal

sunday, January 31

11:00a.m.: car rally at dark hall

festival '71

thursday, friday, Saturday,

january 21, 22,23, 1971.

festival: film

international centre (basement union)

14 students' films

complete shows from 8:00 and 10:30 p.m.

festival: poetry and jazz

second floor east common room
poetry reading set to live sound

9:00 to 11 :00 p.m.

festival: photography & art

displays of art and photography work
second floor middle common room (t.v.

room)

festival: music
second floor west common room
from 8:00 p.m.

a folk, blues, & jazz happening

students invited to jam on setup following

performances — come —

festival: media and movement
poison room
a paint-in orgy — come — activities centre on
participation from 8:00 p.m.

festival: noise

the big bright green pleasure machine
international centre common room (first

floor)

an orgy of audio and visual effects

— come — activities centre on participation

special events

:

festival: creative jazz dance
poison room
friday at 9:00 p.m.
featuring lizza fawcett & diane tumbull

festival: creative drama & movement
mclaughlin room
friday at 8.00 p.m.

david kemp of the drama department

will lead students in creative exercises

your participation is a must

A mobile recording studio will

be at Queen's to provide talent-

ed songwriters and musicians

with an opportunity to make
demo tapes of their own works,

free of charge. This studio will

be behind Grant Hall from Janu-

ary 26-29.

Shell programme on the Canadian

North, a three-day programme of

lectures and seminars at the uni-

versity of Toronto. Students and

Faculty from Queen's are invited.

January 28. 29, and 30. Further

information is available from the

division of social sciences at Scar-

borough College, West Hill, Ontar-

AU campus movie times have been

changed to 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.

"Magic Christian" will not be

showing on Wednesday as former-

ly announced. In its place will be

"Carry on up the Khyber".

at the Kingston theatres:

capitol — dirty dingus mcgee
hyland — the owl and the pussycat

odeon — five easy pieces
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Up with doodling! It is now a profitable pastime. The Women's In-

tramural Council is sponsoring a contest for the best symbol or insignia

that is designed to represent them. The winner will receive $25.00 Who
can afford to pass it up? Let's get doodling!

Entry forms outlining the rules can be picked up at the wicket in the
Women's locker room or at the main desks in Victoria Hall, Chown,
Adelaide, and Ban High

FOR INFORMATION:
CALL BETTY SMITH

544-0547

JUST ARRIVED!
NEW SHIPMENTS OF

SABRE SLIMS
LATEST STYLES. FABRICS AND COLOURS

DORETA'S
TEEN TOWN
206 PRINCESS ST.

ANYONE WHO HAS NOT
PICKED UP HIS COPY OF

TRICOLOR TO
MUST DO SO BEFORE

FRIDAY

JANUARY 29th 1971

After that, all remaining

copies will be sold for cash,

first come, first served.

AMS NOTICE

THE A.M.S. HAS BEEN ASKED TO
APPOINT A REPRESENTATIVE TO
THE CAMPUS PLANNING
COMMITTEE'S SUBCOMMITTEE
ON GROUNDS.

ANYONE INTERESTED IN SITTING

ON THIS COMMITTEE CAN GET
FURTHER INFORMATION FROM
THE A.M.S. OFFICE. PLEASE
PLACE APPLICATIONS BY
TUESDAY, JANUARY 26th.

THE CANADIAN MINERAL INDUSTRY

EDUCATION FOUNDATION

offers

POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
in

MINING ENGINEERING
to GRADUATES in any branch of

ENGINEERING or APPLIED SCIENCE

$4500—9 months
PLUS Planned Summer Employment

For information contact:

The Chairman,
Dept. of Mining Eng. & Applied Geophysics,
McGil! University. Montreal I 10, P.Q.

CUBING DATE 12 FEBRUARY. 1971

MOONLIGHTING
by Michael Williams

Some time ago there was a

plea for understanding as well

as a few raps for the referees

that we have in our intramural
program, in this column. In

taking a closer look at this sys-

tem we can see that the organi-
zation of this facet of Bews set-

up has a lot lacking but, if rec-

tified, could make a big differ-

ence.

One suggestion is a matter
of finance. The budget should
be set at the beginning of the

year and a close approxima-
tion of what each person could

make should be published.

There should also be an equali-

ty of wages. Right now, a bas-

ketball ref can make $5 or

more a game, whereas a soc-

cer ref was only paid $1 a

game. This should be done at

the earliest possible time for

every sport. In fact, the gener-

al notions should be set out in

the Bews booklet.

The referees for all games
should be assigned at the be-

ginning of each schedule so

that conflicts between each
assigned person can be solved

weeks before an event instead

of ten minutes after it was
supposed to start, (and the refs

are not there.

)

A definite effort should be

made to ensure no conflict of

interest between the ref and
the teams that are playing. I'm

not suggesting that there has

been blatant prejudice in the

past, but I do think that there

has been some subconscious

leaning in one way or another.

At least one training session

should be held before and an-

other one shortly after the be-

ginning of each schedule for all

those involved and these must
be compulsory.

To oversee all this, there
should be somebody specifical-

ly charged with implementing
these suggestions and enforc-

ing the current rules in all cas-

es.

Hopefully, with better or-

ganization, there will be less

instances of a referee's inade-

quacy screwing up games as
well as good refs not getting

properly re-imbursed for their

efforts.

. . .Hockey should be doing
better!. . .

Hopefully the B-ball Gaels
will become a united team and
then nobody will stop

them. . .anybody wanting ad-

ditional advertising for their

events should let me know by
Wednesday of each week to be
mentioned in this grab-bag.

Phys. Ed.

Leads BewjJ
At the Christmas hr» , I

Phys Ed. leads the Bews ,

k

'l
by 3600 points over Mwl
Engineering, who in turn hi"!
a 2300 point advantage „ 1
Civil. All first term sports 1
cept tennis and Paddleh!ii
have been included in the la t I
standings. In '

tennis, th r 1
competitors still remain J
Steve Rowat of Science '74J
await the result of the oth J
semi-final, which might
played sometime this spri n„l
Paddleball was won by j ?!
Janota Engineering GradT
with an easy victory over NeJ
Longhurst, also of Eng. Gradl
Janota had his toughest match!
es with Nick Gudewill, Darvil
Browne, and Greg Young bel
fore he even reached the finals ISquash has now reached thj
quarter finals and should

1

finished in another week or st

Badminton, on the othej
hand, is just getting underway!
with 150 competitors. Hockey!
has been going since before!
Christmas, and at the momenl
PHE, Law 71, Meds, and!
Comm '71-72 lead their seel
tions. Waterpolo and basket!
ball are just started, lists are!
up for Handball and Free!
Throwing, and 10 pin bowlingl

has now had two weeks of play!

Other second term sports will

be Swimming, Skiing, Gyrnl
nasties, Curling, and TableJ

Tennis.

Cont. page I

PUBLIC DISCUSSION
"Science and Society"

—Should scientists accept money from the military for
purely scientific research?

—Have scientists abdicated their responsibility to society
in the name of professional objectivity?

—Are scientists helping to perpetuate an irresponsible
attitude of "technological progress at any expense"?

PARTICIPANTS: A. Grothendieck (mathematics)

A. W.Jolliffe (geology)

W. j. Roff (biology)

PLACE: Dupyis Hall Auditorium

(Division at Union Street)

TIME: Monday, January 25, 8:00 p. m.

This discussion is sponsored by the Kingston chapter of

the SURVIVAL movement.

207, OFF

CANADIAN PRINTS
HALF - PRICE

68 BHOCK ST.

FOR SALE

QUEEN'S SCARVES,
HAND KNITTED

- $10.00
Phone 544-9629

AMEY'S
TAXI

546-1111
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Women's
Schedule

SENIOR BASKETBALL
at Montreal Jan. 22

atMcGill Jan. 23

SENIOR VOLLEYBALL
at Montreal Jan. 22

at McGill Jan. 23

ICE HOCKEY
at Western Jan. 22

at Guelph Jan. 23

[

ARCHERY
at Queen's Jan. 22 and 23

BADMINTON
at Carleton Jan. 22 and 23

CURLING
at McMaster Jan. 22 and 23

INTERMEDIATE BASKET-
BALL

at Loyola Jan. 23

INVITATIONAL GYMNAS-
TICS

at Queen's Jan. 23

12 noon, Gymnastics
Mezzanine

Page 1
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Track team
Qualifies

for

Tely Meet
Queens's competed success-

fully this weekend in the To-
ronto Telegram games trials.
The trials were also used to
select the central Ontario team
to compete against Quebec in a
dual meet Jan. 23. Members of
the team included Queen's
Dave Jarvis who was third in
the 80 meter high hurdles and
Brian MacDonald who sur-
prised many with a strong sec-
ond place finish in the Vz mile
with a time of 1:57.8. Mac-
Donald also made it to the Tel-
egram International Meet Feb.
5th as a member of Queen's
two-mile relay team. The team
of MacDonald, Bob Milne, Jim
Smith and Brian Aiken ran
against fourteen of the best
two-mile relay teams in east-
ern Canada. Aikin ran a quick
1:57.7 in anchoring the team to

a second place finish only 0.4

seconds behind the winners.
The team is confident of a

better performance in the in-

ternational meet as all mem-
bers feel they could have gone
faster, especially Smith who
was 4 seconds slower than his

teammates. Milne joined with
Gord Ellis and Peter and Tony
Verhoeven qualifying Queen's

4 x 440 relay team in the inter-

national meet with a fourth

place finish. Tony Verhoeven
also raced to a best time clock-

ing of 2:04 in the one-half mile
finishing fourth. Other notable

performances were turned in

by Don Price who was fifth in

the high hurdles and third in

his 50 yd. dash heat with a time

of 6.3. Gord Ellis turned in a

time of 6.2 and Dave Jarvis led

the sprinters with a 6.0 clock-

ing in the same event. The
team is now preparing for a

meet at Cornell University

Jan. 30th.

The Cornell meet will serve

as excellent preparation for

the Telegram games.

W. I. C. Schedule

Curling — starts January 27

4-6 PM Wednesday
Kingston Curling Club

call Mary Lynn 544-0931

Volleyball — starts January 19

Tuesday 7-9 PM

call Marie 544-8583

League play

Support your faculty

Badminton — January 24

Sunday afternoon 2-5 PM

call Diane 544-8348

Women's Singles Tournament

Broomball — Wednesdays
7:15-8:15

Everyone come

Call Laura 542-7472

Harty arena

Bowling — Coed 10 pin

Sunday January 17 and 24

7-9 PM
at Cloverleaf lanes. Bus leaves

Phys. Ed.
Center at 6:40 PM
call Marcy 544-0679

Ringette — Wednesdays 8:15-

9:00

Bring skates!

We will assign you to a team
Call Cathy 546-3956

Men's Schedule

Men's Sports Schedule
OQAA Basketball at Ottawa, Jan. 22.

OQAA Hockey
Montreal here Jan. 22, 8:00 p.m.

Laval here Jan. 23, 2:00 p.m.

BeWS Standings (continued from page 10)

Standings are: Chem. Grads 11,875 Geography 5,505

Phys Ed. 23,265 Mechanical 10,090 Math 4,700

Mining 19,610 Economics 10,045 Politics 2,670

Civil 17,380 Commerce '74 9,460 Biology Grads 2,630

Commerce '71-72 16,700 Eng. Grads 8,900 PreMeds 2,590

Commerce '73 14,980 Law '71 8,850 Science '74A 1,760

Medicine 14.725 Law '73 7,275 Science '74B 1,680

985Law '72 14,240 Biology 6,970 Humanities

Chemical 13,910 Electrical 6,410 Independents 600

McArthur 12,850 Bus. Grads 6,380 Humanity Grads
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Twenty-five University of Toronto Arts
and Science students staged an overnight
sit-in Tuesday after the Faculty Council
vetoed their demand for parity with faculty

on decision making bodies. Student protests

almost degenerated into violence at a meet-
ing in Convocation Hall after the Faculty
Council voted 285 to 192 for a proposal that

would place just two students on a nine-

man committee with the responsibility of

restructuring the Council. When the vote
was announced, 400 students in the galleries

began shouting and booing. One shouted,

"Let's destroy the place." The meeting was
quickly adjourned.

In speaking in favour of the proposal

Prof. J. P. Hist, who had petitioned for the

consideration of the proposal said he was
not opposed to student participation on
committees studying course content and
other curricula ma tiers but added he hoped
the faculty council vote would "end this

nonsense of parity once and for all."

Customer's at Brewer's Retail Stores in

Ontario no longer are required to fill out

purchase orders for beer. Scrapping of the

slip system, announced by the Ontario Liq-

uor Control Board, became effective Mon-
day after being in existence for 43 years.

PENANG (AP) - Malaysia's warring
frogs hopped to another bitter clash Sun-
day, leaving 50 dead and wounded in a mys-
terious offensive after two months of truce.

Witnesses said the battle took place along
the Ipoh highway about 150 miles north of
Kuala Lumpur, five miles from the battle-

field where hundreds of frogs died in Nov-
ember.
The frogs assembled in two camps at

about 2:45 p.m., the witnesses reported and
15 minutes later about 500 met head on.

Hundreds of passerby on the highway,
attracted by the croaks, stopped to watch.
Several hours later, the frogs dispersed into

nearby bushes.

According to Chinese legend here, frog
battles portend disaster. After the war in

November — the biggest in many years —
raging floods washed over much of Malay-
sia, killing at least 70 persons. In 1969, a

frog war preceded violent racial riots that
killed hundreds in Kuala Lumpur.

Zoologists say the wars are fought by
frogs on the Malayan peninsula when
swamp water levels cover breeding
grounds, and there is fierce competition for

scant areas remaining.

A CP-Air DC-8 jet has set a Vancouver to
Honolulu flight record of four hours, one
minute. The airliner covered the 2,755 mile
distance last Saturday night with the help of
tail winds. Scheduled time for Vancouver-

Zoue is...

• * • koommg that

dope is only for

dopm.

Honolulu flights is five hours, twenty-five

minutes. The previous record was four
hours, seventeen minutes set by another
CP-Air DC-8 on Dec. 18, 1966.

The last person to laugh in the United
States was Robert Ketchum on Monday,
August 3, 1978. There was no law passed to
prevent people from laughing, they just
quit voluntarily.

While the Superbowl was being played
last weekend, another sports milestone was
reached only 200 miles away in Sarasota,
Florida. A team of men and college stu-
dents shattered the world's kite flying en-
durance record, with an incredible time of
37 hours and 17 minutes. The team organiz-
er was Will Yolen, who is also president of
the International Kite-Flyers Association,
which boasts a membership of 10,000. "It's
still nice to know that in this world of in-

stant replays, gambling, brass band and
cheerleaders, that a man can find simple
pleasure in the little flutters of excitement
that come from kite flying,'' said Yolen. He
also predicted a new surge of interest in
kite flying especially on the college cam-
pus.

Testing is completed and everything is in
readiness to start the countdown Monday
for the Jan. 31 launch of Apollo 14 to the
moon.
• The astronauts for the nine-day lunar
mission will be Allan B. Sheppard, Stuart
A. Roosa and Edgar D. Mitchell.

Sarnia (CP) — The $3 million Lambton Col-
lege of Applied Arts and Technology per-
manent campus will unofficially open its

gates to students today and two temporary
campuses where students have been attend-
ing classes will be vacated. Official opening
is expected March 5.

Quebeckers should make their province
North America's first independent Socialist
Nation according to French philosopher
Jean Paul Sartre. He said this cannot be
achieved by peaceful means. His views on
the Quebec crisis were videotaped in Paris.
"There remains no possibility of turning

Quebec into an independent socialist state
in a progressive step-by-step manner.
Therefore, it is obvious this (revolutionary
process) must take place within the context
of violence. . .It is thus everywhere."

My final question to this jolly gentleman
— does he think hunting is cruel? "No, I

don't. Better we shoot deer than people. We
have to have some activity which leads a
person outside. It sharpens up your whole
being and gives a great sense of satisfac-
tion. Tramping over the hills is better than
throwing stones at embassies."

Prime Minister Trudeau's decision to
spend last weekend visiting a Canadian
Forestry aid project in Borneo, when he
was expected to be a key figure in informal
discussions aimed at breaking the impasse
over the arms issue, puzzled many observ-
ers at the conference. When asked about
Canada's approach to the conference, one
of Trudeau's aides said, "Canada couldn't
care less about the Indian Ocean. We
wouldn't care if they pulled the plug."

Brighton, England (UPI) Willie the won-
der worm is dead. Just eight days before the
event which could have won him fame and
glory he was crushed to death under his
owner's boot.

A slim and athletic 12 inches from tip to
tail, Willie was hotly tipped in worm racing
circles to win the world's first worm derby
here Jan. 24. Willie could squirm two feet in
two minutes, 15 seconds, believed a world's
record.

"I'm very upset," owner-trainer Christo-
pher Hudson, 15, said. "I had been training

him as usual this morning. Then I went into

the house to answer the telephone, and

when I came back I didn't notice Willie and

trod on him."

Canada's best student newspapers are

still unprofessional, shrill, scurrilous, radi-

cal, tasteless, inaccurate, obscene, and

wildly unrepresentative of their campus
audience. They always have been — from

the Davey committee report on the mass medio.

Youth will revolt if the Trudeau Govern-

ment shelves the Le Dain Commission's
final drug report in May predicted Dr. Lio-

nel Solush, a Toronto psychiatrist. Dr. So-

lush, chairman of the Canadian Medical

Association's Committee on the non-medi-

cal use of drugs said, "If the Government

ignores it, then I suggest there will be a

revolution — and I'll back it."

The interim report, made public June 1'

last year called for the removal of man"

juana possession from the Criminal Code,

making it an offense punishable by t'"e

under the Food and Drug Act.

According to official estimates by the De"

partment of National Health and Welfa 1*

at least 75,000 Canadians will die fro"1

smoke-linked disease in the next five 1ea '

before proposed safe cigarette standard

have been met.

The secret of happiness is not in doing
wna

one likes but in liking what one has to do.

The government of South Africa is cons'

ering introducing the death penalty '

peddling drugs. South Africa already » ,

counts for 47% of the world's known total

executions.
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FRONIfNAC MALI
30O BATH HOAO. HIGHWAY 33

KINGSTON ONTARIO - 546-7*23

MON.TOFRI. 10 A.M. lo 10 P.M.

Warm clothes at

CANADIAN SHOP
of Kingston

219 Princess Street
(next to Capitol Theatre)

Telephone 542-1115

wolf-trimmed Eskimo parkas,

seal skin mitts from Coppermine,

Indian mukluks, sheep skin jackets,

Hudson Bay reversible ski-jackets.

See Canadian books here too!

xmvwn
RESTAURAIT

LICENSED — OF COURSE

PRINCESS WEST OF
THE CIRCLE

START THE NEW YEAR WITH
OUR STEAK SPECIAL

$^99
JUICY BUTTERFLY TENDERLOIN STEAK

CHOICE OF POTATO - VEGETABLE

ALSO ROLLS AND BUTTER

SEAFOODS - KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN - PIZZA

PS.—HARVEY WALLBANCER

IS HERE NOW ! AND WELCOMES
ALL HIS OLD CUSTOMERS.

QUEEN'S

UNIVERSITY BANDS

Applications for the following positions on the Queen's

University Bands Executive are now being accepted at the

A.M.S. Outer Office:

Bands Manager

Assistant Bands
Manager

Head Cheerleader

Head Highland Dancer

Head Majorette

Concessions Manager

Brass Band Director

Pipe Major

Concert Band Director Publicity Director

Quartermaster

All applications should be addressed to Bands Manager,
and contain name, address, telephone number, position

applied for, and related experience. A personal interview

will be required.

For information, contact Don Christie at 544-0806, or
at the A.M.S. Office.

Admissions hearings

Dropouts could enter Queen's
— Mary O'Rourke

A public hearing of the Univer-

sity Council Committee on Admis-

sions was held last Friday morn-

ing in the Collins Room for gener-

al discussion of issues raised dur-

ing its year-long study.

The stated goal of the commit-
tee, chaired by Mr. Bruce Alexan-

der, is to advise the University on

admissions in relation to its future

development and its obligation to

society.

One of the main problems en-

countered by the committee was
that of selecting among a rapidly

increasing number of applicants.

The University decision to restrict

enrollment to ensure a stable

growth rate within the next few
years means that it is in danger of

denying its "obligations to socie-

ty" while the demand for educa-

. tion is skyrocketing. It may also

defeat its own function of provid-

ing a diversified environment for

the student if restrictive admis-

sion policies result in an exclusive

"intellectual elite". The latter

was considered to be a serious is-

sue as regards the basic function

of the University. A committee
member suggested that the dan-

ger was that of forming not only

an intellectual but also a social

and economic elite.

Some solutions proposed to

solve these problems included a

pilot project to introduce into the

University community students

from underprivileged areas: the

usual requirements would not

stand, but a brief remedial course

would be used to prepare students

for University studies. Another
suggestion was to use Adult Ad-

mission criteria to admit high

school dropouts, requiring again a

remedial preparation course pro-

vided in the University. Some
committee members expressed

concern that such students might

have problems adjusting the uni-

versity environment.

A smaller concern brought to

the attention of the Committee
was that of giving preference to

children and relatives of Queen's

alumnae. A statement from Mr.

Herb Hamilton, President of the

Montreal branch of the Alumnae
Association, reminded the Com-
mittee that as government support

of the University decreases in fu-

ture years, Queens will likely have

to depend on alumnae support, and

thus some return consideration is

required. The Committee had

some difficulty determining how
such preference might be exer-

cised democratically, and finally

decided that it would only enter

into "marginal" admission cases

which were estimated to mean
some 10 or 20 out of the entire

first-year enrollment.

With an estimated 36% of

Queens students having a Queen's

graduate in the family, this is not

an unimportant cortcern.

An alumnus, Mr. Slack, Direc-

tor of Education for Frontenac

County reminded the Committee
to recall Queens three strengths:

1) Its academic standards of

excellence

2} The great variety of students

from all over North America
3) Its historical tradition going

back to the time of our grandpar-

ents.

He emphasized the last point
relation to the preference issue

^

The last issue, that of langua
admission requirements *
brought up by D. Wilson, Prof?
sor of Linguistics. He stated

that
present language tests admink
tered to foreign students are inad
equate and result in an excessiv
load on remedial studies in En

6

Ush. This in turn is detrimental
f

"

the student's academic program*
Prof. Wilson recommended

that
this issue be investigated and en-
trance requirements be made
more rigorous to ensure foreign
students' success at Queen's.
The main part of the meeting

was devoted to the presentation of
these findings and the discussion
of other universities' experience
in the area of admissions.

The Public Meeting was intend-

ed as an occasion for informal dis-

cussion of the issues with the uni-

versity community at large. Un-
fortunately only two students were
in attendance, including the Jour-

nal reporter and Janet Rogers
Vice-President of the AMS. Our
opinions were most solicitously

invited during the general discus-

sion which followed the main pre-

sentation.

If anyone has any further

suggestions to make, they will be

welcomed by the Admissions
Committee.
The bulk of the Committee's

investigation is now over. The

next two or three months will be

spent in deliberation on the press-

ing issues raised, with a report to

follow at the June 4th meeting of

the University Council.

STUDENT TYPING SERVICE
THE A.S.U.S.' Students Typing Service thanks all those students and

staff who used the typing and xeroxing services in the first term.

Your support has made it possible this term to provide the fastest

Xerox copier available. The duplicating quality also makes this copier

ideal for reproducing these and other important material.'

For the first time, the S.T.S. will NOW be open Monday through

Thursday, 7:30 P.M. to 11:00 P.M., starting Tuesday January 26.

The S.T.S. is a student organization, and we hope that you will

benefit from this extra service.

We are in the basement of the Students' Union Building. Drop in

and see us sometime.

DOYOU ENJOY A CHALLENGE?
OLD FORT HENRY OFFERS CHALLENGING, WELL PAID OPENINGS IN THE
FORT HENRY GUARD. AS A MEMBER OF THE DRILL SQUAD OR THE
FIFE & DRUM BAND, RELIVE THE PAST.

FOR 33 YEARS THE GUARD HAS BEEN A SOURCE OF SUMMER EM-

PLOYMENT FOR MANY OUTSTANDING QUEENSMEN.

INQUIRE TO-DAY AT THE STUDENT HOUSING & PLACEMENT

OFFICE - CLARK HALL

INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELDON CAMPUS
FROM JANUARY 26 - 29
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Criticism of AMS restructuring

ening <

Rogers i

The
proposals for restructuring the

us executive, drawn up by Janet

aets came under attack at the In-

r
Council meeting Sunday. Sandy

"e
.

y
Arts Rep-at-Large, has drawn

a
critique of the proposals, which

be considered at tonight's AMS

^fUley believes that a redefinition of

. Inner and Outer Council's duties

re
necessary but felt that "all res-

fructuring
will accomplish is a weak-

i of student government". The

j recommendation that the two

councils be replaced by a single coun-

cil 0 [ 22 members, would lead, in Ri-

ley's
opinion, to "long, drawn-out and

inefficient' ' discussions because

'•many of the council members will

lack the information and time neces-

sary to argue effectively or truthfully"

in
discussing business normally which

now is dealt with by the Inner Council.

Riley also criticized the proposal

that
representative government be

dropped, since Arts and Engineering

would be underepresented. Also the

smaller council might mean that there

ffould not be enough suitable people to

(ill all the commissioner positions.

Other criticisms were: that "a

clique might develop between com-

missioners, the president and vice-

president" who will "conduct most of

the society's business"; the fact that

the president and vice-president will

select the freshman reps (Riley sug-

gested that. the Assistant "might ac-

quire too much power, through his con-

trol of information."

A number of counterproposals were

made Inner Council should makedeci-

sions on budgets and monetary re-

For Meds schools

quests, rather than Outer Council and
their decisions "should be available
for Outer Council, in writing". "Outer
Council should be used to discuss var-
ious policy issues" and should "be re-
sponsible for controlling the follow-
through or implementation of their

policies".

In summary, Riley's view of the
executive would see a small group In-
ner Council responsible for all bureau-
cratic work, with a larger, resource
group working on the formulation of
policy".

Good future for phys-ed
by Neil Guppy

The role of physical education in
Canada in the future came under criti-

cal review last Wednesday in a forum
of The Future of Phys-ed in Canada.
The outlook that emerged however
was optimistic.

There were two general themes
apparent in all four speeches. The first

concerned an increased level of com-
munication between physical educa-
tors, recreationa lists, the government
and various other professions, such as
medicine and economics. The second
stressed a greater emphasis upon in-

forming the layman of the importance
of physical activity.

AH speakers seemed to believe that

"selling" or justification of the profes-

sion was particularly important in

light of contemporary questioning of

the validity of everything from moth-
erhood to parliament.

Judging from the subsequent ques-
tion period, most of the audience
seemed much more concerned about
the problems of the present, rather
than any of the abstract predictions of

trends for the future. However all the

speakers succeeded in stimulating a

sense of optimism about the future
direction of the profession.

The first two speakers were from
the Ontario Department of Education,
Mr. J. Metcalf of the Curriculum divi-
sion, and Mr. D. L. Minshall of Recrea-
tion. From the University of Ottawa
came Dr. W, Orban, Director of the
School of Physical Education and Rec-
reation. The last speaker was Mr. S.

Spicer of the Canadian Fitness and
Amateur Sport Directorate.

Study of tech supplies foul ups

Student guide suggested

by Jackie Snyder
We have all complained at one time

or another about the inefficiencies of

Tech Supplies. Nancy Hoey, along with
other members of the Sociology DSC,
decided that most students were prob-

ably not getting very satisfactory ser-

vice from the student book store. In

October she presented a motion to the

ASUS asking that a letter be sent to

every DSC to discover their attitudes

towards Tech Supplies.

Only seventeen departments re-

plied; however, their answers were
useful. The responses compiled by
Nancy Poole and Nancy Hoey as part

of a report. The main grievances were
the lack of supplemental books, the

delay in ordering books, the lack of an
easy method of tracing books to specif-

ic courses, and the insufficient supply

of books. There were also complaints
about overpricing. (Tech Supplies is

officially a non-profit organization.)

In order to avoid what might become
an inter-faculty quarrel, the Faculty
Board decided that a motion to investi-

gate Tech Supplies should go before

the Senate. Members of QUESSI
(Queen's University Engineering So-

ciety Services Inc'd) have stated that

they approve of the investigation be-

cause it will probably improve ser-

vices at Tech Supplies as well as clear

Tech Supplies' "name" publicly. How-
ever, they are reluctant to open their

books to investigation.

Some sociology and politics profes-

sors now order their books through the

Nonesuch Bookstore, for example,
because they feel that Tech Supplies is

not fulfilling its responsibilities. to stu-

dents. It is hoped that because of the

investigation, Tech Supplies will be

forced to improve its services to the

student bodv.

At the recent annual meeting of

ACMC in Winnipeg a group concerned

with student affairs in Canadian medi-

cal schools held a meeting under the

chairmanship of Neil Collishaw. Dis-

cussions were wide-ranging but
centred on three major topics; (1) the

formalization of the group on student

affairs within ACMC, (2) the produc-

tion of a guide for applicants to Canadi-
an medical schools, and (3) the situa-

tion of minority group applicants and
students.

Concerning the formalization of the
groups on student affairs, it was point-

ed out that a presentation to the ACMC
Executive Committee for formaliza-
tion that has been outlined at last

year's annual meeting had not been
approved by the ACMC Executive.
Consequently, a revised proposal for

formalization was prepared for pre-
sentation to the next meeting of the
Executive.

The need for a guide for applicants

was also discussed. It was generally

agreed that there was a pressing need

for a book that would be easily availa-

ble to all prospective applicants that

outlined the means, conditions and
probabilities of acceptance at all Cana-

dian medical schools. It was recom-
mended that the Associate Committee

on Student Affairs, should it be ap-

proved, should address itself to the

task of producing such a guide.

Relative to the situation of minority

group applicants and students in Cana-

dian medical schools, it was pointed

out that the number of foreign and
landed immigrant applicants has in-

creased greatly recently. The attend-

ant problems of this increase were dis-

cussed. The under-representation of

economically underprivileged groups

in the applicant and student popula-

tions were also discussed.

ASUS considers reports
by Joy Kinsman

The executive of the Arts and Sci-

ence Undergraduate Society met
Wednesday, January 20th in an at-
tempt to discuss several dry, dull re-
ports that could very well affect the
life of every student at Queens. The
^ajor report under discussion was the

7
0ar(

' of Studies report on counselling
Quring which varied opinions were
pressed but no definite stand estab-
usned. The Rogers Report on the res-
Jfjcturing of the AMS was discussed
'ollowed by the shooting down of the
pssy Rider Report on the restructur-

es
of the ASUS. The latter report sug-

gested streamlining the executive
rom seventeen members to fifteen
lltl a heavy emphasis on the academ-

ic side.

Both the senatorial and ASUS elec-
ts were discussed. The ASUS elec-

ts will be held Wednesday, Febru-

^ K*th. Nominations for the execu-
te must be submitted by February

WJ
" was decided that the senate

con

1 approached concerning a

^
nstitutional change providing two

(je^t

year senate terms for Arts stu-

to-be-infamous Course Evaluation

Guide, presented a revised proposal

for the booklets. Several suggestions to

help cut down expenses were brought

forth and Peter was sent home with

even more homework. Patrick Riley,

co-founder of the Red Room Literary

Society is still receptive to suggestions

for comic book subscriptions in an at-

tempt to upgrade the level of reading

ability among the student body.

THE
FIXER

WED. EYE., JAN. 27, 8:00 P.M.

ELLIS HALL

BERNARD MELAMUD'S EXPLOSIVE PORTRAYAL OF A JEW IN CZARIST

RUSSIAN PRISON: SEE IT TO UNDERSTAND WHAT IS INVOLVED WITH THE

CURRENT SOVIET "SHOW" TRIALS OF JEWS.

ADMISSION $1.00 - ALL URGED TO ATTEND

PROCEEDS TO AID SOVIET JEWRY

SPONSORED BY QUEEN'S HILLEL.

s well as two one-year terms
of the present four two-year'"stead

term-

•tents""

8 ant* secont* vear Senera l stu-

G
1 Would be able to run.

Pre
° Youn8. president of Arts 71,

Rented the final report on the Red

gina?
1 ^°0,t Exchange showing a mar-

aty
Pr°fi1, ReP°rts on Suzie-Q Week

en .

r'entation 71. were not present-

S*D
,0 the fact that Kathy Mc-neeney -

CANADIAN WATERC0L0RS

OF THE 19th CENTURY

from the National Gallery of Canada

continues until January 31st

also selections front the

PERMANENT COLLECTION

in the Main Gallery

Uv.

with

. was busy fighting off prospec-

th^
ae's and generally snowed under

Raymont. editor of the soon-

ki art centre

GRAD. STUDENT SOCIETY

ELECTIONS
Nominations are invited for the following positions:

PRESIDENT

VICE-PRESIDENT

SECRETARY

TREASURER

A.M.S. REPS (3)

Nominations close at the A.G.M. on February 2nd

(Stirling "D" 7:30 P.M.) and should be given to

Ian Boug, Chemical Engineering (local 5579).
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Why does a rather small
Canadian university,

that wants to stay rather small,

need 6% million dollars?

In
today's crowded, frantic world,

excellence ina universitydepends

more than ever on its character.

Queen's University doesn't worship

bigness. It doesn't want to grow by

leaps and bounds, It doesn't want 10

build a fresh, new image.

Queen's wants to carry on much as it

is now—a compact, dedicated, very per-

sonal university.

The 6? million dollars isn't for huge

expansion, It's for an improved working

atmosphere for students and faculty and

for needed academic facilities.

The Queen's Capital Program, 1 970-

75, calls for 827.8 million dollars. It is

expected that $21.3 million will come

from Federal and Provincial Housing

mortgages and Provincial grants. The
balance, 6 1

, million dollars, must be

raised directly from friends of Queen's,

alumni and Canadian companies.

The character of Queen's

Ifyou went to Queen's you remember

the close, personal relationships with

the faculty. You couldn't walk into the

coffee shop without recognizing friends.

You couldn't escape the pride and spirit

that everybody shared.

If you should walk around the cam-
pus tomorrow, chat with students and

faculty, you'll discover the same values,

the same rapport.

Queen's wants to keep it (hat way.

True, there will be modest growth.But in

the words of Principal John J. Deutsch,

"Growth will occur in two areas;first, in

professionalfields where a larger scale of

effort is required to maintain quality;

second, in graduate studies where Queen's

has accepted a continuing respomihility to

provide its share of places for Canadians

who wouldotherwise beforced togo abroad

for advanced study."

Where your money will go

New mining and geology buildings. The
existing buildings arc old and obsolete.

They don't meet this country's needs.

Arts and social science complex. Old
housesand temporary buildings are cur-

rently used for many programmes in

sociology, economics, art education,

drama and music.

University Centre. Over 90",, of the

students live away from home—and
Kingston is a small community. The
old Students' Memorial Union is no

longer adequate for a flourishing com-
munity life on campus.

Main campus development. Funds arc

needed to develop university property,

expand and update utilities, acquire

sites and make more efficient use of

temporary space.

Student residences. Housing is scarce

in Kingston. While growth will be mod-
erate over the next years, more Uni-

versity residences arc needed.

It may sound corny to say that an

investment in trie Queen's Capital Pro-

gram is an "investment in Canada." But

it's true—if you believe in the critical

role education will play in this country's

future, and if you believe in a personal,

facc-io-facc approach to things.

Any investment you'd care to make
will be most appreciated by everybody

at Queen's now and in the years ahead.

Queen's University

Kingston, Ontario

Mail to: Queen's Capital Program

Box 267

Kingston, Ontario

.1 would like to know more about how friends,

alumni and companies can help Queen's.

Above is the ad that was run in "Time" magazine last week in support of the
Queen's Capital Fund Drive. Below is the ad we would like to see them run next
week.
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We ore returning the Journal "Shmuck Award of the Week" in re-

sponse to the hundreds who clamoured at our doors. This week we
give it to two campus favourites (a Journal first — the Schmuck
twins of the week). Douglas Library gets it for a multitude of sins too

multitudinous to mention (but we might point to the now-famous
photocopier breakdowns) and the Union coffee shop gets it for all

their little tricks that somehow make our dull lives a little brighter.

Like the rule that they will not give change on Sundays. Like the way
you have to beg to get cream. Like the coffee

(iptwtt a aiimrnal
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FEED^

letters to

the editor

Dear cousin,

I am in high places now you're

in the right of it there. But to be

letting on I'd be forgetting the old

land and isn't it me as always has

a bit of green about me and always
did even when the lot of you sat in

Jimmy Regan's snug of a Satur-

day night with never a good word
for your native home.

Tell Uncle Danny bombing's the

thing and he's the boy to do it for

sure if he don't blow his own head
off, bless him for a true Son of Ire-

land, And is Muldoon's farm to be
sold? Now he was-a dirty old tink-

er and almost a protestant but
there's as nice a seven acres as
you could hope to put plough to and
if those good for nothing Coch-
ranes (they will come to a bad
end I would clear the drain why
you could work the four that's
under water. So try to get round
the old window, God bless her.

Things are as well as might be
expected what with the cold that's
like to be the death of me and not a
decent drop of porter to be had.
I'm thinking I'll stay on here the
money's good, and it's sad I am
when I think I'll never return to
old Ireland which the damn crooks
in Dublin are ruining and selling
"sail to the protestants if the truth
tt'as known.

I've lit a candie for Father 0-
Flaherty and sent the money,
what I could spare, to him.

Your loving cousin.

Dear Editor

We would like to express our
feelings which we have found
embodied by a large portion of the
student population concerning the
entertainment during snowball
week and generally throughout the
year. Perhaps some would disa-
gree that entertainment plays a
significant role in our university
year. Howiever it seems a pity
that students are putting money
into other universities in order to

see big-name groups. For exam-
ple, there are people travelling to

Waterloo to see Chicago and to
' London to see Johnny Winter dur-
ing our Snowball Week.

Considering the economic state
in which Queen's finds itself at the
present, would perhaps more ex-
pensive but definitely more popu-
lar entertainers' be beneficial? The
city of Kingston offers little com-
petition in the field of entertain-
ment. If we could obtain an audi-

ence-drawing group we could look

to the city of Kingston as well as
Queen's students for support.

Perhspa we could even draw from
other universities as they are now
drawing from us.

We have expressed our concern
and welcome any comments
and/or support.

Lizza Fawcett
Anne Ledingham
Diane Turnbull

Arts 74

Dear Sir:

I would like to know why the

concert committee has decided to

have only one concert instead of

the two concerts in Snowball 70.

To my knowledge, the university

population has not decreased. I

fear that the concert committee is

also aware of the quality of Mike
Nesmith and the Grass Roots.

Without the Public and High

School population of Kingston,

even one concert would probably

be a financial disaster.

Hugh Campbell

P.S. Western is presenting Johnny

Winter for 50<r per person. Re-

grettably I will be in London and

will miss the "heavy" sound of

these contemporary groups.

The Editor

Queen's Journal,

Dear Sir;

Last year, the Senate of the

University established the Canadi-

an Institute of Guided Ground
Transit. Prior to the final approv-
al of this new Institute by the Sen-
ate, a good deal of controversy
was raised over the control of this
Institute, After much debate and
compromise by both sides of the
issue, a settlement was reached.
One of the key points in this set-

tlement was the agreement to
appoint two labour union repre-
sentatives to the governing body of
the Institute. To date there has
been no news of such appoint-
ments, and it would seem that this

would be a necessary step before
the Institute could become opera-
tional, particularly in light of the
above-mentioned controversy.

If the Journal has any informa-
tion of these appointments, as well
as other appointments to the gov-
erning body of the Institute, I

would hope they would make these

public. If the Journal does not

have such information now, I

would hope that it would take the

responsibility of finding this out

and informing the University

community.
Yours sincerely,

Alan Broadbent

The Editor

Queen's Journal

Gentlemen:

Chris Redmond's article on the

"Financial Squeeze ..." con-

tained a misstatement regarding
the hours of the Periodicals Room.
They were reduced following the

Christmas Holidays, but the Room
is still open most evenings. The
schedule is now:

Monday - Thursday

Friday:

Saturday:

Sunday:

8:45 AM-11PM

8:45 AM -5 PM

9:00 AM -5 PM

Noon-U PM

The curtailment of evening
hours on Friday and Saturday
evenings is when the Library is

least used. The new schedule is

related in no way to the book budg-

et. An adjustment to the schedule

was necessary, because the per-

manent staff had been working
inequitable hours. At the present

time, there are no further funds

available for student assistance in

this area.

Very truly yours,

T. D. Phillips,

Associate Librarian

People in Power
CHERYL MACDONNELL

Here is someone with real pow-
er. Mrs. Cheryl MacDonnell is the

one person everyone must phone
or visit in order to book a room in

any of the academic buildings at

Queen's. Her Office of Space Allo-

cation is found through an obscure
side door of the Senate Office, 163

University Avenue and down a few
creaky oid stairs. Many a student

organizer has trudged over to see

Cheryl, his Form C (a pink piece
of paper, signed by the AMS Secre-

tary, authorizing the student or-

ganization use of a particular

room) clutched in his hand. Deep
with-in the bowels of the Senate
Office Building, our intrepid stu-

dent meets smiling Cheryl and
Diane Laplante, her secretary.

We found Mrs. MacDonnell
frank, open, friendly, out-spoken,

and judging from the constant

ringing of the telephone, extreme-

ly busy.

Born in Paris, Ontario — lived in

Belleville and North Bay —
worked as a commercial consult-

ant for Bell Telephone ("I didn't

have to meet people face to face,

just over the phone.") — started

working for Queen's Department
of Extension in June, 1967 — Of-

fice of Space Allocation was
formed in April of last year and
Cheryl moved into her newly reno-

vated office.

On her job "We take care of re-

quests for all student activities on

campus. We don't book rooms in

the Union, Residences or the Ath-

letic Complex. We can provide

projectionists, public address sys-

tems or special seating arrange-

ments.

We allocate the rooms for the

intramural timetable. I have a

record card for every room on

campus. So if you don't like the
room your class is in, its my
fault."

On Queen's I enjoy most getting to

know the students. You hear so
much about them in the paper, you
know they're all radicals and
everything.

I think that Queen's is a very
conservative university and a very

good university. Its so small
whereas at the University of To-
ronto, you only meet someone in

your own little area.
"

On Student Power Students should

have a say in what's going on. but

you can't expect a radical change
in a few months. If they just real-

ize that they've got to slow down
— they may not be around but the

changes will come. You have to

listen to both sides on the story

and present constructive criti-

cism. This is the way it has to be,

the ontyvtay."

On Women's Lib "I'm for it. I'm

not fanatical about it, though.

I'm not going to go out and burn

my bra or anything like that.

by Peter Adams and Raymont

"I'm not about to storm Vice
Principal Harrower's Office and
say I'd like $10,000 more. They'd
likely consider it (a raise).

They're good people to work for.

On Academic Future "Student-
staff learning like Futurology I

are the only way to go.
'

'

On Summer use of Facilities

"Once all you students leave here

in April, the whole university is

taken over by conferences. So
there really isn't a slack period.

The facilities are booked solidly

for conferences until orientation."

Her Biggest Beef "Students don't

seem to be well enough informed
on the procedures for booking
rooms." P.P. Note: See box
(below) on the correct procedures
for students wanting to book a
room on campus.
On Fridays "Fridays are slow.
Everything closes up around here

except us,"

The telephone rang: "Space al-

location. Mrs. MacDonnell. Yes,
you'd like to change that booking?
O.K., we can . .

."

How To Book A Room

:

Rooms can only be booked for

an AMS recognized organiza-

tion or club. If you require

space in the Union, Residences,

or the new Athletic Complex,
then you will have to go direct-

ly to the respective administra-

tors.

1. Go to the AMS office and ask

for an application to book a

room.

2. Leave it for approval by

the Campus Activities

Commissioner.

3. Fill out a "Form C" and

have it signed by the AMS
secretary.

4. Take your Form C to the

Space Allocations office in

the basement of the Senate
Office (163 University).

5. Request arrangements for

ail technical equipment (ie.

lighting, projectors, etc.).

Reminder: Rooms are
booked on a first-come, first-

served basis, If you are charg-

ing an admission price for your
event, then the usual fee for

booking the room is $50.00.

Projectionists' fees are
$3.50/hr.

by Allan Broadbent
I had the fortunate opportunity last week of talking to

the Commissioner of the National Bear-Baiting League.

Bear-Baiting has risen sharply in popularity over the

years, and now has firmly established itself as a major
sPort, It started out nearly three hundred years ago in the

^ilds of the Canadian north, particularly in the western
regions, and was played largely by Indians and white

trappers. In those days, it was merely something to pass

'he time, pure sport for the exhilaration of the combat
With a powerful beast. However, as the country became
urbanized, as these men of the north came to the cities,

bear-baiting became popular urban entertainment. Grad-
ually teams rose up representing urban areas, and rules

were adopted to provide a uniformity for the purposes of

competion.

The National Bear-Baiting League (NBBL) was
formed in 1897 as the first professional league with teams
in five cities. Almost all of the players were from the

Canadian north-west, who were lured from their indigen-

ous territory by the bright lights and financial promise of

Professional bear-baiting.
Six years ago the league decided to expand, and the

or'ginal five teams were joined by seven new ones. Then,

three years later, these twelve teams added six more, to

bring the current number of teams to 18. I talked with the

Commissioner of the NBBL about some of the particu-

la rs of this expansion.

"We, the owners of the teams, saw a necessity to bring

the wonderful world of bear-baiting to more people," he

said. "Television ratings told us that 'Bear Night in Can-

ada' was the most popular attraction in the country,

"Was there a problem in finding enough players to fill

the new teams,' I asked, adding that such massive ex-

pansion might weaken the quality of the game.

"No," he replied instantly, "we handled this problem

very easily. We took the number of current good players

and divided them by the number of new teams, and then

assigned the same number of good players to each team.

This way we kept up the quality."

"But wouldn't that lessen the calibre of play on every

team?'' I persisted.

"Don't be silly," he said. "We still have the annual

competition for the Berne Cup don't we. and we still have

a winner each year. The history of the NBBL shows us

that it takes a very good team to win the Berne Cup. and

thus if we still have a winner each year, we must still

have very good teams."

Somewhat mollified by this slice of logic, I changed

tact and noted that the Houston entry seemed to be a lit-

tle worse than the other teams in the league. Houston

entered the league in 1965, and has ammassed a record of

no wins and 349 losses.

"Houston!" the commissioner ejaculated. "They are

doing fine. Why they were second in the league in attend-

ance last year, drawing 45,000 fans to each game, and
their TV revenue was tops in the league."

I pointed out that the team couldn't win any games, but

this was ignored as a mass of financial statements were

propelled at me.
I then asked if the NBBL was not hurt somewhat by the

weakening of traditional rivalries, for instance between

Toronto and Ottawa, because these teams met only three

times a year, and never within two months of the last

game.
"On the contrary," came the reply. "The new NBBL is

taking advantage of the natural rivalries between such

cities as San Jose and Orillia. or between Boise and New
York.

"

"Let me make one thing clear in conclusion," the

Commissioner stated. "The NBBL is founded on sound

principles for the betterment of the game of bear-baiting.

The sport is the primary thing in our minds, that is, the

minds of the owners. The fact that we make a couple of

million dollars in the process is beside the point. We are

just following the example of other sports such as foot-

ball and hockey in bringing the product to the people.

We're kind of revolutionaries, you might say. It hasn't

been an easy job. this selling of bear-baiting, but we final-

ly have the game established.
"

With that, he went off to look into the possibility of

getting a new NBBL franchise for Kingston.
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"We might not be able to

trust our neighbours after a while"

OR

don't look now,

but you're being watched.

by Bill Johnston
The major threat to the freedom of an

individual living in North America today
is posed by his own government. Behind
claims of saving the country from organ-
ized crime or subversives, the govern-
ments of Canada and the US and their
agents have continuously and methodical-
ly (and often in violation of their own
laws ) violated most of the supposed rights
or freedoms characteristic of a democrat-
ic society, of which the right to privacy is

both the most important and the most
commonly ignored. The prime method is

constant and complete surveillance of the
activities of all the people within the coun-
try through the use of electronic devices,

constant thought control and neighbour-
hood spy systems.

The US Justice Department has en-
dorsed the idea of neighbourhood spies for
two years. The plan announced in Decem-
ber by the Indiana Criminal Justice Plan-
ning Agency (CJPA) is typical. People in

various cities who know their neighbour-
hoods well are hired to report to the police
whatever they hear which may be related
to organized or other crime. This "ru-
mour monitoring" function would include
reporting to police conversations heard at
parties, for instance, which were felt by
the "rumour monitor" (ie, spy) to be sub-
versive. Director of CJPA William Gree-
man admitted that this could become a
neighbourhood spy system, and added
"we might not be able to trust our neigh-
bours after a while." Greeman also main-
tained that the system was not intended to
be used to investigate students involved in

political dissent, although it could be.

However, a similar plan, already operat-
ing in Oklahoma, had as of last June accu-
mulated files on over 50,000 Oklahomans,
many of whom had done nothing more
than attend a protest rally.

confidential files on three million Ameri-
cans and added about ten thousand every
week.

Data gained from the above sources are
dangerous to those to whom they pertain

because a) the data is generally negative

(dealing with arrests, drunkenness, poor
health, or firings, rather than with the
more difficult to catalogue virtues that a
person displays) and b) much of the data

is inaccurate, since it is based on rumour,
second hand information or impressions.
These problems are compounded by the
growing tendency for information about
people to be stored in computer files and
the tendency for all the above data, along
with data generated by schools, business-

es, tax departments, health and welfare
agencies, unemployment insurance
boards, doctors, police, traffic courts,

credit agencies etc., to be stored in one
centralized computer data bank. Thus,
information about an individual that was
once confidential to the tax department,
for example, could now be obtained for

any other department by a computer op-
erator. Further, there is no way that the
individual involved can find out what in-

formation is held about him or even that

the information is held by some agency.
Also, data banks tend to accumulate data
over one's lifetime, so that an early ar-

rest, for instance, could be held against a
person later when applying for a job.

The mail is another important source of
information for the American govern-
ment. Although the practice of the Inter-

nal Revenue Service of -opening mail for

information on tax evasion has been out-

lawed since 1965, the Post Office will still

place "covers" on certain peoples' mail
(24,000 in 1953 and 1964) at the request of
the government, whereby record is kept
of all the mail that comes from or goes to

"I wouldn't say anything on the phone that I wouldn't say in a broad
cast over the air." — a government official.
Such neighbourhood spy systems are

merely refinements on the common prac-
tice of obtaining information from the
friends and neighbours of a person under
investigation that has long been used by
police, credit agencies, employers and
private detectives.

Infiltration of certain groups is another
such practice, especially popular in gain-
ing information about political activists
and drug users. Examples include the
narc in Winnipeg who spent a summer
acting as the lead singer for a rock group
until he had obtained enough information
for a bust. In the US; the city of Chicago
alone maintains a force of nearly one
thousand political agents and a former
federal spy maintains that every left or
progressive organization in the US has at
least one informer in it. Of 40 substantive
prosecution witnesses in the Chicago 7
trial, 34 were undercover agents. The
state of Florida has its own privately fi-

nanced secret service to combat "organ-
ized crime", with agents working
throughout the country. One Miami pri-
vate investigation firm had (as of 1967)

a certain person to discover with whom he
has contact.

To augment the work of spies, infiltra-

tors, and the Post Office, government
agencies and police have access to a vast
array of electronic snooping devices,
which possess incredible abilities. Be-
cause nearly all Americans have tele-
phones, wire tapping is the most common
method of electronic snooping. In 1962, a
US House of Representatives committee
found that 5,317 phones in federal offices
were bugged, and not by foreigners but by
other bureaucrats. In 1965, Bell employ-
ees listened in on 36 million long distance
phone calls. New York City policemen
place 26,000 wiretaps yearly. One govern-
ment employee summed it up by saying "I
wouldn't say anything on the phone that I

wouldn't say in a broadcast over the air."
A great deal of co-operation takes place

between FBI agents and the phone compa-
ny. Agents are allowed to tap calls from
within the phone company offices, thus
avoiding the dangers involved in placing a
bug, making it easier to find the right pair
of wires to tap, and making the taps vir-

tually impossible to detect. The phone
companies will also supply on request reg-

isters for the phone taps to record all

numbers dialed by the tapped phone, and.

have transferred registers from one
phone to another merely upon the request
of an agent. Among the snooping devices

that have been produced are the Infinity

Transmitter, which is concealed in the

phone to be tapped and will pick up any
conversation within forty feet of the

phone when the eavesdropper dials the

tapped phone's number. (The phone
doesn't ring when the tap is activated, nor

rooms (to prevent smoking or drug
usuage), two way PA systems which al-

low the office to listen in on classrooms,

and the presence of policemen in many
American schools help a person adjust to

a life of constant surveillance.

Concern is also diverted because all

surveillance techniques, at least original-

ly, are claimed to be directed against

subversives or organized crime or some
other group whose rights the government
can safely ignore, while assuring every-

one that if they haven't done anything
wrong, they have nothing to fear. This

"An ID card can be used as a tool of state control, but I don't think

Canada is at the stage where the state wants to repress, or domi-
nate or control the individual." — Jerome Choquette

does the presence of the tap interfere with
normal operation of the phone.) Trans-
mitters can be installed in phone mouth-
pieces which transmit the phone conver-
sations by FM radio signal, to be picked
up by the spy without use of a phone. Oth-
er devices which do not use phones in-

clude the shotgun microphone, which
picks up the sounds at which it points,
over great distances; spike mikes, which
when driven into a wall from the outside
until nearly touching the inside wall of the
room to be listened in on, use the entire
inner wall as a sound board in absorbing
sounds and miniature infra-red cameras
which can, by picking up body heat, take
pictures of people even when it is dark. It

is common practice now for government
and other buildings to be built with such
snooping devices built into the walls.

Surveillance has even gone beyond ob-
serving conversations and actions and,
through the use of psychological testing,
with probing and often very personal
questions, has gone into monitoring peo-
ples thoughts. The results of the many
tests most people go through in school or
in applying for jobs become part of the
voluminous data stored on all individuals
in the computer data banks, in spite of the
fact that the tests are often used for inap-
propriate purposes and often are inaccur-
ate, or ambiguous. Stored for eternity,
this data may be used at a later date
against an individual by attaching differ-
ent and inappropriate meanings to the
findings of the tests.

In spite of the obvious increase in gov-
ernment surveillance of our lives, people
in general show little concern about this
process. This is partly due to the fact that
people, especially children, are being
trained to accept constant surveillance as
normal. Toy tape recorders complete
with "hidden mikes", toy lie detectors
and toy spy cameras, plus a host of spy
movies which emphasize the equipment
used for spying, give spying an air of ex-
citement and acceptability for the child.
The record keeping in school (of every-
thing from grades, attendance, lateness,
behaviour, and IQ and other psychological
tests to parents' occupations, income, and
the student's extracurricular activities)
prepares a person for a life of being cata
logued. One way mirrors in school wash-

palliative overlooks the fact that innocent

people will inevitably be harmed in the

process of finding the guilty (and fre-

quently only the minor figures among the

guilty are caught while the big criminals

remain free.)

There are a great many dangers in-

volved with this growth of constant sur-

veillance. One of these is that the central

bodies of the governments (which suppos-

edly control over or knowledge of what

agencies of the government do. Thus,

when it was recently disclosed that the US

Army Intelligence has been spying on citi-

zens for a number of years, top Army offi-

cials were quite possibly not lying when

they declared that they knew nothing

about such activity. The suggestion that

the Security and Intelligence branch of

the RCMP become a separate agency

could also result in such an agency being

responsible to no one. (The cabinet has

asserted however, that the branch will

probably stay within the control of the

RCMP.)
Yet, even when the government can

control their surveillance systems, grave

problems still exist. Spy systems, once

begun, tend to become self-perpetuating.

R. H. Towner advanced the idea in Philos-

ophy of Civilization that as spy systems

grow, "the populace remains good while

they spy system is effective. . . and every

relaxation of espionage leads to frightful

excesses. A spy system, once begun,

therefore, must be retained and augment-

ed."
The crucial danger that is inherent )"

the growth of constant surveillance is that

such surveillance and the presence of se-

cret police are the major traits of a" tf"

talitarian states. A 1954 ruling by the

Supreme Court that the State may set up

standards that are "spiritual as well a

physical, aesthetic as well as monetary

makes a mockery of the idea of a
" free

e
state, since only a totalitarian regi^

would desire the power to enforce c
n

formity on so wide a scale. Displays c

similar leaning by the Canadian gove

ment in its actions against Quebec, a n(J
.

its suggestions for stepped up l 0
.

16^
"security" measures certainly raise t

feeling that privacy and freedom 01

have become obsolete ideas for our g°

ernments.

. ci"1
"

sofa
overn-
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. eni is "uninspired 1

to j iu. as n ight the I a tett pi

dome. Yawn Another series of pole washed skies pregnant witl
t*d the relatively dark vegetation — or, as I heard one person say
typically Canadian" scenes. Yet there is an exciting variety of sul

matter and a freshness of perspective from those who still saw Can
v rgffl territory.

Perhaps, like many people, you know little of the major landsc
painters In Canada during the second half of the nineteenth century.
Verner, Griffiths, and Fowler, the latter incidentally, resided on Amherst
Island, are bat a few of the artists who launched a new tradition of water-
colour paintings in Canada. Preceeding theirs was the work of British
topographer* which, by 1850, was of minor importance. The new wave of
watercoipurists were predominantly British in orogoo and training. They
came toCanada withan enthousiasm lor nature kindled by the challenge oi
unfamiliar elements and the pervading sense of isolation from organized
society. They travelled little, unlike the officer-topographers, and often
limited their work to familiar, yet little contemplated aspects of nature, as
in Thomas Mower Martin's "Tree Stomp".

Daniel Fowler, the finest of the British watereolourists and a charter
member of the Reyal Canadian Academy, had a penchant for things local

;

for the object. His enthousiasm for still Ufes and the moods of the
countryside around him were English in reticence and gentleness of mood.
His earlier interests in silhouettes and subdued tones gave way to an
exhibition of his most mature manner. Bis colours became brighter more
intense, and he showed a high command of the medium. "Fallen Birch"
(1888) is an example of Fowler's later style. His interest in picturesque
scenery and the way the light plays on the surface of watercolours is

evident in it. The extreme rapidity of execution seem as if the artist were
seised with spontaneous fervor.

Pot aside the technicalities of technique In these works, for of far
greater importance in terms of relevance to today, is the artists'

conceptions of Canada itself. The search for a new Canada beyond the pale
of Ontario or Quebec society, led many artists westward to the Prairies and
the Kockies. With the advent of the railroad, many artists were
ommissioaed for part of the promotional scheme of the railroad
companies; In some of the water-colours of the western provinces the
influence oi photography can be seen in the strong effects of light and
shade.

What do ail these pictures have in common? There Is a feeling for
nature In its singularity and its entirety. They show the artists' sensitivity

(or a big and vaguely threatening country. Man somehow seems small and
insignificant when pitted against the elements. The mist, a favourite
a tmwpherfc choice, in many of these watercolours, only thinly disguises
this threat of the unknown. This feeling of detachment from the
mainstream of life fs dramatically stated in Frederick Arthur Venter's
Turned out of the Herd" (iWH) . One of the most impressive pictures in the

collection, it shows a buffalo, who like man in that environment, is alone
and seems to matter little in nature's scheme of things.

Why not drop into the gallery? The exhibition runs until January 31. Do
not feel that you must be critical of this genre of art. Instead, analyze,

emotionalize, project and subject yourself as you think the Individual artist

may have done.

Canadian water colours

at agnes
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BY Dick Loney

It
certainly gives one's sense of nationalism an encouraging shot

the arm when out of four albums selected for reviewing, two of

[hem are the result of Canadian talent making pleasing noises from
confines of the Recording industry. With an album partly pro

Iced in the New York Studios of CBS, and at Toronto Sound, Allan J,

oyan brings forth nine of his own compositions (plus a vintage Pres-

uy number from the flick "King Creole") in what has to be a suc-

cessful effort to join Gord Lightfoot in his domination of the Canadian

folk
limelight.

Ryan's most memorable song in this album is "My Canadian

Maid", telling as it does of the lamentations of a Southern Ontario

suitor
soliciting the favours of his maid who has since been impaled

upon the vicious spike of matrimony "In a town down in Oregon / City

bythe sea". It's a rollicking, happy tune with a catchy chorus and

some excellent acoustic guitar folk-style pickin'.

As well as Allan J. himself on guitar, one of the guitarists is Eric

Weissberg who was heard on many a classic folk album in the old

peter, Paul and Kingston Trio days, and who was once the mainstay
oftheTarriers (Banana Boat Song, circa 1957).

On side two, the songs of Ryan tend towards long statements of

liis
musical philosophy — "Harlequin Haven" runs 6:07 as it states in

sophisticated metre the theme that formed the basis for the Kink's

"Dedicated Follower Of Fashion". "Christmas Morning Bang
gang!" is an almost eight minute statement on the current Christ

mas Scene — the dichotomy between the celebration of the birth of

He Prince of Peace, and Johnny not knowing whether to build his

aeroplane "from the good old days of World War Two", or sniff the

glue he uses to get "high in the sky"

!

The title tune on the l.p. is as pretty as any, with its subtle string

flavouring that never overpowers the guitar accompaniment. Canadi-

an talent at its best — Allan J. Ryan FOR YOU TO KNOW ME, Co-

lumbia ELS 368.

The second Canadian offering is the first album by Torontonian

R, Dean Taylor, who was author, producer and singer of "Indiana
Wants Me", that dominated the pop charts this past summer. Though
this was his first break in the recording scene, Taylor was no strang-

er to the game, having penned "Love Child" and "I'm Livin' In

Shame" for the Supremes. In fact Motown Studios in Detroit served

to host this session for Taylor — I THINK, THEREFORE I AM, Rare
Earth (Ampex) RS 522.

R. Dean does a smooth job on James Tylor's "Fire and Rain
(no relation to Livingston or James) with back-up female chorus and
heavy orchestral and rhythm backing. Included on the album is Tay-
lor's current chart item "Ain't It A Sad Thing", with its dominant
piano lead line, and R. Dean double tracking his way through the

whistled bridge (a novel departure from the usual guitar break).

Taylor does a more than adequate job on the Beatle song "Two
of Us", and Kris Kristofferson's "Sunday Morning Coming Down" as
well as several of his own compositions, which include "Indiana
Wants Me". Not only is R. Dean Taylor a versatile writer through his

Motown pursuits, but his "Got To See Jane" was a smash hit, in

England, and now this Canadian album should establish him as an
artist to watch for from among the ranks of Canadian performers.

Long time session-man Ry Cooder has finally released an album
combining his exceptional prowess on anything "slung" with a string,

and his passable, bluesy voice. Somehow the guitar, mandolin and
hass work on Cooder's solo album is extraordinary enough to com-
pensate for his low-pitched, blues-ringed voice that occasionally
plummets to extremely gravel-low depths. Ry does a good Delta-Blue
job on "France Chance" and "Alimony", both of which are resplend-
ent with his whining bottleneck guitar style.

Cooder's album is capably produced by Van Dyke Parks (pianist

for the Beach Boys and Harpers Bizarre, and also featured here) and
Lenny Waronker, a Warner Brothers pro who has engineered some
'ine albums (including Gordon Lightfoot's SIT DOWN YOUNG
STRANGER Reprise 6392, which is to be re-released due to the fan-

tastic hit parade strength of Gord's "If You Could Read My Mind").
Perhaps the moving-ist thing on the set is Ry's own composition

"Available Space" on which he really gets going with that haunting
bottleneck virtuosity — even Parks' piano joins in this blues offering,
as it does on the sunsequent cut called "Pig Meat", the old Lead-belly

Jhssic, to which Ty's voice is perfectly suited. This one has the full

Dixieland Blue brass-backing, and it's in keeping with the recent re-

Jjval of the work of Huddie Leadbetter and Robert Johnson, the
Kings of the Delta Blues — to both of whom Ry Cooder owes much as
to tone and style.

Cooder has a deep feel for this typle of music — listen to his
treatment of Sleepy John Estes' "Coin To Brownsville" — which
*menates from the shores of the Mississippi River and which has
b»n copied by everyone from Mick Jagger to Eric Burdon. Cooder
closes the album with a BUnd Willie Johnson instrumental number —
"ark Is The Night" and anyone with any feeling for the blues surely
ends to feel the album is all over too soon.

„ Al album by Jimmy L. Webb, entitled WORDS AND MUSIC
"eprise RS-6421, contains some of the greatest rock heard in a long

Jjj'e. The songs are of a mixed content — in a three part medley,

Music For An Unmade Movie", Webb offers "Songseller", ','Doro-

Chandler Blues" and "Jerusalem" against a brackground that

'Matures piano, guitars, trumpets and drums played by Freddy Tack-

and Webb himself. These songs blend into a "concept" type of

Pfwentation revolving around the hazards of a pop song-smith as he
radles nis wares t0 publishers and suffers the cruel reviews of mali-
c,«us rock reviewers.

. Other tunes such as "Sleepin' In The Daytime" and "P. F.

j'°an" nave a g0Spe| inspiration that balances piano with a guit-

"/frumpet combination that is unique in its powerful crispness of
e'ivery _ the trumpet's shrillness actually duplicates the high-
tc'hed wail of a rock guitar solo in parts.

The female voices on "Love Song", and the production on the set

jfnerally earmarks this album by Webb as one of the superior re-
° r<ll ngs that 1971 promises to present.

3 mombora of th« 40 vole* branko krmtonovich chorus appearing at grant had, thuraday, janwary 21, at
8:30 p.m.

tendays
tuesday

, January 26

evening: 8:00 p.m.: the german film club presents "elf jahre und ein tag'* in room 101, kingston
hall.

Wednesday, January 27

afternoon: 4:30 p.m.: the biology department presents a lecture on "phosphates and the control of

eutrophication" by dr. j. r. vallentyne, from the fisheries research board in room 111, at

earl hall.

evening: 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.: campus movies presents "carry on up the khyber".
evening: 8:00 p.m.: the hillel foundation presents "the fixer" atellishall. admission $1.00.

thursday, January 28

evening: 8:30 p.m.: the branko krsmanovich chorus at grant hall, tickets $3.00 and $4.00 at the

division of concerts.

9:30 p.m.: current objectives and techniques in regard to diagnostic biopsies: a lecture

by theodor k. shnita, m.d. from the university of alberta at etherington hall auditoium.

friday, January 29

evening: 9:00 p.m. domino theatre's "two for the seesaw", tickets available at mahood's.

Saturday, January 30

evening: 9:00 p.m.: domino theatre's "two for the seesaw", tickets available at mahood's.

Sunday, January 31

evening: 9:00 p.m.: domino theatre's "two for the seesaw", tickets available at mahood's or spe-

cial student tickets at the door.

7:00 p.m. : india nite '71 at dunning hall, tickets at the international centre,

monday, february 1

evening: 8:30 p.m.: nicanorzabaleta. harpist, at dunning hall auditorium, tickets $2.50.

8:30 p.m.: kingston youth orchestra concert in the grand theatre, tickets are available at

the grand theatre box office, adults $1.00, students 50<r. many of the members are stu-

dents at queen's.

tuesday, february

2

evening: 7:30p.m.: chronicles 8 "the stronger" at studio theatre.

Wednesday, february 3

evening: 7:30 p.m. : chronicles 8 "the stronger" at studio theatre.

at the agnes etherington art centre

until february 4; selections from the perma-
nent collection in the main gallery,

until january 31: Canadian water-colours of

the nineteenth century.

throughout the month: the art of smoking in

aboriginal north america.

at the kingston theatres

capitol — dirty dingus mcgee, starting tomor-

row soldier blue

hyland — the owl and the pussycat

odeon — five easy pieces

A Misty Morning: Canadian Wat •.-colour Exhibit at Agnes Etherington

ITALIAN CLUB MEETING: com*

and see Salvator Juiliano, Ellis

Hall, Tues. Jan. 26, 9:00 pm„
Admission $1.00. Afterwards,

enjoy coffee and discussion in

the International Centre.

ZPG — A general meeting of

ZPG (Zero Population Growth)
will be held in Etherington Hall,

KGH on Tuesday Jan. 26 at 8

pm. Films discussion literature:

Memberships available.

Wanted: 2 single apartments
for next year — dose to cam-
pus— please call 546-4570.

The Answer to Zoom Lenx's

Puzzle of Last Week — Gig

Young played Gig Young in

'The Gay Sisters' starring Bar-

bara Stanwyck and George

Brent.
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SUPP0R1 OUR ADVERTISERS

FOR SALE

QUEEN'S SCARVES,

HAND KNITTED
- $10.00

Phone 544-9629

AMS NOTICE

NOMINATIONS FOR PRESIDENT AND

VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY

MUST BE RECEIVED IN THE A.M.S. OFFICE BY

5 P.M. ON JANUARY 29, 1971. NOMINATIONS

MUST HAVE AT LEAST 200 SIGNATURES OF AMS

MEMBERS AND MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY

A LETTER OF ACCEPTENCE OF NOMINATION

FROM THE CANDIDATES. THE ELECTION WILL

BE HELD ON FEBRUARY 15, 1971.

REMINDER
The second installment of fees due
by January 31, 1971, can be paid in

person at the Accountants' Office,

Richardson Hall.

If you find it more convenient to

mail your cheque to the Accountants'

Office, please record your student

number on the face of your cheque.

ANYONE WHO HAS NOT
PICKED UP HIS COPY OF

TRICOLOR TO
MUST DO SO BEFORE

FRIDAY

JANUARY 29th 1971

After that, all remaining

copies will be sold for cash,

first come, first served.

Hockey Gaels Split, Need All

Games Now To Make Playoffs!
by Red Herring

On Friday the Hockey Gaels

played an excellent game,
beating the Universite de Mon-
treal Carabins by a score of 9-

4. Scoring the Gaels goals were
Peter Kennedy, with 3 goals,

Murray Douglas with 2, Colin

Loudon, Morris Mott, John
Smith, and Bruce Wickhan,

who played a hard hitting

game. The Gaels defense was
the reason for the convincing

win, as they played very well.

All four defensemen, Bob
Thompson, Frank Coffey,

Dave Field, and Graham
Closs, stood up well on the blue

line and moved the puck
around well. The forwards
backcheeked well and made

the defense's job easy.

On Saturday against Laval,

the story was reversed as Lav-

al rolled to an 8-5 win. The de-

fense played poorly, letting

men loose in front of the net,

passing the puck away count-

less times to Laval's forwards,

and in general giving goalie

Clyde Harris little support.

Harris, although a little shaky
at the start, played well as the

game progressed, stopping

several breakaways. The
Gaels' forwards played a lack-

lustre game, in that they

seemed reluctant in the second
or third periods to go after the

puck. The only player to show
any real determination was

Morris Mott, who impress.,)
with his elusiveness

a !J
strength along the boards and
in the corner. He got a goal and
2 assists for his effort, oth
scorers for the Gaels Wej'

Frank Coffey, Doug Barton
John Smith, and Mike Lynch'
The Laval team got 3 of its j

goals from big Jean Riouz, and I

2 from Jean Blouin. Their
goa i

ie, Rosaire Sylvain, Wa

"

excellent, holding the Gaels t»

two goals until the third period
when Laval had an 8-2 lead.

The Gaels play back-to-back
games this weekend against
Carleton and Ottawa, then re-

turn Feb 5 for a rematch with
Laval.

Gaels John Smith fires past U do Montreal goalie as Queen's took a 9-4 victory Friday night. Peter Kenne-

dy, the other Gael, waits for any rebound.

Women's Badminton Team
Anne Toppin 8-15, 15-6, 15-6.Results of Tournament Friday

Jan 21 at Carleton University

I Queen's vs Guelph
1st singles: Dianne Loughead
(Q) defeated Janet Dresser
(G) 12-11, 11-6.

2nd singles: Jane McMichael

(Q) defeated Marilyn Kennedy
(G) 11-1, 11-0.

1st doubles: Aruna Thakar and
Anne Foster (Q) defeated
Nancy Shand and Linda Fraze
had (G) 15-7, 15-3.

2nd doubles: Wendy Youens
and Cathy McNally defeated

under attack
with

John Turner
Vince McCauley
Bryce Mackasey
WW. H.Kelly

(2 more guests to be announced)
Three Panelists for each guest will be needed

Grant Hall

Wed. Feb. 3 and Thurs. Feb. 4

II Queen's vs Western
1st singles: Dianne (Q) lost to

|

Linda Fabris (W) 1-11, 3-11-

2nd singles: Jane McM. defeat-

ed Karen Lake (W) 12-10, 11-1 I

1st doubles: Aruna and Anne I

(Q) lost to Francis Sandfor"
|

and Sandi St. Louis (McM)

15, 11-4.

(Q) lost to Mrs. Celia Mac-

Donald and Anne Patterson]

(W) 8-15, 3-15.

III Queen's vs McMaster
1st singles: Dianne defeat' I

Anne Walker (spare Pla5? I

replacing Lynn Vincent w
|

was sick) 11-1. 11-1.

2nd singles: Jane defeats

Carolyn Scholfield (McM) 8' 1

11-5,11-4.
„el

lst doubles: Aruna and A"' I

(Q) lost to Francis Sanford

and Sandi St. Louis (McM>

15,7-15. .„y
l

2nd doubles: Wendy and Ca»'l

lost to Nancy Reid and Ter •

Snowden 6-15. 18-17, 13-18

Jane McMichael is currently jl

the top of the league in 2nd
. ^ L

gles, having won all ot

games she has played so fa
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Gymnasts

Jecond
by Chris Woods

The Queen's Men's Gymnas-

ts Team placed second all-

round in its annual competi-

fion i" Brockport, New York

m Saturday, Jan. 23. Compet-

ing

roe
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1

against teams from Mon^
Community College in

Rochester and with the home

(earn from State University at

groC
]<port, the Queen's team

ran up a total score of 72.9

joints, second to Brockport's

81.90
points.

The Gaels finished strongly

la
almost every event, with the

exception of Still Rings, where

Ore
Queen's contingent's show-

ing may have lost the meet.

However, because of the prev-

alence of American specialists

in the meet, no Queen's gym-

nast managed to win any

event. In Floor Exercises,

Jamie Archibald placed second

with 5.9 points and Delio Torto-

sa followed in fourth place with

5.0 points. Queen's gymnastic
veteran Dave Ross placed sec-

ond on Side Horse with 3.4

points while Drew Strickland

took third spot on Parallel

Bars. On the Horizontal Bars,

Strickland, a Queen's fresh-

man in Arts, accumulated 4.20

points to finish second and
Queen's gymnasts Jamie Ar-

chibald, and Larry Bencze and
Dave Ross took fourth position

and tied for fifth place respec-

tively. In the all-around indi-

vidual standings, Queen's took

four of the top six places, al-

though part of this success
must be attributed to the fact

that few of the American gym-
nasts entered more than one or
two events. Drew Strickland
placed second (25.70 points),
Dave Ross third (22.85 points),

Jamie Archibald fourth (21.00
points), and Delio Tortosa took
sixth place with 20.55 points
all-around. The individual all-

around champion was Gerry
McFee, with 30.70 points.

Winners of individual events
were as follows: Floor Exer-
cises, Lundy (Monroe C. C),
'2 points; Side Horse, Nortz
IBrockport), 4.65 points; Still

Rings, Graci (Monroe C. C),
5

' points
;
Long Horse, Lundy

(Monroe C. C), 8.50 points;
Parallel Bard, McFee (Broek-
P°rt), 7.05 points; and Horizon-
W Bar, McFee (Brockport),

points.

Queen's competes next at
""me in the Bartlett Gymna-
sium on Wednesday, January

J™
at 8:30 p.m. against R. M.

£ 'n the Snowball competition."ior to the meet, Rick Kins-
an

. Canada's trampoline
Champion, will give a demon-
nation on the tramp. Come
"t and see the rapidly improv-

'"8 Queen's gym team WIN.

Volleyball

Two Victories
The Women's Senior Volley-

ball team travelled to Mon-
treal this past weekend to play
in two matches, one against
the University of Montreal, the
other against McGill, and
came back with two victories.
Friday evening, the team

took the match against the
University of Montreal 16-14 in
the first game, lost the second
15-6 but came on strong in the
third and fourth games with
scores of 15-3 and 15-4.

In the match against McGill,
Saturday morning, the long
hours of practice proved their
worth as Queen's again took
the match, losing only the sec-
ond game. The scores for the
first, third and final games
were 15-1, 15-13, and 15-0. The
skill of Donna Bruce must be
commended as she served 15
balls to score the 15 points in

the fourth game.
The Senior Volleyball team

plays again on the Feb. 5-6

weekend against Carleton and
Ottawa.

Win One,

Lose One
Friday evening in Montreal,

the Women's Senior Basketball
team defeated the University
of Montreal by a score of 52-39.

Both teams played a very fast,

tight defensive game but
Queen's captured a lead in the

early part of the game which
she never gave up. High scor-

ers for Queen's were Maureen
Bouris with 20 points, Karen
Carson with 10 points, and Joan
Ashlee with 7 points. C. Cay-
ouette and B. Felin were high

for the U. of Montreal with 13

and 10 points respectively.

Saturday morning the bas-

ketball team lost to McGill;

the final score being 45 to 40.

At the half time mark Queen's

held a substantial lead but lost

it slowly in the second half to

the aggressive McGill team.
The Queen's defense held the

McGill team on their field

shots but gave up the victory

on foul shot points.

Scoring for Queen's was
Joan Ashlee with 14 points.

Maureen Bouris with 8, and
Karen Carson and Charlotte

Bigelow each adding 7 points.

High scorers for McGill

were Barb Carson and Janet

Evans each with 13 points and

Rae Moore with 10 points.

McMaster will be coming to

Queen's January 30 to play in

an exhibition game at 2:00 p.m.

SNOWBALL
ATHLETIC

NIGHT
3:00 PM Road Race

Ski Race
6:00 Badminton (Bews

Gym)
Volleyball (Ross
Gym)
Wrestling (Bartlett
Gym)

7:00 Fencing
Judo

8:00 Hockey (Arena)
Gymnastics Demon-
stration (Bartlett
Gym)

8:15 Synchronized
Swimming (Pool)

8:30 Gymnastics
(Bartlett Gym)
Basketball (Bews
Gym)

8:45 Water Polo

Basketball Gaels

Choke Against Ottawa

" Wlckham, the Queen's enforcer, skates owoy from Ih. body of o

Montreal player,

Brian Mackenzie shows his disgust

after fouling out against Ottawa

Women's Hockey

Drops Two Games
The women's Ice Hockey

Team travelled to London and

Guelph for league games this

weekend. In a rough game Fri-

day against Western, who
practice in a body-contact

league, Queen's suffered a 10-0

loss. In Saturday's game
against Guelph, good goal tend-

ings stopped almost every at-

tack by Queen's. Sylvia Camer-

on and Ginny Backus each

scored for Queen's, but Guelph

counted 6 goals for the win.

Archery Meet
The Women's Archery team

hosted an invitational meet

with U. of Toronto and McGill

this weekend. U. of T. won
while Queen's took second.

High scorers for Queen's were

Janet Spence (231) who was

third overall; Marilyn Wheeler

(202) and Pam Hofmann (183).

W.I.C. Swim Meet
Wed. Feb. 3rd, 7-9 PM, Queen's

Pool

Contact your year rep if inter-

ested: a list is posted in the

Women's locker room.

by Jim Wright
Queen's basketball Gaels

fumbled their way to a 77-75

loss to Ottawa U. Gee-Gees
last Friday night, their first

league loss and their first loss

to a Canadian team. With less

than a minute to go, Queen's
led 75-71. and Ottawa U missed
their shot. But the Gaels
missed the rebound, and Gerry
Ashe was fouled. He made the
first shot, but missed the sec-
ond, giving the Gaels a re-

bound. They broke the Gee-
Gees press, only to lose the
ball on a deflected pass in the
forecourt. Ottawa U. came
down, and again Ashe was
fouled. He made the score 75-74

with two shots. Queen's then
threw the ball away on the re-

sulting in-bound play. Ottawa
U. shot, missed, and Ron
Walsh rebounded, turned —
and was called for charging as
an Ottawa player stumbled.
There followed a technical foul

as the Queen's bench protest-
ed, and Vince Lukenda tied the
game. Ottawa U. then had the

ball, and Lukenda got around
Paul Howard for an easy layup
with 21 seconds left. Andy
Daugulis missed a shot from
the top of the key, Ottawa got

the rebound, and were called

for travel with four seconds.
Ron Walsh took the final shot

from twenty feet, but it was no

good, and the buzzer went.

Three crucial turnovers in

the last minute were merely an
indication of the play. The
Gaels had 27 during the game.
They should have been up by 37

at the half, instead of seven
(38-31). Vic Chandler of the

Gee-Gees scored 18 points in

the second half, as he was al-

lowed to shot unmolested from
ten feet out.

Andy Daugulis had 24 points

for the Gaels, including 10 of 11

from the foul line. Bob Wright
had 17, shooting very well, but
his defence was terrible. Paul
Howard had 11, and fourteen
rebounds. Except for the last

play, he was the best Gael on
the floor. But what of Brian
Mackenzie and Ron Walsh?
Brian hardly got the ball, was
held to nine points, and fouled

out (on a very dubious call)

with eight minutes left. Ron
Walsh was also a nine point

man. as he seemed tired and
without his usual spark on the
floor. So the Gaels lost 77-75.

This Friday they are back to

Carleton for a rematch of the

Christmas tournament final.

They could use some fans;

there is the possibility of a bus
if enough interest is shown.
Saturday night they take on
Union College, an American
team, at the Bartlett Gym.

i

Andy Daugulis is going up against Vine* Lukenda of the Gee-Gees. As
Lukenda landed, he grabbed Daugulis, the shot went in, and Andy had a
three point play. Paul Howard, 42, waits for a pass on the other side.
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American planes, full of holes and wounded men and corpses,

took off backwards from an airfield in England. Over France, a few

German fighter planes flew at them backwards, sucked bullets and

shell fragments from some of the planes and crewmen. They did the

same for wrecked American bombers on the ground and those

planes flew backwards to join the formation. The formation flew

backwards over a German city that was in flames. The bombers

opened their bomb bays, exerted a miraculous magnetism which
shrunk the fires, gathered them into steel containers and lifted the

containers into the bellies of the planes. The containers were stored

neatly in racks. The Germans below had miraculous devices of their

own, which were long steel tubes. They used them to suck more
fragments from the crewmen and planes. But there were still a few
wounded Americans, though, and some of the bombers were in bad
repair. Over France, German fighters came up again and made
everything and everybody as good as new. When the bombers got

back to their base, the steel cylinders were taken from the racks
and shipped back to the United States of America where factories

were operating day and night dismantling the cylinders, separating

the dangerous contents into minerals. Touchingly it was mainly
women who did this work. The minerals were then shipped to spe-

cialists in remote areas. It was their business to put them into the

ground, to hide them cleverly, so they would never Jiurt anybody
ever again

— text from Slaughterhouse Five

Kurt Vonnegut
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GARRISON Utah (AP) - More than

1000 sheep are dead or dying of an

undetermined cause on a remote

ranch in Western Utah, the gover-

nor's office said last Thursday.

The area is about "150 miles south-

west of Skull Valley where 6,400 sheep

died in 1968 in a nerve gas test by the

U.S. Army's Dugway Caving

ground. . .

.

Of the latest incident a spokesman

for the Desert Test centre at Fort

Douglas in Salt Lake City said, "We
are looking into the matter."

Frontenae County Education Direc-

tor J. B. Slack said here Friday that

Queen's University "must constantly

protect the little extras" which

makes it one of the nation's finest in-

stitutions.

He told the University Council's

committee on admissions that

Queen's strength comes from three

sources.

"First in its standards of excel-

lence — no one need ever apologize

for carrying a diploma from Queen's.

"Next comes the variety of people

that Queen's attracts — from Canada,

the United States, yes, from most of

the foreign countries. Its student pop-

ulation prevents Queen's from being a

parochial university or just another

Ontario university.

"And third is Queen's long histori-

cal tradition, a tradition which must
be upheld," he said.

CAIRO (UPI) — A public executioner

in the Republic of Yemen yesterday

sliced off the heads of two men con-

victed of blowing up a bus in a terror-

ist attack. The execution by sword
occurred in Sanaats Liberation

Square before an estimated crowd of

more than 5,000 people.

Dr. Gustave Morf, a Swiss psychoana-

lyst who has conducted hundreds of

interviews with FLQ prisoners in a

Quebec penitentiary, finds them trou-

bled men, tortured with guilt and
haunted by their acts.

Dr. Morf explains that guilt feel-

ings require punishment. Nightmares
are a form of self-punishment.

Senator Edward M. Kennedy was
defeated as assistant majority leader

of the American Senate. Robert C.

Byrd of West Virginia ousted the
Massachusetts Democrat as majority
Whip by a 31-24 vote in the Senate
Democratic Caucus. The defeat un-

doubtedly diminished the prospect
that the youngest Kennedy brother
would become a resident of the White
House.

About the only time Quebec Justi
Minister Raoul Choquette loses pat

6

ence is when someone mentions
ei i

liberties too often. "Reform
take'

time," he will say wearily. "We hav
S

to face highly organized crime in thj!
provice, not to mention a revolution

ary movement, and we should hav
adequate means to defend ourselves*
whether than means wiretapping

0j
bugging, or ID cards or whatever

r

"People who don't agree with me
are not living in their times.

'

'

A Swedish philosophy professor
Ingmar Hedenius, proposed that sui'

cide clinics be set up to help people
kill themselves "in a neat manner"

if

they are tired of living. The clinics

would be staffed by physicians and
psychiatrists who would try to solve

the problems of prospective suicidal

cases. If the patient was a hopeless
case — one that would kill himself
anyway — the clinic would offer him

a means of cuicide "in a neat man-
ner".

Section 83 of the amendments of the

Landlord-Tenant Act (effective Janu-

ary 1, 1970) says landlords must pay

interest on rent-in-advance money at

a set rate of 6 per cent.

The amendment also states that

when you leave your apartment "the

landlord shall pay the security deposit

to the tenant, together with the un-

paid interest that accrued within 15

days after the tenancy is terminated

or renewed."

Haiti's president for-life Francois

Duvalier has picked his son, Jean-

Claude to succeed him in the presi-

dency. The 1964 constitution made no

provision for his successor, but the

Haitian Congress on January 14 low-

ered the age requirement for the

presidency from 40 to 20 and giving

Duvalier the power to pick his succes-

sor.

Duvalier has ruled Haiti with an

iron hand since 1957, and has in recent

years suffered from diabetes and

chronic heart disease.

Jean-Claude, known as Baskethead

to his classmates, is a student in the

University of Haiti Law School. Time

Magazine claims Jean-Claude is only

19. The Haitian Congress has decreed

that he is 21. UPI reports that he is 22

A record number of 5,810 prisoners

were granted parole in Canada in

1970. Only 11.6 percent of those pa-

roled since 1959 have returned to p rls
'

on for violation of parole conditions.

PETER

WATKINS
- DIRECTOR OF "CULLODEN" "WAR GAME"
"PRIVILEGE" "THE GLADIATORS"

WILL SPEAK IN

ELLIS AUDITORIUM ON

FRIDAY, JAN. 29 71

AT 8: 00 P.M.

"THE FAILURE OF MASS MEDIA

TO FULFILL ITS SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES"

No Exit

Fri. & Sat. Feb. 6& 7

Studio Theatre

Old Arts Bldg.

8:00 P.M.

by John Paul Sartre

Pizza Pickup
286 Monlreal Slreel

Med. 160 FREE
Large 2.60 DELIVERY
Super 3.60 IN60<ZONE
(CHOICE OF 6 TOPPINGS)

NO EXTRA CHARGE
PICKUP PIZZA AND SAVE
PICKUP DISCOUNT AVAILABLE

DIAL 544-1221
Open Tues.ThroughSat.4-1

Sun. 12-9

ROCK AROUND THE

CLOCK

MARATHON DANCE

FRIDAY, FEB. 5

8 p.m. to 8 a.m.

MONEY FOR CAMP OUTLOOK
PLEDGE CARDS AVAILABLE

IN SNOWBALL BOOKLETS
OR FROM DEREK McLEAN
544-7238
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Interim Report

of the Senate Committee

on Grievance,

Discipline

and Related Matters

The following are what we consider to be some of

the more important recommendations of the Dis-

cipline Commiteee's Report released this week.

(3)

(6)

We recommend rejection of the notion that the University

administration should act in foco parentis that is, in the place

of parents, or with parental responsibility for the student

before the law.
We recommend that the following proposed code of conduct

should be made the basis for determining what is or is not

acceptable conduct at Queen's.

In general terms, acceptable conduct does not infringe the

rights of other members of the University and its subordi-

nate jurisdictions and to the law of the land. The following

conduct is unacceptable and constitutes an offence within

the University community:

(a) a violation of published rules and regulations of the

University or of any authorized rule-making body
within the University;

(b) failure to comply with the directions qf officials of the

University acting within the scope of their authority

;

(c) a violation of civil law that affects the orderly func-

tioning of the University; these violations include as-

sault, libel, slander or other forms ot intimidation,

vandalism or damage to the property of Queen's or a

member of the University community or of the A. M.S.

or any other University organization;

(dl a violation of criminal law that affects the orderly

functioning of the University;

(ej all forms of academic dishonesty such as plagiarism,

cheating, furnishing false information to the Universi-

ty, forgery, misuse of University documents;
(f) a violation of the rights of any member of the Univer-

sity community

;

m

Bfe MM b$ CP.MPUS

(13) We recommend that the Senate appoint, for a three-year
period a faculty-student adviser:

(i) We recommend that this adviser be the only designat-

ed person to whom all enquiries irom the R.C.M.P. or

any other security agency should be directed concern-

ing any person on the campus or otherwise connected

with Queen's. Only matters relating to actual "profes-

sional activities" on campus should be dealt with.

Enquiries concerning Ihe private life ol the individual,

including particularly ideological views, should not be

the subject for any discussion between the adviser and

the police or other outside security agency.

nil We recommend that in response to a "security" en-

quiry all academic information from the Registrar's

Office, any Dean's Office or from any Department

Office must be channelled directly to the faculty-stu-

dent adviser.

(HI) We recommend that all faculty members, if ques-

tioned by the R.C.M.P. or other police or security

agency about a specific student's academic record,

should ensure that they are accompanied by the advis-

er. It is recommended that careful minutes be kept of

what transpires at all these meetings.

(iv) We recommend that the faculty-student adviser

should immediately inform the student or faculty

member involved that he or she is being investigated.

All questions and answers concerning the individual

under investigation must be in writing and also must

be sent to the individual being investigated.

(v) Confidential information which the University may
have on hand concerning students and faculty mem-
bers shall be released only when there has been a war-

rant issued.

(1) Concerning A.M. S. Constables:

(i) The chief function of the A. M.S. constables should

continue to be crowd control at games and social func-

tions. This responsibility should be carried out with

firmness and sensitivity,

tii i Under no circumstances should the A.M.S. constables

be used as detectives or investigators.

(Hi) The A.M.S. constables should receive a wage

(31) We recommend that the use of course evalutlons should be

encouraged in order to communicate student grievances

about shortcomings in teaching.

(58) We recommend that the A.M.S. constables be given respon-

sibility and authority to control crowds and to deal with dis-

order and disruption on the campus.

Complete report and recommendations on pages

nine through eighteen.
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UNDER

ATTACK

PANELISTS NEEDED

FEB. 3 (WEDNESDAY)

(1) Is there an answer to the unemployment - inflation cycle?
attack Bryce Mackasey - Labour Minister

(2) When and how will seperatism liberate Quebec?
attack Jacques Yves Morin - P. 0- Executive

(3) Can a soldier afford a moral conscience?

attack Vincent McCauley - defence lawyer for the My Lia
Trial.

FEB 4 (THURSDAY)

(1) Are University campuses breeding grounds for anarchists?

attark W. H. Kelly - former RCMP Director of Security

(2) Are the tactics of today's new left movement succeeding?

attack Jim Harding, Simon Fraser University.

GRANT HALL
ADMISSION FREE

Prospective panelists must meet with Richard Osicki, Associate
Producer of "Under Attack" on Monday and Tuesday between 10

a.m. and 4 p.m. in the A. M. S. Office, Student Union Basement.

Free ads for Queen's
Information about the

Queen's Capital fund drive has
been appearing in newspapers
and magazines throughout
Canada. Much of the credit for

this, according to Vice-Princi-

pal Courtright, head of the fund

drive, goes to "alumni at
work" who have sought out the

free advertising. Most notable

is John Straiton, who works at
Ogilvie and Mather, an ad
agency in Toronto.

Since he was contacted in

the fall, he has been in com
with dozens of published
seeking assistance in anv «,
they choose. The results _ y

editorial on the Capital fund h"
Peter Newman of the Tornni
Star, mention in the Financi 1
Post, and most recently a i„i
page ad (again free) i n ,,'

week's Time magazine (tt
Eastern edition). Next weet
the Telegram will carry anoth
er free ad and Time will carr
another ad in the Western y

ZPG organizes committees
by Melanie Beamer

"Unlimited increase in popula-

tion growth and unlimited in-

crease in production is leading us

to some sort of collision course,"
Zero Population Growth was es-

tablished in December 1968 as an
international organization, in an
effect to compel governments and
people to start taking serious ac-

tion about the population explo-
sion. On Tuesday, Jan. 26. the lo-

cal chapter of Z.P.G. held its sec-

ond public meeting. Dr. W. Roff,

president of the Kingston chapter,
addressed the meeting, stressing

the objectives of the group and
outlining various committees
which have been formed.

With the support of this organi-

zation, its members intend to en-

,

gage in public education through
the organs of mass media, through
educational institutions, displays
and workshops. Z.P.G. members
believe that the way to slow the
rate of the destruction of land
capable of supporting human life,

is through reversal of the popula-
tion growth. The public must be
made aware of the urgency of this

task. A second objective of Z.P.G.

is to press the Canadian govern
ment for effective population noli
cies. The Political Commitee

"

Z.P.G. Kingston has printed'
pamphlet urging its members tn
send letters to politicians. In this
pamphlet some of the Ministers
which may be written to are ii ste(,

along with their views on popuia .

tion and environment.
Z.P.G. has been envisaged by

Bill Roff as an activist group, its
members do not intend to sit
around contemplating disaster -
they intend to do something about
preventing it. Several committees
have been established. An advi-
sory commitee will be available
to give advice on population prob-
lems, adoption of children, contra-
ception, family planning and abor-
tion. The function of Z.P.G. will be
to direct people to clinics and to
give legal advice but it will not act
as a medical service. The educa-
tion committee has started plans
for a public forum to be held at the

beginning of March. It is hoped
that this forum will attract not
only those who agree with Z.P.G.
but also those who hold opposing
views.

INTERNATIONAL WEEK
MAIN EVENTS

SATURDAYJANUARY 30

A. M. S. Snowball Semi-Fo
ball Week - beginning of In

couple - Student's Memoria

nal Dance (end of Qt

ernational Week) - ti

Union.

s Snow-

$7.00/

SUNDAY, JANUARY 31

India Night - admission 50if/person
- 7:00 p.m., Dunning Ha'o

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 2

West Indian Night - admission 25tf

-8:30 p.m., Upstairs Common Room & Pub,
• Students' Memorial Union

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 3

International Night - admission $1.50 per person

(J L00 students)

- 8:00 p.m., Wallace Hall, Students

Memorial Union

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 4

CUSO Night - "South Africa" - no charge
- 7:30 p.m., International Centre, Lower Lounge

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 5

African Night - 7:30 p.m., International Centre, Lower Loung
- admission 50^

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 6

China Night - admission $1.50 (75tf for Queen's students

and staff)

- 8:00 p.m., Grant Hall

Monday, February L 12:00 noon to Friday, February 5,

5:00 p.m. inclusive:

Exhibition of Canadian and International handicrafts,
art objects etc.

- Upper Lounge, International Centre
- no charge, all welcome!
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context
Student governments are trying

, oVer the place to restructure
a ''

selves,
giving themselves

re
bureaucrats, fewer bureau-

(n0

, s more representatives, dif-

ferent
representatives, bigger ti-

more relevancy, and various
tics,

nltier,
desirable things. The AMS

rtnosal was s^°t down in flames

raesday night; Sunday night, the

iSUS (artsci) presents its ideas in

L hope that a general meeting

loill
approve them.

One of the most interesting (and

haps most overdue) ideas to be

Lilted about both times is the pos-

sibility of representing first-year

students in student government.

Student governments are elect-

ed in the spring; obviously, there-

fore the freshman class which

arrives in September stays unre-

oresented almost all year. Since

freshman make up practically a

Hird of the university, this pro-

duces some imbalance.

Actually there are some first-

year representatives now. Besides

the first-year executive in Artsci,

in Science, in Commerce and so

on, there are three first-year peo-

ple on the ASUS executive (the

first-year president and two token

functionaries). Parts of women's

residence government are elected

in the fall and first-year students
therefore have a voice. But that's
about all.

The major question at hand is

whether first-year people could be
put on the AMS executive, the
body which is the supreme seat of
student government at Queen's.
Contrary to widespread belief,

this body does have some consid-
erable power and importance
(tens of thousands of dollars
worth, to use economic terms
alone), and first-year representa-
tion might add to the "legitima-
cy" it always claims to be seek-
ing.

Within the memory of the Old-
est Inhabitant, only one first-year

student has sat on that executive:
Ann Vogl of Artsci 73 was elected
to a vacant position in October of

1969, when she was a freshette.

Stimulated by the fact that Miss
Vogl did not prove to be a total

waste of space — and by all the
theoretical ideas already men-
tioned — presidential candidate
Stew Kronberg proposed a year
ago that there should be first-year

representatives on the executive.

Victorious candidate Rod Follwell

has since endorsed this idea and
blamed himself for failing to exe-

cute it.

by Chris Redmond

The restructuring proposals of
the Rogers Report, which were
presented Tuesday, included such
an innovation as a minor point.
There was general agreement,
and a narrow vote favoured ap-
pointing them rather than electing
such "representatives". (This is

in accord with the feeling even of
some first-year leaders who say
freshman elections, before anyone
knows anyone, are a sheer farce. I

This change was lost with the
rest when the Rogers Report was
snowed under, but the AMS may
bring the possibility up again when
there has been time to reformu-
late the rest of the proposals. Until
thev do, there cannot be any first-
year representation, since an ob-

scure constitutional clause pre-
vents the existence of a represent-
ative from one year unless every
other year has a similar voice.

But on Sunday night the ASUS
general meeting probably will talk

about electing some of its repre-

sentatives-at-large in the fall rath-

er than the spring. That would at

least give first-year people a

chance to run for the positions,

and a genuine share in university-

wide student government.

DSC's start to move

Meeting Sunday

ASUS changes may be approved
Arts and science students will

be asked Sunday night to approve
changes in their student govern-
ment which would reduce the role

of Year organizations and cut

down the size of the ASUS execu-
tive.

Proposals by an ASUS commi-
ttee will be offered to a general

meeting of the ASUS, to be held at

7p m, Sunday in Stirling D.
Under the proposals, the artsci

executive would have only nine
members: a president, a vice-
president, a secretary, a treasur-

er, three divisional councillors
IDSC representatives), the presi-
dent of the first year, and one oth-
er year president.

Cut from the executive as it now
exists would be the academic and
social commissioners, the junior
and senior representatives, the

assistant secretary and assistant

treasurer, and two of the four year

presidents.

Details of the proposals appear

in today's ASUS Tail.

The general meeting will also be

offered other minor constitutional

Our mistake
The January 22 edition of the

Journal contained a headline "Dr.

of Business program to start in

1972." In fact, the programme
may not start in that year. The
programme must meet the ap-

proval of the Appraisals Commi-
ttee of the Ontario Council on

Graduate Studies, as well as

committees within Queen's and

then finally be approved for imple-

mentation by the Queen's Senate.

AMEY'S
TAXI

546-1111

SUPPORT

OUR

ADVERTISERS

SKI-ING VACATION IN SWITZERLAND

EASTER
Depart New York April 7th Return April 15th or

Depart New York April 9th Return April 17th.

8 Days only 298.00

Round trip by comfortable Boeing 707 jet.

Lodging at either the Posthotel Garni or the Mothotel Sommerau
both in Chur Twin-bedded rooms with private bath or shower and

vu.c.

Ski Lifts. Special Group Rates are being negotiated for Ski Lifts

and we expect to be able to offer day passes at a 50% discount.

Transfers. Kloten Airport (Zurich) - Chur - Kloten Airport with

full services of couriers and all porterage.

Twin bedded room at NO EXTRA cost, plus full Continental

Breakfast and Dinner throughout. Also included are all Fore "
and American taxes and service charges. The price also

membership to the Anglo America Association for one yea

Eligibility for this and other trips run by the Anglo Amenc
Association are limited to Students. Staff, Faculty and thei

"nmediaie Family.

MEMBERS OF THE ANGLO AMERICA ASSOCIATION ai

offered various charter flights from most major points in th

United States to London during the summer as well as Studen

"'ghts within Europe. Employment opportunities. Discounts. La

Hire Facilities, Hotel Finders Service, Travel Department,

eludes

i Ski- ationh or more information i

write us at Head Office.

ANGLO-AMERICA ASSOCIATION
60A, Pyte St.,

Newport, I.W.,

HAMPSHI.R E/ENG LAND.

membership pleas*

ST. JAMES'

CHURCH
(Union and Barrie Streets)

9:00 a.m. -Holy Communion

11:00 a.m.-Morning Prayer

7:30 p.m.- Holy Communion

ALL ARE WELCOME

Pizza Pickup
286 Montreal Street

Med. 160 FREE

Large 2.60 DELIVERY
Super 3.60 IN BOt ZONE
(CHOICE OF 6 TOPPINGS)

NO EXTRA CHARGE
PICKUP PIZZA AND SAVE
PICKUP DISCOUNT AVAILABLE

DIAL 544-1221
Open Tues.Through Sat.4-1

Sun. 12-9

by Doug Valerie

D.S.C's around campus are just

beginning to recover from holiday

hangovers. Many have been aclive

over the last week. Among them,

the Sociology, and Geography
Department Student Councils

Jack Smith, chairman of the

Soc, D.S.C. reports that his group

is working on departmental cur-

riculum changes.

Deliberations are centering on

the nature of year course-differen-

tiation and requirements, as well

as the nature of the B.A. Thesis
program, The Soc. D.S.C. is also

holding a smoker within the next

two to three weeks. Any student

registered in a Soc course may
attend.

The Geography D.S.C. has been
busy over the last two weeks dis-

cussing the ramifications of exten-

sive undergraduate curriculum
changes which are taking place

within the Department Among
other things, while seven courses

are being dropped from this year's

program, a new full year terminal

course as well as fourteen new
half courses will be added. For
students hoping to continue in a

Geography major or minor, their

plans for future courses may be

altered by these revisions. The
D.S.C. plans to publish, within the

next two weeks, a detailed account

amendments to approve. Any arts-

ci student can attend the meeting,

make motions and vote, and the

meeting (if the 50-member quo-

rum is present) can discuss any
subject and make decisions which
will be binding on the ASUS.

Also, according to the rules of

the Ontario Council on Graduate
Studies, no advertising of any pro-

gramme is permitted while the

programme is under consideration

by the Appraisals Committee.

To all those whose hopes were
unnecessarily stirred by the of-

fending headline and article, and
to the School of Graduate Studies,

our apologies.

of them. The Geography D S C. is

also considering meaningful ways

to involve itself in next year's ori-

entation activities, as well as

ways to improve its orgnizational

structure, so as to become a more

effective vehicle of student opin-

ion. February second is the date

for the second Geography Smoker.

It will be held in the House of

Commons. Queen's Pub from 8:30

to 12:00 P.M. Any student who is

taking one or more Geography

courses is welcome to attend.

Most D.S.C's, as well as the

Arts and Science Faculty Commi-
ttee of Departments, are concern-

ing themselves with the Arts and

Science Undergraduate Society's

proposed Course Guide Booklet

scheme. As initially planned,

these booklets will be distributed

on a departmental basis. Included

in them will be: a course synopsis

written by s""ervising professors;

a computer print out detailing the

statistical results of a question-

naire to be distributed to all stu-

dents in every Arts and Science

Course; a summary (to be written

by the course D.S.C. rep.i of the

results of written responses to

questions posed on the same ques-

tionnaire. So far. the idea of the

Course Guide Booklets has been

conditionally approved by stu-

dents:

THE MEN'S

RESIDENCES

INCLUDING THE EARL STREET RESIDENCE

1971 - 72 SESSION

Applications from Upperclassmen will be accepted

at the BUSINESS OFFICE, LEONARD HALL up

to and including FEBRUARY 15, 1971.

Application Forms may be obtained from the Desk

Clerk's Office Gordon/Brockington Hall, the Desk

Clerk's Office, Earl Street Residence and the

Business Office, Leonard Hall.

NICAN0R

ZABALETA
"the world's greatest harpist"

DUNNING HALL

MONDAY 1 FEBRUARY

Tickets: $2.50 at Division of Concerts

547-6194

THE ARTS AND SCIENCE UNDERGRADUATE
SOCIETY OF QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

ELECTION
will be held Wednesday, February 10, 1971. Until

constitutional amendments are completed, a final list

of positions to be elected cannot be presented, but at

present the following positions would be open:

President and Vice-President (team)

Secretary

Treasurer

Senior Representative

Junior Representative

Social Commissioner

Academic Commissioner

7 AMS Representatives-at- Large

Nominations will be due February 3, and must be signed

by 25 members of the ASUS (undergraduate artsci students)

and accompanied by the proper publicity material. Details

will be announced later. For information call Chris

Redmond, 542-8689, or Joce Cote, 544-0484.
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IF YOU'RE AN INDIVIDUALIST

WE'LL CUSTOM DESIGN YOUR DIAMOND

You know the ring you want, but it doesn't

exist. It will. When we create it. Come in and

exchange ideas with us. We'll show you
stones, sketches, mountings and design a dazzling

diamond ring exclusively for you. After all,

rare individuals deserve rare originals.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

iwj princess street,
kincston, ontario

PANADA

Peter's Predictions
Sex and the four E's of dating

by Peters Adams and Raymoi, t

Hello. Today, and throughout
the next four weeks we offer you
our special insight into the dating
game.
One of the more tragic consequ-

ences of our impersonal society
has been the emergence of Com-
puter Dating and Lonely Hearts
Clubs. We are of the opinion that

the Sergeant Pepper School is

dying. We offer in its place — the

'Four E's Formula',

Encounter — Evolution — Ec-
stasy and Escape. Each Friday
throughout the next four weeks,
we offer you an in-depth analysis

of one of these vital E's.

Today: "The Encounter"
According to our sociological

correspondant, Max Meed, and
our contact at Humphrey Hall,

Sigmund Spock, the encounter is

the most critical aspect of any
potential conjugal relationship in

our Western culture. In order to

document a complete study of

"The Encounter", it is necessary
to evaluate the How, Where, When
and Why of the encounter experi-

ence.

How As quickly, painlessly and
impressively as possible. The en-
counter must strike decisively at

the nexus of our stagnantly static

sexual stimuli.

All too often, we have found the

encounter to be the fruition of fre-

netic fantasies, long fermented
within a fertile mind. The only

hope for our nebulous neophyte,
slowly sinking into self pity, de-

ception and dispair is to gropingly

gravitate toward the gregarious
group.

Where A group needs a place,

and the whole encounter experi-

ence relies upon the discovery of

low key loci. Our study has found
that in every western society, and
especially the Queen's communi-
ty, there is a noticeable absence of

low key loci. The resultant conse-
quence, of course, being the

emergence of a multitude of mi-
grant masses, unable to fulfill

their frantic frustrations as they
tremblingly travel from Dunning
to the Douglas.

When Monday and Tuesday af-

ternoons are generally considered
to offer the greatest potential in

aiding the encounter process. An
early day in the week affords the

typical student a sufficient gesta-

tion period between the initial

encounter and birth of relationship.

INDIA NITE 71
FESTIVAL OF INDIAN DANCE, MUSIC AND

DELICIOUS INDIAN SNACKS

DUNNING HALL

SUNDAY, JAN. 31
Tickets (50?) available at International Centre

NOTICE
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

PARKING REGULATIONS

ON MONDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1971 THE SHORT
TERM PARKING LOT WILL BE RELOCATED
FROM THE CAMPUS ROAD SITE TO THE WEST
SIDE OF RICHARDSON STADIUM. ENTRY TO,
AND EXIT FROM THE NEW SITE CAN BE
GAINED VIA UNION STREET ADJACENT TO
THE EAST BOUNDARY OF THE OUTER FIELD.
FURTHER INFORMATION ON CHANGES IN
THE PARKING PROGRAM APPEAR ELSE-
WHERE IN THIS ISSUE.

Springtime has earned its i r
tional position, as this season*
nually sprouts sufficient stimni

3 "'

suffice succulant satisfaction lo

WhyOh, why does the bumhi
bee fly?"

uumbie.

Father accosts son/daughter
Father firmly but kindh "c„
evening son or daughter wh

™°

ever the case may be. Sit doil?
Now, there comes a time in eve
young man/woman's life V\P
they start discovering

thin.
Now son/daughter, as mai*.
adults we learn to expect ,1
truth. I will not bore you w

*

stork stories and other sexual suh
stitutes. Let's get to the meal I
this matter. . .

01

Son daughter - ' What's the ma.
ter dad? Father sweating YouV
been screwing aroung long enowh
to know that there are men"

,

women walking around every da»
with breasts and genitals hidden
under their clothes. Father has a,
diac arrest.

Summation We • recognize the
emergence of three major prob-
lems: First, there aren't enough
low key loci. .

Second enough, too many class-
es are scheduled during optimum
potential hours — Monday and
Tuesday afternoons, and

Thirdly, the traditional paternal
norm and belated dissemination of

information resplendant through-
out western society tends to frus-

trate our fertile fecundity.

Solution The only way to change
these three vital aspects is to

bring about widespread social and
political change.

To this end, we urge you to sup-

port the peoples' candidate, Nick

le Beaver. We ask you to 'Leave it

to Beaver'. Mr. la Beavers cam-
paign committee projects a rash

of Beaver Fever that will sweep or

complacant campus and limestone

lives.

He is our only hope and salva-

tion. To beaver or not to beaver. , ,

Telephoto Lenz's Cine Scene In

keeping with Russ Meyer's vixini-

zation of the Cine Scene, we pre-

dict an Academy Award nomina-

tion in the catagory of Obscenity

and Perversion for "The Monk and

The Choir Boy" from 'Start The

Revolution Without Me'.

The Student Volunteer Bureau needi

volunteers for 1} a girls' group at North

Kingston Parish Wednesdays from 5-7

pm. 2) a swimming programme for

crippled children — Thursday 1:30 to 2;

30 at Queen's Pool. 3)babysitting

Tues, and Thurs. mornings in North

Kingston Parish. 9:30 to 11:30 am-

while mothers attend family planning

meetings. (Boys especially needed) 4)

helping at Helen Tufts nursery school —
Tues. or Thurs. 8:30 to 12 am. —
dren are 3-5 yrs. old. 5) Alienated

Youth at Collins Bay Pen needs boys

Sunday 1:30 to 3:30. If interested, <ome

to SVB office. Union basement, Mon. «>

Wed. 2:30 to 4:30.

"An Exercise In Political Pressure"

FIRST ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
of

THE COMMITTEE FOR AN
INDEPENDENT CANADA

2nd Floor Common Room of the Union Mon. Feb. 1st. 8:30 P.M.
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piscipline report out
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Senate Committee

pvance, Discipline, and Relat

^Matters, headed by Dean Watts
^

Arts and
Science, has produced

tf
Interim Report. Begun in Jan-

"L of last year, partly in re-
"a

nse t0 disciplinary problems
sCed t0 tne Edwards affair

'
the

re
^ittee has presented some 60

Commendations dealing with all

ets
of tne SUDJect for the Uni-

^rsity
Among the more impor-

tant are those that spell out a clear
procedure for processing academ-
ic and other grievances; those re-
lated to the RCMP and police on
campus; and those related to the
establishment of an ombudsman.
Because of the importance of the
report for everyone on campus, it

has been reprinted in the Journal
as well as in the special edition of
the Gazette.

Festival '71 bills due
estiva! '71 would like to thank

,he
200 odd people who gave their

lime ond energy last week and in

llie
months of preparation to put on

fl fjne
showcase of spirit and talent,

participants were not required

though to give of their financial

0}sets.
If y°u nave anV legitimate

bills for expenses incurred in your

partidpation Festival '71, please

pass them on to the co-ordinator of
your section or place in the ''Festival
of the Arts" box in the A.M.S. inner
office. To avoid a long drawn-out
accounting process, we ask that all

bills from members of the A.M.S. be
in before Friday, Feb. 5, 1971. After
that time we will not feel obliged to
honour outstanding bills.

AIMS restructuring stalls
by Debra Barr

A discussion of the report, pre-

sented by Janet Rogers, concern-

ing restructuring of the AMS, took

place at Tuesday's AMS meeting.

The report was discussed with the

aid of a critique by Sandy Riley.

Rogers submitted many propos-

als, including: abolish the differ-

ence between Inner and Outer
Councils, reduce the number of

members on the Outer Council,

select two first year representa-

tives, and reduce the present sev-

en committees to four.

Rogers proposed that there be
one smaller council instead of the

inner Council and the large, un-
wieldy Outer Council. The mem-
bers would consist of the presi-

dent, the vice-president, and' rep-

resentatives form the societies.
The purpose of this smaller group

would be to conduct all the busi-

ness at this one level instead of the

present two. Two first year under-
graduates will be selected in the
fall by Outer Council so the frosh

will be represented.

In his critique, Riley doubted
the efficiency of the new smaller
council. He stated, "The decision

making process will be long,

drawn out, and inefficient. Many
of the council members will lack

the information and time neces-
sary to argue effectively.

'

1

Not only would the efficiency

deteriorate but the representation

"will be weaker that it proportion-

ately should be." stated Riley. He
suggested that the difference be-

tween inner and outer councils

would still be present, though in-

formally, as a clique of commis-
sioners, president and vice-presi-

dent.

Riley called for the redefining

of the duties of the councils instead

of a restructuring. He felt that if

the role of Outer Council as a rati-

fying body could be changed, the

councils would be more efficient

and the Outer Council would have
more time to discuss policy issues.

It was then moved by Rod Fol-

well that Rogers and Riley, and
any other persons interested,

should present some concrete pro-

posals at the joint meeting of the

AMS on February 16.

Seals and Crofts Crafts
Due to unfortunate circum-

stances, Michael Nesmith and
the First National Band will be
unable to fulfill their committ-
ment at the Snowball Concert
tonight. However, we were
able to book as a replacement
an extremely talented heavy
folk act, Seals and Crofts. Jim-

my Seals and Dash Crofts are
presently a big attraction on the

American college scene and
with the splendid cooperation of

Greg Stewart and CKWS, we
hope for a bigger and better

show than expected. We regret

any inconvenience we may
have caused anyone.

Peter Andrews

Mb

I have lost my dark brown (almost
block) long kid leather gloves, while
9*1ting out of the car in front of Richard-

Holl on Jan. 25. Contact Ruth Bi-

alek, Roam 12, Richardson Hall.

Loit: Wed. Jan. 13 in Dunning Audito-
rium, a pale blue scarf with brown edg-
ing. Reward — $5.00. Return to G. Fry,

Victoria Hall 544-8602. No questions
piked.

Would the chap who picked up his plaid
in the John Orr Room late Fri. Jan.

«« Festival '71 please return the long
«°wn and grey crocheted scarf he aeei-
oently took with it to Trisho Jackson,
^3966 or jr, the AMS Office.

Wonled: 2 single apartments for next
year — t|ose (o carn pUS . please call 546-
*S70.

'^il a ring with E.O.l.T. written on it.

™" seen 2nd floor Douglas Library, Sun

j

4"> If found please call 546-9124.
^ord'for returning it.

,h,ee single rooms available now in
men s residences {one in Leonard, two
jj McNeill). Also half a double in Mc-
"Wl. Steve, 544-7330.

(fpnrpn'i? Imirnai
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Fi; ii - Leslie Kayc

FRONIENAC MALL.
300 BATH ROAO. HIGHWAY 33

KINGSTON. ONTARIO • 54U-742

MON, TO FRI. 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

NOTICE

Applications will be received until

February 7, at 5:30 P.M. for position

of student member on the University

Centre Planning Committee.

Three positions are open.

Apply to : Wayne Beach,

AMS Office.

INTERNATIONAL
BANQUET

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 7:30 P.M.

WALLACE HALL STUDENTS' UNION

a) Entertainment - folk singing
- dancing (?)

- modelling (?)

b) International Cuisine: menu includes crepes,

rum punch, curry and rice, etc.

c) Admission: $1.50 per person (students $1.00)

- pick up tickets at International

Centre office ( a maximum of 150

can be accommodated )

Dine at your leisure in a relaxed atmosphere; we

know you will enjoy our performers and fine food!

Phone the Centre, 547-2807 for further informa-

tion - tickets must be picked up at least one day
in advance.

SALE!
20% OFF
EVERYTHING

PRINTS AND MANY OTHER
FANTASTIC GOODIES « PRICE

1
mw

SALE ENDS SATURDAY

68 BROCK STREET

ABIT LUCY'S

RESTAURAIT
LICENSED — OF COUKSE

PRINCESS WEST OF
THE CIRCLE

START THE NEW YEAR WITH
OUR STEAK SPECIAL

$f99
JUICY BUTTERFLY TENDERLOIN STEAK

CHOICE OF POTATO • VEGETABLE

ALSO ROLLS AND BUTTER

SEAFOODS - KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN - PIZZA

PS—HARVEY WALLBANCER
IS HERE NOW ! AND WELCOMES
ALL HIS OLD CUSTOMERS.
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Repression . . . Psychiatry as an Agent of the Establishment

by Richard Kunnes M.D.

(Reprint from McGill Medical Journal, Vol. 39, No. 3, Oct. 1970)

I would like to quote from a famous psychiatrist and present his
views on psychiatry, psychosexual development and the world: Jer-
ry Rubin . .

.

"The functions of school is to keep youth off the streets. High
schools and colleges are fancy baby-sitting agencies.

"Viet Nam and the school system are the two main fronts in
Amerika's hateful campaign against its youth. Jails and mental
hospitals follow closely. School offers us cheap victories — grades,
degrees — in exchange for our souls. We're actually supposed to be
happy when we get a better grade than somebody else! We're
taught to compete and to get our happiness from the unhappiness of
others."

The major theme 1 wish to present is that psychiatry, the profession, its

programs and professionals, are a part of, give support to and provide enhance-
ment for the U.S. ruling class, its imperialistic system and the racist institutions
which uphold it. And when psychiatry isn't specifically supporting that system,
it's supporting itself. Correspondingly, for psychiatry to serve the ruling class
and its system, psychiatry must obey the laws of capitalism and evolve in a mate-
rialistically determined fashion.

As psychiatric services evolve from the entrepreneurial laissez-jairism of the
private practitioner to the corporate liberalism of the community mental health
center movement, it moves from attempting to help the individual live with and
adjust to himself and his family to . . . "attempting to help the individual live with
and adjust to the effects of his surroundings ..." The point is, that at either end
of the evolving economic progression, psychiatric service changes are material-
istically based. A major role of psychiatric services is to help, allow or force the
individual to adjust to a repressive and oppressive, racist, sexist, and imperialis-
tic political structure. And adjusting is only one aspect of it. Another goal of
psychiatry, in the context of American capitalism, is to maximize worker produc-
tivity and minimize political dissent. Phychiatry services when they are availa-
ble, either control and socialize their recipients, or enhance the establishment

The "new psychiatry" is different from the old, in that in the case of the old
psychiatry, the adjustor was the psychiatrist alone. In the "new psychiatry" the
adjuster is a team of corporately functioning elites, e.g.. urbanologists econo-
mists, architects, penologists, etc.. and not the entrepreneurial psychiatrist
alone. Adjustment and channelization have as their change agents a corporate
team and not an individual shrink.

To insure that psychiatry is not a tool of the establishment, the recipients of
the services must control the services, i.e., have ultimate sav as to the shape,
form, and function of those services. Those served must be able to have the same
modes of communication and contacts as does the so-called professional. Profes-
sional journals must be people's journals. Theory and practice must come from
the bottom-up and not top-down. Practice and service must be totallv accountable
to those receiving the services. The degree to which it isn't, is the degree to which
those services are a tool of the establishment.

G. B. Shaw is correct when he said, "Every profession is a conspiracy
against the laity." That's what professions serving the establishment are for -
to bilk and control the laity behind a smokescreen of technology and mysticism.

Long and expensive training insure that psychiatrists will be available only

in limited numbers, thereby limiting competition for the patient market, and the

few psychiatrists available will be of white, upper-middle class, establishment
background.

Like other medical specialties, psychiatric training institutions train psychi-

atrists to treat the upper classes by training and experimenting on the classes

below them (i.e. health imperialism).

Because of their time-consuming needs, patients with emotional problems

appearing in the general physician's office were a drug on the market place.

Psychiatrists took that drug, mental illness, used it as a marketable commodity
and profited from it handsomely. There was a problem, however, from the pa-

tient's point of view. The psychiatrist took the cream of the cream of the crop -

the richest patients. These relatively rich patients, representatives of the estab-

lishment, were the only ones who could afford and make profitable the psychia-

trist's private, solo; fee-for-service practice.

None of the above is to say that psychiatrists are any more power or profit

hungry than any other group of professionals or privileged elites of the establish-

ment. What it does attempt to say is that services controlled by and for those

elites and the establishment which they serve, ultimately only serve them, and

not the masses of people in need of relevant services.

The psychiatrist in his role of controller, administrator and purveyor of men-

tal health services has functioned as an agent of the ruling class and has himseh

become a part of that class. Some examples of the above might be seen in the use

of mental health services as a tool of social control.

In this case the individual person, i.e., the "patient," is always defined as 'W

problem and never the society or the economic system which ultimately defin*

both the society and the individual. For example, in the school system, me"' 3

health services are used to define the so-called "misbehaving" student as a
"»e'

havior" problem, with the mental health professional using his professional p»
vl

"

lege to label and place the student outside the school structure. The structure an"

function of the school is itself an agent for social control, a tracking system. 3>

well as a training ground for future workers in the military-industrial comply
That it is an agent of oppression and repression is rarely questioned by Pr0

' es
'

sionals —psychiatrists or otherwise. To perform consulting services in such ins"'

tution is to rationalize and support them.

Being a psychiatrist practicing in this current society, for example in |j*

ghetto, is about as corrupt as being a psychiatrist practicing in a concentrah"
camp. Even if the shrink provides services in the concentration camp, even if'

really meets some people's needs in the camp and is supportive to them. { "

M.D., in such a political environment can function only as a part of a pacific3.
u»

program within the camp and thus support the concentration camp, w°rk
'„j

counter to the prisoners' most crucial and urgent needs, i.e., getting out 0' a "

causing the destruction of the camp. The concentration camp psychiatrist. » "

chooses to function in the camp in his customary way, will have as his first pr10 '

ty. the need to meet personal and professional needs, i.e.. to function as 3 tra
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tiotial
psychiatrist, regardless of the political and social setting, regardless of the

"""pie's need to destroy the camp. Thus to meet his needs first personal and
Lfessional, is to function in a totally corrupt fashion. The only responsible so-

cially
utilitarian, way he can function is that of an organizer or technician - all inL service of the destruction of the camp. The psychiatrist in the camp giving

' ditional services, can only function to adjust the patient or prisoner to the

„netto
or concentration camp. Services provided, no matter how technologically

innovative and advanced are of no value unless they help destroy the conditions

that
are destroying the community. At least in real concentration camps most

.eople
know what they are in to, because they came there from the outside and

[hey
recognize the disparity between their former and present lives The higher

the
visability of this disparity, the greater the degree of heightened political con-

sciousness produced, the greater is their ease in dealing with the situation

In terms of services and programs it must be noted that programmatic deci-

sions are made on virtually a totally materialistic basis. The "success "
"fail-

le," or survival of a particular psychiatric service has little or nothing to do

wjth its enhancing qualities or therapeutic efficacy. Survival of a program is

primarily determined by whether or not the program or service enhances or pro-

lects its parent system or that system's institutional, professional, and personal
priorities, profits, prerogatives and prestige.

The political value of a psychiatric program helps determine' and define its

success or failure. One example is the role of the community mental health cen-

ter as a pacification program, particularly as "law and order" issues become
more visible and it becomes politically more profitable to "keep down the na-

tives." As J. M. Statman points out, pacification produced by the use of massive
armed force "represents only one and not necessarily the most effective means,
of inducing obedience." It is often the employment of only minimal force "which
proves to be the most effective. This may be especially true if such force is pre-

sented in a form which is not readily perceived as coercive or which, in fact, is

seen as helpful in intent by both the agents of oppression and the oppressed. The
mystification of experience which accompanies the acceptance of such 'kindness'

creates a form of oppression far more destructive than that of the armed occu-
pier." Thus, in the urban ghetto and elsewhere, "it is the social worker, the psy-
cholgist," the educator and the community psychiatrist who play the key oppres-

sive roles, who have become the 'soft police."

Community mental health programs to serve to pacify a neighborhood —
particularly a ghetto, and thus are functionally racist. The programs "mystify
and mollify justifiable outrage and thereby prevent action for meaningful
change." By directing community concern toward problems of "mental health"
and away from "efforts to confront the basic oppressive institutions in our socie-

ty, such programs function to maintain the establishment's status quo. rather than
to advance the interests of the oppressed community.

'

'

It thus appears that community mental health programs divert community
resources from more meaningful efforts, that the employment of community
leaders co-opts them and alienates them from their community and "thereby
weakens the community power base," and that such programs, no matter how
good their intentions may be, cannot turn against their funding source and the
community's oppressing agent — the government.

Just as our economy and establishment has become dominated by the mecha-
nisms of the military-industrial complex, the mental health market is dominated
by similar mechanisms. First, is the emphasis on pacification and counter-insur-

gency. Second, is the fact that as the defense industry is really a war industry, the
mental health market is really a mental illness market. Third, both this industry
and that market are basically profitless, if run on a large scale, without three
major components: war, illness and money. The defense industry needs war,
while the mental health market needs illness — and both need a federal influx of

money to stabilize the financial bases of their respective markets. Much of the
current intra-professional feuding is between the old line laissez-faire, isolationis-

ts, conservative, and financially independent entrepreneurial solo-practitioner

versus the modern, corporately liberal, community mental health specialists,

dependent on a federal influx of money. While the style of the debate focused on
professional technology and skills, e.g., couches versus community centers, psy-

choanalysts versus systems analysts, etc., the real issue, namely that mental
health programs and priorities evolve not along therapeutically efficacious lines,

™t along general economic lines, remained undiscussed. Economic principles
are more important than psychiatric principles.

The community mental health movement got a big boost from the Defense
Department when it was noted that an incredible number of draft rejections
(about 25%) occurred on the basis of mental illness. Also noted was that victims
of shell-shock and other psychiatric problems resulting from battlefield condi-
tions responded "best" (i.e. the soldier returned to the front to continue fighting
and killing) when the soldier was treated while still near the front lines, i.e.. the
soldier's community, so to speak, rather than at a quiet home camp. Thus devel-
oped the theoretical basis for treating the patient where he is, that is, don't make
an invalid of him by either hospitalizing him behind the lines or out in the country
state hospital. The logical extension of the military's continued interest in mental
health has reached the point where some psychiatrists are now saying that the
National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) should be turned over to the Defense
Department of help maintain national security, by insuring an adequate, "well-
adjusted," manpower source for the Armed Services and to insure adequate fund-
ing for mental health programs — since it's easier for the Defense Department to
get funds than it is for the Department of Health, Education and Welfare and
NIMH. An even further extension of the military's involvement with mental
health is the possibility that the community mental health center of the future
will again revert to the concentration camp model, in which the military would
place political dissidents. Some of this has already been done in Russia to some of
her intellectual dissidents who have been placed in large psychiatric facilities.

One example of the role of professional, establishment, and institutional
imperatives holding sway over public need is the addiction crisis. Psychiatrists
view addiction as a, personality problem and talk of the so-called "addictive per-
sonality." However, there is a far greater correlation between addiction and eco-
nomic and geographic distribution than with personality types. Yet, treatment
programs are geared for changing individual personalities and not the political
realities that are responsible for the addiction problems. The immediate political
realities are the Mafia, police complicity and political payoffs throughout the
city. Professor Ft. Cloward of Columbia University notes that political inaction on
the part of the government existed and the narcotics traffic was tolerated as long
as the inaction and tolerance aided the establishment's status quo. "As long as
slum dwellers remain on drugs they cannot mobilize politically." The Black Pan-
thers prohibit the use of narcotics for just that reason. In face of the above, no
existing treatment program so far has been shown to be a serious and efficacious
one, and none relates to political realities. The only one which does, are the Peo-
ple's Defense Leagues. These people know that the political system kills one-
hundred addicts per month in New York City alone. Thus the volence is already
there and the question whether their response should be biolent or not is academ-
ic. The People's Defense Leagues function as vigilante groups, shooting and kill-

ing major pushers on sight, The Leagues are having more therapeutic effect on
the community in general and the addicts in particular, than any extant treat-

ment program. And to be sure, no professional ever thought of such a program or
researched it, but people from the community did.

In a situation analogous to front line psychiatric treatment in the military, is

the use of psychiatrists at the corporation site. It's no coincidence that the most
liberal of corporations, IBM, is also one of the first to provide on-the-job psychiat-
ric services in order to maximize worker productivity. To emphasize that psychi-
atric services are there to maximize productivity and not meet people's needs,
except accidentally, Dr. E. Ginzburg recommends that corporations with psy-
chiatric services not attempt to treat psychosis, stating that it doesn't respond
quickly to treatment and that therefore the employer should be "circumspect"
and not throw good money after bad by attempting to offer such treatment. The
USSR, using systems analysis and cost accounting procedures very similar to our
Defense Department, has shown that their psychiatric programs relevant to

working situations, save millions of rubles a year. Industrial corporations are
loath to provide services which might not improve productivity. Even for execu-
tives, encounter type therapies were abandoned in many corporations when suc-

cessful authoritarian types came back less authoritarian and less dogmatic and
also less productive at work — even though they were more comfortable with
themselves and with others.

Psychology and psychiatry are increasingly used for purposes ranging from
selling deodorants to isolating and repressing those who "step to a different

drummer" (or worse yet, have dreams for a "better society"). "Prosecutors
seek to have defendants against whom they have flimsy evidence declared 'in-

competent' and committed.

"

(Continued on Tuesday)
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GRASSROOTS -
SEALS and CROFTS

8:00 P.M.

TONIGHT
Mc. GREG STEWART CKWS

TICKETS AT THE DOOR
$3.00 and $3.50

ROLL OVER BEETHOVEN
in the

UNION I I

SAT. NIGHT -

SEMI FORMAL

(a lot of people will be there to roll him over,

so get there early) oog.

Tricolor'71 will be in Kingston

in September 1971

If you will not be here to pick up

your copy, and wish to have it

mailed to you, WE MUST KNOW.
Anytime after Monday
Send, or bring your name, desired mailing
address, student number, and 75< to cover
postage and handling, to..

AMS Office, Student Union OR Tricolor Office, Student Officer
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Interim Report of the Senate

Committee on Grievance,

Discipline

and Related Matters

MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE

I. M. Christie Professor of Law

J. Downie Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering

J. B. Haigh Graduate Studies

Margaret Jarrell Arts and Science '71

S. C. L. Ramesar Associate Professor of Psychiatry

G. A. Rawlyk Professor of History

J. C. Simpson Arts and Science '71

Nancy E. Simpson Associate Professor

of Biology and Paediatrics

J.H.Sims Law '71

D. M. C. Walker Medicine '72

R. L. Watts Dean of Arts and Science,

Chairman

INTRODUCTION

In January, 1970, the Senate Committee on Grievance,
Discipline and Related Matters was established "to conduct a

review of grievance, discipline and related matters within the
university community". The Committee has received briefs

and oral representations from a wide range of individuals and
poups both within and outside the Queen's University

community, and has reviewed documents from other
universities. We now present a preliminary report setting forth
our tentative conclusions in order that we may receive

comments and further suggestions from interested members of
the University community before we prepare our final report.

Where large numbers of human beings, even those with
osiensibly common interests, -are gathered together, especially
in the context of the 1970s, there will inevitably arise

tensions, conflicts of purpose and opinion and impressions of
injustice and unfair treatment. The Queen's University
community has grown rapidly and the communications
revolution has thrust us into the midst of academic change
taking place in all comers of the world. Appropriate and
effective machinery must be available to protect the rights of
members of this University and to resolve real or imagined
grievances. Otherwise an acute sense of frustration may
Precipitate serious disruption.

We stress at the outset that the University must not
attempt to stifle dissent or disagreement on the campus.
Dissent, ideally, is rigorous, stimulating, the catalyst of change,
and should be encouraged as a natural and beneficial aspect of
normal university activity. At the same time, there is no
flceeptable justification for instigating or participating in
conduct or actions that would' through violence, intimidation,
obstruction, disruption or wilful destruction interfere with the
"Ehts of other members of the Queen's community. Thus, in
Ut approach to the question of grievances and discipline, we
ave Pressed two interrelated aspects: first, we have attempted
0 set forth in Chapters 2 and 3 the rights and responsibilities

Ppropriate to membership in an academic community;
cond, we have suggested in Chapter 4 appropriate structures

^ procedures which would enable cases of grievance and
^scipline to be dealt with effectively and fairly in an orderly

This Committee is convinced that the rights and
sponsibilities which apply to faculty, students and
Pporting staff by virtue of their membership in an academic

community should be made clear and explicit. The central

functions of the university community are learning, teaching,

research and scholarship. Therefore, the relations among its

members must be characterized by free expression, freedom
from political interference, intellectual honesty and respect for

the opinions and dignity of others. The rights and
responsibilities of the members of the University derive from
these requirements. When individuals within the Queen's

community violate the essential rights of other members or

abrogate their own responsibilities, discipline must be readily

available to those in authority, but the application of

discipline must be not only fair, it must be seen to be fair, and

therefore, subject to appeal and review. The same applies to

grievances which arise when there is an apparent breach of

right, a neglect of responsibility, or an inappropriate

application of discipline. There must be effective informal and

formal procedures for seeking redress of grievances and

appealing against discipline if embittered relations among
members of the University community are to be avoided.

With these considerations in mind we have attempted to

evaluate the current procedures at Queen's University for

handling cases of grievance and discipline. The present

arrangements appear to us to be characterized by three

features: multiple channels for resolution, informality, and

low visibility. The advantages of these characteristics have

been stressed to us repeatedly in briefs and repsesentatiohs

made to us. Our Committee is firmly convinced that there ffre

positive values inherent in the availability of multiple channels,

particularly the many informal channels which encourage the

resolution of most difficulties at an early stage and without

the glare of'publicity. At the same time, it has become clear to

us that there are also some serious deficiencies in the present

procedures. The very characteristics which have proved so

effective in some ways have tended, as the University has

grown and become more complex, to create confusion and

insecurity because many members of the University

community are unsure of the appropriate channels to use. A
very personal, informal and low-key approach to grievances

has often added to frustration by creating a real or imagined

brick-wall blocking further appeals against an unfavourable

decision or failure to resolve difficulties.

The main thrust of our recommendations is two-fold.

First, we urge continued heavy reliance upon the existing

informality and multiple channels for handling cases of

grievance and discipline. But second, in order to overcome

some of the present deficiencies, we recommend that the

present procedures be augmented by an explicit statement of

the rights and responsibilities of the members of the University

community and by the addition of more visible formal
procedures with clear channels of appeal.

U. RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

WITHIN THE UNIVERSITY

The Nature of the University Community

The University, composed of students, faculty and
supporting staff, is a community engaged in teaching, learning,

research and scholarship There must be a commitment on the

part of all members of the Queen's community to maintain an
atmosphere conducive and appropriate to these activities.

From this the essential rights and responsibilities of members
of the University community are derived. Rights imply
responsibilities which are the cost of the enjoyment of rights.

The very act of coming to Queen's to teach or learn or work,

and thereby joining the University community, involves a tacit

agreement to respect its fundamental purposes.

Rights and Responsibilities

Students: Students are fully accountable and wholly

responsible individuals. We therefore reject the concept of the

University acting in loco parentis, that is, in the place of
parents, or with parental responsibility for the student before

the law. Each student has a personal responsibility to fulfil the

purpose of the University by pursuing to good advantage a

program of study to which he has been admitted by the

University and by not interfering with the free pursuit of

knowledge by his fellow students and teachers. As well as

responsibilities the student has associated rights:

(1) the right of admission to any course within the

University for which he is qualified, in accordance

with established priorities where facilities or

services are limited;

(2) the right to consult with his Instructors during

normal working hours, having due regard to the

rights of other students and to the time that an
instructor may reasonably devote to a particular

subject;

(3) the right to fair examination under the practice of
the Faculty or School in which the student is

registered;

I. INTRODUCTION

(1) We urge continued heavy reliance upon the

existing informality and multiple channels for

handling cases of grievance and discipline.

(2) We recommend that present procedures be

augmented by an explicit statement of the rights

and responsibilities of the members of the

University communi'.y and by the addition of

more visible formal procedures with clear channels

of appeal.

II. RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES WITHIN
THE UNIVERSITY

(J) We recommend rejection of the notion that the

University administration should act in toco
parentis that is, in the place of parents, or with
parental responsibility for the student before the

law.
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i4) We recommend that each body with rule-making

authority at Queen's be asked to issue guidelines

on the nature and limits of (he authority of all

decision-makers to whom it has delegated power
to act, and that these guidelines be published for

(he benefit of those subject to the authority.

(5) We recommend (hat every authorized rule-making

body on the campus, the Faculty Boards,

Residence Boards, the Inler-Residence Council and

the A. M.S., for example, be urged to review and
update and publish to those within its jurisdiction

any rules, regulations or statements of duties, the

breach of which might give rise to discipline or

grievances.

(6) We recommend that the following proposed code

of conduct should be made (he basis for

determining what is o* is not acceptable conduct

at Queen's.

in general terms, acceptable conduc( does not

infringe the righ(s of other members of the

University and its subordinate jurisdictions and to

the law of the land. The following conduct is

unacceptable and constitutes an offence within th?

University community.

(a) a violation of published rules and regulations

of the University or of any authorized

rule-making body within the University,

(b) failure to comply with the directions of

.
officials of the University acting within the

scope of their authority.

(c) a violation of civil law that affects (he

orderly functioning of the University; these

violations include assault, libel, slander or

other forms of intimidation, vandalism or

damage to the property of Queen's or a

member of the University community or of
the A.M.S. or any other University

organization,

(d) a violation of criminal law that affects the

orderly functioning of the University;

(e) all forms of academic dishonesty such as

plagiarism, cheating, furnishing false

information to the University, forgery,

misuse of University documents;

(0 a violation of the rights of any member of
the University community;

We recommend that rules and regulations

promulgated by authorized bodies should be
consistent with this code, and in situations where
no body of promulgated rules and regulations

applies, the general provision of the code should
govern.

We recommend that as far as possible, rule-making

bodies (hat promulgate rules and regulations in

accordance with our earlier recommendations
should specify the sanctions that apply.

III. EXTERNAL RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

(9) There is no privileged status accorded to

University members under our public law and
none should be accorded in practice. Violations of
civil or criminal law should be dealt with
principally through the legal system of the country

and not through a University system. Our
recommendation is that unless University interests

are affected, all matters of criminal law are to be

left to the police and the proper public authorities.

(10) We recommend that where any member of the
University community is subject to a law suit by
reason of actions taken in the course of his

teaching or other duties, he should be entitled to

hire his own lawyer and (o be reimbursed by (he
University up to the full scale of fees set out in the

Ontario Legal Aid Plan

(4) the right of access to classrooms, laboratories,

libraries and other necessary facilities and services

in accordance with the requirements of the
program of study and the regulations of the

University;

(5) the right to work and study free from undue
disturbance;

(6) the right to ask that a University regulation or
policy be reviewed, in the expectation that the
request will be brought before the appropriate
body;

(7) the right to express opinions, criticisms and dissent
freely.

Faculty: The Faculty members are appointed to prepare
and present courses, teach and examine, to supervise graduate
research, to pursue research and scholarship and to assist in
policy-making and administration in the University. They have
a responsibility to carry out their various functions to the best
of their abilities. The rights of academic staff are determined
by their terms of employment, which incorporate a very
important body of custom, peculiar to the role of the
academics in society and designed to preserve academic
freedom. Some of the most important of these rights are
codified in the Senate Statement on Academic Freedom and
Tenure. There are other rights which derive from the purposes
of the University:

(1) the right to teach, to supervise, to pursue research
and contribute to the administration of the
University in any capacity to which they are
appointed, and to do any other work sanctioned
by the University free from undue disturbance;

(2) the right of access to classroomB, laboratories,
libraries and other necessary facilities and services;

(3) the right to express opinions, criticism and dissent
within the traditional context of academic
freedom,

Non-Academk Staff: The rights and responsibilities of
non-academic staff are governed by their employment
relationship with the University. Their general responsibility is

to perform to the best of their abilities services for which they
are employed by the University. In meeting these
responsibilities, staff members have concomitant rights
consistent with their positions and professional responsibilities
within the University, and have:

(1)

(2)

right of access to work, and

the right to work free from undue disturbance.

Authority in the University

The authority of the Board of Trustees, the Senate and
the Faculty Boards is set out in the University Charter and in
the constitutions of the Senate and the Faculty Board.
Authority is delegated by them to other bodies and
individuals. In many cases the authority assigned to individuals
has not been clearly defined. While this has encouraged the
exercise of considerable initiative by some individuals wilh
good results for the community, it has serious disadvantages.

t XKfre, tf^^^t^r^ujhjsnjy js. unclear, jt is.
a,". Iponiy to

act beyond its limits and thus improperly, or to fail to act up
to the limits of authority and leave responsibilities unfulfilled.

Faculty members tend to learn the limits of their
authority by a process of informal discussion and by
observation. Even those acting in administrative capacities
often have no guidelines other than perceived past practice.
Students usually have less experience than faculty in the
University community and are even more at the mercy of
conventional wisdom. We recommend, therefore, that each
body with rule-making authority at Queen's be asked to issue
guidelines on the nature and limits of the authority of all

decision-makers to whom it has delegated power to act, and
that these guidelines be published for the benefit of those
subject to the authority.

A Code of Conduct

Notions differ of what are legitimate purposes of the
University and where interests clash, broad generalities do not
produce solutions. Without ascertainable rules of conduct,
discipline appears arbitrary and grievances sink unresolved. On
the other hand, a highly specific code would give rise to a

whole range of legalistic problems and, as well, would
probably not be widely read and generally understood.

Careful consideration of this question of "code or no
code" has led us to make the following recommendations:
first, that every authorized rule-making body on the campus,
the Faculty Boards, Residence Boards, the Inter-Residence
Council and the A. M.S., for example, be urged to review and
update regularly and publish to those within its jurisdiction
any rules, regulations or statements of duties the breach of

which might give rise to discipline or grievances; second, that
the following proposed code of conduct be made the basis for
determining what is or is not acceptable conduct at Queen's.
Rules and regulations promulgated by authorized bodies
should be consistent with this code, and in situations where no
body of promulgated rules and regulations applies, the general
provision of the code should govern.

In general terms, acceptable conduct does not infringe
the rights of other members of the University community and
conforms to the regulations of the University and its

subordinate jurisdictions and to the law of the land. The
following conduct is unacceptable and constitutes an offence
within the University community:

a violation of published rules and regulations of
the University or of any authorized rule-making
body within the University,

failure to comply with the directions of officials of
the University acting within the scope of their
authority;

a violation of civil law that affects the orderly
functioning of the University; these violations
include assault, libel, slander or other forms of
intimidation, vandalism or damage to the property
of Queen's or a member of the University
community or of the A.M.S. or any other

.Un'yvvtt.9wU«ipjk. _j

(d) a violation of criminal law that affects the
functioning of the University;

ord
er|y

(e) all forms of academic dishonesty
SUch

plagiarism, cheating, furnishing false inform
*

to the University, forgery, misuse of Uniy
3 ''0

'

documents; ers
''l

(f) a violation of the rights of any member of
University community. tr*

Sanctions

A code of conduct must include sdme indicatio
sanctions. The penalties available and appropriate"

°f

Universities are few. Within the University the mildest for
"°

sanction is the informal reprimand or rebuke. Somewhat m
°f

serious is the written warning which usually puts the recin"

0^
on notice that more strinmnt sticrinlinan/ niiB«i«. ......

VKfl{

result
on notice that more stringent disciplinary measures u.,,
if there is a further breach. Probation is the next
involving an order of suspension or expulsion to take*eff!

P '

upon the specified further transgressions, which may be airf
minor in themselves. A suspension of privileges to recreatio

i

non-academic facilities is particularly appropriate where
tn

has been some abuse of the facility in question. Suspension"?
the right to attend classes or to use particular academ
facilities may be serious if the period is prolonged. Suspensi

C

of full University privileges is even more serious. Expulsi
0"

from the University or termination of appointment is the mo 1
serious sanction available to the University.

In general we do not favour the use of fines as a
University sanction because their effect varies so widely
depending on the resources of the person fined. On the other
hand an order of restitution may be particularly appropriate
where there has been damage to University property.

With respect to academic and non-acadtmic staff
members, an adverse effect on salary and promotion will

obviously be a major sanction.

We recommend that, as far as possible, rule-making
bodies that promulgate rules and regulations in accordance
with our earlier recommendations should specify the sanctions
that apply.

III. EXTERNAL RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Public Law and i he Civil Authorities

The human rights protected by our laws and inherent in

our political system are held in common by those within the

University community and those outside it, as is the

responsibility to obey the laws of the land. A member of the

University community is liable to legal action on two fronts.

He is simultaneously a member of two societies: his university

community and Canadian society at large. Membership in a

university society has no effect on the rules governing conduct

in Canadian society. A university is not a sanctuary and there

is no privileged status accorded to University members under

our public law and none should be accorded in practice.

A person should not be subject to double jeopardy, that

is, he should nbt be subjected to two similar prosecutions or

court actions for the same act. He may, however, be subject to

two codes of behaviour at the same time, and such double

jurisdiction does not necessarily constitute double jeopardy.

Different interests may be protected and different. issues may

be raised. For example, if a student destroyed or damaged

University property, he could be prosecuted in the ordinary

courts of the land or in the A.M.S. Court or in both. In the

criminal courts the public interest is protected. In the A.M.S.

Court the University's private interest is protected, by a

restitution order for example. In most cases, however, two

prosecutions or legal actions should not occur because there is

an element of double jeopardy in many cases of double

jurisdiction. Violations of civil or criminal law should be dealt

wilh principally through the legal system of the country and

not through a University system. Many offences, however, that

could theoretically be taken to civil court may not warrant the

time and expense of court proceedings and may, therefore, be

dealt with only within the University jurisdiction. This is so in

many groups within society and is not unique to universibes -

Certain minor offences may thus be dealt with, for example

solely by officers of the University administration or by the

A.M.S. judicial system in the case of students-

Problems will arise in determining the limits of the

jurisdiction of the disciplinary system of the University where

the law of the land is broken. The guiding principle that m» s

be emphasized constantly is that the University will only ac

when it feels that its own vital interests, as defined in its Code

are affected. Much concern has been expressed to l" e

Committee on what duty members of the University have .

report criminal offences. We are advised that under the law '

Canada today no person, including the officers ot 1

University, would be obliged to report a criminal offo"
the police as long as the failure to report did not C0tisllt~

uf
what may be considered to be an act of encouragement. U

recommendation is that unless University interests a

affected, all matters of criminal law are to be left to the po""

and the proper public authorities.

The officers of the University do not, in every case, n

the choice of whether a matter of dispute is to be resolved^

University forums rather than the courts. Proceedings' 1

courts against the

faculty, although stil

ty itself i students or mem beis 01

are beco 1
less rare

Out

ofconcern is for the position of the individual member '

^
Queen's community who gets embroiled in such a law s

^
usually through no short-coming of his own. An A

f

constable, for example, might be sued by another student

faculty member for alleged use of undue force. Whether or

the action was well-founded, legal expenses would be mvo

in defending the action.
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Another example is afforded by a student who seeks to

rteem a failing grade by a case in the courts. The student will

'irnost
certainly lose the case but the faculty member involved

II
lose financially too if he has to take the precaution of

Tiring a competent lawyer. Often it will be prudent for him to

Le his own lawyer, as he may have different interests from

,he
University itself. For instance the University might be

ifcpared to accept a settlement that a faculty member would

regard as damaging to his academic reputation.

We recommend that where any member of the

University community is subject to a law suit by reason of

actions taken in the course of this teaching or other duties, he

should be entitled to hire his own lawyer and to be reimbursed

hv the University up to the full scale of fees set out in the

Ontario: Legal Aid Plan.

A ,M.S. Constables

A.M.S. constables play an extremely important role in

maintaining good order among Queen's students as well as in

preventing damage to University property. The excellent

relations existing between the A,M.S. constables and Queen's

students, and between the A.M.S. constables and the Kingston

police must continue to exist. It is therefore recommended

that:

<j) The chief function of the A.M.S. constables should
continue to be crowd control at games and social

functions. This responsibility should be carried out
with firmness and sensitivity.

(ii) Under no circumstances should the A.M.S.
constables be used as detectives or investigators.

(iii) The A.M.S. constables should receive a wage
commensurate with the important function they
perform.

(iv) In order to ensure the independence of the A.M.S.
constables, no University financial subsidization

should be permitted.

The R.C.M.P. and Police on Campus

The presence, real and imagined, of police, especially of

R.C.M.P. officers, at Canadian universities has introduced an

explosive element into the delicately balanced sphere of

student and faculty discipline. Existing tensions have been

further exacerbated when actual intelligence or embellished

rumours about R.C.M.P. activities on campus have been widely

circulated. This heightening of tension mirrors the already

deep-rooted anxieties. about police surveillance in an academic

world where free enquiry and freedom of expression are at the

heart of the learning process. This Committee categorically

rejects the notion that the R.C.M.P. or any other police force

should clandestinely carry out investigations into the

"political" beliefs of any member of the University. The police

should be concerned with the activities of criminals, not with

the ideas, however disconcerting, generated at the University.

It is therefore recommended:

(1) that in accordance with the recent C.A.U.T. policy
the federal government be urged that:

(i) there should be no general continuous,

permanently authorized R.C.M.P.
surveillance on the campus;

(ii) under no circumstances should the R.C.M.P.
be encouraged to place undisclosed agents or

informers in University classrooms, societies,

offices, or clubs or to recruit such persons;

(iii) no use of electronic or other mechanical

listening devices be permitted;

(iv) machinery be set up and publically

announced whereby the University or any
member of its staff "or student body who
finds reason to believe that police

surveillance is being performed on the

University campus may appeal to a special

government authority named and known as

being responsible for dealing with such

appeals;

(2) that the Senate appoint, for a three-year period, a

faculty-student adviser;

(3) that this adviser be the only designated person to

whom all enquiries from the R.C.M.P. or any other

security agency should be direotAd concerning any

person on the campus or otherwise connected with

Queen's. Only matters relating to actual

"professional activities" on campus should be

dealt with. Enquiries concerning the private life of

the individual, including particularly idealogicai

views, should not be the subject for any discussion

between the adviser and the police or other

outside security agency;

(4) that in response to a "security" enquiry all

academic information from the Registrar's Office,

any Dean's Office or from any Department Office

must be channelled directly to the faculty-student

adviser;

(5) that all faculty members, if questioned by the

R.C.M.P. or other police or security agencies about

a specific student's academic record, should ensure

that they are accompanied by the adviser, It is

recommended that careful minutes be kept of

what transpires at all these meetings;

(°) that the faculty-student adviser should

immediately inform the student or faculty

member involved that he or she is being

investigated. All questions and answers concerning

the individual under investigation must be in

writing and also must be sent to the individual

being investigated.

* ? ) Confidential information (as defined later in this

chapter) which the University may have on file

concerning students and faculty members shall be

released only when there has been a warrant

issued. And when such a warrant has been issued,

the individual being investigated should be

permitted to see the file that has been released to

the police.

<8 ) The Senate shall receive an annual report from the

faculty-student adviser detailing the actual number

of enquiries received.

R r u p °.
°US that the University cannot force the

a*mnZ* ,

SCCUri,y a&encics to work within anyproposed structure. What has to be done, however, is to

flrZ! -!
'y thC resP°nsibility of members of the

C

l

°
1

mmumtv ^ matters relating, in any manner, to
security problems.

Confidentiality and Release of Information about
Members of the Academic Community

In the same way as other citizens, members of the
university community have the right to enjoy confidentiality
concerning their personal and private lives. It is however
necessary for the University, for its normal operation, to
possess some personal information about faculty and students.

The public, private or confidential nature of the files
determines who in fact has access to them. It is recommended
that:

( 1 ) Only the following be regarded as public
information, readily available to the public:

(a) "Lists of graduates, and scholarships awarded.

(b) Local and home address, confirmation of
birth date, program in which the student is

or was registered, number of years in

attendance, degrees obtained and when.

(c) . Information of the kind now made public by
the University in such publications as the
Principal's Report, or the Calendars.

(2) The following kinds of information held by the
University be classified as private:

(a) Documents necessary for admission, that is,

academic records.

(b) Academic evaluation and progress reports

including scholarship applications.

(c I Financial aid administered by the University.

(d) Records relating to research grants.

(e) Records relating to use of University

facilities and services.

(f) Documents necessary for employment,
promotion and tenure.

(g) Discipline and grievance information.

(h) Medical records from consultation requested

by the University.

(3) Some records, such as letters of recommendation
from outside the University, either recommending
students .for admission or faculty members for

appointment, and from within the academic
community concerning appointment, promotion
or tenure, be designated as confidential. Before a

confidential letter is written, the person asked to

write such a letter must be told to whom the letter

will be shown. It must be emphasized that any
confidential document will not be released except
under legal warrant.

(4) The private records be kept as long as they can
serve the purpose, or a related purpose, for which

(v) Confidential information which the
University may have on hand concerning
students and faculty members shall be
released only when there has been a warrant
issued.

(14) We recommend that the Senate receive an annual
report from the faculty-student adviser detailing

the actual numher of enquiri&s received.

(15) It is recommended that only the following be
regarded i&public information, readily available to

the public:

(a) Lists of graduates and scholarships awarded.
(b) Local and home address, confirmation of

birth date, program in which the student is

or was registered, number of years in

attendance, degrees obtained and when.
(c) Information of the kind now made public by

the University in such publications as the

Principal's Report , or the Calendars.

(16) The following kinds of information held by the

University are to be classified asprivate:

(a) Documents necessary for admission, that is.

academic records

(b) Academic evaluation and progress reports

including scholarship applications.

(c) Financial aid administered by the University.

(d) Records relating to research grants.

(e) Records relating to use of University

facilities and services.

(() Documents necessary for employment,
promotion and tenure.

(g) Discipline and grievance information.

(h) Medical records from consultation requested

by the University,

(17) Some records, such as letters of recommendation
from outside the University either recommending
students for admission or faculty members for

appointment, and from within the academic

community concerning appointment, promotion

or tenure, are designated confidential. In the case

of confidential information, we recommend that

any such information shall be released only where
there has been a warrant issued If such a warrant

is issued, the individual being investigated should

be permitted to see the file that has been released

to the police.

(I8t Before a confidential letter is written, the person

asked to write such a letter must be told to whom
the letter will be shown and it must be emphasized

that any confidential document will not be

released except under legal warrant.

(|y) Private records should be kept as long as they can

serve the purpose, or a related purpose, for which

they were collected and they should be placed at

all limes under appropriate security. Twenty-five

years after leaving Queen's, a person's record

should be deposited In the Queen's archives, where

all non-confidential information may be consulted

by authorized researchers. With special permission

from the individuals involved, confidenii*'

material may also be consulted by bona fide
researchers.

(II) Concerning A.M.S. Constables;

(i) The chief function of the A.M.S. constables
should continue to be crowd control at

games and social functions. This
responsibility should be carried out with
firmness and sensitivity.

(ii) Under no circumstances should the A.M.S.
constables be used as detectives or
investigators.

* (iii) The A.M.S. constables should receive a wage
commensurate with the important (unction
they perform.

(iv) In order to ensure the independence of the
A,M.S. constables, no University financial

subsidization should be permitted.

(12) We recommend that in accordance with the recent

C.A.U.T. policy the federal government be urged

(i) there should be no general continuous,

permanently authorized R.C.M.P.
surveillance on the campus;

(ii) under no circumstances should the R.C.M.P.
be encouraged to place undisclosed agents or

informers in University classrooms, societies,

offices, or clubs or to recruit such persons:

(iii) no use of electronic or other mechanical
listening devices be permitted;

(iv) machinery be set up and publically

announced whereby the University or any
member of its staff or student body who
finds reason to believe that police

surveillance is being performed on the

University campus may appeal to a special

government authority named and known as

being responsible for dealing with such

appeals.

(13) We recommend that the Senate appoint, for a

three-year period a faculty-student adviser

(it Wc recommend that this adviser be the only

designated person tu whom al! enquires from
the R.C.M.P. or any other security agency

should be directed concerning any person on
the campus or otherwise connected with

Queen's. Only matters relating to actual

"professional activities" on campus should

be dealt with. Enquiries concerning the

private life of the individual, including

particularly idealogicai views, should not be

the subject for any discussion between the

adviser and the police or other outside

security agency.

(ii) We recommend that in response to a

"security" enquiry all academic information

from the Registrar's Office, any Dean's

Office or from any Department Office must

be channelled directly to the faculty-student

adviser.

(iii) We recommend that all faculty members, if

questioned by the R.C.M.P. or other police

or security agency about a specific student's

academic record, should ensure that they arc

accompanied by the adviser. It is

recommended that careful minutes be kept

of what transpires at all these meetings.

(iv) We recommend that the faculty-student

adviser should immediately inform the

studant or faculty member involved that he

or she is being investigated. Ail questions

and answers concerning the individual under

investigation must be in writing and also

must be sent to the individual being

investigated.
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they were collected and that they be placed at all

times under appropriate security. Twenty-five

years after he leaves Queen's, a person's record

should be deposited in the Queen's Archives,

where all non-confidential information may be

consulted by authorized researchers, With special

permission from the individuals involved.

confide/ilia! material may also be consulted by

buna fide researchers.

Physicians and Surgeons. It is therefore felt by the Committee
that the Queen's Medical School should continue to assume

delegated disciplinary powers from the Ontario College of

Physicians and Surgeons.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM FOR HANDLING GRIEVANCES
AND DISCIPLINE WITHIN THE UNIVERSITY

our proposal, a grievance must be in writing if a Dean or hi k

administrative officer is to be obliged to deal with it
tr

limited time. However, it must not be inferred that n,
a

obligation of a Dean or anyone else to give Serj

consideration to an oral grievance should be in any dee"
1*

lessened. Similarly, we will propose a hierarchy through wh'^
the grievor must proceed if he is to be entitled to force
decision one way or another at any level, but that is not to

& S

that the student or faculty member is precluded from mak^
a complaint initially to whomever he wishes.

'n8

(5) The following personnel should have access lo

private, but not to confidential, material:

(a) Designated authorized personnel concerned

with the academic, administrative or

statistical purposes for which the records

have been collected;

(b) The individual concerned, provided the

material is not confidential, or any other

person to whom the individual gives written

permission for the release of the record. The

person to whom the information is being

released must be properly identified and

possess a letter of permission from the other

member involved. An authorized staff

member shall draw the file, be present while

it is being examined and then shall return

the file to its original location.

(c) Confidential material, it must be stressed,

may only be shown to those people

specifically referred to in the original letter

requesting the statement.

(6) Private data be made available to enquirers by

letter only if there is a letter from the member
concerned permitting release of the information

and the enquiry Is also on official letterhead.

(7) No private information shall be given out by

telephone except to authorized University staff on
a local number. In such a case the name of the

caller and the local number will be taken and the

call returned.

Privacy of Library Records

It is clear lliat Informational materials are a significant

part of the resources of knowledge available lo all members of

the University community. In this community, University
libraries have the responsibility of collecting, arranging,

preserving and making available and assisting in the use of
information materials. However, the freedom of intellectual

enquiry, study, discussion and the freedom to read materials

representing many points of view on any subject are basic to

the purposes of the University, Therefore, no member of the
University should be subject fo any pressure resulting from a
record of what he has read.

We recommend that any records which may be necessary
for the orderly distribution, location and use of information
materials by individuals, which may be maintained by
University libraries, are to be used solely for the orderly
purposes of library business, and are to be considered private.

Overview of the Proposed System:

Informality and Formality Combined

Our assumption is that students, faculty, and

non-academic staff are to be recognized as rights-bearing

members of the Queen's University community. All three

groups must be able individually and collectively to resist

pressures and to dispute penalties which are inconsistent with

their rights or the rules by which the University is governed.

Informality

As far as is consistent with ensuring protection for the

rights of those who make up the University community, we

propose that existing structures for dealing with grievances and

discipline be retained. Most clashes between members of the

University community are best resolved informally by

discussion. Even where discussion aided by conciliation is not

successful, there are many disagreements which should

continue to be settled, as they are now, simply by the decision

of a person in authority. Administrators in the University, as

part of their duties, can be expected to make responsible

decisions. If too many of these decision-making functions are

transferred to committees or tribunals of students and faculty,

an unwieldy structure will be built. We must avoid the creation

of a decision-making process that is unduly demanding on the

lime and energy of people who wish to devote themselves to

teaching and learning. Present structures for dealing with

grievance and discipline should, in general, therefore, be

retained, but not without some changes.

At present the faculty member or administrator to

whom a grievance comes will try first to settle the. matter,

perhaps by granting some concession or by bringing together

those involved to seek a reasonable solution. Grievances

initiated with a faculty member may be taken up with the

Department Head or Dean involved. It appears that most

grievances are settled in this way. Only occasionally is a

grievance referred to a higher level of administration or lo a

Departmental Council or Faculty Board.

Particularly where a student complaint is involved, it is

dangerous lo assume that all is well because a "settlement" is

achieved in the sense that a grievance is "dropped". A student

may nol wish to give offence by proceeding to a higher level or

he or she may not know where to go. A series of references

back and forth to this or that administrator, or even a series of

meetings at various times when the faculty member involved is

available may lead to a grievance being "dropped" because the

grievor "isn't getting anywhere" or "is being given the run

around". Such "settlements" can only contribute to general

dissatisfaction. Unfortunately, in the University, as in every

large organization, ther<* are those who, perhaps

unconsciously, come lo rely on these means of disposing of

problems.

Formality

The University Senate is the legislative body Wn -.,

determines how the University community is to function a
such, the Senate is the appropriate forum for the debate
policy matters, but is inappropriate for the adjudication

°r
questions relating to the individual discipline or grievan
although, theoretically, it would always have the power

|

E
'

take upon itself the jurisdiction to decide any individual case°
We recommend, therefore, that there be superimposed

ut>

existing grievance and discipline processes an ultimate apoA
to an impartial decision-making body. This Ultimate

Tribunal
would in practice make the final decision in all cases 0 r

individual grievance and discipline. We would consider it mosi
unwise for the Senate to enter into consideration of
individual cases once this new tribunal has been established

Two other matters of general policy inherent in our
proposals warrant particular attention. First, we do not
propose to draw any clear line between "grievances" and
"discipline". Generally, discipline is, and should continue to

be. meted out by administrative officers of the University by
deparlmental committees or Faculty Boards, and by the

A.M.S. Court. From any of these decisions there should be a

right of appeal, and our proposal is simply that such appeals

fall into the grievance channel. In the case of expulsion or

suspension from the University, however, the appeal procedure
should be expedited, as explained below. Second, wherever
possible, students and faculty should be subject to the same
procedures, although there will remain, of course, structures

and procedures peculiar to one group or the other, like the

tenure appeal system and the A.M.S. Court.

Grievance channels and disciplinary procedures must be

much better advertised, with some emphasis placed upon our

suggested time limits. Individuals must not see their concerns

swallowed up and lost in the depths of the administration.

Bottlenecks in the decision-making process must be removed,

and individuals must be granted means of ensuring that

decisions are made, one way or another, within reasonable

time on grievances raised within the time limits.

Proposed Structure in Outline: In broadest outline, the live

principal components of our proposed structure for dealing

with grievance and discipline are:

(i) The present structures. These include, for

example, administrative procedures, Faculty

Boards and their committees, the A.M.S. Court

and Residence Tribunals. These structures must be

better advertised and modified to ensure that the

grievor can move to the next decision-making level

within reasonable time and ultimately to an

impartial Ultimate Tribunal.

Recruitment on the Campus

In recent years students at Queen's and elsewhere have
objected to the presence on the campus of recruiters for
industries regarded by the objectors as being immoral. The
argument is that to make its facilities thus available amounts
to complicity by the University. The response is made that to
deny access to the campus for some recruiters is to deny
potentially interested students full freedom in their choice or
jobs. In our view what are involved are student interests, and
our recommendation is, therefore, that the A.M.S. be given the
power and responsibility of laying down general rules with
regard to recruitment, and of denying or allowing access of
recruiters in specific cases. Where recruitment is allowed, full
responsibility for the control of any demonstration of dissent
should rest with the A.M.S. constables.

Special Status of Medical Students

As an important part of their training, Medical students
must assume clinical responsibilities. Because of the special
nature ol this clinical experience, the student is subject lo the
disciplinary code laid down by the Ontario College of

We are satisfied that in most cases grievances or

complaints are given real consideration by Department Heads,
Deans and other Administrative Officers, provided the
grievance is well articulated, and presented to the appropriate
officer of the University. That is not lo say that students or
faculty who are inarticulate, or who do nol know whom to

approach, or who are making basic challenges, are never given

an adequate hearing at Queen's. They are, and on the whole
we are convinced of the good faith of those charged with
dealing with such matters. But the fact remains that many
members of the University community do not know what
their rights are, who to approach with a complaint, how to
demonstrate the validity of their grievances, and where to go
next if the mailer is not settled to their satisfaction.

We wish to make it unmistakably clear that we are in
favour of retaining an informal method of settling which, we
feel certain, will continue to be the best means of achieving
solutions satisfactory to both the University and persons with
grievances. We will, nevertheless, propose some formalizations
of the administrative structure for dealing with grievances, and
appeals in discipline, to ensure that any grievor can ultimately
get a hearing that can be seen to be just. For example, under

(ii) A filtering tribunal. Appeals from all

administrative decisions and the decisions of lesser

judicial tribunals in the University must be taken

to the "Filter" before proceeding to the ultimate

tribunal. The "Filter" will be empowered to

dispose of appeals in one of three ways. It may

dismiss an appeal as groundless, it may permit an

appeal to proceed to the Ultimate Tribunal, or it

may characterize the issue as a political or policy

grievance rather than an adjudicative matter arid

move it onto the floor of the Senate. An

"adjudicative" matter is one that takes the form of

a dispute between two parties which can be settled

by finding the facts and applying to them a

predetermined standard or rule.

(iii) The Ultimate Tribunal. This tribunal must be, and

must be seen to be. impartial as between

individuals and representatives of the interests in

conflict. Its function will be essentially

adjudicative, that is, it will not be a policy-m akin8

(20) The following personnel should have access to
private, bui not to confidential

. material:

(a) Designated authorized personnel concerned
with the academic administrative or

statistical purpose;, lor which the records

have been collected.

(b) The individual concerned, provided the

material in not confidential, or any other
person to whom the individual gives written
permission lor the release of Ihe record. The
person lo whom the information is being
relejsed must be properly identified and
possess a letter ol permission from the other
member involved. An authorised staff

member shall draw the file, he prc-seni while
it is being examined and then shall relutn

the file lo its original location.

(c) Confideniial rnalena! may only he shown to

those people specifically referred to in the
original letter requesting the statement. ,

(211 We recommend that private data be nude available

to enquirers hy letter only if there is a letter from
the member concerned permitting release of the

information and the enquiry is also on official

letterhead. No private information shall he given
out by telephone except lo aulhorized University
staff on a local number. In such a case the name of
Ihe caller and the local number will be taken and
ihe call returned.

(22) We recommend that any records which may be
necessary lor llic- orderly distribution, location and
use of information materials by individuals, which

may be maintained by University libraries, are to

be used solely for Ihe orderly purposes of library

business, and are to be considered private.

(2.1) We recommend lhal the A.M.S. be given the power

and responsibility of laying down general rules

with regard lo student recruitment by ofl-campus

employers and organizations, and of denying °r

allowing access of recruiters in specific cases.

Where a recruitment is allowed, lull responsibly

for the control of any dcmonslralion of dissent

should rest wilb the A.M.S. conslahles.

124) We recommend lhal the Queen s Medical School

should continue to assume delegulcd disciplinary

powers from Ihe Ontario College of Physicians and

Surgeons.
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PROPOSED SYSTEM FOR HANDLING GRIEVANCES
AND DISCIPLINE WITHIN THE UNIVERSITY

(25) recdrnmend retention of the informal methods
wliich currently exist, bin we recommend some
formalization of the administrative structure for

dealing with grievances and appeals in discipline,

lo ensure that any grievor can ultimately get a

hearing that can be seen to be just.

[ yf,) I ) i sci ph n f is, :md should continue to be, meted put

by administrative officers of the University, by
departmental committees or Faculty Boards, and
by the A. M.S. Court. From any of these decisions

there should he a right of appeal, and our proposal

simply that such appeals fall into the grievance

body, and it will have final authority to dispose of
matters properly appealed to it. The function of
the Ultimate Tribunal will be to determine the

facts in any grievance brought before it, and to

judge those facts against the applicable rules made
by duly authorized bodies in the University or the
general terms of the proposed Code of Conduct.

The Senate. Where the "Filter" has characterized

the grievance as a political or policy grievance, it

will have power, on short notice, to order debate

on the matter in the Senate, with the right to

speak guaranteed to the proponents of the

grievance.

Support Groups. We recognize that many of the

individuals governed by our proposed system of

dealing with grievances and discipline, will lack the

skills, self-confidence or knowledge of the system
needed to ensure full protection of their rights as

members of the University community. We
therefore propose means of ensuring that any
grievor has available to him the support of peer

groups, or a special officer to advise and guide his

appeal.

We will now deal with each of these components in

greater detail and then consider briefly the problem of legal

costs and the role of counsel before University tribunals, the
role of a possible ombudsman, University tenure arrangements
in relation to our proposals, and the problem of violence and
massive disruption on the campus.

AStructure for Grievances and Discipline:

Some Detailed Considerations

II) Present Structures. Each department and Faculty, and
the Principal's Office, should be directed to amend its

present procedures in accordance with our
recommendations, and where our recommendations are

not directly applicable, the general principles inherent in

them should be observed. For present purposes we will

examine and make proposals with regard to the

following channels through which administrative

discipline proceedings flow:

(a) Administrative and Faculty Board Grievance

Channels

lb) Course Evaluation

(c) Administrative Disciplinary Channels

(d) The Dean of Student Affairs

(e) Disciplinary Decisions in the Library System

(0 Residence Disciplinary Tribunals

(e> A.M.S. Court

Administrative and Faculty Board Grievance

Channels. We recommend the imposition of time

limits within which a faculty member or

administrator with whom a grievance is lodged

must make a decision one way or the other. We
also recommend the establishment of a limitation

period within which grievances must be raised.

These are the principal elements of formalization

which we would inject intoihe system. Under our

proposed time limit, a student grievor could force

a grievance through the administrative process in a

maximum of nine weeks. In the case of a faculty

member starting with his department head, the

process could take no more than seven weelcs.

However, if a grievor wishes to take advantage of

formal time limits, he must observe the formality

of presenting a grievance in writing, within six

weeks of the incident or last incident in a series

giving rise to bis grievance.

Step I, We propose that there should be a clearly

advertised line of appeal in matters of

grievance by faculty and students. In the

case of students, the line of appeal should

commence with the faculty member in

question, if the matter involves a single

member. In the case of a faculty member

the line of appeal should commence with

tudents and faculty should be
procedures, although there will

nd procedures peculiar to one

(28) We propose that ihere should be a clearly
advertised line of appeal ir.niailers of grievance by
faculty and students.

(29) We recommend the imposition of time limits
within which a faculty member or administrator
with whom a grievance in writing is lodged must
make a decision one way or the other. Also wc

iten grievance

e incident, or

lined of, the

pursuing the

00) We f

right

(3|) We recommend that th*

should be encouraged

course evaluations

to communicate

the Head of the Department or, where no
department is involved, the next
appropriate administrative officer. The
procedure adopted at all administrative
levels should be completely informal and
any investigation may be as discreet, as is

deemed appropriate. There should be a

considerable emphasis on conciliation, as

is now the case. We would emphasize
here, in looking ahead, that once the
grievor has exhausted the administrative

line of appeal, he is entitled to a

"judicial" hearing.

Any professor presented with a

grievance, whether orally or in writing,

should attempt to reach a settlement. If

no settlement can be reached within two
weeks, the professor should be required
to make a definite ruling on the matter,
stated briefly in writing if requested to do
so by the student. The written disposition

should he given no later than two weeks
after receipt of the grievance, but any
student who wishes to insist on the time
limit should be required to submit his

grievance Hi writing, making some record

of when it was submitted. Where the

two-week limit is not observed, the

student should be entitled to proceed to

the next level of appeal, on the

assumption that his grievance has been
denied.

Unless a formal written
grievance is submitted within six weeks of

the incident, or last of the series of

incidents, complained of, the grievor

should be precluded from pursuing the

matter further.

Step 2.

Step 3.

In the case of a faculty composed of

departments, a student's appeal will he

taken to the Chairman or Head of the

Department. Appeals should be allowed

to be oral or in writing, but would have

to be in writing if requested by the

Chairman of the Department or if the

student intended further to insist on time

limits in dealing with the matter. Once

again, if no settlement could be reached,

the Chairman of the Department should

be required to indicate in writing a

definite disposition of the matter. If there

is no notification within two weeks, the

grievor should be entitled to assume an

unfavourable disposition. The same rules

would apply to faculty grievances which,

of course, would be initiated at the

Departmental Chairman or Headship

level.

The right of appeal similar to that taken

from an individual professor to the Head

of the Department should be allowed

from Department Heads to Deans or

Directors of Schools. Where the Faculty

is not depart men talizedr Step 2 is

omitted. The Dean should be entitled to

ask that any grievances brought to him be

put into writing, and once again unless a

grievance is in writing the grievor will

have no right to insist on time limits, but

nothing should preclude a Dea a 1 1

acting on all complaints. The Dean, like

the Department Head, should have

complete freedom of action in seeking to

settle or resolve

student grievances about shortcomings in teaching

grievances, and

presumably his efforts will be largely

conciliatory . There should be a

three-week time limit for (his stage of the

grievance procedure, at the end of which

if there is no notice of disposition, the

grievor will be entitled to appeal further

on the assumption that his grievance has

been denied.

Step 4. The final ;tage of administrative appeal

will be to the Principal who will, in all

probability, delegate the disposition of

the appeal to the appropriate
Vice-Principal. The same considerations

with regard to the requirement of written

grievances and methods of settlement

should apply at this final stage as at the

lower stages. The Principal's Office

should be required to notify the grievor

within two weeks of the disposition of

the grievance and in the event of a failure

to give notice within the lime limit, (he

grievor should be entitled to treat his

grievances as denied and to seek a hearing

from the Ultimate Tribunal by applying
to the "Filter".

lWe propose that a grievor will lose his right

of appeal if he has not served written notice of his

intention to appeal further within one week after

notification that he has been given an adverse

decision. If an administrative decision-maker at

any level of appeal elects not to give notice that

the appeal has been denied but rather to allow the

two-or three-week time limit to run, the grievor

need not give notice of further appeal until one
month has elapsed after the date upon Which he

became entitled to assume that a decision not in

his favour had been made. We propose that the

time limits imposed from the various stages of
administrative appeal should be allowed to be

extended by agreement. This agreement will have
to be in writing if the administration seeks

subsequently to rely on it. Any special hearings or

inquiries should thus be completed within the time

limits unless the grievor consents to an extension.

There are two further aspects of this

proposed formalization of the structure for dealing

with grievances which are important if the

structure is to function effectively. First, we
contemplate that in most cases where a grievor

does not gel satisfaction as a result of informal

approaches to a professor or member of the

administration, he will ask the assistance of some
recognized campus organization or individual in

pursuing his grievance through these more formal

channels. He may proceed without such support,

but most grievors would probably prefer to be

assisted. Second, we do not propose any particular

procedure to be followed at any of the
administrative stages of the grievance proceeding.

We would expect the decision-makers to continue

to be as fair and open-minded as they have assured

us they now are. The power of consultation should

not be limited in any way.

We recognize that the power to make many
decisions on matters of grievances or discipline is

in fact vested in Faculty Boards and their

committees. Whatever body has in fact made the

decision, or is by the rules of the particular

Faculty or Department empowered to make the

decision, for purposes of the grievance system the

decision should be treated as ade by

i indiv ial pr

or the Principal, as the case may
limits applicable to bis deci

Clearly, under our proposed iyj

the administrative grievance cl

formally with the grievance or i

satisfied that the preceding

completed.

Course Evaluations. Course
students are used and thought I

aliutii

MlC

Faculty ol

Science. Their use is consistent with our general
proposal that at the lower stages the present
informal methods of dealing with grievances be
retained. We would suggest that their use be
encouraged in that they appear to have the effect

of obviating student grievances by letting a teacher
know his shortcomings. They may also assist the

University administration to make teaching
assignments and decisions with regard to the

granting of tenure on a more informed basis.
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1321 We recommend ti«u any student 01 ucully
member subjected lo discipline of any kind should

have the right to appeal to the next highest

decision-maker in the administrative chain, and his

appeal should be regarded as a grievance against

the disciplinary decision.

(33) Notification of any disciplinary measures should
clearly set out both the penalty and the

trurisgtession for which il has been imposed, the

person to whom an appeal can be made and how,
and the limitation period for the appeal. It should

appellant can turn for assistance. The time for

appeal in such cases may he set at one week, which

gnevi

the s nuil

apply

i been given,

applicable lo the

on other

put into

filing of grievances

(34) We recommend that nodi!
than a reprimand or a wi

effect until the person di

all channels of appeal, or grievance, as we have
previously referred to them, open to him. or until

that individual has allowed the time for appeal to
lapse.

(35) Wc recommend that the Dean of Student Affairs

not he made part of the formal grievance or
disciplinary structure at Queen's.

(36) We recommend the continuance of library fines as

long as ultimately there is the right of appeal to a

judic ribunal.

1.17) We recommend that the details of the structure

and procedures for dealing with discipline in the
residences should be left to be worked out by the
new Residences Board, for those residences over
which it has jurisdiction, and by the governing

bodies of each of the other residences. We urge the
governing bodies of the various residences to allow
an appeal from any residence disciplinary tribunal
to the A. M.S. Court on certain specified grounds
approved by the governing bodies.

(38) We recommend that the A-M.S. Court be retained
and given specified new functions. We recommend
further that the A.M.S. Court should continue lo
exercise jurisdiction over students in specified
non-academic matters. The A.M.S. Court should
have power, as determined by the Code of
Conduct, to invoke the full range of sanctions for
conduct contrary lo the Code, including
suspension and expulsion.

Properly used . and with due respect for Iheir

limitations, course evaluations would appear to

improve teaching and to make it more responsive

to the views of the students.

(C) Administrative Disciplinary Procedures, Including

Expulsion and Suspension from the University.

The essence of our proposal for discipline may be

simply stated. We propose no changes in the

process by which the initial decision to discipline

either a faculty member or a student is arrived at,

but any student or faculty member subjected to

discipline of any kind should have the right to

appeal to the next highest decision-maker in the

administrative chain, and his appeal should be
regarded as a grievance against the disciplinary

decision. Thus the processes of grievance and
disciplinary appeal are to be indistinguishable.

Any decision should be regarded as a

disciplinary decision capable of appeal if it is

adverse to the individual interests of a member of

the faculty or a student and is made on the basis

that he has failed in sume way to live up to the

general or particular standards of the University.

To expedite appeals up the administrative chain

and through the filtering process to the Ultimate

Tribunal, notification of any disciplinary measures

should clearly set out the penalty and the

transgression for which it has been imposed, the

person to whom an appeal can be made and how,
and the limitation period for the appeal. It should

also indicate support persons to whom the

appellant can turn for assistance. The time for

appeal in such cases may be set at one week, which
is the time recommended above for appeals on
grievances. Where no such notice has been given,

the six-week limitation period applicable to the

filing of grievances should apply.

Discipline, particularly discipline of a severe

kind, should not be meted out until the person

disciplined has been given a full and fair

opportunity to hear the case against him and to

present evidence and make arguments on his own
behalf before an unbiased decision-maker. Indeed,

the courts of law will almost certainly require that

these rules of natural justice be adhered to by any
University body in reaching any such decision. In

our view, any measure of discipline is unfair if the

person disciplined has not been given a chance to

make his case. We therefore propose that no
disciplinary decision other than a reprimand or a

warning be put into effect until the person

disciplined has exhausted all channels' of appeal, or

grievance, as we have previously referred to them,
open lo him, or until that individual has allowed
the time for appeal to lapse.

We assume that no decision to expel or
suspend a student from the University would be
made without very serious consideration at all

levels of the administration. At present decisions

to expel on disciplinary grounds must be made by
the Senate. We recommend that the Senate no
longer exercise this function. Instead, such
decisions should be made through the normal
disciplinary channels and subject to the full range
of appeal.

Equivalently serious sanctions for faculty
members are at present dealt with by procedures
under the University's "Statement on Academic
Freedom and Tenure", which is considered at the
end of this Chapter.

Where an appeal arises from a disciplinary
decision, it will be in the interests of the
administration to deal with the appeal
expeditiously and to notify the appellent
immediately as the decision at each stage is made.
A determined appellant could, in accordance with
the proposed time limits, delay his penalty in even
a frivolous case for a maximum of something over
a month. This, however, we do not consider unjust
or inconvenient.

(D) The Dean of Student Affairs. At present the Dean
of Student Affairs has an informal role as recipient

of grievances, although that is not the primary
function for which the position was created. He
sits on a number of Boards and Committees
concerned with student affairs. The Dean of
Student Affairs is probably not in the position to
act directly to satisfy grievances nor does he
appear to have a disciplinary function at present.
In Item 5 below concerning support groups we
make certain recommendations with regard to
persons who can be designated to assist members
of the University involved in a grievance or
disciplinary procedure. For reasons given there, it

is recommended that the Dean of Student Affairs
not be made part of the formal grievance or
disciplinary structure at Queen's.

(E) Disciplinary Decisions in the Library System.
There is little lo say in connection with Library
decisions that would not be a repetition of
proposals with regard to administrative
disciplinary decisions. Library infractions calling

for discipline and the line of grievance appeal over
matters of library administration should be
publicized. Logically, a chain of library appeals
should lead to the Principal's Office and thus be
subsumed under the head of "administrative

Grievance Process" which, of course
appeals from discipline. Whether or riot th^ -
stage of the admi nisi ra live appeal f0r r/*"^
matters is to be the Office of the princj

pry
would propose that the appeal be able t 0 h
to the "Filter" and from there to the \j\r^
Tribunal if appropriate. Library, fines hav"

113^
approval of tradition, and we are* not opn

"C
t,te

their continuance. It is most unlikely to

appeal against a library fine would ever n
31

iTi

"Filter".
Pass

'he

In the Library, as elsewhere
jn

administration, a degree of informality
conciliation in the working out of both griev

*

aniappeals from discipline is considered des'

3"^
by most people in the Queen's community"S
informality can be retained as long as ultima!
there is the right of appeal to a "judicial" tribu

(F) Residence Disciplinary Tribunals. The vari
residences in Queen's are organized in Kv

0iU

different ways and depend financially ^
otherwise on the University in varying deer
This Committee does not have jurisdiction

tod*
more than make gratuitous recommendations

f
Elrond College and some of the other residence'
associated with Queen's. In any case, no

S

disciplinary structure would be uniform!'
satisfactory. We therefore propose that the deta/
of the structure and procedures for dealing W j t

t

discipline in the residences should be worked qui
by the new Residences Board, now established

as a
committee of Senate, for those residences

over
which it has jurisdiction, and by the governing
bodies of each of the other residences. Procedures
established should be designed, however, to ensure
a fair hearing before any penalty is imposed and
regulations should be readily available to all

residents.

It is proposed, moreover, that if the

governing body of any residence attached to

Queen's wishes to make use of the A.M.S. Court, it

should be permitted to do so. Each residence

should establish mechanisms as it sees fit to deal

with its own disciplinary problems, but in the

interests of consistency in the University

community we urge the governing bodies of the

various residences to allow an appeal from any

residence disciplinary tribunal to the A.M.S. Court

on certain specified grounds approved by the

governing bodies. We suggest that the grounds

should be: (i) misinterpretation of the Code of

Conduct or any promulgated body of rules or

regulations; (ii) bad faith, bias or other failure to

observe the rules of natural justice; (iii) mamfcsl

unequal treatment or other injustice in the

penalty.

(G) A.M.S. Court. Wc propose that the A.M.S. Courl

be retained and given some new functions. At

present, section six of By-Law No. 13 of 'he

Constitution of the Alma Mater Society provides

that "all appeals from a decision rendered by the

A.M.S, Court shall be heard by the Senate

Committee on Student Affairs". We propose the

transfer of that right of appeal to the "Filter" and

through il to the Ultimate Tribunal on grounds of:

(i) misinterpretation of the Code of Conduct or

any properly promulgated body of rules or

regulations; (ii) bad faith, bias or other failure to

observe the rules of natural justice; (iii) manifest

unequal treatment or other injustice in the

penalty.

We have already stated that the governing

bodies of the various residences should establish a

right of appeal from the disciplinary tribunals o

the various residences to the A.M.S. Court on the

same grounds upon which an appeal may be takw

from that Court to the Ultimate Tribunal.

The A.M.S. Court should continue i°

exercise jurisdiction over students in the following

matters:

(a) any violation of an appropriately p*

rule or regulation in the University

.ublishW

which is

punishable by probation or a more s* r'

sanction, except where the rule or reguw *

in question expressly assigns jurisdiction

body or person other than the A.M.S. C°u
j

(b) any failure to comply with the direction*
°

an official of the University acting «l1

the scope of his authority, except where
^

direction is to comply with a fl1

,

regulation which assigns jurisdiction ^
body or person other than the A.M.S- <-°

(c) any violation of the civil or criming

which affects the orderly functioning <>
.

o(

University as set oul in the Co*1

cheConduct, except plagiarism, —
- ^

furnishing false information 10

University, forgery, and misuse of Umve

documents.

. Any other violation of the Code of c.°"^
( y

should be dealt with by the
"J"* pi

administration, subject to the right ol

which we have proposed. We urge that win"
.jj

and regulations are published in accordanC ^
our recommendations, the jurisdiction ..^ul

A.M.S. Court should not be excluded w'
)tl(

good reason. The present jurisdiction ^ $,

A.M.S. Court, as specified in ,n*
(he*

Constitution, is consistent with

recommendations.
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The A.M.S. Court should have power, as
'determined by the Code of Conduct," to

invoke the full range of sanctions for conduct
contrary to the Code, including suspension and
expulsion. In the case of any sanction which calls .

for the student to withdraw from the University,

he should have the right to appeal directly to the

Ultimate Tribunal, by-passing the "Filter" if he
wishes. In no case would the order to withdraw
from the University become effective until the
Ultimate Tribunal had ruled on the matter or the

time for appeal had elapsed.

The "FUter"

Our proposal is that there be a right to appeal to

an Ultimate Tribunal from every grievance decision

reached 'by the administration, including those on
appeals from discipline, and from decisions from the

A, M-S. Court. A major concern with our proposals is, of

course, that appeals might be taken as a matter of course

to the Ultimate Tribunal without adequate grounds or

where there is so little at stake, in terms of principle or

otherwise, that the appeal would constitute an
unjustified demand on the system and on the time of

people involved. In the system of public courts this

difficulty is overcome partly by the charging of costs. In

University appeals if the unsuccessful party were
required to pay costs, frivolous appeals would be largely

eliminated but so too would justifiable appeals by
people who simply could not afford to run the risk of

being burdened with costs. In our opinion some other
method of filtering out unjustifiable appeals should be

adopted.

Our proposal is that there be a "Filter" tribunal

with jurisdiction to determine conclusively whether
there is a case to go to the Ultimate Tribunal. This
"Filter" may well be the keystone of the whole
structure that we propose and, accordingly, we have
found it very difficult to arrive at a proposal for its

composition and appointment. Two things seem clear:

first, if the whole structure of grievances and discipline

which we propose is to be widely credible, the "Filter"

must be credible, since a great many matters will go no
further than the Filter, second, the "Filter", however
credible, will be involved in hard decisions which will

make it the subject of attack by both radicals and
reactionaries. This makes it important that, whatever its

composition, the decision-maker in the filtering position

should change quite frequently.

organization of society. In other cases policy grievances
win be objections against specific University policies,

r Ml
mmi,Iee does not take either type of grievance

lightly, but feels that a grievance procedure which calls
tor an issue to be framed in terms of the "guilt" or
innocence" of an individual provides an inappropriate

forum for the discussion of such matters. We therefore
propose that the "Filter" have very considerable
authority to determine that although a grievance is not
an adjudicative matter and therefore not suitable for the
Ultimate Tribunal, it does raise questions of principle
and policy which should be debated, and in such cases to
set the matter down for debate on the floor of the
Senate.

We propose that when the "Filter" has determined
that a grievance or disciplinary appeal is really a vehicle
for furthering a policy dispute, it have power to order
that debate should take place within a very few weeks
and an opportunity should be accorded to the grievors
to make their case on the floor of the Senate. This

f,

unctio
,?'

of course
.

places a grave burden on the
"Filter" but we see no escape from such responsibility.

It may be recalled that we have already defined an
"adjudicative" matter as one that takes the form of a
dispute between two parties which can be settled by
finding the facts and applying to them a predetermined
standard or rule. The standard may be highly specific or
it may be general and nebulous, The question "Did this
person break the rules of the University by cutting down
a tree in front of the Principal's residence?" poses an
adjudicative issue. What are the facts, and if he did in

fact cut one tree down did he break the established rule
against destruction of University property? Somewhat
more difficult is the question "Did this faculty member
act in gross violation of his obligations to the University
by refusing for three weeks to discuss anything other
than the War in Vietnam with his engineering class?"
Again, what are the facts, and do the facts as estabUshed
constitute a breach of his obligations as a University
teacher? In the second case the adjudicative tribunal
must obviously grapple with "policy" questions, but to
the end of determining a dispute between the faculty
member and the administration. Both examples should
be characterized as "adjudicative", but the second
illustrates the difficulties the "Filter" may encounter
where the standard' against which the facts must be
judged a general pne. In some cases it may be difficult

to determine whether adjudication or policy debate is

called for.

(39) We recommend that there be a "Filler" Tribunal

with jurisdiction to determine conclusively

whether there is a case to go to the Ultimate

Tribunal. Members of the filter will be drawn by
lot from a panel of the fourteen student senators,

excluding the A.M.S. President or his delegate, and
fourteen faculty senators drawn by lot.

(40) In addition Jo secretarial staff, the "Filter" should

be assisted by a "Law Clerk", a member of the

Law Faculty, who would attend all sessions of the

"Filter" to advise on matters of law.

(4 It The "Filter" should he empowered to dismiss

appeals as unjustified, to send the appeal to the

Ultimate Tribunal, or to order debate in the

Senate on short notice, if it determines that

questions of principle or policy arise from an issue

(42) We propose that in appeals from the administrative

process, the "Filler" should determine whether
there is a prima facie case; i.e. whether the

appellant has been able to show that, based on
facts that he purports to be 3ble to prove by
plausible evidence, the appellant can make out a

case. In the case of appeals from the A.M.S. Court

the "Filter" should allow the matter to go to the

Ultimate Tribunal only if the appellant can maki

out the prima facie case that the A.M S. Court (0
misinterpreted the Code of Conduct or any
promulgated body of rules or regulations in the

University; (ii) decided the case in bad faith, in a

biased way or otherwise failed to observe the rules

of natural justice; (iii) imposed a penalty which is

manifestly unequal or otherwise unjust.

Our proposal is that there be a panel of the

fourteen student senators, excluding the A.M.S.
President or his delegate, and fourteen faculty senators

drawn by lot. When a case reaches the Filter,the grievor

and the Principal's delegate will draw by lot the names
of three of the student senators and three of the faculty

senators who would constitute the "Filter" for that case.

For the next case in any academic year, members would
be drawn from the remaining eleven of each group until

there- were only two faculty and two students who had
not served. At that point all the names would be
replaced for drawing.

The "Filter" committee thus selected would meet
to consider the appeal application for which it was
selected. Any appeal that would go forward to the

Ultimate Tribunal must have the approval of three

members of the panel. Most cases will involve students

and this method of decision-making by the "Filter" puts

a great strain on the student senators. However, we can

think of no other means of giving the tribunal as wide
credibility as it would gain if the filtering decisions were
made in this way. It is realized that the responsibility

would be great. We hope that the burden would not be

intolerable in terms of the time involved.

The "Filter" committee would hear the argument
by the parties to the grievance, or their counsel, in

closed session. The 'Filter" committee would have to be

assisted by an able staff to ensure some consistency of

decisions where differently constituted tribunals were

drawn from the panel. We propose that in addition to

secretarial staff, the "Filter" be assisted by a "Law
Clerk", a member of the Law Faculty, who would
attend all sessions of the "Filter" to advise on matters of

•aw. There is a precedent for such a procedure in

England where benches of lay-magistrates who deal with

criminal matters, including some thai are quite serious,

are advised by a law-clerk, usually a senior practising

lawyer.

The "Filter" should be empowered to dispose of
appeals in any one of three ways. It could dismiss the

appeal as unjustified, it could send the appeal on to the

Ultimate Tribunal, or it could order a debate on the
m atter al short notice in the Senate.

Where the "Filler" determines that the matter

may be characterized as adjudicative, it must decide

whether there is a case worth taking to the Ultimate

Tribunal. The standards determining whether a case is

worthy will be different for appeals from the

administrative process than for appeals from the A.M.S.

Court . In dealing with the appeals from the

administrative process it must be remembered that we
have proposed no guarantee of due process at any level

below the Ultimate Tribunal. It follows that the "Filter"

should be a very coarse one in these cases. Appeals from

the A.M.S. Court, on the other hand, are from decisions

rendered following "judicial" consideration with all that

is implied in terms of a fair hearing and other aspects of

due process. In these cases, a Fine "Filter" is called for.

We propose that in appeals from the administrative

process the "Filter" should determine whether there is a

prima facie case, i.e. whether the appellent has been able

to show that, based on facts that he purports lo be ablr

to prove by plausible evidence, the appellant can make

out a case. This standard can never be fully explicit and

the result may to some degree depend on the sense of

injury which the grievor conveys and the "political"

climate surrounding the grievance. In the case of appeals

from the A.M.S. Court the "Filter" should allow the

matter to go to the Ultimate Tribunal only if the

appellant can make out the prima facie* case that the

A.M.S. Court (i) misinterpreted the Code of Conduct or

any promulgated body of rules or regulations in the

University; (ii) decided the case in bad faith, in a biased

way or otherwise failed to observe the rules of natural

justice; (iii) imposed a penalty which is manifestly

unequal or otherwise unjust.

The "Law Clerk" would advise the "Filter"

committee on these matters. He would hear

presentations made to them and delineate the issues for

them but would not be entitled to vote.

3. The Ultimate Tribunal

The Ultimate Tribunal should have final authority

to decide upon the merits of all adjudicative matters of

grievance, which include appeals from discipline, and

appeals from the A.M.S. Courl.

'adjud

predeternii:

whether Hi

As has be

*hen
a set of facts to determine

We are impressed by the notion that some

(Jrievances are not really matters of individual concern

bu t are leally objections to University policies or

structures, A relatively small proportion of grievance!

mstiluicd al the lowest levels are of this type, but this is

"'e type of grievance that tends not to get settled at the

lower levels by conciliation. Under our proposals for the

early Mjges of dealing with grievances, this sorl of pnliey

° r political grievance would probably move very quickly

'hrough the grievance procedure. In some cases the

Brievance will in essence be an objection to the whole

basis of the University's organization, reflecting, as the

Un| versity do to si d<; ruble xtent. the

broad or amorphous one, sucn as connuci ininngi

the rights of others to study free of undue disturba

In • the case of appeals from administrative

proceedings, we propose that the Ultimate Tribunal

should hold a full trial of the matter, requiring the

administration to support its action by adducing

evidence and by justifying argument. Facts should be

established by acceptable evidence. We would not

propose that the Ultimate Tribunal be bound by the

rules of evidence applied in courts but we would propose-

that evidence be assessed with due concern for the
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prosecution to establish the disciplina

question.

(461 We propose thai the Ultimate Tribun.

an independent outside arbitrator as

hearings and deliberations by two nc

would not, however, join in the ma
actual decision. In appeals from the at

process, tin- University administration

one of the nominees and the gnevor would name
the A M.S. Court, the

agree or

ould pro

the t

A M S would name one
(he other. The nominee!
arbitrator, the only quai

should be legally trained

nominees arc unable to

within two weeks, we *

Minister of Umvcisity A!

the appointment (mm among those legally trained

people in the Province who have had experience as

Human Rights Inquiry Commissioners or labour

arbitrators.

(47) The Senate coutd have thiee functions in the
procedures tor dealing with matters of grievance

and discipline. The "Filter" will be a committee of
the Senate, grievances deemed by the "Fitter" to
he mainly mutters ot policy would he debated on
the floor of the Senate. «iml the Senate would
always have the legislative aul horily to change any
rules relating to grievance and discipline.

(48) If any grievor.

could persuade

permit him to si

ni-r\<in expelled fo

e Senate to debate h

example.
. case and

rulir

Ultimate Tribunal. Our recommendation
the Senate, as a matter of Insti

selt-restraiiit. refuse to perform this functic

t4'J> We
be a

if the gnevor
wishes.

(50) We propose that a new pod of "Grievance
Officer" be created. The Grievance Olficer should
be the person to whom a student or faculty
member could go in cases where, for whatever
reason, political, social or psychological, he did
mil with to enlist support of other support person*
or groups.

(51) The Grievance Olficer

appointment for a three*

fiom the ranks of teaching

Officer should have a

responsibilities if necessa

prove* that he is stUl qa

Senate

spaid by the Unit

scale established

fradties of hearsay evidence, opinion evidence and the

like. Normally where the Ultimate Tribunal is dealing

with appeals from the A.M.S. Court it will act in a

reviewing capacity, rather than hearing new evidence.

However, where the Ultimate Tribunal is dealing with a

direct appeal from the A.M S. Court in an expulsion or

suspension case it should hold a full trial of the matter

with the onus on the prosecution to establish the

disciplinary breach in question.

It is of the utmost importance that the Ultimate

Tribunal be credible to the widest possible spectrum of

opinion in the University. We think this may be best

attained by a tribunal quite similar to the arbitration

model, appointed ad hoc for each grievance that passes

the filter. We propose that the Ultimate Tribunal consist

of an independent outside arbitrator assisted in his

hearings and deliberations by two nominees who would

not, however, join in the making of the actual decision.

In appeals from the administrative process the University

administration would name one of the nominees and the

grievor would name the other. In appeals from the

A.M.S. Court the A.M.S. could name one nominee, the

appellant the other. The nominees would then agree on

an arbitrator, the only qualification being that he should

be legally trained. In the event that the nominees are

unable to agree on a chairman within two weeks, we
would propose that the Minister of University Affairs be

asked to make the appointment from among those

legally trained people in the Province who have had

experience as Human Rights Inquiry Comissioners or

labour arbitrators. Such people have experience in the

kind of adjudication in which the tribunal would be

involved, and this is essential if there is to be a procedure

that is at once expeditious and "seen to be just". It is

perhaps worth 'stressing that since the tribunal's

jurisdiction will not include matters that were wholly

"policy" or political, it would not be inappropriate that

the arbitrator is not a member of the Queen's

community.

The nominees by the parties in interest would have

three functions in addition to attempting to choose an

arbitrator. They would sit with the arbitrator during a

hearing and. without taking over the role of counsel,

they would play some part in ensuring a sympathetic

hearing for both sides. Secondly, the arbitrator might

wish to confer with the nominees during or at the end of

the hearing to test his thinking or to fill in any gaps in

the evidence or background matters of practice at

Queen's. Finally the arbitrator would submit his decision

and reasons in confidence to the nominees with an

opportunity to strengthen or re-word it in the light of

any criticism that they might offer.

At the tribunal level both parties should be

entitled to counsel of their own choosing. In our
opinion, at this level, legal fees for both sides should be
paid by the University. We discuss the matter of legal

fees in greater detail below.

The Senate

Under our proposals the Senate could have three
functions in the procedures for dealing with matters of
grievance and discipline. The "Filter" will be a
committee of the Senate, grievances deemed by the
"Filter" to be mainly matters of policy would be
debated on the floor of the Senate, and the Senate
would always have the legislative authority to change
any rules relating to grievance and discipline.

As a result of a particular case, the Senate might
wish to change University rules to avoid a similar result

in a subsequent case. In constitutional theory the Senate
could even pass a retroactive rule which would undo or
overturn a result reached by the Ultimate Tribunal.
While it is highly unlikely as a political matter that the
Senate would ever act retroactively, in this sense the
Senate does always remain theoretically the final appeal
recourse. If any grievor, a person expelled for example,
could persuade the Senate to debate his case and permit
him to stay at the University the Senate's ruling would
obviously overrule that of the Ultimate Tribunal. Our
recommendation is that the Senate, as a matter of
institutional self-restraint, refuse to perform this

function.

Support Groups

We think it essential to any successful grievance
procedure that individuals who feel aggrieved not be left

completely on their own to pursue their grievances. A
grievance procedure works best where the grievor can
make his first approach not to a decision-maker but to a

person or a group who will act as adviser and friend. The
less familiar a grievor is with the overall structure and
the less he feels an equal to the decision-makers whom
he must approach with his grievance, the more
important it is that he be able to enlist help or support.
In the University grievance structure support groups are
important for both faculty and students, but particularly
the latter.

We propose that there should be a number of
supports available to any grievor and that he should be
free to choose among them. Several supports are already
in existence and for them we simply recommend that
they understand and accept the support role, and that
their role be made known to the University community
Any person who is held out as being available to support
grievors should make himself famUiar with the working
of the grievance and discipline procedures. He must lit

able to advise on the best approach at each S |

whether appeals should be taken and how. Each^' ° n

potential support groups should ensure that it h°'
lllc

officer who is thoroughly familiar with the system
^ °° e

We propose that the grievor have the
accompanied by the person of his choice at any st
the grievance procedure and that his adviser be c

aee ° f

to speak for him if the grievor wishes. Thus, any
m ' tlc<1

is potentially a "support". However, the foif^
0"

might, as a matter of course, be expected to°
W'ne

students: the A.M.S., Faculty Societies Depart
^

Student Councils, and the Padre.
Jin»enm

In our opinion there should be at least one orh
formal "support" whose job it would be •- -

sympathetically to any student's complaint
i_

least give advice with regard to channels to be foil.

,
hsten

to al

owed
noxiou

s

even where a complaint seemed frivolous or obi
We have already considered the role of the Dea'

0"*

Student Affairs and have rejected the idea of usinA^
formally in the grievance procedure. The Dean as h"
function is presently conceived, sits on a number

'r

Boards and Committees, some of which are part 0 f ih
grievance and disciplinary structure which we ha
considered above, and thus he would have a dualitv "f
function out of keeping with the role of a grievan
officer. It is proposed that a new post of ''Grievance
Officer" be created. The Grievance Officer should be th'
person to whom a student or faculty member could /
in cases where, for whatever reason, political, social or
psychological, he did not wish to enlist support of other
support persons or groups.

The Grievance Officer should be a Senate
appointment for a three-year renewable term from the
ranks of teaching faculty. The Grievance Officer should
have a reduction in other responsibilities if necessary and
if experience proves that he is still overworked, other

such officers should be appointed. It is preferable thai

the Grievance Officer not be absolved completely from

teaching 'duties.

To some extent the "supports" would fulfil a

filtering function in the way that a trade union does in

the industrial relations grievance process. The A.M.S.

Faculty Societies, or the DSCs would not be under any

obligation to report every grievance brought to them.

They should be encouraged to see the support of

grievances as one of their major functions but such

groups would not wish to waste their time and destroy

their credibility by associating themselves with frivolous

or fruitless grievances. Thus a student who was refused

their support might well decide not to pursue his

grievance, although he would always have the alternative

of seeking advice and support from the Grievance

Officer which would ensure that those in a minority

position would not be precluded by majority

authoritarianism from processing their grievances.

It is our view that the availability of supports is

very important in the case of grievances and appeals

from discipline by faculty members as well. We would

expect faculty members to be more able and willing to

pursue their own grievances and where they did feel the

need of support, to seek out a sympathetic and

knowledgeable colleague. However, we would suggest

that the Faculty Association and any other organization

of faculty members which is not part of the

administrative decision-making process could

appropriately play the role of support. As in the case of

students, we would propose that the University

Grievance Officer be available as adviser and support to

faculty members who wish to turn to him.

Legal Costs and the Role of Counsel

We recommend that at any stage prior to the hearing

before the Ultimate Tribunal an individual or group be ri titled

to be represented by counsel of his or their choice but that

they be responsible for their own legal fees. Before the

Ultimate Tribunal any appellant should not only have the rig"

to counsel but also to have legal fees paid by the University.

Counsel fees paid by the University should be limited to

scale established undei the Ontario Legal Aid Act 'or

proceedings in County Court, that is $150 per day f° r tW

hearing and $25 per hour for preparation.

th our recommendation that the

process should continue

It is consistent

administrative grievani

informal and we would not require the University to pay

counsel at that stage. The Legal Aid Society of the Q uee "

|yLaw School may well provide a source of relate
^

sophisticated free legal assistance. Moreover, it might
^

prohibitively expensive to require the University to PaV

counsel at other than the final stage. On the other hand,
^

whole thrust of our recommendations is that the interests^
^

any member of the University not be adversely affected 0

personal level without affording him the °PPof,u,
n!

.
iij[

ultimately, to have his case considered anew with fuUj U(SI

trappings by the Ultimate Tribunal. We trust that there

few such cases. We think the University should underta

obligation to pay counsel on both sides at the final stage

grievance procedure because the "Filter" will by then

made sure that the case is a substantial one. The Um vl

should be in the vanguard of a general trend ih our sc

away from allowing financial status to determine whet!1

not rights shall be vindicated.

will**

ke Ih'

of 'h (

1 hflw

If industrial arbitrations and arbitrations

Public Service Staff Relations Act give any indication^ 'v^

unlikely that proceedings before the Ultimate Tribuna
(

^
take more than two days at the most and should n°""'

r

concluded in one day. Counsel fees for both sides toff
^ (

should not exceed about $1,000. The arbitrator *
-jpfl

Ultimate Tribunal would have to be paid at the rote ot
|[)f

per day for time spent in the hearing and in prep-" 1 " 1
"
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on.
which, with expenses, would probably not exceed

^m) Thus the expense to the University of a proceeding of
S Ultimate Tribunal would probably range between $1,000

It is quite impossible to predict just how costly our

emendations with regard to the reimbursement of legal
<e

°\aay Prove to *e ma 'te these recommendations on the
feeS

,plion that each year there will be, at the very most,

haps five proceedings before the Ultimate Tribunal. If the
P

i

' \ersity finds itself paying legal fees in more than a total of

'cases or so in the course of the year it would, in our
ie"

mon, be quite entitled to' call for a reassessment of

university
po'icy in this connection. The right to free legal

istance is important, but it is not absolute and must

t pete for priority with demands arising from the

diversity's
primary functions.

p,e Role of a Possible Ombudsman

The function of an ombudsman, as the term is most

fluently used, is to receive a whole range of complaints

arising
from the operation of the administrative process, to

^led fro"1 amonE them some which appear to have validity,

lo
investigate informally, to try to persuade the administrative

officers
concerned to make desirable changes and to report to

the
legislative body in order that it may provide against

repeated abuses. The University Grievance Officer under our

prop'
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iosals will nof be an ombudsman because he will have no

power to correct abuses, or even to investigate, beyond making

personal enquiries. His function will be to counsel, advise and

support students and faculty members who wish to invoke the

grievance procedure.

One possible alternative system would be to establish a

Grievance Officer with authority to investigate formally or

informally, and with the power to demand to see documents

and to receive answers to his questions, and to order

correction of errors and abuses that he discovers. He could also

be given power to report to the Senate periodically with

recommendations for changes in University rules and

regulations. This proposal appears, superficially, to have the

advantage of simplicity, but this may be deceptive.

It would be very difficult to fill the position of

"ombudsman". The encumbent would have to appear credible

in the eyes of most members of the Queen's community, and

if he lost credibility, the whole system of grievance and
discipline would appear authoritarian. Inevitably, the

ombudsman would receive a quantity of frivolous and

"political" grievances so that in some way he would have to

establish a system of priorities to determine which grievances

he would pursue first and most diligently. If he simply selected

those complaints that appeared best founded the result would
be a loss of credibility on his part. In a community the size of
Queen's, such a spot-checking function is not the most
appropriate because the community is small enough to ensure
the systematic correction of mistakes and abuses.

If the "ombudsman" alternative were adopted many
matters that are now, and under our recommendations would
continue to be, worked out with the professor or

administrator concerned, and probably settled, would languish

somewhere in the files of the ombudsman. If, to cut down his

workload, the ombudsman insisted that he would only receive

complaints after settlement in the administrative process has

been attempted, he would simply be substituting himself for
the Filter and Ultimate Tribunal which we have proposed
We think the mechanisms that we have proposed would be
preferable.

As an alternative, the creation of an ombudsman's office
mtghl be superimposed upon the proposals that we have made.
He would then act as a spot-check to ensure the working of
our proposed system and could make important
recommendations to the Senate for the improvement of
grievance procedures and the rules and regulations of the
University generally. At the moment, we do not feel that this
extra function is necessary, although it might come to be rm.rc
desirable particularly if the University grows much larger.

Decisions on Academic Tenure

The granting, denial and removal of tenure have a vital
importance to the careers of faculty members. The
University's tenure policy and its application are central to the
well-being of the institution, and the concept of tenure itself
has important implications for freedom of learning within'
society. There is no right to receive tenure but a probationary

.
faculty member being considered for tenure must, in view of
the importance of the matter, be accorded the right to have
the decision made on grounds consistent with the criteria
specified by the Senate in its Statement on Academic Freedom
and Tenure.

The Senate Committee on Appointment, Promotion,
Tenure and Leave has stated in its memorandum of November
16, 1970, that "the primary function of the Tenure Appeal
Committee is to review those tenure cases that are brought
before it so as to ensure that the prescribed procedures are
followed, and that they are followed in a fair and equitable
manner. The terms of reference of the Tenure Appeal
Committee do not include the examination of matters of
substance except in so far as this is necessary to ensure that
fair and proper procedures have indeed been applied in a

specific case. If the Tenure Appeal Committee is of the

opinion that the proper procedures have not been followed in

a given case, or that though the proper procedures have been
followed, they have not been applied in a fair and equitable

manner, then it should report to that effect to the Principal,

whose judgment is final". We propose that these arrangements
for the granting or removal of tenure and for tenure appeals

should be retained with one qualification. It should be made
very clear that the decision to grant or deny tenure is to be

based on an overall assessment of a probationary faculty

member's performance. Thus, in no case should the tenure

determination be initiated while a grievance or an appeal from

discipline affecting the faculty member concerned is in

process. Once the appeal procedure has been exhausted, the

decision to grant or deny tenure may be made. This will ensure

that those making the initial decision on tenure, and any

tenure appeal body, will take the previous disciplinary or

grievance matter into account only in a way that accords with

its ultimate disposition on appeal.

We recommend that on any appeal to the Tenure Appeal

Committee the applicant be advised by the Committee of the

grounds upon which tenure has been denied, that he be given

copies of all documents, other than confidential documents (as

we have defined them in Chapter 3) put before the Committee

and that he be told if confidential documents are relied upon

and informed of their contents to the extent permitted' by
confidentiality. In this and other matters of procedure, the

Tenure Appeal Committee should carefully follow the advice

of the University solicitor, or other lawyer appointed for the

purpose.

As has been suggested by the Senate Committee on
Appointment, Promotion, Tenure and Leave, every

probationary appointee should be given a clear and
unambiguous statement of the rules about probationary

appointments generally applicable in his Faculty and
Department or School; and of the particular conditions
attaching to his case. The probationer must be made aware, on
appointment, of the criteria * that will be applied to the
assessment of his abilities when his case comes up for tenure

appraisal and his attention specifically drawn to the

procedures for appraisal that will be followed. Our view also is

that it is not sufficient simply to give the appointee a copy of

the Tenure Document when he is first appointed. The
candidate must he made aware of any further interpretations

of the statement made by the Senate.

Violence and Disruption on the Campus

We have earlier expressed our faith in the use of A.M.S.

constables to police the Queen's campus. We recommend that

they be given responsibility and authority to control crowds
and to deal with disorder and disruption on the campus.
Dissent is important within a university and even strong

expressions of dissent by large groups should not be stifled

except where there is reasonable apprehension of danger to the

safety of persons and property. We consider the A.M.S.
constables to be best capable of recognizing this value in the

course of their duties. Moreover, it is a fact, perhaps an
unfortunate fact, that the presence of uniformed police on the

campus could well exacerbate already strained feelings in cases

of demonstrations or organized dissent.

Students apprehended by A.M.S. constables in the

course of such activities should be charged before the A.M.S.

court or reported to the responsible administrative officer for

disciplinary consideration as appropriate. Faculty and
non-academic staff involved in such activities would, in the

same way, be reported to the responsible officer of the

University. Thereafter those apprehended could be dealt with

in the normal course within the disciplinary structure of the

University. Non-members of the University would be reported

to the police.

If in the future Queen's were to be wracked by violence

and destruction beyond the control capacity of the A.M.S.

constables then, in our view, the system that we propose will

have broken down. It is recommended that the Principal be

empowered to determine, after as wide consultation as is

feasible in the circumstances, with A.M.S. officers among
others, that a state of emergency prevails. When he lias made
this determination, the Principal should have the power to call

for the help of the police or other public authorities. Their

activities will, of course, be governed by the law of the land.

We recommend that as soon as possible after the

summoning of the police the Principal declare the state of
emergency at an end and restore the system of grievance and
discipline that we have recommended. Members of the

University apprehended during the state of emergency should

be disciplined by the University only in accordance with the

restored system of discipline and appeals.
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i Wc recommend that on nr. appeal to the Tenure

Appeal Committee (he applicant be advised by (he

Committee of the grounds upon which tenure has

been denied, that he be given copies of all

documents, olhcr than confidential documents put

before the Committee and that he he told if

confidential documents arc relied upon and

informed of their contents to the extent permitted

by confidentiality.

We recommend that on matter* of procedure lite

Tenure Appeal Committee should carefully follow

the advice of the University solicitor, or other

lawyer appointed for the purpose

(57) We recommend that every probationary appointed

he given a clear and unambiguous statement of the

rules about probationary appointments generally

applicable in his Faculty and Department or

School, and of the particular conditions attaching

to his esse.

(58) Wc recommend that the A.M.S. constables he

given responsibility and authority lo control

crowds and to deal with disordei and disruption

on the campus.

(59) Students apprehended by A.M S. constables in the

course of »uch activities should be charged before

the A M.S. Court of repotted to the responsible

administrative officer for disciplinary

consideration as appropriate. Faculty and

non-academic staff involved in such activities

would, in the same way, be reported to the

responsible officer of the University.

Non-mem bent of the University would be repotted

to the police.

(60) In the event of violence or destruction on campus
beyond the control of the A.M.S. consjablcs, we
recommend that the Pnneipjl he empowered to

determine, after as wide consultation as is feasible

in (he circumstance*, with A M S. officers among
others, that a stale of emergency prevails. When he
has made this determination, the Principal should
have the power to call for the help of the police or
other public authorities. Their activities will, of
course, be governed by the law of the land. We
recommend that as soon a* possible after the
summoning of the police the Principal declare the
stale of emergency at an end and restore the
system of grievance and dbcipline that we have
recommended. Members of the University

apprehended dunng lite slate of emergency stu'uld

be disciplined by the University in accordance
with the restored system of discipline and appeals.
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Summary of the Interim Report
The main thrust of the Report on Grievance, Discipline

and Related Matters is twofold: first, there should be a

continued heavy reliance upon the existing informality and
multiple channels for handling cases of grievance and

discipline; second, the present procedures should be

augmented by an explicit statement of the rights and
responsibilities of the members of the Queen's University

community and by the addition of more visible formal

procedures with clear channels of appeal.

The University is a community whose members teach

and learn, research and create. There is an implicit

commitment on the part of all members of this community,
students, faculty and support staff, to maintain an atmosphere

conducive and appropriate to these activities. From this, the

essential rights and responsibilities of members of the

University community are derived. In order that these rights

and responsibilities may be clear, it is recommended that every

authorized rule-making body within the University review,

update regularly and publish any rules, regulations, or

statements of duties, and that in addition a general code of

conduct be adopted as the basis for determining what is or is

not acceptable conduct at Queen's University. Under this

proposed code, acceptable conduct in general terms is that

which does not infringe the rights of other members of the

Queen's community and conforms to the regulations of the

University and its subordinate jurisdictions and to the law of

the land. In relation to students the Committee rejects the

concept that the University should act in loco parentis, that is,

in the place of parents. Students should be treated as fully

accountable and fully responsible individuals.

In relation to public law and civil authorities, a

University should not be regarded as a sanctuary. There is no
privUeged status accorded to University members under our
public law and none should be accorded in practice. Violations
of civil or criminal law should be dealt with principally

through the legal system of the country and not through a

University system. This does not exempt members of Queen's
University, however, from the jurisdiction of the University

and its discipline system where its own vital interests, as

defined in the code of conduct, and its regulations are

concerned. This double jurisdiction is not to be confused with
double jeopardy which is undesirable. Within this frame of
reference it is recommended that the A.M.S. constables
continue to perform the function of crowd control at athletic,

social and academic events sponsored by the University or any
of its student organizations.

The existence, real and imagined, of police or R.C.M.P.
surveillance at Canadian universities has introduced an
explosive element triggering off deep-rooted anxieties that free

enquiry and freedom of expression, which are at the heart of
the learning process, will be undermined. We urge the- federal
government to accept the guidelines suggested by the Canadian
Association of University Teachers. At the same time it is clear
that Queen's University alone cannot force the R.C.M.P. and
other security agencies to work within any proposed structure.
What has to be done, however, is to delineate clearly the
responsibility of members of Queen's University in matters
relating to security problems. It is proposed, therefore, that a
faculty-student adviser be appointed to whom every police
enquiry should be referred before response. Furthermore, as a
matter of policy the University should release confidential
information in its files concerning students or staff only when
a warrant has been issued.

Members of the University community have the right to
enjoy confidentiality concerning their personal and private
lives. It is recommended that information held by the
University which is private or confidential should be carefully
specified as such and that access be limited strictly to those
specified as entitled to use such information.

While the Committee recommends retaining the present
informal methods of settling grievances and discipline matters,
it also proposes a more formal structure for dealing with

THE ARTS AND SCIENCE UNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY

OF QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

ARTSCI
GENERAL MEETING

There will be a general meeting of the ASUS Sunday,

January :il, at 7 p.m. in Stirling U to consider

(1) restructuring of the ASUS
(2) other business introduced from the flooi

ALL ARTSCI STUDENTS CAN VOTE
AT THIS MEETING

For further information see today's ASUS Tail

grievances and with appeals in discipline cases, to ensure that

any grievor can get a hearing that is both just and can be seen

to be just. In broadest outline the five principal components of

the proposed structure for dealing with grievances and
discipline are:

(1) Present Structures, including, for example,

administrative procedures, Faculty Boards and their

committees, the A.M.S. Court and Residence Tribunals,

should be better advertised" and modified to ensure that

the grievor can move to the next decision-making level

within reasonable time, and to an impartial Ultimate

Tribunal.

(2) A Filtering Tribunal. Appeals from all administrative

decisions and the decisions of lesser judicial tribunals in

the University must be taken to the "Filter" before

proceeding to the Ultimate Tribunal. The "Filter" will

be empowered to dispose of appeals in one of three

ways. It may dismiss an appeal as groundless may
permit an appeal to proceed to the Ultimate Tribunal, or

it may characterize the issue as a political or policy

grievance rather than an adjudicative matter and move it

onto the floor of the Senate. An "adjudicative" matter is

one that takes the form of a dispute between two parties

which can be settled by finding the facts and applying to

them a predetermined standard or rule.

(3) The Ultimate Tribunal must be and must be seen to be
impartial as between individuals and representatives of

the interests in conflict. Its function will be essentially

adjudicative, that is, it will not be a policy-making body
and it will have final authority to dispose of matters
properly appealed to it. The function of the Ultimate
Tribunal will be to determine the facts in any grievance
brought before it, and to judge those facts against the
applicable rules made by duly authorized bodies in the

University or the general terms of the proposed Code of
Conduct.

(4) The Senate: Where the "Filter" has characterized the
grievance as a political or policy grievance, it will have,
power, on short notice, to order debate on the matter in

the Senate, with the right to speak guaranteed to the
grievor.

(5) Support Groups: Many of the individuals governed by
our proposed system of dealing with grievances and
discipline will lack the skills, self-confidence or
knowledge of the system needed to ensure full

protection of their rights as members of the University
community. Means are proposed of ensuring that any
grievor has available to him the support of peer groups
or a special officer to advise and guide his appeal.
On the issue of legal costs and the role of counsel it is

recommended that at any stage prior to the hearing before the
Ultimate Tribunal an individual (or group) be entitled to be
represented by counsel of his choice but that he be responsible
for his own legal fees. But before the Ultimate Tribunal any
appellant should have the right not only to counsel but also to
the payment of legal fees by the University according to the
scale established under the Ontario Legal Aid Act.

It is proposed that the existing arrangements for the
granting of tenure or removal of tenure and for tenure appeals
be retained. In no case, however, should the tenure
determination be initiated while a grievance or an appeal from
discipline affecting the faculty member concerned is in
process. It is emphasized that the receiving of tenure is not a
right but a probationary faculty member being considered for
tenure is entitled to have the decision made on grounds
consistent with those specified in the Senate Statement on
Academic Freedom and Tenure. Every probationary appointee
should be given a clear and unambiguous statement of the
criteria and procedures that will be applied when his case
comes up for tenure appraisal.

There is always the possibility that the proposed
grievance and discipline system will break down. It is

recommended that the Principal be empowered to determine
after as wide a consultation as is feasible in the circumstances,
with the A.M.S. officers among others, that a state of
emergency prevails. When he has made this determination, the
Principal should have the power to call for the police or other
public authorities, their activities being governed by the law of
the land.
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NOMINATIONS ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED
FOR THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS

* PRESIDENT
* BLOCK CHAIRMAN (4)

* SECRETARY-TREASURER
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VICKI GILLIATT IN VICTORIA HALL.
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tendays
friday, january 29

evening: 9:00 p.m.: domino theatre's "two for the seesaw", tickets available at mahood's.

Saturday, january 30

evening: 9:00 p.m. : domino theatre's "two for the seesaw", tickets available at mahood's.

sunday, january 31

evening: 9:00 p.m.: domino theatre's "two for the seesaw", tickets available at mahood's or
special student tickets at the door.

monday, february 1

evening: 8:30 p.m.: nicanorzabalita. harpist at dunning hall auditorium, tickets $2. 50.

8:30 p.m.: kingston youth orchestra concert in the grand theatre, tickets are avail-
able at the grand theatre box office (adults $1.00, students 50c ) . many of the mem-
bers are students at queen's.

tuesday, february 2

evening: 7:30 p.m.: chronicles 8 "the stronger" presented by the department of drama.
directed by fred euringer and played by norma edwards and carolyn heathering-
ton. admission is free but tickets must be obtained in advance from the drama
desk, basement of the old art's building, tickets available from february 1.

Wednesday, february 3

evening: 7:30 p.m.: chronicles 8 "the stronger" (see tuesday).

7:30 p.m.: international banquet to be held at Wallace hall in the union, internation-

al cuisine — rum punch, crepes, curry and rice, folksinging as entertainment,
student's $1.00. others $1.50. tickets should be picked up at the international centre
office.

8:00 p.m.: the tricolour autosport club is showing rally and auto films, Stirling

theatre 'd'. admission free.

thursday, february 4

evening: 7:00 and 9:00 p.m.: campus movies presents "wait until dark" at dunning hall

auditorium, admission $1.00.

7:30 p.m.: medical sciences lecture series panel discussion on "the practical utili-

zation of diagnostic immunological tests in clinical management of various dis-

ease states." in etherington hall.

7:30 and 9:00p.m.: chronicles 8, "the stronger" (see tuesday).

friday, february 5

evening: 7:30 and 9:00 p.m.: chronicles 8 "the stronger" (see tuesday).

8:00 p.m.: marathon dance to raise money for camp outlook, further information

from derek melean 544-7238.

Saturday, february 6

evening: 8:00 p.m.: china night in grant hall featuring lion dance, ancient Chinese costume

modelling, kung fu demonstration, ribbon dance, court dance, Chinese music, so-

prano and choir, admission $1.50 per person, students 75t.

THE ARTS AND SCIENCE UNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY

OF QUEENS UNIVERSITY

ELECTION
An election will be held February 10, 1971 for

positions on the ASUS Executive. Nominations

will close February 3, 197L
Until constitutional revisions are completed, the

exact list of positions to be elected is uncertain,

but at present they would be

President and Vice-President (teom)

Secretary

Treasurer

9 AMS Representatives
Nominations must be signed by 25 ASUS members

(undergraduate artsci students) and by the candi-

date, and must be accompanied by appropriate pub-

licity material. Nominations should be given to

Joce Cote, 544-0484, or Chris Redmond, 542-8689.

Further information is also available from them.

TONIGHT
PETER WATKINS
DIRECTOR OF * "THE WAR GAME" •

"CULLODEN" * "PRIVILEGE"

ELLIS AUD - 8:00

on "THE FAILURE OF MASS MEDIA

TO FULFILL ITS SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES"

SNOWBALL
'71

WINTER
GAMES

- Powder Puff Football game

- Human Husky Championship

- Tug-a-war

- Women s Nail driving Contest

- Men's Log sawing Contest

- Sack Races

- Snowshoe Races

Come out and compete for

heart warming prizes. The

fun and games begin at 1:15

- you won't want to miss out.
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cock rock:

men always seem

TO END UP

ON TOP

RATLIBERATION News Service

1. This Was the World That Rock Built

I grew up on Peter Tripp, the Curley headed kid in the Third Row (an AM DJ
in the late fifties in New York City). I spent a lot of time after school following

the social life of the kids on American Bandstand. Then in high school I spent

most of my time in my room with the radio avoiding family fights. Rock became
the thing that helped fill the lonliness and empty spaces in my life. The sound

became sort of an alter world where 1 daydreamed — a whole vicarious living out

of other people's romances and lives, Sally Go Round the Roses. Donna.

In college rock was one of the things that got me together with other people.

Hours spent in front of a mirror learning how to dance, going to twist parties —
getting freakier — tripping off the whole outlaw thing of My Generation and Satis-

faction. I was able to dance rock and talk rock comfortably in a college atmos-
phere where everything else was mystified and intellectualized out of my com-
prehension and control. You didn't have to have heavy or profound thoughts about
rock — you just knew that you dug it.

A whole sense of people together behind their own music. It was the only
thing we had of our own where the values weren't set up by the famous wise
professors. It was the way not to get old and deadened in white Amerika. We
wore hip clothes and smoked dope and dropped acid. Going to San Francisco with
flowers in our hair.

For a couple years when I was with a man I remember feeling pretty good —
lots of people around, a scene I felt I had some control over — getting a lot of

mileage off being a groovy couple. For as long as I was his woman I was protect-

ed and being a freak was an up because it made me feel like I had an identity.

When I split from him a whole other trip started. It got harder and harder to

be a groovy chick when I had to deal with an endless series of one night stands and
people crashing and always doing the shit work — thinking and being told that the

only reason I wasn't digging being a freak was because I was too uptight. Going to

Woodstock all but bare-breasted somehwere in the middle of all that and thinking

I was fucked up for not being able to have more fun than I was having. In a world
where the ups were getting fewer and fewer, rock still continued to turn me on.

Then I connected to the women's movement and took a second look at rock.

II. Crashing: Women is Losers
The Sounds of Silence: It took me a whole lot of times of going to the Fill-

more and listening to records and reading Rolling Stone before it even registered
that what I was seeing and hearing was not all these different groups, but all
these different groups of men. And once I noticed that, it was hard not to be
constantly noticing all the names on the albums, all the people doing sound and
lights, all the voices on the radio, even the DJ's between the songs — they were
ALL men. In fact, the only place I could look to see anyone who looked anything
like me, was in the audience, and even there, there were usually more men than
women.

It occurred to me that maybe there were some good reasons besides inade-
quacy that I had never taken all my fantasies about being a rock musician very
seriously. I don't think I ever even told anyone about them. Because for the fe-
male 51% of Woodstock Nation that I belong to, there isn't anv place to be in any
creative kind of way. It's a pretty exclusive world.

There are, of course, exceptions. I remember hearing about some "all-
chick" bands on the West Coast, like the Ace of Cups, and also remember reading
about how they were laughed and hooted at with a general "take them off the
stage and fuck them" attitude. And how they were given the spot in between the
up-and coming group and the big name group — sort of for comic reUef. Or the
two women I saw once who played with the Incredible String Band. They both
played instruments and looked terrified through the entire concert. (I kept think-
ing how brave they were to be there at all.) The two men treated them as back-
drops — they played back-up and sang harmony, and in fact they were introduced
as Rose and Licorice — no last names. The men thought it was cute that they

were there, and they had such cute names. No one either on stage or in the audi-

ence related to them as musicians. But they sure were sweet and pretty.

It blew my mind the first time I heard about a woman playing an electric

guitar. Partly because of the whole idea we have that women can't understand
anything about electronics (and we're not even supposed to want to), and also

because women are supposed to be composed, gentle, play soft songs. A guy once

told my sister when she picked up his electric guitar that women were meant to

play only folk guitar, like Joan Baez or Judy Collins, that electric guitars were un-

feminine. There are other parallel myths that have kept us out of rock — women
aren't strong enough to play the drums, women aren't agressive enough to play

good, driving rock.

And then there is the whole other category of exception — the "chick" sing-

er: The one place, besides groupie, where the stag club allows any space for

women to exist. And the women who make it there pretty much have to be incre-

dible to break in, and they are — take for instance Janis Joplin and Aretha Frank-

lin. It's alot like the rest of the world where women have to be twice as good just

to be acceptable.

Words of Love: Getting all this together in my head about the massive exclu-

sion of women from rock left me with some heavy bad heelings. But still there

was all that charged rock energy to dig. But what was that all about anyway?
Stokely Carmichael once said that all through his childhood he went to the movies

to see Westerns and cheered wildly for the bowboys, until one day he realized,

that being black he was really an Indian and all those years he had been rooting

for his own destruction. Listening to rock songs became an experience alot like

that for me. Getting turned on to Under My Thumb, a revenge song filled with

hatred for women, made me feel crazy. And it wasn't an isolated musical mo-

ment that I could frown about and forget. We are cunts, sometimes ridiculous

(Twentieth Century Fox), sometimes mysterious (Ruby Tuesday), sometimes

bitchy (Get a Job) and sometimes just plain cunts (Wild Thing).
And all that sexual energy that seems to be the essence of rock is really

energy that climaxes in fucking over women — endless lyrics and a sound fills'1

with feelings I thought I was relating to but couldn't relate to — attitudes about

women like put downs, domination, threats, pride, mockery, fucking around and a

million different levels of woman hating. For some reason the Beatles' "rather

see you dead little girl than to see you with another man" pops into my head. But

it's a random choice. Admittedly there are some other kinds of songs — a few

with nice feelings, alot with a cool macho stance toward life, and alot with no

feelings at all, a realm where, say, the Procol Harem shines pretty well at being

insipid or obscure (A Whiter Shade of Pale). But to catalogue the anti-woman

songs alone would make up almost a complete history of rock.
This all hit home to me with knock-out force at a recent Stones concert when

Mick, prancing about enticingly with whip in hand, suddenly switched gears and

went into Under My Thumb with an incredible vengeance that upped the energy

level and brought the entire audience to its feet dancing on the chairs. Mass wipe
'

out for women — myself included.

Contrast this with the songs that really do speak to women where our feeling5

are at, songs that Janis and Aretha sing of their own experience of being worne"'

of the pain and humiliation and the love. And it's not all in the lyrics. When Aretha

sings the Beatles' Let It Be she changes it from a sort of decadent sounding song

of resignation to a hymnal of hope. A different tone coming from a different

place.

The Great Pretenders: The whole star trip in rock is another realm where

macho reigns supreme. At the center of the rock universe is the star — flooded m

light, offset by the light show, and the source of incredible volumes of sound. The

audience remains totally in darkness: the Stones kept thousands waiting seyeraj

hours till nightfall before they would come on state at Altamont. The stage is se

for the men to parade around acting out violence/sex fantasies, sometimes fu c

ing their guitars then smashing them, writhing bare chested with leather 'rine
n

flying, while the the whole spectacle is enlarged 100 times on a movie scrte

^
behind them. And watching a group like the Mothers of Invention perform > s
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It took me a whole lot of times of going to the Fillmore and listening to records and reading Rolling Stone

before it even registered that what I was seeing and hearing was not all these different groups, but all

lese different groups of men.

lesson in totalitarianism — seeing Frank Zappa define sound and silence with a

mere gesture of his hand. There is no psychic or visual or auditory space for

anyone but the performer — even if 400,000 are gathered. This intensity could be

fantastic but it is abused — I remember Jesse Colin Young of the Youngblood
turning to his audience with disdain "the least you could do is clap along." First

you force the audience into passivity and then you imply that they are fucked up
'or not moving.

Smile On Your Brother: Something else about the audience — even after I

realized women were barred from any active participation in rock music, it took
me a while to see that we weren't even considered a real part of the listening

audience. At first I thought I was being paranoid, but then I heard so many musi-
cians address the audience as if it were all male — "I know you all want to find a

good women," "When you take your ol' lady home tonight. .
." "This is what you

™j w'th a no good women. .
." etc. etc. ft was clear that the concerts were direct-

en only to men, and the women were not considered people but more on the level
of exotic domestic animals that come with their masters or come to find masters.
*ly men are assumed smart enough to understand the intricacies of the music,
frank Zappa laid it out when he siad that men come to hear the music and chicks
c°me for sex thrills. Digit!

It was a real shock to put this all together and realize rock music itself — all

w way from performing artist to listener - refuses to allow any valid place for

Women. And yet I know there would never be rock festivals and concerts if wom-
en weren't there — even though we have nothing to do with the music. Somehow
We're very necessary to rock culture.

Women are required at rock events to pay homage to the rock world — a
™0rW made up of thousands of men, usually found in groups of fours and fives,

""mage paid by offering sexual accessibility, orgiastic applause, group worship,

"»g bangs at Altamont. The whole rock scene (as opposed to rock music I de-

hh on us bein6 there- Women are necessary at these places of worship so that,

"^tween the sets, the real audience (men) can be assured of getting that worn-

!."ey're told about in the lyrics. And what is that woman supposed to be like.

"II it we have to be beautiful and even
th a ..

"" s not enough to be just a plain old cunt - ..

in7 s not enough - we've got to be groovy - you know, not uptight, not demand-
"8, not jealous or clinging or strong or smart or anything but loving in a way that

hZ
T cuts ba<* on a man's freedom. And so women remain the last legitimate

trih
,°f Pr°Perty that the brothers can share in a communal world. Can t have a

°a l gathering without music and dope and beautiful groovy chicks.

Pie*, the musicians themselves there is their own special property =. grou-

As one groupie put it: "Being a groupie is a full-time gigjor o h e ng a

sieian,

gh j

- -you have two or three girlfriends you hang out with and you stay as

Jouv
and as intellectually enlightened as a group of musicians. You ve got tou

Cm S
oin6 t0 have anything to offer. . .you are a non-proM call girl, geisha.

na
> housekeeper; whatever the musician needs."

This total disregard and disrespect for women is constant in the rock world

and has no exceptions. Not even Janis Joplin, the all time queen of rock. She made
her pain evident in all her blues — that's what made them real. And the male rock

world made her pay for that vulnerability in countless ways. Since women don't

get to play the instruments, it means they're always on stage with nothing to

relate to but the microphone, and nothing between them and the audience but

their own bodies. So it is not surprising that Janis became an incredible sex object

and was related to as a cunt with an outasite voice. Almost everyone even vaguely

connected to rock heard malicious stories about how easy she was to fuck. This

became part of her legend and no level of stardom could protect her because

when you get down to it she was just a woman.
Because she was at the top and a woman, her success was so threatening to

some pig interviewer that he had to hammer her with accusations about who she

was sleeping with until he broke her and she cried saying. "'I thought you were my
friend.''

And Who Could Be Foolin' me? And whoever thought this was all the broth-

ers were offering us when they rapped about the revolution? Why do we stick with

it? Women identified with youth culture as the only alternative to our parents'

uptight and unhappy way of life. We linked up with rock and never saw how it

fucked us over. Partly this was because we had no sense of being women together

with other women. Partly this was because it was impossible to think of ourselves

as performing as exhibitionists in macho sex roles, so we didn't wonder why there

weren't more of us on stage. Partly because we identified with the men and not

other women when we heard lyrics that put women down. And alot because we
have been completely cut off from perceiving what and who really arc on our side

and what and who don't want to see us as whole people.

We have been told until we too believed it that we are crazy and weak and
dependent and irrational and frivolous and unattractive and stupid In culture

after culture men have destroyed our minds and fucked over our bodies.

In a world of men, Janis sang our songs. It is time for us to reclaim the Janis

Joplins and the Billie Holidays and the Marilyn Monroes that belong to us and

have always belong to us even if we didn't always see it. As Billie Holiday said,

"It's the easiest thing in the world to say every broad for herself — saying it and
acting that way is one thing that has kept us behind the eight ball where we have

"been living for years.
'

'

There is no reason for us to go back into the alienation and isolation of Wood-
stock Nation. Not in Woodstock Nation or in any of the other cultures men have

forced and will try to force on women. It can't be now. We don't want to force a

culture on anyone — we want to make space for every human being to be real in.

I feel awe at our possibilities, wondering where our unhampered feelings can

lead us to — what culture, what society, what education, what music and dance,

what ways of living will be ours? Inside each woman is an energy that is glorious

and wild. Our combined energies can change the world.
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Toilet Bowl Banterings

by Michael Williams

This traditional Plumbers' Snowball activity conjures up

images of canine markings spread over a field of dog tracks

and not students trying to play an autumn sport in the depths

of a winter wasteland. However, the graduating year of

Queen's Engineers actually is playing football in the rain,

wind and snow of an unpredictable Kingston Snowball week. In

reward for their rather insane activity the winners are award-

ed the "Toilet Bowl", which is usually reserved for the most

ambitious Manor players.

The ironic fact of this insanity is that it is enjoyable for

player and fan alike. The picture of snow drowned graduates-

to-be can be one of the more amusing spectacles seen on cam-

pus. Ends are encouraged to make crowd-pleasing suicide

dives for out-of-reach passes with the knowledge that instead

of green (?) turf to land on they have a soft mattress of snow

flakes. There are also no Gene Washington gazell-like runners

streaking down the sidelines — only hippopotamus thunderers

careening through the slush and snow off other snowmen
blockers. Co-ordination and smoothness are only exhibited by

the molasses snow-covering.

This year there were six teams entered in the competi-

tion. Math and Electrical were eliminated in two three-team

round robin playdowns. That left Civil to play Chemical, and

Mechanical to take on Geology-Mining in the grande finale.

Last year Chemical won the bathroom trophy but the favorite

this year seems to be Mechanical. While avoiding hundreds of

puns that spring to mind, the Saturday spectacle should re-

lieve any snowball hangovers for those who want to watch a lot

of funar.d I'm sure it will be a popular activity.

. . . WIC wants a symbol

cent enough to make money?.

.

any suggestions that are de-

Tom Joliffe of Geology picks off first of two passes versus Electrical in Toilet

Bowl action Monday

Women

Skiers

Win at

Waterloo . .

.

In the Waterloo Invitational

Ski Meet last weekend at Coll-

ingwood. Queen's women's
skiers finished first, second,

and fourth, as well as taking

the team title. Marg Chaput

and Debbie Gibson of Queen's

were 1-2 in the six team com-

petition, with Lynne Gilchrist

in fourth. Other universities

competing were Waterloo,

McMaster, University of To-

ronto, Western, and Guelph.

. . . Men at

Fortune.

This past Sunday, the

Queen's Nordic ski team com-

peted in the Ottawa Ski Club

Championship race at Camp
Fortune.

In the Junior division, Reid

McLaughlin of Queen's was the

winner, with Charles A. Hazen,

also of Queen's placing second,

only five seconds behind Mc-
Laughlin. In the Senior "C"
category Queen's racer Peter
Cook was the winner. Dave
Campbell of Queen's took third

place in the same race, losing

second spot to Maddox of

R.M.C. by only one second.

So far things have not been

going too badly for Queen's in

cross country races. However,
nordic ski teams must compete
in two events, cross country
and jumping, in the upcoming
Carleton Invitational (Jan. 29

& 30) and the O.Q.A.A. (Feb. 6

& 7). The question remaining
is: Can Queen's nordic ski

coach, Jake Edwards (alias

"Wizard of Skid") transform

his pack of "Road Runners"
into a flock of "Hickory
Winged Jumping Jays"?

Defensive Basketball?

No, Just a Dull Game

FACULTY OF

ARTS AND SCIENCE

Students are reminded that the last date

for dropping a whole course is January

31st.

The list date lor dropping a second term

half course is March 5th. This should

be doie in the Arts and Science Office.

WINE
supplies and equipment

CHEESE
from around the world

BEER
malts and supplies for those

who prefer the excellence

of home brew

GOURMET
foods from afar

GIFTS
with a touch of distinction

COOKE'S
OLD WORLD SHOP est. 1868

59-61 Brock

Kingston, Ont.

63-41. Not much of a basket-

ball score. It wasn't much of a

basketball game either, the

athletic night contest against

RMC. But at least it was a win.

Paul Howard and Barry Beale

had a big night on the boards,

as the Gaels repeatedly rolled

shots around the rim and out.

Foul shooting was terrible, to

say the least. Brian Mackenzie

was held scoreless for the first

half, but managed nine in the

second. Howard was the high

man with fourteen. Bob Wright

had thirteen. RMC didn't have

a man worth mentioning, but

to give them credit, they really

hustled, played great defence,

and if they were outmanned at

every position, they didn't

show it. The score was only 29-

Women's
Gymnastics
Queen's women's gymnas-

tics team held a dual meet, the

first in the new gym, with Otta-

wa U. this past weekend. Al-

though Ottawa U. were the

team winners, Sue Roberts

won both vaulting and uneven

parallel bars, and LeeAnne
Hoar gained a third on the bal-

ance beam. Other Queen's

competitors were Laura Scott

and Anne Gardner.

Reports
TRACK AND FIELD
Overall points and high scorers for each faculty.

15 at the half, and four of th0
points came in the last ten sb*
onds as Peter Gordon stole th"
ball on an in-bounds play \}
lowing a basket.

The second half was
scrambling melee at times

3

both teams threw up bad shot*
and didn't bother too much
with the defensive boards
Queen's second string was les
than impressive, showing

none
of the discipline that they dis
played against McGill. But
Tom Schultz finally got hj,

field goal, with an amazing
fjf.

teen foot jumpshot that sur'
prised everyone in the gym
(except Tom ) when it went in

Tonight, the Carleton Rav .

en's, at Carleton. This will be a
big one. It will not be dull.

• • • and
Curling

The teams of WITCA
(Women's Intercollegiate Two
Conference Association) curl-

ing were divided into three

sections for competition. In the

first round of competition this

weekend Queen's came second

in their division — qualifying

for the semifinals on Feb. 6.

The Queen's team consisted of

Chris Landreth (skip). Heather

Graham (vice), Barb Shetler

(lead) and Jane Poulson

(second). The total scores

were: McMaster 31, Queen's

22, U. of Toronto 16, and Laur-

entian 9. Queen's only loss was

in a close game against Mc-

Master.

PHE
Meds
Arts 73
Arts 74
McArthur
Rehab

ARCHERY
Overall points

87

28

21

10

10

7

Karen Carson

Cathy Rublee

Dianna Toelly

Donna Bruce

Donna Wright

Cathy Black

PHE 1032

Arts 74 679

Arts 73 471

Rehab 209

N. Sc. 117

Commerce 97

Politics 9

Individual Winners.

Maureen Bouris 329 PHE
Dawn Gresko 213 Arts. 73
Laura Scott 196 PHE
Peg McCloud 194 Arts 73
Pam Robinson 179 PHE

WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL SWIM MEET - FALL
TERM

Arts 73 72

Arts 72 40

PHE 21

Meds 19

N. Science 15

McArthur •

;
; i

Individual Winners.

Jan Newman 21

Nancy Grant 14

Debbie Gibson 12

COED BOWLING
Winners.

First Prize Aggregate
Total High

Second Agreegate
2nd High

Third Single

Week High
Fourth

Team Standings.

PHE 52

McArthur 26

Rehab 16

Law 12

Mackie-EUis

Harrigan-Boyd

Millar-Millar
Dawson-Locknar
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This Week's Sports Schedule

Page 23

Basketball
Friday, Jan. 29 - Queen's at Carleton - 8:15

-

8

U

55p
y
m
Jan 30 ~ Uni°n C°"ege at «ueen

'

s

Hockey
Friday, Jan. 29 - Queen's at Carleton - 8:00

Saturday, Jan. 30 - Queen's at Ottawa - 2:00

Track
Saturday, Jan. 30 - Queen's at Cornell Uni-
versity Invitational

Swimming
Saturday Jan. 30 - Queen's at McGill - Dual
Meet — 2:00 p.m.

Wrestling

Saturday, Jan. 30 — Queen's at McGill

Skiing

Friday, Jan. 29 - Queen's at Carleton Invita-
tional Camp Fortune

Fencing

Saturday, Jan. 30 — Queen's Invitational —
1:00 p.m.

WOMEN'S SPORTS SCHEDULE
Intermediate Basketball
January 29, Queen's at Loyola - 8:00 p.m.

Senior Basketball
January 30, McMaster at Queen's, 2 p.m.

Intermediate Volleyball
January 30, Ryerson at Queen's, 2 p.m.

Figure Skating

January 29, Queen's at Montreal

Queen's 13 RMC 9
Basketball
Badminton
Gymnastics
Volleyball

Judo
Wrestling
Hockey tied

Fencing
Cross-Country Skiing
Pistol

Water Polo
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The Soviet Union reported Tuesday that

it has successfully received signals from

Venus 7, which made a soft landing on the

surface of Venus on Dec. 15. The apparent

silence since then made American observ-

ers suspect that the mission had failed, but

the report in the Soviet news Izvestia said

that the craft had penetrated the carbon-

dioxide atmosphere and 'it was the first

lime thai scientific information was re-

layed directly from the surface of another

planet in the solar system."

According to the report, the instruments

on Venus 7 indicated the surface tempera-

ture of Venus was 475 degrees Centigrade,

or about 886 degrees Fahrenheit, and that

the atmosphere pressure at the surface is

90 times that of the earth.

The two previous crafts, Venus 5 and

Venus 6, were both crushed in their de-

scents through the atmosphere, but Venus 7

was specially designed to withstand the

greater pressure.

COLOMBO (CP) — Canada and Ceylon

signed an agreement Wednesday to help

Ceylon get over the problem of the long ges-

tation period of the elephant.

Elephant* are used extensively in log-

ging operations in this island country but

just can't keep up. Elephantine pregnancies

last for two years and baby elephants don't

come along fast enough, at least for the

Ceylonese loggers.

Consequently Prime Minister Trudeau

and Sirimavo Bandaranaike, prime minis-

ter of Ceylon, signed an agreement where-

by Canada will loan Ceylon $4.5 million,

interest-free, for 50 years to establish

mechanized logging in the Sinharaja forest.

The project will include mechanized log-

ging methods, replacing the elephant trunk.

"1 suppose the society for the prevention

of cruelty to animals may have something

to say about all this," Trudeau said jokingly

after the signing ceremony.

From the Globe and MaUfmon. jon 25)

Shakespeare on drugs (collected by J.E.

(Ted) Parsons)

"Thine own trip shall be thine overthrow."

(Twelfth Night)

"OThou weed,
Who art so lovely fair and smell' st so

sweet!" „ ,

(Othello)

"We cannot live on grass."

(Timons of Athens)

"I'll send a friar with speed to Mantua,"
(Romeo and Juliet)

"She rides me. and 1 long for grass."

(Comedy of Errors)

Young Progressive Conservative Party
members may nominate one of their own to

contest the Ontario provincial leadership

next month. Douglas Jure, 21 year old pres-

ident of the Ontario PUC Student Associa-

tion is the logical candidate.

"The candidate would run, not to win, of

course, but to use a platform not only to the

party, but to the province" said Jure.

In the field of higher education, Mr. Jure

fears that society may be in the process of

"redefining education" with the student

loan concept that students who want a uni-

versity education must go in debt to get it.

"From kindergarten through Grade 13,

it's a right, but thereafter it's a privilege —
we're concerned about that.

Rt. Rev. Edward W. Scott, Bishop of

Kootenay was elected Primate of Canada

on the fourth ballot at a General Synod of

the Anglican Church of Canada, last Mon-

day in Niagara Falls.

An abortive seaborne invasion of Guinea

last November has resulted in 92 Africans

being sentenced to death by Guinea's Na-

tional Assembly, sitting as supreme revolu-

tionary tribunal. Thirty-four were tried in

absentia and reports are conflicting as to

how many of the remaining 58 have been

executed. Radio Conakry said Monday
night that the law of "a tooth for a tooth, an
eye for an eye" had applied, and described

the executions as "a carnival — the people

spat on those hanged, and stoned their bod-

ies."

Why form an essay bank in the tradition

of American fraternities and sororities

whereby students may draw on prepack-

aged essays to meet class assignments,

thus giving them more time for better pur-

poses, such as direct political involvement,

when with a little more thought and organi-

zation the Young Liberals could establish a

degree bank instead? Why treat symp-

toms? Why resort yet again to halfway

measures?
Surely the Young Liberals could save

students far more time by collecting de-

grees and exchanging them for donations to

the party, pledges for votes, or other forms

of political capital. The amount of time re-

leased for direct political involvement

would be sensational, and Young Liberals

could begin directly to get at a number of

social ills, and could start at once to print

their own money.

Letters to Editor, Globe & Mail jrom Alwyn -

Bertand of Ottawa.

The frog does not drink up the pond in which
it lives.

The third greatest aviation race in histo-

ry will take place as part of the centennial

celebrations for the Province of British

Columbia. More than 200 applicants are

seeking to take part in the race from Lon-

don, England to Victoria. The 5,850 mile

contest will begin at 12:01 p.m. PST on

Dominion Day at the RAF base at Abingdon

and will have six intermediate central

points,

The above picture has been precisely blurred by a computer. It is part of an experiment id

learn the least amount of visual information a picture may contain, yet be recognizablel

Studies of the information content of a picture are under way to help Bell Laboratories

design Picturephone systems and techniques of computer picture storage.

ARE THERE -

ANY QUESTIONS

SO FAR?

First prize is $50,000 and the Prime Min-

ister's Trophy — a piece of sculpture in

aluminum.

Charles Manson and three other female

followers were convicted Monday of first

degree murder and conspiracy in the slay-

ing of Sharon Tate and six others in August,

1969. The verdict capped a trial in which the

state called 84 witnesses and the defence

called none.

The mother of the cult leader was inter-

viewed by the Los Angeles Times. "I still

believe that if those jurors would just talk

to Charles for 15 minutes they could see

he's mentally ill. He needs treatment — has

for years, He never had to do a thing to earn

what he wanted. . .He didn't even have to

do things around the house, like rake the

leaves of mow the lawn.
'

'

BOURNEMOUTH, England (CP) - A

tired hippie took refuge in an all-night laun-

drette — only to be alarmed by a mysteri-

ous voice from inside one of the washing I

machines. He called Hampshire police who

found the voice broadcasting police mes I

sages. Freak weather and the copper lining I

of the copper washing bowl, acting asan|

aerial, had turned the machine into a r

receiver.

From Tuesday's editorial in the Glohc unit

Mail - "What Mr. Benson is really propos-|

ing to undertake is not an entrepreneurial!

adventure but a piece of backdoor socia-|

ism. However he may deny it, the CDCwiil

be, in the mind of the public, a crown corpo-l

ration, subject in Parliament and on
J
I

hustings to all the political pressures of Wi
electorates nationalism and caution. nwl
ited from the boldness and ruthlessn«s|

that is essential to success."

FACULTY OF

ARTS AND SCIENCE

All students in the Faculty of Arts and

Science who expect to complete their

degree requirements in either May

or September 1971, should make sure

that their names are included in the

Degree List.

Please check this now in the Arts and

Science Office.



Government to cut
grads money

by Bill Johnston

The pressures of budget re-
strictions are causing immedi-
ate problems for all of Ontar-
io's universities. Whereas gov-
ernment threats of cutbacks
had previously been assumed
to affect only future plans, it

was made clear at the most
recent meeting of the Commit-
tee of Presidents of Universi-
ties of Ontario (CPUO) that
cutbacks will start now, ac-
cording to Mr. Campbell's re-
port to the Senate last Thurs-
day.

The government plans to
make its most impressive
slashes in graduate pro-
grammes. Among the propos-
als for cutting costs presented
to the university presidents
were the following: lower the
basic grant per student; re-

duce the total amount of mon-
ey available for graduate fel-

lowships in Ontario from about
$5 million to $3.5 million; con-
sider any student who earns

or marking papers as a part-
time student rather than a full

time student, as he would now
be classified (which means the

grant paid to the university for

that student would be less-

ened)
; and increase the tuition

fees for graduate students. It

was also suggested that no new
graduate programmes
(excepting those already ap-

proved for 1971) be considered

until a province wide discipline

review can be held for all pro-

grammes. This will slow up
many programmes, including

three planned for Queen's.

Principal Deutsch remarked
that a strong protest against

these proposals will be direct-

ed at the Department of Uni-

versity Affairs by the CPUO
and that every effort would be

made to ameliorate any hard-

ships these might cause. He
emphasized that the CPUO
would try to ensure that the

proposals would only effect

new students, and not those

already in graduate pro-

grammes.

Enrollment Increases

Another problem for Ontario

universities will be that the

number of persons seeking

admission to undergraduate

programmes will be greater

than projected, perhaps by

3500. The cause of this increase

is the new admissions require-

ment for the education col-

leges that an applicant must
have attended one year of uni-

versity before he/she may be

admitted. Formerly, comple-

tion of grade 13 was sufficient.

To attempt to handle this

unexpected increase. an"em-
ergency admissions service"

will be established. It will keep

in touch with admissions de-

partments in all universities

and will attempt to relay infor-

mation about acceptances or

rejections to applicants as

quickly as possible.

Engineering

The recommendations in the

recently released Lapp report

on engineering education in

Ontario could pose an interest-

ing challenge to the CPUO. The

report aimed at achieving a

rational province wide re-or-

ganization of engineering
studies which would minimize
duplication of effort, reduce
costs, and provide a greater
variety among schools. The
major proposal was that only
four schools (Queen's includ-

ed) should continue as full en-

gineering schools, while five

others should adopt special-
ized programmes, two schools
should merge their graduate
engineering programmes, and
one school should cease to of-

fer engineering courses Ob-
viously, these suggestions have
not met with unanimous ap-
proval.

These proposals are a direct
challenge to the CPUO, forcing

that organization to discover if

they can devise effective long

range plans for the university

system as a whole. The CPUO
is a completely voluntary asso-

ciation of university presi-

dents, with no legal authority
to enforce any of its decisions.

If some school decided not to

go along with a CPUO propos-

al, the only way that the CPUO
might get compliance with its

wishes would depend on gov-
ernment help. If the govern-
ment agreed with the CPUO
plan, then the government,
through its control of finances,

could compel any disagreeing
schools to comply with CPUO's
wishes.

Vroom takes unions

to court over Elrond
by Bill Johnston

The disputes relating to the

building of Elrond College
moved into the courtroom last

Thursday. Officials of Vroom
Construction Co., the general
contractor in charge of build-

ing the residence, presented
their version of the facts which
support the company's charge
that two local unions, the car-

penters and the labourers,
have refused to bargain in good
faith with Vroom in order to

reach a collective agreement.
Vroom officials claim that

the unions have insisted the

company sign an agreement
with them which would force

them to break an existing

agreement with their subcon-
stractor (for concrete work),
238-058 Construction of Toron-
to, and then to find a subcon-

tractor who would hire only

Kingston labour.

In testifying Thursday. Rob-
ert Taylor, project manager
for Vroom, also claimed that

he overheard a phone conver-

sation (before October 21)

between his employer, John
Vroom, and George Moulton.
business agent for the local

labourers' union, in which
Moulton stated that if Vroom
didn't sign a collective agree-

ment with the union, the union

would "run us out of town."
Erwin Mattutat, construc-

tion superintendent for Vroom,
claimed that on January 13,

Mr. Moulton had told him that

Vroom would "never get the

building off the ground" and
added that he (Moulton) had
been in touch with Gus Mar-
ker's Concrete to ensure that

no cement would be delivered

to the Elrond site. (According
to Dave Peters, president of

Elrond College, no work has
been done on the Elrond site

for the past two weeks, be-

cause cement has not been de-

livered. I

Mr. Mattutat later contra-

dicted himself in his testimony
when he claimed that he knew
nothing about any talk around
the city about Vroom's failure

to hire locally, when in fact he

taken out a statement in the

Whig-Standard December 23,

for the express purpose of de-

nying those same rumours.

The two hour hearing was
marked by repeated objections

from L. H. Tepper, counsel for

the unions, who accused Wil-

liam Phelps, the Vroom law-

yer, .of asking leading ques-

tions. Mr. Tepper also demand-
ed to see the alleged collective

agreement which subcontrac-
tor 238-058 Construction has
supposedly signed with the

Canadian Association of Con-
struction Workers. (According
to Mr. Tepper the agreement,
if it exists, has never been filed

with the department of lab-

our.)

Mr. Phelps replied that the

existence of the agreement
was not relevent since the un-

ions are charged with trying to

be the bargaining agents for

238-058 when they do not repre-

sent the majority of the work-
ers. (Mr. Phelps had said ear-

lier in December however,
that the reason the union want-
ed the Vroom to break its con-

tract with 238-058 was because
238-058 has an agreement with

the Canadian Union of Con-
struction Workers which ap-
pears to indicate that the
agreement's existence is of

some importance.

)

The trial will continue on
February U.

AMS nominations
extended

The nominations for AMS president and vice-president

closed last Friday with the total number of people who have
been nominated being zero. In light of this unsettling occur-
ence, and because a strong belief still exists among some
people that a president and vice president are of some use
on the AMS executive, the deadline for nominations for
those two positions will be extended until this Friday, till 5

pm. Nominations should still have at least 200 signatures of
AMS members (read, students) and must include a letter of

acceptance from the nominee.
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Wed., Feb. 3

at 8:00 p.m.

International Banquet

Wallace Hall

International Cuisine eg. - rum punch, trifflcs,

crepes, etc. '

Folksinging

Come, participate and enjoy yourself

SI. 50 per person Students: SL00

AUITLUCrS
RESTABKAIT

LICENSED — OF COURSE

PRINCESS WEST OF
THE CIRCLE

START THE NEW YEAR WITH
OUR STEAK SPECIAL

$1-99

JUICY BUTTERFLY TENDERLOIN STEAK

CHOICE OF POTATO - VEGETABLE

ALSO ROLLS AND BUTTER

SEAFOODS - KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN - PIZZA

P.S.—HARVEY WALLBANCER

IS HERE NOW! AND WELCOMES
ALL HIS OLD CUSTOMERS.

I

WORLD

CHAMPIONSHIP FILM

Continued Sailing Instruction

Sailing Club MEETING

Sterling "B" 7:30 P.M.

Tuesday, February 2

THE MEN'S

RESIDENCES
INCLUDING THE EARL STREET RESIDENCE

1971 -72 SESSION

Applications from Upperclassmen will be accepted
at the BUSINESS OFFICE, LEONARD HALL up
to and including FEBRUARY 15, 1971.

Application Forms may be obtained from the Desk
Clerk's Office Gordon/Brockington Hall, the Desk
Clerk's Office, Earl Street Residence and the
Business Office, Leonard Hall.

Study of socialism discussed
by Steve Winnett

Last Thursday afternoon, in Jef-

fery Hall, Dr. Kenneth McNaught
of the University of Toronto pre-

sented an introductory paper to

the symposium of the Department
of History on "Comparative So-

cialism." Dr. McNaught, the au-

thor of an acclaimed biography of

the C.C.F. leader J.S. Woods-
worth, spoke on "Socialist Varie-

ty in the Atlantic World", a disser-

tation in which he also advanced
his interpretations of the proper

methodology needed in an histori-

cal analysis of solialism, a metho-

dology which emphasizes intellec-

tual and cultural traditions.

It was with this critique of an
exclusively economic interpreta-

tion of the history of socialism

that Dr. McNaught began his

paper. Purely "objective" re-

search in books, political plat-

forms, parliamentary debates,

election statistics, economic data

in general, is not sufficient. The
investigator must apply the meth-
odology of comparative history to

.

his subject, the application of his

own carefully guarded, subjective,

judicial power on all that ev-

idence. Such an historian will tend

to regard cultural and intellectual

factors as being as important as

economic facts and objective sta-

tistics. He must return to those

historical sources in which indi-

viduals talk to each other in cores-

pondence, which letters will re-

veal in these men biases and
sharp, unguarded instincts and
motives which cannot be ex-

plained in terms of abstract eco-

nomic laws.

As an example of this methodol-

ogy, Dr. McNaught read two let-

ters written by the German social-

ist Karl Kautsky to the American
socialist Algernon Lee, the first in

1909, the second in 1932. The first

letter showed, in Dr. McNaught's
view, how both Europeans and
Americans have used develop-
ments in other countries to prove
what they want to prove for their

own purposes. The second letter

was intended to show the extent to

which a prior conviction can be
held as an interpretive principle in

entire contradiction to the facts.

Dr. McNaught then proceeded
to discuss the varieties of social-

ism both over time and in differ-

ent places. Over time, changes of

emphasis in socialism have fre-

quently amounted to doctrinal

changes, the most profound of

which was the struggle at the end
of the nineteenth century between
the revisionism of the German
Social Democrat Eduard Bern-
stein and the orthodox Marxist
interpretation of violent, revolu-

tionary overthrow of the capitalist

system. Here was a conflict over
the methods, the means, not over
the ends

.

Indeed, the history of socialism
in this century has been one of
continuing revisions, which ac-
cording to Dr. McNaught have
been formulated basically in re-
sponse to the evolution of capital-
ism. On the left, syndicalism and
anarchism were revisions which
preceded the first world war. Lat-
er socialist movements of the left,

in an attempt to humanize Marx-
ism, introduced an emphasis on
the role of nationalism, of the al-

ienation of the working classes, in

achieving socialism. A further
revision has been the doctrine of
the guerrilla, formulated by men
like Mao, Castro and Franz Fanon,
which incorporates alienation and
nationalism along with "a mixture
of totalitarianism and existential-

ism which baffles in terms of cate-
gorization." This movement has
had western outcroppings in peo-
ple like Rudi Deutschke and the
Weathermen. Examples of revi-
sionism on the right have been
Titoism in Yugoslavia, sophisti-
cated state planning in Western
Europe, and the N.D.P. in Canada
— movements for a "mixed econo-
my" between capitalism and so-
cialism, a sort of "service social-

ism", which would be labelled as

"capitalist lackeyism" by the far

left. In the face of such revisions,

can any states today be called "so-

cialist"? Dr. McNaught suggested

that the goal of equality, not of op-

portunity but of economic condition,

was a useful distinguishing mark
in seeking to answer such a ques-

tion.

Socialism has also been distin-

guished by geographical -varieties,

for example the differences be-

tween British and European so-

cialism. British socialism has
been the least doctrinaire brand,
and the British pattern of relative

homogeneity has been maintained

to such a degree that the Fabian
Society, remarkably, has never
suffered a split. This situation is in

direct contrast to the ideological

and personal warfare of French
and German socialism (Two
movements which also differ con-

siderably, as Dr. Donald Baker
showed on Friday morning). Re-
turning to this seeming British

impassivity, Dr. McNaught sug-

gested that it could be the result of

an opinion which has been pro-

claimed so often about the nature

of British thought that it has
to be accepted as fact. ^
According to Dr. McNan ,

one is always forced back im
kind of comparison, beyond?' 5

I

economic determinants
t«

^ I

political, social and intelieo ,

th(!

background. National tradit

'

and the characteristic mode'
0" 5

thought of a nation will piav

S
of

important role in determining"7"

example, the reasons for the Vfl

r

eties in socialism. These it

cannot be measured, but thev^
5

1

formed the people who led the

ciety.
e s

Socialism's most spectacm
failure has been in the Uniw
States, where, according to r>
McNaught, the traditional

Lock
ean, democratic consensus ha
proved the stumbling-block fZ
third parties and legitimate
sent; when threatened, Americans I
will close ranks around American
ism, which along with Marxism

is I

one of "the two great determin-
isms." It is easier to dissent,

said
Dr. McNaught, in a liberal country
such as Canada, than in a demo',

erotic country, like the U.S,

Tenure appeal debated
A number of questions relating

to the granting of tenure for pro-

fessors, especially to appeal of

tenure decisions, were raised at

the January Senate meeting
Thursday. The debate was in re-

sponse to a review of the function-

ing of the Tenure Appeal Commit-
tee.

It was generally agreed that a

probationary appointee should be
kept informed of what his status is

re tenure and should be given very
clear and explicit information
when first hired, about what cri-

teria will be applied in judging
whether or not he will receive ten-

ure.

The major points of disagree-
ment related to the function of the

Tenure Appeal Committee. The
report of the Committee on Pro-

motion Tenure, and Leave limited I
the functions of the Appeal Com-

1

mittee to determining if pre.

scribed procedures had been fol-

lowed in a fair and equitable man-

1

ner. Should this not be the case in I

some instances, the Appeal Com- [
mittee would inform the principal I

of this fact, and advise that a fair I

and equitable hearing be given the ]
person under consideration.

This function was believed by I

some senators to be too limited,
[

They felt that the Appeal Commit-

1

tee should be allowed, in special!

circumstances, to not only advise I

the principal that the tenure pro-

1

ceedings were unfair but also to I

recommend that tenure be grant-
[

ed. The dispute was unresolved!

and further committee considera-
\

tion was recommended.

Filmmaker speaks
on media

Mr. Peter Watkins, director of

"The War Game" and "Culloden"
suggested that the media is numb-
ing the public consciousness by its

failure to deal with relevent is-

sues.

Speaking in Ellis Auditorium on
Friday, January 29, Mr. Watkins
delivered a severe criticism of the

state and influence of media to-

day. He felt that the "controllers"

in media support a policy of "re-
pression" by intellectual consen-
sus because of a fear of controver-
sy and a natural conservatism.
The policy, Mr. Watkins stated, is

proof that "intellectual elitism" is

rampant among media men,
which is reflected in an arrogant
attitude toward the public. The
public is considered an irrespon-
sible mass which couldn't cope

The next issue of "sweven"
will appear the week before
Study Week, but we would like

to remind those planning to
contribute that our poetry and
copy deadlines are the end of

next^eek (Fri. Feb. 12). We
already have a great deal of
materials, but as the size of the
last issue (after Study Week) is

uncertain, we would like to
make the next issue a kind of
wind-up for the year.

There is an envelope on the
Journal Office door in the base-
ment of the Union-Internation-
al Centre for any material, or
mail c/o Journal (Student Un-
ion)

, or simply drop the materi-
al into the office any Sunday of
Wed. press nights after 7 p.m.
The latter is probably the best
if you are submitting photos or
artwork.

with the "facts" if they were pre-|

sented. Because the public f"

treated as having a twelve-year-l

old mind, and is fed material atl

this level, an audience with a I

twelve-year-old mind is created by I

the process of "self-fulfill"^ I

prophecy", or, as Mr. Watkins!

puts it, "the Novacaine process' . I

This process is considered to be I

the media's justification of itsw I

icy, based on the effect it has ere-

1

ated.

Although no tangible solutions!

to this paramount problem werei

offered, Watkins suggested tnaij

the first step must be recognition

of the problem. The public musj

become concerned and make leg I

imate demands on the standard I

and quality of a potent force m '< I

life.

Bryce retiring

Mrs. Beatrice Bryce is retin«j

her office as Dean of Worne

n

August. She has been Dean sin |

1959, during which time the ""'^

en's residence has been expj>n .

from a capacity of 169 to 1.1W. .

the enrolment of women stud ,

(

I

from 763 to 2,719. Even *0U
L|.

may seem impossible, when ^ I

ing with such large numbers, i

people, Dean Bryce has rna™6
,,,

always to remain response ^
the needs of all the wome"

0[|

campus, whether in resident

Dean Bryce graduated fro"
lsl0

-

of T. (Honours English and "
pe. I

ry) and is a member of t"
t(|f

I

partment of English and hoi°-

rank of assistant professor.
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Queen's will host six shows

(
(|,e television series 'Under

iltack'
Wednesday and Thurs-

day
February 3 and 4. The

°
ests features are: Bryce

Mackasay, Jacques-Yves Mor-

;D
Vince McCauley, W.H. Kel-

.

'

a„d Jim Harding.
'

Last year Jean Chretien,

Minister of Indian Affairs and

Northern Development, ex-

plained how the Canadian Indi-

es would be aided in gaining

equality in Canada and James
Meredith discussed euqlaity

through violence for the Amer-

ican
Negro. Edmond Burker,

Paul Fromm and Carleton

orofressor Robin Matthews

Here also guests. Malcolm
Muggeridge, Robert Stanfield

and Rymond L«mieux are

among others who have been

featured on the program at
Queen's.

Bryce Mackasay, appointed
Federal Minister of Labour in
the Pearson days, is known for
his adoption of role of mediator
in labour disputes. He will
speak on the question plaguing
6.6% of the Canadian popula-
tion; "Is there an answer to
the unemployment inflation
cycle?"

Allan Borovoy, President of
the Canadian Civil liberties
Association, will also be speak-
ing Wednesday night. He is

replacing Jacques-Yves Morin,
who is unable to make the tap-
ing.

Also featured on February 3
will be Vince McCauley, de-
fence lawyer for the My Lia
Trial. "Can a soldier afford a

moral conscience" will be the
question reviewed by him.
On February 4 W.H. Kelly

former RCMP Director of
Security will give his opinion
on the topic "Are university
campuses breeding grounds for
anarchists?"

Two sessions on the fourth
will be taped with Simon Fras-
er's Jim Harding. He will pre-
sent his views on the success of
today's new left movement.
A panel of three will ques-

tion each guest. These panel-
ists will be selected by Mr.
Richard Osicki, Associate
producer of the show, on Mon-
day, Tuesday, February 1 and
2. Those interested in being on
the panel for any of the shows
should meet with him in the
AMS office between 10 am and

Marathon dance for Camp Outlook
Rock A round the Clock is

happening at 8:00 p.m. at

Grant Hall on Feb. 5 and prom-

ises to be a night to remember
at Queen's. If you are really

hardy, you can dance till 8:00

a.m. the next morning. It's a

Dance Marathon like Miles for

Millions and all the money
raised goes to Outlook.

Your ticket to the dance is

your pedge card which can be
picked up at the AMS office,

Victoria Hall, the Padre's of-

fice in the gym or at CKLC ra-

dio. Get pledges per half hour
and bring both pledge card and
the accompanying file card to

the dance. Income tax receipts

can be sent to donors of anyone
requesting them in writing.

There will be free refresh-
ments and theatre tickets for
everyone who lasts the full 12

hours. There is also a grand
surprise prize for the person
who brings in the most money
lor Outlook.

Outlook is a Queen's student
initiated and operated charity
that is dealing with deserving
kids from the North Kingston
afea, through a summer canoe
tripping programme and a
year round follow up. Great

Brockington visit

Postponed

Brockington Lecturer, Karl
winnar Myrdal, the leading
Swedish economist, social sci-
ei"ist, and author of the classic
"My of US race relations. An
*n<erican Dilemma. — has been
'Weed to postpone his visit to
keen's University until Nov-
ember of next year. He was
""gmally scheduled to be here

support has already been re-

ceived from the Scavenger
Hunt in Frosh week, and sever-
al dances, but Rock Around the

Clock sponsored by Arts '73

hopefully will really help fill a
financial need that is $16,717.00

big. That's a lot of money, but
Outlook has expanded to two
boys camps and one full time
girls camp in an attempt to

meet the need. By the way.
Outlook still needs four volun-

teer counsellors for the boys
camps.

The dance should be a good
time too — did you see "They
Shoot Horses — Don't They?"
Come and find out what it's

like. We ll have Belbukus and
Westbury Union from 8-1 and
tapes of the real oldies and
everything else from 1-6, and
then for the grande finale from
6-8 the Los Companarios. If

you come stag you will be
paired up, so don't stay away
Rock Around the Clock on Feb
5 in Grant Ha:

; (8:00 p.m.
00 a.m.)

ttollounrjirafjle
&tcal! Home and CaBtrn ^A$$&

Bath Road at Jrenttnac Wall, Ein&Bfon. Gniano, Hi-jnj

WANTS STUDENTS!
Irg ©nr

Ilib 3tcak Special ©nig 245
The Jnntaptr htrthg inoitts gou to portake of our

reloiing decorM line steaks, at reasonable prices.

Bring pour friends, neighbours and fami'l and

1:

muii, bp. presenting this card.

gour jfirst Cocktail-©nig \y
1 - CLIP THIS COUPON

fro:

J'yrdal is

January 18 to 23. Mr.

ton
the third Brocking-

yisitor. PM Pearson and

other

Bernard Lovell have been
visitors.

T°"««ion to Who's Where. SHEI-
" KIMBEREIY and FRAN SEX-

j "H have moved! New ad-

N
,,,: 115 lower Union St. Apt. 2.

^ w PKone number: 544-9265.

J°°M FOR RENT: near campuj
J°hnlon St. Available now.
'one 548-8937.

tol^' year decals and year *

|u
* wiH be on sale this week in

(a
i

'ines and in the Union. De-
Qr»25cand cards $2.00

THE ARTS AND SCIENCE

UNDERGRADUATE

SOCIETY OF QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

NOMINATIONS
for the February 10 election must be submitted to

Chris Redmond, 542-8689

or Joce Cote, 544-0484

Deadline- adjourment of the ASUS executive meeting

February 3. 1971.

Nominations require (1) 25 signatures of ASUS members

(2) consent of the candidate

(3) the proper publicity material

4 pm on either Monday of Tues-
day.

The shows will be taped in

Grant Hall both evenings. No
tickets will be issued for ad-
mission to the sessions. Ad-
mittance will be on a first

come first served basis. Ques-
tions will be accepted from the
floor. Doors to Grant Hall will

open at 6:45 p.m. both eve-
nings, and the first show will

be taped at about 7:15 p.m.
There has traditionally been a
large crowd at Under Attack
taping sessions, so we advise
you to get to Grant Hall early,

to be assured of a seat.

Bryce Mackasay, Federal Minister of

Labour and Unemployment, who
will be here Wednesday for Under
Attack.

GRAD. STUDENT SOCIETY

ELECTIONS
Nominations are invited for the following positions:

PRESIDENT

VICE-PRESIDENT

SECRETARY

TREASURER

A.M.S. REPS (3)

Nominations close at the A.G.M. on February 2nd

(Stirling "D" 7:30 P.M.) and should be given to

Ian Boug, Chemical Engineering (local 5579).

GRAD. STUDENT SOCIETY

GENERAL MEETING

TONIGHT

STIRLING "D" 7:30 P.M.

President's Report

Secretary's Report

Nominations close for President. Vice-President.

Secretary. Treasurer and AMS Reps (3)

NOTICE
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

PARKING REGULATIONS

ON MONDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1971 THE SHORT
TERM PARKING LOT WILL BE RELOCATED
FROM THE CAMPUS ROAD SITE TO THE WEST
SIDE OF RICHARDSON STADIUM. ENTRY TO,
AND EXIT FROM THE NEW SITE CAN BE
GAINED VIA UNION STREET ADJACENT TO
THE EAST BOUNDARY OF THE OUTER FIELD.
FURTHER INFORMATION ON CHANGES IN

THE PARKING PROGRAM APPEAR ELSE-
WHERE IN THIS ISSUE.
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Disk Publishers-Hall Syndicate

Dear Sir,

This letter regards the re-

cent massive blurbs that have

been appearing on campus
about the freedom of Valentyn

Moroz.

thy for this man and many oth-

ers like him. . . But, how can
we expect to help find freedom
from "Facism and Imperial-
ism" for others, in other coun-
tries, until we find our own
freedom from such suppres-
sion. We usually don't use the

same titles here in Canada,
and I hate to flog a dead horse,

but almost every point brought
against the U.S.S.R. in both the
poster and the Ukranian Cana-
dian Students' Union newspa-
per can be brought directly

against our government and
the War Measures Act. I won't
bore everyone by spelling them
out, but just re-read these pos-

ters and in place of Soviet Rus-
sia put Canada (W.M.A.

)

. . Think about it ... — free-

dom?—
Mac. Gervan Arts 74

Dear Editor,

My God! Who are all these

people complaining because
the Grass Roots came? And
saying that they were going to

Western or wherever to see
Chicago? There's no account-
ing for taste! Who are they to

complain when our Snowball
Committee can get really

heavy, down-to-earth groups?
Next thing you know, they'll be
demanding mickey mouse
groups like Crosby, Stills, and
Nash, or maybe Neil Young
and Crazy Horse. What do you
people think Queen's is? A high

school?

Leslie Kaye
(ps. All sarcasm aside, David
Rea was incredible!

)

Dear Editor,

Certified Abortion Referral

is designed to give individual-

ized attention to each patient.

We felt a great need for this

service due to the influx of re-

ferral agencies that have been

charging exorbitant fees, and
have taken advantage of young

women in distress.

All procedures are per-

formed in private hospitals and
specialized hospital affiliated

medical facilities by Board
Certified Obstetricians/

Gynecologists, whereby a pa-

tient will be handled with per-

sonal warmth and the greatest

care afforded by the medical
profession.

We would like to be listed as

a community service; if that is

not possible, would appreciate

being listed in your display

space or classified section at

the standard rate.

Free information

Low cost, safe, legal

ABORTION
in New York
Scheduled immediately
212 TR 7 8562

Mrs. Saul

CERTIFIED ABORTION
REFERRAL
All inquiries confidential

Sincerely yours,

Diane Saul

Dear Editor

I would like to express my
opinion, and hopefully those of

many other Queen's students
on the matter of your version

of *ne Queen's Capital Pro-
gram ad run in Time maga-
zine. When the original ad was
run in Time I did happen to see
it and read it. I felt quite
pleased at the novelty of seeing
my university's name in print

in such a widely distributed

paper. I also found it some-
what amusing for the write up
was somewhat flowery and not
quite real. However it was
meant as a promotional aid in

order to enlighten those in the

outside world no longer in di-

rect contact with the universi-

ty, that funds are needed for

restoration and expansionary
plans.

The ornate original admit-
tedly leaves a lot to be desired,

as far as the real life on this

campus goes. However with
my limited experiences with
outside campuses like Toronto,
Montreal's McGill and West-

ern I can truthfully say we
have it a lot better than most.

The students on this campus
are realitively conservative

(at least the vast majority are)

and their campus is that way,

if for the only reason that they

like it that way.

In the ad you have said "Re-
member the good old days
when they stormed the

Senate?". Yes I remember
that day and I remember that

the handful that did storm the

Senate and demonstrated out-

side of Richardson Hall were
opposed by quite a few hundred

disagreeing students. Showing

their disagreement with snow-

balls. Snowballs may be a very

simple, low and barbaric form
of communication in the eyes

of the all intelligent socialist

radical, but somehow I feel it

gets the point across. That is

the student body in majority
are quite content with the way
this school is being run on the

whole.

In the ad you have cut up the

University for its expansionary

growth in a very sarcastic line

"True, there will be modest
growth — 35% over three

years." However you refrained

from saying that the university

intends to cut off the expanding

student body after that 35%
increase. One should also note

that, increase over the next
three years is no greater a

burden than that of the rest of

the universities.

In the revised ad you agree

in your somewhat distraught

way of reason that the school

does need money for new build-

ings. If this is the case and I

believe it is, just in what way
would you advise us to get it! A
budget cutback you may sug-
gest, and I can agree with you
that this is a valid and concrete

way to achieve this. But maybe
the administers feel that we
are already on a marginal
budget as it is. You can't fall

back and say, well forget the

expansion for this would not

only levy a larger burden upon

the already existing facilities.

It just may hamper the teach-

ing capacities enough so that

the university will become
nothing but a factory that will

produce as many scholars as

the system can efficiently

even inefficiently produce.

With this facing us, the stu-

dents, and the administration

alike I don't see any possible

threat, degradation, or the like

for asking outside donors to

give the necessary funds

such I don't see any reason for

the attack that was so viciously

placed on the ad and the uni-

versity.

When I read your ad I took it

as a personal stab in the back

and I could not sit back without

saying anything. In fact I have

never written a letter to an edi-

tor of any paper before and I

feel now I have to say some

thing.

Stephen Fletl

Commerced

Qlhwtt'a Slnurnal
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C.C (Cross Culture) Foreignsky in Canada
by Vijay Bhargava

..flyman
nature is the same ail over the world, but it's opera-

oris
are so varied by training and discipline that one must see it

".nSlits
spectacles."

" LORD CHESTERFIELD.

To the Canadian eye, many of the operations by train-

i0
» and discipline of C. C. Foreignsky may appear funny

],r
even vulger. For instance he may derive considerable

amusement from the fact that Foreignsky must learn to

dance as well as do the Namaste. That he must discourse

with
equal facility on Marshall McLuhan and the Dharma

Shastras, on the Guess Who and Ravishanker, on the

nail dirty" poetry of Allen Ginsberg and the (Kama Su-

trais)
! This is not a kind of, half-way house to civilized

living but a blended way of life — and is perhaps not new.

A judicious blend of Cross Cultures (begging CP. Snow's

pardon) which very much becomes a part of Foreig-

nsky's nature.

For a engineering student Foreignsky has varied inter-

ests and is a "groovy" fellow. But after four years in

Canada, which were, by far the most educative and
"mind-blowing" years of his life, he still has nostalgic

memories of things back home. And though an ardent

dian^hel^V M
ient

i

fic outlook " l°wards^ of Cana-dians, he does feel lonely at times.

which »!jT«
ml

!f
rS his tirst few weeks in ^"ada,

slons like T^i
The mlxi"8 "P of vanous expres-

sions like Thank you" and "lam sorry" Imagine the

to

X

wn
S

,r °"^ fa
f °f 3 Pre"y «irl

a

crowdeJlr
corned Th°a„w

0l"a
?
d W

,

ith F»reiS"^y and he e«-
c a med - Thank you! - I mean I am sorry!" Yes he
stUl remembers the ease with which he learned to say
Pretty good or "Not too bad" to the friendly "Hi! How

are you? of his classmates. Things became" interesting
as he acquired this "Brecht thing about comparison and
observation. But he was quick in concluding that com-
parisons if carried too far, can have an unsettling influ-
ence. He then believed, that an alternative to this com-
parison and observation (which after all turned out to be
a form of wishful thinking) was in his fullest possible
identification with the "Canadian environment " This
does not necessarily imply that he should forget his pre-
vious background (for who can?), rather he tried consci-
entiously to familarize himself to his new surroundings
Perhaps this sounds trite but one need not venture far to
encounter some of the frustrated and maladjusted for-
eign students who did not care and end up by not profiting

by there stay (other than the degree at the end of there

stay) in Canada. This of course is a over simplification of

the whole situation. Some of Foreignsky*s fellow foreign

students do encounter genuine difficulties. For some it

may be the food, for some the language or the unaccus-
tomed attention he may receive. Nevertheless they do
try — to understand and be understood.

Of course all this is not to blame foreign students
alone. If anything, their Canadian counterparts are also

at fault. For there to be understanding between two peo-
ple there must be two people. Sounds tautological, but

strangely, it slips people's mind. Poor Milton! "The mind
is its own place and can make a hell of heaven and a
heaven of hell" indeed. Poor Shakespeare!. . . for there
is nothing either good or bad. but thinking makes it so."

when there is nothing to think about, there is obviously no
good, no evil, no friend, no foe, no attachments, no preju-
dices, no hatreds, no curiosity, and wisdom will inevita-

bly be lost in knowledge and knowledge in Information
and information in Statistics and Statistics in incompre-
hensibility.' A better prospect can not be conceived, for

in this condition all of Foreignsky's problem of under-
standing and loneliness will have dissipated itself "in
euphoric acceptance of this best of all possible worlds."

People in Power
by Peters Adams and Rayment

Victor Lea

'Everybody calls me 'Mr. Lea', and it makes me feel

like an old man."
Hello, Here is the man that holds the keys to the hearts

of 852 Victoria Hall residents. We found him manning the

office in the basement of Victoria Hall, running dollar

bills through the change machine, and generally enjoying

watching the girls go by — "It kind of shakes you up at

first", he confided, "you're dealing mostly with girls,

and after spending twenty-five years working with men
in the army.
We're sure you'll agree that Victor Lea is truly a per-

son 'in power'.

Born in Toronto — quit school at grade 10, at age 16 and

Joined the British Merchant Navy — travelled throughout

the world — joined the army — served as an M.P. in Hol-

land, France and Sicily during World War II — Signal

Corps member after the war and served with the U.N.
troops in Germany and Egypt ("I think everybody should
have a couple of days at it (the army))" — has been
working at Queen's in Women's Residences for five

years.

His official job "They call me a janitorial custodian.

We've got to try and keep the place quiet after 11 p.m. if

we can, We've got a set of rules to abide by. We've got to

keep the guys out after twelve. They can't come in after

twelve without a female escort.
'

'

On open hours "Sure it's a good thing. Before, it was a
horror show. But what we have in common rooms now is

the girl who can't go into her room because her room-
mate is busy ..."

On more open hours "I don't think a guy should be al-

lowed to walk through here freely. We still have the old

problem of a guy trying to get upstairs. There's no more
panty raids, though."
On Student power "You don't hear anything about revolu-
tion around here. I think they did a right thing in putting

^ore students on the senate. It really gives the students
more of a say in what they're going to be.

But, I mean, they come here to be educated, to be
taught something..."

On Queen's spirit "Spirit is gone. You've got to have it or
you ain't got nothing. We've got the goal posts from Ri-
chardson (Stadium). That's what I call pride. At Orienta-
tion Week this year, it wasn't there, it was quiet.

Maybe West campus will have an effect. Maybe it'll

bring back the old snake dance after a victory parade."
On the AMS "You don't hear about it anymore."
On Co-ed residences "It's feasable. I can see it coming. It

has to come in time. However not everyone should have
to live in a co-educational residence. You should have
your choice."

Student self-subsidization "There's no way you can do
it. There's no money around. Trouble is, its being spent

outside of the country in foreign aid and for the Prime
iMinister to be flying around in that big plane of his.

'

'

On Kingston rents "I think there should be rent control.

If you're here in the summer, you'll see the rents go 'way
down. I don't think the people of the city realize the bene-

fits of students, The only time they like you is when you
pay out money."
On the armed services "A conscripted army is the worst

in the world. I was a signalman in the Canadian army and

I was proud to be a signalman. But unification . .

."

On campus discipline We're not allowed to hit a student,

we'd lose our job. If there are any problems we call the

AMS. We'd rather call the AMS than the Kingston police

to keep it on campus.

I don't know if the AMS court has ever been used.
'

'

On the Queen's staff union "We don't have any problems.

If we do, we don't get the run-around. Even though we're

not educated as much as they are, we can speak to

them."
On Wage negotiations (P.P. Note: Mr. Lea has been han-

dling wage negotiations with the Personnel Department

on behalf of the Queen's local union of residence employ-

ees)

"We haven't pushed our way into university business.

The university bleeds a bit, and we bleed, and a little bit

of blood out of a turnip goes a long way.
"

On Parking "The union is not too happy with the parking

regulations we were hit with.

The cleaning ladies who work four hours a day and get

$2 an hour are asked to pay the same for parking here as

a professor or a registrar or anyone else. The fee should

be graded by the amount of money you make.

"

Why he likes his job "I like people. You see the kids go

through a lot of changes in their years here. 1 like work-

ing around here at night. You get to know the people, a

different kind of people.
'

'

On Bigness "There's just too many people here now, for

us to know all of them by name like I used to.

I'm not that strait-laced anymore. This building

takesit out of you . .

."

His biggest beef "I got no complaints except. I don't like

being called 'A grey haired bastard', when I'm at the

front door at night. We're just doin' our job."

by Alan Broadbent

1 felt a little bit gypped this past week when the recent
snowfall was inflicting itself on our city.

1 am not a great lover of snow and cold weather any-
way, being from the almost tropical climes of the west

J*
88 *, and this latest invasion of snow and cold was a

Particularly brutal affront. However, more than the sim-

, Pi
e Physical affront, I felt I had been tricked by the

I ^ngston snow control supervisor.

Kingston snow control supervisor is the man who
arranges with the federal government each year the

Sber and amount of snowfalls for the city. Each fall,

e draws up a snow budget, which must pass city govern-

, j?
ent of course, and this sets the amount of snow that

i £'
nSston wishes for the coming winter. This then is scru-

'Jized by the federal department of northern affairs,

hich must transfer the snow to the southern parts of the

ountry, and if it is agreeable, they confirm the amount

for the city.
*iter the federal allottment is made, it is up to each

**1 snow control man to fix dispersal dates. He usually

tin
around civic holidays, Christmas, and low produc-

«s» P
eriods as ma »n times for distribution. The snow is

jjuj
v Aspersed at night, a clever job done by men dis-

\
'Sed as snow removal experts, and the odd bit is

Pped by an airlift during the day.

The reason I felt affronted was that during the Christ-

mas holidays, when most members of the Queen's com-

munity were out of town, I had planned to gather up all of

the snow on campus, put it in my red Volkswagen, and

take it out and iide it behind some trees in the country.

This would be the perfect way to get rid of the stuff, no-

body would notice, and I could say when everyone re-

turned to town that it went away naturally. This would

also eliminate the cold weather, for it is obvious that the

only reason it gets so cold in Kingston is due to all that

cold snow lying around.

Well, I was down on the lower campus about the 22nd of

December, shovelling the snow into the trunk of my car,

and suddenly I hear this humming sound I looked up and

saw this snowmobile weaving across the terain, mounted

by this guy in a white snow suit with a clipboard under his

arm. He stopped beside the large area I had shovelled.

"Alright fella." he said as he ambled toward me,

"what are you doing with this snow?"

Noting the ample quality of his ambling, I decided that

his Man could indeed be dangerous, and I chose to obfus-

""T lost a contact lense here last football season, " I of-

fered, "and I'm just clearing the field to find it."

"Sure fella, but what are you putting all the snow in the

car for'''

'

I was trapped, and 1 knew that I would have to go on

the offensive. I arrogantly explained that I was going to

remove all of the snow in the city to the outskirts of town,

and that he wasn't going to be able to stop me because I

never slept. He informed me that he was the Kingston

snow control supervisor, and that any movement of snow
in the area was his responsibility. At this point, I leapt

into the guise of a diplomat, and in under five minutes we

had negotiated a settlement.

What we would do was to leave the snow where it was.

He told me that if I moved the snow, he would simply

arrange for another snowfall, and I would soon get worn
down trying to remove it ail, I convinced his that even if

He kept putting snow on the ground, I could hit at strateg-

ic places and clear the snow and ruin the aesthetic appeal

of a snowfall. Seeing as this was a major part of his job,

the aestheitic appeal, we agreed that if I didn't remove
any of the snow, then he would cancel all the rest of the

snowfalls until next December. He then disappeared in

his snowmobile and I replaced and raked all of the snow I

had in my trunk.

So much to my surprise, it snowed this week. I take

this as a breach of our pact, and I am now making it

public that I am going to relocate all snow in the city to a

place near Bath. All those interested in helping should

assemble on the lower campus any night between 3:00

and 5:00 a.m.
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Repression . . . Psychiatry as an Agent of the Establishment

by Richard Kunnes M.D.

(Continuation of "Repression: Psychiatry as an Agent of the Establishment",
Qneen's Journal, Jan. 29 reprinted from the McGill Medical Journal, Vol. 39, Oct.
1970)

"We're taught that our shit sinks. We're taught to be ashamed of
how we came into the world — fucking. We're taught that if we dig
balling, we should feel guilty.

"We're taught: body pleasure is immoral!

"We're really taught to hate houselves!

"Amerikans are puritans. Amerikans are afraid of sex. Amerika
creates a sexual prison in which men think they have to be supermen
and have to see sensitivity as weakness. Women are taught that self-
assertion is unfeminine. So marines go to Viet Nam and get their asses
kicked by Viet Cong women."

Psychiatrists and psychologists also serve as part of the repressive apparatus
within such conventionally repressive institutions as prisons and the armed forces. In
these institutions, total obedience without question is demanded. Many methods,
from persuasion to isolation to physical punishment, may be used on recalcitrant
prisoners (or soldiers). The psychiatrist or psychologist is just a more refined instru-
ment for obtaining absolute submission. His therapy or counselling serves one end
alone — to break the resistance of those on whom other, more direct methods have
failed, and to ease the way to "adjustment"? i.e. submission) for all. The psychiatrist
can see his patients only as criminals and never as political prisoners.

Even the police use psychology as one of their weapons. Increasingly, police
departments are allying themselves with academic departments of psychiatry for
assistance in dealing with individual offenders, crowd control, and "conflict resolu-
tion."

Psychiatry and psychology are thus used as direct instruments of coercion
against individuals. Under the guide of "medical methods," people are pacified pun-
ished, or incarcerated. But psychiatry and psychology are also used more generally
as an instrument of pacification and control of our entire society. They have become a
central ideological instrument for obscuring people s understanding of their experi-
ence and for preventing their recognizing the social bases and collective nature of
their oppression.

The central mechanism by which psychiatry and psychology achieve this is to
reduce all collective experience to a sum of individual experiences, to reduce all

social grievances to individual pathology. Psychiatrists are trained to try to impose

the responsibility for a patient's problems on the patient him or herself, rathel

on the patient's environment. The March 1970 issue of Trans-Action reports!

article by Thomas J. Scheff on this process: "Most psycho-therapists havl

trained to view patients as favorable candidates for psychotherapy if they hai

sight into their illness — which is to say that they accept, or can be led to accep|

problem as internal.
'

'

One of the most pervasive uses of this kind of psychiatric ideology is in sffl

ing the continued oppression of women. A woman's failure to accept her presd

roles as a housekeeper, nursemaid and husband-pamperer is explained to herl

suiting from her own psychological inadequacies as a mother and wife rathel

from flaws in the institutions of marriage and the family and the roles defined!

them. If she fails to wipe Con Ed's soot off the window sills every day, she is a

J
housekeeper; if her child uses dope to escape the emptiness and despair of thes|

she is a "bad mother." Whether delivered in person by her psychiatrist, c

the mass psychotherapy of Abby, Ann Landers, Rose Franzblau, and the

Digest, the message is clear: your oppression as a woman is your fault, not a|

problem, or that it's an issue of mental illness and not a "derivative of econoil

ploitation; hence it must be met individually (and by changes in yourself), no"!

tively.

Another use of the psychiatric ideology has been in "explaining tMI

dissident movements. Thus, psychiatrists and psychologists have sought to 6
!

the rise of the New Left to the American people in terms of the psychology!

dissenters, and thus avoiding the politics of the dissenters. Vietnam, racism. P?

imperialism disappear save as triggers of latent psychopathology. Recently
1

1

York Times called in psychiatrist David Abrahamsen, a specialist in the 5 1

violence, to explain the politics that led up to the recent rash of bombings T^l

ers need not be psychotic, he said. They may be dissatisfied persons with a

These psychiatric descriptions have found expression in the plans of the Nix*'1

istration for increased surveillance and repression of the Left. One
' 'high »

Nixon assistant" described extreme radicals thus: "It wouldn't make a bit 1

ence if the war on racism ended overnight. We're dealing with the crim"1
1

with people who have snapped for some reason."

The N.Y. Daily News turns it into laymen's language — "spoiled self"1*

brats" who "hate everything decent and good" and who"have an "urge to
e

The psychiatrists give the same theme the respectability of science
WidfU'l

— F~J .......... ...... v.... dam. unniL ,Ea|JCLUIL,lll^ VI at,..,..-—

cized in the mass media, their views help shape the public's conscious" J
movement. They help insulate the good TV-watching, Life magazine-readi"' 1

from understanding what the movement is all about, how it related to t"e
^
F

oppression he feels in his own life, and why he should take it seriously
0

terms.

Many other examples of the repressive ideological role of psychology
(!
.

chiatry can be given. Black riots come from the "instability of the Neg
„

according to presidential advisor Daniel Moynihan, not from poverty a "
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jiess and anger. Absenteeism among the blacks and Puerto Rica™ i„ i

%ad.end jobs is due to inadequate sociaiization in the vSso prompt els
-"severance, not the inhumanity and pointlessness of the job itself Etance
WTmius quo is normal and healthy; deviance in thought or behav our ?kl kK or collective, is pathological. People are t^gtiVZ^tSZ^^
fL of the^eviatmns and dissents of others in these terms. A sick socfetv isXmeo "to nothing more than a collection of sick individuals. Conce ved of in

Lly i°
urn

?
ls

'
b0'led d

r,
n by P°P Podiatrists and advice column's s in our

f psychiatry and psychology have become the pseudo-scientific underp SrZ
Irepress've ideology which promotes alientation, from oneself, from others and
^reality-

J
lntegratir^ a Pa

"tl
PS
/
e
(

l

L°
l0g

.

1

|.

Cally °r S0Cially is inteS«ting him into a racist
|t society- The more we do this, the more weserve the society that destroys us

1 mother areas the Chairman of the Department of Psychiatry of a U S medicalL Dr. Bryant Wedge openly acknowledges and is proud of his work as a psychia-r
witli the CIA in their attempt to overthrow the Cuban government.

1 psychiatry and psychiatrists are moving into new corporate areas For example
L,

eed and Raytheon, the two big missile manufacturers in the U S have moved
fa

popular and profitable new business. With the aid of psychiatrists these corpo-

fons are making special teaching programs and films aimed at dissuading high
T,l students from taking drugs. The films emphasize the establishment's ideology
Jfdrugs lead to the ruin of reputation, career and property. At any rate, psychiatry
Iroviding the linkages between the military-industrial complex and the medical
Islrial complex.

I More direct links with the military are demonstrated by psychiatrists such as
L Talbot who explains how he has helped soliders and officers deal with their

pety about killing and being killed in Viet Nam. That is, the psychiatrist is used to
Uthe Army a more brutal and effective killing machinery.

I When anyone in Washington is fearful of Communists in Academia, guess who
Ipiles the blacklist of the suspects in the scientific community? That's right it

lltie National Institute of Mental Health.

I In terms of the future, a past president of the AMA, and the Chairman of the
Utment of Psychiatry at the Mayo Clinic jointly call for psychiatrists to system-
Sally collect basic behaviourial data on all U.S. citizens to allow the social psychia-

ft to forecast and control "behaviours of populations under a variety of circum-
Ices. Better control of human behaviour must be achieved," he said.

I Psychiatry is a tool of the establishment in the way in which it defines morality
• encourages monogamous-like relationships, male supremacy, and discourages
tosexuality and other so-called sexual perversions. Psychiatry not only supports
•establishment's politics, but its morals and sexual hang-ups, as well. After all,

ibeterosexuality is just as much a fetish as is pure homosexuality. The degree to
th we can't enjoy so-called perversions, e.g., homosexuality, is the degree to
Ih we have been oppressed and repressed by the establishment's moral code.
Kbiatry, as practiced, supports this code. Psychiatrists will encourage monoga-
fc heterosexuality, but they won't encourage multigamous bisexuality. Whether
psychiatrist admits it or not, at every point in his treatment, he prescribes a set of
Its which in turn describe the establishment's moral and political judgments and
Ties.

I No psychiatrist is value-free in the way in which he relates to his or other eco-
m classes. The private psychiatrist and his private patient essentially come from
irne class and have the same values and ideologies. They are not in conflict from
s or ideological point of view. Thus their therapeutic relationship tends to be an
Nng and supporting one rather than a conflictual one.

[On the other hand, the relationship of the upper class psychiatrist to his working
T patient is economically and thus therapeutically conflictual. The relationship

r 0 De °n control and hostility rather than enhancement.

'It's quite a common disease, but not in your income bracket."

Psychiatrists repress and oppress by labeling political acts as psychiatric symp-
toms, thus to be dealt with by psychiatrists rather than by political struggle. Violence
in a political context is seen only as a product of a psychotic criminal mind. Kids
throw rocks through windows and a 100 articles are published in newspapers jour-
nals, and books by psychiatrists, psychologists and the like. President Nixon main-
tains a world-wide enforced policy of imperialism, racism, chauvinism, and even
genocide — and not one psychiatrist has written about President Nixon's "symp-
toms" or Oedipus complex. When the revolutionary youth movement in the U.S.
throws rocks it's a symptom. When Nixon drops more bombs in South Viet Nam than
have been dropped in all of WWI and WWII combined, that's a piece of political policy
and psychiatrists don't like to deal with political policy, no matter how symptomatic
of a sick mind and a sick system it may be.

Canadian psychiatry is an agent of the establishment. Canada is an American
colony. Sixty per cent of all Canadian industrial assets are controlled by the U.S. The
Canadian establishment is nothing more than the colonial agent of the Nixon adminis-
tration.

The problem isn't whether psychiatry is or is not an agent of the establishment.
Virtually all parts of an establishment's political system and services serve that sys-

tem and psychiatry is one of those parts. The important question is, is the establish-

ment serving the people? In the case of the Canadian establishment, the answer is

clearly no — no, as long as it continues to be subservient to the U.S. corporate ruling

classes.

Psychiatric services are never delivered in a social or political vacuum. They
are either part of the problem or part of the solution. To the extent that they de-

politicize and psychologicize psychiatry is an agent of repression. No psychiatrist

ever tells his patients that many of their problems are derived from the capitalism

and exploitation exported by and controlled from the U.S. and that the only way to

deal with capitalism is to end it. And that the only way to end it is to join a revolution-

ary organizations, e.g., Black Panthers or the Quebec Liberation Front. And no psy-

chiatrist (except Frantz Fanon) ever told his patient that the act of revolutionary

struggle and violence will not only help destroy colonialism and capitalism, but will

also alleviate his symptoms.

To say you are a psychiatrist who gives his patient a choice to do whatever he or
she wishes, is to claim that your therapy is value-free. Surely none of you would help a
patient to become a better, more effective Hitler, to do so would be morally corrupt.

At the same time, however, I can't imagine any of you encouraging your patients to
join the Quebec Liberation Front or Weatherman. How can the psychiatrist serve the
interests of a patient who is from a class or race" below him. Psychiatrists are an
elite in our society and have a stake in its status quo. and thus are agents of repression
and racists. The black or the poor patient has a stake in making revolutionary
changes and what's best for him is the making of and the winning of those changes.
How can a psychiatrist feel comfortable in encouraging his patient to do so and to help
him understand the necessity for it? Those patients who aren't poor, who have a stake
in the establishment, naturally don't have as much to gain from revolutionary change
and thus are a part of the problem and the establishment.

No, the logical extension of the Community Psychiatry movement is not to aban-
don psychiatry, but to serve the community, to make revolutionary changes.

The private practitioner and university professor are establishment agents not
because they opt out of social and political involvement — just the opposite. They
reproduce, maintain and support a dual standard of services and thus support a class
divided society. They also perpetuate and disseminate the upper class's values, ideol-

ogy and politics in the day-to-day practice. Some of the more liberal private practi-
tioners and professors may call for an end to the war in Viet Nam, but not for an end
of imperialism or support for the Quebec Liberation Front. A pateient of theirs who
wishes to fight racism and imperialism is seen as 'acting out." A patient volunteering
to join the Royal Canadian Mounted Police is seen as a ditiful citizen behaving respon-
sibly and is not questioned about his motives for joining the pig power structure.

Psychiatry is derived from and gives support to the dominant and prevailing
culture and its ideology. Psychiatry, psycotherapy, and psychiatrists are not value
free, but reflect the values of those dominant in that society — in other words, they
reflect and support the establishment.
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soundings

NOTICE

NO NOMINATIONS WERE RECEIVED FOR
THE POSITIONS OF AMS PRESIDENT AND
VICE-PRESIDENT. IN ACCORDANCE WITH

THE CONSTITUTION, NOMINATIONS WILL

BE ACCEPTED AT THE AMS OFFICE UN-

TIL 5:00 P.M. FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 5,1971.

THE ELECTION WILL STILL BE HELD ON
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15, l°7|.

ESTHER WARKOV
exhibition of paintings

prepared and circulated by the Beaverbrook

Gallery, Fredericton

February 7 to 28

also

CANADIAN LANDSCAPES

1873 to 1930 s

from the Permanent Collection

art centre

JO UNDER
*t ATTACK

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 3

Bryce Mackasey
Is there an answer to the inflation cycle?

Alan Borovoy

General Counsel of the Canadian Civil Liberties Association.

Vince McCauley
Can a soldier afford a moral conscience?

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 4

W. H. Kelly

Are university campuses breeding grounds for anarchists?

Jim Harding
Are the tactics of today's new left movement succeeding?

(2 sessions) ,

GRANT HALL
FREE-NO TICKETS
Shows will be taped at approximately

7 p.m. 8:30 p.m. 10 p.m.

Door Open at 6:45 p.m.

by Steve Winnettand Scott Sherman

JESUS CHRIST, SUPERSTAR. A rock
opera by Andrew Lloyd

Webber and Tim Rice. (Decca I>XSA-
7206)

Pope Gregory 1 to Meiiitus, Abbot in

France, concerning the mission to the
English, 596 A. D.;
"

. . I have long been considering with
myself about the case of the AngH; to wit,

that the temples oj idols in that nation
should not be destroyed,, selves that are in

them should be . Ij these same temples
are welt built, it is needjul that they should
be transjerredfrom the worship of idols to

the service of the true God; that, when the

people themselves see that these temples
are not destroyed, they mayput away error

from their heart, and knowing and adoring
the true God. may have recourse with the

more familiarity to the places they have
been accustomed to.

"

John Lennon:
The Beatles are more popular than Jesus

Christ.

"

I was beginning this review when Scott
walked in and we started to talk about
the record.

SCOTT: I Really think that's a good
idea, using Pope Gregory I.

STEVE: Why?

SCOTT: Well, it's something different,
that's mostly why I like it.

STEVE: Do you understand why 1 used
it? What Gregory I is talking about is

simply using the means of worship
which people are accustomed to. It

seems to me that in the 1960's and
1970's that what we've worshipped, in

effect, is rock stars.

SCOTT: No, No, we didn't worship rock
stars! It's not a worship thing.

STEVE: It's called Jesus Christ. Super-
star, You're not seeing the point.

SCOTT: No, no, like, the superstar is

not the emphasis-point. If it were going
to be. then they'd spend more time on
the superstar business. You were say-
ing this before, too, that the song "Su-
perstar" is just stuck in there.

STEVE:. . . I agree with you. . .

SCOTT: Why does it seem stuck in?

STEVE: Why not the concept
"superstar?" In the 1960's we've had
superstars, right? And they're the
people we expect quite a bit from. So.
that's maybe the starting-point of this
opera. By the way, do you think it's an
opera?
SCOTT: Well, there are no arias.
STEVE: Let s take Tommy and Arthur
<by the Kinks). I think that Tommy is

not a rock opera at all

SCOTT: Tommy is a rock opera.
STEVE: That's Circus said. . . for
me, Tommy is just a lot of songs on two
records.

SCOTT: Very interesting book in the
middle.

.

STKVE: . . with a lot of freaky pic-

tures ... an attempt to construct a

story, but there isn't really one. Arthur
by the Kinks is a real achievement. It's

a sonnet sequence. The decline and fail

of the British Empire in beautiful little

pieces .... But what do you think of
Superstar?

SCOTT: If there's anything that's hold-
ing it together, it's got to be the story,
not the music, because the musical
styles can be heard anywhere . . . The
music is really disjointed.

STEVE: It's disjointed, and there's
not much of it, really they're using the
same themes over and over . . .OK,
what about some of the concepts of the
album? Like, let's take Judas, he
comes across to me as a social reform-
er, interested in material gains for
Israel and in improving people's lots in

the temporal world . . . .How does he
come across to you?

SCOTT: He doesn't come across to me
that way. not that strongly. Sympa-
thetically, like "I haven't really
thought about my own reward.

"

STEVE: Can you see it as a tragedy,

like, these people are victims of fate?

SCOTT: Yeah, sure . . . .But, ah, so-

cial reformer. I don't know, I don't
think so. . .

STEVE: Do you think that the opera
depicted accurately the reaction of the
people, the crowd?

SCOTT: Yes, but it s reduction though,
and that's what bothers me. It's fairly
accurate, but it's not really arty in that
it reveals anything new to you, or giv-
ing you anything that you might not
have come across yourself.

STEVE: The avarice of the crowd. . .

SCOTT: The mob thing . . . Surely it's

occurred to you before that this could
be viewed as a political thing, a minor
happening in a state . . .

STEVE: I was thinking about some of

the criticisms you had, and I was won-
dering if perhaps my tendency to inter-

iorize this thing excessively is because
there's nothing out like it. If there
were two or three other rock operas
available on the crucifixion of
Christ. . . ,

SCOTT: That's the thing, like, do we
need a rock opera for you to be able to
get something out of it? Whv can't vou
look at Rubens and Rembrandt? Does
this serve any purpose? Is this a state-
ment on its own or is it just a story set
to music?
STEVE: It's from the Department of

Redundancy Department, in other
words.

SCOTT: Is it like this or not? I have a
very great feeling that it is, and that it

wouldn't have been this way if they'd
done it better. . .

STEVE: I sort of agree with vou in
that respect ... I have to think back
to the first time I heard it. I can re-
member going through the first two
sides and saying to you. "This isn't
very exciting". But I can also remem-
ber that on the third side, with the epi-

FACULTY OF
ARTS AND SCIENCE
Students are reminded that the last date

for dropping a whole course is January

31st.

The last date for dropping a second term

half course is March Sth. This should

be done in the Arts and Science Office.

FACULTY OF
ARTS AND SCIENCE
All students in the Faculty of Arts and

Science who expect to complete their

degree requirements in either May

or September 1971, should make sure

thai their names are included in the

Degree List.

Please check this now in the Arts and

Science Office.

sodes of The Last Supper, the Bptr
at Gethsemane, that it starts S^
SCOTT: Right. I enjoy the musir
the last two sides "Always hooori .L°

n

I'd be an apostle. ."
ped ll>at

STEVE: The apostles come off
pretty weak, you know. To me \Lf}
one of the strengths of the opera' s

SCOTT: That's one of the strenpth
the story itself, not of the opera

0(

These people are ordinary neonio ik

he picked, right? Holden Caulfieid «*i
the same thing, he figured that !

Jesus didn't have too much time to
around picking and choosing eve™

0

body, he just picked these guys at rdom . . Like I was saying, those£
two sides might have made a good sin
gle album by themselves. Not caiw
Jesus Christ. Superstar, though becan*
like calling it Jesus Christ. Superstar
rock opera, with libretto" is a great
pretension to have to live up to u t

k

work isn't equal to what thev ««
they're doing, then it falls flat

y

STEVE: Do you think that it's imoor
tant, in the sense of a new direction for
rock?
SCOTT: I don't think it's a direction at

STEVE: No. I don't either, because
musically it is . . . imitative

. But I

would/ like to make a case for 'beine
able to interiorize this thing, in other
words. .

SCOTT: In other words, precisely
what does that mean? y

STEVE: I agree that it's not reallv
adding anything new. Sure, some of the
language is new. like Walk across mv
swimming pool', 'When John did his
baptism thing' . . 'Jesus-mania'
. . .OK. but I'd suggest to you that it's

sometimes difficult to have a sense ol

the drama of the Crucifixion.
.

SCOTT: This is melodrama, melo-
melodrama, especially because the
music doesn't function as it should
like in the last side, the Crucifixion

STEVE: The 'Crucifixion" is an at-

tempt to be almost electronic psyched-
elic, isn't it? You know, it's sort of like

a bad trip.

SCOTT: Well, it's heavy for Jesus.
STEVE: What about the ending? They
don't mention the Crucifixion. John 19:

41 simply says that there was a grave
ready. This is the point where I say

that the listener can interiorize the

thing. This does give you a chance to

partipate, in interpreting it. . .

STEVE: You know, the guys who
wrote this said themselves that they're

not Christians . . Do you think that

everybody should listen to this? But

then I feel that way about any record

SCOTT: Maybe they should listen to it

as much as they can. All I know is,

like, we were talking about this, how

people were going to be having floor

parties and hustling chicks to it

That's not obviously what it was made
for . . . .Might be , . ,

<We would like to thank Ed Enge for

the use of his tape recorder, without

which this conversation would never

have been preserved for posteriors )

Pizza Pickup
286 Montreal Street

Med. 160 FREE
Large 2.60 DELIVERY
Super 3.60 IN 60* ZONE

(CHOICE OF 6 TOPPINGS)
NO EXTRA CHARGE __

PICKUP PIZZA AND SAVE
PICKUP DISCOUNT AVAILABLE

DIAL 544-1221
Open Tues.Through Sat.4-1

Sun. 12-9
,

All the latest styles ^
4) ^sunglasses I

• Repairs •Magnifiers!

• Custom made slass«f

Contact Lenses^'

SstiuiYntn t» vn muse <*

\»1 King SI. E. S42-lJ*Lf
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tendays
^esday 2:

afternoon:

evening:

Wednesday 3:

afternoon:

2:30 p.m.: mathematics department will have a statistics seminar in jef-
fery hall, room 225.

6:45 p.m.: under attack in grant hall with bryce mackasey vince mccau-
ley, and jacques yves morin/
7:30 p.m. : sailing club meeting in Stirling 'b\

8:30 p.m.: west indian night in the upstairs common room and pub. ad-
mission 25$,

7:30 p.m.: chronicles 8 — "the stronger" presented by the department of
drama, directed by fred euringer and played by norma edwards and caro-
lyn heatherington.

4:30 p.m.: dr. s. r. brown from the biology department will have a semi-
nar in earl hall, rm 111.

evening: 7:30p.m.: chronicles
8
"the stronger", seetuesday.

8.00 p.m.: the tricolour autosport club is showing rally and auto films,
Stirling theatre 'd'. admission free.

8:00 p.m.: international banquet to be held in Wallace hall in the union;
international cuisine, rum punch, crepes, curry and rice, folksingers as
entertainment, students $1.00 other $1.50. tickets should be picked up at
the international centre office.

8:30 p.m.: William i. gallaway will present "gems from the stockshots"
at st. lawrence college, part of the national film collection, this film is

about famous Canadian films, admission is 50c.

9:15 p.m.: bull session discussing Christianity and how it is applicable to

today's problems, at donald gordon common room.

3:30 p.m.: collegium musicum, a program of lute music and songs, no
charge, at ellis auditorium, from the music department.
6.45 p.m. : under attack in grant hall with w. h. kelly

, and jim harding.

7:00 and 9:30 p.m.: campus movies presents "wait until dark" at dunning

hall auditorium, admission $1.00

7:30 p.m.: medical sciences lecture series panel discussion on "the prac-

tical utilization of diagnostic immunological tests in clinical management
of various disease states.

'

'

7:30p.m.: and 9:00 p.m.: chronicles 8 "the stronger", seetuesday.

7:30 p.m.: cuso club presents an n.f.b. film "south africa: one nation,

two nationalisms", followed by a panel discussion on the south african

race, arms and trade issues, at the international centre.

thursday4:

afternoon:

fridayS:

evening: 7:30 p.m. : african night in the international centre, admission 50c
8:00 p.m.: marathon dance to raise money for camp outlook further infor-

mation from derek mclean 544-7238.

Saturday 6:

afternoon: 1:30 and 3:30 p.m.: original plays for children at boswell's book, bell and
candle 73 brock street, musical version of "aesop's and otherwise".

2:00 p.m.: historical hockey tournament between r.m.c, queen's and
r.c.h.a. this game will be played under 1872 rules and that equipment, on
the lake in front of city hall.

8:00 p.m.: china night in grant hall featuring lion dance, ancient Chinese

costume modelling, kung fu demonstration, ribbon dance, court dance,

Chinese music, soprano and choir, admission $1.50 per person, students

75t

mondayS:
evening: 7:30 p.m.: two national film board production "bethune" and "citizen's medi-
cine" in etherington hall amphitheatre, free admission.
8:30 p.m.: the kingston music club presents a piano recital at agues etherington art

centre, admission $1.00

tuesday:

9

evening: 8:00 p.m.: the german film club will present "buddenbrooks" which is a

nach dem gleichnamigen roman von thomas mann (whatever that is), in

room 101, kingston hall.

Wednesday 10:

afternoon: 4:30 p.m.: the biology department will have a lecture on insecticide me-
tabolism in earl hall room 111

7:30 p.m.: informal discussion of the problem of Canada's native peoples

at the second floor common room in the union.

8:30 p.m. : vaghy quartet concert in dunning auditorium.

thursdayll:

afternoon: 2:00 p.m.: department of psychiatry symposium on anxiety, depression,

and suicide in etherington hall auditorium.

3:30 p.m.: college musicum: student recital in ellis hall

evening: 7:00 p.m.: campus movies presents "war of the worlds" and "what ever

happened to baby jane" one show only, dunning hall auditorium.

7:30 p.m.: the medical sciences lecture on "the use and abuse of drugs."

8:30 p.m.: the queen's musical theatre presents the pyjama game at

k.c.v.i.

off the record
by Dick Loney

Imagine the country style of the Band blended with the brass

phrasings of Chicago or Blood Sweat & Tears, and you begin to ap-

proximate the categorical niche that Van Morrison and his band

could be said to inhabit. It's far from an unpleasant niche however.

His latest album VAN MORRISON HIS BAND AND THE STREET
CHOIR Warner Brothers 1884, reveals that Morrison and his cohorts

evoke associations of Creedence's John Fogarty in vocal accent: af-

finities with groups such as Grateful Dead which are steeped in the

sophisticated country-rock tradition as to musical content.

Van Morrison and company can take you from the piano opening

of "Crazy Face" with an easily over-dubbed acoustic guitar line, to a

bridge featuring a bass clarinet solo, into the old rock romping in

"Give Me A Kiss", replete with late fifties "bop bop doo bops"

straight out of Elvis's "Don't Be Cruel".

With a song like "I'll Be Your Lover" Morrison guides you on a

quietly expressive flat-top-backed ballad jaunt in slow waltz tempo

which is heavily within the folk-blues bag. When you flip over to side

two, "Blue Money" again combines a blues horn section with sliding

guitar licks, and as it vamps to a close, "Virgo Clowns" breaks in

with John Platania's mandolin picking shading Van's lead vocal.

While Van's "Band" comprises seven musicians, the Street

Choir incorporates some nine additional male and female voices ful-

filling their singing chores with harmony and melody soundly intact.

Their performance on the gospel-inspired "If I Ever Needed Some-

one" (Lord I need you), is that sort of deep-South chanting that has

rubbed off on mystic George Harrison, and revealed in his Chiffon's

inspired "My Sweet Lord".

When Van laments "Why did you leave Ameica/Why did you let

me down" it's clear that his songs are aiming a little deeper than a

surface glazing of funky blues and "moon/spoon" simplistic lyrics -

there's more to Morrison's twelve tune set than meets the eye, plus

enough good music to keep his old fans ecstatic and to draw yet a few

furthur adherents to the Van Morrison camp.

Male artists dominating the singles and album charts with such a

stranglehold (for example, only 6 female singles out of forty entries

on the CKWS survey for the week of January 25th), the female artist

releasing an album needs heavy ammunition to aid her in a pop as-

831,1

Judy Collins is just such an artist - she has moved from the

staid purity of an "unspoiled" folk artist (who's only instrumentation

is a single guitar plus voice) to the refinement of a comb^backed

chantress in the Dylanese mold. Here on WHALES AND NIGHTIN-

GALES Elektra EKS 75010. for the folk buffs, « a Piano-dominated

Collins singing her way through Peter Seeger s "Oh Had I A Golden

Thread"; a Baez song, "Song For David" and several of her own

""C'ofher most melodic efforts is the classic LH.A. ballad "The

IWrW <2i£". telling of the 16 year old Irish youth firm ,n to. p*

triotic resolve to ree the "six counties under John Bui s tyranny .
A

pretty, moving folk favourite which is done justice with Judy s care-

ful phrasing and pleasing intonation.

Joshua Rifkin, who arranged and conducted the stnnge lembel.

lishments, adds richness of sound to Miss Collms compositions

"Nightingale I and II" and certainly aids her arrangement o the

traditional "Amazing Grace" - the old hymn that used to be lined-

out" from many a pulpit. Assisting Judy on this^n >s a ulUhroat

ed mixed choir which has all of the power of the famous Mormon

aggregation hailing from Utah.

Judy puts a purely Collinsian touch on Bob Dylan's "Time Pas-

ses Slowly" which leads off side two in a manner that incorporates

Judy's band with the strings of Rifkin and allows her vocal chords an

appropriate vehicle of expression. The album has scattered additions

of several ethnic tunes such as "Msrieka". plus a few instrumental

interludes — all in all it's a good folk album, but with Rock predomi-

nating in the Record trade, Judy Collins is all too likely liable to be

relegated to a secondary position of popularity — more's the pity

'

Laura Nyro doesn't have the type of music that is categorized —
unless you consider "brotherhood" her exclusive domain. Then again

she sings of love and fear, peace, misery and brotherhood, just like

any number of current pop artists. Not that Laura is formularized by

any stretch of the imagination — she has the gift of conjuring up

universal visions with her word-pictures of Harlem.

All within harmonic strictures of beauty, Miss Nyro is able to

join John Lennon and George Harrison in exposition of the sorry lot of

drug addicts: "I saw a man take a needleful of hard drug and die

slow". This song, "Been On a Train" never for a moment lapses into

mere social content at the expense of Laura's brilliant feel for melo-

dy line and just plain good writing. There might be a tendency to

dwell on what she is saying, rather than how she is saying it (the

message, rather than the medium perhaps Marshall?). But the tunes

"Upstairs By a Chinese Lamp" and in particular "Map To The Treas-

ure", with its haunting piano vamp underpalying Laura's voice, cer-

tainly dispel any hangups on thematic unities that threaten to cloud

the mind.

Laura's melodies are not confined to any formal pattern of tem-

pos in the least — in fact "Treasure" runs the gamut from harp fla-

vouring to a staccato piano bridge, and then back to a tender out-

chorus with a Ferrante and Teicher closing.

One thing you do begin to notice on the album if you do endeavour

to follow the lyrics (or read em off the back cover) is an obsession

that Laura has for rivers. "Beads of Sweat" begins tenderly enough,

then launches into a hard rock, tambourine-laced shouter tying the

image of "beads of sweat" on a neck with "rain on the river banks".

The political furor ("the sins of politics") which grips her coun-

try "as it dies in war in pain" before Laura's eyes served as inspira-

tion for "Christmas In My Soul". This album CHRISTMAS AND THE
BEADS OF SWEAT, Columbia KC-30259 is not a seasonal X-Mas of-

fering - it's a fine album to be played and enjoyed all year

round.
The first time I was exposed to the clean crisp harmonies of

Scotland's "Marmalade" I was sure that they were the Hollies! But

no they just sound that great - they took England by storm with

• Lovin' Things" and "Ob-La-Di Ob-La-Da", of Beatle author- ship

and have now started to "spread" themselves around the North

American markets. Scotland — long resentful of things British — has

in the group Marmalade a valuable musical commodity. With their

two current albums THERE'S A LOT OF IT ABOUT Columbia EKS-

344, and BEST OF, Epic BN 26553, this quintet displays vocal and

instrumental individuality that makes for great listening.

The two albums encompass the best of the stage material that

Marmalade has recorded to date, as well as a few of their own com-

positions. Highlites include "Hey Joe", "Summer In The City", and

"Butterfly". If you like the Beatles, the Hollies, or the Beach Boys,

and their sense of orchestration mixing with basic rock refinements,

give them a listen — Scotland's Marmalade.
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Intermidiate Basketball and Volleyball

In Women's Intermediate

Basketball play at Loyola Fri-

day. Queen's took the game 66-

14. Queen's employed a zone de-

fense for the first time and found

the victory easy. Laura Mastron-

ardi (12) was high scorer for

Queen's, followed closely by
Janet-Eady (9) and Chris Stew-

art (8). Their next action Is

against McUill and Toronto Feb-
ruary 12 and 13 In the final tour-

nament at Loyola.

In Women's Intermediate Vol-

leyball action this weekend.
Queen's downed top-rated Ryer-

son. After suffering a 15-7 defeat

in the first game, the Queen's
girls came back for 15-6. 15-7,

and 15-13 wins to take the match.

ATTENTION!

ARTSCI 74

We are sorry to announce that due to unfor-

tunate circumstances we have found it ne-

cessary to re -order Artsci '74 yearcrests.

They will be available in 5 weeks. Our apol-

ogies for the delays. Questions? Call Gord

Silver 544-7621.

%\\tHound "Cable
&teati tiouBt and 'Cattcm A

Bart Hojd at /ronirnat Wait, Binjjjton, Onrano, Mi'JTO jIT

WANTS STUDENTS!
trp©ur

w
NTS!

Hib ^teak Special ©nig 245
Hit Jnnlicrptr hcrcbg inoitcs jjou to partalit of our

nlaiing decor and fine snots, at reasonable prices.

JBring uom friends, neighbours and fannlu and

cnion. liii presenting this card.

gour jpirst Cocktail-©nig 15/

- CLIP THIS COUPON
I !

QUEEN'S

UNIVERSITY BANDS

Applications for the following positions on the Queen's
University Bands Executive are now being accepted at the

A.M.S. Outer Office:

Head Cheerleader

Head Highland Dancer

Head Majorette

Concessions Manager

Bands Manager

Assistant Bands
Manager

Brass Band Director

Pipe Major

Concert Band Director Publicity Director

Quartermaster

All applications should be addressed to Bands Manager,
and contain name, address, telephone number, position

applied tor, and related experience. A personal interview
will be required.

For information, contact Don Christie at 544-0806, or
at the A.M.S. Office.

Basketball

Bombed by Mac
On Saturday afternoon the

Women's Senior Basketball
team met MeMaster in an ex-

hibition game losing by a final

score of 74-47.

The MeMaster team holds
first place within the central
division and it was not difficult

to see why they have not yet
been beaten. Everything
seemed to "click" for the
MeMaster team. They used
their height advantage well on
rebounding and jump balls,

their double teaming resulted
in Queen's loss of the ball far

too many times, and the final

score vouches for their offen-
sive attack.

On the other hand, nothing
seemed to work for the
Queen's girls. Many shots went
up, but not in; recovery from
offensive to defensive moves
did not happen fast enough, or
did it happen at all. At times it

looked like the team might
come back on offence but those
times did not last long enough.
Maureen Bouris chalked up

13 points for Queen's and
played a steady game through-
out. Karen Carson shone on her
rebounding moves and her out-

side shots, adding 10 points to

the score. Jarmila Kettnerova
was third highest scorer with 8
points

The girls are capable of far
better teamwork, and this

coming weekend will see if

things can "click" for Queen's
when they meet Carleton and
Ottawa.

Field Hockey
There will be a meeting

for anyone interested in

playing intercollegiate or
intermediate field hockey
next September on Wed.
Feb. 3 at 9:30 p.m. in Phys.
Ed. Centre Lounge. All be-

ginners are welcome.

Figure Skaters

Tie For First

The Queen's women's Inter-

collegiate Figure Skating

Team, coached by Mrs. Neil-

son, tied for 1st place in the

WITCA Open Invitational Fig-

ure Skating Championships
last Friday, Jan. 29th. This was
Queen's first year to enter the

championship.

In the individual events, of

which there were ten, Queen's

placed first in four of them,
third in one, 4th in three and
5th in one, competing with five

other universities. Trish An-

derson, Jr. singles; Sue Drow-
ley, Intermediate singles;

Anne Ledingham and Moira
Fitzpatrick, Jr. pairs; and the

synchronized group skating

place first. The singles events

involve the skater performing

a solo of a required time to

music and is judged according

to artistic impression and tech-

nical merit.

The group numer involved 8

skaters: Jan Narduzzi, Debbie
Pepler, Moira Fitzpatrick,

Anne Leddingham, Trish An-
derson, Julie Maden, Barb Cie-

szeWski and Sue Drowley. It

involves precision skating to

music, interpreted and skated

as a group, as one.

Jan Narduzzi, Trish Ander-
son, Anne Ledingham and Sue
Drowley were members of the

14-step event, a group dance,
and placed 3rd.

The fourth places were tak-

en by Moira Fitzpatrick, Sr.

singles, Anne Bennett, and
Barb Ceiszewski, Jr. dance,
Jan Narduzzi and Sue Drowley,
Sr. dance. Anne Bennett took
5th in Novice singles.

Competing along with
Queen's were MeMaster, To-
ronto, Ottawa Univ., McGill
and Middlebury College from
the States. McGill tied with
Queen's for first.

Swimmers

Edged Out
A powerful McGill swim

ming team defeated
Queer?'

and Waterloo in a double
rju \swimming meet this week

end. Queen's lost to Waterio
by a narrow margin of 57^
at the end of the swimming
Good performances on ttf
part of a small Queen's team
lowered the margin of pojJ"
when Waterloo defeatei
Queen's two weeks prior.

Queen's defeated Waterloo
in the 400 medley relav
(Hurd. Wilkie. Craig. Snin
lie) but lost to McGill.

Rob Carson placed 3rri

against McGill and Waterloo
in the 1000 yard free style
while Rob Herman placed 2nd
against both teams in the 200
yard freestyle with a personal
best of 1:57.8, a Queen s team
record. He also won the 100
yard freestyle against Water-
loo and placed 2nd to McGill
The 200 yard breast stroke
featured Herman and Doug
Noakes. Both competitors
closed at the finish to give

Queen's second and third re-

spectively against the two
other competing teams.

Steve Pa tterson oul

touched both McGill and
Waterloo competitors in the

50 yard freestyle to give

Queen's a first over the

teams. This win was particu-

larly enjoyed by Patterson as

the Waterloo competitor had

edged him in the same race

two weeks ago.

Gord Hurd and George
Craig turned in best perform-

ances this year in the 200 yard

individual medley as Hurd

placed 1st and Craig 2nd

against McGill and 2nd and

3rd against Waterloo in the

times of 2: 14.5 and 2:23.0.

Hurd also improved Ins

(continued on page 11)

Gymnasts Defeat RMC
Although Rick Kinsman

Canadian trampoline champi-
on, failed to perform on
Wednesday night prior to the

Snowball Gymnastics Meet
because of poor travelling con-

ditions, the Queen's Men's
Gymnastics team didn't seem
the least bit affected, as it

swept to a conclusive victory
over local rival R.M.C. Paced
by Drew Strickland, the
Queen's team amassed a grand
total of 104.0 points while R. M.
C. accumulated 90.7 points.

Dave Ross took first place in

the Side Horse event, with 4.9

points, while R.M.C 's Gould

and Williams emerged victo-

rious in Still rings, with 4.9

points, and Vaulting, with 8.9

points respectively. Mean-

while, Strickland cleaned up in

every other event, with 6.8

points in Floor Exercises, 7 2

points in Parallel Bars, and 5.6

points on Horizontal Bar,

Queen's also dominated the

meet in terms of individual Ail-

Around standings. Drew

Strickland placed first, with

38.0 points, while Dave Ross

and Delio Tortosa took second

and third places with 31.0 and

30.3 points respectively.

Action In Saturday's Toilet Bowl. Civil was the eventual 6-0 winn
f,d |e

overtime, as George McCaffrey hit Boy Mathis on a pass up the to'1"'

for the touchdown,
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'""I Howard shows how one goes about getting 20 rebounds, a Queen's
,e"»d, as he wrestles the ball away from Drew love of Carleton. Gaels

87-57

Swimming (continued)

.

e in the gruelling 200 yard
°u terfly placing 2nd to Mc-
p" 1 and 3rd to Waterloo's
orad Walker and butterfly
^Wd holder George Roy.
Haul Lucas, Queen's back-
biter from New York
u'aced ut agains( Water i00
"a 2nd against McGill in a

Y0"al best of 2: 18.0.
Ine closing events of the
ee

< saw George Craig grab

second and third against

McGill and Waterloo in the

500 yard freestyle while

Queen's finished 2nd in the

final 400 yard freestyle relay

(Patterson, Campbell, Car-

son and Smillie).

Queen's diving team placed

third all around in the 1 meter

competition. Both Stanners

and McKeehenan did well

against the more difficult

competition.

Queen's competes against

last years O.O.A.A. winners

Good Win;

Close Loss
The hockey Gaels won a

good one and lost a close one on
the road last weekend, as they
took the Ottawa Gee-Gees 6-4

and lost out to the Carleton
Ravens 8-7.

A third period rally by the
Gee-Gees combined with a fif-

teen minute string of penalties
by the Queen'smen made the
Friday night game a heart-
breaker for Ottawa fans who
had seen hope in the return of
the Aube brothers.

The Gaels were slow to start
and trailed 3-0 early in the sec-

ond period. They started to
come back with goals by Lou-
don, Smith and Wickham to
end the period losing 4-3.

In the third it was all

flueen's in scoring as Kindon,
Lynch, and Field put the game
away. It was the fine goalkeep-
ing of rookie Clyde Harris that

kept the Gaels alive through
six consecutive Gee-Gee pow-
er-plays.

Coach Carnegie cited the

"fantastic saves" by the for-

mer Kingston Frontenac and
added that "the team really

started to skate in the third

period".

Against Carleton it was
much the same. Down 4-0 in

the opening the Gaels came
back with goals by Mott and
Kennedy. Kennedy added his

second to make it 4-1 early in

the second but Carleton re-

turned with another to regain

the two-goal lead. Then Stan

Gait netted one to close the gap
and Bob Kindon tied it up.

The Tricolor went ahead
briefly on a goal by Mike
Lynch but by the end of the

period the Ravens had put two

more past Norm Douglas to

leave the score 7-6.

Bob Thompson tied it up at

5:50 of the third but the effort

was not enough as Derek
Holmes picked up his third of

the day and the win went be-

grudgingly to Carleton.

Perhaps remembering for-

mer years Coach Carnegie

noted that the team "really

came back well" especially

considering some pretty

mouthy Carleton fans and

some pretty depressing calls

by the referees. An instance of

the latter was after an all-out

battle between Murray Doug-

las and Ottawa goalie Jacques

Aude.

The referee's reluctance to

give the netminder a fighting

penalty, with automatic ejec-

tion from the game, was only

too obvious as five-minute

roughing penalties were as-

sessed.

Looking towards the playoff

it is obvious that the Laval

game this week-end is a key

contest.

this coming weekend, as To-

ronto will be here with one of

the strongest teams in the

country. This will be a chance

for Queen's students to pre-

view the exciting O.Q.A.A.

competition as Queen's hosts

olympian Jim Shaw and other

O.Q.A.A. champions in the

dual meet. These performers

return with many others as 10

universities will be compet-

ing in the Ontario Quebec

championships, February

19th and 20th.

Back In First Place
Queen's basketball team

regained first place in the

OQAA Eastern section Friday

night with a surprisingly con-

vincing 87-57 win over the Car-

leton Ravens in the Carleton

gym, but on Saturday night

were bombed 87-58 by Union

College of Schenectady, New
York. The win over Carleton

gave Queen's a 3-1 record in

league play, with home games
against Carleton and Ottawa

U. yet to come.
Friday night the big differ-

ence between Queen's and Car-

leton was rebounding, as the

Gaels better than doubled the

Ravens total. Paul Howard set

a new school record with twen-

ty rebounds, while Brian

Mackenzie, Barry Beale, and

Bob Wright were close behind

with 17, 15, and 13 respectively.

Andy Daugulis led the scoring

with 22 points, while Howard
had 21, Wright 18, and Macken-

zie 12. Ron Walsh was held to

three points, but was probably

responsible for at least 20 more
through his feeding passes to

Howard and Daugulis.

Queen's never trailed in this

game, leading 40-27 at the half

and just stretching it out in the

second half. A small group of

Carleton fans grew more and
more upset as the game went

on, their cries of "hotdog" to

Ron Walsh, and "Simon Fraser
reject" to Mackenzie and
Wright faded to "You're good,

Buchanan, good for nothing"
and "Oh, get off the court,

Ryan" as the ineptness of the

Ravens was evident. And as
the Gael second string ran

through, around, and over the

belated Raven press, the

Queen's fans were shouting

"That's a good press, Carleton.

keep it up, we like that one".

Saturday night the Gaels
were clobbered in about the

same fashion as they had
dumped Carleton. The game
belonged to Union College's

Jim Tedisco, a 5'8" guard who
just bedevilled the Gael de-

fence, hitting 14 of 18 shots

from the floor, including his

first nine, fouling out Brian

Mackenzie after getting Ron
Walsh in foul trouble in the

first half, making three steals,

and counting some of the most
spectacular play ever seen at

Queen's. The Gaels may not

have played 100% for this one,

and they were missing Andy
Daugulis. but Union College

was probably the best team
that Queen's has played, with

the exception of Simon Fraser.

Ron Walsh was the Gaels top

scorer with 19, while Bob
Wright had 12 and Paul How-
ard eleven. Barry Beale was
the top man on the boards, with

eighteen rebounds, almost half

the Gaels total.

This Saturday the Gaels con-

tinue their home stand with a

game against a Toronto Senior

A team, calibre unknown. Next
Tuesday they take on the Har-

lem Wizards, calibre great.

Most of the Wizards could

probably start in the NBA, but

they play for the showboat
Wizard instead. Queen's could

get beaten by 100, but it should

be one hell of a good time.
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Testifying before the Senate Foreign Affairs Commit-

tee, Defence minister Donald MacDonald said that the

Federal government would be very reluctant to make a

large scale commitment to any Vietnamese peacekeep-

ing operation. He indicated Canada would consider playing

a part in an obscure corps or in a policing force patrolling a

"cordon sanitaire." Mr. MacDonald's testimony appeared

to rule out the possibility of a 5,000 war troop commitment
which was once suggested by Leo Cadieux, the previous

defence minister.

The following are 10 questions that Pollution Probe at

the University of Toronto have given the candidates for

leadership of the Progressive Conservative Party in On-

tario "to determine and rate their environment aware-

ness." •

(1) Would you introduce legislation banning non-return-

able pop bottles before the next election?

(2) Would you introduce legislation requiring the recy-

cling of industrial and municipal waste?

(3) Would you significantly increase government ex-

penditures on pollution control? If yes, in what specific

areas?

(4) Would you immediately prohibit commercial logging

in all provincial parks and provide alternate employment
for the loggers involved?

(5) Would your financial policies give priority to expand-

ing public transit and commuter facilities over new ex-

pressways and super highways?

(6) Would you introduce an environmental bill of rights

guaranteeing to every citizen of Ontario the right to a

clean and safe environment?

(7) Would you introduce effective legislation to control

noise pollution before the next election .'

(8) Would you be prepared to transfer some of the gov-

ernment's authority to the International Joint Commission
for pollution control in the Great Lakes?

(9) Would you judge that Ontario Hydro's record of pol-

lution control is acceptable?

(10) Would you recognize that a stable population level

is a necessary prerequisite to the eventual control of pollu-

tion in Ontario? If not, why not? If yes, what steps would
you take to achieve this goal?

Meteorologist-oceanographer Robert Stewart says pre-

sent weather forecasts for periods of longer than three

days "are little better than useless" but reliable 12 month
forecasts may be a reality by the end of the decade. "We
don't expect that it will be possible a year in advance to

say whether it will snow on Dec. 5, but we will be able to

say what the general weather pattern will be."

A total eclipse of the moon will occur early Feb. 10. If

the skies are clear the eclipse will be seen throughout
North America. The eclipse will begin just after midnight
and the moon will be totally eclipsed at 2:00 a.m. Due to

refraction of sunlight by the earth's atmosphere, the moon
is not usually blotted out, but shines with a dull, coppery
colour.

WINNIPEG (CP) — The Ontario government s refusal

to give special consideration to out-of-province cars in its

ban on studded snow tires is "almost like putting up a Ber-
lin Wall," Joe Borowski, Manitoba's minister of highways,
said Thursday.

"It's unacceptable to have Manitoba drivers put extra
wheels in their trunks to cross the border, or to have to

change their wheels before leaving home," Mr. Borowski
said in an interview.

"As a government, we're going to have to take some
action when they start stopping cars at the border, but I

don't know what the action will be."
He was commenting on reports quoting Ontario Trans-

port Minister Irwin Haskett as saying he could not see how
outsiders would be exempted from the ban on studded
tires, due to come into effect May 1.

The United States has awarded more than two million

medals for acts of bravery in Vietnam — almost one for

every serviceman who has been stationed there.

NEW YORK (CP) — A survey of the progress of free-

dom in the world says that Canada's action in restricting

civil liberties during the Quebec kidnapping crisis last

year underscores an unresolved dilemma for democracy.

The dilemma, says an article in the Freedom House

survey, is how to protect the rights of all citizens from

assault from the few without resorting to undemocratic

measures.

The article says Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau acted

with courage and dispatch in invoking the War Measures

Act after the kidnapping by the Front de Liberation du

Quebec of James Cross and Pierre Laporte.

Freedom House is a non-profit U.S. organization dedi-

cated to strengthening democratic institutions. Each year,

it puts out a survey of freedoms, or lack of them, around

the world.

Leonard R. Sussman, Freedom House executive direc-

tor, writes of a fear that there might be emerging in the

United States, "as in Canada, the threat of a parallel pow-

er which defies elected power."

He said if this fear is true, one wonders "whether the

U.S. Government will respond, as did the Canadians, or

instead the vigilante of the far right will rise ominously to

challenge the far-left terrorist."

CAPE TOWN, South Africa (Reuter) — The South Afri-

can sloop Pioneer was struck by a whale and sank in mid-
Atlantic Thursday while talking part in the Cape-to-Rio
yacht race.

The vessel was about 1,250 miles northwest of Cape
Town when it sank.

The crew was picked up from a rubber dighy by the

American freighter Potomac late Thursday night after
spending several hours in the water.

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (UPI) - While the babysitter

and her three friends were downstairs her 10 year old

charge was upstairs calling police.

"They are smoking marijuana up here," the boy told the

police switchboard operator.

Police went to the house Saturday night and arrested the

babysitter and three male friends.

The boy, not identified by police but described as "very
intelligent," said he smelled marijuana in the first floor

bathroom. He said he learned to recognize the smell at a

state police exhibit last year at the Eastern States Exposi-

tion and knew what the drug looked like from public ser-

vice announcements on television.

Opposition leader Robert Stanfield suggested last Thurs-

day that Finance minister Edgar Benson should resign and
Prime Minister Trudeau prolong his career as a world
traveller if neither are able to do more about unemploy-
ment that at present.

Stanfield agreed Trudeau had a duty to attend to at the

10 day commonwealth conference, in Singapore, but he did

question
'

' the timing of his decision to take on the addition-

al role, before, during and after the Commonwealth con-

ference, of world traveller extraordinaire."

Commanding officers at hundreds of air force bases in

the United States regularly received secret reports on the
activities of anti-war, dissident and radical groups, chiefly
the Black Panther party.

This information including comment and analysis of the
current trends in what the air force calls "radical anti-

establishment groups", is considered vital in aquainting
key officers with the background of political dissidence
that increasingly faces them among black airmen and oth-
ers in their command.

Immigration minister Otto Lang said that visas have
been refused to five representatives of the provisional rev-
olutionary government of South Vietnam on the grounds
that they intended primarily to speak to an audience in the
U.S. The purpose of the visit was to have been to address
an audience in Detroit via closed-circuit television link
from Windsor, Ont.

Immigration regulations put the five into the class of
prohibited persons, normally ineligible for entry visas.
Admission of people in the prohibited category is defined

as being "not in the public interest", said Lang. He added
that it is "not normal to reveal the grounds for such rul-

ings."

A federal judge struck from the record a special grand
jury report on violence at Kent State University saying it

could irreparably damage the rights of 25 indicted persons,
mostly students. U.S. District Judge William Thomas also
declared the report bordered on criminal accusations
against 23 unnamed Kent State faculty members whom the
grand jury did not indict, but said shared the blame for the
violence.

Judge Thomas, in a 51 page memorandum said the spe-
cial grand jury went beyond its powers and violated its

oath of Secrecy in producing the report, which charged
that students, observers, cheerleaders and 23 faculty
members who circulated a statement on May 3 against the
guard presence all shared blame for the shootings.
The grand jury had been convened in the wake of disor-

ders at Kent State last May 4 in which four students were
shot to death.

In an effort to arrest a severe decline in the morale of

the U.S. armed forces the Petagon is pursuing a policy that

has been described as "humanizing the military."
Sailors, soldiers and airmen are now permitted to wear

longer hair; to walk to duty through the streets in dunga-
rees instead of uniform; to change into civvies even on a

base; to decorate barrackroom walls with pin-up art; and

to seek cures in service hospitals for drug addiction in-

stead of facing dishonorable discharge.

Some of the American innovations are commendable. I

approve, for example, of an order prohibiting any line-up

for food, quartermaster's stores or pay that will keep a

man waiting for more than 15 minutes.
But others, particularly the abolition of reveille, the

organizing of group sessions in which individuals may air

grievances, and the reduction of drill parades strike me as

dangerously extreme.
Certainly I shudder at the thought of the brass-hats in

Ottawa musing over the possibilities of "humanizing'' the

Canadian Forces.

Any good combat unit is of necessity inhuman.
Only by subjecting a man to rigorous drill and inflexible

discipline can he be trained to resist the natural impulse to

flee and to engage without hesitation in battle to the death.

It is perhaps unfortunate that such harsh regimens re-

main a necessary part of modern life. But the person who

believe that democracy can be preserved without the em-

ployment of strong armed services is a dreamer.
The intention to soften life in the U.S. military is predi-

cated in part on the theory that "the modern soldier is

smarter than his couterpart of 1940,"

This is an illusion. The modern soldier may have spent

more years in school than his predecessor but in the stan-

dards of mass entertainment we can divine that he is less

intellectual, less sagacious and less patriotic.

Indeed as a product of the most permissive, pacifist and

promiscuous society since the fall of Rome the modern

soldier stand in need of rougher rather than gentler train-

ing.

The United States Marines have refused to adopt the

new regulations. Like the British Brigade of Guards they

prefer to remain elite.

The Marine officers know that a well-dressed well-

drilled, well-exercised unit is always superior to an indul-

gent unit. There is no such outfit, outside of the movies, as

The Dirty Dozen,
A few years ago the Canadian Forces suffered a marked

drop in morale as a result of unification measures pushed

through by a politician who had never himself risen above

the rank of corporal in an air force ground crew.
The Canadian Forces are only just recovering from the

loss of such glorious traditions as regimental uniforms,

regional regiments and nomenclature of rank.
In these circumstance it would be madness to try to imi-

tate the so-called American reforms.
Written by McKenzie Porter in Toronto Week

ealGENEVA (Reuter) — A world-wide review of vener

disease presented to the World Health Organization ye^

terday said a marked increase in gonorrhea during

past 10 years is continuing, and there is no doubt that it

out of control.

In Denmark and Canada there was an estimated
while in

,od. 1

crease of 15 per cent in gonorrea cases last year,

Britain the rise was put at 7 per cent for the same peri 1

In the United States, the estimated number of gonorn

cases was 1.8 million, corresponding to an annual in'

ence of about 900 per 100,000 population. In Sweden,

rate was 485 per 100,000 population, the report said.
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The Office

of

THE FACULTY OF

ARTS AND SCIENCE

(Will move to)

131 Union Street

on

February 8, 1971

THE ARTS AND SCIENCE UNDERGRADUATE
SOCIETY OF QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

MEET

THE CANDIDATES

Candidates for President and Vice-President

Secretary and Treasurer, will speak and

answer questions.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 7 P.M.

STIRLING D

irport i

SKI ING VACATION IN SWITZERLAND
EASTER

Depart New York April 7th Return April 15th or
Depart New York April 9th Return April 17th.

8 Days only 298.00

Round trip by comfortable Boeing 707 jet.

Lodging at either the Posthotel Garni or the Mothotel Sommerau
both in Chur. Twin-bedded rooms with private bath or shower and
W.C.

Ski Lifts. Special Group Rates are being negotiated for Ski Lifts
and we expect lo be able to offer day passes at a 50% discount.

Transfers. Kloten Airport l^urich) - Chur - Kloten
full services of couriers and all porterage.

Twin bedded room at NO EXTRA cost, plus full Continental
Breakfast and Dinner throughout. Also included are all Foreign
and American taxes and service charges. The price also includes
membership to the Anglo America Association for one year.
Eligibility for this and other trips run by the Anglo America
Association are limited to Students, Staff, Faculty and their
immediate Family.

MEMBERS OF THE ANGLO AMERICA ASSOCIATION are
offered various charter flights from most major points in the
Umied States to London during the summer as well as Student
flights within Europe. Employment opportunities, Discounts, Car
Hire Facilities, Hotel Finders Service, Travel Department.
For more information on Ski-lng vacations or membership please
write us at Head Office.

ANGLO -AM ERICA ASSOCIATION,
60A,PyleSt.,
Newport, I.W.,

HAMPSHIRE/ENGLAND.

ItoHound ITablc
rStcab House and Ttaucrn /A

Bath Kud at /rumour HUM, limgitofl.Gntjno, jft.;«j m0$
WANTS STUDENTS!

IroQiir
NTS!

TUb ^tcak Special Onto 2.45

the annhecper hereto inoites noil to partake of out

relaxing decor and line steaks, at reasonable prices.

Bring uout friends, neighbours and ramilp. and

enjojj, to presenting this card.

gourjPtist Cocktail- ©nig 15/

- CLIP THIS COUPON

Great day in the morning
January 29 is gone, or at least

over for another year. It wasn't

such a bad day but then again it

wasn't all that good. It was pretty

mediocre actually, except maybe
for that pretty mediocre

concert ... a day filled with the

sort of latent Fridayness so often

associated with Fridays this time

of year. Indeed, Friday, January
29 wasn't really memorable as

days go. Not a big day at all.

Remember your big days? You
know the ones I mean, the days
that are landmarks in your memo-
ry, the days that you measure
time with . .

.

Remember the first day you
woke up and your bed was dry?

And your mother was so proud

and you were . . . welt, you
were . . . perhaps a little confused

but . . . but quite a little man now.
Remember when you got to be

the Sandman in the kindergarten

play ? Or your first day in high

school? Or the day they took the

braces off your teeth? Or your first

date? Your first kiss? Remember
the first day you woke up and
your bed was wet again? Re-

member the day you first got

laid?

Remember the day you moved?
Remember the day your parents

told you that you should not make
fun of the kid next door just be-

cause he talked funny, and that

you should share your toys, espe-

cially with people who were dif-

ferent? And remember the day
the Kawalskis moved away and
you cried because you were in

love with the Kawalskis' little

girl? Remember the day the col-

oured family moved in next door?

And remember the day when you

moved again, to a different

neighbourhood? These were Q j

memorable days.

And remember your first day Q
Queen's? Remember the

p r }d

'

you felt? And then you hea r!
about the Alma Mater Society th
oldest student government

*

Canada, and you looked forward
to voting in AMS elections

f0r
these responsible people who
knew both how to be good lead
ers and how to be represen rativej
at the same time, and it Wo .

good?
Well, kiddies, last Friday Wqs

supposed to be the final day f0r
nominations for President and
Vice-President of the Alma Mater
Society. You probably don't re-
member much about January 29
It wasn't a big day. Nothing hap-
pened.

— M& M

Warning of American domination
by Debbie Scott

As the Globe and Mail often

quotes: "He that pays the piper

calls the tune." There is a great

possibility that the American pip-

er will play its tune in Canada —
and Canada will follow. Many
Canadians are, or should be.

aware of the danger of U.S. influ-

ence, culturally, politically, and
especially economically.

The Committee for Independent

Canada has been founded to try

and prevent this loss of Canada's
identity and self-determination. It

is a non-partisan, national organi-

zation with centres all over Cana-
da. The Kingston chapter, headed
by Mr. John Trent (Political Sci-

ence professor at R.M.C. ) is one of

the pilot centres in Ontario. Re-
cently Fraser Berrill has organ-
ized a branch at Queen's.

During a meeting February 1,

Mr. Trent and Mr. Berrill outlined

the Committee's local and nation-

al objectives. First, it is the
Committee's aim to educate the

public "to realize how directly and
completely the takeover is going

Engineering conference here
The third annual Conference of

Engineering Undergraduate So-

cieties of Ontario, sponsored by
the Association of Professional

Engineers of Ontario, will be held

at Queen's University, Kingston,
Feb. 5-6. It is expected that at

least two representatives from
each of the engineering societies

from the 10 schools of engineering

in the Province will attend the

two-day conference, with briefs

being presented by them.

Highlights of the conference
will be: a debate between Prof. L.

S. Lauchiand, P. Eng., of London,
1970 president of the APEO, and
Prof. James Brown, P. Eng., for-

mer dean of engineering at

Queen's University, on the subject
of "engineering is not a profes-

sion" with Prof. Lauchiand taking

the negative position and Prof.
Brown, the affirmative side.

Another highlight will be a pre-

sentation by Mrs. B. H. Goodings,
of Streetsville, On "women in en-

gineering". Mrs. Goodings, the
wife of a professional engineer,
researched the subject for her
master's degree thesis.

Among those attending the con-
ference will be J. B. Carruthers,
P. Eng., and R, F. Reid, P. Eng.,

of the Association's headquarters
staff, and several members of the

APEO's professional development
committee including C. F. Broad.
P. Eng., E. J. Bartley, P. Eng.,
Prof. A. H. H. Cory of Royal Mili-

tary College, Kingston; Dr. E. R.
Corneil, faculty of engineering,
Queen's University; and Prof.
Harold W. Smith, University of

Toronto.

on." But, there are quite a number
of Canadians who are not aware of

the situation. Several such Canadi-
ans hold high government posi-

tions at Ottawa: for example,
Mitchell Sharpe.

The Committee proposes to

send a petition of 100,000 names to

Ottawa to try and influence our
government's attitude with regard
to foreign investment as stated in

the White Paper and foreign own-
ership policy. This petition will be

a protest against the extreme and
increasing American infiltration

in Canada.

Here in Kingston and at

Queen's, the Committee has decid-

ed to begin a drive for signatures

within the next few weeks. But-

tons will be sold to raise money for

the cause. Several major events

are being planned to dramatize the

drive. Most likely a teach-in will

be held at Queen's.

It is the Committee's hope that

they will be able to obtain the sup-

port of many "patriotic Canadi-

ans."

Quash Tricolor referendum
Last Tuesday night's AMS

meeting found many members of

council surprised. They were
faced with a petition of 268 signa-

tures, which Ron Duggleby, grad-
uate representative, brought forth

concerning the Tricolor, express-
ing the wish that a referendum be
held on a motion, which Dugleby
presented on January 12 that was
defeated at that time by council.

The motion was that the AMS hold
a referendum on Tricolor fees to

determine whether the $4.00 levy
should continue and, whether the

$1.50 per graduating student
whose picture appears in Tricolor
should be paid by the faculty socie-

ty, all students (by an increased

Tricolor fee) or the graduate stu-

dent involved. The motion was

defeated on the grounds that a ref-

erendum was held only last year

concerning the $4.00 levy and that

the picture levy was a matter of

financing and budgets — not refer-

endum.
But Duggleby persisted. He pre-

sented his petition to council ask-

ing for a referendum on an individ-

ual faculty basis. Rod Follwell

immediately retaliated that such a

referendum would be unconstitu-

tional. The matter was quickly

referred to the AMS court to de-

cide if such a move would be con-

stitutional or not — with no men-

tion made about the real issue.

GIVE YOUR
BODY A
TREAT

BODY OILS
1.00 & 1.10

DOMus n
68 BROCK

THE MEN'S

RESIDENCES
INCLUDING THE EARL STREET RESIDENCE

1971 -72 SESSION

Applications from Upperclassmen will be accepted
at the BUSINESS OFFICE, LEONARD HALL up
to and including FEBRUARY 15, 1971.

Application Forms may be obtained from the Desk
Clerk's Office Gordon/Brockington Hall, the Desk
Clerk's Office, Earl Street Residence and the

Business Office, Leonard Hall.
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faculty meetings disrupted

U of T students demand parity
by Bill Johnstone

The University of Toronto is

no*

over

embroiled in a controversy

what part students should

in running the university
K
'hfch has rendered the present

^inistrative processes partial-

ly
inoperable. Students in the fac-

of Arts & Science have asked

restructuring of the chief

decision-making body in the facul-

the Faculty Council, to include

a

'

n equal number of students and

faculty
members

The suggestion for student rep-

resentation up to parity on the

bodies which make the decisions

related to curriculum and to ap-

pointment and promotion of pro-

fessors was first made a year ago

in the 1969 report of the Commis-

sion on University Government

which Claude Bissell, Principal of

U of T.. accepted. At that time,

parity was rejected by the 1,300

member Faculty Council, but it

was accepted that 68 students sit

on the Council. Thirty-four stu-

dents were also to sit on the 169

member general Committee,

which is the main working body of

the council.

In November 1970, students on

the general council presented a

motion in council to set up a res-

tructuring committee, with equal

student and faculty representa-

tion, which would recommend the

permanent structure of the gener-

al council. When this motion was

tabled, a referendum of all of U. of

T.'s 13,000 Arts students was held,

in which 88 per cent of those who
voted supported parity in principle

and 82 per cent agreed that stu-

dents on the two faculty bodies

should boycott meetings until a

restructuring committee was set

up. The strong voter turn out of

nearly fifty per cent of students

(the most ever for any U. of T.

election or referendum) indicated

the strong interest of the students

in the university government.
iFacuIty members had frequently

stated that student apathy made
parity an impossible idea.

)

88% support parity

Following this show of support,

the general committee passed the

motion to set up a restructioning

committee, headed by Dean (of

Arts) Allen, and composed of five

students and five faculty, which
was to report by March 1 so that

students could discuss the report.

This decision was overthrown in

a specially called meeting of the
whole council on Jan. 19. A group
01 reactionary faculty members
presented a counter motion to the

effect that the restructuring
committee be composed of seven
faculty and only two students and
that it should report by April 1.

when decisions could be made
without student presence. The
student members of the council
immediately resigned, claiming
the council now lacked legitimacy,
and many of the students present
at the meeting, angered by the
panicky reversal, occupied the
meeting hall. The occupation has
continued ever since then.

It was decided by many of these
students that a strike should be
held and a referendum was called

to determine how many would
support such action. With some
sixty-two per cent of the students
voting {apathy ?) the motion for a
strike was narrowly defeated (by
54 votes), indicating the lack of

support for the strike action but
not for the idea of parity.

Meetings disrupted

When boycotts of classes failed

to gain widespread support, stu-

dents began making it impossible

for the Faculty Council to func-

tion. Meetings of the council last

Friday and Monday were disrupt-

ed by students chanting and sing-

ing so that both meetings were
quickly adjourned, and students

have vowed to continue the disrup-

tions until an equal student-faculty

restructuring committee is estab-

lished. The continued occupation

of the main Arts office building

has made even routine functioning

impossible. Any attempt to estab-

lish the restructuring committee
according to the faculty council's

seven faculty — two student provi-

sion seems unlikely, since any

student who sat on it would be

renounced as unrepresentative of

the students in general.

As an alternative to the restruc-

turing committee that the council

recommended, five students and

five faculty members (appointed

by faculty who support parity)

have established their own unoffi-

cial committee to make recom-
mendations on the restructuring of
the faculty's governming body.
The faculty members have called
for a meeting for today to gain
support for their action "in joining
the committee

Faculty support
While about 500 faculty mem-

bers have supposedly signed a pe-
tition opposing parity and support-
ing the idea that faculty members
should play the determining role
in the faculty council (with stu-
dents merely 'supplying evidence
in areas in which they have knowl-
edge"), it has become clear that

more and more faculty members,
while not supporting parity, have
come to regret the council motion
which touched off the controversy.

Many, too, have been impressed
by the interest displayed by the

students (as shown by the number
voting for the referendums) and
by their handling of boycotts, and
other actions, including submit-
ting the strike decision to referen-

dum (which they followed). Even
Dean Allen, who in a Varsity inter-

view last Friday admitted to hav-

ing no idea how the issue could be

resolved, nonetheless felt encour-

aged by the student response to

the parity issue: "Whereas a few
months ago there were signs that

students were losing interest in

university reform, there are now
clear signs they have regained

their interest."

With the continued impossibility

of holding council meetings be-

cause of student interruptions, and

with the majority of students sup-

porting the parity position and the

interfering actions, it seems un-

likely that any solution to the de-

bate will be reached which falls

much short of granting parity.

This could have important effects

on students and administrators at

other universities where questions

about the structure of governing

bodies have been largely unheard

for the past year.

AN A. M.S. SYMPOSIUM

on the issue of

TENURE
Its validity in the modern university context

to be held on

THURS. FEB. 11 7:30 P.M.

STIRLING "A"

HARRY YOUNGS
invites you to visit

The Grand Opening

THE COVE
FEBRUARY 5, 1971

Enjoy a mug or jug

of your favourite beverage.

Charlie Chaplin, Laurel and Hardy

Our Gang etc.

Old Time Silent Movies

or w atch Hockey on Colour Telev ision.

Pizza, Special rate noon hour.

COMMODORE
MOTORINN

COMMERCE FORMAL
March 5, 1971

Holiday Inn

Tickets now on sale

AMEY'S
TAXI

546-1111

TONIGHT
- Friday, February 5 — 7:30 Second Floot

Common Room, Union Informal discussion

of the problem of Canada's Native Peoples

with Professor Harvey McCue of the Insti-

tution of Indian / Eskimo Studies at Trent

University. Professor McCue is the editor

of the recent book "The Only Good Indian".

THE

VAGHY

STRING

QUARTET

in CONCERT

Wednesday 10 February, 8:30 p.m.

DUNNING HALL

Tickets: $2.50 at Division of Concerts

Old Arts Building: 547-6194

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE A DIAMOND GENIUS

TO BUY THE RIGHT DIAMOND

But your jeweler should be. We'll use our

genius to help you select a diamond you'll be

proud of whatever the price. We'll share

our knowledge with you. And shed some light

on the inside secrets of diamond buying.

And you'll come away with that

one right diamond.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

iu8 i'rincess street,
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

CANADA

J
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LOST: one pair girl's gold-timmed

glasses in green case, between John

Watson Hall and Adelaide Hall. If

found, please coll Jane — 544-8213.

Reward offered,

A conference on Prisoners of the Com-

munity will be held on February 13.

The morning session (10:30 to 12:30)

will consist of three rap sessions on

prisons, mental health institutions,

and community change. In the after-

noon, Allan Clarke, former director of

CYC and now director of Projects in

Community Development, will speak

on Community Development work.

The whole conference will be held in

lecture theatres B, C, D, and E of Mac-

donald Hall.

ST. JAMES' CHURCH

(Union and Barrie Streets)

9:00 a.m. -Holy Communion

11:00 a.m. - Holy Communion

7:30 p.m. - Evening Prayers

ALL ARE WELCOME

Pizza Pickup
286 Montreal Street

Med. 160 FREE
Large 2.60 DELIVERY
Super 3.60 IN6IMZONE
(CHOICE OF 6 TOPPINGS)

NO EXTRA CHARGE
PICKUP PIZZA AND SAVE
PICKUP DISCOUNT AVAILABLE

DIAL 544-1221
Open Tues.Through Sat.4-1

Sun. 12 - 9

Les Jeunes Comediens

(National Arts Centre)

present UBU ROI
by Alfred Jarry

Thurs. Feb. 18th, 8:00 p.m.

KCVI Auditorium $1.00
Tickets at Union,
Division of Concerts and door

SEX IS YOUR BUSINESS
(BIRTH CONTROL IS OURS)

We believe you're entitled to your privacy when it comes to buying
contraceptives. We're a nonprofit family planning agency and we
offer you contraceptives through the privacy of the malls. We
specialize in men's products (including two new European im-
ports)—but we have nonprescription foam for women, too. And a

wide assortment of books and pamphlets to answer your questions
on birth control, family planning, the population problem and
ecology.

Interested? Write today for full details without obligation or

Send $4 for package of mixed samples (3 each of five condom
brands, including both British imports)
ThU program U encornd by th« Community and Family Study
Center of tru Vnlvtrttty of Chicago.

POPULATION SERVICES. INC.
105 N. Columbia St., Dept. j-43 , Cbftpel H1U, N. C. »S14
Gentlemen: Please send me Sample picture (remittance
enclosed Fun details without obligation.
' Name

Address

City— state Zip

QUEEN'S

UNIVERSITY BANDS

Applications for the following positions on the Queen's
University Bands Executive are now being accepted at the
A. M.S. Outer Office:

Head Cheerleader

Head Highland Dancer

Head Majorette

Concessions Manager

Bands Manager

Assistant Bands
Manager

Brass Band Director

Pipe Major

Concert Band Director Publicity Director

Quartermaster

AM applications should be addressed to Bands Manager,
and contain name, address, telephone number, position
applied for, and related experience. A personal interview
will be required.

No applications will be accepted after 5:00 pm on
Monday, February 8, 1971.

For information, contact Don Christie at 544-0806 or
at the A.M.S. Office.

ASUS executive restructures itself
awarded to both the Presidentby Joy Kinsman

As advertised in the ASUS Tail

of Friday. January 29, a general

meeting of the Arts and Science
Undergraduate Society was held

in Stirling "D" at 7:00 on Sunday.

After forty-five minutes of frantic

phone calls, a quorum of slightly

over fifty enthusiastic, interested

Arts students was assembled.
Some of the most important con-

stitutional changes in years were
passed with little or no discussion.

These changes included the re-

moval of eight positions from the

ASUS executive (assistant secre-

tary and treasurer, academic and
social commissioners, senior and

junior AMS representatives and

two year presidents). The new
executive, as proposed by Pat Ri-

ley and accepted by the society,

includes a president, vice-presi-

dent, secretary, treasurer, three

divisional councillors, a first year

representative and a delegate of

the Inter-Year Committee. The
positions of the AMS representa-

tives will be filled by the election

of two more Artsci representa-

tives-at-large. The changes that

affect the spring election will be
put into effect immediately and
the other changes at the end of the

1971 annual general meeting
(February 17).

Also passed was a motion that a

representative of other student

governments (i.e. Nursing and

Rehab) be allowed to help choose

the orientation committee since

their students are included in Arts

orientation.

Chris Woods put forth a motion

calling for the establishment of an

ASUS speaker to chair executive

meetings as a non-voting member.
Since the constitution provides

that at the request of the presi-

dent, the vice-president or an

impartial chairman can preside

over any meeting, the motion was
defeated.

Joy Kinsman put forth a motion

that an annual $200 honorium be

the Vice-President of the "a^
beginning with the retiring eXp

S

tive. This motion was tabled tf/h
presented in a referendum
February 10. The referendum
read "Shall the Society be perm .

ted to pay an honorarium of S2f.fi!

each of the President and Vic
President, one-year retroactive

i
this payment can be financed
without increasing the student

With thanks to those student
who did attend, the meeting Wa ,

adjourned at about 8:30. The next
general meeting will be February
17, to introduce the new executive
of the Society.

Convocations still in Grant
The senate approved the idea

that all graduation exercises

(excepting possibly for MacArthur
College) be held in Grant Hall for

this year last Thursday. There had
been some concern expressed over

the fact that Grant Hall can only

accommodate 945 people but it

was felt that the majority of the

students would prefer that build-

ing.

The limited seating capacity
will necessitate having two gradu-

ation exercises for Honour BA
students, which will be held May

28. (The General BA graduation
(May 29) was already planned to

be split.)

Because of the increasing num-
ber of graduates, Grants Hall will

soon become obsolete for even
graduation exercises and other
facilities will have to be used in

the future. Thus, the MacArthur
College convocation may be held
in the arena (on May 22) if ad-

equate arrangements can be

made. This will be an experiment
to determine the suitability of the

Jock for future convocations.

ASUS ELECTION
Wednesday, February 10, 1971

To elect president & Vice president, secretary, treasurer, AMS representatives

and to vote on referenda on honoraria for the ASUS executive and a fee

raise to pay for the course guide.

.

ADVANCE POLL
Monday, February 8, 1971 2:30 - 4:00 p.m.

Outside the coffee shop, student's union

Candidates platforms etc. will be published in an ASUS TALE
before the election

GAEL HOCKEY

on CFRC

LIVE FROM THE HARTY ARENA

GAELS vs LAVAL

queensradio FRIDAY 8:00 P.M. CFRC 1490

WINE
supplies and equipment

CHEESE
from around the world

BEER
malts and supplies for those
who prefer the excellence

of home brew

GOURMET
foods from afar

GIFTS
with a touch of distinction

COOKE'S
OLD WORLD SHOP est. 1868

59-61 Brock

Kingston, Ont.

jIUIT LUCY'S

RESTAURANT
LICENSED — OF COURSE

PRINCESS WEST OF
THE CIRCLE

START THE NEW YEAR WITH
OUR STEAK SPECIAL

JUICY BUTTERFLY TENDERLOIN STEAK

CHOICE OF POTATO - VEGETABLE

ALSO ROLLS AND BUTTER

SEAFOODS - KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN - PIZZA

P.S.—HARVEY WALLBANCER
IS HERE NOW! AND WELCOMES
ALL HIS OLD CUSTOMERS.



Norman Bethune

People's Doctor

"Our profession must arouse itself from its
scientific and intensely personal pre-occupa-
tion and become socially minded, realizing the
inseparability of health from economic securi-
ty-

"Let us abandon our isolation and grasp the
realities of the present economic crisis. The
world is changing beneath our very eyes .

We must go with the tide or be wrecked."

by Tyrone Turner
Dr. Norman Bethune is remembered by millions of Chinese, yet all but forgotten by

his fellow Canadians. This far-ranging prophet of practicality was to revolutionize almost
everything he associated with.

He developed new techniques and instrumentation in thoracic surgery, he systema-
tized front-line delivery of wartime medical services, wrote the first textbook of guerilla
medicine, and, in Chinese medical education, he inspired change that gave rise to a net-

work of Bethune Medical Shcools.

How could a nice Canadian boy of such good stock become such a radical innovation?
After all. hadn't one Bethune been an Anglican bishop, another principal of McGill Univer-
sity?

In 1890, Norman was born first son of a Presbyterian minister at Gravenhurst, Ontar-
io, and there, in the Muskokas, he developed a passion for swimming and catching butter-

flies. His ambitions were soon revealed. At age eight, his mother found him in the attic,

boiling the flesh from a cow's leg, so he could complete dissection of the bones. That same
year he ceremoniously hung the brass shingle of his surgeon grandfather and namesake on
his bedroom door.

The family trailed through a series of small Ontario towns such as Beaverton, Aylmer
and Owen Sound, because Rev. Bethune refused all calls to wealthier congregations. "The
rich", he said, "are too worldly".

It was only natural that Norman would go to U of T to study medicine. One year before

getting his M.D., on the day Canada declared war, he became the tenth man in Toronto to

enlist.

He left for France as stretcher bearer for the 1st Canadian Division Field Ambulance.
Expecting thrilling new experience and acquaintances, he came across an abattoir, where
he went back and forth carrying the wounded, the mutilated, and those who were unrecog-

nizable. At Ypres, a burst of shrapnel ripped into his thigh and he was retired back to

Canada.

After completing medical school and internship, he cultivated a moustache and went
to England. In London, he flourished in the midst of Soho, filling his flat with strange

sculptures and friends, and filled his head with Walter Peter, Oscar Wilde, and glib politi-

cal views that rarely went further than Geoerge Bernard Shaw. He eventually changed his

ways, worked hard and became a fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons in Edinburgh.

It was in Detroit, Michigan, where his political evolution began to take shape. He hung

out his grandfather's shingle and began his first practise in what turned out to be the

centre of the red-light district. His first patients were prostitutes, the only people in the

area who could pay him, but soon, his office was filled with poor people, many with ad-

vanced disease. He gradually came to question a system which discouraged those with

sickness but no money, from seeking medical care until their appendices ruptured on their

hernias strangulated. He criticized his colleagues for "selling bread for the price of jew-

els". I
"The situation which is confronting medicine today is a contest of two forces in medi-

cine itseif

.

One holds that the important thing is the maintenance of our historical vested inter-

est, our private property, our monopoly of health distribution.

The other contends that the function of medicine is greater than the maintenance of

the doctor's position, that the security of the people's health is our primary duty, that we
are above professional privileges".

Soon, however, his own sufferings were to replace those of his patients. His nights

became feverish and his chest was racked with cough. He knew he had T.B.

At Trudeau Sanitarium, he thought himself a doomed man, not unrealistic in those

pre-chemotherapeutic days. Much of his time was spent drinking moonshine, and writing

fatalistic verse:
"Sweet death, thou kindest angel.
In thy sweet arms at last, O let me fall;

Bright stars are out, long gone the burning sun,

Mylittleactisover.andthetiresomeplayisdone".
One day, his reading brought him across a treatise on a radical new method of treat-

lng unilateral T.B - collapse of the affected lung (artificial pneumothorax I. Up until this

lime, the treatment of tuberculosis was mainly conservative, consisting of rest and nutri-

tion. This new surgical approach to T.B. offered him new hope and captured his imagina-

tion.

He demanded artificial pneumethorax, got it, and recovered dramatically.

Upon his recovery, he plunged himself into the study of thoracic surgery, »nderDr.

E^ard Archibald in Montreal at Royal Victoria Hospital During his training his impa

««rt unorthodoxy led him to innovate: he developed an artificial P™™0'^™^™"*:
no-splitters, an "iron Intern" which held wounds open during^e2J^,^ Sce6
'ant. a new technique called Bethune Pleural Poundage, whereby adhe "e '"duc™
with talc-iodine powder, thus preventing collapse of sections of lung following certain

"'TwS&b.e that Bethune would come to the med*0-po.iiica.reaUt,, that su.

pry was powerless over T.B., that the disease was

gan to think in terms of a surgical removal of these conditions

"There is a rich man's tuberculosis, and a poor man s tuberculosis. The rich man

recovers and the poor man dies".
attack a crowd protesting

In 1935, in downtown Montreal, he saw mounted P°l'cemen^T'^
d tenementsof

'°r food and jobs. Thereafter he spread his name through the breadlines and tenements

Montreal as the doctor who did not demand a fee
, . to harassment bv manv of

.. He took the stand of socialization of medical services,^^"W^SS and* .colleague.. -'Let us take out profit the privatef^^^£^SS^ enrich
P"Hfy the profession of rapacious individualism. Let us mak it msgra

^selves at the expense of our fellow men" he wrote. He realized n

y medicine was unlikely to become a real.ty without *e™^ t
* Spain

me nt- Seeing no evidence of Canada's transformation to socialism.

where "the great issues of our time are being fought out

In Spain, with support from the Canadian Committee to Aid Spanish Democracy, he
set about investigating the medical needs of Loyalist soldiers. All around him. he saw
great wastage of life, as men died not from their wounds, but from loss of blood volume
and the ensuing shock. Without delay, he went on to devise a system whereby blood volume
could be restored at the battlefront. This had never been done before. Along the entire 1200
kilometer front, he organized mobile blood transfusion units. He compared this to setting
up a "milk route".

In Spain, he grew to despise Fascism. At Almeira, he witnessed the agonies of thou-
sands of defenseless refugees being brutally bombed and strafed by German and Italian
planes.

The more suffering he saw, the more he became frustrated with the rigid bureaucracy
of the Loyalist side and in June 1937, he parted Spain for fund-raising in Canada.

Back in Canada, he became a Communist.
"Yes I am a Communist. That is a matter of my own beliefs and my own decisions. If 1

say now, that milk is good for children, will anti-Communists therefore suggest that it is

not good?

And if I say that the people need bread, does it mean that they don't, simply because
the man who says it considers socialism the most equitable, the highest political and
moral form of human society?

I am sure that if Christ walked the earth again, preaching the brotherhood of man. He
too would have thrown at him the label of "Moscow hireling".

For six months, he cut a controversial figure, lecturing throughout Canada. Some
supported his views, others heckled and called him "Moscow hireling". He soon began to

yearn for a more active role in the fight against Fascism. He soon became China-bound.
"I refuse to live in a world that spawns murder and corruption without raising my

hand against them. I refuse to condone, by passivity, or by default, the wars which greedy
men make against others Spain and China are part of the same battle. I am going
to China because I feel that is where the need is greatest; that is where I can be most
useful".

On March 26th, 1938, he arrived in Yenan, the centre of Communist activities, to find

the Chinese People's Army engaged in fighting both the Japanese and the Kuomintang
forces under Chiang Kai-shek. The next day he revealed to Mao Tse-tung his plan to save
75% of his dying soldiers by organizing a system of mobile surgical units, each of which
could be transported by two donkeys.

"Our watchword must be — Doctors! Go to the wounded. Don't wait for the wounded
to go to you".

At that time, the People's Army had no hospitals, merely places where the wounded
and dying lay on straw mats on the floor. There were no clothes, so the patients remained
in their filty uniforms. There were no anaesthetics, no regular operating rooms, no surgi-

cal instruments. Bandages were washed, hung up to dry, then re-used. Homemade thread

was the only available suture material There were no adequately trained personnel and
none expected since there were no training facilities for doctors or nurses

At a whirlwind pace, he supervised construction of operating theatres He organized

"clean-up squads" to enforce disposal of refuse, food, and soiled dressings. He introduced

a system of sanitation, which ranged from fly-control to incineration. He designed and had
built a sterilizer for nurses, orderlies, and doctors. He organized a system of medical

education with a built-in mobility whereby orderlies, with additional training can become
nurses, and nurses can become doctors. There were no text books, so he wrote his own.

The stories about Bethune are innumerable Once, operating on a wounded soldier, he

looked up from the table for blood donors. When nobody volunteered, he flew into a typical

rage, and then rolled up his sleeve and gave the blood himself. Later, he realized the

nurses had been afraid because they didn't know what could happen to them if they gave

blood. After he explained the principle to the whole village, three weeks later, — and gave

blood in public to show its almost instantaneous effect on a wounded soldier, the villagers

flocked to donate blood.

Bethune had already become widely acclaimed by the time the First Field Hospital

was built. At its inauguration, thousands changed:

Dr. Bethune, our teacher

Dr. Bethune, our fellow fighter

Dr. Bethune, our medical advisor

Dr. Bethune, our doctor

Dr. Bethune, our friend

Dr. Bethune,.our example
Dr. Bethune. our comrade.

He worked tirelessly at writing, organizing and operating. Once, after a 75 mile

march, he was on his feet operating for more than 50 hours. He had performed 71 opera-

tions.

The knowledge that Bethune would treat their wounds raised the soldiers' morale:

"Attack! Bethune is with us" became the new war cry.

These were Bethune's happiest days, yet he still felt the need for something else in his

life. He wrote, "Are books still written? Do women still love to be loved? God. I'd like a

hamburger sandwich".

One day the Japanese were advancing rapidly in the direction of his operating theatre.

His staff advised him to retreat immediately. He refused to do so until he had completed

the operation. In the haste and confusion, he cut his finger, rapidly developed septicaemia

and died on Nov. 23rd. 1939.

Every year, the day of his death is commemorated by millions of Chinese people, and

thousands make pilgrimage to his tomb in East Shansi.

Thus died a man. who was far ahead of his time in pointing out the moral contradic-

tions of our society in general, and the medical profession in specific.

Why have Canadians forgotten him?

At 7:30 P.M. on Feb. 8th, at Etherington Ampitheatre, two National Film Board

films will be shown. One is "Bethune", the other "Citizens' Medicine". Free

admission.
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"The Lord God

planted Man

in a garden of delight

to dress it

and to tend it."

"/'re just invented fire and pollution."

The Thirty Commandments of Pollution Control

1. Thou shalt not use high phosphate detergents.

Thou shalt use soap or a phosphate-free detergent.

2. Thou shalt conserve water.

Thou shalt not leave taps running or pipes leaking.

3. Thou shalt investigate thine own municipal sewage facilities.

4. Thou shalt not pour harmful liquids into thy sewage system.
Thou shalt not pour cooking fat or harsh and toxic chemicals down thy drain.

5. Thou shalt not put paper or other bulky substances into thy sewage system.

Thou shalt remember that dyes in coloured paper products take a long time to

break down, verily, thou shalt use white paper products.

6. Thou shalt not use chemical fertilizers on thy land.

I say unto thee, when water drains from the land, it carries the chemicals from
the fertilizer into my lakes and rivers.

7. Thou shalt not burn coal in thy fireplace nor thy furnance.
Thou shalt burn only low-sulphur-content fuel in thy furnance.

8. Thou shalt keep thy furnance clean and operating efficiently.

9. Thou shalt not burn leaves.

Thou shalt compost them.
10. Thou shalt conserve all forms of energy.

Thou shalt cut down on thine use of electricity to reduce the demand on ther-

mal generating plants and their resultant pollution caused by their operation.
Thou shalt also conserve gas and oil to reduce the resultant pollution and ex-
cess demands on the natural resources I have given thee.

11. Thou shalt press for legislation banning the internal combustion engine.
12. Thou shalt keep thy car tuned and running properly, if thou must us it at all.

13. Thou shalt buy an emission-control device.

14. Thou shalt buy a small car with a small engine, if thou needst buy a car at all.

15. Thou shalt not, if tbou drivest, let thy car idle needlessly.

16. Thou shalt, as much as possible, walk, bicycle, or take public transport.

Thine health shall gain from the exercise.

17. Thou shalt not use pesticides.

Thou shalt not use them near food or water especially.

18. Thou shalt remove weeds by hand rather than by use of a chemical.

19. Thou shalt buy food grown without the use of pesticides, whenever possible.

Thou shouldst be prepared to accept less than perfect produce.

20. Thou shalt not buy disposable goods.

21. Thou shalt reuse paper products as often as is possible.

22. Thou shalt not buy over-packaged products.

The useless paper and plastics are an unnecessary waste.

23. Thou shalt avoid wasteful aerosol cans.

24. Thou shalt avoid all plastics if possible.

Burnt offerings of plastics are an offence unto mine eyes and senses.

25. Thou shalt not litter.

26. Thou shalt stage clean-ups.

Thou shouldst start first with garbage-strewn streets, parks, and beaches.

27. Thou shalt investigate thy municipal garbage disposal.

Be thou sure that the facilities are clean and efficient.

28. Thou shalt reduce thine own garbage.

Thou shalt recycle and reuse as much as possible.

29. Thou shalt keep the volume down on everything that makes noise.

Thy babble is an offence unto mine ears.

30. Thou shalt restrict thy family to TWO children.

If thou desirest more, thou canst adopt.

I say unto tbee go, com-
municate thy knowledge
and concern unto others.

I command tbee to report
any pollution problems
unto the authorities.
Demand of them that ac-

tion be taken. Also I say
unto thee: be willing to

pay for better pollution
control. I have decreed
that the consumer shall

bear the cost, and it shall

be so.

Take these command-
ments unto thine heart,

and keep them, or my
vengeance upon thee shall

be great.

(adapted from Pollution

Probe (ed. Donald Chant)

New Press, Toronto,

Chapter 16, by Leslie

Kaye.)
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Tricks of the drug trade abroad

•he Food and Drug Administration now requires that
., mmrcetin advertisements and package inserts carry a

trong
warning about its death-dealing side effects. But

1 FDA requirement does not apply to Chloromycetin or

milar
chloramphenicol products earmarked for foreign

Entries. As a result, foreign physicians and patients are

jn the dark
about the dangers of the drug.

Hecently the FDA requested the State Department

through
its Latin American embassies, to inform Latin

America"
health officials that Chloromycetin is being sold

C; ytin America "with labeling which is believed to con-

'titute a hazard to health." The State Department was
Lvised that the Spanish-language lables and package in-

serts
used by Parke, Davis omitted reference to certain

f.jerious and fatal" side effects of Chloromycetin. Further

(lev made claims on behalf of the drug for conditions

'n,here the FDA knows of no data to substantiate its effec-

tiveness."
The seriousness of this deception is compound-

Alfieetyn

Austracol

C.A.F.

Chemicetina

Chlomycol

Choramsaar
Chlorocaps

Chloracid

Chloranitrin

Cidocerine

fo^l doctors In m'
°"e" the labelin

8 d°es"'' have to

can courtries ™ X,C0
' P

erhaps in °ther^ A™"-
scripUon

Chh""»y"'m is sold without a doctor s pre-

Dacka'se'ir^w a*

marketin« Chloromycetin in Italy with a

is rer^rkahlv^r
1

:

8 '
hat ""^ With Chloromycetinremarkably without secondary reaction " Also- "Th»

ETnZf38 b6en t0 'erated well bybothadu!" and'in

6

£irin , T S
ases ,n which reactions occur, these are

feveritv IzT** *^ naUSea or diarrhea ™»
Amir In f^ r^UlTeS susPension of treatment." As one

^•Z J f°
T r
l?nt

L
y °bserved following a triP to Ita-

LZl^ f
f°/Ced t° the conclusion that a drug that is

dangerous for Americans is eminently safe for Italians."

In Japan, Parke, Davis is promoting Chloromycetin SF
tablets, combing chloramphenicol with seven B-complex
vitamins. Says the Japanese-language package insert:
Chloromycetin SF is not only highly effective against

contagious diseases which have been induced by microor-

Ciplamycetin

Cloramficin

Cloramicol

Clorocyn

Cloromison

Cylphenicol Globanicol
Embacetin Intramycetin
Enieol (capsules) Juvamycetin
Enleromycetin Kamaver
Farm icetina Kern ice lint

Klorita

leukomycin

Levomtcaline

Levomycetin

Loromisin

Mkloratln

Mkoclorino

Microbe lino

Mycinol

Novomycetin

ganisms susceptible to chloramphenicol, it is also a re-
markably ideal antibiotic which increases the resistive
power of bodies under stress and accelerates the recupera-
tive process."

And so, on and on, it goes—all perfectly legal under the
slack drug restrictions of the particular countries in-
volved, but hardly meant to advance the cause of medial
truth. There is another marketing tactic that does pharma-
ceutical manufacturers little credit. You could call it "the
name game," and it was last played with most hideous
effect in the case of thalidomide, which was sold under 34
brand names. Long after the horrors of the tranquilizer
became known, physicians continued to prescribe it unin-
tentionally; they couldn't sort out all the names.

In addition to Chloromycetin, Amphkol (McKesson Labo-
ratories) and A/vceW(Rachelle Laboratories), chloram-
phenicol parades under 43 trade names. Most represent
products distributed abroad by Parke, Davis, its affiliates
and its subsidiaries. The variety of names, listed below,
should keep doctors confused for a long time.

ParoxL.

Quemicerine

Sintomycetin

Stanomycetin

Synlhomycetin

Tifsmycine

Unimycetin

Chloromycetin - It may May Kill You Yet!!!
Reprint from Consumer Reports, Oct. '70.

Two years ago, a California physician journeyed to Washington to tell the
Senate Committee on Small Business about the death of his 10-year-old son in

1952. The boy died after his father had given him the drug Chloromycetin for a mild
urinary infection. As the father explained it, practicing physicians receive from
75 to 80 per cent of their information regarding drugs from drug company sales-

men, called detail men, and from advertisements in medical journals. A few days
before his son's ailment, the father was visited by a Parke, Davis & Co. detail

man, who gave him a supply of Chloromycetin and reassured him that it was a
perfectly safe antibiotic. Yet only three days before that, the father said, the

same detail man had been informed by a local pharmacist that Chloromycetin had
been responsible for the death of a woman in nearby Pasadena.

"He deliberately lied to me that the drug was harmless," the father told the
subcommittee.

The weight of medical evidence shows a correlation between the use of Chlo-
romycetin (chloramphenicol) and the incidence of aplastic anemia, a frequently
fatal condition in which the bone marrow ceases to produce white cells, red cells

and platelets (necessary for proper clotting).

There is no known method of determining beforehand a patient's susceptibili-

ty to Chloromycetin injury. Blood studies done during administration of the drug
may suggest bone marrow depression, but even when it is recognized, the condi-
tion is often progressive. According to Dr. John M. Adams, of the department of

pediatrics at UCLA, "Contrary to the belief of many doctors, Chloromycetin has
an effect which is harmful in varying degrees to the bone marrow of all persons
who take it."

The chances of dying of aplastic anemia as a direct result of taking Chloromy-
cetin are fairly remote. A California study estimated the risk at between 1 in

24,200 and 1 in 40,500. Still, those seemingly slender odds should be regarded in the
fight of two other facts. First, the chances of dying of aplastic anemia, without
any contribution from Chloromycetin, are less than 1 in 500,000. Second, according
to the National Research Council, which investigated Chloromycetin for the U.S.
food and Drug Administration, Chloromycetin can no longer be considered the
drug of choice for any illness except possibly typhoid fever (170 cases reported in

"ie IXS. in 1969). Apart from that rare and not wholly substantiated exception,

°% in a few life-threatening conditions where other drugs have failed is there

justification for prescribing Chloromycetin. Yet it has been prescribed for and
is being prescribed for millions.

In June, 1952, after reviewing a number of ease histories associating Chloro-

Wceiin with serious blood disorders, the Food and Drug Administration refused
lo approve any additional shipments of the drug, pending an investigation by a

committee appointed by the National Research Council. The FDA reported m
August of that year that the committee had "considered the records of 410 cases

°) serious blood disorders, of which 177 were definitely known to have been asso-

rted with Chloromycetin:' Half of those blood disorders were reported to have

«en fatal.

ktback and comeback

Chi
C>',oromy<:eiin sales dipped sharply following the FDA investigation. In 1952,

^foromycetin sales dropped $5-million. In 1953 and 1954, sales were below the $26-

™"hon mark; the Holland, Mich., plant was closed, and Park, Davis dropped
°m first to fifth place in total industry sales.

But even as the warning signals were being raised by the FDA and independ-
01 medical investigators Parke, Davis was countering with a particular kind of

"feting strategy
The marketing strategy was apparently more influential than the intelli-

fo,,
printed in medical journals. Chloromycetin sales began to rise. More than

som
m"lion Americans were treated with the drug in 1959. In 1960, its sales were

„,
m

,

e
S86-million. That was at a time when Chloromycetin was considered the drug

ce only for such rare diseases as typhoid fever and Rocky Mountain spotted
aplastic â emia

"""adtwo

deai.
Th

,
e 1960 hearings on the drug industry conducted by Senator Estes Kefauyer

IW Chlor°mycetin another setback. There it was revealed that, although Parke

i

"ls had included the FDA warning for Chloromycetin in advertisements carried

a.^
e*cal journals, the company had watered down the warning in direct-mail

10
Physicians.

'961, Chloromycetin sales declined bv more than 20 per cent.

BM neither unfavorable publicity nor the threat of litigation could dissuade

*X Pavis hom encouraging doctors to prescribe And for the

C- " "me in nine years, sales bounded back. In 1967. some 3,700,000 Americans
e vM the drug . „

W62, Congress passed the Kefauver-Harris act, which required all pre-

< '0n "rug advertisements to include a statement concerning possib e s de

- Cts
- That didn't faze Parke, Davis. The company obscured the warning for

Round three

The 1968 Senate hearings, under the chairmanship of Senator Gaylord Nel-
son, took some of the wind out of that kind of advertising. Medical authorities who
testified estimated that Chloromycetin therapy was uncalled for in 90 per cent of
the cases in which it has been prescribed. One doctor put the figure at 99 per cent.

The most immediate effect of the Nelson hearings, and the publicity that
attended them, was a sharp decline in Chloromycetin sales. Sales of capsules (by
far the most popular form in which the drug is dispensed) dropped 70 per cent in

the first nine months of 1968. But Parke. Davis, having been through all this twice
before, seemed unconcerned. The company's president. Dr. Smith, advised a
group of security analysts not to worry since there would probably be a recovery
"after a reasonable period of time."

Dr. Smith apparently knew what he was talking about. The latest FDA figure
shows a five-fold increase in the certification of Chloromycetin capsules in June of
this year compared with June of last year, enough to treat from 16.000 to 31.000
people a month. And now that Parke. Davis's patent has run out, two rival compa-
nies are making their own chloramphenicol products. McKesson Laboratories
calls its drug Amphkol: Rachelle Laboratories markets its under the trade name
of Mychel.

What to do about it?

Dr. Raphael Shulman. a member of the FDA's hematology advisory commit-
tee, points out that "as long as the drug is available it will be not only used but
abused."

The 11-man committee reported in March 1969 that its members were gener-
ally agreed that the Commissioner of Food and Drugs "should give further con-

sideration to the possible restriction of this drug to hospital use." That seems
like a sensible step. Treatment with chloramphenicol is presently advisable for

only a few very severe conditions and under certain particular circumstances;

you would expect that the few people who could possibly profit by it would already

have been hospitalized. Moreover, once the drug is exclusively under hospital

control, a physician would be compelled to justify his choice of chloramphenicol
to his colleagues; hospitals and the privileges they can confer to or withdraw
from ) doctors could bring great pressure to bear.

There remains, however, a larger issue concerning

a patient's right to know the risks associated

with any drug that his physician prescribes for him. A
doctor may not perform surgery without the informed

consent of the patient or his next of kin. Drug therapy

can be as dangerous as surgery; witness the sizable

number of people hospitalized each year for adverse

reactions to prescription drugs. The FDA now
requires manufacturers of oral contraceptives

to prepare pamphlets side effects and hazards

for patients explaining in lay language the major
"

of contraceptive pills. The Commissioner of

Food and Drugs has said that this action "may
or may not serve as a precedent" for other drugs.

CU believes that it should—that, where appro-

priate, patients should be informed, in plain,

easy-to-read language, of the possible hazards of

drugs. Had patients been informed about Chloro-

mycetin years ago, many people

might have declined Chloromy-

cetin therapy for minor ailments (\ ^
and escaped the horrors of

%i

Oil,^myce"n inTmass' of'fine print and rVnYseries of so-called "reminder" ads,

Ch
- " insisted, did not come under the terms of the Kefauver-Harns act.
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CFRC

AT THE MARATHON

PROVIDING MUSIC

1:00 A.M. - 6:00 A.M.

1490 AM 91.9 FM

ABORTIONS
Counselling

and Referral Service.

Abortions are now legal

in New York State. If you

think you are pregnant,

don't delay.

MEDICAL REFERRAL
is a discreet professional

service that handles you

with understanding. Welt

make all arrangements and

appointments with Board

certified obstetricians, gy-

necologists and anesthes-

iologists in fully licensed

and accredited hospitals.

Costs range from $250 to

S375, depending on per-

sonal need.

MEDICAL REFERRAL
142 Mineola Ave.,

Roslyn Heights, LI 1157

(516) 621-8000
Seven days a week
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Grads lack exec, nominees
by Bryan Haigh

The GSS held its general assem-
bly meeting on Tuesday. This
meeting was to have been the
close of nominations for the Exec-
utive positions — President, Vice-

president, Secretary. Treasurer,
and three AMS representatives.
Unfortunately, there was not a

sufficient number of people inter-

ested in keeping the society func-

tioning. Nominations are being
held open until Tuesday Feb. 9 at 5

p.m. and should be submitted to

Ian Boog c/o Chemical Engineer-
ing (local 5579) or Vince Lawrence
c/o Civil Engineering (544-2528.

1

The Society particularly feels

the need of nominees from the
Humanities to give some balance
to the executive which has been

dominated by science tvnPc
past year.

s m %
Should no nominations

h
ceived the immediate Co

rp

ences are not hard to hJ
1^ 11

TGIF will no longer be held
01

ty; there will be ni"spokem'
Vets'"

I
graduate, students in Senate J'* I

School Council etc.; Gssp'*1

!
Club will show only silent

movi'"in black and white (withol!^ .
white.) 1 lnel

It has never been particn]!1H I

easy to obtain nomination*
,
1

avamili.m nnnit:,..,.. l~, .
"s

[Of I

aiiurn
executive positions but in this
when so much has been'ar?

58 '

plishedbythe GSS it is partis
ly disappointing that people hi!''

I

not been willing to offer their , f
vices to the society. r'

Petering out.

.

by Peters Adams and Raym„m
Hello. We're sorry to tell you this but due to circumstance

beyond our control, we will not be writing Peters' Predictions an
more. We have found that we are unable to keep up with two c</
umns a week. Our many thanks to Max Mead, Zoom Lenz, Stirrim
Poles and Red Herring. Without their assistance we would have
accomplished very little.

TTheTFlounclTCablc
&tcalt House and TMm

Bath Hoar] at /rontrrw Wall. Singsfon. Onnno, Jii-jJiJ m
WANTS STUDENTS!

tnjQur

Uib ^teak Special ©nig 245
il'br innkeeper htrchu inuitcs mm to pjitake or our

n tang dreor and tint steaks, at reasonable prices.

Bring pur friends, neighbours and familg and

r Hum to presenting this cord.

gour first Cocktail-®nly 15/

- CLIP THIS COUPON

DO YOU KNOW ANY OF THE

FOLLOWING PEOPLE?

Greg Blatchford

Carole Brown

John Davidson

Lizza Fawcett
Betty Gilbert

Diane Gordon
Bill Guthrie

Andrea Howard
Tony Keenleyside

Gord Laing

Hannu Lambert

Marilyn MacDonald
Brend a Maybee
Lome MacLeod
Lyle Pearson

Judy Pelotte

John Seveigny

Barb Stephen

George Stinson

Anne Vogl

Joan Whelan

Then that's one more of many good reasons
to see them be terrific in a terrific, bang-
up, rollicking two hours of comedy, song &
dance.

FEB. 11, 12, 13 AT KCVI AUDITORIUM

8:30 P.M. IN THE BROADWAY MUSICAL

COMEDY

It

THE PAJAMA GAME

CANADIAN

HEART

ASSOCIATION

HEART FUND

DRIVE

Urgently needs 600
Canvassers for Heart

Fund Drive, Sunday
February 14th.

If interested in

spending 2 hours for

a worthy cause, con-

tact your year Pres-

ident, or report to

Leonard Hall Cafet-

eria 12:30 Sunday
February 14th.

Rides to and from
Canvass area.

Refreshments served

afterwards.

Introducingan unbelievable newproduct:
Student-Railpass.

(Would you believe two whole months of
unlimited rail travel throughout thirteen
European countries * for a modest $125?

)

Our brand-new Student-Railpass gives you all

that Second Class rail travel on the over 100,000 mile
railroad systems of Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France,
Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. You'll discover that
there's very little second class about Second Class. You

can sleep in a Couchette for only $4.50 a night, and eat

in inexpensive cafeteria-type Dining Cars.

If you haven't got two months, or you prefer the

luxury of First Class, there's our regular Eurailpass. The
three week Eurailpass costs $110, one month $140, two

months $200, three months $230. But remember—you
can't get Student-Railpass or Eurailpass in Europe. You
must buy one before you leave, so see your Travel Agent.

Meanwhile, send in the coupon below for your free

Student-Railpass or Eurailpass folder.

Prices quoted in U.S. Dollars.

STUDENT-RAILPASS The way to see Europe without feeling like a tourist,
j

"Eurailpass is valid in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Italy; Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal, Spain,
|

Sweden and Switzerland.

Eurailpass, Box 2168, Toronto 1, Ontario.

Please send me your free Eurailpass folder with railroad map. Or your free Student-Railpass folder order form.

Street.

•MfSmMm*



tendays
rooming-

afternoon:

evenings

saiurday
6-*

morning:

afternoon:

Sunday 7:

monday 8:

evening:

14:30 a.m.: psychology symposium, methodological approaches to psycholo-

1:00 p.m. : educating the layman in psychology.
2:00 p.m. :

effects of university as an agent of social change
3:00 p.m.: careers in psychology.

4:00 p.m.: advertising.

7:30 p.m.
:
african night in'the international centre, admission 50c

8:00 p.m.: marathon dance to raise money for camp outlook further informa-
tion from derek mclean 544-7238.

10:00 a.m.: psychology symposium, child psychology
11:00 p.m.: psychology in education.

1:30 and 3:30 p.m.: original plays for children at boswell's book, bell and
candle 73 brock street, musical version of "aesop's and otherwise"
2:00 p.m.: historical hockey tournament between r.m.c. queen's and r c h a
this game will be played under 1872 rules and that equipment, on the lake in
front of city hall.

2:30 p.m.: psychology symposium, sensitivity.

4:00 p.m.: psychology in penal institutions.

7:00 p.m.': china night in grant hall featuring lion dance, ancient Chinese
costume modelling, kung fu demonstration, ribbon dance, court dance
Chinese music, soprano and choir, admission $1.50 per person, students 75c
8:00 p.m.: psychology symposium, smoker.

agnes etherington. from feb. 7 to 28. esther warko
beaverbrooke art gallery.

v. exhibition circulated by

7:30 p.m.: two national film board production "bethune" and "citizen's med-
icine" in etherington hall amphitheatre, free admission.
8:30 p.m.: the kingston music club presents a piano recital at agnes ethering-
ton art centre, admission $1.00.

evening: 8:00 p.m.: the german film club will present "buddenbrooks" which is a nach
dem gleichnamigen roman von thomas mann (whatever that is), in room
101, kingston hall.

Wednesday 10:

afternoon: 4:30 p.m. : the biology department will have a lecture on insecticide metabo-
lism in earl hall room 111

7:30 p.m.: informal discussion of the problem of Canada's native peoples at

the second floor common room in the union.

8:30 p.m. : vaghy quartet concert in dunning auditorium.

thursdayll:

afternoon: 2:00 p.m.: department of psychiatry symposium on anxiety, depression, and
suicide in etherington hall auditorium.
3:30 p.m.: college musicum: student recital in ellis hall

evening: 7:00 p.m.: campus movies presents "war of the worlds" and "what ever
happened to baby jane" one show only dunning hall auditorium.
7:30 p.m.: the medical sciences lecture on "the use and abuse of drugs."
7 : 30 p.m. : ams symposium on tenure.
an informal discussion on alternatives to capitalism', dr. tsurmi of the eco-
nomics department, third floor common room of union huilding
8:30 p.m.: the queen's musical theatre presents the pyjama game at k.c.v.i.
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New* fit.- — Bill Johmicn
1 .-.j ... .. r.i — Mary O Rourke

Siman Sua 1 1c

Anooiw EAioi Plena Lechnaf
BuiinoM Manage, — Vince Tang
Managing Editoi John Solman

Bel. during ihe academic i*a< by iht Alma Mais Society ot Oumn i IMrvetvry (

[w.ions ace Omit ol ihe amor and noi necouaiily ol ih« Alma Mjic Sockw
iflheLbeialionNewsScrv.ee Pnnied by WES Olhel Toronto Onrano

Having endured five

years in the uninspiring
Union coffee shop, the

Bitter Grounds Coffee
House has decided to

move up in the world —
upstairs into the Queen's
Pub
Beginning this evening,

the Grounds will be open
Friday and Saturday
nights, from 9:00 to 1:00

a.m. in the House of

Commons.
Featured this weekend is

folk artist Karen Jones, a

CBC and CTV personality

appearing regularly on
the college circuit.

soundings
LOU VERSUS POWERMAN
AND THE MONEYGOROUND,
The Kinds,

(pye NSPL 18359)
Just how much longer can peo-
continue to ignore the Kinks?

"jce upon a time they put out hor-
f">le stuff like "Tired of Waiting",

that was quite a while ago.
'ws group has evolved under Ray
^vies' leadership and authorship
j™° one of the tightest, most ver-
jWe groups in rock — and make
no mistake, they can play hard and
"Kan when they want to. I recall
readi ng an article in which the

noted that John Lennon
as adept at combining the physi-

r
' and the mental elements of

ofin
Sueh a statement is also true

of th
K 'nks

"
Some of the elements

chid
m

.

usic on tnis album in '

sat

6 3 t)r^Uant use of irony and

e)£

lre
'
by combining the music

bv tt
y with the mood dictated

J uie iyrics and the inflection of
lhe

A
sl «ger' s voice.

J fcout
more prefatory words

pu{
tnis group. Last year they

JVn
1 an album called Arthur

-
or

Fn
UecHne and Fait oj the British

tbe
fc

Tnis album, was. I think,

in .f,^
1 album produced in Britain

sati
Combined with the total

there
°f British Ufe and myths,

resD
*as an intrinsic element of a

rtioiwy?
for the dignity of the com-

,r,
'-J

n
?
n

'

'f 1 can use tne Phrase

S6g
s

'aughs, but the laughter is

^
ned Dy compassion.

% "ch leads me, in my usual

sj
on »f

fashion
>
t0 a discus-

rec
0f their new album, Lola.

'

ln8 impression I receive wrong, so

after repeated listenings is that

this disc is so damn relevant. In a

sense, there are really two al-

bums, because the irony of the

songs is clearly established by the

music and the singing. Is there a

theme? Well, not overtly — this is

a collection of songs. Perhaps, one

could say that much of this album

is concerned with survival in the

urban-industrial universe, with

maintaining one's freedom and

dignity.

We start with "The Contender",

which after a country-ish opening

suddenly explodes into driving rock

which almost reminds me of the

Stones. "I don't want to be a con-

structor of highways, a sweeper of

sidewalks, a shrewd politician

... a fascist dictator, a saint or a

sinner — I want to be a winner."

Right on! But the problem is that

somehow "I've got to get out of

this life somehow.
"

Dissolve into a beautiful love

song, one of the two tracks written

by Ray's brother Dave, the

group's lead guitarist. "Strang-

ers" tells of one method of surviv-

al, probably the best, and evokes

the Donnean conceptions: "We

are not two. we are one." And

there is a great sense of urgency

here, too: "If I live too long. I'm

afraid I'll die."

••Denmark Street'' - we are

suddenly cast into the world of the

London publishers, a song which

opens on Ray's piano (punctuated

by a well-timed cough i well,

bovs I hate the tune and your

hair's too long, but I'd hate to be

Skillful musical

shifts convey the falseness of this

world of the music publishers, and

Ray's boyish vocal adds that need-

ed touch of not so innocent "innoc-

ence."
"

"Get Back in the Line" is the

finest song on the album. It tells

about the men who stand in line

every day, hoping to get a job. It is

a song which should establish

Ray's genius as a creator of real,

human situations. I think I shall

cut down my description of the

rest of the album in order to in-

clude here most of the lyrics of

this moving song. It's a song about

dignity, as I said earlier, and once

again Ray's vocal ably communi-

cates the song's feelings:

Facing the world ain't easy

when there isn't anything going.

Standing at the corner waiting.

watching time go by

Will I go to work today or shall I

bide my time?

But all I want to do is make
some money
And bring you home some wine

For I don't ever want you to see

me
Standing in that line

'cos that union man's got such a

hold over me
he's the man who decides if I

live or I die . . .

then he walks up to me and the

sun begins to shine

then he walks right past, and I

know that I've got to get back in

the line.

Ray takes two more shots at the

music industry in "Top of the

Pops" and "Moneygoround". And

of course there's the hit single

"Lola", which narrates a young
man's first sexual experiences,

and, as it happens, with a trans-

vest ite in a cheap club in Old Soho.

"Where you drink champagne and
it tastes just like coca-cola." But

in all this cheapness, under "elec-

tric candlelight", there still might

be room for humanity: "It's a

mixed up muddled up shook up

world except for Lola." (Who may
not be a transvestite, by the way,

you can read the lyrics two ways, t

I wonder if I'm really succeed-

ing in convincing anyone out there.

The Kinks have got something to

say. dammit. And they say it with

a musical eloquence that puts oth-

er groups to shame. "This Time
Tomorrow" resumes the theme of

escape, with its carefully main-
tained harmonies which carry the

sense of peace in that airplane so

high above the "endless rows of

crowded streets." Don't you ever

want to get out? Aren't you tired

of the cities ("Rats"), where

"Hate spread just like infection"

and men have "pinstripe minds"

as Dave searingly sings. Ah. yes.

we've all come "A Long Way
From Home", and we start think-

ing that money can buy every-

thing. Well, can it? Or maybe we
can be free in other ways, like

going into the jungle perhaps, eat-

ing coconuts in the trees and being

"Apeman" Ah. but it's with

"Apeman" that you should start to

catch on — this is. as Scott says,

"a razz, people". It may be true

that men has created the cities

and the traffic rumble, but who

can "sit in the trees and eat ba-

nanas all day'"1 But the desire to

get out alive has its real enough
reasons, all right — "I don't want
to die in a nuclear war", in addi-

tion to overpopulation, inflation,

and the crazy politicians — can we
stay sane? But Ray's vocal shows
you that running off to the jungle

just won't solve anything: "Come
on and love me. be my Apeman
girl".

But it isn't easy. You've got to

fight "Powerman" here in civili-

zation, and he's got all the money,
you know, and my publishing

rights, and he's driving me insane.

Dave's guitar is hard and pulsat-

ing — the urgency of this song is

important. How do you stay sane?

Well, let's face it. we've Got To
be Free". But will shouting ac-

complish this, screaming that

"We are right, and they are
wrong". Maybe we can be free if

we just decide that we are free,

that we aren't going to be "any-
body's sla-a-ve". as Ray beautiful-

ly elongates the word. Irony again
— you don't have to be anybody's
slave

I fear I have said too much
about the lyrics, the themes of this

album, and not enough about the

music. I can only repeat what I

said at the beginning of this re-

view — this is a tight, versatile

group, disciplined by years of

playing together. And their songs

are important — they're talking

about situations and problems that

somehow seem terribly real, and
there just aren't any easy solu-

tions. "I only hope I'll survive."
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Marathon Dance
for OUTLOOK
this Friday night

fflONTENAC MAIL
300 BATH ROAD, HIGHWAY 33

KINGSTON ONTARIO • 546 7423

MON. TOFRI. 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

FACULTY OF

ARTS AND SCIENCE
All students in the Faculty of Arts and

Science who expect to complete their

degree requirements in either May

or September 1971, should make sure

that their names are included in the

Degree List.

Please check this now in the Arts and

Science Office.

THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
University of Toronto

1971-1972 PROGRAM
Leading to

THE BACHELOR OF EDUCATION DEGREE
and to the Interim High School Assistant's
Certificate granted by the Ontario Department
of Education.

SELECTION
Since enrolment in the 1971-72 program will be
limited to 1300 students, preference will be
given to candidates with superior academic
qualifications for teaching subjects in which
there is a shortage of qualified teachers in

Ontario secondary schools.

APPLICATION
Candidates are urged to apply as soon as pos-
sible. The closing date for receipt of applica-
tions is April 1, 1971.

ADMISSION
It is expected that candidates will be notified

not later than June 1, 1971, whether or not
they have been admitted to the program.

FOR INFORMATION AND
APPLICATION FORMS

Apply to:

The Registrar,

The College of Education,

University of Toronto,

371 Bloor Street West,

Toronto 181.

928-3213
Telephones: 928-3222

' 928-5093

Moonlighting

Hatchet Hockey
by Michael Williams

Or who's that carving up my shoulder? Not being a partic-

ipant in the most gentlemanly sport one gets the idea that
houseleague hockey at Queen's has a tendency to be more of a
headhunting than goal-scoring ideal. Though it isn't as bad as
local industrial leagues, where the only time the stick comes
within striking distance of the puck is when that black vulcan-
ized pie is about head-high, venturing on to the ice in the New
Jock can be a boneshattering experience. Winning is second-
ary; clobbering or avoiding is primary — depending upon your
size and guts.

There are occasional flashes of good hockey when a stray

pass happens to be a break-away leading effort but the out of

shape players and the poorly organized teams tend to give vent
to more basic moves. Nonetheless a fierce competition has
been maintained for the winner of one of the more prestigious
Bews sports.

The shake-up in structure has changed the basic competi-
tiors for number one. In the two previous seasons Arts '71 and
Meds have held the top of the castle with artsmen winning over
doctors-to-be two years ago and then having that reversed last

year. However, how Meds seem to stand alone. Before Com-
merce and Law get too upset I must mention that others have
rushed to knockoff the king. Comm. 71-72 and a much im-
proved Mechanical must be regarded as strong contenders.
With the regular season being finished within the next week or
so the tell-take playoffs will begin.

In an exhibition game last Thursday, the Meds team took
on an All-Star team from the RMC intramural league and de-

feated them 7-5.

. . . wishes for best recovery go out to wrestler John
Harvey who recently suffered a serious eye injury . . . the
Queen's J.V.'s of basketball are not quite emulating their sen-
ior team — they presently stand second in the city league . . .

congratulations to Civil for winning the overtime Toilet Bowl
— a forty-five yard pass play on the dying minutes of the extra
period did it

.

w

Men's Intramural

The Men's Intramural a
letic Committee is spon^ he'

a contest for the desir.„
ln

8

Bews Crest, emblematic ntl
3

Bews Championship I

crest would be distributed
all members of the win '

Bews unit meeting partic ' 8

tion requirements. AH erit'
Pa

should be placed in the in?
es

mural Entry Box at the M«?"
Equipment control centre

S

should be enclosed with
i

^Pa-rate slip of paper stating k
designer's name, address »

telephone number in a seal h
envelope. A first prize of sin
will be awarded. Entries clo
at Noon on Monday mar?
15th. For further information
contact your unit Athletin
Stick.

Women's Intramural Symbol
or Insignia Contest

Up with doodling! A gTegway to earn money
. . . jf y

doodle symbol or insignia
to

represent W.I.C. The bestde
sign with win $25. Entry sheets
with rules can be picked up at

the main desks of Adelaide
Chown, or Vic, or at the Worn!
en's Equipment Centre in the

Phys. Ed. Centre. Contest clo-

ses Feb. 22/71. For further

info, contact Betty Smith
5440547.

Tele Games

on Friday

The Queen's track team will

travel to Toronto this Friday to

compete in the Telegram
Games, both in the college di-

vision and the International

Meet Friday night. Last

week's competition at Cornell

was scrapped when the New

York State Police turned back

the Queen's track bus due to

the huge snowstorm in north-

ern New York.
Some of the Queen's top run-

ners, Brian MacDonald, Jim

Smith, and Keith Berriman,

have sustained injuries in prac-

tice, but Queen's will still be

represented by seventeen

competitors. These include

Dave Jarvis in the high hur-

dles, and Brian Aikin in the 600

yard run. Queen's has also

qualified teams for the one and

two mile relay events in the

Ontario Challenge Relays.

Volleyball

Tournament

Here This Weekend

This weekend for the firs'

time since the formation of <<?

Intermediate team. <2aee
ê

come
will take first place

Queen's girls have
through the season, home-a^

home games against

George Williams. McG"

'

Ryerson, and U. of T. undefe*

ed. Their nearest competi";

the winner of a game 'as'^°
r

,

day between U of T and KF.

son, has two losses. IF '^j
have a bad game during

play-offs. Queen's could^
the championship; BUI '

are strongly favoured to »
^

The most important ga"^.j
the weekend tournament

probably be the 1:00 P
1

match against U. of T. Fr' (

!fj

Their excellent record

earned them support



Skiers Repeat

Second Place Finish

This past weekend Queen's nordic and alpine
ski teams combined forces to compete in the
only four-way meet of the year, the Carleton In-

vitational, held this year at Mt. St. Marie, P.Q.
Queen's performance at this meet is becoming

something of a tradition. Much like last year, the

Queen's alpine team (comprised of John Dyer,
Graham Bird, Mike Wren, Paul Laurier and
James Jarvis) won both the giant slalom and the
slalom and thus claimed first place in the alpine
combined standings by a modest margin over
University of Toronto. The nordic boys (Dave
Campbell, Peter Cook, Charles Hazen, Reid
McLaughlin and Chris Gilliatt) lost the cross
country to Carleton but managed to beat U. of T.

,

tlle real threat to Queen's. However, when it

came time for the last event of the weekend, the
Jumping, the nordic boys proved incapable of
Meeting the competition from Toronto. As a re-

™" much like last year, Queen's lost the four-
™a.v meet to Toronto. When it was all over To-
™Mo had a total of 1113.18 points and Queen's

J™
a total of 1110.08 points. (This total score is

° e sum of the points scored by a team's top

competitors in each event, the individual

,

Wer of an event getting 100 points). In the
°ur-Way standings carleton A team was third

p'
th 1069.08 points, R.M.C. fourth, York fifth,

i,„
ton B team sixth, Dalhousie seventh, and

th^
Ueen s racers winning individual honours in

meet were John Dyer, who won the giant sla-

Icro'
er Cook

'
wno won the nordic combined

b
oss-country and jumping); and Dave Camp-

ersHy of Montreal eighth.
'een s racers winning ind.

lorn"

1?' were Jonn °yer '
wh0 won the giant sla

OSS-

.
who won the" ski'meTster (highest total

Wall four events).

i n u
s C0I>iing weekend the nordic team will be

h°Pe°th
treal comPeting in the O.Q.A.A. Let's

Univ
boys can 8et something going on the

ers'ty of Montreal jump.

At Queen's

Senior Basketball

Feb. 5 7:00 p.m. vs. Carleton
Feb. 6 2:30p.m. vs. Ottawa

Senior Volleyball

Feb. 5 8:00p.m. vs. Carleton

Feb. 6 12 noon vs. Ottawa

Intermediate Volleyball

Feb. 5 1:00p.m. vs. U.ofT.

Feb. 5 3:00 p.m. vs. McGill

Feb. 6 9:00 p.m. vs. SirG. Williams

Feb. 6 11:00 p.m. Final*

* likely Queen's vs. U. of T.

Ice Hockey
vs. YorkFeb. 6th 2:30p.m.

Away
Archery

at U.ofT.Feb. 5-6 Finals

Badminton
Feb. 5-6 Finals at McMaster

Alpine Skiing
at MontrealFeb. 5 Finals

Curling

Feb. 5-6 Semi finals at Carleton

Fencing
Feb. 5-6 Section 2 at Ottawa

Men,s Sports Schedule
HOCKEY - Fri. Feb. 5 -

Sat. Feb. 6

p.m.

BASKETBALL -

8:00

Laval at Queen's — 8:00 p.m.

- Queen's at St. Lawrence U.

- Toronto Bo-Peeps at Queen's -

Sat. Feb. 6

8:15 p.m.

Tues. Feb. 9 — Harlem Wizards at Queen's —
8:15 p.m.

WRESTLING - Sat. Feb. 6 — McGill & Toronto at Queen's — 2:

00p.m.

SWIMMING — Sat. Feb. 6 — Toronto at Queen's — 3:00 p.m.

Wed. Feb. 10 — Plattsburg at Queen's — 7:00

p.m.

SKIING - Feb. 5& 6 -at McGill (Nordic)

BADMINTON — Feb. 5 & 6 — Queen's at Carleton (OQAA East-

ern Section)

CURLING — Feb. 5 & 6 — Queen's at Carleton ( Eastern Section I

TRACK — Feb. 5 — Queen's at Telegram Games — Toronto

(University and International meets)

Hockey Hopes Alive

The hockey Gaels can still make it. The
second playoff spot is still within reach. With
two games in hand over third place Laval, the

Gaels can gain two of the three points separat-

ing them from third with a victory tonight at

the Jock Harty Arena. U de Montreal current-

ly holds down second place, while Carleton
seems to be running away in first.

Murray Douglas will likely return to the

lineup tonight, after missing three games due
to an ankle injury, and Queen's is still burning

from what they consider a screw job by the

referees against Carleton last Saturday after-

noon. Tonight's game will be a good one.

No. 1 on Saturday?

Queen's womens' basketball team can wrap
up first place in the Eastern division of WIT-
CA with two home wins against Carleton and
Ottawa this weekend. Queen's was given a big

boost this week as Ottawa U. defeated McGill
44-42 in their meeting. McGill had been tied

for first place with Queen's, but Queen's now
has a game in hand.

Queen s has lost only two games this year,

one to McGill and an exhibition last weekend
against McMaster. They have defeated both

Ottawa and Carleton earlier in the year, but
Ottawa is an improved team and will give the

girls a tough game.

Friday night game time against Carleton is

7:00 p.m. ; Saturday's game starts at 2:30 p.m.
A large fan turnout would certainly be appre-

ciated, especially for the Ottawa game.

W.I.C. SCHEDULE

top
8 teams in finals

7:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.
7:00p.m.

Arts '74 vs. Arts '74

Rehab A vs. Law
Arts '73 B vs. N. Sc.

Finals start*

Broomball

Feb. 10

Feb. 24

Mar. 3

00p.m.
00 p.m.

30 p.m.

00 p.m.

Rehav vs. PHE
PHE vs McArthur
Arts '74 vs. McArthur
Rehab vs. McArthur

Archery
Feb. 10 6:30-

8:30p.m.
Feb. 15 & 16

Clinic

Tournament
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An interesting insight into the workings of RCMP
narcotics officers arose in connection with a recent

trial for possession of drugs in Kingston court. Ap-
parently before making their arrest for possession of

marijuana, the narcs kept the house of the defendant

under surveillance for a period of one month. Their

diligent effort was to no avail, alas, as the judge
found the defendant innocent of the charge.

QUEEN'S JOURNAl - FRIDAY, FEBRUad*

A. K. Redner, new president of Automotive Indus-

tries Association of Canada said Tuesday he makes it

a policy not to hire university graduates for his own
business.

"I don't want a bunch of educated nuts around
me," he said.

Mr. Redner expressed concern about the differ-

ences in the value systems between the business

community and university youth. Many of the latter

are alienated from the "profit culture" which Mr.
Redner regards as still fundamental to the economic
system in Canada'

"I'm concerned the self-motivarion — the get-the-

job-done attitude — will disappear."

LONDON (CP) — Sexual intercourse can induce

severe heart attacks, Dr. Harley Williams, a heart

expert, warns in a recently-published booklet. Per-

sons with faulty hearts are urged to ignore sex, excit-

ing TV programs and other forms of emotional stress

to avoid lethal strokes. He recommends a day in bed

twice a month for all angina sufferers.

There exists at U of T a book, published by the

faculty of Arts, which lists every student, each

course he took, the mark he received in each course,

his overall average, and for honours students, his

rank in the class. Dean Allen of Arts said the book
was used for "counselling and other purposes." The
book used to be a widely circulated public document
but protests a few years ago forced the faculty to cut

back on its circulation. At that time SAC felt that the

availability of the book was an infringement of stu-

dent privacy. Allen — "We thought that the students

point was a real one." Though the book is supposedly
available only to faculty who were involved in stu-

dent counselling, a number of faculty members stat-

ed that the book was sent to them every year without

them even requesting it.

Allen also said that he thought the situation was
identical in all faculties of the university.

One student expressed the fear that such informa-
tion might dispose some faculty to favour some stu-

dents in such things as grading, establishing dead-
lines, or admitting them to courses.

-from the Varsity . Nov. 25. 1970

TORONTO (LNS) - An Ontario Supreme Court
judge said at a recent University of Toronto law for-

um that "honest men" shouldn't mind "surrendering
some of their civil liberties" if it would help police
combat crime.

The panel was discussing Quebec justice minister
Jerome Choquette's proposal that all residents of
Quebec be issued identity cards, that they would be
obliged, under penalty of law, to produce at any time
for police scrutiny.

The Quebec government is carrying on negotia-
tions with the U.S. Polaroid company for possible
mass production of ID cards similar to those Pola-
roid once supplied the South African apartheid gov-
ernment.

The Judge, Fred MacKay, told his audience of
Toronto law students that the Canadian crime rate
would be greatly reduced if everyone was obliged to

carry cards with their picture and thumbprint.
"If you are not committing any crime and do not

intend to. what are you "worried about?" he asked.
Ontario police commission chairman Percy Milli-

gan supported MacKay, saying that by refusing to

give up the right "not to identify yourself, you may
be harming the right of someone else who has just
been robbed in his home, his wife raped, or probably
murdered."

"Suppose you went out in the street and fell down.
Wouldn't it be nice to have an ID card for the police
when they found you?" he added.

Abbie Hoffman, a U.S. radical, convicted of cross-
ing state limits with intent to incite a riot was de-
tained at Toronto International Airport Tuesday, and
then ordered out of the country for the second time in

three weeks.

The Canadian Civil Liberties Association released
a letter it sent to Immigration Minister Otto Lang
protesting the previous deportation on Jan. 13 of
Hoffman, the self-proclaimed leader of a radical
group called Yippies. Hoffman, free on $25,000 bail

pending an appeal of his conviction which followed
activities outside the 1968 Democractic party con-
vention in Chicago, was refused entry to Canada pre-
viously when he was en route to appear on Under
Attack at Western. The association's letter said that
Mr. Hoffman's trial was conducted "in a highly ques-
tionable manner" and it is "highly improper to base
Canadian immigration policy on apparent American
miscarriage of justice."

VANCOUVER (CP) - The University of British
Columbia Senate has rejected a motion by a student
senator which would have all university faculties
surveyed to determine how much of their studies are
relevant to Canadian life. Art Smolensky, a graduate
student in chemistry and one of four student sena-
tors, had called for the survey to ascertain how many
studies were relevant to English or French Canada
in the social, political, economic, historic, legal or
scientific fields.

The latest cancer-hazard tar and nicotine ratings
for 89 brands of nationally-advertised cigarettes
were issued Tuesday by the Federal health depart-
ment. Viscount king-size filter was again at the bot-

tom of the ratings with .4 milligrams of nicotine and
five milligrams of tar per cigaratte. As in previous
surveys, Dunhill premium filter and Gold Crest
premium filter were on top with 27 milligrams of tar
and 1.6 milligrams of nicotine each. Other brands
with high nicotine and tar ratings were: Black Cat
regular plain, Buckingham king-size plain. Pall Mall
king-size plain and Chesterfield king-size'plain.

CAPE KENNEDY, Fla, (AP) - About 200 blacks
who marched here from Daytona Beach to protest
the Apollo 14 moon flight Sunday heard one of their
leaders say "America sends lazy white boys to the
moon" because "if there was work to be done, they'd
send a nigger."

"America is sending lazy white boys to the moon
because all they're doing is looking for moon rocks,"
said Joseph Hammonds, an official of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference.
"There is probably a nigger messing with the

moon rocks when they get back because the whites
are afraid of radiation."

SCLC official Robert Johnson pointed to crowds of
whites waiting to watch the launch and told the
marchers, "Those sick people come to see this
launch and stay in motel rooms that cost $50 a day
and up to $250. And the poor people have to pick up
the sick people's T bones and scotch bottles.

"

LONDON (Reuter) — Millions of Londoners wer^

warned that the River Thames could flood its banla.

following huge tides in the North Sea. A special floa

centre to co-ordinate relief and emergency opera

tions was manned and police and fire brigades alert

ed.

The alert covered a 50-mile stretch of the Thame;

from the coast to the West London suburb of Ham

mersmith.
Air raid sirens last used during the Second Work

War were to sound at 15 second intervals if the nig]

tide reached flood level.

Enrolment in Ontario- elementary and secondarj

schools has exceeded the two million mark for the

first time.

Statistics released by the Ontario Department

Education show that more than one in every fo»

Ontario residents is attending either elementary o

secondary school. Altogether there are 2,021,909 st«

dents in the kindergarten to Grade 13 population, an

increase of 35, 113 over 1969.

Boys continue to outnumber girls, 1,047.387

974.522.

The statistics also show that for the third consecu

tive year the number of schools in operation has

«

creased. In 1968 there were 5,055 schools. In 1969 the

total had dropped to 4,923 and in September 1970. M
number stood at 4,816. In 1970, the number of teacn

ers increased by 3,043 to 92,972.

VATICAN CITY (Reuter) — The Vatican new*

per L'Osservatore Romano described abortion as

crime in some ways even more wicked and execra

than concentration camp death ovens, mass depor

tions and genocide.

The comparison was made in a front-page

by Rev. Gino Concetti, commenting upon rece«

appeal by the Pope on French television a6 ain>

abortion and euthanasia.

Grace Slick of the Jefferson Airplane says her
new-born daughter — whose "real name is god" —
will be reared in the world of rock concerts and re-
cording sessions. "I'm gonna lug her around and
she'll hear a lot of music," said the 31 year old sing-
er. I'm going to get other people to do stuff I'm not
nuts about — cleaning floors, picking up things —
while I take care of the baby and music."

"Its real name is god with a small 'g'" she said.
"It's a small 'g' because with a name like that you
have to show some humility."

At Carleton University, three quarters of the
*' "

n ( vl

dents seats to be filled in annual elections we
,

cant for lack of candidates. Of 131 seats avails"

be filled by students, nomination papers wer

for only 33, and of these only five were contest?

Tuesday, Feb. 2nd. 1971, was the busiest day in the
179 year history of the New York Stock exchange.
More than 22 million shares were traded.

CARDIFF. Wales (CP) - Dropout drunks
*J

commit petty crimes may be sentenced to a Wji
out spell on the tiny island of Flatholm, off in 1'^
morganishire coast. Emlyn Jones, an expert on

<

,

holies who put forward suggestions to help fig™j
holism, said that a few months "off the bottle'

1

,
cut down the crime rate among drunks.
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Quebec separation is inevitable
by Jane Thompson

pierre Bourgault, an active

„»mber of the Parti Quebecois,

™,
d a t Under Attack Thursday

Hat l>e regarded the separation of

jjgebec from the rest of Canada as

•-evitable because, "Canada can

Lver be a totally bilingual and

hicultural
country." He said sepa-

ration
might take place in five or

six
years.

Bourgault spoke of the separa-

tist
movement as relatively united

today, in that there is now only one

separatist party, the P.Q. Bour-

rault said the rapid rise in popu-

larity of the P.Q. showed that ear-

ly
separation was likely. When the

p.Q. started just over ten years

ago, it had only 50 members. In

the 1970 Quebec provincial elec-

tions, the P.Q. received 33% of the

popular vote, a figure representa-

uve of about 650,000 Quebecois,

The work of the P.Q., Bourgault

stated, is to convince the Quebec
public that separation is best for

Quebec. The arguments it uses, he

admitted, have an "emotional"

basis, but once the public has been

convinced, the mechanics of sepa-

ration will come almost automati-

cally. Asked by a member of the

student panel to outline some fea-

sible proposal for separation,

Bourgault named Russia, France
and China as countries which
might help an independent
Quebec, but added that the inter-

national political situation

changes so rapidly that he did not

really know what countries would
ally with Quebec when separation

came.

Whether or not the separation

will be peaceful depends on the
Tactions of the government in Ot-
tawa and the English public, Bour-
gault said. If Ottawa retaliates
violence, said Bougault, will be
"the only democratic means of
expressing the will of the people"
Moderator Fred Davis suggested
that although the P.Q. has disasso-
cated itself from the terrorism of
the FLQ in the past, the Cross-
Laporte uproar in October and
November of 1970 may have
caused a majority formerly sym-
pathetic to separation to turn
against the Parti Quebecois. Bour-
gault denied this, stating that be-
cause the violence this fall
shocked the public into question-

ing exactly what is happening in
Quebec, the P.Q. will gain eventu-
ally.

A member of the audience
asked Bourgault whether the la-
bour class of Quebec would be
willing to watch its income drop
by half for the sake of an "intellec-
tual idea". Bourgault said that the
fact that all Parti Quebecois MP's
have been elected in working-class
areas speaks for itself. He admit-
ted that there will be a price to
pay for independence. In Quebec,
the price will be a lower standard
of living, Bourgault said, but Que-
becois will have the right to live

better culturally than they now
can in Canada.

Chicken guts and babies
byMaryO'Rourke

A spectator threw bloody chick-
en livers on-stage and shouted
"These are the bodies of My Lai
babies!", when Vince McCauley,
defence lawyer in the My Lai trial,

appeared at Queen's University
Wednesday for the taping of Under
Attack.

Moderator Fred Davis called
for a retake, reminding the audi-
ence to restrict any further pro-
tests to verbal ones during the
question period. The protester was
part-time student Douglas Shane,
The Whig-Standard said Thursday.

"Is My Lai unique, or is this

type of incident common?", asked
panelist Chris Closson. "Practi-

cally everyone is the enemy in this

war" answered McCauley. "There

War Act not abused
by Bill Johnston

The War Measures Act was
necessary to relieve the tension
and uncertainty involved in the
FLQ crisis, according to George
Springate, member of the Quebec
Legislative Assembly and place-
kicker for the Montreal Alouettes.
The former policeman also cla-
imed during Thursday's Under
Attack taping that the police never
abused the great powers they had
under the War Measurers Act, as
evidenced by the fact that only 492
arrests were made, out of a popu-
lation of six million people in

Quebec.

When this statement was greet-
ed with groans, Springate vehe-

mently maintained that because
ne had been a policeman, he knew
'he police and he knew that there
were few abuses of police powers.

Springate also maintained that

"police in Canada do not need
wider powers" and repeated sev-

eral times his belief that ID cards

were necessary. (Quebec Justice

Minister Jerome Choquette is

pushing for the use of compulsory

ID cards for every person in

Quebec).

When asked about the establish-

ment of French as the working

language for Quebec, Springate

replied with more questions than

answers. He said he was unsure

what the term meant and hoped

that Quebec Premier Robert

Bourassa would clarify it. He did

insist that in any plans to improve

conditions for French Canadians,

Quebec must be careful not to

"damage the rights of English

Canadians in retribution for six

generations of French suffering".

George Springate, Alouette placekicker and MLA

are no enemy lines; you have al-

most no idea who the enemy is."

McCauley said any action is not
necessarily justified in war, nor
should one support one's country
under any conditions, but "If
someone invaded Newfoundland,
wouldn't you want to go in there?"
To a chorus of laughter, Davis
suggested that McCauley had bet-

ter restrict the example to Ontar-
io. The audience seemed unres-
ponsive.

When asked if he thought a sol-

dier in combat can disobey orders
on moral grounds, McCauley an-
swered that not one soldier is in

combat because he wants to be,

and that the responsibility for sol-

diers' actions is on the command-
er. He stressed that an individual

in combat is "psychologically and
emotionally pressured" until he is

not himself.
'

"If you were fighting now would
you kill an innocent woman or
child?" he was asked. "I'd ask
why first". There was applause.

"Hold it! Don't forget that half the

company was lost after being fired

on, before they were ordered to

wipe out the village. That's a tre-

mendous psychological pressure,

losing your friends like that. Un-
der those circumstances I can't

say that I wouldn't do it. I can't

say what I'd do!

"

"I hope I'd have enough moral
stamina not to do that", replied

the questioner. "I'm not trying to

condone or justify it," said Mc-
Cauley, "I'm just saying that I can

understand how it might happen".

Asked if he thought there was
any subversive plot within student

movements in the United States,

McCauley said yes. "The students

are being capitalized upon by out-

side forces. It's not to their advan-

tage to destroy the universities

and get a bad reputation for their

schools when they'll be on the job

market in a few years."

"What about the capitalization

of war?" retorted panelist Al Ste-

ven.

"You won't get an argument

from me on that," replied Mc-
Cauley, "It's been that way in

war. I don't like war any more
than you do, and I'll be glad if

they'd get out of there tomorrow. I

hope you kids will go ahead and

stop it all."

McCauley said the press is now

being quite objective about the My
Lai trial, but the initial photo-sto-

ries had already dramatized the

events, he said.

In parting. McCauley asked the

audience to stay to hear a few

words. "Queen s University are

two magic words. When I heard

them, a picture was created in my
mind of students willing to listen

to different viewpoints. And I hope

I haven't given you the impression

that we Americans are all mon-

sters. I think too much of you not

to keep this evening's incident

confidential
*

Pierre Bourgault, Parti Quebecois member

Bryce Mackasey, Labour Minister

Educated first employed
by Katby Weeks

Unemployment was the main
theme for questions Wednesday
night as Bryce Mackasey. Federal
Minister of Labour and Unemploy-
ment, came Under Attack.

Mackasey, questioned about the

widespread attitude that labour
unions are causing unrest in our

society, quickly defended them.
He said that this was an unfair

assessment and that one must de-

cide whether profits or human
beings are more important. Mack-
asey himself has been both a union

man and a business manager
Now, as labour minister he is

called in by government to settle

the dispute when collective bar-

gaining is not having effect in a

strike and the public interest is

severely affected.

Questions about inflation and
unemployment were the most fre-

quent. Although Mackasey defend-

ed the government's attempts to

slop inflation, he said that at an-

other time, other methods would
be taken to fight it. Last year, in-

flation had to be checked because
it was having a terrible effect on
persons with fixed incomes, it was
wiping out gains made at the
collective bargaining table, and it

was putting Canada out of the pic-

ture as a trading nation he said.

Mackasey's response to the ques-
tion of how unemployment fights

inflation was. "It doesn't. The
slowing down of the economy re-

sults in unemployment. Increased
activity in the economy will result

in inflation. The problem is how to
stimulate the economy without
inflation.

At present 6.6% of the labour
force in Canada is without jobs
The number of unemployed should

be down by April, Mackasey said,

and if inflation should reach the

same proportions as last year, the

government is thinking of using
selective price control rather than
control of private spending.

A student asked what the gov-
ernment was doing to help univer-

sity students get jobs. Mackasey
replied that unemployment was a
country-wide phenomenon that cut

across all strata of society. Edu-
cated people are the first to be
adopted into the work force, but
the late teen years to twenty-four
is the largest age group unem-
ployed, he said.

Mackasey's patience began to

run out towards the end of the

show. After just having denied one
alleged comment, he was asked
why the government had thrown
people out of work for no reason.

The questioner said that from
what he could see, the number of

people with fixed incomes was
very small and so inflation was
affecting only a small portion of

the population. Mackasey replied

that he was surprised that a uni-

versity student would make such a

statement, contradtcing the sta-

tistical fact that thousands of peo-

ple over 60 are on fixed income.
Asked by the same student wheth-

er unemployment was acceptable,

he answered, "For the fifth time,

no!"
Mackasey finished the program

on a conciliatory note: "As a re-

sult of your questions, you will end

up in a better world."
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No undercover RCMP are on campus

William Kelly

Alan Borovoy

Indian , Eskimo

problems discussed
Throughout the rest of this term the

A.M.S. Education Commission and the

Department of Psychology are spon-

soring a series of informal gatherings

with persons involved in the problem
of Canada's native peoples.

Through a grant from a special uni-

versity fund for innovative teaching,

the Department of Psychology has
been able to arrange for a number of

resource persons to come to Queen's
and participate in the Cultural Psy-
chology Course. The guests, many of

them native people themselves, will

speak to the class about the "Psycho-
logical Affects of Culture Contact and
Social Change".

In the evenings after class they will

be available for discussions with
groups of students and professors who
are interested in learning and talking

about the whole problem, The discus-

sions will be held in the smaller second

floor common room of the Student's
Union at 7:30, The following have been
confirmed for February and a further

list will be published later.

— Wednesday, February 10 — Dr.
Arthur Blue, assistant professor at

Althouse College of Education, Univer-
sity of Western Ontario.
— Monday, March 1st — Walter

Currie of the Ontario Department of

Education and President of the Indi-

an/Eskimo Association.

— All those who are interested are

welcome for further information con-

tact

by Bill Johnston

The greatest threat to society today

is "the inability of police to bring suffi-

cient numbers of criminals before the

courts and to provide the necessary

evidence to convict them." William

Kelly, RCMP officer for 37 years, and

former director of the Security and

Intelligence division of the RCMP,
elaborated on that statement during

Thursday's Under Attack session.

Kelly said "the matter of right is too

heavily weighted in favour of the crim-

inal" and the public's sympathy for

unfortunates has become "favoritism

for defendants ", making it extremely
difficult for criminals to be convicted

Thus, for instance. 70 per cent of rob-

beries go unsolved, he said,
'

Kelly's statements on extremists
and on the RCMP on campuses were
met with derision from the audience.

While he said radicalism is acceptable,

he also insisted that extremist Activity

(actions beyond verbal attacks) must
not be allowed, and that the Canadian

Public Order Act abomination
by Mary O'Rourke

Alan Borovoy. general counsel of the

Canadian Civil Liberties Association,

opposes entirely the War Measures
Act, and its successor, he said Wednes-
day at the Under Attack taping*

"The Turner Act (Public Order
Temporary Measures Act) is an abom-
ination. Do you realize that you can go

to jail in Canada today for five years if

you're even considered a member of a

subversive movement such as the

FLQ? Membership, however, hasn't

been defined yet — you can be consid-

ered a member if you've just attended

one or two meetings, or had lunch with

some members!"
Asked what he would have done in

Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau's
place. Borovoy replied that more intel-

ligent and vigorous assertion of exist-

ing criminal law, seemed adequate to

him. "I'm not convinced that Cross's

discovery wasn't due to clever detec-

tive work available under the normal
Criminal Code."
"The Government shouldn't attempt

to give us a phony answer to our prob-

lems," Borovoy said. "We live in a

dangerous age! We should realize this

and attempt to mobilize our spiritual,

moral and physical resources to pro-

tect our own rights, instead of being

easily seduced into a feeling of securi-

ty."

What of the fact that the majority of

Canadians in recent polls have sup-

ported the War Measures Act? "I don't

think a head-count can justify any im-
propriety," replied Borovoy.

"And what of your failure to swing
Canadian opinion in your direction? Is

this an implication against you or the

Canadian public?", asked panelist

David Riddell.

"It's an indication that the people of

this country are frightened by the un-

happy and terrible Quebec situation.

Its overnight escalation upset people

and allowed fear to cloud theindeci-

sions," Borovoy replied.

"A government that wants to use
even greater forces than it already
has, has to give us an idea of why it is

doing so, or it becomes a potentially

repressive force."

Borovoy concluded by emphasizing
that freedom of assembly is one of the

most crucial rights in a democracy,
and that the law against demonstra-
tions during the Quebec crisis was a

direct affront to civil liberties. He cit-

ed the McGill Francais march of 1968

as an example of policed demonstra-
tion conducted without violence. And
that, he added, is more than can often

be said of Grey Cup parades!

Ottawa Abortion March
"The Stale has no Place in the Bedrooms
ojthe Nation"

- Then what's it doing in my uterus?

Last May, following the refusal of

Prime Minister Trudeau, Justice Min-

ister Turner and Health Minister Mun-
ro to meet with them. 500 women, with
the Abortion Caravan declared war on
the Canadian government. On Monday,
May 11, a solemn funeral procession

was held outside the Parliament Build-

ings in memory of the thousands of

women who die each year from illegal

abortions, and thirty-six women
chained themselves in the gallery
seats, in true suffragette tradition.

Although the members of Parliament,
the men behind those laws which deny
women the rights to control their bod-

ies, responded with laughter, many of

the security guards were sympathetic.
For these men, fathers of working
class families, know what it is like to

father a child you cannot afford to

bring up.

In his reply. Justice Minister Turner
threatening that the group's demands
has been set back by two years, stated
that he was "surprised and dismayed"
that the women "understood demo-
cratic process so little". Yet it was
precisely because they understood it so

well that the women chose to confront
it in this way. Nothing short of open
confrontation seems effective in put-
ting the "democratic process" in mo-

tion to change those laws that directly

control their lives.

Every year in Canada, an estimated

200.000 women try to abort themselves
or resort to illegal abortions. From
20,000 to 40,000 enter hospital with seri-

ous complications from these butcher
operations. About 5,000 women are se-

riously mutilated, often steralized for

life. An estimated 1,000 - 2,000 die. In

short, one out of every four women in

Canada has an abortion at some time
in her life. One prominent Toronto ob-

stetrician, has said publically that,

nationwide, there are as many abor-
tions as there are live births. Further,
since Canada's new "liberalized"
abortion laws of August 1969, only I %
of all abortions in Canada have been
legal.

So long as a woman cannot "prove"
that she will commit suicide if forced
to complete her pregnancy, she has
only two alternatives: to bear an un-
wanted child or to seek an illegal abor-
tion. Effective legal and illegal abor-
tions are available only to those who
can pay for them.
On Saturday. February 13, a second

Abortion Caravan has been called to

march on Ottawa. Women and men
from across Ontario will meet at the
Supreme Court Building at 1 p.m. To
discuss the march on Ottawa an open
meeting has been called for 8:00 p.m.
Tuesday, in the Students' Union up-
stairs common room.

THE MEN'S

RESIDENCES
INCLUDING THE EARL STREET RESIDENCE

1971 - 72 SESSION

Applications from Upperclassmen will be accepted
at the BUSINESS OFFICE, LEONARD HALL up
to and including FEBRUARY 15, 1971.

Application Forms may be obtained from the Desk
Clerk's Office Gordon/Brockington Hall, the Desk
Clerk's Office, Earl Street Residence and the
Business Off ice, Leonard Hall.

Pizza Pickup
286 Montreal Street

Med. 1.60 FREE
Large 2.60 DELIVERY
Super 3.60 IN GOi ZONE
(CHOICE OF 6 TOPPINGS)

NO EXTRA CHARGE
PICKUP PIZZA AND SAVE
PICKUP DISCOUNT AVAILABLE

DIAL 544-1221
Open Tu es.Through Sat.4-1

Sun. 12 - 9

FINEST ^ >TvVUMBtf

GLASSES
OUR EXPERIENCED

DISPENSERS WILL GLADLY
ASSIST WITH YOUR

SELECTION

Hoffman.
Are there undercover RCMp

working on Canadian university
gents

puses, seeking out these "certa
ments or looking for drug users"'"
ly said he did not know "of on
working as an undercover aee™^9"

inly

'cover

university". There are he sairt

12,000 RCMP officers, and under
work would put a strain on their n
bers. When members of the aud

'

gave extensive details of alleged"
1*

dercover work on campuses £
conceded that in special instan
undercover work may be done But ?
insisted that "there is no particn
focus on university campuses in m ,

ters of security or drug cases."

government should not let "extremists

like Abbie Hoffman" into the country

to speak: "Foreigners have no right to

come into our country and tell us to

destroy our system.

"

Who decides who is extremist? Not

the RCMP. according to Kelly. The
RCMP is "strictly a fact-finding agen-

cy." which simply finds out what peo-

ple are like, and informs the govern-

ment agency involved (like the Immi-
gration Department, when Hoffman
was refused admittance to Canada )

.

Kelly said that, although the vast

majority of university students are

highly intelligent, there are "certain

elements" on campuses who will be

encouraged by the words of a Rubin or

Counter calendar vote
by Peter Raymont

On Wednesday, February 10th, arts

and science undergraduate students at

Queen's will be offered the opportunity

to vote on several important candi-

dates and issues.

The major issue involves a project

known as the ASUS Course and Projes-

sor Evaluation Guide. The question to be

decided by arts and science students,

is whether they should pay $1.50, as an

addition to their student interest fee,

to pay for this project.

This Course Guide is not a novel

idea. Many university student govern-

ments sponsor such a publication. The
Queen's Senate Committee on Griev-
ance and Discipline recommended (in

its report published last week) "that

the use of course evaluations should be
encouraged in order to communicate
student grievances about shortcom-
ings in teaching."

The ASUS executive feels that the

need for course and professor evalua-

tions in their faculty is overdue. Conse-

quently, the arts and science student

government appointed a Course Guide
editor to work out the best methods of

evaluating arts and science undergrad-

uate courses.

The purposes of this program are

twofold:

1. to aid students in making a

more informed choice of courses, and
2. to provide professors with a

constructive feedback measure of

their teaching effectiveness — which
will hopefully improve the standard of

teaching at Queen's.

The Course Guide committee decid-

ed that decentralization (or rather

departmentalization) of these evalua-

tions was necessary to provide a mean-
ingful appraisal of the hundreds of

courses in the various diverse depart-

ments within the arts and science fac-

ulty. The ASUS Course Guide Commit-
tee has spend the last two months de-

vising a questionnaire, planning the
project with DSC Chairmen from each
department, and working out the cost

of printing twenty Course Guide book-

lets.

This is what the ASUS proposes:

1. The printing of 20 Course Guide
booklets, including evaluations of un-

dergraduate arts and science courses
offered in first and second year, and
some upper year courses, depending
on prerequisites.

The idea is that any course available

to first and second year students be
evaluated.

2. That these course evaluations be
comprised of

(a) A description of the course, written
by the professor, outlining its purpos-

es, his estimation of its success or fail-

ure this year, and possible changes ho
might make for the following Vear
This course synopsis would include th
professor's estimation of the amount
of work necessary outside of class
time, and the professor's method 0 f

evaluating his students,

(b) The questionnaire results, included
in a table with percentage responses
for each question, and the total num-
ber of responses.

<c) DSC representatives' summations
of students' answers to several open-
ended questions.

Also included in the Course Guide
will be certain information necessary
to an understanding of the responses to

the questionnaire. Section enrollment,
percentage of class response, and
hopefully the failure rate will be in-

cluded.

The questionnaire has been designed

to be flexible to the specialized needs

of particular departmental DSCs. Thev
may end their own questions or re-

place some questions provided in the

general ASUS questionnaire.

Obviously, this whole project will

cost a great deal. Questionnaires and

answer forms must be printed. Com-
puter time, and layout, and the final

booklet printing costs to evaluate

about 700 course-sections (each section

is to be evaluated separately), add up

to a substatial amount.
The ASUS, therefore, must ask each

student for $1.50 to cover these costs.

This fee would be added to the present

$3.00 student interest fee, currently

paid by all Arts and Science under-

graduates.

A fee of $4.50 would still be one of

the lowest at Queen's. Engineering

students pay $8.50 to Eng. Soc, while

Law students pay $27.50 to the Law

Society.

The request for this $1.50 fee in-

crease will be included on Wednes-

day's ASUS ballot.

Tricolour society
The admissions to the Tricolor So-

ciety were announced yesterday. Ad-

mission is restricted to final year stu-

dents and post grads who have contrib-

uted valuable and distinguished ser-

vice to the university in non-athletic,

extra-curricular activities (like stu-

dent government, debating, journal-

ism, drama etc.) while maintaining a

satisfactory academic record.

Those chosen for this honour this

year are: Chris Redmond (Arts), Bob

Buller (Arts), Jeff Simpson (Arts),

Janet Rogers (Arts). Peter Raymont

(Arts), Jane Neill (Phvs-ed), John

Gray (Meds), Rod Follwell (Law), anu

Brian Scully (Law).

ESTHER WARKOV
exhibition of paintings

prepared and circulated by the Beaverbrook

Gallery, Fredericton

February 7 to 28

also

CANADIAN LANDSCAPES

1873 to 1930 s

from the Permanent Collection

Ki art centre
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bookstore idea folds

Page 3

, (ter waiting twenty minutes

a
quorum to be established this

for

r
-

s ASUS executive began its

S meeting on February 3.

The first topic discussed was

•he
planned panelling of the Red

Boorn Greg Young suggested that

!|
^jght be preferable to invest the

jioney
involved in student art-

'However, it had been under-

go that the ASUS would pay for

nelling
and year crests to be put

Cr the Red Room fireplace. This

project will cost the ASUS $350.

Kent McKinnon had approached

ASUS for its opinion on a proposed

student dental care service. This

would be an extension of the pre-

sent
University Health Care Ser-

vices. K was decided at the meet-

ing that further investigation of

student dental needs was neces-

sary and that the report should be

presented to the new executive.

Murray Girotti introduced a let-

ter asking ASUS to consider run-

ning a second campus bookstore,

this one in the new social science

complex. However, the executive
decided that there would be too
many financial and administrative
problems involved in an ASUS-run
bookstore.

Election arrangements were
described and it was emphasized
that there will be no polls in the
residences. There will be two re-
ferenda included in the ASUS vot-
ing on February 10. The first
states, "Shall the Society be per-
mitted to pay an honorarium of
$200 to each of the President and
the Vice-President, one year ret-
roactive, if this payment be fi-

nanced without increasing the stu-
dent fee?" The second: "Shall the
student fee charged to each mem-
ber of the Society be increased to
$4.00 from $3.00 on condition that a
course evaluation guide be pro-
duced before classes begin in Sep-
tember 1971?"

After a discussion of a constitu-
tional business, the meeting was
adjourned with the support of all

executive members. For some
reason, they seemed glad to leave.

Univ. centre planning

committee chosen
As a result of the initiative and

enthusiasm expressed by students

through the Alma Mater Society in

exploring the possibility of a Uni-

versity Centre, a University

Centre Steering Committee was
formed. This Committee met
through 1970 and reported that

Parkin, Searie, Wilbee, Rowland:
Architects, Engineers and Plan-

ners, were appointed as consult-

ants for the University Centre

Study.

More recent developments have

been the evolvement of a Universi-

ty Centre Planning Committee
from the initial University Centre

Steering Committee and the

commencement of investigations

by the consultant.

The University Centre Planning
Committee is appointed jointly by
the Principal and the President of

the Alma Mater Society and in-

cludes representatives of the ma-
jor groups which are contributing
to and which will use the proposed
facilities. More particularly the

membership consists of four
members nominated by the Alma
Mater Society, one member nomi-
nated by the Alumni Association,
°ne member nominated by the
Alumnae Association, one mem-
°er nominated by the Faculty
Association and two members
nominated by the Principal, one of

whom shall be a member of the
joint Senate-Board of Trustees
Committee on Campus Planning.
The Committee will review and

guide the stages of preparation of
the University Centre Master Plan

7 the Planning Consultant, select
sites for the stages of develop-
ment, provide the conceptual
background for future work of a
Users' Committee, and produce a

statement concerning the Plan-
ning Consultant's report and for-

ward this information to the
Committee on Campus Planning,
the Senate and the Board of Trus-
tees for consideration and further

action.

Mr. Harry Pellow, Senior De-
signer in charge of the University
Centre Study is presently in resi-

dence on-campus to get the study

underway. He would like to con-

tact persons on-campus for infor-

mation, suggestions and opinions

on existing facilities and activities

as well as possible new or addi-

tional facilities and functions that

would increase communication
and interaction within the Univer-

sity community and preserve or

further the existing spirit of fra-

ternity.

In the overall investigation, the

Planning Consultants will evalu-

ate the gathered or submitted in-

formation, prepare alternatives

and concepts, state what activities

are required in order to achieve

the desired goat of a University

Centre, consider the financial

implications of these activities

and submit a final report to the

University setting out a recom-

mended strategy for the growth of

the Centre.

As the success of this study will

depend upon the extent to which

the consultants can analyse the

present facilities on-campus, con-

stituents of the University Com-

munity are asked to provide all

information and suggestions

which they feel may be appropri-

ate to the study. General enquiries

about this procedure should be

directed to the University Campus

Planner.

Queen's Drama Department

Presents

GHOSTS
by Henrik Ibsen

^"vocation Hall
16-20

r'^enis S 1.00

""-Students $2.00

|
icl<ets available at Drama Department
a -m. - 6 p.m. - 547-62') I

e in Power by Peters Adams

and Rayment

Jim Edmunds
Hello. The next part of our 'cam-
pus personalities' tour leads us to
a rather remarkable fellow. We
found him, as usual, in the new
Athletic Complex, The onlv man to
swim across the eastern tip of
Lake Ontario, Jim Edmunds is an
all-round athlete whose charm,
experience and enthusiasm makes
everyone feel comfortable.
Born in Yorkshire County, Eng-
land in 1950 - Came to Canada in
1927 — physical training instructor
at Collins Bay Penitentiary from
1932 to 1965 - swam 27 miles from
Sackets Harbour to Kingston, Aug.
18, 1955 — presently gym supervi-
sor at Queen's University.

On his job: "I open the doors for
the students so they have access to

the weight room and firing range.
I assist in just about everything.
The Queen's students are paying
for this and I have to make sure
that outsiders are kept out.

"

On marriage "I met my wife the
day that I got to Toronto. When
Cupid hits you, it might be ten be-
low zero, but you think its spring.

You won't laugh when he hits

you."

On education "When you work out

with your body, you're bound to

learn some basic anatomy. When I

was at Collins Bay, I sat in at
Physiology and Criminology here
at the university. I read a lot. It's

a great thing to learn, If you don't,

your brain goes stagnant. You
must remember that going to uni-

versity has only been strongly
advocated in the past few years.

Every person should know the

fundamentals of mathematics and
basic English literature and gram-
mar."
On pollution "In 1955, when I

swam Lake Ontario, water pollu-

tion was negligible. However, in

1964, it was a little more obvious

when I swam seven miles to Wolfe
Island."

On physical fitness "On the aver-

age, I'll swim once a week now,
When I swim, I swim for no less

than thirty consecutive minutes;
sometimes for two or three hours,

just taking it easy. It's very im-
portant to take part in the sport
that you really enjoy. . . You put

everything into it. What keeps me
in shape these days, is climbing
those stairs eight hours a day."
On his record-breaking swim "I
was sponsored bv the Toronto Tel-

egram, CKLC, The Whig-Stan-
dard, and Amey's Taxi. It took
twenty-seven hours and fifty-five

minutes. . . We got lost in the fog

and got turned around. The com-
pass went wild. I ended up swim-
ming thirty-seven miles instead of

twenty-seven. I did the crawl all

the way from Sackets Harbour,
New York to John A. Macdonald
Park. I ate honey, chocolate and
corn syrup. There were approxi-

mately thirty-thousand people
waiting to greet me. I'm the only

one who has done it. .

."

On human relations "Sometimes
you have to give a bit in life like

the willow tree. It bends a bit, and

when the storm is over, the willow
tree is still strong.

Treat people decently, and that's

how they'll treat you."

On students "On the whole, I give

respect to the Queen's students. I

have gotten respect reciprocated.

I have the backing of the students

100%. The psychological factor of

mixing with the young people,

keeps you young."

On health foods "I've studied

them, and what they put on the

ground today kills part of what's

good. Civilization and all the rest

of them, have spoiled it. Your
body needs protein every day, you
build your body up when you are
resting. You have to eat the right

foods and your meal has got to be
balanced."

On his work at the prison "I got

along good with the inmates. An
old-timer once told me, 'Treat

them the way you would expect to

be treated in their place. They
sent me a telegram just before I

was to swim Lake Ontario. .

."

".
. . and if they wonder why I lost

my hair, tell them it's because of

too short a bed, or a process of

erosion. .

."

Thursday, Feb. 18, 9:00, Grant Hall.

Media and Your Mind Teach-in Panel

Discussion: "The Americanization of

the Media and our Mind."

Warm quiet single room $10.50. Men.

Close to Queen's. Parking yard. 196

Union St. Phone 546-5048.

Due to the lack of entries, the Union

Programme Committee has decided to

cancel the Art contest to replace the

mural on the north wall of the coffee

shop. It would appear that the afflu-

ence of Queen's students and the

general apathy which it breeds has

taken its toll on another campus

even^ However the U.P.C. is commis-

sioning people to replace the mural in

question.

To those people who entered, the

U.P.C. would like to extend its thanks

— to pick up your entries phone Doug

Bullock, 544-5741.

FOR SALE: GENUINE SILVER TURKISH
PUZZLE RINGS AND HAND CARVED
TURKISH MEERSCHAUM PIPES. 542-

1059.

Thursday, Feb. IS, 7:30, Student Un-

ion. Media and Your Mind Teach-in,

Seminar Workshops with Stanley

Burke, Laurier Lapierre, Lister Sinclair,

Norman DePoe, Murray Chercover.

ATTENTION: Members of Science 71

this Friday (Fab. 12) ot 8:30 p.m. for

your entertainment ot Polish Hall a
"Year Parly' featuring Der«k Wilson
ond the Bartenders. Free with year
card. Band.

Birth Control booklets avaifable in

Student health centre

ABORTIONS
Counselling

and Referral Service.

Abortions are now legal

in New York State. If you

think you are pregnant,

don't delay.

MEDICAL REFERRAL
is a discreet professional

service that handles you

with understanding. Well

make all arrangements and

appointments with Board

certified obstetricians, gy-

necologists and anesthes-

iologists in fully licensed

and accredited hospitals.

Costs range from $250 to

$375, depending on per-

sonal need.

MEDICAL REFERRAL
142 Mineola Ave.,

Roslyn Heights. LI 1157

(516) 621-8000
Seven days a week

AN A. M.S. SYMPOSIUM

on the issue of

TENURE
- Its validity in the modem university context

to be held on

THURS. FEB. 11 7:30 P.M.

STIRLING "A"

FACULTY OF
ARTS AND SCIENCE
All students in the Faculty ot Arts and

Science who expect to complete their

degree requirements in either May

or September 1971, should make sure

that their names are included in the

Degree List.

Please check this now in the Arts and

Science Office.
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Six teams in search of an issue ...(maybe)
With a traditional flourish, we are now in the midst of the excit-

ed apathy surrounding an A. M.S. election.

The needed ingredients, i.e. the candidates and a complete lack
of issues, have at last been found and thrown into the annual dra-
matic disfiguration.

Yet . .
. (significant pause) . . . there is a difference. Not only

do we have a variety of teams and not the usual "one-team-really-
running-against-the-other-jut-to-make-it-a-contest-because-we-

really-should-have-a-discussion-of-the-issues-whatever-they-may-
be." We may actually have a discussion of what the A.M.S. should
be doing.

To say that the A.M.S. is at times useless, is over-simplifying
the problem (no matter how true the statement may be). There is a
role for student government on this campus, but not in the tradition-
al lines now followed. For years (yea, decades), the A.M.S. has con-
fined itself to rather restricted frames of reference which became
increasingly limited as other institutions began to serve as forums
representing and discussing student interests. The A.M.S., and
those associated with it, led in the push for students on Senate, and
Senate Committees, and with the formation of D.S.C.s, discussion
groups, etc., any "academic" influence the A.M.S. has is negligible
at best.

The basic problem is that the A.M.S. has now sharply reduced
scope and interests, and therefore has lost some of its effectiveness.
The role of "student government" must be re-evaluated but not
necessarily reduced. We do not pretend to have the perfect solution
but there are a variety of avenues to be explored. Why do we need
the Administration's appointment of a Dean of Student Affairs?
Surely the most logical way to help solve students' problems is to
have them handled by a student with sufficient knowledge AND
authority to solve them and push for necessary changes and it
seems that the A.M.S. President might be the best person with the
best position for such a job. He should spend more of his time in his
office available to students. If necessary he should take the year off
and be paid for his time. (Both impossible under the existing set-up
and hinders the President no matter how well-intentioned he may
be) Or hire an assistant.

Why not have each member of the A.M.S. automatically ap-
pointed to something like an important Senate Committee so that
the A.M.S. meetings could form the basis for a sound discussion of a
variety of university problems seen from inside positions. This
makes more sense than having a lot of half-hearted amateurs dis-
cuss rumours they heard someone say about something somewhere.

It also implies a centralization and order to the present random
inputs that represent no one and divide everyone simply because the
various students never meet together to examine policies or stands.

The A.M.S. would lose none of its political nature
(unfortunately) but would have defined its role in new and more
relevant terms. It would be far more representative and responsible
than the factionalized political football it can be now.

Decrease the number of council members and meetings to give
the A.M.S. members more time to accomplish their objectives.
Give them more relevant things to discuss by appointing them to

committees in other structures. Such a move would help insure
some responsibility and communication to students on these com-
mittees, allowing the A.M.S. members on the committees and the

A.M.S. itself the chance to make better decisions.
The A.M.S. as it exists at present is ridiculous with over-lap-

ping and out-dated ideas and responsibilities.

But then the hardest thing to change is our beloved A.M.S.

The Sandbox
As you may have gathered from the eight million or so flyers which
are strewn around campus this week, election time is here again,

and various worthies are soliciting your vote for positions under the

Arts and Science Undergraduate Society, the Alma Mater Society,

the Engineering Society and several other similar bodies. You very

likely think this campaign is totally irrelevant. There is, however, a

good chance that you are wrong. Here are several blunt reasons

why you should (a) vote, (b) give a damn, (c) know what is going on

in student government, and maybe even (d) participate a little.

1. Because it is foolish and wasteful to give a small group of politi-

cians $75,000 to spend as they see fit, without any control from the

people who provided the money.
2. Because the administration and faculty will listen to elected stu-

dent leaders, weighing their opinions heavily when decisions are

made about regulations, programmes, buildings, athletics, discip-

line and other matters.
3. Because you will be the first to complain if you don't like the

concerts they arrange, the pub hours they decide on, the regulations

they ask the university to enforce, or the residences they design.

4. Because when you walk down the streets of your home town, and

when you apply for a summer job, everyone will see you as "a stu-

dent" and judge you by what student leaders do that gets into the

newspapers.

5. Because the bargains you get in drama tickets, drinks in the pub.

telephone directories, yearbooks, public speakers and club parties

depend on volunteer help from a fairly small number of students.

6. Because you probably haven't done a damn thing for the univer
'

sity since you got here, and if everyone else were like you the place

would be as grey and feeble as the university you fortunately decid-

ed not to go to.

The ASUS election is Wednesday. The AMS election is Monday of

next week. The Engineering Society election is the week after that

- Chris Bedrnon"
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letters to

the editor "AO

Dear Sir,

I wouid like to congratulate the

Journal on an excellent and ex-

tremely amusing piece of writing,

viz. the skit on the Queen's Uni-

versity ad that appeared in Time
Magazine. So hilarious was it that

1 have carefully saved it for the

benefit of my children which is in

marked contrast to the usual

treatment I give the Journal which

is to hopefully scan it for five min-

utes and then throw it into the

waste paper bin.

I am therefore surprised, sir,

that in today's Journal there ap-

pears an article of almost compa-
rable humerous content. I am of

course referring to the letter from
Stephen Flett who took exception

to the skit, considering it a vi-

ciously placed attack and a per-

sonal stab in the back, (sic) That
this man should take the article so

seriously is a source of great won-
der and incredulity to me. It

seems that the terrifying lack of

humour in this country is due to

the fact that people take them-
selves and their institutions much
too seriously. For God's sake Ste-

phen Fletts everywhere; laugh at

yourselves before it's too late.

Yours faithfully

David Sellars (Eng. Grads)

Dear Sir,

It is certainly amazing that the

radio stations of Kingston are so

culturally limited. We are refer-
ring, of course, to the fact that
they totally ignore the french pop-
ulation and/or bilingual members
of the community in the music
they offer each day. This seems to
imply that the anglophones feel
that worthwhile French music just
does not exist. How degrading for
the French-Canadians to feel that
their cultural segment is musical-
ly inferior! -This is a blatant denial
that there is French music worthy
of our omnipotent English music
stations. And furthermore, if bo-
totted attitudes like this are al-
lowed to exist, it is small wonder
that Canadians proud of their
French heritage feel justified in
separation from the condescen-
sion of English Canada.
Signed by two Indignant Bilingual
Canadians,

DianneG. Powell
Brenda Ethier

Letter received from Seals and
Crofts

Dear Sir,

Just a note to say we regret not
being able to play at Queen's at

this time. I caught a sore throat
and a little cold in Vancouver day
before yesterday. I spoke to Ron
Rainey this morning and request-

ed that he try to set the date for

the near future. We are looking

forward to playing for all of you.

Relay our apologies to everyone at

Queen's and we hope to see you
soon.

Best Regards,

Seals and Crofts,

Dear Sir,

On Wednesday January 27 at 11

:

30, Professor Lipsey gave a lec-

ture to a packed audience in Ellis

Hall. The back rows burst out

laughing as he walked up to the

stage smoking a cigarette, prepar-

ing to give his talk on the econom-

ics of pollution.

After a rather length discussion

of his "n" years at the London

School of Economics, he got down

to the nitty gritty of methods the

government can utilize against

polluting industries. He firstly

pointed out that the government

could tax polluting industries to

the point where it is financially

infeasable to avoid pollution treat-

ment. Secondly, he mentioned that
tne government could impose
fines which it feels are sufficient
to make up for the "inconveni-
ence the public must suffer I
was beaming with happiness as he
pointed out that industry is becom-
ing increasingly more considerate
of the public; to reinforce this
statement, he blew (in a very John
Wayne like manner I must say), a
pillar of cigarette in my direction
I coughed politely. As the lecture
continued and as the cigarette
smoke screen thickened, it be-
came increasingly more difficult
to see the shaggy haired Prof. Lip-
sey. But the back rows could pick
out the words that this "ingenious
economic plan" could halt pollu-
tion, and again burst out laughing
How can the government impose
laws on industries when a London
School of Economics Phd gradu-
ate can not read a Fire Regulation
No Smoking sign less than five
feet away from him,
Boomer Gregory

Dear Sir,

Parliamentary procedure has
always fascinated me. Ever since
grade five when I was elected so-

cial convenor of the class the rit-

ual of executive meetings, consti-

tutions, amendments and quorums
has held me spellbound. Take this

word "quorum". It always re-

minds me of dead fish. I don't
know why. I just picture Qew
beach on a hot, sticky Toronto day,

whenever I hear "quorum".
Some dead fish were smelling

Sunday night at the ASUS meeting
on "constitutional amendments",
even though they could not seem
to find their quorum. The head
poissons had to distribute last

minute phone calls, desperately

trying to locate fifty out of a few
thousand in their school who were
concerned enough to practice

playing parliament for an evening,

just like in real life. Those in at-

tendance were generally ignorant

of what was happening. The voting

was . . . fishy, A meek voice in

the lecture theatre would describe

a proposed amendment, then the

head grouper would say, "All in

favour?, opposed?, passed." —
like a dritlsargeant — "Ready,
aim, fire". He didn't appear to

acknowledge the laughter in the

air. which came from those who
had "farce" on the tips of their

silent tongues.

We all know that Queen's is run
by a handful of students. We also

know that Sunday is quiet at

Queen's. Comfortable Queen's.
The Un-university. Come out some
evening, just for fun to one of the

dozens of society meetings on
campus, where you too may watch
the ritual of parliamentary farce-

dure in full colour. Don't worry
about the smell. The executive
can't find the dead fish.

Yours sincerely.

J. Elliott

Dear Sir,

Having noted a letter from Mr.
T. D. Phillips in your January 26

issue, it seems that the issue of

library services, particularly with

respect to the Periodicals Room in

the Douglas Library, merits some
clarification.

The Alma Mater Society Outer
Counci! has appealed the decision

to curtail the hours of the Periodi-

cals Room in the forum provided

by the Senate Library Committee.

At the last meeting of this com-
mittee, on January 20, a written

protest opposing this decision was

discussed and the Committee in-

formally requested the Chief Li-

brarian to survey the demand for

Friday and Saturday evening ser-

vice in the Periodicals Room on
the basis of the number of re-

quests received to use the facili-

ties when the room was closed.

Furthermore, it is the understand-

ing of the AMS Library Committee
that access to the periodicals will

be provided to those who desire it

if they ask at the Circulation Desk
of the Douglas Library.

I hope that this letter will serve

to eliminate any confusion con-

cerning the new policy with re-

spect to the Periodicals Room
schedule.

Yours sincerely,

Chris Woods.
Chairman
Library Committee,
Alma Mater Society.

Dear Sir:

There are 30 Commandments of

Pollution Control but the greatest

of these is no. 30; "Thou shalt re-

strict thy family to TWO children.

If thou desirest more, thou canst
adopt."

Page 6 of the Friday Feb. 6

Journal must be read by everyone,
it was well done. I only hope that

people appreciate and/or will

come to appreciate very soon that

the GRASS ROOTS of our pollu-

tion problems, as well as many
others, lies in our huge population

AND WITHOUT EFFECTIVE
POPULATION GROWTH CON-
TROL SOON. ie. STOP POPULA-
TION GROWTH, the 29 other
commandments are only slightlv

better than GODAMNED USE-
LESS!
deLaey W Robinson
(ZPG-PRi

by Alan Broadbent

This is the time of the year when students in their

graduating year are interested in entering the labour

market. Jobs become important if only as a symbol
°f their not having wasted their years here in the for-

tress.

In answer to the cries of the now-educated, re-

cruiting personnel from the pedestals of industry and

business visit university campuses to hand pick or

co-opt the current cream of the intellectual crop.

They conduct job interviews with interested stu-

nts, and on the basis of that interview along with

the student's marks and his other activities at uni-

versity, they select those who will not live on wel-

fare. In many cases, however, the interview is the

filing part of the process.
It used to be that some old corporate guy would

come down from a company to the university, and he

would ask the student why he wanted to work for

Megaferous Steel and Sons Inc. , and that would be

the only concern of the employer. But times have

changed, and so have the recruiting techniques. It is

a unique experience now to even hear the company
0r its line of work mentioned. The New Recruiters

are a sleek lot, mostly members of the nouveau hip,

who definately give the impression that they are

.jwith it", or in the corporate-success sense, they are

The new method is to psyche the applicant out, to

put him off his guard and force him to expose the

real him. It is no longer a matter of finding someone

who will fit into the corporate mould, but finding

someone who is already in the mould, deep down in-

side.

I attended one of these interviews last week, and I

went prepared to meet this new technique. I was

ushered into the interviewing room, and to my satis-

faction I saw a very sleek man indeed, young, confi-

dent, hip, With It. After introductions, and exchange

of peace signs, we sat down.

He leaned back in his chair, cocked his head at me,

andsaid, "Flange." '

_

Recognizing the ploy immediately, the old word

association game, I retaliated with my well formu-

lated plan of attack. Knowing that the best defence is

a good offence, I flung back, "Razor-cut".

The tactic worked instantly. His confidence was

shattered, his hands flew to his head, searching for a

stray strand, or some split end in his make-up. His

body went rigid, he began to perspire. A whining

noise came from deep within him, as he cotorted

around his haircut. I knew I had him

His assistant who was lurking outside the door

came rushing in to rescue him. He yelled an authori-

tative command at me. hoping to re-establish the

dominance of the market place.

"Wage-increment."

But I was prepared for this, and knowing that this

man was a former football plaver, I nasally intoned,

"452-759 hup".

Before he could reach his boss, the full import hit

him. He went into a three point stance, absolutely

rigid. The two of them were at this point totally in-

operable. A secretary come into the room but I sent

her into paroxysms of longing by shouting the words.

"IBM Electra. model 102".

Thus uttering less than ten words, I had halted

their recruiting program. I had rendered these peo-

ple at my command, and had stemmed the influx of

new blood into their company.
During the week, I followed this up. I went to To-

ronto and gained admittance to the offices of the

people above this recruiter on the corporate ladder.

In like fashion, I disarmed them, and finally entered

the office of the president of the company.
He eyed me suspiciously, but I made quick work of

him.

"Cocktail party egalitarianism," I stated.

He sunk in his chair, immobilized with the horrid

spectre of the idea. Images dashed through his head,

and he collapsed in a pool of confusion and fear.

I am today a product of modern science. I sit at the

head of one of the largest companies in Canada, and

daily I take over other large companies. My con-

glomerate has no recruiting sessions, but if anyone

with a grade three education, at most, wants a job,

we might be able to help him.
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The new
Queen's spirit

by Chris Redmond

Queen's is to love: to walk night-shiver-

ing past Leonard Field to the lake, to de-
vour history readings in a three-hour re-

serve room loan period, to fling hoarse oil

thighs to the wind at a football game in

which Queen's is not even playing, because
Queen's is the only university and all the
world must know it!

It is a very complex place, as a commun-
ity of ten thousand must be. The university

regarded with all this fierce and latent
affection underlies an explosive present
with a powerful tradition. Such a combina-
tion, less of a cliche than it sounds, pro-
duces the unstable situation in which
Queen's finds itself, even in this unexciting
academic year.

Queen's has been a small university most
of its life — a small college, really, with
three main streams instead of the dozen it

now has. "Tricolor" remains an honoured
word at this college, freshettes light their
October candles and find them tied with
three ribbons, red, blue and gold. But law
and commerce and others have been added,
and graduate students make up a sixth of
the university. Medicine is about to lose its

spirited "premed" years — an academics
improvement but a stab at the traditional

spirit of undergraduate Queen's.

CONTRAST BAN RICH
WITH VICTORIA

Oil thighs have been danced for more
than seventy years, not only by drunks or
mobs but by students who found in them an
expression of how they felt about their col-

lege. On November 7, 1970, in Richardson
Stadium was sung the biggest oil thigh in

the history of the world; but students with
several years' seniority at Queen's say
spirit is not genuinely what it once was, and
back issues of the Journal suggest that stu-

dents of forty years ago would find less

loyalty in that monstrous cheer than there,

was in a 1930's oil thigh when "Queen's Tri-

color flag floats majestically atop the In-

tercollegiate Rugby Union flag pole."

That was a time when few young people
came to university at all, and fewer of

those to Queen's. The smallness made an
intense loyalty possible. One can contrast
Ban Righ with Victoria; McNeill House
with Leonard Field; the "big sister" sys-
tem of Levana (still used in Rehab!) with
the twenty-member Gael-group process of
the present. One can recall an old Queen's
promotional film, shown a few times last

spring, in which a returning student and a
kindly professor sit down in the registra-
tion hall to discuss the relative merits of

History 5 and History 3. That kind of uni-

versity does not exist any more.

For one thing, it is bigger. Size and im-

personality apparently cannot be separat-

ed, and while Queen's is still one of the

smaller of important North American uni-

versities, it has eight thousand students,

and the most sociable upper-year student

can hardly know more than eight hundred
of them. Lectures have always existed, but

the giant halls where so many of them are

held were not built until very recent years.

Kingston Hall was generally called "the
arts building" for the decades when arts

classes generally met there; increasingly,

the "arts building" must be Dunning Hall

with its sleepy auditorium. In this new en-

vironment, with mobs of students and giant

lecture sections, one can become lost.

Besides, new subjects predominate. The
sociology department has existed for four

years at Queen's and is now one of the big-

gest in arts and science. Classics, once so

important that Latin tags were scattered
through the Journal and an important cam-
pus body was named for the goddess Levan-
a, shrink each year in the top of their con-

crete (not ivory) tower. The recent empha-
sis on the natural sciences cannot be
missed, and even without that, the growth
of social science courses makes it clear
that students are looking for courses which
approach life in a new way. There seems to

be no room for the narrow curriculum of

the old days, when one learned the core of

Western civilization and somehow found
that its discipline prepared a man for liv-

ing. Now one takes sociology, psychology
and other analytical subjects and tears life

apart for oneself.

AN AMALGAMATION OF AD HOC
COMMITTEES

In the earliest kind of university govern-
ment, the principal was a senior professor,

kindly and learned and devoted to continu-

ing the Western-civilization curriculum
which has been mentioned already. He did

a good job; but it has been the misfortune
of many universities to find such scholars

still desperately trying to cope with admin-
istration in more recent and more compli-
cated years.

Student government had the same pro-

gression. When it began, the Alma Mater
Society was essentially a debating union,
and as ad hoc problems appeared, they
were handled in a not incompetent fashion.

But times changed. Such administration
looked inefficient, and probably it was so.

The Alma Mater Society was structured
with (as Ross McGregor called it) "an
amalgamation of ad hoc committees with-

out coherent direction". Its governing body
sat around a table each week and approved
each penny spent and every letter written.

Of course there was no long-term policy
and no direction; no one realized that there
was anywhere to go. But because of the
new student approach to the university,

there now is somewhere to go, and there is

a hurry in getting there.

National governments had advanced
from dealing with immediate problems, to

planning for the future. Henry Clay's
"American Plan" of the 1840's in the
United States was seen with surprise be-
cause it was a coherent platform. The Ross
McGregor campaign platform for the AMS
two years ago produced almost the same
reaction, and for the same reason. Neither
in university government nor in student
government is validity left in the explana-
tion, made a few years ago by the president

of the University of British Columbia, that

the function of administration essetially is

to empty the ashtrays of the academic
life.

Some universities have had leadership as
a function of their student government for

years. Mostly the leadership has been
leftwing, quietly or more spectacularly;
for instance, "leaders" formed the Canadi-
an Union of Students into what it was a
year ago. And students across Canada di-

sowned it.

There are several reasons why leader-
ship does and did not work out well. One is

that student politicians, especially those
with matured ideas and distinct pro-

grammes, tend to be students of the politi-

cal and social sciences, often practising for

the political careers which lie ahead of

them. (Of the arts and science representa-

tives on the AMS outer council now, more

than half a .
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even if their system was the best for the
student — and certainly it is possible to
argue that it was — students were not going
to accept it peaceably any longer. What the
administration of any good university is
now working for (and Queen's is not an
exception) is a framework for precisely the
kind of individual choice which has already
been discussed at length.

Forty years ago students did not feel that
they were imprisoned — the greatest pro-
test was a sporadic movement to abolish
compulsory attendance rules. But they
were a more homogeneous group than
Queen's students are now (this has already
been mentioned), and they had freely cho-
sen to come to Queen's for exactly the pro-
gramme it offered. To take that exact pro-
gramme is still possible, and some admira-
ble students emerge from it with an educa-
tion which will stand them in good stead as
it did their grandparents. But in the new
format of the university such an honours
programme exists to be chosen, not to be
imposed.
The Faculty of Arts and Science at

Queen's has recently turned into regula-
tions a long report which provides specifics
where the earlier Harrower Report gave
background generalities. On many points it

differs from the Harrower Report, but its

aim seems to be the same — choice by the
student, not by the machinery, and solid
education based on advice, not on regula-
tions. Its essential thrust is that a particu-
lar course should not be labelled for "hon-
ours" or for "general" students. Some few
courses may be intended as electives, but
all other courses, first-year and upper-year
both, would be for any students who are
doing.work in that subject and are ready
for that particular approach and topic.

TUNNEL-VISION PROGRAMMES
Within a year or so, these regulations

will be almost universally in force. Soon
after that, it may be that "general" will

cease to be a term of contempt and "hon-

ours" a compliment; it may be that most
students will not know which programme
they are in until late in their university

careers. Everyone will have more freedom
to experiment and to follow his interests.

There are effects besides these central

ones which have yet to be seen. What will

happen to the very concentrated profes-

sional programmes is hard to tell. Quite

possibly there will be even less experimen-

tation in them than there is now; this is

what happened with the abolition of the old

distribution requirements, under which

every general student had to take a lan-

guage, a philosophy, an experimental sci-

ence, or something similar which he did not

want. Students who want to be professional

geologists will be able to study geology

without distraction. Literature fanatics

need not fulfil specific requirements, and

will probably find the English and language

departments anxious to offer them tunnel-

vision programmes which will at least pro-

duce first-rate language scholars. Profes-

sional programmes outside the actual arts

and science system, like nursing science

and rehabilitation therapy, may have rath-

er less in common with arts (though more

with science), and might unhappily find

that training supersedes education — it is

easy to feel contempt for a student who can

do whatever he wants academically instead

of being forced to toe a line. But all this is

conjecture.

"Diversity" is a cliche. But to look at the

campus as students cross it, or to read the

list of departments and offices in the calen-

dar or the Who's Where, makes it less a

cliche and more a reality. There are so

many different kinds of students on this

campus. The usual metaphor of the univer-

sity as a community makes good sense;

and from a village, this university is rapid-

ly turning itself into a good-sized academic

city.

THE LIMESTONE LOYALTY OF THE
LAST FEW YEARS

One wonders, then, what it will be like to

live at Queen's within a few years. Physi-

cally the campus will change drastically

with the erection of the magnificent Arts

and Social Sciences Complex where the

stadium now stands; Watson and Jeffery

Halls provide a taste of what it will be like

stark concrete and glass, and outdoor and

Page 7

indoor traffic malls which are the places
the university will meet. Such social inter-
course has to be designed carefully because

k i,'

C"y " wi" find that the majority of its
inhabitants have nothing in common with
residents of other neighbourhoods. It will
be very, very easy to have neighbourhood
— that is, department - spirit, and hardly
even friendliness with the other streets and
boroughs.

Until now, Queen's has met as a whole
(except for the faculty, by and large, and
whether that is a major omission it is hard
to tell) at several football games a year
pouring into old Richardson Stadium from
every direction for the one event in which
everyone can be united. With a stadium
many blocks away, on the west campus,
that will be less of a unifying factor from

now on. Orientation authorities keep speak-
ing of de-emphasizing "faculty spirit" and
"year spirit" and putting more stress on
"Queen's spirit"; that will be harder as the
university is more and more spread out and
disunited.

The only kind of unity that will come is a
recognition of this disunity and its good
points. Never again will Queen's be a ho-

mogeneous college as it was forty or even
ten years ago. Never again, quite possibly,

will the limestone loyalty of the last few
years exist. Never again, probably, will an
oil thigh be sung as big as was sung last

November But a loyalty to Queen's can
continue. It will only come from a recogni-
tion that there is no value in "loyalty" to

walls and a name, but to people and to the
four years he spent among them.
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tendays
tuesday, february 9

evening: 4:00 p.m.: the german film club will present "buddenbrooks" in room 101

kingston ball.

8:00 p.m.: open meeting to discuss the abortion caravan march on Ottawa

in upper common room, students's union.

Wednesday, february 10

morning: 10:30 a.m.: asus election continuing through the day.

afternoon: 4:30 p.m.: biology department presents a lecture on insecticide metabo-

lism in earl hall, room 111.

evening: 7:30 p.m.: informal discussion of the problem of Canada's native peoples

in the second floor common room of the union.

8:30 p.m.: vaghy string quartet concert in dunning hall.

tbursday, february 11

afternoon: 2:00 p.m.: department of psychiatry symposium on anxiety, depression

and suicide in etherington hall auditorium.

3:30 p.m.: collegium musicum; student recital in ellis hall

evening: 7:00 p.m.: campus movies presents "war of the worlds" and "what ever

happened to baby jane" one show only, dunning hall auditorium.

7:30 p.m.: the medical sciences lecture on "the use and abuse of drugs"

in etherington hall auditorium

8:30 p.m.: the queen's musical theatre presents the pajama game at

k.c.v.i.

friday, february 12

evening: 8:00 p.m.: the graduate student society presents "lord of the flies" at ellis

auditorium.

8:30 p.m.: queen's musical theatre presents the pajama game at k.c.v.i.

Saturday, february 13

evening: 8:30p.m.:

the queen's musical theatre presents the pajama game at k.c.v.i.

tuesday, february 16

evening: 8:30 p.m.: the queen's drama department presents "ghosts" by henrik

ibsen, in convocation hall, tickets $2.00 per person, students $1.00, availa-

ble daily at the drama department between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. or phone

547-6291.

Wednesday, february 17

afternoon: 2:00 p.m.: the medical science department presents a clinical afternoon

in Winchester on paediatric problems in Winchester district memorial
hospital.

evening: 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.: campus movies presents "zabriskie point"
jnd

hall auditorium, admission $1.00. Ur
"iiiij

8:30 p.m.: "ghosts" in convication hail, see tuesday.

thursday
, february 18

afternoon: 3:30 p.m.: the music department presents a lecture demonstrate
dian music in ellis hall.

n of in

evening: 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.: campus movies presents "zabriskie point" in <i

hall auditorium, admission $1.00.
Unfiirig

7:30 p.m.: medical sciences presents lectures on pulmonary thromh
bolism" and
auditorium.

current research in nuclear medicine" in ethering(o
U

n

°eni

hall

thursday, february 18

evening: 7-30 p.m.: media and your mind; a seminar workshop in the union
8:30 p.m.: "ghosts" in convocation hall, see tuesday.

9:00 p.m. media and your mind; a panel discussion in grant hall.

friday, february 19

evening: 8:30 p.m.: "ghosts" in convocation hall, see tuesday.

Ann Holloway and Graham Bock rehearse Ibsen's GHOSTS for showing February 1 6 to 20.

off the record

by Dick Loney
And it's good old old country comfort in my bones. Just the sweetest sound my ears

have ever known. Thus runs the lyric by Bernie Taupin to the unusual musical patterns
that have made Elton John just about the hottest single act on record today. The abili-

ties of Elton John on piano are only matched by Taupin's ballad-like interpretations of
such divergent pop materials as old soldiers reminiscing over a glass of beer ("Talking
Old Soldiers"); a down and out gunfighter, "tired of hearing there goes a well-known
gun" ("Ballad of a Weil-Known Gun"); a subtle opening that tells of Deacon Lee
preparing his sermon for next week, which bursts into "Country Comfort" — one of
those catchy melodies that you find yourself breaking into as you walk along the street.

As a followup to Elton's first album, this one TUMBLEWEED CONNECTION
(UNI 73096) might have been expected to be a mediocre attempt to cash in on the
ballyhoo of Rolling Stone reviews, and full page spreads in Time magazine — instead
John and Taupin display a sheer brilliance in composition that has that shine of great-
ness that adorns most of the lead-sheets turned out by Lennon and McCartney.

As a duo, they draw on a Civil War theme ("My Father's Gun"), sympathize with
the Southern grey-coats as proper Britishers must (look to your Cotton-supplies,
mates), and what emerges is as tuneful an offering, jammed with orchestration, typi-
cal Elton John rock piano arpeggios a la Jerry Lee Lewis, in a blend that is unique in
pop music and as complex as any rock forms making the scene anywhere.

Even the one non-Taupin/John composition has been chosen with care for melody
and a lyric that engenders feeling out of simplicity. "Love Song" by Lesley Duncan has
close affinities to John Lennon's "Julia", in her guitar patterns, but the vocal backing
she graces Elton's lead vocal with makes for the most feeling of the ballads that either
album has offered.

But with all the brilliance that the first nine cuts on the album contain, a listener is

not really prepared for the rock classic that "Burn Down The Mission" becomes. From
a softly-toned opening in the gospel-mode ("You tell me there's an angel in your tree")
the song progresses with a restrained frenzy that encapsulates the piano, organ and
percussion backing and becomes a chord-climbing rhapsody that drives on to a bridge
with a staccato piano and orchestra exchange that is unmatched in its combination of

rock flavour and symphonic progressions. This song, and this album, is proof positive
that Elton John represents one of the most talented new faces to emerge from the first

dozen months of the seventies decade ....
Ray Davies and the Kinks represent the kind of artists whose merits (and albums)

occasionally pass unnoticed — at least by that multudinous segment of the population
that make records become hits. The Kinks last album ARTHUR was one of those anom-
olous creations known as a concept album, which was better than most, yet it didn't
sell. Their current album is a followup to the hit parader "Lola", and once again Ray
and the boys have succeeded in grouping together thirteen songs that are fresh in ap-
proach, with many having that bitter social commentary that was part of the success of
"Well Respected Man" and dedicated Follower of Fashion".

The Kinks in 1971 are concerned with environment ("Ape Man"), sex ("Lola"),
and inhumanity ("Rats"), and their guitar-oriented renditions are as musically inven-
tive as any of the earlier recordings that placed them in the forefront of the mid-sixties
British rock echelons. The concept thing is present here on LOLA VERSUS POWER-
MAN AND THE MONEYGOROUND (Pye NSPL 18359) as several tunes explore the

relation between pop groups and the "music man" who hears their song and says: "1

hate the tune, I hate the words but I'll tell you what I'll do. I'll sign you up" — before the

group knows what's happened their song has "just come in at number 25" and finally

makes it to the "Top Of The Pops".
These songs by the Kinks feature sound chord progressions, inventive production

and extremely pleasing melodies — try "Get Back In Line" and "Strangers" on for size

— they're indicative of the talent that is collectively known as the Kinks . . .

With Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young currently lying dormant, it's fortunate that the

individual cogs of this super-machine have seen fit to enter the studios and put down a

dozen or so tracks with a little help from their friends, in order to cast off any musical

slough that might begin to gather during their absence. Neil Young is precently on a

S.R.O. concert tour, and his l.p. AFTER THE GOLD RUSH (Reprise 6383) ranks as one

of 1970's finest mucical creations. Stephen Stills, not to be outdone has his own solo

contribution- currently on display in disc-shops, STEPHEN STILLS (Atlantic SD 7202.1

Some of the cuts seem right out of the Buffalo Springfield era, when Stills was compos-

ing with a creative brilliance that he comes close to approximating with this solo al-

bum. "Do For the Others" is such a song — it is a unit that is wholly the work of Steve

— he does it all, drum, bass, guitars and percussion. There's one other tune that is truly

a solo effort, and that's "Black Queen", a fantastic study in guitar exuberance inspired

by the artist having steeped himself in the libratory pleasures of a quart of genuine

tequila!

The "friends" sitting in on Still's session include the late J. M. Hendrix (to whom

the album is dedicated) — vocal aid is marshalled from such names as Mama Cass,

John Sebastian. Dave Crosby and Graham Nash. Hendrix plays a stunning lead break in

"Old Times Good Times" which is phrased around Steve's organ-playing, making tn»

cut one of the "heaviest" in the session. Even Eric Clapton drops in to bend a few

strings on "Go Back Home" and his solo on the cut is evidence of the work that na

made Eric the most respected guitarist recording today.
h
.

Of the quieter things by Steve, "Sit Yourself Down" is one tune that brings tn

background vocals into play as the chorus leads away from the soft opening in'0

racuous refrain. Perhaps "To A Flame" is indicative of that blues-inspired
writing

that Steve is capable of, but the solo-guitar backing on "Black Queen" has to ne

highlite — especially as it was not re-dubbed but is a live rendition featuring except'0

al guitar licks. As the poem on the back cover relates, Stephen Stills is certainly a en

who "grew up on strings/ And was pulled through New Orleans" . ...
s

When Tom Rush appeared at Queen's in the Fall of 1969 he showed the audien«

new facet of his musical ability. The backing that Tom utilized on that cool even' >

continues to embellish the songs that Rush either composes or transforms 'r0™
r

pens of fellow-artists. Tom's new release WRONG' END OF THE RAINB<?,.

'C

o

;i

e

nies of Veitch underscoring the lead vocal of Tom to create just the proper effect

(Columbia C 30402) again features the guitar of Trevor Veitch, and adds his voice

time around, as they work through an assortment of Rush/Veitch compositions

two of James Taylor's best numbers — "Riding On a Railroad" and "Swee^t

James". The latter song becomes the premier selection on the album, with the
u

this

plus

B»W
harm"-

turn this lilting melody into a memorable favourite.
The other Taylor composition is one of those songs perfectly suited to Tom s ^

trained voice, and the most notable thing about Trevor Veitch's harmony-singing

'

s
^.

Rush will be able to almost duplicate his studio recording material in concert
—

tainly one of the things most performers strive toward. j it

"Starlight" is a Tom Rush offering which reflects the christian/gospel tren

music: "And Jesus you've got to help me this time".
The up-tempo side of Rush is not neglected here either, with songe like

"Ro',
h v el

showing this other side of a multi-talented young artist — Tom Rush, back w"
another exciting album in the folk-rock tradition.
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Systems Dimensions Limited
OTTAWA

A limited number of openings in Customer Service and Education
are available for Honours Mathematics Graduates (Computer
Science option) at the Bachelor's and Master's Degree levels.

SDL is a Canadian-owned company operating a large System/360
Model 85 configuration serving over 40 high speed batch terminals
in Toronto, Montreal, New York, Boston, Albany, Ottawa and
elsewhere. Over 1800 jobs are processed daily, including roughly
equal amounts of work in PL/1, COBOL, and FORTRAN, and
significant activity in generalized information systems (GIS IMS
lulARGEN, etc.), linear programming and simulation.

The Technical Counsellor position at SDL offers an intensive
learning experience in an environment where senior professional
staff members are accessible and interested. The ideal applicant
communicates well, and has had good summer experience with
System/360.

please write, enclosing UCPA Personal Information Form, to:

George M. Pike
Manager
Customer Service & Education
Systems Dimensions Limited
770 Brookf ield Road
Ottawa 8, Ontario

QUEBEC CARNIVAL
February 19th to 22nd

Queen's University International Club

Bus Trip
- Seats available at $30.00/person;
Includes:

a) Return transportation Quebec City

(depart Kingston 9:00 a.m. Feb. 19,

return 11:00 p.m. Feb. 22)

b) 3 nights accommodation - individual

beds, mattresses, etc.

c) transportation to and from downtown
Quebec City.

d) transportation to skiing a.m. Monday,
Feb. 22nd.

- Seats held with a deposit of $10.00 - rest

must be paid by Feb. 15th.

-Bookings can be made at the office of the

International Centre, Students Memorial

Union - call 547-2807.

MEDIA
AND YOUR

MIND
Thursday, February 18th — Media Teach— In

Stanley Burke, Norman Deboe, Murray Chercover

Lister Sinclair, Laurier Lapierre

7:30 p.m. Seminar Workshop in Student Union

9:00 p.m. Panel Discussion in Grant Hall

CANADIAN HEART ASSOCIATION

HEART FUND DRIVE

urgently imbeds 600 canvassers for

heart fund drive Sunday, February 14

if interested in spending 2 hours for a

Worthy cause contact your year president

or report to leonard hall

CAFETERIA 12:30 SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 14th

RIDES TO & FROM CANVASS AREA

REFRESHMENTS SERVED

U of T Shows How
The OQAA and CIAU swim-

ming champions. University of
toronto Blues won easily over
Queen's in a dual meet this
weekend. However, the meet
was not without surprises.
As expected, the Blues

swept the first two places in all
events up to the 50 yards free-
style. However, Gord Hurd
turned a fast time to defeat
Toronto's Olympian Jim Shaw.
Hurd was out touched by Mike
Guiness of Toronto and placed
second.

The next event, the 200 indi-
vidual medley (swimmers
must swim all 4 strokes) was
won by Rob Herman of the
Gaels as he swam from behind
to defeat the Blues Terry
Bryan, O.Q.A.A. medley cham-
pion, in a personal best time
for a new team and pool re-
cord.

Following the 3 meter div-
ing, Hurd took to the blocks
again and finished first in the
200 yard butterfly with his best

time for the year.

Paul Lucas of the Gaels held

off a strong competitor from
Toronto to finish second in the

200 yard backstroke and Doug
Noakes turned in his best time
this season for another second
for the Gaels.

The Queen's swimmers have
improved with each successive
meet since Christmas and al-

though, not all swimmers
placed high in events on Satur-
day, many swam personal best

performances.
Toronto set pool records in

most of the events they won,
but look for these records to be
broken in the up and coming
OQAA championship, here,
February 19th and 20th. McGill
Redman recently upset Toron-
to in a dual meet and the de-
fending CIAU champions will

be sure to try to regain their

prestige in the new Queen's
pool.

The Gaels swim against
Plattsburg on Wednesday Feb-

Genuine Canadian Crafts

Discover worthwhile Valentine gifts of
Canadian crafts, clothes, toys, and
books for all ages.

CANADIAN SHOP
OF KINGSTON

219 Princess Street

next to Capiiol Theatre)

Telephone 542-1 115

SCIENCE 74
Queen's

Mining Club
presents

Mining
Orientation

7:30 p.m., Nicol Hall

Thursday, Feb. 11

BESTAURAUT

LICENSED — OF COURSE

PRINCESS WEST OF
THE CIRCLE

START THE NEW YEAR WITH
OUR STEAK SPECIAL

$f.99
JUICY BUTTERFLY TENDERLOIN STEAK

CHOICE OF POTATO - VEGETABLE

ALSO «0LLS AND •UTTER

SEAFOODS - KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN - PIZZA

P.S.—HARVEY WALLBANCER

IS HERE NOW ! AND WELCOMES
ALL HIS OLD CUSTOMERS.

ruary 10th. 7:00 p.m. and
Guelph February 13th, 2:00

p.m. Both meets will be here at

Queen's.

Hockey Girls

Win Again

Good positioning and hard
work resulted in a 5-2 victory

for the Queen's girls over York
University Saturday afternoon.

The early part of the game was
a close contest. Queen's was
leading 2-1 on goals by Arlene

Mclntyre and Sylvia Cameron
at the end of the first period.

However. York came back in

the second period to tie it up.

Late in the second period a
goal by Karen Howatson re-

gained the lead for Queen's. In

the third period, goals by
Lynne Monkman and Sylvia

Cameron, her second of the

game, insured the win for

Queen's. York worked hard
offensively throughout the

game, and excellent goalkeep-

ing by Cathy Wright was an
important factor in the

Queen's win. York has pre-

viously defeated the U. of T.

;

team and prospects look good
for the Queen's girls who meet
U. of T. here Friday at 8.00

p.m. in their final league
game.

Women Fencers

First In East

This weekend the Queen's
Women's Fencing Team de-

feated Ottawa U., last year's
WITCA champions, and Carle-

ton to take first place in the

Eastern division of the Wom-
en's Inter-collegiate Two Con-

ference Association. McGill,

which captured second place,

was the only team to gain a win
over the Queen's team. Lar-

raine Gorman of Queen's was
the individual winner of the

meet. Both Queen's and McGill
will travel to McMaster to

meet the two top teams of the

Western division in the Finals

February 19 and 20.

Men Fencers Second
This past weekend the Men's

Intercollegiate Fencing team
travelled to McGill for the

O.Q.A.A. "East" champion-
ships. They came with their

best showing, finishing a close

second in the team champion-
ships tn U. of M. The foil team
of Jim Amundrud, Luke Mel-
nyk and Tony Edwards fin-

ished third. The sabre team of

Mike Fitzgibbon, Brian Boyer
and Doug Stratton finished

second while the epee team of

Alan Christian, Ian Scrogge

and Wil Backhaus finished

first. Fitzgibbon's third place

individual placing in sabre and

Christian's second place indi-

vidual placing in epee allow

them to go to Montreal Febru-

ary 20th to participate in the

O.Q.A.A. individual finals at

McGill.
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Going. .

.

The score was no indication

of the play, but Laval didn't let

that deter them as they dealt

the Gaels playoff hopes a crip-

pling blow by scoring two goals

in the last forty seconds to tie

5-5 in last Friday's game. It is

difficult to criticize our team,

who put in a fine effort, except

for the lapse at the end. Laval

intimidated the Gaels through-

out most of the game, but

Queen's managed to keep their

cool and avoid costly penalties,

as well as getting several good

power play opportunities. Un-

fortunately the Gaels were

unable to put the puck past

Laval goalie Jacques Lemelin,

who was sensational in robbing

the Gaels of countless chances.

Queen's finished the first

period with a two goal lead on

goals by Stan Gait from Peter

Kennedy and then Kennedy

from Gait. Both goals were set

up by an extra effort and ag-

gressive play by the playmak-

er. Th second period was the

tamest, as Laval tied it up on

two goals resulting from faulty

clearing by the Gaels defence.

The crowd, which had been

quiet as usual during the first

period, grew tired with the

refereeing during the second,

as Laval was using hockey

sticks like meat carvers. The

fans waited for a battle, and

they didn't have long to wait.

....Going

Laval

Sinks

Gaels

Playoff

Hopes

.Gone.

Queen's took a 3-2 lead early

in the third as Dave Field's

shot deflected of Pete Kennedy

into the net, and added two

more goals by Coffey and

Lynch, to lead 5-2. Bruce Wick-

ham did most of the work on

these goals, skating past the

whole Laval team as everyone

took a shot at their favourite

target, before setting up the

goals.

Then, with 1:27 remaining,

the explosion occurred. A scuf-

fle in front of the Laval net

grew to huge proportions, and

finally the refs let Laval's No.

8 go after Dave Field, who,

although he is the biggest Gael,

didn't really want to fight. But

once into it, Field pounded the— out of the Laval player.

Although Queen's won the I

main bout, the fight was a turn-

ing point, as Clyde Harris I

came into the Queen's net

without warmup. Laval then

put on the pressure, getting all

the faceoffs and never losing

the puck, and finally scoring

with 39 and 4 seconds left

.

Saturday the team atoned

somewhat by thumping St

Lawrence College of New York

State 9-5, as Field collected (

goals, Mott two, and Loudon,

Kennedy, and Lynch one each.

Doug James, starting his first

game for Queen's, turned in a

great game in goal.

Aikin Wins 600 Metres

At Telegram Games

At the Toronto Telegram
Games last Friday, the

Queen's track team came
home with one first, two sec-

onds and a third in the univer-

sity section, and two fifths in

the International Meet.

Brian Aikin was the only

Queen's winner, in the 600

metre run, with a time of 1:

15.1. Dave Jarvis had a second

in the 50 yard High Hurdles, in

6.5 seconds, and Bob Milne a

third in the 1000 yards in 2: 17.3.

Queen's mile relay team of

Jarvis, Bob Warner, Tony Ver-

hoeven, and Gord Ellis was
just edged out for first place at

the finish, as both Queen's and

U of Ottawa were timed in 3:

36.0.

Queen's two mile relay team

seemed to be doing well in the

evening meet until the last leg,

when Aikin was upset rounding

a corner. Brian suffered a

sprained shoulder on the fall,

but finished the race to give

Queen's fifth place and a re-

spectable 8:06.5 timing. The
mile relay team also finished

in fifth.

The team will compete again

in Toronto this Saturday, this

time in the Ontario Senior

Championships.

Gaels John Smith wipes out laval Goalie Jacques lemelin as puck tolls out

of net following Queen's goal.

Queen's Hosts

0QAA Tournaments
In the next three weeks Queen's will be

hosting four OQAA Intercollegiate Men's

Tournaments as well as the CIAU National

Wrestling finals. On February 12th and 13th

the OQAA Curling and Gymnastics finals will

be at Queen's, followed on the 19th and 20th by

swimming and wrestling, and on the 26th and

27th by the CIAU Wrestling.

In addition, the Queen's women's program

will host the WITCA basketball finals on Feb-

ruary 26-27th.

The Gymnastics finals will feature such

performers as Rick Kinsman of York; York is

also favoured to win the team championship.

Toronto is the favourite in swimming; they

are the defending CIAU AND OQAA champi-

ons, and have Jim Shaw, Canadian represent-

ative at the Commonwealth games in '66, Pan

Am games in '67, and the Olympics in '68.

Shaw is the Canadian backstroke champion

and is strong in the butterfly and individual

medley as well. Terry Bryan will be a strong

favourite in the individual medley, and Alex

Fedks has come very close to breaking the

OQAA 200 Butterfly record this year:

John Hawes of McGill is on a par with Shaw
in the backstroke, making this one of the most

exciting mateh-ups. McGill also has Tom and

David Johnson, both excellent distance frees-

tylers, and Richard Zachowski in the butterfly

and individual medley.

Queen's will feature Rob Herman, Gord

Hurd, and Paul Lucas in the freestyle sprints,

individual medley, and backstroke respective-

ly. George Roy of Waterloo still holds the

OQAA record in the 200 butterfly, and Brad

Walker of the Warriors is an outstanding 'new

swimmer in three strokes. Gabor Cseprici

from Laval is a contender for the 200 yard

breast stroke.

All these swimmers rank in the top 10-15

intercollegiate "times" in Canada this year.

Waterloo's wrestling team appears strong

again this year, as Pat Bolger and George
Saunders, both CIAU champions, return, along

with John Barry, the OQAA 118 pound winner

last year.
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What Now, Gaels?

by Neil Longhurst

Queen's basketball Gaels tore them-

selves apart Saturday night as they lost 75-

66 to the Toronto Bo Peeps, a Senior A

team. Team dissent has been no secret this

year, but this time it was painfully evident

to the crowd of some 800. Queen's had short

periods of brilliant play, but it was squab-

bling among the starters, between thecoach

and the players, and between the second

string and the starters that lost the game

that should have been an easy win.

Queen's led 37-35 at the half, and scored

the first six points of the second half to take

an eight point lead. The Bo Peeps caught up

at 45-45, and from there it was all downhill

Referees Charlie Pester and Wayne Norris

made some of the wierdest calls ever, and

assessed two technicals as well (to Ron

Walsh and Bob Wright) as the Gaels put

themselves deeper and deeper in the hole

The deficit reached twelve points as the

Bo Peeps started pressing and fastbreakmg

the now disorganized Gaels. For a minute

Brian Mackinzie looked like he might pul

out by himself, with five straight points,

but he suddenly cooled out and the game

was over.

Queen's now has two league games lei •

after tonight's joke game against the Ha

lem Wizards. Ottawa U. will be here o

Friday, and Carleton on Feb. 20th. U »'

Gaels win these, and they should, they tra

el to the Western Division winner for »

O.Q.A.A. playoffs. Should they win tner .

Acadia is the site of the Nationals. "

March 3rd-5th. Queen's has the person

n

to go all the way. Whether they have '

^

team spirit and discipline to win agains

team of approximately equal ablllty
, n

.
v

mains to be seen. As of last Saturday »'

didn't. . cQx
Some people believe that it's too late

the Gaels. I hope not. The fans do help-

ter the disaster, some of the players w

amazed that the fans could put up »

them, and stay till the end of such a pa'

A large turnout tonight and for Frid J

game would help.
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basketball

[astern

Champions

Victorious in both their
"

s this past weekend, the

Women's Basketball
|sen iorr .

er
McGill University, in the

'Istern
division.

On Friday night the Queen's

finished in first place,

I team
defeated Carleton Uni-

sity by a score of 44 to 30.

loueen's
played a cautious

lime throughout and was un-

U* „ressive in the encounter

5 Carleton U. The girls took

the lead
at the beginning of the

{ame and never gave it up.

Scoring for Queen's were Mau-

reen
Bouris with 15 points,

Karen Carson with 14 points

,„d Sue Dempsey with 8

points.

Prior to Saturday s game
against Ottawa University the

coach was overheard to say

that her team looked "tremen-

dous". The team not only de-

feated Ottawa by a score of 64

to 51 but played the best game

of this season. Ottawa U. did

not give them the victory, they

were agressive both on defence

and offence but the Queen's

girls outplayed them to come
up with the win. Once again the

two top scorers in this game
were Maureen Bouris with 15

points and Karen Carson with

13 points. Mary McLaughlin
added 10 points to the final

score.

Queen's now goes on to the

finals on February 26-27, and
will be meeting the Waterloo
team this Saturday in an exhi-

bition encounter at Queen's.

I
Badminton Finishes
In the final tournament of

I the Women's badminton com-
petition this past weekend at

I McMaster, Jane McMichael
was successful in tying for first

place in the 2nd singles division

with Carolyn Shofield of Mc-

I
Master. Jane finished the sea-

i with only one loss. The
I Queen's team finished fifth in

I 'he eleven team competition,

Intermediate

Volleyball -

Champions!
Queen s Intermediate Volleyball team is

the WITCA champion as of last Saturday; an
undefeated season was finished off by a thrill-

ing five set victory over U of T in the finals,

after Queen's had gone through an eight game
season in first place.

In the league play, which was finished off

Friday afternoon and Saturday morning at

Queen's, Toronto was the toughest match for

the Queen's girls. Queen's took the first game
15-3 as Michel Millar and Cindy Riach ran off

seven and eight serves, few of which were
even touched by the Toronto players. The sec-

ond game was closer, but Queen's came from
behind a 8-13 deficit to win 15-13. Toronto took
the third game, and had a short lived lead in

the fourth game, before Queen's got ahead 14-

10. A case of the jitters brought the game even
again, but Queen's finally pulled it out of the

fire, 17-15, to takethe match.
Saturday at noon was the finals. Toronto

took the first game, 15-13, but Queen's raced

through the second, third, and most of the

fourth, by scores of 15-8, 15-11, and 14-10. Once
again, nerves got the upper hand. Two service

errors and a missed return reprieved Varsity

from three match points, and they came back

to win 16-14, tying the match at two games
apiece.

Queen's coach Penny Sherritt finally got

her players calmed down for the final game,

and they played like champions. Spikers Betty

'Smith and Linda Bell put ball after ball

past their taller Varsity opponents, aided by

some well-judged deflections by Cindy Riach

and some lovely sets by Pam Robinson and

Nancy Foster. Queen's ran up a 12-3 lead, and

not deterred this time by the thought of a

championship, Debbie Hay finished it off with

three straight serves, to win the match and

the tournament.

Left — Linda Bell reaches to spike as Pam Robin-

son watches after setting.

Top right — Michele Millar tries to tap the ball

up to Cindy Riach. Bottom right — Cindy serv-

ing during long run in first game versus U of T.

as Diane Lougheed also tied

for third in the 1st singles.

This weekend, Queen's took

3-1 victories over Laurentian

and York, and lost 3-1 to Wat-

erloo and 4-0 to U of T. Team

members were Diane Lough-

eed, Jane McMichael, Anne

Foster, Aruna Thakar, Wendy

Youens and Cathy McNally.

Volleyball Holds First Place

The Women's Senior Volley-

ball team retained their first

place position in their league

by defeating Carleton Friday

evening and the University of

Ottawa Saturday afternoon.

The match against Carleton

was one of the best this season

but Queen's still beat them 3

games to 0 in a best 3 out of 5

series. It was exciting with

good pickups sets and a hard

hitting spiking attack.

Queen's ladies easily defeat-

ed Ottawa in 3 straight games.

In two weeks, the team trav-

els to Toronto to play in the

Eastern finals. Competition

should be keen and the play

colourful. Best of luck ladies!

All the way to the Canadian

Championships.

Skiers Finish Third

In a meet hosted by the Uni-

versity of Montreal this week-

end, the Queen's Women's Al-

pine Ski Team placed third out

of ten teams. The meet was

taken bv Middlebury College

(from the U.S.A.), with McGill

in second place. Other teams

competing were from Western,

Guelph, Waterloo, Carleton, U.

of Montreal, Toronto, and

McMaster. 1st place individu-

ally was taken by Penny Drury

of McGill. while Debbie Gibson

of Queen's placed third and Sue

Honeyman sixth individually

Curlers Go To Finals

The Queen's Women's Curl-

ing Team travelled to Ottawa

this past weekend for the first

part of the W I T CA. champi-

onship playoffs, and now is tied

for second place with McGill.

In Friday's games. Queens

defeated McGill. 7-6. after an

extra end of play, and lost a

very close contest against

Guelph with a score of 7-5. Sat-

urday morning the Queen s

curlers displayed their great

comeback strength by taking 3

in the last end to defeat Water-

loo 7-6.

The Queen's team, coached

by Dave Bruce, is skipped by

Chris Landreth; with Heather

Graham, vice: Linda Ketche-

son playing second; and Barb

Shetler, lead.

The final deciding games
will be curled on Feb 12 in

Ottawa, when Queen's takes on

McMaster. and Carleton, the

only undefeated team.
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NEW YORK (LNS) — U.S. airplanes are having a

hard time filling up their jumbo jets with paying pas-

sengers.

To fill the gap. one domestic airline has decided to

sell seats in their 747s for flights to nowhere.

According to a report in the Wall Street Journal,

the air carrier is renting the enormous planes to be

used as corporate meeting places while the 747s are

idle on the airfield.

The world wants water beds. According to an arti-

cle in Time magazine. 15,000 waterbeds (water filled

vinyl mattresses) have been sold since August. Al-

though of some therapeutic value, the main sales

success is attributed to another feature. According

to one advertisement "Two things are better on a

waterbed. One of them is sleep." Another advertise-

ment urges. "Live and love in liquid luxury,"

Says script writer Bill Cannon :
"1 like it because it

conforms to the body and it goes gush, gush, when

you go gush, gush."

A Supreme Court of Ontario justice Friday or-

dered Ford Motor Company of Canada to pay $500,-

000 in back pay to its 147000 hourly-paid workers in

Ontario. The Union Auto Workers asked for the mon-

ey after the Province brought in Medicare legilsation

two years ago. The legislation supported other health

insurance programs including one paid by Ford that

provided wider medical coverage at higher prem-

iums.

The U.A.W. estmated Ford had saved $50,000 by

picking up the provincial premiums on the Provin-

cial plan.

The Ford Motor Company will appeal the decision.

The Journal's purpose shall be twofold:

a ) To seek and give an accurate account of News
relevant to the University and to discuss questions of

current interest.

b) To provide a workshop for those students inter-

ested in the principles and practice of journalism.

More than 250 Nova Scotia Technical College stu-

dents marched through Halifax streets yesterday in

below-zero temperatures to protest the college's de-

cision not to rehire seven professors for next year.

College officials said earlier the professors will

not be rehired because of the school's uncertain fi-

nancial situation.

A Flame Jet Scalpel is being studied as a surgical

tool which would not only make a fine incision but

simultaneously cauterize blood vessels, thus ena-

bling hemorrhage-free operations. Still in an experi-

mental stage, this high-temperature plasma jet is

being studied for its radiation effects, particularly

ultraviolet radiation, on skin and vital organs. Var-

ied operations performed on animals indicate that

the plasma scalpel is "particularly valuable in intra-

cranial lesions or growths that cannot be approached

or safely resected by conventional surgical tech-

niques."

The Back Page logo is at the bottom of the page.

Defence minister Donald Macdonald has denied

charges that Canadian sailors dropped teargas to

flush civilians from a Caribbean island firing range.

A report released in Washington claimed that the

"I don't know what I would have done without my university

degrees this winter — they've kept my feet from freezing !

"

mayor of the island of Culebra — upon which a U.S.

Navy firing range is located — charged Canada with

"an intolerable act of aggression against our people"

on Jan. 21.

Mr. Macdonald said in parliament that although

two Canadian warships were using the range on Jan.

27 and 28, there were no Canadian ships in the area.

In addition, Mr. Macdonald said that there were no

teargas shells in the Canadian weapons inventory.

OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI) — Officials at Mc-
Clymonds High School will soon be giving trading

stamps to students with perfect attendance records.

Students will be given 45 stamps a day plus month-
ly bonus stamps.

MOCOW (UPI) — As U.S. astronauts walked on

the moon, the Soviet Union broke precedent yester-

day and announced that their Lunokhod 1 moon robot

was warming up for a fourth period of exploration.

The eight-wheeled robot arrived aboard the Luna
17 spacecraft last Nov. 17 and went into hibernation

on Jan. 21 for its third "lunar night" — two weeks of

darkness and frigid temperatures.

It will get on the move again tomorrow.
"The lunar morning sets in," the Soviet news

agency Tass said. "The moon car will come back to

life."

By unofficial calculation, Lunokhod's position in

the Sea of Rains lies 500 to 1,000 miles north of where

"THAT OUGHT TO SATISFY RALPH NADERI'

Alan Shepard and Edgar Mitchell were making Ap-

polio 14 forays.

Moscow television yesterday showed a two-minute

film slip of Shepard and Mitchell working near the

lunar landing craft.

Tass reported the landing 34 minutes after the as-

tronauts touched down.

LONDON (CP) — Greavsy the hamster found a

warm place for hibernation — inside a pop group's

amplifier. After being trapped for two days his own-

er, Jenny Dawson, rescued him from the noisy re-

treat. Greavsy now wears a hearing aid — he's stone
|

deaf.

The Clean Air Act, setting tough anti-pollution air

quality standards for Canada, will be presented to

Parliament within two weeks. The bill will folio"

closely the rigid air quality objectives set by the

Ontario government.

Working in conjunction with the provinces. Ottawa

intends to establish allowable pollution emission

maximums which will be standard for specific indus-

tries across the country, if provincial cooperation in

fact watches the promises.

LOS ANGELES (UPI) - All the women at the

Spahn Ranch wanted to have as many babies as P°s
'

sible and did not care who the father was, a tiny

blonde defence witness testified at the Tate murder

trial.

Sandra Good, 26, told the jury deliberating a life

death sentence for Charles Manson and three tenia

defendants that "babies are what it's all about.

Manson's lawyer, Irving Kanarek, asked Mi^

Good if there were not presently approximated

babies born to young women who lived at the ran

fathered by men in the "family." . u

Miss Good spun off the names of half a dozen g'

with babies and another who is expecting momen

ily.

She said one girl, Mary Brunner, a former 'i^3 ."

an at the University of Wisconsin in Madison, na

child named Pooh Bear fathered by Manson.

She said she had a child herself named Elf- 14

rek asked who the other fathers were. p
"God is the father," she said. "I don't know »

actually planted the seed. Does it matter? Is >'

vant?" • , -d-

"We all want to have babies. Babies are our *

BACK PAGE
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Solving community problems to be discussed
Prisoners of (he Community is the

theme for a conference being spon-

sored by the Student Volunteer Bureau

which is to be held this Saturday, Feb-

ruary 13. This theme is designed to

emphasize that the major barrier to

social reform is that state of mind

commonly concommilant with the

western conception of selfhood.

The afternoon speaker will be Allan

Clarke, former director of the Compa-

ny of Young Canadians, and presently

the director of Demonstration Pro-

jects in Community Development, at

Algonquin College. Mr. Clarke's work

is an experiment in developing that

"mystical'" sense of community

whereby men can work together to

solve their own problems. The philoso-

phy behind such experiments is count-

ereultural in its essence, in that for it

to succeed, it is necessary that people

escape the very goals which our insti-

tutions wish to foster. Those goals and

concepts of personal self-awareness,

the individual learning process, and

the individual ability to analyse and

reason have demonstrated their inade-

quacy as solutions to alienation, urban

decay and the loss of community and

other symptoms of a seriously sick

society.

Mr. Clarke, like many people now
involved in community organising,

feels that the problems of society run

too deep to be cured by parliamentary

reformism and that political violence

will only heighten social problems and

increase the amount of compulsion

directed against the individual.

Our real social problems are collec-

tive or communal in nature and de-

mand collective solutions. The essence

of a communal solution is a new state

of mind, by which we can develop

community self-awareness, group

learning processes, and the ability to

analyse community problems.

During the morning session of the

conference, there will be three discus-

sion groups operating simultaneously,

.under the headings "Idiots and Imbe-

ciles", "Obstacles to Community
Change: Kingston," and "Four Walls

do not a prison make." Ail sessions

will be held in the underground lecture

theatres of MacDonald Hall, admis-

sion is free, and free coffee and donuts

will be available.

Constitutional committee hearing here

The best way

to make up

for lost

time:

There is a common feeling among

Canadians that there is no way in

which they can meaningfully express

their opinions on matters relating to

the way in which the constitution of

Canada is being rewritten, and that all

such decisions are made exclusively by

the premiers of the provinces and a

few members of the federal govern-

ment. In order to try to rectify this sit-

uation, Prime Minister Trudeau last

October appointed a joint House of

Commons-Senate Committee (con-

sisting of some thirty members be-

longing to all the federal parties) to

examine the questions relating to con-

stitutional review.

As part of this process of review, the

committee has been holding public

hearings to listen to proposals from

anyone who has opinions on the form

that the Canadian constitution should

take. According to Richard Gervais.

executive assistant to the committee,

these meetings have been extremely

well attended where ever they have

been held. In Vancouver, over three

thousand people attended, and the re-

sponse has been similar in other

centres throughout Canada which they

have visited.

The next public hearing will be held

in Kingston, in Dunning Hall audito-

rium at 7:30 on Monday, February 15.

Anyone wishing to voice "an opinion

may attend and speak. Since this is the

first public meeting which the commit-

tee will have held since the federal

provincial conference of this past-

week, the committee is anxious to hear

the reactions of the public to the pro-

posals put forth at that conference.

Bloos, Hoey elected
The new president of ASUS is Marv

Bloos and the vice president is Nancy

Hoey. The reps at large to the AMSare
Alison Allan, Marney Cousins, Geordie

Fallis, Gary Gannage, Glenn Hall,

Kathy McSweeney, Mike Payne, Jim

Richardson, and Barb Slater.

At the same time, a referendum was

held on whether the fee should be in-

creased by $1.50 to pay for a series of

course evaluation guides to be pub-

lished this summer. This referendum

received 418 'yes' votes, and 220 'no'.

However, after the votes had been

counted, it was realized that the ques-

tion involved a constitutional amend-

ment and thus required a 2/3 majority,

which it did not quite receive. A re-

count is planned, and it is possible that

don't lose it

in the first place

Today's women are demanding

their part of the action. Sittin,

by even during monthly periods

is just so much lost time.

With Tampax tampons, you

don't have to be a bench warmer

on those difficult days of the

month. Because Tampax tam-

pons are worn internally, you

can go anywhere, wear anything,

do anything in comfort. And

with complete confidence. The

container-applicator enables you

to place the tampon in proper

position where it expands in

three directions for maximum

proteclion. There's never any

odor or anything showing. No

chafing or irritation either.

Why not start right with

Tampax tampons? Because you

have better things to do with

your time than waste it.

Right from fhe start

.

.

.

&tcaltiaouBC and'Eaoem

Barti H-oad ai imnttnac mall, Bin jston, Qniario, m-7W

WANTS STUDENTS!
•Erg ®m

•Rib 3teak Special ©nlii 245

& Our Sunday Night

Roast Beef Buffet o„iy 2.99

gouriirst Cocktail- ©nig 15/

- CLIP THIS COUPON
1

.

the matter will be brought up again in

a similar question at a general meet-

ing or in another referendum.

Bomb scare
A bomb scare emptied Richardson

Hall Wednesday afternoon, after a

caller told Vice-principal Kennedy's

secretary that there was a bomb plant-

ed in Mr. Kennedy's office- All people

in the building left, including those at-

tending a campus planning committee

meeting in the Collins Room. The area

was searched and no bomb was found

however. Because the call came at

nearly four o'clock, most of the staff

did not return to work but merely went

home.
Principal Deutsch is reported to

have remained in his office during the

scare.

Heart Fund
The Canadian Heart Association

Heart Fund Drive urgently needs 600

canvassers for the Heart Fund Drive

Sunday, February 14. If you are inter-

ested in spending 2 hours for a worthy

cause contact your year president or

report to Leonard Hall cafeteria at 12:

30 Sunday, Feb. 14. Rides will be pro-

vided to and from canvassing areas.

When you move to a new city next

year and don't know anyone — join the

Queen's Alumni Branch. It is essential

that you promptly fill out the informa-

tion sheet you have received and send

it — free — through Campus Mail to

the Alumni Office in the Student's Un-

ion.

This form allows us enough informa-

tion to send you news throughout the

years which is relevant to you — and

your year!

If you have any problems or ques-

tions, contact the Alumni Office or

Miss Peg Parnell.

Harry Pellow, designer in charge of ,l

University Centre Study.

Univ. centre

comm. chosen
In the "Queen's Journal" Tuesday

February 9, 1971, a general statement
was provided concerning the Queen's

I

University Centre Planning Commit. I

tee and its relationship to the work of

Mr. Harry Pellow representing
th e

planning consultants and residing on-

campus.
The following persons comprise the I

Committee:Ray Herpers, AMS rep-

Patricia Jackson AMS rep; Robert I

Warner, AMS rep; Richard Wilson

AMS rep; R.N. Poole Alumni Associa^

tion rep; Diana Blake Alumnae Asso-

1

ciation rep; Dr. W.B. Wojciechowski.
f

faculty association rep; Prof. D.L

Gallagher, Member at large; and Prof"

Soberman, member at large.

General inquiries about the Queen's

University Centre Study may also be

referred to the office of the University

Campus Planner, Second floor, Ellis I

Hall.

WANTED! I

shore expenses, driving, i

8664.

OMEGA — The Arts Form*
March 12th ar ths Holiday In

Tickets go on Sale Monday in the

Anyona interested in going to Mardi Gr

loans during Reading Week. Must bo 2

AI 644-7978.

d SIOO »
s lor

'

Canvas" Irom graduation picture prool or an,

shot. Absolute satisfaction guaranteed Eicspi

low price. Everybody a prospect Apply in wrili

once. Graydene Art Studios — 6927 Yonfls S

Willowdate. Ontario.

arge apartment

and of term oi longer il desired. Phone 644 3296 •<*

ATTENTION ARTS '72 — Permanent oieculivii aid
|

4th year executive will be elected on Feb. 16th m

Room. Kingston Hall. For mora inlo or to sub"11"
.

inatlons lor presidents phone Sandy 644 4792. MM
|

644-6688. or Steve 6*4 4404.
.

bindings. 1 Y«»'

BIRTH CONTROL BOOKLETS AVAILABLE IN_STU

DENT HEALTH CENTRE, UNION, RESIDENCES__

lost, fairly expensive sllda-rule in brown
*f

J'

Tuesdey night in the vicinity of KCVI — «

Phone 546-4672.
' —

Apartment wanted lor next feer: two B ,ad"°''
(

dents desire e modern two bedroom eparlmtm

to campus ($160 per momh). Pleasa

544-5938 or Ron. 644-7263. any time eft*' > v" r

( TAMPONS ARE MADE ONI ^

AN TAMPAX CORPORATION I

BARR IE. <

DO YOU KNOW ANY OF THE

FOLLOWING PEOPLE?

Greg Blatchford

Carole Brown

John Davidson

Lizza Fawcett
Betty Gilbert

Diane Gordon
Bill Guthrie

Andrea Howard
Tony Keenleysid

Gord Laing

Hannu Lambert

Marilyn MacDonald
Brenda Maybee
Lome MacLeod
Lyle Pearson

Judy Pelotte

John Seveigny

Barb Stephen

George Stinson

Anne Vogl

Joan Whelan

Then that's one more of many good reasons
to see them be terrific in a terrific, bang-
up, rollicking two hours of comedy, song &
dance.

FEB. 11, 12, 13 AT KCVI AUDITORIUM

8:30 P.M. IN THE BROADWAY MUSICAL

COMEDY

ftPAJAMA GAME
Tonight & Tomorrow
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Walker Bruce Silzer

peter Lichtenfels James Wright
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,rt,e AMS must broaden its perspec-

to include the problems which stil-

ts as members of the society, face,

as unemployment, inadequate
sUC

sing,
racism and poverty. As well

'•SI? AMS must devote itself to qualita-

^ reforms in the academic life of the
tlV

versity. We advocate an AMS Presi-

ifnt's RePort on academic reform, to

I
with the creation of more relevant

a inter-disciplinary courses, a de-
3,1

nhasis on exams, and a breakdown

p the present rigid degree pro-

grammes.

Since city and university officials

have failed to deal adequately with the

"sing crisis, we support a tenants'

nion to work with ATAK to develop a

tenants'
power base to pressure for a

ent review board and general im-

provements in the housing situation.

We reject the idea of an Educational

Opportunity Bank, \vhich forces stu-

dents to incur long term debts to at-

tend
university, and demand a system

whlCh will guarantee the right of every

citizen to university education without

financial burden.

We advocate the development of an

AMS sponsored student community

food co-operative which would offer

highly nutritional foods at the lowest

possible prices.

In order to determine how students

wa nt their interest fees allocated, a

survey will be taken at registration,

the results of which will be taken into

account in the AMS planning of the

year's activities.

The President and Vice-president of
the AMS should not be the chief innova-
tors or executors of proposals but rath-
er should serve as co-ordinators of the
administrative body. Their most im-
portant function is to provide liaison
channels to other administrative bod-
ies within and outside-of the Universi-
ty.

It is absolutely imperative to deter-
mine the exact status of the present
constititutions of the AMS and the
Sante through a co-operative examina-
tion of the powers and jurisdictions of

each body.

Some committees of the AMS des-
perately need restructuring and revi-
talizing. The QEA could perform bet-

ter if it worked in conjunction with
other universities, especially Western
and McMaster, which, while not col-

lecting fees for entertainment in their

tuition fees still manage to obtain high-

er quality groups at lower cost (eg.

Cohen for 25 cents.) The Judicial

Committee has managed to reduce
itself to a ghost.

The AMS should not attempt to do
anything to alleviate the housing prob-

lem by itself but should work with the

Senate and the Municipal Government
to ma'ke a study of and recommenda-
tions about housing. We can see no bet-

ter goal for the AMS than to produce a

stable exemplory student legislative

body capable of providing a strong

framework of co-operation among the

Municipal, Senate and AMS govern-

ments.

David Armstrong

Alan Green
The QEA should affiliate itself with

a large inter-university booking agen-
cy. Utilizing the circuit system, we
should be able to get better groups for

less cost.

The number of commissions on the
Inner Council should be reduced from 7

to 4 to increase the capability of Inner

Council to deal with daily financial and
business matters. The Outer Council
would be free to discuss major policy

issues.

We support the basic policy of re-

structuring of grievance and discipline

procedure as outlined in the Interim
Report of the Senate Committee on
Grievance. Discipline and Related
Matters.

In order that the DSC's may better

represent the needs of the students, it

is necessary that they have represen-

tation on faculty meetings at the de-

partment level. This would give stu-

dents a voice in decisions that most,

directly affect them.

We will press for the development of

inter-disciplinary groups into credit

courses.

In the page one article "War Act not

abused" in Tuesdays Journal, a typo-

graphical error may have caused some
misunderstanding. The incorrect sen-

tence read "Springate . . . repeated

several times hii belief that ID cards

were necessary." when in fact he had

maintained that ID cards were UNnec-

essary and he was opposed to their

use. Sorry, George.

Pat Riley

Victor Bradley

Instead of restructuring the AMS
executive, there should be a delinea-

tion of function between the Outer and

Inner Council. The Outer Council

should perform the representative

function of the executive, and should

hold a series of theme meetings to focus

attention on one area of campus life

and permit critical evaluation of such

problems as Housing, Job Placement

Services and the Budget. The Inner

Council should perform the Adminis-

trative function, under control of the

Outer Council. We propose to maintain

the high standards of financial respon-

sibility that the AMS has shown this

year.

Since it is useless to propose specific

changes in the present programme in

the absence of competent research

into the state of our community, we
propose that such research be conduct-

ed through the theme meetings and

constructive changes should then be

formulated.

An executive assistant is essential to

bring about the increase in competent

administration and research we pro-

pose.

ART'S 73 ELECTIONS

at STIRLING B

on MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15

Nominations for President to be in bv Sunday, Feb. 14th

to Clay Rubec (544-7217). All other nominations from

the floor including Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer,

Male & Female Social Convenor and Male 81 Female

Reps - at - Large.

ELECTIONS FOLLOWED BY SMOKER

AT

UPPER COMMON ROOM OF UNION.

George Osterbauer

Chris Hylton
The performance of the present con-

cert committee has indicated that pro-

fessional guidance is needed so that

Queen's can get first rate entertain-

ment. Professional agents should also

^ used in other areas.
Housing problems have been poorly

dealt with in the past. Expansion of the

fusing programme in a manner simi-
,ar to that instigated by U of T would
greatly improve present facilities.

Student health services should be
e*panded and a dental health pro-

P^mme should be begun.
Counselling for full time and part

li|ne students as well as for permanent
etnPloyment is presently poor and
should be improved. The employment
services should be unified.

Knowledge of the functions, issues
and structure of the AMS is gravely
'acking on the part of most students,

^"dent government should not only
Eovern,

it should inform. Therefore, a

"'Monthly AMS bulletin should be es-
k

' 'bed to bring the issues to stu-

Ring enlarged to show detail.

lablb

*nts

this Woods

*ork Speorn
eare for a responsible AMS.

The "One-Two" of

Diamond Buying

When selecting a special diamond, why not follow the

example of the cognoscente? First the gem, .hen the

moumingl This way, your ring reflects your own per-

ronahty and you have the added confidence 0 ^choos-

inB your diamond under ideal conditions. An

Amounted diamond cannot hide minute flaws o

special service. ^ mmm ow »arr,

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE

|6B PRINCI
KINGSTON

St. James 'Church
(Union and Barrie Streets)

9:00 am -HOLY COMMUNION

11:00 am —MORNING PRAYER

7:30 pm -EVENING PRAYER

ALL ARE WELCOME

ABORTIONS
ARE LEGAL

IN NEW YORK
For information, counselling

and immediate hospital ap-

pointments call:

Pregnancy Control Center, I nc.

16 West 86th Street,

New York, New York,

1212) 873-1496

DON'T
BlOW

NOUR
COOL...

or your nose for up to 12 hours

with ContacC.

PRISONERS

OF THE

COMMUNITY
A conference sponsored by the Student Volunteer Bureau

of Queen's University. To be held on Saturday, February

13, 1971 in Macdonald Hall, lecture theatres B, C. D, E.

MORNING SESSION 10:30 - 12:00

A. "IDIOTS AND IMBECILES"
- An expression that has been considered by society the

epitaph for physically and mentally handicapped people.

- Discussion led by Mrs. Clarke of Ongwanda Sanitorium.

B. "OBSTACLES TO COMMUNITY
CHANGE: KINGSTON
Discussion led by Rev. Brian Thrasher and representative

from "Mothers on Welfare."

C. FOUR WALLS DO NOT A

PRISON MAKE"
Panel discussion with psychologist and ex-inmate.

AFTERNOON SESSION

2:00 - 4:00

"PRISONERS OF THE COMMUNITY"

by ALLAN CLARKE,
former director of the Company of Young Canadians and

currently director of Projects in Community Development.

FREE COFFEE AND DOUGHNUTS AT ALL SESSIONS
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GRADS
We have spent over $300 of your money

Candidates for Executive positions

have not been forthcoming.

Without these people your society will

cease to function.

This means (among other things)

- Grad. House will close

- Social functions will cease

- Summer sports leagues will cease

- You will lose your spokesmen in

the Graduate School Council

- The G.S.S. Film Club will be closed

There will be an Emergency General Meeting at Grad House

Wed. 17th, February, 7:30 p.m. to receive nominations

and discuss the future of the society.

seeking officers for the G.S.S.

Etc.

Etc.

Grad Home

542-8593

542-3401

546-0949

548-8853

542-3503

546-5003

544-2724

544-2528

5579

5579

6213

2139

Vince Lawrence - Civil Eng.

Ion Boag • Chem. Eng.

Ted Grandmaison -Chem. Eng.

Bryan Haigh - Civil Eng.

Ron Duggleby - Biology

Graham Millington - Physics

Bruce Golley • Civil Eng.

2962

6213
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Are You Going to get Old?
Aspects of Aging

by Dr. Rodenburg M.D. (Kingston Psychiatric Hospital)

There has been a constant rise in the number of old people in our society:

ihe U.S.A.:W 1

185Q 2.6% of the total population was over sixty-five

19dd
_ 4.1% of the total population was over sixty-five

ig5Q
— 8.2% of the total population was over sixty-five

Today — 9% of the total population is ov«r sixty-five

Of the roughly 9% of the population 65 and over, only a small minority, in one study

lv 4%, l've institutional settings; therefore, the institution is not a major social-medi-
0

1Drob'lem.
The major problem is the provisions of security, protection and care for the

eat majority of people who live outside insititutional settings. With our social welfare
8
'hemes on a national level, old age pensions, universal health insurance, many of these

sc
,

„copie can now live outside of institutional settings without difficulty
;
only a few would

h confined to rooms or bedridden or have difficulties when they venture out.

Let us look for a moment at what is happening between the elderly person and his

jronment. in early maturity, and continuing on for approximately 50 years, man im-

resses his will on the environment. Between 60 and 70 however, profound changes in the

manner of relating to the environment occur. There seems to be a lessened desire for

roval. There is a withdrawal from intense emotional attachements to people and ob-

3 There seems to be a redirection of psychological attachments from external to inter-

nal stimuli. This process is called by Cumming and Henry in 1961 : Disengagement. Disen-

gagement seems to take two forms; the society withdrawing from the older person and the

nlder person withdrawing from society. It is believed that it is a normal psychological

That is, that both the individual and society are motivated by forces within them-

selves to disengage.To complicate this phenomena of disengagement there is the phenome-

na of isolation. Because of increasing geographic and social mobility in the younger age

groups the older generation tend to become progressively more isolated, living by them-

selves, far removed from relatives. Even when relatives happen to be living nearby, they

remove from them psychologically because of the social mobility that has taken place.

The younger people are better educated, with different kinds of social aspirations, atti-

tudes and behaviour and the older people no longer feel that they belong or fit in with the

friends that their children associate with. Further complicating this issue is the matter of

the change from large extended families to small nuclear families, with the change from a

predominantly rural population to a predominantly urban population. The more industrial-

ized a society becomes the more we see this tendency towards urbanization with the

breaking up of the large extended family to go where industry provides employment and

where the money is. No longer do we have the old people wanting to secure a close-knitted

lamily'unit which provides a place of comfort and respect for the elder generation.

There is also a growing realization on the part of old people that time is not infinite

and that they will die. Instead of measuring one's lifetime from the date of one's birth,

there is measuring of the distance from one's death. Introspection increases. Contempla-

tion of one's inner thoughts become characteristic. There is a symbolic putting of one's

house in order before one dies.

Buhler postulates the universal occurrence of the "Life Review". The ageing individ-

ual, perceiving his approaching death, utilizes reminescence to review his life and there is

a return to past experiences and unresolved conflicts.

Anxiety seems to increase and become more generalized as people move into the

middle and later years of life. This may become a generator of defensive and handicapping

behaviour patterns. Such anxiety can be generated by social and physical losses coupled

with increased responsibility and commitments. Well adjusted individuals with status

will retain positive self-regard while people with poor adjustment will suffer insecurity

LNS Womoi'* QtafAtca

and low self-regard. As defence mechanisms, one can observe: conservatism, intolerance

and rigidity.

Charlotte Buhler distinguished four groups in regards to attitudes:

1. Those who felt they had done their life's work and wanted to rest and relax. These

were content to do so.

2. Those who felt that their active life was never finished and continued to strive to

the very end.

3. Those who because of their dissatisfaction with their life want to do something

but have not the strength or ability available - these people finally resign in

discontentment.

4. Those who led thoughtless, meaningless lives - they are frustrated in old age.

They are also bothered by guilt feelings.

In Buhler's opinion, it is much more important to have a feeling of fulfillment as this

tends to compensate for any distress that one may experience over functional decline.

Let us now examine some of the biological aspects of aging which lead older people to

show functional decline.

Each organ and system in the body shows a random outfall of cells. This outfall of

cells in an organ does not progress uniformly, so that the heart may show a higher percen-

tage of cellular decrement than the kidney. As the outfall of cells from various organs

progresses there is a simultaneous lowering in the resistance to random stresses. This is

because the reserve-capacity of the various organs is progressively reduced with the

outfall of cells and there is therefore, a gradual lowering of functional adaptability. Hence,

human senescence is often accompanied by various ailments most often subsumed under

the heading of degenerative rather than under the heading of an acute process.

Nevertheless, it is important to try to differentiate the proportion of decrement

caused by the matural process of ageing from those pathological changes which occur in

organs and which are independent of this process of ageing.

Medicine has dealt primarily with secondary ageing, that is the processes which are

not due to a natural biological process but those that are due to some pathological factor.

More attention will have to be paid to primary aging if the precesses of normal aging are

to be better understood.

Primary aging can be studied at a number of levels. Different theories of aging are not

a topic of discussion in this handout and therefore, we will just make a very brief state-

ment as to some of these theories.

L Aging is a generalized prolonged type of automunization.

2. Aging is genetically determined.

3. Aging is caused by harmful genes arising de novo during life by mutation.

4. Aging is caused by harmful genes which are accumulated in old age.

We must view all these theories with a degree of open mindedness if one views genet-

ics as an intricate study of the complementarity of nature and nurture. With this point of

view we can say that no genetic study would be complete unless the environmental factors

which are sufficient and necessary to allow a phenotype to express itself as a genotype is

established. , . ( .

From a practical point of view, however, we would like to make mention of a few ot

the consequences of the aging process as far as doctors are concerned. Because there is a

lowering in the biological response in the individual's tolerance to stress, there is a change

in pattern of certain signs and symptoms when diseases appear in the elderly. For exam-

ple an older person may only feel vaguely unwell when suffering from mild or major

confusion as a symptom of any acute illness. Again, drug responses in the aged may be

quite different from the mature younger adult. For example, barbituates which normally

cause tranquility in younger adults may excite an older person whereas caffeine can have

tranquilizing effects. , . ...

It is often not fully realized that sensory changes complicate aging severely: in addi-

tion to impairment of vision, and hearing, smell and taste are equally attacked and usually

vibration sense is also diminished. The gait of an old person becomes impaired because of

decreased proprioception, stiffness of joints and changes of basal ganglia Vitamin B -

levels are often decreased which will aggravate the tendency to diminished propriocep-

tion In addition, osteoporosis will increase the risk of fractures.

Let us look briefly at some of the mental changes that occur in aging.

The brainweight decreases after 35 but much more so after the age of 70. Approxi-

mately ten to twenty percent of brain weight disappears after seventy and this is caused by

^decrease of mass! proteins, lipis. and whole neurons. Specifically the superior temporal

« rus loses approximately 40% of its neurons. In addition, we see senile plaques and neuro-

fbrillary changes as evidence of cerebral vascular disease with recent and old cerebra

nfarcts There ts much debate about the correlation between the seventy of structural

cerebral change and the degree of mental impairment. However, we can say that there are

number of subjects who did not show any clinically recognized mental impairment during

n™and who at post mortem were found to have extensive cerebra pathological changes.

From thfs bit of evidence, it has been postulated that the severity of mental impairment is

^relatedT o much to the seventy of cerebral pathology as it is to the different ways ,n

which peoole a™ able to compensate for their outfall of cells and the decrement in function

Z different parts of the brain. This has led to the concept that people prone to develop

mentardisorder in old age have premorbid personalities which show poor resources ex-

ore" ed in long s anLg poor adaptation to living. As against this, we should mention, that

CorseHi found a positive correlation between the degree of organic impairment found onSfX and the extent of vascular, atrophic and neurofibrillary changes. There-

fore ladies ano gentlemen, you can see that the arguement continues apace.

To be murt more specific now. one of the universal deficits in the psychology of the

a «i„JindivE is the slowing down in performance. This reduction ,n speed of perform-

ance
S

i5 shown on a Lsks mvolving motor skills. The elderly show slowness ,n reaction

fime lownessTs speed of perception and recognition of stimuli. Consequently those re-

which are so important in our everyday automatic adjustments to life

in functional adaptation lo the environment. Older persons do less well when they are

pressured and when stimuli become more complex.
„„,„, „nH1 the „„.

li tems however that learning capacity is not seriously affected until after the age

of si y ffvTaUhough shortening of concentration and difficulties in retention
>

make lear"
ol sixiy nve aii uug »

average intelligence show less intellectual

'ng
with arfna Pel orn anc" on intelligence tests show a rise until the age of

impairment w 'hJS'"^
Herwrmanc g

^^^ e of six(y (<)

£g£l; Th
P
ere^feems also a h"gh correlation between the maintenance of intellectual

culties in recaU Severe memory impairment always points to brain pathology Krai
[

sug-

eests wo y^es of memory loss: benign and malignant. Benign memory loss ,s the inabil,-

f V reca 'partial data of an experience, but the experience in itself is recalled. Things

orgottw1t
P
one moment may be recalled later and the patient is aware of the defect

lorgoiien ai one . j
R ( „ n , ts and experiences of the re-

cental' ,TaX7to disorienUr„„'

1

T
y
he patient is unaware of the defect and fabricates.

The malignant memory loss seems to have a high correlation with mortality.

Aging is mainly seen as deterioration, a slowly progressive impairment leading to

uselessness.
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summary of the

Royal Commission

on the Status of Women
CRITERIA

The Report of the Royal Commission on the Status of Women in Canada.

167 recommendations, many based on Canada's commitment to the United Na-

tions Universal Declaration of Human Rights. This declaration emphasizes the

principle of a common status for women and men as human beings, rather than a

separate status for each sex.

The Report is divided into ten chapters. In following the terms of reference set

out by the federal government, the Commission has enquired into the place of women

in Canadian society and the attitudes that exist among both women and men that

prevent women from full participation. The Commission has examined women s role

in the perspectives of history and tradition, and has looked at the society of the future.

Women's place in the economy, the education they receive, their place in the family,

aspects of taxation and implications of poverty for women, their participation in pol-

itical life, the Criminal Code as it affects female offenders, and conditions of wom-

en's immigration and citizenship, are detailed specifically by chapter. The final chap-

ter, "Plan For Action ", deals with implementation of the Commission's recommen-

dations, and the courses of action necessary to ensure equality of opportunity for

women in the future as well as in the present.

The Commission's immediate concern has been to put women on equal terms

with men. The Commissioners have interpreted this to mean that equality of oppor-

tunity for everyone should be the goal of Canadian society. Their view is that men and

women should have the same rights, the same freedoms, and share in the same res-

ponsibilities.

The Commission has adopted four underlying principles in formulating its rec-

ommendations: women should be free to choose whether or not to take employment

outside their homes; the care of children is a responsibility to be shared by the moth-

er, the father and by society; society has a responsibility for women because of preg-

nancy and child-birth, and special treatment related to maternity will always be nec-

essary; and, in certain areas, women will, for an interim period, require special

treatment to overcome the adverse effects of discriminatory practices.

The Commission wants for women no special status, only equal status; no sepa-

rate realm, only full acceptance in the present world.

CANADIAN WOMEN AND SOCIETY

Society's Rejection of Woman's Individual Indentity

Despite rapidly changing circumstances, a rigid definition of woman lives on today. Wom-

an is identified, more or less exclusively, in terms of her relationships and functions as wife

and mother. Deprived of her individual identity, she is treated as a member of a standardized w((n pav [gT women in the labor force, revised methods of paysetting in professions

group. In Canada, as elsewhere, these social constraints have been imposed upon and accepted
p r imarjiy known as "women's jobs", elimination of occupational sex-typing, removal

by many women, and many conform to the role assigned to them by tradition.
of discriminations on sex and marital grounds, and special measures to advance

,„ , . women's employment interests.
Influence of Traditions and Myths on Women s Status

Laws affected would include the Canada Pension and Quebec Pension Plans, the

In recent years, however there has been a growing belief that numerous attitudes and
Insurance Act and the National Housing Loan Regulations. Also af-

opinions based on traditions and myths do not reflect the facts and realitieslof today. The three f >
legislation dealing with Eoual Pay and Hours of Work, Minimum

principal influences which have shaped Western society - Greek philosophy, Roman law, and 'eetea wouia De legislation aeaiing wun equal ray aiiu» ui ™ •

Judeo-Christian theology - have each held that woman is inferior and subordinate to man and Wages, Fair Employment Practices, Superannuation, Workmen s Compensation a

naturally subject to his domination. These concepts probably began in pre-historic times when other pieces of legislation dealing with terms of employment of women in botn me

inferior physical strength and repeated child-bearing relegated woman to a subsidiary position, private and public sectors.

Each culture imagines that the qualities and functions that it attributes to men and women
are part of the natural order. Women are expected to be emotional, dependent and gentle, and pau Work
men, rational, independent and aggressive. The stereotypes do not correspond to the real per- There are some two and one half million women in paid employment. Of these,

sonalities of a great many women and men. Aside from physiological differences, there has Qver Qne ha , f are married The Commission found that
been no scientific proof of difference between the sexes, either psychological or intellectual in

the genetic inheritance of men and women.

THE ECONOMY
The Commission has made recommendations which will affect changes for

women in paid employment as well as for housewives who work in the unpaid sector

of the economy.
Among the recommendations are a pension plan for housewives, maternity leave

Stereotypes of Women

women in paid work are handicapped by discrimination in policy and practice; equal

pay laws are inadequate; pay rates for women and men are often different; pay ,s

generally lower for traditionally female professions than for other professions; pen-

Stereotypes pass from one generation to the next. The standards and models of behavior fon and group life insurance plans often provide less V0^ 1™^^^^
are taught either explicitly or by example in the family, and mould boys and girls from their female worker than for the wife of a male worker; paid maternity leave i ra

.

earliest childhood.
r women have less opportunity to enter and to advance in many occupations and pro «

These stereotypes of women are being perpetuated by the mass media. Day after day ad- sions; compared to men, few women reach senior levels; women's skills and abiliti

vertising, for example, reinforces and exploits them. It encourages dependency by urging are not being fully used. . .

women not to act but to be passive, not to really achieve but to live out aspirations in imagina- Briefs, individual submissions and special studies documented specific injustic

tion and dreams. Woman is presented as an object, defined as a superficial creature who thinks within the work world, and suggested how social pressures and attitudes, less easl J

excessively of her appearance and can see herself mainly in terms of her attractiveness to defined but no less strong, prevent women from having equal opportunity,
men. Women are rarely associated with intelligence, sincerity, culture, originality or talent.

They are depicted as elegant, beautiful and young.

Canadian Women in a Changing World

Although marriage and the family persist as institutions of particular importance to worn

en, many are now insisting that the conventional image of marriage and the family must

Federal Government ' , -j

The federal Government employs some 81,000 women. The Commission re"

that in the federal Government service : ,|ic

the federal Female Employees Equal Pay Act does not apply to the federal KU

Service or to the staffs of the Senate and the House of Commons; the Fair Employ
differ

inchange. They concerned about the traditional divisions of work within the family and the rigidi- ent Practices Act does not cover employment in the federal Public service

ty of the role assigned to them. ences between the sexes exist in superannuation plans and in some insurance pw

A few generations ago, there were only two cycles in the lives of most women; the pre- Crown Corporations and agencies: women do not have equal opportunity to ent

marital stage and the period given over entirely to child bearing and the rearing of children, advance in government service: proportionately fewer women than men are

Today, a third and longer cycle is an expectation of most women, since the majority give birth trained to the full extent of their potential or being promoted to senior levels ;

won

to their youngest child around the age of 30, This represents for women, in comparison with the

life spans of their great grandmothers, the equivalent of a second life. This new cycle makes it

imperative that girls should be prepared for energetic usefulness in the later years of their

lives.

do not receive maternity leave with pay.

Economic Power
The Commission found that in Canada:i ne commission tound tnat in Canada

:

most of the economic power is in the hands of men; in 1967, women received less

20 per cent of the total reported income of women and men, 37 per cent of all g ^
Attitudes which Prevent Women from Full Participation

By accepting society's concepts, women often belittle themselves, have low expectations £U PCI "« lllc 'epu.ieu iiiuuiuc ui wuuieu «uu ». fci
t e

for their own achievements and accept work that makes little use of their real capabilities. The dividends from stocks, 36 per cent of rental income and 31 per cent Ol
.

mi ^,
need for two salaries in many households and the fact that many women are sole providers for mortgages; 25 per cent of the insurance policies combining death benetl1? or

[or

their families have not yet been fully understood. Also forgotten are some of the positive ef- ings and retirement plans sold in Canada between 1965 and 1967 were bought Dy
^ g

fects of women's paid work which contribute greatly to Canada's economy

Token Female Representation in Many Professions and Occupations

Women's aspirations and expectations have risen as educational institutions have increas- beneficiaries. In 1968, the average amount of policies in which wives were ue»*~ -

eI

ingly accepted women students. However, many fields of learning remain substantially male
jes was ar0und $3,000- women are probably no more than equal to men in cons"

u

preserves with only token female representation. And there are substantial differences in the spen(jing; women's credit capacity is restricted to some extent by law and to a g
[|](

,
.

professions and occupations considered feminine and masculine in Canada compared to other
er extent fa Ucies and practices; women are almost entirely absent from

countries. In the Soviet Union, the majority of doctors are women. In Finland, most dent.sts are
faoard th

F
e executive s£ jte and tne stock exchange; in 1967 women held less

«

women, and architecture is considered as much a woman s field as a man s. \ . .

c w*.^ a m iitc * v 6
one per cent of the top corporate positions m Canada.

Differing Perspectives ol the New Generation

In hearings across the country and in briefs and letters, the Commission heard about the Unpaid Work

hopes and the frustrations of women. Today in Canada, over half of the Canadian population is '

females of all ages. These represented only nine per cent of the total face value ~j
policies purchased. In 1966 the average size policy for women was $3,630 cojW

aS

with $12,390 for men. The great majority of policies name wives and cb\W
.

beneficiaries. In 1968, the average amount of policies in which wives were bene

-hi
, , iople do not conform to the old patterns. They are there are over three and one half million women in Canada whose full-time e^si

questioning the customs and institutions long taken for granted. ment is the care of their families and their homes. They comprise one of tne
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^upational groups in the economy; both women and men have always produced

me goods and services without pay, but for women, the unpaid production of goods
s°

\ services has been, and continues to be, a major economic activity more eoods
^rvices are produced without pay in the home than anywhere else 'it is estimat

that
housewives with no outside employment work daily anywhere from six hours

,h<?n there
are no children, up to 11 hours when there are two or more children lone

. cmj frinee benefits such as time off and holidavc 1^1/ nf c
,

. i _,_,
6*

rs few fringe benefits such as time off and holidays, lack of stimulus from outside

nntacts and a feeling of low status, are the frequently voiced dissatisfactions in this

"occupational group.

pay-setting policy for the professions of nurse, dietician, home economist, librarian

and social worker.

More than anything else, traditional attitudes about the kind of work women can

or should do restrict women's occupational choices The sex composition of occupa-

tions and professions in other parts of the world shows that many of these attitudes

have no basis in fact. In the 1960's the percentage of physicians who were women was

approximately seven per cent in Canada. 10 per cent in France and 75 per cent in the

U S S R. For lawyers, three per cent. 26 per cent and 30 per cent; for dentists, four

per cent, 26 per cent and 80 per cent. In Canada, less than one per cent of the engi-

neers were women and in the U S S R, about 30 per cent.

/Recommendation 1)

The housewife who remains at home is just as much a producer of goods and

prvices as the paid worker and the Commission believes she should also have the

nortunity to provide for a more financially secure future.

The Canada and the Quebec Pension Plans do not entirely ignore housewives as

they
provide for a pension for a widow of a contributor. But in recognizing only the

riehts of a widow to a pension on the basis of her husband's contributions, they go only

„art way. In the ease of marriage breakdown, the former wife loses all claim to a

widow's pension. This can cause hardship when the breakdown occurs late in life and

•de wife has not had sufficient time to build up a reasonable pension through her own

oaid work. A second wife may reap the benefits of the contributions made by the

Lsband during his first marriage.

Even if a divorced or separated woman enters paid employment, the pension she

earns may be adversely affected by the years she spent in the home as a housewife,

pensions are related to earnings and her earnings prior to, during and after marriage

are averaged over the number of years she could have been employed, and this in-

cludes the time that she remained in the home. While some provision is made for

reducing the number of years to be averaged, there will be cases in which a divorced

or separated
woman will be unable to work a sufficient number of years to make up

for a non-earning period as a housewife.

The Commission believes that the financial dependency of housewives which

results from their production of goods and services without pay is responsible, per-

haps more than anything else, for the present status of women. More than this, the

fairly common state of women's financial dependency follows those seeking to escape

it through paid work. In the business world, the belief still remains with some employ-

ers that married women should be paid less than men because they have husbands to

support them. S>

Volunteer Work
The Commission has made two recommendations which are of concern to some

two or three million women who are members of volunteer groups associations. Since

few women are on policy-making bodies at any governmental level, volunteer asso-

ciations have been their major means of exerting pressure for social change.

(Recommendations 2 and 3)

Women in Paid Work
In Canada some two and a half million women are working for pay. They repre-

sent roughly one-third of the labor force and one-third of the female population old

enough to work. In 1968, 29.6 per cent of all married women were in the labor force. Of

all women in the labor force, 54.6 per cent were married.

Women generally work in a few occupations labelled "female", earn less money

than men and rarely reach the top. Women are employed largely in the service sector

and more women work in the clerical occupations than in any others. In 1969, only 2.3

per cent of all women workers were in managerial occupations.

The work cycle of most single women is similar to that of men. Married women,

on the other hand, usually move in and out of the labor force. The work cycle of many

married women influences the overall female participation rate. It is highest tor the

20-24 age group It decline.- sharply as many leave the labor force to start families but

before the age of 35 rises to a second but lower peak for the 45-49 age group. After age

50, the female participation rate again declines.
»

The participation of married women in the labor force depends on age, residence

job opportunities, education, the number and ages of their chi dren and the income »f

their husbands. Women with very young children are less likely to om the labor

force. The lower the income of the husband, the more likely it is that the wife will

work. The more education a wife has, the more likely she is to stay in the labor force

^
%n"h

t

e

0
whoTe!women in the labor force are better educated than are men. At the

university level, however, there are more men than women with degrees^ Women s

overall higher level of education is not reflected in their earnings ^ cvery occupa

tional group, average earnings of male workers are considerably higher than for fe

male

in unions, women are not represented at the executive level in proport.onto their

membership, and few receive appointments to collective bargaining committees.

Commission's Research in Pay, Benefits, Terms of Employment

The Commission believes that women can be found with the same employment

interests, aptitudes and capacities as men. It also believe ha
t
marned women

should be free to decide whether to remain in the home or enter the labor force.

(Recommendations 4 through 7) „ri„„inip nf pnual oav has
International, federal and provincial acceptance of the pr nciple of equal pay nas

argely settled the question of whether or not there should be d>

£

Wmen and men. All provinces and territories in Canada i»»» *s™X
ton legislation but jurisdictions have failed to^^^"i^^^
observed. Not all employees are covered by equal pay legislation ana legis

exists.is not fully effective. employers and unions

a
The Commission found it "abundantly clear thai

.

some emp y
situations ,

evading, if not the letter of the law, at least its intent In many w

employers go out of their way to find or make a difference in the duties

™en so that different rates can be paid within the law.
tha| jn

„ A Dominion Bureau of SUtist.cs study of 1961 census data P ^ g
^cenUge terms, a woman earned an average of 1 o 2

per enL'«
in pay

">an working under similar conditions. In universities^ there a

™* for mile and female academics.^'^^T^sJm can be
000 a year less than male academics, and only about one nan

explained on any basis other than that of sex. . . ge is neces .

.
The Commission cannot accept the tact assumption that a living w g

sarily lower for women than for men.

Recommendations 8, 9, and 10)

bp ,

Women's earnings in occupations andpW^SBStS
^ °wer paid than those predominantly male. The Commission ^ ^ of

Z
M Government can show leadership now by coun er-acting

Govemment policy ,

rational segregation on women's earnings. u™er lhe good

'^eral service ^y rates are established by taking ml account rat sP^ ^ ^^
f
m
P'oyer outside the service. The Commission bel.ev s tn l tn

from tnls

,Ure in the Government of Canada for a reasonable period

Maternity Leave
Canada has accepted certain principles ,of maternity protection since the 1967

United Nations Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women was

unanimously adopted by the United Nations Assembly. "In order to prevent discrimi-

nation against women on account of marriage or maternity, and to ensure their effec-

tive right to work, measures shall be taken to prevent their dismissal in the event of

marriage or maternity, and to provide paid maternity leave with the guarantee of

returning to former employment, and to provide the necessary social services, in-

cluding child-care facilities."

(Recommendations 11 and 12)

Both unemployment insurance and paid maternity leave are intended to provide

compensation for temporary loss of earnings, and the Commission proposes the use of

the unemployment insurance plan for both purposes since it already has a system for

drawing contributions from the same sources that would be contributing to paid ma-

ternity leave.

Terms of maternity protection vary widely in Canada. Maternity leave without

"pay has been made mandatory by only the provinces of British Columbia and New

Brunswick and in certain areas of the federal Government. When maternity leave is

provided it generally ranges from 12 to 26 weeks. Women rarely receive their salaries

or wages for all or even part of their time of maternity absence. In the few cases

reported, the leave with full pay rangetffrom one to six weeks. Sometimes, employ-

ees receive pay through the use of sick leave which they have earned or pay through

wage-loss insurance. -

Recommendations

1. We recommend that (a) both the Canada and the Quebec Pension Plans be

amended so that the spouse who remains at home can participate in the Plan,

and (b) the feasibility be explored of

(i) crediting to the spouse remaining at home a portion of the contributions of

the employed spouse and those contributions made by the employer on the

employed spouse's behalf, and

(ii) on an optional basis, permitting the spouse at home to contribute as a self-

employed worker.

2. We recommend that the federal, provincial and territorial governments (a)

make greater use of women's voluntary associations; and (b) increase their

financial support to

(i) women's voluntary associations engaged in projects of public interest, and

(ii) voluntary associations working in fields of particular concern to women.

3. We recommend that the federal, provincial and territorial governments in-

clude in their selection standards for appointment to positions in their respec-

tive governments, the assessment of volunteer experience in evaluating the

qualifications of applicants.

4. We recommend that a federal-provincial conference on labour legislation

affecting women in Canada be called to prepare for Canada's ratification of the

International Labour Organization Convention Concerning Equal Remuneration

for Men and Women Workers for Work of Equal Value (Convention 100).

5. We recommend that the Yukon Territorial Council adopt legislation prohibit-

ing different pay rates based on sex.

6 We recommend that the federal Female Employees Equal Pay Act be

amended to apply to all employees of the Government of Canada.

7 We recommend that the federal Female Employees Equal Pay Act, the fed-

eral Fair Wages and Hours of Work Regulations and equal pay legislation of

provinces and territories require that (a) the concept of skill, effort and respon-

sibility be used as objective factors in determining what is equal work, with the

understanding that pay rates thus established will be subject to such factors as

seniority provisions; (b) an employee who feels aggrieved as a result of an

alleged violation of the relevant legislation, or. a party acting on her behalf, be

able to refer the grievance to the agency designated for that purpose by the

government administering the legislation; (c) the onus of investigating viola-

tions of the legislation be placed In the hands of the agency administering the

euual pay legislation which will be free to investigate, whether or not com-

nlaints have been laid; (d) to the extent possible, the anonymity of the complain-

ant be maintained; (e) provision be made for authority to render a decision on

whether or not the terms of the legislation have been violated, to specify action

to be taken and to prosecute if the orders are not followed; (f )
where someone

has Dresented the aggrieved employee's case on her behalf and the aggrieved

employee is unsatisfied with the decision, she have the opportunity to present

her case herself to the person or persops rendering the decision who may change

the decisional the employee's employment statusbeinnowayadversely affect-

ed by application of the law to her case; (h> where the aw has been violated, the

employee be compensated for any losses in pay, vacation and other fringe bene-

fUs ( i > unions and employee organizations as well as employers and emp oyer

organ aUons, be subject to thif law; (J)
penalties be sufficiently heavy to be

an effective deterrent; and (k) the legislation specify that it is appl.cable

to Dart-time as well as full-time workers.

8 We recommend that the minimum wage legislation of Prince Edward Island,

Nova Scotia, and Newfoundland be amended to require the same minimum

waees for women and men. .

Twe recommend that British Columbia will adopt a Minimum Wage Act appl-

icable to both sexes that will require the same minimum wages for women and

men and will contain no sex differences in the occupations covered.

M We recommend that the pay rates for nurses, dietitians, home econom.sts

librarians and social workers employed by the federal government be set bj

comparing these professions with other professions in terms of the value of the

work and the skill and training involved.
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Meds Soc. Constitution changed
1. Constitution's format changed

from 28 articles and five by-laws

to four articles and 28 by-laws. By-

laws can be added or amended by

a 2/3 majority of the entire execu-

tive at 2 successive meetings of

the executive where as articles

required a 2/3 majority at 2 suc-

cessive general meetings. This is

perhaps the most important

change allowing necessary evolu-

tion of the Society and its func-

tions in face of the difficulty of

getting quorums at General meet-

ings.

2. Changes have been made
through out the constitution to al-

low for the absence of a first pre-

medical year next year. Addition-

al changes will have to be made
next year to allow for the absence

of 2nd pre-medical year.

3. The positions of Junior and Sen-

ior Cams reps and women's rep

have been eliminated due to the

dissolution of Cams and the lack of

need for a women's rep.

The additional position of Vice-

President of external affairs has

been created to represent the So-

ciety on all committees outside

Queen's University. This will in-

clude ACMC committees, OMA
and CMA committees especially

in view of present developments

with respect to junior membership

in the OMA and CMA for medical

students.

4. The constitution has been

changed so that it is no longer nec-

essary to have two general meet-

ings each year and Special Class

meetings have been created. The

reasons for these changes are ob-

vious — expediency in face of apa-

thy.

Special class meetings may be

called to decide specific issues

posted (72) hours in advance by

the Secretary. A special class

meeting shall be held in each

class, a class quorum being 20

members. The votes for and

against shall be recorded by the

class Secretary and the issue shall

be decided by the total of the votes

cast in all years. Third and fourth

years may hold a joint meeting.

5. With regard to fees they will

remain unchanged except that the

$1 fee for QMR will now be includ-

ed in the non-academic fee and

will no longer create problems of

collection.

6. The executive will now be au-

thorized to make expenditures up

to $250 as opposed to the previous

$75 without general meetings.

7. Building fund awards have been

eliminated in the new constitution.

8. Bylaws concerning

—

a) Student-Faculty Relation-

ship Committee
b) Release from scheduled
classes

c) Medical issue of the Queen's

Journal

d) Queen s Journal Medical

Faculty associate — have been

deleted.

We now have a study week thus

explaining deletion of b).

9. New by-laws:

al Senate elections

b) Annual picnic

c) Speakers and meetings

committee
d) Aesculapian Society Awards

10. The by-law on initiation and

orientation has been replaced by a

welcoming and orientation com-

mittee to arrange for a banquet to

welcome and orientate students

entering first year medicine now
that premeds has been discontin-

ued.

There are numerous other

changes throughout the constitu-

tion but these are the main
changes.

QPnepn'a Saurnal
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Business Manaoer -

Managing Editor —

1873 EHiic

nnc Elliot

— Chris Claik

- BUI Jonnslon
- MoiyO'Rou'Hi

iy WEB Offset. Toronto. Onta

Nominations for the post of next year's Journal
editor, and next year's Tricolor editor must be
submitted to Trish Jackson, Communications
Commissioner, c/o the AMS office. Names of

those running must be in by 5 p.m., Fri. Feb. 19 .

written briefs must be submitted by the Mon.
morning following study week.

Queen's Drama Department

Presents

GHOSTS
by Henrik Ibsen

Convocation Hall

Feb. 16-20
Students $1.00

Non-Students $2.00

Tickets available. at Drama Department

10 a.m. -6 p.m. - 547-62'

I

ABORTIONS
Counselling

and Referral Service.

Abortions are now legal

in New York State. If you

think you are pregnant,

don't delay.

MEDICAL REFERRAL
is a discreet professional

service that handles you

with understanding. Well

make all arrangements and

appointments with Board

certified obstetricians, gy-

necologists and anesthes-

iologists in fully licensed

and accredited hospitals.

Costs range from $250 to

$375, depending on per-

sonal need.

MEDICAL REFERRAL
142 Mineola Ave.,

Roslyn Heights, LI 1157

(516) 621-8000
Seven days a week

SKHNG VACATION IN SWITZERLAND

EASTER
Depart New York April 7th Return April 15th or

Depart Nbw York April 9th Return April 17th.

8 Days only 298.00

Round trip by comfortable Boeing 707 jet.

Lodging at either the Posthotel Garni or the Mothotel Sommerau
both in Chur. Twin-bedded rooms with private bath or shower and

W.C.

Ski Lifts. Special Group Rates are being negotiated for Ski Lifts

and we expect to be able to offer day passes at a 50% discount.

Transfers. Kloten Airport (Zurich) - Chur - Kloten Airport with

full services of couriers and all porterage.

Twin bedded room at NO EXTRA cost, plus full Continental

Breakfast and Dinner throughout. Also included are all Foreign

and American taxes and service charges. The price also includes

membership to the Anglo America Association for one year.

Eligibility for this and other trips run by the Anglo America

Association are limited to Students, Staff, Faculty and their

immediate Family.

MEMBERS OF THE ANGLO AMERICA ASSOCIATION are

offered various charter flights from most major points in the

United States to London during the summer as well as Student

flights within Europe. Employment opportunities. Discounts, Car

Hire Facilities, Hotel Finders Service, Travel Department.

For more information on Ski-lng vacations or membership please

write us at Head Office.

ANGLO-AMERICA ASSOCIATION,
60A, Pyle St.,

Newport, I.W.,

HAMPSHIRE/ENGLAND.

INCLUDING THE EARL STREET RESIDENCE

1971 -72 SESSION

Applications from Upperclassmen will be accepted

at the BUSINESS OFFICE, LEONARD HALL up

to and including FEBRUARY 15, 1971.

Application Forms may be obtained from the Desk

Clerk's Office Gordon/Brockington Hall, the Desk

Clerk's Office, Earl Street Residence and the

Business Office, Leonard Hall.
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soundings

by W. Scott Sherman

i
uhISTMAS AND THE BEADS OF SWEAT, Laura Nyro

SmbiaKC 30259)
1

Kingston, Monday 8 Feb 1971

Deaf Alma
First of all, let me congratulate you again on your fine

vival. It heartens all of us here when we see that someone
sur

jndeed definitely escape and at the same time not let peo-

ifknow enough to get hassled about it. I do miss you and

'wait anxiously (!) your return — it will be soon, won't it?

Sat's good
(assuming a yes).

As for new things — well, you know the many talks we've

i, H (If you really don't want to come back right away, let me

vow and I'll go to wherever it is you are). It's another Mon-

Hv morning here and there's work to be done, but something

has reminded
me very strongly of you. No, not that . . . it's

Laura Nyro's new album, Christmas and the Beads oj Sweat. You

ee the first time I probably ever sat and listened to her for a

[airly long period of time was with you, that weekend you were

sick I guess, and since then I've been liking her more and

more. And I've realized why you play her music when you're

feeling a little bit down — it's because she's so damn enjoyable

when you're happy, right? That may not be exactly it, but the

sad and the glad are near enough to allow of the comparison.

Listening to this, anyway, makes me wonder did you take your

EH album with you? If you didn't, I could send it or this one

even if you'd let me know for sure where exactly I can find

you. It might help — who knows?

At any rate, getting back to why I'm writing now when I

haven't for so long, let's just say that this record put me in the

mood. As a matter of fact, I was reading philosophy and

dropped it completely — I'm too happy and hopeful at the

moment to read anything heavy. I just wanted to tell you that

all the happiness is not gone. If Laura can put happy music to

the words,

You took my heart misery

You taught me blues

Well I got a lot of patience baby

That's a lot of patience to lose.

well I can too. The title tells you — there's a lot of both feel-

ings here, — the joy and the trouble that we can all say we
know a little about. Maybe that's what makes the whole thing

so appealing — you have all different moods. At any rate, it's

in the tradition of the beat blues (a little homegrown psycholo-

gy here) — words of despair, sung with heart to music that

sounds nothing if not the absolute opposite of despairing.

Probably there's a reason for the music and the arrange-

ments being much better than ever before on the album —
she's using really intelligent and disciplined musicians on this

one — a couple of the Rascals and some of the studio boys

from Mussel Shoals. Her arrangements are as free as always
- you can almost see her swirling around Harlem in the long

gypsy gowns of red and black that you look as good in.

Like, you know
Womanchild on the sidestreet
flashin' in blackpatch
lipstick on her reefer
waiting for a match . . .

Remember the times we talked about the people we know

that got into speed and snow and shit, right? Remember Neil

Young's song about it? There's one here, too, called 'Been on a

Train' - sound about it, right? . . . "and die slow".

Funny thing/though, Laura Nyro will lament, she will

eurse, she will cry, but she always ends up putting on that long

dress and singing. There's this one fantastic song that remind-

ed me right away of you — it's called "Up on the Roof '

:

When this ole world starts getting me down
and people are much too much for me to take
1 climb right up to the top of the stairs
and all my cares just drift right into space
°n the roof the only place I know
where you just have to wish to make it so.

I guess I could go on probably all day just drawing com-

parisons and saying what I like and how I wish you could be

5,

ere "up on the roof", so to speak, to listen to this with me^
°ut I guess I've got to do some other things with the time l

have today, and those will be my beads of sweat. So 11 say

SWdbye for now - take care, and I should mention that Steve

?"<l Susie and Anne and Simone (and Mark) send their love.

You re always welcome

.

Christmas is a long way off again.
Morning
«me to the windows
« the street

rf'ng red watermelonHa piece

[J*^
boat on the river

fr«h dreams to deliver
reedom
°Ver a«j
I can over an <i over

au out your name-
All love, Scott

The Pajama Game is a

lighthearted adventure

in industrial folklore.

The action takes place

in the Sleep Tite Paja-

ma Factory and its envi-

rons. The plot is labour

versus management in

the factory with the

proverbial romantic
entanglement compli-

cated by the lovers'

opposing convictions —
and most of all, it's lots

of fun on Friday and
Saturday at K.C.V.I..

tendays
friday, february 12

evening: 8:00 p.m.: the graduate student society presents "lord of the flies at ellis hall auditorium.

8:30 p.m.: queen's musical theatre presents the pajama game at kcvi.

Saturday, february 13

morning 10:30 a.m.: prisoners of the community, a conference in macdonald hall,

afternoon: 1:30 and 3:30 p.m.: "lefty and the steel flea" at boswell's book store children 50c, adults

?100.

7 : 00 p.m. : table tennis tournament in the ross gym. entry fee 25c ;
prize queen s beer stein

.

8:00 p.m.: z.p.g. presents a dance-concert "dinosaur" with cauline peterson from "hair",

and eryops best group, plus a discotheque group at grant hall, tickets $1.50 per person

available from the house of sounds, el and ja, grotto and cave, and the union.

8:30 p.m.: the queen's musical theatre presents the pajama game at kcvi.

evening:

Sunday, february 14 ..... j L j . .

morning: 11:00 a.m. tricolour autosport club hosts its annual ice trials at lake Sydenham, a good test

of driving skill, for information phone 544-6434.

monday, february 15

evenine: 7:00 p.m.: arts '73 elections in Stirling b.

9:00 p.m.: arts '73 smoker in the pub. you must have your year card.

'"'evening:TS f.m.: arts '72 fourth year executive elections and permanent executive elections in the

S^oTnT - the queen's drama department presents "ghosts" by henrik ibsen in convocation

hall. tickels $2 00 a person, students $1.00. available daily at the drama department between

10 a.m. and 6 p.m. or phone 547-6291.

Wednesday, february department presents a clinical afternoon in Winchester on

admission $1.00. .

8:30 p.m.: "ghosts" in convocation hall, see tuesday.

^fE™^^".: the music department presents a lecture demonstration of Indian music in ellis

evening: vfoo and 9:30 p.m.: campus movies presents "zabriskie point" in dunning hall auditorium.

?

d

30 p

S

m" medical sciences presents lectures on pulmonary thromboembolism" and cur-

rent research in nuclear medicine" in etherington hall auditorium.

7- 30 p.m.: media and your mind: a seminar workshop in the union.

8- 30 p m "ghosts" in convocation hall, see tuesday.

9:00 p]m. : media and your mind: a panel discussion in grant hall.

fri

tvening7

a

:^:30 p.m.: "ghosts" in convocation hall, see tuesday.

Saturday. ^T^J5^ 3;30 p m .
"
lefty and the steel flea" at boswell's book store, children 50c, adults

$1.00.

evening: 8:30p.m.: "ghosts" in convocation hall, see tuesday.

S

a^wroMn^S^m. : the kingston symphony orchestra at the grand theatre.
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A Seminar/

Teach-in

Thurs. February 18, 1971

Admission Free 7:30 p.m.
Seminar Workshop- ir the Student Union Lounges

Small group discussions with:

Stanley Burke speaking on "The Roles and

Powers of the T.V. journalist vs management."

Norman De Poe on "Communications between
French and English Canada".

Laurier Lapierre on "Censorship and the

Media".

Lister Sinclair on "Artistic Talent and the

Media- ".

Murray Chercover the President of C.T.V.

on "The Media elite in Canada".

9:00 p.m. in Grant Hall

"The Americanization of the

Media and Our Minds"

A panel discussion with the above five guest

speakers, moderated by Flora Macdonald, Ex-

ecutive Secretary of the Committee for an In-

dependent Canada

Education Commission

Alma Mater Society

Gymnasts Second in States;

OQAA Eastern Meet Tomorrow

In a trimeet in Plattsburgh,

New York on Saturday, the

Queen's Men's Gymnastics

team clinched second place

with a total score of 79.85

points. State University at

Brockport emerged victorious

in the competition, with 99.75

points while Plattsburgh fin-

ished a dismal third with 39.25

points.

The Queen's team was seri-

ously affected during this meet

by the absence of Jamie Archi-

bald, one of its most consistent

and experienced gymnasts.

Archibald's elbow was dislo-

cated during a warm-up on the

rings just prior to the com-
mencement of the meet; con-

sequently, he spent the dura-

tion of the meet in a local hos-

pital rather than in competi-

tion, where he generally turns

in excellent performances on

Parallel Bars and in the Floor

Exercises event.

Queen's gymnasts, Drew
Strickland, placed in four

events, although he didn't

manage to take first place in

any. Strickland picked up a

second in Floor Exercises and

third place spots on Side

Horse, Long Horse, and Paral-

lel Bars. Dave Ross took third

WnzHoundTable
&teak House and TEaoern /a

ISjth Unas' at Jrommit Wall, fi in ftsron .
Ontario, ttt-jitl

WANTS STUDENTS!
trj©»r

llib ^teak Special ©nig 2.45

& Our Sunday Nighl

Roast Beef Buffet o«iy2.99

gour jfirst Cocktail- ©nig 15/

- CLIP THIS COUPON

Astounding

Archers

Strike Again

QUEBEC CARNIVAL
February 19th to 22nd

Queen's University International Club

Bus Trip
- Seats available at $30.00/person;

Includes:

a) Return transportation Quebec City

(depart Kingston 9:00 a.m. Feb. 19,

return 11:00 p.m. Feb. 22)

b) 3 nights accommodation - individual

beds, mattresses, etc.

c) transportation to and from downtown
Quebec City.

d) transportation to skiing a.m. Monday.

Feb. 22nd.

- Seats held with a deposit of $10.00 - rest

must be paid by Feb. 15th.

-Bookings can be made at the office of the

International Centre, Students Memorial

Union - call 547-2807.

There we were, the world fa-

mous archery team, struggling

valiantly for fourth place at the

Toronto meet: but alas, it was
to no avail! By a mere margin
(markedly minute) we ended
up comfortably positioned

between fourth and last, with

our only plumber, Marilyn "in-

consistent" Wheeler, shooting

a perfect end. Not to be out-

done was Janet "super spaz"
Spence, who placed first for

the good guys (us). Our other

team members, Pam Hofman,
Lynne Wilson, Susanne Wood-
man (noble captain) and Lau-

rie Chant (who did a sterling

job as manager) were outdone.

place honours in Floor e»
cises with a score of

6

points.
4.65

The Queen's team took
halt

of the six all-around
position

in the meet. Although jer
ns

McFee of Brockport took thS
place all-around with a cum,
lative total of 32.00 p0 i n
Queen's gymnasts took third
fourth, and sixth places in th

standings. Drew Strickland
placed third, with 30.30 points
while Dave Ross and Deli0
Tortosa placed fourth and sixth
respectively.

This Saturday Queen's hosts

the O.Q.A.A. Eastern meet
the top two teams in which get
to compete in the O.Q.A.A
Finals at McMaster on Febru-
ary 27. Participating teams in

next weekend's competition
include Carleton, Ottawa
Laval, and McGill. Queen's
coach Barry Brooker expects

his team to definitely take sec-

ond place in the meet but hopes

that the Gaels will be in hot

contention for first place with

Ottawa University. If you want

to see a first-class intercolle-

giate gymnastics meet, this is

the one NOT to miss. See you

there.

however, and fell somewhat
short of the expectations they

aroused during practice

rounds. Could it be that they

missed the omnipotent pres-

ence of hey "U's" almighty
whip? .... and so as the sun

sets on another glorious season

of continual (if somewhat
slow) progress the warring
factions (of rabbit vs. turtle

squads) bid a fond adieu and
many thanks to our excellent

chaperone, "99", and our fine

coach hey "U" whose closing

comments were echoed gently

off the hallowed walls of our
projectile range — "Never
again without my whip!"

W.I.C. Elections

W.I.C.

WIC elections to be held Mar. 3/71

All Queen's vomen vote.

All Nominations for position will

be accepted until Feb. 17/71 at the

Women's Equipment Counter or

D. Newton's office.

Positions

1. Chairman of WIC
— must have previous experi-

ence in WIC
2. Officials Chairman

1. open to any Queen's Women

2. duties - form officials clu°

»- obtain intramural sp°«

schedule
— find officials

— set up and revise pay scale

3. Awards Chairman

Hockey - Stiff Alive
Queen's hockey Gaels hopes are not dead yet, although

they have now sunk to fifth place in the OQAA Eastern Divi-

sion standings. Due to a fortunate win by McGill over Mon-
treal this weekend, the Gaels are still only four points out of

the second playoff spot. IF Ottawa could by some chance
defeat the Carabins on Friday, and IF the Gaels could de-

feat both Ottawa on Saturday afternoon and Carleton on

Sunday, then the standings would show a tie for second be-

tween the Gaels and the Carabins, with Laval one point

back and McGill, now in fourth place, three away.

The chances? Well; Ottawa lost 5-4 to Montreal last week,

so they could be fired up. And the Gaels should be out to skin

the Carleton and Ottawa teams. This might just happen.

^Monday, Gaels, we'd like to see you in second place!

1. open to any Queen s

2. duties — to keep a

Women
runiunS

dual
score of team and indivu

sports
— to obtain proper awards

4. Publicity Chairman
1. open to any Queen's wonw

2. duties - to be respons »

for general publicity
arou

campus
r(S— for announcement of sp

.(dates and wins) ,

e
5. Nominations should incluu

Nominees
- name
— address
— telephone number l0

Any questions Perta '"'"id be

nominations or elections sho

directed to

M.Cook 544-0679 or

K. Howatson 544-2397
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Wizards "Show Up" Gaels

Ottawa U. Here Tonight
The Harlem Wizards were at Queen's on Tuesday — and if

you missed it, you missed a hell of a good show. The Gaels

appeared on the same court as the Wizards, and it was just an

appearance. The final score was 62-37 for the visitors, in case

the score seems important. The real winners were the 1400

fans who enjoyed the performance.

A lot of people figured that the Wizards would be no more

than a second rate imitation of the Globetrotters. They are an

imitation, and they probably aren't as good as the Globetrot-

ters, but they could sure play basketball. Their centre, Buff

Corley, could play for any NBA team. LaLa Lawrence, the ball

handler, dribbled through the whole Gael team at one stage,

after giving them lots of time to prepare. Forwards Valentino

Willis and Mike Branch are great showmen and complete bas-

ketball players. And five year old Steve Christy, star of the

halftime show, will likely be better than anyone in Canada by

the time he's ten years old. I know I'm going to practice to-

night to try out some of the moves that seem second nature to

this kid.

Dave Smith of the Gaels had a rough night as the victim of

some of the Wizards pranks. Besides being just about stripped

of his uniform on the court, the Beaver was so un-nerved that

he went one for four from the foul line, despite only being

fouled once. Dave Wright got a hand from the Wizards and

from the crowd as he was lifted in the air for a dunkshot by the

Wizards. And it eventually took two Wizards to lift Bob Wright

as the Wizards took the instruction "everyone pick up a man"

literally. Fall-guy Tom Schultz just about got drowned with a

bucket of water, but he was volunteered for it by the rest of the

Gaels. And so it went.

Tonight, it's back to serious play, against the University

of Ottawa Gee-Gees. Game time 8:15. Abigone!

Badminton

Team Wins

Eastern

Section

In the tournament held at

Carlton on Sunday February
7th at Queens Men's team
made a sweep of the singles,

doubles and team events. It

was a close competition with
Laval in the singles matches
with Queens holding a lead of

only one match but tied in

games won with 21 points each.

The Queens doubles teams
dominated the tournament
from this point, winning all

their matches in some excit-

ing, well played games.
The winner of the singles

was Leon Gan Who was also a
major factor in the team win.

One of the most exciting

games of the tournament was
his match with Turcot of Laval

in which Gan lost the first

game 15 - 7 but came back to

win the next two by scores of

15- 7 and 15 - 11. In the doubles,

Henry Fei and James Lim
swept their matches with little

difficulty. The final team
standings were Queens 33,

Laval 28, McGill 20 and Carle-

ton 1. The other two players

contributing to this win were
Dave Howard who played

number 3 singles and two dou-

bles and Glen Conlan who
played number 4 singles.

The teams won lost games-

record over the season is 112

games won, 31 games lost.

Weather

Wipes Out

Jumping

The Queen's nordic ski team

was supposed to compete in the

Ontario and Quebec Athletic

Association ski meet in Mon-

treal this weekend past. How-

ever, due to high winds, the

jumping competition was can-

celled and only the cross coun-

try event was held.

Carleton University won the

cross country, on Friday Feb-

ruary 5th; Queen's was second

and University of Toronto was

third. Since Carleton had no

jumpers, the final contest was

to be on the University of Mon-

treal jump. Unfortunately

weather conditions made the

Montreal jump impossible to

negotiate even for two mem-
bers of Canada's jumping team

who were in attendance to

jump for University of Mon-

treal.

Queen's racers were certain-

ly consistant. The three top

skiers for Queen's — Camp-

bell, Cook and Hayen had

times of 41min51sec, 42min

flat, and 42 min,05 sec respec-

tively for 4th, 5th, and 6th

places on the ten kilometer

track at the Viking ski club at

Morin Heights P.Q. Reid Mc-

Laughlin was eighth and Chriss

Gilliat finished thirteenth out

of a field of thirty (five racers

from each of six schools

)

Neither the individual nordic

trophy nor the nordic com-

bined team trophy will be

awarded this year since the

entire meet was not held —
Better luck next year fellows!

Three OQAA Tournaments

Gymnastics, Badminton, Curling

Queen's hosts three OQAA
meets this weekend: the East-

ern Section Gymnastics meet
and the finals in Curling and
Badminton.

Curling started this morning

at the Cataraqui Club, and will

finish tomorrow. At 1:00 PM
the gymnastics get underway
at Queen's Bartlett Gym, and

Sunday Queen's takes on West-

ern for the OQAA badminton
championships.

Also on the card for this

weekend are two basketball

games, the Gaels versus Otta-

wa U. tonight at 8:15 and the

girls versus Waterloo tomor-
row at 6:30 PM, a dual swim
meet against Guelph, at 2 PM
tomorrow, and a girls hockey
game against Toronto Friday
night at 8 PM.

Sports Schedule This Weekend

Basketball - Friday Feb. 12th - Ottawa U. at Queens — 8: 15 PM
Hockey — Sat. Feb. 13th - Queen's at Ottawa U. — 2:00 PM

Sun. Feb. 14th — Queen'sat Carleton — 2:30 PM
Swimming - Sat. Feb. 13th - Guelph at Queen's - 2:00 PM

Badminton — Sun Feb. 14th — Western at Queen's — OQAA Fi-

nals

Fencing - Sat. Feb. 13th - OQAA Finals at McGill

Skiing — Fri. Feb. 12th — Alpine OQAA Finals at Mt. Sutton

Curling — Fri. & Sat. Feb. 1213th - OQAA Finals at Queen's

Gymnastics — Sat. Feb. 13th — OQAA East at Queen's — 1 PM
Track — Sat. Feb. 13th — Queen's at Ontario Senior Champion-

ships (Toronto)

Women's Schedule

Basketball — Sat. Feb. 13th — Waterloo at Queen's — 6:30 PM
Ice Hockey — Fri. Feb 12th - Toronto at Queen's — 8:00 PM
Gymnastics — Sat. Feb. 13th — Queen's at York — Finals

Intermediate

Basketball — Fri. & Sat. Feb. 12-13th — Finals at Loyola

Swimming &
Diving — Fri. & Sat. Feb. 1213th - WITCA Meet at Waterloo

Curling — Fri. and Sat. Feb. 12-13th - WITCA Finals at Ottawa

Swimmers Lose To Plattsburg
Queen's swimmers dropped a take on Guelph one of their

61-40 decision in a dual meet opponents in the upcoming

against Plattsburgh on OQAA meet, this Saturday at

Wednesday evening. The Gals the Queen's pool.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — Part of a human skull

unearthed by workmen in 1936 is at least 23,600 years old,

scientists say.

This makes it the oldest human artifact ever found in

North America, Hainer Berger, associate professor of

anthropology, geophysics and history at University Cali-

fornia at Los Angeles said Thursday.

A new series of Canadian audio tapes on medical sub-

jects will be available early this spring. Subscribers will

receive a 30 or 40 minute cassette recording every two

weeks for a $2 per month handling charge. Each cassette

will contain 4 or 5 reports, general medical news, and six

one-minute advertising messages. Details are available

from Medifacts Ltd., 33 Somerset Street West, Ottawa 4.
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OTTAWA (CP) — 3enzyl violet 4-B, a purple dye used

for marking the federal grade on meat, may soon be re-

stricted and possibly banned, health department officials

say.

Experiments with food and drug directorate rats indi-

cate that the purple synthetic dye could produce cancer of

the skin.

The officials say a "remote possibility" exists that the

dye could produce cancer in humans if too much was con-

sumed, but they stress the dye does not pose a health haz-

ard under normal use.

Dr. Alex Morrison, deputy director of the directorate,

says linking cancer with the purple dye is "questionable."

In the experiments, rats were fed the dye at levels up to

three per cent of their total diet for 75 weeks. The scien-

tists said they were not certain of the significance of the

data because cancer appeared only on the skin and did not

spread or affect internal organs, such as the liver.

OTTAWA — A $65,000 federal grant for the Indian Associa-

tion of Alberta to help defray initial costs of establishing a

sports and recreational program for the Indians in Alberta

was announced last week.

Agriculture Minister Bud Olson announced the grant on

behalf of National Health and Welfare Minister John Mun-

ro. He said the one-year Fitness and Amateur Sport grant

will permit Alberta's native population to create a sports

and recreation program that would reflect the needs of the

Indian community.

The Addiction Research Foundation has chosen six vol-

unteers for a pilot study on the effects of smoking mari-

juana on human beings.

The volunteers — six males between 21 and 35 — started

smoking on Jan. 4.

They are assembling wooden furniture as part of the

research study so that their work capacity can be gauged

and the work earns wooden tokens that can be used to buy

privileges, comforts and extra marijuana, during the ten

week study.

The researchers are studying whether regular users

become dependent, whether there are withdrawal symp-
toms and whether reverse tolerance develops.

The Addiction Research Foundation is willing to take

wooden nickels — and although this in itself is not conclu-

sive evidence of gullibility we fear they may have fallen

into grave error in their plans to conduct a pilot study on

the effect of marijuana smoking on males.

The subjects, to be chosen after psychology tests, will

work at making wooden stools. For this they will be paid in

wooden nickels and they may spend these on comforts —
and extra marijuana.

This is fine, but has the Foundation considered the possi-

bility that its guinea-pigs may emerge from their 10-week

test period still able to take marijuana or leave it — but

hooked on wooden stools?

We can see them as they leave the clinical unit, their

fingers twitching spasmodically, their eyes narrowed to

desperate slits, their minds on the next stool. As the door

closes behind them, they whirl around and beat upon it

pathetically with their splinter-filled fists, pleading for one

more dovetail joint or a sniff at the glue. Life can be hell

with a 20-pound stool on your back.

Law students are finding a "certain apathy" in the pro-

fession over hiring and about a third of law students who
will graduate from Ontario universities this spring have
not yet obtained articling positions with law firms, Ste-

phen Borins, a professor at Osgoode Hall Law School, told

the Ontario Branch of the Canadian Bar Association, meet-
ing in Ottawa, on Saturday. In Ontario, graduates must
work a year with a law firm before taking a six-month bar
admission course.

KINGSTON, Ont. (CP) - Du Pont of Canada Ltd. in-

tends to proceed with plans to lay off 170 men from its

works here despite the decision by Millhaven Fibres Ltd.

to discontinue local production of nylon textile fibre.

Thomas Wells, Du Pont works manager, said Friday the

company plans to go ahead with the layoffs in March as
part of its "over-all streamlining to make this production

line competitive."

Four hundred persons were laid off by Du Pont in 1970.

The Millhaven announcement Thursday indicated the

company's production cut-off would involve no employee
layoffs.

Mr. Wells" comments came after the release of a state-

ment from company headquarters in Montreal reporting a

decline in profit to $5,5 million in 1970 from $16.3 million in

1969.

The company blamed lower sales and prices, partly

because of foreign competition, and the adverse effect of

lower production volume on unit costs for the decline.

Federal legal officers say Mr. Justice Marcel Nichols,

the judge in the case of accused murderer Paul Rose, may
end up acting as Rose's counsel.

Rose has been barred from his trial, under Section 557 of

the Criminal Code which says that an accused person may
be barred from his trial proceedings in whole or in part,

for misconduct. Rose has refused a lawyer and has been

acting on his own defence. The prosecution is believed con-

sidering use of closed-circuit television which would allow

Rose to watch his trial from his cell.

The judge would put questions to witnesses which a de-

fence lawyer would otherwise ask.

VANCOUVER (CP) - The University of British Colum-
bia Senate has rejected a motion by a student senator

which would have all university faculties surveyed to de-

termine how much of their studies are relevant to Canadi-

an life. Art Smolensky, a graduate student in chemistry
and one of four student senators, had called for the survey

to ascertain how many studies were relevant to English or

French Canada in the social, political, economic, historic,

legal or scientific fields.

BOSTON — Americans spend 1.2 billion hours ;

playing various card games.

Susan Atkins, one of the defendants accused in the Aug.

9, 1969 murder of Sharon Tate, admitted to the murder of

Miss Tate, in the penalty phase of the trial that has lasted

almost eight months.

"I killed her, I stabbed her and she fell," Miss Atkins

said.

"And I stabbed her again. I don't know how many times
I stabbed her and I don't know why I stabbed her.

'

'

"She kept pleading with me, 'Please don't kill me' And I

said, 'Shut up. I don't want to hear it'

"I threw her down on the couch. She said 'All I want to

do is have my baby,'

"Tex (Charles Watson, a member of Manson's clan)

came in and looked down at her and said, 'Kill her,' an I

killed her.''

LONDON (AP) — Elvis Presley was named the world's

top male singer Thursday night in the annual New Musical

Express poll. It was his 12th time in 13 years. Readers of

the New Musical Express elected the American Creedence
Clearwater Revival as the top group. The title of world's

most popular female singer went to American Diana Ross.

KINGSTON, Ont. (CP) — Pregnant women should not

ride snowmobiles, Dr. R. T. G. Milne, a general practition-

er, said in an interview. He said the position in which a

person must sit on the machine could be harmful to preg-

nant women because "they must ride with their knees bent

up and pulled apart and this throws the musculature of the

pelvis into an awkward position."

Canada will pull out of the International Control Com-

mission in Southeast Asia if there is no commission action

over the invasion of Laos, said Mitchell Sharp, the Minis-

ter of External Affairs. The other two members of the

commission are Poland and India.

Mr. Sharp said outside the House of Commons "if there

is no response from our partners, our sense of frustration

will grow even greater."

JAIPUR, India (Reuter) — Two men have been sen-

tenced to death at Udaipur near here for the sacrificial

killing of a l^-year-old boy to appease a Hindu goddess.

The men were found guilty of killing Khuman Singh in

May, 1968, to earn the goddess's favor before starting worK

on a contract to build a water tank. Three other men were

sentenced to life imprisonment for helping the killers.

HAMILTON (CP) - The Firestone Tire and Rubber Co.

of Canada Ltd. announced Friday it is recalling tires

stalled on about 26,000 cars built at the Ford plant m

Thomas and on about 9,000 delivered to retail outlets.

A statement from Firestone said some of the tires /".y

flex in the sidewall area, "which can result in a relati.

rapid loss in air pressure with a possible effect on ve

handling."

VICTORIA (CP) - A rarely used law apparently has

barred George Burnham of Victoria from furtner
^
cce*

aS
the courts in his six-year fight to restore the Red Ensig

Canada's flag. . j-

In Victoria County Court Wednesday, Jud
ffJ^' £ourt

Drake invoked a 1967 amendment to the Supreme

Act to prohibit Mr. Burnham from instituting any —
nt

legal proceedings concerning the validity of the pr

The reason given for the prohibition was that Mr-j^j
ham has "persistently and without any reasonable IF

of

instituted vexatious legal proceedings with respect

concerning the validity of the Canadian flag." ^
After his third court defeat Mr. Burnham, an^y**

rSlJe

veteran of two world wars, said he will continue '

to p

justice."

further

flag



New Poli-sci dept. head

DSC only consulted on selection

tffidiq Teach-in

Depoe, La Pierre, Sinclair,

Burke here Thursday
On Thursday February 18th

at 7:30 p.m., the Union will be

the scene of several group dis-

cussions on the topic of "The
Media and Your Mind". This

s
eminar/teach-in, sponsored

by the education commission

of the A.M.S., will include the

following workshops:

(1) Stanley Burke speaking on

"The Roles and Powers of

the T.V. Journalist v.s.

Management."

(2) Norman DePoe on "Com-
munications between
French Canada and Eng-
lish Canada."

(3) Laurier Lapierre on "Cen-

sorship and the Media.

"

(4) Lister Sinclair on "Artistic

Talent and the Media."

The same evening at 9 p.m.

in Grant Hall, a panel made up

of these four eminent guests

will discuss the subject of

"The Americanization of the

Media and our minds." Flora

Macdonald, executive secre-

tary of the Independent Com-
mittee for Canada, will act as

moderator to this discussion.

All of these guest speakers
are prominent people in the
field of communications. Stan-

ley Burke is known as the regu-
lar newscaster to all those who
have watched the CBC eleven

o'clock news in the years from
1966 to 1969. Mr. Burke has had
a long history in journalism
beginning with a job on the
Edmonton Bulletin. Later,
when he was working for the

Vancouver Sun, he was ap-
pointed Parliamentary Corre-
spondent and then held the post
of CBC News Correspondent at
'he United Nations in New
vork, in Paris, and London. In
"ie fall of 1969, he left the CBC
'o devote his time and energies
'o the work of Interpox and
Canairelief on behalf of the
civilian population of Biafra.
s">ee then he has free-lanced

^ the communications field.

j« one of Canada's most wide-
y experienced men in this
I'eld, he can speak with author-

"J.
experience and his own

a™ttion of wit on a wide range
°f topics — from Education to
**ology — from the bi-lingual
s"uation in Canada to global
a«airs.

Another of the guests, Lister

z"c lair, has won great ac-

claim as a poet and playwrite
in Canada, the United States
and England, having written
160 dramatic works for radio,

another three for television

and several for the stage.
Many of his dramatic works
have been published and are
currently studied in high
schools and universities. Pres-
ently, Mr. Sinclair is executive

producer of the CBC series

MAN AT THE CENTRE. Oth-

er creations of his include the

award-winning specials on
DARWIN, SHAW, and
SHAKESPEARE, as well as

the series SCIENCE REVIEW,
EXPLORATIONS, TELE-
SCOPE and NATURE OF
THINGS. Lister Sinclair's oth-

er accomplishments range
from the co-ordination of the

theme of MAN AND HIS
WORLD at expo '67, to acting,

as well as to being a music
critic for Saturday Night. His

interests in all phases of arts

and science make him a com-
pletely fascinating as well as

educating speaker; one who is

in great demand throughout

Canada and the United States.

Norman Depoe was born in

Portland, Oregan in 1917 but

received his education in Van-

couver, British Columbia,

when his family moved to

Canada in 1923.

Before joining the CBC
News Service in 1948, he

worked briefly for the Satur-

day Night Press as a writer-

editor.

His many assignments for

the CBC have contributed to

such programs as News
Roundup, News Magazine, the

Ottawa beat for the National

TV News and The Public Eye.

At present he is a member of

the CBC news team exploring

new concepts in presentation

of local and international pub-

lic affairs as well as new tech-

niques of news broadcasting.

Laurier LaPierre, a 36 year

old associate professor of his-

tory at McGill University will

be speaking on Censorship and

the Media. A well-known radio

and television commentor in

Canada on public affairs, he

was former co-host on the pop-

ular Canadian Broadcasting

Corporation TV program "This

Hour Has Seven Days."

by Brian Rogers

The Department of Political
Studies is in search of a new
Head; Hugh Thorburn, the
present Head, has decided to
relinquish his post at the end of
his three-year term, Septem-
ber 1971, and take a sabbatical.
A selection committee,
chaired by Dean R. L. Watts,
was appointed by the Principal
in the early winter to advise
him; it includes three Deans,
three faculty members of the
politics department and three
faculty members in other dis-

ciplines. The D.S.C., after ini-

tially writing to Dean Watts,
was asked to play a consulta-
tive role whereby the DSC's as
a whole could relay its ideas to

the selection committee at
various stages in the process.

However, in a meeting on
Jan. 27, the DSC rejected this

notion of consultation, asking
for membership on the com-

Riley new AMS president

. The following are the results of Monday's AMS election:

.>strong - Green, 59; Osterbauer - Hylton, 222; Riley - Bradley,

6
„
66

; Silzer-Wright 62; Walker - Lichtenfels, 320. and Woods-

^arn, 197. Referendum - "Shall the AMS fee in the non-aca-

?*iic fee be raised by one dollar to pay for an executive assisi-

m? " - yes, 684; no, 702. .H„ ,„
„. We regret that our press deadlines make it impossible 10

8lVe a more complete story on the results in time for this issue.

mittee. An outline of the rea-

sons for student membership
on the committee was arrived

at and two representatives saw
Dean Watts; this meeting was
followed by a visit to the DSC
by the Dean in which he clari-

fied his reasons for suggesting

that student membership on

the committee would be diffi-

cult at this time. The major
issue, he stated, was not one of

principle (for he personally

agreed with the idea of student

membership on selection

committees) but was unfortun-

ately the uninspiring one of

procedure. He argued that

since the Senate Committee on

Appointment, Promotion, Ten-

ure and Leave was expected to

present a report dealing with

the problem of student involve-

ment in selection procedures

very shortly, it would be un-

wise to press for a premature
precedent. He added that the

Principal had been enforcing a

"freeze" on the form of selec-

tion committee while the Sen-

ate Committee dealt with the

problem.

The DSC, when presented
with the full case, decided that

as the procedures for consulta-

tion would be very thorough,

the effectiveness of its role

would still justify its participa-

tion — although it still felt

strongly about the idea of

membership. A letter was then

sent to the chairman of the

Senate Committee clarifying

the DSC's position and urging

the committee to include stu-

dent membership on selection

committees in its report.

This past Thursday, the DSC
met with members of the

selection committee outlining

the students' general ideas on
what sort of head was needed
in the department. A very cre-

ative discussion took place and
further student involvement is

expected as external candi-

dates are invited into the de-

partment and as the list of pos-

sible successors to Dr. Thor-
burn becomes shorter.

Indian Affairs Dept. serves only whites
by Debbie Scott

During the second of a series

of informal talks on Canada's
native peoples, Dr. Arthur
Blue, assistant professor at

Althouse College of Education

at the University of Western
Ontario, discussed the psycho-

logical effects of culture con-

tact on the Canadian Indian.

Dr. Blue, himself a Canadian
Indian, explained he was not a

representative of all Indian

people. In reality, there is no

such thing as the "North
American Indian" . . . there

are a group of Indian nations.

Dr. Blue said, "These nations

are as dissimilar in many re-

spects as the European nations

are."

In order for the white man to

try and understand such diver-

sity, he must first look to the

Indian's general outlook on the

world. The Indian lives in a

"very real part of nature. The

Indian operates not from a

power basis, but rather from

what is "real" or "the truth".

To be in power means to the

Indian to be a true spokesman
of his people. This is the reason

why Indians will never ban

together to form some kind of

political power — as the

French Canadians have done.

The whiteman has the opposite

view. He looks at society and
the world through an abstract,

artificial system of economics,

politics and business. The Indi-

an does not and in many ways
cannot understand such a sys-

tem. The Indian feels that he is

above his laws — they have no

written code of right and
wrong as we do. They practice

self-control; their laws are
internalized.

It is only when the Indian is

de-cultured that a breakdown
of these internal controls be-

gins. Usually this results in

alcoholism, and the breaking

of whiteman's laws. The Indi-

an's identity is soon lost.

Course Evaluation Guide

Referendum again Thursday

The Canadian government
has made but a feeble attempt

to help the Indian. The Depart-

ment of Indian Affairs, as it

admits, is but the whiteman's
representation of the Indian

for the whiteman. It serves

only the white population. In

fact, the head of the Depart-

ment is, "a French Canadian
who equates the Indian prob-

lem to the French Canadian
problem." It is obvious, consi-

dering the definite difference in

outlook, that our government
should construct a Department
consisting of Indians to help

the Indians. It is only by a sin-

cerely conscientious effort

that the Indian culture can be

saved.

In last Wednesday's ASUS
election, the referendum on

whether the ASUS fee should

be increased by $1.50 to pay for

a course evaluation guide fell 8

votes short of a two thirds

majority that it required to

pass. As it was not realized or

publicized before the vote that

the question required a two

thirds majority, and since both

the old and the incoming exec-

utives feel that it is a very
important issue the referen-

dum will be held again this

Thursday.

If the vote produces a two
thirds majority in favour, the

course evaluation guide for all

first and second year Arts and
Science courses will be pro-

duced as planned. If the refer-

endum is defeated, the project

will be completely cancelled.

Sid Bab* clash for th« first tim* in Quim'i Musical Theotro production, Tho Pajoma Gam*.
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Effort now can change system from within
by Bill Johnston

The common attitude among
students that "I'll wait until I

attain a more senior position in

my organization, with greater

influence, before I'll press for

improvements in the system"

was ridiculed Saturday by Al-

lan Clarke, former director of

the Company of Young Canadi-

ans, and presently director of

Demonstration Projects in

Community Development at

Algonquin College. Speaking at

the conference on Prisoners of

the Community, Clarke stated

that if a person has that atti-

tude, he will never get enough

influence to affect any
changes. The idea of waiting

for power ("I'll be more radi-

cal when my kids are through

school") is simply a "game
people play to justify their

staying in a system which they

know isn't functionning."

Clarke maintained that indi-

viduals, including students,

can have some effect in chang-

ing and improving this system,

partly through creating a con-

sciousness among others that

there are problems by con-

stantly questionning the relev-

ance of programs and institu-

tions which are supposed to

help rectify a bad situation.

Even better would be to send a

letter explaining the problem

to the Minister in charge of,

say, the welfare office, and

then to write the agency, en-

closing a copy of the letter to

the Minister.

A major problem with stu-

dents, however, is that "we are

all great researchers, but that

can get to be a life long occupa-
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Faculty of Arts and Science

HONOURS APPLICATIONS

Following the recommendation of the Curri-

culum Committee, formal application for hon-

ours will be made only at the end of third

year. Prior to their third year, students who
meet course prerequisities may register for

honours programs, but are required ') fill

out honours application forms.

There will be a subsequent notice in

the Journal indicating when honours aoplica-

tion forms will be available in the Faculty

office for third year students.

tion", so that we never get

around to acting on the infor-

mation we have. An institution

which students could play an
important part in "freeing up"
is the educational system.

Boards of education represent-

atives, for instance, reflect

only the ideas of the middle
class, and not the students or

the poor. A first stage in

freeing the educational system

would be to put up some candi-

dates for office who represent

these people.

Before a person can dismiss

the system as unworkable, he
should try it to see how respon-

sive it is. Clarke insisted. He
also warned against waiting
for the revolution because it is

a long way off and because it

may never arrive since "the
ability of the government to

oppress us all is large," as
its ability to convince rno«
people of its virtue. Besides
there are many examples

of
successful attempts to wo
within the system. For ^
stance, a group of young public
servants in Washington ha«
been formed to study the polj!
cies of their various depart
ments to ensure that they meet
the needs of the people.

Criticism of War Act lacking
If the War Measures Act had

been declared by the US gov-

ernment in Washington, thou-

sands of Canadians would have

marched in protest in front of

US consulates in Canada. When
the Act was declared in Cana-

da, however, the opposition

from Canadians was minimal.

This lack of opposition to an

"essentially anti-democratic

act of horrendous importance"

shocked Allan Clarke, former
Company of Young Canadians

director, who, in speaking here

Saturday, said that he fears

that this indicates a shift on the

part of Canadians towards
more repressive attitudes.

Clarke said that he received

much more violent criticism

for his association with a group

which criticized the War Act
than he ever got in his years as

director of the frequently con-

tentious CYC. Particularily

disturbing to him was the lack

of much reaction from stu-

dents.

The lack of reaction seemed
to indicate a strong desire on

the part of Canadians to be

reassured that everything is all

right and apprently, "all Tru-

deau (a skillful and articulate

con artist) has to do is reas-

sure us that he is a swinger"
and Canadians are satisfied

that all is well.

Though the government had
shown itself to be repressive in

its handling of such things as

welfare or regional develop-

ment, its blatancy is declaring

the War Act was surprising.

Clarke also noted that, al-

though opposition to the decla-

ration of the War Act is ap-

pearing in print now, (three

months late), there has as yet

been no widespread criticism

of the government's stated in-

tention to replace the Public
Order Act (when it expires in

April) with permanent legisla-

tion which will embody many
of the same things as the Pub-
lic Order Act.

Co. of Young Canadians dead

The Company of Young Ca-
nadians was a good idea (in

fact the best idea the govern-
ment had in the last decade)
which the government didn't

understand," according to Al-

lan Clarke, former director of

the CYC. Lester Pearson, in

setting it up, thought the Com-
pany might be employed in

cleaning bird droppings off war
memorials or might organize
community bands of the type
that had impressed Pearson in

visits to western US cities. In

such circumstances, "there
was never any possibility of

communication between the
CYC and the government."

The result of this misunder-
standing of the government of

the purpose of the CYC was
legislation by which the gov-

ernment will appoint the

members of the directing coun-

cil of the CYC (all but one of

the present directors will be

replaced by April 1). Clarke
believes that, while the Com-
pany will still have the same
form and shape, this legisla-

tion means that the CYC is

effectively dead as any kind of

change orientated organization

and it could well become "a

kind of propaganda agency for

the federal government."

Low Soc. elects girl president

The first female president of

the Law Students' Executive
was elected Wednesday.
Lesley Cook, second year,

edged out Len Levencrown by
only four votes and left two
other male candidates, Peter
Kemp and John Webb, far be-

hind.

About 47% of Queens' law
students voted in the annual
elections.

'ChcTRound'Cable
3tcjR iiousc and taucm /j^rttr^V

Bath "Roafl at /ronitnai mall, liimisicn, Ontario, Mi-jro 49ly %\ %

WANTS STUDENTS!
lltb 3tcak Special Only, 245

& Our Sunday INighl

Roast Beef Buffet o„iy2.99

iBourjftrst Cocktail— Only 15/

- CLIP THIS COUPON

OPPORTUNITIES
IN ISRAEL
Col. Yaacov Kaplan

Director of the Israel Aliyah Centre in To-
ronto will discuss these and answer ques-

tions about Israel.

HILLEL House, February! 7, Wednesday, 8p.m.

EVERYONE INVITED

QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD

WILL FOLLOW
Colonel Kaplan is currently on leave from
his post as commanding officer of the North-
ern Defense area of Israel where he has
worked in close contact with all settlements
and with the Jewish Agency and the Jewish
National Fund. Born in Poland, sent to offi-

cers' school in Moscow and a graduate of
the Texas University at Arlington, where he
received a M. A. in Political Science and
Government, Colonel Kaplan has served in

the Israel Defence Forces since 1949.

AMS Rep elected were Paul

Herbert and Wally Palmer.

Acclaimed positions on the

Law Executive went to John

Spears (Vive-President), Suz-

anne Hansen (Secretary) and

Paul Abell (Treasurer).

In the Legal Aid Executive

elections second year positions

went to Bernie McCashan,

Mike Picher and Tom Taggart.

First year posts were taken by

Paul Abell and Tom Barber.

Commerce exec.

The results of the Commerce

Society elections are as fol-

lows: President - Bill De Lu-

cia: Vice President — James

Bowland; Treasurer — Steve

Brereton; Athletic Stick
-

George Smith; Social Conven-

or — Harvey Fine; AMS Rep -

Chris Dundas; and AMS Jr-

Rep — Jim Dinning

toil — tody's brown suede '"°wb°°"

(Clorks Igloos) loken by mistake from

Jock Horly Arena, Sunday Feb. 7, dun s

staff family skating period. To <>"M"°

mine for yours please phone 542-3^^

Attention Arts '72. Annual meeting c1

^
elections of 4th year executive and P«;

rnanent executive to be held tonig

Feb. 16, at 8 pm in the Bed H"" 1"1 '

Kingston Hall.

Warm quiet single room $10.50 P*|

week. Men. law. Commerce or <*°"°Z
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People in Power
by Peters Adams and Raymont

Ellen 'Doll' Hutchings

Tucked behind her cash register in the Gordon-Brock-

ingtoi meal line; known to everyone as 'Doll' ; no gambit of

Queen's personalities would be complete without Ellen

Hutchings.
Everyone knows 'Doll', and she knows everyone who

walks past her cash register. "I have no favourites. I like

all the boys." Doll is an important part of Queen's life to the

boys in Gordon-Brockington. A cheery smile and a motherly

.'Hi, sweety" can warm the coldest morning, or provide a

smile from the most depressed heart.

To many, Doll is the brightest part of the day. Without

her, Queen's somehow wouldn't quite be Queen's.

Born in Kingston — attended Notre Dame College (High

School) — first worked at Queen's in the Student Union Cof-

fee Shop — worked downtown for a lawyer for a while — her

son is a consulting engineer and lives in Rochester — Doll

bas had her present job in the Gordon-Brockington meal

line for seven years.

On her job "I mark down the boys' numbers, and take mon-

ey from anyone who wants to pay for a meal.

Well, we start off in September, and I know all their

numbers by the beginning of November. There are 360 of

them.

I never get bored with my job, and I really miss it

when I'm not here."

On her nickname "When I first came here, there was this

boy, and he came down one day and made a picture of a

doll, and he put it on here (her cash register) , and put dollar

signs in the eyes, and ever since then it has stuck. And
that's how I got my name. '

'

On Co-Educational Residences "The way I look at it, if

you've got the mentality to go to university, you've got the

mentality to know how to act no matter where you are.

I think a boy should get away from home. It makes him

grow up."

On Women's Liberation "Garbage. Liberation- is your own
doing. Those people that picket have nothing else to do.

There are enough things in life to keep them satisfied."

On Birth Control "There's no reason any woman today

should get pregnant and have to have an abortion. You're

old enough, and there's so much on birth control available.

They've got a good book on it now. Nowadays they know
everything about birth control."

On sport "Football, I don't understand, but hockey . .

.

My favourite team is Chicago and I get everybody bet-

ting. Why Chicago? Well, Bobby Hull's on the team for one

thing. What more could you ask for.

"

Pastimes "I like parties for one thing. I like to skate. No, I

haven't been over to the new arena yet, but the boys say its

really good.

I love to shop — what woman doesn't."

On University expansion "I really think that its better if the

university keeps itself confined and all together. Its better

for the students, and its better for everyone. People that are

selling out to the university are getting good money for

their property.

"

On students "Students don't get credit for the good things

they do. They do a lot of good things for Kingston. Look at

the Heart Fund drive on Sunday, things like that.

I don't think that students have a lot of money. If they

want to ski on the weekend, they have to stay in all week.
'

'

On education "You need it more than ever nowadays. Be-

cause if you don't have an education, people won't say 'hel-

lo' to you. Its true."
On plays and films "I go to some of the campus plays, only

if I know 'my boys' are in it. I've got to really like it to go to

something. I don't go to many movies. Some of the movies

nowadays are really garbage."
°n going back to school "At my age! They don't give grand-

mothers courses do they?
"

On her boys "You've never seen the Christmas gifts they

gave me. Some of them put their meal numbers on the

Christmas cards, too, so I'll know who they are.

I think you should have interviewed the guys. Ask them

what they think ofme.
"My kids are really good to me. I have fun with the

J°ys. They're all nice guys. It's like a family, you know. . .

.

"hat more can I say. ..."

1
"Student waves" no surprise

by Bill Johnston

The Whig Standard carried a
story in their Saturday issue,
describing the prediction of the
Economic Council of Canada
that university enrollment in
Canada could reach 280,000 by
1980-81. The Whig stated that
this represents "a grand popu-
lation wave so frightening in
its proportions it will make all

earlier demands for student
places look like ripples."

The Economic Council pre-
diction is about 100,000 higher
than many of the other predic-
tions which have been made
about enrollment.

Principal Deutsch told the
Journal that the Economic
Council report has been in the
hands of the committee of

Presidents of Universities for
about nine or ten months and
account had been taken of it in

their planning. He expressed
surprise that it appeared as a
new prediction in the Whig
now. He also noted that there

has been some concern ex-

pressed about the figures, with
some people contending that

they might be too high, but
remarked that the predictions

which the CPUO looks at have

in the past generally been too

low.

The Economic Council re-

port estimated that, if univers-

ities continue to accept all

qualified persons, by 1975-76,

there will be 30,100 undergrads
and 5800 grads without places

in universities. "The dimen-

sions of this anticipated short-

fall in student places may be
appreciated by visualizing that

the numbers would represent
the equivalent of a university

larger than the University of

Toronto, being created within

the next five years," the Whig
said.

Ubi Roi is easy French
Canada claims to be pro-

gressively moving towards a
bilingual and bicultural coun-
try. In the interests of promot-
ing this, the Campus Activities

Commission is bringing the

Jeunes Comediens on Thurs-
day, Feb. 18th to present Ubi
Roi, a light-hearted farce by
Alfred Jarry. The production is

geared to English audiences
who have about grade 13 level

French, so most students will

easily comprehend the play.

Great use is made of visual

effects and mimic to make the

play even more clear.

The. presentation is at KCVI
auditorium at 8:00 p.m. on
Feb. 18th. (it is an hour long so

you can make it to the Media
panel discussion as well.

)

Eng Soc exec acclaimed
The executive of the Engi-

neering Society was chosen by

acclamation last week. The
new president is Herman Jans-

sen; the vice president is

Bruce Miller; the treasurer is

Steve Mansell; and Greg Wes-

ton is chairman of the Develop-

ment Committee. The position

of secretary has not as yet

been filled. The Outer Council

of the Engineering Society

chose John A. MacDonald as

chief free.

Tickets will be on sale all

this week in the Union and at

the Division of Concerts and on

Thursday at the door, which
will be open 7:30 p.m. Admis-

sion is only $1.00 for a very

worthwhile cultural experi-

ence.

Pollution Probe

meeting

"Recycling and its Benefits

to our Environment" will be

the topic for a film and panel

discussion at tonights Pollution

Probe meeting in Stirling Hall,

Room D, at 8 pm. Panelists

include Dr. Reg Clark. Chair-

man of the Department of

Chemical Engineering and Dr.

Jim Brown, Dean of Applied

Science.

Delegates for the Pollution

Probe Conference to be held in

Toronto Feb. 19 and 20 will be

chosen and there will be a re-

organization of various func-

tions of the Kingston Pollution

Probe at the meeting.

MEDIA & YOUR MIND

Thurs. February 18, 1971

Admission Free 7:30 p.m.
Seminar Workshop- ir the Student Union Lounges

Small group discussions with:

Stanley Burke speaking on "The Roles and

Powers of the T.V. journalist vs management."

Norman Depoe on "Communications between
French and English Canada".

Laurier La Pierre on "Censorship and the

Media".

Lister Sinclair on "Artistic Talent and the

Media- ".

9:00 p.m. in Grant Hall

"The Americanization of the

Media and Our Minds"

A panel discussion with the above five guest

speakers, moderated by Flora Macdonald, Ex-

ecutive Secretary of the Committee for an In-

dependent Canada

Education Commission

Alma Mater Society
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"I will say, then, that I am not, nor ever have been,

in favor of bringing about in any way the social and political equality

of the white and black races: that I am not, nor ever have been,

in favor of making voters or jurors of Negroes, nor of qualifying them

to hold office, nor to intermarry with white people

"And inasmuch as as they cannot so live, while they do remain together

there must be the position of superior and inferior,

and I as much as am any other man am in favor of having

the superior position assigned to the white race." Abraham Lincoln
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near Sir:

The comment by two "Indig-

nant
Bilingual Canadians" that

Kingston radio stations ignore

French music is somewhat of a

misstatement.

Queen's own radio station

CFRC presents Emission

Francaise, an hour of

French-Canadian and French

music with conversation and

commentary in French. Dis-

cussion on this program ranges

from campus events such as

the formation of La Societe

Francais to Quebec separa-

tism. Folk Roots also features

much French-Canadian music

in a program of early Canadian

[oik music. In addition many of

our pops programs include

music by our finest French-

Canadian singers.

Although we perhaps don't

carry as much French and

French-Canadian program-

ming as we should, it is hardly

fair to say that we ignore

French music.

Sincerely,

Geoff Barley,

Program Director,

Radio Station CFRC.

vote of 33% in the April elec-
tion but polled 24% of the vote,
as Bourgault mentioned.

Secondly, the Parti Quebe-
cois did not exist ten years ago.
Bougault did emphasize that
there were some small disor-
ganized independentist groups
such as the RN and the RIN
until three years ago when
Bourgaulfs RIN merged with
Levesque's MSA to form the
Parti Quebecois.

Anne Leahy

Dear Sir:

In last Wednesday's A.S.U.S.
election, the proposed fee in-

crease of $1.50 for a course
evaluation guide fell eight

votes short of the required two
thirds majority. Feeling that

this defeat was due more to a

lack of publicity than student
antipathy towards the proposal

the incoming A.S.U.S. execu-

tive has decided to rerun the

referendum this Thursday,
February 18.

The proposed guide would
include professors' descrip-

tions of content and purpose
and possible changes for first,

second and some third year

courses. In addition, there

would be student evaluation of

each course, compiled from
Computor-analysed results of

questionnaires completed dur-

ing class time.

The values of such a guide

are several. Descriptions

would be far more detailed

than those provided by the offi-

cial Arts and Science Calen-

dar. They would present a real

picture of student evaluation of

work loads, content, profes-

sors' presentation, methods of

grading and teaching abilities.

We feel that the value of the
guide easily outweigh the mar-
ginal fee increase needed to
publish it.

Nancy Brandt
Ted Cape
Arts'73

Dear Sir:

This is in reference to that
letter concerning the French
language on Kingston radio
stations. It is statements made
by people like those two indig-

nant bilingual Canadians that
make me sick. If they want
French music and language
they can easily pick up Mon-
treal French radio stations, or
better yet, they could move to

Quebec. As for me I do not
care to listen to the French
language. Although it may not

be fashionable these days, I'm
perfectly happy to live in an
English environment, and if

the French can't respect my
desires as they expect us to

respect theirs, then I wish they

would separate.

French culture means no-

thing to me. It has never meant
anything and it never will, ex-'

cept in leading to discrimina-

tion against me as an English

Canadian. To me French Cana-

dians are foreigners. In fact I

feel more at home in the

United States and to retain my
English identity I wouldn't hes-

itate to move there.

K. Manton
P.S. I was born in Quebec and

lived there for fifteen years

before I had the good fortune to

move to Ontario. P.P.S. I bet

you won't print this. If you

don't, I know it will be just

another case of discrimination

against English Canadians.

To all Arts and Science Undergraduate Students.

Last Wednesday, you elected a president and a vice-presi-

dent, agreed to allot them a $200 honorarium and chose 9 reps-

at-large. But the referendum on the course guide evaluation

was defeated by a narrow margin of 8 votes on the basis of the

2/3 majority necessary.

In our opinion, information concerning "what is the course

evaluation guide", the wording of the referendum, and the val-

ue of having a course evaluation guide was inadequate. Com-

bined with this, the ASUS executive failed to realize that this

question required a two thirds majority since it was a constitu-

tional anemendment. Despite the lack of knowledge on this fact,

the question failed by only 8 votes. We feel that, because a sub-

stantial amount of the students (6570) were in favour of this

referendum, this question should be brought back for a revote,

this time.with proper information.

The course evaluation guide is a very substantial project,

and one which is recommended by the Senate Committee on

Grievance, Discipline and Related Matters: "Course evaluation

by students are useful and thought to be useful in the Faculty of

Law, and in the Faculty of Arts and Science ... We would sug-

gest that their use be encouraged in that they appear to have the

effect of obviating student grievances by letting a teacher know

his shortcomings . . . Properly used, with due respect to their

limitations, course evaluations would appear to improve teach-

ing and make it responsive to the views of students" (Step 4,

section B).)

The groundwork for this course evaluation guide has all

been laid, the preliminary work has been done and a structure

to handle the completion and tabulation of results for the guide

has been constructed. We feel that once the Arts and Science

Undergraduates have been as fully informed as possible (and

here we depend a great deal on the individual D.S.C.'s). and if

they vote this question dorum, then that's the end of the prob-

lem. But it would certainly be a shame if this project failed

because students did not know what it was about and voted "no"

on the basis of the $1.50 increase done. The narrow margin by

which it was defeated Feb. 10th, despite the lack of information

about the course evaluation guide, suggests to us that with pro-

per information, students would pass this question.

Murray J. Girotti

ASUS PRES 1970-71

Joce Cote

ASUS VICE-PRES 1970-71

Marv Bloos

Incoming ASUS PRES 1971-72

Nancy Hoey
Incoming ASUS VICE-PRES
1971-72

Dear Sir:

Re: Quebec Separation is Inev-

itable

I would like to point out two
inaccuracies in- the article re-

porting what Pierre Bourgault
has said Under Attack.

First of all, the Parti Quebe-
eois did not receive a popular

Nominations for the post of next year's Journal

editor, and next year's Tricolor editor most be

submitted to Trish Jackson, Communications

Commissioner, c/o the AMS office. Names of

those running must be in by 5 p.m., Fri. Feb. 19 -

written briefs must be submitted by the Mon.

morning following study week.

(fhtwtt s Smtrttal
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ny Alan Broadbent
The just-past AMS elections were very unique as

far as we voters were concerned. There were so

many things going on we weren't used to that we
were doomed to end up in a great heap of confusion

and fatigue.

Usually the fatigue in an election campaign is

most heavily felt by the candidates, but this year it

was with the voters. With six teams of candidates

running, the hardest hit were those in residences. I

heard reports from reliable sources that a good

many of the people living in residence got an aver-

age of one hour sleep a night, due to the constant

visitations of striving potentates and their emissar-

ies.

In a usual campaign, the voters have two, three

at the outside, teams to listen to, and the difference

between the groups are somewhat discernable. But

*'th six teams, the flow of politicos is constant, and

the differences between them are blurred in a flood

ot rhetoric Even those of us who live outside of

residences are assaulted through the campus press

wi'h a plethora of messages and platforms. It be-

anies difficult to remember who said what, as

each team races to out-plank the other.

Redundancy of stances on issues is inevitable

*'th six teams, and it becomes impossible to tell

who promised better concerts and more cheap

""using I talked to a fellow the other day who. in

Vlew of his failing eyesight, thought that there were

only two people running, one team, but he said that

he wasn't going to vote for them because they had

bothered him too often. He thought that for them to

visit him twelve times and not remember what they

had told him the last time was too damn imperson-

al

Of course it is also difficult for the candidates

themselves to run against so many other people.

They must take on the skill of a juggler.

As they look for the position on an issue that will

separate'them from the flock, they cannot just take

one other position and then find a suitable opposi

lion to it. but they must take into account five other

views and then come up with some subtle differ-

ence which in the end few will notice anyway. They

must take on the canniness of a slow halfback, who

ha vine broken into the clear must constantly glance

over his shoulder to check out the angle of pursuit

of his potential tacklers. The inherent danger in this

is that he may run into the goalposts.

Rather than a great deal of forward progress,

some candidates opted for a paranoid stance, hold-

ing ground and defending the fort They could be

seen going through the motions, always glancing

about for an errant political missile which could

damage the battlements. They proposed nothing

new or unthought of, expressing an unwillingness to

S themselves up for attack. The best offence ,s a

P
h Hpfpnre Thev are like the chap I used to know

who gained quite a reputation for his participation

in running the mile. He always came in dead last,

sometimes a full lap behind the nearest competitor,

and as a result was usually pointed out in the press

report of the race.

The toughest thing for the candidates, however,

was trying to find out who they were running ag-

ainst. Day-to-day rumours changed on who was the

front-runner. Issues were often formulated and

switched on the basis of who was prominent in the

rumour-mill. Canadidates were changing from

forward to reverse on the hinted rise and fall of

public awareness, and it is surprising that there

wasn't an abundance of political fractures along the

way.
It was a funny campaign indeed. However, if at

times the candidates and the electorate were con-

fused and seemingly lacked direction, there was
one very important positive factor. Twelve people

had the concern and desire to run for the top posi-

tion in AMS government.

The unfortunate thing about any election is that

only one team can win. The unfortunate thing about

this election is that five teams, ten good people,

must not win. But there lies hope in the possibility

that these ten people will not stop caring after this

election, and that they will make an effort to re-

main in a position to help make things better. The

position of AMS President is important, but there

are many other areas which need the kind of person

who would run for the presidency.
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QUEEN'S DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA
presents

GHO
by Henrik Ibsen

directed by Richard Trousdeli

CONVOCATION HALL FEBRUARY 16, 17, 18, 19, 20.

Tickets available at Drama Department between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. or phone 547-6291
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'When a nation

js seduced culturally as

v/e are, the war is lost,

finished. The kids

know it, only the stupid

block-head adults refuse

to face this fait accompli . .

.

I
have watched with
helplessness and dismay
at how two decades
of televiewing have
transformed all five of my
children into Americans" -

Aleen Siveil -

Angered mother -

Telegram, February 1971.

Media
and Your

Mind
by Richard Osier

One cannot blame Canada and Canadians for being seduced cul-

turally by such a bed-mate as the U.S. media, because at the moment,

in Canada, we have no comparable Canadian media which can se-

duce us as well and give us as much enjoyment and pleasure at the

same time.

The question then becomes, is it possible to create "the great

Canadian love" who can seduce us Canadian style, thus ending the

possibility of a marriage culturally between the U.S. and Canada with

•he U.S. winning the points. I think it is possible and therefore I disa-

gree with the emotional mother above in that I see a Canadian con-

sciousness is slowly, very slowly developing even with the saturation

of Canada with American content in all our media, television radio

newspapers and magazines. Without having to close the 49th parallel

or to institute a program of rah rah nationalism Canada tan still retain

a separate national consciousness while still retaining the best ot

what the U.S. has to offer. However we have to stop now: further U.S.

Penetration in the Canadian consciousness, further selling out to

canned American shows, or syndicated columns and further defeatist

attitudes concerning Canada's ability to create a more Canadian me-

dia. Interest and motivation are needed along with a pride in being

Canadian if we are to retain what is left of a Canadian sence ofjdent-

ity. In- this age of continental and™™^^™^*%X
some penetration of other countries into our way of life. However .only

when that penetration threatens to destroy all differences between

•he ways of life and thinking between two countnes need one be

alarmed. That is in fact what is happening between Canad..an the

U.S. now and therefore without advocating blind.nationalism we

must fight or we will lose more than a border in the next decades

come.

continued on page 8
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Media and Your Mind

On the whole, the facts are not heartening, and on<

the primary reasons is the profit motive as demons!

by privately owned media networks and newspap

On the whole, the facts are not heartening, and one of the primary reasons is the profit

motive as demonstrated by privately owned media networks and newspapers. When the

C.B.C. was incorporated in 1938 it's purpose was to be a powerful regulatory and operational

body with strict control over private stations, creating radio which was adapted to national

problems and conditions and "not just an adjunct to a mass production way of life". Only if

private owners could produce Canadian shows of a higher or equal calibre of American

programmes, and if their advertisers were predominantly Canadian, could private stations

conceivably foster and therefore serve national objectives such as increased understanding

between regions and language groups. If the two basic forces motivating the television and

radio broadcasting systems in Canada, which are creating a national identity, and making

large profits, and if they cannot be reconciled, and reconciled with nationalism checking the

profit motive, then the Canadian system will become an adjunct to the American system if

not completely absorbed by it. It is much cheaper to import canned American programmes,

and as a result stations buy them instead of creating and cultivating Canadian talent. In the

case of private television, "it becomes essentially an outlet for New York and Hollywood."

Because of the lack of enforced regulation until the C.R.T.C. was established in 1968 non-

C.B.C. stations and affiliates have forgotten national objectives in favour of the green stuff

which is so plentiful below the border. The reason is simple, the private stations and even

C.B.C. to a lesser extent broadcast shows which will increase their advertising revenue and

since in many cases one buys American advertising purchased on Canadian stations to ad-

vertise American products represents a total of our $80,000,000 or 75% of all national T.V.

advertising. In view of the fact that for one broadcast week between 7:00 pm and 11:00 pm,

CFTO in Toronto had only an average of 22% Canadian programming one can see how much
the dollar dictates what the Canadian viewer sees. Private stations in fact import twice as

many U.S. programmes than does C.B.C. which means private stations make commensur-
ately more money on advertising revenue due to the drawing power of American pro-

grammes. In fact private television in Canada has become a contest for advertising dollars,

not for quality in their programming. Private broadcasters in fully prime time with import-

ed programmes have been content "to sit at the end of the pipe and suck." (Well it is about

time some Canadians got their posteriors into gear and did something about it.) With group

control of 47% of Canada's 97 private television stations which are thereby controlled by the

interests of a small economic elite it is no wonder some stations are geared to making yearly

pre-tax profits of 90%. With such profit margins who says Canadian T.V. can't afford to

supply their Canadian audience with Canadian content?! Who then can criticize a flounder-

ing C.B.C. which is becoming indistinguishable from A. B.C. or C.T.V. in its frantic attempt
to keep above water? What is killing our nationally owned network which was the main dam
in the dyke to stop American penetration is the capitalism of our media which in turn brings

American influence and culture into our living-rooms. When this happens and because of the

polish and sophistication of American programmes as compared to the lack of polish and
sophistication of incipient Canadian programmes, it is no wonder "Canadians tune into

American programmes in larger numbers than they do to Canadian production." In a gallop

poll taken in 1969, 49%. of the people questioned felt Canada was influenced too much by
American content and American television, 40% said we are not influenced too much and
11%' were undecided. When the poll asked which programmes were better, Canadian or U.S.,

50% said the U.S., 30%> said about the same, 15% said Canadian and 5% were undecided. This

has happened because we have let it happen we have been content to sell our identity for

dollars and I think that as Canadians we are losing on the deal. We are being acculturized to

American ideals which are not our own and as a Loyola professor states "Canada has one
decade remaining in which its members have to make up their minds whether they want to

remain a distinct political, cultural and geographical national entity." Canadian T.V. has in

fact begun to lose contact with the community in that even some original Canadian program-
ming gets caught up and involved more intensely with American social problems, American
this and American that. (Are Canadians willing to give up that which is Canadian just be-

cause living in the shadow of a giant we have become preoccupied with that shadow and are
losing ours in the process?) It becomes increasingly obvious if one looks at various reports

and commissions set up by the government that as Canadians, we have not been living up to

the ideals necessary for an autonomous broadcasting system. Only when the advent of

C.R.T.C. which seems to be acting on this problem and not just pontificating does any hope
exist that our media can get out of the morass it has sunk into already. In 1957 the Fowler
report stated "if we seek to avoid engulfment by America cultured forces, we must regulate

such matters as importation of programmes." No conclusive action was taken. In 1965 the

Massey Commission went even further, "left to operate freely, economic factors would
quickly tend to make Canadian T.V. stations mere extensions of American networks." The
Canadian broadcasting system must never become a mere agency for transmitting foreign

programs, however excellent they may be. "Still no action was taken that was followed up
and adhered to."

Then in 1968 we acted, lo and behold. 30 years after the first report on Canadian broad-

casting issued warnings about influences from the U.S. For the first time an agency was
created which did not just give lip service to its duties as did the C.B.C. when it was meant to

keep Canadian broadcasting Canadian. The C.R.T.C. has acted and in fact without creating

an isolationist policy has made great headway in securing a Canadian broadcasting system
which will be Canadian.

One of the greatest problems the C.R.T.C. has had to face is not just American content
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to the point where absorption of Canada into the U.S. is in the foreseeable future." Because
of the monopoly situation, it costs for instance, $10,000,000 to set up a big urban newspaper
and even for small newspapers only the chains can afford to buy and cultivate them. There-

fore the monopolies get larger and larger as the independents become lost in the quantity of

mediocre and imported material as seen in the large newspaper chains so evident in Canada.

In analyzing international news which is carried by wire services one can see that most
international news in Canada is written by foreigners through their country's terms of refer-

ence. Granted the Canadian press has the services of a Canadian wire service CP. yet even

their foreign new-copy originates from their New York office. Another unfortunate occurr-

ance is that the big Canadian Dailies subscribe mainly to foreign wire services, the majority

basically foreign viewpoint. Another way costs are kept down is the movement towards the

purchase of American syndicated columns which are cheaper than employing Canadian col-

umnists. Canadian newspapers can afford to develop editorial page columns or develop their

own cartoonists, develop their own commentators but it is much more economical to carry

U.S. syndicated columnists and to reprint U.S. paper's cartoonists and to under pay over-

worked news staff, mainly relying on wire services. Unless some form of controlling agency

is incorporated our minds will become completely raped by an American way of life. The

time has not yet come however, 1 feel, and through decisive action as shown by the C.R.T.C.

we need not lose our Canadian virginity and become deformed but passive American ma-

trons.

When one considers Canadian magazines the situation becomes a very perverted joke.

The first punch line is that news stand distributors in Canada or U.S. firms which give

preference to magazines with high sales which excludes the great majority of Canadian

magazines. Because of the high sales imposed by news stand firms, a new Canadian ma-

gazine, has to endure steady losses before it can receive return on its original investment.

Once again Canada has no barriers against U.S. products which in the case flood the Canadi-

an markets and stifle Canadian right out of the market. Big American Magazines or Cana-

dian subsidies such as Time because of their financial backing need only charge $2,700 for a

full page add whilst a Canadian magazine such as Maclean's has to charge $4,600 per full

page. This monopoly that our magazine industry is being attacked from U.S. magazines

(Time and Reader's Digest) based in Canada which because of U.S. backing can operate

more cheaply, and from the outside by U.S. magazines which can afford to pay the tax

imposed on the revenue they accrue from advertising by the Canadian government. As an

example Playboy collects as much money selling in Canada as do the 17 largest English

language consumed magazines combined. Because of U.S. domination, Canadian magazines

have no opportunity to significantly increase their circulation which in turn keeps their

advertising revenue low, which in turn means they have little to spend on developing a

basically Canadian run and staffed magazine. In 1969 Time and Reader's Digest absorbed

50% of all Canadian advertising with Maclean's absorbing 40% and the rest of the Canadian

magazine industry the other 10%. However, the Canadian government will not make rime

and Reader's Digest which are U.S. subsidies pay the tax all other foreign magazines must

pay on their advertising revenue if they sell in Canada. If the government did hat or made

Time and Reader's Digest (Canada editions) sell the majority of their shares to Canadians

so they become Canadian controlled they could compete on an equal level with all other

Canadian owned magazines. Until that day and when U.S. magazines produced in the US
are limited to the number of magazines they can funnel into Canada, Canadian magazmes

will not be able to attain the level of quality that the first rate U.S. magazines have reached.

I am not advocating cutting off the U.S. supply but just toning it down do that Canadian

magazines can be given room to breath.
i (» i,M, ,.oi«i, n s
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CONTEXT
It ought to be quite a good week for the democratic process. Depending

on who you are and where you live, you can vote in as many as three differ-

ent elections and referenda this week, and go off skiing/studying with the

satisfying feeling that your civic duty has been done.

Yesterday was the annual AMS election, featuring a record number of

teams for president and vice-president. As an added attraction there was a

referendum: should students pay a dollar more each year so the AMS can

hire an executive assistant to do the work? The votes are all counted by now,

but as this is being written the polls have not even opened yet, so comment

on the results or even the turnout is impossible.

The other two referenda are both on Thursday — don't leave for study

week before you vote, or the election officials, already depressed by the

prospects of low turnouts, will turn suicidal. In women's residence meal

lines, inmates will have a chance to vote on continuation of the liberal open

hours currently in effect. In various academic buildings, the Union and the

library, arts and science students will be able to vote on a $1.50 fee increase

to pay for a course evaluation guide.

Now if you are really observant and conscientious, you will notice that

you voted on that one already, last Wednesday. Ah yes, but in case you voted

"no", the ASUS is giving you another chance. After all the votes had been

counted last week, somebody noticed that a fee increase is a constitutional

amendment in arts and science, and therefore takes a two-third majority. It

didn't get quite that — there were eight votes short, and the ASUS powers
have decided that with proper publicity and the foreknowledge that they are
shooting for two-thirds, a more clear-cut decision might be reached.

It appears that lots of people did not know what they were voting on
and therefore either voted at random or didn't vote at all. (Others, apparl

ently, looked for polls in meal lines, where they aren't and won't be, and
missed their chance.) Elsewhere in this paper is some more information

about the course evaluation guide, and today or tomorrow the campus will

be further inundated with ASUS information sheets about the book, with pro
and con arguments and an explanation of where the $1.50 raise would go.

The referendum is costing quite a bit of money, and a course evaluation

guide is (whether you favour it is not) an important matter. It might be
worth the effort to look for a poll and vote.

— by Chris Redmond
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February 7 to 28

also

CANADIAN LANDSCAPES

1873 to 1930 s

from the Permanent Collection

art centre

• IJ, sunglasses

.Repairs . Masnil ijrs *

• Custom made glasses
j

Contact Lenses^'
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Pizza Pickup
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Large 2.60 DM**
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|

Super 3.60 IN 60(! ^0 < I

(CHOICE OF 6 TOPPIN-"

NO EXTRA CHAg£E

PICKUP PIZZA AND SAVE t

PICKUP DISCOUNT AVAIL"

DIAL 544-1221
Open Tues.Through Sat.*

Sun. 12 9
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We haven't got a hope in hell • • •

perhaps it is because I have been hibernating for the last

five days, inviting a bombardment of penetrating images,

colours, sounds and emotions of Tennessee William's per-

ceptions of the reality of the deep South or the extensions

of any other reality for that manner. Or perhaps it is be-

cause of my recent involvement in the oftentimes threat-

ening vision of Jean-Paul Sartre or the nightmare journeys

of Lewis Carroll or the despairing and misanthropic world

of Shakespeare's Timon of Athens.

But then this list is endless and encompasses an espe-

cially abundant variety of many of the writers since the

reaction to Romanticism, the beginnings of which we
moderns like to term Victorian, but what the Victorians

should realize is quite modern. Whatever the reason or

reasons for my susceptibility at this present time, my
state of mind was (how can I best define it ) thoutful when I

began my weekly — and sometimes very scant — exam-
ination of this week's Weekend Magazine.

But it was thoughtful and I am now glad of that. Because
the editors of this week's Weekend Magazine have, I hope,

knowingly produced a somewhat more optimistic view of

present humanity than most of us have been faced with

recently, and quite rightly, by the various outlets of the

Media. I nominate Time's display of the "Grisly Trophies"

(page 23) in the February 1 edition (reprinted later by the

Journal on Back Page) as one of more recent exclusive

and dynamic representations of the "not optimistic" view
of humanity. And I cannot sympathize with these citizens

of the world that feel that a representation like this should

not be published in a "respectable" magazine.
If the Media cannot envisage "reality" for its own sake,

what more will become of our flocks of unbelieving, ideal-

istic, non-realistic, naive humanitarians who will not even

acknowledge the other face of reality, let alone go out and
look for it? Are they all going to "retreat" from this

wretched, self-crucifying whirlwind that seems to have
some of us a little concerned?

.

Not all of them are as Weekend Magazine points out. The
combination of two of their feature stories — "The Mira-
cle of Youville Creche" and "How Long Will Your Chil-

dren Live" — is an extremely hopeful reassurance that

some of the "silent majority" are really "active" and not

so silent.

"The Miracle of Youville Creche" tells the story of how
an ambitious director of a Montreal nursery (home for

children abandonned, illegitimate, orphaned, or wards of

the court) sought homes for each of the 380 child occupants
when his staff — 350 union people — decided to strike. Well

apparently the 380 families chosen out of the 3200 offers

opened their hearts as well as their homes to these, in

most cases, unwanted children. Because at the end of the

four month strike, only one child went back to the Creche,

and only because his natural mother would soon be able to

take him herself. The other temporary homes had become
permanent. A hopefully touching incident, isn't it?

Six pages later in the story of the admirable dedication

to peace, a dedication rooted in a great degree of despair

in the person of Dr. Norman Alcock. Once physicist, Dr.

Alcock has devoted the last ten years of his life to the Ca-

nadian Peace Research Institute, a group similar to others

in thirteen countries around the world. When interviewing

Dr. Alcock, Weekend Magazine's Ernest Hillen opened the

interview with the question: What really are our chances

of world peace now? Dr. Alcock's answer was that "war is

going to come; we haven't got a hope in hell".

Mr. Hillen understandably reflects: "I felt awe for the

courage and singlemindedness of people like him, perserv-

ing at work they believe is probably hopeless, and was cu-

rious how they managed it. I also wondered if there was

much sense continuing the interview. What for?"

Dr. Alcock can list concrete reasons for impending war.

At the same time he advocates that in ten years or so

Peace Research should be able to predict civil war "in

time" in Bolivia, Italy or Quebec. They will inform the UN
beforehand and gradually let it get involved in helping

countries at the danger point.

A man who doesn't think we have a hope in hell if we

keep travelling the same road, offers one hope — the inter-

est in the maturity, the insight, and the activism of today's

youth tomorrow's leaders. To quote this man of Peace:

"Today's students, the activists; there are enough of

them, they're vocal, and they're concerned. There may be

some breakthrough, some idea breakthrough."

Others of course feel that it will only be a sudden disas-

ter — the destruction of New York or Moscow — that

might frighten enough people to make enough sudden

changes. But we all know there won't just be one bomb!

.

The pessimist Alcock has the accompanying optimistic

belief that there is this "one hope in hell'' for our children

to die naturally of a ripe old age. And it is not a new thesis.

In fact nomatter what means you choose,the end is surely

the same: there's hope when "enough people care

enough". "We've got to be more informed and accept per-

sonal responsibility. Can we afford to leave it to them any-

more?"
Some people in Montreal were active because they

cared and it turned out to be a permanent committment of

caring. Dr. Norman Alcock and his staff representing

Canadian Peace Research care. This whole concept hits

home though, doesn't it? The "silent majority" of Queen's

University is almost incessantly under attack. The nomi-

nation period for our AMS president and vicepresident had

to be extended because no one seemed interested "in

time". What can possible be accomplished if you sit back

apathetically because you don't believe your AMS or your

ASUS or your Department DSC or any other representa-

tive body of this university serves a relevant purpose.?

What about caring enough? Change it! Make it relevant!

One is not going to prevent the Cambodian patrols from

bringing back the dripping heads of Viet Cong as their tro-

phies of war, without starting at home. I know that sounds

like a cliche, but consider its truth.

No one is asking you to demolish a newly erected and

expensive building on campus, or even throw snowballs at

your political opponents. Just try caring! What about mak-

ing our University a little more relevant to the antithetical

reality of Youville Creche and the aims of the Canadian

Peace Institute along with the gruesome international,

presently somewhat centralized war in Vietnam?

— by Anne Broom

While we listen to the candidates to succeed Premier Roberts decry the spiralling

costs of education the Council of Ministers of Education of Canada are searching for a

feasible replacement for the current arrangements for federal participation in university

finances. These arrangements expire in 1973, and the federal government, under its pre-

set phase of legalistic federalism, is showing signs of trying to escape any participation

ln Canadian education. Education is a concern for the provinces; the provincial govern-

ments are groaning under the strain of increasing costs, and their tax-payers see mue

benefit in shipping their sons and daughters off to an ivory tower where radicals seem to

^ld the floor It seems no one wants to take responsibility for post-secondary eduicatio

n

The Ministers of Education, apparently led by our friend Bill Davis, ha come up

a brilliant solution, taken directly from the Americans The idea^s the Equal Oppor

pity Bank (E.O.B.) - such a beautiful name (like H.O.M.E. ^ftZr^^lsl
ll*ust of the bank scheme is to loan money to students as needed to be repaid a a

Percentage of their annual income over a period of years (anywhere f™m K to 4W£
T«e beauty is, of course, that those who benefit pay and it isf^^^^^.
^justed to cover operating expenses. As envisioned, the^f^™^ 1^*
Minister the plan through its income tax operation ^J^^Lflliel th peri-ls of income Ux; this would allow inter-provincial mobility,*^J^*™™^
°J

of education. If for some reason, you never earned any in3^^te7?L^5 o

J college - if you couldn't find a job, heaven forbid, the loan would lapse after

YOUR Bank

?er
P

y

er

ce, eh. The federa! government has to do it for purposes » mob
d

ty an

,
«ncy; the provincial governments can cut out the.rB™^™ "

iule poHti-
*ard scheme: the students have to pay, and everyone know they hav very

1 p

cal muscle, especially in contrast to irate farmers and childless couples w

ris»ng taxes. But the scheme is even more beautiful than that.
wh(ch js

d
At present, the provincial government pays each university a basic g

pendent on the number of students and the level of their stud e
s .

a generaIB
^

*°rth 1 grant unit, and an arts Ph.D. student is worth 6 urn
t _

These gra ^ ^
e«t 70 percent of every Ontario university's revenue, students con™"

nistrators and a
£M, phTs or minus . Aborts of people, including be ra,sed -
f
eat number of government personnel, are suggesting that tumon tees

?«s are rising;
g
t„e squeeze is on; students must ^"^Z^ieSt ab!e to pay^ will be met with a howl of protest, especially from those wnu

effj.

them : the government would end up paying for these people anyway under the grant

formula and the situation, from the government's point of view, would be little changed.

But, lo and behold, student loans through the Educational Opportunity Bank would be

much more available, repayment much easier, and the students would be the ones bear-

ing all increased tuition costs.

In fact, the original American scheme would eliminate state aid to universities and

all university costs would be looked after through tuition fees. It is doubtful that this

would happen in Ontario, but it is all-too-probable that all future cost increases would be

passed on to the student, tuition fees rising with inflation. The government would then

avoid these ' 'spiralling' ' costs. The students would pay.

The ramifications of such a scheme are manifold and, at this stage, largely hypo-

thetical, but one result seems quite clear — all too clear. The middle and upper classes

occupy a share of university places far out of proportion to their overall numbers in

society. This is because of social and economic factors which make university a distant

dream and an impossible one for the lower classes. Those of the lower classes, used to

low incomes, cannot see the visibility or the returns on investing huge sums of money in

an ivory tower; under this scheme they could be owing some ten to twenty thousand

dollars at the end of four years, given an increase in tuitition fees. The thought of that is

absurd.

The E.O.B. or unequal opportunity plan fits into "capitalist" thinking all too well.

Education is an investment; a B.A. is a slip of paper to bring monetary returns; the

university is a training and testing ground. At the end of your years of university, you are

faced with the prospect of paying off some 510,000.00 at 7 or more percent interest per

year; you are trapped in the system until you retire (some suggest those who pay over

and above their required amounts should have this money turned into a retirement plan. I

For some there is no entrance; for others, there is no exit.

— by Brian Rogers
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GHOSTS
. is an uncompromising and outspoken attack on marriage

I useless sacrifice of human beings to an ideal." (Shaw)

Gifts & Books Ltd.

Kingston 542-6676

253 PRINCESS ST.

Books — Magazines

VAN'S
Books

ad .,.tc. "SEX-TO-SEXTY"
AI/UL I J* JOKE MAGAZINES
ADULT GAMES: BUMPS and GRINDS etc.

ALSO: 8 mm STANDARD & SUPER 8mm
ADULT: MOVIES IN BLACK & WHITE & COLOUR

HUGE SELECTION OF POSTERS TO BRIGHTEN
YOUR CASTLE

OPEN 7 DAYS UNTIL 1 1 P.M.

". . . an open drain; a loathsome

sore unbandaged; a dirty act done
publicly; a lazar-house with all its

doors and windows open. .

."

(Daily Telegram) "Morbid, un-

healthy, unwholesome and dis-

gusting story A piece to bring

the stage into disrepute and dish-

onour with every right-thinking

man and woman." (Lloyd's) "If

any repetition of this outrage be

attempted, the authorities will

doubtless wake from their lethar-

gy.

(Sporting and Dramatic News)

This is how English reviewers

saw Ghost, when it was first pro-

duced, but now theatre-goers are

much more open to discussion of

Ibsen's subject matter — sexual

mores and venereal disease.

Richard Trousdell, the director,

days of the play, "Our moral sen-

sibilities will no longer be shocked

at Ibsen's subject; on the contra-

ry, many of the issues raised —
the destructiveness of sexual hy-

pocrisy, the inevitable injustices

done to women in a man's world,

the inevitable barriers between

parents and children — will all

seem disturbingly familiar.

"But the real power of Ghost

does not lie in the continuing re-

levance of its social issues. Be-

neath its stiff Victorian surface, a

truly classic human conflict be-

tween a hunger for truth, and a

need for illusion is ruthlesslesly

pursued to its inevitable conclu-

sion. The form of Ghosts may be

pure 19th century social realism,

OTTAWA TEACHERS' COLLEGE

Professional One-year Courses

leading to

an Elementary School Teacher's Certificate

or

a Primary School Specialist Certificate

valid in Ontario

are available at

OTTAWA TEACHERS' COLLEGE

Interviews will be held in Kingston, March 2nd.

Leave your name With the Placement and Housing

Office, Clark Hall.

Theatre 5

Season 1971

Theatre 5, Kingston's resident touring com-

pany announres their: 1971 home session..

Productions will inrlude:

The Importance of Being Ernest

Rozencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead

The Fantastics

Private Lives

The Knack (And How to Get It)

— TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14 „
but its true action is man's tr

quest for light, and his inabilitv
8
!
c

sustain the vision it brings,"

Trousdell, Russ Waller (tne ri

signer), and the cast - Ann HonT
way, Graham Bock, John Bur»»
Paul Kennedy and Diane Rutter i
combine to make a powerful tea

~~

Ann has already proved herself"
1

an actress in 'Antigone'
a

a
!

'Heartbreak House'; Graham"
'Riders to the Sea' and 'Everv
man.' John Burgess has done reni
toire theatre in England.

Mr. Trousdell has directed "r
Pity She's a WHORE, Good Wom
an of Setzuan, and various Chroni
cle productions in the Drama
Department. He says of this pro
duction; "The frightening thing u,

that all is running smoothly and on
time. There is a thoroughness

in
Ibsen, great character detail, the
characters are preset and speak
for themselves. It's all there -
that's what's kind of spooky about
it. One finds point A, then C, and
therefore B HAD to happen."

'

"Ibsen built up a great cata-
logue of background, events, situa-

tions. He used to sit in cafes and
observe the people. He was an
avid reader of newspapers.
"There is nothing for the actor

to assume. The skill is in the
searching for it."

"Ninety-seven percent of the peo-

ple who go to see Ghosts are nasty-

minded people who find the discus-

sion of nasty subjects to their

taste in exact proportion to their

nastiness." (Sporting and Dra-

matic News)

Ghosts, Feb. 16 to Feb. 20, at 8:30

p.m. in Convocation Hall of the

Old Arts (Theology) Building.

Students $1.00, non-students

$2.00.

TETIieHound HCablE
£tcal! Viousr. and Pattern ^fl^imV

Bath Kudu fi m mall.Bmgston.Ontario, r«-j«i ttvi^
, -J /y

WANTS STUDENTS!
Tig Our

Hib ^tcak Special ©nln 245

& Our Sunday Night

Roast Beef Buffet o.i y 2.99

gour jfirst Cocktail-©nig 15/

- CLIP THIS COUPON

ASUS
Annual General Meeting
Wednesday February 17

8.00 p.m. Stirling D
All Artsci students can attend, speak,

make motions, and vote.

ARTSCI 74
ELECTIONS

TONIGHT!
at Dunning Auditorium

8:00 p.m.

Your year executive will bo elected for

next year - COME and VOTE! Nomina-

tions for Secretary and Treasurer will be

accepted in writing at the meeting.

ASUS
REFERENDUM

On the Question:
Shall the constitution of the Society be amended to increase the student fee by $1.50 in order to

finance the production of a course evaluation guide?

Thursday, February 18, 1971 Polls will be open:

Union 10:30-6:00 Kingston 10:30-2:30

Library 10:30-7:30 Stirling 10:30-2:30
Dunning 10:30-2:30 Humphrey 10:30-2:30

ADVANCE POLL - Student Union,
Tues. Feb. 16, 2:30-4:00

O
OMEGA

THE ARTS FORMAL
march 12 at the holiday inn

9 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Tickets now on sale in the Union
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tendays
flesday.februaryie

evening: 8:00 p.m.: pollution probe meeting in Stirling hall 'd\ movie on "waste:
the penalty of affluence." panel discussion on recycling and its benefits to
our environment.

8:00 p.m.: arts 72 fourth year executive elections and permanent execu-
tive elections in the red room.
8:30 p.m.: the queen's drama department presents "ghosts" by henrik
ibsen, in convocation hall, tickets $2.00 a person, students $1.00, available
daily at the drama department between 10 a.m. and 6 p m or phone
547-6291

Wednesday, february 17

afternoon: 2:00 p.m.: the medical science department presents a clinical afternoon
in Winchester on paediatric problems in Winchester district memorial
hospital.

3:30 p.m.: the geography department presents g. mackenzie from mcgill
speaking on current agricultural developments in quebec in room 305.

Ontario hall.

evening: 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.: campus movies presents "zabriskie point" in dunning
hall auditorium, admission $1.00.

8:30 pm.: ghosts in convocation hall, seetuesday.

tbursday, february 18

afternoon: 3:30 p.m.: the music department presents a lecture demonstration of Indi-

an music in ellis hall,

evening: 7:00 and 9;30 p.m.: campus movies presents "zabriskie point" in dunning

hall auditorium, admission $1.00.

7:30 p.m.: medical sciences presents lectures on pulmonary thromboem-
bolism" and current research in nuclear medicine" in etherington hall

auditorium.

7:30 p.m.: media and your mind — a seminar workshop in the student

union. Stanley burke on "the roles and powers of the tv journalist versus

management (poison room), laurier lapierre on "censorship and the me-

dia" (third floor common room), norman depoe on "communications

between french and english Canadians" (large second floor common
room), lister Sinclair on "artistic talent and the media in canada"

(smaller second floor common room)

.

8:30 p.m.: "ghosts" in convocation hall, seetuesday.

9:00 p.m.: media and your mind - panel discussion in grant hall. s. burke

— 1. lapierre — n. depoe — 1. Sinclair, topic "the americanization of our

media".

Saturday, february 20

afternoon: 1:30 and 3:30 p.m.: "lefty and the steel flea" at boswell's book store,

children 50c, adults $1.00.

evening: 8:30 p.m.: "ghosts" in convocation hall, seetuesday.

Sunday, february 21

afternoon: 2:30 p.m.: the kingston symphony orchestra at the grand theatre.

monday, february 22

evening: 7:45 p.m.: the Chinese literature society presents the second slide show

"tour in peking city" part 11 and "the bridge across the yangtze river in

nanking". admission is free in the lower international centre lounge.

tuesday, february 23

evening: 8:00 p.m.: the german film club presents "der arme mann hither" in

room 101, kingston hall.

at agnes etherington art centre

to the 28th — Canadian landscapes by the group of seven and others.

to the 28th — esther warkov — an exhibition of 17 works using the multi-component

hinged canvas.

throughout the month — the art of smoking in aboriginal north america.

at the kingston theatres

capitol — "jane eyre"
hyland — "patty", starting tomorrow "act of the heart"
odeon — "tittle fauss and big halsey"

friday, february 19

evening; 8:30p.m.: 'ghosts" in convocation hall, see tuesday. noon hour target practice at the funny farm by esther warkov at agnes.

off the record
by Dick Loney ,

Three Dog Night is a group which has a knack of choosing material by other

artists and building successful albums on these selections; flushing them out with

tunes that are exactly suited to their vocal smoothness and instrumental proficien-

cy. They took a Randy Newman composition to the top of the charts last summer

("Mama Told Me Not To Come") and now on their latest RCA set (NAT UhALLY

DSD-50088), they very superbly work through Jesse Colin Young's "Sunlight
,
m a

soft acoustic version that is perhaps the prettiest of the slower tempoed numbers.

Heavy percussion, under a dominant organ and guitar blend is the order on l

can Hear You Calling" which takes side one into the Three Dog Night s current hit -

"One Man Band". Most surprising thing about T.D.N's style is the transit.on they

can make from such saccharine-precise harmony into the pulsing Doors- ike instru-

mental take-offs. The vocal blends that come into the choruses of songs like 1 11 Be

Creeping" change them from the usual blues-over-heavy-rock-backmg indulgences

into the kind of close chords that trademark Three Dog Night.

As a complete departure from the purely instrumental excursions o Fire
i

bal-

er" and the rocking-gospel sound of "Can't Get Enough Of It with its downbea

piano intro and ad-lib type guitar solo, the smoothness of 'Sunlight and Heavy

Church" displays the astute ability of Producer Richard Polondor in
,

guidi"g T.D-N

in choosing a repertoire that allows their talents to run he length
,

of ^musical

spectrum from hard rock to such pretty things as "I've Got Enough Hertrt^
well-balanced album from one of the most under-rated rock groups - Three Dog

Nl6

A
!

new album by ex-Christy Minstrel Russell Thornberry - now a^ded-tami-

grant status Canadian - is yet a '^*i^X)SX£Sn£<*
cessful run at creating recorded works with the Nashviiie/i e

superior production techniques. Thornberry is so strongly stampec irom 6

foot moUthat it is uncanny - even if you ignore "^^'^X^ftar of

Gord's ex-bassist John Stockfish is fitting the bottom end in along w.tn gu

Bob Richardson and Ollie Strong
imaDprv , -You've Got Me Spinning" -

The chord structures, lyrical pattern of imagery (
You

i

ve i h

from "Spin Spin Spin") indentify a guitarist/composer who
,

has \
with a fine degree of success. When you hear the Music Box

^
Th0™' rr

J0U wllj

can put Lightfoofs "Wherefore and Why" out of your ^ Sneering
hear what is a pleasant voice backed by good musicians and some noiov H

string embellishments.
. , „.„.„., n< RUsseU's mind, and it

"Wishing You Were Here" is more an original producto Hu el ^
is a very pretty song - so is "One Morn.nl;

Soon which i ^
new folk album: (ONE MORNING SOON, MCA 70 101 by Itlusse„ ^ ^

One of the most surprising albums in a lon
8.

tim
f

"

rhMe YELLOW RIV-

Christie that bears the same title as their recent ^.g
hit

.

(^ ; formula , it

ER Epic E-30403). If their 45-hit approached that syrupy »
The version they

certainly was due to the thinness of AM radio brodcasting quality im

do on this album is packed with the kind of thing tha wea. s ou
flavoured

Kind of hard to categorize Christie though: they go ironi

"Gotta Be Free" to the McCartney-esque "I've Got A Feeling" (as structurally

close to "Oh! Darling" as possible) and emerge sounding like a class rock group all

the while. Only three in number — namesake Jeff Christie on lead guitar and bass:

Vic Elmes on lead, and Mike Blakley drumming — their vocals show three voices to

great effect. They work a piano into their arrangements that didn't figure in the

liner credits for some strange reason — it's certainly an important adjunct to Chris-

tie's country-rock spirited sound.

Christie's composing efforts are predominantly those of Jeff, who penned

everything except "New York City", which Mike and Vic teamed up to write. The

influence of Creedence is extremely in evidence on "Down The Mississippi Line",

and the harmony on "San Bernadino" matches anything in the rocking country mode

being done today! The honky-tonking piano intro on the final cut on Side Two
("Coming Home Tonight" 1 fades out all too soon as Chrisitie's super-session closes

— their next l.p. can't be released soon enough.

The new "vintage" (pardon the oxymoronic slipl album by James Taylor

(JAMES TAYLOR AND THE ORIGINAL FLYING MACHINE - 1967, Phonodisc,

Euphoria EST-2) has been released at the peak of success for James, and it serves as

a look at his roots — in the same way that the oldie Beatle things like "Cry For A

Shadow" and "Ain't She Sweet", offered Beatle-enthusiasts insight into the Ham-

burg-period in that Musical Institution's formative years.

This collection of six of James' songs and one by Danny Kortchmar retains

much of the engineer to producer to artist banter that punctuates a genuine studio

recording session. There's a lot of false starting, retakes, numbering of takes, and

raucous laughter from musicians and technicians alike — and beneath all this "real-

ism", a few 0/ James' original songs as first recorded by he and Kootch, Joel O'-

Brien, Zach Wiesner. and AI Gorgoni. The Taylor-made "Rainy Day Man", that was

featured on a Tom Rush album is given its author's treatment here — as is "Night

Owl". There are two versions of "Knocking Round The Zoo", the first with Kootch

doing the lead vocal and the second with James vocalizing. Once the engineer gets

James and Kootch situated at the mikes, the song gets into its groove with a whining

guitar solo and some solid drum-boning. The final instrumental number only in-

creases the feeling that James could have filled the album out to better advantage

with a couple more songs at least — but then again the Taylor fans will still snap this

one up by the cartfuls

Brownsville Station's debut album leads off with a rock medley right out of the

rock/bop Fifties — they blaze into "Be-Bop Confidential", which combines the exu-

berance of Jerry Lee Lewis ' "High School Confidential" with the frenzy of the Gene

Vincent and His Blue-Caps' classic "Be-Bop-a-Lulu". Brownsville Station is com-

prised of Michael Lutz and lead vocalist, (also guitar and clarinet Cubby Koda, on

lead guitar, harmonica and vocals, with Tony Driggins on bass, and T. J. Cronley on

drums. The foursome mixes a few of their own rockers, such a "Guitar Train",

"Blue-Eyed Girl" and "City Life" with a selection of rock Classics that they deliver

in a fresh 1971 approach.

"Rockin' Robin" is a standout, as is the Rick Nelson hit "Hello Mary Lou". One

of the novelty things that comes off well is "My Boy Flat-Top", and the led Zeppelin

take-off they do on Link Wray's guitar-vibrating "Rumble". Brownsville Station can

bring that heavy guitar sound into something like "Roadrunner", with its boogie-

woogie back-beat, and combine it with their obvious tradition-steeped background in

SO's Rock As a first album this group shows remarkable ability to shade classic

material with their interpretive stvlings. and come up with a powerful rock sound —
BROWNSVILLE STATION, Warner Brothers WS-1888.
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Intermediate Basketball

Team Wins Championships
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The Queen's Women's Inter-

mediate Basketball team
played its final games of the

1970-71 season at the

W.I.T.C.A. Basketball tourna-

ment held at Loyola College in

Montreal.

In the two games played

Friday morning, the Queen's

team lost the first game to

Toronto by a score of 36-33. The

two teams were very closely

matched and the score was
close for the whole 80 minutes.

Gail Thorn led the scoring with

8 points and Chris Stewart was
2nd with 7.

• The second game was
against McGill at 6:00 p.m.

Friday. The girls played well

and beat the McGill girls 51-30.

High scorers again were Gail

Thorn with '5 and Chris Stew-

art with 14-

As a result of Friday's

games Queen's and Toronto

met in the final games Satur-

day morning, but there was no

stopping the Queen's team
now. With a tight zone defense

the Toronto team was forced to

shoot from outside the key,

while numerous fast break
opportunities for the Queen's

girls gave them an advantage

early in the game. At the end of

the first half the score was 26-

10. In the final half the Toronto

girls tried their best to gain but

their efforts were useless.

Final score Queen's 39 Toronto

32.

High scorers for Queen's
were Gail Thorn 11 points and

Camie MeNab 10, with 4 each

to Chris Stewart, Janet Eady
and Sue Murdock.

Saturday afternoon, the

WITCA banquet was held for

all participating teams. Fol-

lowing a delicious meal the

WITCA Intermediate Basket-

ball Trophy was presented to

Queen's coach Brenda Mackie
and team captain Chris Stew-

art. This is the second consecu-

tive year that Queen's has won
the trophy. Also Gail Thorn
received a gift for being top

scorer for the Queen's team in

Friday 's games.

Hockey Gaels Dump

U.ofT. 3-1

The Queen's Women's Ice

Hockey team earned their sec-

ond win in as many games here

Friday night against U. of T. to

close off regular season play.

Anna Radecki scored for U.

of T. after only 2 minutes of the

first period. For the rest of

that period, however, each

team managed to effectively

quell the offensive drives of the

other.

Taking a perfect set-up pass

from Liz Twiddy, Sylvia Cam-
eron tied up the score for

Queen's only 21 seconds into

the second period. Twelve
minutes later, Sylvia scored

again, what was to be the win-

ning goal, and gave Queen's
the lead. Ginny Backus put in

the insurance goal for Queen's

shortly after the start of the

third period.

In a last-minute, desperate
attempt to tie the game U. of

T. pulled their goalie in favour

of a sixth attacker. Oddly
enough this was the only time
of the game when Queen's
goalie Cathy Wright could re-

lax as the Queen's girls kept all

six U. of T. forwards locked in

their own end, and won the

game 3-1. The Golden Gaels
travel to Montreal for the

WITCA tournament at McGill
February 19 and 20.

Gymnasts Sixth At York
This past weekend the Wom-

en's gymnastics team finished

sixth in the WITCA Champion-
ships at York. As expected,
York was the team winner.

Vivian Symington was the

best gymnast for Queen's plac-

ing second on the uneven paral-

lel bars and tying for thirs in

the floor exercise. Due to this

fine showing, Viv will be com-
peting in the National Champi-
onships later this month.

Queen's young team, with
Anne Gardner, Sue Roberts,

Lee Ann Hoar, and Laura
Scott, the other members,
expects to do better than their

sixth place finish next year.

— Sue Dempsey, basketball, bait hawk.

Waterloo Takes 49-41

Thriller In Exhibition
by Neil Guppy

On Saturday evening the

Queen's ladies lost another

Senior Intercollegiate exhibi-

tion basketball game, this time

to the University of Waterloo.

This marks the second game
the women have lost to teams
from the West, the other loss

being to McMaster.
The score of 49 — 41, is not

very indicative of the relative

merits of either team because

neither squad played their best

for any prolonged period.

In two weeks the women,
who finished first in the East,

will play a round robin tourna-

ment for the WITCA champi-
onship. They will face both

Waterloo and McMaster again,

and either Guelph or Windsor.

If Queen's is able to play as a

cohesive unit, and with some of

their early season enthusiasm,

they are quite capable of win-

ning. Their costly mistakes
and rather lack-lustre efforts

of late may simply be a reflec-

tion of the ease they had in

winning their division. Hope-
fully the vigor will return, but

that remains to be seen.

Queen's took an early first

quarter lead but were down by

five, 23 - 18 at the half. Early in

the fourth period the women
were up 39 - 38 but then Water-

loo used their "starting five"

as a unit for the first time, and
they were able to capitalize on

a few of Queen's costly mis-

takes. High scorers for

Queen's were Karen Carson
with 11 points, Maureen Bouris

with 9 points and Jarmila Kett-

nerova with 7.

Canadian Record

For Dave Jarvis
Dave Jarvis led Queen's track men to a very impressive

showing in the Ontario Senior Track Championships. Jarvis

broke the Canadian Junior Record for the 50 metre high hur-

dles with a time of 6.9 seconds. Other Queen's winners were
Bob Lingwood in the shot put, with a throw of 47' 8V2 ", and the

relay team of Jarvis Bob Milne, Keith Berriman, and Brian

B Aikin, who easily outdistanced the rest of the field.

Three Queen's runners were just over the four minute
mark in the 1500 metres. In the field of eighteen competitors,

Brian McDonald was fourth in 4:00.4, Bob Milne was fifth in 4:

01.9 and Bruce Elliott 6th in 4:03.0.

Next meet for the team will be in Rochester this weekend.

Keith Berriman leads Gord Ellis

around turn

Dave Jarvis after hurdles record

Gymnasts

Edge Laval

For Second
by Chris Woods

In a suspense-filled
Eastern

O.Q.A.A. Gymastics Meet helri
at Queen's on Saturday a
Queen's Men's Gymnastic!
Team narrowly edged Laval
University to cinch second
place and berth in the O.Q.A 4

Championships at McMaster
on February 27th. The Queen's
team, with a total score nf
104.55, battled the Laval gym'
nasts right down to the line

As expected, Universite
d'

Ottawa dominated the meet
accumulating a total score of
120.10 points. Two Ottawa
gymnasts won first and second
spots in the individual

all
around standing at the meet
Jean Demers, who also placed
first in Parallel Bars with a
superb routine, took first place
with a score of 43.50 points
while his teammate, Andre
Gingras, emerged with second
place honours. Queen's gym-
nast Drew Strickland, who
placed second in the Parallel

Bars event with a score of 7.60

points and third on Side Horse

with 5.35 points, cinched third

spot in the all-around standings

with a total score of 37.95

points. Dave Ross of Queen's
placed fourth on both Side

Horse and Parallel Bars.

Team captain Jamie Archi-

bald's injury to his elbow,

which prevented him from

competing in all events in this

meet, proved to be a major

impediment for the Queen's

team. However, Coach Barry

Brooker entered Archibald in

the Floor Exercises event in

order to maintain his eligibility

for the O.Q.A.A. champion-

ships, by which time he is ex-

pected to have recovered from

his elbow dislocation. In a

comment made after the meet,

Brooker noted that Archibald,

who was awarded 1.00 points

for his Flooc Exercises rou-

tine, had been overscored since

he had only performed a front

roll and a scale.

The winning gymnasts in

individual events were as fol-

lows: Floor Exercises, Jean

Demers, (Ottawa) 8.15 points;

Side Horse, Jean Demers,

(Ottawa) 6.10 points; Still

Rings, Raynald Sampson

(Laval), 5.90 points; Vaulting,

Andre Gingras (Ottawa), 9V>

points; Parallel Bars, Jean

Demers (Ottawa), 8.65 points,

and Horizontal Bar, Jean

Demers (Ottawa), 6.85 poir.:s.

At McMaster, University 0

Toronto and McMaster wi"

constitute the two western

teams fighting for first place in

the O.Q.A.A. Finals. Ottawa

could quite possibly win secona

place in the McMaster meei

but Queen's will def'mtel
/,ho

considered the underdog of tn

meet, although it may well 0

able to push out one or two »

the other teams. The Queen s

Gaels' gymnastic season so a

has been one of work, care

building, and considerable su

cess. Under the tutelage of ne

Coach Barry Brooker, the c<>

ibre of the Queen's gym"as
(tr,

performances has
vinti

marked improvement. « .

freshmen, third year stuae

Dave Ross, and captain

Archibald returning next yej^;

whatever happens at

Master will only be a bonus-

jam*
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Queen's 7, Ottawa 1 Queen's 7, Carleton 5.

Hockey Gaels Still Fighting For Playoffs
u tbe Phantom Runner

Queen s needs help to make

M hockey playoffs now, but

heV keP'
the 'r noPes alive witn

W ...-.nc in wppkpnri pnmnpti-wins in weekend competi-

The Gaels are now in

5 place, and trail U. de

Montreal by two points. Both
"
ms play two games this

1

Icend, with Montreal taking
*

first place Carleton and

fourth
place Laval, while the

Gaels must beat fifth place

Mc Gill
on Friday night and

sixth
place Ottawa on Satur-

If Montreal loses one of

ujse games and Queen's wins

Mil, the Gaels are into the

second playoff spot.

Saturday afternoon it was

Queen's 7, Ottawa 1, as the

Gaels got goals from seven dif-

ferent players. John Smith,

nave Field, Morris Mott, Bob

Kindon. Peter Kennedy, Stan

gait, and Bruce Wickham
scored for Queen's; Dan Phar-

aot got the only Gee-Gee goal.

Norm Douglas was in the nets

for Queen's, and Bob Carnegie

was very pleased with his per-

formance. Queen's played a

fast skating game, moving the

puck well and staying away
from the rough stuff.

Scores were 2-0 at the end of

the first period and 4-1 at the

end of the second. Besides

their goals, Kennedy and Gait

each picked up two assists.

The Carleton game Sunday
afternoon was a coaches battle

as well as the players game.
Queen's coach Bob Carnegie
moved Morris Mott to centre
between Coljn Loudon and
Murray Douglas, and it payed
off as Morris collected five

assists on the seven Queen's
goals. Bruce Wickham was
moved in from left wing to

shadow Carleton scoring ace
Derek Holmes, and this payed
off as Holmes was held to only
two assists, one of which came
»hen Wickham was serving a
Penalty and the other while
Wickham was off the ice. Car-
rie felt that this was the key
10 the game.
At 5:06 of the first period,

Murray Douglas scored for
Queen's, assisted by Mott and
wndon. (more later)
At 6:43, the Carleton defence

decided that their goalie Andy
Molino deserved a chance to
["ake a brilliant save, so they
let Doug Barton breakaway on
' Pass from Mike Lynch. Bar-
'« skated in, deked Molino out
°' his snowshoes (Molino's
sn°wshoes by Dionne's of St.

Mustache, come in sizes 4-16),

e

0l% to hit Molino's leg. So
Verything had gone according

,
Plan .... except that

^™eh skated in and fired the,

"*ound over the body of Moli-

Queen's, Carleton 0.

At 14:36 Dave Field got the
F
Uck at the point, fired a cal-

,r

lls las in blistering) drive

i:°
m two steps inside the blue-

h,
• and it caught the left

^corner.
'he 3_o |ea(j was snor( lived,

I

'he beloved (by Queen's

I

hs) Wayne Small broke up

Wj
'No, no, not with a icepick)
John Heslop. Heslop took

* Pass and threaded the nee-

J Past Clyde Harris with a

16
' from the faceoff circle at

Mott and Loudon, (to be contin-

ued). 4-1 Queen's.
With Carleton shorthanded

in the second period, Mott took
the draw at the faceoff,
centred it back to Pete Kenne-
dy, stationed 15 feet in front off

the net, and Kennedy blasted
the puck through Molino's
snowshoes.

At this point some of the
Carleton fans were getting
restless, looking at their

watches to see if they could
still catch the Walt Disney
matinee at the Capitol. They
couldn't; if they'd only left at

the end of the first period.

At the nine minute mark,
Carleton decided that Molino
deserved another chance for a

brilliant save, and they al-

lowed Mott in on a breakaway.

Morris, having watched the
replay of Lynch's goal, figured
that the best way was to hit

Molino and allow Loudon to
fire it over. Ooops, that was
Holmes, and the Gaels, with
their eyes on Molino, let Wes
Peters skate in on a pass from
Holmes. Clyde Harris knew
better, and stopped the first

shot, only to have Peters put
the rebound back in. Five min-
utes later Holmes and Peters
were all around the net (Peters
not being a particularly thin

individual) and they were al-

lowed three shots at Clyde.
Third time lucky, and Peters
scored. The period ended 5-3

for Queen's.

At 1:05 of the third period,
Murray Douglas scored for

Queen's, assisted by Mott and

Basketball Gaels Head

For First Place Finish
Queen's basketball Gaels

virtually clinched first place in

the Eastern OQAA with a 67-57

win over Ottawa U. last Fri-

day. The Gaels now have a 4-1

league record, against second

place Carleton's 3-2. The two

meet on Friday, and even if

Carleton should win, they will

have to win by 30 to take first

place after Queen's big win in

earlier play.

Last Friday's game was the

best defensive effort by the

Gaels this year. Queen's con-
'

trolled the game all the way,

taking a 10-0 lead in the first

four minutes and never looking

back. At .the half the Gaels led

by 29-19, and they increased

this to as much as nineteeen in

the second half before relaxing

slightly at the end as the Gee

Gees pulled back within ten.

Queen's scoring was well

spread around, as none of the

Gaels could get a hot shotting

hand. Brian Mackenzie and

Andy Daugulis were high with

fifteen each, followed by Paul

Howard with thirteen, and Ron

Walsh with twelve. The floor

shotting for the Gaels was ter-

rible, only 33%, but it was

compensated for by a solid 80%

from the foul line. Ottawa U.,

.Curlers Also Runners Up

Queen's curlers also found

themselves in the runner-up

position in the OQAA finals,

after the regulation round-rob-

in, Queen's and McMaster

were tied with only one loss

each. In the extra game,

defeated Queen's 9-6.

Mac

Loudon . . . sorry, it was Pete

Kennedy instead of Loudon this

time.

Near the four minute mark,
Carleton mentor (that means
coach, I think ) Bryan Kealey
finally won a round in his

coaching duel with Carnegie.

Having disguised Holmes as

Mickey Mouse, Kealey man-
aged to get him out without his

shadow, Wickham. The ruse

was only temporarily success-

ful, as Murray Douglas rushed

over to the Queen's bench to let

Wickham on. Carleton then

used the devious tactic of shot-

ting the puck at the departing

Douglas, hitting him in the

foot, and getting Queen's a

penalty for too many men on

the ice. The beloved Wayne
Small then scored as the Rav-

ens took four potshots at Clyde

(but, you say, Clyde doesn't

have any pot, or at least no pot-

belly) before they put it in.

Steve Wormith narrowed the

gap to one goal at 7:35 on an

unassisted goal, but John

Smith (yes, Virginia, John

Smith is his real name) made
the final score 7-5 on a power

play goal assisted by Mott.

At 23:23 of the post game
period, Murray Douglas scored

for Queen's (at the local bar?)

assisted by Mott and Loudon.

Coach Carnegie commented
that the man seemed to make a

habit of it. In addition Wick-

ham got praised for his job on

Holmes, and Mott for his play-

making at centre.

on the way home on the bus,

Murray Douglas ....

led by Vince Lukenda with 16

points, was only slightly better

(37%) from the floor, as all

their shots were closely con-

tested, in marked contrast

with the game at Ottawa.

Ottawa coach George Pot-

vin, correctly assessing that

Mackenzie is the key to the

Gaels play, tried in the second

half to foul Mackenzie out by
sending Jerry Ashe to drive on

him. Unfortunately for Otta-

wa, Mackenzie stayed out of

trouble, simply getting help

from Ron Walsh and stealing

the ball from Ashe. Queen's

switched Paul Howard onto

Ottawa star Vic Chandler, who
had 24 points in the first game,

and Paul not only held him to

eight points, but out rebounded

him 11-10 and outscored him
13-8.

Queen's will play Carleton

this Friday in the Bartlett

Gym, then it's off to the OQAA
playoffs the following week,

probably at Windsor. There is

the possibility of a Saturday

night game against Laurentian

University, the OIAA winner,

who the Gaels could run up

against at the Nationals at

Acadia should they survive the

next two weeks.

w
Queen's curlers were beaten in an extra game to decide the OQAA tide.

Badminton Won By Western

Queen's badminton team

was defeated in the OQAA fi-

nals by Western on Sunday, but

Leong Gan of Queen's saved

some face for Queen's by de-

feating Steve Redmond of

McMaster 15-2. 15-4.

The score of the team cham-
pionship was Western 5

Queen's 1, as Gan was the only

winner. In the doubles champi-

onship. Krouse and Gilbert of

Western defeated Henry Fei

and James Lim of Queen's 15-

10. 15-8.

Swimming and Wrestling Coming Up

The long awaited OQAA
swimming and wrestling

championships will be held at

Queen's this weekend, with the

CIAW wrestling finals follow-

ing next week.

Queen's swimmers were

At t6:28, Murray Douglas
red for Queen's, assisted by Action i„ <h. girl. h.«k.Y 9°™« f'""» ™9h *'

"° n's defeated Toronto 3- 1

.

edged in a dual meet on Satur-

day by Guelph. as the meet
went to the last relay with the

score 55-50. Guelph collected

seven points in this event,

touching Queen's out by a tenth

of a second, for a final score of

62-50.

The swim meet favourites

will be U of T.. but McGill will

challenge strongly, and might

defeat the defending National

champs. Western will be

strong as well.

Queen's wrestlers took last

weekend off to rest up for this

week's bouts, and Coach John

Albinson feels that the rest

would be well appreciated. Bob

Cazes is the best Gael hope for

a title, but several other indi-

viduals could win. Waterloo

and Guelph will fight it out for

the team title, along with Mc-

Gill, the easy winner of a

Queen's-Toronto-McGill tri-

meet two weeks ago.

The CIAU championships

will be held in the Harty Arena

at Queen's Queen's expects

CBC will cover this meet
for their CIAU Sports pro-
gram carried on Saturdays.
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The Senate of Canada voted last week to

take this week off because the House of

Commons has not sent over enough legisla-

tion to keep it busy.

LONDON (CP) — Driving a sick friend to

hospital helped Bill Butcher save his own
life. Waiting for his friend in hospital,

Butcher suddenly complained of stomach
pains and was rushed into the operating

room to remove a blood clot. "If he hadn't

been so near, he would have been dead
within 48 hours," one doctor said after-

wards.

Poland, a member of the international

commission for supervision and control in

Laos, has urged an end to American mili-

tary intervention there.

The appeal was made on Friday to Brit-

ain and the Soviet Union, co-chairman of

the Geneva conference on Laos, "to use

their utmost influence" to prevent further

escalation of United States military opera-

tions in Indochina.

OTTAWA (CP) - Canada's population
reached an estimated 21,593,752 at 2:30

p.m. EST Friday after a slower-than-usual

growth rate in recent months.
Dominion Bureau of Statistics, which

reported the count from its population

clock, said growth through 1970 numbered
only 301,000 or 1.4 per cent to 21,561,000 Jan.

The population grew by 320,000 in 1969,

310,000 in 1968 and 378,000 in 1967 - growth
rates of 1.5 per cent in 1968 and 1969 and 1.9

percent in 1967.

DBS said the counts are estimates de-

rived from the census of June 1, 1966, when
the population numbered 20,015,000, and
will be revised on the basis of the census to

be taken next June 1.

Last year, population grew by the biggest

number in Ontario but the growth rate was
highest in British Columbia.

Energy Minister J. J. Greene said Friday
that the Federal Government is opposed to

shipping oil from Alaska to the United
States by tanker down the West coast of

Canada, but instead suggested that the best

and cheapest way of transporting oil and
natural gas from Alaska would be through a
Canadian pipeline.

The Canadian Bankers' Association of-

fers, subject as below, to pay rewards to

persons other than employees of the bank
concerned, for lawful acts or information
leading to the arrest and conviction of any
person who by hold-up or violence or threat

of violence to bank employees or by break-

ing and entering has robbed or attempted to

rob or may hereafter rob or attempt to rob

or has conspired or many hereafter con-
spire so to rob a branch or office in Canada
of any bank which is a member of the Asso-

ciation. The Association retains the unre-

stricted right of declining to grant rewards
and of fixing the amount of any reward it

may see fit to grant.

No claim for a reward will be considered

unless made in writing to the Secretary of

The Canadian Bankers' Association within

thirty days after the date of the conviction

in respect of which the reward is sought.

The Association has paid a total amount
of $1,033,072 in rewards, gratuities, etc., in

connection with bank robberies:

The Canadian brain drain to the United

States seems to be slowing down, probably

due to the high unemployment in U.S. engi-

neering and scientific industries. According

to the Technical Service Council, 4,573 pro-

fessional and technical workers left Canada
in the year ended June 30, 1970, while 4,821

left in the previous year.

WATERLOO (CP) - Students at Water-

loo Lutheran University Friday voted to

strike March 1 to draw attention to their

demands for a say in the hiring and dismiss-

al of faculty members.
A large majority of about 350 students at

a general meeting voted in favor of a strike.

The meeting followed rejection by the

university senate of a student request for

representation on committees dealing with

teaching contracts.

Dr. Frank C. Peters, president of the 2,-

700 student university, said he favored the

student proposal and added:

"I'm disappointed that it was not accept-

ed."

The senate vote was 21 to 18 against the

student request.

According to Dr. James Hemming teach-

ers can spot pupils who will make bad hus-

bands or shrewish wives — as early as the

age of five.

After speaking to the Royal Society of

Health at Caxton Hall, London, (England)
on the Road to Sexual Maturity he said:

"I've forgotten again—is this a reprisal or a provocation?"

"We know a great deal about the sort of

personality which is unsuited to marriage.

Teachers know the non-coperative child

who is isolated from other children and who
spoils their homes — is likely to be unhappi-

ly married.

"A pupil who felt intensely inferior and

demonstrated this by excessive boasting

and showing-off would also be a candidate

for the divorce court.

"

UNITED NATIONS (Reuter) - The
United Nations Security Council unani-

mously recommended Wednesday that the

Himalayan kingdom of Bhutan be admitted

as 128th member. The General Assembly is

expected to endorse the council's decision

when it next meets in September.

BELFAST — Police have warned teenag-

ers here that drug peddlers have been lac-

ing LSD capsules with strychnine and ar-

senic to cut costs and increase profits.

They also warned that opium was being

mixed with marijuana and sold very cheap-

ly to lure drug users into a heroin habit.

Five Quebeckers, including labour
i P

Michel Chartrand and lawyer Robert I

r

ieux, accused of seditious conspirac
advocating the overthrow of the Can n*^
and Quebec governments, have

tli

Ouimet. In a 17 page written statem??
Ouimet ruled that the charges covered

t

long a period of time, were faulty in th
wordinp and lacked suffiripnt- eirwording and lacked sufficient details
The five still face charges of being men.

bers of the outlawed Front de Liberation 7'

Quebec.
°ndu

The five were charged with having bepn
parties to a conspiracy aimed at chanein
the Quebec Government by "advocatin
force without lawful authority' ' .

^

The judge asked how "can one conspire
by carrying out the pricess of advocation
How could the accused "hope to prepare
full and complete defence against such a
vague and imprecise indictment?"

he
asked.

CHICAGO (AP) - Brink's Inc. lost

$180,000 in currency and checks when two
money bags fell from one of the firm's
armored trucks earlier this week. John W
Jones, Brink's vice-president, said Thurs-
day that the loss was discovered when a

guard in the rear of the truck felt a draft

and found that the back door had sprung

open, presumably when the truck went over

a bump.

Effective yesterday, the bank rate of the

Bank of Canada was lowered to 5% from six

percent, in response to foreign reductions

in interest rates.

BRISTOL, England (AP) - Rev. Charles

Shells has been appointed a canon of Bristol

Cathedral. "I always thought I should be a

canon with a name like mine," said Canon
Shells.

External Affairs Minister Mitchell Sharp
has stated that the California earthquake
disaster has pointed up the seismic instabil-

ity of the Pacific rim and that his govern-

ment will protest even more strongly

against the Atomic Energy Commission's
plans to explode a nuclear bomb in the

Aleutian Islands this fall. The disaster ap-

parently has not persuaded the Commission
to reconsider its plans.

OTTAWA (CP) - Signs put up during
Carleton University's current student coun-
cil elections advertised a handy service:
Students wanting to sell their votes could do
so; candidates wanting to buy the votes
could also do so.

The signs, the student newspaper the
Carleton reported, said Student Elector
Services would handle the transactions,
buying votes at 20 cents each and selling

them to candidates at 25.

To sell a vote, just call A Division, the

signs said. To buy a vote call B Division.

But the telephone numbers listed were
those of A and B divisions of the RCMP.

A check by the newspaper revealed that

RCMP A Division, handling narcotics cases
among other things, received several calls

from students seeking to sell.

Candidates were more on the ball. RCMP
B Division didn't get a call.

To join the Canadian Youth Hostels Asso-

ciation costs ten dollars.

VIENTIANE (Reuter) — A state of

emergency has been declared in Laos,

effective Saturday.

A communique published by the official

Lao press said that after the weekly cabinet

meeting Thursday the government had de-

cided to declare a state of emergency in the

whole kingdom.
The communique said the government

decision was dictated by recent military

developments.

It added: "It is possible, and this is what

the Laos people hope, that the new situation

which has just been created will lead to an

agreement among the big powers to put an

end to the war, the consequences of which

are unforeseeable should it continue long-

BABYLON, NY (UPI) - The 47th annual

U.S. National Decoy Show will take place

March 6-7 under the auspices of the Great

South Bay Waterfowlers' Association. iw

show will include a display of antique oej

coys used by sportsmen in the hunting

ducks.

(By The CP) - This year's Atlantic sea

hunt will begin Friday, March 12,
who

quota of 245,000 animals, the fisheries

partment announced Wednesday. y
The season, which ends Saturday AP

24, sets limits of 100,000 seals for Canaai

vessels, 100,000 for Norwegian ships

45,000 for local residents. .

t

Canadians will be allowed to hunt in

i

Gulf of St. Lawrence and on the La or

"front." The gulf take is limited to w
pelts. ,he

The Norwegians will be restricted w
Labrador area

The department said in a release ^
ta is down from an average of 300,ow

mals for the 1960s.

the (P*
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Traffic studies one of many Univ. Centre studies
On Monday. February. 15, the new-

ly-formed University Centre Planning

Committee held its first meeting. Or-

ganizational components of the Com-
mittee were discussed, and Dean D. A.

Soberman was appointed Chairman,

The Committee was pleased to re-

ceive and react to the first progress

report presented by Mr, Pellow and

Mr Rowland.

Studies are presently under way or

proposed in the following areas: Space

Study — a qualitative analysis of exist-

ing non-academic spaces; Building

Use Study — a study to determine

building use density of students by lo-

cation at a point of time and a co-effi-

cient of utilization of buildings; Move-

ment Analysis — a comprehensive

study was undertaken on Thursday of

this week for a 16-hour period in order

to determine pedestrian and vehicular

movements on-campus; Needs Study
— an extension of the questionnaire

survey by the original University

We'd
like to make

a few

promises

If you use Tampax tampons

you'll never again be bothered

with pins, pads and belts. Nor

with odor, chafing and the

bulge.

* * * *

Because Tampax tampons are

worn internally, you'll be com-

fortable. So comfortable., in

fact, that you might even for-

get all about your period.

* # • *

You'll have a choice of three

absorbency-sizes
: iwflvn

Regular, Super and ffTiflfll

Junior. No one else can UlUlfl

offer that, and the HI*!*!

Juniors are just right .for girls

just starting to menstruate.

* * * *

You'll never touch the tampon
The smooth container-appli-

cator enables you to place the

tampon properly.

* * * *

You'll get real protection.

Tampax tampons ore made of

pure absorbent cotton. They
expand in three directions to

conform with the contours of

your body.

* x- m- it-

Disposal problems just don't

exist because both the tampon
and the container-applicator

are flushable.

\nolher promise, a most im-

portant promise, is freedom

Freedom to swim, dance, ride,

run, or just relax. All because

of Tampax tampons, th(

world's most trusted tampon

M&hr/rom the start...

Centre Steering Committee; Pood

Services Study — Retail Commercial

Spaces — existing long-term use space

needs; Campus Plan — an investiga-

tion of City planning constraints, phys-

ical constraints, long-term academic

and physical planning goals; A M.S.,

Societies and Service Users — a deter-

mination of specific needs and their

potential within a University "Centre"

complex; Students Memorial Union —
an investigation of workable alterna-

tives for the existing building com-

plex; Questionnaire — a survey is pro-

posed within the next few weeks and

will include staff, students and faculty

to provide insight into users' opinions;

Programming and Scheduling — the

consultants indicated that no definite

critical path or programming schedule

would be proposed. In lieu of such pro-

t TAMPONS ARE MADE ONL
AN TAMPAX CORPORATION 1

BARRIE. ONTARIO

gram, the consultants have agreed to

establish tentative dates for meetings
with the Committee and to adjust their

schedule accordingly

The question of a future Queen's
University Centre Users Committee
and Queen's University Centre Board

of Directors was considered, but it was
decided that definite investigations

could be postponed until an overall pic-

ture of facility needs was formed,

The Committee expressed the desire

that contact be facilitated between
constituents of the Queen's campus

and the consultants through ava i

publicity media, and by direct coilr
*

tation with the consultant. ""'on-

Pertinent information mav h
Lained through the A.M.S Off

°b '

through the Office of the TJn
Campus Planner

,iversitv

Penicillin replacement synthesized
An antibiotic which may be more

powerful than the same amount of pen-

icillin and may be safe for people who
are allergic to penicillin has been de-

veloped by a Queen's professor.

Assistant professor of Chemistry
Dr. W.A. Szarek. working in associa-

tion with Prof, J.K.N. Jones and stu-

dent G.B. Howart, has developed a

Best Meds lecturer dumped

method of synthesizing lincomycin. a

drug which has been used on patients

with various infections of the respira-

tory tract, including sinusitis and ton-

sillitis. The synthesized drug, with still

more work, could become commer-
cially competitive.

The synthesis was first described by

Dr. Szarek in January last year. Since

them, he and Dr. Jones have gone back

to work on the natural lincomycin, in

order to increase the drugs ability to

The Aesculapian Society election

results are as follows: President —
Ron Kimberley; Vice President — Bob
Reid; Vice President External — Ann
Searie; Secretary — AL Patterson,

Assistant Secretary — Kathy Tait,

Treasurer — Al Cruess; and Athletic

Stick — Glen Thornley — Lectureship

award — Dr. De Souza (for best lectur-

er.)

Dr. De Souza's tenure was not re-

newed this year,

AUNT LUCY'S
STEAK - 1.99

FILET MIGNON SPECIAL
LICENSED - JUST WEST

OF THE CIRCLE
A GREAT PLACE TO BRING A DATE

Queen's Nursing Science

' PRESENTS

LA SOIREE
FORMAL DINNER AND DANCE

FRIDAY MARCH 5, 1971

9.00 - 1.00 A. M.
At the

LASALLE HOTEL

TICKETS AVAILABLE

FROM: 544-8 131

5 14-8404

544-8194

r

YOU GOT THE GREATEST MAN
NOW GET THE GREATEST DIAMOND

You thought he'd never ask. But he did. And
your engagement ring should be as perfect as your

happiness. Come in and see our brilliant

selection of diamonds. All sizes, all styles, beautifully

cut and beaming with fire and light. You
found the perfect man. We'll help you find the

ideal diamond.

KINNEAR d'ESTERRE
Jewellers

1gb princess street,
kingston, ontario

CANADA

fight infection and to vary the r-
which it is absorbed. A chlorine!

has been found to have SCT<™l time.
the potency of lincomycin.

Dr. Szarek. who received his Pk r,
from Queen's in 1964 and has been
assistant professor since 1967 na

dn

ceived a $1000 award from the tin, T
Pharmaceutical Co. in Kalam

*"

Michigan for his work. "™m
(Translated from the CP)

Faculty of Arts and Science

HONOURS APPLICATIONS

Following the recommendation of the Curri-

culum Committee, formal application for hon-

ours will be made only at the end of third

year. Prior to their third year, students who
meet course prerequisities may register for

honours programs, but are not required to fill

out honours application forms.

There will be a subsequent notice in

the J ournal indicating when honours applica-

tion forms will be available in the Faculty

office for third year students.

FEES
REMINDER FOR

UNDERGRADUATE

AND MBA STUDENTS

Students are reminded that an additional

late payment charge will be applied

against accounts not paid by February

28, 197

L

If you find it more convenient to mail

your cheque to the Accountant's Office,

please record your student number on
the face of your cheque.

^ICheTFloundTable
£tcah House and'Cabern

Bain ttDarJ at froiumac Wall, dingscon. Ontario, 111-7111 W Igf TST'SA

WANTS STUDENTS!
TCrji C3ur

TUb 3teak Special ©nig 2.45

& Our Sunday Night

Roast Beef Buffet Oniy 2.99

gour Jirst Cocktail- ©nip 15/

- CLIP THIS COUPON
\
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Garbage suggestions for City include reclamation

Page 3

by Debbie Scott

The local engineering experts in the
'

of garbage disposal don't forsee

h chance of a change in Kingston

^dents' attitudes towards garbage
reSI

|, ernate methods of treatment.

Kingston Pollution Probe meeting
A,

^t]aV pr Jim Brown challenged
Tue

[]ies'is
put forward by a questioning

|!ie

'her of the audience that solutions
m

n'roblems relating to finding alterna-

nieth°^s to the present methods of
llv

'e
-

tarV landfill will inevitably follow

Si re-education.

Suggesting that segregation of basic
"

estic
garbage components (basic-

, ]v
paper, glass, metal, and

3

'-(jes) could be done at the source,

ttie local household unit, a student

'at !orth the idea that just as anti-

coking advertising has been success-

ful in cutting down on smoking, adver-

tising or re-education campaigns could

L successful in getting people to seg-

regate their garbage in the kitchen.

Dr. Brown countered by pointing out
that, in spite of'advertising. there are
still people smoking, and 'there will
be no significant change in habits that
are a matter ot attitude'

' in westerners
careless treatment of waste.

Dr. Reg Clark gave a rundown of
various alternative methods of dispos-
al, ranging from open dumping,
through reclamation and composting
and reclamation, and indicated the
many factors which a politician would
have to weigh before selecting the
appropriate.method. These would in-

clude the size of the community, the
public's attitude to waste, the market-
ability ot salvageable material, and
employment considerations.

For instance, Dr. Clark suggested,
the one successful compost-reclama-
tion-system which has been in opera-
tion for any length of time is located in

Altoona, Pennsylvania. It produces a
soil additive. Its success is entirely
dependent on its market. "If there

were six similar plants. Altoona would
falter from the competition."

In response to another question from
the audience on whether a local gov-
ernment ought to expect aid from a
more senior government. Don Mc-
Intyre. Law 73. a former research as-
sistant, answered that just as cancer is
being treated at both ends - by at-
tempting to change public attitudes
through advertising and by attempting
to find medical cures for cancer using
public money, so the fight against
waste should be fought on two fronts

Garbage and its treatment has be-

come a serious issue for the local

Probe group since City Council began

entertaining ideas about the desirea-

bility of the pulverization method of

disposal. The local group has gone on

record as being opposed to such a

method for two reasons — its inherent

denial of the importance of the issue of

resource conservation, and the alleged

increased contamination potential for

the water table beneath the disposal

site.

The obvious pessimism which the

panelists displayed for any type of re-

clamation system involving segrega-
tion at the source is not shared by the

Probe organization. At the last meet-
ing of the City's Advisory Subcommit-
tee on Garbage Disposal, Commission-
er of Works Don Ross and Probe
member Brad Sloan suggested that the

City and the Probe group initiate a
trial experiment to test the feasibility

of segregation. The mechanics of the

system are now being organized by
Probe

Old ASUS executive closes out

AMEY'S
TAXI

546-1111

by Jackie Snyder

The Annual General Meeting of the
ASUS was held in Stirling Hall on
Wednesday night. The minutes of last

year's Annual General Meeting and of

the January General Meeting were
accepted and the results of the recent
ASUS elections were announced.

Annual reports were presented.
Commenting on the financial report,

Murray Girotti warned next year's
Orientation Committee against spend-
ing above their budget allotment. Last
year's Committee overspent by $423.

In connection with the social report,

Jennifer Ritchie gave details about
this year's Art's Formal, "Omega ". It

will be held on March 12 at the Holiday

Inn. John Green reported on a planned

.blues concert on March 13. If financial-

ly possible, the ASUS will sponsor this

final concert. There was a discussion

of the fact that this was a year for

blues concerts, last year being a 'folk

concert year'. Dan Lang suggested
that those interested in working on
next year's concert committee would

be welcomed by the committee.

The problem of the lack of a treasur-

er and a secretary was raised. There
were no candidates for these positions

in the last elections. Chris Redmond
explained that, because of the surplus

of elections at this time of year, the

posts should be filled by students ap-

pointed by the new executive. This

would mean suspending the constitu-

tion and interviewing prospective can-

didates. Hopefully, as, Mr. Redmond

TWO
MONTHS

FREE
30 REGULAR

playtex
* self-adjusting

tampons
adjusts natti^fftoyoif imw flgtM (c ew«PK>t«tten Iram fojtday&w IKI.

We'll give you more than two months of

Playtex self-adjusting tampons for only 500.

Send coupon now

It self-adjusts to your own special shape.

You'll love Ihc way the Playlex Tampon adiusls

custom lit your own inner shape To make

mishaps just about impossible. It's a whole new

kind ol proleclion.

It self-adjusts to your own special absorbency

needs better, too. The more you How. the more

the new Playlex Tampon expands and absorbs

Lab lesls prove it's 45% more absorbent on me

average than the leading lampon. That means

iecunly againsl accidents, even on

your first or second day.

The self-adjustable plastic applicator makes

insertion easier. M s flexible Less likely to pinch

supply ol Playte "ampons now

Reguk

Super

"s 50c for more lhan two months supply ol Playlex lampons

3 plain wrapper, please.

/order lo Playlex Limned. 6363

Ofter expires June 3!st. 1971

OK FiJ
J

— ;

D^c7"bci lowwaiw w PiflrU-'i

suggested, some "suckers" will be
"scared up"

Several motions from the floor were
passed. Greg Young moved that the

$300 which Art's 71 owed the ASUS be

used to purchase student artwork.

Hopefully, this will begin with the stu-

dent art exhibit after Reading Week.
The meeting ended with the transfer

of power. After Murray Girotti's "few
touching words" of thanks. Marv
Bloos. the new president, adjourned
the meeting.

There will be no Journal during

study!?) week, and only one issue a
week after study week.

OPTICAL
FRONFENAC MALL
300 B At H ROAD HIGHWAY 33

KINGSTON ONTARIO 546-7423

MON. TO Ffll 10 A M to 10 P.M.

WINE
supplies and equipment

CHEESE
from around the world

BEER
malts and supplies for those

who prefer the excellence

of-home brew

GOURMET
foods from afar

GIFTS
with a touch of distinction

COOKE'S
OLD WOF LD SHOP est. 1868

59-61 Brock

Kingston, Ont.

READ THIS

AND DYE ..

!
m

1 KlMUi
^ ^

SUN FAST AND
WASH FAST DYES
FOR BATIK AND
TIE-DYE
49« PACKAGE TO
MAKE 1 PINT OF DYE
ALSO AVAILABLE IN

1 OZ. AND 4 OZ. BOTTLES
68 BROCK
BETWEEN KING & WELLINGTON

AMS
GENERAL MEETING

Tues. March 2

at

7:00 pm

in

STIRLING D
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ABORTIONS
Where to turn

by Mary Ellen Marus
"Miss Clark I'm sorry to

have to tell you this — but your

test was positive". . . O.K.

Thanks, (click.) I was in Hali-

fax visiting some friends last

spring when I had a drugstore

pregnancy test. Two hours lat-

er I learned the test was posi-

tive. At first I was really happy

but when I got back to Toronto

(where I was living for a

whilel the relationship be-

tween my boyfriend and I ex-

ploded. I knew if I couldn't fix

things up between the two of us

we certainly wouldn't be able

to work it out between the

three of us. So I didn't even tell

him I was pregnant. Anyways I

waited a couple of days, talk-

ing to friends. I was confused

and scared. I could have had
the baby because my friends

would have supported my deci-

sion but I decided I didn't want
it.

I came home to Kingston
knowing I'd never tell my par-

ents, for my mother would
have been so frightened for

me. I knew a doctor to go to for

the abortion but what would I

say to him. I stayed awake
nights trying to think up a good
story but finally just walked
into his office and said "I'm
pregnant and I don't want to

be."

Immediately he stated that I

had a legal hold on the father to

force him to marry me. I want-
ed to walk out right then. He
continued to play the God
game acting so superior it was
nauseating. But I couldn't disa-

gree. I could only answer "Yes
sir, Yes sir." He hassled me
for one week. He had me phon-
ing him from telephone booths

every two hours. He would
specify a time to phone. I'd

phone and he wouldn't be in. I

saw him three or four times

before he'd talk about the

price. I explained that I had no

money; that I'd pay him a little

at a time. He finally stated

$150 but it could have been as

high as $1000.

Finally Saturday morning I

went into his office for an
injection abortion where he

drained the sac of fluid and
injected another solution of

high salt or sugar content; thus

killing the feutus and causing it

to be expelled. It only took five

minutes and it didn't hurt at

all. I left after he gave me pills

to slow the bleeding, pain re-

lievers and penicillin. I bled for

three months.

Two weeks after the Satur-

day, labour contractions hit

me. I had drunk a few beer
with some friends so maybe
that's what caused them. The
pain hurt like hell every three

minutes. Tissue and blood

gushed out. I got into a warm
bath thinking that would help

The above is a true account of an illegal abortion. However the

following is a general outline of procuring a legal abortion. See your

family doctor or a general practitioner. If a G.P. does not do the

referral you.are not covered by OHSIP or other medical insurance.

The G.P refers you to a gynaecologist and you also see two psychia-

trists. The Abortion Board of a hospital consists of three doctors who
review your case by reading the reports of the doctors you have seen.

Economic. Physical and mental health aspects are considered. The

gynaecologist, other than one who sits on the board, who will per-

form the abortion arranges for a hospital bed. Depending on how far

along you are you might be in the hospital overnight or for five min-

utes.

One of the problems is the delay factor. What if your G.P. refuses

to refer you to another? You must search for one yourself and make
an appointment. The Board meets once or so a week. You might wait

a week for a hospital bed. The weeks add up and after a twelve week
pregnancy period the operation might become more difficult For

birth control including abortion, information phone RAP 546-01 01

The Family Planning Organization
KGH 547-6060; 547-2179

The Gynaecology Clinic KGH 547-6060
547-2179

Better communicationsamong Med schools
The Associate Committee on Under-

graduate Medical Student Affairs (a

committee of the Association of Cana- .

dian Medical Colleges — ACMC) was
approved by the ACMC executive re-

cently. This committee has been over
a year in the making and has been fi-

nally made official, Two years ago the

ACMC executive decided that it should
have a student input at the national
level and the idea of an associate
committee was put forward. This
committee's function will be to foster

communications between Canadian
medical schools in the area of under-
graduate affairs. This committee will

be concerned with such areas as appli-

cant and admissions procedures, im-
provement in health services for un-

dergraduate medical students, general
welfare arrangements including finan-

cial aid and employment, and faculty-

student relations, such as student par-
ticipation in faculty committees, stu-

dent evaluation of faculty etc.

The committee will consist of one
faculty rep from each medical school
(appointed by the dean), one under-
graduate student from each medical
school, one rep from the Associate
Committee on Postgraduate Affairs,

the president of ACMS. the exec, direc-

tor of ACMC and the research director

of ACMC.
Since such a group would be too

large to meet during the year, an exec-
utive was chosen and consisted of six

members — one faculty rep from each
of four areas (the West, Ontario,
Quebec, Atlantic), one undergraduate
student nominated by the student rep
and one member of the Committee of

Postgraduate Affairs.

ARTS 73
Results of Year Elections, for 1971-72

President

Vice-Preside

Secretary

Treasurer

Social

Convenors

M embers- at-

Large

Derek McLean 544-7238

Brian Law 544-7567

Ted Ash bury 544-7516

Paul Robillard 544-7517

Laurie Esling & 544-8715
Bob Naylor 544-6116

Debbie Ostler & 544-8147
Jarvis lloult 544-7550

ABORTIONS
Counselling

and Referral Service.

Abortions are now legal

in New York State^Jf you

think you are pregnant,

don't delay.

MEDICAL REFERRAL
is a discreet professional

service that handles you
with understanding. Well

make all arrangements and

appointments with Board

certified obstetricians, gy-

necologists and anesthes-

iologists in fully licensed

and accredited hospitals.

Costs range from $250 to

$375, depending on per-

sonal need.

MEDICAL REFERRAL
142 Mineola Ave.,

Roslyn Heights, LI 1 157

(516) 621-8000
Seven days a week

relieve the pain. Within a
while the water had turned

blood red. There was so much
blood; it was hurting so much I

was blacking out. It hurt like

crazy. Tissue-liver-like hunks
of tissue- and blood. Thank
God, a girlfirend came over
and she phoned the doctor. I

wasn't able to take the codein

unless I called the doctor first.

I doped myself to sleep with
the pills. The pain was gone the

next morning but my bed was
soaked in blood.

I was still having trouble two

months later because I had a
an infection. It was o.k. as lo°'
as I was taking the perncm"

8

but as soon as I ran out I was •

trouble. I had to have my ce

' n

vix. cauterized. That was a i

most as bad - like somebod.
burning you out with a bl0«,

torch.

I never went back to the doc
tor and I had only paid him $20
I didn't feel depressed at all

Women are conditioned by so
ciety to feel guilty. I was

j ust
so relieved to get rid of it

Nobody can tell I ever had an
abortion, not even a patholo
gist. But one thing I had done
wrong' was to wait so long. \

had missed my first period and
waited and prayed for the next
one. You shouldn't wait — find

out soon enough and there's
less hassle and pain. I know
other girls who had abortions
too, yet I got off the easiest. I

was eighteen and in good
health, and was never actually

in bed sick except that one
night. The worst part was the

game to get the abortion. I felt

cheap and dirty begging him
while he tried to intimidate

me. While he was God-tripping

all I could reply was yes sir,

yes sir. That was the terrible

part — the fact that I never had

control over anything that

happened to me at any time.

COMMERCE SOCIETY

ELECTION RESULTS
The results of the Commerce Society
elections are as follows:

President—Bill De Lucia:

Vice President—James Bowland;

Treasurer—Steve Brereton;

Athletic Stick—George Smith;

Social Convenor—Harvey Fine;

AMS Rep—Chris Dundas;

AMS Jr. Rep—Jim Dinning

OTTAWA TEACHERS' COLLEGE

Professional One-year Courses

leading to

an Elementary School Teacher's Certificate

or

a Primary School Specialist Certificate

valid in Ontario

are available at

OTTAWA TEACHERS' COLLEGE

Interviews will be held in Kingston, March 2nd-

Leave your name with the Placement and Housing

Office, Clark Hall.
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Love - Not Babies

pr Rudolf Harmsen

%st. Prof. -Biology

Wnen we are urged to "make love, not babies" in the word of the most popular

, p G,' slogan we mustn't take that directive too literally; at least 1 don't think

that is what ZPG wants us to do. The slogan, however, has a very neat way of

striking
the essence of the sexual and reproductive aspects of the balance be-

tween the quality and quantity of life. Simultaneously, it crushes a fantastic array

0{ age-long
pillars of established morality. It flatly accepts love-making as some-

thing g°0(i
'
something human, something of quality, and in doing so it discards

self
righteous prudery and guilt ridden puritanism. But it does more, it also says

that babies, that new people are not necessarily a good thing. Why should they be

anyway? A person is only a "good thing" if he can live a meaningful life — a

living
human body is not necessarily a person.

1 think that much of our cherished so-called "Christian morality" is not at all

moral, and, by the way, hardly Christian. The reverence for human life per -se is

so obviously
based on value judgements of the days of slavery and cannon-fodder

that I find it hard to take. Why certainly, babies are wonderful little things in the

eves of adults. There would have to be something disagreeably wrong with our

instincts if we didnt think so. But, let's face it, in a male point of view, women
are also wonderful things, yet most of males wouldn't really want more than one

wife. There is nothing wrong with picking up other people's babies once in a while

and hugging them a little, but we must learn to have no more than two ourselves.

What options do we have, and how do we go about getting what we want.

Some outdated, sick philosophies have it that we should not choose at all, but

leave these decisions to some higher power: dictatorial or divine. Interference in

such higher directives then becomes illegal or immoral, and the result for such a

committed society is inevitably masses of unwanted, unloved children, unbeara-

ble pollution, poverty, violence, worn-out women, and all other typical evils asso-

ciated with overpopulation. In a world of man-power armies or poverty sustained

ideologies, however, this very philosophy carried a lot of leader-appeal. My ad-

vice: don't even recognize it as an entertainable alternative.

Then we have the typical liberal, democratic attitude so strongly supported by

a variety of family planning organizations. 2 Oddly, these organizations may do

more harm than good as far as the population problem is concerned. They advo-

cate that we should do our best to help each family to get and maintain exactly

the number of children they want. A wonderful liberal, human, democratic con-

cept. It is moral or at least honestly intended to be so. "You want two children?

No more, fine, we'll help you with contraceptive methods or devices to stop after

two. "But also we'll help you with fertility methods or devices to have those

babies that don't seem to be coming naturally." and worse — "You want ten

children? Wonderful! We'll give you ... . "The fact is, that in practically all

societies, both primitive and advanced, women on the average tend to have more
or less the number of children they want, with or without contraceptive technolo-

gy! In other words, family planning organizations are a great help to individual

families, but they do not solve the population problem. Similarly, the "Perfect

Pill" is not going to solve anything; it was make pre- and extra-marital promiscu-

ity much easier and more enjoyable which may be a fine thing, but it will not

apprecially effect the number of babies born.

Well, what about ZPG. This organization comes to grips with the morality of

the issue. Here we recognize that the morality of yesterday is rapidly becoming
the immorality of today. We must learn to recognize, for instance that a situation,

where a woman living and obeying a moral code, she doesn't understand, a wom-
an who in doing so marries a virgin, copulates with a feeling of guilt, begets a raft

of children and dies in poverty after sacrificing half her children for the "father-

land" is IMMORAL, however much she fits the 19th century slot of the perfect

mother.

ZPG says merely that is is a moral and pragmatic necessity to stop our popula-

tion from growing. The implication is that the average family must not have as

many children as they want, but two (or maybe a little more to balance spinsters

and juvenile deaths). How we go about attaining this is a different problem and

may vary greatly from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. But the essence is there: love

(quality of life) not babies (well, no more than two).

Now, this is all well and good, but what are you and I going to do about it?

My advice is that the individual should slice his or her life into three definite

periods. Premarital, marital reproductive, and marital, post reproductive. The

premarital period is the most difficult one: one has to experiment with contra-

ception, one faces different sex partners and most important, one has to decide

when sex becomes a part of ones life and under what conditions. Parents and

family doctors are usually of no or little help, and one is not sure one can trust a

prospective partner and his judgement. It is essential that one avoids pregnancy,

and if it occurs the woman should have the inalienable right to an artificial abor-

tion. This right is fortunately recognized by a growing number of people, but

unfortunately not legally recognized and not always practically available. It is, at

the moment, possible, but not easy to get an abortion. 3 The real reasons for the

difficulties still lie in a number of lobbies who claim a protector's right over a

"quantity of life" theorem. "Abortion is the taking of life'' they claim. Of course

,it is. So what? Destroying a certain quantity of life is just as much a decision as

not destroying it, and all decisions carry both consequences and alternatives. We
have the power to decide. Therefore we are responsible for our decisions and its

consequences. In the case of unmarried women who do not want to continue a

pregnancy, the decision is to be obviously theirs. Fortunately a more just and

morally concerned lobby is growing rapidly, spearheaded by ARCAL 4 an organi-

zation committed to removing abortion from the Canadian Criminal Code.

The marital, reproductive stage is the next difficult. True, one is hopefully

sexually experienced by now, one lives with a single partner, and pregnancy is not

a calamity, may be even desirable. But one wants to space the two children care-

fully, which means contraception, and maybe even in extreme cases abortion,

though in this case the decision is obviously not exclusively the wife's.

Finally one reaches the easiest of the three periods: marital, post reproduc-

tive. Unless ones marriage is "on the rode" this is also the most enjoyable part of

life, vasectomy (a very minor surgical operation interrupting the sperm delivery

system without impairing a man's sexuality) makes a full sex life feasible with-

out any other contraceptive method. There is normally no chance of pregnancy.

To sum up, we are living with an archaic sexual morality, and many erroneous

ideas about the population problem. We are forced to compromise with people

who believe differently when it comes to making decisions in our personal lives.

These compromises have resulted in a series of unjust and harmful laws. It is our

responsibility to live our own lives with a goal oriented, positive, pregmatie mo-

rality and concentrate our efforts on destroying the outdated laws and mores that

perpetuate an increasingly dangerous and objectionable situation.

1. ZPG — Zero Population Growth Inc. Kingston Chapter, c/o Earl Hall. Queen's

University. 547-3040. „„„„
2. The Kingston Branch of the Family Planning Organization K.C..H. Connell 7,

547-606 0

3. Gynacology Clinic, K.G.H.. Connell 7. 547-2179

4. Association for the Repeal of Canadian Abortion Laws, 331 Rose Park Drive,

Toronto 290, Ontario.
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LOST: In Jeffery or (hereabouts, Mon.

afternoon, a woolen touque consisting

of banded red, blue, gold, hand knitted.

Reword, valued possession. Phone Lloyd

544-7069. 435 McNeill.

Found in Dupuis Hall, several books,

scarves, gloves, eyeglasses and hand
bags. Owners should apply to the Gen-
eral Business Office, 2nd floor, Deport-

ment of Chemical Engineering, Dupuis
Hall.

•Mime* — Leslie Keye
'endeyi - Dunntf Ell.oll

™oio Director - Chris Clark

The Schmuck Award of the Week

goes to the Faculty of Medicine

for firing their best lecturer.

Warm
— Me

,uiet, single rooi

Law, Commerc.
Close to Queen'!

ing 196 Union. 546-5048

i $10.50/wk.
or Economics
— with park-

WANTED: One theme for next year's

Science Formal. Reward — one thirst

quenching ease of beer (large). Drop

il Meter Soetmv

y WEB OHs*« "><°nI0 0o"

SMMiTtar n«t ywrt Tnco.or and Joum.1^'^^l^
Office by today. Application* for next year's Journal Business Man u

<•"• in the AMS Office by Mon. March 1.

GAYS DATING ASSOCIATION,
Wide choice of dates,

Gay boys & gay girls, coast to coast,

fully confidential,
call 536-7529, 1 pm-9pm., or write to

P.O. Son 1253, Sln-A. Toronto, Ont.
enclose S2.00 for handling,

Ontori
rsty'

is in ot A. M.S. offic

655 Fleet Street, Kingslo

We want to thank you, Vaughn and
Don, for a weekend we ll always re-

member. Anytime you're in a blizzard,

be sure to take a taxi to Vic Love from
Cupid's terrible trio, Laurie, Sue, and
Marg.
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Continuation of

the Royal Commission

on the Status of Women

EDUCATION
The Commission has made recommendations concerning elementary school text-

books, publications of governments, counselling procedures, family life education
physical education and sports activities, financial aid for students, continuing edu-
cation, training for household employment, educational television programming and
the establishment of Citizens' Information Centres.

Present Education Patterns

In the education of girls and boys, the first significant difference is apparent in the
choice of courses at the high school level. Percentages of girls and boys who enroll
in the academic program are roughly equal, but boys predominate in the study of
mathematics and science and girls concentrate on social studies. Options chosen at
the high school level have a definitive influence on women's eventual occupational
choice.

A second significant difference relates to drop-outs. Proportionately more girls
than boys stay at school until the higher grade levels. This difference is often re-
versed in the final grades of high school since, if boys reach second or third year
high school, they are more likely to stay on to senior matriculation.
The Commission finds that there are two critical times of decision in the educa-

tional life of a girl. One is at the transition from elementary to secondary school
when she chooses the courses she will take. The other is at the completion of second-
ary school, when she decides what she wants to do, whether to go on to university
enroll in a technical training or business course, or take a job. Most educators are
aware of these watersheds. The Commission urges all those involved in the educa-
tion of girls to emphasize the long-term effects of choices made during high school
years and to impress on girls the importance of education for women.

In universities women make up only about a third of college and university under-
graduate enrolment. This is a slowly increasing percentage of the total enrolment in
undergraduate programs from 16.3 per cent in 1921 to 34.2 per cent in 1967-68.

At the graduate level, since 1953 there has been a gradual increase in female
enrolment, but the percentage of women graduate students has not yet reached the
1921 figure. At that time a quarter of graduate students in Canadian universities
were women. Since 1955, the percentage of post graduate degrees earned by women
has remained fairly constant. Women earn about 20 per cent of the master's degrees
and about eight per cent of the doctorates.
More women than men enroll in university correspondence courses. In 1967-68. of

5,009, students, 53 per cent were women. In part-time programs, women comprised
43 per cent at the undergraduate level and 22 per cent at graduate level.

In the past, some universities have required women, to have a high
standing than men for admission to certain faculties and have imposed ou

ac

proportion of women admitted, according to some briefs presented to th
"

sion. University authorities claim that these requirements have been dro
ever, to take the study of medicine as an example, according to a brief

'

Canadian women physicians, "for boys and girls coming out of grade

PPerj
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Pres,

!3 into

p
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premedical year, there are three universities that demand 10 per cent h
demic qualification from the girls." Apart from this discrimination, the br"

-

that places in Canadian medical schools are being fairly awarded, and sue
"lack of encouragement" is the main reason for the low percentage of

sls
«

cal students.
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The number of women medical students is increasing, though in proporf
women's increasing undergraduate enrolment it has decreased. A higher no'

011 to

of women doctors undertake post-graduate work than men, and a higher ne
Centi

of women are qualified specialists.
Per«nti

It is sometimes stated that Canada cannot afford costly advanced medio
ing for women, only to have them leave labor force in order to raise children t
almost 80 per cent of women doctors in Canada are in active practice. ^

Vocational Training

Female enrolment in publicly sponsored post-secondary technical
creased from 5.7 per cent in 1961-62 to 19.4 per cent in 1967-68. The

courses

change in specialization has been the increase in women students in"
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dental technology and the decrease in home economics and food technology
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Recommendation for Textbook Revision
(Recommendation 1)

An analysis of sex role imagery in a representative selection of elementary sen
textbooks clearly indicates that a woman's creative and intellectual potential
either underplayed or ignored in the education of children from their earliest yeaBessThrc"

"' " '
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The common stereotype of sex roles in elementary textbooks provides few chailei
ing models for young girls.For a girl, many textbooks spell out explicitly her mad
nal and domestic future with an almost exclusive concern with housekeeping

coi
ing and bringing up her children. She is portrayed as passive, self-sacrificing a
submissive. Boys are portrayed in a variety of activities and as adventurous
aggressive. The Commission deplores the use of textbooks that provide so lit

recognition of the capabilities of women.
The Commission believes that an adolescent girl should be made aware of the h

that, in this day and age, marriage will not be the exclusive preoccupation of

life. In the interests of a more equal partnership between women and men — in

family, at work, and in the community — a girl needs an education which will opi

wide range of options to her.

Recommendations for Good Career Orientation for Girls and Women

While they are still in school girls tend to have lower occupational expectatio:

than boys.

Girls need special help in overcoming the pressures of society. Although guidan

specialists are increasingly employed in high schools and, to a lesser extent in s

mentary schools, there are not nearly enough of them. During the hearings,

Commission was repeatedly told that girls need better counselling and more up-

date occupational information for career planning to help them plan long range ed

cational programs. Throughout Canada, there is a shortage of competent, train!

counsellors at all levels.

Students seem dissatisfied with the quality of the existing guidance program

Many girls have been encouraged to consider either marriage or a career but nd

both. The Commission believes that changing demands of today make skilled con;

selling necessary at all levels of education and high priority should be given to tl
e of lac

training of counsellors.

Recommendations 2 through 5)

Recommendation on Family Life Education
(Recommendation 6

Much of what is called sex education in Canadian schools consists in giving mere

biological information. What is needed is a family life program of traditional i

changing concepts of masculinity and feminity and of relationships between
k

and girls, men and women, husbands and wives, parents and children. Such an al ;[or

from t
proach, which brings the biological, psychological and social aspects of sexuali,

within one framework, would develop understanding of similarities and differenc' ves tha

between the sexes that are often distorted by social attitudes and practices. 1« s SpeMj
Commission believes that the success of a family life education program depends"

the outlook of its teachers. Throughout the program, the equality of the contributi'

of women and men to society should be emphasized.

Recommendations for Girls' Participation in Athletic and Sports Activities
(Recommendations 7 and 8

nm 1

Girls and women have traditionally engaged in athletic activities to a more

ed extent than boys and men. A recent study headed by a University of 1°
^

physiologists suggests that lack of activity and consequent heart-lung fitness
^

more serious problem in girls than in boys. In failing to participate in Srolip

at|

team activities, many girls are missing an important means of learning habits

tudes and skills that would be helpful in their relationships with others.

to engOutside the school programs, girls also have less opportunity than boy:

in physical activities. Ball parks, ice rinks with scheduled hockey practice

.

summer team sports are almost the exclusive province of boys. The Comm?j
believes the importance of athletic activities call for a special effort to mo" 1

girls.

Financial Aid for Students
( Recommendation 9 and 10)

Canada has found it worthwhile to pay a high price to have trained office' s for

national defence. At the military colleges, about 450 men are admitted each y

They receive free university education and living expenses, and graduate
officer's commission. They are committed to serve four years after gradu

n3
r

except for pilots who serve five years after acquiring wing standards. No Wome

admitted.
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Commission believes that young women and men could be trained by the
nment t0 render sPe

„
clallst services such as working in the Canadian north or

j veloping areas at home and abroad.
ln or

$ieves
that information of financial aid for students in institutions of higher

should be adverUsed to pupUs and their parents beginning at elemental
Sfevels-

Many people still question a girl's need for education assuSthat
& only g° in8

(

t0
ff

mamed.' In most families, if fanances make it necessary
,« between further education for a girl or boy, the boy is given preference

!%? Ions
scholarships, bursaries and loans available from various sources the

i"
in

percentages of men and women receive scholarships and grants, but the men
be

proportionatley higher aggregate stipends. Thirteen per cent of females and
,, cent

of males receive stipends in excess of $600; four per cent of females and
'

er cent
of males receive stipends in excess of 1,500. Under the Canada Student

J Plan, a student may borrow up to $1,000 for one academic year and up to a

0 f
$5,000 for the entire educational period. The loan is interest free until six

hs
after graduation when repayment begins. Canadian women's participation

^ L« increased from 25 7 npr cpnt nf tho fnt^i ;« mc* cc *_ K* * . .
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ring the last 10 years, a revolutionary change has taken place in education
\ promises greatly extended opportunities for women. Because of accelerating
lological change, learning more than ever before is regarded as a continuing
iss throughout life. In the past, educational institutions, engrossed in the educa-
of the young, were slow to acknowledge the potential as well as the special
lems of adults, while today they are aware of the need to encompass and en-

g. cm age mature students. Women who have been "only a housewife" may now seek
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[iei 5,H" ~" unguis, v^diiauian women s participate
plan has increased from 25.7 per cent of the total in 1964-65 to $1 4 per cent in

This latter figure is close to the proportion of women in the total enrolmentins icn.*— --o— -~ —~~ w» wi wumen in rne roiai enrolment
,
universities. Some young women are reluctant to take advantage of student
which have been called a negative dowry for those who marry before the debt

,ve
rnment is paid. Wise counselling is needed to convince young women hesitant

)piy
for loans that advanced education is the best dowry a bride can bring to her

f

rjage
since it constitutes a long term investment for the future. There is no

lantial
difference between the essential expenses of women and men students

n total personal income men appear to have more personal revenue. Earnings
summer employment account for much of this difference and reflect women's
difficulty in obtaining part-time and summer jobs.>[fi

tinning
Education

way of life.

is often difficult for a woman to continue her formal education after she has
married for some years. The married woman in search of further education is

rented by conflicting interests and responsibilities as well as, in some cases, her
and's incomprehension and opposition. She needs help in overcoming her lack of
confidence as well as information about educational facilities and promising job

immeiidations Pertaining to General Continuing Education

e Commission has made six recommendations pertaining to general continuing
ation for adults. Four concern the federal Adult Occupational Training Act of

administered by the Department of Manpower and Immigration,
m recommendations are directed to the various governments for the develop-
tof programming to meet the special needs for continuing education of women
family responsibilities; and extension of the present system of student loans to

' time students attending higher institutions of learning.

ge ed ommendations 11 through 16)
:rame

mission View of Continuing Education Programming
gram

but if

1™ le Commission is concerned that women may not be applying for training be-
10 e of lack of information about the programs and the limitations of the pro-

S part-time curriculum. Furthermore, there is one provision in the Adult Oc-
honal Training Act which may be adversely affecting the enrolment of married
™- Training allowances are paid only to those who have been in the labor force

'east three years or who have two or more dependants. Many women leave the
force to marry before they have worked three years and their children, in

cases, are dependants of their husbands. Moreover, the Act and its Regulations

sometimes been interpreted to require that the three years in the labor force

"mediately prior to the application for training. Since most married women

lil

° r economic reasons, and many who wish training will not be able to take time

rencl ll?™
home t0 attend courses unless they have some income, the Commission

f

ft

nds

b

p that years working full-time in the home should be counted the same as
spent 'n paid employment.

Commission believes that if women with young children are to take full ad-

?' of opportunities for continuing education, child care services must be avail-

*o mature students of both sexes usually have responsibilities in addition to

™*es and may find it difficult to meet class schedules set for younger stu-

Commission believes that post-secondary educational institutions should

> liroi ,/
pr°grams to meet these special needs, and that student loans should be

;oronip Part-time students,

ss is
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e°datio11 for Training for Paid Household Employment
""""Nation 17)

as«

ho

(

'd workers are urgently needed to provide both emergency and perma-

...
'.'stance. Courses for visiting homemakers for emergency assistance have

e.ao

lissii

,tiva!

*en organized by the social agencies through which the women are em-
aittlO|- • - " 1 TW.n.n,r m

»eet
Ugh some 'raining has been offered under public auspices. Training is

d bp
tor Paid household workers to work on a permanent basis. Courses

Hi
°Pen to both men and women and offered at convenient hours. Courses

ktivp information about working conditions, wages, and how to organize tor

action to improve the conditions of employment.

(5jf
llda

'«oiis Directed to Continuing Education for Rural Women
"Nations 18 and 19)

PC'" rural areas have the same needs for continuing education and vocation-

aSth
8as urban women. Some of the most urgent educational needs of women,
°Se of women making the transition to urban life, are being neglected.
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Recommendations

1. We recommend that the provinces and the territories adopt textbooks that
portray women, as well as men, in diversified roles and occupations.

2. We recommend that the federal government, the provinces and the territories
set up committees to review all government publications concerned with the
choice of occupations and careers in order to select and use only publications
that encourage women to consider all occupations, including those which have
been traditionally restricted to men.

3. We recommend that the provinces and territories (a) provide co-educational
guidance programmes in elementary and secondary schools, where they do not
now exist, and (b) direct the attention of guidance counsellors to the importance
of encouraging both girls and boys to consider all occupational fields.

4. We recommend that, where they have not already done so, universities estab-
lish formal counselling services.

5. We recommend that (a) the federal government in cooperation with the
provinces and territories set up a career information service in each local Cana-
da Manpower Centre which would
tit include personnel specially trained to give information to women on occupa-

tions, training requirements, financial help available, and labour market
conditions and needs, and

(ii) insist on the importance of a broad field of occupational choice for girls;

and (b) subject to consultation and agreement with the educational authorities,
this career information service be offered to all schools of the area.

6. We recommend that, where they have not already done so, the provinces and
territories set up courses in family life education, including sex education,
which begin in kindergarten and continue through elementary and secondary
schools, and which are taught to girls and boys in the same classroom.

7. We recommend that the provinces and territories (a) review their policies

and practices to ensure that school programmes provide girls with equal oppor-

tunities with boys to participate in athletic and sports activities, and (b) estab-

lish policies and practices that will motivate and encourage girls to engage in

athletic and sports activities.

8. We recommend that, pursuant to section 3 (d) of the federal Fitness and
Amateur Sport Act, a research project be undertaken to (a) determine why
fewer girls than boys participate in sports programmes at the school level and
(b) recommend remedial action.

9. We recommend that women as well as men be admitted to the military col-

leges operated by the Department of National Defence.

10. We recommend that the federal government provide special funds for young

women and men to acquire university education, such as is provided for young

men who attend military college, leading to a degree in fields designated to be of

special interest for aid to developing areas, the terms to include commitment
to some specified national or international service.

11. We recommend that the federal government, in co-operation with the prov-

inces and territories, ensure that information on the federal Occupational
Training for Adults Programme reaches women outside the labour force as well

as those employed or actively seeking employment.

12. We recommend that the federal government, in co-operation with the prov-

inces and territories, expand and widely advertise the part-time training pro-

grammes offered by the Department of Manpower and Immigration.

13. We recommend that section 3 (h) of the federal Occupational Training Act be

amended so that full-time household responsibility be equivalent to participa-

tion in the labour force in so far as eligibility for training allowances is con-

cerned.

14. We recommend that the federal Department of Manpower and Immigration,

in co-operation with provinces and territories, develop policies and practices

that will result in (a) an increase in the number of women undertaking educa-

tional upgrading programmes and training for more highly skilled occupations,

(b) the enrolment of women in courses in line with their capacities without

regard to sex-typing of occupations, (c) an increase in the number of women
training for managerial and technical positions, and (d) the consideration by

women of the whole spectrum of occupations before choosing training courses.

15. We recommend that the provinces and the territories and all post-secondary

educational institutions develop programmes to meet the special needs for con-

tinuing education of women with family responsibilities.

16. We recommend that the federal government, in co-operation with the prov-

inces and territories, extend the present system of student loans to include part-

time students.

17. We recommend that the federal government, in co-operation with the prov-

inces, provide through the Occupational Training for Adults programme (a)

training courses which will lead to a diploma for visiting homemakers for emer-

gency assistance, the planning of which will be in conjunction with local welfare

agencies, and tb) training courses leading to a diploma for household workers

other than visiting homemakers.

18. We recommend that women be given the same opportunity as men to partici-

pate in any programmes at present or in the future, that are sponsored by gov-

ernment for the retraining and rehabilitation of rural people, such as those be-

gun under the Agricultural and Rural Development Act (ARDA).

19. We recommend that the provinces and territories take appropriate action to

study the current educational needs and interests of women in rural areas and,

in consultation with local people, introduce more adequate programmes, ensur-

ing that they are available to women.
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SURREALISM
by Ruth Taylor

Now showing at the Agnes Etherington are paintings by the

Canadian surrealist Esther Warkov. This artist has an obvious

nostalgia for the past. See her first few paintings. They are

done in shades of black and white. The figures are faded and
"upright". Looks like a cherished family snapshot of Gram,
Grampa, and the gang. And of course, the artist is working in a
symbolic mood in the next few paintings which still retain the

linear classicism of form. Obviously these paintings are a criti-

cism of contemporary society (guns and mechanical things).

Then, as you can see, she goes ethnic, and finally turns back to

the style of her earlier paintings. Well, take another look.

Words like fertility, futility, frustration, come to mind.
Remember the cherished family album? The artist in her sur-

realistic way has scorned these figures of stern morality; the

simple folk in the foreground are all sharply outlined and plane-
metric. Firm mouths on swimming faces. It is a shooting gal-

lery of images open to those who must look to someone to

blame for the ills of our present society. Yes, you guessed it.

It's Stonewallian's Lament - Oh Lord We've Got the Devil in Our
Souls. And the church steeple soars righteously in the back-
ground. This seemingly infertile past has given birth to the
plastic pop presence. The hold of the past impinges on Noon
Hour Target Practice at the Funny Farm, creating a sense of frus-

tration. A gun here, a gun there, apples both green and gold
everywhere.. The tree has been brought to bear fruit even on
infertile soil. The images are often sexual, but inappropriately
so. Even the man-woman relationship seems coldly mecha-
nized.

Vision of a Senior Citizen is a later work than the preceding
two. There he is, the senior citizen, by his age drawn closer to

contemplating Christ and the whole bit. But what's this? A
black Christ? This isn't what we have been taught to believe in.

It isn't what he has taught his children to believe in. The senior

citizen is not himself aware that Christ was anything other than

white. His Christ is the white one in the small box. The true

Christ may very well be the black one enveloping his vision.

However, the important thing is not whether Christ was black

or white, it is why we perceive him to be so.

And finally, Lost Soul's Cabinet, The faded snapshot has made
a comeback. On the left a bride stands before a mirror, prepar-
ing herself on her wedding day. A hand reaching out of the mir-
ror supplies her with the much needed ring. There is the apple
again, absentmindedly placed on a table missing three legs.

But why is a nude woman present in the background? What is a
cabinet of men's heads doing there, separating the first bride
from a second, easily naked, obviously pregnant bride? The
dark secrets of the mind are locked in the subconscious.

The surrealist movement began in Paris in the 1920's. It was
initiated by artists who felt that the ultimate reality lay in the

subconscious. Also, as I think is evidenced by this exhibition, it

was an attack on the bourgeois morality. That Esther Warkov
is Jewish and Canadian may mean something, even though her
symbolism is predominantly Christian iconography. She seems
to be acutely sensitive to the effects of rigid morality, guilt,

anxiety, and suffering. For her the half forgotten memories of

the past lend themselves to the search for ultimate reality.

Warkov's Cojjee Break II may be representative of her search
for a reality, without being able to know where to begin. A
black man raises a rifle to shoot; the gun goes off. The man has
no hands with which to pull the trigger. Where, therefore, does
responsibility lie for our actions? One comes away with the
feeling that it is the impetus behind the force that is the true

reality.

Esther Warkov, at the Agnes Etherington until February 28.
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tendays
friday

february 19

evening: 8:00p.m.: the beer brewing contest judging in the pub bring your i.d.

8:30 p.m.: the queen's drama department presents "ghosts" by henrick ib-
sen, in convocation hall, tickets $2.00 a person, students $1.00 available daily
at the drama department between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. or phone 547-6291.

Saturday february 20

afternoon: 1:30 and 3:30 p.m.: "lefty and the steel flea" at boswell's book store, chil-
dren 50c adults $1.00.

evening: 8:30 p.m.: "ghosts" in convocation hall, see friday.

sunday february 21

afternoon: 2:30 p.m.: the kingston symphony orchestra at the grand theatre, three
parts: berlioz — russian carnival overture; pierre sancan solo pianist from
the.conservatoire nationale superieure de musique — playing piano concerto
in g major and reveille; and cesar franck symphony in d minor.

monday february 22

evening: 7:45 p.m.: the Chinese literature society presents the second slide show.
"tour in peking city" part II and "the bridge across the yangtze river in

nanking". admission is free in the lower international centre lounge.

8:30 p.m.: the kingston symphony orchestra at the grand theatre, (see sun-

day).

tuesday february 23

evening: 8:00 p.m.the german film club presents der arme mann luther in room 101,

kingston hall.

Ihursday, february 25

evening: 8:00 p.m.: meeting of the graduate wives' club at graduate house, 157 king

street east, guest speaker: miss k. shrum, nutritionist, wives of undergrads

are also invited to attend.

8:00 p.m.: "Rosencrantz and guildenstern are dead" will be presented by the

rmc drama club, admission is free at normady hall, national defense college.

friday, february 26

evening: 8:00 p.m.: graduate student society presents "martyre of love" at ellis hajl

auditorium.

8:00 p.m.: "rosencrantz and guildenstern are dead" presented by the r.m.c.

drama club, admission is free at normandy hall, national defense college.

Saturday, february 27

afternoon: 1:30 and 3:30 p.m.: "lefty and the steel flea" at boswell's book store, chil-

dren 50c adults $1.00.

evening: 8:00 p.m.: "rosencrantz and guildenstern are dead" presented by the r.m.c.

drama club at normandy hall, national defense college, admission free.

monday, march 1

evening: 7:30 p.m.: informal discussion of the problem of Canada's native peoples in

the second floor common room of the union.

tuesday, march 2

evening: 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.: "madwoman of chaillot" presented by campus movies at

dunning hall auditorium, admission $1.00 per person.

Rob Myers

Ken, Rob, and Glen Foster are featured musicians at an informal jam session at Bitter

Grounds Coffee House 9-1, Saturday only. Bring a guitar and join in. or simply come and

enjoy these talented performers. Saturday 9-1 jam session at Bitter Grounds Coffee House

in the Queen's Pub. Admission is 50<r or a guitar. No Friday Bitter Grounds

Ken Curry

soundings

LICK MY DECALS OFF,
by Steve Winnett

BABY. Captain Beefheart & the Magic Band.

(straight/Reprise 6420)

CAPTAIN BEEFHEART: bass clarinet, tenor sax, soprano sax, chromatic harmon-

ica, vocal

ZOOT HORN ROLLO: guitar and glass-finger guitar

ROCKETTE MORTON: bassius-o-pheilius

DRUMBO: percussion, broom
ART TRIPP: marimba, percussion, broom

. . , ,

I must confess that I approach this review with some trepidation, because the las

thing I want to do here is hype Beefheart. So let me begin with a few basics. First ot

all, Don van Vliet, alias Captain Beefheart, is accomplishing wonders which place

him completely outside any categories of today's music. Sometimes I want to say

that he is a combination of the new jazz and fifties rock and roll and old blues

themes, all carefully integrated in the most seemingly discordant music I have ever

been exposed to. Combined with this musical innovation we have a lyrical ingenuity

which along with Beefhearfs incredible vocal control in his ability to
i

stress sy11a-

°les, is accomplishing what arrives at my ears as a rejuvenation of the^English

language. Beefheart will pun wildly, run words together, cluster images to he

breaking point - and yet it doesn't fall apart, it all holds marvellously together, and

this music lives.

A few other things are of importance

:

1. Captain Beefheart is dirty and a freak.

2. Captain Beefheart is not dirty and he is definitely not a
.

The first statement is believed by those who have never sat down an listened to

the man's work. Those who have subscribe in part to he second ™- ?"™*™e

?
into Beefhearfs music are the seemingly disparate elements of living, philolog,caL

creative humour and a great concern with the survival °' th!%P'^'/
n
s^y

witJ
Captain spent much of his time in the woods, and thus his lyrics are flooded with

natural imagery and an overriding interest in ecology.
i„ c ,„,m(.ntaHracks

I have to talk about the Magic Band as well. There are three ns'ru^UM racks

on the album in which their individual or collective talents h.ne forth
.

Peon ana

"One Red Rose that I mean" are two Spanish-flavouredS™^^™*1]^^
together, slow, chunky. The Captain whips out his sax to 'm"^"^°\^Jf0Z
a Disphan". The percussion work on this record is exceptional Drumbo ahas

;

Jonn

French, has played on all of Beefheartian idiosyncrasies that make th s mus

c

-nique. On "Doctor Dark" one can hear those "ol' hooves makinJarki
fm
™

doctor approaches. And Beefheart puts all his energy behind the words,

never sounds disinterested

:

Mamma, mama, here come Doctor Dark

Horse clippin', clappin' 'n his ol' hooves makin'sparks

Black leather lady Lord carried her bags

The hell horn, hell horn, hell horn

Horn rim crimped
Glasses look out on the pale hell bent

Moon milk run . . .

If you read Beefhearf s lyrics out loud, even without the music present, you get a

sense of his feel for rhythm.

"Flash Gordon's Ape", the last track, is an exciting criticism of just where man is

right now. It makes the Captain laugh to hear us say how far we've come, "When you

barely know how to use your thumb." If we're to survive, we've got to take to the

trees, because "The leaves are getting faker every day." But how can I tell you of

the musical energy of this track, which is punctuated with a searing Beefheart sax

solo and an Artie Tripp vibraharp solo which after a few listenings will begin to tear

you away from the lyrics. At first I was attracted to Beefheart by his humour, by his

extraordinary lyrics, by his ability to use his deep voice. Now I find myself getting

off more and more on the music of the band.

A couple of good old-fashioned nonsense tracks are included, "I Love You, You

Big Dummy", with the Captain's wailing sax double-tracked and "Woe-Is-A-Me-

Bop." The Captain pulls off the kind of scat vocal he managed on "Willie the Pimp"

on Hoi Rats. Then we have "Bellerin' Plain", which abounds in the mechanical im-

agery of the railroad:

Muh cowcatcher whistled like uh steel flash scream

'n the fireman and the brakeman bent n waved his long red underwear arm

All aboard . . .

Oh well. On to side two. which leads off with "I Wanna Find a Woman That'll Hold

mv Big Toe Till I have to go", so he can "play with them sweet potatoes all night

long." In "Petrified Forest" the Captain returns to his theme of ecology, with a

curious twist: We consider ourselves a superior life form to the dinosaurs, who are

extinct. But what if we ourselves become extinct? And suppose the dinosaurs come

back? Then all we will have left them will be a petrified forest.

"The Buggy Boogie Woogie" features the broomplaying of Artie Tripp and Drum-

bo as a background to the Captain's lament that "What this world needs is a good

two dollar room, and a good two dollar broom." He has to keep on sweeping or the

spiders will flood his room. What is so amazing about this piece is the way the broom

is successfully used as a percussion instrument. And back to ecology, as we go on

down to "The Big Dig" at the Labrea Tar Pits, singing the Smithsonian Institute

Blues. Why don't you just do that, "Space Age Couple"?Why don't you cultivate the

grounds, they're the only ones around.

Postscript: Beefheart devised a television commercial for this album which de-

scribes it far better than my words.

"It begins with a cigarette flipping through the air in slow motion several times

with Beefheart singing "woe-is-a-me-bop.' There are long silences. Beefheart finally

appears doing his famed Hand and Toe Investment. Rockette Morton . .
.
crosses the

screen with a black sack over his head working an egg beater. The Captain kicks

over a bowl of white paint in slow motion." (Ripped off from Rolling Sione.)

Why don't you just do that?
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The Joy of Effort
by Rob Prince

— from an interview with the Queen's wrestling coach Dr. John
Albinson.

"It'sfun," he says. "Ireally enjoy it."

And so we started talking about athletics — "the joy of effort"
— with particular focus on wrestling at Queen's.

Your classes may offer you mental stimulation but Coach Al-

binson is here to provide some physical stimulation — physical
discovery — .John feels that Kinestethics — the discovery of your
body, its musculature, through physical activity and motion — is

the key appeal for athletics and has much importance in wres-
tling. As a wrestler you must learn to respond to changes in

weight position, pull, push and balance by feel rather than sight.

John got started with wrestling at Western University. This
was one sport where, regardless of size, he could participate.

"But I wasn't aggressive enough."
Later, as a referee, matches at the Ontario Championship

Level (OQAA) John learned a great deal more about this sport.

"I realized that a wrestler should be aggressive, especially in

'free style wrestling' ". The important ingredients, in addition to

initiating a takedown, were quickness of mind and body. John
once again emphasized kinesthetics.

"I came to Queens to pursue my own interests in coaching
wrestling, teaching and in doing research. I have a family. And it

is that which I intigrate to one whole life."

"What Queens really needs is a wrestling reputation. Guelph
University draws many excellent high school wrestlers towards
it.

His coaching approach?
"I'd like to be able to fill all the weight classes. With a full

team, each guy could practice with a partner of his own weight.
We relly need more men. Hopefully when these new fellows come
out, they'll come to share knowledge. We have had cases where
fellows in the same weight class would wait for the graduation of

some wrestler so that they could simply take his place.
Where is wrestling at, here at Queens?
"You have to realize that this is the first time that Queens has

had a "Full time" coach. Yet I am not a full time coach in the
sense of coaching in the U.S.A."
John allows his wrestlers to have fun: "It is the most demand-

ing physical activity. Even though we do some demanding train-

ing, I don't apply the sterile ideas of no smoking, no drinking, no
sex, no long hair etc. This is the type of freedom that they need. It

may improve their actual performance.

"

"What is unique is that a little guy like John Hayman, can
compete in this sport. By practicing together for a whole year
one can learn much. But eventually it comes down to your own
efforts on the mat."

"It is not the only end to wrestling." The team competes in the
OQAA finals the weekend of February 26. 27. All that happens
right here at Queens.

Hockey Gaels

Win Fourth

In A Row
Although shorthanded due to

academic pressures, the Hock-
ey Gaels travelled to Oswego
State on Tuesday and came
back with a 5-4 win, their
fourth in a row and their sev-

enth without a loss.

Queen's goals came from
Bruce Wickham, Peter Kenne-
dy, Murray Douglas, Dave
Descent, and Doug Barton.
Wickham's goal came while
the Gaels were two men short,

and Barton's broke a 4-4 dead-
lock at 19:11 of the third peri-

od. Dave Descent's goal . . .

but isn't he the manager? Yes,

but Bob Carnegie suited him up
for this one, and his third peri-

od goal looked to be the winner
as the Gaels led 4-3.

Tonight, McGill and tomor-
row, Ottawa U. Then next

week, if Montreal loses to Car-

leton, the playoffs at Carleton.

Women's Curling

Last weekend, in the

W.I.T.C.A. Curling finals at

Ottawa, the Queen's rink fin-

ished in third place, a mere Vk

point behind McGill. Carleton,

having won all their games
earned the championship.

Friday morning, the Queen's

ladies defeated McMaster with

a score of 10-7. In the afternoon

game against Carleton,

Queen's had to take six ends
and win the game in order to

gain the championship. The
Queen's rink got off to an

excellent start by seizing the

first three ends; however, Car-

leton won the next three,

meaning that Queen's would
have to take the remaining
two. They succeeded in tying

the score in the seventh, but

Carleton picked up three in the

last end, thus defeating

Queen's 10-7.

Carleton had little difficulty

in winning their first four

games, but their hold on first

place hung in the balance as

the Queen's rink gave them the

best game of the season.

Women's Schedule

February 19-20

Ice Hockey Finals at McGill
Sr. Volleyball Finals at U. of T.
Fencing Finals at McMaster
Synchronized Swimming Fi-
nals at Western
February 26-27

Sr. Basketball Finals at
Queen's.
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Roast Beef Bullet on i y2.99
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Pizza Pickup
286 Montreal Street

Med. L60 FREE
Large 2.60 DELIVERY
Super 3.60 IN 60< ZONE
(CHOICE OF 6 TOPPINGS)

NO EXTRA CHARGE
PICKUP PIZZA AND SAVE
PICKUP DISCOUNT AVAILABLE

DIAL 544-1221
Open Tues.ThroughSat.4-1

Sun. 12 9

ABORTIONS
ARE LEGAL

IN NEW YORK
For information, counselling

and immediate hospital ap-

pointments call:

Pregnancy Control Center, I nc.

16 West 86th Street,

New York, New York,
(212) 873-1496

Women's Basketball Tourney

Next Weekend
On February 26-27th, Queen's will hold the largest Worn

basketball tournament in intercollegiate competition. Sixt*"
S

teams from thirteen Ontario and three Quebec schools will
pete in at least twenty-two games; there could be more if

0
?"1 '

develop from the round robin format of the torunament.
In the championship section there will be the three first

Place
schools, plus the best second place team, which will be decided
a separate tournament between McGill, Waterloo, and Torn t

this weekend. The first place teams are Queen's, McMaster
Guelph.

' an<l

Queen's won the Eastern Division with a 9-1 record, their onl
loss being a 46-41 loss to second place McGill. Ottawa U., coach a
by Warren Sutton, a former great in men's intercollegiate h
ished third on the basis of a better point spread over fourth nia
U de Montreal, p ace

McMaster was an easy winner in the Central Division, with
large margin in each of their eight victories. They also thumped
Queen's decisively in an exhibition game, and would appear to be
pre-tournament favourites. Toronto, York, Laurentian and Ryer
son followed Mac in the Central Division.

Guelph and Waterloo finished the regular season in a first
place tie in the West, but Guelph was awarded the bye because of
their better point difference. Waterloo has also beaten Queen's in
exhibition, but they must get past Toronto and McGill to reach
the final rounds. Windsor, Waterloo Lutheran, and Western
placed third, fourth, and fifth in the Western Division.

None of the first place teams have a single player dominating
the scoring race. By far the most prolific scorer is Claudette
Cayouette of fourth place U. de Montreal, with a fantastic 212
points in ten games, an average of 21.2 per game. The Western
Division leader was Joan Tully of Waterloo Lutheran, with 119
points in eight games, while Pat Smith of Laurentian led the Cen-
tral Division with 99 points.

Queen's top scorers are Maureen Bouris (130) and Karen Car-
son (113), for third and fifth places respectively.

Tournament play gets underway at 9:00 AM Friday, with
games in all three Queen's gyms. Consolation round teams play
in four groups of three teams each, with the winner of each con-
tinuing to the consolation semi-finals on Saturday.
Championship teams will each play two games on Friday and a

third on Saturday morning. The best two teams from this round
robin will play the finals Saturday night, at 6:00 PM in the Bar-
tlett Gym.

SKI-ING VACATION IN SWITZERLAND
EASTER

Depart New York April 7th Return April 15th or
Depart New York April 9th Return April 17th.

8 Days only 298.00

Round trip by comfortable Boeing 707 jet.

Lodging at either the Posthotel Garni or the Mothotel Sommerau
both in Chur. Twin-bedded rooms with private bath or shower and
W.C.

Ski Lifts. Special Group Rates are being negoliated for Ski Lifts

and we expect to be able to offer day passes at a 50% discount.

Transfers. Kloten Airport (Zurich} - Chur - Kloten Airport with
full services of courjers and all porterage.

Twin bedded room at NO EXTRA cost, plus full Continental
Breakfast and Dinner throughout. Also included are all Foreign
and American taxes and service charges. The price also includes
membership to the Anglo America Association for one year.

Eligibility for this and oiher trips run by the Anglo America
Association are limned to Students, Staff, Faculty and their

immediate Family.

MEMBERS OF THE ANGLO AMERICA ASSOCIATION are

offered various charter flights from most major points in the

United States to London during the summer as well as Student
flights within Europe. Employment opportunities. Discounts, Car

Hire Facilities, Hotel Finders Service, Travel Department.
For more information on Ski-lng vacations or membership please

write us at Head Office.

ANGLO-AMERICA ASSOCIATION,
60A. Pyle St.,

Newport, I.W..

HAMPSHIRE/ENGLAND. ,
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Wrestling, Swimming,

Hockey, Basketball:

A Busy Weekend
Wrestling and Swimming Underway

rJ^I^J
a"d Saturday. today and tomorrow. Queen's hosts the

, I

Swimmmg and Wrestling championships. There is the fi-
nal league basketball game of the season tonight against Carle-
ton, and tomorrow Laurentian basketballers are in town. Tonight
the hockey team will do its best to dispose of McGill while wait-
ing for results from the Carleton-Montreal game. Tomorrow af-
ternoon they'll play their final league game, and if Carleton has
knocked off the Carabins, Queen's will be playing for the second
place spot.

Queen's swimmers will not win the OQAA swimming, but they
will put in their best times. Toronto should win, but they were
beaten by McGill in a dual meet. The rest of the teams have good
individuals, but are out of the team competition.

Canadian Olympic swimmer Jim Shaw of Toronto will be one
of the stars. He alone is worth watching, and combined with the
talent in the rest of the OQAA, it will be an exciting meet.

Wrestling has at least as much talent. Waterloo has four for-
mer OQAA champions wrestling for them, two of them also
CIAU champions. Western, however, has beaten them in dual
meets, while the Mustangs have also run up an overall 8-2 dual
meet record, losing only to two strong American schools. Guelph
has another strong team, while McGill, in their last year of com-
petition, under Coach Alan Turnbull, will be trying to go out a
winner.

Walsh's Last Home Game

Tonight's basketball game against Carleton has some aspects
of a nothing game. Carleton needs to win by 29 points to take first

place, but they would be able to avoid a playoff with McGill for

second if they should beat the Gaels by any amount. For Queen's,
Brian Mackenzie is beginning to shoot well again; he alone could
beat the Ravens with an on night. Queen's would like to go to the

OQAA Finals with a 5-1 record.

Tomorrow night's game, in the Bews Gym due to the wrestling

finals in the Bartfett, will be the last home game for Gaels Cap-
tain Ron Walsh. Ron is in his last year of eligibility for Queen's,

although he has one more year of Meds. During the five years he

has scored 713 points in league play alone, an average of 21 per

game. The first three of those years he spent as the only Gael to

score with any consistency. Now he has four team mates who can

shoot as well, and he has sacrificed his points to feed to Macken-
zie, Wright, Daugulis, and Howard. Ron was "held" to three

points against Carleton last game, his lowest total in the five

years, but Queen's won the game 85-57. That's pretty good play-

making.

So tomorrow is the last chance for Queen's fans to see Ron
Walsh at home. After tomorrow, the Gaels would like to win four

more games: two at the OQAA playoffs, two at the Nationals.

Queen's basketball Gaels, you have the chance to be the best.

Hockey Gaels Tonight

Some people, remembering the hockey teams of years past,

have had a problem believing in this year's new team. If they

win, it must have been a fluke. When they blew a two goal lead

two weeks ago against Laval, all in forty seconds, the doubters

felt they were right. Well, your hockey team has had the guts to

come back, win against league leading Carleton, and they're

back in the fight. This is not the mark of a losing team. Morris

Mott, Colin Loudon, Peter Kennedy. Murray Douglas, Dave

Field, Bruce Wickham, John Smith, Doug Barton. Frank Coffey,

Bob Thompson, Stan Gait, Graham Closs. Clyde Harris, Norm
Douglas and the rest of the hockey Gaels deserve more credit

than anyone realizes. They may yet get it, if they get past this

weekend and into the playoffs.
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HOUSTON (AP) -Call Him
Spiro the Spoiler.

Last April, Vice-President
Agnew was playing tennis in

Washington and hit his doubles

partner. Peace Corps Director

Joseph H, Blanchard, on the

head with a serve.

During last year's Bob Hope
Golf Classic at Palm Springs,

Calif., he conked partner Doug
Sanders on the head with a

ball.

In this year's Hope tourna-

ment, the vice-president

struck three spectators with

his first two tee shots.

A government sanity board
reported Tuesday that Lieut.

William Calley was "normal in

every respect." as his court-

martial resumed. At the same
time the defense dropped its

theory that marijuana may
have been a factor in the al-

leged 1968 massacre of Viet-

namese civilians at My Lai.

FARMiNGTON, N.M. (AP)
— Lincoln O'Brien, publisher
of the Farmington Daily
Times, says he has suspended
publication temporarily of the

Li'l Abner cartoon strip be-
cause of the "anti-Semitic na-

ture" of the current episode.

In the space where the strip

by Al Capp normally runs, the

Times inserted Friday: "This
comic strip will be omitted for

a few days on the grounds of

poor taste."

O'Brien said he felt "some
readers would find the anti-

Semitic nature of the strip of-

fensive."

Capp was unavailable for

comment.
In the Friday strip, Capp has

Li'l Abner talking to Israel's

Moshe Dayan.
Li'l Abner tells Dayan his

son wants a ham sandwich, and
Dayan says: "I'll be honest
with you — sometimes so
do I."

Kingston Township Council
has lauded township road su-

perintendent Charles Hannah
and his crew for "unstinting

service" during last week-
end's 12-inch snowstorm.

"I want to congratulate you
and your men for the valiant

effort — almost 26 hours with-

out a break," commented
Reeve J. Earl McEwen at

council's twice-monthly meet-
ing Tuesday.

"Council is pleased with
what you accomplished under
the most adverse conditions,"

the reeve continued. "You and
your men are to be congratu-

lated."

Mr. Hannah said his crew
"stopped work only for a three-

hour period over the entire

weekend and then only because
we couldn't see to drive the

plows."

It was township equipment
which opened up a road into

Norman Rogers Airport to free

70 wedding reception guests
stranded by the storm for 13

hours in an air force club hall.

"That road wasn't our re-

sponsibility," commented Mr.
Hannah. "It's a county road,

but we eventually opened it up
on our own initiative."

Mr. Hannah said he and his

crew were plagued by calls to

assist the wedding reception
guests.

"We referred them (callers)

to the county," he told council,

"but when no action was taken
from that quarter, we moved
in our equipment."

LONDON (CP) - When a
wife adjusts her husband's tie

it has sexual connotations, a
survey by the Tie Manufactur-
ers' Association reports. Some
of the 50 men interviewed said
that the tie was a sexual sym-
bol and they found that a large
bright tie worked wonders at
parties. Others found tie-fon-

dling so pleasant that they
didn't like their wives or girl
friends doing it in public.

BIRMINGHAM, England
(CP) — A 15-second sexual in-

tercourse sequence, part of a

sex educational film to be
shown to school children, is

described by its director as
"most unerotic." Dr. Martin
Cole, a university professor,

says the sequence was not

simulated. He feels there is a

great need for a realistic ap-
proach to sex education.

In last week's lunar eclipse,

as the Earth passed between
the sun and the moon, blocking
solar rays, the temperature at

Fra Mauro, the location of the

$25 million package of experi-
ments deployed by the Apollo
XIV astronauts, plunged from
154.1 degrees F. to -153 degrees
F. a drop of more than 300 de-
grees within only a few hours.

CHICAGO - Normal human
beings blink their eyes at inter-

vales of from two to 10 sec-
onds, and an average blink
lasts about 10 seconds.

Capt. Alan Shepard and
Cmdr. Edgar Mitchell were
only a few downhill steps from
the rim of Cone Crarer when
they abandoned their goal, it

was disclosed Tuesday. Dr.
Everett Gibson, the mission
science adviser for Apollo XIV
said they were fooled by the
elevation. The astronauts esti-

mated it would have taken an-
other half-hour but Capt. She-
pard was looking in the wrong
direction.

Mitchell who had wanted to

continue the hike, over She-
phard's protestations, said
the rolling boulder-strewn ter-

rain made it extremely diffi-

cult for them to keep tiieir

bearings. "You simply
couldn't see more than 100 to
150 yards away and see the
landmarks," said Mitchell.

Pictures taken by the astro-

nauts on the moon, seemed to

support his opinion ; all showed
a nearby and relatively fea-

tureless horizon that would
make it difficult for explorers
to get their bearings. Shepard
disagreed. "I don't believe that

we were disoriented or lost at

any time," he insisted.

In Frankfort, Ky. Eugene
Goss, state highway commis-
sioner, decided to re-route a
planned state highway at a cost
of $9,000 and a delay in con-
struction. The reason is to
spare a mighty oak tree that
was in the path of the proposed
highway.

NEW YORK (UPI) - The
New Testament and the King
James Version of the Psalms
have been recorded on casettes
by the American Bible Society.
The voice on the tapes is that

of Alexander Scourby, televi-
sion personality who for years
has volunteered his services to
make recordings for the blind.

Earlier this year, the Society
introduced the first cassette
edition of "Good News for
Modern Man," the New Testa-
ment in the Society's Today's
English Version.

HAMILTON (CP) _ The
Hamilton works committee
has rejected an application to

place benches at bus stops
because young lovers might
use them.
Aldermen David Lawrence

said the older people for whom
the benches would be intended
would not have a chance to sit

down if they became rendez-
vous sites for young people.

Alderman Jim Kern said: "I

see these kids standing at a bus

stop necking. I don't want to

give them a place to lie down
'

FREDERICTON (CP) -
The famous Mark Twain novel

Huckleberry Finn will be re-

moved from English courses in

New Brunswick schools.
The decision was announced

Friday by Education Minister

Lome McGuigan after a com-
plaint was voiced by the New
Brunswick Association for the

Advance of Colored People on

behalf of a Saint John student

Penny Brown, a Grade 12

student, objected to the book

because she felt it cast colored

people in a poor light.

QUEBEC (CP) — A doctor

in the Lake St. John city of

Alma got a bitter taste of his

own medicine this week.
The story as told in Le Soleil,

began with a number of tele-

phone calls by a man to his

family doctor.

The man wanted the doctor

to visit his sick child, in bed

with a high fever. The doctor

refused to make a house call on

grounds that his work load was

too heavy.

"Wrap your child in a blan-

ket," he said, "and bring
""J

1

to my office." The father fol-

lowed instructions.

Three days later, the doctor

woke up shivering at 3 a m
and found that his furnace was

not working. He called his ser-

vice man, who happened to be

the father of the sick child, and

got a predictable answer:

"Wrap your furnace in '

blanket and bring it over to my

shop."
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"We've got to become

more informed and

accept personal

responsibility. We cant

afford to leave it to

'them' any more.

It isn't going to be

solved by God or Mr.

Trudeau, the Pentagon

or the Kremlin. People

at the grassroots level

have got to get involved."

"The point is not to

obey orders, not to do

what the authorities

say, but to start saying,

'Look, I'm part of this.

What I decide is what's

important.' There's

been too much obeying

of authority, too much

looking to Big Brother

to solve our problems.

He's not going to solve

them."

-Dr. N.Z. Alcock,

founder of the Canadian

Peace Research Institute

I
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OFFICIAL STUDENT FLIGHTS
Over 50 Flights to Europe

Write

A.O.S.C.

44 St. George Street,

Toronto 5, Ontario

(921-2611)

MEN'S RESIDENCE

INTER-RESIDENCE BANQUET

1971

LEONARD DINING HALL

THURSDAY, MARCH 4, 7:30 P.M.

With: Dr. Patrick McTaggart-Cowan
Theme: "Oil on Troubled Waters"

Tickets available: Business Office,

Leonard Hall (Local 2685)

ANNUAL BACCALAUREATE

SERVICE

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

Guest Minister: Rev. Dr. James H. Robinson

Director and Founder

Operation Crossroads Africa

Gront Hall

Sunday March 7, 11:00 a.m.

Faculty, staff and students are cordially invited.

Pollution Probe conference

Anti-pollution battles across Ontario
by Pat Devitt

On the weekend of February
19 Pollution Probe at the Uni-

versity of Toronto sponsored
the first conference of Pollu-

tion Probe groups from across

Ontario.

Delegates from about twen-

ty areas attended. Included

were Kingston Pollution

Probe, Ottawa, Peterborough,

Cobourg, Barrie, Guelph and
as far away as Kitchen-
er/Waterloo, London, Sarnia
and Winsor. As well as univer-

sity students, there were rep-

resentatives from different

factions of the community:
labour unionists, high school

principals, housewives, facto-

ry workers, businessmen, edu-

cators and secondary and pub-

lic school students.

Being the first conference
ever held, a great deal of time
was spent listening to how the

different Probe groups had
been organized in their respec-

tive areas, their membership
and to what an extent each
organization was combating
pollution within their particu-

lar environmental region.

Each group seemed to have
different priority issues partic-

ular to their city or region. In

Ottawa just about all of the

public beaches have been
closed due to excessive pollu-

tion. Also, the planned com-
munity of Kanata outside Otta-

wa's Green Belt has started an
effective recycling and paper
pick-up project. Windsor Pollu-

tion Probe is trying to get the
Federal government to pass a
reciprocal Clean Air Bill with
the United States, since De-
troit is responsible for 95% of

the air pollution in the area.
Guelph and Barrie tried to
have passed municipal legisla-

tion to ban snowmobiles from
within city limits. In the Kitch-

ener/Waterloo area the Probe
group are trying to prevent a

conservation region from
being hampered by a provin-

cial dam project. These are
just a few examples of at-

tempts being made throughout

Ontario by Pollution Probe
organizations to fight for the

saving of their environment.
The conference placed at the

top of their list of priorities

besides air, water and noise
pollution, education of the pub-

lic as to the negative aspects of

the new growth concept of

many expanding urban centres

ie. Toronto and London, as well

as the need for control of popu-
lation. Another prime area,

perhaps the most important
issue, is for Probe groups and
citizens alike to place pressure
upon the provincial govern-
ment at Queen's Park and the

federal government to pass
more anti-pollution legislation.

In return this would bring

much needed pressure to bear
on high pollutant industries in

Ontario.

Pollution Probe at the Uni-

versity of Toronto has just
created a Probe Foundation
which' it hopes will gain tax

exemption from the federal

government. Also, a National
Organization to be called

ENVIRONMENT CANADA is

in the initial stages of organi-

zation. This will focus all anti-

pollution groups together on a
national scale within Canada.
Recently in Toronto, with as-

sistance from Pollution Probe
has been formed a Canadian
Environmental Research Law
Foundation. A number of law-

yers and law students and pro-

fessors are available to assess

any complaints by ci
groups in their desire to h-
to court any highly pol ,

°
1''

.

industries. la
h|

The Conference ended
ti

afternoon seminar on ele r
policy, education and com?"
nication with a number of r
lutions. These were made rff"
lie by a press release bv p!;
to the Toronto newsL

D

*

One of the resolution
have another follow-up
orientated Conference

was
i„

actio,

m To.ronto in April

Within the Kingston area
great step forward in the

[je,;i

of Pollution control has t

won with Professors Clark and
Brown's recycling and reel,
mation project of solid was ij

disposal. Kingston will be t„!
first city ever to have a rem
cling Project. Brad Sloan and
Nelson Coile of Pollution
Probe have been connected
with this project and with

tne
city council.

Pollution Probe Kingston
i<

located in the Queen's Studeni

Union Building. Pollution am
Population control (Z.P.G.

are the most important prob-

lems facing YOU today. The,

saving of your environraenl

means saving your life and thi

lives of your children -
\\

there is an Earth around for

them in the future.

"We can maintain or im
prove the quality of life by

changing from a growth sys-

tem to an equilibrium system,

in which population and tech-

nology are the appropriate sizf

for our finite environment, t

non-growth system will involv

radical in fact revolutionar

changes in attitudes and habit,

on the part of the entire popu

lation."

Connell, Mureoch. DaseinMg.

A.M.S
-30-

APPLICATIONS (IN WRITING) WILL BE RECIEVED IN THE

AMS OFFICE ON OR BEFORE MARCH 13, 1971

AT 5:00 P.M.

FOR

CHIEF JUSTICE OF THE AMS COURT
(who must be in 2nd Year Law)

CHIEF CONSTABLE

AMS ORIENTATION CONVENER

SECRETARY OF THE AMS
(Pay to be negotiated)

SPEAKER TO THE OUTER COUNCIL

DETAILS ON ALL- THE ABOVE CAN BE OBTAINED FROM THE
AIMS OFFICE BETWEEN 9 and 5 WEEKDAYS.
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First Canadian waste reclamation plant in Kingston
Canada's first total reclamation

n t
could be located in Kingston,

P ,

| S a step in determining the
aI1

tential
value of municipal

P°
teS (glass, paper, food waste

w
d
compost.) Financing of the

^tailed engineering has been

dertaken by tne g ]ass container

Manufacturing industry.

Mr- Elliot Dalton, executive

director of the Glass Container

Council of Canada, said the one

million dollar plant will serve as a

rototype unit in Canada. "I be-

Egve we're on the threshold of a

significant new industry with all

the
associated benefits which the

conservation of our resources can

bring to the quality of life. The re-

clamation and recycling of waste

materials is becoming an ecologi-

cal necessity. There is a rapidly

growing public demand for action

in this area."

Acting Mayor Kenneth A. Heyes

welcomed the new project "The

City of Kingston is pleased to be a

partner in this engineering study

regarding a more efficient han-

dling of municipal solid wastes.

This city has long been aware of

the increasing problem of ad-

equate disposal of municipal

wastes and has already commis-

sioned a study regarding an alter-

native to sanitary land fill. We are

delighted to make available infor-

mation necessary for a practical

evaluation of recycling and recla-

mation as a solution to the prob-

lem of municipal waste disposal.
'

'

Engineering design work will be

supervised by two Queen's Univer-

sity professors, Drs. R.H. Clark

and J.H. Brown, authors of a" com-
prehensive report on municipal

waste disposal for the Ontario

Economic Council which was
made public recently. The study

sketched a grim picture of the

magnitude of the solid waste dis-
posal problem in Canada. It said
individual Canadians collectively
throw away at least 25,000 tons of
"garbage" a day while industry
generates five to ten times that
amount. Among the recommenda-
tions in the report, the professors
proposed a prototype garbage dis-

posal plant to recycle waste prod-
ucts suitable for a community the
size and location similar to Kings-
ton.

Dalton said the design engineer-
ing phase will cost $15,000 and will

be carried out by two Ottawa-
based engineering firms, J.D.
Paterson and Associates Limited
who will handle the site evaluation
and J.L. Richards and Associates
Limited, specialists in construc-
tion engineering and project plan-

ning for municipal sewage and
waste treatment plants. He said
financing for the one million dollar

capital cost of the plant would be
secured from private industry and
probably from both the provincial
and federal governments.
"We see the Kingston plant not

only as a viable operating unit in
the reclamation field, but as an
ongoing research and develop-
ment centre in the field of munici-
pal waste disposal," commented
Dalton. The Kingston plant, he
said, could be in operation as early
as next year.

Although considerable research
and a number of experimental
processes have been established in

the United States, until recently,
little attention has been given to

the development of reclamation
technology in Canada and Canadi-
an experience is minimal in

the field of waste management.
Landfill and incineration, the two
traditional methods, pose an in-

creasing risk of air and water pol-

lution in many areas may have to

be replaced by a more sophisticat-

ed treatment. Reclamation sys-

tems are likely to prove the least

costly to install and operate.

Dalton stated many reasons for

the selection of Kingston as the

-site of the prototype reclamation

plant Kingston, a city with a pop-

ulation of 57,000 that disposes of

about 55,000 tons of solid waste
annually, appeared to be an at-

tractive size.

Under Ontario's new Waste
Management Act a new approach
to replace the present system of

sanitary land fill may be required.

Kingston is funding a detailed
study of pulverization and landfill

systems. This system is not com-
pletely satisfactory because it still

represents a sanitary landfill

problem.

The city is expecting to expand
its sewage plant within the next

GSS employment project begun
by Jane Thompson

A joint meeting of this year's
AMS outer council and the newly
elected executives and represent-

atives for next years AMS was
held Thursday, February 18. The
new council participated in discus-

sions but did not vote.

Vic Bradley reported that he
had found $27,000 in a Theatre
Building Fund which has been
unused for several years. The fund

is being investigated.

It was decided, at the sugges-

tion of Tricia Jackson, to print

copies of the AMS constitution.

They will be in the form of the bul-

letin "Campus" and will be availa-

ble to all students at the general

meeting on March 2.

The council voted money to an
employment project to be carried

out by the GSS. The project, under
the direction of Alan Nymark, a

graduate economics student, will

investigate the employment situa-

tion for graduates, beginning with

a review of available research.

Similar work has been done at

UBC, U. of T. and Western but
their reports were inwardly di-

rected and not useful for general

application. The GSS project was
not clearly defined but will, ulti-

mately, suggest possible action

the government might take to

improve job opportunities for

graduates of Canadian universi-

ties.

Second reading was given to the

report of the Committee of the

Whole. It introduces by-laws to

revise the current commission
system retaining the Campus Ac-

tivities and Education Commis-
sions and reducing the other five

commissions to Internal Affairs,

External Affairs, and Service

Commissions. The report also al-

lows for honoraria for commis-
sioners of at least $250.

A bill to reduce the size of the

AMS outer council to 32 members
was given first reading. The new
AMS executive was urged to con-

duct next year's meetings of the

outer council along thematic lines

and to use inner council meetings

for specific business.

Crossroads director here
A special baccalaureate service

will be held this Sunday March 7 at

11 a.m. Guest minister is to be
Rev. James Robinson, who con-

ceived Canadian Crossroads Inter-

national after a series of mission-

ary trips to Africa back in 1951.

Since 1962, 38 Queen's students

have taken part in the Crossroads

programme and nine students
have applied for this summer's
programme.

When the final selection is

made, a total of 75 students will be
sent from across Canada.
The volunteers take part in the

day-to-day work projects in which
native people of the -particular

country are engaged. As much as

The Journal will now be appear-
iflg only once a week, every Tues-
day (press night Sunday) so that

Journal staffers may attempt to

Pass.

possible, the volunteer lives under

the same conditions as the native.

Typical projects include teach-

ing, housing and community
health projects and recreational

activities.

Approximately 225 students

from across North America will

support this program by giving up

summer vacations or employment

possibilities for the summer, and

in addition each will pay about

$500 to take part.

The baccalaureate service at

Queen's will be conducted by Rev.

A. M, Laverty. university padre.

The lessons will be read by Dr.

Robinson and Dr. John J. Deutsch,

principal, and Janet Rogers will

lead in the responses. The organist

will be Lynn Scott.

Seats will be reserved for mem-

bers of the graduating classes and

the university staff. Students of

other years and friends of the uni-

versity are invited to attend.

The Queen's Drama Guild Presents

translated by William Arrowsmith

directed by Brian Wilson

March 11, 12, 13, 14 8:30

Convocation Hall

Students $1.00 Non-Students $2.00

FLIGHTS-EUROPE
» you are a student planning on travelling this summer, the Association

,

of St"^n, Counc.ls^A.aS-U

is the piace to ge, information on inexpensive^Jj^^"jSS t^
associations of universities in Ontario, Manitoba, and the Maritimes ° P™

student reoresen-
« member institutions. A.O.S.C. is a non-profit organization, totally run by elected student represen

tatives.

Oneof,nemainprogramsofA.O.S.C. is the running^H'ghts cost as little as $101.00 with roundtnp flights starting at »io/.u

operated by B.O.A.C., Air Canada, KLM and Caledonian Airways.

i ,- oner „„ hook vou on over 1000 student flights within
In addition to the flights to Europe A.O.S.C. can °°° K v

f h f|i nts are about one-third the cost
Europe, and flights to Africa, India and the Far East. Most ot tnese tug

One thing you should have if you are heading for Europe is anJ""™^"^*'^SiferteMn^tnlatiw.
c«d entitles student travellers to discounts at restaurants,

L |t a|so makes you
Many other discounts can be received by producing the card wlhere ev J
Eligible for the special student flights originating in Europe as previously

purailoassos
tra.,pl insurance, car rentals, burailpasses,

Other programs of A.O.S.C. include low cost student travel

^ ^ ^ avai|ab|e from
S'udent-Railpasses and Britrail passes, and student tours. I»

Ihe studen , flights, trains,

A.O.S.C. The first is the Official Student Guide to Europe whic
h

ns ^ o(her ^
"oats, and buses available in Europe. It also contains detads on student

Go, includes studen, oriented information on all European Countri ^ ^
further information on all of A.O.S.C/s programs can be obtained from

lr°m A.O.S.C. at 44 St. George Street, Toronto 5. Ont.

THE BOOK STORE

WITH IDEAS

FIND US AT

73 BROCK STREET

BO.SWELL'S book
BLLI & ('ANI)I I

two years. The cost of this expan-
sion could be lowered by the com-
bined treatment of sewage and
solid wastes, a plausible result of

the plant

The Ontario government's
Waste Management Branch has
established a regional office in

Kingston.

A wide range of federal and
provincial laboratories and aca-

demic facilities are convenient to

Kingston. These would be useful in

the initial investigation of recla-

mation and future efforts in dis-

posal systems. The staff and stu-

dents of Queen's university could

provide useful research and con-

sulting support for a new plant.

Life's a
picnic

forsome
girls

They're always ready for fun.

And somehow, fun just seems to

happen wherever they are. Peo-
ple love to be where they are too.

How about you? Can you en-
joy yourself with others any day
of the month? Tampax tamppns
can help.

Internally worn Tampax tam-
pons can help keep you feel-

ing fresh and comfortable, right

from the start of your monthly
period. A doctor developed
them, so you know they're safe.

Easy to use too, even the first

lime. Because they come in three

absorbency-sizes: Regular, Su
peri Junior. No other tampons
do. One will be just right (or you.

The silken-smooth container-

applicator makes insertion com
fortable and correct. And once
properly in place, Tampax tarn 1

pons can't be felt. So there's

nothing lo remind you, or your
friends, that it's your time of the

month. There's nothing showing.
No chafing. No odor.

You'll just have real protec-

tion. And the freedom to have
fun. Wherever and whenever you
find it.

Right from the start . . .

TAMPAX TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY BY
CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD..

BARRIE, ONTARIO
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IS A RIP-SNORTER. A TRIUMPH!" -Judith cm

" BRILLIANTLY CONCEIVED,

BRILLIANTLY DONE! DEVASTATINGLY FUNNY!"
-Kathleen Carroll. New York Daily News

OENNIS FRIEDLANO AND CHRISTOPHER C. DEWEY PRESENT A CANNON PRODUCTION
STARRING PETER BOYLE AND DENNIS PATRICK IN JOE" WITH AUDREY CAIRE
SUSAN SARANDON K.CALLAN PAT MCDERMOTT MUSIC COMPOSED AND
CONDUCTED BY BOBBY SCOTT EDITED BY GEORGE T NORRIS WRITTEN BY
NORMAN WEXLER PRODUCED BY DAVID GIL DIRECTED BY JOHNG AVILDSEN
COLOR BY DELUXE |o„ Pl^i Si,.,n0 i,.^ a,,.,,.. ,..,„ .

~ .v„

CAPITOL
233 PRINCESS ST.

546-5395

LAST 3 DAYS

THE CANADIANIZATION OF

POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION

Conference to explore the various foreign influences on Canadian
Post-Secondary Education, to discuss economic and social

problems, directions and policies toward making education
distinctively Canadian.

Some speakers are Dr. D. Wright (Ontario Committee of
University Affairs), Dr. M. Watkins (U. of T.) and authors
Dr. R. Mathews and Dr. D. Drache, and Dr. C. Hanly (Ont.
Confederation of Univ. Faculty Ass.)

Conference on March 5-6 (beginning 9:00 a.m.
March 5th) at OISE, 252 Bloor Street West.

AMS will be sending two delegates (1 Grad., 1 Under-
grade Leave names at AMS Office or with Vincent
Lawrence (at Ellis Hall) by March 3, 1971, 5:00 p.m.

SKI ING VACATION IN SWITZERLAND"

o n v
EASTER

Depart New York April 7th Return April 15th or
Depart New York April 9th Return April 17th.
8 Days only 298.00

Round trip by comfortable Boeing 707 jet.

Lodging at either the Posthotel Gam, or the Mothotel Sommerauboth m Chur. Twin-bedded rooms with private bath or shower and

Ski Lifts. SPBCial Group Rates are being negotiated for Ski Liftsand we e»pect to be able to offer day passes at a 50% discount
Transfers. Kloten Airport (Zurichl - Chur - Kloten Airport with
lull services of couriers and all porterage.
Twin bedded room at NO EXTRA cost, plus full Continental
Breakfast and Dinner <hroughout. Also included are all Foiemn

m
d
J?
m

'L"
Can "f and se'»' ce cha '9es -

Th0 P"» also includesmembership- to the Anglo America Association lo, one vear
Eligibility for this and other trips run bv the Anglo America

* ,
" rn'">d '° Stud«"". Staff. Faculty and rheirimmediate Family.

MEMBERS OF THE ANGLO AMERICA ASSOCIATION areottered various charier flights irom most major points ,n theUniled Stales lo London during the summer as well as Sludent
nights wilhm Europe. Employment opportunities, Discounls CaiHire Facilities. Hotel Finders Service. Travel Department

^eTs'at'Herojrce
0
"
Sk "' ng ,aCa"° nS P'«™

ANGLO-AMERICA ASSOCIATION
60A, Pyle St.,

Newport, l .w.

HAMPSHIRE/ENGLAND.

Library employees may strike
A union local representing

many of the non-professional
staff in the Queen's library
system voted last Monday to

strike against the library if

necessary.

Contract negotiations, which
have been going on since the
local was certified as bargain-
ing agent last June, were bro-

ken off by the union two weeks
ago.

Local 1302 of the Canadian
Union of Public Employees is

negotiating for its first con-
tract with Queen's. It includes
an undisclosed number of the
166 non-professional library

employees (clerks, typists and
assistants, but not librarians).

When the local was certified in

June it had 101 members, but
at least 40 non-professional
staff have left Queen's and the

same number have arrived
since that time. Other staff

may also have joined the un-
ion.

CUPE said Tuesday that 150

employees voted in favour of a
possible strike.

A strike would be illegal

under Ontario law until a week
after a government conciliator

presents his report. The union
has not said when it might
strike, and last week local
president Mrs. Joan Eadie, a
staff member in the library's

cataloguing division, said no
plans for picketing had been
made. "We have plenty of time
for that yet."

Mrs. Eadie said, "We will

wait now for the appointment
of a conciliation officer and his

move to effect a settlement."
Two days later, John R.
Dempster of Toronto was ap-
pointed; he is expected to re-

port at about the end of March.
Neither side in the bargain-

ing has released details of the

wage scales now in effect. Be-
ginning junior clerks with a
grade XII education are paid
$62.50 a week: beginning staff

members with university de-
grees but no library experience
start at $4300 a year ($83 a
week).

Edward Scott, national staff

representative for the union,
said non-professional library
employees are paid from $2850
to $5400 a year, but only three
receive more than $5000.

Salaries now being paid have
been unchanged since the regu-
lar annual increase made in

July 1969. No increase was
made in July 1970 because On-
tario law forbids any change in

salaries or working conditions
while contract negotiations are
going on. They began when the
union was certified in June.

Scott said last week that the
strike vote was taken reluc-
tantly, "but with complete

awareness on the part of
employees that it will De

"

if necessary.
! used

'When wage rates are
low that employees can se»

50

alternative, then they J?.
strike, -regardless of what
dustry they work in," s
added. cot|

Queen's personnel direri„
M. W. Wright, who is sole

° °;

gotiator with the union said h
was willing to meet with uni

°'

representatives "any tim .

anywhere". But the union sav,
it will wait for the conciliati
report. "

Chief librarian D. A. R e(jmond refused to comment on
the negotiations directly

Bui
he pointed out that a strike two
years ago by non-academic
staff at the University

0 f

Guelph had no effect on public
services. "Our paramount
concern is with service to the
students," he said, "and it's a
crucial time of year."

ASUS course guide passes
The existing open hours situ-

ation in women's residences
will continue unchanged for
next year as a result of the ref-

erendum held a week ago
Thursday. For the referendum
to be passed (ie, for the pre-
sent situation to continue) over
half of the 1115 women in resi-

dence had to vote in favour of

it. In fact, 1012 voted in favour

of the open hours and only 30

voted that they be changed.
There was no provision on the

ballot for those who wished to

see the present hours changed
but in the direction of longer

open hours.

No changes in open hours
The ASUS course evaluation

guide is still alive. After the
first referendum to determine
if the ASUS fees should be in-

creased $1.50 in order to pay
for it was narrowly defeated, a
second referendum was held in

which seventy four per cent of

those who voted were in favour

of the fee increase. This was
more than the two thirds of the

votes in favour of the increase

that was needed for the refer-

endum to be carried, and thus

it was.

A.M.S.

GENERAL MEETING

TONIGHT

AT

7:00 P.M.

IN

STIRLING D

Agenda: (1) Approval of minutes of previous annual meeting

(2) Reports of standing committees

(3) Reports of special commissions and/or committees

(4) Other matters affecting the interests of the Society

(5) Induction of the Incoming President and Vice-President
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CBC censorship subtle but certain

With students on the stage and panelists on the floor, Stanley Burke listens to a
question.

jjster Sinclair

No artistic limitations
by Mary O'Rourke

"Any artistic limitations I

^ve in the media are imposed
CY my own short-comings rath-
er than by Management", List-
er Sinclair told his seminar
group at "Media and Your
Mind".

Sinclair's began by question-
ln
g the artist's purpose: Is it

communication or self-expres-
sion? He suggested that to re-
s,r ict it solely to self-expres-
S1°n is dangerous since there
are few truly original artists.
He also stated that the mass
media in particular don't ac-
commodate self-expression
today.

The main reason for this, he
Sa 'd. is that modern media are

j

lni Ply too expensive to eater
0 self-expression. He cited the
Samples of literary maga-
*">es which usually have a life-

Pan of six months or less,

cause of the impossibility of

'"ancing them. This was not

( J

e case, he said, at the turn of
"e century, when all sorts of
Peop]e started their own news-
Papers.

If the media are not used for

self-expression, does this mean

that management dictates con-

tent entirely? Sinclair reported

that it is rather a case of "hir-

ing somebody who agrees with

you first".

The demands of popular

taste can be similarly limiting

to an artist working with the

media, Sinclair said. The five

programs watched by half the

Canadian population last year

included 3 hockey games, the

Academy Awards, and the

Miss Teenage Canada pageant.

"You laugh, as I expected you

to. But seriously we have to

question ourselves whether

these tastes are innate' .

Sinclair said that the diver-

gence is in his own mind be-

tween being democratic rather

than elitist. He believes it

should be democratic in an-

swering popular tastes, but

that this does not mean perpet-

uating myths or self-validating

stories for the public.

Rather, Sinclair suggested

that a media-artist can be per-

suasive in presenting his own

ideas to the public if he is

enough of a craftsman.

by Leslie Kaye
Laurier LaPierre explored

the various areas of the types
of censorship that are found in
Canadian television at the
Mass Media Teach-in. La-
Pierre said there is no one per-
son in the CBC who says "You
cannot do this or that'

; the
techniques are more subtle and
pervasive.

The first type of censorship
arises out of the image, or con-
cept, one has of what television
is about. The CBC is perceived
as being "family-oriented"
(Norman DePoe describes it

as being directed at a little old
lady in Regina ) and this type of
perception automatically gen-
erates subconscious taboos,
especially concerning making interfered with
love, nudism, and four-letter

point of view. "There were no
pictures of people being arrest-
ed or marching against the
Act. In English Canada the in-

cident "appeared to be a sepa-
ratist movement" while La-
Pierre claims that it is not, but
is rather part of the general
revolutionary movement that
is happening throughout the
world. The CBC's function was
to attempt to bolster the na-
tional unity idea and minimize
the brutality of the War Act
declaration. And it worked.
Panic was generated. Every
separatist was seen as an FLQ
member in disguise. 85% of the
Canadian public did not object
to having their civil liberties

words on public TV. Mr. La-
Pierre was the first person on
the CBC to use a 4-letter word
— hell — when he was doing an
interview in 1965 and stated
that the country was in "one
hell of a mess". For this indis-

cretion to be broadcast re-
quired special permission from
the President of the CBC, who
had to be dragged out of bed to

give it.

TV can be violent, but it

can't say "fuck", because chil-

dren may be watching, and
their innocent little minds may
be destroyed. LaPierre has
suggested in the past that,

when a program is to be "adult
only" entertainment, a dot
appear in the upper corner of

the TV screen, indicating that

parents who allow their chil-

dren to watch this program are
doing so at their own peril.

LaPierre stated emphatical-
ly that the pressure exercised
by the image of family-orien-

tation is bad in that it forces
one person's concept on other

people.

The second type of censor-
ship derives from the foreign

input of news analysis and
news packages, ninety-five per
cent of which is US based. The
totality of the news package is

systematically suppressed to

continue the American side of

the war in Vietnam.
The third source of censor-

ship is the image of the mission

or conviction one has. The CBC
is the "purveyor of national

unity". National discord is al-

lowed to be shown only in doc-

tored forms, for example, "to

concoct the picture that the

FLQ is an erratic phenome-
non" and to lend validity to

such actions in the "public in-

terest" as the War Measures
Act. LaPierre describes his

impression of the "voyeur

quality of the English speaking

Two years ago, Trudeau
stated that if the separatists
did not get out of the CBC he
would show Chinese pottery 24
hours a day. LaPierre believes
national unity is a myth, and he
will continue to fight against
the type of "false misrepresen-
tation. To express his point of

view, things have to be cleared
through so many channels the
issues are eroded until mean-
ingless.

Fourthly, there is systemat-
ic political pressure — but not

of the type where someone in

the House comes out and says
"Don't do this again". The
CBC wishes to avoid having
people question its policy, but

the MPs have an "obsession"
with the CBC for two reasons.

One, the CBC is a crown corpo-
ration; and two, the members
of the House get lots of mail
from constituents about TV
programmes.
The viewer at home who

wants something to bitch about
and someone to bitch to has TV
and MP, respectively. Because
of this overwhelming obsession

with TV, the showing of a film

on Lenin was delayed due to

the FLQ crisis on the grounds
that it might cause "conflict"

LaPierre wondered what
would be delayed if and when a

real insurrection happened.

The fifth type of censorship

involved the import you attach

to an item and in what context

you place it. LaPierre dis-.

cussed the absurdity surround-
ing the alleged Trudeau "Fuck
you" incident, and the extraor-

dinary lengths gone to by the

press to avoid printing the ac-

tual words used. Aside from
the ridiculousness of the whole
incident, he was incensed that

it has removed from the head-
lines much more important
things such as the fact that 13%
of the Quebeckers are unem-
ployed. He questioned the

priorities of reportage. In the
whole area of human life such
reporting makes it impossible
to relate to the reality of

everyday life. Viewers and
readers lose a sense of reality

when the media creates demi-
gods. The terms of reference
that have become accepted and
used are useless. People's
priorities become distorted.

LaPierre feels that "a per-
son should have total freedom
to present his opinion in its in-

tegrity", and that objectivity
is "only pursued by morons or
people who are dead from the
waist down". He considers
Donald Creighton, as an
"objective historian", "nar-
row-minded and racist". He
discussed the incident of Mc-
Clure (Moderator of the United
Church) going to North Viet-
nam to make the documentary
on the POWs, and how the gen-
erals in Washington screamed
that McClure must be preju-
diced and communist, but the
media never suggested that
perhaps the generals may also
be prejudiced in that they have
vested interests in not showing
this type of documentary.
When LaPierre was working

on "Seven Days" he said that

he was never actually ap-
proached by an MP in regard
to his being too controversial,
but that Patrick Watson and
Douglas Lester were pressured
subtly to get rid of him. He
described "Seven Days" as a
programme that was in the

forefront in TV. a concept that

had never been used anywhere
else. Later that evening he
stated that it could have only
gone on for one more year be-

cause of the energy required to

maintain it. (But the ideas be-
hind it could have been modi-
fied and furthered). He im-
plied that TV has degenerated
since "Seven Days" through
statements such as these.

"Less and less people in TV
are concerned about anything.

They are simply out to titillate

people." "People should fur-
ther the revolution; but people
must also be entertained, not
badgered. When my father
comes home from work, he
does not want to be picked on,

he wants to be entertained. He
has been picked on all day by
his bosses." "The same free-

dom that exists outside of the
media should be allowed in

side the media." "Do some-
thing that makes people bitch,

then follow it with something
funny or entertaining and
they'll stop bitching." "What
is needed is guerilla TV and
radio."

Utter Sinclair, Stanley Burke, and Norman OePoe field questions
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You too can find happiness in the zoo
(The Assistant Professor's Guide to Tenure and Promotion at Queen's University)

In view of the department's reluctance to establish

and/or communicate criteria for advancement, an at-

tempt to ferret out the critical factors in the recent deci-

sions of the Kangaroo Court may be a useful exercise.

Casual empiricism suggests that the Kangaroo Court, in

its Godlike deliberations over individual cases, it moved or

persuaded by the following considerations. Such considera-

tions have been expressed in a manner which is operation-

al for the aspiring kangaroos in the zoo. Since kangaroos
randomly select an appropriate subset of factors for each
a.p.e. {the divine right of the superior species), aspiring

kangaroos are well advised to obey all eight rules of the

zoo.*

Rules of the Zoo

1) Be available (volunteer is optimal) for undesirable
zoological housekeeping tasks.

Suggestions:

(a) seek out appropriate university committees and
meetings to occupy all non-teaching time,

(b) departmental committees on the library and/or
graduate admissions would appear to be particularly in

favour.

2) Accept teaching responsibilities only at the junior un-

dergraduate level, i.e., know your position as a junior
member of the zoo.

Suggestions:

(a ) do not push for graduate teaching assignments,
(b) if you feel compelled to teach in the graduate pro-

gram in order to complement your research activities,

never ask for more than one half course per year.
3 ) Do not fraternize with inferior species in the zoo.

Suggestions:

(a) do not play hockey or soccer with graduate stu-

dents,

(b) do not invite students to your residence for "bull"

sessions.

* Indirect references, to former a.p.e. 's (a.p.e.: assistant

professor of economics) are in no way meant to be mali-

cious, but rather are intended to be complementary. One
can only admire the bility of certain a.p.e. 's to anticipate

correctly the critical qualities required for promotion,
qualities which remain unstated for a.p.e. 's, and perhaps
even kangaroos.

4) Cultivate friendships with kangaroos, particularly
those kangaroos of the select "inner pouch" lineage.

Suggestions:

(a) car pools provide an excellent opportunity to en-

gage in technical patter with kangaroos on a friendly

basis.

(b) squash, pool, and badminton (with an appropriate
losing rate of course )

.

5) Since kangaroos prefer to judge a.p.e.'s on their "po-
tential", deliberately restrict research output as com-
pleted research will likely be construed as uncreative.

irrelevant, or shoddy. "Potential" varies inversely
with completed research papers.
Suggestions:

(a) if you must publish, do so in foreign languages
where it cannot be criticized by kangaroos.
(b) refrain from putting your idea in the Discussion
Paper series.

(c) if you must express your ideas on paper in English.

be a "one-idea" man — do not author more than o
Discussion Paper, ne

(d) do not reveal your thesis topic to a kangaroo sinr
any related or follow-up research will simply be a
sumed the work of your thesis supervisor.

s "

(e) for similar reasons never undertake joint research
since kangaroos will always assume that the merits nf
the paper belong to the other author (unless he also
being judged, in which case they belong to no one) and
the shortcomings are yours alone,

(f ) do not author major volumes, such as new texts (it

has all been said before by other kangaroos).

6) Be cheerful, agreeable, and quiet at all departmental
meetings.

Suggestions

:

(a) attend all meetings (unless you aspire to be a
skeunk). a

(b) never raise awkward issues such as the implemen-
tation of new courses (which may be too sophisticated
for some kangaross) or new prerequisites in the pro-
gram.

7) Be actively involved in the zoo market. At heart the
kangaroo is a fickle, uncertain, ambivalent creature
who prefers to have decisions confirmed or made bv
kangaroos from other zoos.

Suggestsions:

(a) make known the fact to Queen's kangaroos that you
are in the zoo market.
(b) combat any negative decision by Queen's kangaroos
with positive kangaroo decisions from other zoos.

8) Never acknowledge having read this guide. Who knows
if you agree with some of the rules, you may already be
part kangaroo. Do not bastardize the species.
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CONTEXT
by Chris Redmond

Just in case you have not noticed the dynamic
workings of the new and eager student leaders who
took office after the AMS elections two weeks ago,
be reassured that workings are progressing dynami-
cally.

The old and the new AMS executives held a joint
meeting just before study week and tentatively ap-
proved various "restructuring" proposals in hopes of
making the AMS work. But, just to be on the safe
side, the major ones will not go into effect until
March 1972. Reforms this year will be limited to con-
solidation of the present seven commissions into
five, and adding two first-year representatives in the
fall.

Then people dispersed, loaded down with skis and
not inclined to be concerned about student govern-
ment. Newly-elected vice-president Vic Bradley the
efficient and bluff half of the Rilev-Bradley team
moved like a whirlwind through the AMS offices in
the basement of the Union, moving mailboxes and
filing cabinets and puzzling habitual frequenters of
the office who couldn't lean on their old supports anv
more. .

rr j

Pat Riley, who takes office as president this week
moved underground and has just emerged with a

research paper about coed residences. This question
has been in the back of various minds for months or
years, and Riley heretically proposes that some ac-
tion be taken about it.

In fact, he suggests that the change be made in
time for the coming fall: that, as a committee sug-
gested more than a year ago, Chown Hall and Brock-
ington House become coed. But while the committee
merely urged that the sexes alternate by floors Ri-
ley says they could alternate by rooms. He provides
detailed suggestions for altering washroom and simi-
lar facilities and for assigning rooms to those return-
ing residents who preferred to live in coed resi-
dences.

The Riley proposals will be considered this week
by residence student governments and the adminis-
trative boards which govern the residences.
Other priorities of the new AMS administration

have not really been set yet. Within a week or two,
commissioners and major committee chairmen will
be chosen, and some sort of work can begin. (One of
the first necessities will be to choose next year's
Journal editor; applications are alreadv in, and as
soon as the appropriate committee chairmen are
named, the editorship choice can be made.

)

The Riley-Bradley administration is luckier than
Rod Follwell was when he took office a year ago

Follwell found himself in the middle of the Great
Chuck Edwards Debacle; it was less than two weeks
after he was elected that a group os dissident stu-

dents invaded a Senate meeting and brought on a full-

scale crisis.

That crisis, and the discovery almost immediately
afterwards that the AMS had squandered much of its

capital and was in financial disorder, got Follwell off

to a bad start, and the year was a quiet one without
major results. The major projects begun under Ross

McGregor were Elrond College and the new univer-

sity centre; a year later, both are healthy, but no-

thing else of comparable size has begun. Even Foll-

well's own major proposal, teacher-training for pro-

fessors, came to an apparent end in obscurity.
The outcome of theyear has been, essentially-

quiet, unexciting good government. The financial

position is fairly solid again, chiefly thanks to the

consolidation work put in by Bradley as a member of

the budget and finance commission. Cooperation
with the university administration is established
firmly again after the tension produced by the Ed-

wards show.
It is. in fact, a fine position for Riley and Bradley

to work from, especially if they plan anything out
the ordinary. Their major projects will become clea r

in the next few weeks.
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The following teller was sent to
Rod Follwell, AMS President,

Here Study Week. Because of
•leadline difficulties we couldn '/

comply with the authors' request
io publish it then.

Dear Mr. Follwell:
We have decided to write the

following letter to ask this
question, "Is the AMS Consta-
bulary fulfilling its appointed

duties for the students of this

university?"

On Feb. 5, Arts 73 sponsored
the Dance Marathon in Grant
Hall to raise funds for Camp
Outlook. As required a large
number of AMS Constables
were present at considerable
expense to this organization. In

general their behaviour on that
evening was unacceptable to
this organization. In past, par-
ticularly at football games,
they have indeed played a valid
role in assisting with crowd
control and enforcement of
drinking regulations, etc. On
this occasion we question this

validity.

On several occasions con-
stables were requested to aid

our understaffed volunteers.

We cite these examples. We
feel it was reasonable of us to

request constables to help di-

rect people from one part of

the building to another. They
refused, one (Mr. Peter Wat-
son) saying, "That's not our
job." Several washrooms
reeked while janitors cleaned
up broken wine bottles. The
situation was obvious to us.

Where were the constables —
sitting, drinking coke and tak-

ing up space. At one point we
had a theft. When this was re-

ported, the constable yawned
rather impressively and did
nothing about it

In general, the Constables
were most uncooperative and
did little to assist us in any
way. Why then are they being
paid to be there? It leads us to
wonder if this is not a wide-
spread problem being faced on
this campus. If so, then what
just is their purpose Mr. Foll-
well?

Yours sincerely.

Mr. Clay Rubec
Arts 73 Executive
Miss Laurie Esling

Marathon Dance Committee

Sir:

Well, I see that the Science

boys have been at it again.

While I fortunately did not

have an opportunity to exam-
ine one of today's snowballs at

close range, I feel that it is

probably safe to assume that

their bonding properties were
enhanced by the use of that

strange urine-yellow com-
pound so common to the mem-
bers of the Yellow Faculty.
Perhaps such a generaliza-

tion is unfair to many student
engineers, but if they feel this
way, they should take mea-
sures to prevent a few individ-
uals from degrading the whole
faculty.

Surely even such few-facet-
ed minds as these engineer's
can realize that drilling snow-
balls at passersby is manifest-

ly ungentlemanly, while throw-
ing them at a pup on a leash is

ignorant cruelty, and at driv-
ers, just plain stupid.

Come on, boys, at least pre-
tend that your narrow heads
have picked up some capacity
for adaptation to social en-
counters (that is, with human
beings) during their time here,
and not just a remarkable abil-
ity to build a better projectile
and direct its path.

Jim McManus
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nobody ever dies of overpopulation

Those of us who are deeply concerned about
Population and the environment — "econuts,"
We're called — are accused of seeing herbicides in
'fees, pollution in running brooks, radiation in
r°cks, and overpopulation everywhere. There is

merit in the accusation.
I was in Calcutta when the cyclone struck East

Bengal in November 1970. Early dispatches spoke
of 15,000 dead, but the estimates rapidly escalated
t0 2,000,000 and then dropped back to 500,000. A
n'ce round number: it will do as well as any, for
*e will never know. The nameless ones who died,

unimportant" people far beyond the fringes of
'"e social power structure, left no trace of their

existence. Pakistani parents repaired the popula-
tlon loss in just 40 days, and the world turned its
a"ention to other matters.
What killed those unfortunate people? The cy-

clone, newspapers said. But one can just as logi-

j;

a"y say that overpopulation killed them. The
^angetic delta is barely above sea level. Every
year several thousand people are killed in quite
0rdinary storms. If Pakistan were not over-
Crowded, no sane man would bring his family to

Reprinted from Science Magazine

such a place. Ecologically speaking, a delta be-

longs to the river and the sea : man obtrudes there

at his peril.

In the web of life every event has many antece-

dents. Only by an arbitrary decision can we desig-

nate a single antecedent as "cause." Our choice is

biased — biased to protect our egos against the

onslaught of unwelcome truths. As T. S. Eliot put

it in Burnt Norton:

Go, go. go, said the bird: human kind

Cannot bear very much reality.

Were we to identify overpopulation as the cause

of a half-million deaths, we would threaten our-

selves with a question to which we do not know the

answer: How can we control population without re-

course to repugnant measures? Fearfully we close

our minds to an inventory of possibilities. Instead,

we say that a cyclone caused the deaths, thus re-

lieving ourselves of responsibility for this and fu-

ture catastrophes. "Fate" is so comforting.

Every year we list tuberculosis, leprosy, enter-

ic diseases, or animal parasites as the "cause of

death" of millions of people. It is well known that
malnutrition is an important antecedent of death
in all these categories; and that malnutrition is

connected with overpopulation. But overpopula-
tion is not called the cause of death. We cannot
bear the thought.

People are dying now of respiratory diseases in

Tokyo, Birmingham, and Gary, because of the
"need" for more industry. The "need" for more
food justifies overfertilization of the land, leading
to eutrophication of the waters, and lessened fish

production — which leads to more "need" for
food.

What will we say when the power shuts down
some fine summer on our eastern seaboard and
several thousand people die of heat prostration?
Will we blame the weather? Or the power compa-
nies for not building enough generators? Or the
econuts for insisting on pollution controls?
One thing is certain: we won't blame the deaths

on overpopulation. No one ever dies of overpopula-
tion. It is unthinkable.
— Garrett Hardin, University of California. Santa

Barbara
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STARVATION AT THE FRONT
Report from Northeast of Brazil

by Celic Oliveira

CRATEUS, Brazil (LNS) — It rained a little in January. There were a few

showers in February and one in March.but it wasn't enough. In some places it didn't

rain at all. Normally, there are six months of drought, June through December, and

the people try to store up enough food and save a little money to see them through.

But when it doesn't rain in January or February, the precarious balance between

life and death shifts against most of the 30 million people who live in the northeast of

Brazil.

The earth dries up and the sun kills everything: the corn, beans and mandioca

that keep these people alive, barely; the cotton and ricino (from which comes castor

oil) that provides them with an income that even in the best of years does not exceed

$200-300 per family. The animals that live off the land leave or die. "There's not even

armadillo," said the man who had also been forced off the land. "The foxes stay, but

with so much sun they go crazy and die. The birds leave when they see there's

nothing to eat."

"Like the Nordestino (northeasterner)?"

"The Nordestino is more or less like the armadillo. When he sees that the thing

has completely gone to pot, he goes, he moves. Then the only creatures left out there

are vultures and snakes."

cia along Route 226. A 50-foot strip of land had been cleared from either sid
road. Often there were long stretches of crude fence, the type the peasant
enclose their land, branches stacked legthwise against posts a foot apart
seen these fences before around a field, and at the time I had thought u
incredible amount of labor must have gone into them — there must be 20 or 3o
of wood per feet. Now there were miles and miles of fence, all built in the I

!

months.
But here the labor was totally unproductive. The fences served no Purpos,

there was no crop to protect and no animals to do it harm. The same went f

clearing of the land, the holes dug-and the holes filled, the rock transported
one pile to another. The important thing was to give these people something
while they waited for the rain: for although it is true that they are accuston
suffering and hunger, they have also been known to invade cities and attack

tra

search of food.

It was early afternoon when we drove past the first huts. Built along the
the road, the walls are made of the same sticks as the fences arid the rool

simply branches of dried leaves tossed on top of the sticks. The huts stood aloni

clusters of three or four, or sometimes massed together in a complex with roa<

Outside the town of Ignatu a steel bridge crosses high above the dry Jaguribe
river bed. The only water visible is the trickle of sewerage from a pipe once covered
by the river, but that too vanishes after a few feet in the dust and the 100 degree
heat. Going north it gets worse. Fields of withered crops and then hundreds of miles
of barren hills, the soil a rust-colored ash. Sometimes along the side of the road we
pass a family of vultures picking leisurely at the carcass of a dog or mule; the birds
don't even look up as the bus speeds past. We ride through villages that seem desert-
ed — no people, no animals, no movement — just two rows of abobe houses facing
each other across an empty square.

We ride through without stopping. Whenever we stop in the larger towns there
are beggars waiting for the bus. They come aboard or plead through the windows:
blind, hunchback, limbs gnarled or missing; a man with his body cut off at his navel,
so that he sits, more or less, on his chest and swings along on his padded hands. Only
a society without medical care can produce such a variety of deformations.

In April the federal government announced that it was setting up "service
fronts" in the area where people would be paid 80 cents a day for working on the
roads. The pay turned out to be 40 cents, but most of the hundreds and thousands of
men, women and children who showed up stayed. In the vicinity of Crateus alone
there were 42,000 people working on the fronts when I visited there, in early Decem-
ber, according to an unofficial but reliable source. Official information is difficult to
obtain. The army does not permit journalists into the area. In October a French
television crew was detained, interrogated and their film confiscated A Uruguyan
journalist met a similar fate. And when a Brazilian bishop protested that the 40
cents a day was not enough, he was told by a government official that there would be
no raise because "these people are accustomed to suffering."

The first signs of the service front appear just north of the town of Independen-

alleyways between them. At this time of day there were only a few children ha,

around as we went past. Then we went around a curve and the hills were $

alive with people. Work gangs covered the slope, above and below the road; £j°

of men moving earth by wheelbarrow, crews digging with pick and shove ,

boys and old men, barefoot, shirtless or covered with clothes that were li' (le

than rags, men chopping down trees and filling in holes — everything mute

gray dust that changed the air and the light and supported the illusion ol I

entered another world.

As we drove by, four men resting on their shovels waved ; I waved back at

smiled. For the next few miles the road was jammed with people wort"1

fences here were built closer to the road, and this time with a purpose: they

blocked the view of the huts from the road. Two days later I returned to ta

some of the people who live there.

Splashes of sunlight came in through the roof, but the hut was cool an

inside. There were three hammocks strung up at one end. a wooden bench n

stones sunk into the earth for a fireplace. At the other end were the slu»

wheelbarrels stacked neatly inside a small enclosure. When I entered the M
were two women and a man inside, but this number grew steadily as we spo*

"How many people live in this house?" I asked.
"It's not a house," the man said, "it's a pigpen."

n
"Twenty-six" replied one of the women, Celia. She was a thin worn

early twenties. As we talked she worked over the fire, her movements sro
'

efficient. Her voice had a special vitality, a soft enthusiasm, clear, 3nA
.

t
\i

thority. Celia had arrived here with her grandmother, husband and two cn

the 25th of June, six months earlier.

"How did you find out about the fronts?" I asked.

Sl0*
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"We heard it on the radio, when the president was in Crateus."
"That was in May. You waited more than a month before you came."
"Until the 25th of June we had something to eat. But the 25th there wasn't

-nything left."

"Nothing?"
"Nothing, sir. Only the children crying with hunger."
"And now, is there enough to eat?"
"When there's only two people, you can stretch it. But for those who have a

lamily you can't make it through the week. Come Tuesday and more often than not

fere's nothing left. Even' on the days when there's food, nobody eats well. The

[O
od's pure garbage. The worst kind of flour, that white stuff, a little bit of rice.

gea
ns like water. Beans without a little bacon or something just doesn't fill you, and

hacon
costs 80 cents a kilo."

"Coffee?"

"Coffee, like carnival. It comes around once a year."

The people on the fronts are paid in kind. The prices of the food are slightly

lower than market prices, and the quality much lower, Men with 15 kids — and there

,re
plenty — get paid the same as men with no family at all. A few women like Celia

,re
put on the "payroll" for cleaning the huts and cooking for the people who live in

tnem. Theoretically, children under 14 are not allowed to work, but since no docu-

ments are required to obtain work cards, most boys big enough to lift a pick and
shovel follow their fathers out to the road every morning and do their share.

On Fridays people go to the distribution points to pick up their food. Sometimes

Ibis
means walking ten or twenty miles, and then returning with the 20 lb. sack of

provisions over your shoulder. Often when trains and trucks are attacked and re-

lieved of their cargo it is done by people on the fronts who finally got fed up with
watching their provisions go past every week to a point many miles away. The
weekly pay consists of 3 kilos (6.5 lbs.) each of flour, beans and rapadura (crude

molasses), 2 kilos of rice, maybe a can of powdered milk and that rare portion of

coffee. Lately they've been getting paid the equivalent of $1 in cash and the rest in

food. With the dollar they try to buy cooking oil. a little bacon for the beans, clothes.

"But what clothes can you buy with so little?" demanded an older man who had

come in while Celia was talking. "There are people who sometimes don't have any

clothes to go out and get their food. There's so few clothes that everybody's going to

end up staying naked in the barracks."

He said it with a smile and there were laughs around the hut, but it was no

exaggeration. Two men were shirtless, another wore pants shredded from crotch to

cuff, shirts were a mosaic of patches.

"What was it like in other years?" I asked. "Was it always like this?"

The older people recalled the droughts of 1919. '32. '42, '51-52 and '58. Celia's

grandmother, who says she doesn't remember her age but who remembers just

about everything else, talked about other drought years.

"It was better. Things were cheaper. Now the father of a family of six or seven

children buys a kilo of beans "a day and he can't buy anything else. A kilo of beans

doen't even begin to feed his family."

"Were there work fronts then?"

"In '51 there was." said the man who had joked about the clothes. He was very

thin — like everybody else around here — and had a light covering of gray whiskers

that softened the angles of his face. When he had a point to make, like now. he'd step

away from the post he leaned against and blast away.

I asked him if the fronts in '51 were also run by the army. "No. They were

good," he said. "They gave us money and we bought our own food. They didn't give

us much then either, but things were cheaper. And there was a little of everything,

meat, coconut oil for tempera (seasoning), rice — good rice — there was a lot. Good
flour, rapadura . . . . come here and see the tempera that comes for us."

I followed him to the other end of the hut where a large tin can hung from the

wall. The place had filled up with people, and most of them trooped behind us to

witness this historic meeting with the notorious tempera. The man lifted a stick out

of the can and held a gob of the black gluey substance under rny nose. It smelled

worse than it looked, and shouts of laughter rang out when I recoiled.

"What is it?" I asked.

There's nobody who knows, and nobody who can eat it," Celia said. "They call

it meat gravy."
Just then I heard the engine of a small truck, or jeep, coming down the road. I

Wed not to panic, but my heart was pounding and I didn't know what to say. I

considered the possibility of ducking out the back of the hut. Then the vehicle

stopped in front and there was no choice. I had to stay and depend on these people to

protect me the best they could. But why should they risk their necks for a total

Granger? _
"The army?" I asked.

One of the men went out to check. I put away my notebook and sat down on the

bench and looked around at the people standing in front of me; a woman with a child

in her arms, the gray-whiskered man leaning against the post, a young couple near

l«e door, Celia bent over the fireplace, an old man suffering with a bad tooth, spit-

ting blood.

"If anybody asks," Isaid, "I just came in to get out of the sun."

Nobody responded, but there was something reassuring in their silence. I can t

explain it, but I felt secure. Then the man came back and said that it was only the

water truck. I leaned back on the bench and took out my notebook. They seemed to

he waiting for me to continue. But I felt that something had changed, that a silent

tiansaction of trust had taken place between us.

"Why don't they let people like me talk with you?"

"They have like an inquisition," Celia said. "A lot of people comearound to talk

*ith us, but the army throws them out if they see them. The thing is - I don ( know

" you've heard about it - the leaflets. Leaflets have been thrown into the huts a

"umber of times. That's why they go around asking questions and rounding people

up,"

"They've arrested people?"

"Anyone they suspect."

"What do the leaflets say?"
, „ .

,

"We're not sure. A lot of people here don't know how to read. Besides, it was m
ll>e huts up the road where they left them, not here. But more or less they saw that

the people here are hungry, that we're only earning two cruzeiros and they promised

Us lour. But we've never seen them here. A lieutenant came by asking if we d seen

'he leaflets, or who had thrown them, but we don't know. They came from outside.

They're done on a machine. Nobody here has a machine. They d really like to know

*ho did those leaflets," she said, and there was a faint smile on her hps.

"Those leaflets really shook them up.
"

"Why did they bother them so much?"
"Because they also talked against them, that they were stealing stuff from our

•"^visions. . . things like that."

"Is it true what the leaflets say?"

T^erew^ltouta^ozen people scattered around the hul. all of them listening

— I was sure of that — even though some kept their distance and never spoke. But
the gray-whiskered man never took his eyes off me; delight and curiosity in those
beautiful old eyes. And hunger, years, generations of hunger. Some of the children
and people like Celia and this old man seemed to have escaped its effects, but they
are exceptionally strong. The faces in that hut were ravaged, teeth gone, gums rot-

ting, sunken cheeks. "Days go by without eating, days wthout eating, and then one
day the kid gets a little cold and it kills the little thing," explained one man. "The
kids and the old people.

"

"And there's nothing you can do about it?" I asked. "There's no way to change
the situation?"

"You can't talk," Celia said. "Anybody who talks, they take him away . . .

."

The gray-whiskered man interrupted her.

"These people here don't do anything."
"Why not?"

"Because they're weaklings." he said, stepping away from his listening post,

and although his eyes were drilled on mine, he was talking to everybody. "If they
had the nerve, they would have done it. They would have burned it all down by now.
I've thought it out. How do we stand it here? How can it be? If we all went together,
they're not going to take us all away. There's more than 8000 of us on this front.

Come Wednesday, when everybody's hungry, that's the time to move."
"Wasrrt it around here where the people invaded a city and took food?"
"That happened right here in '58. It was a bad drought year and there was much

hunger."

"How did they do it?"

"Nothing to it. We all went together, invaded the city. We broke down the doors
of the warehouse and took what we needed.

'

'

"And the people in the city, how did they react?"

"Terrified. They tried to close everything."

"But that hasn't happened this year?"
"This year not yet."

"But trains have been stopped this year.
'

' I said.

"That was in Sobral. Yes. there were trains invaded there.
'

'

"But not around here?"
"The people here don't have the nerve. If we all went together .

..."
"They have the armed forces." came a sober voice off to the side, which

touched off a confusion of replies and counter-replies; but with everybody talking at

once I couldn't understand anything: except that this wasn't the first time they had
had this discussion.

"If everybody went together'7 ''
I insisted.

"If we all went together." Celia said, barely looking up from her work over the

fire, "there wouldn't be enough jails to put us in."

The government knows this and is anxious to get these people away from the

service fronts and back to working on the land. There, safely separated in their

family units, they will suffer quietly out of sight and hearing and once again produce
the cotton and ricino so profitable to the big landowners and the gigantic internation-

al companies like Anderson Clayton. (Castor oil. produced from ricino. isn't just

that evil smelling stuff that kids have to take: it's also an important ingredient in

plastic and jet aviation fuel.

)

Consequently, the work cards issued to the people on the fronts terminate in

December, and toward the end of November the army disbanded many fronts. But it

still hasn't rained yet and people have drifted back. Tension is building up on the

fronts. In late December a soldier and a campesino were killed when people tried to

break into a storehouse. From the town of ftapage not far from Crateus the mayor
reported that 2000 people had invaded the city in search of food and pleaded with the.

government to open up new fronts.

At the same time health officials recommended that all the fronts be closed

down due to a rapidly spreading measles epidemic that had already killed more than

50 people. The officials reported that the government did not have the funds to im-

port vaccinations at $4 a dose. To vaccinate the half million people on the fronts

would cost as much as construction of the new paint factory in Recife, which em-

ploys 200 people, and which has had an astonishingly successful year for its U.S.

inventors.
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off the record
By Dick Lone v

Poco's long awaited "live" album is a further testimonial to

their position as the country-rock genre's premier exponents. DE-
LIVERIN (Epic KE-30209) was recorded at the Boston Music Hall,

and the New York Felt Forum before what could be described as

midly ecstatic Poco fans.

Here are brilliant, spontaneous treatments of five old. five new

Poco tunes, plus a couple of Buffalo Springfield vintage remakes on a

pair of Richie Furay numbers. Side one leads off with "I Guess You

Made It" with that precise harmony which is an integral part of the

eleven songs on this remarkable collection — the twelfth, "Grand

Junction", is an instrumental featuring the pedal steel guitar of Rus-

ty Young.)

Queen's Department of Musk •

A performance of

MEDIEVAL MUSIC
Friday, March 5th - 8:00p.m.

Sunday, March 7th - 3:00p.m.

St. James Church Admission: FREt

ABORTIONS
ARE LEGAL

IN NEW YORK
For information, counselling

and immediate hospital ap-

pointments call:

Pregnancy Control Center, Inc.

16 West 86th Street,

New York, New York,

(212) 873-1496

Pizza Pickup
286 Montreal Street

Med. 160 FREE

Large 2.60 DELIVERY
Super 3.60 IN60<ZONE
(CHOICE OF 6 TOPPINGS)

NO EXTRA CHARGE
PICKUP PIZZA AND SAVE
PICKUP DISCOUNT AVAILABLE

DIAL 544-1221
Open Tues.ThroughSat.4-1

Sun. 12 • 9

Upper Canada Soap

Lemon

Bayberry

Strawberry

Homestead Spice

New Mown Hay

Lavender Blue

75c

68 BROCK

^Jlillllllllllllltlllltllllllllllllllllllltlllltllllllllllllltltllfllllllfltltllllllllltllltlllilllllllllllllllll II II lll^

I MODERN 1

TAXI
I 546-2222

j
Fast, Courteous Service §

everywhere-especially the train
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THE ANIMATED FILM:

IMAGE PER IMAGE

an exhibition organized by the National Film Board
circulated by the Art Gallery of Ontario

(times of a number of film showings will be posted at the

Art Centre)

March 5 to 23 in the main gallery

GERMAN RENAISSANCE GRAPHICS
organized by George Keyes of the Dept. of Art History
March 5 to 28

Bass man Tim Schmit has contributed two new songs, "Hear That Music", and "Hard Luck",

with the latter opening up a three part medley that closes side one. Tim's song leads into "Child's

Claim To Fame", which was one of the two Fruay songs included on the Buffalo Springfield "Again"

album, and it serves as the pick-up to lead into "Pickin' Up The Pieces", the quintet's only commer-

cial success to date.

Lead guitarist Jim Messina penned the opener to side two, which just has to be the most relentless

acoustic guitar venture on any live or studio album that's been recorded. This driving number is indeed

the highlight of the acoustic segment of the program, if not the most outstanding cut on the album.

After a new tune by Richie. "A Man Like Me", the fellows wade into "Just In Case It Happens, Yes

Indeed", which was on their first album. Then in true Flatt and Scruggs fashion, Rusty Young takes off

with his "Grand Junction ". a country instrumental in the bluegrass mode, that places his dexterity

with the pedal-steel-guitar firmly within the company of artists such as Jerry Garcia of the Grateful

Dead, and Pete Drake of the Nashville Cats.

Poco has chosen to finish off this excellent album with thir "oldie but a goodie" titled "Conse-

quently So Long": a song which brings their vocal treatment, replete with falsetto harmonies, to the

fore. If you're into the Byrds, the Band, or the Dead, then listen to their peers — Poco!

In a rather remarkable incarnation, the music of Buddy Holly and the Crickets has been given a

talented and tasteful 1970's grooming with the release of THE CRICKETS ROCKIN' 50's ROCK N'-

ROLL (Barnaby Z-30268). The set is produced by Jerry Allison (Buddy's drummer), Sonny Curtis, and

Doug Gilmore, and Evlis' pianist Glen D. Hardin handles the arranging.

Some of the greatest Crickets tunes are given a fresh treatment — "Oh Boy". "That'll Be The

Day", and "Thinking It Over" — ten of them in all, plus the title song. While the Crickets don't supply

too much session info, one has to assume that the exceptional keyboard work on the sides was handled

by Hardin (that is, if you're familiar with the piano work on Presley's Vegas concerts).

Sonny Curtis shows that he is more than capable of handling the vocals on some classic Holly

songs such as "Well All Right", and "It's So Easy".

You don't have to have even heard of the nostalgia.that surrounds the name Buddy Holly to realize

that this album contains material that shaped the future of Rock through the Fifties, Sixties, even unto

the Seventies — with this offering its nice to know a few of the old Crickets are still "chirping".

Speaking of nostalgia — remember "Runaround Sue", and "Donna, the Prima Donna"? Dion

DiMucci has certainly progressed a long way since his sojourn with "the Belmonts" and "Teenager In

Love" days. Dion has released a new solo album — DION — YOU'RE NOT ALONE (Warner Brothers

1872), featuring seven tunes he penned himself (or in collaberation with Bill Tuohy, or Tony Fasce),

plus a pair of Lennon/McCartney ballads.

Dion has a way with pretty ballads such as his own "Windows", played with softly phrased acous-

tic guitar, against the organ-chords of Paul Griffin; and "The Visitor", with its folksy Travis-picking

played to a full orchestral backing.

The final cut on side one. "Peaceful Place" gives Dion's voice a workout, and he comes through in

fine style — it's a song reminiscent of the superb voicing he put into "Abraham. Martin and John"
some months ago.

Beatle biggies "Let It Be" and "Blackbird" are given Dion's plaintive delivery, even if the up-

tempo DiMucci rendering on "the Stuff I Got" intercedes to kind of shake the mood — the treatment

on "Blackbird" advances proof positive that an artist like Dion can withstand changes in times and

styles. The lead guitar work (Dion's own) on this track equals the job done by Paul and George on the

ahite Beatle album, and in general the guitar playing throughout is distinctive — as on "Josie" or

Melanie's "Close To It All".

Dion utilizes the final cut of the album for a tad of social commentary — "We'd do better to stop

this commotion / Attraction works better than promotion" — further affirmation that Dion DiMucci
has progressed somewhat since the earlier part of the Sixties, when he was being put down by Runa-
round Sue! . . .

After Chiago took Rock across the threshold of jazz and blues, with their brass arrangements,
then about the only virginal territory remaining for Rock musicians was the purely classical genres of

baroque orchestration and genuine symphonic arrangements. Well, a British group, (named after a

Dickensian villain), Urial Heep, has released an album — SALISBURY (Mercury SR-61319) which
reveals their inventive talent for making Rock yet a new offshoot of the classical mode (or vice

versa !

I

The title track is a short 16:22 in length — short because it allows the four musicians, plus lead

vocalist to only get started with their "first trip into large-scale cdmposing" — as versatile Ken
Hensley states it. Hensley plays organ, piano, slide and acoustic guitars, as well as harpsichord and
vibes, while Mick Box plays lead and acoustic guitar, with Paul Newton on bass, and Keith Baker on
drums. The number ("Salisbury"), while it is a unique piece of music is far from being the only good
thing on this "heavy" yet tasteful offering by Uriah Heep.

Of "High Priestess". Hensley says "its atmospheric and represents the heavier side of the band"
— right on both counts. Recorded in October and November of 1970. this album should allow Uriah
Heep to successfully challenge the ascendance of Black Sabbath into the heavy Rock circle of distinc-

tion ...
It seems that Steppenwolf, with their latest album are posed on the brink of plunging into the

lighter acoustic regions of Rock a la the Grateful Dead (who have undergone a transition from acid-
heavy-Rock to country Rock). STEPPENWOLF 7 (RCA DS-50090) revales that the group has retained
that earlier predilection for brutal, driving rock (as in "Ball-Crusher"), but they have very wisely lent

several ears to the directions pioneered by Crosby Stills & Co. and their acoustic softer numbers are a
welcome change from that "turn your amp to 10" non-inspired, non-talented enslaught of noise that
many groups ( and groupies I erroneously identify as synonomous with musicianship.

With "Renegade", Steppenwolf moves into a song with pleasant melody, unamplified guitar and a
chorus which reveals organ, bass and percussion work worth listening to. On "Foggy Mental Break-
down" they utilize close harmony, and some alternating guitar patterns which provide quite a change
from the hard electric guitar riffs that come to mind when the name Steppenwolf is mentioned.

This album shows a far more talented side to Steppenwolf than earlier efforts, and it can only lead
to an even more balanced Steppehwolf Eight . . we'll wait and see .

QUEEN'S HILLEL
presents

Montreal recording star,

MICHAEL RUBEN „

"AN EVENING OF JEWISH FOLK SONGS
featuring a programme of Chassidi Hebrew, Jewish and English songs.

Wednesday evening

Anarch 3, 7:30 p.m.

Beth Israel Congregation

116 Centre Street

Admission at door $2; Students $1.50

ALL WELCOMEart centre
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tendays
tuesday. march 2

evening: 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.: campus movies presents madwoman of chaillot in
dunning hall auditorium, admission is $1.00.

Wednesday, march 3

afternoon: 4:30 p.m.: biology department presents a lecture on "calcium transport,
atp use of sarcoplasmic reticulum" in earl hall, room 111.

evening: 7:00 p.m.: the computing centre presents fortran programming lectures
on film, part three in dupuis hall auditorium.

7:30 p.m. : sailing club meeting in room a, 2nd floor gym.
7:30 p.m.: Chinese club presents 1969 and 1957 world table tennis champi-
onships films and "game of 21points" in ellis hall auditorium.
8:00 p.m.: the kingston meistersinger presents show boat at the grand
theatre.

8:00 p.m.: the math department presents dr. watts speaking on what's a
nice statistician like you got to do with isolated brain surgery, river
flows, movement of iguanas, butchering hogs and etc. in jeffery hall,

room 126.

thursday, march 4

afternoon: 1:30 p.m.: conference on automotive pollution 3 speakers from industry at

Stirling d.

evening:. 7:00 p.m.: the computing centre presents fortran programming lectures

on film, part four, in dupuis hall auditorium.

7:30 p.m.: medical sciences lecture series presents changing trends in

royal college specialty qualifications in etherington hall auditorium.

. 8:00p.m.: show boat at the grand theatre.

8:00 p.m.: general meeting of the engineering institute of Canada, speak-

er: dr. uffen on science and technology in public affairs in Stirling a.

8:00 p.m.: conference on "automotive pollution". 3 speakers from indus-

try at mclaughlin hall, room 315.

8:30 p.m.: division of concerts presents musica nova in dunning hall, tick-

ets $2.50 at the division of concerts.

friday, march 5

afternoon: 2:30 p.m.: dr. uffen will speak before members of the miller club on "fed-

eral science policy" as it relates to earth sciences and marine geophys-

., 1; 1cs.

evening: 7:15 and 9:00 p.m.: the Chinese literature society presents "three nuclear

tests by the Chinese" and "chairman mao receives one million red guards

in 1967." at ellis hall auditorium, admission 50c
8:00 p.m.: music department presents "mediaeval evening: sacred and

secular music and liturgical music drama" in st. james church.

8:00 p.m. : show boat at the grand theatre.

Saturday, march 8

evening: 8:00p.m.: show boat at the grand theatre.

sunday, march 7

morning: 11:00 a.m.: the annual baccalaureate service to honour the graduating

classes of all queen's faculties will be held in grant hall, guest minister:

rev. dr. robinson founder of operation crossroads africa.

afternoon: 3:00 p.m.: music department presents mediaeval evening: sacred and
secular music and liturgical music drama in st. james church.

monday, march 8

evening: 7:30 p.m.: the geography department presents dr. wolpert from the uni-

versity of Pennsylvania speaking on discretion in locational decisions, in

Ontario hail, room 305.

tuesday, march 9

morning: 10:30 a.m.: engineering statistics day: professor watts and professor ba-

con on "estimating the transition between two intersecting straight lines,

with applications to stagnant band height data" in dupuis auditorium,

afternoon: 1:30 p.m.: engineering statistics day: professor hunter on "statistical

model building techniques" in ellis hall, room 321.

3:30 p.m.: engineering statistics day: professor leone on "training engi-

neering statisticians" in dupuis auditorium,

evening: 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.: campus movies "far from the madding crowd" in

dunning hall auditorium, admission $1.00 per person.

8:00 p.m.: the german film club presents "der biberpelz" in kingston hall,

room 101.

Wednesday, march 10

afternoon: 4:30 p.m.: biology department presents "organization of proliferating cell
populations" in earl hall room 111.

musica nova appearing at dunning hall, thursday march 4 at 8:30 p.m.

soundings
by Steven Winnett

ERIC CLAPTON, Eric Clapton.

LAYLA AND OTHER ASSORTED LOVE SONGS, Derek and the Dominos.

(Polvdor )

Ever since the breakup of Cream, Eric Clapton has certainly been making the

rounds of the music trade. First there was the short-lived venture into Blind Faith,

who produced an album which very few people got into (I did). Then Eric turned up

with John Lennon at the Toronto Rock and Roll Revival, a performance documented

on Live Peace at Toronto. Then he fell into the company of Delaney and Bonnie Bram-

lett, who overnight rose from nothing to superstars just because Eric Clapton was

playing with them. Eric played on their On Tour album, which I detested and traded

away. I have never really liked Delaney and Bonnie. They can t sing, their music is

not at all innovative or interesting, it's just loud and boring. 1 really don't care a whit

that Bonnie can scream — she still doesn't turn me on.

It is from this rather unfortunate association with D & B that was born Eric s

first solo album, Eric Clapton. A lot of people have been doing this solo album trip

recently Some hacks would like to believe that in every case it's merely a question ot

a frustrated artist, hemmed in by the structures of playing in a group, trying to

express himself. Eric Clapton is not such a record. The album can only be called

Eric's because he happens to sing lead vocal, and even his singing on this eftortisn t

all that exciting. If he's playing lead guitar, it s sometimes rather hard to tell, be-

cause he is often drowned out by an irritating brass section and an equally irnta ing

female chorus. The first cut, ••Slunky", is an instrumental jam. which unfortunately

does not set the tone for the rest of the tracks. I have never been bale o get into the

single off this album, "After Midnight ". and I find the last cut, Blues Power

which starts off rather well ("Bet you didn't think I knew how to rock and rol

screams Eric) ends up by being just plain loud. This record was produced by Dela-

ney Bramlett, and it shows: it is over-produced. Like all the Bramle t efforts. thu is

just another of those "good time get together, scream and shout as lou as you can,

play loose and fast
' albums, and I can't say I really dig these efforts very much.

There is only one saving cut on Eric Clapton, the last cut on side 2. Let It Ra n.

Here, for the first time, producer Bramlett allows Eric a chance to ,,/«, h s g u.tar

the reason for which you buy the record in the first place. ErictoW*.
notes as the album, unfortunately, draws to a close. You Und yourself saying Alas,

poor Eric, he was just getting it together, and the album ,s oyer Ifffljj'

^ould

hav„ ni^H „„ " Fortunately Eric does play on. but not under producer Bramlett.

Derek and the

the outstand-

have plaved on. .

Happily 'Eric left the Bramletts far behind, formed his own group, 1

Dominos, and went into a Miami studio to record what t*nk »»«e»
ing albums of 1970: Layla ani oiber^XolZ^M^ shows'off all of
expecting if VOU bought Em Clapton; Latla. a I""™" • ,i, the structure
Clapton's talents as both singer and guitarist. And. please note, within the structure

of a group which plays verv tight, controlled music.

Vfirs, thfng to do wi.h this album is to tur, at once £>
k

you out of absolutely any reverie. Then comes a great rasping vocal by Clapton —
"Laaaaaaayla" — the lad has been taking lessons, and it shows. The song rolls along

at a fast clip under Clapton's guitar, we suddenly slow down, and then, from out of

the blue, Jim Gordon's piano suddenly appears, pulls us down and captures us — the

feeling of willing imprisonment in the living, flowing strength of this music is that

present. (At this very moment, the song is playing through my headphones — I will

leave the typewriter to turn up the volume, my legs are shaking — WOW! ) This is

just too, too much! Those guitars are wailing in a great frenzy and I can feel these

great harsh, pure sounds — and now the piano — so long, people!

Yes. Well, there are 13 other things on this album as well, and I'd like to tell you

something about them, because this two record set is full of good, heavy music.

For example, there is "Little Wing" by Jimi Hendrix. a song which, like all

good Hendrix music, you feel compelled to play loud, the lead guitar is that strong —
you'd swear it's Jimi! Another of my favourites is "Bell Bottom Blues", the only

song on the album written entirely by Eric Clapton (most of the others were written

by Clapton and Bobby Whitelock or Jim Gordon, as well as one by Whitelock alone

and a few by old bluesmen). Anyways. I'd like to commend Eric for his own effort.

"Bell Bottom Blues" — especially love the chorus, "Do you want to see me crawl

across the floor to you?. Give me one more day, please." Lyrically, Eric is no

great shakes, but the music is so good that 1 can still dig the lyrics, however simple.

Does that sound familiar? Perhaps you've heard people say the same things about

pure rock and roll, way back when — the lyrics were nothing, but the music was

something else.

I can't really point out to you any tracks which I dislike: the consistency of this

record is amazing, if I have any other favourites. 1 must point to "Anyday" and

"Keep on Growing" (by Clapton and Whitelock). and "Thorn Tree in the Garden"

(by Whitelock). I have only a few complaints against the Dominos. One is that, no

matter how much good material is present, I feel that it could have been edited down

to a single album One record costs less than two and doesn't take as long to listen to.

1 also wish that the photographs of the group on the inside cover weren't there —
some of them aren't very flattering, A further criticism is the placing of the acoustic

"Thorn Tree" right after "Layla". I realize that this cut is designed to bring you

back to acoustic Mother Earth after a journey through the electric universe of "Lay-

la", but 1 find myself too tired after cruising the cosmos to visit the garden. As well,

some songs are too long, such as the nine-minute version of "Key to the Highway" —
although the instrumental middle section is excellent music, too many sweets can

give you indigestion (or possibly boredom) In the rock and roll tradition, many of

these four and six-minute jobs would have made great three-minute singles, with the

exception of all seven minutes and ten seconds of "Layla". Sometimes the vocals

are distorted or buried — but the strength of this album lies not in the lyrics but in

the music.

After listing all these criticisms, I can honestly turn around and answer myself

by saying. "Who cares?" Layla is without a doubt one of the strongest albums of

1970 if purchase is your means of expressing appreciation of an album, then I would

recommend that you diligently save your pennies for this one — why throw your

money away on non-music like lxd~/eppdm ///when you can have the real thing? Or.

if you don't have any money, then at least try to find someone who has the album —
it is just that good.
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"FREE INFORMATION "

SAFE, LEGAL

ABORTIONS
IN NEW YORK

SCHEDULED IMMEDIATELY
(212) TR 7-8562

MRS. SAUL
CERTIFIED ABORTION

REFERRAL
All Inquiries Confidential

FINEST ^VAIMlt

GLASSES
OUR EXPERIENCED

DISPENSERS WILL GLADLY
ASSIST WITH YOUR

SFLECTION

CONTACT LENSES
f l T T£0

~?Uy l OPTICIANS

WINE
supplies and equipment

CHEESE
from around the world

BEER
malts and supplies tor those

who prefer the excellence

of home brew

GOURMET
foods from afar

GIFTS
with a touch of distinction

COOKE'S
OLD WOF LD SHOP est. 1868

59-61 Brock

Kingston, Ont.

AUNT LUCY S
STEAK - 1.99

FILET MIGNON SPECIAL
LICENSED - JUST WEST

OF THE CIRCLE
A GREAT PLACE TP BRING A DATE

WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIP

FILM

Sailing Club Meeting - Elections

Classroom A, 2nd Floor Gym

Wednesday, March 3, 7:30 p.m.

DUNNING TRUST

COMMITTEE

THE DUNNING TRUST COMMITTEE plans a con-

ference of Canadian Indian leaders to be held on the

campus March 10th and 11th. About six of Canada's

major Indian Chiefs will attend.

Their Dunning Trust lecture will take place on March
10th, 8 P.M. in Dunning Hall on the topic:

"CANADA'S INDIANS: THEIR PLACE

IN THE JUST SOCIETY"

The Indian leaders will be on campus on March 10th
and 11th to meet interested student groups. If you are

interested in arranging a meeting with one or more
Indian leaders, please contact the Chairman of the

Dunning Trust Committee, A.C. Hamilton, English

Department, Watson Hall.

The second half of the Indian conference will take
place on March 17thand 18th. Mr. Chretien, the Minister

of Indian Affairs will deliver the Dunning Trust Lecture
at Convocation Hall, March 17th at 8:30 P.M. He Will

be on campus on the morning and afternoon of March
18th to meet student groups.

Capable secretary needed for the

ASUS executive. Secretarial experi-

ence and typing skills useful but not

a necessary prerequisite for the job.

Applications accepted by Marv
Bloos 544-0727 or Nancy Hoey
546-7826 or at the ASUS executive

meeting Monday March 8th in the

McLaughlin Room of the Student's

Union at 7 p.m.

Are you interested in money? We
need someone who can manage
ours. If you have any inclinations in

this direction and would like to be

treasurer for the ASUS, please ap-

ply to Marv Bloos 544-0727 or Nan-

cy Hoey 546-7826 or come in per-

son to the ASUS executive meeting

Monday March 8th in the Mc-
Laughlin Room of the Student's

Union at 7 p.m.

Are you tired of the quality of con-

certs held here at Queen's? Do you

think you can improve them? If you

would like to try by becoming Con-

certs Chairman for the ASUS, apply

to Marv Bloos 544-0727 or Nancy
Hoey 546-7826 or come in person

to the ASUS executive meeting

Monday March 6th in the Mc-
Laughlin Room of the Student's

Union at 7 p.m.

*
Susie-0 week comes but one a

year. If you would like to organize

this event, apply to Nancy Hoey
546-7826 or Marv Bloos 544-0727

or in person to the ASUS executive

meeting Monday March 8th in the

McLaughlin Room of the Student's

Union at 7 p.m.

Are you the formal type? Do you

have any ideas for organizing the

annual Arts formal? If you would
like the job of formal chairman,

please apply to Nancy Hoey 546-

7826 or Marv Bloos 544-0727 or in

person to the ASUS executive meet-

ing Monday March 8th in the Mc-

Laughlin Room of the Student's

Union at 7 p.m.

Would you like to see an improve-

ment or a change in the cultural

events offered at Queen's. If so,

Other Events chairman is the job for

you. Apply to Marv Bloos 544-0727
or Nancy Hoey 546-7826 or in per-

son at the ASUS executive meeting

Monday March 8th in the Mc-
Laughlin Room of the Student's

Union at 7 p.m.

Communication is one of our great-

est problems. We need someone
who is willing to tackle this prob-

lem by coordinating all ASUS publi-

cations. Apply to Marv Bloos 544-

0727 or Nancy Hoey 546-7826 or in

person to the ASUS executive meet-

ing Monday March 8th in the Mc-
Laughlin Room of the Student's

Union at 7 p.m.

We need a Judicial Committee
Chairman who is able to run elec-

tions and referenda as well as in-

terpret our constitution. If you are

interested, please apply to Marv
Bloos 544-0727 or Nancy Hoey
546-7826 or in person to the ASUS
executive meeting Monday March
8th in the McLaughlin Room of the

Student's Union at 7 p.m.

The Red Room, the officio Arte ~ _
« - i

-,
15 °nd

Science clubroom, needs someon
to continue the improvements

start
ed this year such as the Student Art
display and the ordering of mQgQ .

zines and comic books for th
lounge. If you would like this job
please apply to Marv Bloos 544'
0727 or Nancy Hoey 546-7826 or

jn

"

person to the ASUS executive meet-
ing Monday March 8th in the Mc"
Laughlin Room of the Student'^
Union at 7 p.m.

Are you sexy and stimulating?
if So

artsci 74 needs you as its publicity
co-ordinator. If you are not excited
by this proposal you could help or-
ganize smokers, parties, side trips
to Wolfe Island, etc. Inspired,
why not offer your help? call Jj^
Thomsin at 544-7508 or Cathy
Weeks at 544-8439. Thank you,
Judy McAdam, secretary Artsci 74.

wanted desperately: 5 bedroom
house Reward $10. Phone 544
8534 or 544-8531.

Guitars for sale

Martin, 2 years old, mint condition

with hard case, $350.00.
Harmony (classic) like new, with
cloth carrying case, $25.00.
Phone Bruce at 546-291 7.

GAYS DATING ASSOCIATION,
Wide choice of dotes, Gay boys and
Gay girls, coast to coast, fully confi-

dential, call 536-7529, 1 p.m. -9
p.m. or write to P.O. Box 1253, Stn-

A, enclose $2.00 for handling, To-

ronto, Ont.

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY CENTRE

PLANNING COMMITTEE
The following persons comprise the Committee and they will be pleased to fac-

ilitate communication of views and opinions on present and future services to

Mr. Pellow (Planning Consultant) in order that he can, consider the widest poss-
ible sampling of facts and attitudes.

Herpers, Raymond J. H. H. 544-6049

Jackson, Patricia (Miss) 544-3966

Warner, Robert L. 548-4105

Wilson, Richard W. 542-5995

Poole, R.N. 542-1705
Blake, Diana (Miss) 542-1898

Wojciechowski, W.B. 542-6063

Gallagher, D. L. 373-9389

Soberman, D.A. 546-2918

General inquiries about the Queen's University Centre Study may also be referred
to the Office of the University Campus Planner, Ellis Hall. Loral 2949.

OFFICIAL STUDENT FLIGHTS
Over 50 Flights to

EUROPE
^°rn $101.00 ONE-WAY

$187.00 ROUND TRIP
WRITE

ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT COUNCILS (A.O.S.C.)

44 ST. GEORGE STREET, TORONTO 5

(921-2611)

OR

CONTACT YOUR STUDENT COUNCIL
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Hockey Gaels Bow In Finals

(continued from page 15)

Page 1

3

M (Master Wins Gymnastics

tney been able to come from

behind to win.

Into the second stanza, with

frank Coffey on his way to a

hospital to check out a face

injury- He returned at the end

of the period. That left only

three defensemen and it hurt

the Gaels. At 8.19 Scott Seagr-

ist put away a lovely short-

handed goal on a clean break

from his own blue-line. This

seemed to make the differ-

ence. The Blues tallied again in

two minutes and it looked like

the Gaels were going under.

The score was 3-2 for Toronto.

Morris Mott picked up a

power-play goal but Toronto

answered quickly to keep the

lead.

Into the third. At 2.14 Winger

Kas Lysionek slowed a high

defective shot out of the air

and slapped it by Harris from

15 feet out. A lucky goal but it

left the score 5-3.

The game started to slow

down but at 7.25 Mott picked up

his second of the game to pull

the Gaels within one goal. For

ten minutes, the Gaels tried to

put the pressure on. The Var-

sity defensive was up to the

challenge and managed to

stave off the attack. At 17.27

the game seemed once again
within reach as a penalty

was assessed to Toronto.
"Shouldn't have happened"
said Toronto Coach Tom Watt
afterwards. He added that no
player should be penalized so
late in the game "unless he hit

someone over the head with a
stick". Great thought.

For the last minute of the
game every fan in the Ottawa
Civic Centre was standing.
With 30 seconds to go Harris
left the net. The clock ran out
and the Blues got the Cup.

Unfortunate that the same
fans who saw the Gaels nearly
miss the playoffs in Kingston
couldn't have seen their team
give the Big Toronto Varsity
Blues a real run for their mon-
ey. A far cry from the bomb-
ings administered to the Tri-

color over the last five years.

The last two wins of the season
were a sight for sore eyes.

MeGill 11-6, Ottawa 14-1.

Who gets credit? Well, of

course Mo was the leader but

in the words of Coach Bob Car-
negie, "everyone deserves
praise". Comments on the sea-

son: "We kept bouncing back
all season. We got great lead-

ership from our senior play-

ers." About the Toronto loss:

"The number one club in Cana-

da over the last three years.

We did all right." And the

team: "I'm proud of them".

by Chris Woods
In a clear reaffirmation of

its superiority, the McMaster
Men's Intercollegiate Gymnas-
tics Team swept to its second
consecutive championship in
the O.Q.A.A. on Saturday af-
ternoon. Led by Steve Mitruk,
a member of Canada's 1968
Olympic team and of the Cana-
dian team at the World Gym-
nastics championships in 1970,

McMaster won the team cham-
pionship on home ground by a
convincing margin. With a to-

tal score of 138.85 points, Mac
led second place Ottawa U.
(127.20 points) by 11.65 points
in the meet. Toronto was a
close third,, with 126.00 points,

while Queen's, finishing its

first season under faculty
coach Barry Brooker. placed
fourth with a score 107.45
points.

The winner of the all-around

individual competition was
Steve Mitruk, who accumulat-
ed 53.25 points to retain the
coveted Weary Trophy. Second
all-around was Hans Frick of

University of Toronto, with a

score of 48.80 while Helmut
Fink of McMaster clinched
third place with 44.35 points.

The closest Queen's competi-
tor was freshman Drew Strick-

land. Strickland placed eighth

all-around, in a very respecta-

Women's Hockey Team Earns Split
Queen's Women's Ice Hock-

ey team finished off their sea-

son with split games in the fi-

nal tournament at MeGill. In

the first round, Queen's
dropped a heartbreaKing 2-1

decision to Toronto, Ginny
Backus scoring a goal that was
ruled to be after the final buzz-

er. Cathy Black tipped in the

lone Queen's goal. In the sec-

ond game. Queen's thumped
Loyola 14-0. High scorer for the

game was Debbie Gilmour
(unable to compete against U,

of T. due to an injured foot)

with four, followed by Karen
Howatson (3), Ginny Backus
and Sylvia Cameron (2 each),

and Helen Walko, Lynne Monk-

man, Nancy Mcintosh and
Sheila Craig (1 each). Debbie
Gilmour subbed as goalie for

the third period allowing Cathy
Wright to play forward. Cath
worked just as hard out front

as in goal, but she had a little

trouble with off-sides.

We hate to bug you. . . but if you Queen's birds need a few new feathers..

.

you should know about the great sale at Colette's. It starts at 10:30 a.m.

Tuesday, March the second. So spread your wings and off (o

Colette's, 231 Princess Street

and by the way . . .

Merry Christmas!

cle culmination to his first

year on the Queen's squad.

David Ross of Queen's placed

eleventh all-around and Delio

Tortosa, another freshman
member of the team, placed
thirteenth. Larry Bencze fin-

ished in sixteenth place.

The Queen's gym team has
enjoyed a relatively successful

season this year. It placed
fourth in the O.Q.A.A. in con-

trast to a more mediocre sixth

place finish last year. Mean-
while, it has been motivated by
a resolve to start anew on
building the nucleus of a gym-
nastics team that should offer

serious challenge to the top

contenders in the league within

the next year or two. Altogeth-

er this season has been a rath-

er auspicious one for the

Queen's team and bodes well
for the future of gymnastics
efforts here.

Gymnastics addicts should
note that the lourde farce of the

intercollegiate season will

occur this coming Friday eve-

ning and on Saturday comm-
encing at 12:00 Noon in the

Canadian Intercollegiate Ath-
letic Union competition at

York University. This promis-

es to be a most exciting con-

test, since the top teams from
both the East and the West will

be competing in this meet.

Synchronized

Swim Team

Ties For

Second Place
The Queen's team of Ruth

Billings (Capt.), Donna Arsen-
ault, Lynne Ann Muldoon,
Trish Hodgins, Colleen Hogg,
Debbie Gibson, Mary Lynn
Thomson, Barb Johnston, Jan
Skelton (Mgr. ) and Mrs. Donna
Newton (Coach) tied for sec-

ond place with York in the

WITCA syncronized swim
meet held on Feb. 19 and 20 at

Western. Ten teams competed.
The four-event competition
was won by U. of T.

Queen's took first place in

the team routine event. This

was the third win this year, in

this event, for Queen's. In the

individual figures event Trish

Hodgins of Queen's took fourth

place. Queen's Donna Arsen-
ault received sixth place in the

solo competition. Mary Lou
Hawkins of U. of T. won the

individual figures, solo and
duet routine events.

Support

Our

Advertisers

The Queen's Drama Guild Presents

translated by William Arrowsmith

directed by Brian Wilson

March 11, 12, 13, 14

8:30 Convocation Hall

Students $1.00 Non-Students $2.00

CARLETON UNIVERSITY

PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

We have an immediate requirement for an experienced

COBOL Programmer, for duties in a group concerned with

the University's business systems.

The successful candidate will be expected to assist in

the development of junior personnel, and to actively

co-ordinate and work on programming and systems studies

related to the departmental application concerned. Appli-

cants experienced in data base structures and dealing

with data bases will have a definite advantage.

This position is a career type opportunity in a challeng-

ing environment, wherein original work and project-type

a ss ignmen ts are the ru le. Preference will be gi ven to

applicants with a university degree and/or formal com-
puter systems training.

Interested parties should apply in writing, giving all

details as to education and past experience in initial

letter to:

The Personnel Officer

Carleton University

Colonel By Drive

Ottawa 1, Ontario
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CIAU Wrestling Finals
Third ln Basketba»

J The W.I.T.C.A. Basketball finals held Feb- MMi^i^HHi^iMB^

Bob Cazes - Queen s

—van knughnMI

Trackmen At Rochester

Queen's, McMaster and U.
of T. from Canada, as well as
19 other colleges and universi-

ties from the U.S., travelled to

the Ninth Annual University of

Rochester Indoor Invitational

Meet Saturday for competition
at both Varsity and Junior
Varsity levels.

Keith Berriman and Brian
Aikin of Queen's finished 1-2

overall in the Varsity 600 yard
event. Brian MacDonald took
the Varsity Mile in a Queen's
record time of 4:24:4, while
Bob Milne of Queen's was third

to Paul Glyan ( U. of T. ) by only
one-tenth of a second. The
team of Dave Jarvis, Milne
Berriman. and Aikin outran U.
of Rochester, McMaster and
U. of T. for first place in the 8-

lap Relay event.

Dave Jarvis appeared a
strong contender in the Varsity
hurdles, but fell in the artifi-

cial grass and failed to qualify.

MacDonald entered the Var-
sity 2-Mile event, only an hour
after the Mile, but could not
maintain the pace through the
second half of the race, tiring

and finishing well behind.
In Junior Varsity events Don

Paice took the 45 yrd High
Hurdles, while Gord Ellis and
Martin Jones earned thirds in

the 600 yd. and Mile events
respectively.

Friday March 5 Queen's will

compete in the Coupe de Mon-
treal (the Quebec Indoor
championships) at U. de M.,
and Saturday they will enter
the 3rd Annual Cortland Invita-

tional at Cortland, N.Y.

Women Fencers Third

Women's Fencing Finals
The Queen's Women's Fenc-

ing Team placed third in the
WITCA finals February 19th
and 20th. The team of Pattie
Manly, Larraine Gorman,
Kaiva Celdoma and Jane
MacPherson captured first

place in the Eastern Division
and, along with second place
McGill, advanced to the finals

at McMaster. Here they met
U. of T. and Western of the
Western Division. U. of T.

emerged as the victors of the
contest, followed by McGill.
Pattie Manly led the Queen's
girls with a strong perform-
ance which earned her second
place individually. Last year's
champions, Ottawa U., did not
make it to the finals this year.

The W.I.T.C.A. Basketball finals held Feb-

ruary 26th and 27th saw the hosting Queen's

girls relinquish the "Bronze Baby" into the

keeping of Waterloo, who came through the

finals with a 4-0 win-loss record.

In all there are 16 teams in the league, with

all but U. de M. malting it to Queen's for the

tournament. The top team from each of the

three divisions plus the best second place

team competed for the trophy, while the other

11 teams played off in the consolation meet.

In the semifinals of the consolation contest

U. of T. took Windsor in a close match and
York defeated Laurentian. U. of T. then pro-

ceeded to soundly trounce the consolation vic-

tory out of York in the finals.

The real drama however was in the trophy

battle. Everyone was dismayed to find

Queen's, McMaster and Guelph all tied for

second place. Queen's having defeated Mac,
Mae defeating Guelph, and Guelph Queen's.
Although Queen's had given Waterloo the best

contest of the three in earlier play, McMaster
was chosen to advance to the finals because of

its better points for and against record
(bettering Queen's by only 6 pts). In their con-

test with Waterloo McMaster played singular-

ly uninspired ball and never even threatened

the Waterloo girls.

Queen's emerged a highly commendable
third out of 16 teams.

Queen's Games:
Friday morning Queen's averaged a 27

point loss suffered earlier in the season (in an
exhibition game) by downing McMaster 59-48.

The defending champions took an early lead

and played some of the best basketball of the
year. Charlotte Bigelow (13 points), Joan Ash-
lee (12), and Maureen Bouris and Karen Car-
son (10) were high scorers for the game.

Friday evening the winners of the Eastern
division. Queen's, met the winners of the

Western division, Guelph. Guelph led 21-14 at

the half, but the Queen's girls came back
strongly only to lose 54-43 in the end. Guelph
took advantage of the lack of rebounding by
Queen's to rack up needed extra points. Head-
ing Queen's were Maureen Boursil (16 points)
and Karen Carson (11).

Saturday morning Queen's had a chance to

tie for first place with a 2-1 win-loss record,
but they faced the Waterloo team. It was a

hard-fought, close game throughout. Queen's
was up 23-31 at the half, but Queen's defence
was broken down by Waterloo in the closing

minutes to gain them a 43-36 victory. The
highlight of the game was a spectacular shot

by Karen Carson. With only three seconds left

in the game she shot from centre court and
put the ball through without ever touching the

rind. Maureen and Karen repeated their per-

. formances of earlier games and earned
Queen's 16 and 11 points respectively.

The Queen's girls do not intend to let the

"Bronze Baby" stay away from her home in

the new Phys. Ed. centre trophy cases for

more than a year, and hope she won't be too

upset at Waterloo.

We Try Harder - Senior Volleyball
"We Try Harder"
"Defense", "cover" echoed

through the Toronto gyms last

weekend as Queen's Senior
Volleyball Gals put forth an
all-out effort to bring home the

Championship.
This was the first year for a

combined league of East and
West. It included fourteen
teams in all, nine of whom en-

tered the championship finals

and five the consolation.

Queen's placed first in their

section of the league thus earn-
ing a place in the Champion-
ship event.

The level of play was
excellent but this did not daunt
the fiery Queen's squadron.
They went undefeated in their
first day. taking McMaster,
Western, and the University of

Montreal 2 games to 0 and
York 2 games to 1. This streak
continued into the fifth match
on Saturday as they defeated
Carleton 2 games to 0.

Then, playing their best
games of the tournament they
gave Toronto a good match,
holding them in one game at
fourteen points for seven
serves before losing 15-11. To-
ronto took the match, however
2 games to 0.

Waterloo then met a tired

Queen's team who were de-
feated two games to one al-

though they outclassed Water-
loo in attacking power. The
Golden Gals were not finished

yet, however, coming back to

defeat Windsor 2 games to 1.

The final results thus saw
Toronto in first place with 16

points and Queen's and Water-
loo tied for second with 12. This

forced a semi-final to decide
who would meet Toronto in the

finals. Waterloo won the first

game 15-12, Queen's the second
15-13 and Waterloo the third 15-

10.

The tired Waterloo team

was then defeated quite handi-

ly by Toronto who thus keep
the trophy for another year.

Congratulations Queen's for

a fine attempt. One more year

and there should be no stopping

you.
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Hockey Gaels Bow In Final

Page 15

by Deane Ewart
Shorthanded goals and de-

sire made the difference as the

hockey Gaels fought their way
to the OQAA finals last week-

end.
Surging through the last ten

games of the season, the Gaels

edged out the Montreal Cara-

bins for the second playoff spot

in the Eastern division of the

league and entered the semi-

finals against Waterloo War-
riors, winners of the powerful
Western section.

Western winners habitually

clean up in the East and it was
therefore the Queen's Golden
Underdogs who faced a well-

balanced Waterloo squad on
Saturday night.

For the first twenty minutes
of play it looked like Waterloo
all the way. Dave Simpson net-

ted his first of two at the half-

way mark of the period and six

minutes later Roger Kropf
rushed down the right way and
bounced a low shot off the

boards behind the net. Winger
Phil Brantson picked up the

rebound on the left side and
shot over prostrate Clyde Har-
ris to make it 2-0.

There wasn't much to say
about the first period. Queen's
never got on track. Passing
was poor and the fast break
rarely got past centre-ice.

Things looked extremely
gloomy.
The Gaels that stepped back

on the ice for the second stanza

were an entirely new team.
With Waterloo's Orest Roma-
shyna still serving a first peri-

od highsticking penalty, the
Gaels, opened with good power-
play action. At the 13 second
mark Captain Morris Mott hit

paydirt with a lovely shot from
the point. Less than three min-
utes later Frank Coffey tied it

following a scramble in front

of the Warrior net. Following a
few good tries by the Mott line

the puck came back to Coffey
at the point and the rookie de-

fenseman found the twine
through a maze of players. The
Gaels were obviously back on
track and never lost sight of

the win. Two minutes later,

Peter Kennedy stole the puck
through some vigorous fore-

checking and threw it out to

Stan Gait who popped it in

from the slot.

The Gaels had the lead and
within another minute Murray
Douglas widened it as he

moved across the ice unhin-
dered and beat the All-Star

netminder Ian Young with a

lovely wrist shot from twenty
feet out.

Waterloo was not about to

give up, however. They pulled

within a goal when an unguard-
ed Romashyna scored from the

slot to make it 4-3. A minute
after that Kropf tied it up fol-

lowing a quick turnover.
Queen's gave it away and
looked bad doing it.

Waterloo started to press
and things looked bad when
Queen's All-Star defenseman
Dave Field went off for cross-

checking. After 35 seconds
however, Bruce Wickham took
'he fight out of the Warriors as
he demonstrated some great
forechecking and stole the
Puck in front of the Waterloo
net. The go-ahead goal came
three strides and a few fakes
later. The Waterloo squad nev-
er managed to come back.

In the third period, Stan Gait
netted a power-play goal on a

nice deflection of one of Morris
Mott's low drive from the
point. Dave Field made it 7-4 a
few seconds after goalie Young
foiled a Peter Kennedy breaka-
way. With two Gaels poking
away in front of the net the big
defenseman cruised in and put
it away when the puck rolled
out to him. Mott rounded out
the Gaels scoring and counted
his second of the night as he
rebounded Frank Coffey's shot
from the point.

At this point most of the
Waterloo fans who had tickets

for the finals on Sunday started

selling them in the stands for

whatever they could get.

Sensing this loss of faith
Warrior Dave Simpson netted
his second following a rather
lacklustre rush. It didn't mat-
ter, however, and the Gaels
knew it. Nothing to do but wait
for the buzzer. Mo. Mott was
chosen first star and John
Smith second. Waterloo's Dave
Simpson nabbed third star
honours.

Reasons for the upset win?
After the first period, the
Gaels dominated play entirely.

None of the highly rated War-

riors played well. Big gun Ken
Laidlaw did nothing but skate
up the ice with the puck and
lose it just inside the blue-line.

It was the Gaels who won the

game, though. Morris Mott
played his best game of the
season. Rookie goaltender
Clyde Harris made some great
saves although exhibiting some
tendency to go down a bit too

often. The Gaels had desire all

over the Westerners. The turn-

ing point had to be Bruce Wick-
ham's shorthanded goal.

Final score: 8-5 for Queen's
and it was to the OQAA final.

Toronto had gained a spot in

this game by virtue of a 6-5

squeaker over Carleton Rav-
ens. A poor game in anyone's

book and it was clear to the

Gaels who watched the contest

that the big, bad Blues were
not invincible.

The Queensmen knew there

could be no first period lapse
and went out to win from the

opening face-off. It was a
close-checking, cautious first

ten minutes.

Toronto hit for the first goal

but John Smith tied it up 2

minutes later. It was not until

16.02 when Murray Douglas
dribbled a shot through Varsity

goalie Grant Cole's skates that

the Blues started to open up
the game. They knew that it

was not until the Carleton
game the previous night had

continued on page 13

Queen's 84 Waterloo 82 Queen s 66 Windsor 81

The Season Is Over
The dream is over for the

basketball Gaels. It died

fighting, Saturday evening,

February 27th, 1.971, at St.

Denis Hall, University of

Windsor. Cause of death was
the exhaustion of six Gaels,

run into the ground by ten

well drilled players of the

Windsor Lancers, aided and

abetted by basketballs that

simply wouldn't go through

the hoop, and by the Waterloo

Warriors, who had viciously

wounded the Gaels Friday

night in the most exciting

game of the season, won by

Queen's 84-82.

The week before, Queen's

took an unimpressive 79-65

victory over the Carleton

Ravens to finish in first place

in the Eastern OQAA, then

trailed Laurentian 56-34 at the

half in a Saturday night exhi-

bition before catching fire in

the second half, picking up

eight points of the deficit but

losing 106-92. It was like old

times for Ron Walsh, playing

in his last home game, Andy

Daugulis and Brian Macken-

zie sat out the Laurentian

game with injuries, depriving

Ron of his two favourite pass-

ing targets, and he was forced

to shoot himself, hitting elev-

en shots in a row in the sec-

ond half for a 29 point total.

This game, with regulars

playing as a team with the

subs, and even working an

effective fullcourt press,

raised the hopes for a cham-

pionship for Queen's.

Last Friday night the Gaels

played their best game of the

season. Waterloo had been

looking forward to a rematch
with the Windsor Lancers

after they disposed of

Queen's, but some how the

Gaels weren't put off so easi-

ly. The lead changed hands

sixteen times, and was tied

another twelve times, as

Waterloo tried to run the

Gaels out, and Queen's fought

back in their steady way.
Waterloo had led by as much
as six in the second half, and

occasionally seemed to be

pulling away.
With three minutes left, the

Warriors led by five, 77-72,

and the Gaels suddenly took

control. Barry Beale made a

sensational tipin for two
points, and Bob Wright hit his

patented fallaway shot for

two more. Jaan Laaniste hit a

fifteen footer, but Beale
brought the difference back

to one point with a fine bank

shot after picking up a loose

ball. Ed Dragan of Waterloo

got two more points. 78-81.

With 1:41 left Brian Macken-
zie was fouled and he swished

two shots. 80-81.

Waterloo came down the

floor, shot, and Mackenzie
was fouled on the rebound by

Dragan, his fifth foul. The
first shot hit the rim. bounced
twice, and rolled in. The sec-

ond hardly rippled the net-

ting. 82-81. Queen's.

Laaniste tied it again with

a foul shot, only to have Ron
Walsh draw a foul from War-
rior centre Paul Bilewicz,

fouling him out. The first shot

swished, 83-82, but the second

missed, Waterloo rebounded,

and called time out, with 0;55

left in the game.
Tom Kieswetter, driving in

on Mackenzie, found that Mac
had blocked his pass route,

and tried to shoot instead.

Mackenzie blocked that. too.

and Queen's broke down-
court, only to turn the ball

over again. Waterloo time
out, 0:27 left. Kieswetter

tried to drive again, but was
blocked by Daugulis. Water-
loo recovered, and Ron Walsh
managed to trip Laaniste and
Queen's got the ball on the

pass. Walsh called time out:

0:17 left. Waterloo then inten-

tionally fouled Beale, who
made the second throw. 84-82.

Waterloo shot from the

side, missed, Paul Howard,
rebounded, but was called for

travailing. 0:04 left, Waterloo

ball. Laaniste took the last

shot, just missing, and the

two point margin stood up.

Mackenzie finished the

game with 24 points, Walsh
with 18, Bob Wright with 16,

and Andy Daugulis 14. The big

difference was in the foul

shooting, as the Warriors 28

fouls allowed the Gaels 34

points in 43 shots. Queen's
had only 25 baskets compared
to the Warriors' 36, but Wat-
erloo just collected ten foul

shots.

In the second game Friday
night, Windsor was in trouble

only once against McGill. and
rolled to a 87-74 win. setting

up the final game.
The first half of the final

was another seesaw battle

with the Lancers finally get-

ting a 35-34 edge. However,
the Gaels starters were tiring

quickly against the ten man
shuttle system employed by
the Lancer's Paul Thomas. In

addition, Barry Beale had
four fouls at the half, forcing

the Gaels to go with only five

first string players.

About five minutes into the

second half, the roof fell in.

Queen's press break col-

lapsed as Windsor ripped off

three straight baskets, and
then Dennis Smith of the

Lancers hit three more for a

twelve point lead with eight

minutes remaining. The ex-

hausted Gaels couldn't stand

the pace any more, as fresh

reserves from the Lancer
bench kept running, running,

running, en route to a 81-66

final score. Queen's was sim-

ply too tired to score, al-

though Bob Wright, showing
incredible desire and hustle,

chased, rebounded, and shot

until he simply couldn't stand

up any longer on the court
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The use of marijuana by

American forces in Vietnam
had become such a "military

problem" by early this year

that Gen. Creighton W.
Abrams, the United States

commander, order his officers

to mount a strenuous campaign

to combat it. Last week, as

part of that compaign, an Air

Force colonel was brought be-

fore a court martial, charged
with smoking marijuana, ask-

ing a sergeant to get him some
marijuana and giving some to

four enlisted men.
The officer. Col Gerald V.

Kehril, 46, a veteran of 28

years in the Air Force, was the

highest ranking officer to have

faced court martial in Viet-

nam. A prosecution witness

quoted him as saying that

smoking marijuana helped him
close the generation gap with
the young enlisted men and
that "smoking grass won't hurt

you, but cigarettes will." The
court took a different view; it

convicted him to three years in

prison and a $15,000 fine.

SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP) -
The Equadorean navy has
seized the American tunaboat
Nautilus 80 miles off the Equa-
dorean coast, the American
Tuna Boat Association report-

ed. It was the 20th such seizure

this year.

The seizure is the latest in a

continuing disagreement over
fishing rights. Equador claims
its territorial waters extend
200 miles off its coast while the

United States and most other
nations recognize a 12-mile
limit.

Equador has released the
Americans vessels after pay-
ment of fines and licence fees.

OTTAWA (CP) — The de-
fense department seems em-
barrassed about the large
number of officers and non-
commissioned officers and the
relatively small number of
privates in the armed forces.

When Don Mazankowski,
Conservative MP for Vegre-
ville, asked for the number of

privates, he got an answer
from Defense Minister Donald
Macdonald which lumped cor-
porals and privates together.

Corporals and privates com-
bined totalled 55.126 at Oct. 31,

Mr. Macdonald said in a Com-
mons written return.

Defense department inform-
ants say that at that time the
breakdown of the two was:
18,676 privates and 36,440 cor-
porals.

Moreover, there were 19,872

non-commissioned officers of

the rank sergeant and above
and 14,409 officers.

In other words, at Oct. 31,

there were 70,721 officers and
non-commissioned officers in

the armed forces and 18,676

privates.

By Dec. 31. the number of

privates had fallen to 17,850

and the number of officers and
non-commissioned to 68,155.

That's 3.8 officers and NCO's
for each private — on the aver-

age, of course.

LONG BEACH. Calif. (AP)
— Tall girls would have few
social and emotional problems
if their mothers wouldn't fret

over them so much, a Universi-

ty of Southern California pedia-

trician says. Dr. Douglas Ffa-

sier, associate professor of

pediatrics and physiology, says

the tall girls's problem is her

mother's anxiety about the

daughter's stature.

DETROIT (AP) - Wayne
State University placement
service has added rent-a-pall-

bearer to its list of odd jobs for

students who want extra
spending money.
"You'd be surprised how

many people in a big city don't

have enough strong friends to

carry them out," explained an
aide to Herbert Harbison,
director of the placement of-

fice.

The student volunteers come
equipped with matching dark
suits and black shoes and may
wear long hair, "but no tress-

es," Harbison said.

Funeral homes can call the

placement office for a com-
plete set of pallbearers or any
number of stand-ins for $10 to

$15 each, depending on the
number of hours they are need-
ed, Harbison said.

•CHAMONIX, France (AP)
— Rescuers dropped by heli-

copter into the snow and ice of

Mont Blanc found Rene Des-
maison, one of the world's
great Alpinists, alive on a
sheer rock cliff after a 15-day
ordeal of freezing cold and gale
winds.

A climbing companion.
Serge Gousseault, 24, was dead
in the tent that gave scant shel-

ter to the two men.
Desmaison, 41, and Gous-

seault were trapped 100 yards
below the 13,000-foot peak
ofthe Grandes Jorasses Moun-
tain wall. They were attempt-
ing to make the first winter
ascension of the treacherous
rock outcropping.

Desmaison was transported

MESSAGE AUTHENTICATORt HATEFULNESS/HATEFULNESS

THIS IS AN EMERGENCY ACTION NOTIFICATION (EAN) DIRECTED BY THE

PRESIDENT. NORMAL BROADCASTING WILL CEASE IMMEDIATELY. ALL

STATIONS BILL BROADCAST EAN MESSAGE ONE PRECEDED BY THE

ATTENTION SIGNAL, PER FCC RULES, ONLY STATIONS HOLDING

NDEA MAY STAY ON AIR IN ACCORD WITH THEIR STATE EBS PLAN.

The above is a copy of the message that was erroneously
transmitted by the American national warning centre in Colora-
do last week.

EXORCISM

©B7| SflWVEfi p^ess laCM.,au RIGHTS RESERVED F^OOBB

here by helicopter and taken
immediately to hospital after

his rescue today.

The climbers' food ran out a

week ago and their precarious

niche on the wall was threa-
tened by snow slides and ava-
lanches. Descent was impossi-

ble because of weather and
snow conditions.

ROBERT L. STANFIELD,
leader of the Opposition, on the

Government's statement that

unemployment on a seasonally
adjusted basis has declined:
"With seasonally adjusted
temperatures, you could elimi-

ate winter in Canada."

The dollar-drink on Canadi-
an airliners is a pretty good
bargain. But it's in danger of
disappearing, if Canada's air-

lines follow the lead of several

U.S. airlines, which have
bumped the price to $1.50.

GENEVA, — The United
States is preparing to launch
next year a new earth re-

sources surveying satellite

that will supply data on air and
water pollution to any country
that asks for it.

Representative Joseph E.
Karth, a Minnesota Democrat,
said in an interview here
Wednesday that the National
Aeronautics and Space Admi-
nistration was ready, if enough
countries requested it, to pro-
vide four or five additional sat-

ellites of the same type that
would be needed to provide
coverage of the entire earth.
The new satellite program,

called Earth Resources Tech-
nology Satellite, has been un-
der development for a number
of years. In 1969, President
Nixon said in a speech to the
United Nations General As-
sembly that the United States
would share data from the pro-

gram and welcomed more in-

ternational cooperation in such
space endeavors.

Representative Karth said

that the 59-minute orbit would
provide information on North
and South America, from pole

to pole.

OTTAWA (CP) - Some
$71,350 in fines was collected

as a result of 51 oil pollution

convictions in 1970, the trans-

port department prosecuted 57

companies or agencies for pol-

luting Canadian water with oil

from ships. In 23 other cases,

the department said, shipping
companies or agencies paid the

cost of cleaning up the oil with-

out convictions being regis-

tered.

India holds national elec-

tions next month, and to cope
with the estimated 275-million

voters there will be 342,980

polling stations. The electorate
has increased by 25-million
since the last national elec-
tions, in 1967.

LONDON (AP) - The Bea-
tles are worth $15.6 million and
are "perfectly solvent," the
High Court in London heard
Thursday.
The figure was given in the

course of an action by Paul
McCartney to have the Bea-
tles's wide-ranging business
affairs put in the hands of a
reciever.

Morris Finer, lawyer for the
three other members of the
singing group, George Harri-
son, John Lennon and Ringo
Starr, said the Beatles had
earned $21.94 million since
they made Allen Klein their
business manager 19 months
ago.

The $15.6 million that re-
mains of this income is what
the Beatles currently are
worth after paying taxes and
expenses and normal business
overheads.

In the six years before Klein,

a 40-year-old American never
accepted as manager by Mc-
Cartney, the group's income
was only .$18.87 million, Finer

said.

McCartney had claimed the

Beatles were preactically

bankrupt.

ATHENS, - The forcible

shearing of 40 long-haired men
at a police station in a working-

class suburb of Athens has

suddenly become what is re-

garded as a test of the mili-

tary-backed regime's respect

for its own laws.

The incident evolved wide-
spread protests, and the Gov-
ernment said it was consider-

ing disciplinary action against

the police captain involved.

Ten days ago Capt. Panayi-

otis Mourelatos, chief of the

17th Police Precinct at Peris-

teri, rounded up 150 youths in

cafes, clubs and billiard halls

and took 67 to the station for

"further identification." Three

barbers were called in, and 40

long-haired youths, aged be-

tween 16 and 24, were forced to

have their hair "decently" cut.

The Mayor of Peristeri for-

mally complimented the cap-

tain for his initiative. The cap-

tain said he was still receiving

calls and messages of thanks

from the parents of the shorn

youths.

"My boy looks like a man
again," said Mrs. Vassiliki

Achlujiotou of her 21-year-old

son, a shop attendant.

BOSTON (AP) — Police

went to Saul Stone's apartment
after a relative said the 80-

year-old man failed to answer
his telephone.

They found Stone, who
weighs 250 pounds, wedged in

his bathtub, unable to hoist

himself clear.

"Thanks," he told his res-

cuers, "I've been there for

three days." He went to bed

after a bowl of soup.
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Library situation remains unchanged
Stickers appeared on library

equipment and staff last

Thursday proclaiming "Li-

brary pay raises overdue" —
the latest union step to achieve

the salary levels it wants for

non-professional staff in the

Queen's library system.

Many nonprofessional staff

are members of Local 1302 of

the Canadian Union of Public

Employees, which has been

bargaining with the university

since last June without reach-

ing agreement on the terms of

its first contract.

Last week Edward Scott,

staff representative of CUPE,
announced the salary figures

which are in dispute. The uni-

versity offers for the five lev-

els of nonprofessionals range

from $3250 to $5300 per year, he

said; the union is asking $38000

to $6300 per year for the same
various levels.

Scott did not state what sala-

ries were presently paid. But
he said $62.50 a week is not a

present salary (as the Journal

incorrectly stated last week)
but a university offer. In fact,

beginning Technicians I re-

ceive $57.63 a week, he stated.

University personnel direc-

tor M. W. Wright did not com-
ment on Scott's figures.

In last week's meeting of the

university senate, arts and sci-

ence student senator Jeff

Simpson asked what plans the

university had in case of a li-

brary staff strike, and was told

by chief librarian D. A. Red-
mond that professional library

staff are not union members
and would not be affected by
union action.

Principal J. J. Deutsch
pointed out that a government
conciliation officer is now con-
sidering the dispute and is ex-

pected to report at the end of

March. A. strike would be ille-

gal until seven days after that

report.

Early last week a letter was
sent to all faculty members by

four law professors — M. G.
Baer, D. N. Magnusson, R. R.
Price and J. D. Whyte — ex-
pressing concern and stating
that "wages paid to non-pro-
fessional library employees
are at an unacceptable low
level." The letter invited sup-
port and suggestions for a peti-

tion to be circulated within a
few days.

On Thursday a letter to "all
members of the university
community" (see page 7i was
issued by principaTDeutsch,
giving background on the li-

brary dispute and stating that
"we remain optimistic

"

About 415 city of Kingston
workers, represented by two
CUPE locals, have agreed to
support the library union.

Study of Tech Supplies
Tech Supplies is the "pride

and joy of Canadian University
bookstores," at least in the
eyes of Mr. Brown, President
of QUESSI, which owns the
bookstore. Mr. Brown's- de-
fense of the bookstore came in

response to a motion for the
Senate to investigate the oper-
ations of Tech Supplies. He
welcomed the investigation
because he preferred having
the Senate tell Tech Supplies to

raise its prices than to have
QUESSI make that decision.

According to Mr. Brown,
Tech Supplies is the only book-
store in Canada which makes
no loss while providing books
at the lowest cost of any book-

store around. To keep costs

low, there is no browsing sec-

tion because that would involve

a large inventory and low turn-

over of books, which is expen-

sive. To further reduce costs,

no financial statements for

Tech Supplies are released,

nor are the account books open

to public scrutiny.

Mr. Brown also noted that

QUESSI has an agreement
with the University whereby it

does not stock incidentals, in

which field it could compete
with other local stores. They
have further agreed that the

profits from Tech Supplies

cannot be used by the Engi-

neering Society (QUESSI and
Eng Soc are independent )

.

The investigation, according

to Tim Garrard, grad senator,

is being sought because of the
widespread belief among stu-

dents that prices at Tech Sup-
plies are high and the service
is lousy, particularly in under-
stocking or not stocking texts
and because of the difficulty in

finding texts that are stocked.

After Mr. Brown's speech,
Mr. Garrard noted that, in

light of Mr. Brown's state-

ments, perhaps the Senate in-

vestigation could help inform
students of how well off they
were.

The motion for the investiga-

tion passed easily.

QEA not

optional, but

rules change
The Queen's Entertainment

Agency was again the centre of

attraction at an AMS meeting
last Tuesday. Herman Jans-
sen, new President of the Engi-

neering Society, moved. that

the use of QEA be made option-

al. His motion was defeated.

It was then moved by Sandy
Riley that QEA shall continue

to be in charge of all formal
contracting for concerts but

the agency need not do all the

negotiating. Instead, the or-

ganization sponsoring an event

are left free to work out their

own deals with a group with

QEA signing the final contract.

Cops battle people outside Liberal SSO-a-plote dinner at the Royal York in Toronto

last Wednesday.

PM eats while picketers beaten
Wednesday night March 3

outside Royal York Hotel in

Toronto, more than 750 demon-
strators pitted themselves
against a squadron of more
than 100 Metro Toronto police

protecting PM Pierre Trudea
and his 2400 Liberal Party
guests at a $50-a-plate fun-

draising dinner. (Our report is

they raised $70,000 in clear

profit, after expenses of the

evening were paid for.

)

Demonstration was spon-

sored by Committee for a Free
Quebec, Guerilla (Toronto
undergrounds newspaper).
Women's Liberation Move-
ment, the Just Society Move-
ment. Ontario Tenants Asso-
ciation, plus a handful of other

tenants', poor peoples' and
left-wing political groups. The
most popular chants of the

evening were "TRUDEAU —
EAT SHIT" and "FREE VAL-
LIERS - JAIL TRUDEAU".

Fighting broke out when dem-
onstrators — who had been
passing out free bologna sand-

wiches at the door to the posh

hotel ("Have a sandwich —
save 50 bucks! ) — began hurl-

ing rotten peaches, oranges

and sandwiches at arriving

guests. When one missile hit a

cop in the chest, the policeman

charged into the closely knit

crowd on the sidewalk after his

assailant. As the crowd held a

line against the police and
spilled out into Front St.. five

plate glass windows were
smashed and 13 demonstrators
arrested. After 40 minutes of

street fighting, demonstrators
had been forced back across
the street and a line of helmet-

ed cops had formed to protect

property inside the shattered
windows. Photo shows cop
lunging through crowd to

throw demonstrator to the

pavement.

No co-ed res this year

"«H.k Riley moke, hi. firs, speech a. AMS President a. the general meeting las. lo.sday. At right, Follw.ll and Roger,

"'tempt to come to grips with retirement.

It is nearly certain that

Queen's residences will not be

co-ed this September. Both the

Women's Residence Council

and the Inter-Residence Coun-
cil have decided that it would
be unfair to those who have
already applied for places to

change the rules at this time.

At a WRC meeting Wednes-
day the idea of co-ed resi-

dences was approved in princi-

ple, for the second year in a

row, but it was decided that

next September is too early to

bring them into being. The
IRC. also meeting Wednesday,
reached the same conclusion.

They did, however, recom-
mend to the incoming IRC ex-

ecutive that a joint IRC-WRC
committee should be set up to

investigate the question.

The idea of co-ed residences

was first suggested two years

ago by Lome Musselman, then

IRC chairman.

Partick Riley, AMS Presi-

dent, who has been pressing for

co-ed residences since he was
elected this spring, says there

will definitely be a co-ed resi-

dence on Leonard Field and
another in one of the women's
residences, by Sept. 1972. He
feels that totally segregated
residences create an artificial

environment and feels that a

person should be allowed the

option of living either in mixed
or segregated facilities.

Anyone interested in helping

set up the co-ed residence

should contact Pat Riley or

Cindy Davidson.
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PIZZA FACTORY
PIZZA FACTORY

... 544-1221 —
FREE DELIVERY

in single cab zone

direct from pizza factory to you — discount prices

and the best darn value in town.

1.60 medium 2.60 large 3.60 super

your choice of toppings - no extra charge

286 Montreal Street 544-1 221

ARTS 72
GRADUATION DINNER DANCE

MARCH 27 1971

HOLIDAY INN

Tickets go on sale Monday, March 8th

during the lunch hour in the Union.

Price: First 100 Tickets: $6.00/couple

After That: $11.00/couple

The Queen's Drama Guild Presents

<VKIN><4'

translated by William Arrowsmith
directed by Brian Wilson

March 11, 12, 13, 14 8:30 p.m.

Convocation Hall

Students $1.00 Non-Students $2.00
Tickets Available Daily 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Drama Guild Office - Theology Bldg. and at the door

Spring and course guide questionaires
by Peter Raymont

It's spring (almost). In the Fac-
ulty of Arts and Science, it's also

Course and professor Evaluation
Week.
Five-hundred arts and science

undergraduate courses will be
evaluated this week by over 3.000

students. This project encompas-
ses about 23,000 student enroll-

ments.

This week DSC Representatives

will distribute questionnaires
which will be filled out by students

in class time. Students will be giv-

en the opportunity to evaluate
their course, professor, methods
of evaluation, reading load, and
many other areas.

Most of the questions are the

multiple choice variety, and an-

swers are selected along a five

choice continuum. For example,
one question asks: The lecturer's

ability to communicate ideas is: A
exceptionally good, B, C, D, E in-

comprehensible.

Other questions allow the stu-

dent to write his own ideas on
improving the course content, or

the professor's teaching ability.

The questionnaire was prepared
for the Departmental Student
Councils by the Arts and Science

Undergraduate Society (ASUS)
Course Guide Committee, after

studying a variety of question-
naires from other universities and
from departments at Queen's.

Some DSC's are adding ques-
tions to the general ASUS ques-
tionnaire to suit their own depart-

mental purposes. The Mathemat-

ics Departmental Student Council

prepared their own questionnaire,

incorporating many of the ques-

tions from the ASUS question-

naire, and adding some more of

their own.

The ASUS Course Guide com-
mittee had these questionnaires
printed and will also be paying for

an analysis of the computer-read-
able answer sheets, and the final

printing of fifteen course guide
booklets.

These booklets (financed by a

$1.50 increase in the arts and sci-

ence student activity fee) will be
available sometime in the early

summer. Most Departments will

publish their own booklet, with
some of the smaller Departments
being grouped together. Each DSC
booklet will contain evaluations of

many of the courses offered, de-

scriptions of new courses or

changes in previously offered

courses, and information concern-

ing the Department's facilities,

programs, and the activities of the

DSC.
These booklets will be prepared

by each DSC, and the ASUS will

provide centralized computer and
printing services.

The course evaluations will

have three parts:

1. The print out of the percen-
tage responses to each choice in

each of the questions on the ques-

tionnaire.

2. a description of the course
written by the professor.

3. the DSC's summation of the

Genuine Canadian Crafts;

also clothes and books.

New consignment of beautiful Indian

work from Northern Ontario.

SHOP
OF KINGSTON

219 Princess Street

next to Capitol Theatre)

Telephone 542-1115

REMEMBER THE1950's
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10th, ON PUB NIGHT
THE U.P.C. IS SPONSORING A 1950's DAIMCE

JIVE, SPOT DANCES, TWIST

APPROPRIATE TEENAGE DRESS (OPTIONALI

2ND FLOOR LARGE COMMON ROOM
IN UNION 8 -12 P.M.

ADMITTANCE FREE

responses to the open-ended writ
ten-answer questions.

4. general factual information
on the course, such as enrollment
percentage responses, failure
rate, etc.

A booklet containing evalua
tions of all arts and science cours
es available to first year students
will be mailed to incoming fresh
men by the ASUS during the sum-
mer.
The Departmental booklets

which will include both first year
and upper year courses will be
available to students during the
summer upon request.

In a couple of weeks, a coupon
will be printed in the Queen's
Journal, and students may simply
fill out their summer address and
the Course Guide Booklets they
would like the ASUS to send them
The answer forms must be filled

out by using a pencil, so for each
course evaluated, students will
receive a free pencil!

Grads Soc. finally

gets an executive
by Ian Boag

The Graduate Student Society
heaved a corporate sigh of relief

last week after the election of a

treasurer and three AMS Reps
completed the task of filling exec-
utive positions for the coming
year. Physics and psychology have
taken over the dominent role

played last year by civil and chem-
ical engineering.

The new group are: Bob Boutton
— president (physics); Graham
Millington — vice president

(physics! ; Sheila Cornett — secre-

tary (psychology) ; Charles Serrao
— treasurer (psychology); Terry
McGarragle — AMS rep

(biology)
;
Doug Pritchard — AMS

rep (chemical engineering); and
John Stroud — AMS rep (physics).

The new executive has not in-

herited too much in the way of un-

finished business. The questions of

insurance for graduate students

and Ph.D. language requirements
are the two most important mat-

ters remaining to be resolved with

the graduate school. It is expected

that a considerable amount of in-

terest will be taken by the society

in the matter of projected tuition

fee increases in the immediate
future.

This year student representa-

tion on the committees of the

graduate school has been in-

creased; anyone interested in

serving in this capacity is invited

to contact Graham Millington at

local 2962.

SCIENCE POLICY FOR CANADA
ON SATURDAY MARCH 13th , A SYMPOSIUM WILL BE HELD TO DISCUSS

ASPECTS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A NATIONAL SCIENCE POLICY.

THE FOLLOWING ARE AMONG THE INVITED SPEAKERS:

- SENATOR ALLISTER GROSART, MEMBER OF LAMONTAGNE COMMISSION
- DR. GERHARD HERZBERG, DISTINGUISHED RESEARCH SCIENTIST
WITH NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

- DR. ROBERT UFFEN, CHIEF SCIENCE ADVISOR TO FEDERAL CABINET
AND OTHERS

COME AND HEAR THE OPINIONS OF THESE DISTINGUISHED

INDIVIDUALS, AND EXPRESS YOUR OWN.

DUNNING HALL, 9:30 - 12:00 and 2:00 - 4:30

SATURDAY, MARCH 13, 1971

• All the latest styles t
• H sunglasses g

• Repairs e Magnifiers fl

• Custom made glasses
f

Contact Lenses./
-\\V

jT sntMmi ;« rut numc Of w
f iti eocroM' ruscurnous (IP

iCi^f Sl.^W'oPTIClANSj
J6i King St. E. 542-17*Z*
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One thousand questionnaires

w ill be sent out this week to

students, staff and faculty as

part of an attempt to deter-

mine what kind of University

Centre will most suit the needs

and desires of the Queen's
community. The question-

naire, which will ask what kind

of dining services, commer-
cial, cultural and recreational

facilities, and activities people

are most interested in, can be

completed in less than fifteen

minutes and will be included

with a stamped return enve-

lope. It is hoped that everyone

who receives a questionnaire

will complete and return it, as

the success of the survey de-

pends on maximum returns.

Much of the research which

goes into the planning of the

centre has already been done

discussions with potential
Centre users, a survey of pe-
destrian and vehicular traffic,
and assessments of existing
facilities.

At present three major con-
cepts of a University Centre
are under consideration (see
maps).

1) The first one would put
all new facilities in one build-
ing on the corner of University
and Union (1), as all inclusive
in its function as it can possibly
be, responsible in its configu-
ration to use demands and site

configurations, including the
future growth of residential
accommodation to the north as
well as the projected density
and location of academic facil-

ities to the south.

2) The second is a more
decentralized plan which

Concept 1 — one all new facility

would house many new facili-

ties in the University — Union
site (1), but also develop sever-
al sub sites - the Old Arts
(Theology) Building as a Dra-
ma Centre (2), possibly with a
theatre-in-the-round in the pre-
sent medical library, the
Agnes Etherington Area as a
Music-Visual Arts Centre (3 )

,

the area between the Library
and Gordon as a Library
Centre and lounge (4), and the
centre of the Arts/Social Sci-
ence Complex as a further so-
cial centre (5).

3) The third proposal would
concentrate new facilities in
the Union and University site

(1), and a redecorated Ontario
Hall (2). (The entire inside of
the building would be torn out
and rebuilt: only the shell of
the building would remain the
same) The old Union would be
rehabilitated and renovated;
the Old Arts Building would be
renovated to house the Drama
Faculty and a general activity

area (3); the Library terrace
would be developed (4), per-
haps with an indoor-outdoor
cafe, and intensive landscaping
development would take place
in the area between Grant Hall

and the Old Arts Building (5).

The University Centre is still

in the planning stage, but this

will probably be completed by
mid April. Anyone who would
like to comment on the above
plans or express different

ideas should get in touch with a

member of the University
Centre Planning Committee
(through the AMS office) or

Harry Pellows (235 Richardson
Hall).

Concept 3 — decentralized facilities in old buildings

it's

Spring
w

(Almost) *
it's a/so: Course {valuation Week

SO! PLBASB, ifyou take Arts courses, attend classes

this week (March 8-12) and evaluate your Courses and

Professors.

BOHUS! Questionnaires have to be filled in with pencil, so

for every course evaluatedyou get a free pencil.
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264 KING ST. t.

KINGSTON, ONT.

613-548-7891

MARY LOU BROWN

for fragrance of Spring

The Room Upstairs is now
opening again this week-end

BAROQUE FESTIVAL'

HAMBURG CHAMBER

ORCHESTRA
Telmann - Bach — Vivaldi

GRANT HALL
on

Monday, 15 March at 8:30 p.m.

Tickets: $3.00 and $4.00
at

Divisions of Concerts, 547-6194

5KI-ING VACATION IN SWITZERLAND
EASTER

Depart New York April 7th Return April 15th or
Depart New York April 9th Return April 17th.

8 Days only 298.00

Round trip by comfortable Boeing 707 jet.

Lodging at either the Posihotel Garni or the rvloihotel Sommerau
both in Chur. Twin-bedded rooms with private bath or shower and

Ski Lifts. Special Group Rates are being negotiated for Ski Lifts
and we expect to be able to offer day passes at a 50% discount.
Transfers. Kloten Airport (Zurich) - Chur - Kloien Airport with
full services of couriers and all porterage.

Twin bedded room at NO EXTRA cost, plus full Continental
Breakfast and Dinner throughout. Also included are all Foreign
and American taxes and service charges. The price also includes
membership to the Anglo America Association for one year
Eligibility lor this and other trips run by the Anglo America
Association are limned to Students. Staff, Faculty and their
immediate Family.

MEMBERS OF THE ANGLO AMERICA ASSOCIATION are
offered various charter flights from most major points in the
United States to London during the summer as well as Student
llignis within Europe. Employment opportunities. Discounts Car
Hire Facilities, Hotel Finders Service, Travel Department.
For more information on Ski-lng vacations or membership please
write us at Head Office.

ANGLO-AMERICA ASSOCIATION
60A, Pyle St.,

Newport, I.W.,

HAMPSHIRE/ENGLAND.

Fighting auto pollution
1
in

#

by DEBRABARR
"You can't be in favour of moth-

erhood, so support pollution con-
trol now" could have been the
theme of the recent Automotive
Pollution Conference.

Mr. Don Reed, of Texaco, intro-

duced his speech on "The Effect of

Automobile Emission Controls on
Fuels" with an appropriate defini-

tiori-of air pollution as "the pres-

ence in the outdoor atmosphere of

an air contaminant or contami-
nants in QUANTITIES that may
cause discomfort to or endanger
the health or safety of persons, or

that may cause injury or damage
to property or plant or animal life,

that may interfere with visibility

or the normal conduct of transport

or business."

Reed stated that the sources of

automobile pollution were crank-
case emissions (20%), fuel emis-

sions (20%), and exhaust emis-
sions (60%). The contaminants
consist of hydrocarbons, carbon
monoxide, nitrogen oxides, and
particulates.

California uses the "seven mode
method" which tests exhaust
emissions while an automobile is

cruising, accelerating, and dece-
lerating. A new "23 minute meth-
od" puts more emphasis on accel-

erating and measures for higher
exhaust emission standards.

California, leader in pollution

and pollution control, set forth

standards of exhaust emissions for

the state in 1968. The president of

the U.S. has set corresponding, but

tougher, standards, even though
some areas of the States had no
control measures of any sort- in

effect. By 1980, it is hoped that
most of the exhaust emission con-
taminates will be gone, but there
was "no way with the available
technology" for the previously set

date of 1975, said Reed.

The most important effect of
emission controls on fuel is the
need for lead free gasoline, neces-
sary for catalyst engines. In ten
years, lead free 91 octane gas
should predominate, but in the in-

terim regular, premium, and 91

octane will be available.

Reed stated figures for the con-
version to lead free gas. The cost
is divided into refining and distri-

bution. The estimate for refining
in the U.S. is $2 billion for 91 oc-
tane with $600 million for the ini-

tial refining and $400 million each
successive year. The cost of distri-

bution will be $1 billion — an aver-
age of $2,500 for each service sta-

tion. The increase in cost/gallon
would be as follows: refining 1.8c;

distribution .6c; dealer .5c for a

total of 3c, an increase by 5%.
The price of all gas will in-

crease, not just lead free gas,
Reed speculated. This will result
from the proposed legislation

(U.S.) that a tax on lead alykyls
yield an average of 2.3c/gallon on
lead gas.

A survey of 28 major gas com-
panies in the U.S. showed 6 provid-

free gas would not survive it

because of this. Reed, stated tht
"the government is responsible

t

the public to define standards that
are reasonably achievable "

Le ri

free gas is impractical, financial
ly, until the laws are passed tn
govern everyone.

It is up to us, said Reed, to com
pare the cost and advantages

tn
our health and energy resources
of eliminating the contaminants

'

"We have met the enemy and hP
is us."

ed lead free gas, 6 low lead, 4 were
considering the idea, and 12 were
undecided. Of the 12 who offered

some sort of low lead gas, none did

so everywhere. A similar survey
for Eastern Canada showed 1 pro-

vided lead free, 2 low lead, and 4

would do so when they felt it nec-

essary.

One of the reasons for individual

companies not providing lead free

gas is the lack of consumer inter-

est, said Reed. Any company that

tried to exist on the profits of lead

GM against pollution - sure
by Mary O'Rourke

"Welcome sulfur dioxide, hello

carbon dioxide. . .
" Mr. Ross

Scott, a Senior Project Engineer
at General Motors, the first speak-
er at Thursday's Automotive Pol-

lution Conference, stated that
vastly increased energy require-

ments are the cause of the current
pollution problem. These pollu-

tants arise from cars, industry
and generating plants.

He showed a 15-minute film to

illustrate his brief description of

how air pollution results from au-

tomobiles. The car is the chief

source of carbon monoxide, hydro-
carbon, and also emits sulfur diox-

ide, nitrogen oxides and particu-

lates such as barilium and lead.

Exhaust emmissions are the main
contaminents affecting public
health.

G. M. has developed a ventila-

tion system called the Air Injec-

tion Reactor System to direct gas-
es which formerly escaped into

the atmosphere from the crank
case, back into the carburetor to

be burned. It has also devised a
Control Combustion System to
more exactly metre gasoline flow
and dictate idling speed in order to

prevent gas leakage. These refine-

ments have been built into 1970

and '71 models.

Mr. Scott reported that we have
already passed the peak of auto
pollution. The new controls inno-

vated in the 1960's have started to
influence the decline of specific
problems, and he said that the to-
tal problem is now on the decline
However this doesn't mean GM
will consider its job finished. They
are presently working on various
possibilities for further control-
ling pollution, including smaller-
engine, low-emmission cars, ca-
talytic mufflers, steam cars and
electric cars.

Mr. Scott also stated that a 1968
study has shown that the weight
contribution of autos to air pollu-
tion is 40%, considerably less than
that of either industrial facilities

or electrical power plants, in other
words there would still be a sub-

stantial problem without any cars
at all.

Projections for future models
are that by 1975 all GM cars will

have several control systems.
Now hydrocarbon emmissions
have been reduced by 95%, carbon
monoxide by 86%, and nitrogen
oxides by 83%-. Low-leaded or

lead-free gas in all cars will also

result in substantial decreases in

pollution.

GM is thus "fully dedicated to

eliminating pollution completely"
by 1 ) Improved emmission-control

systems, 2) Studying alternative

power source, and still intends to

satisfy the diverse transportation

needs of North America.

Electric or propane cars
by Jill Davidson

Bill Drummond, a 4th-year stu-

dent, introduced his project on
Emmissions Controls Measures at
Thursday evening's session of the
Automotive Pollution Conference.
He demonstrated how his instru-
ment measures pollution emmis-
sions by taking and testing air
samples. It can be used to mea-
sure the effect of automobiles and
anything else that pollutes the
atmosphere.

Mr. Drummond's instrument,
which cost about $1500 to build, is

still in the process of being per-
fected.

The evening's second speaker
was Prof. I. W. Smith of the Uni-
versity of Toronto, who talked
about the U. of T's entry in this

summer's Clean Air Race. "Miss

Purity", a hybrid built from a

wrecked Chevelle and a Corvair,

ran 3600 miles from Boston to

Pasadena in 6 days, in this race

sponsored by an American anti-

pollution organization. The car ran

both on propane gas, and electri-

cally. Prof. Smith explained that

the propane was used because an

internal combustion car was need-

ed to make long distances, for

example in country driving. How-

ever the electrical motor was used

in city-driving, because although it

has no emmissions, it could only

run for 30 minutes at a time.

Emmission tests were made in

Boston, Detroit and Toronto. Miss

Purity tied for first place in the

hybrid category.

The Department of Film Studies presents
an evening of Quarry Films

A ONE TOO MANY WORLD, * „,.d s^,„
VAGHY, by Robert Fresco and Peter Harcourt

SONS OF CAPTAIN POETRY, by^ o—.
QUEEN'S '71"Wtfcll J § \f mostly by Allan Martel, Gord McClellan, and Brigette Be

Friday, 19th March, at 8:00 p.m. in Ellis Auditorium

Admission : $2.00 Students $L00
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Detergents not the answer for ocean oil spill
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by Debbie Scott

As a result of shipwrecked tank-

ers ,
the Atlantic Ocean is now too

full of oil. Dr. Patrick McTaggert-

C0wan talked on the chronic situa-

tion at the Men's Inter-residence

Banquet, Thursday March 4th.

Canada, and the rest of the world,

is only now beginning to compre

hend the gravity of the Atlantic's
plight. Dr. McTaggert-Cowan stat-
ed that 7% of the world's ships are
in collisions every year. Many of
these ships are tankers who de-
posit 300 million gallons of oil into
the ocean. This is "a waste of
human resources" as well as
being an acute pollution problem.

Although fish and animal life are
as yet unharmed, the oil is begin-
ning to enter the food chain. De-
tergents are not the answer to
break down the oil. Chemicals in

the detergents become toxic when
mixed with oil and water, and
cause much damage to plant life.

Dr. McTaggert-Cowan showed

Indians discuss their place Wed., Thurs.
Eight Indian and Eskimo lead-

ers from across Canada will meet

a t
Queen's University for two

days, March 10-11, to deliberate on

the topic "Canada's Indians —
Their Place In the Just Society".

The following week, on March 17,

the Hon. Jean Chretien, Minister

of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development, will present the

government viewpoint in an ad-

dress entitled "The Unfinished

Tapestry — Indian Policy in Cana-

da".

Both events are being held un-

der the direction and sponsorship

of the Dunning Trust Lectures
Committee, whose chairman is

Dr. A. C. Hamilton, professor,

Department of English.

The first public event will be
held in Dunning Hall auditorium

on March 10 at 8.30 p.m. with the

The selection of the Journal
and Tricolor editors will be
held at six pm Wednesday in

the John Orr Room. Anyone
who wishes to may attend.

ABORTION
can be less costly than you may
think, and pregnancies of up to

12 weeks can be terminated for

$175.00
including doctors fees, labora-

t ory tests, all medication &
referral fte. Hospital and Hos-
pital affiliated clinics only. Safe,

Confidential, Immediate.

(212) 838-0710
24 hours - 7 days

Woman's Aid & Guidance Group
40 E. 54th St., N.Y.. N.Y. 10022

following eight persons participat-
ing:

George Manuel, Chief, National
Indian Brotherhood: Walter Cur-
rie, President, Indian-Eskimo

-Association of Canada: Dave
Courchene, President, Manitoba
Brotherhood of Indians; H. Strong
Eagle, Saskatchewan Brotherhood
of Indians; Arthur Manuel, Presi-

dent, Native Youth Alliance, Al-
berta; Donnal Tindall, Union of

British Columbia Indian Chiefs;
James Washie, President, Indian
Brotherhood, Northwest Territo-
ries; Earl Hill, Chief, Mohawks of

the Bay of Quinte.

The following day will be devot-

ed to student meetings and infor-

mal seminars.

The second public event, the
address on government policy by
Mr. Chretien, will be held in Con-
vocation Hall of the Theological
Hall (Old Arts Building i on March
17at 8.30p.m.

Mr. Chretien will remain on
campus the following day and will
take part in two seminars, The
morning seminar, entitled "Con-
temporary Canadian French Cul-
ture", is being held under the
direction of Dr. J. A. A. Lovink,
Department of Political Studies.
The afternoon session will explore
political policy related to Indian \j-

fairs. The seminar is being organ-
ized for history students and is

under the direction of Dr. George
A. Rawlyk.

slides of the expedition he headed
to clear up the oil spilled during

the wreckage of the Arrow, in

Chedabucto Bay, Nova Scotia.

This was the first cold water oil

spill in the world, and Canada's
first experience with a tanker
break-up. Poor navigation and
lack of experience on the part of

the crew of the Arrow, resulted in

a "dead-centre" collision and
almost irreparable damage to

miles of coastline

Dr. McTaggert-Cowan, who had
no experience with oil pollution,

was called in by the Canadian gov-
ernment. Fishermen along the

damaged coast were in danger of

poverty and starving if something
was not done quickly. Dr. Mc-
Taggert-Cowan immediately enl-

isted the help of about 100 scien-

tists and a total task force of 200.

He says that he had "tremendous
support" from many sources, in-

cluding universities, the navy, the

coastguard and Canadian firms.

Since there was no world
sources of information on coldwa-
ter spills, much of the work done
was the first of its kind. Working
from "basic scientific principles",

and often looking to nature as an
example, the highly organized and
efficient task force managed to

recover oil left in the tankard. The
men also cleaned up the immedi-
ate area and built dams to prevent
further oil movement. Most of the

work was hard labour clean up.

However, many miles of coastline

are still severely damaged by oil.

Dr. McTaggert-Cowan said. "We
must wait for nature to clean
these up."

Sci policy symposium

lost one brand new, white sweater in

Poison Room, on night of Media Teach-

in. I am cold. 548-8901

.

IN MEMORIAM: Annemarie Bonkalo,

who, on March 8, 1971, passed into the

eternal darkness of adulthood. She is

mourned by the children she left behind.

Wanted to rent: 5 bedroom house. A
reward offered. Phone 544-8534 or

544-8531.

ARTSCI '74 year crests and decals are

now available in the meal lines at Ban
Righ, Leonard and the Union beginning

Wednesday or from any member of

ARTSCI '74 executive — Jim Thompson,
358 Gordon, 544-7508, Kathy Weekes,
1MB Vic, 544-8439, Judy McAdam,
503D Vic, 544-8704, Sharad Tembe,
233 Brockington, 544-7649.
The crests are 52.75 with a year card or

S3.25 without. The decals are 25c.

We put you first — then booked John
Hammond. See him and his own per-

sonal style of blues in Grant Hall this

Saturday at 8:30.

Arts '73 requires immediately a female
athletic stick for the women's intramur-
al committee. If you are interested

please call Debbie Ostler: 544-8147.

Wonted one male and one female, now,
for two doubles in Science '44 Co-op. For

information call Jane Lindsay, 544-9098
or write, care of 397 Brock Street.

Gays Dating Association, wide choice of

dates, gay boys and gay girls, coast to

«ast, fully confidential, call 536-7529,
' p.m. to 9 p.m., or write to P.O. Box

'253, Stn-A, Toronto, Ont. Enclose

$2.00 for handling.

Concerts, changed?

No, refined.
J°hn Hammond in concert — tickets

$2.50, available at Union, lunchlines,

Division of Concerts or at door. Don't

""ss this great blues performer.

ARTSCI '74 needs a girl to help arrange
ARTSCI '74 participation in Bews AthltV-
>c$. If you are interested give your name
°nd phone number to Jim Thompson,
544-7508, Kathy Weekes, 544-8439.

A symposium to study the cru-
cial need for the development of a
Canadian science policy will be
held at Queen's under the sponsor-
ship of the Graduate Student So-
ciety in conjunction with the
School of Graduate Studies and
Research. The symposium will be
held in Dunning Hall Auditorium

on Saturday March 13 at 9.30 a.m.
Seven leading Canadian figures

will take part in the symposium:
Senator Allister Grosart, Dr. Ger-
hard Herzberg, Dr. Robert Uffen,

Dr. John B. Macdonald, Dr. J. D.

Hatcher, Dr. R. W. Nicholls, Ver-

non O. Marquez, and James
(Jamie) Bourne.

(Steal! iiousc and fooctn

BithKud ttftamtm fnjll,tiingicon.Onurnj, vt;-;u;

needs Waitresses

'Mr. Bojangles" Discotheque

Must be over 21, good looking and willing

to work, full and part-time

Apply: Mr. Cawker
542-7337

A.M.S.
APPLICATIONS (IN WRITING) WILL BE RECEIVED

IN THE AMS OFFICE ON OR BEFORE
MARCH 13, 1971 AT 5:00 P.M.

FOR

CHIEF JUSTICE OF THE AMS COURT
(Who must be in 2nd Year Law)

CHIEF CONSTABLE

AMS ORIENTATION CONVENER

CONVENER SECRETARY OF THE AMS
(Pay to be negotiated)

SPEAKER TO THE OUTER COUNCIL

DETAILS ON ALL THE ABOVE
CAN BE OBTAINED FROM THE

AMS OFFICE BETWEEN 9 and 5 WEEKDAYS

r

i:hclRoundi:~ablc
Stcaft House and "Cattcm
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WANTS STUDENTS!
Tra Our

fUb ^tcak Special ©nluitf

& Our Sunday Night

Roast Beef Buffet 0.1, 2.99

gour first Cocktail -(Bnlu ny
- CLIP THIS COUPON

CheTlound%zb\z
^tcak ttousc and CaDcrn

Bath Koad at ftontcnac ftlall. Kingston, Ontario, miYYl

announce

s

"MR. BOJANGLES" DISCOTHEQUE ! !

!

(Monday - Saturday)

Opening Monday March 8 th Dancing! - Fully Licensed!

Peanuts & Pretzels!

Bath Road at Frontenac Mall

i
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The Middle East: Right vs Right
by Douglas R. Shane

There are moments when, in

between classes, upon leaving the

library or after reading the

"straight" news that every stu-

dent must rage for that cause Jo
which he can fully commit him-
self.

A university newspaper can
subscribe to a wire service that

presents the news already digest-

ed and thought out. The student
merely plugs into the story for in-

stant revelation. What bothers me
most about any news service item

is the one'sidedness of the discus-

sion.

At a time of unenlightened pub-

lic opinion, chic causes and unrea-

soned polarities, it is so simple to

never have to consider a second or

a third side of an issue. An old ax-

iom comes to mind: "Peace is just

around the corner of a round build-

ing."

The Third World is rearing its

rough head and beginning to

slouch toward the new Bethlehem.
Sides are being taken. Committ-
ment at last. Only it gets a little

frustrating when none of the sides

can retain their capacity to enter-

tain questions placed in good faith.

The Middle East has long been a

macabre carnival where the hurl-

ing of false accusations, broken
promises and mortors has reduced
the Holy Land into a no mans land

where even apostles are strangely

silent. And the stories are old. But
they bear retelling until we are
able to understand why this con-
flict persists.

The Arabs are more than justi-

fied in their charges of Western
Imperialism undermining the self-

determination of Middle Eastern
culture. From the Crusades
through the British exploitation
during the last century to the
bombing of Suez in 1956, the Arabs
have been the guinea pigs of West-
ern political science. Following
World War One, the Turkish Otto-
man Empire was hacked into a
series of colonial puppet-states by
French and British politicians.

By the same token, the plight of

the Jews goes well back to the de-
struction of the First Temple in

Nobody can ever tell with much
certainty what the AMS is going to

do, but there is a good possibility
that within a year or two they will
try to start a store.

After all, the AMS has started
equally improbable ventures. El-
rond College, for instance, a $3
million building now rising, was a
mere gleam in the eyes of co-cre-
ators Dave Peters and Mike
Vaughan two years ago. The Sci-
ence '44 Co-op was a feeble en-
clave of houses until Dan Burns hit

it three years ago. And so on.

Continuing student dissatisfac-
tion with Kingston retail prices
and selection might well lead stu-
dent government to start up a
store, first in a small way, then
expanding to cover — what?
Books, food, clothing, records,
whatever students want to buy.
AMS president Pat Riley calls it

"collective consumerism".
Probably it would be books at

first. The planning committee for
the new arts and social sciences
complex (only a year away now,
folks, and you wont' recognize the
campus when it's finished) is des-

586 B.C. when the Persians con-
quered the Kingdom of Israel.

From their despersion through
Europe and the ensuing massacres
in Czarist Russian and Nazi Ger-
nany. the Jews have longed for

the reestablishment of their old
homeland.

Thus, in the late Nineteenth
Century, when the Zionist dream
was born, Jews from all over the
world began the long journey
"home." Arab landlords were
more than willing to sell Jews land
at inflated prices. But there was a
semblace of peace in the Holy
Land. Then, during World War
One, the British government de-
clared their intention of creating a
Jewish state in Palestine. Better
Palestine than England, was the
concensus.

During the Second World War
the Arabs played to both the Axis
and the Allies. The wake of that

wars dead saw Jews militantly

anxious to find a country where
they would be free of persecution.

Vainly, Britain offered the island

of Madagascar and later Kenya to

Zionist leaders. But the vision had
been focused on Jerusalem.

When Isreal was proclaimed a
state in 1948 by the United Na-
tions, the new country asked the
Arab population to stay and con-
tinue to contribute as full citizens.

But the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem
exhorted the Arabs to flee for
their lives. Some fled. Some
stayed. Of the Arabs that stayed,

many were murdered by Arab ter-

rorists. The thousands remaining
to this day enjoy the highest in-

comes and educations in the Arab
world. The Arabs of Israel also
have their own representatives in

Israel's legislative body; they are
first class citizens.

But the dream began to sour.
Too much fighting, perhaps. When
I first travelled through Israel in

1964 I found Israelis remarkably
calm in the face of nightly shelling

and guerilla attacks. I soon
learned that for every fedayeen
attack, the Israelis sent a patrol
into either Lebanon or Jordan,

where the guerilla camps were
situated.

By the end of my second visit to

the Middle East in 1966, I found
that Israel had become a thor-

oughly militaristic society, much
as her surrounding Arab neigh-

bors. As a result of a massive de-

fence budget, Israelis are the most
highly taxed citizens in the world.
And the Arab people pay for their

vigilance with low education and
little promise of a better way of

life. And of course the refugees
remain in their "temporary" en-

campments.

Stalemate. Israel will not allow
itself to be outnumbered by hos-
tile Arabs from within. The Arab
governments will not allow the

refugees to leave the camps. Bit-

terness. Scapegoats. Terrorists

passing from one country to anoth-

er, on both sides. And the endless

casualties. Friends of the Third
World peoples condemn Israel in

chic gestures of defiance. There is

enough hatred within the confines

of the Middle East to consume us

all. And it may do just that.

Israel and Jordan understand
that there are solutions. But both
Arab and Jewish pride is so damn-
ing and the people have been con-
ditioned to hate one another for so
long, that it is difficult for Heus-
sein to gather tolerant forces with-
in the Arab world.

Now it is fashionable for stu-
dents and Liberals to support all

Third World peoples, no matter
what they may stand for. We are
deluding ourselves. Which is more
important: the lives of 22 people
or 13 airplanes? World opinion
opted for the airplanes after Israel
bombed Beirut airport in retalia-

tion for a guerilla attack on a
schoolbus full of children in 1968.

And when the Third World rises
it won't be from the offices of uni-

versity newspapers or history
seminars where zealous students
simplify their commitment. It will

rise in refugee camps in Jordan,
on Kibbutzim in Israel and in the
deserts and farmlands of the en-
tire Middle East.

CONTEXT
by Chris Redmond

perately trying to get somebody to
take over the non-academic space
the building will contain. And
much of that space is tentatively
set aside for a bookstore.

The Arts and Science Under-
graduate Society a few weeks ago
said no when they were invited to

run such a bookstore. And proba-
bly the university does not want to

get into the book business. Tech
Supplies might open a branch, but
(as Engineering Society outgoing
president Paul Nickson has point-
ed out) browsing stores, as op-
posed to textbook stores like engi-
neering-owned Tech Supplies, just
don't make money. The AMS pos-
sibility remains.

There are other seeds and pre-
cedents from which a student gov-
ernment run store could grow. A
food co-op now exists in the north
end of Kingston, started by indi-
viduals including a number of uni-
versity families. It buys food in
bulk and sells it at cost, undercut-
ting most local prices.

Certainly there-would be hell to
pay from local retailers who
would find themselves cut out of

the very lucrative student market.
Already grocers in Kingston are
anguished at the thought of a Ca-
nadian Forces base exchange in

nearby Barriefield. A similar non-
commercial venture run by the
AMS could land it in a good deal of
political trouble, aggravating the
permanently unpleasant relation-

ship Queen's seems to have with
the city of Kingston.

But nothing in the AMS charter
entitles it to start a store anyway.
A good lawyer could probably get
around that, if necessary — but
the AMS could avoid some of the
political fallout, and the headach-
es and risk too, by having any such
venture set up independently (as is

Elrond College).
It's worth noting, too, that the

old. broad charter of the Science
'44 Co-op would allow it to set up a
store under a corporate structure
very favourable from a tax point
of view. A charter like that isn't

available any more, and if student
leaders want to have a retail out-
let started in a year or two, Sci-

ence '44 might be the very umbrel-
la under which it could be done.
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Dear Sir,

Is it very often that a landlord

gives a tenant 25% off his rent for

being away two weeks at Christ-

mas? What happened when he did?

The apartment was left in a

shambles, without notice, the fur-

niture was taken, and the landlord

was sued for the fifteen dollar tax

rebate. This seems a rather un-

likely story but it happened. The
tenants in question are three male
students of Queen's University.

These tactics earn a poor name for

the whole student body and make
the already difficult housing situa-

tion that much worse.

Sincerely,

D. Dawber.

Dear Sir,

This is just a long note to com-
mend the Journal on finding a re-

cord reviewer who has such acute
awareness as Steven Winnett. He
must have been listening to Dick
Clark for years to have such a

broad knowledge of music. After
all, didn't he by his own modest
admission (did you twist his

arm?) catch on to such an obscure
album as Blind Faith? Obviously,
Steven is no ordinary bopper or
"hack", as he puts it.

Just a few things 1 don't under-
stand. Steven graciously enlight-

ens us to the effect that Delaney
and Bonnie "overnight rose to

nothing to superstars just because
Eric Clapton was playing with
them." But then I guess he just

somehow must have missed their

first album for Stax as well as The

Original Delaney and Bonnie on
Elektra. It was nothing spectacu-
lar — only the most refreshing

album of 1969. (It was made in

1968, Steven! Remember, when
Eric was still slogging through

monotonous blues-rock material I

consider "not at all innovative or
interesting, it's just loud and bor-
ing '

,
if I may use your words.

)

Another thing I've wondered
about: if Mr. Winnett thinks Dela-
ney Bramlett can't sing, why is he
so glad Clapton's voice has im-
proved through "taking lessons'"'
Consider who his model has been.
Clapton has copped Delaney's
gospel rock 'n' roll material and
singing style with a thoroughness
seldom seen. Does Steven know
that Eric's "own group" consists
of three members from Delaney's
band and has he noticed that they
are still playing in the same style
that they did with Bramlett? Per-
haps he never heard Clapton's
comment in April 1970, "With
Delaney. it's the idea of what I

want my music to be."

But then again, I don't suppose
we can expect Steven to notice
styles if he can say Eric Clapton
played on "Little Wing" and
sounded exactly like Jim Hendrix!
Apparently, he can't even read the
credits on an album properly —
that's Bobby Whiilock, Steven, not
WhiteXock.

If Steven Winnett is going to jus-
tifiably praise Clapton's album, I

think he should not have spoken so
strongly against the best roc-'n'-

rollers around, Delaney and Bon-
nie. This review becomes an ex-
traordinary paradox. Lavla is a
fantastic album, and at least he
got that right. But before you do
another record review, Mr. Win-
nett, you ought to think a bit more
about the sources that the artist

has drawn upon. That is, of course,
only if you decide to write another
review. But as you yourself say,
Steve, "Who cares?"

Phil Addis

Dear Sir,

At its regular meeting on 4th

March the Graduate Student So-

ciety Executive Council passed a

motion pledging the Society's sup-

port for the stand taken by the

non-professional library workers.

The library facilities are vital to

the work of most graduate stu-

dents, as they are to both under-

graduates and faculty, and conse-

quently the conduct of library af-

fairs is of prime interest to them.

A strike would obviously not be in

the interests of library users but

we also believe that the Union

(C.U.P.E. Local 1302) does not

want to strike unless absolutely

necessary.

Since the certification of the

Union in June 1970 bargaining has

been taking place at regular inter-

vals until an impasse was reached
in February 1971. We feel the Un-
ion was completely justified in

breaking off negotiations in favour
of conciliation as exemplified by
the following figures which relate
to the junior grade of library em-
ployee:

Present salary $2950.00
Queen's offer $3320.00
Union request $3800.00
Present salary at

St. Lawrence College $4167.00

Similar disparities exist in all oth-
er grades.

It must be remembered that the
average raise throughout the Uni-
versity was approximately 10% on
July 1st 1970. The library workers
did not receive this raise because
negotiations had already comm-
enced. In the light of these figures
the Union demands appear partic-
ularly reasonable since they are
not even asking for parity with
other workers doing the same job
in the same city.

A conciliation officer has al-

ready been appointed and talks

are expected to begin at the end of

March. If conciliation fails then a
strike may begin 7 days after the

conciliator withdraws.

The University has traditionally

employed students' wives in the
Douglas Library for traditionally

low wages. Consequently Queen's
enjoys a reputation throughout
Eastern Ontario for exploiting the

economic difficulties of the area
to its maximum advantage. We
feel the time is long overdue when
the University lives up to its res-

ponsibilities to its non-profession-

al workers, many of whom possess
high academic qualifications.

For too long the "non-profes-
sionals" have complemented the

work of faculty and professionals

alike and suffered economically at

the expense of both groups.

D. G. MANNING

Feedback continued on page 8

To all members of the
University Community
To Members of the University Community

The negotiations between Local 1302 and the Canadian Union of

Public Employees, which has been certified as the collective bar-
gaining agent for the non-professional employees of the Douglas Li-

brary, and its branches, have been mentioned recently in the local

news media. Undoubtedly, you are interested in this matter and, for

your information, I would like to outline the developments to date.

In the spring of 1970 CUPE applied for certification as the bar-
gaining agent for non-professional library employees. In late June
this certification was granted by the Ontario Labour Relations
Board.

It was then incumbent upon the Union and the University to ne-
gotiate a contract covering conditions of employment and rates of
remuneration for these employees. In a first contract, a very com-
plex document, each clause must be evolved and agreed upon, a time
consuming process. The University was presented with a 39-page
document containing some 150 items of Union requests. During 22
negotiating sessions held to date the majority of these items, includ-
ing the vital one of assigning each employee to a specific job classifi-

cation, have been agreed upon tentatively. On February 15th the Un-
ion broke off negotiations and subsequently applied for conciliation
services. The University agrees with this step. The Ontario Labour
Relations Board has appointed Mr. John R. Dempster as Conciliation
Officer and Mr. Dempster has notified both parties of his desire to

meet on March 30th. At this time he will mediate between the parties
in an effort to bring about agreement on the approximately ten items
still outstanding, including salary levels for the various job classifi-

cations.

Salaries within the University are reviewed annually early in the
calendar year and any resulting adjustments are made, effective
July 1st for the succeeding 12 months.

Since salary levels were to be negotiated with the Union, no ad-
justments were implemented on July 1st, 1970. As a consequence the
non-professional library employees are receiving salaries which
were established in the light of conditions in early 1969. University
representatives have made it clear to the Union that negotiated sala-
ry levels will be retroactive to July 1st, 1970.

According to practice. Mr. Demptster will meet with the parties
until a settlement is effected or an impasse occurs. We remain opti-

mistic that a fair and satisfactory solution will be reached. In the
event that this does not occur at this stage, Mr. Dempster may either
recommend the appointment of a Conciliation Board or report that
such a Board is unlikely to serve a useful purpose. If a Board were
appointed, hearings would be held and a report issued. The report
could be accepted or rejected by either party. Seven days after a
Conciliation Board has reported or the Minister of Labour has indi-

cated that no Board will be appointed, a legal strike could take place.

I hope very much that the conciliation process, which is now
underway, will help us to reach a fair solution to the items which are
still under discussion.

Yours sincerely,

John J. Deutsch
Principal
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by Alan Broadbent

"The median is the message."
During reading week, I went down to Boston and to New

Hampshire. This in itself is not so remarkable, but what is

worthy of comment is the fact that for the first time the

"freeway ethic" made an indelible impression on me.

Everyone has travelled on one of the super highways,

like the 401. and has possibly been moved to some sort of

comment about them. Some like them because they are

fast and efficient, some hate them because they are sterile

and alien to the environment.

On my trip to the U.S., it became obvious to me that the

super highways are more than just roads, more than just

something you like or don't like. They are vital factors in

the American way of life. In a very real sense, they repre-

sent what America is all about, the way American life is

conducted. And to a large extent, thev dictate the course ot

life.

In the economic sense, they demand bigness and tech-

nological advancement. Super highways are built for big

American cars, which use high-test American gasolines,

all for the purpose of travelling at super-sonic speeds. It is

not really wise to travel at too slow a speed, and you aie

subject to (he wind currents of larger cars and massive

trucks which whiz past you at every turn. For the driver of

a small car, a trip of any length on these roads leads to

frustration, annoyance, and a sense of being a loser. There

is not even any aesthetic enjoyment, for the road is care-

fully shielded from the environment by a wall of passing

cars on one side, and by a protective shield of trees on the

other. Straight ahead is the super highway and the reced-

ing tail-end of a massive Chrysler.

In a philosophical sense, the super highway is deinitely

American. There is the one right way. Once you get on to

the highway, you are pretty well stuck there, there is little

diversion, and the access to the road is limited. You cannot

stop and take a look at things, or re-assess if you want to be

where you are. except in those places where you are told

that you can. Everything moves so fast that is impossible

to stop and think things out, to reflect on where you are

going. Once you start you have to keep going. You can stop

for some sustenance, but only at a Howard Johnsons, be-

cause "they", the builders of the super highway, have de-

cided that this is what is good for you. In essence, it is

straight ahead, no questions asked. If you don't like it. then
don't get on it.

What is important in the world? The answer is at the end
of the super highway. How is excitement introduced? By
having a four lane super highway widen into a six or eight

lane super highway. Then you really know that you are get-

ting somewhere.
In essence, the super highway demands a particular pat-

tern of behaviour. It demands a mobility, but a mobility
that is based on rapid forward movement. The goals are
never in doubt, the route is never in doubt. There is no
concern for what is happening to the left or right: what is

ahead is all that matters' And what is ahead is a known
quantity.

I even predict that the linguistic vernacular will soon
become sprinkled with the phrases of the super highway
ethic. Instead of a student saying that he had had a bad day
and failed an examn, he would say. "I guess the solid line

was in my lane that day."
When the going looks like it might get rough, someone

might say. "Looks like the road curves ahead".

A person who has taken on more than he can handle and
as a result has become mired in difficulties might claim
that he has "missed his exit", or if he can foresee the im-
pending quagmire, he might advise his friends to help him
"look for a gas-food-lodging sign".

We live in the age of the super highway. The median is

the message, and if we don't get with it, we will find our-

selves embedded in a soft shoulder.
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Articles to the Editor

To The Head Who is Thinking

"We've got to become more in-

formed and accept personal re-

sponsibility. We can't afford to

leave it to 'them' any more. It

isn't going to be solved by God or

Mr. Trudeau, the Pentagon or the

Kremlin. People at the grassroots

level have got to get involved.
'

'

"The point is not to obey orders,

not to do what the authorities say,

but to start saying, 'Look, I'm part

of this. What I decide is what's
mportant.' There's been too much

obeying of authority, too much
looking to Big Brother to solve our

problems. He's not going to solve

them."
Dr. N. Z. Alcock, founder

ofC.P.R.I.

Does this look vaguely familiar?

It should. It was on the front page
of the March 2nd issue of the Jour-

nal. I have requoted it in the hope

that some persons will read it

again and (very hopefully) that

some few persons will, on second

consideration, realize that what is

written there is not just a well-

chosen group of words.

Alcock has, in a very few lines,

made us a promise. He promises
that if man does not soon begin to

think for himself, then George
Orwell's 1984 will lose it's reputa-

tion as a superb fiction novel and
become, instead, an accurate pre-

diction of the future of mankind.

The present trend in our society

is to protect the individual from
himself. 1984 is a society where
the individual is completely pro-
tected from himself; physically,

mentally and spiritually. If you
are willing to accept that as man's
destiny, then ignore this letter.

I'm sorry to have bothered you
because I have wasted some of the

precious free time you have left.

In the hope that there are still

some of you left, I will try to give

some concrete examples which I

feel indicate that the feasibility of

the 1984 society becoming reality

is rapidly increasing and that, un-

less men start accepting responsi-

bility for the state of the world
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today and begin thinking for them-
selves, the fantasy world de-
scribed by Orwell will actually
exist on Earth.

To begin, let us look at some
interesting trivia, specifically

snowmobiles. Due to the great
increase in snowmobile deaths,
legislation has been passed mak-
ing it compulsory to wear helmets
while operating a snow machine
(it is interesting to parallel this

with motorcycles). Why do They
have to tell me that I need a hel-

met. If I haven't got the brains to

grasp this fact myself then I might
as well have them knocked out.

But what is done is done. Let's

look to the legislations being con-

sidered for future implementa-
tion. They are considering re-

stricting the size of machines be-

cause I am not aware of the power
under my control and I will proba-
bly kill myself if I am allowed to

have it. They are also considering
restricting the use of snowmobiles
on lakes because I am not aware
that, if the ice is too thin, I will

probably drown myself.

Another example of the control

They have on our lives is the insti-

tution of seat belts as a compulso-
ry feature of cars. Fine. I'll let it

pass if you feel that this isn't such
a bad idea, but did you realize that
They are considering making it

illegal not to use them. And what
is really frightening is that many
people will unquestioningly use
them simply because it will be il-

legal noi to.

I could go on with examples like

these forever but I think it best to

consider some not-so . concrete
examples. I will list only three:

1. The incredible ability of the tel-

evision and press to influence
(and warp) our comprehension
of what is good and what is evil.

For examples I quote ciga-

rettes, cyclamates and cancer,
cancer, cancer. We already
"know' that hard water causes
heart conditions. I wonder
when it will be 'proven' that
milk causes cancer.

BLUES

JOHN HAMMOND
in concert

Saturday March 13,

8.30 PM

GRANT HALL

tickets $2.50 at Union, Division of Concerts,
lunch lines or at the door.

2. As one of the more 'in the news'

items let us look at the pollution

crisis. How do we end pollu-

tion? Government control, ob-

viously. Do you realize how
much pure power the govern-

ment is being, and will be given

to control pollution?

3. Finally, a particularly Canadi-

an problem is the control of our

economy by us. By us, or by the

government is all that I'm won-
dering. And no, all out capital-

ism is not the solution to gov-

ernment control. If man can
only prevent 1984 by being total-

ly individualistic (implying

extreme egoism and selfish-

ness) then man isn't worth sav-

ing.

And yes I know, heads, that if

we can just establish Love and
Understanding (and by Under-
standing I mean mental telepathy

and mind-over-matter) then in no

time we'd be able to solve the

problems I have been speaking of

and the many, many, many others

around us. I won't, I can't disagree

with that. All I want to tell you is

that there is very, very little time
left and no matter how much you

slow it down we still have very lit-

tle. How long will it take for you to

realize the ideals you're searching

for?

It seems that this letter is a bit

longer than I had originally intend-

ed. I'm sorry if I wasted your very
precious time. (There is no sar-

casm in that last sentence). I'm
also sorry because writing this

will probably do no good. This arti-

cle will be read and forgotten just

as Leslie Kaye's article on CBC
censorship (Journal, March 2nd)
will be forgotten, just as Norman
Alcock and his quest for World
Peace will be forgotten, just

as. . . . In 1984 (the novel) there is

total faith in Them and They total-

ly alter the past to agree with each
new day so that that faith is never
doubtful. We have already begun
to condition ourselves for such a

state.

Rick Cheeseman

Dropout. Even the Word h
about it a sense of failure of
chances missed, of bleak despair
But when a good friend of rain*
left Queen's a few weeks ago i

found to my surprise that I did no,
pity him. Instead, I envied him-
unlike the rest of us still em'
broiled in the process of "educa-
tion", he had found a way out Hp
was now ready to learn.

I have decided that education
true education, is not likely to be
found within the formal university
setting at the undergraduate level
For me, education is nor fighting
fang and claw for irrelevant
marks; it is not writing irrelevant
essays on irrelevant subjects for
irrelevant professors; it is not
measuring out your life with a
slide rule and a three-ring binder

Education — the process of
growing, of learning, and more
important, of learning'to want to
learn — is hindered and not helped
by the university system as it now
exists at Queen's. Education is an
individual thing; it must be individ-

ually motivated and experienced.
Unfortunately, beyond a certain
point — a point I've begun to real-

ize I passed some time in second
year — the system hems you in.

The formal structure which ini-

tially helps the naive frosh to learn

eventually contains him to the ex-

tent that he can no longer deal in

relevancies; instead, he must deal

for his sheepskin. The system ei-

ther turns him off or away; marks
become paramount, and under-

standings — which is what educa-

tion is all about — finish a poor

second in the desparate race to the

summer break. This process of

dealing jor the degree is connected

with education only by the frailest

of serendipitous links.

The university as we know it is

not necessarily the antithesis of

education — but all too often this

is the case. If anyone is educated

here, it is in spite of and not as a

result of the university system.

Frederick Bellemare
Arts 71

DUNNING TRUST
presents

"CANADA'S INDIANS: THEIR

PLACE IN THE JUST SOCIETY"
A conference of Canadian Indian Leaders to be held on campus March 10th
and 11th.

Some of Canada's major Indian Chiefs attending are:

Mike Mitchell - representing the National Indian Chiefs.

Walter Curry • Head of the Association of Indian Eskimo in Toronto.

Herbert Strong Eagle - representing the Sasketchewan Indians.

Arthur Manuel • president of the Native Youth Alliance in Edmonton.

Donna Tindale - representing the Union of B.C. Chiefs.

Chief Earl Hill - Head of the Mohawks, Bay of Quinty.

Their Dunning Trust lecture will take place on

March 10 th, 8:30 P.M. in Dunning Hall.

The Second half of the Indian conference will take place on March 17th and
18th. Mr. Chretien, the Minister of Indian Affairs will deliver the Dunning
Trust Lecture at Convocation Hall, March 17th at 8:30 p.m. He will be on
campus on the morning and afternoon of March 18th to meet student groups.
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BIRTH OF THE RIDEAU TRAIL
a nH

"lki"8 enthusiasts met recently at the home of Dr. Fred Cooke. 9 Grenville Road. Kingstonana decided to undertake the task of establishing a walking trail between Kingston and Ottawa

hnnofnH
c™ceP' t0 the Br"ce Trail. The walkway has been christened the Rideau Trail and

rZmin ,rf.u
er

r,

by lakes and streams for 150 mi 'es to the Nation's Capital. A steeringcommittee, called the R.deau Trail Committee was formed to get the project underway.

cnmrnnniT
0

t , 1 Con™'ttee is looking for practical help from interested citizens in all

hTr«w fn 1 " h6r
^

and °ttawa '
The initial task is to get as many people as possible

snowfhnl? I
Pr0,eCt Committoe members made it clear that the trailwould be for hiking,

vehicles
°r0SS °0U ry Skii"g and "0t f0r mot°r-oycles, snowmobiles or other motorized

honed th»X,
e is

,

confident
(

some parts of the hiking path can be in operation fairly quickly. It is

Uons to a ln»r I"
6 USg

?
f Un°Pened r°ad allowa"ces a «d other rights-of-way. lengthy negotia-

orohaWv 1Z
t

T' f

user\'° cross P"vate Property, will be held to a minimum. The' trail will

oofnts LZ !^Lt

r

h

0m
i

,

e ex ' s

.

tmg Little Catarquq ' Creek trail Access t0 roads at several

for the R°h1 t
w,ll.Perm 't one and two day hikes to take place. At present headquartersfor the Rideau Trail Committee is Dr. Cooke's home at 9 Grenville Road

Rideau Trail Committee,
9 Grenville Road, Kingston.
Tel. 542-8062

THE REAL OUTLOOK
by Pierre Leichner

Last year's Outlook staff and this year's potential staff met last Wednesday to start planning

this summer boys' and girls' camp. Different committees were organized to consider past and
future problems. Padre Laverty attended to give us his much appreciated help.

Last year's operations were a success considering this was the camp's first year in action.

But many mistakes and errors were made in planning and the committees will strive to correct

them. This will hopefully result in making Outlook a more complete success this year and thus

become even more enjoyable for the counsellors involved.

This year the camp is considering having a base camp and perhaps transportation of its own.

This will allow much more free time for this year's counsellors.

The camp will also be expanding to become two full summer boys and girls camps. Accord-

ingly, more staff will be required.

This brings me to the real purpose of this article. Outlook still needs some staff for this year's

camp. It is far beyond myself to be able to tell you that working for Outlook is all fun. a summer in

Algonquin Park pleasantly spent paddling across lakes. Actually it will probably rain fifty per

cent of the time and the wind will be too strong another quarter of the time. As far as the quarter

left, the black flies and mosquitoes will take care of that. This of course is forgetting about the

little bundles of joy — those dear devilish children — that will display to you their bottomless bags

of pranks and bamboozle your mind with their stoneage logic. And of course I am fogetting what

became of our greatest complaint —those pleasantly perfumed Kraft Dinner's freeze-dried mush-

es, the bouncy-bouncy puddings and of course that delectable luke-warm freshy.

But somehow, somewhere all this is not buried in the crazy way memory works. And all you

remember are the good times, the times spent sailing across lakes, the lazy days spent in the sun,

fast moving rapids, the jokes, and the bonds of friendship made between counsellors and campers.

(And of course the day when little Johnny experimented with our cooking pot and found it did not

float down rapids but sank quite well. ) But mostly there was nobody to tell us how to run our

camp.
Outlook can mean a lot to you but it will mean a lot more to a kid in the North end of Kingston.

But I am getting corny despite my cynicism; and if you were to ask me if I am going to work for

Outlook again, I'll answer, "Maybe."

Outlook now has an office in the Union's basement beside the Student Volunteer Bureau. All

those interested in working or helping Outlook this coming summer are welcome to come and talk

to the person at the office.
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SUMMER EMPLOYMENT '71

- a set of statistics to

give you a head start

by Alan Broadbent

The following statistics are

the result of a survey done by

the Student Employment Ser-

vice (SES) at registration last

year. The survey was con-

cerned with summer employ-
ment of university students

and asked questions about the

job that each student had held

during the summer of 1970. The
SES questionnaire was part of

a larger questionnaire distrib-

uted in registration lines by the

University Council through the

Office of Academic Planning

and the Alma Mater Society.

Six thousand one hundred and

eighty five forms were com-
pleted, giving aneighty percent

response from the student

body.

David Wroe, director of the

SES, believes the charts can be
useful to students in finding

summer jobs. He points out

that the charts give an idea of

where a student can best ex-

pect to find a job, what job cat-

egories are most appropriate
for particular students, and
what the general trends are in

the summer job market. Used
in combination, the charts will

maximize the probability of

finding summer employment.
For example, a combination

of charts 2, 5, and 6 might re-

veal to a second year engineer-

ing student that he is best to

apply for jobs in the manufac-
turing field in the Toronto or
Central Ontario areas. Similar
combinations can be made use-

ful to most students.

Most of the charts deal with
Arts and Science, Applied Sci-

ence, and Commerce full time
undergraduates only, but stu-

dents in other faculties may
visit the SES at 72 Queen's
Crescent and see statistics for

other groups.

Mr. Wroe stresses that this

time of year is late to enter the
competition for summer jobs,

the ideal time is around Christ-

mas, and that students should

act quickly. The most impor-
tant thing is to assess one's

own capabilities and interests

and then apply for jobs in areas

of ability. Research should be
done on the organizations to

which the student is applying

so that in letters of application

or personal interviews the stu-

dent can show both an interest

in and knowledge of the organi-

zations.

The SES has a library of in-

formation on the major Cana-
dian employers, and students
are welcome to investigate the

library. The SES will give stu-

dents aid in finding jobs, but

Mr. Wroe stresses that the

most important ingredient in

finding a summer job is the
student himself. The student
must make every effort to se-

cure a job is he wants one, par-

ticularly in the presently high-

ly competitive job scene.

Mr. Wroe believes the fol-

lowing charts to be a unique
aid to students looking for

summer jobs. He knows of no
other Canadian university

which supplies such statistics

to students. He urges students

to take advantage of these
charts to maximize the time
and effort they expend in find-

ing summer work.

The following statistics are
meant to be indicators as to the
nature of the summer job situ-

ation. Due to statistical prob-
lems, most charts include Arts
and Science. Applied Science,
and Commerce undergradu-
ates only. The Kingston area
includes the Counties of Fron-
tenac, Leeds, and Lennox and
Addington; Toronto area in-

cludes York and Peel Coun-
ties; Ottawa area includes
Carleton County; Hamilton
area includes Wentworth Coun-
ty; the Prairies and Arctic
area does not include Northern
Quebec or Labrador.

(Chart 1) Surplus or defi-

cit of jobs in locations by
percentages. For exam-
ple, there were 18.4 per-
cent fewer jobs in Kings-
ton than there were stu-

dents who listed Kingston
as their place of resi-

dence. In Eastern Ontar-
io, there were 11.2 per
cent more jobs than there
were students living in

that area. This figure is

arrived at by comparing
the number of Queen's
students who reside in an
area with the number of

students who listed that
area as a place of em-
ployment.
Chart includes Arts and
Science, Applied Science,
and Commercce full time
undergraduates only.

(Chart 2.) This chart in-

cludes all reported sum-
mer jobs, but no more
than one job per student

was counted. The chart
would read as follows;

for example, of all stu-

dents who had summer
jobs, 23 percent were
employed in the Kingston
area.

Chart includes Arts and
Science, Applied, Sci-

ence, and Commerce full

time undergraduates
only.

(Chart 3.) Percentage of

students by residents
obtaining a summer job
of any kind based on the

figures below the resi-

dence location. For ex-

ample, of 669 students
from the Toronto area,
86.8 percent found a
summer job.

Chart includes Arts and
Science, Applied Science,

and Commerce full time
undergraduates only.

(Chart 4) Percentage
successful by faculty in,

obtaining a summer job
of any type.

Undergraduate only for
faculties shown.

BASED
ON THE

FOLLOWING
NUMBERS

OF STUDENTS

80%

87.6%

80.8%

ARTS &
SCIENCE

APPLIED

SCIENCE
COMMERCE
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T5??
°f summer employment by faculty. Some

respondents did not supply enough information on the sur-
vey forms to allow classification of their jobs, and some
others had jobs that were outside the classifications pre-
sented on this chart. These two ommissions do not alter the
validity of this chart as they were few in number
This chart includes Arts and Science, Applied Science, and
commerce full time undergraduates only.

A/S ENG COM A/S ENG COM A/S ENG COM
AGRICULTURE MINING CONSTRUCT
FORESTRY

A/S ENG COM A'S ENG COM
MUNICIPAL P051-
COVERNM SECONOARY

EDUCATIONAL

(Chart 6.) Type of summer employment by year. This chart
reads, for example, that 33 percent of all employed second
year students were employed in agriculture and forestry.
This chart includes all full time undergraduate students.
For this study, students in a make-up year are included
with fourth year students. Also for this study, pre-medicine
and first and second year medical students only are includ-

ed.

2 3 4 12 3 2 3 4 1 2 3

AGRICULTURE MINING CONSTRUCTION MANUFACT TRANSPORT WHOLESALE FINANCE MEDICAL & HOTEL RECREATION MISCELL FEDERAL PROVINCIAL MUNICIPAL POST-
& • COMMUNICAT & INSURANCE DENTAL RESTAURANT SERVICES SERVICES GOVERNMENT GOVERNM GOVERNM SECONDARY
FORESTRY UTILITIES & RETAIL & REAL SERVICES AND TOURIST EDUCATIONAL

SERVICES INSTITUTIONS

(Chart 7.) A comparison of the employers of students dur-

ing the summers of 1969 and 1970. Figures for 1970 are based

on 80 percent response; figures for 1969 are based on 41.8

percent response.

This chart includes full time undergraduate students only.

AGR1CULT

FORESTRY
COMMUN-
ICATION
UTILITIES
ftSANIIAR

SALE &
RETAIL
TRADE

FINANCE MEDICAL HOTEL RECREA MISCELL FEDERAL
INSURANCE & RESTAUR- TION SERVICES GOVERNM&RFAL DENTAL ANT AND SERVICES
ESTATE SERVICES TOURIST

aKnv™
SERVICES

L POST
SECONDARY
EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS
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People in Power
Liz Heatherington

Secretary of the Art History
Department, Liz Heatherington
(typist, filer, duplicator, budget
watcher, and telephone answerer
for eight professors) has a friend-

ly smile for everyone who happens
by her door in John Watson Hall.

We managed to squeeze an hour
into her busy day for a fascinating

interview that covered a wide
range of subjects, from music to

the dating game at Queen's in

1964.

Liz was a student here for four

years, taught high school in Toron-
to for a year, and then returned to

Queen's'in the fall of 1969 to start

at her present job with the Art
History Department.
On Her Job "It's really enjoyable

because of the people. Working on
my own is very nice, and its easier

on you. There's too much to do,

but it's like being spoiled. I enjoy

most working on projects for pro-

fessors, like the summer school
course in Venice and any special

Art History conferences that have
to be organized. I love interesting

students. I only wish I had more
time to talk to them and find out if

there's any way I could help them
with Department matters.

The Dating Game "It's better than
when I was here. They used to put

up lists for the RMC ball ... I hate
dates, you're both on the hot seat;

you talk around yourselves.. It's a

most artificial way to meet some-
one. You tend to worry about
dress, or whether enough money is

being spent on your date. The
whole idea is bad.

Queen's: Then and Now When I

was here, there was quite a bit of

emphasis on the "Rah, rah" as-

pect which developed out of the

American colleges. Everybody
was interested in football. In that

way it was a little bit narrow per-

haps. There has been a great ex-

pansion in Departments like Art
History, a general revival of inter-

est in the arts, and a more serious

approach toward popular music.
It's quite obvious that social

awareness has a much higher
priority now than back then.

Freshmen now have much more
responsibility and feel quite safe
to pursue interesting courses. The
social life is not as structured, and
there is an emphasis on
individuality. . You can be as
individual as you wish.

Before you always had to dress
in a certain way, but now you don't

even have to wear a skirt to go
through the meal lines!

When I taught in Toronto, I had
a lot of different attitudes. . . I

came from Queen's.

Value of a Degree "It's difficult to

find a job other than teaching.
Now even teaching jobs are be-

coming harder to find. The BA is a
luxury. It is not a training period,

but rather an educational experi-
ence. Three years of university is

a waiting period in which to devel-
op yourself. A person can't expect
to get automatic jobs.

On her Personal Education "I feel

Drive-In Restaurant

Always Quality First... Because Carrols Cares!

* Fast , Efficient Service

* Inside Seating

* A complete Meal • with Change

from your Dollar!

This coupon entitles you to

One Order of Golden Brown

French Fries

with any purchase.

Expires 31 March, 1971

Location: Across the Street from the

Town House Inn, Princess St.

I

by Peters Adams
and Raymont

very happy that I have had the
benefit of three systems of educa-
tion. (Private and Public Schools,

and University) I wasn't really

aware until I was here for three
years. It was because of the sys-

tem.

You can have basic education
yourself, through reading. Read-
ing is an essential thing. It should

be made enjoyable.

On Student Government "There
should be some way to let people

know that student government
'types' are approachable. When I

was here I got the feeling the AMS
was a closed shop. The AMS is a

very valuable body and there

should be more information about

it. There should be more commit-
tees for people who want to be
casual members.
On her Hobbies "I still sing a bit.

Art is a very important part of my
life. I think that training in the

arts is very important for every-

one.

You can use design construc-

tively, and in a practical way.
Public galleries are really a treat.

I'm interested in tapestry and
painting.

Playing the piano is a very re-

laxing and rewarding thing to do. I

have an interest in classical mu-
sic, and I would like to persue my
interests in that field.

Ballet is lovely and exciting

thing to do. Dance is an important

discipline. . . . It's good for you.

You have to dance to get into bal-

let music.

On the Queen's Journal "The Jour-
nal has improved from the begin-

ning of the year. It is an important
media and you can't underesti-
mate it. It is more widely read
than any campus news medium.
There should be more concert,
drama, and art reviews.

Also the Journal doesn't cover
enough of what the AMS does.

On Women's Liberation "I'm for a

lot of good things Women's Libera-

tion are for. Women are moving
into the international work force
because of things like the pill. All

the old wives tails aren't true.

I don't think that violence ac-
complishes much. . . . Peaceful
sit-ins are old hat. You have to

work within the system and take a
stand. Democracy by persuasion

is theoretically one of the most
important things. I'd like to work
that way.
On Drugs "The penalties are terri-
ble. To be put in prison is to have
ones human rights relinquished
Marijuana and hashish are petty
There are so many other pressing
things in which people hurt their
bodies. The government has a
tricky position because they are
dealing with people who still sup-
port the Ontario Liquor Laws. If

you legalize drugs, you have to

have information. Harsh laws
don't help a society in dealing with
a problem.

Individuals should have the
freedom of choice; just like going
shopping and choosing what you
want.

Applications for business manager of the Journal will be accepted up until
5 pm Monday March 15 in the AMS office.
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CONSCIENTIOUS STUDENT

reprint from
the New England journal of Medicine
Feb. 25, 1971

by Mark Newman
State University of New York
Downstate Medical Center
College of Medicine

To the Editor: After having spent almost four, sometimes not glamorous but
certainly unique and irreplaceable years immersing myself in the study of medi-
cine, I feel qualified to offer some observations on medical education with an eye
on the student as a future practitioner.

I am sorry to have to make this prediction, but if my perception of the overall
handling of medical students at my own school and other medical institutions
with which I am familiar is accurate, I can foresee a deterioration in medical
care that will become evident within the next decade, as present graduates re-
place the superstars of medicine — namely, the vanguards of apassingera.who
were treated as students in the strict manner appropriate to a physician'in-train-
ing, and who subsequently incorporated that strictness and devotion into their life

styles. It cannot be denied that with the death of that type of moral character will
come the death of the doctor as we have known him to date.

This may sound a bit harsh, but it is nevertheless a truth to be faced. From
what 1 have seen, both administration and faculty have become extremely lax in

terms of attitudes toward students. There has been far too much acquiescence to
student demands, to the point where it is obvious that society must suffer. I do
not mean to sound without compassion, but it appears to me that medical stu-
dents who, after all. are doctors first and foremost, are being granted too much
liberty in terms of time that they are not spending in developing their minds in

either clinical or research medicine. In the freshman and sophomore years many
students have been able to miss lectures (with the alibi that the lectures are
"bad") and go without studying for two or three weeks. In the life-and-death field

of medicine, time lost in the learning process inevitably leads to the endangering
of some patient's life at a future date. It simply cannot be tolerated if we are
going to turn out topnotch physicians. If students are able to loaf for so many
weeks at a time (probably with nothing better to do than philosophise) more
material should be added to the present curricula. Aside from the suffering of the
patient, too much time away from studying medicine is dangerous for the reason
that having free time incites to the wanting of more free time, which would even-

tually cause the student to spend hardly any time whatever at his studies.

So much for the basic science years. As for the clinical years, each year
fewer and fewer nights on call are required of third-year and fourth-year stu-

dents. Some of these students (though precious few), granted, are spending their

spare time reading medicine or remaining on the wards learning what is impor-
tant, but in the main they are cultivating lazy, and even immoral, habits. For
example, after being on the medical wards for 15 straight hours. 1 visited a friend

(no longer! ) who was supposed to be on the orthopedics ward but who. much to

my disgust, was spending his time sculpturing. Another"friend" told me he didn't

care about anything, and that all he did was sit around and think about his future;

he rarely attended to his duties on the ward. Still another had the audacity to

reprimand me for spending all my time doing medicine! And the list goes on and
on — all, apparently, with administrative sanction.

Clearly things have gone too far. Unless medical schools take some sort of

positive action now. they will be turning out apathetic incompetents of the highest

degree. This is not to say that students must be treated without understanding,

but rather that the understanding must be firm. Any breach should be dealt with

by the administration and faculty with efficiency and without delay. If we hope
to regain a receding era when a doctor was really a doctor, action must be taken

now.

CONSCIENTIOUS STUDENT II

From Queen's Journal

March 9th 71

by Pierre Leichner

Queen's University

Now "friends" and Medical Students. How would you like a little added cur-

riculum to sharpen your slack "lazy", "immoral" heads, and some more "bad

'ectures to increase your stimulation.

We all know that the budding automation that wrote the above letter will

Probably finish his days in a research laboratory, fortunately for his patients. For

h°w can a medical computer ever hope to communicate with live humans. Do you

agree? Then let's look at our system of education. After all isn't it true that after

two years of medical studies, none of us knows what "depression" means clini-

cally. Surely we know what a "nutmeg liver" is. a "cheezy" caseous lesion, a

"flea bitten" kidney. But what do we know above the other d.sturbed members of

0lJr society — Very little

Yes, all what we are learning is important and necessary and our teachers all

"ave the best of intentions although most of them cannot lecture well

But it is only in third year, after five years of intensive scientific training

"or premeds) that we are allowed to start to look at the individual as a being not

as a composite of liver, bladder, heart, brain, etc.
_

The danger does not lie in free time or in too little curncu urn but in enforc-

es an outdated, traditional mode of education. In the day of the audio visual

fplosion we are still lectured without any such aids, over 80V, of the time. In the

'ast two years at Queen's, I only saw two medical movies. Of course, Queen s .s

improving, the change is coming but it is far behind us. Well then, what about us
compared to the students of the coming years.

Of course, I feel bitter; they will have audio-visual aids and their own study
booths etc. Now, if the change is coming it is because our teachers think it good
and necessary, but yet the same men will defend the present system as also the

best available. Now then why change it as they are doing? And why so late?

Well it is because of us, because of our silent majority, who even in medical
school equate disagreement and opinion voicing with disrespect, and see the pre-

sent day researchers that have taught us as "Superstars."

Again, my respect of those men is as strong as any students but if you believe

in a generation gap then why not see the obvious educational gap.

"Cleary thinks things have gone too far unless medical schools take some
sort of positive action now, they will be turning out apathetic incompetents of the

highest degree" Administration and faculty should aim farther ahead and faster

if we are to transcend the era when a "doctor was really a doctor", only a doctor

and not a man.
I do "miss lectures ". and I do "go without studying for two or three weeks"

and most hideous of deeds I paint and strangely it is because I want to be a doctor,

a doctor and a human being.

I wonder, do you think I could be one of Mr. Newman's "friends"?
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off the record
by Dick Lone

y

After the release of John Phillip's solo album, and the amalgamation of Mama Cass

with Dave Mason to form one of the largest, talented duos around, it remained for Denny
Doherty to display how much a part of the Mamas & Papas magic he was. His new album
Denny Doherty WATCHA GONNA DO (RCA DS-50096), is a finely produced affirmation

that when the big groups go bust, the individual talents are forced by expediency to reveal

their particular talents.

Denny has gathered an exceptional band of musicians and auxilliary vocalists — in

particular, the pianist, the steel guitar player, and female vocalists are superb — and
thinking back to the Mamas fc^apas albums, this group was one of the very earliest to

realize that Larry Knechtel on piano, Joe Osborne on bass, and Hal Blaine as percussionist

put your album over one great musical hurdle immediately. The sidemen on Denny's al-

bum remain anonymous for the time being, but the sounds emenating from this set prove

that he has been quite discriminating in his choice of musical friends.

From the pollution-inspired "Watcha Gonna Do", to the Beatle medley "Here Comes
The Sun/Two of Us", its a class recording — the interspersed brass lines are delivered

with crispness, and the country/folk-rock lilt of "Neighbours" allows the guitar and piano

to combine in a manner that has replaced the purely guitarized strains that characterized

the psychedelic music of the late sixties.

Denny's voice, with the excellent choral backing, gives songs of his own such as

"Don't You Be Fooled" just that interpretation they require; while he brings all of his

experience in the Halifax Three and the far more famous Mamas & Papas to bear on such

tunes as "The Drummer's Song" and "Tuesday Morning". In addition to a song Denny
penned with Phillips, "Got A Feelin ", there is a novelty treatment of the Hank Williams

classic "Hey Good Looking", on which the entire studio ensemble gives this country oldie

a unique vocal treatment.

Denny's album is no mere attempt to cash in on the goldrush "California Dreamin'
days — rather, it is one of those albums of which you'd better pick up two copies — you'll

probably wear out your first copy! . . .

With the news that Jim Messina had left Poco, my anguish regarding the future of that

supergroup was not eased by the knowledge that Jim would be replaced with Paul Cotton
of the Illinois Speed Press. That was before I heard an album called DUET-THE ILLINOIS
SPEED PRESS (Columbia CS-9976). Now that I've heard the guitar and vocal mastery of

Paul and fellow musician Kal David, all fears have been dispatched by some of the most
melodic country-rock on record. "

L

Following a rock-oriented instrumental — "Country Dumplin'" — these two guysfi

break out the flat tops and do a pretty job on "Sadly Out Of Place" and a close-harmony
workout on "The One Who Knows". In a beautifully arranged four part medley called

"Dearly", Paul and Kal share their acoustic guitar licks with the strings of Lincoln May-
orga in the opening segment. "Bittersweet " picks up the tempo^somewhat, while retaining

the orchestration, with a brass section shading in over the stringed instruments, and this

fades into the instrumental interlude "Random Roads (And His Big Band) — and that's

what it is — a big band sound replete with classical string ensemble over Kal and Paul's
unamplified guitars. The final section is "Dearly Theme Reprise", which closes side one.

Paul Cotton composed the entire album, except for three cuts wh'ich Kal penned, so it

will be no insignificant contribution Paul will be making to Poco — musically and creative-
ly. Paul's "Morning Blues" and "Bad Weather" are the first two cuts on side two, with the
latter sounding remarkably like the Hollies doing one of Poco's songs.

Producer of this album is James W. Guercia, who's perhaps best known as the man
responsible for Chicago's heavy rock sound. He's probably not too pleased that Poco ab-
sconded with the lead guitarist and vocalist that might have made the Duet a real strength
in rock. Surely Illinois Speed Press's loss is Poco's gain, in the person of Paul Cotton. . . .

There's an offshoot of country-rock, and Delta-blues that has been designated by not a
few rock adherents as Swamp Music. Its foremost devotee has to be Tony Joe White and
he's released an album that's full of that soulful down south sound with songs titled appro-
priately enough, "Black Panther Swamps" and "A Night In the Life Of a Swamp Fox".
Tony Joe chants out a tune such as "The Change" which describes the coming of autumn in

the swamplands, over a vamp of electric piano and guitars, and on "My Kind Of Woman"
Tony Joe even lets his daddy into the act as he adds a few "soulful licks" on guitar.

The album contains some fine work by the Memphis Horns on several cuts, as well as
the number that Tony Joe performed live on the recent Johnny Cash On Campus Show —
"The Daddy". The selections on side one, except for the final cut never get into that "Polk
Salad Annie" frenzy, but feature a quieter, more tuneful side of Tony Joe. On the ballad
"Five Summers For Jimmy", that heavily-accented baritone voice shows uncanny re-
semblance to Elvis' style in delivery and tone — that Tennessee twang of the early Presley
bears striking similarity to Tony Joe's slightly unrefined drawl.

Peter Asher has produced this album which gives a profile in sound of Tony Joe White
and his Swamp Music, for "some of you-all that ain't never been down South" — TONY
JOE WHITE, Warner Brothers WS-1900.

One of the most recorded of the new young writers, Kris Kristofferson, has an album
of twelve of his own compositions — among which are "Me And Bobby McGee", "Sunday
Mornin' Comin Down" and "Help Me Make It Through The Night". The album is embel-
lished with the guitar playing of Nashville's Jerry Kennedy and the string arrangements of
Bergen White, but its the folk-country guitar of Kris and his voice, as close to pure country
as you can get, without calling yourself Hank, Buck or Wilf, which impresses a listener.

On "Best Of All Possible Worlds", Kris lays down a tune that lets him break into that
Roger Miller-like diction, with an up-tempo country-shuffle backing. "To Beat The Devil"
is about a great and wasted performer who's one step away from death, and his rejuvena-
tion through the efforts of one good woman — sort of a capsule comment on John Cash's

transition from a 145 lb. emaciated, pill-popping, country road show jockey, to a 215 ik

fantastically talented performer who can enfuse an audience with that magnetic excit
ment of a Belafonte.

e"

Cash's liner notes, in the form of a poem, outline the disappointment Kristofferso
felt "From five years of sending his demo's/And leaving them at every door". Some f
Kris's songs which haven't been picked up by other artists yet are "Casey's Last RjrV-
and "Just The Other Side Of Nowhere", and like "Sunday Morning Coming Down" they'r
beautiful songs with lyrics to match. The down-and-outer confessional of "Sunday"

is th^
type of thing that Kris can get his teeth (and guitar) into, and as the final cut its a prone

6

climax to this impressive initial album by Kris — KRISTOFFERSON, Monument $ip
18139. .

.

When four fellows who have played with Peter Paul & Mary, Richie Havens and R0n
nie Hawkins get together to put their talents into a collective album, the result is not-
surprising — Jericho has a good solid sound. They can lapse into pure rock, or sound
incredibly like the Band (they borrowed Garth Hudson's clavinette and leslie for this ses
sion), yet the vocal treatment on "Lonely As Me" displays their musical versatility.

Jericho's musical membership is Fred Keeler on lead guitar/vocals; Denny Gerrard
on bass/vocals; Frank de Felice on drums; with Gord Fleming on Keyboards/vocals —

a ii

four are from the general Toronto scene, and the album attests to the fact of their experi-
ence in assorted rock music genres.

Keeler and Fleming are responsible for writing-Such materia! as "Goin' To The Coun-
try", with its honky-tonk piano and vocal chorus; and "Make It Better", one of the prettier
ballads on the set. This album is yet another example of studio musicians reaching a
musical maturity of their own and putting it into album form (much as Bread and people
like Glen Campbell have done). Here is a further look at the repercussions of the Toronto
scene's contributions to Canadian rock . . . JERICHO, Bearsville Ampex A-10112.

Orpheus in the Underworld

Bimbo's Coffee House
For many years now the social life at Queen's has been geared towards the

dating couple. There are very few places on campus to go to if you don't have a

date, and most girls and guys are unwilling to go anywhere unescorted. This

makes it extremely difficult to meet new people, and is sort of a drag socially.

In an effort to get away from this dated structure, and also to give people

something to do on the weekdays other than stay in their rooms and study, or sit

around in the Union and drink coffee, a new coffee house was opened in the base-

ment of Victoria Hall (woman's residence).

"Bimbo's" is staffed completely by students and operates Monday thru

Thursday, during the lunch hours (11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.), and in the evenings

(6:00p.m. to 11:30p.m.).

Unlike "Bitter Grounds" (Queen's only other coffee house), Bimbo's will

have no live performers. Instead, taped music will be played; mostly hard rock

and blues, with a little bit of folk thrown in (Sly, Joe Cocker, James Gang, Grand
Funk' James Taylor, etc. ). The reason for this lies in the function of Bimbo's. It is

acting as a drop-in centre; a place where people can meet people in an informal

setting. Live performers would restrict this function, as one must sit there quiet-

ly and listen to the artist play, clap when he is finished, and then wait for his next

number. This cuts down on the communication possible between people, which is

what Bimbo's is all about.

There is no admission charge, and no cover charge. Feel free to walk in or

out at any time.

Coffee, doughnuts, and soft drinks will be served at the counter.
There have been a lot of complaints about the lack of a coffee house on cam-

pus on the weekdays ; about the lack of someplace to go or something to do for an

hour in the evenings between studying.

We're trying to give you something. It's your coffee house. It's up to you what

you make of it.

Bimbo's is located in the basement of Victoria Hall, open Mon. to Thurs.

11:30a.m. tol:30p.m.
6:00p.m. to 11:30p.m.

THE ANIMATED FILM:

IMAGE PER IMAGE

an exhibition organized by the National Film Board
circulated by the Art Gallery of Ontario

(times of a number of film showings will be posted at the
Art Centre)

March 5 to 23 in the main gallery

GERMAN RENAISSANCE GRAPHICS
organized by George Keyes of the Dept. of Art History
Morch 5 to 28

Applications

for the

position of

Journal

Business Editor

must be received
by 5 p.m.

Mon. March IS

in the

A.M.S. office

illustrated public lecture on

DEGAS

JEAN SOUTHERIAND
BOGGS
Director of the National Gallery of Canada

Thursday, March 1 1th at 8:30 p.m.

Stirling Hall D
Jointly sponsored by the Agnes Estherington Art Centre

and the Gallery Association

admission is free

- art centre - art centFe
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tendays
tuesday, march 9

morning: 10:30 a m.: engineering statistics day: professor watts and professor bacon
.
on estimating the transition between two intersecting straight lines with
applications to stagnant band height data." in dupuis auditorium

afternoon: 1:30 p.m.: engineering statistics day: professor hunter on "statistical model
building techniques in ellis hall, room 321.

3:30 p.m.: engineering statistics day: professor leone on "training enaineer-mg statisticians'
' in dupuis auditorium,

evening: 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.: campus movies "far from the madding crowd" in dun-
ning hall auditorium, admission $1.00 per person.
8:00 p.m.: the german film club presents "der biberpelz" in kinsston hall
room 101.

'

Wednesday, march 10

afternoon: 4:30 p.m.: biology department presents "organization of proliferating cell
populations" in earl hall, room 111.

evening: 8:00 p.m.: mr. g. alexandrowicz, professor of law, will speak on "environ-
mental control of Canada's coastal waters" in st. james church hall.
8:00 p.m.: public panel discussion on "should Ontario parents have the right
to choose the type of education they want for their children" in dunning hall
room d.

8:30 p.m.: the grand theatre presents "orpheus in the underworld" tickets
$4.50 and $3.75.

8:30 p.m.: dunning trust lecture on "national indian conference" in dunning
hall, the subject material will be 'Canada's indians: their contribution to a
just society at dunning hall,

tbursday, march 11

afternooon: 3:30p.m.: collegium musicum in chalmer's church.
evening: 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.: campus movies presents "rosemary's baby" in dunning

hall auditorium, admission $1.00 per person.

7:30 p.m.: medical sciences lecture series presents a lecture on "human
cancer immunology" in etherington hall auditorium.

8:30 p.m.: the queen's drama guild presents bacchae, by euripides in convo-
cation hall, tickets are $2.00 (students $1.00) and are available daily in the
drama guild office and at the door,

friday, march 12

morning: 10:30 a.m.: the geography department presents prof, day from the university
of Wisconsin speaking on a dynamic von thunen model in room 301, Ontario
hall.

evening: 8:00 p.m.: the graduate student society presents "alphaville" at ellis hall

auditorium.

8:30 p.m.: the queen's drama guild presents bacchae, by euripides in convi-
cation hall, tickets are $2.00 (students $1.00) and are available daily in the

drama guild office and at the door.

9:00 p.m. : bitter grounds presents mose Scarlett.

ond in concert saturda

bacchae thursday to Sunday inclusive at convocation half

Saturday, march 13

morning: 9:30 a.m.: a symposium to study the need for the development of a Canadian
science policy will be held at dunning hall auditorium,

evening: 8:30 p.m.: blues" john hammond in concert, tickets $2.50, available at door,
union, and division of concerts.

8:30 p.m.: the queen's drama guild presents bacchae. by euripides, in convo-
cation hall, tickets are $2.00 (students $1.00) and are available daily in the
drama guild office and at the door.

9:00 p.m.: bitter grounds presents mose scarlett.

sunday, march 14

evening: 8:30 p.m.: the queen's drama guild presents bacchae, by euripides in convo-
cation hall — tickets are $2.00 (students $1.00) and are available daily in the
drama guild office and at the door,

monday, march 15

afternoon: 3:30 p.m.: prof, john loewenthal lecturing on "avoidable infection" in ether-

ington hall auditorium,

evening: 8:30 p.m.: the hamhurg chamber orchestra in grant hall "a festival of ba-
roque music", presented by the division of concerts, tickets $3.00 and $4.00

from the division of concerts office,

tuesday, march 16

morning: 8:00 a.m.: professor john loewenthal lecturing on "design of a surgical com-
plex" in etherington hall auditorium,

afternoon: 4:00 p.m.: prof. j. loewenthal lecturing on "thrombo-embolism" in the am-
phitheatre of hotel dieu's hospital,

evening: 7 and 9: 30 p.m. : campus movies presents night 1 of 2001 — a space odyssey at

dunning hall auditorium, admission $1 00 per person.

7:30 p.m.: drama department presents chronicles 9 — picnic on the battle-

field, admission is free.

Wednesday, march 17

morning: 11:30 a.m.: prof. j. loewenthal lecturing on "organ transplantation" in ether-

ington hall auditorium,

afternoon: 4:30 p.m.: biology department presents a lecture on "membrane phenomena
in micro-organisms" in earl hall room 111.

evening: 7 and 9:30 p.m.: campus movies presents night 2 of 2001 — a space odyssey at

dunning hall auditorium.

7:30 p.m.: the drama department presents "chronicles 9 — picnic on the

battlefield" in the studio theatre, admission is free.

8:30 p.m.: dunning trust lecture: the honorable mr. jean Chretien in convoca-

tion hall speaking on "unfinished tapestry: indian policy in Canada."

thursday, march 18

morning: 10:30 a.m.: queen's department of german presents a lecture on "goeth and

the eternal feminine" in room 517 of john watson hall,

evening: 7 and 9:30 p.m. : campus movies presents night 3 of 2001 — a space odyssey at

dunning hall auditorium.

7:30 p.m.: medical science lecture series presents "quantitative analysis of

arterial regulation with special emphasis on the genesis of hypertension*' in
'

etherington hall auditorium.

7:30 p.m.: drama department presents "chronicles 9 — picnic on the battle-

field" in the studio theatre, admission is free.

call it what you want

An Opinion by W. S. Sherman

There is a young cowboy,
He lives on the range,
His horse and his cattle are his only companions
He works in the saddle and he sleeps in the canyon

Waiting for summer, his pastures to change
And as the moon rises, he sits by his fire . . .

James Taylor ... If I can stop for a minute feeling trepidation towards writing

this, which I feel for the simple reason that so much has been written already about him

(witness the recent issues of ROLLING STONE and TIME) I will be able to tell you

why exactly I am writing when so much has been. Let me just say that I m relying

partly on the intuition generally attributed to students of knowing bullshit when bullshit

is goin' down. And a lot of that has gone down concerning James Taylor. People should

not really write articles on him in the first place, they should listen to his music. Accep

this piece, then, as a compensation, an attempt to right the balance which should not

have been upset at all. . t . . ..

This came to me while I was listening to one song, quoted from above. Arid quoting

the lyrics to James Taylor's songs is also no way to write something about him that

should not have to be written in the first place. But. anyway . .

.

Deep greens and blues are the colours I choose.

Won't you let me go down in my dreams. .... i

Please, newspapers, magazines, please print nothing more about the people we see

in public life that will make them become so real that we can almost touch, nay. strike,

them. I for one am tired of having home-grown, home-hyped, homey personnages in

arts, politics and (Good God!) civil service cluttering up my home Except when I

invite them. But please, newspapers, let me do my own inviting. Now. to get back to the

time when I did invite James Tavlor into my life, last summer I bought the album
SWEET BABY JAMES, on the strength of what I had heard from it, the songs "Fire

and Rain" (not yefrthen a hit parade fave) "Sweet Baby James", and "Suite for 20F".

At that time I did know that James has a brother named Livingston who also had an

album of his own songs out. I did not, however, know, or care anything about the rest of

his family, musically inclined or no. And when I hear them sing, if I am impressed, I

will be impressed. Simple as that. Not because TIME (no, nor ROLLING STONE) tells

me to, but simply if I am. I also did not know at that time that James was shooting pure
meth and pure smack when he was in England recording his first album for Apple. And
I*d heard only one song from that album, "Carolina In my Mind", which I liked. Now, I

know. And I don't care. James told me any of it that he wanted me to know when he

issued his second album. I found that summer, and since then, and now. that James
Taylor is a very good person to spend time with when he has been asked by way of

stereo to play some music. I have always felt that he is comforting in the kind of

philosophical-kinship way I felt when I read Huck Finn.

You can say I want to be free,

I can say someday I will be . . .

His music brought me up when I was down, and God. when he says "OH, my soul,

now I sure am fond of my rock 'n roll" you better bloody believe that I said it too. and
still do. Every time. And that is all I ask of a writer or a performer, especially in the

idiom that Taylor is in. Especially now. I like the way Taylor writes songs. And I like

the way he sings them. And I don't give a shit if the girls who see him at the Riverboat
(I guess it's Massey Hall or Carnegie, now) think that his face is SO GODDAM CUTE.
People, do we REALLY care what he looke like? I do not. And I am not impressed
(although in my guise as a mild-mannered and worldly-wise student at Queen's Univer-
sity, I am) by Jules Siegel's wonderful article on the L.A. scene. He, as far as I am
concerned, is too close to the whole mess to be able to tell me how shitty it is. Even if it

is from the pages of "All The News that Fits" Rolling Stone. Indeed, John Lennon, right

on, when he said "All The Shit That Fits",

At any rate for people like my nextdoor neighbour (yes, folks, it is Steve ) who want
to know where this is leading, I simply want to go on record as saying that I will play
SWEET BABY JAMES when I want to. To quote Steve, HYPE HITS HARD, and tuck
it, I was happy with James Taylor before Time magazine even knew when he was born,
which mental insiitutions he attended, etc.. etc.. etc..

And rockabye Sweet Baby James.
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FRONTENAC MALL
300 BAT H ROAO. HIGHWAY 33

KINGSTON ONTARIO 546-7423

MON. TOFRI. 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

Colonel Sanders Recipe

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
DIAL S42-2773 AUNT LUCY'S MONTREAL STREET

546-2277 AUNT LUCY'S PRINCESS STREET

THE FAMILY BUCKET
15 pieces

(Feeds 5 -7) 3.95

THRIFTBOX
9 pieces 2.50

THE BARREL
20 pieces

(Feeds 7 -10) 5.25

FF-IND. - 254
Jumbo Box 1.00

Salads - pt. 604

THE INDIVIDUAL DINNER (3 pes plus the trimmings) 1.35

(Only 60i for delivery any order in single fare zone)

WE DON'T DELIVER FREE - INSTEAD YOU GET FULL FOOD
VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY - NO SHORTCUTS IN QUALITY.

P.S. ALL AUNT LUCY'S MANAGERS HOLD DIPLOMAS FROM
CCOFC K "COLONEL'S COLLEGE OF CHICKEN
KNOWLEDGE"

mt iwrrs

RESTABMBT
LICENSED DINING AT
PRINCESS WEST OF CIRCLE
Filet Mignon Special 1.99

Draft Beer - Seafoods - Steaks

Pizza - Chicken Dinners of course

by Brian Wilson
The German dramatist Bertolt Brecht has

revolutionized the theatre in his epic theatre.

He developed a theatre in which slide projec-

tions, songs, and a prologue explaining the plot

of the play in advance are used to alienate the

action, remove its immediacy from the audi-

ence — so that it may judge the issues involved

objectively.

His best plays, Mother Courage and the Cauca-
sian Chalk Circle, are now classics and are wide-
ly respected.

But the technique of epic theatre is not new.
It was employed in the 5th century Greece by
the Athenian dramatist Euriphides. He used
the conventions at hand, the Prologue, the cho-
rus, and messengers, to objectify his drama so
that he could examine the important questions
of the day; the need for war, the existence of

the gods, the efficiency of the democratic sys-

tem, and the rights of women in society — the
same issues that trouble us today. His plays are
scathing attacks on the military, on the aristoc-

racy, on sophism, and even upon the gods them-
selves.

The Bacchae falls into this last category. It

deals with Dionysos, the god of wine, of drugs,
and of the subconscious.

Born prematurely of Zeus and Semele (the
daughter of a local Theban celebrity), he was
carried off and sheltered by his father after
Semele's death.

But the Thebans laughed off Semele's death,
saying that she had been killed for saying that
she had born Zeus's child. Dionysos was dis-
missed as an orphaned bastard. The Bacchae is

the story of the god's revenge on them for this
slander.

As the play opens, Dionysos has returned to
Thebes from out of Asia, where his worship has
won great support. To set an example for the
city, he has sent every woman running mad to
his orgies on Mount Cithaeron, outside town.

But he is opposed by Pentheus who denies him
openly and fights the Bacchic cult. He arrests
the god, who has disguised himself as a man
chains him, and throws him intoprison.

Finally the god loses patience. He persuades
Pentheus to disguise himself as a woman and to
go with him to the revels on the mountain
There, he is torn to pieces by his own mother
and her sisters. The god has punished the blas-
phemer and justice has been done. The plav
could have ended on that note.

But it doesn't. Euriphides has used the cho-
rus to question the motives and actions of the
god, of Pentheus, and of Agave, the unhappy
mother. There is no violence on the Greek
stage, but Euripides uses his messengers to
warn us when anything important is about to
happen so that we may judge. The god himself
delivers the prologue.

In addition, Euripides has used the chorus to

communicate the Bacchic experience to his
audience.

This week-end, the Queen's Drama Guild is

presenting a production of the Bacchae. It is a
classical production, employing music, chants,
and dances that Euripides would have enjoyed.
But it is also an experiment in sensuality. The
production assaults the senses in an attempt to

communicate the primal force of the Dionysian
experience.

Stephen Hair plays Dionysos. He recently
starred in the Joyce and Co. production Wailing

for Godoi as Vladimir. Last fall, he was St. Just
in the Drama Dept.'s Damon's Death.

Bill Burnett is Pentheus. Kingston theatre-

goers will remember him as Rocky in Fortune
and Men 's Eyes at the Grand.
The show opens on Thursday March 11 and

runs until Sunday March 14 in Convocation
Hall. You can get tickets in the Guild office any
day this week or at the door. It only costs a dol-

lar.

(Would you believe two whole months of
unlimited rail travel throughout thirteen
European countries * for a modest $125?

)

Our brand-new Student-Railpass gives you all

that Second Class rail travel on the over 100,000 mile
railroad systems of Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France,
Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. You'll discover that
there's very little second class about Second Class. You

can sleep in a Couchette for only $4.50 a night, and eat

in inexpensive cafeteria-type Dining Cars.

If you haven't got two months, or you prefer the
luxury of First Class, there's our regular Eurailpass. The
three week Eurailpass costs $110, one month $140, two
months $200, three months $230. But remember—you
can't get Student-Railpass or Eurailpass in Europe. You
must buy one before you leave, so see your Travel Agent.
Meanwhile, send in the coupon below for your free
Student-Railpass or Eurailpass folder.

Prices quoted In U.S. Dollars.

STUDENT-RAILPASS The way to see Europe without feeling like a tourist.
"Eurailpass is valid in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden and Switzerland.

Eurailpass, Box 2168, Toronto 1, Ontario.

Please send me your free Eurailpass folder with railroad map. Or your free Student-Railpass folder order form.
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ABORTIONS
ARE LEGAL

IN NEW YORK
For information, counselling

and immediate hospital ap

pointments call:

Pregnancy Control Center, I nc.

16 West 86th Street,

New York, New York,
(212) 873-1496

Indian Incense

from the

Mysore Sugamdhi

Dhoop Factory.

"Highly recommended

FOR ALL RELIGIOUS

CEREMONIES AND
SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
IN HINDU TEMPLES,

CHURCHES,
MUSJIDS AG I ARIES,

STUDENT PADS,

PRODUCES VERY
GOOD FRAGRANCE".

ONLY $1.00

ALSO INCENSE MATCHES
SELF-LIGHTING INCENSE
AND INCENSE BUR NERS
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The Animated Film

This exhibition is presented as a tribute to

the Canadian film animators who have won
international acclaim through their artist-

ry, and to Norman McLaren whose contri-

bution to the animated film is inestimable.

It consists of original drawings and designs

by the creators of animated films, selected

and arranged to show the process of anima-
tion and a variety of techniques used. Rep-
resented in this comprehensive survey are:

Norman McLaren, Colin Low, Wolf Koenig,

Rene Jodoin, Bernard Longpre, Pierre
Hebert. Arthur Lipsett, Kaj Pindal, Ryan
Larkin, Robert Verall, as well as others.
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Bews Standings
Up to Reading Week/71 Comm 74 10113

PHE 28960 Law 71 10110

Mining 25477 Law 73 8932

Civil 22535 Business Grad 8868

Comm 71&72 20175 Geography 7440

Chemical 18878 Biology 7392

Comm 73 18370 Electrical 7375

Law 72 16705 Sc 74 A 5855

Medicine 16651 Math 5296

McArthur 14525 Sc 74 B 4735

Chem Grads 14336' PreMeds 4195

Mechanical 12871 Politics 3883

Economics 12149 Biology Grads 3760

Eng'r Grads 11755 Independent 1750

NOTICE
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

PARKING REGULATIONS

ON MONDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1971 THE SHORT
TERM PARKING LOT WILL BE RELOCATED
FROM THE CAMPUS ROAD SITE TO THE WEST
SIDE OF RICHARDSON STADIUM. ENTRY TO,
AND EXIT FROM THE NEW SITE CAN BE
GAINED VIA UNION STREET ADJACENT TO
THE EAST BOUNDARY OF THE OUTER FIELD.
FURTHER INFORMATION ON CHANGES IN

THE PARKING PROGRAM APPEAR ELSE-
WHERE IN THIS ISSUE.

The Queen's Drama Guild Presents

trans William Arrowsmith
directed by Brian Wilson

March 11, 12, 13, 14 8:30 p.m.

Convocation Hall

Students $1.00 Non-Students $2.00

Tickets Available Daily 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Drama Guild Office - Theology Bldg. and at the door.

Phys. Ed. Still Leads

With standings now com-
plete up to reading week,
P.H.E. still holds a healthy
3500 point lead over second
place Mining and 6500 over
third place Civil. The Bews is

now into its final two weeks,
with playoffs underway in all

sports now.

Basketball playoffs start

tomorrow night, with favoured

teams being McArthur Col-

lege, Law 71, Law '72, and
Phys Ed.

Hockey playoffs are still at

the quarter final stage at the

time of writing, with three

teams having 6-0 records in

league play. They are Meds,
Law '71, and Commerce '71-72.

In the fourth section, Law '72

(3-0-2) and Mechanical (4-1-0)

tied for first place. Semi-final

series start tonight with games
at9:15andl0:30.

Commerce teams dominate
10-pin bowling, as Comm '71-72

takes on '74 in the finals, after

semi-final wins over Mechani-
cal and Arts Geography.

Individual sports, now draw-
ing to close, have two winners
declared — Daryl Browne in

Badminton and Don Hillier in

Free Throw. It's been a long

fight for Daryl to win badmin-
ton, but this year he took S.

Chandra of Grad. Chem. in a

straight set final, 17-14, 18-14.

Don Hillier of Mining hit 85 of

100 throws in the final to defeat

Peter Kopp of Chem Eng.

Table tennis has now
reached the quarter finals, but
handball is proceding very
slowly, and no favourites have
been established yet.

The Men's Intramural Ban-
quet will be held Sunday March
21st at the LaSalle Hotel.

Swimming and Diving

Nationals

Fifty competitors from eigh-

teen universities, four confer-
ences, competed in the Swim-
ming and Diving Nationals this

past weekend at Waterloo Uni-
versity. This was the first

women's Canadian Intercolle-

giate Athletic Union swimming
and diving championship. The
Western Canadian Intercolle-

giate A. A. captured first place
with 633 points; our confer-
ence, the Women's Intercolle-

giate Athletic Union, was sec-
ond with 406 points, the Ontar-
io-Quebec Women's Confer-
ence of IAU earned 282 and the
Atlantic Women's IAA had 196
points. For the individual uni-

versities Alberta was in top

spot with 252 points, with Brit-

ish Columbia second (238),

Waterloo third (162) and U. of

T. fourth (148). Queen's sent
two competitors and stood in

eleventh place out of eighteen.

Cathy Clarke placed eighth in

the 50 yard backstroke and
ninth in the 100 yard back-
stroke. She also swam on the
exhibition individual medley
relay team. Cathy Brace
placed first in both the 100 and

200- yard breaststroke in the

consolation finals with her
fastest times of the year. She
was also on the 200 yard frees-

tyle and 200 yard Individual

Medley exhibition relay teams.
While most of the Waterloo

pool records were broken, only

one Canadian record fell. Miss
Gate of Alberta cut the Canadi-
an record for the 50 yard frees-

tyle from 25.6 to 25.4 seconds.

She broke the record while
swimming in the 200 yard
freestyle relay. Cathy Rolo of

Saksatchewan dominated the
diving events taking first in

both the 1 meter and 3 meter
events with 372.3 and 397.75

points respectively. Leslie
O'Brien of U. of T. seconded
her in both events gaining 303.1

and 310.45 points respectively
in the 1 and 3 meter diving.

Alberta and British Colum-
bia had the strongest individu-

al competitors, but the WIAU
seemed to have more depth of

talent in their team. There
were several girls at the meet
who had competed at the inter-

national level and showed the
quality of the competition.

Squash!
Over last weekend in tho

bowels of the U.W.O.
fj v

healthy well trained athlete!
represented Queen's in "the
sport of kings". SQUASH. ln
consistent play, an early de
fault and lots of disorganize
tion helped the team to finish
fourth instead of third.

Western won all 30 of their
matches with relative ease and
their no. 1 player Peter Gude-
will received the Molson Tro-
phy as the top player in the
three day tournament.
John Armstrong and Nick

Gudewill had the best records
for Queen's with 3 wins and 3
losses while the remaining
three members Greg Young
Greg Thompson and Geordie
Fallis were 2 and 4. Total
matches won were 12 and pos-
sibly should have been 18 but
we were missing that competi-
tive edge.

Queen's was forunate to

have some fair squash players
at the university this year and
with some coaching or system-
atic training might have fin-

ished second in the OQAA.
Only two members of the team
will be returning next year so

there is room for players who
have ability, desire and inter-

est in squash to play

Considering the interest in

the sport Queen's should do
fairly well for many years to

come. Many thanks to Don
Shiner for his services as
coach.

Track!
The Queen's Track Club

competed in the Coupe de Mon-
treal indoor track meet
(Quebec Open Indoor Champi-
onships) this past weekend.
Don Price and Dave Jarvis

of Queen's finished second and

third respectively in the high

hurdles. Both recorded times

of 6.6 sec. only 0.1 sec behind

Queen's graduate Brian Don-

nelly. Brian Aikin finished 3rd

overall in the 600 yd. event

with a time of 1:18.0 and Keith

Berriman was 4th in 1:19.7.

Bob Warner and Toney Ver-

hoeven, 1:20.0 and 1:21.2 re-

spectively, finished close be-

hind them. The mile event was

won by Pierre Viaux of France

(4:19.8) and Queen's competi-

tor Brian MacDCnald placed

third in 4:21.5. However, Brian

was disqualified for cutting a

corner. Bob Milne and Doug
Robinson finished in 5th and

6th places. The impressive re-

lay team of Dave Jarvis, Bob

Milne, Keith Berriman and

Brian Aikin finished first, their

5th straight 1st place finish.

price sit

COlES
BooKP

MflNT UE£0 COPIES DTE'JtN 6»Arf ft SAVINGS.'

LOCATED AT 101 PRINCESS ST.

KINGSTON
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A Good Year For Queen's
It's been a good year for ath-

letics at Queen's. Aided by the

completion of the Phys. Ed.

Centre last fall, almost every

team at Queen's has been a

contender for league or Nation-

al honours.

Started off in the fall by the

OQAA golf championship, the

list of winners at Queen's just

rolled right along. The sailors

finished second in the CIAU
Championship and went on to a

second at the Wayne State In-

ternational. The tennis team
placed behind OQAA Champion
Carleton all year, vastly im-

proving on their consistent last

place finish of years past.

Queen's hosted the WITCA
Tennis tournament, and it fea-

tured the top players in Cana-

dian Women's tennis.

The Women's field hockey

team surprised everyone by
leading the Eastern Section

going into the finals. They
slipped from their unaccus-

tomed heights the next week,
but at least they were up there.

The soccer Gaels were un-

impressive in their opener
against U de Montreal, wind-

ing up with a 1-1 tie, but they

then rolled through an unde-
feated season for first place in

the Eastern OQAA, In the fi-

nals, McMaster led 3-0 before

the Gaels got untracked, and
even a second half comeback
couldn't tie the game.
Gavin Reid's rugger teams

had their best seasons ever.

Both Firsts and Seconds were
undefeated, and they dumped
UWO Mustang teams 8-0 and

22-3 in the finals.

The track team, in a rebuild-
ing year following the loss of
Brian Donnelly, managed to
repeat their fifth place finish in
the OQAA, and have followed
up with a great indoor season.
Freshman Dave Jarvis cer-
tainly isn't going to hurt the
team in years to come.
Oh yes, we had a football

team. They didn't really seem
up to teams of other years, los-
ing 27-18 to Toronto following
three lacklustre wins. Then, in

the sea of mud in Richardson
Stadium, they exploded to de-
feat McGill 44-11, and turned
around the following week to
thump Varsity 29-15. A ninety
second spurt the next week
sunk the McGill Redmen for
the last time at McGill, and the
Gaels finished the regular sea-
son 6-1 after wins over Water-
loo and McMaster.
The Western Bowl! Cana-

da's two top teams met here,
there is no doubt of that. After
74 minute's of football, Manito-
ba led 24-20, and the Gaels
started a drive. Two third
down gambles worked, but
time was running out, and on
the last play, in the darkness,
the Gaels failed to score by
about six inches — the distance
that the pass was missed by.

Yet 500 fans greeted the Gaels
at 3 AM the next morning.
That's not a losing team

!

The basketball Gaels were
OQAA East champions for the

second year, their only league
loss coming at the hands of last

place Ottawa. In the OQAA

finals, they upset Waterloo 84-

82, but ran out of gas against
Windsor in the finals and lost
81-86.

Queen's gymnasts, in their
first year under coach Barry
Brooker, came up with a sec-
ond in the East, finishing
fourth in the finals.

The men's volleyball team,
in their first year of any com-
petition, battled to the wire
with Ottawa U., and eventually
wound up third in the finals.

Quite a performance for a first

year team.
The other new sports at

Queen's, WaterPolo and
squash, didn't fare so well. The
water poloists highlighted
their season with a 4-3 loss to
defending champion Mc-
Master, and their coach Simon
Beitler now has a well de-
served reputation for running
the toughest and most exhaust-
ing practices at Queen's. The
squash team wound up fourth
in the OQAA.
The Women's program was

headed by two championship-
winning intermediate teams in

volleyball and basketball.
Their senior counterparts
could only manage third place
finishes, but both these teams
will be heard from next year.
The WITCA basketball tourna-
ment was a tremendous suc-
cess, with fifteen teams com-
peting. Only one player gradu-
ates from the basketball team.
The Women's hockey team

came up with their best season
in many years, dumping Toron-
to and York in season play. Our

synchronized swimmers won
their team event in every
meet. The badminton team had
a fifth place, and the curlers
wound up Third. A big disap-
pointment was the women's
fencing team, who finished
third, but only the narrowest of

margins separated them from
a championship.

Queen's curlers were just

edged out for the OQAA cham-
pionship, and the badminton
team followed the same route,

except that Leong Gan did sal-

vage the individual title. Bob
Cazes was the top performer
for the Queen's wrestling
team, and he went all the way
to become CIAU champion.
Queen's swimmers performed
well, but as their coach said,

what could they do against

competition like that.

The team of the year,
though, has to the Men's hock-
ey team. Last year they had a
1-1-13 record, and nobody even
mentioned some of the worst
drubbings. This year they lost

a 5-4 decision to Toronto — in

the OQAA FINALS. They
reached the finals by beating
Waterloo 8-5, and they reached
the playoffs by winning their

last six games. Their exhibi-

tion record was great, their

spirit was tremendous, and if

there had been a Journal dur-

ing study week, the headline
would have been the reverse of

last year's "Gaels Lose
Squeaker 14-1", as they over-
powered Ottawa U. by just that

score. Next week, we'll look at

next year's hopes.
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The Canadian Department of Com-

munications silenced Radio Free Roch-

dale by seizing $4500 of its equipment

including the station's transformer,

four amplifiers turntable, tape deck

and microphone. The station had been

operating illegally from a sixth floor

room of Rochdale College in Toronto,

since last November 15 as an unauthor-

ized station on the AM band.

The Department of Communications
appears in no hurry to press charges.

LAS VEGAS. Nev. (Reuter) - Dr.

Wesley Hall, president of the American
Medical Association, said Monday that

women who smoke marijuana fre-

quently give birth to babies suffering

from retardation or birth defects.

He also reported that impotency was
more frequently encountered among
men with histories of marijuana use

than with men who did not smoke mari-

juana.

He told a news conference here that

studies in progress by AMA investiga-

tors indicate an "amazingly high" in-

cidence of birth defects or mental re-

tardation born to marijuana-smoking
mothers. He did not elaborate*

A full report will be issued at the

annual AMA conference in June, he
announced.

The American secretary of defence,

Melvin Laird has announced the estab-

lishment of an educational program in

race relations for all servicemen from

privates to generals to insure that the

combat readiness of the armed forces

is not affected by racial problems.

Every serviceman will be required

to take at least six hours of instruction

every year the pentagon said.

VADUZ, Liechtenstein (Reuter) —
The all-male Electorate of the tiny

p. incipality of Liechtenstein narrowly
voted Sunday not to give women the

vote in the Alpine state's national af-

fairs.

The figures were 1,897 against the

proposal and 1,817 in favor.

The result leaves Liechtenstein —
population 19,000 — the only country in

Europe without female suffrage.

The only other countries in the world
where women have not yet been given
the vote are Saudi Arabia, Jordan,
Kuwait and the Yemen Republic.

LONDON (CP) - Rev. Donald Pate-
men, vicar of an East London Anglican
church, is fed up with Britain's postal

strike, now in its 41st day. So he has
announced that any striker wanting to

marry in his church will get a work-to-
rule wedding.

That means no heating, lighting,

bells, organ, choir, photographs or con-
fetti.

"By law I am obliged to marry the
strikers," he says, "but I don't see why
they shouldn't have a taste of their own
medicine."

JOHANNESBURG (Reuterl - The
South African Broadcasting Corp. has
lifted a five-year ban on the Beatles
and their music, imposed when John
Lennon shocked religious circles by
declaring that the group was more
popular than Jesus. The decision to al-

low them back on the air was made
because of their recent split.

LONDON (AP) - The British medi-
cal profession warned doctors to equip
themselves with a chaperon when
examining women patients or their
careers may be jolted and even de-
stroyed.

Dr. Philip Addison, secretary of the
British Medical Defense Union, wrote
in the British Medical Journal that
cases of women accusing their doctors
of indecent conduct are much more
frequent than people think.

Tuition at Columbia University will

be increased again next September by

about $300 in most of its schools, in-

cluding Columbia College, where tui-

tion will become $2,800.

Last January, Columbia announced
that it was seeking to reduce its $15.3-

million 1970-71 deficit by about $2.5-

million.

With the increase, Columbia will be

charging the same as other Ivy League
schools except Yale, where tuition will

be $2,900, and the University of Penn-
sylvania, which will charge $2,750 for

the school year.

The increase is the fourth in four

years made by Columbia, with the

three previous raises each having been

$200. In addition to tuition, average
room and board expenses for a Colum-
bia undergraduate in 1970-1971 are esti-

mated at about $1,290.

A report prepared by N. Harvey
Lithwick of Carleton University has
warned the Federal Government that it

must take the leadership in creating

three new cities between Montreal and
Toronto before the end of the century,

so that the massive problems of urbani-

zation that have been experienced in

major U.S. cities might be avoided.

The report was tabled in the House of

Commons last week, by Robert An-
dras, the Minister responsible for hous-
ing. Mr. Andras succeeded Paul Hel-

lyer, who resigned from the Cabinet as

minister of Transport with responsibil-

ities for housing, in a dispute over hous-

ing policy with Prime Minister Tru-
deau. Mr. Hellyer had been an expo-
nent of the new cities to relieve the

strains of growth on present urban
centres and suggested that the first one
should be constructed in Eastern On-
tario — between Montreal and Toronto.

Effective April 1st, there will be a 27

percent increase in the cost of writing

personal cheques at Canadian chart-

ered banks. Personal cheques will cost

the customer 14 cents each after April

1, a 3-cent increase of the existing

charge.

Bankers say that the charges made
for the services involved have never
covered the actual cost but that the

increases will bring the return closer to

the break-even point.

WINNIPEG (CP) - Highways Min-
ister Joe Borowski says Manitoba
farmers should be permitted to distill

liquor, provided the home spirits are
made for their own use and not for

commercial purposes.

"To the farmer, that thing is his

medicine, for fly bites, sunburns . .

.

that's his painkiller," the Manitoba
minister said in an interview.

"I think it's a terrible injustice for

our Government to go out and spend
weeks in hiding, trying to catch a farm-
er" with a still.

He said he hopes the Government
has the "brains and compassion" to

change the legislation.

Prince Charles began Monday a five

month flight training course that will

give him the wings of an RAF combat
pilot. The course will include solo aero-

batics in a 450 mile-per hour Provost
Mark V. According to an RAF spokes-

man, the prince's Provost will be main-
tained to a higher standard than the

trainers used by his fellow students.
Other planes within 50 miles of Cran-
well will be warned a day in advance to

keep out of the area when the prince
goes aloft to practice loops, rolls, and
spins.

The prince has been given a commis-
sion for his stay in the RAF and will be
known as Fit. Lt. The Prince of Wales,
Servicemen of junior rank will call him
sir; senior officers will address him as
Prince Charles and will be entitled to a
salute from him.
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BREMERHAVEN (AP) - A ships
cook, convicted of starting a trawler
fire that took eight lives, complained
that his eight-year prison sentence was
too light.

"I reject the sentence," Edward
Tapper, 18, told the court. "I want to be
sentenced to death."

The prosecution had demanded a 10-

year term, the maximum sentence for

a youthful offender. There is no death
penalty in West Germany.
The fire broke out last Aug. 22 as the

984-ton Recklinghausen was setting out
with 40 men aboard.

Tapper testified that he did not want
to make the trip because he wanted to

attend a girl friend's birthday party
and hoped the fire would cause the ship
to return.

House of Anansi, a young and experi-

mental Canadian publisher in Toronto,
lost most of its stock, 70,000 unsold
books, when a fire destroyed its ware-
house last Wednesday.

Like most Canadian publishers,
Anansi, which was established in 1967,

has been short of money, editor Dennis
Lee said, and most of its assets were
lost in the fire.

Anansi has published many of the
works of Margaret Atwood and other
Canadian poets; its best-seller to date
has been the Manual for Draft-Age
Immigrants to Canada.

Also last week. Jack McClelland,
iresident of McClelland and Stewart,
Canada's largest publisher, said public-
ly that he is violently against govern-
ment subsidies to publishers.

Like the entire Canadian publishing
industry, McClelland and Stewart is in

financial trouble and has been offered
for sale. But publishers need credit and
loans, not subsidies, McClelland said.

COPENHAGEN (AP) - Prince
Christian, a nephew of King Frederik
IX, married a pretty, unemployed
sales girl Saturday in a ceremony at-

tended by most of Denmarks' royal
family. By marrying a commoner,
Anne Dorthe Maltoft-Nielsen, 21, the
28-year-old prince resigned his rights to

the Danish crown. He had been eighth
in the line of succession.

The June 1 Canada census will em-
ploy 50,000 people on a part time basis,

including a minimum number of 3,000

students as "processing clerks" for

most of the summer. Dominion Bureau
of Statistics officials revealed the fig-

ures last Thursday and denies that
some questions in the census would be
an invasion of privacy.

OTTAWA (CP) — A drug for instant

abortion is under special test in Canada
and application has been made to fed-

eral authorities for large-scale trials.

The drug is one of a group called

prostaglandins, which originally were
extracted from the seminal vesicles of

sheep. They also have been synthe-

sized.

Dr. Jeffrey Bishop, the federal food

and drug directorate's chief drugs ad-

viser, says studies in its use for thera-

peutic abortion are being conducted

with federal authority by Dr. R. A. H.

Kinch, chairman of obstetrics and gy-

necology at McGill University.

Dr. Kinch, a top man in his field,

headed the federal government's spe-

cial advisory committee on safety and

efficacy of birth control pills, which

reported late last last year.

The drug produces contractions of

the uterus and is being studied by Dr.

Kinch, Dr. L. H. Wolfe and associates

for use in therapeutic abortion in wom-

en in the first 16 weeks of pregnancy.

This is regarded as the sage period for

inducing abortion.

EDMONTON (CUP) — Students at

the University of Alberta have re-

cieved parity with faculty on the Gen-

eral Faculties Council, the major deci-

sion making body of the university.

A special meeting which approved

the step last Wednesday was televised

to over 700 students in the student union

theatre. The recommendations of an ad

hoc committee established in Septem-

ber 1969, were approved by a vote of v

to 33.

Chaired by administration president

Max Wyman, the committee recom-

mended a composition of 49 students

and 49 faculty out of a total member-

ship of 127. Although the student vote

will now theoretically carry equa

weight with that of the faculty bloc. «

is assumed that the administration s

'

votes would tend to swing contention

issues in favor of the faculty.

PHILADELHPIA (LNS) - A Ster-

ling silver women's liberation Pe
pj;

a

| a
.

is now being distributed bv the r nI

delphia Women's Liberation Center a_

a fund-raising project. APPr0*'^
a |e

size is 2V-i x IV2, designed by a

jeweler. $5 each or $4 for orders ov

five. Cheek or money order pl"s
28

postage should be sent to WLC.
Chestnut St., Phila., Penna. 1910'

»

tention: Rachele Rubin.



library worker, p.ckeled outside th. arena last Saturday t. bring their complaints about their low wages to the
atlent.on of Syl Apps (MPP) Finance Minister Benson, Queen's Chancellor Stirling, Kingston Mayor Vol Swain and
other notables attending the ded.cation and official opening of the Physical Education Centre.

Canada week-for a Canadian Canada
This week is Canada Week —

an eight-day week courtesy of

the Committee for an Inde-

pendent Canada, which will

conclude with a general meet-

ing next Tuesday. Booths will

be awaiting you in strategic

locations on campus, dispen-

sing information on the philos-

ophy and aims of the Commit-
tee, and featuring sign-up

sheets in support of their State-

ment of Purpose.

The CIC's immediate goal is

a total of 1,000 signatures to-

wards a national petition, of

100,000 to be presented in Ot-

tawa in late April or May.
The purpose of this petition is

to influence the writing of

the White Paper on Foreign
Investment, an issue crucial to

Canadian independence. Mem-
bers of local CIC chapters will

join in the march on Ottawa in

order to place pressure on
their own MP's to recognize
the significance of the Inde-
pendence movement.
During Canada Week,

Queen's CIC staff will speak to

different faculties on campus.
These include the School of

Business (Tuesday, 2:30) and
McArthur College, where the
topic will be 'Is There a Cana-
dian Identity'

;
any other facul-

ty that would like to hear from
CIC should contact president
Fraser President Fraser berril

'his week. Members will also
go into Kingston itself, and
speak in local high schools.

The Committee for an Inde-
pendent Canada is a national
organization with chapters in
every province; the strong-
est response to the current pe-
tition has been in the Western
Provinces, there are now an
estimated 15-20,000 active
Members nationally; the
Queen's chapter has over 80
active members.
The CIC's specific aims for

the Federal government in-
clude the establishment of a
foreign Investment Strategy
and a Takeover Review Board
to deal with bids for foreign
ownership of Canadian compa-
res. Such a policy, say the
t-tC-ers, would begin to contain
a Problem that is at present so
Pervasive that even the
government can't determine
?
e extent of foreign owner-

ship.

Generally speaking, the CIC
^isions itself as unique in

ty which has been talked about
for so long. Secondly, it puts
the concept of participatory

democracy to a test, and is

using the old right of petition to

an unusual extent. The effect

of the current petition has been
such that MP's have already
been signing up to get on the

bandwagon, because the CIC
is gaining status so rapidly.

The CIC supports many sub-

groups towards the establish-

ment of natinonal independ-

ence, and is particularly con-

cerned with education, both in

academic courses in schools

and universities, and through
public associations such as

Civic clubs. The recent confer-
ence on the Canadianization of

Post-Secondary Institutions is

an example of CIC-sponsored
events. Through education and
the exertion of political pres-
sure, the CIC hopes to articu-

late and channel Canadian
concern effectively.

At next Tuesday's meeting
the CIC will give a report on
the success of the petition-

campaign, summarize their

activities at Queen's to date,

and announce plans for next
fall. A party for faithful mem-
bers, new and old, will be held

in the Pub Tuesday night.

Cuts in money for Grads
The Minister of University

Affairs, John H. White an-

nounced last week a series of

policy changes in provincial

support programmes designed

to force Ontario's universities

to curb spending. The mini-

mum fee for full-time graduate

students will be increased to

that required from under-

graduate students in arts ($485

in 1970-71). This will save the

government about 7 million by

cutting back graduate enrol-

ment in Ontario by about 740.

Mr. White also announced
that Ontario Graduate Fellow-

ships for 1971-72 will be re-

duced from $5.0 million to

$3.5 million. Those unable to

count on a fellowship will not

be able to depend on what they

earn working as research or

teaching assistants to make up
the difference. This is the re-

sult of a new regulation which
restricts Ontario universities

to paying only $1800 for ser-

vices during 1971-72. Otherwise
the university can't count on
the student for grant purposes.

Melvin Preston, the chair-

man of the Ontario Council for

Graduate Studies has predict-

ed a 20% decrease in the num-
ber of new graduate students in

the humanities and social sci-

ences. It has also been suggest-

ed that Ontario may find itself

with a shortage of Ph.D's in

these fields. But in spite of the

changes, financial incentives

for graduate students remain

high.

Counselling service opens

'"at it is a non-partisan organi-
sation which actually voices
lhe problem of national identi-

A student Counselling Ser-

vice has been opened recently

in Watson Hall to deal with

Individual Counselling, Voca-

tional Counselling, Improve-

ment of Study and Reading

Skills, and Behaviour Modifi-

cation.

Need your behavior modi-

fied? They'll be glad to help

you with this or any other of

the above-mentioned problems

at 137 Watson Hall, between 9

a.m. and 1 p.m. Monday to

Friday.

Behavior Modification re-

fers to the use of experimental

psychology techniques to cor-

rect anxiety problems, nervous

habits, irritating mannerisms

and other manifestations of

psychological disorder.

Individual counselling will

help you with personal or so-

cial problems. Vocational

Counselling provides tests and
guidance to help you with voca-

tional and educational choices.

Study & Reading Skills in-

cludes improvement of vocab-

ulary, comprehension, and
reading speed.

In addition to these new of-

fices, counselling services may
be obtained in such diverse

places as the Student Health
Service, the Student Employ-
ment Service, the University

Chaplain's Office, the Dean of

Student Affairs I Dr. T.S.

Webster), the dean of

Women (Mrs. B. E. Bryce),

the offices of the Assistant

Registrars of Student Awards
and Admissions, and the Aca-

demic Counselling Faculty Of-

fices of individual faculties.

Locations of these offices can
be found in your 'Who's
Where'.

For Journal, Tricolor

Co-editors, Ed. board chosen

The editorial positions for

the Journal and Tricolor will

be shared next year, with the

Journal being co-edited and
Tricolor run by a five man edi-

torial board. The Communica-
tions Commission last Wednes-
day appointed Bill Johnston
and Leslie Kaye as co-editors
of the Journal, and Paul Bar-
ron, Chris Clark, Chris Red-
mond, Charles Schwier and
John Solman as editors for

Tricolor. Both appointments
must be approved by the AMS
Outer Council tonight.

The Journal will continue to

appear twice weekly next year
and will attempt to expand its

new coverage to news of other
universities and of the city of

Kingston. Also special expand-
ed coverage of issues of impor-
tance, hopefully with contribu-

tions from as many people
concerned as possible, will

appear.

The Tricolor editors say they
hope to produce a book incor-

porating the good ideas from
the last few Tricolors, one
which attempts to portray
Queen's in 1971-72.

Graduation tickets
The Convocation Committee

has announced that because of

Fire Marshal's regulations and
the increase in the number of

graduating students, it will be
necessary to reduce the num-
ber of guest tickets for each
convocation.

For several convocations
only two guest tickets can be
reserved for each graduating
student. The Convocation
Commiteee considered the al-

ternative of holding convoca-
tions in the new Jock Harty
Arena which would have per-

mitted an extensive increase in

ticket distribution. However,
after taking into consideration

the vjews of Committee mem-
bers, including student repre-

sentatives and representatives

from the Alma Mater Society,

it was decided that the Grant
Hall setting was more attrac-

tive and more acceptable to

the students than the privilege

of inviting additional guests for

a ceremony in the Jock Harty
Arena.

Convocation ceremonies
have been held in Grant Hall

for many years and admit-
tance to the Hall has been
based upon a seating capacity

of 1,120. Numbers admitted
frequently exceeded this total

and, upon one occasion, an esti-

mated 1,400 attended the cere-

monies.

In 1970, the Committee was
informed that Fire Marshal's
regulations limited the number
of occupants in Grant Hall to

945. This limit is based on the

floor area of the hall

The number of tickets avail-

able per graduating student for

each graduation ceremony are

as follows: Graduate Studies,

School of Business and Theo-

logical College, May 21, 2:30

pm — 3 tickets per graduate;

Applied Science, May 22, 10 am
— 2 tickets per graduate;

McArthur Arts and Science,

Hons. BSc, School of Business,

and School of Business, and

School of Physed. May 28, 2:30

pm — 3 tickets per graduate;
Arts and science. General BA.
May 29. 10 am and 2:30 pm — 2

tickets per graduate: and
Meds, Law, Nursing and Re-
hab Therapy. June 5, 2:30 pm
— 3 tickets per graduate.

Commission on

Post-Secondary

Education

The Government of Ontario

has set up a Commission on
Post-Secondary Education
with a view to establishing new
proposals to govern the devel-

opment of post-secondary edu-

cational institutions. The stu-

dents presently in these institu-

tions and those entering them
in the future will benefit or suf-

fer most from the decisions the

government makes. As a result

it is imperative that students

provide some sort of input into

the decision-making process of

this Commission.
The Commission on Post-

Secondary Education in Ontar-

io is coming to Kingston on
April 15, and a student brief

must be submitted. In order to

make a balanced set of propos-

als reflecting the needs of all

faculties, a committee com-
prised of graduate and under-

graduate students in all facul-

ties must be set up now. Fur-

thermore, interested groups on

this campus should feel free to

submit ideas, to the A. M.S. and
specifically to the Education
Commission. Anyone interest-

ed in serving on the committee
should likewise get in tough

with Michael Payne, or leave

your name at the A. M.S. office.

There will be two more
issues of Journal this term
and one more issue of

sweven.
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Separate School's debate

GRADUATE STUDENT

SOCIETY
Applications are invited for the position of

GRADUATE

JUSTICE
and will be received up to 5:00 p.m.

Wednesday, March 24th, 1971
by Graham Millington 547-2962, 546-5003 or

Bob Boulton 547-2962, 542-6863.

Diversity in education needed
by Jackie Snyder

It is easy to dismiss the con-

cept of Separate Schools,

claiming that the Church has
no business indoctrinating stu-

dents in publicly-supported

schools. However, a meeting
held last week to discuss this

topic revealed logical argu-

ments for the existence of a

Separate School System.
Three questions were asked

of the panelists (mostly teach-

ers and parents involved in

Separate Schools) : Should par-

ents have the right to choose
the type of education they want
for their children? Can com-
petitive school systems be used

to advantage? Are they eco-

nomically feasible?

Mr. R. Doyle, Superinten-

dant of local Separate Schools,

agreed that parents do have
the right to choose separate

education for their children.

He pointed to the millions of

dollars saved by the Ontario
public because of the existence

of private Roman Catholic
schools.

Calling himself "Mr. Aver-
age United Church Minister",

Rev. E. J. Davey of King's
Court United Church asserted
that anything which champions
a separate school system is

going the wrong way. "Open
the doors (of schools) and free

the students from denomina-
tional bias," he explained.

Mr. J. Olthius, a legal advis-

or for the Ontario Alliance of

Christian Schools argued that

our society needs diversity
rather than "carbon-copy citi-

zens." The end of separate
schools would be symptomatic
of a totalitarian society. He
explained that the government
must protect parental rights
concerning education. The
government, according to Mr.
Olthius, should present grants
to any school which meets stat-

ed academic standards.

Expressing this "private"
opinion. Lloyd Dennis, co-au-
thor of the Hall-Dennis Report,
and the Director of Education
in Leeds and Grenville, sug-
gested that it is authoritarian

to suggest that there is only
one right type of educational
system. In a pluralistic socie-
ty, parents must have the right

to decide on their child's edu-
cational system. Mr. Dennis
explained that the diversity in

learning systems should be
complementary rather than
competitive.

Mr. Davey asked the other
panelists where respect and

communication would come
from without religious diversi-

ty in the schools. Mr. Olthius

replied that inherent in the

principle of "respect" in a

pluralistic society is the need
to allow parents to educate
their children on the basis of

their own beliefs. Because
there are differences in our
society, a common schools sys-

tem is necessarily artificial.

This shows the basic division of

ideas among the panelists.

A McArthur student in the
audience suggested to the pan-

el that in public schools, histo-

ry teachers, for example, are
necessarily "manipulators"
because they cannot be objec-

tive in teaching their subject.

Thus, the students may be giv-

en "beliefs" in the classroom,

despite the "public" nature of

the school.

A Protestant teacher sup-

ported the separate schools.

He pointed out that the pre-

sentation of religion in schools

is not indoctrination because
the children are being trained

for life, of which religion is a

Senate Committee vacancies

part.

The question of having only a
public school system in which
the comparative religion

i s
taught arose. Some parents
argued that if the children do
not have a grounding in their
own religion, they cannot judge
other religions. In other words
what is being taught in schooi'
should support what is taught
at home.

On the other hand, it was
suggested that if parents are
biased, the school system
should aim at eradicating this
bias. A parent in the audience
suggested that parents actual-
ly given religious training

in
the home so that the child will

be well prepared to meet the
different views encountered in

the school.

Mr. Dennis agreed personal-
ly with the suggestion of hav-
ing a comparative religion
course in a public school but
pointed out that other parents
have the right to their views on
how their children should be
taught.

Vacancies exist on the var-
ious Committees of the Univer-
sity Senate.

Members of the University
Community, including mem-
bers of faculty of all ranks and
students in every year, are in-

vited to submit to the Secre-
tary of the Senate (163 Univer-
sity Avenue) before Monday
March 29, names of persons
whose interests, knowledge
and experience seem to qualify
them for positions on Commit-
tees of the Senate. Names sug-

gested need not be those of

persons who are already mem-
bers of the Senate but should
be those who have worked, or
are working, or who have a
special interest in particular
problems related to the respon-
sibilities of the Committee
concerned. In submitting

names, sponsors should out-

line, carefully, the special tal-

ents, interests and experience
of the persons suggested.

As a matter of courtesy, the

sponsor should obtain assur-

ance that the person being

sponsored is willing to have his

name considered. The Senate

Nominating Committee would

also appreciate receiving from
the person sponsored a brief

statement of interest in the

particular committee. Com-
mittees have established two

year Terms of Office, with the

exception of the Faculty posi-

tion on Appointment, Promo-
tion, Tenure and Leave which

is for three years, all effective

September 1, except the budget

committee where the term

begins immediately upon elec-

tion.

The following Senate Committees have vacancies to be filled

;

Academic Development
Academic Procedures
Appointment, Promotion,
Tenure, and Leave
Budget
Campus Planning
Computing
Fine Arts and Public Lectures
Library

Scholarships and Student Aid
Student Affairs

McGill-Queen's Editorial

Men's Residences Board

Students Faculty

1 2

1

The Department of Film Studies presents

an evening of Quarry Films

A ONE TOO MANY WORLD, * »M
VAGHY, by Robert Fresco and Peter Harcourt

SONS OF CAPTAIN POETRY, by 0^-,.
QIIEEM'C '71VlUfclll <J i if mostly by Allan Martel, Gord McClellan, and Brigette Berman

Friday, 19th March, at 8:00 p.m. in Ellis Auditorium

Admission : $2.00 Students $1.00
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Indians blast Chretien, want aboriginal rights
by Fran Myles

• Let this be more than an

intellectual exercise where you

it and feel beautifully guilty

for a while and then go away
cleansed. We don't want sym-

pathy. We want recognition

{or what we are."

These were the words of

HJiss Donna Tyndall, speaking

on behalf of Canadian Indians

at Dunning Hall on March 10.

• •The Canadian Indian in the

Just Society" was the topic

under discussion, presented by

the Dunning Trust Lectures in

an effort, said Principal J.J.

Deutsche, "to promote under-

standing and appreciation of

the supreme importance of the

dignity, freedom and responsi-

bility of the individual person

in human society.

All five emphasized that the

Canadian Indian's place in the

Just Society is dependant upon

two things: first, upon recogni-

tion which they are, and sec-

ondly, upon recognition at a

Federal level of Indian aborigi-

nal rights.

"You do not know my peo-

ple, You treat my people

collectively." Mr. Arthur

Manuel, of the Native Youth
Alliance of Alberta said that,

"in order to find a true pic-

ture," the first step is "to ere-

ate a society where there is

mutual respect. You must be

aware that the dominant socie-

ty has not respected the rights

and dignity of my people."

All five were critical of the
federal government's attitude,
and felt that Jean Chretien s
White Paper on Indians is "far
from dead."

Mr. Strong Eagle, Superin-
tendent of the Federation of
the Saskatchewan Brotherhood
of Indians, said that the ques-
tion "Who is an Indian" is

answered by the definition of
the Indian Act, "anyone who is

registered as an Indian," Ex-
ceptions are those who become
enfranchised and those classi-
fied as white by marriage.

He said that, although Indi-

ans want to take over some of

the programmes of the Depart-
ment of Indian Affairs, "if we
screw it up — what happens?
In the final analysis, we still

need your co-operation."

All were concerned that
there seems to be no accept-
ance of "our common hist-

ory." Said Mr. Currie, Superin-
tendent of Deaf and Blind
Schools, Ontario, "How aware
are you of the heritage of the

native peoples of this land?"
He challenged every university

in Canada with "Where the hell

is your programme of Native

History which relates to the
native peoples of this land?"

In the light of contractural

duties of the Canadian govern-

ment, Mr. Currie said, "We

THE ANIMATED FILM: IMAGE PAR IMAGE
an exhibition organized by the National Film Board

circulated by the Art Gallery of Ontario

(times of film showings posted at Art Centre)

until March 23rd

GERMAN RENAISSANCE GRAPHICS
organized by George Keyes of the Dept. of Art History

until March 28th

SOFT IMAGES
24 photographs by David Ruether

until April 4th

El art centre

NOMINATIONS
for

STUDENT
SENATORS

from the Faculties of Arts and Science and Applied

Science will be received as outlined below.

Arts and One Science senator to serve a one year term

and to serve a two year term.

Nominations must have 25 signatures and the consent of

'he candidate. They should be handed in to John Solman

(544-0401 or at the AMS Office) before 6 p.m. Tues.

March 23, 1971.

Engineering -one senator to serve a two year term. He

must be currently in first or second year. Nominations

must have 20 signatures and the consent of candidate.

They should be handed in to the Eng. Soc. Office (Clark

Hall 1-4 p.m. daily) before Fri. March 19, 1971.

The Election will be held

Monday March 29.

have paid and paid and paid.
Surely it is time that we began
to collect a few things."

"This is our country — not
politicians' and civil serv-
ants," said Mr. Currie, and
asked the audience whether
Prime Minister Trudeau
speaks "for the people of Cana-

da or as an MP".
Miss Tyndall. Communica-

tions director of the Union of

B.C. Indian Chiefs, asked the
audience how Chretien could
"promise in your name to the
Indians to stop implementing
white paper policy and still do
it?"

Mr. Manuel said, "We offer
to work with you, study with
you. If we fail to live in harmo-
ny with ourselves, if we contin-
ue to destroy our environment,
our Mother Earth will have
proved we are unfit and there
will certainly be no Just Socie-

ty.

CAMS dies-students join CMA
When CAMS (Canadian As-

sociation of Medical Students)
was dissolved last fall, the
CMA offered to take in all

medical students as associate
members of CMA and, in that
way, replace the defunct na-
tional organization. The basic
idea of the proposal was that
the students would actually
join their appropriate provin-
cial organization and through it

become associate members of

CMA. The students could then
use provincial and national fa-

cilities to organize their meet-
ings and provide the services
which CAMS had provided in

the past. As well, the students
would be able to participate in

the provincial insurance
schemes, receive and contrib-

ute articles to the CMA journal
and participate somewhat in

the national and provincial
bodies. However, autonomy of

expression was promised to

the students by the CMA.

loVQ 2S...

. . . kmmmg that

dope is only far

dope*.

WINE
supplies and equipment

CHEESE
from around the world

BEER
malts and supplies for those

who prefer the excellence

of home brew

GOURMET
foods from afar

GIFTS
with a touch of distinction

COOKE'S
OLD WOFLD SHOP est. 1R68

59-61 Brock

Kingston, Ont.

The student representatives

accepted the CMA proposal.
Since then each school has
approached its provincial or-

ganization and negotiations are

House of Anansi

now underway. At present, the

students are hoping to obtain
voting representation on the
provincial and national deci-
sion making bodies.

Perils off Canadian publishing

On March 17, Dennis Lee
will be in Kingston to deliver

an informal lecture and read
his poems. The talk will be on
the founding of the House of

Anansi and probably also on
the general problems facing

Canadian publishers. Since its

founding in 1967, the House of

Anansi has been one of the

most important new forces in

Canadian publishing. It has
published, among other things

a manual for draft dodgers, the

essays of George Grant and
Michael Ondaatje's Collected

Works oj Billy the Kid, recent
winner of the Governor Gener-
al's Award for poetry. The lec-

ture will be held in Watson
Hall, 517. at 1:15 p.m.

In the evening of March 17,

Dennis Lee will read "Civil

Elegies" and some other

poems. "Civil Elegies" is a

long poem in seven parts, an
attempt to bring together per-

sonal, political and philosophi-

cal themes in seven medita-
tions which have as their

centre the image of Toronto's

Civic Square. The poem has
been called "the most impor-
tant Canadian poem of the six-

ties. " The reading will be held

at 9:00 p.m. in the Agnes Eth-

erington Art Gallery.

SKI ING VACATION IN SWITZERLAND
EASTER

Depart New York April 7th Return April 15th or
Depart New York April 9th Return April 17th.

8 Days only 298.00

Round trip by comfortable Boeing 707 jet.

Lodging at either the Posthotel Garni or the Mothotel Sommerau
both in Chur. Twin-bedded rooms with private bath or shower and
VKC.

Ski Lifts. Special Group Rates are being negotiated for Ski Lilts

and we expect to be able to offer day passes at a 50% discount.

Transfers. Kloten Airport IZunch) - Chur - Kloten Airport with
full services of couriers and all porterage.

Twir^ bedded room at NO EXTRA cost, plus full Continental
Breakfast and Dinner throughout. Also included are all Foreign
and American taxes and service charges. The price aiso includes
membership to the Anglo America Association for one year.
Eligibility for this and other trips run by the Anglo America
Association are limited 10 Students, Staff, Faculty and their
immediate Family.

MEMBERS OF THE ANGLO AMERICA ASSOCIATION are
offered various charier flights from most major points in the
United States to London during the summer as well as Student
flights within Europe. Employment opportunities. Discounts, Car
Hire Facilities, Hotel Finders Service, Travel Department.

For more information on Ski ing vacations or membership please
write us at Head Office.

ANGLO -AMERICA ASSOCIATION,
60A, Pyle St..

Newport, I.W.,

HAMPSHIRE/ENGLAND.

FALL SOCIAL

EVENTS

All campus groups wishing to sponsor a scoial

function next fall must fill out an application form

in the AMS Office by March 26, 1971. Applications

received after this date will be considered on a

first-come-first-serve basis for any remaining dates.

Approved applications may be picked up in the AMS
Office on March 31, 1971.
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Programmes for social change this summer in Kingston
by Peter Walls

SOS-Volunteer Action for

Social Change has been around

ABORTION
can be less costly than you may
think, and pregnancies of up to

12 weeks can be terminated for

$175.00
including doctors fees, labora-

tory tests, all medication &
referral fee. Hospital and Hos-
pital affiliated clinics only. Safe,

Confidential, Immediate,
call

(212) 838-0710
24 hours — 7 days

Woman's Aid & Guidance Group
40 E. 54th St.,N.Y., N.Y. 10022

or not
toboggan?

I ohoggnn. of course!

Even if it's lh;il lime of the

month. Because with Tampax
tampons, you're free to do any-
thing you want to do right from
the start of those difficult

Tampax tampons were
oped by a doctor to give

internal sanitary pro-

tection that's both sale and
romfortahle. They have a

silken-smooth container-applica-

tor that enables yon to place them
n the proper position every time.
And for extra safety, the wifh-

Jrawal cord is chain stitched
the entire length of the tampon.
Disposal is no problem cither, be-
cause both the container-appli-

cator and the tampon are com-
pletely flnshahle.

With Tampax tampons, you
know that there's never anything
showing. No chafing or. odor.
I hey just give y ou real protection.
And . . . confidence.

Which is something else you
should take along if you're going
tobogganing!

Right from the sforf . . .

TAMPONS ARE MADE ONL
N TAMPAX CORPORATION
OARRIE. ONTARIO

since 1966, when four pilot pro-

jects were held prior to its first

full programme in Centennial
year. Over the past five years
SOS has fielded over 360 volun-

teers in 88 projects from New-
foundland to Vancouver Island.

Originally known as Summer
of Service (that's where the
'SOS' comes from), its philoso-

phy has continually evolved
and, particularly this year, its

structure has changed as well.

SOS has decentralized from a
primarily national organiza-
tion to a regionally based pro-

gramme with a national office
for the purposes of co-ordina-
tion and communication. In
this way. SOS hopes to be a
more effective instrument
through which young adults
can become involved in mean-
ingful social change.

Past volunteers have set up
the Kingston Regional and are
currently examining several
areas of social concern in the

city as possibilities for volun-

teer involvement. Past SOS
projects have operated prima-
rily in the summer and have

THIS IS CANADA WEEK
SIGN YOUR PETITION

COMMITTEE FOR
INDEPENDENT CANADA

PIZZA FACTORY
PIZZA FACTORY— 544-1221 —

FREE DELIVERY
in single cab zone

direct from pizza factory to you — discount prices
and the best darn value in town.

1.60 medium 2.60 large 3.60 super

your choice of toppings - no extra charge

286 Montreal Street 544-1221

AMEY'S
TAXI

546-1111

AMS
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

(1971-72)
anyone interested in working in the following areas:

CITY LIAISON

ONTARIO UNION OF STUDENTS (OUS), AS-

SOCIATION OF UNIVERSITIES AND COL-
LEGES OF CANADA (AUCC) COMMITTEE
OF PRESIDENTS OF UNIVERSITIES IN ON-
TARIO (CPUO)

ADMISSIONS POLICY AT QUEEN'S
HIGH SCHOOL AND ALUMNI RELATIONS

Please contact CHRIS DUNDAS 544-9617

made extensive use of student
help. As a volunteer you would
have the opportunity to be-
come involved in your com-
munity, or perhaps join other
volunteers in other centres
throughout Canada.

Poverty, inadequate housing,
alienation, pollution unemploy-
ment, youth-adult conflicts.

The human misery con-
tained in each one of these
problems is an integral part of

our society. Because they are
woven into the Canadian social

fabric, their solution must en-
tail structural changes rather
than a continued offering of

"charity-welfare".

Institutions have to be
changed. Values and priorities

must be re-ordered and new
approaches implemented.

That is what SOS is all about
That is its understanding

of
social change, an analyst
shared by community develon
ment workers in federal and
provincial governments

the
Company of Young Canadians
and the social action branches
of the churches.

Kingston Regional is inter
ested in recruiting volunteers
for summer projects in the
Kingston area with possibili
ties for volunteer exchanges
with other regionals. If you are
interested in SOS and wish
more information or an appli-
cation form, please contact-
Peter Walls at 544-9691 or Jean
Barkley at 544-6847.

Bitch about the library

Wednesday, March 17,

everyone who wants to can
bitch about or just comment on
how the library is being run.

Any students, faculty, and oth-

er library users entering any of

the University libraries on that

day will receive a one-page
questionnaire. They are asked
to complete and leave it when
they leave the libraries. All

replies will be anonymous. A

tii is a bitch.

WANTED: 2 or 3-bedroom apartment.
Will exchange for apartment on cam-
pus. Call Gareth — 544-7140 or Will —
548-7561.

Bitter Grounds Genera) meeting and
elections Wednesday, March 17, 8:00,
Clark Hall lounge. Anyone interested

phone 544-3674.

Modern Apartment to Sublet. Wall-to-
wall carpeting, T.V., Fully furnished,

parking, less than 10 minutes from
campus. May-September, 546-9065.

A pair of brown girl's glasses in a silver

case was found in front of Richardson
Hall some time ago. The owner may
claim them at the Journal office.

box will be provided for com-
pleted questionnaires at the
Douglas Library. They may be
returned to circulation desks
at the branches.

Analysis of the completed
forms will enable the Library
administration to determine
why people are using the li-

brary that day and what mate-
rials they may have used, if

any. Respondents will also be

asked to indicate attitudes

toward service, physical ar-

rangement, etc. They may also

— and are encouraged to —
make additional comments
about the Library on the form.

Rehab executive

The executive of the Rehab
Society is as follows: Presi-

dent — Donna Tuck; Vice

President — Lynne Thomas;
Secretary-Treasurer — Isabel

Percival; Social convenors —
Pam Adams, Jennie Burch;

Athletic Stick — Bonnie Mc-
Nab; AMS Rep — Marte Cole.

Colonel Sanders Recipe

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
DIAL 542-2773 AUNT LUCY'S MONTREAL STREET

546-2277 AUNT LUCY'S PRINCESS STREET

THE FAMILY BUCKET
15 pieces

(Feeds 5 -7) 3.95

THE BARREL
20 pieces

(Feeds7-10l 5.25

FF-IND. - 25i

Jumbo Box 1.00

Salads - pt. 60s!

THE INDIVIDUAL DINNER (3 pes plus the trimmings) 1.35

(Only 604 for delivery any order in single fare zone)

THRIFTBOX
9 pieces 2.50

WE DON'T DELIVER FREE - INSTr<\D YOU GET FULL FOOD
VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY - NO SHORTCUTS IN QUALITY.

P.S. ALL AUNT LUCYS MANAGERS HOLD DIPLOMAS FROM
CCOFC K "COLONEL'S COLLEGE OF CHICKEN
KNOWLEDGE"

ABIT LUCY'S

RESTAURAHT
LICENSED DINING AT
PRINCESS WEST OF CIRCLE
Filet Mignon Special 1.99

°taft Beer - Seafo
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The AMS commission system offers many opportunities for students to
participate in all facets of campus life. Though positions such as com-
mittee chairman should be filled soon, we are also eager to hear from
people who are interested in any part of our programs. If you are not

Education Commission
Michael Payne

The scope of ihe Education Commis-
sion's jurisdiction includes such lordly

tasks as the encouragement of intellec-

ual and cultural development on cam-
pus, lo conduct educational programs,

and sponsor events such as discussions,

seminars, speakers, and films, as well as
conducting an ongoing analysis of the

educational process of the university,

and a myriad of other things.

In order to fulfill this function, the

Commission is at present planning a se-

ries of events starting with an AMS ori-

entation during the first week before

classes. This orientation program hopes

to provide students coming into the uni-

versity with a choice of activities during

the week, and to offer students the

means of discovering what they want to

know about Queen's without impinging
upon the requirements and programs of

faculty orientation.

After the Orientation Week, the

Commission proposes to institute a series

of seminars on topics of interest to stu-

dents on a regular basis, as well as
about four major teach-ins, and a Festi-

val of the Arts along the same lines as
this year's Renaissance '72. In addition,

it will be doing research into such broad
topics as post-secondary education in

Ontario student-central teaching and
other topics of an educational nature.

Anyone interested in working for the

commission in any of the outlined areas
in the advertisement, or on such things
as may come up during the year should
talk to the Commissioner directly, or
leave their names at the AMS office.
Everyone is welcome to work, and every-
one will have more than enough to do.

External Affairs Commission
Chris Dundas

The External Affairs Commission is

concerned with providing liaison with
any national, regional, or international
organization of student bodies of which
it may be a member; with federal, pro-
vincial and municipal governments;
with residents of the city of Kingston;
with alumni of the university; and with
high school students. In general, it is

concerned with matters of external af-

fairs as they affect the university com-
munity. Anybody interested in this

commission or in working in specific

areas, please contact: Chris Dundas —
544-9617.

Services Commission

Glenn Hall

The priorities of the Services Commis-
sion change from year to year with the

needs of the campus. Last year the major
area of activity was housing, and hous-

ing will retain a high priority as long as

it remains a serious problem for stu-

dents. In the housing area, the commis-

sure about where you might best take part, please contact one of the
commissioners, AMS President, Patrick Riley or Vice-President Vic
Bradley.

sion will be concerned with the existing

residences, planning of future resi-

dences, extensions of the cooperative
movement, Elrond College, the Housing
Service and emergency Housing for next
fall.

This coming year, the Services Com-
mission will pay special attention to stu-

dent aid with respect to local adminis-
tration and the whole philosophy of ex-

isting schemes. It will also be concerned
with our Student Union, Health Service,

campus parking and placement.

The Services Commission wilt continue
to deal with the entire range of student
services al Queen's. Your interest is es-

sential to the success of these vital pro-

grams.

Campus Activities Commission
Wally Palmer

The Campus Activities Commission's pur-

pose is to support, encourage and develop
university functions through co-ordinotion
and allocation of all student-sponsored social

functions on and off campus and sponsorship
of additional functions beneficial to o varied

social program. It is responsible for organiz-
ing the Major social events of Snowball
and Homecoming and allocating room for all

other on-campus events. The Campus Activi-

ties Commission is also responsible for the
Queen's Entertainment Agency which ob-
tains all entertainment for campus social

functions. This past year the Commission also

sponsored some cultural events in an effort to

irovide varied entertainment. There are also

many other small committees within the
commission which combine to ensure a well-
rounded social program at Quee's. There are
many openings on these committees and
anyone interested in becoming involved
should leave their name in the AMS office.

Internal Affairs Commission

Jim Richardson

The Internal Affairs Commission is a
new commission this year. It has com-
bined the old Budget and Finance Com-
mittee with parts of the Communica-
tions and Judicial Committees.

Because of its nature, it will be a rela-

tively unheard of commission. Neverthe-
less, it is responsible for several impor-
tant student activities. Alma Mater,
Budget and Finance, Student Activity
Fee, Judicial Committee, AMS Court,
and clubs — all come under its jurisdic-

tion. Within this structure there are
many positions open. They are as below.

The Alma Mater Matter is an AMS
publication which related to the stu-
dents the workings, the projects and
accomplishments of the Society. It also
shows where ihe AMS has failed. If you
are interested, your help would be more
than appreciated.

The Intergovernmental Committee is

a standing committee for looking into
the functions, effectiveness, and purpose
of University self-government.

POSITIONS OPEN
APPLY - leaving your name, address, phone, and

position desired at the AMS office by Friday, Mb March 26

INTERNAL AFFAIRS COMMISSION
Chief Justice of ihe AMS Court { must be a Law student)
4-Junior Justices of the AMS Court
Prosecuting Attorney ( must be a Senior student)
Inter Governmental Commitlee Chairman
Alma Mater Matter — Editor and Assistant

SERVICES COMMISSION
Pub managers, waiters, cashiers, bartenders, and doormen.
Editor for Who's Where
Housing Committee fc

Union Program Committee members
Senate Library Committee Chairman
Bulletin Board Committee Chairman
University Council on Medical Services — student reps (2)

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES COMMISSION
Homecoming Committee Chairman
Open House Committee Chairman
Clubs Night Convener.

Snowball Committee Chairman

Cultural Affairs Committee Chairman

Queen's Entertainment Agency Director

Representative to Recreation Committee of University

Council on Athletics ( must be o male undergroduote student)

EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

Alumni relations chairman

Community liaison (City Hall, etc.)

High school liaison chairman

Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada
{ AUCC);

Ontario Union of Students (OUS); Association of

Student Councils ( AOSC); Committee of University

Presidents of Ontario ( CUPO)

Admissions policy

Reporting in Kingston media on university affairs

Conference financial assistance (choosing delegates and AMS as-

sisted conferences)

EDUCATION COMMISSION
2 people for G. T. Richardson Trust Fund Committee
2 people for Brock ing ton Visitor Committee
Long Term Planning Committee
Short Term Planning Committee
Members for an ad hoc committee on AMS Orientation

Members for an od hoc committee on speakers and symposic

Members for on ad hoc committee on Festival '72

Members for an ad hoc committee on teach-ins

Anybody interested in doing anything

All students are

welcome

to an AMS
discussion on the

LIBRARY
SITUATION
« the union
— salary demands
— a strike ?

The library will be
the major subject of

discussion at the
AMS Outer Council
meeting tonight

(Tuesday) at 7:00
p.m. in the Mc-
Laughlin Room of

the Union.
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PEOPLE IN POWER by Peters Adams and Raymont

Peter Stokes

Born in London, England — "I can't remember if it

was the day after or the day before war was declared.

(That's the second world war as opposed to the first)" —
High School in Toronto — University of Toronto for an

M.A. in English — "Toronto is really my home town by

choice. I suppose." Worked for Travellers Insurance,

Toronto for three years — joined the Registrar's Office

at McMaster University and handled the examination

timetabling, among other things "I don't look like Ralfe

Clench, but that's what I did."

"Then I went into retirement after the McMaster job,

in May of 1969, for a number of reasons. I retired quite

literally at age twenty-nine. I'd worked almost five

years."

—travelled to Europe for a year — started bis present

job with Queen's Arts and Science Office in May, 1970.

On his job: "I'm an Administrative Officer within the

faculty of Arts and Science. I do basic administration

work within the faculty office — research, long range

planning, faculty projects, inquiries.

"One of the interesting features of my job is that it's

not topical, it's perseverence. Administrators like to

think that they can make all things possible.

"There are certain aspects about it that lack inspira-

tional incentives. I think, however, we agree that the

nine-to-five routine is a middle-of-the-way which accom-
modates most interests. I like working on projects up to

twenty hours a- day until they are finished. When people

are keen on something the office may close at five, but no

one goes home.
"I could design the perfect registration system or

course evaluation system but unless you have people who
are willing to follow it right down to the nuts and bolts,

it's just a paper plan."

On bis leisure time: "There's no such thing as spare time
because an individual may always do something.

'

'

"I like melodic music and especially anything with a

guitar. I own a guitar, but. .

.

"I do a fair amount of reading and I guess you could

say I'm a movie addict of sorts. I'm particularly interest-

ed in North American and Canadian films. I'm very criti-

cal of the movies that come to Kingston.

"I play basketball occasionally and go over to the gym
about once a week or so.

"I own a used police car. if that's of any interest."

On education: "Ontario grade thirteen is different than
many years ago. I think exams are less relevant in rela-

tion to University. From a personal viewpoint, I would
say that a few years off school before University is a
good idea. It's a good time to take a break. I think then
that if one decides to come to University, one has a clear

idea of what to expect.

"I can see there are difficulties for people from low-
incomes who want to come to University but for people
with ability there is no barrier. It's important that the

opportunity be there.

"The fundamental point about coming to University is

that you make the decision to come in a positive way.

"

On the Queen's Journal: "It's not going to put the Globe
and Mail out of business. The Journal has quality in con-
tent.

"The people who run it are a dedicated group. They
should have as wide a spectrum as possible. There must
be more coming out of Leonard field than what we read.

"Everyone has ideas, everyone has something to say. I

think that the Journal would benefit by having guest writ-

ers.

"It would be dangerous for members of the adminis-
tration to rely on the Queen's Journal for the views of all

the students."

On Women's Lib: "Women's lib gives us a little piece of
the action and tells us this is all. I'm interested in the
whole package or nothing at all.

"They make valid points but it is always explained in

their own terms. You have to have a real sense of
perspective."

On student participation in University Government: "I
sit on many committees where students have made a
very valuable contribution. The perspective that stu-

dents take isn't confined to three years. The effort gone
into the design work is very apparent.

"Students normally wouldn't get involved in second
year but by third or fourth they would have built up im-

"In my experience, the students here at Queen's do
more themselves than students at other universities. The
AMS is taking a far more positive attitude than I've seen
elsewhere in student governments."
On Canada: "I'm a Canadian by choice, not by birth. Her
biggest problem is to find out what she wants to do with
herself but first we have to decide what we can do with
our own lives.

"There are no minor problems in Canada, they're all
major. If my government in Ottawa and in Queen's Park
doesn't solve the problems, I want to know why.

"I can't see any alternative than working within the
system. It evolves over a number of years and is contin-
ually improving."
On Trudeau's Marriage: "It had good coverage in the
Telegram, but I'm sure the Queen's Journal could have
done a better job."

How American is Queen's
by Bill Johnston

In the controversy about the growing loss

of Canadian control of our universities,

especially to the Americans, Queen's ap-
pears to stand somewhat apart. While in a
large number of universities Canadian pro-
fessors are in the minority and while the
trend is for the percentage of Canadians to

continue decreasing, Queen's continues to

claim a Canadian majority, with no notice-

able trend over recent years for this major-
ity to decrease. Further, Canadians are
still in the majority here in most of those
departments in which courses can easily be
made relevant to Canadian life (namely,
history, sociology, politics, economics.
English, geography, French and art histo-
ry) and which in so many other universities
are rapidly becoming more and more domi-
nated by non-Canadians and particularly
Americans.

Of the 655 members of faculty (including
instructors) that are listed in the Arts and
Science or Engineering calendars, (that is,

nearly all the people teaching undergradu-
ate courses), only 13.6 per cent are Ameri-
can, while 53.9 per cent are Canadian, with
the other 32.5 per cent from other coun-
tries, mainly the British Isles. (Nationality
for all figures on Queen's is taken to be that
of the country in which the person received
his first degree.) The number of Canadian
citizens is probably about the 60 per cent
figure that was reported by Principal
Deutsch last year.

On the other hand, a survey in 1967 by
Max Von Zur Meuhlen of the Economic
Council of Canada of Arts and Science cal-
endars for fifteen Canadian universities
(Queen's not included) revealed that 51 per
cent of faculty members with a first degree
listed received that degree outside of Cana-
da. Further, since that time, only a small
percentage of professors hired have been
Canadian. In 1968, for example of 2,642 fac-
ulty members hired (which represents 13.7

per cent of all faculty members in Canada )

,

only 362 or 13.6 per cent were Canadian.
Thus, Canadians are becoming an ever
smaller minority in most Canadian univers-
ities.

Also unlike most other universities, few
departments at Queen's are dominated by
foreigners. For the 31 departments listed in

the Arts calendar, twenty of the depart-
ment heads are Canadian and the other
eleven are foreign, with none of them

American. Of the 180 faculty members of

the eight previously mentioned depart-
ments, 100 or 55.5 per cent are Canadian
and 17.8 per cent are American. The per-
centages for each of the eight departments
are as follows (with the number in each
department in brackets after the name)

:

Economics (29)

Can Amer Other
82.7 0 17.3

English (35) 68,6 22.8 5.7
Politics (29) 65.5 10.6 33.9
History (30) 56.6 36.6 6.8
Geography (16) 37.5 25.0 37.5
French (18) 27.8 0 72.2
Art history (9) 22.2 11.1 66.7
Sociology (14) 21.4 35.6 42.8

Canadians are in the majority in four of
the departments and foreigners dominate
the other four, but in no department is the
majority or even largest number Ameri-
can.

This situation is far different in many
other universities. At the University of
Waterloo, only about 49 per cent of all Arts
faculty members are Canadian (com-
pared with 53.3 per cent at Queen's.) At the.

University of Alberta, 47.2 per cent of all

full-time faculty are Canadian. Forty four
per cent of the staff of the University of
Victoria are Canadian and 46 per cent of all

the teaching staff at the University of Mani-
toba is Canadian.

Within departments, the picture is even
grimmer. At the University of Manitoba, 12
of 25 historians are from the US and so are 7
of 25 economists. At Western, the Academ-
ic vice president, the Dean and two assist-
ant deans of Arts, eight department chair-
men and nearly half of the full professors in

these eight departments are US citizens. At
York, in political science, 34 per cent of
faculty are Canadian while 52 per cent are
American, and in sociology. 10 per cent are
Canadian while 46 per cent are American.
At Simon Fraser, Canadians account for
only 3 of 24 persons teaching history, 5 of 16
teaching geography, 10 of 35 teaching eco-
nomics and 4 of 23 teaching political sci-
ence and anthropology. In the University of
British Columbia's departments of history,
psychology, anthropology and sociology,
political science, English and economics,
Canadians make up only 43.2 per cent of the
faculty (the equivalent figure for Queen's is

58 per cent.

)

The situation at Queen's is far from per-
fect, however. First, the 53.9 per cent of
Queen's faculty members who are Canadi-
an is not much greater than the percentage
found in many of the other universities, and
the 46.1 per cent who are non-Canadian con-
stitute a very large number of teachers who
may well lack the knowledge'and/or desire
to make courses relevant to the Canadian
situation.

Second, of the 353 faculty members clas-

sified above as Canadian, 127 received their

most senior degree (if they have more than
one) in the US and another 53 received their

most senior degree in the British Isles. The
work required for these degrees (MA's and
PhD's) is generally the most detailed and
.concentrated of the person's academic car-
eer, at least before he begins teaching, and
it is likely that the major area of interest
and knowledge for the vast majority of
these 180 faculty members is in areas of
study not particularly related to Canada.
This leaves only about 173 faculty members
(26.4 per cent of all faculty members) who
are likely to have specific knowledge in

fields related directly to Canada, and are
thus likely to teach courses relevant to

Canada or to attempt to make their courses
relevant to Canada. The majority of this 173

quite probably did not study areas of partic-
ular relevance to Canada either, however.

Third, of the net increase in Arts faculty
members between 1968 and 1970 (that is, of
an increase of 107 faculty members), the
percentage of Canadians, 52.3, was about
the same as the present percentage of Ca-
nadians but the percentage of Americans
was 26.2. which caused the percentage of
Americans at Queen's to rise from 12.2 per
cent to the present 14.9 per cent. While the
trend indicated here may have only slight

implications for the whole university in

terms of American influence, this trend
could lead to American domination in some

individual departments.
Fourth, some departments have shown a

trend towards a decreasing percentage of

Canadian faculty members. Forty three per

cent of Sociology professors were Canadi-

ans in 1968, but now only 21.4 per cent are

Canadian. The percentage of Canadians
has also decreased in the French depart-

ment, from 35.3 in 1968 to the present 27.8.

Fifth, there does not appear to be enough

professors with the background necessary

to teach all the courses listed in the Arts

calendar which relate more or less specifi-

cally to Canadian life. For example, twelve

courses related to Canada are listed for the

history department but only nine were of-

fered this year (and one has not been of-

fered for at least three years) and in geog-

raphy, only three of the five courses listed

which relate at all to Canada were offered

this year, and the only course dealing solely

with Canadian geography has not been giv-

en for at least three years.

Thus, though Queen's University's posi-

tion may well be envied by many other

Canadian universities, the large number of

non-Canadians and the even larger number

(68.3 per cent) who did their most intensive

study outside of Canada (as indicated by

where the most senior degree was re-

ceived) do not indicate that Queen's is in

the very strong position for teaching cours-

es that are relevant to Canadian life and

Canadian culture that is generally assumed

by staff as well as students to exist here.

(All the figures etc. for Queen's University

were alculated from the data in the Arts

and Science calendars for 1968/69, 1969/w

and 1970/71 and from the 1970/71 Applied

Science calendar. All figures for all other

universities mentioned are taken from The

Struggle for Canadian Universities by Robin

Mathews and James Steele or from the

October-November 1970 edition of Canadian

Dimension.

)
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letters to XI
the editorXl

Dear Sir:

Please allow us to use your
paper to bring to the attention of

the readers a situation which de-

nies a man the right to see his

child at birth and to be with his

wife at a very important moment
in their relationship. I refer, of

course, to the rule or "law" in

Kingston General Hospital and
Hotel Dieu which refuses entrance

to the delivery room to the father

of the expected child, even when
the attending physician agrees to

his presence. It would appear that

in an age of advanced technology,

non-involvement, and distaste for

fellow humans, we are to be de-

nied the joys of seeing the begin-

ning of independent life of a child.

WHO is it who can decree that

only medically trained people
shall see the first breath, shall see
the first surge of pink that spreads
over this blue wonder of a being?
Is "He" currently working on a

method by which "He" can elimi-

nate the mother from that sacred
room? Then, at least, mother and
father could be together at the

moment of the new arrival (from
where I do not know).

The physician who has
greater knowledge of the pregnan-
cy and the people agrees that no
danger is involved in the father's

presence, what just is the hang
up? If we must be clinical at birth,

a position which I feel alien to,
will "He" show us the statistics
which show that in K.G.H. and
Hotel Dieu mortality at birth is —
% higher when the father is in the
delivery room than when he is

not? What kind of dreaded disease
or paternal virus do voung fathers
carry that can not be eliminated
by normal sterilization processes?
Or is this rule found in the hospital
archives? Worse yet if a man has
never been in at time of birth.

The situation is purely local. In
Ottawa and Toronto hospitals, the
decision is between the physician
and the parents. When our first
son was born, the doctor allowed
me to see his birth, even saying
that in instances the father's pres-
ence is advantageous. If nothing
else, I relieved the nurse who
would have been with my wife.
Perhaps this is the problem. Per-
haps union regulations stipulate
one doctor, one anaesthetist, one
scrub nurse, and one nurse with
the mother. A standard OB does
not require one father.

I promise I won't touch any of
the sterilized instruments, make
passes at the nurses, tell corny
jokes to the doctor, or take my
wife's mind off the business at
hand. I won't even faint on the ta-

ble. The last few months have
been very demanding on me as
chief of morale and good spirits,

and I would like to see this thing
through to the end.

Where are you, Champions of
Human Rights and Male Suffrage,
Friends of Fathers-To-Be? People
of Kingston, please realize the
wrong of this situation. We are not
alone, surely. We would not con-
demn those young fathers who
choose not to step on the hallowed
ground of the delivery room.
Strong is the indoctrination that

birth is a horrible, shattering

experience to all but medical per-

sonnel. It is too late to enrol in

medical school so I can sneak in. I

just want to see my child born.

Yours very truly.

Warren and Marguerite Wolfe

37 Adelaide Street

We're Not Forgotten Yet . . .

There is an organization on this

campus with which I'm sure

everyone is familiar. They are

known collectively as the Queen's

University Bands and are com-
posed of cheerleaders, Highland

dancers, majorettes, the pipe

band, and the brass band. You've

all seen, and heard them, at foot-

ball games in the fall— theirenthu-

siasmis unmatched in their sup-

port for the Golden Gaels. A more
boisterous group of people I'm
sure you won't find anywhere on
this campus.
The Queen's University Banks,

as well as supporting their illus-

trious team at hoem in Kingston,
accompany them to places such as
Toronto. Montreal. Hamilton, and
this year even Winnipeg, bringing
them the spirit for which Queen's
is well-known. And just to show
that we're not poor losers, the
brass band and the majorettes
made an appearance at the Col-
lege Bowl Parade and the pre-
game show for the College Bowl
Game. Play those Oil Thighs,
we're proud of our football team
and our school.

So now, with the pressure of
exams closing in around you, stop
and ask yourself if school spirit is

really dying here at Queen's. Of
course not! We, the members of

the Queen's University Bands, can
think back fondly to those days
when our kilts were swining and
we were stepping high with pride.

Thank you, members of the 1970-71

Bands — you did a great job and
we hope to see many of you back
again next year. And for those who
really secretly, deep-down inside
longed to be out on the football

field marching with us, think of us
next fall when you come back to

Queens' and feel just the slightest

twinge of nostalgia when you first

hear an Oil Thigh on campus.
Remember, what better way is

there to get involved and support
your school than to be a member
of the Queen's University Bands.
Mary Anderson

Dear Sir:

We would like to heartily com-
pliment you on your open-minded-
ness and courage in regards to

printing the advertisement which
appeared in the past few issues of

the Queen's Journal concerning
the Gays Dating Association. It is

reassuring to see that not all publi-

cations are stoically conservative

in a day and age when understand-

ing and acceptance of such an is-

sue is the only intelligent and logi-

cal consequence.

We hope that such small but

significant actions as yours could

be the start of an honest and thor-

ough obliteration of the public's

latent thoughts against gay boys
and gay girls.

Thank-you for taking the initia-

tive, chaps!

Sincerely yours,

Theo Plautz & Freddy Monkman.
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WHAT ARE 1H6 M
I

by Alan Broadbent
(The following is a synopsis of

a play written and performed by
the Comedie Dormousian, the
famous fictional theatrical
group.

)

One day, some time ago, a
chap named Harvey rose from
limbo and assumed life. Harvey
was ushered into life across a

pleasurable bridge constructed
by his parents, who more than
ai*ything wanted Harvey to have
11 better than they did. While
they had the colours of the uni-
verse at their beck and call,
which they consumed in increas-
lng quantities in exchange for the
"tedium of green, it had not al-
Ways been this way for them.
But for Harvey, they knew it

should be different.

While he was still fat legs and
arnis, Harvey received many
Ct>lours. Even before he knew
what he wanted or could ask for
anything, Harvey was showered
w 'th not only the reds and blues
and yellows, but also with char-

treuse and the odd vermillion.

At the time Harvey became
socially conscious, he was sent

off to school with his fellows, off

of whom had parents who knew it

would be different for them, and

he began to learn about the rest

of the colours of the universe

that he hadn't seen yet. Harvey

rather liked some of the colours

he learned about, and he would

go home and tell his parents

about them, and sooner or later

he would be introduced to these

colours. He would have them in

his home, and he would use them

for a while and then he would

find another colour that he want-

ed, and he would mention this at

home.
This pattern of events went on

for about a decade, or a little

more, and Harvey was quite

happy about the state of the uni-

verse. He and the group of peers

he had found would get together

and talk about the colours of the

universe, and they would tell

each other how they got them,

and then they would decide that

it was pretty useful having par-

ents who thought their kids

should have it better than they

had had it, and that they were
pretty good at coming out better

than their parents were in every

way.
Harvey then decided that

while he had access to all the

colours of the universe, he would

rather work without the middle-

man, for Harvey also had a good

grasp of economics. He looked

around for the best method for

doing this, and settled on a Uni-

versity Education as the best

way. He saw this as a logical

step for him to take in view of his

last 18 years, and it also oc-

curred to him that the way for

him to be able to acquire all the

colours of the universe.

So Harvey went off to the uni-

versity. He accomplished the ini-

tial step of eliminating the mid-

dleman by living in a different

place. This set him up pretty

well, he thought. His eyes be-

came very big at this point, an

anticipatory measure for hous-

ing all the colours of the uni-

verse.

But then tragedy struck. The
four years at the University went

dismally for Harvey, He tried, as

everyone attested. Harvey was
dilligent in his efforts to get the

method for acquiring the colours

of the universe. He went out of

his way to find the people who
could help him in his task. He
spent many painful hours with

these people, for many of them
seemed to him to be boring, if

not in his way.

Harvey got all the aid he need-

ed. He got a girl who looked

right, and she didn't draw
enough prospective people, so he

got another one, but she didn't

help either. Harvey went through

ten of these girls, but they didn't

help, so he got rid of them. Then

the eleventh got rid of Harvey,

and he fell into a deep depres-

sion.

Harvey reached fourth year,

and he applied for jobs in the

colour acquisition field, but he
was turned down by everyone.
This deepened his depression,

Then he found that he had spent

so much time trying to acquire

the method, that he was running

out of colours of the universe.

And this depressed him too.

Finally Harvey ended up in a

wreck. He didn't know where to

go for help, because the only
people he knew were those in-

volved in acquiring the colours of

the universe. Harvey considered

a voluntary re-entry into limbo,

but rejected that due to a lack of

knowledge, and after three

weeks locked up in a room, he
went out to look for a substitute

for the colours of the universe.

As Harvey stepped out to begin

his new search, there suddenly
appeared all around him the

most splendid colours of the uni-

verse, glowing and blending, and
he wrapped himself in their blan-

ket, and lived to be one thousand

years old.
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auden off the record
by Steven Winnett

ltd. note: Last Tuesday night, W. H. Aiiden readsome ofhis poetr\ ai McGill University.)

Its very odd how this place is filling up so quickly. I wonder what we have come for? A living legend? But what can we
possibly expect from this man that his poetry has not already given us? Perhaps we are all just here for the event . . .

Well, we've certainly made it. Here we all are. with our long hair, jeans and cigarettes — the function of the cigarette

can be to turn a blase statement into intellectual one . . . there's this cat with a yellow shirt and suit and long hair, and

he's running around running things . . and television cameras too — Auden between the ads — an audio-visual presenta-

tion. A comment up front — "Incredible" Half an hour to go and the place already overflowing! " ... I wonder what W. H.

Auden looks like, anyway? "Distinguished white hair and sort of pink weathered English Cheeks", says Mary. Surely he

wears glasses too ... a bunch of scruffy types have flooded the stage. Meanwhile a lady in front of me is intently reading

the Star; Springate Kicks a Point for Common Sense I wonder how Auden will make his way to the lectern There's

no trapdoor, and all the exits seem to be jammed ... All these intent-looking young people sitting on the stage — We are a

funny-looking generation! As we sil here awaiting enlightenment. . . .

And there he is! A rather sunken yet well-preserved old face, a dignified face and he's not wearing glasses ... a

brown suit, the pants look rather baggy ... he squints into the bright TV lights, takes out some papers and begins to read.

He has a little trouble with the microphone, mutters a very audible "Jesus Christ! " and somehow we are already
charmed.

Auden begins with three poems about a village 25 miles west of Vienna, where he has a home. His first poem he wrote
on the twentieth anniversary of the death of a poet-friend, a German, who under pressure from theNaziscommitted suicide

in 1945. The poem is also addressed to a peasant, a pious Catholic, another close friend, who had his head cut off by the

Nazis in 1943. (At this, a lady on my right giggles - . . ) Auden has come to appreciate ths small things of life, and he notes

that his poet-friend "was buried like a loved family dog". Those nuisances, corpses and rubble of the occupation have long

since been carted away, and today we can smile at weddings.

Auden's next poem is about his study and is an elegy to a poet and critic. Louis MacNeice. A sense of order dominates
his poetry, personal order. In this study neither lovers or maids are welcome", and here "silence is turned into objects".
Auden pays tribute to "good mongrel barbarian English which never succumbed to Roman rhetoric and gravity". The
lessons of the war are many, and since Stalin and Hitler, we know that all is possible. But there is another lesson, too,

more important: "More than ever life out there is goodly, bearable" A small detail, neatly intrudes: "I wish you hadn't
caught, that cold" But there is a compensation here somehow, "For the dead are easier to talk to". Auden moves on to the
nature of poetry, which cannot be used for background for study. It is either to be read or to be ignored. Even a limerick
ought to be something a man of honor, awaiting death from cancer or a firing squad, should be able to read and appreciate.
Auden returns to his departed friends: "We need the companionship of our good dead". The past is not irrelevant. A small
domestic detail, "Stay at my elbow til cocktail time". Auden closes by depreciating his pome as an "egocentric mono-
logue", but asks that it be accepted for friendship's sake.

Auden reads three poems on natural beauty. First is THE ALIENS, an attack on an overly-scientific, objective view
of nature. We didn't need Darwin to tell us horses are our cognates. Oh, indeed, we are biological products,we grab at and
gobble up proteins, drop dung, until we collapse. Well, Auden is content to observe that he is vaguely elated that he is

someone who is up and about. From the atheist dogma of purely random events, one is tempted to cook up a myth of an
earlier fall with Adam as a crab-like creature unable to survive his environment. I Satan: "Not doing very well, are you?"
Adam: "No, and not likely to because of You Know Who"),

TALKING TO DOGS. Their comprehension is limited: "We cannot tell you a story or dryly dissect in the third person
neighbours who are not there". But companionship is something that a dog can provide. "In dark hours your silence can be
of more help than many two-legged competitors."

Finally, a New Year's Greeting of a different sort to the yeasts, bacteria, viruses, aerobic or anaerobic which inhabit
his body — an invitation to settle in the zone of their choice: "In the tropical forest of my crotch or the cool woods of my
head", but they are expected to behave as good guests shouldand not to riot into acne or athlete's foot. But they are not in
an Eden; their cities are swept away in a hurricane twice every 24 hours when he dresses and undresses.

Another pause. Auden next reads a few lyrics. Particularly effective is "THE FALL OF ROME, which begins on a
hurricane theme of a different, more destructive note: "The piers are pummelled by the waves". Images of collapse
abound: an unimportant clerk writes "I do not like my work" on a pink form. The fail becomes personal now, because
Auden. like Rome, is soon to die, because "the present stalks abroad."

Another lyric. THE SONG OF THE DEVIL, prefaced by a warning that he is going to use a four-letter word, but that
it will be in context. The delightful sing-song rhythms portrav some interesting paradoxes such as statistics proving the
existance of free will. And values 0 Well, "Values are relative, Dough is dough". Enjov vour dream, counsels the devil:
"I'm so bored with the whole fucking tribe of you I could scream! " Applause and much laughter.

Auden goes on to play with a little poetic formula called . . well. I can't catch the exact word he used - it sounds like
"pellicules

,
which is French for dandruff, so probably not right . . . Anyways, these are four-lined efforts of rhyme

scheme A. B B ir irregular in length and metre with the only stipulation being that the first line must end in the name
of a person, for example, Lord Byron "His flesh was weak, hers Greek" or Dickens on chickens
Emmanuel Kant
Told to kiss his aunt
Obeyed the categorical must
But only just

Our evening will not be complete without an incident. A photographer is struggling to get a picture of Auden at the
front, he can t get steady footing in this sea of people and equipment, and his manoeuvres are holding up proceedings
There are a few angry mutterings. Sit Down' etc. Peace and love only go so far. it seems he gets his photo as Auden
flashes a squinty. dour smile and he leaves to laughter.

Auden now presents 2 poems on public events. First is a short August 1968. Then, moon landing, which Auden pro-
claims so large a phallic inumph. It was modem only in this, "Our lack of decorum". Was it worth going there-5 Yes Was
it worth seeing- No. Rather the poet asks for a watered garden. Those in power, he supposes, will go on producing "the
usual squalid mess called history" : he will pray for artists, chefs, and saints.

rnnc™"
c
[
ose
\^

s readinS with 2 Pieces which^ ™ do with getting older. He is 64. First there is EPISTLE TO AGQESON where the aging poet notes that despite the disastrous threatening the world, he will "Give the small but gentlewonders of nature and household 5

Auden's concern with the value of order is reflected in DOGGEREL BY A SENIOR CITIZEN
Our earth in 1969 is not the planet I call mine

The world which gives me strength to hold off chaos at arm's length

Aide^ctadra-
ntai
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eXample aV°iding d6btS: "- WiU COntinUe t0 Pay in cash for What 1 bu
-v
"

"Meaalienated — Bosh!
I feel most at home with what is real".
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during the lunch hour in the Union.
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by Dick Loney
It's weird that some of the most terrible albums have almost document

liner notes, pics and bios included, and then an unpretentious album lit

FRIENDS BY FEATHER (Columbia C-30137) is released with a cover packa
that is devoid of info on the guys who make the far from mediocre music on th
tracks inside. Feather is one of those groups without a lot of advance hype fro

?

Rolling Stone, yet their ten tunes are as tight vocally, and performed with
much instrumental proficiency, as many a Supergroup can offer!

Judging by the author credits on the songs, the group has a nucleus of thr
fellows — Steve Woodard, M. Coilings. and R. White — and between them th
play a lot of good guitar licks, lay down some solid electric piano phrasings

all
set to Beach Boy/Hollies-inspired vocal interpretations. The result is slightly le
countrified sounds than pure Country-Rock — sort of Poco without their ned

\

steel guitar — with the lyric leaning to gospel-oriented material.

Feather offers a biblical parable in rocking 1970's fashion with "The Fifth
Stone" telling of David and his "five smooth stones" — it's as if Feather wa
offering a country flavoured interpretation of Jesus Christ Super-star. Orthodox
rock is not neglected however — the opening cuts — "Friends" and "Roll (vje
Daddy" — reveal Feather to be as versed in the solid tradition of rock as anv
group cutting records these days.

After an extensive apprenticeship under the tutelage of the Andy Williams
Show, the Osmond Brothers have "grown" into a male Motown quintet, with the
release of "One Bad Apple ", which is included on their album OSMONDS
(Polydor 2424 024). A solid grounding in the intricacies of true Barbershop Quar .

tet harmonies simplifies the Osmond's transition to the falsetto rock harmonies
they display on "Catch Me Baby", and the flavour of the Supremes/Motown
numbers such as "Apple" and their medley "Motown Special".

When they slip an electric steel guitar into the arrangement of "Think", they
emerge sounding just like a teenage version of Grateful Dead, and they show
their vocal manipulations to perfection on the full orchestra-backed "He Ain't
Heavy. He's My Brother". The Osmond boys do a very pretty job on the B J
Thomas chart-topper "Most Of All", with a baritone voice doing the lead. On the
Motown sounds, a young voice takes the lead — on "Sweet and Innocent" and
"Flirtin' ".

After the fashion of Woodstock, and its three record preservation of the good
musical "vibes" of that particular Festival, the Monterey Pop Festival of a cou-
ple of years ago has now brought forth the live concert portion by the Mamas &
Papas: MONTEREY INTERNATIONAL POP FESTIVAL. THE MAMAS —
PAPAS. (RCA DS-50100). Contained therein are eight live versions of classic
Mamas & Papas songs — "California Dreamin' ", "I Call Your Name". Mon-
day. Monday" and "Got A Feelin' "; as well as some of the tunes from their
albums — "Somebody Groovy", "Dancing In the Street", and "Straight Shooter

If the quality isn't quite up to the sound of the former studio-recordings, let's

remember that Woodstock was no Abbey Road either! Probably the finest rendi-
tion of the eight songs included has to be Mama Cass's plaintive treatment of the
Beatler "I Call Your Name", complete with her intro discussing John Lennon,
the Festival, and her baby.

Interesting to note that Joe Osborne. Bassist; and pianist Larry Knechtel are
on stage, along with Dr. Eric Hord on lead guitar. Quite an historic recording by
one of the greatest groups of the Sixties. . . .

Duane Ailman has proven that he is a better than average lead guitarist,

playing on a number of albums as a studio session man, which might detract from
the fact that he hails from a pretty fine band of his own — the Allman Brothers
Band. Duane is aided by brother Greg on keyboards, and Dicky Betts sharing lead

chores. Berry Oakley handles the bass guitar action, along with a trio of percus-
sionists — Jai Johanson, Butch Trucks and Thorn Doucette.

The Allman's album IDLEWILD SOUTH (Atco SD 33-342) has affinities to

the Joe Cocker Mad Dogs album and with some of the sounds of Bonnie & Delaney
— the guitar licks are a little heavier in places, but on "Midnight Rider" fine

harmony and acoustic guitar make this one of the better tracks of this album.
Some of the extended instrumental offerings — "In Memory Of Elizabeth Reed",
could be shortened from their rather extensive playing time of 6:54 without losing

too much.
Songs like "Hoochie Coochie Man" are pulled straight out of the heavy blues

bag, and performed as well by the Allmans as by any of the proponents of this

category of Rock. "Please Call Home" is a slow ballad given a feeling treatment
by brother Greg Allman. who shows a talent for handling prettier material. A
very tight, talented blues band indeed — the Allman Brothers

From the same studios, and sounding very much like Chicago, comes a group
named Melting Pot — their album FIRE BURN, CAULDRON BUBBLE < Ampex
A-10111

)
is marked with that big brassy sound, combined with a lead voice and

capable harmonies in subordinate singing roles. A total of nine musicians are

utilized on the album, with individuals like Dick Gentile filling in as keyboard
man and writer/vocalist on tunes "Whv Be Lonely" and "Await The Coming
Day".

The Dave Mason-penned "Feeling All Right" gives the vocal spotlight to

Kenny Tibbets, who does Dave's song justice, as do the fellows on trumpet, trom-

bone and saxes. Tibbets and the guys on background vocal all develop a touch of

laryngitis for their Delta-Blues delivery on "Welcome To The Party", which

brings various members of Melting Pot Forwarder solo gambits on harmonica,

organ and guitar.

Dick Gentile can sound remarkably like David Clayton Thomas at times, and

the whole band could very well be yet another version of the Blood Sweat & Tears

kick which was implemented a couple of years back. But that is not to say that

Melting Pot are carbon copies of anyone else. If you're into that Chicago/BS&T
thing then you will certainly appreciate this fine album by the group called Melt-

ing Pot

If you question the value of the mathematics you are

being taught, the usefullness of further studies in math-
ematics or the prospects for employment in mathematics,
come to the

Mathematics Practitioner
a forum on mathematics in

Room 126,

Jeffrey Hall

Friday March 19th,

10 p.m. to 12
Talks by representatives of industrial governmental and

educational organization.

Coffee and donuts will be served.

1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Panel and audience discussion.
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tendays
tuesday march 16

morning: 8:00 a.m.: professor John loewenthal lecturing on ' design of a surgical com-plex in ethermgton hall auditorium.
«»»is«.iitom

afternoon: 2:30 p.m.: school of urban and regional planning presents a lecture by w pmcadam, ellis hall, room 222. " " '

4:00 pm: prof. j. loewenthal lecturing on 'Jthrombo-embohsm '

in the am-
pin-theatre of hotel dieu hospital

evening: 7:30 p.m.: the drama department presents chronicles 9. there will be two
p ays, "picnic on the battlefield" and • orison" as a single program in the
studio theatre, room 102, old arts building. Admission is f°ee bu^t ckets

™s buTldtag

3 ln

°
e 3t th<i drama deSk basement of the old

7:00 and 9:30 p m.: campus movies; night one of 2001: a space odyssey at

S3 pe
g
r person "

Um ~ 'he rise andfa" of man
"
admis^"

9:00 p.m.: world cinema classics series: "red beard" in ellis auditorium.

Wednesday march 17

morning: 11:30 am: prof, j; loewinthal, lecturing on organ transplantation in ether-
mgton hall auditorium.

11:30 a.m.: dr. j. i. musher, will discuss "hypervalent molecules" in frost
wing, room fgl5.

afternoon: 1:15 p.m.: dennis lee, a founder of the house of anasi will be speaking on the
problems facing Canadian publishers in watson hall, room 517.
4:00 p.m.: psychiatric grand rounds, with dr. brian mcconville queen's psy-
chiatry dept. in etherington hall auditorium.
4:30 p.m.: biology department presents a lecture on "membrane phenomena
in micro-organisms" in earl hall, room 111. -

evening: 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.: campus movies presents night 2 of 2001 : a space odyssey
at dunning hall auditorium, plus requiem - the rise and fall of man.
7:30 p.m.: drama department presents chronicles 9 in the old arts building
see tuesday.

7:30 p.m.: department of physiology presents a lecture on "quantitative
analysis of arterial regulation with special emphasis on the genesis of hyper-
tension" in etherington hall auditorium.

8:00 p.m.: department of english presents prof. b. rajan speaking on 'w. b.

yeats and the poetry of confrontation" in john watson hall room 517.

8:30 p.m.: dunning trust lecture: the honorable mr. jean Chretien in convoca-
tion hall speaking on unfinished tapestry: indian policy in Canada.
9:00 p.m.: dennis lee will be reading his poetry in agnes etherington art
gallery.

10:30 p.m.: would applicants for arts '73 women's athletic stick please come
to a meeting in the parent's room of victoria hall.

thursday march 18

morning: 9:30 a.m.: lecture by dr. guyton on "overall philosophy of circulatory regula-

tion" in etherington hall auditorium

10:30 a.m.: queen's department of german presents a lecture on "goeth and
the eternal feminine" in room 517 of john watson hall,

afternoon: 3:30 p.m.: prof, rajan speaking on "a choice of words: a personsl statement

on indian fiction, john watson hall, room 517.

4:00 p.m.: colloquium in german on "literarische kritik und dichterische

absicht", with prof, hans eichner. kingston hall, faculty lounge.

4:30 p.m.: dr. robert j. gibbms will speak on.' factors influencing the devel-

opment of tolerance to, and physical dependence on, ethanol in the rat, hum-
phreyhall, room 102.

evening: 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.: campus movies presents night 3 of 2001 — a space odys-

sey at dunning hall auditorium plus requiem — the rise and fall of man.

7:30 p.m.: medical science lecture series presents "quantitative analysis of

arterial regulation with special emphasis on the genisis of hypertension in

etherington hall auditorium.

7:30 and 9:00 p.m.: drama department presents chonicles 9 — in the studio
theatre, see tuesday^ ,

7:30 p.m.: meeting of kingston field naturalists, earl hall, room 114.

9:00 p.m.: le cinema francais series: "les carabiniers, english sub-titles
ellis auditorium.

friday march 19

morning: 11:30 a.m.: seminar on interstitial fluid dynamics and interstitial fluid pres-
sure" in the physiology building,

afternoon: 3:30 p.m.: the music department presents collegium musicum: ars antiqua
de paris in ellis hall, admission is free,

evening: 7:30 and 9:00 p.m.: the drama department presents chronicles 9 in Ihe old
arts building, see tuesday.

7:30 p.m.: colour night banquet, leonard hall,

8:00 p.m.: an evening of quarry films,; program includes "vaghy", a film on
the resident string quartet, and "queen's '71", a students' views, admission
$2.00; students $1.00 in ellis auditorium.

Sunday, march 21

evening: 8:30 p.m.
;
films made by contemporary Canadian artists in ellis hall,

monda y march 22

evening: 8:00 p.m.: raffles lecture: dr. a. g. bachrach in Stirling hall "d", speaking on
the realistic dutch.

tuesday, march 23

evening: 8:00 p.m.: german film club presents "das glas wasser" in room 101 kings-
ton hall.

Wednesday, march 24

afternoon: 4:30 p.m.: biology department presents "pollution and fish ecology" in earl
hall, room 111.

evening: 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.: campus movies presents "psycho" at dunning hall audi-
torium, admission is $1.00 per person.

thursday, march 25

afternoon: 3:30 p.m.: collegium musicum in ellis hall,

evening: 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.: campus movies presents "hotel" at dunning hall audito-
rium, admission is $1 .00 per person.
7:30 p.m.: the medical sciences lecture series presents dr. g. klatskin lectur-
ing "on chronic and progressive forms of viral hepatitis: relationship to
chronic active hepatitis" at etherington auditorium.
7:30 p.m.: the geography department presents dr. king from mcmaster uni-
versity speaking on a factor analysis of time series data - an analysis of
business cycles.

7:30 p.m.: a panel will speak on the question of "whether there is a responsi-
bility of society and/or the individual to limit family size."
8:00 p.m.: raffles lecture in Stirling hall "the romantic english."

this scene is from wait disney productions' "the aristocrats"

in paris. starts friday at the capitol theatre.

soundings

by W. Scott Sherman
WATT, Ten Years After (Deram XDES 18050)

Alvin Lee: guitar, wornout vocals, hype, and chauvinism

Leo Lyons: intelligent bass (quote 7i;e«;c magazine)

Chick Churchill : keyboards and groupie appeal

Ric Lee: drums and noise

NOTE: For details of Ten Years After Music Lovers Society, sendw a

stamped addressed envelope to Vicky Page c/o Chrysalis 155-157 Oxford

Street, London, W.I., England.

The psychic crotch of Alvin Lee is on the loose again, girls, this time at

«ve dollars a piece. Better watch out, though, 'cause he s got a personal body-

guard (and a 'psychic crutch' ). If you don't mind a surrogate, though, there is a

full colour poster included in the album. The only reason tha there is no ync

sheet, too. is that Ten Years After has next to nothing to tell you The whole

thing about a band like this is that it is bull,, and not by its own talent or by

overwhelming public acclaim, but as much by admen P™dueers. and music

magazines as The Monkees were. Seriously, who needs this? It s not yen a

blow for 'the people' whoever exactly they are. As the band ,s pushed more

and more, people w« buy their increasingly costly alburn^ The most distress-

ing aspect even from an enterta.nment-business1^^^^"*"
group is not even turning out good SHIT. There are so many I ke

t

hem doing

what they are doing more honestly-or "-/"^vS
"OS Hote-t^yrdmvcom

—
' One might just as profitably .is-

io„ . u IS -
vu"u

' - ' ,„rt „, irn hass and drums accompaniment as
en to the vibrations of a tuning ork ith bas: a

m pretension on
listen to Alvin Lee grind out identical riffs and e g ^

f tms whole
Jlbum after album. Pardon me f

• "^/'^fred to me that the ! Wood-
review consists of one paragraph, but it ju si un-u

stock! Nation is idolizing a group of non-talents with roughly the same ideals as
Mayor Tom Campbell of Vancouver, who can find no allowance for "hippies",

in his city. Quote (Tom Campbell) (next to family life, discipline and democra-
cy) "Material things. I suppose, are number two. Car, money, house, clothes,

travel." How long is Alvin Lee's hair? He should get together with Tom Terrif-

ic as a gesture towards bridging the generational ideals gap.

To get back to the album at hand, for those who like specific and construc-

tive criticism, I recommend that Al and the boys pack it in. There's too much
material available in record stores already, and, unhappily, most of it is a

rough approximation of this. All Ten Years After's albums sound the same. I

think maybe the boys have realized that there are some limitations in jamming
on one chord indefinitely (I only say this because I've noticed that in one cut on
Wall ("She Lies In The Morning") they speed up the tape so it doesn't sound
like just one chord, whic h it still is. After this ingenious break, we can distinct-

ly hear Chick Churchill practicing scale runs on the piano . . . then another
long lone-chord jam. I When will it end?

I remember right at the beginning of term, having a very moving discus-

sion with two friends after having seen the movie R.P.M., a cliche-ridden pro-

duction about campus rebellion. It had affected me deeply, as had "real" films
of violence on campus and off. simply because heads were being busted indis-

criminately. One friend of mine complained that the movie was "phony", con-
trived, and didn't move him at all. We attempted to explain that though the
politics behind the riots and so on may indeed be too much trouble to bother
getting into, that it was the people that were being hurt that mattered, espe-
cially when one knows people in a similar situation. PEOPLE PEOPLE PEO-
PLE PEOPLE. And as an instance to aid the argument, I put on the album
Cricklewood Green by Ten Years After. There are no people there at all. Every-
thing and everyone in Alvin Lee's songs (and in Church Berry's, when he dares
to touch them ) either is or becomes plastic, unreal, untouchable. THINGS
THINGS THINGS THINGS. Material things, right?

"Call on me if you want some lovin'

You can get it all for free,

I say yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah," etc.

Memorable.
Be careful. This record is made of plastic. In more ways than one.
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THE TIDES OF
INVENTION:

Science and Art in Holland and Britain, 1550-1850

I THE REALISTIC DUTCH

Monday 22 March 8p.m.

Stirling "D"

First of the two

RAFFLES LECTURES 1971

by

Dr. A.G.H. BACHRACH C.BtE.

Director, The Sir Thomas Browne Institute

University of Leiden

Sponsored by

The Institute of Commonwealth and Comparative Studies

ADMISSION FREE

Drive-In Restaurant

Always Quality First...

Because Carrols Cares!

* Fast, Efficient Service

* Inside Seating

* A complete Meal - with

change from your Dollar!

Location: Across the Street from the

Town House Inn, Princess St.

EVERYONE

INVITED

To hear Rabbi Lavy Becker, just returned

from the Soviet Union, speaking

at the Beth Israel Congregation,

116 Centre Street, Wednesday, March 17th,

at 8:30 p.m.

Sponsored by the Hillel Foundation at Queen's University.

Fourth in the series "DIALOGUES IN JUDAISM".
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FILMS BY CONTEMPORARY CANADIAN ARTISTS

some controversial and pungent subject matter in films by

CHAMBERS, CURNOE, LEVINE

SNOW, WIEIAND ETC.

Sunday, March 21 at 8:30 pm
Ellis Hall

Open to Gallery Association members

Student memberships 1.00 per year

available at the door or at the Art Centre any time

art centre

And Wait Till Next Year

zontJrom page 1
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Phys. Ed. Centre. The basket-
ball Gaels, for example, play
in the Bartlett Gym as if they'd

never seen the place before.
Their home gym almost seems
to be Carleton, where they
played some of their best
games.

Here, the fans could help.

Basketball and hockey crowds
have been almost disinterest-

ed. Cheerleaders, a band, ban-

ner type signs; they all help.

Make the other teams feel that

they're at Queen's instead of a

neutral floor. No reason why a

hockey game, a rugger game,
a soccer game, or a basketball

game can't be as much fun as a

football game.
Next week, a look at the

women's teams and programs
at Queen's.

FRONTENAC MALL
300 BATH ROAD.
KINGSTON ONTAF

MON.TOFRI. 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

&teak faouBt and lEatiern

Bath "Roai ai fmrtm Hlall, Buipron. Ontario, fli-wu

WANTS STUDENTS!
Tpj0ur

TEUb 3teak Special ©nig 245

& Our Sunday Night

Roast Beef Buffet Oniy 2.99

gourjfirst Cocktail-©nig 15/
- CLIP THIS COUPON

ABORTIONS
ARE LEGAL

IN NEW YORK
For information, counselling

and immediate hospital aP"

pointments call:

Pregnancy Control Center, I nc.

16 West 86th Street,

New York, New York,
1212) 873-1496

FREE INFORMATION

SAFE, LEGAL

ABORTIONS
IN NEW YORK

SCHEDULED IMMEDIATELY
(212) TR 7-8562

MRS. SAUL
CERTIFIED ABORTION

REFERRAL
All Inquiries Confidential
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...And Just Wait Till Next Year
Next year in sports at

Queen's. There'll be a few

changes. The biggest one will

be the new stadium. Everyone

in charge claims that it will be

finished. Okay, I believe them.

The end of play at Richard-

son may take away some of

Queen's tremendous home
field advantage. As one of the

other coaches in the league

puts it, "Those fans seem to be

ready to jump out of the stands

at you." Maybe the new stad-

ium will be able to give the

same intimate feeling as Ri-

chardson, but the fans are

going to have to try harder.

As for the football Gaels,

they could have as many as

twenty new bodies in the line-

up. Possibly to their advan-

tage, the league will also have

four new schools in the OUAA
Eastern Division lineup. York,

Laurentian, Ottawa, and Carle-

ton aren't quite of the calibre

of McGill and Western.

But don't think that Queen's

is going to have a poor team.
McGill's demise will probably
mean a- few transfers to

Queen's. As a matter of fact, it

seems that every athlete who
can possibly manage to trans-

fer to Queen's is doing so. Our
veterans for next year will in-

clude three of this year's top
rookies, led by Stu Lang and
Tom Taylor. Captains Mike
Lambros and Brian Warrender
probably aren't figuring on
being anything but a first place
team.

Our rugger team isn't likely

to slip much either, not with
the graduates from the seconds
coming up. They had the best
first's and seconds this past
year; the seconds think that
they might have been the sec-
ond best team in the first's

league.

The soccer team has been
practicing already. Three

times a week in the Bartlett
Gym. they're at it for an hour.
No more losses in the finals for
them.

One idea that has been sug-
gested for the rugger and soc-
cer teams is that they play
their games on Friday nights
in order to get better fan sup-
port. It might just work.
The track team was primari-

ly a young team this year, and
they should improve. Their
new West Campus track, as
well as the indoor track above
the arena, give them a new
incentive.

The tennis team may lose
four of their top six players,
with only Gord Laing and'John
Macfarlane returning. They
won't sink very far, but they
will be hard pressed to win the
conference.

Our three new teams, water-
polo, volleyball, and squash, all

did well this year despite their

inexperience. Next year they'll

be better, and the volleyball

team could have a good shot at
a title.

The wrestlers lose CIAU
champion Bob Cazes, but John
Albinson, their coach, will be
trying to field a full team for
the first time next year. Gavin
Reid's swimming team has
been troubled by lack of one
'ace' to win the dual meets,
and they are swamped by the
competition from Toronto. It's

hard to tell what the next year
will bring.

The gymnastics team is one
that will do well next year.
This year's team had almost
all freshmen, yet they wound
up fourth in the OQAA.
Our badminton, curling, sail-

ing, and fencing teams were
very close to the top this year.
One person, in these sports,
could make the difference.
Certainly, they aren't all going
to stay runnerup. Look for a
couple of championship teams
from these four.

This year's basketball team

loses Ron Walsh, and a ruling

is to be made on the eligibility

of Brian Mackenzie and Bob
Wright. Even if we lose these
three, Queen's might have the

biggest team in Canada next
year'. It might be possible to

start a forward line of 6'10",

6'9", and 6'7". if certain people
who are interested do show up.

They have a scorer, in Andy
Daugulis, but they seem at the
moment to lack a top ball han-
dler. One prospect could be a
high school prospect, Don Pat-
terson. Others might be Peter
Gordon. Dave Wright, or Dave
Smith, this year's subs. No

predictions here. Basket ball is

too unpredictable; in a new
league, with a tougher sched-
ule, more games, there might
be a better team than this

year.

Hockey is finally out of the
last place rut. As the Gaels
whipped Waterloo, Bob Carne-
gie must have felt like saying
to the fans and the other teams
"Now, now do you believe?"
Next year they'll be there
again.

One problem for the Gaels
this year has been adjusting to

the home court or rink in the

cont on page 10
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OTTAWA — About 3,200 Canadian students will work in

Europe this summer under an exchange program between
Canada and 19 European countries, Manpower Minister
Otto Lang announced yesterday.

The exchange will bring about 2,500 foreign students to

Canada for a similar "working holiday." Mr. Lang said.

The program is apart from the Government's over-all

summer employment program, expected to be announced
soon, which will cost more than $50-million.

The student exchange markes the first time the Man-
power Department has been engaged in such a large-scale

program.

Last year a number of private organizations sponsored
projects in Europe and some students made their own ar-

rangements.

West Germany's Central Labor Office will find more
jobs for 1.500 students: France will place 700; Belgium,
500. Britain 300. and the Netherlands 200, with the balance
divided among Austria, Denmark, Finland. Sweden and
Norway.
Students must agree to work for a least two months,

beginning in mid-May or by early June. But they may work
for up to four months depending on the nature of the job,

department officials said.

To be eligible, students must be Canadian citizens at-

tending a college, university or technological institute on a

full-time basis. They must be at least 18 1 21 for Belgium)
and have some knowledge of the host country's language.

The Departments of External Affairs and Secretary of

State are co-operating with the Manpower Department in

arranging the program.

According to an article in Aviation Week and Space
Technology, the Soviet Union has resumed thesing space
systems aimed at landing men on the moon, with an initial

flight possible in 1973-74.

"The Soviet program could see establishment of tempo-
rary Russian research bases on the moon shortly after the
U.S. Apollo program expires in December, 1972.

"The American space efforts will then be concentrated
on manned earth orbital and unmanned planetary flights.

"At the same time, there is mounting evidence that the

Soviets are close to ordering development of a re-usable

space shuttle. This would be a key element in long-range
plans for intensive manned exploration of the moon as well

as for general utility within their highly comprehensive
space exploration program."

OTTAWA (CP) - The Pollution Probe group of Kanata,
Ont., has something to show for five months of hard work
— it has saved a "small forest."

The community organization, 12 miles west of Ottawa,
collected 51 tons of paper for recycling, and since each ton
equals 17 trees it adds up to 867 trees.

The paper, recycled at less expense than scrapping it, is

sold to a salvage company which, resells it to local paper
product firms. The firms then use it in pulp manufacture.
The idea has attracted considerable attention from oth-

er Ontario municipalities which have requested informa-
tion on how to set up their own program.

''Its (5UI6T Ai, A PAIS ms. UHL'

"AS WE ALL KNOW, GENTLEMEN, CONGRESS BANNED THE USE
OF GROUND COMSAT TROOPS IN CAMBODIA..."

Up to $30,000 will be provided by the Quebec Govern-
ment as compensation to people arrested during the Octo-
ber kidnapping crisis. This was announced by Justice Min-
ister Jerome Choquette last Friday, who also told the Na-
tional Assembly that police will be instructed to destroy
files, including photographs and fingerprints, of people
arrested but not charged.

In addition the Govenment will provide letters of reha-
bilitation to people whose reputations were damaged as a
result of arrest.

EDINBURGH (CP) - Students at Edinburgh University
claim that if a girl wants a happy marriage she should
steer clear of biologists. A survey by the students showed
that the marriages of one in eight biologists end in divorce.
In contrast, the students found that art scholars are a safe
marital bet.

HOUSTON, Tex. (AP) - The wife of a Louisiana farmer
was reported in satisfactory condition today following
removal of a brain tumor which caused her to grow eight
feet two inches and weigh 430 pounds.
Two operating room tables were required for Delores

Pollard Johnson, 24, of DeQuincy, La., during the seven-
hour surgery Wednesday at Methodist Hospital.
A hospital statement said the tumor had been causing

the pituitary gland, at the base of the brain, to secrete an
adnormal amount of growth hormone.

BELFAST (AP) — Riots, shooting, bombing and the
sheer noise of violence is turning Belfast's dog population
into nervous wrecks.
Many family pets have been so upset they had to be de-

stroyed, the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals said today.

HALIFAX (CP) - Attorney-General Leonard Pace in-
troduced a bill in the legislature last Tuesday which would
allow some prisoners to leave the institution daily for work
or educational programs. Temporary absences now are
granted some prisoners on specific terms and conditions.
The Court and Penal Institutions Act would authorize

the inspector of penal institutions or a person designated
by the attorney-general to grant temporary absences.

ECORSE, Mich. (AP) - A blind man in the Detroit sub-
urb of Ecorse has been granted a permit to own a handgun.
The man, who was not identified by police, applied for a
hand-gun permit last week, saying he wanted the weapon
to protect his home. Police said a check found nothing in
Michigan law that required the holder of a gun permit to be
able to see to aim.

JOHANNESBURGH (Reuter) - Johannesburg lay
preacher Gert Yssel believes hot pants will incur the

wrath of God. Yssel, 68-year-old father of four, warns that

floods, droughts and other disasters in South Africa are

caused by women's immodesty.

BALTIMORE, Md. (AP) - A report indicating that

most Roman Catholic priests want to decide themselves
whether to marry was released Friday by the National
Federation of Priests' Councils.

Officials of the Catholic organization, which claims to

represent 60 per cent of the Catholic clergy in the United

States, will vote to take a stand on the issue of optional

celibacy at the annual NFPC meeting here next week.
The study was made for the federation by Dr. John P.

Koval, a sociologist at the University of Notre Dame. II

says that 56 per cent of more than 1,800 Catholic priests

surveyed favor letting all priests decide for themselves if

they should marry.

Selecting a standard, or a basic unit, is a man-made de-

cision. When faced with this problem you look around for a

readily available standard and make that your bit. Peo-

ple's feet were usually readily available, and so "one foot"

became an early unit for measuring distance. Using peo-

ple's real feet for measuring distances must have led to

certain inequalities as well as inconveniences. When good

old Dad's farm was divided, the brother with the biggest
'

'
foot'

' seemed somehow to do better.
Eventually someone with small feet recommended they

should have one special foot to avoid arguments; everyone

agreed, and of course they decided to use the king's foot.

Now the king doesn't go traipsing all over the countryside

just to measure things with his foot, so they had to cut one

of his feet off, to be sent around for measuring. This left

the king with only one foot, hence the origin of the term the

"one-foot ruler".

)

KARACHI (Reuter) - Pakistani students here boycot-

ted classes after news spread that Muhammad Ali had lost

to Joe Frazier in their world heavyweight championship
fight in New York, newspapers reported Wednesday. 0ne

newspaper, The Sun, said the students felt Ali's defeat was

" the worst news possible of the year,
'

'

WASHINGTON ( AP) - Congress has been asked to res-

tore full citizenship to Robert E. Lee more than 100 years

after the famed Confederate general died.
Lee, who led the southern army through most of the war

against the union, had sought return of his citizenship W°
months after surrendering at Appomattox Court House

April 9, 1865.

He died five years later, his request unanswered, apPar
'

ently because of red tape.

Senator Harry Byrd of Virginia brought up the issue a [

_

ter Lee's oath of allegiance to the union was found in f
national archives.

There may be the odd historian who has some reservations about the complete historical authenticity of this interpretati
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MARATHON DANCE

If you have money to turn

in or give to the sponsors

PLEASE HURRY

Royal Bank 155 Princess (at Bagot)

A BLACK LIST WILL BE

PUBLISHED NEXT WEEK!

Chilean here

Great changes in communist Chile
"Chile and Peru together at the

present time are the most exciting
social laboratory in the world with
unusual social innovation being
tried in many areas. The overall
feeling is one of great hope and
great energy being deployed in

these countries. I feel that we
could benefit from a great deal of

external aid' from our Latin
American colleagues".

A. Rotstein. editor of The Cana-
dian Fonim

September 4 saw Salvador AI-
lende. an avowed Marxist, win a
relative majority in the national
election of Chile. Allende was the
presidential candidate for the UP
— the leftist coalition of the
Communist party, the Socialist
party, the Radical party, the
MAPU (Unified People s Action
Movement), the API movement
(Independent Peopled Action)
and the Social Democrats.

Experiments in the arts

SKI ING VACATION IN SWITZERLAND -

EASTER
Depart New York April 7th Return April 15th or
Depart New York April 9th Return April 17th.

8 Days only 298.00

Round trip by comfortable Boeing 707 jet.

Lodging at either the Posthotel Garni or the Mothotel Sommerau
both in Cnur. Twin-bedded rooms with private bath or shower and

Ski Lifts. Special Group Rates are being negotiated for Ski Lifts
and we e«pect to be able to offer day passes at a 50% discount.
Transfers. Kloten Airport (Zurichl - Chur - Kloten Airport with
full services of couriers and all porterage.

Twin bedded room at NO EXTRA cost, plus full Continental
Breakfast and Dinner throughout. Also included are all Foreign
and American taxes and service charges. The price also includes
membership to the Anglo America Association for one year
Eligibility for this and other trips run by the Anglo America

a 'e
,

m"ed 10 s,ude"". Staff, Faculty and their
immediate Family

MEMBERS OF THE ANGLO AMERICA ASSOCIATION are
offered various charter flights from most major points in theUnited States to London during the summer as well as Student
[lights within Europe. Employment opportunities. Discounts CarHire Facilities, Hotel Finders Service, Travel Department

w'eTL'HeaToHice
0
"
Sk "'"9 " mmb"M"

ANGLO-AMERICA ASSOCIATION
60A, Pyle St.,

Newport, I.W.,

HAMPSHI RE/ENG LAND.

For three days this week there
will be experiments in the arts of

music, film, dance and drama in

the Agnes Etherington Arts
Centre. It's free.Everyonge is in-

vited to attend.

Thursday March 25th, 8:00 P.M.
Graphic Mobile — chance music co-

ordinated with modern dance.
Trout Fishing — excerpts from Brau-
tigan's Trout Fishing in America
with an appropriate accompani-
ment.

No Dead Horses on the moon —
music for electronic tape and seven
1 6mm projections.

Friday March 26, 8:00 P.M.
Christian Wolfe in Cambridge
Choral piece by Morton Feldman
Pitch City — indeterminate music
for instruments and dancers.

Sechs Vermessene — Totally seri-
alized piano composition by Ernst
Krenek.

Peace — Tape music created by
david Keane

Saturday March 27
At 1:00 p.m. a dada performance
by five pianists playing in shifts —
a short piece by Persichetti
At 8:00 p.m. Vanity Fair — for
tape. 3 music"boxes, 3 timpany and
narrator

Invectives — electronical improv-
isation to Slonimski's "Lexicon of
Musical Invectives"

Carpophagous Canon No. 3 — for
dancers, voices, and instruments.
Phegethon-Metamorphic music
sculpture.

For further information contact
Prof. David Keane, Music Dept.

AMIS commissioners named
The new A. M.S. outer council

held its first meeting last Tues-
day, approving appointments and
discussing other business includ-
ing the library labour dispute.

Commissioners (chairmen for
the five A.M.S departments) were
appointed: Wa.lly Palmer, Campus
Activities; Mike Payne, Educa-
tion; Jim Richardson, Internal
Affairs; Chris Dundas, External
Affairs; and Glenn Hall, Services.

Second-year artsci student
Glen Ager was appointed chief
A.M.S. constable for next year,

1 P.M. fragments of One American Movie By Donald
Pennebaker and Jean-Luc Godard. A record of Godard's
American visit, featuring Tom Hayden, Eldridge Cleaver,
and the Jefferson Airplane.

With the kind of excitement we have come to expect from
Godard through films like Breathless and Weekend..

.

With the kind of analysis that we have come to expect from
Pennebaker through films like Don't Look Back (on Bob
"7 Ian) and Monterey Pop.

1 P.M., fragments of One American Movie

by Donald Pennebaker

and Jean-Luc Godard

Friday, 26 March, 8:00 p.m. in Dunning Hall

Admission: $2.00 Students:$1.00

This Canadian premiere will be introduced by Mr. Pennebaker

and Outer Council accepted rec-
ommendations from the Publica-
tions Selection Committee for co-
editorships for next year's Journal
and Tricolor. Education commis-
sioner Mike Payne was also made
A.M.S. orientation convenor
(responsible for coordination and
possibly an alternative orientation
programme).
A.M.S. president Pat Riley

asked for suggestions on a pro-
posed A.M.S. brief to the Wright
Commission, which is now study-
ing Ontario post-secondary educa-
tion. Outer Council also asked a
committee to look into the propos-
al that the gymnasium close down
April 17. Arrangements have now
been made to keep it open. A peti-
tion was received asking for a ref-
erendum on a compulsory $3 con-
cert fee (the petition has been
withdrawn). Paul Kennedy was
appointed Speaker of the Outer
Council, with veteran gavel-chew-
er Andy Pipe, now Junior Meds
Rep., as Deputy speaker. And
minor by-law amendments were
put through.

The UP ran on a program
moi-r,

radical than any program
which a Western socialist partyr!"
popular front has ever run i»J
alone won, in the past. The Upprogram contains a belief in Sorbi
Property. The UP program sta t

in that section entitled "Construr
tion of the New Economy"

;

The unified popular forces seek as
a central aim of their policy i„
replace the present economic-
structure, putting an end to th»
power of national and foreion
monopolistic capital and of latj
fudism in order to begin the con^
struction of socialism.

Area of Social Property

The process of transforming our
economy will begin with a policv
to constitute a dominant state are
made up of enterprises alreadv
owned by the state plus those
which are to be expropriated. As a
first measure there will be the
nationalization of those basic rich-
es, like the mining of copper, iron
nitrates,, and others, which are
now in the control of foreign capi-
tal and internal monopolies.

Two questions immediately
come to mind: (1) How did such a
radical program get to be adopted
by Chile? And (2) what has been
the impact of the UP in Chile since
it was elected into power over 6
months ago.

Alturo Chacon, a Chilean PhD
student in Sociology, will be on
Campus Monday the 29th and
Tuesday the 30th. He will be talk-

ing about the Chilean situation at

present and in general about the
Latin American situation. An in-

formal public meeting will be held
on Monday, March 30th at 8:00 pm
in the Second Floor Common
Room of the Students Union.
Everyone who is interested in

more information about Chile,
about the UP and how it came into

power and about the reaction in

Chile since the election is invited

to attend.

There will be another meeting
with Aturo Chacon for those who
are more interested in the social

and political developments in

Chile. This meeting will be held on

Tuesday afternoon at 4:00 o'clock

in the Red Room, Kingston Hall.

For those interested in Theology
of Liberation as it is now develop-

ing in Latin America Arturo (who
has a degree in theology) will be

talking on this during Tuesdays
noon. He will be in the basement
of the International Centre at 1:30

pm.

Colonel Sanders Recipe

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
DIAL 542 2773 AUNT LUCY'S MONTREAL STREET

546-2277 AUNT LUCY'S PRINCESS STREET

THE FAMILY BUCKET
15 pieces

(Feeds 5 -7) 3.95

THRIFTBOX
9 pieces 2.50

THE BARREL
20 pieces

(Feeds 7 -10) 5.25

FF-IND. - 2bi
Jumbo Box 1.00

Salads - pt. -60i

THE INDIVIDUAL DINNER (3 pes plus the trimmings) 1.35

(Only 604 for delivery any order in single fare zone)

WE DON'T DELIVER FREE - INSTEAD YOU GET FULL FOOD
VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY - NO SHORTCUTS IN QUALITY.

PS. ALL AUNT LUCY'S MANAGERS HOLD DIPL. OMAS FROM
CCOFCK "COLONELS COLLEGE OF CHICKEN
KNOWLEDGE"

Aumrors
RESTMRAHT
LICENSED DINING AT
PRINCESS WEST OF CIRCLE
Filet Mignon Special 1.99

Draft Beer - Seafoods — Steaks

Pizza - Chicken Dinners of course
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Yeats no fascist, just an aesthetic aristocrat

Page 3

by Steven Winnett

Last Wednesday night, St. Pa-

I r |ck s Day, Professor Balachan-

dra Rajan of the University of

Western Ontario spoke in the fifth

floor lounge of Watson Hall on
• William Butler Yeats and the

poetry of Confrontation", a de-

tailed scholarly discussion of

Yeats' dialogue poetry. Professor

Rajan. is the author of Paradise

Last and the Seventeenth Century

Header (1947), an Introduction to

Yeats' work (1965), a recent book

on the poetry of Milton, and other

books and articles. A thorough

knowledge of Yeats' poetry, which

this reporter unhappily does not

pretend to possess, would have

been of great help in understand-

ing Professor Rajan's detailed

comments on individual poems.
However, he also made severa 1

observations on the use of the dia

logue by Yeats which were partic-
ularly illuminating.

Yeats maintained an "obstinate
interest" in dialogue poetry, and
fourteen such works can be' found
in his Collected Poems. In such a
poem, confrontations are distinct-
ly polarized, but Prof, Rajan
pointed out that Yeats was not at-
tempting a poetry of synthesis of
opposites; rather, as in The Wan-
dering!, of Oisin. one learns that the
swordsman should also be a saint,
and the hero a poet. He noted of
the dialogue "Fergus and the
Druid", published in The Rosein
1893. that here the basic opposi-
tions are adumbrated, rather than
penetrated. Yeats' doctrine of the
Mask is an addition to this theory
of non-resolved opposition, be-
cause to know itself, the Socratic
imperative, the mind must find its

true enemy, and both must be-

come allies. By the time of The
Wild Swim at Coole (19191. Yeats
had found himself by turning upon
himself, and one poetic result was
"Ego Dominus Tuus ". which was
"a dialogue with existential over-
tones." Again. Yeats does not
reach the symmetry of a balanced
understanding, but the result was
nol a poetry of withdrawal but
most emphatically one of commit-
ment:

For those that love the world
serve it in action,

Grow rich, popular, and full of in-

fluence.

And should they paint or write,
still it is action:

The struggle of the flv in marma-
lade.

These dialogues of Yeats bear
witness "not so much to the
triumph of life as to its inescapa-
ble givenness.

. . . Being hauntsj ' muai ue- uie givenness.

. . . bei

AMS housing service - 80 houses by 72
Since its creation, the AMS

Housing Service has had a tremen-

dous response from the students at

Queen's. For those who have not

heard of this service or have ques-

tions regarding it, this article will

hopefully enlighten a few minds,

and answer some questions.

The aim of the AMS Housing
Service is to supply houses for

students at a reasonable rental

cost. The houses which the service

has are rented to it from the uni-

versity. In turn, when the service

acquires a house which the uni-

versity does not need it rents the

house to a group of students. Each
house is equipped with a refrigera-

ter and a stove but the acquisition

of the rest of the furnishing is left

up to the students themselves.

By May the housing service
hopes to have five or six more
houses available for student rental

and over the summer more houses
are likely to appear within the

group of the AMS. Housing Ser-
vice. It is difficult for the service
to pinpoint exactly how many
houses will be available on a cer-

tain date, because the University
itself has to wait before they can
take over a house and then rent it

to the AMS.
By September of 1972 the hous-

ing service hopes to have over
eighty houses to offer to Queen's

students. It is also hoped that this
service is successful in that it is

one means of helping students
avoid exorbitant rent costs and to
live in houses which are safe and
relatively close to campus.

Anyone who has signed up for a
house and has questions to ask or
suggestions to make, please feel

free to drop a note in at the AMS
office, care of the Housing Com-
mittee.

Money to burn on youth
The government's student job

programme this year will cost
$57.8 million, twice the amount
spent last year. The plan will pro-
vide jobs for 1.800,000 high school
and university students. One of the
programmes provided is the "Op-
portunities for Youth", which will

provide $15 million for voluntary
organizations to employ students
for such projects as clean-up cam-
paigns, community research, ur-

ban redevelopment and pollution

studies. The work force will also

consist of 23,500 in the federal pub-

lic servfce and the rest in diverse

jobs ranging from drug research
to serving food at military bases.

Working holidays in Europe will

also be provided for 3.200 post-

secondary students under an inter-

national student summer employ-
ment exchange programme be-

tween Canada and ten European
countries.

PM Trudeau received severe

criticism for the late date of the

announcement of the programme.
It is less than six weeks before col-

lege students will start entering
the labour market. The govern-
ment attributed the delay to the
time taken for consultation with
the provinces. But Mr. Pelletier
suggested that consultation at Ihe

beginning at the ministerial level

began at the beginning of Febru-
ary while official talks have been
going on since September. Mr.
Stanfield charged that the an-
nouncement of the Opportunity for

Youth scheme especially has
come far too late to allow com-
munity organizations the time
they need to develop effective pro-

jects. All told the programme is

expected to keep about 500,000

students busy although only about
45,000 of those will actually get
paying work. Students seeking
jobs should register with local

Canada Manpower Centres or at

one of the additional student man-
power centres that will open in 83

cities across the country

ABORTIONS
ARE LEGAL

IN NEW YORK
For information, counselling
and immediate hospital ap-
pointments call:

Pregnancy Control Center, I nc.

16 West 86th Street,
New York, New York
(212) 873-1496

PIZZA FACTORY
PIZZA FACTORY

... 544-1221 —
FREE DELIVERY

in single cab zone

direct from pizza factory to you — discount prices

and the best darn value in town.

1.60 medium 2.60 large 3.60 super

your choice of toppings — no extra charge

286 Montreal Street 544-1221

'ChrTRounrJirablc
3ttab House and Taocm

Each "Road at fronurw mill, liingsron, Ontario, m; n;
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becoming, and achieves substan-
tiality only in the haunting.

"

Yeats' highest achievement in

the dialogue form was "A Dia-
logue of Self and Soul" in The
Winding Stair and Other Poems
(1933i Andrew Marvell's dialogue
poetry, indeed all his poetry, can
be most instructive in telling us
how to read Yeats, as well as Mil-
ton, the heart of whose poetry is a
sense of man as a battlefield.
Prof. Rajan repeated his earlier
emphasis: One should rule out any
possibility of an ironic truce here
— this is a poetry of commitment.
The poem presents a familiar
Yeatsian paradox: If hatred of
God can bring the soul to God, the
same can be said of life. One must
accept one's situation at its worst,
and here derive affirmation
through 'the sheer force of poet-
ry" — a phrase, said Prof. Rajan,
which can be used without shame.
One of the principals in the dia-
logue must prevail, but he should
annex his opponent's arguments to

the laws of his own life, in "the
inextricable entanglement of
man's humiliation with his digni-

ty." And yet, after a vehement
debate, the poem concludes that

I am content to live it all again
And yet again, if it be life to pitch
Into the frog-spawn of a blind
man's ditch.

A blind man battering blind men;

So great a sweetness flows into the
breast

We must laugh and we must sing,

We are blest by everything.

Everything we look upon is blest.

"Shouting into the wind," com-
mented Prof. Rajan. "Was one of

Yeats' more constructive occupa-
tions." Yeats upholds "the refusal

to lie down and die when we are
called on to do so by the cold con-

sistency of circumstance." Yeats'
achievement in this dialogue was
"singular and rewarding."
The result of such a learned dis-

course was to stun his listeners

into a reverend silence when ques-
tions were called for. So, Dr.
MacKenzie asked about Yeats'
attitude to women, after a com-
ment by Prof. Rajan during his

talk that for Yeats the place of

woman was "before her dressing
table." Prof. Rajan noted that

Yeats held a firm belief in "radi-

cal innocence", as in "A Prayer
for My Daughter", and the exam-
ple of Maud Gonne had convinced
him that beauty was perverted by
barricades. Prof. Rajan also dis-

cussed the failure of poetic dia-

logue in modern drama, and final-

ly the question of Yeats' supposed-
ly "fascist" tendencies. His reply
to this question was that Yeats
was definitely not a political per-
son, and his elitist beliefs in the
value of an aristocracy, of certain
preserved values and traditions,

was not a political belief but an
aesthetic one, derived from Mat-
thew Arnold's statement that the

only culture is a minority culture.

At this point all adjourned for cof-

fee.

ARTS 72
GRADUATION

DINNER DANCE

MARCH 27 1971

HOLIDAY INN

Tickets go on sale Monday, March 8th

during the lunch hour in the Union.

Price: First 100 Tickets: $6.00/couple

After That: $1 1 ,00/couple

GENERAL MEETING

INTERNATIONAL CLUB

to discuss the objectives of the club

and to elect next year's executive.

Saturday, March 20, 8:00 p.m.

International Centre (upstairs)

Non-members as well as members are invited to attend
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AMEY'S
TAXI

546-1111

NOTICE
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY PARKING REGULAIONS

1. The short term parking lot is now located in Richardson

Stadium. Entry to, and exit from the new site can be

gained either from the corner of lower Alfred Street and

Union Street or via Union Street, adjacent to the East

Boundary of the Outer Field.

2. Orange permit holders may now park in Richardson
Stadium. There are approximately 285 parking spaces
available for use. Entry and exit routes are the same as

for the short term parking lot.

3. The impoundment area is also located in Richardson
Stadium, adjacent to the short term parking lot.

4. Visitors who travel to the University by automobile
should be advised of the location of the short term
parking lot, or provided with parking tokens. Tokens
may be purchased at the parking office, the short
term parking lot, or from any of the parking attend-
ants. If departments wish to re-order tokens for

selected visitors they may do so by telephoning the
parking office at 547-5991.

FALL SOCIAL

EVENTS

All campus groups wishing to sponsor a scoial

function next fall must fill out an application form
in the AMS Office by March 26, 1971. Applications
received after this date will be considered on a

first-come-first-serve basis for any remaining dates.

Approved applications may be picked up in the AMS
Office on March 31, 1971.

Drive-In Restaurant

Always Quality First...

Because Carrols Cares!

* Fast, Efficient Service

* Inside Seating

* A complete Meal - with

change from your Dollar!

Location: Across the Street from the
Town House Inn, Princess St.

AMS supports library wage demands
by Bill Johnston

Representatives of the Queen's
library union appealed to students
for support in their negotiations
with the University at last Tues-
day's AMS meeting, and received

a token of support from the outer
council. Mr. Scott, who is

conducting the bargaining for the
union, also clarified some of the
misunderstandings which have
grown up about the union's stand.

'

Mr. Scott emphasized that the
union, local 1302 of the Canadian,
Union of Public Employees
ICUPE), does represent the non-
professional library workers, and
currently about 85 per cent of the

166 non-professional are mem-
bers. He also noted that when the

Department of Labour calculates

the average wages for a city, they
leave out the wages of the top and
bottom ten per cent. Queen's em-
ployees are constantly in the bot-

tom ten per cent. He also stated
that the agreement under negotia-

tion will last for two years. (More
details on wage figures appear in a

letter on page 6).

No representative of the Uni-
versity was at the meeting, al-

though Mr. Wright, of the person-

WANTED: ASUS co-ordinotor for the 71-

72 Course Evaluation Guide, teave ap-
plications with Cloy Rubec 544-7217 or

Carroll Henson 544-8646 or bring your

nomination to the April 5th meeting of

the ASUS at 7 pm in the Red Room.

GAYS DATING ASSOCIATION, wide
choice of ddtes, gey boys and gay girls,

coast to coast, fully confidential, call

536-7529, J pm to 9 pm, or write to

P.O. Box 1253, Stn-A, enclose $2.00 for

handling, Toronto, Ont.

Anyone interested in helping to deco-
rate Jeffery Hall for Arts Orientation
signing-in could you please come to a
brief meeting Tuesday, March 23, in

Lower Vic Common Room at 7:00 pm.
You would be needed on Sept. 10
and/or 1 } your support would be great-
Iv appreciated. Any artists welcome!

Staying in Kingston this summer? Need
a place to live? Try Summer Co-op.
Phone Nancy Stiles. 544-6085.

Anyone interested in driving to Calgary
on April 22 or thereabouts and paying
half gas, phone Nick 544-0732.

Sublet, May-Sept, furnished aportment,
opposite Law Building on Union $90,
544-5065.

AVAILABLE to sublet, 1 bedroom flat

with real character, on Brock St. cheap
call Rick or Chris 542-7608.

WINE
supplies and equipment

CHEESE
from around the world

BEER
malts and supplies for those
who prefer the excellence

of home brew

GOURMET
foods from afar

GIFTS
with a touch of distinction

COOKE'S
OLD WOF LD SHOP est. 1R68

59-61 Brock

Kingston, Ont.

" FREE INFORMATION "

SAFE, LEGAL

ABORTIONS
IN NEW YORK

SCHEDULED IMMEDIATELY
(212) TR 7-8562
MRS. SAUL

CERTIFIED ABORTION
REFERRAL

All Inquiries Confidential

nel department, was invited. In a

letter to the AMS. he noted that he
had nothing to say which had not

already been stated in Principal
Deutsch's open letter last week.

Prof. Magnusson, a law profes-

sor, added a few personal re-

marks, noting that he believed the
university's demands are inade-
quate in the absolute, in light of

the training the workers have, and
in light of the services they per-
form. He further commented that

"the university is not sensitive
enough to the needs and just de-
serts" of those who work for

Queen's.

After hearing representative
from the library union present
their reasons from their stand lhAMS outer council voted all
several amendments and other
procedurial obfuscations. to su „
port the union's wage demands
Specifically, "the AMS outer conn
cil accepts the principle of a minimum wage level for Queen s non
professioaal library workers

in
Kingston and urges "the university
to consider this in their negotia
tions with the union."

Christmas through Latin America
A traveling seminar is now in

the planning for the Christmas
Holidays of 1971-72. The plans are
for ten students to visit for a
month the major Pacific Latin
American experiments in social
and political development under-
way today: Peru's military re-

formers and Chile's democratic
left. This project is being organ-
ized by the Canadian SCM togeth-

er with the SCM's in Latin Ameri-
ca. The Chilean SCM has con-
firmed their interest in the project
and is organizing a programme of

basic presentation and first hand

House wonted for next year. Four or
more bedrooms. Reasonably close to
campus. Phone 544-7854 or 544-7013.

LOST: on March 17/71 man's wrist

watch in vicinity of Union, Bookstore, El-

lis Hall, call 547-3086.

contact with the social, economic
political and religious life of the
country.

The selection of those who will
take part in this project will take
place this summer. Selection is „ot
being made on whether or not the
applicant is an SCM member but
on whether the applicant will be
able to feedback information on
his experiences into the Canadian
scene. The purpose is not personal
tourism but to create a communi-
ty consciousness about and with
Latin America.

nedic incy. 2 rooms — ) fur-

nished — in house with other students.

Rent and length of rental negotiable.
Call 544-9321.

Do you have any posters of past Queen's
events? If you would be willing to lend
them to Arts Orientation — please come
to a brief meeting in Lower Vie. Com-
mon Room at 7:00 pm Tues., March 23.
Any donations will be returned.

Hey everyone! Commerce society invites
all to our final smoker on Thursday
March 25 at the McLaughlin Room. 7 : 30
to Infinity. Beer — 4 for S 1 .00

LIVING IN KINGSTON THIS SUMMER?
Great apartment to sub-let. Close lo

campus — $65.00 a month. Kitchen,

bathroom, bedsitting room. Available
April 1/71. Phone 544-8470.

NEED an apartment for next year. SUB-
LET ours from May to Sept. Modern!
Suitable for 2-3 persons. 10 minutes
from Campus and Downtown. Parking

Phone 544-0959.

Little Liz thinks all men are basic

she right?

rds. Is

HONOURS

APPLICATIONS

FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE

Honours application forms are now available in the

Faculty office. Only students intending to enter the

fourth year of an honours B.A. or B.Sc. program are

required to complete honours application forms.

The Faculty office is located at 131 Union Street,

second floor.

tMoundlEablc

W
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by Bill Johnston

The publishing industry in Cana

da is plagued °y a number of "bru-

tal realities", the worst of which

relate to the domination of the

industry by American publishers

3 nd distributors. Dennis Lee, co-

founder with David Godfrey of the

House of Anansi, outlined some of

these sad facts in a lecture here

|as t Wednesday.

One of the worst aspects of

American domination appears in

the distribution of paperback

books. All of the six national

wholesalers are foreign-owned, as

is the one distributor, and all the

books are supplied by the big

American paperback houses, then

funnelled through the wholesalers,

and distributors to local drugs-

tores, etc.

The distribution is a simple
matter of marketing — books
which don't sell are replaced by
other books. All the distributors

are mere extensions of the Ameri-

can parents and have their ac-

count books set up identically with

those of the parent. They general-

ly have not taken books from Ca-

nadians since this would require

changes in the bookkeeping proce-

dures which would possibly have
to be justified to the parent. Mr.
Lee noted that a distributor once

agreed to take books from Mc-
Clelland and Stewart, then put

them around the bottom of the

book racks, where they didn't sell,

and in thirty days, the distributor

sent them back, costing Mc-
Clelland and Stewart a lot of mon-
ey. The failure to get Canadian
books on paperback shelves is

especially costly to Canadian
companies because these outlets

are the main source of books for

Canadians.

In 1969, when English Canadian
book sales reached $191 million,

nearly 50 to 55 percent was earned
by American firms, about 30 per
cent by British owned firms and
about 20 per cent by. Canadian
owned houses. In that year. 23 new
novels were published in Canada
— American firms published none
of these, British firms 2 and the
Canadian firms published 21. Of 42

new titles in poetry, 37 were pub-
lished by Canadian firms. Poetry
and novels are generally not mon-
ey makers; most of the money in

publishing comes from importing
foreign titles, and from textbooks.
What the above figures indicate is

that. the foreign owned firms are
here for one reason only; namely
to make as much money as possi-
ble, wtthout making any contribu-
tion to local culture. This tendency
has been getting worse lately be-
cause many of the American par-
ent firms have recently been
bought out by larger U S con-
glomerates which have even less
interest in publishing Canadian
works.

Being backed by these U S cor-
porate giants gives the American
owned publishing houses here an-
other advantage over their Cana-
dian owned competitors. This is
their greater ability to get loans
"The most serious problem for
Canadian owned houses" is get-

Chretian

ting enough operating capital (the
money to meet day-to-day contin-
gencies) This problem is worse
for the successful companies
which are bringing out a lot of new
books and thus have most of their
funds tied up in inventory. An
example illustrates the American
advantage here. The head of

Rhineholt van Nostrand fa subsid-
iary of Litton Industries! recently
got a loan for operating capital
because of the backing of its wide-
ly diversified parent. For ten
years before, the same man, as
head of Ryerson Press, had never
been able to arrange a single loan
with any kind of reasonable terms.
Many of the branch plant firms
can also get money either directly

from the parent or through loans
which the parent can get.

The part played by a firm the
size of Anansi is somewhat small
— when all Canadian publishing
firms grossed $222 million in 1969.

Anansi grossed $34 thousand. Yet,
in 1969. it published more new
Canadian novels £7) than any oth-

er firm. Canadian owned or other-

wise

Anansi was started because of a
put reaction' to the fact that Lee

and Godfrey had grown tired of
being turned down by the big
firms. It has grown as a series of
responses to the problems they
encountered. Dennis Lee indicated
that Anansi would probably not

grow very much larger since he
and Godfrey aren't sure they want
to. At present, they spend a lot of

time with their writers working on
their manuscripts, which the big-

ger firms haven't time to do. To
grow much might force them to
sacrifice this type of relationship

with their writers which was the
main reason for Anansi's found-
ing.

Dennis Lee also noted that An-
ansi didn't lose as much as they
thought through water damage fol-

lowing a recent fire. Seventy thou-

sand dollars damage was the origi-

nal estimate but Mr. Lee indicated
that in fact the cost was only $16,-

000. Anansi is not bankrupt.

Can't deal with Indians unless they believe us
hv Fran Mvlac •by Fran Myles

The most difficult problem to
tackle in our society today is that
of Indian affairs. The most crucial
aspects of that problem to be over-
come by the federal government
are earning the confidence of the
Indian peoples of Canada and es-
tablishing forward-looking poli-
cies.

Speaking at Wednesday
night's Dunning Trust lecture,
"The Unfinished Tapestry: Indian
Policy in Canada", Mr. Jean Chre-
tien, Minister of Indian Affairs
and Northern Development since
1968, outlined the immediate aims
of his department. He said that he
would agree with Prime Minister
Trudeau when he says that "'we
cannot deal in good faith unless
the Indian is prepared to believe
us.*'

"We could become obsessed
with fears about the future if we
do not trust the Indian people." he
said, and pointed out the necessity

of a change in governmental atti-

tude towards the Indian and of

recognizing the deep-seated sense

of grievance in the Indian. The
remedy of grievance is "a pre-

requisite for improving their

lives," said Mr. Chretien, al-

though "it is useless to suggest

that, as soon as the social situation

disappears, the grievance will fol-

low."

Mr Chretien saw the present

situation as the direct result of

policy failures of the past by the

THE TIDES OF INVENTION:
Science and Art In Holland and Britain, 1550-1850

II THE ROMANTIC ENGLISH

Thursday 25 March 8:00 p.m. Stirling "D"

Second of the two

RAFFLES LECTURES 1971

by

Dr. A.G.H. BACHRACH CB.E

Director, The Sir Thomas Browne Institute

University of Leiden

Sponsored by

The Institute of Commonwealth and Comparat.ve Stud.es

ADMISSION FREE

time of Confederation. The pat-
tern which had emerged in the
government's approach led to 100
years of darkness and "that cruel-

lest of all attitudes — indiffer-
ence." It was the period of the war
years, said Mr. Chretien, that
"widened the gap in the Canadian
fabric" with the old problem of
isolationism and the new factor of

a steadily increasing Indian popu-
lation.

Another factor which Mr. Chre-
tien related to the present situa-
tion was that of relations between
the Indians and the people with
whom they dealt. He remarked
that "no people but the British

have carried imperialism to the
disaster point with such panache."
and that neo-colonial imperialism
had left the Indian "berefit of the

opportunity to develop skills in

dealing with problems."
Isolationism and imperialism

brought with them the incidence
element of paternalism into the
Indian agency. "It is amazing how
paternalism creeps in," said Mr.
Chretien. One could say, he noted,

that "Father was filled with good
intentions." But the road to hell is

paved with such good intentions,

he said, and it is for this reason
that "paternalism is now regarded
as hellish. Getting rid of it means
waiting until asked."

Paternalism has been "a big

hang-up for my people." Mr. Chre-

tien said. He said that there has

ABORTION
can be less costly than you may
think, and pregnancies of up to

12 weeks can be terminated for

$175.00
including doctors fees, labora-

tory tests, all medication &
referral fee. Hospital and Hos-

pital affiliated clinics only. Safe,

Confidential, Immediate,
call

(212) 838-0710
24 hours - 7 days

Woman's Aid & Guidance Group
40 E. 54th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10022

THE BOOK STORE

WITH IDEAS

FIND US AT

73 BROCK STREET

BOSWELL'S BOOK
BELL & CANDLE

been a great effort qn the part of

the Departmental staff to rid

themselves of paternalism, and
since "there will be some who
cannot change," these people
must seek expression elsewhere.
He looked forward to the time
when, through decentralization
and transfer of responsibility to
the reserve, Ottawa would become
merely "a support people to which
the Indian can come for advice."
Mr. Chretien noted several pro-

grammes instituted with the goal
of creating full Indian participa-
tion. Today, he said, Indian in-

volvement in "their own affairs

has never before been equalled.
"

There are problems, however,
which restrict this type of ap-
proach. Mr. Chretien recalled
some community development
projects which were carried out
completely by Indians in Manito-
ba. Nova Scotia, and Saskatch-
ewsn. "When I do that, I'm cut.

Perhaps the books were not well-

kept," and inability to "account
for the number of nails used by the

Indians on a housing project"
bring charges of bad administra-
tion. He said further that "we
should allow the Indians some
mistakes — we've made enough
for them. But don't come to me in

the House and call me paternalis-

tic."

Remedy of grievance is largely

a problem of culture Mr. Chretien
stressed the idea of a Canadian

Tapestry with distinct patterns
rather than a melange or melting
pot. He said, "I am from a Euro-
pean culture that is quite different

from the dominant North Ameri-
can one. I know what happens
when two cultures conflict

"

Weakness of culture produces "a
cultural disaster area," which, he
said, is not the case with Canadian
Indians' existence — for which we
should all be thankful

It was under Mr. Chretien that
the White Paper on Indian policy
came out in 1969, with the avowed
aim of giving the Canadian Indian
full, equal participation in all as-

pects of Canadian life. It has been
evidently criticised from all sides.

Of this, Mr. Chretien said: "I nev-
er called it a White Paper. I

thought it was bad taste." In any
event, it "is no longer part of the
debate The government will not
force progress along these lines.

"

To a charge that Ontario lags
far behind other governments in

the recognition of aboriginal
rights, Mr Chretien replied. "If
recognition of aboriginal rights

implies re-negotiation of all treat-

ies, then the government would
not agree. We have said we will

live up to our commitments, but
we refuse re-negotiation. We can-
not turn back the clock The treaty

was the thing by which we were
ending the aboriginal rights as
they existed in those days. You
cannot have it both ways.

"

MON. TOFRt. 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES COMMISSION
applications for the following positions should

be submitted to the A.fvl.S. Office by Friday,

March 26, 1971.

CLUBS NIGHT COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN

SNOWBALL COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN

CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN

OPEN HOUSE COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN

HOMECOMING COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN

REPRESENTATIVE ON THE RECREATION

COMMITTEE OF THE UNIVERSITY COUNCIL
ON ATHLETICS (must be a male undergrad)

QUEEN'S ENTERTAINMENT AGENCY DIRECTOR
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I received a phone call from Ottawa last Thursday
afternoon. It was 'someone in the Secretary of State's of-
fice speaking,' who wanted to know if I could fly to
Montreal the next day to attend a press conference of all
the Eastern student newspaper editors with Secretary of
State Pelletier — all expenses paid I charge to "Operation
Summertime.').

II was to be "A Very Big Thing"
Well, to make a long story at least somewhat shor-

ter. I arrived in Monteal having been assured by the Otta-
wa P:R: men that "M. Pelletier would stay as long as
there were questions," which meant that the conference
just might be interesting.

One hour later the conference was ended — M. Pelle-
tier had another engagement. It did not seem to matter
thai there were at least 10 students still waiting to ask
questions. It did not matter at all that Pelletier had said
nothing beyond what the press release said (which we
were given about 5 minutes before he began ! hardly
enough time to prepare intelligent questions). And it was
sickening to watch him evade any concrete answers.

How did they arrive at the figure of 58.4 million dol-
lars for the employment programme? M. Pelletier didn't
want to bore us with details. Well, were they doing any
long-range planning'.' His department is "thinking about
it a lot."

Now I don't want to appear to be looking a gift horse
in the mouth, but too many questions went unanswered
Why did the government wait until the eleventh hour be-
fore their announcement - every student in the country
has known about the summer employment problem for
years. Why 58.4 million' At best it will provide jobs for
maybe 60,000 students. That's 60.000 more than before
agreed, but what about the other 900.000'' They commis-
sioned a study but at no point did thev sit down to talk
with any student about the problems involved.

The P.R. men after the conference talked about a
meaningful dialogue", "an exchange of ideas". No such

thing happened. We were given bland, inconsequential re-
plies in an over-structured one hour conference about a
tokenistic programme. The programme as outlined has
many good points but how many university students want
to join the militia for the summer? How did the govern-
ment make their deicision? What facts did they use' Arewe going to have another crash programme next year'

It was probably a language problem but when one

- Yes"
j "St tHat question

'
the Secretary replied

' — by Paul Barron
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to members
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community

We are concerned that you may not be aware of the issues which lie behind the current ne-
gotiations between non-professional library workers and the University Administration. We feel
that we have a just cause for grievance, and thai if you had the necessary facts and figures at
your disposal we might be able to enlist your support. The following table gives the essential fig-
ures at issue in the present situation.

Position Present St. Lawrence University 1st Union Queen's

Trainee
Salary College (April) of Toronto

3825

Proposal Offer 1

Tech I 2950, 3150 4270 4055 4235 3150
Tech II 5200 4542 4840 3400
Tech III 3350 6600 5088 '5500 3650
Tech IV 4300 7140 5698 6160

6864

4600
Tech V 4800 No employees

that qualify

6381 5150

The present salaries indicated above have been in effect for 20 months. As can be seen from the
University's offer, neither such comparisons as those offered above, or with Kingston City
Hall, which starts its clerk-typists at over $4000, convinced the University that its wages re-
quired radical revision. In one category typists, they offered no change at all.

Faced by the University position indicated above, the union negotiating committee made a
drastic revision m its proposals in an attempt to give every chance to settling the wage dispute
by negotiation, reducing their proposed wages by an average of $619. The university responded
two weeks later with an offer of an additional $100. In the face of such inflexibility' we felt we
had no choice but to break off negotiations.
Postion

Tech I

Tech II

Tech III

Tech IV
Tech V

Queen's
Offer 2

3250

3500

3750

4700

5300

2nd Union
Proposal

3800

4200

4600

5600'

6300 3JUu
At the moment, junior clerks have take-home pays of less than $50 per week In April their

basic salary will be below the minimum wage for Ontario. University graduates start at $4300.
$30 more than a Tech I at St. Lawrence College. Only three persons out of the 166 in our bargain-
ing unit make $5000 or more.

When we meet with the conciliation officer on March 30, it will have been 9 months since we
commenced negotiating with the University. When university spokesmen speak hopefully of ex-
tending negotiations until May or of possible delays should the conciliation officer recommend a

conciliation board, and when they give assurances that the library can be run without our ser-
vices, it does not encourage us to think thatthe offer we will receive after our long wait will be
acceptable. 6

I would like to appeal to all students and faculty members to join with us in our attempts to
persuade the university to make a fair and honest wage offer so that a strike may be avoided it

is certainly not the desire of our membership to go on strike, nor do we think that it should be
necessary to force the university to be a decent employer. Please help us to avoid this harsh al-

ternative by offering whatever support you feel you can give. If vou feel you can support our po
sition please notify me at 193 Yonge St..

'

Yours sincerely,

Joan B. Eadie. President
C:U:P:E: Local 1302
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the editorxl

Dear Sir:

It is unfortunate that the
stand taken by the AMS Outer
Council emphasized one aspect

of the student position on the
library dispute while ignoring
another of greater concern to

the individual student. Where-
as the student would like to

support the salary demands of

the library employees from a
sense of fair play and perhaps
for the sake of the 'student-

worker alliance', he also has a
vested interest in the mainte-
nance of library services.

Mr. Scott, the union repre-
sentative, made it quite clear
that it would advance the union
interests most to strike at the
most damaging time possible.

He would then wish the stu-

dents, the innocent third party,

to apply pressure on the ad-
ministration to hasten a settle-

ment. In the meantime the
students would suffer from a
curtailment of an essential

service.

I am very sorry that the
AMS resolution did not express
concern over possible cut-back
of services in its statement of

support for the library employ-
ees.

Yours truly,

B. D. Booth

S.P.G.

The world population is in-

creasing by seventy million
home sapiens each year. Con-
sequently, innumerable prob-
lems plague our planet — wa-
ter, land, air and noise pollu-
tion, food shortages, overpopu-

lation. Z.P.G. has been ad-
vanced as a panacea for these
problems. Yet. I detect many
reasons for refuting Z.PG and
instigating a program of se-
lected population growth,

od£' y endorsement of
stems from facts pooled

most conveniently under three
headings - economic, spacial
and moral.

th
F
»'
r

.K
tly

'

one must rea ' ize
tnat the Canadian economy is
based on the Keynesian con-
cept of increased population
resulting in increased produc-
tivity. Thus, to stabilize our
population is to sentence our
economy to the guillotine -
Stagnation of industry, fewer
jobs, inflation and the multi-
farious implications thereof.
The second reason why popu-

lation growth, at least for Can-
ada, is plausible is closely al-
lied with the previously stated
economic implications. We
have land area sufficient to
support more persons than our
present twenty-one million
Vast tracts of northern land
could respond to our overtures
to introduce civilization. To
deny this is mere folly; one has
only to investigate previously
established settlements: Daw-
son City, Inuvik, Churchill.
Goose Bay. Certainly there
will be technological difficul-
ties but a technology which
creates satellites capable of
orbiting the earth can surely
overcome the minor incon-
gruencies of life in the north.
The most compelling rea-

sons for subscribing to S.P.G.
are the moral implications of
Z.P.G. Who will subscribe to

.
Z.P.G.? The scholars, the sci-

entists, those of us with suffi-

cient intelligence to compre-
hend all the results of over-
bountiful reproduction. Who
will continue to bring forth
child after child to grapple for

a piece of land? The uneducat-
ed, the poor and most crucial-

ly, the less intelligent in our
midst. This, then, results in a

gradually decreasing intelli-

gence standard just when,
more than ever, we require
more intelligent people, more
geniuses as well, to alleviate

the results of present world
overpopulation and to discover

some means of preventing fur-
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ther over-population by less

intelligent individuals.

This then is the moral dilem-
ma of Z.P.G. — to attempt to
halt population growth and
decrease the probability of
discovering an ultimate solu-
tion or to allow unimpeded
reproduction and almost cer-
tain doom.

I offer an alternate course,
more plausible but not without
imperfections; encouragement
of the most intelligent to re-

produce abundantly individuals
with the possible potential to
solve our dilemma and strict
control of reproduction by the
less intelligent of society in
order to curb the birth rate.
Adoption I advocate for those
with reproductive restrictions.

We must act now in the little

time remaining and especially

emphasize birth restrictions to
those people's of the world who
already have profound over-
crowding in their land.

Gail Bebee

Dear Sir:

Re: Mary Anderson's Letter to
the Editor. Journal March 16.

William Blake and Hienony-
mous Bosch pale in compari-
son with this campus mystic's
wierd visions.

P. Nelson

Dear Mr. Editor:

I've recently been engaged
in some research into the elec-

tion history of the Alma Mater
Society. In the course of my
investigation, I observed a
recurring theme which has
pervaded election issues for

some time. This theme, I

would suggest, is the drive
towards true democratic student

government . In the past several

years we can observe manifes-
tations of this theme in the
"fair share" campaign and
before that in the change to

direct presidential elections

instead of the "electoral col-

lege" method of choosing the

president.

It strikes me as being very
sad that in as much as these

changes have come about, true

democracy, i.e. government by

the people, is so far from being

actualized. Why is it that our
student politicians are still

confronted with the apathy
which holds us from reaching a

true democracy? Surely they
must desire it. they being rep-

resentative of rwrview.
The reason that politicians

in the past had been unable to

meet this problem is because
they had been so deeply asso-

ciated with the existing sys-
tem. The politicians had forev-

er looked for the answer within
thecontext and structure of the

system while in reality, the
answer was to be found in a
new context: an entirely new
structure, ft is to further this

query that I should now like to

address myself.

It would be my submission.
Mr. Editor, that a two party sys-

tem be inaugurated. Within the
present structure, when a stu-
dent enters the university he is

informed, informed mind you!,
that he is a member of the
Alma Mater Society. There is

no choice nor are there ques-
tions to be asked. A student
picks up a Journal to be in-

formed that this published by
the Alma Mater Society. The
student attends functions spon-
sored by the Alma Mater So-
ciety. So similar, in fact, is this

to the Communist Russia that
we see today, that I shudder to
Ihink that I did not recognize it

earlier.

Observe as well the repre-
sentative structure of the sys-
tem. No one can deny that crit-

icism is welcomed from the
various representatives, but
what affect can an autonomous
individual have when pitted
against a highly organized "in-
ner council "? There is some-
thing wrong because it doesn't
allow for a fair expression of

feedback continued on page 10

In last Tuesday's paper we printed a letter supposedly written by
"Theo Plautz & Freddy Monkman" — we say 'supposedly' be-
cause we were later informed by them that the letter was a com-
plete hoax - a practical joke' it seems. We regret and apologize
for any inconvenience which may have been caused.
In future we must insist that all letters to the editor, or any per-
sonal articles have their author's signature, address and phone
number.

GOUVERNEMENT QUEBECOIS

CARTE D'fDENTITf
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by Alan Broadbent

There was once a scholar, a brilliant young man
who went through the best schools and universities

in the world with great success and ease. Upon
completing his formal education, at which point he

was viewed as an Expert, he took a job teaching in

a university.

The first few years that the young professor

taught in the university, he was very conscious of

his role as a teacher. He was worried whether what

he was saying in front of a class actually got across

to his students, and he consulted with the other pro-

fessors about the best way to teach people. After a

couple of years, he assumed that what he was say-

ing was good enough in itself, and he became confi-

dent that his teaching method was fine.

At this point, he became aware of the hierarchy

that existed in the university, and he knew that to

get anywhere, he must become a full professor,

rather than the assistant professor that he was now.

So he turned his energies to becoming a recognized

scholar in his academic discipline. He spent most of

his time researching and writing scholarly articles

for academic journals. He didn't worry anymore

about his teaching, for he knew that his lectures

from previous years were good, and with new stu-

dents every year, nobody wouldTecognizeany repe-

tition.

Then one of the members of his department nom-

inated him for a position on a governmental body of

the university. He accepted the nomination and the

resultant appointment as part of his duty to the uni-

versity, and he accepted the opportunity to take
part in the decisions that would affect his job and
his working environment.

With all of this to do, the professor had less time
to devote to his students, but this did not really re-

strict him. He viewed students a responsible
enough to manage large parts of their own educa-
tion. For instance, one day a student came to him
and told him that the main book for the course was
no longer available in the book store and that he had
been unable to buy it anywhere. He asked the pro-
fessor what he could do about it.

"I am sure that you can write the publisher and
have a copy of the book sent to you." he told the
student. "I don't think I need do that for you."

Another time, one of his students came to him
and asked if he could hand an assignment in laic

due to the fact that he had been ill, and had a very
heavy workload in other courses.

"I think that you have had plenty of warning
about this deadline." said the professor, "and stu-

dents are responsible for their own timetables. Stu-
dents are fully accountable, and must accept the
responsibility that the university places on them."
One day one of his graduating students came to

him and asked if he could discuss with the professor

the choice he had to make about employment after
graduation. After some consideration, the profes-
sor told the student that this wasn't really his con-
cern, and that afterall. the student was capable of
making his own decision about what he should be
doing with his life. He advised him to go and see the
people who do this professionally.

During a meeting of one of the university govern-
ment bodies that the professor served on, the ques-
tion of student participation was discussed. There
were some students serving on the body already,
but they amounted to a very few of the total num-
ber. After the discussion had gone on for a while,
the professor took the floor.

"I think it is fine to have some students to sit on
our governmental bodies, because this is the way
we can keep informed about what they are thinking.
However. I don't think that students are worthy of
accepting the responsibility of governing the uni-
versity. We have been around the university for
many years, and we can accept the responsibility,
but students are not yet ready for a responsible
role."

As he spoke these words, a great white light
struck him down and he became suspended in time
Wiped from his mind was everything he had ever
said, seen, or heard, and he was destined from that
time forward to remain in limbo, repeating the
words he was saying.
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The Murky Middle East: Propagandqfr

Proposal

by Leslie Kaye

Opinion Suppression

According to Lt. Col. E. H. Hutchison, a UN military observer in the Middle
East, 1952-54, "As we (Hutchison and family) traveled across the United States,
we were impressed by the increased interest being shown in Middle Eastern Af-
fairs. It did not take us long, however, to realize that although many unbiased
articles were being published, the bulk of the news was still geared primarily to the
desires of those who canjind no wrong in Israeli actions. (Emphasis mine.) . . . People
seem to forget, under the steady barrage of propaganda in favour of Israel, that a
careful study of all facts concerning an incident is made before the Security Coun-
cil adopts a resolution of condemnation. ..."

"Another point that caused us some concern was that many Americans who
had made a firsthand study of the Middle Eastern problem displayed a reluctance
to discuss this knowledge outside the confines of their own circle of acquaint-
ances. Some of these people claimed that civic organizations or clubs to which
they belonged were pressured to refuse them the occasion to express their views
on the Palestine problem. If this is true, then we have more to fear than first
imagined. While these people fret over the withholding of facts concerning the
Arab-Israeli-Zionist problem, those who have merely studied the problem from
the Israeli point of view seem to have a free hand selling a slanted story.

"

"Public opinion in the United States directs the actions of our elected govern-
ment representatives. If the public is kepi in the dark concerning a problem

. then there
is little chance of arriving at a just solution oj that problem. (Emphasis mine ) Fear to
express facts, especially when the knowledge of these facts would be beneficial to
our country, has no place on the American scene. That is why I have written this
book.

( Violent Truce, which is, for some reason, apparently generally unavaila-
ble to the public.)

The Problem

Being aware of the radical change in attitude of my usually conservative
lather from pro-Israel to pro-Arab after having served with the United Nations
Truce Supervision Organization on the IEMAC (Israeli-Egyptian Mixed Armi-
stice Commission) and ISMAC (Israeli-Syrian MAC) for one year, brought the

',T
a °f mass-m.edial bias to my attention, particularly directed towards the Mid-East Crisis. Being only nine years old at the time my father was with the UNTSO

h^
a™°

f fh
art,cularl >' interested in bias or politics per se, except to the extent

hat my father gave me Violent Truce (by E. H. Hutchison, Devin-Adair Co N Y
1958J and I always argued the pro-Palestinian policy in any discussion, becomingmore aware that I was usually the only one on that side.

of an^lemitfl
5^ 1^?^ f^ Ms artiele does not arise*» feelingsof anti-Semitism. The difference between that which is Jewish, Israeli and Zion-ist has never been particularly well articulated in the mass media, and the geni-al populace apparently has a tendency to consider them as the same when dis-cussing the Middle East. I do not have an objection to the Jewish faUh or Jews as

inter

0
„

n
r
My

,

obj
,

eCtl0"S are ^ted towards what I consider to be an aggressiveinternational policy on the part of the Israelis, stemming from extreme Zionism

U S n ,948

a

a

S

nd
Urtly Pf T °f the ^kes'rnade by BriTain °nd the

i.h i M. '

.

"e ma|ntenanee of false beliefs, in America, by the strong Jew-ish lobby supporting the policy mentioned above.
6

evervdrttln Stfft "
'"e

,°
n Midd'e-East is that the Israelis haveevery right to be in the area now known as Israel because "the Israelis make

iTwr
6
° K

e
,'

and
'

theref°re they Sh0uld have ™s beTef is mtntalned
in America by the newspapers and magazines reporting only technological ad-n~et?m th P̂

C

,
U

i

tUr

h
al

,

Pr0grammeS taRing P 'aCe in '-ael (wit^h the helplffinancing from the U.S.) while ignoring agriculturalization programmes in Egyptand other Arab states. Also, the argument, in itself, is not logically tenable If anAmerican suggested to a Canadian that he, the American, could use "he NonhWest Territories more effectively because he has more capital and is more technologically advanced, and is therefore justified in taking that land 1 believe thatthat argument used, as it is used against the Arabs, would be vehement yRefutedby the Canadian as unsound logic. I suggest that this hypothetical , ' ) situation isanalogous to the situation in the Middle East.
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Israel 1969 —1949 Boundaries—1969 Boundaries
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roblems, and a

Historical

Background

to the Crisis

To give a greater understanding of how the conflict has got to the point
that it has I believe a brief, point-form history of Egypt and her neighbours
will help clarify the affair. The source for this history is Middle East Crisis
(Wint and Calvocoressi). All quotes following are from this source with
page numbers, following the quote, in parentheses.

— Fall of Ottoman Empire at end of W.W.I.

- Arab lands are entrusted to Britain and France by the League of
Nations. "The British thought of themselves as the liberators of the Arabs
from the Turks — but the Arabs thought of them as the new Turks." (18)

— Arabs felt cheated of their independence.

- Most countries in the British Empire "underwent discipline which
enabled them to develop rapidly and successfully their own systems of self-
government." (20)

This did not happen in the Arab countries. (No reason for this was
given.

)

1938 — Oil resources were discovered in Arab countries.

"Nationalism, oil — these were two factors which even by themselves
might have made the Middle East dangerously stormy. There was another
factor, the most dangerous of all, and that was Israel." (21-22).

— Britain thought Palestine should be constituted as a National Home
or Jews, mostly those escaping the Russian pogroms. There were no plans
Inat there be a Jewish state.

"The concept of the National Home was really impracticable from the
start. Resident Arabs resented intruding Jews, even though they might
ring prosperity. Tension grew. For the outside world there might seem
'omaace, poetry, or justice in the return of the ancient Jewish people to
neir ancestral home But in Arab eyes the Jews were an alien people,
ormerly despised, who were being settled on Arab lands through the pa-
ronage of the Western countries. Under the mandate Palestine had become
another client of Britain, and was all the more obnoxious because Jews, not
Tabs, were the British clients.

Hitler's persecution of the Jews in Germany and their flight to Pales-

L'°f created a much larger Jewish population there than had been foreseen.
'"'S increased the Arab bitterness and increased also the determination of
™e Jews to convert their national home into an independent state. Arabs
and Jews organized themselves militarily, or semi-militarily, and began a
"lore or less covert civil war. Britain, the mandatory power, discovered
*nat it might foreseeI1 j„ advance — the impossibility of reconciling
»e aim of winning the friendship or confidence of the Arab peoples, and

'"Marly retaining the strategically important territory in Palestine by

j*">g the protector of the Jews. . . . Soon after its (WW II) end Britain,

"afried beyond endurance by Jewish terror organizations and subjected to

harf

'

Sh Pressures at home, abandoned the mandate. Ninety thousand troops
a
<> not availed to put down terrorism. The United Nations accepted a plan

t

°r
Partitioning the country, and created a Jewish state, Israel, which was
e confederated with an Arab one.

« the Arabs had reconciled themselves to the United Nations plan, they
0U1 <1 have at least confined the Jews within narrow borders. The Jewish

was to be a small one. But a sovereign alien state in the heart of the

inal
'ands was intolerable to Arab nationalism. It does not take much imag-

atl°n to understand why." (22-23)

r „
*ith a background such as this obviously the Arabs do not trust West-

e
:"ers

. and now the Israelis are in Palestine, supported by "American gov-

"nental aid and the contributions of Western Jewry". (55) The only other

h'1
Jor Power for the Arabs to turn to for support was Russia, a fact which

c„r "eate McCarthyistic suspicions in the United States of 'creeping

tfrunism' in the Arab countries. This suspicion lends more strength to

Jewish lobby's plea for aid from the U.S.

Only Road to Peace
The bombing and the shooting by the Arab madmen at Athens airport which

provoked the retaliatory Israeli raid on Beirut airport are but manifestations of
the failure of the UN in the Mid-East.

Instead of another round of useless recriminations, it is time that we recog-
nize the real cause of the Middle East crisis is the urgent need to resolve the
Palestinian Arab refugee problem.

For years, a few dedicated people have been trying to do something about the
problem. In 1949, the late Count Folke Bernadotte, the first UN mediator appoint
ed to the Middle East tried in vain to bring the problem officially to world atten
tion.

As a memorial to his efforts, the UN Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA)
was established. This UN agency has been struggling for 20 years to alleviate the
misery of the Arab refugee. The Israelis are now sharing the responsibility for
looking after large numbers of these refugees. It is gratifying to note that their
contributions to the agency for 1968 will exceed their total previous contributions
over the past decade.

Tragically, the treatment accorded the Palestinians on occasion by their
Arab brothers has left much to be desired. When the Gaza Strip was still a part of
Egypt, it was easier for a foreigner to get an entry visa to that country than <

refugee living in the Strip to get a pass to visit Cairo.
This, perhaps, explains why in the trauma of humiliation and defeat the Pa

lestinian Arabs feel Palestinian first and Arab second.
Viewing the UN partition of Palestine in 1948 in retrospect, no reputable

authority would deny that a national home for the Jews was provided at the ex
pense of the Palestinian Arabs.

It is not to be forgotten that the requirement for U.S. initiative in persuading
memberstates to support approval of the plan for partition of Palestine was ai
important political issue in the presidential election of 1948.

History will record that the UN plan was supported by the Democratic ad
ministration of President Truman against the recommendation of the principal
advisors in the State Department at that time.

From that day on, the policies of any U.S. Democratic administration con-
cerning Middle East problems have been suspect in Arab eyes. Even a man with
all the appeal of President John F. Kennedy had difficulties'in persuading certain
Arab factions that his Democratic Party was not still Zionist-oriented.

Hence the present enthusiasm in the Middle East for any initiative by the
spokesmen for the Republican administration of President-elect R. Nixon.

There is no doubt that 20 years ago the UN approval for partition eased the
collective feelings of guilt of many UN members states for the shoddy treatment
accorded the Jews in the past.

The present need of the Palestinian Arab refugees for a national home of
their own is just as deserving todav as was the plight of the Jews in the years
after World War II.

The importance in the world of reaching a Middle East settlement now tran-
scends the needs of nationalistic leaders in the area. The provision of a home for
the Palestinian Arab refugees of the Gaza Strip, the West Bank of the Jordan
River and the Golan Heights is a basic requirement for any such settlement.

This requirement can no longer be left to Israel and her Arab neighbours to
resolve.

Unfortunately, a problem so basic and humanistic on the surface has always
been complicated by political overtones of the most emotional type. It was per-
fectly obvious just before the June 5-10 war of 1967 that the Arab refugees were
being exploited as the political pawns in the Arab-Israeli power struggle.

After the idiotic pronouncements of Arab leaders in 1967 that the Jews must
be pushed into the sea to make room for the refugees, it is encouraging to note
that more and more Arab countries are finally coming round to acknowledging
the right of Israel to exist as a state.

Whether the Israelis want it, only third party intervention will result in a
final settlement in the Middle East. Events over the past few months have shown
conclusively that collective big power action is necessary to resolve the crisis, as

the Soviets proposed yesterday, to the U.S., Britain and France. (Yesterday —
Jan 2. 1969).

The first action required to alleviate the tension is for the powers to insist

that Israel show willingness to consider compensations and resettlement of the
Palestinian Arab refugees. This requirement was clearly stipulated in a key reso-

lution (to the UN) of Dec. II, 1948. Coupled with this provision, the Arab states

must be required to sign peace treaties with Israel recognizing her right to exist,

with permanent boundaries properly established by great power arbitration.

Any consideration of Israel's boundaries must include more than just the

adjustment necessitated by the Israeli's occupation in the Six Day War.
To many authorities, the area now defined as the Gaza Strip should have been

an integral part of Israel in the 1948 partition.

Naturally, the excess Arab refugee population of the UNWRA camps in the

Strip must be restricted in other areas to be defined as a result of Arab and Israeli

consultations.

One such area of potential settlement is the Sinai Peninsula. Over a year ago.

Rear Admiral Lewis L. Strauss, a former chairman of the Atomic Energy Com-
mission, suggested that nuclear reactors could provide the desalination and pow-
er required to make such an area suitable for settlement by large numbers of the
present Palestinian Arab refugees now herded together in the camps along the
Gaza Strip.

To provide the required funds for such a vast program, the U.S. and the
U.S. S R. will have to convince the UN of the need to create a special Palestinian
resettlement fund.

As their contribution to such a fund, the great powers could provide the re-

quired nuclear reactors and technical know-how. It would be hoped that the first

monetary contribution to the fund would be the compensations that the UN au-
thorities consider are due the Palestinian Arabs for their properties and lands in

Israel.

To match such contributions by Israel and the great powers, it is assumed
that Egypt would approve of the Sinai Peninsula coming under UN trusteeship
and being designated South Palestine.

North Palestine would be formed from territories ceded to UN trusteeship by
Israel, Jordan. Lebanon, and Syria. Unfortunately, just as India separates the two
Pakistans. there appears to be no alternative but to have a Palestine of two parts
separated by Israel.

Lt. Col. R. B. Tackaberry, R.C.D.
from the Toronto Telegram.
January 3, 1969.
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People in Power
Marie Letourneau

Tucked in the AMS Reception office in the dingly
basement of the Student Union, we found friendly
Marie. She managed to squeeze enough time in
between answering the phone and typing agendas
and committee reports to reveal some forthright
opinions on a variety of issues.

Born in Kingston and has lived here all her life —
"Hamilton is the furthest west I've been" — at-
tended Cathedral Junior High School and then Met-
zlers Business College — first work for Queen's in
the early 1960's on a Capital Fund Campaign — "I
was a Jack ( .l all trades" — then worked in Govern-
ment Documents (which was situated in the Law
Building in those days) — married in May of 1965
and had Mark in June ("of the following year") —
came to work for the AMS in 1968 and have been
here ever since.

On her job "I'm supposed to be a receptionist, but it

involves a lot more. I type, answer the phone, book
rooms, look after constable checks, flight programs
..." I like meeting all the students, they're the
most important. For every rotten one there's fifty-

nice ones. Such a variety. I can't think of a better
way to meet people.

There isn't anything specific that I dislike. I

wouldn't be here if I didn't like it. My work goes
from soup to nuts, and I really enjoy everything
but some things more than others.

If you like the people you work with, that's most
of what my job involves. .

."

On Education "I've got all the formal education I

want. I learn something everyday right here.
I'd like my kids to go to University but I wouldn't

be disappointed if they didn't. I'd just like them to
be keen on whatever they go int.

University gets a person a better paying job but
that's not important to me. I'm satisfied with the
money I'm making.

I think that technical schools are gradually be-
coming very important. You learn a trade and it
prepares you for the working world. When you
graduate with your BA, what are you prepared to
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Context

People at Queen's have some sort of permanent
birth trauma - nothing is as important to them as
the annual week of rebirth into the university
community, variously known as Frosh Week Ori-
entation Week, and Oh God. Here They Come
Again. It happens in September, but come mid-
March, which it is now. your ever-vigilant student
government officers pause from their research pro-
jects and spring fever to give it even more thought
than usual.

Orientation programmes are being planned un-
der the supervision of the Commerce Society' the

A«lB*»»D?,^
ciety

'

and a grouP calling ''se»ASPRAMPNOC (for Arts and Science. Premedi-
cine, Rehabilitation Therapy, Art Education, Music
Education, Physical Education and Nursing Sci-
ence Orientation Committee). Rooms are being
booked, speakers chosen, budgets balanced and
unbalanced, and information handbooks written
and printed.

Ignoring the vital questions of hazing, group size
the cost of doughnuts, and who has first claim on

by Peters Adams and Raymont

On leisure time "I try to go to most of the concerts
on campus. I'm going to learn how to drive this
summer- 1 watch a lot of television and I like to go
for rides in the car.

In the summer time, we usually take the kids out
after supper and let them fish. We go to the beach
and to the hockey games.

"Boston is the best team in the league."

On the new AMS Executive "I think that they're
competent. m Jar, but the organization has just be-
gun to set in. Every executive is really different
This executive seems pretty keen from the indica-
tions I ve had. From what I've heard their plans are
going to be. they are pretty 'eager beavers'.

I have my favorites but I'm not going to tell you
who they are—
On Student participation in University Government
"Who better knows what they want but the students
themselves? Since you're paying for your educa-
tion, it's your legitimate right to participate in Uni-
versity government.

But you will never get anywhere with violence
They worked hard on 'Fair Share' and it got results'
You have to work within the system and not against

On the Queen's Journal "I think this year it took
itself too seriously. It's a good campus newspaper
but I don't think they have enough humour and they
don't say enough about what the AMS does.

This year the Journal seemed to print a lot of
long reports, but I think they should be condensed
When the majority of people see something long
then they tend not to read it.

On AMS constables "I think that they are a necessi-
ty. In most cases they do a good job. Kingston po-
lice would create tension if they were allowed on
campus.

On the Library negotiations "The library staff de-
serve more money. If the negotiations aren't set-
tled, I can see students getting involved because
then it will effect them directly.
They both have room to give, but the universitymore so. y

Ellis Hall auditorium, one might take a look at the
basic problem orientationeers have.
They have to convey to a couple of thousand eigh-

teen-year-old - variously confident, lonesome,
drunk, confused, euphoric and overwhelmed — the
essence of what university is, and, more than that
what's special about Queen s. They have a week to
do it in, plus whatever communication they can
make with incoming freshmen before they actually
get to Kingston.

Well, think about it: what did you need to know
about Queen's, about your whole present life that
is, before you set foot in the city of mud and beer'
What did you need to know right after you arrived'
Not mere facts, now, but attitudes toward what
goes on at this place.

First-year students work harder academically
than upper-year people, just as ninth-graders are
the hardest workers in high school much of the
time. They are less sure what the standards are
and less confident in a very new and rather peculiar
environment. By the second year they get accus-

On the Kingston Bus Service "The bus service itself
was fine until they cut it off. Even if they made it

once an hour out our way, it would be a lot better
On Trudeau's marriage "Too much has been made
of it. They didn't do that when I got married. .

On Drugs ".I don't like them. I don't need a synthet-
ic trip. Any possibility that damage to your health
could occur is enough for me.
Two years ago I would have said that the laws

weren't strict enough, but now . .
."

Her biggest gripe "My big mouth."

tomed to university; the orientation process isn't

quite over, for it never is, but the need has become
less acute.

Orientation leaders can feel quite proud of them-
selves if they instill in arriving students at least
something one might call "self-reliance". Not that

orientation is a Boy Scout training period, but the

point is that people arrive with the impression that

university is vast, complicated, malevolent and out

to get them. If they can be even halfway persuaded
to stand up to the system, to yell and scream and
refuse to follow the wrong rules, they're oriented.

It takes a couple of hundred gaels/frecs/bosses.
and various other secretaries, faculty members,
•paper-shufflers, runners-around and hangers-on to

make that happen at all. They're already gaeling,
frecking, bossing, and variously hanging on. and
orientation is six months away. It isn't surprising,
though: getting people introduced to Queen's, and

comfortable here, is probably the most important
thing student governments could ever do.

feedback cont'd from page 6

opposition i.e. with equivalent
organizational and power base.
In a word, it's wrong because it

falls so far short of our demo-
cratic ideals.

Mr. Editor. I feel the onus
should be placed upon the
Alma Mater Society to formal-
ly investigate the likelihood of
a two party system. Although
it may mean the demise of its
current structure, it will hope-
fully be superceded by an order
closer to that which the future
demands. The time for Nova-
tion is forever current. In the
spirit of Shaw I challenge the
powers that be to look at things
as they might be.

Respectfully.

Har. Barnett

Dear Sir:

Re: Orientation 1971

After consulting several
perspective Gael-group lead-
ers, I was amazed at the lack
of communication between the
leaders and the Orientation
Committee. Apparently the
six-member Committee for-
mulated the 1971 policy toward
Arts & Science frosh without
consulting the people most di-
rectly involved - the Gael-
group leaders. At the first gael
meetings, group leaders were
informed that the Committee
had made definite decisions
concerning the more contro-
versial items of frosh week;
i.e. tarns, buttons, and hazing
A number of the gaels felt

strongly that compulsory
group hazing, tarns and buttons
should be enforced during
frosh week. However, to their
astonishment, they were not
even asked what their opinions
were. It was presumed by the
Orientation Committee that all

gaels felt the same way, about
their program as they did.

It seems that the Committee
is playing the dictator — since
the gael and Arts/Sci student
body do not in general agree
with the Committee's policies.
This situation can lead to a
feeling of irritation and apathy
among gaels who are merely
paying lip-service to the orien-
tation program las outlined by
the Committee).

The Orientation Committee
does not have its finger on the
pulse of the frosh. They are fol-

lowing the challengeable
trend, of recent years, to down-
play hazing and frosh destruc-
tion. Is Queen's spirit being
downplayed as well?

There is a direct correlation
between the ebb of Queen's
spirit in the last few years, and
the phasing out of hazing.

The consequences of the
committee's policies will col-
our the attitudes of the new
Urosh during their years at
Queen's. At present the
Arts/Sci Faculty is running
last with respect to faculty sol-
idarity. What spirit Arts/Sci

frosh of 1970 had ended with

the football season. While oth-

er faculties i.e. Meds, Engi-

neers, continue to display

group cohesiveness and spirit

Why is there such a discrep-

ancy between the different

faculty's orientation P r0
'

grams? Does the Arts and Sci-

ence Faculty consider itself

too aesthetically superior to

indulge in hazing, costume

wearing, and spirit? Perhaps

the Oreintation Committee had

better seriously consider if it Is

really pursuing the best inter-

est of the incoming frosh — °r

is it pursuing an idealistic
pic-

ture of wha.t frosh should be?

Name withheld on request
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tendays
tuesday, march 23

evening: 8:00 p.m.itte german film club presents "das glas wasser" in room 101.

Wednesday, march 24

after„oon: f^^«*M*Or department presents "poHution and fish ecology-

evening: 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.: campus movies presents "psycho" at dunnine hallauditorium, admission is $1.00 per person.
uunning nan

8:30 p.m.: five man electrical band at l.o.v.i.

thursday, march 25

afternoon: 3:30 p.m.: collegium musicum in ellis hall
evening: 7: 00 and 9:30 p.m.: campus movies "hotel" in dunning hall auditorium

7.30 p m : geography department lecture on "a factor analysis of timeseries data - an analysis of business cycles" in room 310 Ontario hall
7:30 p.m.: chronic and progressive forms of viral hepatitis relationship
to chronic active hepatitis in etherington hall

mauonsnip

8:00 p.m.: raffles lecture in sterling hall "d" with dr. a. bachrach
8:00 p m.: the next meeting of the graduate club at graduate house 157king street, wine and cheese party.

f

USSi
,?

n
,

dePartment Presen's a lecture on "russian universP
ties in the faculty lounge, kingston hall.

friday, march 26

evening: 8:00 p.m.: graduate student society presents "wild strawberries" in ellis
hall auditorium.

Sunday, march 28

evening: 7:30 p.m.
:
vaghy string quartet anti-concert in ellis hall, admission free,

monday, march 29

evening: 8:00 p.m.: chile: parliamentary route to socialism? speaker arturo cha-
con, large second floor common room, student's union building.

tuesday, march 30

afternoon: 1:30 p.m.: discussion on theology of liberation and the church in latinamenca. small second floor common room, student s union building
4:00 p.m.: continuing discussion with arturo chacon about chile and latinamenca. red room, kingston hall.

hi?
an

?.?
:3

.°
pm "' camPus movies presents "west side storv" at dunning

hall auditorium, admission $1.00 per person.

evening:

Wednesday, march 31

af

eve°nZ- £2! US. ',„
biochemical emetics in neuropora" in earl hall, room 111evening. 7.00 and 9:30 p.m.: campus movies presents "west side story" in dunning

nail auditorium, admission $100 per person. -
8:30 p.m.

:
music department presents wind choral recital in grant hall.

thursday, april 1

3
'lZZZ' l'fn

Pm ' : colleS'um "I"™™, music 151 composition recital in ellis hall,evemng. 7:30 p.m.:
, s my patient poisoned'" a medical sciences lecture in ether-

ington hall.

8:30 p.m.: michel debost, flutist in dunning hall.

five man electrical band at l.c.v.i. on Wednesday

off the record
by Dick Loney

Canada's capital stirs up a certain amount of controversy periodically — but if

Ottawa's trash-mouthed politicians are not indicative (hopefully!) of the calibre of

statesmen spawned by the Seventies, a certain musical aggregation hailing from the
same city is indeed one of the most potent contributions to Canada's Rock music tradi-

tion.

The Five Man Electrical Band is indeed a quintet — they are as electrified as they
are electrifying — and above all they are a band; a close-knit unit that has functioned
since Christmas of 1967, when they took on a new member, a new name, and recorded
half of a promotional album for Coke with Winnipeg's Guess Who doing the flip side.

Since that early album they have undergone a label change and a definite transition
from performing Beach Boy/Four Seasons vocal medlies to an exciting presentation of

superb rock material from the pen of their lead guitarist Les Emmerson.
In 1970 the F.M.E. Band signed with M.G.M. Records (distributed but scarcely

promoted by Polydor Records in Canda) and began laying down tracks for an album at

Golden West Studios in Los Angeles — an album that was rounded out with four tracks
cut at RCA's new 16-track studio in Toronto.

'Goodbyes and Butterflies" features eleven Les Emmerson tunes which follow a

spectrum from gospel-rock to beautiful ballad stylings, to a heavy sound that pulses

with driving rhythm and whinning guitar solos. The band utilizes a pair of drumming
brothers — Rick and Mike Bell — with some of the most syncopated, steady rock beats
on record. Bass patterns are interwoven with skill by Brian Rading. while the flashing

fingers of keyboard ace Teddy Gerow. parlay piano or organ solos into driving ex-

changes with the guitar-solo artistry of Les Emmerson.
A concert appearance by the F.M.E. Band is a study in paradox — unlike many

recording groups which utilize heavy vocal reliance in the studio (as a result of constant

redubbing, mixing and splicing) and then leave a great deal to be desired in a personal

appearance, these guys cook with a magnetism which is never quite captured in a

recording session. It is their endeavour to record material which is readily adaptable to

stage performance: the advantages of such procedure are easily recognizable by any of

us who agonizingly endured the Grass Root's attempts to do "Temptation Eyes' and

some of their other studio works of a like synthetic nature, at a recent concert.

"Goodbyes and Butterflies" abounds in songs which are potent fixtures in the Five

Man Electrical Band's stage shows — from the cymbal crash and organ/guitar lead

into "Signs", the opener of side one, it's evident that these five fellows came to play.

"Signs" has been covered by Bobby Vee — nice try Bob — but it just doesn't have the

sheer power that the version by the originators contains.

It's a song like this one with organ, piano, guitar, bass and percussion all trading

impressions, which is a trademark for this Ottawa group. Les Emmerson's voice pre-

sents one of his songs with a strong element of social commentary —
Sign, Sign, everywhere a Sign,

BlQckin' out the scenery, breakin' my mind,

Do this; don't do that:

Can't you read the Signs

!

°f particular note, and sure to catch the ear, is the Association-like vocal precision on

the choruses and background blending of the five voices.

"Safe And Sound (With Jesus)" brings the voice of drummer Rick Bell to the fore

- a voice that is utilized on any tunes that need that throaty, bluesy drive that this

gospel-rocker exhibits. Beginning with a churchy, piano/harpsichord intro. and some

spirited handclapping, the song gets rolling with Teddy's piano laid down behind Rock s

fusing vocal - then in a bridge, the instruments take a break, leaving Brian m the solo

slot with some flashy bass structures, all performed to that five part harmony which is

so tight and such an integral part of any F.M.E. Band tune.

"Dance of the Swamp Woman" features Rick's baritone again on a tune which

Brian says presents little problem to the guvs in performing it. Says Brian: "the major

thing is to get it to groove right" It's one of those songs which the guys say often

'"eludes extended guitar solos - many nights the solo is restricted to the length of the

studio version, but "some nights it would feel like going on ". _ . ,

"Swamp Woman" is one of the four cuts on the album laid down at Toronto s RCA
studios, and judging by the enthusiasm the members have for these new Canadian

facilities, their next material may very well be put on tape at this studio.

The second of the Canadian-recorded tunes is a favourite with all five fellows:
"Butterfly" was recorded on a warm day in the firsl week of September. 1970. at about
3:30 p.m. It was recorded "straight and direct" as Ted Gerow explains — that is. Les
Emmerson, the composer, presents the rest of the fellows with his song, and they
"work the tune out — everyone plays what they think will work out'' Herein lies that
total spontaneity which exudes from any material that the F.M.E. Band lays out.
Acoustic guitar underlies Les's lead vocal, and then Mike Bell's syncopated cymbal
tapping gets "Butterfly" off and flying.

The guitar solo by Les has a unique feature — he redubbed an additional overtrack
with his own voice singing a harmony solo part to what was in the beginning a very fine

piece of guitar artistry — what comes across on the album is a song which allows all

five members of the band ample opportunity to exhibit their talents.

"Hello Melinda Goodbye" is one of the songs which Brian and Red explain was one
of Les s newest creations which the other four musicians had never heard before the
session. After the chord changes are ironed out it becomes a study in creativity, as the
song takes shape with "everyone playing their own figure usually". Proof of this collec-

tive tunesmithing can be heard on the intricate solo on "Melinda"' The initial concept
was to feature a guitar solo by Les — then Teddy and Les conspired to work out a solo
incorporating both electric piano and guitar. The result is on the album — the fellows

convinced each other it would work, each playing a figure of his own within the stric-

tures of common chord patterns — a refreshing, spontaneous "dual" — s;>Io remains,
as a pleasant departure from the normal one instrument solo pattern!

Side two leads off with music from the movies! Les"s song "Moonshine" was fea-

tured in the flick "Moonshine War'' which starred Richard Widmark and Patrick Me-
Goohan. "Quite a thrill to be seated watching a movie and have one of your composi-
tions belted out of the screen at you", said composer Emmerson Nowhere in the band's
repertoire is there any closer harmony than on the chorus to "Moonshine" — even
Rick's voice takes on a Southern accent for this "Tennessee wine" excursion.

One of the prettiest of the slower tunes of the ten vocal offerings on "Goodbyes and
Butterflies" is "Forever Together", with its gently orchestrated background which
never intrudes over the subtle vocal line, but seems just the proper embellishment on
this Emmerson beauty.

"Mama's Baby Child" is a mulli-tempoed, two-voiced gem with the first verse

sung by Les. and the reply delivered by Rick. Rick's up-tempoed delivery of the

mama's viewpoint in the song forms a rocking contrast to Les and the chorus as they

tone in on the acoustic guitar and piano-flavoured bridge-

Drumming brother Mike Bell proves that his voice is very much a part of the

harmonic blend that weaves through every song on the album, "Man With The Horse
And Wagon" allows Mike's voice to explore most of its extremely wide range of vocal
interpretation.

Necessity once again was proven the mother of invention at the Toronto session —
arriving at the studio only to find that the tambourine had been left behind in Ottawa,

the group experimented with banging metal recording tape-inserts together — that's

the sound you hear in the background of the solo on "Man With The Horse And Wagon"!
The solo, by the way. achieves a certain individuality of sound from the fact that Les's

guitar amp is fed through the Leslie-organ speaker cabinet (the big onstage "fan" that

the supergroups have with them )

"All Is Right With The World Tonight" is a study in domesticity — the singer

closely identifies with the mood which the song evokes of tranquilii;, . solace, and con-

tentment. Vocal precision and close harmonies surround Les's voice with a blend of the

type which hasn't been heard since the string of Four Season's hits.

The final cut on the album is strictly instrumental, and surely the finest sponta-

neous piece of music that the F.M.E. Band ever recorded — for drive, spirit and virtu-

osity it's tough to think of anything any group has done in a similar nature that can
compete with "Variations On A Theme of Lepidoptera". It's a 2:45 section of ad-libbed

solo taken from the bridge of "Butterfly ", and then in a series of lakes it was recorded
"live" in the studio with no laying down of basic tracks as preliminary, but strictly the

way you hear it on the album
Whether performing on a stage somewhere between Ottawa and Los Angeles; or

cutting their latest album in L A or Toronto, the Five Man Electrical Band maintains

standards of perfection which only a very limited number of performing units can at-

test to. Their brand of Eastern-Ontario Rock has made them in the Canadian group
most deserving of the all-important American recognition that remains the only barrier

lo the Five Man Electrical Band becoming the newest Canadian addition to internation-

al rock circles!
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soundings Steven Winnett

ODESSA. Bee Gees. ATCO SD 2-702)

CHILD IS FATHER TO THE MAN. Blood. Sweat & Tears.
(Columbia CS 9619)

SHINE ON BRIGHTLY. Procol Harum. I A&M SP 4151

)

I haven't been wildly excited by the batch of releases I've managed to hear in the past
couple of months. Nothing seems to work anymore, all the enthusiasm is going away a
serious problem, one which I'll try to discuss in more detail next week. But since the year is
drawing to a close, and since you won't have these attempted reviews of mins to tear apart
much longer. I thought I'd try to get in a word for a few older albums rfhich have sustained
their interest for me. in some cases by people you might want to dismiss.

In particular, most of you probably put down the Bee Gees
as Australian bubble-gummers. Well, their double album Odes-
sa just might change your minds about this group. If I remem-
ber correctly, it was released about the time of the Beatles'
white album, so of course it was ignored — and it has a com-
pletely red cover, so it must have been just an imitation, and
so on

. . . Like all double albums, the inevitable filler is pre-
sent, but most of the songs stand up as lush recordings —
strings and orchestration can be used to advantage, and the
Bee Gees pulled it off on Odessa. The title track isone of this-
group's finest works: hauntingly clear lead vocals, piano in the
background balanced by acoustic guitars, choruses backed by
judiciously-placed string arrangements — this comes as a
welcome relief to the over-production of Elton John's first
album, some of tracks were marred by excessive orchestra-
tion. The advent of Motown has made the word "production" a
dirty one — but such is one of the main strengths of Odessa.
The single you might remember, "First of May" — this group
turned out some fine 45's, and they have been collected on Best
of Bee Gees, an excellent companion to this two record set.
Where weak tracks occur, such as the country-ish "Give Your
Best", they are usually framed by lovely things like "Sound of
Love". which you can find a very moving song if you want to,
and the "Seven Seas Symphony", ons of three orchestrated
instrumentals on the disc, along with "The British Opera", the
organ-based closing track, and the group's international an-

• All the latest styles ~t
• ^sunglasses %
• Repairs • Magnifiers

*

• Custom made glasses *
Contact Lenses^/
a spttiaiiiiMi ;n m name or

*

f in^ociMf utisairmm

V. ^opticians!% 262 Kino St. E. 542-1747*'

SUMMER
ACCOMMODATION

IN

TORONTO
Good accommodation available at the Co-op in Toronto
from May 10 to Sept. 10. Rooms as low as $10 00 per
week. (Meals $8.00 extra.) Central location. For infer,
motion and applications write: Campus Co-op, Room 111
395 Huron St., Toronto 181, Ontario. Telephone 964-1961.'

LOVE IS . ,

. . . knowing that

dope is only for

dopes.

usic - dance - drama - filrr

THREE DAYS OF EXPERIMENTS IN THE ARTS

THURSDAY
MARCH 25

8:00 p.m.

FRIDAY
MARCH 26
8:00 p.m.

SATURDAY
MARCH 27

1:00p.m. and 8:00p.m<

AGNES ETHERINGTON
ART CENTRE

ADMISSION FREE -

On 7ues. March 23 at S p.m. in Stirling "A"
the Student International Meditation Society
will present an introductory lecture on the
fascinating and illuminating technique
ALL ARE WELCOME.

Anyone can begin to use the full potential of
his mind in all fields of life. There is a way
to expand, the conscious mind, tap an inex-
haustible reservoir of energy and creative
intelligence, and bring fulfillment to life.
The way is called Transcendental Meditation
-T.M.-is a scientific technique from man's
ancient heritage, which is now available in
the modern age.
It is a safe, natural and spontaneous method
for expanding the mind, and it works for
everyone.

T.M. -

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION

.
Then

hum.

>"range .

classified .,.

them, "With All Nations". Listen to "Lamplight" on he ariphones and somehow you will sense that the placing of n
piano is just right - a purely intuitive feeling. A tribute to hjamencan inventor Thomas Edison forms the subject matt
of one of the tracks, while "Black Diamond" somehow reniT
to me the images of Conrad's Heart of Darkness. In short if „
appreciated the strings on "Long and Winding Road" then v
will appreciate Odessa In short, if you appreciated the strin
on "Long and Winding Road", then you will appreciate Od

it is tunefuland, yes, sentimental, without being artificial.

Indeed, the disease of artificiality has come to nlu„what could have become a fins group Blood. Sweat & Te
tsacre of "Sympathy for the Devil" on their hit a)made me despair of thsse musicians - ths entire

cord was a phony from first to last, complete with unbearahl,
syrupy David Clayton-Thomas vocals, and horriblt
litems of other people's songs. It could only b
"unplayable". But in the distant past P.S&T wz/e gooe
they were at their best on their very first album. Child' it Fall,
in the Man. a product of Al Kooper's association with th'I
group. Al Kooper does an able job on lead vocal for all th
tracks with the exception of Tim Buckley's "Morning Glorv"
and "Meagan's Gypsy Eyes", where Steve Katz sings - he did"Sometimes in Winter" on the second album. What strikes mo
about Kooper's singing and the band's playing on this album is
that both seem to be enjoying themselves — it's funky partic
ularly on "I Can't Quite Her", in a way that the other albums
can't approach. One of my favourites is Al Kooper's "TheModern Adventures of Plato, Diogenes and Freud" — a soft
ened vocal which recalls his "Right Now for You" on his only
good solo effort, / Stand Alone. "Plato" is a song about the
dangers of an overintellectual approach to life: "And the clock
on the wall is abore, as you wander past ths door And find him
lying on the floor. " "The games that people play can only bore
you. But only those that know you don't ignore you "

Then
there's the fun of "House in the Country", complete with ani'
mal sounds provided by Al Kooper, Bob Colomby, Fred Lipsius
and John Simon, who produced the album. The brass section of
"Just One Smile" is not an intrusion, as it has seemed on B S
&T.3, along with everything else. Maybe B.S&T can recover

-

a live album of the group jamming might be the answer they
need to put fun back into their music. Even the liner notes on
this first album are a gas. The disc falls somewhat short of the
excitement of the Chicago Transit Authority, but comparisons
between them are not at all unfair. I saw Al Kooper in the
sunshine of an afternoon at the Toronto Pop Festival of June
1969, and his thoroughly enjoyable performance then recalls
ths wxcellent work he has done on Child is Father to the Man
Then, B.S&T was his group - a reunion might be musically
beneficial at this point.

Finally, I feel compelled to put in a word for Procol Har-
um. They have released only four albums at lengthy intervals,
and if time is any indicator a great deal of reflection goes into
the work of this British group, who have been responsible for
some of the more "intellectual" music recently produced by
rock musicians. Their third album. A Sain Dog released in

1969, was a gem. with the image of the sea carefully interwov-
en among the twelve consistently strong tracks. But Shine mi
Brightly, their second album, might well constitute their most
esoteric creation to date, because of an amazing 18-minute
track on Side 2, "In Held Twas In I", written by pianist and
lead vocalist Gary Brooker and lyricist Keith Reid. It could be
described as one long poetic rambling, or several short ones -
it really doesn't matter, it's a far more interesting effort than,
say. "The End" by the Doors' Jim Morrison. The unique inter-
play between Brooker's piano and Matthew Fisher's organ,
the distinctive sound of Procol Harum at that time, is careful-
ly belended on diverse occasions with such sounds as circuses,
storms and city streets. It is a journey through a man's mind,
which begins "In the darkness of the night. . . When even the
kitchen ceiling is collapsed and crumbled without warning."
He is wallowing in a morass of self-despair, but hopes that in

the telling and the barinv of his soul something will be gained.
We are reminded of the Dalai Lama, who told a pilgrim who
had waited five years to ask him the meaning of life, "Well,
my son. life is like a beanstalk, isn't it? " The second section is

spoken by Brooker over his piano, and accents the sense of

insecurity of the pwrsona. "They say that Jesus healed the sick

and helped the poor, and thosel'tn sure believed his eyes-. .

The speaker flashes to a circus, and over the sounds of the

spectacular we are reminded that "Though the crowd clapped
furiously, they did not see the joke." Something is definitely
out of order here, and so we push on to the autumn of the

speaker's madness, where he says he has nothing left to say.

"Bring all my friends unto me. And I'll strangle them with

words." The going, he says, is getting harder, and we are car-

ried with this reflection over a lengthy musical interlude
where the organ builds up only to be broken by the jarring
sound of Robin Trower's guitar, which leads us back to piano,

hapsichord, and some sort of closing summation. The speaker
hus committed the sin of self-indulgence, and condemns him-
self to a life among the dead, "Who spend their lives in fear, Of

a death that they're not sure of, Of a life they can't control."
Some say he is a wise man, others that he is a fool: "it doesn'l
matter wither way, I'll be a wise man's fool." What to con-

clude from all these musings? "It's all so simple, really, if you
jsut look to your soul." The track concludes with a soothing
chorus backed by piano, guitar and organ — we are left time
for reflection.

As I said, it's one of the most unusual works rock has

produced. The rest of the album is up to the always-high stan-

dards of Procol Harum, and the group really outdo themselves
on "In Held Twas In I."
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GERMAN
RENAISSANCE GRAPHICS

The exhibition features 37 works consisting of
engravings, woodcuts, etchings and drawings by
German masters of the 15th and 16th centuries,

including Schongauer, Diirer, Altdorfer and
Holbein, have been brought together in this

exhibition, organized by George Keyes of the

Department of Art History.

Alsoat the Gallery this week is "Soft Images", a
collection of 24 small black and white

photographs by David Ruether. It is a personal
photographic statement of great subtlety,

technical perfection and an evocative,

understated romanticism.

I
~2r

The Gallery is open 9 — 5 weekdays (plus 7 — 9

Monday through Thursday evenings) and 2 — 5

Sunday afternoon.

AT AGNES
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Co-Awards, Tindall Speech, Highlight Colour Night
Colour nioht hotH Isct nvi- Uo,™ t i_. L _ _ .Colour night, held last Fri

day at Leonard Hall, was high-
lighted by the presentation of
the Jenkins Trophy to Heino
Lilies and Ron Walsh, by the
presentation of the P. H E. '55

Alumnae Trophy to Cindy
Riaeh and Pam Maitland, and
by the presentation of a Frank
Tindall speech to the 500 ath-
letes, coaches and administra-
tors in attendance.

One usually expects the re-

cipients of these two trophies
awarded to the top male and
female graduating athletes, to
have made a good contribution
to athletics at Queen's. These
four people. Cindy Riach. Ron
Walsh, Pam Maitland, and

Heino Lilies, can only be
classed as exceptional among
the outstanding. It was impos-
sible to choose between them,
and so it was the year of the co-

award.

Other co-winners were Colin
Loudon and Karen Carson as
the outstanding freshmen ath-
letes, and Walsh and Brian
Mackenzie as basketball MVP.

Tindall. as guest speaker,
delivered one of his master-
pieces. In between the jokes,
he managed some serious
comments on the future of ath-
letics at Queen's.

Trophy recipients included
Bob Cazes as the outstanding
athlete in individual sports.

Bob was CIAU champion in 158
lb. class this year, the only na-
tional champion at Queen's.

Lilies (football). Al Jeffrey
(rugger I. Bob Milne (track).
Rob Herman iswimming).
Darks Sturman (waterpolo),
and Morris Mott (hockey)
were MVP's for their sports.

Stu Lang, I football), Peter
Gordon (basketball). John
Smith (hockey), Dave Jarvis
(track). Dave Martin (rugger),

and Paul Lucas ( swimming)
received top rookie awards.

Other highlights of the eve-
ning included the "ovation''
given Pam Maitland (by the
soccer team), the "ovation"
given the soccer, team (by the
rugger team), and the "ova-
tion" given the rugger team
(by the soccer team, natural-
ly).

Special plaques were award-
ed to Doug Barton, Norm
Douglas. Bob Thompson and
Morris Mott of the hockey
team, hockey manager Dave
Descent, and Walsh, Brian
Mackenzie, and Bob Wright of
the basketball team, Macken-
zie was not on hand to receive
either the plaque or the MVP
trophy — he was in KGH. be-
lieve it or not. having his ton-
sils out.

GRADUATE PROGRAMS
IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

M.B.A. PROGRAM
The Master of Business Administration program offers an integrated

course of study in business administration.

A minimum of one year of study is required of those candidates who
have completed all the prerequisites in their undergraduate program
Candidates lacking some of the prerequisites may be required to under-
take up to two years of work.

Areas of study in the M.B.A. program include accounting, finance
industrial relations, international business, management science mar-
keting, organizational behaviour, transportation, and urban land economics.

Ph. D. PROGRAM
The objective of the Doctoral program in Business Administration is

to prepare mature students of demonstrated intelectual capacity for
university teaching and for research positions in industry and government
The Ph.D. is a research degree in the sense of requiring not only general
proficiency and distinctive attainment in a special field but also a rec-
ognized ability for independent investigation as demonstrated in a dis-
sertation based upon research and creative scholarship.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
Financial assistance in the form of bursaries, research fellowships

and scholarships is available to a number of deserving graduate students'
Although financial assistance can be provided for only the most out
standing M.B.A. candidates, it is expected that no qualified candidate
or the Ph. D. degree will be forced to abandon his academic program for
13CK OT iLinds.

For further information and application forms please write'
Secretary, Graduate Progiams
Faculty of Commerce and Business Administration
University of British Columbia
Vancouver 8, B.C. Canada

C.I.C.
FINAL MEETING

House of Commons Pub
Tuesday, March 23, 8:00

— bring your petitions
— announcement of campaign results
— discussion of future activities
— party for friends and supporters

Committee For An Independent Canada

STUDENT AUTOMOBILE

PACKAGE

Special prices for students on Ford, Meteor,

Mercury automobiles through EDWARDS FORD-

MERCURY SALES LTD., KINGSTON, ONT.
For further information:

NICK WRIGHT,

Commerce 71

542-7694

THE ANIMATED FILM:

IMAGE PAR IMAGE

LAST DAY TODAY

GERMAN RENAISSANCE GRAPHICS
Organized by George Keyes of the Dept. of Art History
until March 28th

SOFT IMAGES
24 photographs by David Reuther
until April 4

fcl art centFe
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Women's Sports - Progress and Prospects
by Neil Longhurst and Doreen Howes
There are changes going on in

Women's sports. It used to be that

girls were discouraged from any
athletic participation. Do you re-

member back in Public School, the

boys getting to play baseball and
football, while the girls had to stay
on the pavement, skipping, hop-
scotch, bouncing balls, or going on
the swings. High school gyms were
used for the guys' basketball; the
girls might get any extra time.

Slowly, though, a change is

spreading through the system. At
Queen's, this year has shown visible

evidence of this change. Our field

hockey teams were competitive
enough this year that they somewhat
resembled a rugger team after they
finished a game. The basketball
team, besides switching to the same
rules as the men, is now "allowed"
to develop normal athletic skills

such as pushing, elbowing, and
clearing rebounds. Next year the
women's ice hockey team may ac-
tually be allowed body contact in

P'ay. Good grief!

But that's not all. Women's sports
nave been discovered to have spec-
tator value. The women's intermedi-
ate volleyball team had about a
hundred fans for their finals — they
Wight have had more if the games
hadn't been played in the only
Queen's gym with no seats for spec-
tators. The WITCA basketball finals
were well attended, during reading
week. It's still not to the point where
"siting teams have to worry about
™e huge partisan crowds at
Queen's, but the women's games are
Played at less than prime spectator
|"ne. At least the lower stands of the
°artlett Gym might be packed for a
Friday night, 8:00 PM basketball
Same between the Queen's and
McMaster girls.

Along with the new Phys. Ed.
J-entre there is a Women's Training
Koom. Soon there may be a woman
lrainer. which will save Tabby some
Work; he's doing about one and a
half times a normal load now.
Coaching is another facet that has

,
een a huge improvement in the past
lew -

ha
years. All the women's teams

ve coaches now! Some of them
dre Phys. Ed. staff, but more are
Part-time staff or senior Phys. Ed.

and McArthur students, and they all

do a great job. Women coaches do
seem to understand their team's
limits better, and are willing to push
to the limits instead of letting the
girls off easy, (as the women's hock-
ey team found out this year with
Cookie Cartwright)

Now the men's and women's budg-
ets are a lot more proportionate in

terms of equipment and travel ex-
penses. Schedules for the women are
not as long as the men's, and there

aren't as many sports available, so

the men's budget is larger.

The rearrangement of athletics at

Queen's has brought some problems
as well as benefits. The Women's
Intramural Program is suffering as

many girls are now taking part in

recreation activities. A case could

be made for joining the two commit-
tees, since the interests of both

committees are similar in trying to

encourage as much participation as

possible by people not involved in

intercollegiate competition.

There is still some reluctance

among the women to simply walk in

and use vacant facilities in the Phys.

Ed. Centre. At most times there is

at least one gym open, for volley-

ball, badminton, or basketball. The
track around the top of the arena is

nearly always free. Squash and pad-

dleball courts can be reserved; pad-

dle ball is an especially easy game
to learn; just go in and hit the ball.

Another difference between the

women's and men's teams is the

willingness to put in extra time on

their sports. The men seem to start

practice for next year right after the

season. The day after their loss to

Manitoba, better than half the foot-

ball team was out for "practice" at

5:30.

The women's basketball team

could benefit tremendously from

simply playing in the scrub basket-

ball games that go on in the gyms at

almost any hour of the day or night.

Of course some of the male partici-

pants do tend to ignore the girls in

the gym, so it's not only the girls'

fault. So. guys let the girls play in

the scrub games — you might be

surprised at their skill.

This past year Queen's has seen

some of the value of women's

sports.

Next year's prospects for the

women's teams look hopeful.

Queen's is losing some great ath-

letes this year, but most teams are

young enough that graduation is not

going to hurt badly. One big question

mark is the future of the intermedi-

ate teams; with McGill and Loyola
out of the league, only Queen's and
Toronto have intermediate teams at

the moment. Queen's volleyball and
basketball intermediates were both

winners this year, with the interme-

diate field hockev team close to a

title.

If there is competition next year,

all three of these teams have good

prospects. In basketball, where only

one player is graduating from the

senior team, all players are return-

ing to the intermediates and there

may be some incoming players as

well. Basketball looks great for next

year. They will, however, need a

director for all this talent, as Miss
Pappas is leaving Queen's for

studies elsewhere.

The senior volleyball team isn't in

as good shape, as they lose most of

their first line. Coach Donna Gal-

lagher has her eye on some of this

year's intermediates to fill the

spaces.

Queen's tennis team will have
four of six players back under coach

Rosemarie Fletcher next year, in-

cluding their top singles player

Wendy Youens.

The archery team made a lot of

progress this year, and with five

archers returning, they will im-

prove. Gymnastics is another sport

on the way up; they lose only one

person this year. Fencing loses Lar-

raine Gorman next year, but gain a

top rate coach in Olympic competi-

tor Mr. Bach. Curling loses Barb
Shetler, and Doug Bruce takes over

as coach from Dave Bruce.

The badminton team could have

as few as two of six players back
next year, but they had to turn down
some good players this year, so they
may show well next year. At present
they lack a coach.

Track and field will miss their
coach Miss Pappas, but most com-
petitors return. They also have a
new track and facilities on the West
Campus.
The alpine skiers lose Debbie Gib-

son, but they also lose McGill, their
main competitor in the past. With
the rest of the team returning, they
have high hopes for next winter.
Their crosscountry counterparts
lose Pam Maitland to graduation,
but coach Miss Turnbull feels that
there are several good prospects for
next year.

Three graduates from the senior
field hockey team must be replaced
from the intermediates, and star
forward Caroline Penn will also be
missed.

Kathy Hoffman, the coach of the
swimming team, would have a full

team returning next year, but in-

stead the team will have to adjust to

a new coach, as Kathy herself is"

leaving.

Ice hockey, loses six players this

year, but all of this year's rookies
are expected to show well next year.
The coaching situation is uncertain
but the team has set its sights on the
winner's plaques for next year.

Synchronized swimming, who won
all of their team event competitions
this year, might lose one swimmer.
Coach Mrs. Newton has a strong
recreational program going as well
as several reserves for this year's
team. Her problem next year may
be to choose between a number of
swimmers of nearly equal ability.

Finally, our winning figure ska-
ters lose Jr. champion Trish Ander-
son, Barb Cieszewski and Jan Nar-
duzzi. Even so. they have high hopes
of a repeat win next year.

The Federal Government announced March
22 that the deadline for applications to the
Public Service Commission has been extended
from Feb. 12th to March 30th.

See Student Employment Service for fur-
ther information.
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NEW YORK (AP) - Superman wore them and
nobody laughed.

He leaped around in a red short-shorts ensemble
with contrasting blue tights and never suffered a
giggle or a smart remark.

But bring out shorts for the average man and he's

suddenly cringing with modesty. He's the same man
who's all set for a summer of ogling women in hot

pants.

Since women's hot pants have taken off like a rock-

et, it was only a matter of time before somebody
started making them for men.

Will men wear shorts to the office or to parties this

summer?

ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. (CP) - RCMP are investigat-

ing threats on Premier Joseph Smallwood's life

made in two anonymous telephone calls to radio sta-

tions CJON and VOCM.
Ted Bartlett of CJON said an anonymous caller

told him he would assassinate Premier Smallwood
within 48 hours. A few minutes later, a similar call

was received at VOCM.

Premier Smallwood said he had no plans to cancel
any public engagements.

He added: "I hope they do not assassinate me be-
fore polling day." A provincial election is expected
later this year.

BOGOTA (AP) - The newspaper El Tiempo said
hippies have discovered in the Colombian interior a
mushroom that produces hallucinogenic effects if

eaten within two minutes after picking — but is dead-
ly after that. El Tiempo quoted one imbiber as say-
ing: "It's easy to see pink grass and red stone."
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DETROIT (AP) - General Motors Corp. has an-
nounced the appointment of a second black man to a
high-ranking corporate position. The firm announced
Thursday that Abraham S. Venable, director of the
office of minority business enterprise in the U.S.

Commerce Department, will become GM's director
or urban affairs May 1. Late last year, the GM board
of directors elected Rev. Dr. Leon Sullivan of Phila-
delphia as the firm's first black director.

The New York City Council of Churches, under
pressure from a group of activist young clergymen
has cancelled the awarding of the Family of Man
Award to Bob Hope on the grounds that he has "un-
critically supported the militar establishment" and
the war in Vietnam.

The action was the first major public expression of
any disapproval of Hope, who later told an interview-
er "this sort of thing has been going on for a couple of
years now, and I don't think it is important. I won't
change my views because of criticism.

"On May 6 I will mark 30 years of entertaining
American soldiers . . . I've been in burn wards and
I've smelled burned flesh. I've walked through hospi-
tal wards where I had to grab the bed to keep my
balance.

"I'm not in favor of any war but I'm also not in
favor of surrender

. . . This is a tricky conflict
We're helping people maintain their freedom . .

I'm not a hawk. I'm an owl."

University College in Toronto has established a
biennial national prize of 1,000 open to any student
regularly enrolled in an undergraduate or graduate
degree course at a Canadian University or College.

The awards are for substantial work in fiction
drama or verse. Competitors may submit a long
poem or a group of poems; a novel or a collection of
short stories.

Forms of entry may be obtained from the Regis-
trar University College, University of Toronto To-

|

r
°.
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°i'

E
»

nfieS f0r the award are t0 be Posted not
later than May 15. 1971.

TORONTO (CP) -John Diefenbaker said that if

Prince harles lived in Canada, he "would give young
Canadians something to look up to."
"He has more to offer than the oddballs mumbling

Maoist quotations."

BERLIN (AP) - An East Berlin court sentenced a
former Nazi SS guard to death for his part in the Sec-
ond World War slaying of 6,330 Latvians, most of
them Jews, the official news agency ADN reported.

ADN said during the trial, which began March 2,

that Hans Baumgartner admitted he participated in
the mass extermination of Latvian Jews near the
town of Libau between 1941 and 1943.

The agency did not give Baumgartner's rank or his
age, nor did it say how he came to be tried more than
a quarter of a century after the end of the war.

Kurt Berna, 49, is president of the Zurich-based
International Foundation for the Holy Shroud, which
has conducted a seven-year campaign to prove that
the heart of Jesus was still beating and pumping
blood from his body when he was brought down from
the Cross.

The foundation claims the marks on the shroud in
Turin Cathedral prove its theory that Christ did not
die on the cross, and has accused the Vatican of plan-
ning to destroy the relic in fear that revelations
about the circumstances of Christ's death might
damage a basic tenet of the Catholic faith.
The Vatican has several times publicly refuted the

foundation's claims.

OTTAWA (CP) - Canada has lodged another pro-
test against U.S. nuclear tests in the North Pacific.
Informed sources say a note delivered three weeks

ago by the Canadian Embassy in Washington to the
U.S. State Department forcibly stated Canada's
objections to a planned test on Amchitka Island off
Alaska this fall.

Contents of the note were not revealed. Earlier
protests were based on the fact that Amchitka is lo-
cated in a geological zone prone to earthquakes.
Fear was expressed that the test might cause an
earthquake which in turn might set off a tidal wave,
causing death and destruction on Canada's West
Coast.

WINNIPEG - Public Works and Transportation
Minister Joe Borowski will be required to appear in
court March 31 over statements he made Wednesday
about a provincial magistrate.
A private action was brought in Court of Queen's

Bench yesterday asking that the court find Mr. Bo-
rowski in contempt for his remarks about Dauphin
Magistrate F. M. Manwaring.
Asked about the magistrate's decision on Wednes-

day, Mr. Borowski said that if Magistrate Manwar-
ing attempted to hear the case he would try to have
him removed from the bench. He described the deci-
sion as "an abuse to the office and an insult to Cana-
dian justice. ... The fact that he (Magistrate Man-
waring) is a loyal Conservative and had been ap-
pointed by the Conservative administration can't be
overlooked and in this case it's so blatant, the deci-
sion, and so judicially improper that I can only come
to one conclusion — that it was based on political
considerations rather than on the facts as they are.

"

The comments by Mr. Borowski, a New Demo-
crat, brought immediate demands for apology from

Conservative Leader Sidney Spivak and Ha
Buchwald. president of the Manitoba Bar A« 0|<l

tion.
rtssoc , a .

Questioned again Thursday, Mr. Borowski refi
to apologize. "It's funny - every time I mak
statement, there's always some donkey around V
ing for an apology."

u ask.

The minister said he could see no reason m,
judges and magistrates should be immune to Zj
cism. rU| -

"Too many people in high places feel that iudo
and magistrates should be protected by some kind t
papal immunity. Even judges can make mistakes '

°

"
(By the CP) - He's Bill to his frie^dZ^Fc^T

but Ontario government leader William hZ '

doesn't care whether he is formally address'
premier or prime minister. as

"This hasn't been my number one priority "
iwDavis said with a smile when questioned about h

'

preference Thursday at a news conference durin.
visit to the capital.

"«ung a

His predecessor, John Robarts, preferred to h
called prime minister, as do Premier W A C R
nett of British Columbia and Quebec's Robert Bn

2~
assa. Constitutionally, they can adopt either title

"Frankly," Mr. Davis said, "I won't be insulted bveither form.
"euoy

MIAMI
>
Fla. (AP) — Cuba has passlJII^T

posing strict penalties on working-age people without
jobs or chronically asent from work or school Ha
vana Radio reported.

'

The "anti-loafing law" has been under discussion
tor six months and is believed aimed primarily at
dissident youths who Premier Castro says "have
failed to find a place in our revolution.

"

It goes into effect April 1.

The law decrees that all males between the ages of
17 and 60 and all females between 17 and 55 have a
"social duty" to work. It labels malingerers andbums as "parasites" of the revolution and provides
penalties ranging from six months to two years of
forced labor in "rehabilitation centres.

"

TAIPAI, Formosa (Reuter) - Chinese cooks are
in such short supply among Chinese restaurants
around the world that the Taipei vocational assist-
ance department is recruiting a large number of
work abroad, the Central news agency reported
Thursday.

NEWMARKET, Ont. (CP) - Gordon Fleming, a

high school music teacher was acquitted in provin-
cial court Thursday on a charge of assaulting a 16-

year-old student. In finding the teacher not guilty,

Judge Clare Morrison said common sense dictates
that teachers must sometimes use force to maintain
discipline in the classroom. "Otherwise, our educa-
tional system would degenerate into worse chaos
than it appears to be in," said the judge.
The charge was laid by Mr. and Mrs. John Dewan,

parents of William Dewan.
Judge Morrison said Mr. Fleming had taken the

boy by the armjnd guided him towards the door fol-

lowing an argument during a music class.

U.S. professional organizer Saul Alinskvi
A guy has to be a political idiot to say all power

comes out of the barrel of a gun when the other side
has the guns.

SATURDAY NIGHT
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Dispute settled

Three dollars each

Concert fee referendum
A referendum to decide

whether or not concerts will be
subsidized from student non-

academic fees next year will

be held on Wednesday April 7.

The referendum comes as a re-

sult of a petition, signed by 240

students, presented to the

AMS. asking for a referendum

on whether to raise the non-

academic fees by $3. per stu-

dent to subsidize concerts. By
the AMS constitution, the AMS
is required to hold a referen-

dum if petitioned by more than

$00 people to do so.

A previous petition, signed

by 220 people was presented to

the AMS two weeks ago. and
requested a referendum on
whether or not to have a three

Inner Council also
moved to make $15 available
(from the inner council I for
groups who wish to advertise
the arguments both for and
against the referendum.

Standard library hours recommended
by Chris Woods

The AMS Library Commit-
tee has recently completed a
study on the adequacy of the
facilities and services within
the Queen's University library
system. This report was pre-
sented to the AMS outer coun-
cil two weeks ago and will be
discussed at the outer council
meeting tonight.

The major recommenda-
tions of the report are as fol-

lows:

Hi That the senior library ad-
ministrative staff and the" Sen-
ate Library Committee hence-
forth place more emphasis on
the library's function as a de-
sirable study area and not
merely as a repository of books
for loan.

12
1 That, branch library unit

proliferation should be prev-
ented in future, and that con-
certed attempts should be
made to further centralize stu-
dy areas and library facilities

within three or four major un-
I's. located on sites proximate
to the academic buildings
which users frequent, if possi-
ble.

. '
That schedules of opera-

tion should be standardized
within the following categories
?' branch libraries: faculty li-

braries; departmental librar-
les

; and deposit libraries or
readings rooms.

That student users should
De consulted through the medi-

um of the Alma Mater Society
Library Committee before any
Pulley changes affecting their
interests are made and prior to
a"d during the planning of any
"ew library facilities.

That the Senate Library
Coimmittee should assume res-

ponsibility to Senate "in all

matters of policy relating to

the University Library sys-

tem" and with respect to pre-

sentation of the Library's an-

nual budget.

(6) That the Chief Librarian
should advise the Senate Li-

brary Committee concerning
matters falling within its

terms of reference and
(71 That the Chief Librarian

should execute the directives

issued by the Senate Library

Committee insofar as they are
consistent with the terms of

reference of the said Commit-
tee and subject, of course, to

appeal before Senate itself.

(8) That the lending periods in

all libraries should be standar-

dized with respect to length

and penalty imposed for all

users, with the recommended
period of loan being 10 days to 2

weeks.

Grievance

committee

open meeting

Wednesday
There will be a final open

meeting of the Senate Commit-

tee on Grievance, Discipline

and Related Matters on

Wednesday, March 31st at 7:30

PM in Room 14. Dunning Hall.

This meeting is being held in

order that those who may wish

to express their views or com-

ments relevant to the Interim

Report of the Committee will

have an opportunity to do so.

Interested members of the

university community are

urged to attend

Elrond construction begins again

dollar concert fee. Subsequent-
ly, 30 of the petitioners wi-
thdrew their names, and the
AMS court would have had to
decide if this removed the obli-
gation from the AMS to hold
the referendum. After the sec-
ond petition was presented, the
Inner Council decided to hold
the referendum it requested,
since this overcame the legal
problems involved in the first,

as well as clarifying the ambig-
uous wording of the first peti-
tion.

The

by Bill Johnston

Construction work on Elrond
College began again last Tues-
day, after two months of ina-
ctivity caused by a labour dis-
pute. Work was delayed be-
cause cement truck drivers re-
fused to deliver cement to the
construction site until the de-
mands of two local unions were
met by Vroom construction,
the company in charge of build-
ing the student owned resi-
dence. Agreements were
reached between Vroom and
the labourers and carpenters
unions on these demands by
last Friday, and the first ce-
ment since mid-January was
poured that day. Six members
of the local labourers union
were also hired Friday.

The dispute began in mid-
October when the local carpen-
ters union was first recognized
as the representative for all

carpenters working for Vroom

in Kingston, and centred on the
unions' demand that Vroom
and its subcontractors must
hire through local unions.
(Most of Vroom's workers
were claimed to have been
from out of town. I Vroom
claimed that a prior contract
prevented them from comply-
ing with this demand. Negoti-
ations, and subsequent concili-

ation, failed to resolve the dis-

agreement, and the unions,
which had no members work-
ing on the job. began a strike,

which the cement truck drivers
supported. Vroom took the un-
ions to court, charging them
with refusing to bargain in

good faith to reach a collective
agreement.
No court hearings have been

held since mid-February, ac-
cording to Erwin Mattutat, su-
perintendent on the Elrond
site, but negotiations between
the parties continued from that
time until the agreements

were reached last week. Now
that the dispute is settled, the
company will almost certainly
withdraw its charges.

The agreements apparently
require that about sixty five
per cent of workers on the El-
rond site be hired locally, ac-
cording to Mr. Mattutat. who
maintained his earlier claim
(of last November) that over
half of the workers have been
from Kingston all along.

Both the unions and the com-
pany seem satisfied with the
agreement. Angus Froats,
business manager of the car-
penters union, was quite
pleased with the outcome,
which represents a union victo-
ry. Mr. Mattutat was glad to
have the dispute ended so that
work on the College can now
proceed. The two month delay
will likely mean that the build-
ing will not be completed until

about the spring of 1972.

Students accepted for headship committees

Jackson, Vallery, Redding elected Senators

Arts senator, two year term -
John Bankes. 113: Doug Val-

lery. 141: for engineering sena-

tor - Harry Angus.

Redding.

Tl,e following are the results of
the

elections for Senator held
esterday: for Arts senator,

one year' term — Paul Barron.
,; Trisha Jackson. 178: for

John

77: Bruce Trotter. 43.

by Bill Johnston
Students gained possible

membership on another impor
tant administrative body which
was formerly open only to fa-

culty and administrators as a
result of the longest Senate de-
bate of the year last Thursday.
In future, two students may. at
the discretion of the principal,

be appointed to the 'search
committees' which are respon-

sible for selecting new depart-
ment heads (actually, for ad-
vising the principal of their

choice, as he makes the final

appointment. I Nearly two
hours of debate were required

before this provision for stu-

dent membership, which was
part of a report on procedures
for appointment of department
heads, was finally accepted.

The report also made appo-
intment of faculty members
discretionary, with the deci-

sion of including either stu-

dents or faculty to be based on
the contribution that students

or faculty members could be
expected to make towards se-

lection of "the best possible

candidates".

The Committee on Appo-
intment. Promotion. Tenure,

and Leave, which produced the

report, felt that student parti-

cipation could be useful be-

cause students could bring a

different perspective to bear
on the discussions. Also, since

the search committees are to

review the past performance
of the department, students

could be very helpful in this re-

gard because it is they who be-

nefit or suffer because of the

department's performance. Fi-

nally, it was suggested that

students might feel resentful if

they were merely consulted

about appointments but were
denied any real voice in the de-

cision. (Nearly everyone
agreed that students should be
consulted.

)

It was originally moved that

the report be referred to all fa-

culty boards for further discus-

sion before the Senate consid-

ered the report. This motion
was defeated, largely because
it was felt that most of the ar-

guments, both for and against

30 P.B.

student participation, had al-

ready been heard by the com-
mittee and thus, further dis-

cussion would add little of val-

ue. Referral would also involve
at least a two month delav,
which would result in the final

Waugh that students always be
excluded from membership on
the search committees. Mr.
Waugh felt that, while students"

can be extremely helpful in

choosing academic personnel,

they lacked the expertise need-
ed to choose administrative
people. Further, students, here
for only a few years, are not

answerable for the decisions
they help to make, as faculty

and administrators are. Mr.
Waugh also felt uneasy about
making students privy to confi-

dential information about the

candidates, particularly for

candidates from within the de-

partment in question. Others
noted that faculty members
might hesitate to openly ex-

press their views about candi-
dates if they knew students
would hear them. Brian Scully
noted that any students chosen
for such an appointment would
be well aware of these prob-
lems and would be mature
enough to handle them.
The vote which defeated Mr.

Waugh's motion was probably
most influenced by the fact

that the final decision about
whether students sat on a par-
ticular search committee re-

sled with the principal, and by
the fact that to decide that stu-

dents should never be allowed
to sit on these committees
would greatly reduce the flexi-

bility allowed in choosing com-
mittee members.
The report was subsequently

passed in toto by the Senate,
with the one provision that the
workings of search commit-
tees would be reviewed to de-
termine if the report's proce-
dures were in fact efficient.
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MEN'S RESIDENCES-

TRUNK ROOMS

FORMER RESIDENTS of the Men's Residences have left
numerous articles in the trunk rooms of the residences
in Leonard Field and in the Earl Street Residence.

Students are advised that any article not removed from
the trunk rocms by MAY 23, 1971, will be considered as
abandoned and disposed of.

Please consult the Desk Clerk, Gordon-Brockington
(544-5508) for further information.

Director of Men's Residences

— imjKMi, wmmH 30 1^
|

1 700 names on Canada committee petition
by Mary O'Rourke cent inrinctricc nmt * «_ B

SKI ING VACATION IN SWITZERLAND

o „ EASTER
Dapart New York April 7th Return April 15th or
Depart New York April 9th Return April 17th.
8 Days only 298.00

Round trip by comfortable Boeing 707 jet.

Lodging at either the Posthotel Garni or the Motholel Sommerau
both in Chur. Twin-bedded rooms with privare bath or shower and

Ski Lifts. Special Group Rales are being negotiated for Ski Liftsand we expect ro be able to offer day passes at a 50% discount
Transfer,. K | 01e „ Altporl |Zurich , _ Chur _ K|oten n

'

tun services of couriers and all porterage.
Twin bedded room at NO EXTRA cost, plus full Continental
Breakfast and Dinner throughout. Also included are all Foreign

mpmlt™.,"
08

" 'aT 3
«
nd SerViCe charges

'
The »rice als° includesmembership to the Anglo America Association for one year

E legibility for this and other trips run by rhe Anglo AmericasrF™,»"
m ,o den,s

- s,a"' Facui,v and ,h6ir

MEMBERS OF THE ANGLO AMERICA ASSOCIATION areoffered yanous charter flighrs from most major points in theUnued Stares ro London during the summer as well as Studentnights w ihin Europe. Employmenr opportunities. Discounts, CarHire Facilities, Hotel Finders Service. Travel Departmenr

wurr^ToZr Sk " ln
°

"aM,i<",s °r

ANGLO-AMERICA ASSOCIATION
60A, PylB St.,

Newport, I.W.,

HAMPSHIRE/ENGLAND.

by Mary O'Rourke
The CIC capped off Canada

Week with a party in the Pub last

Tuesday to celebrate the achieve-
ment of 1700 signatures for their
petition against American takeov-
er of Canadian businesses.

CIC also sold over 700 "Keep It

Canadian" buttons for a profit of

$100 after administration and ad-
vertising costs. They propose to

use this money to buy a stock in a
Canadian company which will be
given to charity.

John Trent, an R.M.C. political

scientist and head of the Kingston
Chapter, was in attendance at
Tuesday's party. The Kingston sig-

nature campaign will continue
through April, and Mr. Trent
hopes to enlist some help from
Queen's members after their re-

cent success.

The national campaign has al-

ready got 3/4 of its goal of 100,000

signatures for the petition to be
presented in Ottawa about 4 weeks
from now. The CIC hopes to have
delegates from most or all of its

constituencies to support the stand
against foreign investment while
the writing of the White Paper on
this subject is a current issue.

The larger purpose of this cam-
paign is to publicize the problem of
Canadian independence, to make
people better informed on the is-

sues involved, and consequently to
force the Government to move —
for example, to establish a Take-
over Review Board to deal effect-
ively with the problem of foreign
investment.

The future strategy of CIC ac-
cording to Queen's chairman Fras-
er Berrill, is "To establish a
hard-core cadre type organization
a-la Nader's Raiders in the
States". One of the CIC's prime
concerns is education of the pub-
lic. Plans on campus include
Teach-ins on various areas of Ca-
nadian independence and speaking
engagements with different facul-
ties. A similarly important educa-
tional function will be the esta-
blishment of research projects in

different areas. For example local
chapters could investigate the de-
gree of foreign investment in adja-

cent industries, and report to a na-
tional committee on the same sub-
ject. The national organization al-
ready has a committee preparing
a bibliography of literature pub-
lished to date on the independence
issue, as well as a speech hand-
book for CIC reps.

Research in the actual area of
Canadian education is a project
ideally suited to the university
chapter of CIC. Tom Axworthy
vice-president of both Queen's and
Kingston chapters, suggests that a
committee could be established on
every campus to investigate Cana-
dian content in courses and text-
books, as well as the proportion of
Canadian educators employed. He
notes that the problem of texts is
even worse in high schools, and
that were the area of education in
Canadian identity evaluated, a re-
port could be made to the Fronten-
ac County School Board. Such pub-
licity would hopefully bring re-
sults, and make university profes-
sors consider the possibility of

writing improved high sr.
fc

texts, particularly in the areT""
history. M

of

Another area that inter.

,

Queen's CIC is the expenditu
*

University endowment f„l01

They believe that a certain 5
cent should be invested in Can a''
an companies, and intend

t0 li-

e-over whether this is actually tu
case. 3 lne

At the moment, the CIC has
speech scheduled for MaeAnk a

College on Wednesday at io,„
r

The topic will be "Teaching ,1Canadian Identity".
8 Hle

After that, they will be workin„
with the Kingston chapter on thei
campaign, and hope to take som
plans for local activities with them
to a conference of the Centra!
Sub-Committee on Planning in rl
ronto 10 days from now.
Those interested in pursuing

CIC activities at home over thesummer can find the location of
their local branch by contacting
CIC headquarters at 77 York St
Toronto.

Temporary jobs thru job bank
VfllHonfo lllll,-, uritl I J- _ 1 - ft - . -Students who will be spending

the summer in Kingston, but who
do not have summer jobs, may be
able to find part-time or tempor-
ary work through a new employ-
ment program, Job Bank.

Job" Bank is a result of last
year's Alma Mater Society, in par-
ticular services commissioner
Wayne Beach who saw the need
and desirability of a student "self
help" agency. In consultation with
David Wroe, director of the Stu-
dent Employment Service (SES),
the AMS proceeded to set up Job
Bank, which now acts as an inde-
pendent student organization.
Job Bank will act as a central

clearing house for part-time and
temporary jobs during the sum-
mer. Kingston residents and busi-
nesses will be canvassed for jobs.
Residents will be asked to use Job
Bank for such home jobs as lawn
cutting, gardening, painting, and
small building jobs. Businesses

SUMMER
SCHOOL IN

VENICE
Venice evening will be held

in Agnes Etherington Art Centre,

Tuesday, March 30 at 8:00 p.m.

ALL ARE WELCOME

will be informed that Job Bank can
supply such skilled personnel as
typists and stenographers, book-
keepers, and computer operators
The tourist industry will also be
canvassed for jobs such as cham-
bermaids, bartenders, and mainte-
nance workers.

Job Bank will operate primarily
as a self-help agency. Students will
register with Job Bank, and hope-
fully will carry.much of the load o(
keeping the program operative
While there will be a manager of
Job Bank, it is expected that the
real leadership will come from the

students involved in working in the

program. The AMS and the SES
are currently conducting inter-

views for the position of manager.
Students interested in finding

work this summer through Job
Bank may register through the

Student Employment Service at 72

Queen's Crescent, telephone 547-

Club President's Note:
1. Please leave a list of names, addresses, and phone numbers of

the members of the new executives in my box in the AMS Of-
fice.

2. Please hand in the past year's books and the tentative budgets
for next year, before May 1st if your club needs money during
the summer, and not later than Oct. 31st otherwise (interviews
will be arranged).

3. Clubs Night will be held in Grant Hall in early October 1971.
4. Please check your club's box in the AMS Office regularly.
5. For information leave message in my box with your phone num-

ber and time you are at that number.
Andrew Jordan
Clubs Manager

Colonel Sanders Recipe

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
DIAL 542-2773 AUNT LUCY'S MONTREAL STREET

546-2277 AUNT LUCY'S PRINCESS STREET

THE FAMILY BUCKET
15 pieces

(Feeds 5 — 7) 3.95

THRIFTBOX
9 pieces 2.50

THE BARREL
20 pieces

(Feeds 7 -10) 5.25

FF-IND. - 2Si

Jumbo Box 1.00

Salads - pt. 6(W_
THE INDIVIDUAL DINNER (3 pes plus the trimmings) 1.35

(Only 604 for delivery any order in single fare zone)

WE DON'T DELIVER FREE - INSTEAD YOU GET FULL-FOOD
VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY - NO SHORTCUTS IN QUALITY.

P.S. ALL AUNT LUCY'S MANAGERS HOLD DIPLOMAS FROM
CC OF CK_ "COLONELS COLLEGE OF CHICKEN

mnvm%
RESTAURAST
LICENSED DINING AT
PRINCESS WEST OF CIRCLE
Filet Mignon Special 1.99

Draft Beer - Seafoods - Steaks

Pizza - Chicken Dinners of course

KNOWLEDGE"
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by Dave Merrick

Past criticism of the Queen's
Entertainment Agency and the re-

cent AMS elections point out that

the function of the Q.E.A. is not

understood by many people on

campus. The Q.E.A. is the sole

booking agent on campus. Acting

as an agent, the Q.E.A. handles

the details and signing of contracts

with the artist and/or agent for the

sponsoring campus organization.

One important factor which
must be pointed out is that the

Q.E.A. does not decide on the

groups who are to play at Queen's.

The Q.E.A. can only recommend
and advise based on: experience in

dealing with artists and agents, re-

views of artist's engagements
elsewhere and personal assess-

ments of acts seen in person. The
decision for the acts who will ap-

pear lies with the sponsoring or-

ganization or committee and only

with them.

In the past, hassles have arisen

through conflicts in what people
believe is the type of entertain-

ment wanted on campus. To help

in this decision, we would like

each person on campus to fill out

the following questionnaire and
indicate their preference for

groups You may notice that some
of the bigger name groups such as
Santana and Three Dog Night do
not appear below. The basic rea-
son for this is the ego trips which
some groups of this stature get off
on. For example. Santana will give
no firm committment as to when
they will be playing and where,
the Q.E.A. has been in contact
with them throughout the school
year and still we have no indica-
tion from then whatsoever Three
Dog Night will only play one show
now. But when they are asking for
a $15,000 guarantee, it is impossi-
ble to bring them into the facilities
available here. However this is not
the only factor under considera-
tion. Most larger groups will want
a guarantee of so much but they
will also want a percentage of the
gross gate or whichever is gre-
atest. This means that the potenti-
al amount of money which the
group can make is the deciding fa-
ctor.

The high pricing of groups is a
phenomenon which started with
the success of the Beatles and
seems to be at a peak today. There
are indications that some groups
are lowering their prices and there
is a movement on in the US started

by Bill Graham ( the owner of the
Fillmores) to stop this high price
trend. The only way to control the
Pricing of the acts is to block book
them. This means booking the act
in a specific geographical location
during a specific time period In
Canada to date, there has been no
collective body to do this. Since
colleges and universities are play-
ing an increasingly important role
in bringing top name acts into Can-
ada it seems natural that such a
collective body get together.

This is the direction that
Queen's must move in the future
and to this end I recently attended
the Canadian Entertainment Con-
ference in Waterloo. There is a de-
finite interest among the universi-
ties to organize effectively and I

have already been in touch with
several of them to negotiate on
dates for next term. This is the
only way that top name acts will
appear on the Queen's Campus.

Another subject which came up
at the Conference was Canadian
groups and Canadian content. The
recent CRTC ruling requires radio
stations to play a larger percen-
tage of Canadian music. This ev-
ent has meant that the amount and

As an aid in deciding on acts for the upcoming year could you please
like to see at Queen's and cut out and return the completed questionna
cle five Concert Bands and two Canadian Bands. Star your first choice

Concert Bands
Blood, Sweat & Tears
Jefferson Airplane

Chicago
The Band
The 5th Dimension
The Who
Elton John
Paul Butterfield Blues Band
James Taylor
Grateful Dead
Steve Miller Band
Frank Zappa & the Mothers of In
vention

Canned Heat
Jethro Tull

Steppenwolf

Johnny Winter
Jose Feliciano

B. J. Thomas
Carpenters

Delaney and Bonnie
Van Morrison
Crow
Alice Cooper
B. B. King
Joan Baez

Tom Rush
Arlo Guthrie

Lighthouse

Chilliwack

Tim Hardin

John Sebastian

David Rea
Seals and Croft

Neil Diamond
Mountain
Brewer and Shipley

Seatrain
- Temptations

Smoky Robinson and the Miracles
Richie Havens
Sha Na Na
Country Joe
Ten Years After

Melanie
Flying Burrito Brothers

John Hammond
John Lee Hooker
Steve Stills

Derek and the Dominoes (Eric

Clapton)

Al Kooper
Teagarden and VanWinkle

circle or add the acts you would
lire to the AMS Outer Office. Cir-

John Mayall
Family
Savov Brown
Taj Mahal
Youngbloods
James Cotton Blues Band
John Hartford

Neil Young
Traffic

Poco
The First Edition

The Association

Canadian Bands
The Guess Who
Ronnie Hawkins
Stampeders
Mashmakhan
Edward Bear
Mainline

Original Caste
Chimo
Neil Young
Leigh Ashford

Truck

Put an X beside any group or

groups that you would absolutely

hate to see here.

ABORTIONS
ARE LEGAL

IN NEW YORK
For information, counselling
and immediate hospital ap-

pointments call:

Pregnancy Control Center, Inc.

16 West 86th Street,
Mew York, New York,
(212) 873-1496

PIZZA FACTORY
PIZZA FACTORY

... 544-1221 —
FREE DELIVERY

in single cab zone

direct from pizza factory to you — discount prices

and the best darn value in town.

1.60 medium 2.60 large 3.60 super

your choice of toppings — no extra charge

286 Montreal Street 544-1221

i:heHoundt:able.
£teak House and TETabern ^Wimy

Bath "Road gi frontrnw Wall, fiingsion. Ontario, m-jiii Tt^ISrf

WANTS STUDENTS!

Hib ^teak Special Onlq ui

& Our Sunday Night

Roast Beef Buffet o-iy2.99,'

gour Jfirst Cocktail-Onlu 15/

!

- CLIP THIS COUPON 1

"HAPPY SPRING"
(ART BY JENNIFER)

POM US H
68 BROCK

quality of Canadian rock groups
has risen appreciably. This leads
to one of my prime concerns re-
garding the Canadian talent being
booked into this university for
dances. Over and over again, or-

ganizations insist on bringing back
the same groups. This naturally
leads to an increase in the price of
a group. But at the same time
there are a number of good lesser
known groups who will cut their
price in order to appear and get
exposure on the campus. The argu-
ment against this is that if the
group is not known then the people
will not show.. But for events such
as Orientation. Homecoming and
Snowball, there is almost a guar-
anteed audience and these are the

places new groups can be show-
cased.

On a broader perspective, the
cry these days against American
control of our economy can be con-
sidered. Have you ever thought of
how many thousands of dollars
American groups take out of Cana-
da in a year. In this light I believe
that Canadian universities should
have some sense of responsibility
in showcasing new talent and aid-
ing their reach for the top. There-
fore, another section of the follow-
ing survey deals with Canadian
talent. Let us know your interests
so that everybody connected with
entertainment can work for the
students interests rather than
their own.

CAREER PROBLEMS?

A.C.T. NOW!
The alumni counselling team or A.C.T. is a group of alumni

in locations across Canada who are available to discuss with

sludents voational questions. This is an opporlunily to

talk to some of the lop people aboul a career in their field.

Siudcnls who feel they would benefit from such a meeting

should contact the Sludenl Employment Service al 72

Queen's Crescent where a direclory of participating alumni

is maintained.

AMS

EXTERNAL AFFAIRS COMMISSION

• Are you interested in becomming the Queen's
representative of the Association of Student Councils
(AUSC)?

• The major responsibilities will be to sell travel aids
inform students of travel programmes to Europe, etc.,

* assist students with travel enquiries, and communicating
with AOSC about ne°ds, problems, etc.

• This is a paid position . . . 10% of all profits made on
campus sales of travel aids.

Call Chris Dundas

at 544-9617

SOCIETY FOR

INTERNATIONAL

DEVELOPMENT

(May 16-19)

• The society's 12th World Conference will be held in

Ottawa at the Chateau Laurier on May 16-19.

• The theme for the conference is "Development
Targets for the 70's . . . Jobs and Justice".

• Anyone wishing to apply for AMS assistance in order

to attend this meeting should leave his name with the

secretary in the AMS Outer Office, or phone 544-1442.
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AMEY'S
TAXI

546-1111

NOTICE
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY PARKING REGULAIONS

1. The short term parking lot is now located in Richardson
Stadium. Entry to, and exit from the new site can be
gained either from the corner of lower Alfred Street and
Union Street or via Union Street, adjacent to the East
Boundary of the Outer Field.

2. Orange permit holders may now park in Richardson
Stadium. There are approximately 285 parking spaces
available for use. Entry and exit routes a/e the same as
for the short term parking lot.

3. The impoundment area is also located in Richardson
Stadium, adjacent to the short term parking lot.

4. Visitors who travel to the University by automobile
should be advised of the location of the short term
parking lot, or provided with parking tokens. Tokens
may be purchased at the parking office, the short
term parking lot, or from any of the parking attend-
ants. If departments wish to re-order tokens for
selected visitors they may do so by telephoning the
parking office at 547-5991.

ARTSCI BEWS
1971-1972

Applications for the following positions are now being
received:

I. One Faculty Stick

(open to all Artsci students)

II. Six Unit Sticks

1. Life Sciences (Biochemistry, Biology, Chemistry,
Microbiology, Physiology)

2. Geography (Geography and Geology)
3. Politics (Political Studies, History)
4. Economics (Economics, Arts-Commerce)
5. Mathematics (Math, Computer Science, Physics)
6. Humanities (Art History, Classics, Drama, Film

Language, Music, Philosophy, Psychology, Sociology)

For further information, or submission of applications
please call Ross Feldman, 548-3276.

Drive-In Restaurant

Always Quality First...

Because Carrols Cares!

* Fast, Efficient Service

* Inside Seating

* A complete Meal - with

change from your Dollar!

Location: Across the Street from the
Town House Inn, Princess St.

People in Power
Born in Ottawa — attended Glebe
Collegiate — "In my day it was a
suburb" — graduated from McGill
University with a degree in Com-
merce — "I graduated in 1937 in

the height of the depression" —
had a job doing clerical work for
the Rowell-Sirois Commission on
the Constitution — "It was the
first commission to inquire into
Dominion — Provincial relations"
— and it was while working in Ot-
tawa that she met her husband —
lived in Ottawa, Vancouver and
Kingston, and then back to Otta-
wa. — has been living in Summer-
hill (the residence of the Queen's
Principal) for the past four years.

"I'm just a housewife. Well. I'm
just an old lady. I don't think I'm
the power behind the throne eit-

her. I don't suppose it's any differ-

ent being the wife of any busy
man.

On students "I think there's a
whole new freer attitude and ex-
change of views that is marvelous
between students, administration,
and faculty. They're all very
friendly. I think there's a certain
amount of generation gap.
They're all quite young, and

every year they seem to be young-
er. I have the greatest respect and
admiration for the modern stu-

dent. They're always doing so-
mething interesting and many are
working so hard to stay in univer-
sity.

On her hobbies "I don't like people
knowing what I don't do.

"There's Sunday skating for the
old people. I play golf but I'm not
much of a golfer". I've got a sports
car. It's a little triumph converti-

ble.

"What I really like is the snow-
mobile. I think it's here to stay.
Right now they're hard to handle,
but when they're perfected . .

"I like to read and sew — I

made this robe. I never get bored.

On Queen's and the community
"Financially. Queen's contributes
millions and millions of dollars in
purchasing power to the communi-
ty every year.

FREE INFORMATION

SAFE, LEGAL

ABORTIONS
IN NEW YORK

SCHEDULED IMMEDIATELY
(212) TR 7-8562
MRS. SAUL

CERTIFIED ABORTION
REFERRAL

All Inquiries Confidential

WINE
supplies and equipment

CHEESE
from around the world

BEER
malts and supplies for those
who prefer the excellence

of home brew

GOURMET
foods from afar

GIFTS
with a touch of distinction

COOKE'S
OLD WOF LD SHOP est. 1R68

59-61 Brock

Kingston, Ont.

"The city people realize what
Queen's has to offer.

"The university subsidizes two
concerts a year. The Art Centre
takes the place of a civic art gal-
lery. As far as education goes,
Queen's has summer school, de-
partment of extension, and Mc-
Arthur College to train future
teachers. What more can you do?
On Orientation "It's a phenome-
non. The first year students all

come sort of tensed up, but Orien-
tation seems to put them at ease. I'

think they've got to let off steam.
It's all right as long as it doesn't
get too rough or involve other peo-
ple's property.

On her husband "He's always in a
rush. One thing he's regretted is

that he's become so deeply in-
volved in administration that he
hasn't had time to teach.

"We have a cottage up near
Chaffey's Locks. He's always gett-
ing banged up cutting trees.

"My husband should be bringing
the 'Journal' home today, but he
has such a bulging briefcase. . .

On Summerhill "Summerhill was
built by George Okill Stuart, who
was an Arch Deacon. Down here is

Arch Street and Deacon Street
running into it. And then there's
Stuart, and Okill and George

by Peters, Adams and Raymo

Street over there. So there Vo
have - Arch Deacon George Okm
Stuart.

e UKlU

"It's a famous old house, but I'd
never live in a place this size.

On Entertaining "We have rece
ptions for over 1000 people often
We've had two in the last t»„
weeks. 0

"The day of the tea party ha*
very well died.

5

"It's just like running a club
On Trudeau's marriage "I think
he's probably made a wise choice
I know the bride's family and
they're really quite remarkable

"I feel that it will help bridge
the generation gap. She will L
able to keep him informed about
what the young people of the na
tion are thinking.

On travelling "For this stage ofmy life, this is perfect place for
me. Oh, I love Vancouver rainy or
dull. If I were young, I think I'd £0
west to Vancouver.
On our interview "My first rea-
ction to this interview was that I
wouldn't want my picture in the
paper. But with the 'Queen's Jour-
nal', it's just like being in the fam-
ily.

I feel motherly toward the stu-
dents and I'd like to help you in

any way I can.

This is our last column. We would like to thank Kathy
McSweeney for all her invaluable help in frantically taking
down every second word uttered by Karl Duttle, Cheryl Macdo-
nell, Mr. Lee, Doll, Peter Stokes, Marie Letourneau, and Mrs.
Deutsch.

Tape-recorders scare many people, and without Kathy's
copious notes we would have been lost.

Also thanks to Charlie Schwier for his camera, and to
Paul and Bill for setting aside some space in the 'Journal' so
that a few of the faceless hundreds who keep this university
going could be introduced to you via this friendly newsprint.

WANTED
ASUS Co-ordinator

for the

71-72 Course Evaluation Guide

Leave applications with Clay Rubec 544-7271

or Carroll Henson 544-8646, or bring your

nomination to the April 5th meeting of

the ASUS at

7 p.m. in

the Red Room
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Another opinion on the library

$62.50 isn't all there is to know
hi; \1 V O: -A i .

Page S

byM. V. Bird
Over the past few weeks

much has been written about

the present labour dispute at

the Douglas Library. In an
open letter to Kingston citizens

and members of the university

community Dr. J. J. Deutsch
outlined what had happened
during the seven months of ne-

gotiations. All of the media
have made clear the wage dis-

pute but few people really

know what's going on.

Looking at the working con-
ditions from a workers perspe-

ctive, we find that students us-

ing the library rarely take time
to stop and observe the over-
crowding of certain working
areas on the main floor. There
are sometimes ten or twelve
serials clerks nudging and
groping around the small area
containing serials files, six or
seven desks and typewriters

not to mention students and
passersby. Imagine that much
action in your own living room
and you will begin to see a few
problems more clearly. There
are other areas just as drasti-

cally crowded, taking for ex-
ample the cataloguing dept.,

circulation desk and the staff

room.

What about the people who
work in the bowels of the build-

ing where the temperatures so-

metimes soar to 105 degrees F.

or down as far as 50 degrees
depending on the season?
These are the people and condi-
tions students never see. If a
student were allowed to enter
through the rear door on the

parking lot on a sticky July
day. he would be staggered by
a blanket of hot. dusty air em-
itting from the dingy
bindery-mail room. He might
be puzzled for a moment but
the situation inside explains it-
self quickly. There are no occi-
lating fans down here and be-
sides half the windows are cov-
ered by bookshelves blocking
natural light and fresh air. No
one considered installing air
conditioning. Yet there are
worse areas in the building.
The next time you visit "4S"
take a long cold look at the
wire mesh. If you think work-
ing in a windowless room is
bad, try working in a cage. Yes
and so it is appropriately
named "The Cage". After
working in there a few months
one becomes almost dehuman-
ized.

The working conditions are
no worse than the living condi-
tions of some employees.
Kingston landlords have long
been a heavy burden on the
working people of this city.

Notes of recognition minus a
gold star for overtime work
will never help pay rising rents
for unheated rooms, skimpy
food budgets, unexpected med-
ical expenses and mounting
debts. To add insult to injury
the university now has the gall
to ask $85 a year for employee
parking.

Despite the bleak conditions
faced by the library workers.
Local No. 1302 of CUPE has
strong solidarity and mounting
support from others in the

community. The Kingston and
District Labour Council has of-
fered support as well as the na-
tional CUPE union. The school
of Graduate Studies has sent a
letter to the union expressing
support of the workers de-
mands and many people off
and on campus can be seen
wearing buttons of support. A
local businessman has offered
to arrange a benefit concert if

the demands of the workers
are not met. The poster Print-
ing Service and professors in
many departments are adding
to the growing support of the
union and now it is even more
important that the students on
campus come together with
the rest of us. to demand just-
ice for the underprivileged
workers.

(Mr. Bird has worked for the
library for over 1

V

2 years. I

Bus service discussion

The AMS Outer Council has in-

vited representatives from the
city and other interested
groups including McArthur
College students council and
married students residence to
the meeting tonight to discuss
recent cuts by the city P.U.C.

of the bus service. This service
has been cut back to 7:30 p.m.
on all nights except Thursday
and Friday on which it is 9:00
p.m. All are welcome to attend
this meeting and join in the dis-

cussion.

OPTICAL

300 BATH ROAD HIGHWAY 33
KINGSTON ONTARIO • 546 7423

MON.TOFRI, 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

Employment

The Department of Manpower
and Immigration has just an-
nounced the International Stu-
dent Summer Employment Ex-
change Program in Europe
(Austria, Belgium. Denmark,
Finland, France. Germany,
The Netherlands, Norway,
Sweden, United Kingdom).
Full information and applica-
tion forms are available from
Canada Manpower Centres and
Student Travel Departments.
Application forms to be re-

turned to local or on-campus
Canada Manpower Centres not

later than April 12, 1971.

STUDENT

AUTOMOBILE

PACKAGE
Special prices for students on Ford, Meteor,

Mercury automobiles through EDWARDS FORD-

MERCURY SALES LTD., KINGSTON, 0NT.

For further information:

NICK WRIGHT

Commerce 71

542-7694

COURSE EVALUATION GUIDE

ARTS AND SCIENCE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS:

Here is your chance to order your Course Evaluation

Guide Booklets. They will be printed by June, and the

ASUS will send booklets to you as soon as they are off the

press.

Booklets will contain evaluations of first, second and
some third year courses offered by each Department in

September. The content of each booklet depends on each

DSC.

Another booklet containing first year courses only will

be sent to all 1971 Arts and Science Freshmen during the

summer.

NOTE: Because it is impossible to predict the demand of

these booklets, we cannot promise to send you as many

booklets as you might like. However, do fill out the coupon

(below) and indicate the booklets you would like us to

send you (MAXIMUM OF SIX BOOKLETS).

Hopefully it will financially feasable to send you all

the booklets you request, however if the demand is great-

er than we forsee, we may only be able to send you a

maximum of three or four booklets (to cut down mailing

expanses)

.

The following 14 booklets are being printed. Please
circle the booklets you would like sent to you.

Mail this coupon (Campus Mail is free) to:

Course Guide,

ASUS Office,

Student Union

I
—

Maximum of 6 booklets may be circled

1. Art Hist. & Art Ed. 8.

2. Drama/Film/Music 9.

3. Economics 10.

4. English 1 1.

5. French 12.

6. Geography/Geology
7. Natural Sciences 13.

(Chemistry/Physics/ ' 4 -

Anatomy/Biology
Biochem Microbiology)

NOTE: Only Arts and Science

may order booklets.

Name

History

Politics

Psychology

Philosophy /Religion

Mathematics/
Computer Science

Sociology

Languages (German/
Spanish/Italian/ Classics/

Latin/ Greek/ Russian)

Undergraduate students

Summer mailing address
.
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It's been a long year
CA&F'., Me earA
sRspr'i-leReiHAr
wi-v- PV»I lnl& .

«>wn wipe open.'

KNOCf: OFF THE CHEAP
OUCHES AHP &uM[g
THAT.'

' ^71
\J

OK.WeNEEPA

^

-.WATTAVAfeor-
node coep c-oes seiasERic
IN DOSM AFTER
sem^e. endi-pance. reoprd
LOCKED IN MEAT FREEZER
vVlTH CRIPPLED WALRUS.

S\ fMOO TMEHEADLINE
\n cm the petunia .

hjfa.M FESTIVAL;
' 1 ~..r thinkwe .

Gctt something'

8 pi Umvers. 1 1 Vi picas. 6-2
Dear staff and typists and helpers and
Hangers-oners and photogs and writers
and Doug and and and and I'm now sitting
here at 2.30 a m on the last press night of
the year trying to think of something nos-
talgically funny to say as I finish the last

page (in fact I've been trying to think of
something nostalgically fuunny to- say since
2 a m ). but anyway

. .

.

And finally Charlie came along and helped
ghost write this before I got into pure
schmaltz

Remember all those ?

I suppose you do
Anyway
Thanks

Paul / 30

^^-^^^25^^ ^ ASUS

vJSaZ^SZ^*"** 10 S°°the the Sav^ breast Award: to ASUS

Co^'^L^^^ the Administration for opening the Phys.Ed.

to^K^ieTsstrrs^ <to° thin to waik °" a-d- «*
i9?i

The Lets not rush things" Award to the Arts
?
72 Graduation Dance, held spring

new stadium by The fall
t0 the Ad™™tration's promise of a

The "Calm after the storm" award to the year in general.

(pnmt'a 3fmtrttal
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Foaluru Loilio Kays
TmnJayi Dunne Elliott

Photo Oiiucioi Choi Clar

EOiloi Paul Barron
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Bunrtes* M.ii ,. _ Vinco Tana Aisigntnenii —
Managinn Ediloi - John Salman B»ckp*f)fl - Sli

sc ol [hu SdJtOI lira not neeussanly «f Itio Al™ Matoi Social
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FEED^
>

letters to XI
the editorxl

Dear Sir,

In a recent issue of the Journal a

letter appeared supporting S.P.G.

(Selective Population Growth).

It was mentioned that the Cana-

dian economy is based on the

Keynesian concept of increased

population — increased producti-

vity. The argument followed that

stabilizing the Canadian popula-

tion would threatne our economy.

I firstly suggest the author do
some concrete research on this

matter. If our population is stabil-

ized, relative to the other nations,

then our economy will not suffer.

The assumption seems to have
been made that increased indus-

trialization is desirable. This I

question! Won't the problems of

society today be only worsened?
Unemployment will only be more
of a problem. An increase in popu-
lation will lead to greater aliena-

tion of youth and isolation of the

aged. No matter what the country,
be it Canada or India, many prob-
lems exist and should be righted

before increasing the population
size any more.
The other point I would like to

attack is a moral one. From the
letter it seems as though SPC has
some classification of an ideal hu-

man who will be allowed to multi-

ply while the uneducated mobs
will be denied that privilege. Who
can say intelligence and technical

know-how are desirable. Isn't this

a form of racial prejudice?
The US is the most technologi-

cally advanced nation today. Does
this mean that in the future only
white Americans will be allowed
to reproduce, while a buffalogical-

ly superior culture such as the
North American Indian will fade
off into the polluted sunset.

Educated babies are not going
to be our salvation! If the world
survives it will be due to the

emergence of a basic human quali-
ty and I defy any human being to

label that quality as being chara-
cteristic of educated or unedu-
cated, low income bracket or high

income bracket, white or red or
black Protestant or Catho.x or
Jewish people alone.

I wish to acknowledge the fcct
that letters such as this are litt e
better than useless. (I simrjy
couldn t let such a prejudiced lett-
er pass bye unnoticed). Cnanee
evolves out of actions not the writ-
ing of letters such as this or the
afore mentioned one
ROBERT WM. COOK
DAVID E. GREGORY

Dear Sir:

I see from your March 23 issue
that the advocates of white su-
premacy, authoritarian repres-
sion, intellectual elitism and tech-
nological deification are not dead
but merely mascarading under
cover of another "good cause". I

refer of course to Gail Bebee's
letter advocating "Selective Popu-
lation Growth".
She implies that it is preferable

to increase Canada's population to
preserve our "Keynesian" eco-
nomic system. That is, one which
presently keeps at least 650,000 per-
sons unemployed (not counting
those who don't register at Man-
power, and the juggling of statist-
ics at local branches of that organ-
ization) and which at best requires
a 3% rate of unemployment. Here
is a problem which demands overpo-
pulation. It is perhaps not as desir-
able of preservation as she seems
to think.

Miss Bebee thinks that Canada
can also support a greater popula-
tion due to its vast tracts of nor-
thern lands."... a technology
which creates satellites capable of
orbiting the earth can surely over-
come the minor incongruencies of
life in the north." Canada can, of
course, support more people than
it does — ask any Saskatchewan
wheat farmer on the verge of
bankruptcy — but there is no ne-
cessity for those persons to reside
here or be native Canadians. Ra-
tional organization of our re-

sources could benefit great num-
bers of people, though on inquiry
Miss Bebee might discover the
north lands to be considerably less

likely to be enormously fruitful in

the forseeable future than her let-

ter implies.

Gail Bebee states without proof
that among other problems air,

land, water and noise polution and
food shortages are consequences
of "overpopulation" and that
"overpopulation" is caused by the
annual world population increase
of seventy million persons. Pollu-

tion is not a problem caused by re-

source usage in itself but by the
reckless disregard of any standard
other than profit in the usage of

the world's resources. These re-

sources are used mainly in the in-

dustrial countries, particularly the

United States which controls over

60% of the world's resources, and
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these are precisely the countries
which Miss Bebee thinks have no
need of population control. If Miss
Bebee reads the papers she will
discover that those doing the gre-
atest damage and those likeliest to
cause the greatest environmental
damage are not individuals but
corporations and governments.
These unite the actions of their le-
gally totally subordinated employ-
ees and citizens in dumping mer-
cury - to make a profit; produc-
ing internal combustion engines —
to make a profit; saturating the
land with D D T. - to make a pro-
fit; Producing gases, toxins, mur-
derers and nuclear weapons — to
ensure that they can so subdue the
world as to continue to be able to
make a profit.

Food shortages? Vietnam used
to export rice before the civiliza-
tion which our great minds grovel
before was used in this genocidal
war which continues and expands.
The United States dumps food in
the oceans. We pay farmers not to
grow wheat. Is this the result of an
extra seventy million mostly
non-Aryan human beings?
The sort of morality which sup-

ports corporate polution, genocide
and unemployment is of a kind
with that Miss Bebee offers as an-
other argument in favor of her
plan. "Those of us" (underlining
mine), Miss Bebee writes, "with
sufficient intelligence to compre-
hend all the results of over-
bountiful reproduction" are the
ones who will accept birth control.
On the other hand, those lesser
beings "The uneducated, the poor
and most crucially, the less intelli-

gent in our midst" "will continue
to bring forth child after child to

grapple for a piece of land." By
this we reach the conclusion that
intelligence is being bred out. So-
lution? Why. the well-educated
should breed like rabbits and for

the less intelligent, "strict control
of reproduction ... to curb the
birth rate". And don't forget
where the unintelligent are lo-

cated. "We must... especially

emphasize birth restrictions to

those people's of the world who al-

ready have profound overcrowding
in their land. " That's right yellows
and blacks — she doesn't mean
New York, she means you. Poor,

uneducated, short of food, scholars
and scientists. Miss Bebee will

however advocate "Adoption...
for those with reproductive restri-

ctions." You will be "strictly

controlled" from having your own
babies but maybe you will get to

be a mammy for one of Miz Be-
bee's nice little white ones.

Yes, Gail Bebee, we have an ov-

erpopulation problem and it is a

selective one. The poor, unedu-
cated, starving world population

will not have a chance until it rids

itself of the smug, arrogant, ra-

cist, rich, inhuman and imperi-

alistic elitists such as yourself.
Reread your letter. Miss Bebee
and re-examine your 'moral di-

lemma' and "the probability of
discovering an ultimate solution'
You are a fascist. Miss Bebee. The
word does not mean membership
cards and jackboots. Nor does it

mean conservative or liberal. It

means everything you advocate.
Jim Russell

Dear Sir:

The continuing pressure of crap-

py articles about the Americaniza-
tion of Canadian Univ. has finally

gotten to me and I feel the need to

rebut even though I am the wrong
person to do it. The wrong person
in the sense that my origins are
America, I am still an American
citizen, my academic credentials
are American, and I have been at
Queens and in Canada for only four
years. It might sound as though it

is just my personal back that is up.
but that is really only part of it. In

the main. I think that the case of
Americanization is badly put, the
arguments are specious, the
ground rules are deceptive, and
the way things are going, no real
good will result to either the univ-
ersities or Canada.
What I am specifically referring

to is Bill Johnston's article in the
March 16 issue of the Journal. 1

am presuming that, in the main,
he is trying to reflect accurately
the views of Robin Mathews and
James Steele, and I think that he
has done a good job That is. like

Mathews and Steele, he has used
loaded words and undefined
ground rules to generate more
heat than light. Even I will admit
that an emotional argument is

probably better than none, but we
aren't going to learn very much
from it.

As an example, since "others"
outweigh Americans at Queen's by
more than two to one, why isn't

the problem referred to as the
Otherization of Queen's? Or since
we know that most of the "others"
(I wonder how the people in that
category feel being referred to as
"other", particularly since we
deign to call Americans what they
are) are British, and that long be-

fore the "American problem"
arose they were dominantly Brit-

ish, why isn't the problem referred
to as the Anglicization one? Well
clearly, it is now part of the social

rubric to let the Americans have it

with both barrels. After all, they
have taken over our industry,

dairies, radio, TV, lands and fo-

rests and what they haven't taken
over, they have polluted.

If I were being sensitive about
it, I could, with some merit, voice

an argument for the selection of

American over British. We come
from the same. Americans have in

common with Canadians the fact

that we come from the same conti-

nent (neighbors?), we speak the
same language (as opposed to Liv-
erpoolian. say) we come from
similar social fabrics and we have
the same psychological and physi-
cal sense of space. We also have
the same affection for big cars,
disregard for the environment,
and other nasty habits. But I don't
really know what that has to do
with selection to a Can. Univ.
staff.

In paragraphs 4.5, and 10 we en-
counter the words "dominate" and
in paragraph 7. the word "grim"
A preponderance of ^numbers
doesn't necessarily mean domina-
tion (unless you really want to feel

that way) and what is grim de-

pends on how much you had to

drink the night before. In para-
graph 8 we are informed that "the
situation at Queen's is far from
perfect." What's perfect? I don't
know, but it is clear that whatever
it is we have at Queen's, it's not
perfect. Period.

Probably the worst barb is the
insult to native Canadians who de-
cided (defectively, no doubt) to

take their "most senior degree" in

the United States These people,
poor souls, are henceforth re-

ferred to as American in the ter-

minology of Mathews and Steele.

As a friend of mine in this catego-
ry said." I hate Americans as
much as the next man. but that's

carrying things too goddamn far."
The hand waving jaz that "... it is

likely that the major area of inter-

est and knowledge for the vast ma-
jority of these 180 faculty mem-
bers is in areas of study not parti-

cularly related to Canada ..." is

either presumptuous (good PhD's
in Canada must be concerned with
Canadian topics) or specious (no-
body outside of Canada thinks
about Canada) or both. That ninth
paragraph then continues to re-

morse that there are then only 173

faculty members left who "are
likely" to have specific knowledge
related to Canada and then further
remorse that the majority of these
"probably" did not study areas of
particular relevance to Canada
either. How. indeed, is it possible
to come out ahead of the game?

It becomes difficult to comment
further on the article in question
since there is a clear divergence of

opinion on the use of loaded words,
loaded definitions, and loaded
numbers. And it is unofrtunate
that the discussion has to be polar-
ized this way by Mathews and
Steele (polarization, by the way. is

a typically American tactic) be-

cause there could be a great deal
of merit in discussing questions
like: should only Canadians teach
Canadian literature, Canadian so-

ciology, theology, etc? Or is there
some merit in having a non-

Feedback continued
on page 8

There is an opinion, rampant among the populace, that

car dealers are full of deceit.

What is seldom realized is that these men have one of

the toughest jobs in existence. In the first place, they are

competing'for jobs in a time in which there are fewer

jobs than there are people. In the second place, they are

frying to unload goods which they have no particular

commitment to. Who has ever heard of a guy getting a

job selling Chryslers because ever since he was a kid he

was convinced that Chryslers were "good", and there

was no finer calling for a man than to sell Chryslers. In

the third place, most of the people they deal with are con-

cerned with money or with an artificial sense of prestige.

It is somewhat osmotic that car dealers appear artificial

and crass.

This has all been pointed up to me lately because I have

been out shopping for a new car. My trusty 1961 Volkswa-

gen has been feeling the ravages of time, ft has lately

been giving in to the urge to leave parts of it behind, such

as bumpers and running boards. The drivers seat has giv-

en in to the temptation to rest itself on the roadway, and

to that purpose has been working its way through the

floor. One headlight has proclaimed itself blind, and the

brakes last week displayed advancing senility in an in-

credible refusal to exercise self-discipline. All the signs

of old age are there, complete with slumped shoulders.

It has been a difficult decision to make, this getting a

new car. The old pumpkin, as I lovingly called my red

by Alan Broadbent

VW, and I had been through a lot of good and bad times
together. We had travelled together, eaten together,

laughed and cried together, and once outside of Winnipeg,
we even slept together. Its heart is fine, but the body can-
not live much longer. When I needed pumpkin, it was al-

ways there.

But the time finally came when I had to recognize that

the old fellow must be put out to patch. And some substi-

tute must be found for him. This is when I came into con-
tact with the car dealers.

At first the crassness was overwhelming. Not having
thought about cars too much, I didn't know what I

wanted. I went into my first dealer and was immediately
attacked by living cardboard men.

"Yessir. a car for you, could I show you our new Moon-
jet III, the top of the line in the new supersonic Dartmo-
bile?" he enthused. He picked me up and put me into the

front seat, fastened me in with the new 12-way seat har-

ness, pointed out the 324 instruments on the dashboard,
reeled off five minutes of specifications, and then confi-

dentially added that this was'comparable to Appollo 14.

He also told me that they were selling a lot of these

lately.

I informed him that I was looking for a small car. and
that I was concerned with economy. I started to explain

about my pumpkin, and before I could finish, he grabbed
me out of the Moonjet III and put me behind the wheel of

the smaller Mooncalf I. He then proceeded to tell me the

specifications of the Mooncalf I, using the same des-
cription of the Moonjet III, but emphasizing the minimal
qualities of it all. He confidentially added that this car
was designed from the plans of an electric golf-cart, and
that they were selling quite a few of these.

After the fire department had extracted me from the
drivers seat of the Mooncalf I, I thanked the guv for his
help, took five of his calling cards, which I was to distri-

bute to my friends, and went off to see a small car dealer.

The small car dealer grabbed me soon after setting
foot on the car lot and whipped me into his new and im-
proved product. He emphasized how the small car was
rinky-dink no more, and read me what seemed to be the
specifications for the Moonjet III I asked for something
smaller, and he informed me that there was nothing
smaller, because the small cars were all bigger now. And
the big cars were all smaller now, and that the only thing
that had remained the same were the prices of the big
cars, which were now also the prices of the small cars,
and that he would give me a deal, however, and how did I

like it.

I returned home in pumpkin, and we curled up together
out behind the house, wondering what ever happened to
the great old days, and we tried to understand. Pumpkin
was breathing heavily from the journey, so [ just stood
there with my arm under his shoulder putting off an inev-
itable decision.
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parochial view of life, literature,

environment, maybe even sci-

ence? (As my last aside, as a land-
ed immigrant I regard myself as a
Canadian with an American
passport, and a lot of my "other"
colleagues regard themselves sim-
ilarly). There is even the possibili-

ty that the situation possesses
some unique merit, using some
loaded words of my own. To some
extent, the university situation is a

smaller version of the economic
argument of who owns what and
whom in Canada. But if we contin-

ue to discuss the university situ-

ation with the above kinds of ge-
neralizations and arbitrary defini-

tions, little value will arise, either
for the universities or for Canadi-
ans.

Stanley Segel

This person feels that the Com-
mittee "does not have to finger on
the pulse of the frosh." This must
be true in some cases — but not to-

tally. I challenge anyone to be able
to completely gauge what youth
feels today.

Concerning spirit and its corre-
lation to hazing. I am in agree-
ment. The lack of the former is, in

part, the result of the lack of the
latter. But is Queen's spirit every-
thing? Is it so desirable to be
known as the rah-rah beer-
drinking, football campus of Cana-
da? I don't think so and it is cer-
tainly not everything this Univer-
sity stands for and represents.

Finally, I challenge this person
to speak up — either in running for
the Committee, or making his or
her name known to myself or to
all. I would certainly prefer to con-
tinue this conversation directly
and ask that he or she write or
phone me.
Sincerely,

Derek McLean
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Dear Sir:

In answer to the letter on Orien-

tation 71, I would like to make a
few comments. First let me say
that communication this year, in

my opinion, is better than it was
for Orientation 70. I also feel that

it is the Committee's responsibili-

ty to make several decisions on
their own, and to act in the Gael's
best interests, in their eyes, and
for the Frosh's best interests. In

our Gael meetings I have not re-

ceived the impression that any de-
cisions were absolutely final and
indeed several ideas concerning
tarns, buttons and hazing have
come directly from the Gaels
themselves. In particular, one
"definite decision" has recently
been reversed, concerning tarns.

Those Gaels that felt "astonish-
ment" at not being asked what
their opinions were, would certain-
ly voice them soon enough, if their
concern was great enough (as it

ought to be). I definitely and em-
phatically disagree "that the Com-
mittee is playing dictator" - this

just is not true. I have spoken with
five of the six on several matters
of Frosh Week and with two inten-
sively and regularly, four or five
times a week since early Febru-
ary.

Dear Mr. Editor,

It was with a great delight that I

read Miss Leslie Kaye's article
about her father's holding such ex-
citingly correct and unslanted
views on the Middle East. I would
like to thank the daughter of such a
courageous and well-informed
gentleman for her incomparable
article, written, naturally, without
"an objection to the Jewish faith
or Jews as persons" in such a gra-
cious literary style so uncommon
in turgid Zionist propaganda. Not-
ice, for instance, the skillfully

subtle use of alliteration in its

title, "The Murky Middle East:
Propaganda, Problems, and a Pro-
posal"!

With the insulting prevalence of
the International Zionist Conspira-
cy and its dreary hack propagan-
da-mill which a clearsighted gen-
ius such as Hitler so enlighteningly
exposed, it is refreshing to hear
the true facts from brave, un-
biased gentlemen with a christian
conscience, men like Miss Kaye's
father who dares to defy the evil
plots of malignant Zionists hunger-
ing for world domination (see the
Protocols of the Elders of Zion, a

bold expose of International Jewry
which I studied on the Syrian
high-school curriculum), financial
manipulation of the world econo-
my, and dastardly attempts to
break down world morality such
as the Jewish "Syndicat" attempt-
ed in France during the "Affaire
Dreyfus." It is refreshing to see
some undaunted gentleman such
as Miss Kaye's father oppose this
subtle Zionist poison injected into
the world's veins by the Jewish-
controlled "mass-medial bias" of
the press and entertainment
fields.

My pleasure was especially in-

tense after reading Miss Kaye's
article because it brought back to
my mind my heroic years in the
valiant Syrian Army, where I

spent many a happy hour in the
glorious cameraderie of shelling
the Zionist villages within range to

smithereens. It was after one of
these epic "incidents" as the Isra-
eli-Syrian Mixed Armistice Com-
mission officers called them (our
manuals referred to them simply
as "gunnery practice") that I had
the joy, by Allah's will, of meeting
a certain U.N. officer, perhaps
Miss Kaye's very father. He made
a wonderful impression on us all,

even though his "usually conserva-
tive" nature prevented him from
stroking our still-smoking heavy
howitzers and high-calibre Soviet
mortars with sufficient rapture. I

was the lucky one in our gun crew
who was selected to carry his
white cane as he inspected the re-
nown accuracy of our aim. I still

remember his affectionate words
to this day: "Good show, boys!
You Wogs have really improved
since last Saturday. I'll see to it

that the usual condemnation goes
out, backed up by the reliable Rus-
sian veto."

What struck me about him was
his grasp and immense intellig-
ence. In only one year of service in
the Middle East, he has been able
to fathom the complicated prob-
lems of that region and to under-
stand that the underhanded and
provocative Zionist plot to drain
the malaria-infested Huleh Swamp
was a slap in the face to Palestini-
an Pride. This typical expansionist
policy by that fascist, racist, sex-
ist, elitist, capitalist and imperi-
alist puppet-state was an attempt
to expel the indigenously Pales-
tinian Anopheles mosquitoes out of
their age-old territory and force
them to become refugees in Syrian
and Lebanese swamps. This
gentleman grasped the fact that
we had to prevent such sinister
plot by diverting the sources of the
Jordan River into the Mediterra-
nean, thus depriving the expan-
sionist Zionist regime of its ripari-
an rights, and preventing their
militarist fishing and irrigation in-
dustries from engulfing the world
in the typical grisly Zionist way.
Miss Kaye's possible father also

sympathised with our plight in
sitting upon the commanding and
heavily fortified Golan Heights
being daily provoked by the insult
to our Arab indolence through the

197)

hard work of the enemy farmers
below. To prevent them from
shaming our Arab manhood by
their devotion, frugality and indu-
stry, we felt provoked into pro-
testing by frequent target practice
into their fields. We tried, in our
humanitarian Arab way, not to
cause undue suffering. It is re-
grettable that direct hits some-
times occurred despite the de-
tailed orders of our commanding
officers, our men not being always
able to follow orders because their
Russian was insufficient, or ac-
quaintance with the most lethal
and advanced Iron Curtain arma-
ments was not complete. We were
told to aim only at children and
household pets, because their size
made them such excellent obje-
ctives in gunnery training. La-
mentably, not everyone's aim was
so good, and every so often a
ploughing tractor and its driver
would be obliterated. It was, in
fact, our policy not to snipe at
Zionist women, since they are so
lusciously rapeable, and we
peace-loving Arabs would sooner
make love than war.
Yours humbly with Allah's mercy,
Majnoun abu-Khatef Effendi.

Mr. Editor,

Please let it be known that I ob-
ject strongly to the offensive ref-
erences made against my father, a
man whom I admire, not because
he is my father, but because he is a
man worthy of respect.
Leslie Kaye

Dear Miss Kaye,
First, I should apologise for my

poor English which can't help me
to express my precise feelings.

I was really glad when reading
your article "The Murky Middle
East: Propaganda, Problems, and
a Proposal". This is the first time
since I came to this continent to
hear a wise, sincere, and unbiased
voice. I appreciate your efforts
and careful scrutiny which result
in your neat article.

Your article has made me be-
lieve that there are a few well cul-
tured and serious minority that un-
derstand the historical roots and
the facts behind our problems.

I hope you will overcome all the
difficulties and the pressures that
may face you from powerful
groups that object to your ideas,
and I sincerely wish you to remain
a "Free Voice".
With my best wishes!

Sincerely,,

Omar Sebakhy, Grad Student
Elect. Eng. Dept.,

Queen's University.

Dear Sir,

I am deeply concerned about re-
ports I have received recently
about the treatment of women
seeking birth control counselling
by doctors employed at the Stu-
dent Health Service. Many women
seeking birth control prescriptions
have been asked insinuating and

insulting questions about reliej„„
their marital status, how ma„

'

men they are sleeping with, wh2
they intend to get married. othe?women have complained that th
pill has been literally pushed
them, without the medical exam
ination and Pap smear test oV
sired. Some women say that th»,
have had to beg doctors for an in
ternal, after being told to com»
back later or to see another doe
tor. Another woman I know ofwho developed serious nausea with
constant vomiting and severe stnmach cramps, after being Sjvm
the pill without the examination
she requested, was told that S hl
should keep taking them because
there was nothing the matter.

What disturbs me most about
these reports, is the Health Ser
vice agreed a year ago to abide bv
the Birth Control Policy prepared
by the Services Commission and
ratified by the AMS. The Policv
states quite clearly that the moral
decision about birth control rests
solely with the patient. The do-
ctor's responsibility is to make
some form of birth control, whet-
her the pill or otherwise, available
to a patient who wishes it, follow-
ing an explanation of the various
forms available, methods of use
cost, effectiveness.

' and possible
side effects, and a complete physi-
cal examination, including an in-
ternal and a Pap smear.
Nor is this the first time that

there have been complaints about
the irresponsible and moralistic
attitude of doctors at the Health
Service towards birth control. Ja-
net Rogers, when she was AMS
Vice-President, agreed to look into
this, but obviously her investiga-
tion has had little effect, as
doctors continue to impose their
moral values on women who seek
their help. _

It is clear that the essential is-

sue here is one of individual liber-

ty. Control over one's body is es-

sential for control over one's life.

Without access to safe, inexpen-
sive and effective birth control,

women are denied the possibility

of controlling their lives. Our edu-
cation, our job training at the univ-

ersity is irrelevant if we cannot
determine when and how we will

be able to wofk.
I would urge all women who are

seeking birth control information
to pick up a copy of the McGill
Birth Control Handbood free from
the SCM office in the basement of

the Union. If you are seeking a

birth control prescription at the

Health Service, be sure to ask

about method of use, cost, effe-

ctiveness, and side effects of each

form, and insist on a thorough ex-

amination before you get the pill

If you have already had an experi-

ence where you were denied this

information, or the medical, or

were asked irrelevant and moral-

istic questions, please contact me
at 544-6279. Control over our bodies

is essential to our liberation as

women. It is a basic human right.

Sincerely,

Allaine Armstrong

Context
by Chris Redmond

The year ends, for student government fanatics as for
all the rest It would be easy to become sentimental, but
for those of us who will be around again next year doine
essays, singing oil thighs, writing news stories at thesame old stand (and about the same old issues) the senti-
ment is taking second place just now to concern about thesummer and panic about April.
Oh, the year ends, but a lot of things go on through the

five months when people think of Queen's as being sunny
silent and alone. More than a thousand grad students go
on with their work as though nothing had happened at
least another thousand students work in Kingston or takesummer courses in Kingston, or happen to be here just
because here is where thev happen to be
Outstanding among those who don't go back to Etobi-

co
,
or York SouthSouthWest, or wherever will be sever-

al of the elected and non-elected officers of the AMS who
will take advantage of the summer to do most of what
they want to do.

For one thing, they have more time and less academic
pressure on themselves. For another, the faculty and the

administration are less harassed during the summer
And. of course, there the considerable advantage that
their constituents aren't breathing down their necks at
every move, ready to raise hell if something is done
which during the school year would be very unpopular in-
deed. It isn't often, in fact it's very rarely, that the AMS
does something absolutely outrageous but it is interesting
to note how much of the progress the AMS makes is byway of the good old fait accompli.

(The administration is just as good at this: the prize
example is the curriculum committee proposals last
year which were brought down just as soon as students
had left campus; but that's another story )

AMS vice-president Victor Bradlev will be on the AMS
payroll all summer, probably, and president Pat Riley
lor a month or so. Several student "leaders" will have
jobs with the university which could unkindly be de-
scribed as featherbedding. The heavies will be here - but

tv isT™ ?
ey

,

a
,
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IT"" eXaCtly because the ""'versl-
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the year r0Und
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And 50 »

Classes end frighteningly soon, and exams by early i"

May. The residences will close (and the coffee shop in the

Union), the library hours will be reduced, the Journal
will not publish, and the grass will have time to grow wit-

hout ten thousand feet treading it down. Summer school

will, of course, bring hundreds of people to campus - but

most of them are middle-aged and schoolteachers, and
they arrive Monday morning, study till Friday night and
leave for a weekend at home. It isn't as though the univ-

ersity were in full session.
Somebody sang about Kingston at Snowball variety

night a year ago:

They say it's nice in the summertime,
but no one really knows.

We go away in the middle of May,
and before we come back it snows.

It is nice, really. Come back to Queen's when you Se>

lonesome; make the rounds" of your favourite limestone

corners, greet Mr. Lea again, and bask in Kingston sun

The campus gets lonesome too when it lacks its students
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Yes

Referendum on Concerts

The purpose of this referendum is to allow the
students of Queen's University to have the top en-
tertainment which they deserve.

In the past, limited funds in the form of available
capital has been lacking from the separate societies
on campus to really put on good concerts with
high-priced talent. For a society to invest in the
neighbourhood of $20,000 to put on such a concert
would be suicidal to both them and the students
which they represent in case the concert was a fi-

nancial disaster. It is not fair to the individual stu-
dents on the campus to allow their own faculty or-
ganizations or to allow their Alma Mater Society to
risk all of this money on a one night venture. Surely
these societies have more important duties in the
line of educational and other social events to con-
centrate on rather than on trying to put on major
concerts.

Therefore what I propose is to set up a separate
fund in the Alma Mater Society to be used exclu-
sively for concerts. This fund would be used at the
discretion of the AMS to subsidize concerts. They
would administer the concerts according to what
entertainment is hired and how the concerts are
Physically run. The actual running of the concert
has nothing to do with the Queen's Entertainment
Agency whose sole job would be to contract the en-
tertainment desired.
To obtain groups that are popular with the major-

''y of the students, large sums of money are re-
quired to finance the concerts. Just for an example.
Santana, Chicago, The Band & Stephen Stills charge
a minimum fee of $15,000 per night. But in order to
obtain these groups for the dates that you desire,
you would be required to submit a more lucrative
offer to them. The offers can be made and the
groups can be usually obtained. But these groups
are afraid of not receiving their fee because of the

recent bankruptcy rates of promoters, so these
groups usually require that 50% of their contract be
put down in advance. Since obtaining groups of this
stature requires booking them up to four or five
months in advance, by being forced to put up to 50%
of their contract for this duration of time would
greatly curtail the everyday operations of the
promoting society. Therefore by having a fund al-
ready set aside for concerts, this one criteria of ad-
vanced payment could be fulfilled.

In the actual booking of groups through talent
agencies, better prices could be obtained by having
the AMS book the major talent for the university
Agencies realize that they will be dealing with an
organization with a large enough budget to be prom-
oting concerts year after year. The agencies will be
dealing with Queen's University as a whole through
the AMS and they realize that to have long-term
dealings with the AMS they will have to offer top-
rate entertainment at competitive or less than com-
petitive prices. One deployment of this rationale is

at the University of Waterloo. They have separate
student interest fees to cover J,he costs of obtaining
entertainment for the year. The main reasons that
they consistently get their high quality entertain-
ment is by having one committee promote all their
concerts for the year and by booking their concerts
months in advance. The talent agencies that Water-
loo deals with realize that every year Waterloo will

be looking for entertainment and so to guarantee
that this lucrative market is not lost, competitive
prices are offered and contracts are signed well in

advance of other universities that have problems in

raising the required capital. Therefore by having
the AMS administer the more expensive concerts
the bargaining power of the university would be
greatly increase.

When I speak of subsidizing concerts, this also in-

fers that a policy of subsidizing the student's tickets
could also come into effect. This would mean that
the students would only have to pay some percen-
tage of the actual price of the tickets. So //the tick-
et price was set at $4.00 and ij the percentage for
Queen's students was 50%, then each student that
bought a ticket would pay $2.00 and the AMS would
pay the other $2.00 out of the concert fund. There-
fore the ticket prices for the concerts would drasti-
cally be reduced in the hope that the majority of the
campus could turn up to see the concert, //any tick-
ets remained after first being offered to Queen's
students, then they would go on sale to the general
public for the price of $4.00. So your fee of $3.00
would only be used to subsidize Queen's students.

I am not advocating the abolition of the privately
backed society concerts in this article. All that I am
saying is that by having a concert fund of $3.00 per
student submitted to the AMS, the financial under-
takings would not be as risky. If for any reason the
concert did not become a financial success, then no
faculty society could be financially held responsi-
ble, nor could the AMS, because the funds to make
up the deficit would come strictly from the concert
fund.

Since it requires an immense amount of work and
financing to run a successful concert, an efficient
organizational effort is required. Therefore I hope
that you will give your elected representatives, the
AMS, a chance to prove themselves.

I trust that you will look at this proposed increase
of your student fees by $3.00 for the purpose of sub-
sidizing concerts, as an investment for the future,
rather than just another increase in your cost of
being educated. If you vote yes in this referendum,
this policy will go into effect for the coming school
year.

John Green

No
I am opposed to this referendum for the following

Masons.
I am concerned that the students of this universi-

ty are already subsidizing too many things over
which they have no control or from which they can-
not opt out of. To name a few, you pay for the Jour-
"al, the Queen's Bands, Athletics, whether you
wanttoornot.
Admittedly there are a lot of people who want

hotter concerts at Queen's but there are probably a
S|gnificant number who couldn't care less about
concerts, why should they be asked to subsidize
'hem for those who do?

This whole idea has not been discussed with all

'he faculty societies and there is some possibility

'hat the Graduate Students, Law, M.B.A., Mc-
Arthur College and other faculties would not be in-

terested in this fee increase yet the ASUS could car-

'y this referendum on its own, thereby forcing the

*hole campus to pay an extra three dollars for

something they may not want.

The Engineering Society, Arts and Science Un-
dergraduate Society and Commerce Society have
already formed a joint concerts committee with the
intention of pooling resources and bringing some
good talent to Queen's. As these three faculties

probably represent the majority of concert-goers at
Queen's, I think this is a more rational way to pro-

ceed rather than have the AMS or one of its com-
mittees take over yet another area of activity which
can be done by the societies.

Why must concerts be subsidized by everyone in

advance whether they wish to go or not? Concerts
should be planned so that those people going pay
their fair share of the costs. If operating expenses
are required the Engineering Society, ASUS, Com-
merce concerts committee could probably be fund-
ed with three or four thousand dollars to work with
in advance. So this is no problem.
The problem in past years has been a lack of co-

operation and organization amongst the faculties
who usually sponsor concerts. We've solved that

problem by joining forces. I say let this committee
bring in two or three big concerts and if they find
they need more support, then we could talk about
raising fees. This joint-faculty arrangement was al-
ready tried on one ocassion last year and worked
well; there is no reason to suppose it can't work
well again in the future on a much larger scale!

People will tell you that your tickets will be
cheaper if the referendum goes through. This is be-
cause you will already have paid the difference in
advance without knowing what you're paying for.

As well if you don't go. you're still paying for those
who are.

I would recommend that you vote no on this ref-
erendum to give the Tri-Faculty committee a
chance to work, and to give all the societies a
chance to decide on their own whether they would
be in favour of paying yet another fee to the AMS,
this time for concerts!

.

Marvin R. Bloos.
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Research suggests that over the past 500 years the number of people killed in
wars hasn't changed much. The size of war gets bigger but they're not quite as
frequent as they used to be. This would bear out that war is a very natural way of
resolving differences between groups of people, (little or big), but the size of the
weapons now makes that a completely outdated approach to problem-solving
you can still do it on an individual basis but between nations it's too deadly so
suddenly we're faced with a totally new problem. . .

People's personalities and attitudes interrelate with the institutions; these
attitudes help confirm or change institutions, but the institutions also form their
attitudes. So you get a child brought up one way or the other he will actually gravi-
tate to different kinds of systems. If you brought him up on a fairly rigid pattern
he'll choose organizations that are more rigid and perpetuate that discipline. Alas
schools are of that more rigid type, and all kids go through schools, so no matter
now they start they'll have a tendency to be molded in a fairly undemocratic at-
mosphere. Public schools are getting better; high schools are still pretty awful,
but there is one of the problems.

It isn't just home training that form your attitudes, it's also your institutions.
Schools need to be changed, factories, offices, universities, all should be made
more democratic.

This whole student approach of getting students on boards of governors is an
excellent one. I can imagine the very worst situation from the establishment's
Point of view would be if the whole board of governors was replaced by students.
My own view is if that happened it would be perfectly splendid and none of the ca-

tastrophes we imagine would happen. I think that's the most extreme argument I

can think of and it would be in a positive rather than in negative direction, be-
cause universities are amazingly feudal in their organizational structure. We
wouldn't tolerate that in our political structure. .

.

Let's assume we have two kinds of people and I'll dichotomize this spectrum
°f attitudes which involve personalities, childhood training, theology etc. But at

one end we have the more compassionate kind of person and at the other end we
have the person believing in force. He wants to use compulsion personally and na-

tionally — the hawk-dove spectrum if you wish. The two groups of people need to

°e dealt with in different ways. At the dove end. the more introspective end. logic

and reason and new knowledge can do a great deal to shift that person's attitude

At the hawk end. one is tied to dogma very heavily. One must be part of the group
'o approach these people — they'll trust you if you are part of a group — For ex-

ample 73% of the Americans think that America should get out of Vietnam, but

'hat isn't a triumph really of the doves and peaceniks, because their logic and rea-

soning of why the U.S. shouldn't be in that war only affected really a very small

"umber of people. Most of the people want to get out. not because they think it's a

"ad war. not because they think they shouldn't stop Communism, but because
they're losing. There's no point putting bad money after good money and so the

approach to the average person who is somewhat hawkish, must be quite different
lrom the less usual person who is on the dovish end.

Logic and reasoning on the dove end say, "Look. America is a revolutionary

'ountry (//,(/,\ in its own heritage!, the Vietnamese have the right to decide there

own role etc." That is the idea, but the argument to use is the argument "we're
'osing, let's get back to fortress America."

,m J aPp™a
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c
u
h tnen s*y 10 ">e A.B.M. would be then not that it's absurd thatyou 11 esculate the arms race, look how the Russians will see it if vou put in anA.B.M system - this is the logical approach. The better approach 'to the hawks" lbt^ that it isn't going to defend your cities, and these are the figures

ZiU If
M " whlch y°u re Putti"g 12 Wllion in. won't work You personally

will get clobbered because of this and this. You don't talk about Russians you

sonally
S°r

' °f international viewpoint, you say how it effects you per-

And then you preferably bring in some high-powered authorities and say
look Dr. Wiesner. Kennedy's adviser says this, and Herbert York, Eisenhower's

advisor says this, former secretary of defense McNamara sav this" - you get a
lot of high-powered names in and then you say "and they say it won't protect
you. Then you'll start swaying people on the A.B.M.

Wars aren't caused by any one simple theory-greed, economics, an instinct
for fighting, military-industrial complex but all are involved. We have a tendency
to fight that's channelled by nationalism because the virtue of a nation is to try
and protect the group. We have in the way we were brought up a certain amount
of histility. We have a very natural need to protect our own group, however de-
fined.

The various "isms" that we are brought up with help humans define their
own group. Whether it's nationalism. Hinduism, capitalism or communism you
are taught certain racial little "truths" that you are taught are right and are dif-
ferent from the other fellow's sacred little "truths". The "isms" make the differ-
ence. Language and color are not so important except as identifications of two
kinds of class. So you have an easily identifiable group of "we", and an easily
identifiable group of "they". It's very easy then to channel your hostilities to-
wards "they" rather than towards "us." Now at the same time if you have the
power to push one another around, this is where the Russians come in. the weap-
ons and the power, you then can very easily be stimulated into using them.

There's a very great correltation between being heavily armed and having
wars. You become heavily armed because you have these differences and then it

just takes some little stimulant to use the arms against the other person. We arm
in almost a mechanical fashion, we see one another in a destorted way, we're
frightened by their arms, it causes us to arm. . . .

Upbringing helps, but that doesn't get rid of all hostility. The thing that we
then use to control what remains of hostility is law and order, and we have certain
rules we abide by. If some people don't abide by the rules we then use these
forces, law courts and so on to try and ajudicate in these conflicts. This works wit-
hin the city and within the country but internationally there's anarchy.

So the next round up. some form of world government by a stronger UN is ob-
vious and necessary.

As well as educating people and reducing the cultural differences (that's nec-
essary! we also need a form of world government to qonstrain the emotions and
hostilities thai will still be floating around. World gov't is a frightening word so
think it's probably easier to say a stronger United Nations
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NOTICE OF OPEN MEETING

There will be a final open meeting of the Senate Com-
mittee on Grievance. Discipline and Related Matters
on Wednesday. March 31st at 7:30 PM in Room 14.

Dunning Hall. This meeting is being held in order that
those who may wish to express their views or com-
ments relevant to the Interim Report of the Commit-
tee will have an opportunity to do so. Interested mem-
bers of the university community are urged to attend.

THE CANADA COUNCIL COLLECTION
a selection of 20 works by contemporary Ca-
nadian artists prepared and circulated by the
National Gallery of Canada April 1 to May 2.

SOFT IMAGES
photos by David Reuther
continues until April 4

also

Small Contemporary Works
from the Permanent Collection until April 28

til art centre

QUEEN'S
University

CONCERT
MUSIC
DEPARTMENT

QUEENS WIND ENSEMBLE

QUEENS CHORAL ENSEMBLE

GRANT HALL

WEDNESDAY, 8:30 PM

31st MARCH. 1971

ADMISSION FREE

MICHEL DEBOST-flute

CHRISTIAN IVALDI-piano

PROGRAM:
Hindernith

Schubert

3eethoven

Debussy

Bartok

Thursday

1 April

8:30 p.m.

Dunning Hall

Tickets: S2.50

at Division of Concerts. 547-6194,
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by Steven Winnett
The dream is over — John Lennon
The mass media hold a monopoly of the ideologically dead
they spin records of political emptiness. - C Wright Mills

Every time these days that I hear a new album on the ra
dio, I find myself disliking it. Everything sounds the same
there's just so much music around that distinctiveness is be-
coming a rare quality indeed in a group. But it's more than
sheer similarity - it's a feeling of irritation, of fatigue with
the whole rock scene. Once upon a time there used to be a few
good performers, and that was it - Beatles, Dylan Stones
Airplane, Doors — no order is implied here, I think'you can
catch the drift of what I'm saying. And now? Well there are
more and more groups, and I guess that technically they're
better than some of those old rough-hewn classics like Beade.
65. or the first album by the Doors. But the problem I find is
that just about everything my ears are exposed to these days
leaves me rather bored after a while - the thrill is gone for
the most part. Somehow other things seem more important
than records. Somehow one finds many new sounds are some
times so "pleasant" that they just become irritating — I just
can't bring myself to join the contemporary enthusiasm for
James Taylor and Van Morrison, for example — I try but
there's just nothing there, the whole thing seems to have be
come institutionalized, standardized, homegenized — someth
ing has been lost — excitement, fun, emotion? A few album?
manage to make it through the auditory slush to my ears, and
by and large these are the albums I've tried to talk about in
this column. I haven't been able to discuss them all, because
some stuff I have really wanted to criticize — you'd get bored
if I just praised everything. But, if you'll pardon me, here is a
list of the albums I've heard over the past few months which
have impressed me — there aren't many, but that's just my
change of attitude towards the music: (Note: these are in no
order of preference)

1. New Morning, Bob Dylan. The sounds remain as fresh
and invigorating as ever, the master just hasn't lost his touch.
Indeed, the individuality of each of his albums reveals not so
much the evolution of Dylan with the decade (from radicalism
to retirement) as the many sides of the man and the singer
which, in a way, have always been there.

2. Lola, The Kinks. Dynamic, thought-provoking, exciting
music — a real thinker's album. But no dogmatism or ideologi-
cal reasoning here; rather, the presentation of so many dilem
mas in all their never-ending circles. And so often with unders
tanding, tongue-in-cheek but gentle satire.

3. Layla, Derek and the Dominos. In its energy it com
pares at times with some of the early work of the 60's, and it

still hasn't faded.

4. John Lennon/Plastic Ono Band. I was going to write a re-

view of this, it was so overwhelming in its honesty and
strength and beauty, but I found that after two or three hours
"d only been able to fill a couple of pages, and I still hadn't be
gun to discuss the album itself. So I shelved the project. The
little quote at the beginning of this article is from "God
which is John's song — as is "Working Class Hero". I can't
agree with a lot of what John says (e.g. his endless interviews
in Rolling Stone) but I respect for creating this intensely per
sonal and individual declaration.

5. All Things Must Pass, George Harrison. Of course. .

.

6. The Lady and the Unicorn, John Renbourn. This is hardly
a "rock" album. It's a collection of instrumentals, centred
around Renbourn's guitar, ranging from the Middle Ages to

Bach to a lovely extended "Scarborough Fair." Quiet, peace-
ful music to think to or to fall asleep to.

7. Sit Down Old Friend, Dion. I noticed Dick Loney re-

viewed Dion's new album, You're Not Alone, a few weeks ago,

and if it's like Sit Down Dion's inimitable voice will get you
through your day in a more peaceful frame of mind.

8. Alone Together, Dave Mason. Not only is this a multi

coloured, as opposed to black, record, but it's also a consis

tently enjoyable one. The corner tracks are strong enough to

negate a couple of weaker inner ones and the result is a sur-

prisingly strong album.
There really isn't much else — I'm just not as enthusiastic

about the music as I used to be, either I'm discriminating

more finely or else I'm just getting tired of it, and it's time for

a change. Decades do come to an end, and styles eventually

have to change because they become stagnant. Nothing being

Produced today can approximate the excitement of the early

60 s and Beatlemania.
It's not just that the dream is over — the dream, perhaps,

'hat society could be radically changed by rock music, into so-

mething supposedly better. Somehow, everything seems the

same — and I can't dismiss the feeling that rock music has be-

come a total diversion, a means of forgetting about everything

- I'm sorry, I can't pin my feelings down here, it's just a

sense of dissatisfaction with a style of music which before was
very important to me. Now I have the sense that a lot of it is

either intruding to the point of irritation or diverting to the

Point of complete apathy — and somehow I'm becoming dis-

tinctly uncomfortable about the whole thing. I wish I could be

more precise, but I can't, it's just a feeling at this point — do

you sense this, too?

tendays

michel debost, flutist and
christian ivaldi. pianist, will be
appearing at dunning hall on
april 1. their program will be
as follows:

p. hindemith

sonata

f. schubert

1. vanbeethoven
serenade in d major, opus 41

c. debussy
syrinx

b. bartok

Hungarian peasant suite

at the kingston theatres
capitol — w.u.s.a.

hyland — cromwell. special $1,00 matinees at 1

:

odeon — little big man
coming to the capitol soon — love story

tuesday, march 30

afternoon: 1:30 p.m.: discussion on theology of liberation and thel
church in latin america. small second floor common room,"
student's union building,

4:00 p.m.: continuing discussion with arturo chacon about|
chile and latin america, red room, kingston hall,

evening: 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.: campus movies presents "west sidel
story" at dunning hall auditorium, admission $1.00 per per-[
son.

7 : 30 p.m. : vaghy string quartet anti-concert in ellis hall

8:00 p.m.: meeting of all people interested in summer|
school in Venice, at the art centre.

Wednesday, march 31

afternoon: 4:00 p.m.: "biochemical genetics in neuro pora" in earll
hall, room 111.

evening: 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.: campus movies presents "west sidel
story" in dunning hall auditorium, admission $1,00 per per-f
son.

j

8:30 p.m.: music department wind choral recital in grantl
hall.

thursday, april 1

afternoon: 3:30 p.m.: collegium musicum. music 151 composition re-|

cital in ellis hall.

7:30 p.m.: "is my patient poisoned?" a medical sciences|
lecture in etherington hall,

evening: 8:30 p.m.: michel debost. flutist in dunning hall, tickets!

from the division of concerts at $2.50 per person.

tuesday, april 6

evening: 7:00 p.m.: campus movies: double bill — "butch cassidyl

and the Sundance kid" and "easy rider" at dunning hall au-[
di tori urn.

8:00 p.m.: faculty of medicine presents a lecture on "ob-l

stetric experience with the pregnant diabetic" at the audi-|

torium of hotel dieu hospital.

Wednesday, april 7

afternoon: 4:30 p.m.: biology department presents a lecture on "regu-|

lation of ribosomal rna synthesis during amphibian devel-j

opment" in earl hall, room 111.

evening: 7:00 p.m.: double bill at campus movies, "butch cassidyl
and the sundance kid" and "easy rider" at dunning hall au-[

ditorium,

thursday, april 8

evening: 7:00 p.m.: campus movies american international triple

I

bill: "ghost in invisible bikini", "tami show" and "the wild |

angels"

thursday, april IS

evening: 7:30 p.m.: medical sciences lecture series on "current con-|

cepts of pathogenesis of rheumatoid arthritis"

3 Wednesday, thursday, and friday.

SPEAKERS FOR SALE! Two Mars-

land, coaxial, 12 inch, 25 watt,

speakers in cabinets 18x24x36
inches. Cabinets custom built to

Maryland specifications including fi-

breglass insulation and base baffle.

$140.00 for both or best offer. Call

Wayne 544-5306.

Reminder to Little liz: All women
are bitches!

COLLECTOR'S ITEM! Authentic Bea-

ver teeth, still imbedded in jaw of

owner — pliars supplied. Money
desperately needed to avert law-

suit, caused by sale of copyrighted

units. Phone 549-0165 and ask for

Bucky.

Lost: Girl's round light brown glass-

es in white case sometime in Febru-

ary. 542-8873.

I To Gin, Vodka, Rye and Doe. From
I two grateful hockey players.

I One and two bedroom apartments
I for sublet and/or rent close to cam-

J
pus — furnished, rent cheap. Call

|
Laura or Vicki at 544-6681

.

Lost: gold bracelet, great personal
lvalue, reward offered. If you find it

please call Laura Ramsay at 544-
6681 or return it to 460 Princess St.

Apt. No. 1.

iTired of drinking. Alcohol getting
lyou down. For help phone 544-
17641.

Bored due to lack of dates for spe-

cial computer selected dates, phone
IT. C. at 544-7633.

c\RTSCI BEWS 1971-1972: Applica-

J'ions are now being accepted for

he following positions: 1. Faculty

IStick, 6 Unit sticks in the following

lareas; 1) Life Sciences, 2) Geog.,
peotogy, 3) Politics, History, 4) Eco.,

jArts-Comm., 5) Math, Computer
ISci., Physics, and 6) Humanities. For

|more information, or submission of

ipplications, please call Ross Feld-

lan, 548-3276.

Two bedroom apartment to sublet,

|May-Sept. S minutes from campus
land downtown. Private entrance.

PRICE NEGOTIABLE; call 544-3253.

iFive bedroom house on Earl Street

(available to rent from May 1 to

{Sept. 1. Excellent location near
campus For further information call

1 544-7486.

I Apartment available, May 1st. for

'71-'72, 2 bedroom, Fridge, stove,

|$155 (includes heating) 304
iQueen, 544-2 1 34 evenings.

I Latin American Traveling Seminar: .

I Dec. 1971-Jan. 1972. If you are in-

I terested in this project leave your
at the SCM Boakroom:

|Mon.-Fri.: 1 lam.-2pm.

I Yukon Seminar: 1971. Information
available from the SCM Bookroom
I in the Union, Mon.-Fri.: 1 1om-2pm.
Application forms must be in very-

I soon.

Conference on Canada's North:
May 6-14, 1971, in Sudbury. Info
from SCM Bookroom, as above.

Anyone who requested pics of
Snowball Variety Night from any of
the Tricolor photographers, and
who has not received them, contact
Gian Egg^r at 389-4565 or at the
Tricolor Office.
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BLOODLESS SURGERY
by Pierre Leichner
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advances Medicine has done in the last tew decades surgi-

and forceps

Ue

etc

are USmg
'
limUed S6t

°f baS 'C '°0lS SUch as scissors
'
scaPe 's -

And although surgery still involves artistic skill on the part of surgeon eachencounters with it, beneficial or not, leaves the body mutilated
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4- een d°ne by Dr Romero at the Anato">y Depart-ment of Queen s University. This work has been conducted under an NRC grantDr Romero Sierra. S.S. Warwick and Z. Jennings have developed a muscle

cuttl action'
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,

PredSe PathWay through
g
musc.e feue'witho™, anycutting action on any structure up to the cellular level of the muscular system

shown in FigVel
8 reaCti°n

- ^ '* COmPosed of ^veraY parts

Using vibration a blunt ended probe enters the muscle, then successive

red size ZT^??™^ ^^ finally with a f«"nel of the desired size. All manipulations are quick and easy
Indeed as we see, some fields in medicine have been overlooking simpler less
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n techni1ues that n<*d much improvement. Betfe Tnvest ga-

SEGREGATION IN GEESE?

SNOW GEESE ON THE HUDSON BAY

by Dr. F. Cook
Dept. of Biology,

Queen's University.

For three years, a research team from Queen's has been studying a breertin
colony of snow geese at La Perouse Bay, Manitoba which is located on the estuan
of a small river 20 miles due east of Churchill.

«wary

The Snow Goose is unusual in that it occurs in two colour phases the whit,phase and the blue phase (see photograph) which are very distinct from one",n
other. The two phases regularly interbreed but white birds usually mate with
white birds and blue birds with blue. A sort of colour prejudice occurs in the snT
cies and one of the objects of our research is to find the causes of this colour mWerence and to assess its affect on the process of evolution. There was much morP
to do than this however. We were interested in the breeding biology of the eeZand in finding out how natural selection affect each of the colour phases

We collected data on the colony - 1968 and formulated the hypotheses thathe birds generally choose mates of the same colour phase as their parents Thk
fitted the genetic facts but needed to be tested and so in 1969 and 1970 we took tZ
approaches. The first was to catch the young goslings whose parentage we knewput a coloured band on their leg and wait two or three years to find out what colour ma e they selected. This year we hope to see whether our banded birds do indeed select mates in a way we would have predicted.

The second approach was to collect eggs in the north, ship them to SouthernOntario and hatch them m an incubator. Then the newly hatched goslings weregiven a foster parent of a particular colour phase. These captive birds are beingkept to see whether they also choose mates as predicted. In this experiment wedyed some of the foster parents bright pink to see whether goslings would respond
positively to a colour which they would never meet in nature. Certainly goslingswith a pink foster parent will run to an unknown pink bird in preference to an unknown blue or white bird under an* experimental set up when a choice is pre-
sented. Similarly goslings with blue or white foster parents will respond to un-"™ bl

»,
e and whl e te

f
s birds respectively. Again we must wait another year

to know whether mate selection is based on colour.
The work in Northern Manitoba is carried out in a magnificent setting Our

living accommodation is an ex-army but on an exposed esker, two miles from the
colony. Our only companions are birds, caribou, wolves, and later in the season
polar bears. The bears move into the area in considerable numbers in late Julyand can be quite a nuisance during our banding programme. One day in 1970 we

9«n flf
400 geese when we noticed two large adult bears sitting less than

200 feet away watching the whole operation. Fortunately they soon showed that
they were more interested in each other than they were in us

ti, J1"8 y*81" fAWeJye man team wi" be continuing the work in the North under
the direction of Mr. George Finney. We hope to map the nests and band up to 7000

MUSCLE SEPARATOR AND PERFORATOR
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Charles Reich, a psychic revolution will change The System

,

By Alexander Ross
I know a couple of grown men who wept while rpadinorh. 1 oAmrica. wept with a kind of amazed joy that they Cou id "fi,?/'

leS

h
Re

»

ach The Cr« ">"< °i

it felt so good. I myself didn't weep.
V m stl" cry about something because

f picked the book up accidentally in the office last si,mm„ . .

didn't stop until late that night, having missed anfmn„lTH ^;
started readin« ~ and

ma tter. Then I got on the pSone tolivfffflSSK T"!*
turns out he's a professor of law at Yale Then I sat down »ni ? 5 RelCh was "
long, personal letter telling this man I'd ne^r met whatTwas doT„„

'^ 8
'
e"er ~ 8

about it. and why I was so thankful he'd written his book
g my " fe

'
hOW 1 fe"

It has attracted some reviews that are surorisinnlv hnsin 0 ,

Reich himself, in a recent interview in Rolling Stone told of his del Vht %llt ?
that his book is blowing middle-aged minds across America

g
'
the d,scovery

I've been gelling so much mailfrom people who say. "/'„, 50 rears old. m r husband is 56 we
hare one son who ,s IS or 16 and we hare fell and ihough, all oj ihese things and couldn , Vay ,hem

'

What's in this book? What truth does it convey that makes people weep happily re-examine the meaning of their lives, vow to quit their jobs? The simplest answer is that it
offers hope to people who, from earliest childhood, have been taught the habit of despair

The beautiful, liberating, subervise thing about Reich's book is that
it connects these two phenomena.'

I mean the kind of suppressed, half-perceived, resigned despair that almost all of us
feel about The Way Things Are Going. Not unemployment, the middle east - not issues-
bad news has always been with us. No. Reich is talking about a subtler erosion - the way
we all sit, like impotent spectators, while our continent is raped and robbed and ripped off
and our cities and our countryside seem to get cruddier and cruddier. quite independently
of everybody's wishes to the contrary.

It's reflected in our lives, too. At any rate, it's reflected in mine. I have all the usual
urban middle-class discontents. Let me enumerate some of them, since you probably share
them:

Consciousness II is where most of us are at today - the button-down liberal the insti-
tutional mar. We believe in The System, and believe - despite massive evidence to the
contrary - that all its failings can eventually be corrected bv a gradual process of reformWe take our identities from the work we do, from the organization that issues our paycheque^ We believe, more deeply than anything, that "you can't stop progress " Even if we
hate what "progress" is doing to our lives and our land, we're willing to subordinate everyhuman value to the efficiency of the corporate state. Reich: "Consciousness II believesmore in the automobile than in walking, more in the decision of an institution than in the
leelings of an individual, more in a distant but rational goal than in the immediate pre-

Consciousness III is the new sensibility of the Aquarian Age. Ill believes in the inte-
grity of the here-and-now. Ill believes in work as pleasure, as craftsmanship III believes
in instinct, mystery, joy. accidents, adventures. Ill probably wears bell-bottom jeans -
not because they're a style imposed from outside, but because they make him feel good
free and aware of your body. III does not judge: it accepts. Ill does not compete it shares
Consciousness III people touch each other, and are not ashamed to weep. Consciousness III
people believe, as the song says, in '"Feelin" Groovy."

In talking about Reich's book, it s hard to avoid references to popular songs The
Beatles. The Byrds, The Rolling Stones and. above all. Bob Dylan, are prophets of the new
consciousness. In fact, you cannot understand Consciousness III unless you understand the
music. Smoking grass also helps, for the marijuana experience - the ritual of passing the
joint from hand to hand, the contemplation, the wonderment at ordinary things, the sensu-
ality, the supremacy of the present moment - is a sort of chemical analogue of what Con-
sciousness III is all about. People have told me that, after reading The Greening of Ameri-
ca, they've understood their teen-aged children for the first time. It wouldn't surprise me
if a few of them even tried smoking a little grass with their kids.

And maybe this is the nicest thing about Reich's book - the vision of togetherness it
offers, between generations, between classes, maybe even between nations. In his inter-
view with Rolling Stone (which is the definitive journal of rock culture!. Reich told its
young readers: "I want to tell them what I've discovered about the older generation. The
older generation is not the enemy and it's not hopeless and is not beyond having its own as-
pirations. I've sort of uncovered this gold mine of feeling in older people just bv getting all
this mail ...

"There's a whole underground movement in this country and it's just the opposite
movement from what Spiro Agnew is referring to - it's not a movement of fear and hatred
and polarization, it's a movement of reaching out toward their experience and reaching out
toward new discovery of self - it's happening everywhere, not a mass movement yet, but
it's there all around, all you need is eves and ears. It's as inevitable as evolution

'

There's too much plastic in my life, not enough greenery. I spend too much money on
utterly joyless things — big lunches, parking fines, furnace repairs, plastic Mattel toys for
the kids. It's been several years since I sat on a hill someplace and watched a sunrise.
Mornings do not taste good to me. I spend too much time on the telephone. I meet a lot of
people I'll never get to know very well. Practically everything I know about "progress" re-
pels me, but there seems to be no way of stopping it. The beaches and hills that gave me
some green moments in childhood are polluted now, or covered with bungalows — but what
can you do?

Well, in practical terms, what does all this mean? Reich is less specific than I wish
he'd been. But the economic effects of widespread Consciousness III. I imagine, would in-
clude: More people riding bicycles to work. Work-bound motorists picking up pedestrians
as a matter of course — sharing would seem more natural than the neurotic privacy that
the automobile imposes.

I know that The System, in all kinds of ways, is screwing people and making them un-
happy; and yet I have met a lot of the people who run this system, and most of the people
with power seem just as victimized, just as innocent, as those without power. Most of the
usual "solutions" turn me off too; the New Left is mostly stale rhetoric, parliamentary po-

litics is an irrelevant bore, "reforming the system" never seems to change anything.

'The book does not idolize youth, merely the ideals that a lot of

young people have discovered.'

The beautiful, liberating, subversive thing about Reich's book is that it connects these

'wo phenomena — the way a lot of us feel about The System, and the way even more of us

'eel about ourselves. Not only that, but he holds out the hope — hell, the certainty — of a

New Morning; a time when not just the young, but everybody, will be able to live with joy
in their lives, a time when The Machine will work for people instead of the other way
around.

What Reich is predicting is a revolution in consciousness. It has already begun among
"ie young, and it will spread to the rest of the middle class — because everyone, of whatev-
er age, feels the same impotent desperation, desires the same green things.

Our Konsumption-Kultur will "self-destruct," he believes, because schizophrenia is

"lilt into it. In order to keep us at our jobs, dutiful producers. The System must teach us to

be puritans. But to sell us its goods, The System must also, through advertising, teach us to

be hedonists.

TV. urban riots, the Vietnam war, all sharpen our awareness of these contradictions.

And so what has arisen is a new, post-industrial consciousness.

More automation. More service industries. More small companies, and the
splitting-up of larger ones A tremendous expansion in the education und service-industry
components of the GNP, A guaranteed annual income. And (this may be a paradox ) a GNP
that grows only as fast as the population, or perhaps not as fast. Maybe (finally) Zero Po-
pulation Growth coupled with Zero GNP growth.

People talking to each other on elevators. Street dances happening spontaneously.

More sex. less tension. Less concealment of real feelings in offices, families, affairs. More
people willing to earn half as much in order to live twice as well. To me. this all sounds
lovely — and feasible.

Time and the New York Times and Malcolm Muggeridge and a lot of other reviewers

have put down Reich's book as a wistful, silly, puerile apology for hippie culture. Herbert
Marcuse and a lot of other New Leftniks have put it down as a wasteful, silly, puerile cry
for a "painless revolution."

To describe this change. Reich postulates three levels of consciousness - Conscious-

"ess I, H and III. (It's slightly regrettable that he chose such tidy pigeon-holes, because it

e'ves the media a chance to dismiss the book as just one more tool for allowing us to classi-

'v each other at cocktail parties. I

Please don't believe them. The book does not idolize youth -- merely the ideals that a

lot of young people have discovered, and a lot of older people have tried to forget. It is a

brilliant — and. I could almost say. hard-headed — critique of our present situation, our so-

ciety and our own heads.

Anyhow: Consciousness I is your grandfather or the America!
'

AsMciation
"

»r Stanlev Randall or Steve Roman: the holdover from our pioneer past who bel eve in tne

sovereign")mS'the indivMua., who traces all our ills to an insufficiency of self-reliance and

free enterprise.

Reprint (ram the Financial Post Feb. 27, 1971
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MEDICALHOUSE

THE LAST FRATERNITY?

by Pierre Leichner

Before I start making any further comments, may I just state that this is the
first of a series of articles hoping to clarify the past , present and future of that or-
ganization whose being is obscure to much of the campus.

Today because this is the last issue of the Journal I only wish to start the ball
rolling.

I tried this weekend to interview the newly elected president of the M. H.
Kent Gerred. Since I was unsuccessful I cannot provide any real facts this issue
but only personal knowledge and opinions, that may be wrong.

Let us first discuss membership Despite the name Medical House, not all
medical students "BELONG" to it. In fact, only those asked politely and quietly
( RUSHED) by members can do so.

Of course, no one who asked to become a MEMBER has been refused in the
last few years. But still to keep TRADITION going, every neophyte before becom-
ing a member is VOTED upon and. if not BLACK-BALLED then goes through an
INITIATION:

Of course another fact, that should make Women*s Lib happy, is that NO
WOMAN, of any shape or form, can ever become a member.

These are some facts. I am still uncertain on the type of financial support the
house receives from alumni and students. Further. I am unclear about its real

fraternity past. But I shall try to provide more information about this strange but
true phenomenon next year.

Indeed, by next year, the Aesculapian Society may have already purchased
an expensive house to its name and the redundancy of the project may then be-
come unrepairably obvious.

I hope I have not given the impression that I believe the M. H. is a fraternity

of sorts, but I know, it is NOT a MEDICAL HOUSE. I would request that it change
its name to something more descriptive of its contents and goals.

I further hope that I have not angered too many members of that institution,

for some of my best friends belong to it.

on Death and Dying
a review by E. Robinson
Reprint from McGill Medical Journal

From her conversation with dying people, a beautiful understanding was born and

written down by Dr. Ross in this book. The structure in which these conversations were ini-

tiated was a seminar on terminally ill patients for students of several disciplines, including

medical students. Dr. Ross would find a suitable patient on the hospital wards and would

explain to him that her group of students wished to learn more about sick and dying people.

If the patient was ready to share his feelings about his own illness she would ask him to talk

with her in front of a one-wav mirror behind which the students were sitting. After the con-

versation with the patient, Dr. Ross and the students explored their own personal reactions

to the encounter. The whole interview was done so humanly and so sensitively that there

was never any question of "using" the patient as "teaching material;" the patient was the

teacher and the students and the interviewers were humble and respectful to him.

Dr. Ross has found that the patient passes through five sets of attitudes from the time

he knows he will die up till death; denial, anger, bargaining, depression and acceptance.

These attitudes are not pathological and there seems to be a need in most people to adopt

them in succession, in order to finally arrive at an acceptance of their own death The rea

s°ns behind each of these stages is explored and case histories, which particularly illu-

strate each stage, are given. Dr. Ross points out pitfalls and suggests what responses are

most helpful and supportive to the patient at each stage.
,

The initial reaction is usually denial - "No. not me ... it can't be true This is usual-

>y temporary but the person may need to go back to it at times later on. At tins stage, otner

People should steer a middle course between pressing the truth on the patient on one hand,

and concluding that the patient doesn't want to know anything about his disease on the ot-

her hand. One should be sensitive to how much a patient wants to face at a given moment

When the patient realizes it is really true that he is going to die and asK
he often expresses his anger towards all the well people around h.m. This s difficult for

relatives and hospital staff to cope with because they take the anger persona l.^^™
<y the patient is angry at having to leave the world sooner than « ant.cipj'ted. Many peon e

then become defensive and run away from the patient, although .1 would be more helpful to

him if they would stay and let him express his anger.
„.«.„.

Bargaining is an attempt to deal with the force that has- the power to makeithepatient

hetter to gain In extension of life. This force is usually God: It may be 'he doctors. In re-

the patient may promise, for example, to live a hfe dedicated to% ™'SsUge i o£

en connected with guilt feelings and the therapist should be aware that the patient maj be

io"6ing to discuss them with someone.
|h

As the patient comes closer to dying he gets sad and depressed Dr Ro^^s he.,

are two elements to this- nart of the depression is a reaction to having to leave behind a

aeeept that at this stage the patient does not want to be told not to be sad or not to tbink

about the future. Perhaps their inability to accept a dying person's sadness is an expres-

sion of their own impotence in the face of this per%on"s death.

Most patients move out of this depression into an acceptance of death that is "almost

void of feelings." At this stage the person wants to sleep a lot and not be bothered by many
visitors bringing news of a world in which he is no longer able to participate. Relatives

may feel they have been rejected when confronted with this lack of interest. Dr. Ross em-

phasizes that it is important for the doctors and nurses never to "abandon" the patient or

stop visiting him simply because there is no cure for his illness. "It is :he one who is be-

yond medical help who needs as much, if not more care than the one who can look forward

to another discharge.

Doctors and students often wonder, "Should I tell my patient?" Dr. Ross feels that

this should never come up and that rather the question should be. "How do I share this with

my patient?" The majority of patients know of their impending death whether they have

been told or not. The doctor should speak frankly about the seriousness af the disease, nev-

er leaving the patient without some room for hope, and should reassure the patient that ev-

erything possible will be done It is not a good idea, in Dr. Ross' opinion , to give a patient a

concrete number of months or years.

How, in fact, do doctors deal with very sick and dying patients? In contrast to the fa-

vourable reaction to her seminars from patients, Dr Ross met with a lot of resistance

from hospital staff. At the beginning she found it difficult to find patients to interview be-

cause the staff doctors usually reacted with "discomfort, annoyance, or... hostility"

when she told them about what she was doing. Only gradually did some of them begin to

refer patients to her Most doctors avoided talking about the seriousness of a patient's ill-

ness with the patient himself. Doctors who tended to deny the possibility of their own death

usually saw only the denial aspect of the patient's attitude to dying and therefore assumed

that their patients didn't want to talk about it A number of doctors, mostly either very old

or very young ones, were able to talk about dying with their patients, but they were a mino-

rity.

Can this book give us some ideas about teaching medical students to deal with dying

patients? When they first become involved with very sick patients on the wards, most stu-

dents initially feel afraid or powerless. In McGill's Behavior Course, students have a le-

cture about dealing with dying patients, but there is not an adequate chance for students to

talk about their own feelings towards such a patient. Contrast this with Dr. Ross's group

discussions where "each one of the students was forced to deal with the relevant ques-

tions; he had to get involved or else someone in the group would point out his avoidance to

him." The tendency on the part of doctors to avoid the subject is partly a result of the em-

phasis on basic sciences in medical schools. "If we could combine the teaching of the new

scientific and technical achievements with equal emphasis on interpersonal human rela-

tionships we would indeed make progress, but not if the new Knowledge is conveyed to the

student at the price of less and less interpersonal contact."

I hope many of you will read this book for the insights it offers to help us understand

and cope with both our patients, and our own reactions to death.
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University centre proposal

EMPIOYMEN1 WANTED! ITEM One REWARD: for reK o) gold charm

professoi of History ot McAtthur College

of Education will be without employ-

ment asofMoy 14,1971

CREDENTIALS |a) MA thes.s [
this thesis

is reminiscent of numerous personal

.

experiences on the Halifax Wharves) |bi

served our Glorious Country by enlisting

in the Navy lc| sound Political Views

and H.gh Moral Sense |d) willing to do

almost onylh.ng to supplement income

earned by selling student output (Sala-

ried position desired due to views on or-

goniied labour ) le) as unbiased as the

For further information, call McArlhur

College of Education, or my main offices

downtown: Office phone 542-5771

Set of Encyclopedia Britannica Excellent

condition North Edition — pub, 1889.

S40, or reasonable offer.

Anyone interested in driving to Calgoq

on April 22nd or thereobouts ond pay

ing half fo- gas, phone Nick, 544-0732.

Sublet, May-Sept,, furnished apartment

opposite Law Building on Union S90

544-5065

elet lost in vicinity of Queen

ersity. tall 544-5989

He. lei it beYe, Heai

vn that the little slinget now has c

. bul. eight limes still available fo

lie day or nigh

i 544-6027,
all .

All

Gays Dating Association, wide choice of

dates, gay boys and gay girls coast to

coast, fully confidential call 536-7529,

lpm-9pm, or write to PO Box 1253.

Stn-A, enclose S2.00 for handling, To-

ronto, Ont,

Headed for Europe this summer? Besides

your International Student Identity

Card, list of student hostels, knapsack,

ond passpprt, you II need or find invalu

able, once you re there, a Youth Hostel

Membership About 2000 hostels in Eu-

rope to visit, all in strategic places. Visit

all of them if you plan to be there for

5 .- years or so If you re interested in

meeting Europeans ond other world

travelers, phone John Mowol. 544-

2421.

> Sublet — May 1 — Sept 1 fully fin-

ished. Modern Townhouse — IS mirt.

om campus, clothes dryer included;

;nt negotiable — call 544-6719.

Last Wednesday Parkin and As-

sociates presented their proposal

lor ;i University Centre to the

I'nnci pal-President's University

Centre Planning Committee

In general it supports the prin-

ciple of a decentralized set of faci-

lities spread throughout campus.

The main building, to be built in

the first stage, would be on the

norlhwest corner of Union and

University, housing commercial,

dining and office space. It would

be connected by a tunnel under

University Avenue to the old i

i

n
ion i remodelled I and in turn to the
Phys. Ed. Complex It would u
modular in nature, and could he
added to as Centre requirements
grew. In later stages centres qi

activity — a drama centre
i the

Old Arts Building, lounge and aca
demic space (possibly film and
Art History! in Ontario Hall, a Li.

brary lounge space, and a
Music-Art center at Agnes Ether-

ington — would be built in co-

operation with the University

Centre,

Girls' awards at WIC banquet

To Whom It May Concern:Batman has

on air mattress under his bed which is

available for immediate occupany by

anyone who doesn't mind sleeping be-

side a tall, red headed woodpecker. Also

on exhibit is the only person in the world

today who has the ability to squeeze

money out of stones or walls depend-

ing on which is closer. A reword is of-

fered for any information leading to

the recovery of 8 dinner plates or the the

ones! of the person responsible for this

hideous crime againsl hunger. In the

moin ballroom is the finest collection of

mollydung (that's molybdenum for you

people in the know| existing today

Signed Animal, The Flying Frenchman

(8x) and Little Stinger.

i place Is, do you have
> If not and you'

an apartment v

vat 544-0727 for detail

o guys phone

Last Sunday the WIC. held its

Annual Awards Banquet.

Awards were made on a basis of

participation. Participation was
considered to involve the number
of people who came out lor the

Marathon dance blacklist

'CheTRouiicI 'Cable
£tcab House and Taocrn i^llHV

Birfi Kojd Jt ftmmu fflJH, tittigston. Ontario. HiIHI If
"W

WANTS STUDENTS!
xv> Our

Tlib 3teak Special ©nip 245

& Our Sunday Night

Roast Beef Buffet o„i
y 2.99!

gour Jirst Cocktail -©nlij 15/

- CLIP THIS COUPON

This is the Marathon Dance

Black List. Even ir this is not com-

plete, please turn your tiollars in

at the Roval Bank. 151 Princess

Street i at Bagotl.' Michael Mc-

Morrow. Doreen'M. Howes Alan

Rankin. Cathie Campbell. Dawn
Howard. Bredalee Boisvert. Mi-

chael Roney. D. M Strowbridge.

Laurie Vanderburgh. Ildi Palasty.

Doug Vallery. Linda Vallery. Shei-

la Purvis. Norma Forest, Kris

Robinson. Byron Woods. Evanne

Casson. Debra Pepler. George

Gordon Lynda Shumka. Nancy

Cochiane. John Guthrie. Moira

Humphrey. David J. Hadley. Ruth

Fraser. Dona Campbell. Doug

Mann. J. R- Camelford. Jennifer

White. Joette Sheppard. Gerry

Banting Colleen Purdon. Greg

Couter. Fran Campbell. Gail

Smith Tim Bovarid. Molly Hurd.

Bosco Hui. N. Brandt. Gylda Fry.

Alison Johnson. Brian Skinner.

Everyone invited

Hillel House

26 Barrie Street

8 p.m. Wednesday, March 31st.

Lt. Col. I.M. Jacobs, of the United

States Army, will speak on

THE CHANGING NATURE

OF THE CONFLICT IN THE

REPUBLIC OF YIETNEM

Col Jacobs served in the U S Army Special Forces in

the Republic Of Vietnam and. before coming to Canada
where he is a member of the staff of the Canadian Land
Forces Command and Staff College, taught counter

insurgency and the history of revolutionary warfare at

the U S Army Command and General Staff College

Donna MacKinnon. Nancy Gale.

Regina Dunn. Jerry Kresconko.

Mark Spearn. Barb McLellan. D.

Farmer. Bob Moore. C. Hamilton.

Mary Hughes. David Ekdohl. Al-

lan Proulx. Lix Carson. Jim Sea-

gram, Shelagh Boxer. Penny Har-
well. J. Anderson. Anne Bontje.

Lawrie Esling. Susan Wood. Pete

Dalziel. Kerry Clark. Barb Gale.

Brian Brutch. Ted Cape. Mary
Ann Griggiths. Bruce Peck. Cathy

Lexmond. Peter Steven. Susan

Kift. Bruce Berry. Ron Fairley.

Darg McLean. Bruce Bolster.

Ross Crichton Jim Greeze, Bev

Andal. Don Halme Andrew John-

son. Suzanne Majoras. Pierre Lei-

chner. Bruce Kirkley, Richard

German. Ruth Taylor. Grant Ri-

chie. Kevin Parker. Connie Taroc-

ci. Cameron Ross. R. Bruce Eddy.

James P. Walsh Kristin Henrik-

son. Ron Kimberley. Ted Axlee.

Kent McKinnon.

dave ross stereo

Sound -

Specialists

370 PRINCESS STREET
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

TEL.: 544-5393

sports, the number of sports en-

tered, and the number of games
played in each sport.

Plaques were awarded for sin-

gle sport winners. Veena Rowatt,

a Science grad. was the winner of

the Co-ed Badminton plaque, bas-

ketball was won by P.H.E.. indoor

baseball by MacArthur, speed

swimming by Arts '73. track and

field by P.H.E.. and archery by

Maureen Bouris. P.H.E. The
W I C, trophy for overall partici-

pation was presented to P.H.E.

Pins for individual participation

were presented to Jinny Crozier.

Margaret Dawson. Sue Campbell,

and Penny Sherritt. Cheryl Thack-

ery and Laura Scott were each

awarded trays for their involve-

ment.

Under Attack

telecasts
The Under Attack telecasts will be

shown at: Alan Borovoy — CKWS
Kingston. Sun. Apr. 4. CFCF
Montreal. Sun. April 11. Vincent

McCaulev - CKWS/Kingston

Sun.
' Apr. 11. CFCF/Montreal.

Sun. Apr. 18. Brvce Mackasev -

CKWS/Kingston. Sun. Apr. 18.

CFCF/Montreal. Sun. April 25.

George Springate. CJOH/Ottawa.

Sun. April 4: CKWS/Kingston.

Sun. May 2 CFCF/Montreal. Sun.

May 9. Pierre Baugeault -

CHCH, Hamilton Mon. Apr. 12;

CJOH/Ottawa. Sun. Apr. 18:

CKWS/Kingston. Sun. May 16

CFCF/Montreal. Sun. May 23. Wil-

liam Kelly - CHCH/Hamilton.

Mon. Apr. 19 CJOH/Ottawa. Sun.

Apr. 25 CKWS/Kingston. Sun.

May 23. CFCF/Montreal. Sun.

May 30. Listings in other cities are

available from Jim Richardson in

the AMS office

ABORTION
can be less costly than you may
think, and pregnancies of up to

12 weeks can be terminated for

$175.00
including doctors fees, labora-

tory tests, all medication &
referral fte. Hospital and Hos-

pital affiliated clinics only. Safe,

Confidential, Immediate,
call

(212} 838-0710
24 hours — 7 days

Woman's Aid & Guidance Group
40 E. 54th St., N.Y.. N.Y. 10022

SUMMER
ACCOMMODATION

IN

TORONTO
Good accommodation available at the Co-op in Toronto

from May 10 to Sept. 10. Rooms as low as $10.00 per

week. (Meals $8 00 extra.) Central location. For infor-

mation and applications write: Campus Co-op, Room 111,

395 Huron St., Toronto 181, Ontario. Telephone 964-1961.

^Illlllll Illlllllfnun i minim mill ml I
miimmmi"";

• All the lalest styles .

• ^sunglasses ^
• Repairs • Magnifiers 4

• Custom made glasses *

Contact Lenses ./

f Sptttabilnq In IHi fltllNG 0f
N

V-^WoPTICIANs!
262 King Sr. E. 542-1747V

~Jfc mm mm mm mm mm hMB*V

1 MODERN 1

TAXI
: 546-2222 :

Fust, Courteous Service
|

everywhere-especial/y the train |

immmimiiiiiiiiiiimm mi m 11 urn iniimi ihiiiiiiiiiiiimh"
1'
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Phys. Ed. Wins Bews Race For Second Year
The Bews Trophy has been

won by Phys. Ed. for the sec-

ond straight year. Phys Ed led

the race most of the year, and

their final margin was 4500

points over Mining Engineer-

ing. Commerce 71-72 placed

third. Civil fourth. Chemical

fifth, and Meds sixth.

At the third annual Bews
Awards Banquet, held last Sun-

day at the LaSalle Hotel, Phys

Ed athletic stick Bruce McGill

accepted the Bews Trophy and

the Doug Adams Trophy for

the stick of the winning year.

Neil Guppy. also of Phys. Ed.,

was the winner of the Edwards
Trophy, awarded to the person

who has contributed most to

intramural athletics during the

year. Neil also won his Gold

Pin for eight or more champi-

onships; he now has a total of

ten over three years. John

Gray of Meds and Bruce Mc-

Gill received silver pins for

five or more championships.

New plaques were given to

each of the team sports win-

ners. These plaques have been

donated this year by the facul-

ty societies.

Complete Bews Standings

are as follows:

Arts Economics 15.781

Law 71 15.285

.Science 74A 12.545

Law 73 12.227

Electrical 12.155

Business Grads 12.026

Arts Math 11.116

Arts Geography 10.565

Arts Biology 10.352

Science 74B 7.950

Arts Politics 7.503

PreMeds 6.445

Biology Grads 3.784

Independent 3.300

Arts Humanities 2.155

Grad Humanities 1.570

Phys. Ed.

Mining

Commerce 71-72

Civil

Chemical

Meds
McArlb.ur

Commerce 73
Law 72

Mechanical

Chem Grads
Commerce 74
Engineering Grads

40.020

35.417

32.995

30.415

27.800

27.011

23.050

22.890

22.105

21.839

18.698

16.188

16.110

The reorganization of the

Bews this year has aided many

teams to improve their posi-

tion or to increase participa-

tion. Commerce, for example,

has three teams instead of the

one before, and all three fin-

ished in the top half of the

standings. Meds had their best

finish, sixth, in many years.

But lor the Arts teams, this

year has been a disaster, as far

as winning goes. Rearrange-

ment along discipline lines

gave Arts six teams instead of

four. Of the six teams. Arts

Economics finished highest, in

fourteenth place overall. The

other teams were all in the low

third of the standings. Only one

team, the Arts Math Curling

team, managed a team cham-

pionship

The reason for this is the dif-

ficulty of communicating with

the scattered section of the

Arts teams. Most engineering

teams take at least one class

together, but the Arts teams

may never get together.

The Grad faculty is another

that has benefitted from the

rearrangement. Five teams re-

placed the single Grads team
of years past, and three of

these teams have done well.

Chem Grads finished in elev-

enth place overall, with Engi-

neering Grads in thirteenth

and Business Grads nine-

teenth

Intramural director Bob
Carnegie feels that despite the

problems associated with the

rearrangement, this has been a

good year for Bews. "A lot of

teams had a lot of points this

year." he commented, noting

that all but the bottom seven

teams had gone over the 10,000

point mark. Next year, some of

the really weak teams will be

aided by slight changes in their

composition. PreMeds will be

with Medicine next year, as

there will be no first year

PreMeds.

by Diane Lougheed

I have been a member of

the Women's Intramural

Committee this past year.

Initially I was very keen on

promoting Women's Intra-

murals because I am myself

very involved in athletics,

and find sports a lot of fun. I

thought that with the excel-

lent new Physical Education

Centre we would have more

girls than in the past partici-

pating in our programs.

However, as the year pro-

gressed I found that not

nearly the number of girls

expected were participat-

ing. I don't think that this

was the fault of the intra-

mural committee because

most of the sports represen-

tatives did a good job organ-

izing their respective

sports. Rather. I feel that

this lack of enthusiasm was

the result of other factors.

Most girls who are seriously

interested in athletics are on

intercollegiate teams. The

amount of time that they

Women's Intramurals - Pro and Con
WW Wl»»w»»

hvC.tM»HI«ek necessary when there a

spend practicing means that

they cannot find time to par-

ticipate in other intramural

level sports. Other girls, al-

though not on teams, seem

to prefer participating in the

recreational programs, and

in the clubs associated with

particular sports, rather

than in the Women's Intra-

murals. Evidence of this can

fje seen in the large mem-

bership of such clubs as the

curling and fencing clubs,

and in the enthusiastic re-

sponse to the six week re-

creational classes.

There are other girls who

are not participating in

athletics to any appreciable

extent. If these girls are to

be reached at all. I think

that they could best be

reached by the recreation

programs, since these pro-

grams do not have competi-

tion as their main objective

l [eel thai there should be

a place for Women's Intra-

mural Athletics in a univer-

sity of this size.

by Cathie Black

This year Queen's athletics has been

the responsibility of the newly formed

University Council on Athletics. The

Women's Intramural Committee is one of

the live committees of this council

Women's athletics at all levels: inter-

collegiate, intramural, and recreational:

were previously controlled by one single

committee known as the Women's Athlet-

ic Council.

In this past year (he W.I.C. has been

working hard to establish a good intra-

mural program. Many problems have

been encountered in the restructuring of

competitive units from place of residence

to faculty and year. Communication was

the major problem, but hopefully the

athletic sticks for each competitive unit

will be able to alleviate this problem. An-

other problem was participation, or the

lack of it. To add incentive, a new awards

system has been established This in-

cludes a W. I. C. Trophy to be awarded to

unit with the best standing based on

ticipation during the year. As well,

ques will be presented to the winning

each sport, and pins and trays will

n for cumulative individual partici-

pation.

Is such a Women's intramural program

th

pa
llLl<|l!

unit ii

be giv

necessary when there are intercollegiate

sports and recreational services availa-

ble?

Our intramural program should work in

conjunction with these intercollegiate and

recreational activities. It may be able to

spark a forgotten interest or polish an un-

derdeveloped skill and induce an individu-

al to advance to the intercollegiate level

of competition The instruction courses

offered by recreational services can be a

basis for intramural competition rather

than a substitute. Squash and paddleball

have become increasingly popular with

Queen's women, and once the basic skills

have been learned, the participants desire

competition Due to this, these sports will

be given consideration in next year's

schedule.

Regardless of what is often said, wom-

en are of a competitive nature, which

needs to be channelled into activities that

will offer them sati

intramural program
importance ol part

(tutting emphasis c

Intramurals can off

meet people from

range of contacts, tt

tions. and most important of all. to he

some real fun in a competitive sense

fad ion and tun. Our

is set up to stress the

ripation rather than

t skill and winning

r women a chance to

outside their usual

release pent-up etno-

ve
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LIVERPOOL (CP) - A gambling den

has been set up in a Liverpool hospital —
but it is all part of the treatment. When
gambling addicts arrive, they are ushered

into the centre where nurses collect bets

and loudspeakers keep patients informed of

results But for many of the addicts the

round-the-clock betting soon becomes a

bore, a doctor explained, estimating that

one-half the patients free themselves from

the habit

TORONTO (UPI) - The following birth

announcement was published Thursday in

the Toronto Star's births column.

"AIKEN — Now that spring is here Lois

and John are proud to announce the birth of

a 7 lb, 12 1
^ oz baby boy. at Scarboro Gener-

al Hospital. This marks the. conclusion of

John's winter works project. After success-

fully indulging in the planning and design

stages, he left the labor negotiations to Ins

wife Lois who appointed Dr. J. E. Kapos to

perform the detailed operations required

The project was financed jointly with the

federal and provincial governments under

the auspices of OHSIP. This marks an en-

core to the project completed 5 years pre-

viously which resulted in the birth of Holly

Ann Elizabeth
"

NEW YORK (APi - Movie producer Al

Ruddy said Friday all references to the

Mafia and Cosa Nostra will be eliminated

from the filmed version of The Godfather,

the best-selling novel about crime.

"We understand a position that the ma-
jority of Italian-Americans in this country

are sensitive to." said Ruddy at a news con-

ference in the office of the Italian-

American Civil Rights League.

TORONTO (CP) - The average temper-
ature in Canada has been dropping each

year since the 1940s, says Morley Thomas,
regional climatologist with trie federal

transport department.

A gradual warming trend began in the

1880s. producing an increase of about one
degree in average annual temperature by
the mid-1940s. But since the 1940s the aver-

age annual temperature has fallen "more
or less back to where it was in the 1880s."

he said in an interview Tuesday.
"In Western Canada temperatures

reached a maximum in the late 1940s and
dropped in the 1950s when the temperatures
in Eastern Canada were generally staying

even. They reached a minor peak in the ear-
ly 1960s and have dropped steadily since
Hu n although more slowly than in the

East."

The average annual temperature now is

about two degrees cooler than the average
in the 1940s.

HONG KONG (APi - North Vietnam's
official radio praised Muhammad Ali and
said it still regards him as world heavy-
weight boxing champion.
A special talk on Ali was broadcast by

Radio Hanoi in a daily program in English

aimed at American armed servicemen in

South Vietnam
"His image as a handsome, super-draft

-dodger remains unblemished, just like the

image of the beautiful Angela Davis and
millions of other top American peace ligh-

ters." Radio Hanoi said.

"More power to the fists of Muhammad
Ali and may he never pull his punches, po-

litical or otherwise."

Ali was stripped of his title in 1967 for re-

fusing induction into the U.S. armed ser-

vices and then was beaten by Joe Frazier in

a title bout in New York March 8.

8996
TORONTO (CP i

- An award-winning
film profile of Newfoundland Premier Jo-

seph Smallwood will nol be shown on CBC
r television, a CBC spokesman said Wednes-
day.

Cec Smith of the corporation's public re-

lations department said the National Film
Board production. The Little Fellow from
Gambo. will not be telecast because it does
not meet the network policy "with respect
to political and controversial broadca-
sting."

Former Prime Minister John Diefenbak-

er. expressed great concern last Monday
about "the shrinking Parliament build-

ings."

"The Parliament buildings have becqrne

pygmies, said Mr. Diefenbaker. because
new buildings obstruct a clear view of the

Hill.

Mr Diefenbaker said the Hill represents

all lhat Canadians have inherited and said

"we have allowed private enterprise" to

threaten this heritage and prestige

ST PAUL. Minn. (APi - Television

cameras should be banned from city council

meetings because TV makes councilmen

look like "donkeys, " says one of the council

members. William Carlson said that televi-

sion conveys a "distorted view" of proceed-

ings because reporters and editors try to

emphasize the ridiculous."

BRASILIA (APi- The mayor of Santana
do Livramento spent $1,315 in public money
for a statue honoring the humble burro, a

still-much-used work animal. A federal tax

court ruled the money was used improperly
in poverty-stricken Alagoas stale and or-

dered him to pay it back

Howard Helpern. a 21-year-old psycholo-

gy major at York University, won the privi-

lege of graduating without being given

marks in his fourth year of study.

The university senate voted 2-1 on Thurs-

day evening to let him graduate without

marks, confirming an earlier decision of

the university's faculty of arts.

But the senate said his professors must
make a written evaluation of his work, and
that this must be scrutinized by the examin-
ations board of the faculty of arts in decid-

ing whether he merits honor standing. The
board ordinarily reviews the marks of a stu-

dent in making that judgment.
Mr. Helpern last October requested the

privilege of being awarded credit for his fi-

nal year at the discretion of his professors.

The faculty of arts ruled he could do so. The
senate voted on it again because it retains

authority to change university regulations.

TORONTO (CP)-The University of To-

ronto said Thursday that only 38 per cent of

the 5.700 students who will graduate this

year had been able to find jobs by March 3.

A survey based on the job-hunting efforts

of 651 students said potential employers had
conducted 6.600 individual interviews on
campus but made fewer than 300 job offers.

Only 18 per cent of the arts and science
graduates were able to find-work. But more
than 75 per cent of the commerce and fi-

nance graduates and more than 50 per cent

of the engineers had jobs.

The Ontario Legislature's Select Com-
mittee on Election Laws has suggested a
new standard ballot form which would sig-

nificantly decrease the number of spoiled
ballots. The proposed ballot would be black
except for white printing and a small white
circle on which any mark would signify a

voter's preference.

WASHINGTONiCPi-A Canadian satel-

lite. Isis-II will be launched tomorrow from
a U.S. testing range at Lompoc. Calif., the
National Aeronautics and Space Admini-
stration said yesterday.

The International Satellite for Ionospher-
ic Studies is the third in a joint Canadian-
U.S. program to study the ionosphere. The
582-pound pay load is to be sent into a circu-

lar orbit by a U S. Delta rocket 870 miles
above the earth.

Of its 12 ionosphere investigation experi-
ments, eight sets of instruments were pro-
vided by Canadian universities and govern-
ment agencies, the others by U.S. groups.

iVrinft Krlswt. m-vdiior of The Public Infer-

est:

When you're writing speculatively, you
can be as radical as you like. When you're
dealing with the real woi Id the chances "i

your being right are 50-50. so you should
move slowly.

SAN DIEGO. Calif. lAP) - A medical

researcher says the way certain cells of the

pancreas regulate insulin flow has been pin-

pointed for the first time—a discovery
which may ultimately lead to finding out

the cause of diabetes.

"We know that lack of insulin produces
diabetes but how this happens has never
been determined." Dr. Arnold Lazarow.
head of the University of Minnesota Medi-
cal School, says. "Now we are closer to un-

ravelling the secret."

Insulin, discovered by Canadians Sir

Frederick Banting and Charles Best, ena-

bles the body to use its energy-giving sugai

.

The cause of diabetes may be a break-

down of cells, known as beta cells, which
have a permeable membrane for input of

glucose to the pancreas. Dr. Lazarow said.

Glucose sets off production of insulin.

Alloxan, a crystalline substance pro-

duced by the body, may be a key factor in

diabetes Dr. Lazarow said. He said his stu-

dies with Dr. Dudley Watkins and Dr. Sher-

win Copperstein of the University of Conne-
cticut have shown that alloxan has a sele-

ctive effect on areas on the surface of the

cell membrance
The new evidence, he said, demonstrates

that the places this substance chooses to

work are the same through which glucose

or sugar is allowed to enter the cell.

The degree of permeability of the cell ap-

parently acts as an on-off switch to control

the amount of glucose that enters the cell

and the amount of insulin that comes out.

Dr. Lazarow said.

"This control apparently is exercised

only at certain points on the cell mem-
brane." he said. "The suggestion is that in

diabetes this control mechanism somehow
has gone awry."

Front Letters to the Etlit'or. Toronto Globe
and Mail:

What a strange society we live in with

the latest unemployment figures just re-

leased, a 10-year high at 8,1 per cent, we
embark on a crash $57.8-iniltion program to

find summer jobs for students. I didn't not-

ice any proud vaunting of a similar figure

for the regular three-kids, unemployed 35-

year-old. whose morale and more impor-

tant. his family livelihood depend on his

getting a job All that I have seen in this line

are a couple of ads in the business section

telling all about "Fred and Joe" after they

had been through the retraining program.
Why in the world do we attempt, year

after year t.i lind jobs for students, when at

least 50 per cent of them don't need them:
all that it will do is to take unskilled jobs

from people whose need is more urgent

Give the kids a job! is the annual slogan

from Ottawa. Well, how about giving the

same deal to the rest of the population?

Peter Stevens

St Catharines

The previous deadline of March 31 has
been extended to April 19 for applications

for the 3,400 summer jobs in Europe, that

are being offered through Canadian Man-
power Centres. Otto Land, the Manpower-

Minister, announced that there were still

many openings in West Germany, The Net-

herlands, France and Belgium, and that

students shouldn't be deterred by a require-

ment that they have some knowledge of the

language of the host country.

"Only a very basic ability to communi-
cate is required for many positions."

The work week in Europe is generally

longer than in Canada, and the wages are

lower, however, room and board are pro-

vided in some jobs.

More than 100 Canadians and American
tourists were stranded in London's Gatwick
airport last week after Government offi-

cials made a spot check on a charter flight

to New York. Only 38 of a total of 154 pas-

sengers were allowed to board the-charter

plane which later left for New York, Inves-

tigators from the department of trade lound

that 116 passengers booked on the Boeing

707 did not meet inernational regulations

governing eligibility lor charter flights.

When the East Germans say you have to

keep off the grass, they really mean it

They are notably touchy about the grass

along their border with the West and. in

spite of recent talks about allowing Easter

crossings of the Berlin Wall, they are gett-

ing touchier

This may fairly be inferred from the re-

cent activities of East German jailers (or

border guards i.. who have been going aboul

their chores with a chilling. Teutonic tho-

roughness, They have come to the conclu-

sion that mines to blow your leg off, dogs

rip your throat out. and coil upon coil ol

barbed wire to snare the unwary, fall shorl

of total efficiency.

Evidence that the brain partially disen-

gages from the rest ol the body during

weightlessness has been uncovered by a

University of California Brain Research In-

stitute team. Although there is no firm ev-

idence that this effect of weightlessness has

impaired the performance of astronauts in

space to date. This effect may impair the

ability of astronauts to focus altention on

their lasks when longer space missions be-

come a reality. These conclusions were

drawn partly from a detailed compute'

analysis of physiological data from Bonnie

the monkey who orbited the earth for eigh'

days in 1969. Similar trends were shown i' 1

the 'computer analysis of the brainwave

readings of astronaut Frank Borman in the

Gemini 7 mission.
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